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NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
WEDBESDAY, APBIL 87, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
ON FoREIGN RELATIONS.l.

CoHKITTEE

Washington, v. 0.

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10: 30 a. m. in the Senate
caucus room, 318 Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally,
chairman of the committ~, presiding.
Present : Senators Connally (chairman), Geor~, Thomas of Utah,
Tydings, Pepper, Green, ·McMahon, Fulbright, Vandenberg, Wiley,
Smith of New Jersey, Hicken looper, and Lodge.
Also present: Senators Tobey, Ferguson, Donnell, Know land, Jenner~ McGrath, and Watkins.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This is a meeting of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
for the purpose of holding hearings on the North Atlantic Treaty.
We are glad to have visitors, but we must enjoin upon them the duty
of preserving quiet and not interrupting the committee on its deliberations.
The committee is glad to have Senators sit in these hearings. We
want the widest possible information respecting the treaty to go to
the people of the United States, and we will thank the press for
carrying those reports to the people of the country. 'Ve would like
to have t.he facts and the truth.
For the convenience and information of the committee and the
Senate a copy of the North Atlantic Treaty will be printed in the record at this point.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
NOBTH ATLANTIC TRF..ATY

The Parties to this Treaty reamrm their faith In the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nations and their desire to llve In peace with all
people>i and all governments.
They are determined to KBfeguard the freedom, common heritage and clvlllzatlon of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual llberty
and the rule of law.
They seek to promote stability nn<l well-being In the North Atlantic area.
They are reiwlve<l to unltP thf>ir eff'ortR for collective defense and for the preservation of penee und sP.CUrity.
They therefore agree to this North Atlantic Treaty:
ARTICLE 1

The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, to
eettle uny International disputes In whioo they may be Involved by peaceful
means In such a manner that International peace and security, and justice, are
not endangered, and to refrain In their International relations from the threat
or use of force in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations.
1
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NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
ARTICI.B 2

The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
friendly International relations by strengthening their free institutions, by
bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these Institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being.
They will seek to eliminate conflict in their International economic l)Ollcles
and will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.
·>\M-101.&-· 8-

In order more etfecti!'ely to .a chleve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties,
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual
aid, wlll maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.
ARTICLB 4

The Parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them,
the territorial Integrity, pollticnl Independence or security of any of the Parties
Is threatened.
AllTICU!! 5

The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all; and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise
of the right of Individual or collective self-defense recognized by .Article 51 of
the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so attacked
by taking forthwith, Individually and in concert with the other Parties, such
action as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall immediately l>e reported to the Security Connell. Such measures shall be terminated
when the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and
maintain International peace and security.
ARTICE 6 .

For tl1e purpose of Article 5 an armed attack on one or more of the Parties is
deemed to include an armed attack on the territory of any of the Parties In
Europe or North America, on the Algerian departments of France, on the occupation forces of any Party in Europe, on the Islands under the jurisdiction of
any Party In the North AtlantiC' area north of the Tropic of Cancer or on the
vessels or aircraft In this area of any of the Parties.
ARTICLE 7

This Treaty does not aft'ect, and shall not be interpreted as atTectlng, In any
way the rights and obligations under the Charter of the Parties which are members of the United Nations, or the primary responsibillty of the Security Council
for the maintenance of internatlonul peace and security.
ARTICLE 8

Each Party declares that none of the International engagements now In force
between it and any other of the Parties or any third state ls in conflict with the
provisions of this Treaty, and undertakes not to enter Into any International
engagement In conflict with this Treaty.
ARTICLE 9

The Parties hereby establlsh a council, on which each of them shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the implementation of tbls Treaty. The
<:ouocil shall be so organized as to be able to meet promptly at any time. The
coundl shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary ; lo particular
it shall establish Immediately a defense committee which shall recommend
measures for the implementation of Articles 3 and G.
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TREATY

ARTIOr.& 10

The Parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite any other European state
In a position to further the principles of this Treaty and to contribute to the
security of the North .Atlantic area to accede to this Treaty. Any state so invited
may become a party to the Treaty by depositing its instrument of accession
with the Government of the United States of America. The Government of the
United States of America will inform each of the Parties of the deposit of each
such Instrument of accession.
ARTICLE 11

This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried out by the Parties In
accordance With their respective constltutlonal proceaaes. The instruments of
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the
United States of America, which will notify all the other Blgnatories of each
deposit. The Treaty shall enter Into force between the states which have ratified
it as soon as the ratifications of the majority of the signatories, including the
.ratifications of Belgium, Canada, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom and the United States, have been deposited and shall come Into
effect with respect to other states on the date of the deposit of their ratifications.
ARTICLE 12

After the Treaty bas been In force for ten years, or at any time the1·eafter, the
Parties shall, lf any of them so requests, consult together for the purpose of
·reviewing the Treaty, having regard for the factors then affecting peace and
security in the North .Atlantic area, Including the development of universal as
well as regional arrangements under the Charter of the United Nations tor the
maintenance of international peace and security.
ARTICLE 13

After the Treaty has been In force for twenty years, any Party may cease to be
a party one year after Its notice of denun<>iatlon has been glveD to the Government
of the United States of America, which will Inform the Governments of the other
Parties of the deposit ot each notice of denunciation.
ARTICLE 14

This Treaty, of which the English and French texts are equally authentic,
shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United States of
America. Duly certified copies thereof will be transmitted by that Government
to the Governments of the other signatories.
In witness whereof, the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed this Treaty.
Done at Washington, the fourth day of April , 1949.
For the Kingdom of Belgium:
P.H. SPA.AK
SIL..'EBCBUYS

ll'or Canada :
LESTER B. PEABSON
H . H. WRONG
For the Kingdom of Denmark :
GUSTAV RASMUSSEN
HENRIK KAUFFMANN

For France:
ScHUMAN

H . BoNNET

For keland :
BJABNI BENEDIKTSSON
THOR THOBS

For Italy :
SFOBZA
ALBERTO TARCHIANI
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For the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg:
Jos BECH
HUGUES LE GALLAIS
For the Kingdom of the ~etherlands:
STJKKER
E. N. VAN KLEFFENS
For the Kingdom of Norway:
HAL\'ARD ?ti. LANGE
WILllELM MUNTHE MORGENSTIERNE
For Portugal :
Jost CAEIRO DA MATTA
PEDRO THEOT6NIO PEREIRA
For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
ERNEST BEVIN
OLIVER FRANKS
For the tTnlted States of America:
DEAN ACHESON
I CERTIFY THAT the foregolnl! IR n true cop)· of the No1·th Atlantic Treat)· 11lg:;a
at Washington on April 4, 1949 in the Englhih and Frt'nch hml!U11ges, the 11lgned
original of which ls deposited In the nrchlveR of the Government of the United
States of Amerka.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I. DEAN ACHESON, Secretary of State of the United
States of America, have hereunto cam1ed the F&eal of the Department of State
to be affixed and my name "'n~C"rlbed hy the AnthE>ntlcatlon Officer of the said
Department. at the city of Washington, in the Dlstrkt of Columbia, this fourth
day of April, 1949.
DEAN ACHESON
Sccrcta,.y of State
[SEAL]

By 1\1. P. CHAUVIN
A.uthmtication OffU'cr
Department of State

The CHAIRMAN. The committee is honored today by having present
Secretary of State Acheson, who will be the first witness to be heard.
Mr. Secretary, proceed in your own way. The questions of the committee and others will be deferred until you have finished reading
your statement, if that is agreeable to you.
Secretary ACHESON. That is entirely agreeable, ~Ir. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HOB. DEAN ACHESON, SECRETARY OF STATE
Secretary AcHESON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I welcome this opportunit:v to discuss with you the North Atlantic
Treaty signed on April 4. That treaty is no new document to you. It
has been developed, to nn extent without parallel in my knowled~e,
us a cooperative enterprise between the executive and legislative
branches of the Government and particularly between the Department
of Stnte and this committee. 'Vithout the vision and assistance of
your chnirmnn, of yonr former chairman, nnd the members of this
committee, this treaty could never have been concluded. The text
embodies many constructive suggestions from members of the
committee.
The President hns spoken on the treaty in .recent weeks, and the Department of State has made available a considerable amount of source
material regardin~ it. Since yon already have in your possession
some of what I shall say today, I shnll make my statement as short
us possible and will then be at your disposal for questions,
I should like very briefly to review with you the reason for this
treaty, and its purposes.
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It has been well said that "Everyone wants peace~ but not everyone
is prepared to work for it." No people in this world want peace more
than the American people. They have always wanted it, they have
sought it in various ways, but they have not always been ready to
work for it. If we wish peace, we must be prepared to wage peace,
with all our thought, energy, and courage. That is the purpose of this
treaty.
TRADITION .\L AMERICAN POJ.ICY

'V11en the United States was a small and weak country, isolated by
many weeks from other continents, our forefathers wisely based our
foreign policy upon the realities of those times, and we managed to
stay apart, to a large extent from developments in other lands.
However, our responsibilitv for assistmg in the maintenance of
peace beyond our borders has been long recognized and assumed.
For more than a century and a quarter this Government has contributed to the peace of the Americas by making clear that it would
regard an attnck on any American state as an attack on itself. We
gave our unilateral declaration to this effect. As the years passed
and our neighbors to the South grew in stature, they accepted a similar responsibility.
But beyond this responsibility, we did not see clearly the impact
of an unstable world on our security. In 1920 many nations of the
world joined in an attempt to maintain international peace and security through the Lea~1e of Nations. Although the President of
the United States had played a leading part in drafting the League
Covenant, the United States was not prepared to enter the League,
and we withdrew from the participation with other nations in their
first effort to wage peace on a world-wide basis. As a consequence,
we had no effective means to prevent the Second Wodd War.
IMPACT OF WORLD WAR II ON AMERICAN POLICY

But by 1945, after the tragedy of involvement in a Second World
War, we realized fully that times had changed, drastically and irrevocably. It is the responsibility of this generation to base the conduct of foreign affairs upon the realities of today. Todav no place
on earth is more than a few hours distant from any other place. Today neither distance nor ocean nor air affords security. Security
today and henceforward can only be assured, in the President's words,
by stopping war before it can start.
THE CREATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

In 1945 a new and greater effort for the maintenance of international peace and security was undertaken in the establishment of the
United Nations. In the preamble of the Charter the peoples of the
United Nations expressed their determination._
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, wblcb twice In our
lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind • • •.
And for these ends-

the Charter goes onTo practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good

neighbors ; and
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To unite our strength to maintain International peace and security; and
To ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the Institution of methods,
that armed force shall not be used sa'l'e in the common Interest • • •.

These are the words of the Charter.
The first purpose of the United Nations, as stated in article 1 of the
Charter isto maintain international peace and security, and to that end to take etrecttve
collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and
for the suppression of nets of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to
bring about by peaceful means, and In conformity with the principles of justice
and international lnw, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or
situations which might lead to a breach of the peace.
AMERICAN ACCEPl'ANCE OF UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The American people overwhelmingly accepted this commitment
and the other commitments laid down in the Charter. They showed
not merely their desire for peace but their determination to work for
peace through full participation inetrectlve collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the
peace and for the suppression of acts of aggression.

The hopes of the American people for
are based on the United Nations.

peac~

with freedom and justice

COMMITMENTS IN UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The Charter not only spells out, as did the Kellogg Pact, the essential principle of settling disputes by peaceful means instead of war i
it goes much further. The Charter commits all members of the United
Nations to certain principles in the conduct of their foreign affairs
which would, if carried out, do a number of things. First, they would
secure peace and do away with the use of force as an instrument of
national policy. Second; they would establish the right of nations to
independence and self-determination. Third, they would establish
that economic, social, and other problems can and should be worked
out by international agreement and for the benefit of the peoples of
all countries. Fourth, they would recognize and further human rights
and fundamental freedoms. Here is more than a vague express10n.
These are the foundations of a world system, based on law, which
would do far more than merely prevent war.
Still, the Charter goes further. It establishes machinery and procedures for furthering these purposes. The fundamental fact of the
Charter is that these mechanisms and procedures are the institutions
and procedures of free peoples, based on solving difficulties and making progress through investigation of facts, free discussion, and decisions by adjustment among representatives of the member nations,
all of whom accept and are attempting to achieve the purposes of the
world organization.
NONACCEP'J.'ANCE BY A MINORITY OF CHARTER PRINCIPLES

Now, any organization of free individuals or free peoples, whether
it is a private one or a national one or an international one, must
proceed upon the basis that the vast bulk of those within it are firmly
attached to the basic principles of the organization and are trying to
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carry them out. If this is so, adjustments are made within the area
of common purposes; and, no matter how sharp disagreements may
be, there are common principles to which appeal may be made and
which basically govern the conscience and behavior of the members.
Whenever a powerful minority repudiates the basic principles and
uses the procedures to accomplish direct1y contrary purposes or to
frustrate the organization, then it obviously will not work as intended.
Here lies the basic difficulty which the United Nations has faceda difficulty which would produce serious problems in any international organization, however perfectly devised. · This difficulty is that
a powerful group, even though a minority, has not genuinely accepted
the purposes and principles of the organization and has used its institutions and procedures to frustrate them. This is not a defect of
machinery. It is a defect in the basic attitude of some of the members which no change of machinery or procedure can cure.
ABILITY OF UNITED NATIONS TO FUNCTION

One of the principal problems which hasfrown out of this situation
which I have described is that a sense o insecurity and a fear of
aggression have grown up in an important section of the world which
is struggling to recover economically, politically, and socially from
the drains of the last war. The recovery of this area is of vital conceru to the whole world.
To attain a sense of security and to be free from the constant fear
of armed attack is certainly one of the prime objectives of the United
Nations. How, then, is this objective to be obtained when a few of
the members of the United Nations frustrate the attempt to attain it
through the machinery provided in the Charted It is certainly not
to be obtained by doing nothing about it. It is certainly not hostile
to the United Nations or contrary to the Charter to attempt to attain
this objective by means wholly consistent with the Charter.
The United Nations is not a thing in itself. It is not an end in
itself. It is a means to an end. The end is progressive deYelopment
of a peaceful and stable world order where law rather than force and
anarchy will govern the conduct of nations in their foreign relations.
It was never in the minds of the framers of the Charter that the
organization set up under it should be so distorted as to become an
international instrument which paralyzed the pacific nations of the
world, the possible victims of aggression, while leaving a would-be
aggressor with completely free hands to deal with them one by one.
In order that there should be no misunderstanding on this point,
article 51 was inserted in the Charter.
VIOLATIONS BY RUSSIA OF CHARTER PRINCIPLES

If I may use an understatement, the sense of insecurity prevalent in
western Europe is not a figment of the imagination. It has come
about through the conduct of the Soviet Union. Western European
countries have seen the basic purposes and J?rinciples of the Charter
cynically violated by the conduct of the Soviet Union with the countries of eastern Europe. Their right to self-determination has been
extinguished by force or threats of force. The human freedoms
as the rest of the world understands them have been extinguished
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throughout that whole area. Economic problems have not been solved
by international cooperation but have been dealt with by dictation.
These same methods have been attempted in other areas-penetration
by propaganda and the Communi~t Party. attempts to block cooperative international efforts in the economic field, wars of nerves, and in
some cases thinly veiled use of force itself.
By the end of 1947 it had become abundantly clear that this Soviet
pressure and penetration was being exerted progressively further to
the west. In January 1948, the British Foreign Secretary, Mr. Ernest
Bevin, said that if any one power attempted to dominate Europe by
whatever means, direct or indirect, it would inevitably lend to another
world war unless this policy could be checked by peaceful means. He
declared that if peace and security were to be preserved it could be
doneonlyby mobilization of iiuch 11 mornl and mntt-rlnl for('t- as will <'rf'11te eonflrlt-n<'e anrl
energy In the West and Inspire respect elsewhere.
THE BRUSSELS TREATY

With encouragement from the United States the Brussels Treaty
was signed on March 17, 1948. The Brussels Treaty system took the
form, not of a network of bilateral alliances llS had been originally
considered, but of a collective defense arrangement within the framework of the United Nations Charter similar in many respects to the
Rio Treaty. On the day the Brussels Treaty was signed, the President,
in addressing both Houses of Congress, called the treaty a notable
step toward peace and expressed confidence that the determination
of the free peoples of Europe to protect themselves would be matched
}>y equal determination on our part to help them do so and that the
United States would extend to the free countries the support which
the situation might require.
SENATE RESOLUTION 230

At that time the Congress had before it a number of proposals for
strengthening the United Nations and making it a more effective instrument for the maintenance of international peace and security.
My predecessor, General Marshall, and the former Under Secretary
of State, l\Ir. Robert Lovett, entered into consultation with the committee on how the great influence of the United States might best be
broI1_ght to bear in association with other free nations in strengthening
the United Nations and furthering the cause of world peace.
On May 19, 1948, this committee unanimously reported Senate Resolution No. 239. •That resolution declared:
Whereas peace with justice and the defense of lnunan rights untl fundumental
freedoms require lnternutlonal cooperation through more effective use of the
United Nations: Therefore he it
R.csolved, That the Sen11te reaffirm the policy of the Unltetl Stnte" to achieve
lnternationnl penre 11nrl security through the United Nations 1w that armed force
shall not be U!<eil t-xcept In the common interest, and that the Prel'<iclent he ad,·l>1ed
of the sense of the St-nate that thiR (Jovernment, by constltutlo1111l process. shoulrl
particularly pursue the following objectivf'!< within the Vnitffi Nation" Chnrter:
(1) Voluntary agreement to rt-move the veto from all questions invoh·ing )lllclftc
settlement!! of lnt1>rnatlonal disputes anrl ~ltuatiom:, and from the admission
of new members.
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(2) Progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements
for individual and collective 11elf-defense in a<.-cordance with the purpo8e8, principles, and provisions of the Charter.
\3) Assoelatlon of the Unitetl States, by constitutional process, with such
regional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and
etfective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect tts national security.
( 4) Contributing to the m1tlntenance of peace by making clear I~ determination
to exer(•ise the right of individual or collt!(:tl\'e self-defense under article ;a should
any armed attack occm- affecting its national security.
(5) Maximum Pfforh• to obtain 11gr1>ements to provide the United Nations with
armed forces as provided hy the Churter, and to obtain agreement among member natlous upon uni'l'ersal regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate
und dependable guaranty against 'l'lolutlon.
( G) If necessary, after adequate eft'ort toward strengthening the United Nations. reYlew of the Charter at 1111 appro1>riate time by a general conference
called under article 100 or by the GPnernl Assembly.

It will be noted that of the six objectives recommended, Nos. 1, 5
and 6 were designed to strengthen the United Nations on a universal
basis. This requires the agreement of all the major powers. Our
efforts to achieve these objectives are being steadily J?Ursued but it has
not ye~ been possible, and I am not able to say when it will be possible,
to achieve them.
The second, third, and fourth objectives are designed to promote
peace and stability by anciJlary methods within the principles of the
Charter. In its report on that resolution the committee declared that
these relatively unexplored resour«es of the Charter should be further
explored and developed as rapidly as possible.
LEOISLATIVE·EXECt:TIVE COOPERATION TOWARD DlPLEMENTINO SENATE
RESOLUTIO~

239

For more than a vear the members of the committee and officers of
the Department of State have been in consultation ns to the nature of
the problems involved, how they might best be met, and how the influence of the United States might best be brought to bear in the cause
of peace, Throughout the negotiation of this treaty the United States
negootiators have been guided by the wishes of the Senate as expressed
in &>solution 239. It is highly gratifying that the views of the Senate,
as expressed in the unanimous report of this· committee on the resolution and the passage by the Senate of that resolution by a vote of
fl'i to 4, and in subsequent consultation on the text of the treaty, have
been absolutely free of_partisan spirit and have been moved solely
by the interests of the United States, of the United Nations, and of
world peace.
EXPLORATORY TALKS WITH WT.STERN EUROPEAN Cffll:"i1'RIES

Following the resolution of the Senate, Mr. Lovett undertook to
explore the matter with the Ambassadors of Canada, the United Kingdom. France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg. The objective of this Government and of the other governments pa11icipating
in these discussions was to establish an arrangement which would:
Fit·st. Increase the determination of the parties to resist aggression
. and their confidence that they could successfuJly do so;
Second. Promote full economic recovery through removing the drag
of a sense of insecurity;
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Third. Stimulate the efforts of the parties to help themselves and each
other and, through coordination, to achieve maximum effectiveness for
defense; and
Fourth. Contribute to the maintenance of :peace and reduce the
possibility of war by making clear the determmation of the parties
Jointly to resist armed attack from any quarter.
EXPLANATION OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

I have explained the text of the treaty article by article in my report
to the President, which is before you, and I will not repeat that explanation at this point. I wish merely to stress certain essential points
of the treaty.
ARTICLE I

The treaty is carefully and conscientiously desiITT1ed to conform in
every particular with the Charter of the United Nations and to contribute to the accomplishments of its purposes. This is made clear in
article I which reiterates and reaffirms the basic principle of the
Charter, namely, that the participating countries will settle all their
international disputes, not only among themselves but with any nation,
by peaceful means in accordance with the :provisions of the Charter.
This declaration sets the whole tone and spirit of the treaty and provides unmistakable proof that any allegations that the treaty conceals
aggressive intentions are obvious perversions of the truth. Democracies, by their very nature must conduct their affairs openly.
They could not, even if they wished, conspire against anyone, individually or collectively. Such allegations are belied both by the terms
of the treaty and by the very nature of the free institutions upon which
the signatory governments are founded.
ARTICLE ll. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

Article II demonstrates the conviction of the parties that real peace
is a positive and dynamic thing, that it is much more than the mere
absence of war. In this article the signatory governments assert that
thev will strengthen their free institutions and see to it that the fundamental purposes upon which these institutions are founded are better
understood everywhere. They also agree to seek to eliminate conflicts
in their economic life and to promote economic cooperation among
themselves. Here is the ethical essence of the treaty-the common resolve to preserve, strengthen, and make better understood the very
basis of tolerance.' restraint, freedom, and well-being, the really vital
things with which we are concerned.
ARTICLE

m.

MUTUAL AID AND BELF·HELP

Article III, of which I will speak further later this morning, embodies in the treaty the concept contained in the Senate resolution of
continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid. This means that
no party can rely on others for its dl'fcnse unless it does its utmost to
defend itself and contribute toward the defense of the others.
The basic purpose of the treaty is, as recommended in the Senate
resolution, to contribute to the maintenance of peace by making clear
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the determination of the parties to exercise the right of self-defense
under article 51, should armed attack upon any party occur. This
provision is contained in article V. If the treaty accomplishes its
purpose such an armed attack will not occur. In order to accomplish
that purpose, however, the parties must state clearly what they would
be prepared to do if an armed attack should occur.
AllTICLE V. OBLIGATIONS IN THE

EVEN~

OF AN ABMED ATTACK

Article V recognizes the basic fact that an armed attack UJ?On any
party would so threaten the national security of the other parties as to
be in effect an armed attack upon all. It further provides that in the
_event of such an attack each of them will take, individually and in
concert with the other parties, whatever action it deems necessary to
_restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area, including
the use of armed force.
This naturally does not mean that the United States would automatically be at war if one of the other siw1atory nations were the
victim of an armed attack. Under our Constitution, the Congress alone
11as the power to declare war. The obligation of this Government
under article V would be to take promptly the action it deemed necessary to restore and maintain the secm·ity of the North Atlantic area.
That decision would, of course, be taken in accordance with our constitutional procedures. The factors which would have to be considered would be the gravity of the attack and the nature of the action
which this Gornrnment considered necessary to restore and maintain
the security of the North Atlantic area. That would be the end to be
achieved. Under the treaty we would be bound to make an honest
judgment as to what action was necessary to attain that end and consequently to take such action. That action might or might not include
the use of armed force. If we should be confronted again with an
all-out armed attack such as has twice occurred in this century and
caused world wars, I do not believe that any action other than the use
of armed force could be effective. The decision, however, would naturally rest where the Constitution has placed it.
THE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGILUI (M.A. P.)

I .believe it appropriate to outline briefly the role of the proposed
military assistance program in our over-all foreign policy and its
relationship to the Atlantic Pact. As you know, the President will
shortly recommend to the Congress the enactment of legislation authorizing the transfer of. military equipment and assistance to other
nations. As you also know, the proposed program will request
authorization and appropriation of $1,130,000,000 for Atlantic Pact
countries and approximately $.320,000,000 for other countries, including Greece and Turkey, making a total of $1,450,000,000 for the fiscal
year 1950.
The furnishing of military assistance to the .Atlantic Pact countries is designed to assist us in attaining the fundamental goal of our
foreign pohcy: The preservation of international peace and the preservation of the security of the United States. Our aid to Greece and
Turkey1 the European recovery program-the greatest of all measures
to date m our foreign policy-Senate Resolution 289, the Atlantic Pact
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'vhich we are now considering, and the proposed military assistance
program, are all designed to this end.
PURPOSE OF THE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

You may ask why it is not enough to have the Atlantic Pact alone
since it accepts the principle that an attack on one is an attack on all.
Why does the Executive believe that it will be necessary to have a
military assistance program in addition to the commitments contained
in the pact?
The answer is found in the insecurity and the fears of western
Europe and of many of the other freedom-loving nations of the world.
Basic to the purposes of the military assistance program is the necessity of promoting economic recovery and :political · stability by providing a basis for confidence. a sense of security and a reasonable assurance of peace among European peoples. The military assistance program wi11 improve the defenses and military capabilities of these nations. and thus increase their will to resist aggres.<;ion and their ability
tb maintain internal security.
It is understandable that the free nations of western Europe cannot look forward with equanimity to invasion and occupation in the
£:vent of war, even if we guarantee subsequently to liberate them. Nor
is it in our own interest to permit them to be occupied with the consequent necessity of the costly liberation of these areas. Our active
foreign policy has given rise in Europe to a great momentum of
recovery and a great increase in the wi11 to resist. The hope for peace
lies in maintaining this momentum. The free countries of western
Europe must be encouraged to continue their efforts toward recovery.
Their will to resist and their ability mutually to defend themselves
must be stren1,..rthened. They must be encoura(J'ed and assisted to build
up their defense forces, through self-help an~ mutual aid, to a point
where aggression cannot take place through internal disorders growing from the seeds sown by a potential aggressor, or undt>r the guise of
border incidents. In short, they must regain, individually and collectively, their ability to maintain their independence and national security. This in itself is an additional deterrent to any would-be aggressor.
Thus. even without the existence of the North Atlantic Treaty, the
nt>ed for assistance for defense of these countries would be the same.
With the pact, the assistance, once given, will be infinitely more
effective.
MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND l\IUTUAL AID AND SELF-HELP

It is important, 110wever, to view the objectives of the proposed
military assistance program in light of the objectives of article 3, the
self-help and mutual-aid article, of the North Atlantic Treaty, for
the objectives of each art> complementary. The objectives of both ars
to mnintain and develop indiv1du.nl and coll~tive ~apa~ity to resist by
self-help and mutual aid. That 1s whnt article ~ 1s gomg to do; that
· is what the proposed military assistance program is going to do.
Article ~ does not bind the United States to the propost>d military
assistance program, nor indeed to any program. It does bind the
United Statt>s to the principle of self-help and mutual aiq. Within
this principle each party to the pact must exercise its own honest
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judgment as to what it can and should do, to de\'elop and maintain
its own capacity to resist and to help others. The judgment of the
executive branch of this Government is that the United States can
and should provide military assistance to assist the other countries in
tl1e pact to maintain their collective security. The pact does not bind
the Congress to reach that same conclusion, for it does not diet.ate
the conclusion of honest judgment. It does preclude repudiation of
the principle or of the obligation of making that honest judgment.
Thus~ if you ratify the pact, it cannot be said that there is no obligation to help. There is an obligation to help, but the extent, the manner, and the timing is up to the honest judgment of the parties.
I therefore earnestly trust that the Congress will see fit to enable
this Government to carry out that aspect of its foreign policy represented by the proposed military assistance program. At the same
time, I urge that both the treaty and the proposed military assistance
program should be considered separately and on their own merits.
For my own part I believe that both the North Atlantic Treaty and
the military assistance program will contribute to world-wide security.
THE TREATY AND THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The treaty is wholly consistent with the Charter and desi~ned to
strengthen the system of international law of which the Charter is
the basis. It will give security and confidence to the signatory nations, whose common institutions and moral and ethical beliefs draw
them naturally together, and whose well-being is vital to world re·
covery.
The added security of these nations does not threat~n or weaken any
other nation or portion of the world. The principles which draw
these nations into natural affinity and which they seek to defendfreedom of the individual, tolerance and restraint, and the rule of
Jaw-are the principles which unite free peoples throughout the world.
The detem1ination to provide defense for these principles by the
12 nations joining in this treaty-addecl to the other steps taken by
these and other nations to wage peace--must be an encouragement to
aJI free peoples who wish peace based on these principles.
PREVENTIVE EFFECT OF NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

The treaty is the practical expression of the determination that an
a1rgressor cannot divide these nations and pick them off one by one.
History has taught us that the absence of such determination and of
its clear statement in advance is gravely dangerous. The knowledge
that armed attaek win be met by collective defense, prompt and effecti\·e. will surely have a steadyinJ? effect on anyone from whom that
transgression might come.
The political and moral strength which this treaty adds to the accumulating economic strength of a vital portion of the world will
stren¢,hen our ability to build a wor1d in which freedom is maintained and expanded and in which the problems remaining and growing out of the war can be solved in an atmosphere free of the fear of
aggression.
90614-49--pt. 1 - 2
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In conclusion I should like to repeat to you words which the President used at the signing of the treaty :
It is a simple document. but If it had existed In 1914 and In 1939, supported
by the nations which are represented here today, I believe it would have prevented
, the acts of aggression which led to two world wars.
For us war is not Inevitable. We do not believe that there are blind tides
of history which sweep men one way or the other. In our own times we have
seen brave men overcome obstacles that seemed Insurmountable and forces that
seemed overwhelming. Men with courage and vision can still determine their
own destiny. They can choose slavery or freedom-war or peace.
I have no doubt which they will choose. The treaty we are signing here today
ls evidence of the path they wlll follow.
If there Is anything certain today, If there Is anything inevitable in the future,
It Is the will of the people of the world for freedom and peace.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you are agreeable to questions at
this time, are you not?
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my statement and I am at your service for questions.
DEFENSIVE NATURE OF

THE

TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I understand from your testimony
and from our own knowledge of the matter that this is a defensive
treaty, a defensive treaty aimed at the preservation of peace rather
than at aggressive or offensive action on the part of the signatories
to the treaty. Is that not true?
Secretary ACHESON. That is entirely correct, Mr. Chairman. It
is wholly defensive. There are no aggressive designs of any sort
openly stated, covertly concealed, or in any way connected with this
treaty.
COMPARISON WITH OLD MILITARY ALLIANCES
The CHAIRMAN. It has been charged, and will be charged in some
quarters, that this is a military aJliance. I wish you would discuss and.
outline the military a.Jliances in Europe and elsewhere in the last
century or so and compare them with this particular treaty upon
which we are embarking. The balances of power and things of that
kind in the old world were commonly denominated military alliances.
Would you mind doing that?
Secretary AcHESoN. To the best of my ability.
The system of miltary alliances to which you refer was usually embodied in treaties which provided that if one of the signatory parties-they were usually bilateral treaties-became involved in war-The CHAIRMAN. It was not limited to at.tack on them, but extended
also to an enterprise to make war on somebody else, is that true¥
Secretary ACHESON. I think that is true; yes, sir. The idea of arrangements to frevent aggression is somewhat modern. In the old
treaties it was i you became involved in war, then the other signatory
party would come to your help.
Some of the treaties provided that the other signatory party should
actually engage in war with military forces; still others provided that
they should be benevolent, not neutral but nonbelligerent, and help
in any way.
One of the oldest treaties of alliance in existence in the world today is the British--Portuguese treaty.
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DEFENSIVE NATURE OF NORTH ATLANTIO TREATY
The conception of this treaty, and the conception of the ltio treaty
and the conception of the Brussels Treaty, is a newer one, and one
which grows out of principles and procedures of the United Nations
Charter. It is an arrangement entered into within the scope of article
51 of the United Nations Charter.
Now I want to mak,e clear that article 51 does not create the right
of individual or collective self-defense. That is inherent in all nations. The United Nations Charter merely recognizes that right and
says that nothing in the Charter shall impair it or interfere with it
in any way.
These arrangements that 1 have referred to, the Rio Treaty, the
Brussels Treaty and this treaty, are arrangements entered into as an
exercise of the mherent right of individual and collective self-defense.
They are arrangements entered into by natural communities of nations, in one case by the community of nations in the Western Hemisphere, in another case by that community of nations which represents
the Brussels powers, in the third case by the Atlantic community.
It has been pointed out many times that there is nothing contrived
or created by the treaty. It is a naturally existing thing. There is a
community of spirit, a community of history, and a community of interest in these Atlantic countries, and what they agree to here is that
if an armed attack occurs on one of them, it is an attack upon the whole
community, and the whole community would join in resisting it.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no provision in the treaty, as I understand
it, of an aggressive or offensive character whatever.
Secretary AcnESON. There is none, Mr. Chairman.
RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE INHEUENT IN ANY STATE
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that without this treaty we would have
the right to take the action that the treaty contemplates, if we so desire
as a nation¥
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that in World War I and World
'Var II, without any treaty, we did, because of the armed attack on
other nations which we thought threatened the security of the United
States, ent~r the war to resist the aggression by armed powers upon
the peaceful nations of the earth, without any treaty?
secretary ACHESON. We did, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRl\lAN. I think it is well to emphasize the fact that you
brought out, that this treaty really does not create any new authority
or any new powers; it simply is a recognition, under Article 51, of
rights which we already possess to cooperate in behalf of peace.
Secretary ACHESON. That is very true. The rights which are exercised through action taken under this treaty are inherent rights, described as such in the United Nations Charter. They inhere in the
very existence of nationhood.
The C11AIR'.\JAN. To the nation they are the same as the inherent
ri~hts that individuals possess, applied to the nation as a whole.
Secretary Am1ESON. That is correct.
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RELATIONSHIP

OF

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO TREATY

The ci::AJRMAN. Mr. Secretary, there is a good deal of discussion and
confusion, I would say, a.bout the relationship of the treaty it.c;;elf to
the future proposals to furnish arms. I notice you say in your wstimony that you think that each one of these instruments should be separately considered and treated on its own merits. Is that correct~
Secretarv ACHESON. That, I think, is substantially what I said, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't got the point in the testimony right before
me.
Secretary ACHESON. It is on page 9, .Mr. Chairman, of the mimeographed statement. The sentence that you refer to is right in the
middle of the page, where it says:
I there!ore earnestly trust that the Congress will see tit to enable this Go,·ernment to cany out that a!lllE'tt of Its foreign policy represented by the proposed
military a1>-slstance program. At the same time I urge that both the treaty and the
proposed military assistance program should be conshle1·ed separately and on
their own merits.

JUIJ,ITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
IUTTFICATION OF TREATY

OBLIGATION OF VOTING FOR

AF'Tl-:R

The CnAIRMAN. Thel'c is some argument and debate as to whether
or not a vote for the treaty carries with it any obligation <?r duty to
vote for the arms program at a later date. Is there anythmg in the
treaty itself that binds the United States even to adopt the militarv
program? I mean explicitly. The general phrase "mutual self-help''
is that upon which I sup~ose they base.their argument.
Secretary AcIIEsoN. ) es, sir. That question is one which it would
be pleasant if one could answer "Yes" or "No." I think it requires a
very clear understanding.
There is something in the treaty which requires each Member of the
Senate, if you ratify this treaty, when he comes to vote on the military
assistance program. to exercise his judgment less freelv than he would
Member of the
have exercised it if it had not been for this treaty.
Senate, after the treaty is ratified, in exercising his judgment, can
properly say to himself, "I do not believe in the principle of mutual
assistance. I think that principle is silly and I will put it out of my
mind." That should not be <lone, because by ratifying this treaty vou
accept that principle, and that principle exists.
·
However, when the Senator approaches the vote on the militaryassistance program, if his judgment is different from that which I have
described as the judgment of the executive branch, if he thinks either
that the United States is not able for financial, economic, or other
reasons to help other countries, or if he thinks that it is not necessary
to meet the situation ns he sees it, there is nothing in this treaty whieh
determines how he shall vote. The thing that exists in the treaty is
that he must accept the principle of mutual assistance. He cannot
repudiate that, and he must use his o\vn best judgment within the
confines of that principle to determine whether or not we can and we
should, so far as the world situation is concerned, approve the militaryassistance pro~ram as a means of mutual assistance.
The C'HAIRMAN. Is it not true, though, that the Senator would be
free, within his own conception of his duty, even though the treaty

No
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does carry the clause of mutual assistance, to determine whether the
exact measure which was proposed was within that general. scope of
mutual assistance that was necessary 1
Secretary AcHESON. Of course, Senator Connally. There is no
questi<>.n about that.
The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to make that clear, if I might, because
~me Senators seem to be bothered with that question.. It seems to me
that when we treat these two instruments separately that eaeh Senator
is under the duty of searching his own conscience and his own mind
as to whether or not the provisions of any particular measure come
within the obligations which we will assume when we ratify the
treaty. There might be a wide divergence of view in some Senator's
mind as to whether it was necessary to adopt any particular measure
to meet the general clause of mutual assistance. There might be
mutual assistance in other ways besides armed force. So that is your
answer on that.
THE

TREATY IS N<JI' AIMED AT ANY STATE

Now. Mr. Secretnry, you brought out rather clearly-it won't hurt to
l"E'iternte it a little-that this treaty is not aimed at nny nation particularly. It is aimed only at any nation or any country that eontemplat.es
or undertakes armed aggression against the members of the signatory
powers. Is that true W
.
Secretary AcHF.SON. That is correct, Senator Connally. It is not
aimed at any country; it is aimed solely at armed aggression.
The CHAffiMAN. In other words, unless a nation other than the
signatories contemplates, meditates or makes plans looking toward,
aggression or armed attack on another nation, 1t has no cause to fear
this treaty.
Secretary AcnERON. That is correct, Senator Connallv. and it seems
to me that any nation which claims that this treaty is directed against
it should be reminded of the Biblical admonition that "The guilty flee
when no man pursueth."
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very apt illustration.
What I had in mind was, when a State or Nat.ion passes a criminal
act, for instance, against burglary, nobody but those who are burglars
or getting ready to be burglars need have any fear of the Burglary
Act.. Is that not true Y
Secretary AcHE80N. Very true.
The CHAIRMAN. And so it is with one who might meditate and
get ready and arm himself to commit a murder. If he is not going to
indul~e in that kind of enterprise, the law on murder would not have
any effect on him, would it Y
Secretary ACHESON. The only effect it would have would be for his
protection, perhaps, by deterring someone else. He wouldn't worrv
about tl1e imposition oft.he penalties on himself, but he might feel that
the statute added to his protection.
NO SURRENDB OF

SOVEREIGNTY

The CHAIRMAN. Some people contend that this is a treaty limiting
our freedom of action and sovereignty and so on. Is it not true that
the very organization of the United Nations is a treaty to which we
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are parties, and its obligations are binding upon us~ Is that not
true?
Secretary AcHEsoN. That is so. It is a treaty ratified by the Senate
of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. And entering into a treaty like the United Nations
is not a surrender of soYereignty but' it is really an exercise of sovereignty.
Secretary AcHESON. That is very true, Senator.
The CHAIRllAN. One other point, and then I will turn you over to
some of the other committee members.
AUTOMATIC DECLARATION OF

WAR

Is there or is there not anything in the treaty that pledges us to an
automatic declaration of war in any event~
Secretary ACHESON. There is nothing in the treaty which has that
effect, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Those are matters still residing in the discretion
and judgment of the Government and the Senate1
Se{:retary AcHESON. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Even after the occurrence of events, we would still
have that freedom, would we not~
Secretary AcHESON. That is true.
MINORITY DOMINATION IN AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The CHAIRMAN. I was interested in your statement that in the
United Nations or any other international organization there was the
possibility that a group within that organization would have designs
that could be very destructive and detrimental to the organization.
There is evidence. to my mind, not necessarily to yours, that such possibilities are alr£'ndy in existence at the present time-that there are
little groups who vote together and act together with an objective, I
think, of hampering and disrupting the international organization.
There is nothing of that kind in this treaty~
Secretary AcHESON. No, sir. What I was referring to was the difficulties which faced the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Secretary ACHESON. And I was pointing out that I thought it was
not, as one commonly hears it said, a defect in the provisions of the
United Nations Charter. It is not because we do not have a better
Charter; it is not because we do not have world government that this
difficulty arises. It would arise in uny organization, no matter how
perfectly devised. The difficulty comes in the attitude and the actions
of this powerful minority group, nncl it happens that the same thing
happens in a trade-union or a church or n club or a political body, that
when some of the members of it undertake to use the principles and
procedures to frustrate the functioning, then the organization just
won't work.
THE SOVIET ALLIANCE SYSTEM
The CnAIBMAN. I noticed in the press-I have no direct diplomatic
information on the subject-that at least one great country is de~
nouncing this treaty and complaining about it because it does not
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approve of it. This country is not a signatory and it was not con·
cerned with the treaty.
Is it not true that since the war that same power has formed
alliances and arrangements with a number of the Balkan countries
without asking anybody's advice or anybody's agreement, and most
certainly without consulting the United States of America 1
Secretary ACHESON. That is true, Senator Connally. And I think
all of those treaties have been printed in the document which the
Senate has had prepared.
The CHAIRMAN. Containing very strong obligations on the part
of those nations.
UNITED NATIONS'

ABILITY

TO :MAINTAIN SECURITY

The United Nations, as you have pointed out, has not been effective
in some respects, because of frustrations and delays and obstructions
of this group, so that by reason of that we feel the necessity of entering into and signing or ratifying the present treaty. Is that true Y
Secretary ACIIESON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing in this treaty that is in anywise
hostile to the purposes or pluns of the United Nations¥ They are
supplementary, are they not~
Secretary AcnEsoN. That is entirely right, Senator. The purposes
of this treaty are to accomplish the very purposes of the United
Nations. This is· an ancillary method, within the provisions of the
Charter, for accomplishing the purposes of the Charter.
. LEGISLATIVE-EXECUTIVE COOPERATION l'RIOR TO SIGNATURE OF THE TREATY
The CHAIRMAN. The treaty is really a concrete implementation of
the resolution that the Senate passed, in which the State Department
collaborated throughout the preparation and the consideration of the
objectiYes set forth in this resolution, is that true?
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir. That resolution has been the constant
guide of the negotiators of this treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. There is one other point that I would like to bring
out, and that is this: Is it not true that during the preparation of
the present treaty consultations were held frequently between the
. State Department and members of.the Committee on Foreign Relations
as to the exact text, the U!"e of words here and there, and things of
that kind? Is that not true?
Secretary ACHESON. That is true, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. There was no secrecy on the part of the State
Department, no attempt to keep from the Committee on Foreiwi Relations or from the Senate, for that matter, the provisions of this treaty
as they were being formulated~
Secretary ACHESON. Not the slightest.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to commend that course in the future. I
think we will get along much better under that procedure than by
the Senate being handed a treaty or a convention with the words
"Here it is; take it or leave it." If the members of the committee
that are interested in these matters might be consulted-and I am not
complaininp;-prior to the final act of adopting or ratifying or agreeing to a treaty or convention.
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Secretary Acm:soN. I think it is a very wise course which you
suggest.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
DETERRENT EFFECT

OF

TRE.\TY

As I view the treaty, and I will ask you whether or not you agree
with me, one of its chief merits is thnt there would be a deterrent
effect on any nation that contemplated an armed attack or an aggression because of the knowledge by that nation that such an attack
would arouse the opposition of the whole group and the resistance of
the whole group.
Secretary ACHESON. That is the first dominant and overwhelming
purpose of this trenty. As the Senate Resolution pointed out, as the
President stated in his inaugural and other addresses, t.he only really
effective way to deal with the threat of war is to prevent wars from
happening. Anything that you do after the war has happened ir>
an aid to national sun·ival, but the disaster has occurred, therefore
everything that can be done to prevent 1t war from happening is to
the greatest possible benefit not only of the United States but of aJl
the rest of the world, including the nation that might be foolish enough
to think of aggression, because in these days both the nggr.essor and
the nntions agninst whom the aggression takes place suffer terribly
in the course of a modern war.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not also true that it would have a deterrent
effect on the practice that is growin~ up of one nation reaching out
and grabbing little nations one at a time. and incorporating each into
its system, when it knows in advance that to do that would arouse
the hostility and resistance of all the nations that are parties to this
treaty~

Secretary AcHF.SON. Yes, sir. That is a very great part of the
effectiveness of this treaty.
The CHAffiMAN. A great and powerful nation without that situation
in mind could just reach out and grab some little wobbly and weak
nation and incorporate it, and then go on to the next one and the next
one and the next one, until it had pickerl the roost clean.
Secretary ACHESON. That is true, sir.
ACTION IN CASE OF AN ARMED ATTACK
The CHAIRMAN. One other point.. Article 5 of the treaty provides
that an armed nttack against any one of the nations shall be considered an armed attack upon all of them. It further provides that
in the event of such an armed attack. each of them will take individually and in concert with the other parties whatever action it deemi1
necessary to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic
area. including the use of armed force. 'With regard to the language
"including the use of armed force," is it not true that that does not
require the use of armed force, but armed force is merely one of the
menns~ among other means, which it may adopt to perform its duty
of helping maintain the integrity of the Atlantic area?
Secretary AcnEsoN. That is true. Senator, and of course. whatever
means wotild be employed would be appropriRte to the gravity of the
attack.
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The CuAmHAN. Exactly. But, after all, it is up to each country to
determine for itself, is it not, what action it deems necessary to restore
the security of the Atlantic Pact area¥
· · Secretary Acm.:SoN:·Tlrere is no question · ahotit that, Senator.
That is true.
The CnAmMAN. I wanted to get that clear, if I could, because there
was some disagreement over it.
REFERENCE

TO UNITED NATIONS

Secretary AcHF.sON . Of course, one of the first things which would
occur would be reference to the United Nations.
The C1IAmMAN. Would you develop that a lit.tie?
Secretary ACHESON. I beg your pardon Y
The CuAmMAN. I say, go ahead and develop that, if you care to.
Secretary AcnESON. Nearly all of the signatories of this treaty
are members of the United Nations, and if a situation was developing
which looked as though an armed attack might be threatened, one
-of the fit'St things that you will do will be to "invoke the Security
Couneil, invoke all the provisions of the Charter for the pacific settlement of disputes. But when the armed attack occurs, and no effective action having been taken by the United Nations, then this
treaty provides for action to resist the armed attack.
RELATIONSHIP OF TREATY TO MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The CHAIRMAN. From page 9 of your statement I would like to
quote just a moment:
Article 3 does not bind the United States to the propol*'d military assistance
program nor Indeed to any program. It does bind the United States to the principle of self-help and mutu1tl aid.

Now, again:
Within this principle ea<'l1 party to the pnct must exercise it11 own honest
judgment ns to what It can and should do to develop and maintain Its own
capacity to re11lst and to help others. The judgment of the executive branch
of this Government 111 that the United States cnn and should provide military
a11Sistance to assist the other countries In the pnct to muinWin their colleetive
l'e<'Urity. Tht> pact 1lot>S not hind the Congress to reach thnt same conclusion,
for it does not dictate the con<'h111lon of honest judgment.

That is very true. is it not Y
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (reading) :
It d~ preclude repudiation of the principle or ot the obligation of making
that honest judgment. Thus, If you ratify thP pact. it cnnnot oo 1111ld that
there is no obligation to help. There is an obligation to help, but the extent,
the manner, and the timing Is np to the honest judgment of the parties.

Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
RELATIONSHIP OF TREATY TO UNITED NATIONS

The CnAIRHAN. You referred to this being in aid of or supplementary to the United Nations. Is there anything in this treaty
which is in conflict with any of our obligations under the United
Nations?
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Secretary AcHESON. There is not only nothing which is in contlict, but there is express provision in the treaty that the provisions
of the Charter of the United Nations prevail. . .A,.rticle 7 provides:
This treaty does not af'fect and shall not be lnterJireted as ·af'fectlng In any
way the rights and obligations under the Charter of the United Nations of
the parties which are members of the United Nations, or the primary responsl·
billties of the Security Council for the maintenance of International peace and
security.

PURPOSE OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
· The CHAffiMAN. I have gotten the idea somewhere from these dis<:ussions that even the proposed arms agreement coming along a little
Jater does not necessarily envisage the increase in the armed forces
of the signatories to the pact, but rather the furnishing of supplies
and equipment to bring up to date their armed forces.
Secretary AcHESON. That is the basis on which the proposal will
be made to the Con"ress, Senator. You are quite correct.
The CHAIRMAN. :i am glad you bring that out, because some Senators seem to be confused about the arms program. They are worried
that it means that we are going to vastly increase the armed forces
of European nations and ~ive them large amounts of supplies and
so forth that would involve us still more deeply in some scheme of
military alliance.
Senator Vandenberg 1
LIMITATIONS OF THE TREATY
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Secretary, first of all I want to be sure
that the record discloses what I conceive to be the very close limitations within which the treaty moves into action. I am not clear about
your answer to one question that the chairman asked you. He asked
you what happens when an armed aggressor contemplates or undertakes an attack, and I understood you to say that the treaty came
into effect under those circumstances. It is not my understanding
that it would come into effect on the basis of a contemplation. The
armed attack has to occur. Arn I wrong on that~
Secretary ACHESON. You are right, Senator. If I gave the other
impression, it .was inadvertence on my part.
Senator VANDENBERG. And that is not the only limitation. The
area of action is completely described within artic1e 51, is it nofl
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. And under article 51 even the cooperative
effort which is made under the North Atlantic Treaty ceases the first
moment that the Security Council has taken the measures necessary
to maintain international peace and security, is that not true¥
Secretary Acm:soN. That is true, both under article 51 and under
the express provisions of this treaty.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think it would be well, Mr. Chairman, to
print article 51 in the record at this point, because it is the key to
the whole situation.
The CHAIRMAN. \Vithout objection, article 51 will be printed in
the record at this point.
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. (Arti~le 51 of the Charter of the United :S-ations is as follows :)
Nothing In the present charter shall Impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense If an armed attack occurs against a member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council bus taken the measures necessary
to maintain International peace ond security. Mensures taken by members
In the exercise of this right of self-defense shall be Immediately reported to
the Security Connell and shall not ~n any way atrect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present charter to take It at any time
such action as It deems necessary in order to mointulu or restore International
peace and security.
·

Senator VANDENBERG. So we copfront, then, this series of limita.
tions. In the first place, no nation is the target of this treaty unle~
it nominates itself as an armed aggressor by its own armed aggression.
Is that right 1
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senn tor VANDENBERG. Secondly, it is effective only so long as the
Security Council fails to take measures necessary to maintain international peace and security.
Secretary ACHESON. That is made repeatedly clear in the treaty
itself, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. Therefore, if the general membership of the
United Nations is faithful to its obligation to the Treaty of the United
Nations, this treaty never becomes o)lerative in action· at all.
Secretary ACHESON. That is entire y true.
OBLIGATION TO VOTE FOR ARMS PROGRAM

Senator VANDENBERG. Now, this is a rather ticklish question which
I dislike to bring up again, because I know it is a difficult one to
answer. Nevertheless it involves the viewpoints of a number of my
coJleagues. On the nature an<l extent of the obligation that a Senator
assumes, if any, when he votes for the pact, you have narrowed that
obligation as nearly as possible to the vanishing point as you could,
but you have left ~his sentence:
It does preclude repudiation of the principle or of the obligation of making
honest Judgment regarding mutual aid.

Let me ask you this question and I am not intending thereby to indicate my own point of view but I would like to know what your answer is.
Suppose a Senator who votes for this pact says, in his own honest judgment, that he prefers to let the general obligation involved in the pledge
of ''one for all and all for one" to stand as his commitment to do everythin~ required of him when the crisis arrives. Is he entitled to say
thatl
Secretary ACHESON. Well, of course he can say it, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. Has he violated your rule if he says that~
Secretar7 ACHESON. In my judgment I think he would have violated
my rule, i we add something further to your question, and that is,
that in his judgment the United States not only can help other countries but the strengthening of the other countries is ca.Bed for in view
of the world situation.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think that is pretty clear. I am not sure I
subscribe to it, but certainly there should be no doubt on the subject.
I must say that I think a Senator could logically say that he accepts
this obligation when it arises under article 51 without accepting an
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obligation to prepare in advance to implement article 51. However,
you have made your answer, and that stands.
SCOPE OF )[ILJll!ARY 4tl8l~E PROGRAM

Now, I have a question on the subsequent military pact, which under
your last answer does become pretty definitely integrated into the initial decision that we have to make regarding the pact itself. I wonder
if you can be any more specific than;ou have been in respect to this
agree that the two things have
contemplated mutual aid program.
got to be settled separately and yet a divorce in the first instance is
pretty near impossible when a Senator is undertaking to arrive at a
Judgment.
You have suggested that you will ask for the authorization and
appropriation of $1,130,000,000 for Atlantic Pact countries. I assume
that is for the first year.
Secretary AcnESON. Yes, sir; that is for the fiscal year 1950.
Senator VANDENBERO. Can you say what may be contemplated beyond 19'50~
Secretary Acin:soN. No; I cannot say that, Senator. because I think
it is almost impossible to say that at the present time. The prop:ram for
the year 1950 has been worked out in advance of the setting up of the
machinery provided for in this treaty. If the treaty is ratified, you
will then have a council, a defense committee with various subcommittees, probably, with military people on them. When that gets into
full operation, and there is a completion of the exchanges of views
between the countries, they will know more clearlv what the future
plans are so far as the military establishment of each one of the countries is concerned.
The program for the year 1950 has been worked out in consultation
with all of these countries, and as Senator Connally intimated a moment ago, it is based upon the maintenance of the military establishments of the European countries as they exist in their proposed 1950
budgets. It is not proposed to increase the establishments beyond
what is already prov1ded in their budgets.
This assistance has to do with the provision of more effective and
better rounded equipment for those forces. The European nations
will do the great bulk of this equipping themselves. They will enter
into-in fact they already have devised the basis of-ag1:eements by
which they wiJI help one another get equipment.
So far as the pact countries are concerned. Pnitecl States assistance
will be somewhere between one-sixth and one-seventh of the total effort
which will go into military efforts in Europe. We will provide, as is
stated in the statement, approximately $1,130.000,000 for the pact
countries.
NATURE OF MILlTARY ASSISTANCE
Senator WILEY. Monev or equipment 9
Secretarv Ac11EsoN. That is the authorized funds. nnd the funds
which we i10pe will be appropriated. Some of that, Senator, will be
furnished in the form of already exiRtinl? military equipment. equipment which is in existence. Some of it will have to be manufactured
for that purpose. About $150~000~000 of it will be in the form of raw
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materials which the European nations will have to import in order
to help their own manufacturing of military equipment. That gives
you the general picture.
Now, the equipment which we will be furnishing will be very largely
in the nature of what.Y.ou might call capita.I.goods. It will be equipment which is'not usea up· in 1 year in peacetime. It will last much
longer than that, so that it will not be necessary to replace that equipment every;ear. There are certain more or less limiting factors here.
If the size o the forces is limited by the primary necessity for recovery,
as is the case in Europe then any annual increment m existence is
limited, so that there are limiting factors, both the fact that the equipment is in the nature of capital goods and is not readily expendable
except in time of war, and the fact that the size of the forces is very
closely related to the needs of recov.ecy.
'

.

PROSPECTS OF DECREASING MILITARY EXPENDITURF.8 J
Senator V ANDENBERO. Of course, in contemplating future budgets on
this score, the greater the success of the program in increasing pacific
and reliable security, the less will be the need, and the need may entirely disappear.
Secretary AcHF.SON. That is entirely correct, Senator. Of course,
the outstanding purpose of both the treaty and of the military assistance program is the prevention of war. These two are complementary.
If they prevent war from starting, and if that creates a stable situation in which you can look forward to·the fact that war is not going·*'>·
start, then the whole outlook is changed and greatly eased.
NO AUTOMATIC DECLARATION OF WAR
Senator V ANDENBERO. I was requested to ask you one question
earlier, which I will ask now so that the record may be clear. Is there
anything in the treaty which will lead automatically to a declaration
of war on our part!
~retary AcHFflON. No, sir.
senator VANDENBF.RO. The answer, of course, is unequivocally "No."
Secretary ACHESON. Unequivocally "No."
ACTION IN THE EVENT OF COMMUNIST SEIZURE OF POWER IN PACT COUNTRIES
Senator V ANDENBF.RO. What happens, Mr. Secretary, if one of the
pact countries should be taken over politically by their Communist
Pa.ties!
·
secretary ACHESON. Is that question based on the assumption that
t.his is not l:>I external agg!ession 9
Senator V ANDENBERO. Oh, yes.
Secreary AcHF.SON. Purely internal action 9
Senator v ANDENBEBO. Right.
Secretary AcHF.SON. Then the country will obviously have a Communist government, and I should suppose that the country would want
to repudiate this association in that case. It is pure speculation on my
part, but that has been the general attitude of countnes which go ~hat
roqte. And it would undoubtMly take unilateral action to qeclare
that any obligaiions from it to anyone else were at an end.
•
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·. Senator VANDENBERG. How about th~· _reverse~ . Suppose this neW.
government clearly fails to qualify under the . credentials that a~
required for membership in tl1is fr~ternity! Would it not almost
perforce have to leave the fraternity bec~use there is no possibility
of congenial action ?
Secretary AcHEsON. I think th.a t is very likely to be the case.
PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION: OF

NEW

MElffiERS

· Senator VANDENBERG. I want' to ask specifically about article 10,
Mr. Secretary.
The CHAIRMAN. Of the treaty!
Senator VANDENBERo. Of the treaty. This is the article which permits by unanimous agreement other European states in a position to
further the principles of this treaty, and contribute to the security
of the 1'\~rth Atlantic area, to accede to this treaty. How would the
judgment of the United States be expressed upon a question of that
characted
·.
Secretary ACHESON. I take it that your question involves the point
as to whether this would be done by the Executive alone, or whether
there would be the advice and consent of the Senate to it.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is my point.
Secretary AcIIESON. Senator, I am authorized by the President of
the United States to say that in his judgment the accession of new
members to this treaty creates in regard to each new member coming
in in effect a new treaty between the United States and that nation,
and that therefore the President would consider it necessary to ask
for the advice and consent of the Senate before himself agreeing to
the admission of a new member.
Senator VANDENBERO. I do not know .how you could make a more
totally persuasive or righteous answer.
I will pass for the time being.
.
The CHAIRl\lAN. I do not want to elaborate on that, but is it not
true that with the nations that are now parties to the treaty, any
addition of another member would be,. in effect, a new treaty~
. Secretary AcIIESON. That is the President's judgment, sir, which
I have just expressed.
The CHAIRMAN. And therefore, being a new treaty, it would have
to be ratified by the Senate.
OBLIGATION

OF

SENATORS

TOWARD

MILITARY-ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

I do not want to argue with you, Mr. Secretary, but I think you went,
according to my view, a little far in your statement about the obligation of a Senator, if he votes for the treaty, to vote on the arms
provision.
I do not think there is any compulsion or obligation on a Senator
when he votes on any question except his own conscientious conviction
and his sense of his obligation under the Constitution. When this
treaty is ratified, it is the obligation of the United States, as a Government to aid the other signatories, but that does not mean that
every Member of the Senate shall take the views of the executive
department as to what this aid shall be.
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I do not want to labor the point, but I wanted the record to show
that I do not quite go with you that far. I think, after all, it is a.
matter of judgment and conscientious conviction of each particular
Senator casting his vote.
Secretary ACHESON. Of course, Senator Connally, that is right.
It is not my function or place to be stating what should move Senators in their votes. I was trying to respond to questions in a responsive way, and to give what I thought was the intellectual relation
between this treaty and some other proposal. Obviously I think I
have made it very clear that there is no obligation on anybody to
vote for the forthcoming proposal on the arms program because he
votes for this treaty. He may believe this program is too small or
too badly devised or too large, or have all sorts of reasons. All I was
trying to point out is that the treaty brings upon the United States
the obligation to help, and those who are officers of. the United States
will want to conduct themselves in such a way as to carry out the
obligation of the United States.
The CHAmMAN. As I pointed out a little while ago, I quite agree
that the Government still has the obligation to render su<'h aid, but
after all, the judgment of the Senator as to whether such vote would
comply with that obligation or not is up to him.
Secretary ACHESON. That is entirely up to him.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me announce to the Senators that yon need
not worry about a quorum call. I had an agreement entered in the
Senate yesterday that the Committee on Foreign Relations would be
excused from attendance on the session indefinitely, and at the end
of each quorum roll call there would be a statement to that effect S<>
that if you are not recorded you have a complete alibi in the fact that
the Senate has excused you.
Senator Thomas~
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, if our names
will be counted toward making a quorum over there~
The CrrAmMAN. I do not suppose they will, because we are not
personally present, but it explains our absence so if they can not get
a quorum without us they are in a bad way.
THE TREATY AND THE

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Secretary, my question is wholly
in the realm of the development of international law. I think myself-I have ~ot to say this at the start so that you will see what I
am talking about-that this is the first time in the history of international law, and if the pact becomes effective it will be positive
international law about as strong as anything we have, will it not~
Secretary AcHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator TuoMAS of Utah. This is the first time in the history of
international law that community responsibility in re~ard to an
aggressor, and in regard to war, is made quite as definite as it is
made in this treaty . Is that not true~
Secretary ACHESON. Well, I should think that the Rio Treaty is
just about as definite as this. and the Brussels Trea,ty is also.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Nearly as definite. It is reciprocal and,
of course, in the evolution you have theories that . are closely connected with this. For instance, article X of the League Covenant
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attempted to guarantee the sovereign integrity of the various members, and that implied some obligation on the rest of them, but the
statement that an attack on one is an attack on all, does that not put
all in the position of war if one is attacked~
mo AND NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY PROVISIONS RELATING TO ATl'ACKS
Secretary ACHESON. As we pointed out in other discussions before
the committee, that particular phrase that you refer to is in the Rio
Treaty.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes..
Se.cretary ACHESON. Article 3 of the Rio Treaty providesThe hhd• contracting parties agree that an armed attack by any State agaim1t
an American State shall be considered an uttack against all the American States.

And consequentlyEn<'h one of said contracting parties undertakes to assist In meeting the attack
in the exer<'lse of the Inherent right of c·ollectlve self-defense 1·ecognized by article
51 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. If that right is binding under our Rio
Treaty, and I myself believe it is, this 1s merely an extension of the
idea, is it not?
Secretary ACHESON. That is so, Senator. 'Vould yon like me to go
on with your question 1
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I would like to have it developed.
Secretary AcH~1'f.. The provisicm Qf article 5.of the-North-Atlantic ·
Treaty states, first of all, that an attack upon one is an attack- upon
all. That is to make clear tlutt there is collective interest and collective
self-defense involved. The article then goes on to spell out what happens when that occurs, and there it says that each one of the contract·
mg {>arties will forthwith, individually and in concert with the other
parties, take such action as it deems necessary, includin~ the use of
armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the No11h Atlantic
area.
PROC:t:DURE
IN EVENT OF AN
ATl'ACK
..
.
•'

Therefore, when the attack occurs. which is an attack upon all of
them by definition, each party considers what the objective under the
treaty is. That objective is to restore, if it has been violated, and to
maintain after it has been restored, the security of the North Atlantic
area. and it pledges itself to take any sort of action, including armed
force, if that is necessary in its judgmeot~to tak~ "·hatever a.ctiol\• its
judgment says is necessary to bring about that result.
That might be a declaration of war and the use of all the resources
of the country.. It might be something much less, depending on what
happens as a result of the attack. If the attack is somethmg which
has not been deliberately planned but has flared up in some way. it
might be dealt with by means not involving the use of armed force.
It might be dealt with by reason, and that sort of thing.
If, however, it were a deliberate plan, a highly mobilized attack
upon the whole area, then I assume that the onl.y thing that could possibly have any effect in ~toring and maintainmg the security would
be every possible physioal effort on the part of'tt1e ccmntry. So ymi
are not automatically at war. You take whatever action you think
is necessary in the circumstances.
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Seuator THOMAS of Utah. Aud all of the various means. from ('Onsultation up, might be taken 1
·
Secretary AcH~N. They might all be taken.
SUBSTITUTE FOR WAR
Senator THOMAS of Utah. But from the standpoint of creating a
substitute for war, haven't you at least done this by these two pacts,
and especially by the last one; made war between any of the members
that are parties to the pact almost an impossibility 9
Secretary AcHESON. I think so. As Senator Vandenberg, I think,
said earlier, if all of the members of the United Nations--certainly
a.II of the members of this l>act-live up to their duties under this pact
and under the United Nations, war is totally impossible, because ~ou
declare that you will settle every dispute by peaceful means. You
declare again under the United Nations Charter that you will not use
force, in accordance with the principles of the Charter, and therefore
war is impossible unless some nation violates its unde1takings under
the Charter or under this pact.
EVENTS IN CASE OF A VIOLATION OF CHARTER OBLIO.\TION
Senator T1101us of Utah. If a nation does violate its obligation,
what happens to that natiou l
Secretary Ac11t:soN. \Vell, if it violates it in the connection we are
discussing here, it violates it by making war on somebody else, and
it has precipitated the situation which all of these treaties, the United
Xations and everything else, are designed to prevent; therefore it has
to be met by collective resistance.
Senator TuoMAS of Utah. Collective resistance; or the preponderant for('e of the united group in the community ('ould be used against
such a nation, could it not~
Secretary Ac11ESON. Yes, sir.
.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And would it not be used in a moral way
and every other way if the pact works as you think it is going to work 1
Secretary ACHESON. That is true, Senator Thomas: yes, s11-.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask one question right on that.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ARMED ATTACK
This clause about an armed attack on any one nation being reg11rded
:1s an armed attack on all leaves eueh nation free. however, not to considt-r any armed resistnnce if it should see fit; is that not true?
Secretary Acni:soN. That is what I was spelling out for Senator
Thomas.
The CHAIRMAN. The measures they take. if any, would be wholly
within the judwnent of each particular country.
Senator Smith 1
Senator fh11TH of New Jersey. I have a few questions I would like
to ask the Secretary, based partly on my own thinking and partly on
questions that have been asked of me.
90614---49~pt. 1~3
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TRADITIONAL UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY AND THE TREATY

The first one has to do \dth the implications of this treaty in conuedion with our traditional foreign policy. Would you or would
you not consider this an extension, for example, of our original foreign
policy of noninterference in the affairs of the world and the Monroe
Doctrine, and so forth¥ In other words. is it really an extension of
exactly the same principle on exactly the same basis that we laid down
when we made the unilateral declaration of the Monroe Doctrine that
now we have extended in the Rio Pact into a collective responsibility
of the same principle for this hemisphere! Now in this treaty we
11ave extended our vision because of world conditions, World War II
und threats to peace, to include these Atlantic Pact countries t The
same principle is involved that we had in mind when we did set the
Monroe Doctrine t
8ecretary ACHESON. I think you are entirely right, Senator Smith.
This is the recognition and enunciation of somethin~ which has happened twice before in our history. It lays down prmciples on which
we have acted in this hemisphere since the statement of President
Monroe which developed into a similar treaty within the hemisphere,
and as this committee itself said in resolution 239 and in its report, if
we had stated, and everyone had understood, before World War I and
before World War II, that what did happen would happen, then
those wars might not and probably would not have occurred.
Senator SmTH of New Jersey. I am glad to have you state that.
because I agree entirely with the position that you have stated. It
seems to me it is a perfectly lo~cnl development of our whole foreign
relationship since the beginmng of our history, and of course the
change of world conditions. Conditions have changed, but we are
still sticking to the thin~ we belie,·e in fundamentally, and we are
prepared if necessary to Join with others in defending them.
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
REGION AL ARRANGEMENTS AND TUE SECU,RITY COUNCIL

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Senator Vandenberg pointed out,
I think very properly, that article 51 is the key article here so far as
the right of md1vidual or collective self-defense is eoncerned. But
I have been asked this question: Whether, assuming that is true so
far as article 51 is concerned, and passing over for the moment article
52, a question mark cannot be raised when we read article 53 of the
United Nat ions Charter. That reads:
The Security Council shall, where appropriate, utlllse such regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under Its authority. But no enforcement action shall be takPn under regional arrangements or by regional agencies
without the authorization of the Security Councll-

and then it excepts, of course, Germany as the enemy in the last
World War.
My assumption is that the way we get around that. and I want to
ask yo11 if I am correct, we know perfeC'tlV wen from the present composition of the Security Couneil we probably would run up against
a stone walJ, and therefore we have to fan back on the inherent right
of individual or colJective self-defense if an armed attaek occurs, because we feel the futility of the application of article 53 if we want
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to have this anchor to windward in case that comes, in the event of
an armed aggression.
Secretary AcHESON. Senator, I do not think that article 53 has any
application whatever to this problem. There is no question of "gettmg around" anything in the Charter. We have no desire to get
aroand anything whatever. Article 53 deals with a re:iional arrangement which has been set up, for whatever purpose it may be, and
article 53 says that that regional arrangement shall not, itself, undertake positive coercive enforcement action against any country unless
the Security Council asks it to do so and authorizes it to do so. Article
53 has nothing whateYer to do with the right of self-defense, individual or collective. Therefore article 53 is not involved in our discussions in any way whatever. Under the North Atlantic Treaty
nobody proposes to take enforcement action, aggressive action, preliminary action, any sort of action at all, except defensive, after an
attack has occurred. Article 53 isn't talking about that ut all.
Now I think it is import.ant, and one hesitates to discuss this before
Senators C-0nnally and Vandenberg, who were at San Francisco and
know far more about this than I do. to recall that in the drafting of
the Charter article 51, which as originally proposed and discussed was
under the heading of "Regional an-angements'' and with these other
articles, was purposely separated from them, so that the inherent right
of individual and collective self-defense should not be associated with
any other idea what<>Yer; it is a complete. absolute rig-ht which is not
associated with regional arrangementi' or nctions of the ~""c11rity ( 'ouncil, unless the Security Council steps in and stops their development.
Therefore we are not concerned with article 53 at all.
Have I made that clear¥
Senator S:mTH of New Jersey. I think you are right, but the question has been so pressed on me nnd others.haYe raised the question as
to what this langua~e means here that I wanted very much to get your
statement, and I thmk the separation of those in different chapters is
significant, as you have suggested, of the two articles, 51 and 53.
Senator VANDENBF.RG. Before you leave that, Senator, I would like
to testify that I cordially agree with the Secretary's analysis. Article
53 deals with affirmative act.ion by the Security Council; article 51
deals with a situation where the Security Council does not act, and the
need for article 51 grew out of the fact that article 53 did not meet the
conditions to which article 51 addresses itself.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that article 53 simply authorized the
Security Council to use this regional arrangement to carrv out instructions set forth in article 53 9
•
Secretary AcBESON. That is right, sir.
ARTICJ,E 54 OF THE CHARTER AND THE TREATY

Se.nator SMITH of New .Jersey. ~he next question, which ~ also
admit I personally do not have any difficulty with hut I would hke to
have the Secretary answer for the record, is with regard to article 54,
and I will read it:
The Secur1t7 Council shall at 1111 tlmef! be kept fully Informed of activities
undertaken or in contemplation under regional 11rrangements or by regional
agencies for the maintenance of international peace and &l'Curity.
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There again, if I may express my own interpretation, you apply the
same interpretation that you just applied to article 53, that these. two
articles have nothing to do with the individual or collective selfdefense provision provided for in article 51.
Secretary AcHESON. I think that is right . .
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And therefore, under article 51, if
we are seeking to protect ourselves under the self-defense princiele, we
will not be compelled to keep the Security Council necessarily informed of all the activities we are taking in that connection.
Secretary ACHESON. We would, under the provisions of this treaty
and under article 51, immediately inform the Security Council of any
armed attack and of the measures which we were tnking to resist it.
That is an obligation both of the Charter and of this treaty.
Senator S:mTH of New Jersey. That would be at the moment the
armed attack occurs 1
Secretary AcnEsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And the fact that we are just looking ahead to protect ourselves against any possible danger does not
necessarily mean that we give that full information to the Security
Council~

Secretary AcnEsoN. We would file this treaty under article 102 of
the Charter. It would be filed with the United Nations in accordance
with that obligation.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I thank you very much for that, because I have been asked that question many times, and I wanted to
get your statement for the record on it.
INFORMATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND THE TREATY
I would like to refer to pag-e 7 of your testimony, where you refer
to article II, because a question comes into my mind in connection
with what you say about article II. You say,
In this article the signatory governments assert that they will strengthen
their free institutions and see to It that the fundamental purposes upon whlcb
these institutions ore founded are better understood everywhere.

I have been one of those very much interested in our whole profram
of the Voice of America and the interpretation to the world o our
purposes in world affairs. This seems to me to imply, in article II,
that it is contemplated thnt from here on out possibly these Atlantic
Treaty countries may jointly present to the world their purposes and
intentions in entering into this treaty, and their general plans for
strengthening their free institutions, and let the world know the
fundamental purposes upon which these institutions are founded and
see that they are better understood.
Am I possibly anticipatini? future action. or is it understood that
we should create a "Voice of United Treaty Countries" to explain that
position~

Secretary AcHESON. No. sir. It is not contemplated that there will
be joint action. Article II does not impose an:v obligations upon the
contractinp: parties. Article II states the fundamental things which
are being defended. We are defendinir those things which are most
. precious to us. Those are free institutions. and we want everyone
to understand what those are. Article II states the basic principles
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of free government and the determination of each one of the parties
to have those understood by everybody. Once you understand what
those free institutions are, you know there is nothing aggressive in
the Treaty, that there cannot be; but there are no plans and there is no
obligation here for joint action under article II.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But we are probably hoping, or I
would be hoping at least, that the parties to this treaty would all
attempt, so far as they can, to reiterate the point that you have just
made. That is what we are trying to do in our presentation to the
world of where we staqd. I am saying this because I feel that a great
deal will be accomplisbed by the proper carrying on of a publicity
program and an expression of where we stand, so as not to permit these
charges of imperialistic designs and aggression to take hold. I think
we have a responsibility to make that clear as a part of the whole
present world picture.
Secretary AcHESON. The Department of State, as you know, reiterates its belief in the importance of the Voice of America and other
information activities which we take outside of our borders to make
ourselves understood, and we will continue to urge on the Congress
that we be enabled to do that as effectively as P.ossible.
Senator SHITH of New Jersey. And while you might wish that
other countries will do the same thing as a group, there is no contemplation of joint action~
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
Senator V ANDENBERO. May I interrupt you just a moment.
I think it is rather important to stress that point, Mr. Secretary.
This is not a rival orgamzation to the United Nations in any aspect
of its contemplated activities, and to go into a collateral informational
program at the same time that the United Nations is operating one or
the State Department is operating one would be sheer duplication, and
nothing of the sort is contem~lated.
Secretary AcHEsON. That is entirely correct.
PRIORITY OF ECA OVER MILITARY

ASSISTANCE

PROGRAX

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Now, Mr. Secretary, am I c9rrect in
mv feeling that we look upon the ECA program, the program for tae
rehabilitation of these countries of western Europe, as it No.. 1 undertaking of our own. and under no couditions are we gQing tQ sacrifice
that program for any 0th.e r pro~am¥• We are going tQ see that
through. In other words, it fias priority in·- our thmklng as a mea,ns
for bringing about world peace and as a means for resisting those
forces that seem to tend to destruction .and chaos and so forth, as
against the forces of unicy that we are trying to set up.
Secretary Acm;soN. '.(hat is fundamental, Senator Smith.
Senator SMITH of New Jei:sey. Then we would not, in the case of
this program a.nd especially the military implementation ~nd of it,
contemplate cutting down op the ECA program at nil, but we would
mnsider that t)rnt was an A-1 proposition.to be ~On8idered as the first
b. th·e iJrour own foreign' polic:v ~
retary ACHESON. Yes, sir. That has complete priority.
nator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you very much. That is all
I have in mind at the moment.
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The CBAIRHAN. Senator Pepper 9
·
Senator PEPPEB. Mr. Secretary, in article 106, chapter XVII of the
United Nations CharterThe CBAIBMAN. It is the purpose of the Chair, if it is agreed to by
the committee, that we will recess at about 1 o'clock, and come back
at 2: 30. I am not saying that to influence the Senator. I just want
everybody to know what we have in mind.
OHAPl'ER XVD OF THE OHARTEB

AND THE-TREATY

Senator PEPPER. I started to say that article '106, cha:pter XVII of
the United Nations Charter, under the he!lding "Transitional security
arrangements." does apparently make provision for association among
the four signatory powers of the Moscow Declaration of 1943 and
France with respect to maintaining international peace and security
on behalf of ourselves and the United Nations. I think the answer
is clear, but I wanted to make it clear in the record, to the effect that
those four signatory powers and France were authorized in that
article, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of the
Moscow Dedaration, to consult with one another, and, as occasion
requires, with other members of the United Nations, with a view to
such joint action on behalf of the organization as may be necessary
for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security.
In your opinion, that did not preclude other associations and consultat'.ions among member powers when in accord with article 51 of
the Charter?
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct, Senator Pepper.
RELATIONSHIP OF TllEATY

TO

CHARTER

Senator PEPPER. Now then, the question has been raised with respect

to the relationship of the association formed under the treaty with the

United Nations organization, and natura1ly the question would arise
as to the relationship of the United Nations Charter to the North
Atlantic treaty. It is provided, is it not, in article 103 of the United
Nations Charter, that-In the event of a conftlct between the obllgatlons of the Members of the
United Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under any other
International agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall
prevail.

Secretary AcHESON. That fs t11e provision of the Charter, and that
is reiterated in the treaty.
Senator PEPPER. So that not only is it not intended that there should
be anything in the Xorth Atlantic treaty in conflict with what is in the
United Nations Charter; if anything were in the North Atlantic
Treaty in conflict with the Charter, then that would not be valid with
respect to the Charter.
Secretary .AcHESON. That is, as I say, stated in the Charter and in
the treaty.
Senator· VANDENBF.Ro. Before tJ1e Senator leaves that point, may I
ask a question on the same point!
Senator PEPPER. Yes, indeed.
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ANGLO-RUSSIAN AND FRANCO-RUSSI.AN TREATIES AND THE
NORTH ATLANTIC TRJ:ATY

Senator VANDENBERO. There are many q_uestions raised regarding
the French and British treaties with Russia m that connection. What
is the situation in that respect? I nm sure you are familiar with those
treaties.
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
In the North Atlantic treaty there is article VIII, which states
that each party declares that none of the international engagements
now in force between it and any other of the parties, or any third
state, is in conflict with the provisions of this treaty, and undertakes
not to enter into any international egagement-Senator PEPPER. Will the Secretary allow me to interrupt 1 I have
just been notified that there are some amendments coming up on the
floor in which I am interested, and if the Senator will allow me, since
the Secretary is coming back, I will desist for the time being.
Secretary AcHESON. By entering into this treaty, the French Government with respect to its engagements, and the British Government
with respect to its engagements, certify that there is nothing in those
treaties which is in conflict with this treaty.
Senator VANDENBERG. In other words, the answer to these inquiries
about the conflict between the existing French and British treaties
with the Soviet Union is that there is nothing in conflict between those
treaties and this pact, is that correct 9
Secretary AcHESoN. Yes, sir. The answer is that the British and
the French Governments have stated that, and that is conclusive so
far as we are concerned.
The CHAillHAN. Would not their signing this tr.mty have the effect
of really modifying or abrogating an1. treaty in conflict with this
treaty, even though they might have difficulties with the contracting
power in adjusting themselves to that decision 1 It is a subsequent
treaty, and if there is an_y conflict this treaty would supersede the other.
Secretary AOBESON. I am not prepared to say that that would follow,
Senator. I think that it is left b_y the parties declaring that there is
nothing in those treaties that conflicts.
Senator V ANDENBERO. But in this instance there is no question what-.
ever that both parties, both Britain and France, have declared that
there is nothing in conflict.
Secretary Acur.soN. There is no question as to that, Senator Vandenberg.
The CnAnlHAN. They are bound by that statement.
Secretary Acm:soN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRHAN. Senator Hickenlooper, if it is agreeable, when
Senator Pepper comes back we will let him resume.
Senator Hu:ntENLOOPER. I believe I can finish in a very few minutes.
The CHAIRHAN. I am not rushing you. Take all the time you want.
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS ASSUMED BY THE TREATY
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, I am interested in two phases
of ~his treaty other than those which you have already covered, and to
which you have given a number of answers in which I was interested.
One of them is the financial obligation that we are assuming to sustain
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the ability of other nations to resist over a 20-year period, which is
the life of this treaty; and the other one is a question that has been
asked of me a number of times as to the interpretation by some other
nations of our action in assisting or in mutual assistance in arming
these nations.
·
IS THE TREATY PROVOCATIVE?

I do not necessarily hold this view, but I think the question is going
to have to be answered, and I think I can sum it up in this way.
Some other nation or powerful group of nations not party to this
treaty may well say that by our very action in passing a mutual
assistance pact, and then implementing it immediately and over a
period of years, with increasing armaments which surround that nation or group of nations with a ring of steel, it can be interpreted by
that nation as an aggressive act on our part, or a prepamtion for
aggression. May I hasten to say that I do not necessarily hold that
view myself. I do not mean that. But those questions have'been asked.
Now, what may the answer be to that~
Secretary AOHESON. Let's take up the charges one by one. There is
no action here which is assisting the rearmament of nations which
surround that nation which you are presumably talking about. The
one nation which has attacked this treaty has been the Soviet Union.
There is no ring of steel surrounding the Soviet Union. Only one of
the signatories of this pact even borders on the Soviet Union, and that
is one of the smallest members, and I am sure that no matter how hysterical anyone's fears might be, they could not suppose that Norway
was contemplating any aggressive action.
The second answer would be that, following World War II, the
United States and those nations associated with it in the West had
one of the greatest aggregations of military power ever gotten together. We undertook to demobilize all of that. So, far from being
any aggressive action on our part, we went almost to the extreme
other end of possible action. We demobilized our great ground forces,
we demobilized our great Air Force, a large part of our Navy is put
up, our military forces now are very small.
The nations of western Europe also have very small military forces.
The action which is contemplated and outlined in what I have told
you about the President's proposed recommendation on a military
assistance plan could not by any stretch of imagination be regarded
as _aggressive. There is nothing to agress with under that program.
What would be done is to take the existi~ small forces and make
their equipment more modern nnd better rounded, so that to the best
of their ability they can defend themselves if they are attacked. The
idea that, with everything that is going to be done, they could possibly take a~gressive action. is really unthinkable.
Senator HICKENLOOPF..R. I think it is important to call attention to
the fact that we have demobilized and our forces really are not being brought back up to what one might call a war strength. But that
position is going to be taken by some people, without any doubt. It
already has been stated by some people, that our assistance in armament to these countries in western Europe is in and of itself a basis
for suspicion by those who either do not understand the circumstances
or blind themselves to the circumstances.
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PURPOSE OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Now mav I ask you, because I feel that the matter of the implementation of this pact is part and parcel of the whole consideration, is it
contemplated by the parties to this pact that the west.em European
nations will eventually be placed in a position so they can themselves
successfully resist armed aggression from whatever source it may
come, or will we limit it to the nature of a holding force, or a police
set-up~ In other words, I am concerned with the extent to which we
may be expected to participate in building armaments, largely as a
loa<l upon our own people or from that standpoint, and of course perhaps equally as important in the success of mutual cooperation under
~his pact.
•
.llaybe I can make it a little dearer. I can envision certain assistance. physical assistance, by \vay of arms and supplies sent to bolstet
the forces of western Europe which would be not enough to give them
the strength they would have to ha,·e to resist aggression. I can also
envision certain volumes of supplies which might be deemed by a lot
of people to be enough, but would be beyond our capacity to supply.
One might be waste of mnterials, if we sent too little or if we aided
too little or if the mutual cooperation was too little. It might be a
waste of effort. Another might be a burden that we just could not
stand.
I wonder if there is any defined area of assistance now, and in the
program over the next 20 years, because this is a 20-year p1·ogram;
that is, that we can picture at the moment.
SIZE OF MILITARY BUDGETS

The C'HAmMAN. Would you mind if I intervened just a moment?
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Not at all.
The CHAIRl\UN. Is it not true that while under the budget and this
proposed bill we give them $1,130,000,000 for the next current year,
their own budgets pi-oviding for arms and so on are something like
six or SHen times as muC'h as that $1,130,000,000 ~
&>cretary ACHESON. Somewhere iu that neighborhood, Senator.
LIMITATIONS OF THE MILITAlff ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

I think, in answering Senator HiC'kenlooper's question, we might
start with the question that was asked of me by Senator Smith, because that begins to give the contours to this problem.
The first primary necessity is the economic recovery of western
Europe. That means that th.ere are very definite limitations on . the
size of the military forces which western Europe can maintain,
because if you withdrew greatlY. increased numbers of men from produ"tfon and put them into military service, you would impair reCOYery and you would impair the very ability of these nations to resist
and to remain as free nations. Therefore recovery comes first.
That means that under the military assistance program we have
started with the forces as they exist in the 1950 budgets of these
countries, and we are trying to give better armaments to those
countries.
~s Senator Connally pointed out, the great bulk of this eft'ort is
being undertaken by the European countries themselves.
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WILL ERP FINANCE THE REARMAKENT OF EUJIOPE'?

Sena.tor HIC:KENLooPEB. Yes, and may I suggest, at that very point,
the possible inseparable relationship between ECA and the proposed
assistance. As I understand it, we propose to give $1,000,000,000 a
year, or to contribute mutual assistance this near year, at least, in the
amount of $1,000,000,000, which, as you say, is one-sixth or oneseventh of what these pa.ct countries are putting in. I cannot avoid
recalling that the European recovery program is about five and a half
billion dollars. So, is it possible that the argument might be made
that exactly what we are putting into European recovery is the total
amount that these pact countries are putting into military developmen in one way or anothed • I suggest that because that question is
going to come up.
t Secretary AcHESON. I think the answer to that is, whereas the
a.mounts may in general be somewhat in the same area, you are talking
about dift'erent countries and you are talking about something wholly
dift'erent.
What the ECA plan and program does is to assist the western
European countries, 16 altogether as against 12 here, with their problems of foreigtl; exchange; that is, with getting the things outside of
their area which they have to pay for in foreign money. Their military budgets are budgets which are made up of maintaining and
equipping establishments of their own. They are paid for with their
own funds within their own countries.
So far as the connection between ECA and this military assistance
program is concerned, there is one important connection which has
var10us aspects, and that is that the recovery program comes first.
Nothing which is proposed under the military assistance program will
interfere with the recovery program.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. The military assistance program can't survive unless the recovery: program survives.
Secretary AcHESON. That is correct, Sena.tor.
Therefore, when, in planning the military assistance program. it
became cJear that in order to manufacture certain equipment the
European countries would have to import certain raw materials, the
question arose, How were they going to do that t Was that going to
come out of the ECA programt The answer is "No." $150,000,000
for that purpose is included in the military assistance program, so that
the ECA program goes on undisturbed.
Also, plans for production have been drawn so that they do not
withdraw people who are manufacturing goods for domestic consumption or for export. Such increased manufacture as they a.re undertaking here is done with the slack of certain manufacturing facilities
which will not interfere with production for civilian use at home or
for export.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. But, as I understand it, the budgetS for
these pact countries are already drawn, and they contemplate, let us
say, 5 or 6 billion dollars for their own contribution, so that those
budgets must come out of their economic calculations in these
countries.
Secretary AcHESON. They are the continuation of budgets which
they have had for many years.
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Senator H1cxENLOOPER. Without doubt, but I frankly have difficulty, while I may some place back in my own mind tlunk I understand the situation, in explaining some of these things to people that
ask me questions.
Secretary Aom:soN. It is undoubt.edly a difficult thing to explain,
Senator, but we will continue to try. I think the point we are making
here is that, of course, the maintenance of a military establishment
does take something out of the economy of a country. There is no
question about that. It does. But nobodY. would propc;>Se that a
count11' should be without any kind of m1litarv establishment because it has economic problems. If you propose· that, you obviously
would get nowhere. The country would be without protection; economic recovery could not go forward because of the terrible state of
uncertainty within it, and you would defeat yourself.
a ,_
The real problem, I thought, that you were proposing, was, are ~
indirectly ~ying for all of the military budgets of all of these countries. I thmk that answer is "No," we are not.
Senator HIOKENl.OOPER. You have stated the question, yes.
Secretary ACBF.sON. I think we are not.
The CHAIRMAN. With regard to ECA and these arms, these expenditures by these countries will be made in their own funds and not
out of dollars.
Secretary ACHESON. That is right.
The CHAIRXAN. They will be expenditures of their local currencies, and will not be a load on the dollar provisions of the ECA.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Chahmnn, I have always been unable
to reconcile the reasoning for that argument which has been used
many times, I know. It does not seem to me to make much difference
what pocket you carry your monev in or how you change it. There is
a certain amount of financial stability behind an economy or that goes
into an economy, and if we relieve the pressure with dollars, it releases
that portion of the local economy to be devoted to something else.
I do not claim to be a financial expert, and I max be wrong in that,
but I have never had the other theory satisfactorily explained to me.
FUTURE COMHITMEN'l'S UNDER THE TREATY

I want to make clear to you, Mr. Secretary, that I believe this program is a very essential program, but getting back to the question of
the implementation of this pact, you propoee $1,130,000,000 for this
next fiscal year. Now, as I said before, I think, to either you or some
members of the committee, when we go into this we commit ourselves
to mutual cooperation with these countries for 20 years. That is a
substantial period of time. And I feel that it is highly essential, in
the interest of our whole calculation, that we get some reasonably
substantial view of the over-all obligation that we will be expected to
assume over this period. There should be some perspective that we
can have, and I feel that it is not a good thing to go at this piecemeal.
I know the argument that successive Congresses can look at the
picture and they can exercise their own judgment. but too often when
we get committed on a matter of this kind we resign the right to exercise our own judgment because of the so-called moral commitments
and legal commitments which we assume in the first contract. So
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I am concerned with whether it will be $1,000,000,000 in 1952,
$2,000,000,000 in 1953, and those matters.
I do not know that you are prepared to answer those questions this
morning, and perhaps they should be presented in some different way
than the answer to my questions might suggest, but it is a matter
that greatly troubles me. because I think I am obligated to take a
look at this thing over the next 20 years if we are going to sign a
contract that lasts that long.
Secretary AcnEsoN. Senator, I started on an attempt to throw some
light on this question when somehow or other we got entangled with
the foreign-exchange problem.
LIMITATIO~S

ON :\IILIT.\l!Y ASSISTANCE l'RO<:UAM

~

What I think I want to throw out is some things I said earlier, and
I think you were not in the room at the time, that there are certain
clearly self-liquidating factors to the military assistance program.
The first one c~mes out of the fact that rPcovery is a prior necessity,
therefore the size of the European forces must be such that they do
not interfere with recovPry. And it looks as though it \'fill continue
to be quite small for some time. Therefore, the size of the forces will
not, as many people erroneously assume, mushroom into vast numbers
of troops. That is one limiting factor.
The second limiting factor is that as recovery takes place, the
European countries can take over more and more of this increment
which we are helping them with, so that they will increasingly be in
a position where they can carry their own expenditures. That is another limting factor.
The third limiting factor is that the help which we are giving them,
as I pointed out a moment ago, is in terms of durable equipment. It is
not shoes and uniforms and ammunition which disappears; it is equipment which is durable in peacetime and will last for many years.
Therefore you do not have to replacP that equipment annually, and
the only necessity for adding to it come~ when you have any increment
in the forces. That increment, as we pomted out a. moment ago, cannot
take place until recovery is more nearly achieved, and when it does
take place the Europeans are in better shape to provide all the equipment themselves. So it is not, in my judgment, a program where I
look forward to years of the same or of increasing help. I look for a
comparatively short time of help and then it is no longer necessary.
RECO\''F.RY OF MATERIALS FURNii'\HED U:\DF.R MILIT.\RY AS!'.IST.\NCE PROO.RAH
IN TIIF. EVENT OF A COMMUNIST COUP

Senator HICKENUJOPER. 'With refPrence to a question that was asked
you a while ago by some member of the committee-and incidentally
I did hear you generally refer to that suhjPct awhile ago because I was
here when we started the meeting-some member of the committee
asked you a moment ago what the situation would be in the event of an
internal coup or taking over by forces that were not sympathetic or
cooperative to the general pact consideration.
Have· you given consideration to the possibility that capital goods
whioh we might mutually cooperate to provide to such a country that
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later got out of this pact, or repudiated, or disassociated itself with
the _pact, could be returned to us under safeguard for the return of
capital assistance that we have put up~
Secreta~ AoHESON. Yes, Senator, that has had a lot of consideration. I thmk it would be less than candid on my part to leave you
with the impression that if there were a coup, and if one of these countries had such a change in government, that we would have any large
chance of getting back any large amount of what we had transferred.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I thoroughly agree with that.
Secretary AcHFSON. In my judgment the possibility of such a coup is
remote. It is made more remote by the program, because as you give
a sense of will to resist and the possibilities that that will be suceessful,
you get further and further away from the sort of disintegration
which leads to an increase in Communist strength.
TYPE OF MATERIAL TO BE FURNISHED UNDER MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. That would lead to another group of questions, or an area of questions, that have been asked me by members
of the Senate and which may be more properly answerable by the
military people than by the State Department. I do not know. But
those questions would go to the type arid kind and purposes of capital
equipment. In other words, we could put permanent long-range capita] equipment of ~reat value into certain countries which might be
later subject to seizure by internal revolution, or something of that
sorL which woul<l not ne<.'essarily call up the obligations under the
pact; that is, the mutual obligations for resistance to as-gression. But
that may be a military matter rather than a diplomatic matter.
Secretary ACHESON. I think that either in these hearings or in the
hearings on the military-assistance program the military authorities
will completely satisfy you on that. That is one of the criteria that
they have been considering in the screening work which has been done.
Senator HICKF.NWOPER. For instance, we hear the statement that it
is a military-assistance question of whether or not we are going to
send and permanently stable B-36's in Europe.
Secretary AcHJ:sox. I think they can remove any worries from your
mind on that.
•
Senator H1cKEXLOoPJ:R. I may not be necessarily personally worried,
but I think in many of these questions the areas should be explored,
and there should be some answers to them.
Secretary ACHESON. I highly agree.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. On some of them I certainly cannot give th~
answers unless I have the benefit of better knowledge than mine.
Secretary AcHESON. I think you can be and should be fully informed
on it.
FUTURE COM:\llTMENTS UNDER MII.ITARY-ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator H1cu:NLOOPER. Do you think that we will have the opportunity, or that there will be available any more reliable or understandable detailed pictures of what we may ren80nably expect over the
next few years by way of our share of the mutual contribution and by
way of some concrete evidence of the contribution of other nations to
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t.his pact, before these hearings are over~ In other words, at this
moment I run not at all content with the very nebulous program of the
next few years. I don't know what we are going to do. And I certainly hope that before we come to final action we can have a little
more concrete understanding of what we are expected to do in the
foreseeable future, and what other nations are expected to contribute to
this weJl-knit ilnity of purpose for resistance to aggression. In other
words, perhaps some of those things might be discussed in executive
session or some other place, but certainly I do not have the answers
yet, and I do hope to get myself much more satisfied on those
obJigations.
Secretary ACHESON. I think that can be done, Sena.tor.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think at this time, Mr. Chairman, I have
nothing else.
The CHAmMAN. All right. We will recess until 2: 30.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
2: 30 p. m. of the same day.)
A1'TERNOON' SESSION

(The committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. m. at the expiration of the
recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Senator Wiley,
we will be glad to have you proceed.
Senator WILEY. Mr. Chairman. I have only a. few questions I want
to direct to the Secretary. I feel that the questioning U{> to the present
time has elicited a lot of the information that the pubhc should have,
and most of us had before. I just want to ask a few simple questions.
INABILITY OF UNITED NATIONS TO ACT

This North Atlantic Pact, Mr. Secretary, is the result, is it not,
of, first, because under the United Nations, which is a good mechanism
in itself, there has been the inability to get the results due in large
measure to the fact that Russia constantly exercised its veto@
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. In other l\·ords, there has been that lack of international cooperation which we hoped and prayed would come into
being after the United Nations was born in San Francisco.
If the United Nations had. functioned, if the nations had played
ball together, there would not have been that fear that brought about
what we think is another mechanism that will have beneficial results;
is that right 1
Secretary ACHESON. Y e.'3, sir. If everybody in good faith had lived
up to their obligations under the Charter, then there would have been
no fear of aggression, because the clear obligation is that you shall not
use force or the threat of force in settling any international question.
Senator Wn.EY. But it is because of that very condition the European nations and the rest of the world, sensing a threat to the independence of the nations, that we are now trying this new mechanism,
+.he North Atlantic Pact I
Secretary AcHBSON. Yes, sir.
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DETEHBENT EFFECT OF TREATY

Senator WILEY. Again you face the question that if there is this
unity, and if this great Nation becomes a part of this unified action,
it is the hope that it will operate to repress or stop any aggression.
That is the theory of it; is it not Y
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, Senator Wiley.
Senator WILEY. Whether or not military assistance will become
necessary will depend upon whether or not there are any beneficial
results following the mere execution and the ratifying of the pact.
In other words, If the pact itself would open the eyes of the would-be
aggressors there would not be any need to carry out any military
assistance; is that true~
Secretary ACHESON. If you mean that the mere ratification of the
pact would do away with any fear of aggression, that would be true;
but that is not the case, Senator.
Senator WILEY. The fact is, as you so dynamically outlined, that
we got into two previous wars because, first. the Kaiser was informed
and thought that we would not get into the First World War, and it is
generally said that if he and his armed crew had · thought that
America would get in, he would have hesitated a long time..
And in this Second World War it has been said that if Hitler and
the Japs had thought that we could do what we did do in the short
time that we did do it, they would have hesitated.
In other words, Hitler did not think that it was riossible. Now we
are saying in this pact, "Do not tread on me," or 'Do not tread on
my co-pact-makers." That is the substance of it.
·
Would that not have the same effect that we think it might have had
in the previous cases, had we at that time informed the world that if
certain things happen, like aggression or an attack, we would stop
the aggressor Y
SeCretary ACHESON. We hope and believe, Senator, that the unity
of all the signatories of the pact on the theary that an attack al!ainst
one is an attack against all, will have a profound effect in discouraging any attack whatever.
.
NEED FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PACT

Senator WILEY. I get then, from the general concept of the socalled military assistance program that has been evolved, and which
you pictured for us today, that there is still the fear that, unless
there is some unified action on the part of nations involved as co-pactmakers in the matter of getting better prepared, the situation will not
be bettered much by merely signing the pact.
Secretary AcHESON. I say that these two things are complementary;
theY, are both directed to bringing about the same purpose. If we
ratify the pact, what we in effect say to the 12 nations signing it is
that we will join together, if one of them is attacked, in resisting
this attack and restorin~ peace.
In the present situation some of the signatories of the pact have
very inadequate armament1 very inadequate equipment for the troops
that they have. These nations are anxious to join with us. They say
the signing of this pact means that we are all together. They say
as we look at the actual situation, if there were a really serious, all-out
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attack, we know. that in the Jon~ run, probably, the great strength of
the l 'nited States would end in the defeat of the aggressor.
But in the meantime, they say, "we would be overrun. Most of us,"
they say, "would be dead; our countries would be destroyed; our civilization would be pretty well destroyed." The final outcome wou]d
be that the United States would be liberating a corpse.
"XO\v," they say. "we want a chance to fight with you; we want a
chance to protect ourselves: we want to join in this effort. If you will
help us in bringing the equipment of our admittedly small forces to a
more competent levet then the will of those forces to fight will be
great; the will of the countries to resist will be great; and any wou1dbe aggressor will know that he will be faced with immediate resistance, not only ultimate defeat, but immediate resistance, so that he
cannot accomplish his results by some kind of a coup or some kind of a
push which is all over before he starts."
He has got to move into this with full-scale mobilization and a fullscale, aggressive, warlike purpose. They say we want to be able to
help in meeting that and help in protectin(J' ourselves. If we do not
respond to that desire we do not get the fulf impact of the pact, which
is that all of these countries will join in resista.nce with determination
and with effectiveness.
Senator W1LEY. Then we reach the conclusion, which I think is
apparent to every reasonable person, that the condition as it exists in
the world today, after 2 or 3 years since the so-called war ceased, we
find ourselves in the position where we, with our co-pact-makers, feel
that two thinks are necessary: First, an announcement to the world
that we will stand in unity against any aggressor; and, second. that
we will back up that announcement by getting ready as far as we can
foresee to meet any aggressor.
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir. That is right, Senator Wiley.
ANGLO-RUSSIAN AN() FRANCO-RUSSL\N TREATY

.nm

THt: PACT

Senator \V1LEY. And perhaps;ou can throw some light on the subject if you will turn to article 8 o the pact, which reads:
Each party declares that none of the internutlonal engagements now in force
hetwl't'n it und any oth('r of the parties or any third stnte Is in conflict with the
proYlsions of this Treaty. and undertakes not to enter into any international
engagement in conflict with this Treaty.

As I say, it has developed that both France and England entered
into certain treaties with Russia. I think they preceded the Second
\Yorld War; nnd some, I think. were entered into during the war.
Yon are in a position to explain those treaties. In case there is a.
breach of the peace or an aggression on the part of Russia against
any of the co-pact-makers, those so-called agreements or treaties between Russia and France or England would not have any application,
woulcl thev? I think that is important for the public to know, because
there has been considerable talk on that subject.
Secretary AcnESON. Senator, I think we touched on that this morning. I pointed out that the article which you have just read from the
treaty is a declaration by the signatory that it has no treaty which is
inconsistent with this treaty. That is an unequivocal statement by
the British Government and by the French Government that no treaty
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to which they are a party is inconsistent with the North Atlantic
Treaty.
In fact we have printed in this very book, from which I think you
were perhaps reading, Senate Document No. 48, among all the source
material you have the British-Russian treaty printed there so that all
can read it and all can see that this declaration which Britain made is
correct.
But it is not for me, as an official of the American government, to
undertake· to state on behalf of the British Government what their
obligations are. They have done that themselves. We see the treaty
and we can know that their statement is true. But I am not an official
who is called upon to interpret British treaties.
Senator WILEY. I have the benefit of the record, and your assurance that it is at least vour conclusion that the statement of the hvo
governments is in accord with the facts and the truth~
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, Senator; it is inconceivable that these two
governments would make a statement that is not in accord with the
facts. As I say, we can all read these treaties, and there is the
language before us.
Senator W1LEY. That is all I have.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman. may I supplement what
I said this morning with the other matters?
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Secretarv AcHESON. May I just add one thing to the answer to
&>nator Wiley? I should add that, in addition to this as.<>nrance in
the treaty itself, the Soviet Government addressed a note to the
British Government at the time it addressed one to us at the end of
March, in which it raised this very question, and the British Government, in its answer to the Soviet Government-which is published
and has been printed in all our newspapers-points out exactly again
what I have said: That this treaty rn nowise is inconsistent with the
Charter.
Senator WILEY. Thank yon.
The CHAIR~IAN. Senator Hickenlooped
DEVELOP!\IEXT OF :MUTUAL

AID BEFORE

AN

ATTACK OCCURS

Senator H1cKENI,OOPER. Mr. Secretary, article 3 of the pact. in referring to the self-help or mutual aid, uses this language:
that the parties, by menns of c-ontinuous aml e1feeth·e self-help and mntunl aid,
will maintain and den•lup tht>lr lndh·idual and collective capacity to re>'lst
arDU!d attack.

I interpret that provision as clear]y adopting a policy that you
mentioned this morning. of the preaggression development of the
mutual strength of these countries rather than the attempt to develop
their strength in the event of aggression.
Is that a proper interpretation of what you stated this morning?
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, Senator Hickenlooper. And that is ri~ht.
In other words, you do not wait until the attack takes places to start
getting ready to meet the aggression.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. And that is an obli~tion raised i11 this
pact on the part of the participating countries to increase their strl:'11gth
prior to any aggressive acts on the part of anot.her nation.
90614~49--pt. 1~4

.
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STRENGTH OF THE WIU.. TO RESIST

I have noticed a number of times in your statement reference to
the term "the will to resist," which, of course, I think is an essential
thin~ in any self-defense agreement or any self-defense activitv. But
I ser1ously_wonder in view of the rapid fall of France at the outset
of World War n, Dunkirk, all of the rest of the historical failures at
the outset of that war on the western front, if there is any sound or
reliable basis upon which to believe that the will to resist now in these
countries, after the devastation of war, is any greater than it was,
let us say, in 1939 when at least the resistance itself collapsed with
great speed.
To qualify that a little further, I would say that it might well be
argued that the will to resist might even be greatly weakened because
of the devastation of war and all the things subsequent to the wa.r
that we think are necessary for the rehabilitation of those countries.
I am wondering if we can anticipate that the will to resist will be
any greater now than it was in 1939.
Secretary AcnESON. In our judgment, Senator. there is a strong
and growing will to resist in western Europe. If you wish to compare a condition of will now with a condition of will at some other
time, I think that we will get into a slightly confusing area. Let
us talk about the will to resist now.
The fact tha.t countries meet disasters I do not think is an indication of a lack of will to resist. We certainly met our disasters early
in the war, and some of those were pretty comr.lete, as the disaster
in the Philippines. That indicated no lack of will to resist. In fact,
there was a tremendous will to resist in the United States, and that
brought us through to victory.
You mentioned Dunkirk. Dunkirk is no example of a lack of will
to resist. It is one of the really glorious episodes of history; and
nothing has been more outstanding than the will of the British people.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I do not mean to detract from the heroism
of Dunkirk.
Secretary AcHESON. If you point to the fact that France was disorganized, and its armies becoming disorganized, that is quite true.
I think we could point out somethmg else, which is true, and that is
that those experiences have left a very strong effect upon the countries. In my judgment, the effect is to make even more vigorous the
wiJl to resist.
One has to talk with Norwegians, for instance, only a short time
to discover that they are not prepared to repeat the experience&, of
1940. They are not prepared to rely on neutrality ; they are not prepared to believe that they alone can escape if some ma1or aggression
is planned, and they have a complete will to resist.
I believe that that exists in western Europe, and I believe it is increased as we give these people a feeling that what forces they have
are going to be so equipped that they have a real fighting chance.
And then I think you get the fighting spirit.
THE WILL TO BESIST AND THE ABILITY TO RESIST

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I recall that prior to 1939 there was n substantial degree of armament in western Europe. Many years had
gone by since the close of World War I. Yet, with a substantial
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amount of armament and with France eseecially being reputed to
have, at least at the start of the war, a highly trained and a very
e11'ective land army, we saw the resistance colJapse almost overnight,
even with equipment and with a rP.putedly fine military organization.
Again let me assure you so that you may not misunderstand me :
I am not intending to argue against the merits and philosophy of this
program, but I feel that it is only {air that we te.st the facts rather
than embark on wishful thinking so far as results in the time of need
are concerned.
I am not certain yet whether the
to resist can be separated from
the ability to resist. The will to resist may exist in certain quarters.
But a year and a half ago I was in one of the countries, one of the small
countries of Europe, and it was repeatedly stated to me thus: "We
have learned to live with invasion and capture,, and we believe that
when the third one comes we will know much t>etter how to survive
on our own under the invasion than we did in the last two, when we
were unschooled in the methods to be used." This rather shook my
iaith in the will to resist in that particular small country.
.
I just do not know. I hope that the will is strengthened, and I hope
that the ability to implement that will can be strengthened; but I do
not think we have any particular assurance based on past events.

will

NO PLANS TO SEND AMEBICA.N TROOPS TO EUBOPE

I believe you said earlier in your testimony today that it was contemplated that a great portion of the armament, or the developed
armament, of western Euro~, in the nations of this pact, would be
carried under their own weight. I J.>resume that that refers also to
the manpower in their armies. I am mterested in getting the answers
as to whether or not we are expected to supply substantial numbersby that, I do not mean a thousand or two, or 500, or anything of that
kind, but very substantial numbers-of troops and troop organizations,
of American troops, to implement the land power of western Europe
prior to aggression.
Is that contemplated under article 3, where we agree to maintain
and develop the collective capacity to resist 1 In other words, are
we going to be expected to send substantial numbers of troops over
there as a more or less permanent contribution to the development of
these countries' capacity to resist t
Secretary ACHESON. The answer to that question, Senator, is a
clear and absolute "No."
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. That is sufficient. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SMITH. In connection with article 3, I would like to ask one
question.
The CHAIRXAN. Do you yield, Senator!
Senator lhc:uNLOOPEB. I yield the floor.
The CHAIBXAN. Go ahead, Senator Smith.
CONTEMPLATED ACTION UNDER ARTICLE III

Senator SKITH. Mr. Secretary, as Senator Hickenlooper has read
the text of article 3, I will not read it again. But where you speak of
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individual and collective capacity and joint nction, you contemplate,.
I assnmeSecretary Acm:soN. Would you direct mv attention again to what
yon are reading, Senator?
~
Senator SMITH. Article 3 of the treaty. I will read the whole
article so as to make it clear in the record.
Secretary AcHESON. I have it before me. I just did not know what
you were speaking of. ·
Senator SMITH. It says:
In order more efl'ectively to achieve the objecth·es of this treaty, the parties •.
separately and jointly, br means of continuous and efl'ective self-help and mutual
aid. will maintain and develop their Individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.

Am I to understand from that that we are contemplating some·
sort of lend-lease program in this military-assistance ·program that
troes along with this, and, if so, is it just a unilateral lend-lease from
the United States, or do we expect joint lend-lease by the wholegroup, you might say. a multilateral lend-lease program~ If some
other nation is able to do the lending or leasing of a particular article
as well or better than we do, that would be contemplated?
Secretary AcnESON. Yes, Senator, I think. as I tried to sketch out
this morning. under the proposed military-assistance program, we
will ask the Congress to make available funds out of which certain
transfers can be made from the United States to these pact countries, of weapons.
It is also contemplated. and well worked out already, that the
European countries themselves will not only do their utmost in their
specific plans to supply themselves. but they will supply one another; and the exact amounts of that are also worked out, and they are
verv substantial.
Senator S:mTH. It would be proper to say it is a sort of multilateral
]end-lease program 9
Secretarv ACHESON. I do not want to talk about lend-lease. That
is not something that adds to the clarity of the thought.
Senator SMITH. I agree with you. we do not know whether it will
be lend-lease or what it will be. But under that general idea-Secretary ACHESON. We propose transfers from our own side to the
Europeans, and the Europeans will make transfers between one
another.
Senator SMITH. Thank you Yery much. That is all I have, Mr.
Chairman.
ASSURANCE

THAT SENATE WILL RE

CONSULTED OX ADMISSION OF NEW
MEMBERS

Senator VANDENRERO. Mr. Secretary. if the chairman will p1>rmit 1
I would like to ask one supplemental question before the next Senator takes over, regardin~ your answer to my question thiR moming
on article 10. You recall that you quoted the President as saying
that, if he were confronted with the problem of deciding whether
or not to accede to the addition of other members to the pact, .he
would consider that this involved the equivalent of writing a new
treaty; and. so far as he is concerned, he would seek the advice and
consent of the Senate.
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Secretary AcHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. That protects us up to 1952-1 do not mean
to put a limitation at that point-The CliAIRKAN. Certainly beyond 1948.
Senator VANDENBERG. But, after all, this treaty runs for 20 years.
What protects us if, as, and when this President concludes to retire,
voluntarily or otherwise?
Secretary ACHESON. I think there is precedent, Senator.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. Would this not Le a precedent1 ·would not the
statement of the President-in the event it transpired within that
period-and the custom and the practice, would that not make a
precedent that the others would respect 1
~ecretary Ann:sox. Yes, sir: tlus mere statement would be a precedent. But I was going to say that there is a precedent for the fact
that a statement made by a sitting President in regard to Presidential
interpretation of the ti·eaty, and what should be done under it, is ac~pted by his successors as a statement coming from the Presidential
office.
Senator VANDENBERG. You yourself evidently considered it to be a
somewhat important point, I judge, from the degree of attention
which you gave to arming yourself with a thoroughly adequate
answer.
If the Senate should conclude that this is of very fundamental importance, and interpret a reservation which dealt Solely with our understanchng of what the language means-and obviously it deals
solely ·with our own domestic procedure-it could in no sense be hostile to the treaty itself or to any acceptance of it by us; could it?
Secretary AcuE..,ON. I should not think so, Senator, that being purely an internal, American armngement; the Senate might consider it
unnecessary to attnch this to an international docmuent. But that
is up to the Senate. ·
Senator VANDENBERG. Thank vou.
The CH,\IRMAN. Along the lil1e of the interrogation, the Presidential action in saying that this is a matter for Congress and the Executive would certainly have some influence at least, I hope, on a
successor?
Secretary .Acua'IOx. I should think it would make it clear that the
basis of the thing is what the President said; that it is in effect a
new treaty with a new stay.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly. It either has to be a new treaty or a
modification of an existing treaty, and the consent of the Congress
is required in any event. I think the President was exactly right
in that attitude, because if he could make a treaty without referring it
to the Senate at all he would abrogate, almost, the advice-and-consent
clause of the Constitution.
Secretary ACHESON. I think the statement that was made on behalf
of the President really puts the question to rest. I do not think that
any future President, in the light of that statement, would undertake
to vote for the admission of a new member, and any new member
'Would be very ill-advised to let the matter rest at that point.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wiley, did you finish?
Senator W1LEY. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green is next.
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Senator GREEN. Mr. Chairman, the questions I had in mind to ask
have all been answered in the interval by the preliminary statement
of the Secretary-upon which I would like to congratulate him for
its clarity and comprehensiveness-or by the answers to the questions
of other members of the committee.
Since those questions have been asked by some of them several times
over, I do not feel I will do the same. I have no questions to ask at
present.
The CHAIRMAN. Congratulations to the Senator from Rhode Island.
Senator Lodge is next.
Senator LoooE. Mr. Secretary, I think you have answered a number
of rather difficult questions, and I have a few more difficult ones t<>
put to you, not so much on my own account but on account of the important functions that this committee has to perform ; to make a record in which an answer is found to every question which can reasonably be asked. In that spirit I shall interrogate you.
Dr£PORTANCE OF MUTUAL AID

AND SELF-HELP

Referring to the requirement in the treaty that there be continuous
and effective self-help and mutual aid, is it not true that, if there were
not continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, our obligation
to assist would, by virtue of that fact, be suspended t
Secretary ACHESON. You mean if the other countries do not do
everything that they can for themselves¥
Senator LoooE. Yes.
Secretary ACHESON. Yes. We should not be assisting countries that
are not doing the best they can themselves; that is quite correct.
Senator LoooE. By the same token, if they are doing the best they
can by themselves, then there certainly is an o"Qligation on us, is there
not, to do something!
Secretary AcHESON. Yes. We have accepted the principle that if
they do all they can, and in our judgment they need help, then we
give them the help.
Senator LoooE. And that it is a good proposition from our standpoint.
Secretary AcHESON. A very good proposition, yes, sir.
COMPAlUSON

WITH

THE SITUATION

IN 1939

Senator LoooE. In connection with the point that has been made
regarding the comparison between 1939 and 1949, is it not true that
there are a number of very significant differences in Europe as between 1949 and 1939, to wit, that there is now an agreed-to plan between the western union powers which is much more definite and much
more closely adhered to than any plan which existed in 1939! Is
that not the fact t
Secretary AOHESON. Yes, Senator Lodge.
Senator LoooE. Is it not the fact that. whether or not we do ratify
this treaty, there is a very reasonable expectation in Europe, based on
two previous experiences, that in case of trouble the United States
would interest itself, and that that belief is held with far less doubt
and uncertainty than ever existed in 1939 t
Secretary AcHF.SON. Yes, sir; that is true.
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Senator Loooa. And that those factors, therefore, make it very much
more likely that the will to resist would certainly be as great, if not
greater.
Secretary ACHESON. There is another factor, Senator Lodge, which
I know has not escaped you, but I think it is important perhaps to
have on the record, as a difference between the period before 1939 and
the present time.
I think all the Euror.ean countries have had experience with the conception that it is possible to appease a potential aggressor. The view
was widely held at one time that if one just acted softly, and gave in,
that the aggressor's interest would die down and there would be no
aggression. I think that view is no lon~er held anywhere in Europe.
Senat-0r LoooE. In other words they have learned ·from experience.
Secretary ACHESON. They have learned from experience. They
have also learned, as I said a mom<'nt ago in answer to a question by
Senator Hickenlooper, that you cannot escape by hiding and looking
the other way. If there is a full-scale aggression no one is left out
of it.
Senator LoOOE. Is it not true that the French, whose army, as has
just been said, was so disorganized in 1939, formed an army with our
help which, in 1944 and 1945, acquitted itself extremely well 1
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir: that is true.
Senator Loooz. So that we do not need to conjecture as to the capacity of France to regenerate itself from a military stand{loint. We
already have some performance we can point to, is that nght ~
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir; no one is a greater authority on that
subject than you are yourself.
DANGER OF AMERICAN EQUIPMENT FALLING INTO AGGRESSOR'S RANDS

Senator LoooL I do not know about that. The statement is made,
here and there, that to extend military assistance and equipment is a
short-sighted thing to do because in case there is another crisis that
ectuipment will fall into enemy hands. Therefore we would be much
wiser to keep it over here. What would you say would be the answer
to that contention¥
Secretary AcHESON. I should say there were several answers to that,
Senator Lodge. In the first place, in the last war we sent a great deal
of equipment to many of our associates in the war. It is true that
some of that equipment was captured and fell into the hands of the
enemy·. But by far the great bulk was used most effectively in winning
the victory.
In the seeond place. I think the dividends which come to the United
States from making this equipment available are very p-eat indeed.
We get many times the return in security from this eqmpment, more
than the cost of the equipment to us. We get better rounded forces
on the continent, we get a greater will to resist, we get all this equipment manned by people who are determined to use it.. We get very
gt'!at returns in secunty for the whole area in return for our assistance.
Senator Loooi:. In other words, most of the equipment which we
sent to the Russians and the British and the French in 1944 and 1945
did not fall into the hands of the enemy but was used to inflict punishment on the enemy¥
Secretary ACHESON. That is right.
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Senator HICKENLOOl'ER. May I interrupt~
Senator LoooE. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I do not think the situation is comparable
at all. It certainly is not comparable to the question I asked a moment
ago, and someone else asked, as to an internal coup in the country permitting the capture of this equipment. Manifestly when the enemy
is shooting at one he is going to do everything he can to protect the
equipment. It was not a military act of seizure that I was concerned
about at all.
Senator LoooE. I do not understand you, Senator. I thought you
were talking about the danger of enemy action.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Not at all.
Secretary AcHESON. Even at that, Senator Hickenlooper, there is
a certain amount of comparison. I suppose people could have justifiably wondered, in 1940 and 1941, whether equipment which was beinficr
sent to the British at the time of their darkest days, might not fa
into the hands of the enemy. It did not, it was well worth while
taking whatever risk there was, as the British might have been overwhelmed, by giving them the essential aid which took them through
those very.dark days. I think in that degree there is a certain amount
of comparison.
EFFECT OF COMMUNIST SEIZURE OF POWER

IN A

TREATY COUNTRY

Senator LoooE. In pursuance of Senator Hickenlooper's suggestion
that there might be Communists that would take over one of these
foreign governments, did you not say to Senator Vandenberg, under
the terms of this treaty, such Communist control of the government
would no longer receive any benefits from this country?
Secretarv AOHESON. I think that is correct, yes.
Senator "LoooE. I do not believe you made 1t quite clear in your
response to Senator Vandenberg that that would be true not only because the Nation itself would not care to be under this pact, but also
because we would take the initiative in seeing to it that they did not
get the benefits under this pact 1
Secretary ACHESON. I think that is correct, Senator Lodge.
Senator LoooE. And that the language of the pact-this is a question that has been raised on the floor of the Senate already-makes it
clear that it is to be attributed to the nations that believe in the liberty
of the individual, and in democratic ideals, and if they stopped practicing those ideals then they would not come under the pact any more.
Is that true 'I
Secretary ACHESON. A new situation is created by that, yes.
POSSIBILITY OF FINANCING THE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
OUT OF MILITARY APPROPRIATIONS
Senator LoooE. Another question that is frequently asked is: Will
)Vhatever military assistance we extend under the terms of this general
concept-I mean the treaty and the Military A~istance Act-be at
the expense of our own Military Establishment~ That is a question
that has been brought up quite a lot. I would like to get your comment on that.
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Secretary AcHESON. Of course, Senator, that is a question which
is out of my field. I would have no authority to speak on behalf of

the President. My judgment and expectation is that it would not be
had at the expense of our own military preparations.
IMPACT OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF UNITED STATES BUDGET
Senator LoooE. Would it be outside your field to comment on the
fear that is frequently expressed that there must be a limit somewhere
to these expenses that we are making for foreign assistance, and that
this may be just that straw that breaks the camel's backY
Secretary ACHESON. I should think it is not that straw. I agree
that we cannot go on indefinitely adding expenses on account of
foreign oeerations. But I believe what we are doing here is taking
the essential step which makes all the vast amounts we have invested
really productive and will really bring about the results we are seeking.
Senator LoooE. You do not consider that this step will impose a
burden on the American economy so serious that it would require
fundamental changes in our economic relationships Y
Secretary ACHESON. No, sir; I do not.
Senator LoooE. Or that it would precipitate a crisis in Government
finances, or budgetary matters¥
Secretary ACHESON. No sir; I do not.
Senator LoooE. After ail, the nations of Europe have as great an
interest, have they not, in the health of the American economy as we
have ourselves¥
Secretary ACHESON. Nearly as great. We all have a vital interest
in it.
Senator LoooE. I do not know how many realize it. I hope that is
being preached to them. Of course if any of these questions-The CHAIRMAN. Senator, would you mind an interruption~
Senator Loo01:. Not a bit, Senator..
.
EXPENDITURES NOW

WILL

SAVE GREATER ONES

LATER

The CHAIRMAN. Along the line of the question of Senator Lodge
about present expenditures, is it not true that proper expenditures
now would save future expenditures of a much larger amount'
Secretary ACHESON. I think that is quite true, Senator Connally.
If all of these expenditures have their result of really removing, we
hope at some fairly near future date, this overhanging threat of aggression, as Senator Vandenberg pointed out this morning, it will
have a tremendous e:ffect.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
IMPROVEMENT IN EUROPEAN MORALE
Senator LoooE. Has there been any perceptible improvement in
morale in western Europe since the North Atlantic Treaty was signed¥
Do you ~t any news from abroad to that effect 1
Secretary ACHESON. Yes. We have a great deal of information on
that, and I think that Ambassador Harriman, who has come back from
Europe for the purpose of testifying before this committee, can give
you chapter and verse on that, Senator.
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GOOD WILL BEHIND THE

IRON

CURTAIN

Senator LoooE. I understand that there is still considerable good
will for the democracies behind the iron curtain. What would the
effect of this pact be on people in Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
and eastern Europe in general 1 Do you know what reception it has
had there~
Secretary ACHESON. We have had very little information about that,
Senator. I should hazard a guess that it is encouraging to those forces
within the countries who are hoping some day to regain the type of
freedom which they have lost.
PROSPECTS OF OTHER r.ACTS

Senator LoooE. There are people who write to me, and I am sure
to other Senators-and maybe to you-who say that this is going
to be followed by a Mediterranean pact, and then by a Pacific pact, and
so forth. Is there a likelihood that there will be further regional
arrangements, and that the United States will participate in them?
Secretary ACHESON. There are no further arrangements under contemplation at the present time, Senator.
RELATIONSHIP TO OEEC

Senator LoooE. Is it planned to have the OEEC fill any function,
insofar as the administration of this military aid is concerned, the
organization for European recovery, or will there be some machinery
set up based on thaU
Secretary ACHESON. My impression is that their chief function will
be that they will continue as they have in the past, to bring about a
recovery of their various countries. The actual manufacturing of
particular types of weapons in whatever country, will probably not
be handled by OEEC but by arrangements under the Brussels Treaty
or this treaty.
Senator Looo& There probably would be, would there not, some
international group-in fact the treaty calls for the setting up of an
international group-to administer the military aid, does it not~
ECONOMIC PROGRESS IN EUROPE AND THE TREATY

Secretary AcHESON. Yes; that is true, Senator.
Senator LoooE. Has enough progress been made in western Europe
in the last year to justify any statement of hope as to the degree to
which the countries of western Europe will cooperate together in a
military way 1
Secretary AcHESON. I think there has been very considerable progress, and I think that this treaty will increase the rate of progress and
bring much closer cooperation in many fields.
P08SIBILITT OF OOUNTEll-HEASURES BTU. S. 8. R.

Senator LoooE. Now the question has been raised by a number of
very prominent men of the press, over the radio, and television, as
to counter-measures which the Soviet Union will take as a result of
the ratification of the Atlantic Pact. Is there something that you can
say to that on the record¥
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Secretary Ao.HBSON. I should not want to speculate about that matter. We already know, of course, that the Soviet Union has greatly
intensified its propaganda against this treaty; we know that they have
addressed notes to us and many of the other si~natories protesting
about it. I should imagine that that type of action will continue.
Senator LoooE. But it certainly is true, is it not, that the force which
is building in western Europe, even in its maximum level of strength,
would not p~ any offensive cai.>abilities at all V
Secretary AcuF.BON. That is entirely right.
Senator LoooE. So a nation which is making realistic judgments as
distinguished from propaganda, or as distinguished from looking for
pretexU!, certainly would not change its policy because of the development of an armed force that has no offensive capabilities, would iU
Secretary ACHESON. One would think not.
AGREEMENT ON OERM.\NY AND THE Tnt;.\TY

Senator LoooE. If an a~reement coulcl be reached between Russia
and the western powers wtth respect to Berlin and the German problems generally, would it still be necessary to go ahead with the North
Atlantic Treaty~
Secretar;y ACHESON. Yes; in my judgment it would.
Senator LoooE. In other words that is just a part of the problem I
Secretary ACHESON. That is a part of the much larger problem of
Europe, and I should like to add there what I know you appreciate
very fully, Senator Lodge, that the tendency of some people in the
Umted States to believe that our policy should go up and down, depending on whether the Russians raise or lower the international temperature, is really to take the initiative in the formulation of our policy
away from the American Government and put it in the hands of
somebody else.
I think that is a most unwise way of proceeding, and that we should
go ahead calmly and not be influenced by these various peace offensives
or wars of nerves or wars of propaganda, or whatever is directed
against us,
Senator Looo2. We hear people say that the United States ought
to declare, if you step over this hne, we will do so and so. As I understand your point, it 18 that the minute you say that you give the other
man the control of what we do.
·
Secretary ACHESON. That is right.
·
COWNL\.L POLICIF.8 AND TIO: TREATY

Senator LoooE. Does the United States, by the acceptance of this
pact, in any way indicate approval or support of the colonial polieies
of other pact members Y
Secretary AcHESoN. Not in the slightest.
Senator LoooE. There is just no doubt about that at all, is there Y
AOREEKENT ON STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF MILITARY-ASSISTANCE PBOORilrC

Have you discovered any basic differences between the opinions of
our own military leaders and those of European countries with respect
to the fundamental nature of this military-assistance program, and
the over-all strategy that governs it 1
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Secretary AcHESON. No, sir; I think it has been worked out in com-plete harmony.
·
Senator LoD<rn. They really are in agreement on it Y
Secretary ACHESON. They really are.
AMOUNT OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE SINCE WORLD WAR

II

Senator LoooE. Can you state, or would you rather not for reasonsof security, the amount of money which has been expended on military
assistance to these nations since the war Y
Secretary AcHESON. I do not have that information available at
this moment. I think it can be obtained and given to you, Senator.
Senator LoooE. That is a question that is asked quite often.
Secretary AcHESON. I think that can be readily made available t-0you.
(The committee has been informed that the Department of State is preparing
this information for submission in connection with the proposed military assist-ance legislation.)

CUT IN l\llLITARY APPROPRIATIONS TO OFFSET 1\llLITARY-ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM
Senator LoooE. The ar~unent is made that since the pact will in-crease our security, and it will cost a billion dollars, therefore weought to cut a billion dollars from domestic military purposes in order
to offset the gain in security we get from the pact. Will you comment
on that contention Y
Secretary ACHESON. I think that that is not a sound argument. In
the first place, as I think you very well know, we use the word securityin two different ways. We gain greatly in security by both the military assistance program and the pact in the general prevention of war.
That is perhaps the most important aspect. We also gain, in the
unhappy event that that war is not prevented, in security, by having
more effective associates in resisting aggression than we otherwise
would. That does not mean that by merely transferring some money
from our military budget and the budgets of other countries that we
get the same amount of protection only in a different place.
In the first place, the element of time comes into it. It will take a
year or a year al\d a half or 2 years for the full effect of the militaryassistance program to go into operation. We should not weaken our
own preparation.
Secondly, we wish to make our own participation as effective and
vigorous as possible. We wish to make the European assistance as effective and vigorous as possible. Both programs are much smaller
than they would be if there were a threat of war, an immediate threat •
of war.
We would have greatly to expand that proj!ram, both abroad and
here. Therefore we are doing, I believe, about as little as we safely
can in time o:f peace to prepare ourselws for this emerg-ency. and we
should not weaken what we are doing, oocause we 11re helping to add tothe effectiveness o:f allies in time o:f crisis.
Senator LoooE. We ourselves, are we not, are starting from scratch
in a sense, and have just begun to build up?
Senatory AcnEsoN. Yes. We have a great deal to make up.
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Senator LoooE. If we were to reduce our own stnmgth because of
this billion dollar·s worth of equip_ment in Europe, would we not be
giving up actual armed forces in being, in exchange for paper plans
over there, which could not possibly be i·ealized for several years~
Secretary AcHF.SON. To some extent that is true, although it could
be said that some of our expenditm·es are also for production which
has not yet taken place.
REVIVAL OF ARMS INDUSTRY

Senator LoooE. Is it contemplnted that arms industries will be
revived. in Europe. and, if so, should limitations be placed upon such
expansion in the light of our own interests? What is the view on
that? Is it a view that we encourage them to expand their armament
industry or do we encourage them to expand it up to a certain point
·Or what~
Secretary AcnEsoN. As I said this morning, absolute priority goes
to recovery. Therefore, production of a1·ms has to be held to almost
a minimum point so that you will not withckaw any people or any J
factories from civilian production for consumption and for export.
'Therefore, what they are doing is operatin~ the factories, whether they
are Government-owned or otherwise, which are making armnments,
at a point which will be some.what increased under this program but
withm the slack which exists under the recovery program.
You will not be deflecting people or machines which are now working
-on civilian orders to military orders, but you will be making the pro·duction of those factories which are working on military orders closer
to 100 percent. You will take up all the slack that there is. Therefore, there is a very severe limitation.
Senator LoooE. So the economic policy acts as a limiting factor?
Seeretary Acut:soN. Yes, sir.
REVIVAL OF RUHR ARMS INDUSTRY

Senator LoooE. Is it planned to bring baek the Ruhr as a source of
:arms production~
Secretary AcnEEION. No, sir; it is not. We are very clear that the
disarmament and demiJit&rization of Germnny must be complete nnd
:absolute.
Dl\'ISION OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senntor LoooE. What can you tell us about how the arms aid is g_oing
to be divided up as between the different countries of Europe 9 First
of all, will we make that allocation ourselves, or will that be made in
response to some joint recommendation 1 That is the first question.
Secretary AmtESON. It is made as the result of receiving a plan
which has been worked out in Europe. That plan shows certain
deficiencies in the total fulfillment of the plan. The plan involves
manufacture sometimes in one country for use in another country,
sometimes by manufacture in the country for use within its own areas.
All of that leads to certain deficiencies in equipment, that is, material
which they cannot under this program mnke themselves. Those requests have been very carefully screened in the National Military
Estab1ishment. It was gone over after consultations with our military
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authorities and those in Europe, as to how these could be used, where
they would be most effectively used. et cetera.
The total result is reached after that screening. I think it would
be unwise, certainly at this. time, to try to sny how much of what we
propose to do goes to a particular European country.
Senator LoooE. Wi11 it be possible for the Fnited States to make
sure that, for instance, a11ns allocated to the :Netherlands will not be
used in Indontsin !
Secretary AcHESON. AbsoJut~ly. There is no question about that.
Senator LoooE. We will retain that control 9
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir. Absolutely no doubt about that.
Senator LoooE.· Thank you, Mr. Secretary, very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright 9
Senator FULBRIGHT. In view of the congratulations of the last Democratt I hesitate to ask the Secretary any questions on the proposal at
this time. There are just a few that I would like to ask, Mr. Secretary.
EFFECT OF A COl\DlUNIST SEIZURE OF
\

POWER

IN

A

TREATY

COUNTRY

I was not clear this morning as to what you think might hafpen if,.
as a result of an election, Communist government took contro of one
of the members. Is there any mechanism by which a member of which
we do not approve ean be excluded 9 I was not clear. I know it was
discussed, but I am a little in doubt as to what your feelings are.
Secretary ACHESON. There have bezn no provisions in the treaty
looking to that end, Senator. I think if the event occurred to which
you refer, that in the first place the country which became Communist
would not be able to carry out its obligations under the treaty, would
not want to, we could not have this sort of cooperation that the treaty
envisages, and in one way or another, ways would be found to solve·
that problem.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Of course that has happened in the United.
Nations. That is aperoximately whnt has happened. We might have
to resort to some similar action m this case.
Secretary ACHESON. Yes.
DEFINITION OF

AN ''ARMED

ATTACK"

Senator FULBRIGHT. Under article 5 a question was prepared by
the staff:
Would an Internal revolution, perhaps aldt>d and abetted by an outside state,
In which armed force was being used In nn attempt to drive the re<."Ognlzed government from po~er be deemed an "armed attack" within the meaning of ·
article Cl?

That is a little different from the last question, in that I assume an
ordinary election which the Communists won. This is in the nature of
a coup. Would that come within the definition of an armed attack!
Secretary AcHESON. It is quite hard for me to hear you Senator, and
I am not sure that I got the question. Did you say if there were a revolution supported by outside armed force, would we regard that as an
armed attack t
Senator FuuwoHT. That is right. It is one of those border-line ·
cases.
Secretary AcHF.BON. I think it would be an armed attack.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. It would be~
Secretary ACHESON. It would seem to me that it would, yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Would you say that each country, or this country. would decide for itself whether or not that is an armed attack
within the meaning of article 5, or would that be a function of the
Council~

Secretary AcnEsoN. No. Each country would have to decide for
itself.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Is the Comwil given any executive powers to
make such a decision 9
Secretary AcHESoN. No, it is not.
VOTING

IN

THE

COUNCIL

Senator Fm.BRIGHT. There is one other question in regard to the
Council. Is it intended that those decisions be unanimous or by
majority? That is a question that has plagued us.
Secretary AcHESoN. There are no votmg procedures laid down. The
Council is a place where questions are discussed and recommendations
are made to the member governments. Those recommendations might
be unanimous, they might be split recommendations, and you might
get one group of Council members recommending something, and
another group recommending something slightly different.
There are no votinf procedures, there is no desire to prevent any
member of the Counci from makin~ any recommendation.
Senator FULBRIGHT. As a practical matter, that being so, if the
members choose, they can reqmre unanimity, which they would like to
do, in case they ever want to set up some voting procedure among
themselves, by agreement within the Council.
Secretary AcHF..soN. I suppose they could.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. There beiniz nothing to the contrary, nobody
objecting; in other words. it is a practical resort for unanimity.
S:cretary ACHESON. Their prmcipal function is recommendatory
and there 1s no purpose in trying to get a voting procedure, because
what you want to do is to get the views of the Council. That is the
purpose. If you set up a procedure \vhereby you may not get any
•iews vou have defeated your own purpose.
.
Senator FUI.BRIGHT. The point I have is if they themselves choose to
set up some machinery there is nothing to prevent it. There is no
prohibition.
Secretary Acm:soN. No, sir; there is nothing to prevent them.
AREA COVERED BY TREATY

Senator FL~BRIGHT. There has been a good deal of speculation as t<>
article 6 as to the extent of the area covered. I think it misht be a
good thing to clarify a little bit further, because I do not thmk that
you treated that article in detail. I did not hear it this morning..
There are four questions there.
Is it intended that the treaty should cover only those areas specifically referred to in article 6, or does the use of the word "include" imply
that it might also cover certain other areas V
Secetary ACHESON. It covers the area specified in article 6.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. Only¥
Secretary AcHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator FuLBRIOHT. With the exception of Algeria and the North
Atlantic area, does article 5 of the treaty co,·er any of the outlying
territory of member states f
Secretary AcnESoN. It does not cover any areas outside the area
described.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Even though the area belongs to a member!
Secretary AcHESON. That is correct. It does not cover that.
Senator FULBRIGHT. 'Vl1y is Algeria singled out in the text of
article 6 ¥
Secretary AcnESON. Because Algeria, under the French Constitution, is a part of metropolitan France. Only those parts of Algeria
which are parts of metropolitan France, under French law, are
included.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Where does the Panama Canal fall in that
connection f
Secretary AcnEsON. The Panama Canal falls outside of the area.
In the pamphlet which you haw, Senator, published by the Senate,
the Senate committee print, there is a map which is drawn.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. I saw the map. What I was asking is for the
record, because it is easier to use for debate than is the map in any case.
Secretary Acm·:sos. That is right, Senator. It falls outside the
area.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Does the North Atlantic area include any part
of the Mediterranean Sea¥
Secretary ACHESON. Yes.
RELATIOSSHIP OF BRPSSF.LS PACT TO TREATY
Senator FFLRRIGHT. How will the Brussels Pact defense organization be drawn into the broader framework of the Atlantic Pact in our
concept of military assistance f Is there any idea of merging those
twot
Secretary ACHESON. I should think that the relations between the
orlZ'anization set up under the Brussels Pact and that set up under the
North Atlantic Treaty, would be very close indeed. It would seem
to me unwise to merge them. All of that. of course. is in the future.
There is a workin~ party already set up to work out the arrangements under this article which provides for the council, the military
committee. et cetera, and they will work and come forth with recom·
mendations if, as, and when the treaty is ratified.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. All of the members of the Brussels Pact countries are, of course, members of this organization'
Secretary AcnF.soN. Yes; they are.
Senator FPLRRWHT. Do vou wish to comment on the militnrv matters, that is, cnn you give tile committee for the record your idea as to
how this military aid will be or~anized t Will a single military force
be organized in Europe. or will there be 12 different onesf
•
Secretary Ac11EsoN. I would not be competent to testifv on that
subject.
•
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MEMIWlSHU> IN NORTH ATLANTIC l'ACT t:U::\llll:!lilTY

Senator FULBRIGHT. What was the re11son why Portugal was included and Spain was excluded 1
Secretary AcIJESoN. The countries which were included, aside from
those who originally met to negotiate the trenty, were induded by the
unanimous decision of the negotiators. Portugal was unr.aimously
included. There was no agreement thnt Spain shoul<l be included,
therefore Spain was not included.
Senator FuLBRIUHT. Is it probable thnt Spain will be invited to
participate at a later datei
Secretary AcHESON. I could not possibly speculate about that, Senator. As you see, it has to be by unanimous agreement.
POSSIBLE INCLUSION OF GF.Ul.\XY

Senator FuLnRmHT. 'Would the inclusion of westem Germany in
the pact improve the strategic position of the Xorth Atlantic powers1
Secretary AcuEsox. Would it do what?
Senator Fl7uunouT. 'Vould it improve the stmtel!ic position of the
.Xorth Atlantic powers?
Secretary Ac1n:sox. I do not think I am an expert on military
strategy, but I should think that we must say quite dearly at the present time that a discussion of includin~ western Oermany in the pact
is not possible. The pact deals with armament questions, with selfhelp, mutual aid, and things of that sort. and at the present stage of
affairs in Germany we could not contemplate a military program in
Germany.
At the present time. of course, under the treaty. an attack on the
occupation forces in Germany would be an armed attack under the
treaty, so in effect Ge1·many is protected as long as the occupation
forces are there.
Senator FFLBIUGHT. 'Ve will just assume the western government
is set up, and if it becomes a self-goveming area there is no reason why
it could not be made a member. There is no prohibition there either.
That is just left for the future for detenninnt10n.
Secretary AcIJESON. There are re11so11s that I have pointed out, in
policy, wluch would create difficulties. You would have a conflict in
policy between disarnuunent agreements which were entered into
between the occupying powers and the self-help and mutual-aid
preparations to resist agg1·ession which are called for in the treaty.
Therefore I think the 1uestion does not arise.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. realize that. but all the members who are concerned from that point of view. except one. is a member of this pact.
It could, by agt·eement, be brought m nlso later on, if the members
chose1
s~cretary AcHEWN. You could do anything by unnnimous agreement; yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. In other words. if you are asked "Are they excluded r' and they cannot be, that is not necessarily so, at 1tll, by this
pact. They could be brought in later on but they are not now included.
Secretary AcHESoN. That is correct.
90614~49--pt. 1~5
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POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC JNTEORATJON OF EUROPE

Senator FULBRIGHT. Do you think that this paet will influence in
any way the political and economic integration of the western European countries Y
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir; I think it wi11 have a very helpful
influence upon it.
Senator FULBRIOHT. That is all.
Senator LoooE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one more question.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
IMPOSSIBILITY OF OOlDlUNIST OOMPLYING WITH PRINCil'J,ES OF THE TREATY

Senator LoooE. I would like to direct your att~ntion, Mr. Secretary,
to the preamble and article 2, and I shall read two excerpts from
those two portions of the treaty.
In the preamble "they"-that is the partiesare determined to safegunrd the frPedom. c·o1111110n heritn1w nrul <'ivlllzntlon of
their peoples, foundecl on the principles of rlemoerac~·. lndi~lduul libPrty nntl the
rule of law.

The other excerpt is article 2:
The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peacetul and
frleudly lnterrmtionul 1·elntion1< by strengtlwnlng their fret! Institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the prlnciIJles upon which these Institutions
are founded, and by tlromotlng conditions of Rtnbillt~· and well-being.

My question is, in the light of those two phrases: "Is it not true that
a Communist govemment would not come within the purview of those
two phrases that I have quoted r'
Secretary AcnESON. I think you are quite right.
Senator LoooE. Are those not two verv pertinent provisions t
Secretary AcH&.-.oN. They are very pertinent, and they bear upon
the question that you have in mind.
Senator LoooE. And they would justify us. would they not, in saying to a nation that was taken over by the Communists," You no longer
come within th2 purview of the pact."
Secretary AcnEsox. In my judgment they would.
Senator LoooE. Thank you.
INVITATION TO

SEN.\,"l'OR!'I

DONNF.LL AND WATKINS

The CHAIRMAN. The committee has invited Senators Donnell and
Watkins to appellr at this session. These Senators indicated a desire
to sit with the committee and to interrogate witnessl•s. The committee
agreed to that., under the accepted practices and courtesies of the Senate, so that at this point we wilJ give Senator Donnell, the senior of the
two Senators, the right to interrogate Secretary Acheson.
Senator DoNSEI.L. I want to thank the chairman for his courtesy,
and to make inquiry at this time, if I may, before proceeding.
As the chairman knows, neither Senator 'Watkins nor I were present
this morning at the hearing, and consequentlv did not have the benefit
of the testimony of the Secretar}· of State this morning. In view of
that, I inquire whether or not it is the pleasure of the committee, in
order to prevent any possible duplication, that we should defer our
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examination of the Secretary until bis return, if he is to return, or
whether the committee would prefer that we proceed this afternoon.
I am sure, speaking for myself, that I would be glad to go ahead,
although I realize that there is a possibility of unnecessary duplication in view of the fact that I do not know what his testimony was
this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. I will say to the Senator that it is not the fault
of the committee that the Senators were not here. As eoon as I was
advised as to what the attitude of the committee was this morning I
notified the chief of the staff here to notify both Senator Donnell and
8enator Watkins that we were goin~ to meet at 10: 30 and we would
be pleased to haYe them.
I had assumed also that the public announcement I had made on
the floor of the Senitte several days ago to that effect, in which we
invited all Senntors to be preoont, if they desired, had come to the
notice of Senators Donne11 and Watkins prior to the meeting of the
committee this morning.
I am not complaining that you were not here: I am simply trying
to show that it is through no action of the committee that you were
not here.
Senator Do:sNt:u,. May I say to the chairman that I am sure there
is no desire to enter into a controversy on the matter, but the fact is
t liat on the 2i~d dav of ::\lnreh there was delivered to the chairman,
by myself, a letter, jointly from Senator ·watkins and myself, requesting not merel,Y the privile1-,re of attendance, and not merely the privilege
of interrogation to sueh extent as someone else might dt>oem proper, but
all the privileges of members of the commit.tee, except the right to vote,
in connection with these hearings.
Our request was bused p1·imarily on the fact that we felt that the
committee had already, as to 12 out of the 13 members, expressed
themselves as being in harmony with certainly the theory of the treaty,
and subsequently, I may add, that t.he other member, Senator Lodge,
had expressed himself to a similar effect by a newspaper article.
I may say that we received no response whatsoe,·er to our letter, and
this morning the communication to which the chairman refers was
merely a statement-I have a copy substantially of it in my pocket-to the effect that we were invitea to come to this meeting, with no
statement as to whether we were entit.Ied to interrogate, no statement
as to whether our letter was being acceded to, no other statement at
all, except that we '\'\ere invited to come, as other Senators.
I think that was stated by Dr. Wilcox. The exact language is availnble if the chairman needs h.
As to the invitation on the floor of the Senate, I think the chairman
will find on an examination of the record that there was no invitation, as far as I find ut any rate, in the announcement by the chairman yesterday. It wns no invitation. It was simply a request for an
11xcuse by the committee for attendance. and previous announcement
was to the effect that the hearin~ would start today.
I say. however, there is no desire on my part to enter into controversy. Our request, however, has never been complied with, or acknowled~ed. until IO minutes before the hearing this afternoon. at
which time I receind a letter frcm the dmirman. who told me some
40 or 45 minutes before, I should say, substantially, that he wns going
to send me such a letter.
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The CuAmrtIAN. The Senator knew, and the Senator from Utah also
knew, that we were going to meet today for these hearings. That was
told on the floor of the Senate. We thought that the interest of the
two Senators would be such that they would appear.
The Senator from Texas, who is the chairman of this committee,
could not reply to the Senator's long and involved letter without knowing what th~ views of the committee members were. As soon as T
found out what the attitude of the commit.tee was I called you this
morning. Until that time no definite conclusion had been reached.
Now, the Senator's letter, and his statement here now, refers to
all of the privileges, all of the privileges except voting. The precedent, so far as I know. in the Senate, has been that frequently noneommittee members of the Senate attending a hearing are invited' to
ask questions, and to sit. But other than that I do not know what
these privileges are that the Senator refers to.
Certainlv he cannot have the privilt>tre of voting, and he did not ask
for that. But the primary responsibility on this committee is for the
members of this committee to investigate these facts.
Now. the Senator referred to the fact that he understands that the
members of the committeE> art> for the pact. I do not lrnow. I have
taken no vote. But certainly evt>rybody knows that the Senator from
Missouri and the Senator from Utah are not for the treaty, and that
thev are here not t<>-if I mav sav it--elucidate such information as
we 'had this morning. but they art> here to impede and obstruct and
delay and hinder and filibuster, if I mii:rht say, against the treaty.
Senator DoNNEI.J.. Mr. Ch11irman, it is somewhat difficult, in view of
the st.11tE>ment bv the chairman-The CnAIRMAN. I do not sa:v that in any hostile spirit.
St>nator DoNNET.L. I know that. I observe it is very friendly and
nonhostile. May I say that when such terms as impede, obstruct, delay. hi1Hlt>r. and filibuster are used a~ainst a fellow Senator, I cannot
help rE>senting any snch languagE>: aml I do resent it.
Thne is no such attitude on the part of either Senator Wat.kins or
myself. We have just as much right to our opinion as any member
of this committE>e has. an<l we are not here in a desire to impede, obstruct, delay, hinder, or filibuster.
I may say we have devoted considerable time to this matter, and we
should 'like to E>xamine thf' witnesses and do RO intelligently. I am
quite willing to proceed with examination of SecrE>tary Acheson this
afternoon. if it is the plE>asure of the committee. On the other hand,
as I started out by making the inquiry, in view of the fact we did not
hear the tE>stimony this morning. I asked whether or not you dE>sire us
to proceed.
The CHAmM,\N. I did not intend to offend the Senator bv those
terms. The future conduct of the Senators in their questioni.ng will
revE>al whether or not I am correct in my original view.
I withdraw the language, however, and apologize. I want to be
courteous. I want to bE> fair. But this Senate. and this committee,
have some considerations in this matter as well as the two Senators
from :Missouri.
SE>nator DoxNF.LL. Mr. Watkins, I am sorry to say, is not from Missonri. 'Ve would like to have threE> Senators.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume the Senate would like to have everybody
on this committee, for that matter.
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Senator DoNNEl.L. Is it all right for us to proceed with this matter!
The CHAIRMAN. It is perfectly agreeable to me. I do not know
what the engagements of the Secretary are.
Secretary ACHESON. I am at your dISposal.
The CHAmMAN. Tomorrow we have booked former Senator Austin,
who will be here. I suppose we can work that out. For the time being
we will go on with the interrogation. If it is necessary to suspend it,
we will postpone the remainder of it.
Senator WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, since my name has been mentioned, and since certain statements have been made concerning my
\•iews, my commitments-The ~HAIRMAN. Certainly Y?U can n;iake a brief statment. I would
appreciate the courtesy of makmg a bnef statement.
Senator lVATKINS. In the first place I have made no commitment for
or against this treaty. I have asked some questions \vhich I think
oui?ht to be answered. Maybe some of them have been answered.
'the CHAIRKAN. Would the Senator mind saying now whether he
is for it or _against it 9
· Senator WATKINS. I cannot say. I have not completed my investigation of it.
The CHAIRMAN. You have not finished~ That is fine.
Senator WATKIXS. If the chairman would please, I was trained as
a lawyer and as a judge. When I do not understand a matter I try
to get all the information on both sides. I think my conduct has been
absolutely fair in the matter.
The statements in the Record, in the Congressional Record, contain
exactly what I have said, and I defy you or anyone else to go into those
.statements and find that I have been reflecting upon any Member of
this body, or have taken a definite position one way or the other.
The record is there, and I rely entirely upon it. I would like to say
something about this-The CiiAIRKAN. I want to be courteous to the Senator, and respectful to him, and he has a right to his views.
Senator W ATKIXS. I have received your letter. I think I received
mine at 2: 20 this afternoon, although my letter was addressed to you
about a month ago.
The CnAIRHAN. That is true. I explained to you why I did it.
I am not the whole committee. This committee is the only authority
that has any power to control the proceedinj?S here on who shall
appear or not appear and what they shall ask or not ask. I did not
assume to decide tbat question for myself.
The Senator knows we have been under tremendous pressure here.
We have just had the ECA for a month or more.
8enator WATKINS. I realize all that. I thought probably the decision had been made. This afternoon when I was on the SE>nate ftoor
and pir·k••d i1p my home-town paper in tlw Senate rending room
I fcund thnt apparentlv on lust Saturday the Associntecl Press reporter had interviewed the distinguished chnirman of the Senate Foreiwi Relations C'ommittee, in which it was announced that Senators
Donnell and Watkins would be permitted to appear here and ask
questions.
That is in substance what it was. I got it today. It is dated April
2.3. It was apparently known in Salt Lake City on last Saturday.
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The C1umKAN. All that shows is that the Salt Lake paper is better
advised as to 'vhat is going on in Washington than the Senator from
Utah.
Senator WATKIYS. That is true. I thought perhaps I would have
to go home to get the information. I can get it right here, close by.
But apparently I have to read my home-town papers in order to get
the answers.
The CHAmMAN. I commend that practice.
Senator WATKINS. I have an invitation that ha.~ been extended to
me now. I call the attention of the committee to the statement in this
letter:
This is to advise you-

and this is the last parngraphthnt the committf'f' meet" ugnlt1 11t 2: :10 11. 111. in tlw ... aucus room, In the Senate
Oftice Building, to hear Hecretary of Stnte At•ht>son. and the committee invites
you uncl Senator Donnell to appear. F.ach of ~·ou will he permitted to ask
~<'Crt>tary Ac•heson 11pprn11rlnte qut>stlnns respecting bis testimony and the At·
!antic treaty.

That is very good, and all right as far as it goes. The request was
not only to ask Secretary Acheson questions, but the other witnesses
who were to appear here. I am wondering now, maybe this was not
intentional. but it seems to limit us to the examination only of Secretary Acheson. If that is the fact, that I am limited, and by this appearance you have complied with our request, I would most respectfully
decline to participate unless I am permitted to ask the other witnesses
questions.
Senator LoooE. I hope these two Senators h:n·e the chance to interrogate other witnesses, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly. That letter referred to this afternoon's
meeting. I said we would meet this afternoon at 2: 30 and that you
could come and interrogate Sec1·etarv Acheson.
Senator 'VATKINS. I am asking tfie question now to clear it up. If
that is all that you want, very fine, and I appreciate the courtesy.
The CnAIItMAN. That is all I meant for the moment. I do not
know what the committee will do hereafter. It depends on how th~
hearings progress. When anybody appears, if they .want to ask
questions they can indicate so and the c01wnittee will decide whether
th~y will hear them.
Senator 'VATKINS. I also want to say, not having received any reply,
and not having been advised, I did not make any special prepara.tion.
I had other obligations. I knew thnt I could read in the record
what was said. There was no necessity for me to come here to listen.
I was not prepared to come here to interrogate, so I did not prepare,
and I have not heard what Secretary Acheson said. I have not heard
the questions that have already been asked.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You could have heard if you had come this morning.
Senator '"ATKINS. I understand that.
The CnAIRJ\L\X. You were notified before the committee met this
morning that they were going to meet at 10: 30. and vou did not come.
Senator 'YATKINS. I did not rome, of com~e. 1 had other obligations.
The CnAIRM.rn. Exactly.
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Senator WATKINS. And I had not been· given permission to ask
questions. I would like to say, .with this, that I would like to ask
some questions after examining the record. I would like to read the
transcript tomorrow, when it is ready, and I take it for granted that
in a matter of this importance, with the Secreta1·y here in the city,
it will be possible to get him back, and we will not be unduly trespassing on his time if we ask him to return for fm1her questions.
I will not ask him anything this afternoon.
The Cn.AlRHAN. Very well.
Senator Donnell, do you have any questions i
Senator DoNNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator V ANDENBERO. I would like to say that my opinion of the
wisdom of the distinguished Senator from Missouri and the distinguished Senator from Utah is such that I fully expect after their
~xploration of the subject that they will bet,'Ome ardent devotees of
the North Atlantic Pact.
Sen a tor WATKINS. That is possible.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, before proceeding with the examination, I desire just to reiterate this one statement: I trust the
Secretary and the committee will pardon me if I should repeat some
-0f the matters that have come up this morning. I have no knowledge
·of what has come up, and necessarily it is entirely possible that some
-of the questions I shall ask will be repititious to that extent. I may
say also that it is entirely possible that approaching this matter from
the standpoint of questioning the validity of the treaty-the advisability, I should say, of the treaty-that I may ask some questions that
the chairman of this committee, or possibly some others, may not agree
with, and may not think will elicit information of value. Yet I assure the chairman that I will endeavor only to ask questions that I
think are of importance in the proceedings.
EXPWRATORY CONVERSATIONS

ON

ATLANTIC TREATY

Mr. Secretary, I direct your attention to that part of your letter of
April 7, 1949, to the President, which appears in Executive L, Senate,
Eighty-first Congress, first session, in which letter you state that in
July 1948 the President aut}).Qrized Mr. Lovett to begin exJ?loratory
conversations with the Ambassadors of Canada and the parties to the
Brussels Treaty. I pause until you have observed that poition of your
letter. It is at page 5 of the Executive L print, up near the top.
I assume, Mr. Secretary, that these exploratory conversations that
Mr. Lovett entered into, pursuant to the authority of the President,
were the first of the acts participated in by the United States and other
<:ountries which ultimately culminated in the North Atlantic Treaty.
Am I correct ip that assumption¥
.
Secretary ACHESON. These I believe were the first discussion with
those countries about a possible treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. Those countries were Canada, Belgium, France,
Luxemburg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Is that
<:orrect¥
Secretary ACHESON. I believe you stated the Brussels countries correctly; yes, sir•
. Senator DoNNELL. You say in this letter, Mr. Secretary, that the
President, and I quote, "on the basis of these expressions of the wishes
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of the legislative branch," authorized Mr. Lovett to begin these exploratory conversations to which I referred. Will you state, please,
Mr. Secretary, what are those expressions of the wishes of the legislative branch to which you refer in that observation,¥
Secretary ACHESON. I think that is set forth in the letter, Senator
Donnell.
SENATE RESOLUTION 239 AND H. R. 6802
Senator DoNNEI..L. And it is the preceding page, and consists of
two items, does it not, Mr. Secretary; namely, Senate Resolution 239,
which was adopted by the Senate on June 11, 1948, and the preamble
of H. R. 680'2, which was unanimously reported lry the Foreigl! Aif airs
Committee of the House of Representatives on June 9. Am I correct
in that~
Secretary ACHESON. That is corre.ct.
Senator DoNNEI..L. The action in the House of Representatives did
not culminate in any actual action by the Hottse itself. I am correct
in that; am I nott
Secretary ACHESON The letter points out that that was the vote of
the committee but it was not taken up before the end of the session!
so that the wishes of the legislative branch were confined, so far as
any final action by either body of the Congress, to Senate Resolution
239, which was adopted by the Senate on June 11, 1948; nm I correct
in that¥
Senator DONNELL. Yes. Mr. Secretary, could you tell us, if you
know, the reason that it was originnlJy suggested that such a resolution as Senate Resolution 239 was adVIsable ~
Secretary ACHESON. I am afraid I don't understand that question.
REASONS

FOR

PASSAGE OF SENATE RESOL'(ITJON

239

Senator DoNNELL. Here is the question I am asking you: Senate
Resolution 239 was passed by the Senate on June 11, 1948. I want
to ask you, if you know, what was the reason why there was an effort
made to secure the passage of that resolution t
Secretary AcHF.SON. I was not in public office at that time. I just
know what the record indicates, and what is contained in my letter.
Senator DONNELL. The record indicates the reason why it was
necessary or advisable to have a resolution such as 239, which is known
as the Vandenberg resolution.
Sec~etary Acm;soN. I think if you will turn to my letter, Senator,
wepomtouton the day the Brussels Treaty was signed--

Sena tor DONNELL. March 17, 1948.
Secretary AcIIBSON. Yes.
the President addressed the Congress In joint session, and the conclusion ot that
treaty ns a noticeable step toward peace. You-

that is the Presidentexpressed confidence that the American people would extend the tree countries
the support which the situation might requii:e and that their determiGStion to
defend themselves would be matched by an equal determination on our part
to help tbem to do so, Shortly thereafter, my predecessor. General Marshall,
and Mr. Robert Lovett undertook a !<eriei; of coni:ultatlons with the leaders and
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members of the Senate Forelf(n Helatlons Committee on the problems facing
the tree world and bow they might best be met by bringing American Influence
to bear In the cause of peace, In 1tl!Sodatlon with other free nations, and within

the framework of the United Nations Charter.

I think that states why the consultatio11s took place and the purposes of them.
USE

OF THE SECU,RITY COUNCIL VETO AND THE TREATY

Senator DoNNFLL. Did the fact that Russia had made frequent use
of the veto in the United Nations have anything to do with the
institution of the consultations between your Department and the
Foreign Relations Comn1ittee leading to the adoption of Senate
Resolution 239 ~
Secretary AcHF.SON. I pointed out this morning, Senator, at some
length that the hopes that the world had had that the members of
the United Nations would adhere. continue to adhere to the principles of the United Nations, and that they would use the procedures
of the United Nations to carry out those principles, had been di!iappointed; and that a large group of the Soviet Union, and some of its
satellite states had, in effect, not adhered to the principles of the
United Nations Charter, and had used the procedures of the United
Nations to frustrate the achievement of the purposes and principles.
As a result of that, and as a result of other Soviet action in eastern
Europe, a deep-seated sense of insecurity arose in Europe, and it was
to meet that sense of insecurity which was having an unfortunate
eft'ect upon reeovery that the Brussels Treaty was undertaken, that
the consultations were undertaken between the State Department
and the members of the Forei~1 Relations Committee; and, as you
read the report of the Foreign Relations Committee, you will see that
they were influenced by that in drafting the resolution, and the Senate
was influenc.ed by that in adopting it, by a vote of 64 to 4.
BRUSSELS PACT
Senator DoNNELL. And the President's observation with respect to
the Brussels Treaty occurs, does it not, in his address to the Congress
on March 17, 1948, three sentences of which read as fo1Iows:
This development-

that is, I think, referring to the Br~ssels agreementdeserves our full support. I am confident that the United States will, by appropriate means, extend to the free nations the support which the situation requires.
I am sure that the itetermlnation of the free nations of the free countrlPs of
Europe to protect themi<elves will be matched by an eqnal d1>tc>rmination on our
part to help them to do so.
~retary

AcHESON. That is what I referred to in my letter.
PRF.PARATION OF SF.NATE RESOLUTION

2:19

Senator DoNNELL. That is what I thought doubtless you had referred to. ~ow coming on down to the days immediately preceding
the presentation 011 May 19, 1948, of the Vandenberg resolution to
the Senate. do vou know. even though yon were not in the depurtme11t
at that time, who it was that worked with the Foreign Relations Com-
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inittee from the State Department on the preparation of Senate Resolution 239?
Secretary ACHESON. I do not.
Senator DoNNELL. It was a fact, however, as the records disclose,
is it not, Mr. Secretary, that representatives of the State Department
did cooperate in the preparation of Senate Resolution 239, which was
presented to the Senate by Senator Vandenberg?
Secretary AcHF.SON. I have no idea whether they participated in
the preparation of the resolution or not.
Senator DoNNELL. Was Mr. Lovett in the Department at that time¥
Secretary ACHESON. He was the Under Secretary of State.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you read the Congressional Record of June
11, 1948, and note particularly the various expressions of opinion by
Senator Vandenberg as to what S. Res. 239 did and what it did not do~
Secretary ACHESON. I am sure that I have read at one time or another the debates and the report, everything in connection with the
resolution. I do not recall now.
PREPARATORY CONVERSATIONS ON ATLANTIC TREATY
Senator DoNNELL. Going forward : After the passage of the resolution, Senate Resolution 239, on June 11, 1948, you have mentioned,
as I have indicated, in your letter of April 7, 1949, to the President,
that in July-the next month-after the action of the Senate, on
the basis of the expressions of the wishes of this branch, the President authorized Mr. Lovett to begin exploratory conversations with
the Ambassadors of Canada and the parties to the Brussels Treaty.
May I ask you, Mr. Secretary, if a little bit later in your letter of
April 7, 1949, you say:
These conversations resulted in September in agreement by the representatives
participating in them that an arrangement established by treaty, for the collective
defense of the North Atlantic area, wns desirable and necessary.

Am I correct in that¥
Secretary AcuESON. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNEI..L. In November 1948, which was 2 months after
the September agreement to which you refer, is it a fact that the
western European alliance was itself working on a draft of a proposed

treaty~

Secretary ACHESON. I do not know. I have no information.
Senator DoNNELL. You have no knowledge to that effect~ Do you
recall seeing in the press, as of that approximate date, Mr. Secretary~
a statement from the Washin~on Post, an Associated Press London
dispatch, November 20, 1948, that:
The western European alliance Is plugging away on a rough draft of the North
Atlantic defense pact-

as shown in the Washington Post of November 21, 1948.
Did you see that statement¥
Secretary ACHESON. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. You do not know whether that is a fact or not I
Secretary AcnEsoN. I assume that these parties were working on
a draft of the treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. Had t.he State Department of our own country
started work at that time also on a draft of the treaty t
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Secretary AcHE80N. I assume so. An outline of what was to be
discussed was prepared; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. An outline, prior to December 1948, is that
correct¥
NEOOTIATIONS ON THE ATLAN'l'IC TREATY
Secretar! ACHESON. Yes, sir.
.
Senator DONNELL. Then you say in your letter to the President:
Following approval by the governments concerned-

of the recommendations of their representatives-negotiation of the treaty was begun in December and finished on March 15,
1949.

Is that correct¥
Secretary ACHESON. Yes.
Senator DoNNBLL. So that the actual negotiation, after these preliminary conversations, after the agreement had been reached on the
general nature of the treaty, after the approval by the governments
of the prior recommendations, the negotiation of the treaty began in
December 1948 and was finished on March 15, 1949 f
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
FIRST DRAJT OF THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Are you able to say whether or not at the beginning of what you term "negotiation of the treaty" that there was a.ny
instrument in existence which had previously been drawn by the State
Department of our country, or whether the only instrument was something that had been drawn in Europe by representatives of the western
European alliance~
Secretary ACHESON. I am informed by my colleagues, who were in
the Department at tJ1at time-although I was not-that the first draft
of any sort emerged from the conversations and was a product of
~up discussion.
Senator DONNELL. I am not quite certain whether you mean at the
beginning of the negotiations-I am using the term negotiations as
used in your letter of April 7, 1949. to the President-whether there
had been anything drawn by the United States or whether anything
that had been drawn was drawn by forei~ countries.
Secretary ACHESON. The answer is neither. My colleagues inform
me that the first draft was the product of group discussion between the
United States and these other countries. Tliis came out in a group
discussion.
Senator DoN1'1"ELL. And that was in the month of December 1948 9
Secretary ACHESON. Yes.
PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Senator DoNNELL. The President's inaugural address delivered on
January 20 contained these three sentences, did it not, Mr. Secretary:
If we can make It sufftctently clear In advance that any armed attack affecting
our national security would be met with overwhelming force, the armed attack
might never O<'CUr. I hope soon to send to the Senate a treaty respecting the
North Atlantic security plan. In addition, we will provide military advice nnd
equipment to tree nations which will cooperate with us in the maintenance ot
peace and security.
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Do you recall that language in the President's address of January 201
Secretary AcHESON. Yes; I do.
Senator DoNNELL. You took your oath of office on the day after
the inauguration of the President, did you not¥
Secretary ACHESON. January 21.
CHANGES IN THE DBAIT TREATY
Senator DONNELL. January 21, 1949. Do you recall whether or not
the treaty was, at the time you took your office, in substantially the
same form as it was when it was signed on April 4, or was it in quite
different form 9
Secretary ACHESON. There were very important changes.
CONFERENCE WITH NORWEGIAN FOREIGN

MINISTER

Senator DoNNELL. I will ask you to state whether or not on or about
February 11, 1949, you had a conference with Mr. Lange, the Foreign
Minister of Norway.
Secretary ACHESON. I suppose that is the day. Yes; I presume that
you have the date correct, Senator. The Foreign Minister of Norway,
as you know, came over here for the purpose of discussing the treaty
with us.
Senator l>oNNELL. I ask you to state, Mr. Secretary, whether or not
there was given out a statement with your knowledge to the Associated
Press, almost immediately following the conference between you and
Mr. Lange, in which these two paragraphs-which are very shortappeared:
The United Statl'l'l, i<ubject to Senate approval of the treaty. will make the
st1·ongf>!'lt possible commitment to give prompt and eft'ectlve aid If any one of
the countries in the alllan<'e is attncked; hut only Congress can declare war.
Military action, therefore, canuot be eommitte1l in advance. but in joining the
all1111we the Ameri<'nn Government would suhsetibe to the prinl'iple that an
att11ek on one member nation wns an attack on all, and this wonlll be Interpreted
as a moral commitment to fight.

'Vas there a :-tutement given out to thnt general effect 'vith your
knowledge?
Secretary Ac1rnso~. Not at all.
Senntor DoNNF.LL. There was not~
Secretary Ann:soN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you know of any such statement having appeared in the press?
Secretary AcuEsON. No, sir.
f'ENATE

DEBATE Ot' FEBRUARY t 4, I !H!l

Senator DoNKEI.L. Did you read the Congressional ReC'ord of Febrtrn rv 14. 1949?

Secretary Ac1rns11:s. I nm snrc I did not.
St>nator 'DoxNELL. Do vou recall that. that. was the 1late on which
that observation wus called to the attention of the Senate. and that
Senators Vandenbl'rg and Connally mnde various statements which
were immediately commented upon by the press of European nations,
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<X>untry after country, within the next 24 or 48 hours1 Do you recall
thatW
Secretary AcHESON. I remember the incident to which you refer.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you state, Mr. Secretary, whlither or not
on the afternoon of February 14, following the debate in the Senate of
that day, you had a call from Messrs. Connally and Vandenberg at
your office Y Do you recall that 1
Secretary AcHF.SoN. I have had several calls.
Senator DONNELL. They came to see you that afternoon, did they
noU
Secretary AcHESON. I will ask them. I do not know whether they
came on that afternoon or some other afternoon.
Senator DoNNELL. You knew of the foreign comments that were
made, dill you not, immediately after the debate of February 14 ¥
Secretary ACHESON. I knew of many of them, Senator. _T here were
quite a few comments.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you know that this question was asked~ and
answer returned by Mr. Vandenberg, in the debate of February 14:
But the Senator would not fa,•or, would be, a North Atlantic Pact containing
within it ll moral commitment on the part of the United States to tight?
Mr. VANDENllERo. Not without lt11 own independent decit!lon to thnt end.

Did you know~ Mr. Secretary, that in the same debate the following
ensued in which Mr. Connally made various statements:
l\lr. CONXAJ.LY. I do not, of course, approve of nny hllli.,'Uage which may be
adopted whkh could be construed 11s automatically lnvoh·lng the United States
in war.
llr. DoNNELL. Or as a mot•al commitment to Oght?
l\lr. 01NNA.L1.Y. Of com·se. In the case of ~verumeuts I do not kuow the
dUference between moral commitments and Tega\ commitments. I certainly
would not desire the adoption of any language which would morally commit
us to tight. I think our morality ls worth something In the world, anll we
would not want to play with a moral commitment, e\·en though we might not
be legally bound.
But there are many people, and we have found thPm In Gov1>rn111ent and
elsewhere, who would fa,·or automatlclllly goln;.r to war, which woultl mean
letting European nations declare w1u· and letting us tight.
Mr. DmlNELL. \\'hich would, of 1.."0urse, be entirely contrary to the Constitution of the United States, would It not?
Mr. Co:-iNALLY. Certainly. Congrt>ss alone has tlw power to dedare wnr. Of
eourse, Individual Senators declare war sometimes.
Mr. DONNEi.I.. But those are only local wars.
Mr. CONNALLY. Seriously, I would not vote for any language of that kind.
I have so told the Secretary of State, and I think he knows that I feel us does
the Senator from Michigan, that the Se11ate Committee on Foreign !Wlations
would not approve or al!opt any form of languag1· In an International agreement which would commit us to go to war when some other country In Europe .
might be attacked.
We are not responsible for the disagreements which may arise ln the countries of Europe. Any European nation might attack another nlltlon, not merely
the one country about whkh we bear so much talk.
I would not attempt to af'sess nil the dill'er<'nt rnmittcatious involwd but
when and If the situation shall arise, the Government of the l'nited States can
legally, morally, and constitutlonu\ly determine whnt our eourse shall be undl~t·
the given clr<•umstances; that Is resen·ed to the l'nlted States.
If we think the contro'l'"ersy or situation Is of such a nature that we should go
to war, we can do so. It we think it is not of such ll nature, we shall not go to
war.
That ls my horseba<'k attitude in regard to the 11uestion at the moment.
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Do you recall havin~ had that langua~. or ::mbst.antially ·the information thnt the two Senators had s0 expressed themselves, called to
your attention¥
Secretary ACHESO.:-f. I recall the incident. and I recall reading about
it. I do not recall the quotation to the extent that you read it.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you read the New York Times statement of
February 15, an article by Mr. James Reston' I pause to ask, Do
you know Mr. James Reston of the New York Timesj
Secretary ACHESON. Yes. sir.
·
Senator DoNNELL. Has Mr. Reston frequently conferred with the
State Department, and did he prior to the general knowledge of the
contents of this pact coming to public attention f
Secretary ACHESON. Mr. Reston has alwavs attended the press conferences of the Secretary of State. I do not know that he has any
other conferences.
REPERCUSSIONS OF SE.SATE DEBATE

Senator DONNELL. Did you observe this statement on February US,
by Mr. Reston:
After the debate, Senators Connally and Yandenberg went to the State Department to see Secretary of State Acheson.
The Secretary of State intends to have other talks with Senators Connally
and Vandenberg later this week, after which he wlll present bis case to the
full Foreign Relations Committee.
Meanwhile, the State Department will be watching for reaction to the day's
debate, not only at home but abroad.

Do you remember seeing that article 1
Secretary AcnESON. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you recall an editorial in the New York
Times of the next day on the Atlantic Pact Debate, in the course of
which this language appears:
This was especially evident from the statements of Republican Senator Donnell, who, lo the manner of Senator Lodge's round robin of 1919, attempted to
serve notice that the United St11te11 will accept neither le1ml nor moral obligations to defend the peace by opposing aggression, lf necessary by force of arms.
and that the Senate will repudiate any treaty even implying such commitments.
In this stand during the deb11te on the floor of the Si>nate he found the 1mpport
of Senator Connally, the new Democratic chairman of the Senate's Forelim Relations Committee. Even Senator Vandenberg saw himself compelled to advocate such a wntnlng-down of the Atlnntic Pa1·t as to makP It little more Uurn a
formal recoJmitlon of the community of Interest In the e'l"ent of an armed atta<'k upon the Atlantic community, leaving every membPr free to do as he ple.nses..
In contrast to this position Is the stand of President Truman, who proposes
thf' Atlantic Pact ln order to provlrle unmlstakahle proof of the joint determlnntlon of the frl'e countril'S to r!'slst urnwd attnl'k from nny quarter as the bet!t
method of avoiding such nttack and thereby safegunrding our own security,
et et>tera.

Do you recall having f'een !hat editorial in the New York Times~
~ecretarx Ac11EAON. No, sir; I do not.
Senator DoNKELL. Did you read the press aecounts, or manv of
them, Mr. &cretary. in the foreign ·l'ountries, or from the foreign
countries, with respect to this debate of February 14, in 'vhich these
two gentlemen, the two Senators, had made these various observations Y
Secretary ACHESON. Very few.
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Senator DONNELL. You were aware, were you not, M:r. Secretary,
that there was very grave apprehension in Europe, by reason of the
.statements made by the two distinguished Senators. You knew that,
did you not~
Secretary AcHESON. I knew that the incident attracted a great deal
of attention throughout Europe.
FURTHER

COMMENTS

ON THE SENATE DEBATE

Senator DONNELL. Did you notice this language by Mr. David Lawrence appearing on February 16:
The negotiations owr the North Atlantic Pact, tor example, have arouaed a
significant comment in the Manchester Guardian. one ot the leading liberal newspapers ot Great Britain. It says, in' an editorial entitled "The Wrong Way":
"The United States can hardly be proud of some recent passages In Its diplomacy.
Negotiations on the North Atlantic Pact have ob,·iously been bungled. The apparent retreat behind the shelter ot the Senate's authority should have been
avoidable and much misunderstanding and heart-searching In Europe could have
been prevented. The United States should not have forced the pace 1t It were
not able to deliver the goods. Now a more sober and less spectacular approach
to problems ot mutual aid must be attempted." • • • Other British newspapers put headlines on the comments ot Senators Vandenberg and Connally
.and said America ls "welshing" on its obligations to Europe In connection with
the mlUtary alliance.

You saw that, did you not, Mr. Secretary1
Secretary ACHErnN. No; I did not.
Senator DcNNELL. You read these newspapers, of course, Mr. Secretary, I know, to the full extent that your time permits. That is correct, is it not~ Current press observations on matters involving the
State Department~
Secretary AcuF.soN. I am quite lazy about that, Senator. There is
prepared for me a re.sume of most of the press.
Senator DONNELL. May I ask, without inquiring further in any detail, whether or not you saw this Associated Press dispatch~ or learned
of it:
London, February 11>-

which was the day after the debate-America's rejection ot any "automatic war" clause In the Atlantic Pact bit the .
public ot western Enrope like a dash ot lee water today. "Senate Bans War
Pledge" and "No Automatic War 'l'le, Say Senators," morning paper headlines
announced.

Did you hear or see anything like that?
Secretary ACHESON. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. It is a fact, is it not, Mr. Secretary, that you did
learn there was great apprehension in Europe that after all this treaty
that you had been working on from December 1!)48 up until February
H probably would not give anything to Europe that it expected. That
is correct, is it not t
Secretary ACHESON. No: I should not think so. I knew t}lere was a
~reat deal of interest in the debate which took place in the Senate,
and some confusion about it.
Senator DoNNF.LL. Do you re~ard Mr. Reston as a gentleman of wide
information on matters rertainmg to diplomatic affairs 1
Secretary ACHESON. have the highest regard for him.
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Senator DONNELL. Do you concur with his language in the New
York Times of February 20:
Since last Monday's debate In the Senate considerable energy bas been expended on finding words that will scare the Russians, reassure the western
Europeans and satisfy the Senate.

Do you recall seeing that, nnd do you agree with it?
Secretary AcHESON. No; I do not recall seeing it.
Senator DONNELL. Do you agree with that, that that is what was
going on in the State Department, shortly after the debate of February 14~
Secretary ACHESON. I do not think it was intended to be a description of my mentnl process.
EUROPEAN REACTION TO S•:NATE DEBATE
Senator Dmrn1n.L. Mr. ~eretary, you do realize, do you not, that
following these announcements by the two gentlemen in the debate,
that there was a strong position in Europe, a strong feeling in Europe,
I should say, that after nil the pact was not going to give any assurance. Therefore the Stnte Department. on the one hand, was confronted by the problem of satisfying Europe, that the United States
will go to war in the event of armed attack on any signatory, and on
the othe1· hand, of reassuring people in this country who feared that
there was an obligation to go to war.
\V us not that the dilemma t ha.twas presented to your Department!
Secretary AcnESON. No; I should not say that was a dilemma.
Senator DoNNt:J,L. You would not say that?
Secretary AcnE8oN. No.
EFn:c-r 01" A COl\DIUNIST COUI'

IN A

TREATY COUNTRY

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, I would like to pass for a moment
to article 5 and ask something of your opinion as to the meaning of.
article 5 as it now stands. Before doing so, might I refer to a comment which you made here this afternoon in regard to the question as
to whether, if a nation becomes a Communist nation, it can be expelled
. or ousted from the pact.
Is th~re any other language in the entire treaty to which you can
point, or which has ever occurred to you as tendinp: to indicate that
such a nation could he put out, other than that that Senator Lodge
called to your attention this afternoon while you were on the stand~
Secretary AcnESON. I think that the language which is applicable
is that contained in the preamble, probably in article 1, article 2, and
kept running through the treaty, Senator Donnell. You will find all
through here provisions which would seem quite incompatible with
participation by a nation which was Communist and which was following the Communist line.
Senator. DoNNF.LJ,. \Vould you point to the next one of those provisions, which runs through, to which you refed
Secretary Acn.:soN. For instance, the undertaking to settle all
their disputes by peaceful means in accordance with the charter, which
is in article 1.
Senator DoNNELL. That is in article 1?
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Secretary AcHESON. In article 2 it is referred to. In article 3 it
talks about "more effectively to achieve the objectives of the treaties
by rpeans of continuous self-help and mutual aid."
I have not seen very much mutual aid between Communist and nonCommunist countries. Consultation, whenever in the opinion of one
of them the territorial integrity, political indepen<lence, or security
is involved.
Article 5 would be a difficult one for a Communist country.
Senator DONNELL. Any other provisions that you can think of as
bearing on that question ·~
Secretary ACHESON. I do not know whether these Communist countries could say that none of the international engagements which they
now have in force would conflict with this treaty.
I think that about covers them.
PROVISIONS FOR WITHDRAWAL FROM TREATY
Senator DONNELL. There is nothing, I take it, Mr. Secretary, which
in express terms provides anv method by which any country can be
ousted from the participation in the pact. I am correct in that, am
I not!
Secretary AcHESON. I pointed that out earlier this afternoon.
Senator DONNELL. And there is no provision in the pact by which
a country may voluntarily withdraw, is there~
Secretary Ac!!ESON. There is no express provision.
Senator DONNELL. There is no implied provision either, is there?
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Neither expressed nor implied, by which a country may withdraw. And certainly, unless these items that you have
referred to, and Senator Lodge has referred to, have application, there
is nothing which either expressly or impliedly says that if a country
~oes Communist that it can be ousted or can withdraw. I am correct
m that, am I not~
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, you, of course, are an eminent
member of the bar; you were the private secretary or law clerk of Mr.
Justice Brandeis; that is correct, 1s it not V
Secretary ACHESON. I was his law clerk.
Senator DoNNELL. And practiced law1
Secretary AcuESON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. If you were writing a contract for a client, and
wanted to make it clear that one of them could get out of the contract,
or either of them could, or could be put out, you woulcl say that in
so many words, would you not 1
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. It is not said in so many words in this pact, is it?
Secretary AcnESON. That is true.
MEANING OF TUE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
Senator DONNELL. May I ask you, going down to article 5 of this
treaty, with which, of course, you are thoroughly familiar, whether
you agree with this observation of the New York Times editorial90614--49--pt.1~6
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I ma.v say it is the first editorial-of March 22, 1949, 'vhich is not
very long. This excerpt says:
The North Atlantic Pact C'ontalns promlsPS not even dreamed ot by Woodrow
Wilson. Presld1mt Wilson, Ind~. In his war SJ!Cf'<'h ot April 2, 1917, looked
forward to "a universnl dominion of right by such a <'Oncert of tr..e peoples
as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and make the world Itself at last
tree." nut l\lr. Wilson in time of pt>.ace would not have dared ask the Senate to
commit ltsPlf, as Mr. Truman and his advisers are now doing, to go to war ff
any 1 of 11 or more nations Is attackPd. We should not quibble on this point.
The defense pact means that or It means nothing.

Do you agree with that f;tatement in the New York Times~
Secretary A~HERON. No, sir. I think if you would ask me questions,
n?t as to whether I agree with what other people said, but my own
view-Senator DoNNELJ,. I want to know if your view of that statement
is correct, namely, that the dE"fense pact means that the United States
will go to war if any 1 or more of the 11 nations is att1icked, or it
means nothing. Do you agree with that~
Secretary ACHESON. That is not what I testified here today.
Sena~or DoNNnL. And you testified here earlier this morning on
that pomtt
Secretary Act1ESON. Yes. I covered it quite fully in my statement.
Senntor DoNNJo:LL. Let me quote this dispatch which appeared in
the Washington Post March 23:
UnltPll Press, Copenhagen, Denmark. Foreign Minister Gustav Hasmussen-

he is the gentleman who signed the treaty on behalf of Denmark, is
he not~
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I resume, from the Washington Post, to the
United Press:
Forpign l'II!nister Gustav Rnsrnussen told Parllarn('nt today that under the
propol'll'd North Atlantic trpaty, the United States would go to war If any one
of the slgnator~· nations Is atta<'kell. ''To the Dnnish Gm·ernment," he said,
"there Is no doubt that the United Stutes will consider herself pledged to assist
1111 11ttnc·ked nnUon with nil her force.
"If armed force ii< nf'<'P!'snr~· to rPestabllsh security, It Is evident that the
memher rouotrif'S potosei<slng such forcp are ohllgPd to use it. That means that
it un nrrnf'tl ntta<'k oc'!'nrretl on one of the memher countries, It coulrl have only
one answer-the United Stutes would go to war."

Do yon agree with that statement of Mr. Rasmussen 1
INTERPHETATION

OF AUTICLE 5

Secretary Ann:so:s-. I said this morning, Senator, that under a11icle
!'i, if there is an armed attack. then all the signatories of this treaty

state that they wilJ regnrd an armed attack on one ns an attack on all,
and forthwith they will, jointly and severally, tnke the nction which
each one of them deems necessary to restore peace and securitv in the
North Atlantic area.
·
·
Now if therl' ii-; an all-out armed attack, where the only action which
this country believes can possibly rl"store peace and security in the
North At ]antic area is the use of armed force. then this Nation is
obfo~ate<l to do that, but it. has the decision in its own hands.
The object.ive which it is pledged to follow is to take whatever action
it dl"ems necessary to rl"store pence and security. Now if we in our
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honest judgment believe that action less than the use of armed force will
restore peace and security, then we may do that. If in our honest
judgment we believe that force is the only thing which can restore
peace, then onr obligation is to do that.
Senator Dos NELL. If I may give you an illustration, Mr. Secretary:
If Norway were to be attacked, 6 months after this treaty were ratified,
by a force of 500,000 Russians, this pact would constitute, in your
opinion, would it not, an absolute engagement on the part of this
country to go to wad
Secretary ACHESON. My judgment would be that the only way to
restore peace and security would be by the use of armed force. You
might differ with me on that.
Senator DONNELL. I say~ to restate my question: Your judgment is
that in the hypothetical case to which I have called your attention,
this treaty constitutes an absolute obligation on the part of the United
States Government to go to war, does it uot9 .
Secretary ACHESON. It imposes an obligation that if those in charge
of the constitutional procedures of the United States believe, as I
would believe in such a circumstance, that force would be the only
answer to that, then that is the obligation. If those in charge of our
constitutional pr0t·edures do not believe that, then they use their best
judgment.
ORLIOATION8 UNDER ARTICLJIJ II

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, this article 5 contains an agreement that-An armed attack against any one or more ot the signatories ot F.urope or North
America-

! take it that means the extended continent of
America as defined in article 6-

~urope

and North

any armed attack ahall be considered an attack against them all.

There is an absolute obligation, is there not, a little further in
article 5, thatot the slgnntorlee wlll assist he party or parties so attacked by taking
forthwith, tndh1doally and In concert with the other parties. 1mch action as it
deems necessary, Including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain
the security of the North Atlantic area.

~cb

That is the obligation, is it not?
Secretary ACHESON. That is the obligation of article 5, yes.
Senator DoNNEl.L. I take it, Mr. Secretary, that you do not at all
construe that language, "such action as it deems necessary," to give
any conntrv the right to use a dishonest determination, or nn unreasonable interpretation of that language?
Secretarv AcnESON. No honorable country would do that.
Senator boNNF.U•. What you mean there, as I understand you very
frankly stated in the white paper and also in your radio speech on
this subject, you said :
Article 5 ot the pact ro111prh<es a solemn obligation that enrh party will
-exercise hone11t and g1>nulne J11dgruPnt In detf'rmining what Is ne('('ssary for the
·determination of peace when another party hns het'n nttarked.

Secretary AcuESON. That is correct.
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Senator DoNNELL. So that article 5, under the suppositious case
that I presented to you, with 500,000 troops marching into Norway,
we will say, from Russia, woud unquestionably, in your opinion, impose an obligation on the part of this country forthwith to assist Norway by taking the action of going to war. That is correct, is it not 1
Secretary AcHESON. That is the obligation which in my judgement
would follow from the facts that you have stated. It is up to those
who control the constitutional procedure to reach their own judgment. If they agreed with me, then they would feel that they were
bound to do that. If they did not agree with me, they would not feel
so bound.
THE CONSTITUTION AND THE TREATY
Senator DONNELL. There is no condition in this treaty which says
anything more than this, is there, Mr. Secretary: this treaty shal.l be
ratified and its provisions carried out by the parties in aceordance
with their constitutional processes1 There is nothing in the treaty
which says that this obligation, individually to take such action, to
assist the parties by taking such action as it deems necessary, is conditioned on the judgment of Congress. There is nothing in this
treaty to that effect, is there~
Secretary ACHESON. The words which you just read, so far as the
declaration of war is concerned, obviously mean that Congress is the
body in charge of that constitutional procedure.
Senator DONNELL. Obviously, of course, we would agree, would we
not, Mr. Secretary, that Congress is the only body t11at can declare
war~ That is correct, is it not~
Secreta1·y ACHESON. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. If the United States were to be attacked at the
rort of New Y 01·k by 500,000 troops or by atom bombs or whatever
1t might be, you would have no doubt of the right of the President,
before the Congress took any action at all, to defend this country
against that attack~
Secretary ACHESON. I would have no doubt.
Senator DoNNELL. In this article 5, each of the parties agree that
an armed attack against any one or more of them shall be considered
an attack against them all. That is correct; is it not~
Secretary AcuEsoN. That is true.
Senator DONNELL. So that if the President would have the right to
<lefen<l thh; country against an attack on New York, without action
by Collgress, this would obligate him, would it not, and our country,
immediately to take action even though Congress di<l not go through
with the formal declaration of wad
Secretary .AcHESON. Article 5, Senator, does not enlarge, nor does
it <lecrease, nor does it change in any way, the relative constitutional
position of the President and the Congress.
Senator Do:sNELL. In other words, the President would have the
entire right to send troops to safeguard this country against an attack
on New York without any action by Congress; that is con-ect, is it
not?
Secretary AcHESON. He would have whatever right the Constitution gives him.'
0
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Senator Dol'fNl'lLL. He does have that right, does he not, in your
opinion as a lawyer1
Secretary AcHESON. I do not want to go into a discussion as to the
relative position of the Commander in Chief.
Senator DoNNELL. If you do not want to go into that subject we
will not trespass on your desire.
COMMENTS

ON

THE ATLANTIC TREATY

Turning again to what other persons as to this document have construed to mean, do you agree with Mr. Bevin's observation as reported in the New York Times of March 20, 1949, as follows:
In London British Foreign Secretary Bevin told the House ot Commons:
''This ls the first time that the United States bas ever telt able to contemplate

entering Into commitments In peacetime for Joint defense of Europe, nnd ft Is
a most famous historical undertaking."

Do you agree with that statement 1
Secretary AcHESON. Yes, sir; I think that is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you agree with this statement in the New
York Times of March 20:
In Paris Foreign Minister Schuman said: "Today we obtain what we sought
between two wars. • • • The United States • • • offers us both immediate mtlltary aid In the organization of our defense and a guarantee of assistance
in case ot conftlct."

Do you agree with that statement~
Secretary AouESON. Within the terms of article 5. We have been
all over article 5.
Senator DONNELL. We have gone over that¥
Secretary AcHESON. Yes; I do not want to use the loose word
"guarantee." I have explained exactly what is involved in article 5.
Senator DONNELL. I take it this morning with your testimony you
went into that question, did you not~
Secretary ACHESON. Yes; I have just been into it also with you.
Senator DoNNELL. And you did it this morning, too?
Secretary ACHESON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Did you do it any further this morning than you
did this afternoon~ Did you bring out any other points~
Secretary ACHESON. I do not recall. I had qmte a long statement
on that, and I think I was asked some questions on it.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF THE TREATY

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, I would like to read this obsenation, if I may, from Senator Vandenberg in his speech to the mayors,
delivered in March of this year, reading as follows: "The Neutmlity
Act of 1939 told Hitler that the United States would keep out of any
such conflict, would keep our vessels out of belligerent ports, would
refuse credits to warring nations. The North Atlantic Pact, wholly
to the contrary, will tell any aggressor in 1949 that from the very
moment that he launches his conquest in this area he will face whatever united opposition, including that of the United States, is necessary to beat him to his knees. I assert that this is the greatest war
deterrent ever devised. No itching conqueror would care to face such
odds."
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Do you care to state whether you agree with the irt.at.ement so made
by Senator Vandenberg¥
Secretary AcHESON. I think that is correct. And that is carried
out in the Senate Resolution 239.
The whole purpose, as you know, Senator Donnell, as expressed in
Senate Resolution 239, was to make clear in advance what the attitude
of the United States would be.
Senator DONNELL. And you regard the treaty 1 as I gather, from
your letter to the President, as having been carried out pursuant to
the wishes as shown in Senate Resolution 239!
Secretary ACHESON. That has been our constant guide.
PROCEDURE UNDER ARTICLE II

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secreta11, I would like to ask you this question: Both in your radio speech-m your committee paper and again
in your letter to the President, of April 7, you indicate this view: That
this provision, "as it deems necessary" is one which means, in substance, the exercise of honest and genuine judgment. That is correct,
is it not¥
Secretary AcHFiK>N. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Not some arbitrarv or fictitious judgment.
Secretary ACHESON. That is right. ~
Senator DONNELL. I ask you to state, please, who is it, in the case of
an attack being made against one or more of the signatories, the
President or the Congress, that in your judgment has the right to
exercise that honest judgment to which you refer in these various
documents¥
Secretary ACHESON. Both the Congress and the President have
their constitutional responsibilities, and each one in carrying out its
responsibility would exercise that judgment.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you care to indicate in the suppositions:
case which I have given you, of the 500,000 troops being marched in
by Russia into Norway, whether or not the President would have the
constitutional right to put this country into a stJ\te of war without
the actual formal declaration of war by ·congres." ¥
Secretary AcHESON. I would prefer not to go into cases of that sort.
I should think if you take one which is fairly clear-I am not theAttorney General and I do not express legal views on this matterbut if you will take the case of an attack upon our own forces, suppose
they were attacked, then obviously it is the responsibilit.y of the
Commander in Chief at once to take steps for the safety of the forces.
And obviously that would be his initial re.'!ponsibility, and the Congress would then come in later to see whether further steps were necessary to protect the forces.
Senator DONNELL. And of course, as article 5 indicates~ and you
have indicated yourself, the partier.; agree that 1tn armed attack a~mst
any one or more of them, shall be considered an atta.ck against them
all ; is that correct ¥
Secretary AcHESoN. That is correct.
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MUTUAL AID AND SEJ,F-HELP UNDER THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, referring to article 3 of the treaty,
under which it is providedthat in order more etrectlvely to achieve the objectives of the treaty the parties.
by means of continuous and etl'ective self-help and mutual aid, will maintain and
develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack-

effective to do what Y What does the word "effective" mean Y
Secretary ACHESON. That ex.Pression, as you know, Senator Donnell,
bas a history. It first appears m Senate Resolution 2:39. It is in I>aragra~h 3. And there the view of the Senate was that it should advise
the President to follow several courses.
Paragraph 3 was :
Association of the United States, by constitutional process, with such regional
and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and etrectlve eelfhelp and mutual aid, and as street its national security.

That language was adopted in the treaty from the Senate resolution.
Senator DoN:sELL. Might I interrupt to ask you please, if you know
whether or not that language was placed in Senate Resolution 239 by
representatives of the State Department 1
Secretary AcHEsoN. I have no knowledge of that.
Senator DONNELL. Pardon me for the· interruption. Go ahead,
please.
Secretary AcnESoN. In its report the Senate committee says:
United States association with arrangements for collective defense must
supplement rather than replace the etrorts of the other participants on their own
behalf. Such arrangements must be based upon continuous and etrectlve i;elf-help
anrt mutual aid. This means, in practice, that the participants must be prepared
folly to carry out their obligations under the charter, resolutely to defend their
liberties against attack from any source, and efficiently to develop their maximum
defense potential by coordination of their military forces and resources.

E.ffective, I suppose, means competent, not ineffectual efforts, but
e.ffective efforts.
Senator DoNNELL. Does it contain within it the idea of sufficiency¥
That is to say, by means of continuous and sufficient self-help as t<>
accomplish the maintenance and development of individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack¥
Secretary ACHESON. No. It cannot mean that, because probably the
provision of "sufficient forces" at the present time is impossible for
everybody. Other.wise if Y.OU were trymg to get sufficient force.s you
would have to maintain military establishments which would be quite
impossible both for Europe and for us.
THE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator DoNNELL. May I ask you whether or not, on April 5, 1949,
there was made a reply by the Government of the United States to a
certain memorandum from the Brussels Treaty powers, which memorandum inquires whether the United States will provide military
a~istance in the form of military equipment and financial aid to the
Bn1ssels Treaty powers 1
Secretary AcHESON. Yes; there was.
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S~nator DoNNEI..L. May I ask you, Mr. Secretary, whether the followmg few sentences, two, I think it is, constitute paragraph 2 of tha.t
reply:

The exeeutlve branch ot the United StateR Government Is prepared to recommend to the United States Congre11s that the United Stllot~ pro\·lde military
aSRlstance to countries signatory to the Brus11els treat~., In order to assist them
to meet the material requirements ot thPir detPnse program. Such a11Aistance
will be extende«l in re<>oimltlon ot the principle ot self-help and mutual aid contained In the Atlantic Pack under which pact members will extend to each
other such reciprocal asslstanee as ead1 country ean reasonably be eXJ)e<'ted
to contribute, consistent with Its geographical resources and in the torm In which
each can most effectively furnish snch assi111tnnce.

Is that correct~
Secretarv ACHESON. Yes. sir.
Senator boNNELL. That was in your answer?
Secretarv ACHESON. That was contained in our reply.
Senator Donnell, may I insert something at this point 1
Senator DONNELL. Certainly.
COM)UTME1''"T TO SEND MILITARY AID UNDER THE TREATY

Secretary AcnEsoN. There was a suggestion, in one of the long
quotations that you read to me before, that there may have been some
commitment or other on the part of the executive branch of the govemment to these other governments in regard to military assistance.
Xow, there is absolutely no committment of any sort except the committment which vou have read. and that is that the executive branch
would reeommend to the Congress a military assistance program of the
kind you ham described. That is being done.
There was no commitment by me or anybody on behalf of the
executive branch that anything would be done beyond recommending
to the Congress. recommending this program.
Senator DONNELL. I do not want to repeat this if you prcf~r not to
~rnswer. I am not eertain whether you indicated a desire not to answer
this. You have only to indicate your desire one way or the other and
I will be guided accordingly.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ATTACK

In the snppositious case of the !'100,000 troopR from Russin <'onverging 6 weeks after this treaty shall have been ratified, on to Norway.
al'e you willing to say whether or not, in your opinio11, the President
would have the constitutional lower to send a large 1111111her of Ameriean troops instantly to repe that advanee. without any action by
Congress whatsoever?
If you prefer not to answer that question. that is all right.
Sel'l'etary AcnEsoN. I am quite clear that I prefer 11ot to answer
it. arnl I wa11t to make it perfectlv clear whv I do not. It is not for
the purpose of engaging in any fe1i('ing match with you. "'e are ht>re
d«:>aling with one of the questions of the higlwst prerogatives in GovPrnnwnt. the eonstitutional powet's of the President and the constitutional powet'S of the Congress of the l~nited States.
It is not my function, not being the chief legal officer of the GovP1'11ment. to make any statement whnt~ver which might either prejudiee powers of the President or undertake to prejmliee powers of the
Congress.
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AJtJt& COVERED Bl" THE T.RE4TY

Senator DoNNELL. Very we11. I shall not pursue that inquiry further. This matter I shQu}d like to ask about a'S a matter of mformation. It may have no bearing whatsoever on the merits of it. I
would like to know why it is that this document is called the "North
Atlantic Treaty." What is the reason for that¥
·
Secretary Aom:soN. It has to do with the defense of the North
Atlantic area. Obviously that does not mean that you are defending
water. This is not a treaty that has to do with water and not with
land. It has to do with that area of the world which is concerned in
the North Atlantic, and that means those countries which border on
it or border on countries which border on it.
And it has to do with that area of western Europe which, with the
United States and Canada, constitutes the whole North Atlantic
defense area.
TREATY NOT A BEGIONAL ARRANGEMENT

Senator DoNNELL. Was the thought in the minds of those who prepared the pact-originally, I should say, in their work upon it-that
the justification under the United Nations Charter for such a pact
would at least in part lie in that portion of the United Nations Charter
which refers to regional arrangements¥
Secretary ACHF.SoN. No. It lies in article 51.
Senator AcHESON. And not 52¥
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. So the appellation of "North Atlantic Treaty''
did not in any sense indicate a desire on the part of those who framed
the pact to bring the pact under the ae~s, so to speak. of the regional
arrangement contemplated by the Umted Nations Charter!
Secretary ACHESON. That is correct. We were concerned with an
area. This was not a universal commitment, widespread commitment all around the world. It had to do with a particular area, and
an area of great importance to the United States.
Senator DONNELL. And as previously indicated, the governments
which entered into these negotiations which culminated in the treaty,
origiwilly included only those either fL"Onting on the North Atlanticon the Atlantic Ocean, or close at hand, as, for illustration, Belgium.
Luxembur~, et al.. and did not include a country as far removed from
the Atlantic as Italy. Am I correct in that¥
Secretary AcHFilON. The point is not whether it is removed from
the Atlantic. That is what I was trying to get nt a moment ago.
You are not defending some water here. You are talking about a
defense area. And Italy is very closely connected with the defense
of that western European area, which in turn is what we call the
:North Atlantic area.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, did the committee desire to continue at this time in view of the vote call that has come in Y
The CHAIRMAN. We do not pay any attention to votes, but I will
consult the committee. What is your desire, to recess or go on?
Senator DoNNELL. I will be very brief. It will take me only a few
.more.nttnutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Let us go on.
Senator DONNELL. Had you finished your answer to thnt 1
Secretary AcHESON. Yes, sir.
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OOHPATIBILITY OF ATLANTIC TDATY' WITH ANOLO-BUS8IAN AND FRANOORUSSIAN TREATIF.8

Senator DoNNELL. You referred to the provision in the treaty which
is a warning, I think, or at least a statement, by the parties thatrEach party declares that none of the lnternatlonal engagements now ln force
between It and any of the parties and a third state Is In conflict with this
trenty and undertakes not to enter into any International engagements which
conflict with the treaty.

You commented on that earlier this afternoon.
Secretary AcHD>ON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I want to ask you whether or not you yourself
have examined the treaties placed before the Senate some weeks
ago by either Senator Watkins or Senator O'Mahoney, or both of
them, between France on the one hand and Russia on the other, and
between Great Britain on the one hand and Russian on the other,
which contain certain obligations of the contracting parties, whether
you examined them ):Ourself with a view to determining whether
France and Great Bntain, in a representation that there is no international engagement now in force and in conflict with this treaty,
correctly construe the obligation11 under this treaty.
Secretary ACHESON. I have examined them very closely. I want to
make one thing absolutely clear to you, and that is that the declaration
in this treaty, b;r each of the signatories, that they have no treaty
which is in confhct with the North Atlantic Treatv, is their responsibility, and they stand upon that, and we stand upon that.
I do not want to take the position for a moment that the Secretarv of
State of the United States, on behalf of other countries, undertakes
to go into their treaties or express any views about them. We are
not called upon by the treaty to do that. The nations make that
declaration themselves. We have the plain language of the treaties
before us. And that is where the matter rests.
Now, any person reading it I think can come to his O\Vn conclusion,
and I think it is perfectly clear what that conclusion is. But I am not
going to, as an officer of the United States, say in resl?ect of any of
these countries what their treaties mean or whether their declarations
are anything other than what they should be, a statement of complete
and absolute truth.
TERMINATION OF THE TREATY

Senator DoNNELI,. Is there any provision in the treaty by which the
treaty may be terminated in less than 20 years?
Secretary AcnEsoN. It may be terminated bv unanimous consent
at any time. But there is a provision for review at the l'lld of 10
years.
Senator DoNNELL. That provision for review does not, however,
contain any provision for the termination of the treaty at the end of 10
vears.
• Secretary ACHESON. It can be done by unanimous consent.
Senator DONNELL. Certainly. .Anything, as you said earlier this
afternoon, can be done by unanimous consent.
Secretary ACHESON. That is right.
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Senator DoNNEU... I am not asking whether there is anything in the
treaty which provides in any way for the termination of the treaty
earlier than at the expiration of 20 years.
Secretary ACHESON. Not except as I have said.
Senator DoNNELL. That is not an exemption. There is no provision for it, is there, for a termination earlier than 20 years¥
Secretary ACHESON. There are no words in the treaty which provide for its termination earlier than 20 years, as I stated to you.
There is a provision that it should be reviewed at the end of 10
years, and it of course follows, as you yourself have said, that if that
review leads to the unanimous conclusion that it should be terminated,
modified or changed, that may be done.
Senator DONNELL. That may be done in 6 months from now equally.
Seaetary Ac1u:soN. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. That does not depend on a provision in the
treatyi
Secretary' ACHESON. That is right.
Senator DoNNELL. Did not the United States take the view in its
negotiations that the treaty should run for 10 years and not 20¥
Secretary ATHESON. I am not aware of that. I do not think that
is true at all.
Senator DoNNELL. That was reported in the press. Perhaps it may
be incorrect.
Secretary AcHl'.SON. That is unfounded.
Senator DONNELL. It was reported in the press that the European
nations desired a 50-year period and this country desired 10, and
ultimately 20 years was agreed upon.
Secretary AcHESON. The latter statement is true. The European
nations did desire 50 years. The earlier statement is not correct,
that we took the position of 10 years.
Senator DoNNELL. I thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, and Mr.
Chairman.
The CuAmHAN. If there is no objection from the committee we
wiJJ recess at this time until 10 : 30 tomorrow morning. Senator
Austin will be the witness tomorrow. We will be glad to hear him.
(Thereupon, at 5: 05 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10: 30 a. m. Thursday, April 28, 1949.)
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THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RF..LATIONS,
Washington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, on April 27, 1949,
in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), George, Thomas of Utah,
Tydings, Pepper, McMahon, Vandenberg, Wiley, Smith of New Jersey,
Hickenlooper, and Lodge.
Also present: Senators Tobey, Donnell, Flanders, Watkins, Gillette.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This is a meeting of the Committee on Foreign Relations of the
Senate. We are holding hearings on the North Atlantic Pact. We
are honored this morning to have former Senator Warren Austin, now
Chief Representative of the United States at the United Nations, and
a member of the Security Council, representing the United States. Is
that correct the way I have stated it~
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes; it is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin, we are very pleased to have you
here, and we are prepared to hear any statement you desire to make
with reference to the North Atlantic Pact and related mattets.
STATEMENT OF HOB. WARREN R. AUSTIB, CHIEF OF THE UIUTED
STATES ?tllSSIOB TO THE U1'ITED BATIOBS

Ambassador AuSTIN. Mr. Chairman, will you let me say something
personal before I start talking about the North Atlantic treaty¥
This is a very emotional experience for me, to be invited by this
ver)' great committee, on which I was serving when I resigned from
the Senate about 3 years ago. I have not been back here since. and
now to be asked to come and talk with you about so important and
grave a matter as the North Atlantic treaty is a great honor and
a great pleasure.
The CHAIRMA.N. It is mutual. We esteem it an honor to have you
here and a plea;sure to have you here. We remember quite vividly
your valuable services on this committee and your outstanding services
m the Senate of the United States. We are glad to have your advice
and counsel in view of your broad activities in connection with the
United Nations and foreign relations generally.
Ambassador AusTIN. Thank you, sir.
Now may I read a prepared statement¥
89
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The CHAIRMAN. You may; and at the. end of the prepared statement
you will have to submit to questions, as you know.
Amb~or AusTIN. I am a little bit intrigued by the novel situation of being on this end of the questions. However, I will try to
re.spond to them with the utmost frankness and without &ny reservations whatever.
EFFECT OP THE TREATY ON THE l.lNITF.J> NATIONS

From the point of view of the United Stat.es.Mission to the United
Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty, by its express terms and by its
probable effect would, if properly executed, promote United Nations
t>ffort to maintain peace genera.Hy, increase its ability to remove
cnuses of war, bring the world nearer to its goal of substituting pacific
settlements for the ancient practice of fighting out controversies
among nations, and aid in the promotion of social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom. This is one of its objects.
It would be a shield under the protection of which such purposes
and policies of the United Nations could be more rapidly achieved in
the North Atlantic area than if the fear of aggression should continue
to deplete the energies and confidem·e of peoples. This is the other
object.
These objectives are complementary.
HOPES FOR UNITm NATION8 8l.1CCESS

Here in this committee, which only 4 yea.rs a.go considered carefullv
the United Nations Charter, I hardly need recall the hopes we held
then that there would continue to be a large measure of cooperation
among the great powers. We did not expe.ct the drastic deterioration in relations between east and west wluch has occurred. We certainly did not conceive that the Soviet Vnion would so brazenly violnte the solemn Charter pledge to refrain from the threat or use of
force against the territorial integrity or political independence of
other states. None of us imagined the adoption of a deliberate and
calculated policy of obstruction that has prewnted the <'onclusion of
peace treaties and impaired the work of the United Nat.ions.
Rl'SSIA A:SD THE t.:Xl'fEO NATIONS

It was hard to believe whnt we were seeing. Wl1ile most of the
wol'ld was seeking to build a. system of collective security in the United
Nations, the Soviet Union sought security through the discredited
policy of territorial aggrandizement. This feudalistic concept of
security threw its black mantle owr country after country in eastern
Europe. Only decisive action by the llnited Nations, supported effectively by the United States. prewnted Iran, Grt>ece, and Korea
from being drawn into the shadows.
COl'NTERl\IEASl'HES RY flt:l\f()('HATIC COl"XTRIES

As a result of the ~rowing opposition of the non-C'ommnnist world,
the balnnce is swingmg toward the forces favorin~ peaceful progress.
This committee can be gratified at the part it has played in influencing
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that trend. Impetus was given it, I believe, when we decided to help
Greece and Turkey. It attained historic proportions when we joined
in the European recovery program. It is now being advanced by ow·
adherence to the North Atlantic Treaty. Our devoted support of the
United Nations has immeasurably strengthened that trend.
INCREABINO UNn"Y OF NON·1'0VIET WORLD

The increasing unity of the non-Soviet world is being demonstrated
in the United Nations. Two years ago there was a widespread
tendency to regard major differences simply as a conflict of interest
between the United States and the Soviet Union. As a result, the
voting was mixed and marked by a large number of abstentions. The
actions and attitudes of the Soviet Union, inside and outside the
United Nations, have altered that situation. Today, most major issues
are recognized as a conflict between the Soviet Union and the rest of
the world. Abstentions are fewer; the majorities are larger, and the
minority is usually the six voices and votes controlled by the Soviet
Union. These majorities run between 40 and 50; 43 to 6, with four
abstentions, is an example which we frequently have. We are now
witnessing in the United Nations the unity that is progressively
making aggression and obstruction less attractive and less feasible;
that is, the unity of those countries outside of the Soviet group. They
are growing more and more to act like one world. I don't mean to
say that they always vote in a bloc. There is a variation which is
represented by perhaps the factor of five or six votes among these
countries that are outside the iron curtain.
It is difficult for the meaning of facts like these to penetrate the
isolation which the ruling class of the Soviet Union hns created for
itself behind the walls of the Kremlin. llut slowly it penetrates even
there. The Soviet rulers have seen that we cannot be driven out of
Berlin, and they are learning that the European recovery program
cannot be defeated; that free nations will no lonJ!er permit thE>m:-;elve8
to be submerged one by one; thnt the Charter of the United Nntions
means what it says, and that the ovN·whelming majority of the
nations are determined to uphold and defend it. While this process
('Ontinues, we hopefully keep open the door to cooperntion. Time
after time we reiterate the invitation to this group to join with us.
You re~lize that in some of our organs they will not even sit at the
table with us.
ECONOMIC

R•:con:RY

AND THE TREA1"Y

:S-ow, I would like to speak of economic recovery and the treaty.
I have divided this paper up into chnptE>rs, because it is more conVE'nient for IDE' to thmk this matter out thnt way from the point of
view of the United StntE>s Mission to the lTnited Nntions. And thnt if'
the characteristic of this testimony. I amt rying to present thE' view of
our mission to the United Nations.
The cJnim has been mncle that e<'onomic recovE>ry sh01il<l hE> our
primary objective in the North Atlantic :wea and thnt the trE>ntv mny
endanger that objective. The premise is correct, but the conciusion
is not. Economic recowry i8 the surest <lefE>nse agninst thE' spread
of totalitarian tyranny, but that recovN·y requires se<·11rity and
confidence.
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'fhe treaty would not have come into existence if there had not
been a real need for it. The last two 'Vorld Wars rnged across the
lands of the European signatories of this treaty. We share with them
tht' desire to remove the miscalculations which could invite a similar
trn~edy.

'I his community-that is to say the North Atlantic communitywith its bridgeheads on both sides of the Atlantic, is engaged in a
~reat cooperative effort to attain economic recovery and the blessings
of political stability and social progress. The United States is assistini.r on u very large scale because we know that a healthy Europe is
a strong force for peace, a vital element in a strong United Nation'i
and a friendly partner with the United States in its efforts to establish
greater security for all.
SECURITY AND RECOVERY

'l11e nations of the North Atlantic area have learned that thev must
stand together and make plain in advance that they will do· so. I
believe that they knew it as far back as Febl'Ua1•y 1946, just after
the Organization had been set up in London, for I find in one of the
speeches of the Honorable James Byrnes, who was then Secretary of
State, remarks which plainly showed that. I would read parts of it
if you ask me to, but otherwise I will not take your time. In that
speech, Secretary Byrnes forecast this situation, and he mnkes perfeetly plain that, if we are going to have greater security for all, we
11111st ourselves be strong and we must be rea<ly to contribute our part
with the neighbors in the North Atlantic area to pre,·ent or to suppress
these attacks from outside upon this area.
The preservation of the freedom and independence of any one of
them is of vital concern to all of them. An armed attack upon one is
considered an armed attack on all. The treaty is intended to remove
the feeling of insecurity which hinders economic recovery in Europe
by establishing a needed preponderance of morn! and material power
for peace. I say "preponderance"; I would like to emphasize it.
SOVIET ATI'ACK ON THE ATLANTIC TREATY

Now I would like to talk with you just a moment about the Soviet
attack on the North Atlantic Treaty in the General Assembly. It does
throw light upon what the treaty 1neans to them.
As we expected, the Soviet Union has attacked the North Atlantic
Treaty in the General Assembly. The nature of that atta('k exposed
the awareness of the Soviet group to the intimate relationship between
the treaty and the United Nations.
THE SECURITY COUNCIL VETO AND THE TREATY

Every member of the Soviet group spoke against the treaty in
attempting to defeat a resolution aimed at correcting abuse of the
special _privilege of the so-called veto in the Security Council. The
Soviet Union, which has used the veto 30 times-some of those times
in cases to which the founders of the Unite<l Nations did not intend
the veto to apply, for they said so in establishing the Charter-realized that the treaty might endanger objectives which it can use the
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"\'eto to protect. Consequently, it introduced discussion of the North
.Atlantic Treaty as germane to the then pending question, which was
the problem of voting in the Security Council. No member state other
than the Soviet bloc criticized the treaty, but every one of these six
ltl'~11e<l that the treatv violated the Charter.
·
The Soviet delegate-claimed it violated the Charter because it organized a bloc outside the United Nations. He said this bloc was being
organized "because the approval of such actions is impossible in the
Seeurity Council, where the concurrence of all the great powers is
required to adopt decisions on all important questions involved in the
maintenance of penee." Thus he reveall'd the bearing that this treaty
had in his estimation on the privilege he has exercised 30 times; that
of the veto.
If, indeed, the North Atlantic grouping should render possible the
security of members which is now impossible because of the veto, then
the treaty ought to be put into effect promptly.
INCLUSION OF PORTUGAL AND ITALY

Mr. Gromyko claimed further that the treaty violates the Charter
because it contains among its signatories two states not members of the
°Lnited Nations-Italy and Portugal. References to article 51, he said,
were--and I am quoting his words-"gro1mdless'' because "only an
armed attack against 1t member of the Organization gives the right to
take action in self-defense."
Our answer is this: By international law, every stnte has the inherent right of self-defense.. The Charter does not exdnde nonmember
states from the inherent right referred to in article 51.
The application of article 51 to existing arrangements such as the
Arab League and the Aet of Chapultepec was precisely 11oted. At the
May 2:J, 1945, meetin~ of committee Ill/4 the delegate of Egypt observed that "the principle involved in the new text should certainly extend to the Lea1rue of Arab Stutes." The text of the len1rue agreement,
signed at Cairo March 22, 1945. was before the committee, having been
made an official committee 111/4 document as of May 4, 1945. Two
of the signatories of the pact of the Arab League, Transjordan and
Yemen, were not represented at the San Francisco Conference. To
be sul'E', years afterward Yemen was admitted to the United Nations,
but Transjordan, though having applied, has not yet been admitted
to the United Nations.
I refer this eommittee to a document already in its files. This
document is so important that I shall refer to it again later. It is entitled "Participation in the North Atlantic Treaty of States Not Members of the United Nations." This document is so important that it
!;0('ms to me to be worthy of being printed as a Senate document. It
has been a very useful document in making a careful study of the
origin of article 51.
And now I say that on the basis of reason, on the basis of current
interpretation by the founders, and on the basis of experience, it is
clear that Mr. Gromyko's claim that the North Atlantic Treaty violates the Charter because of the memberships of Italy and Portugal is
without anv foundation whatever. In a word, the Charter recognizes
the inherent right, growing out of international law, not out of the
Charter, of Italy and Portugal to join with member states for col906t4---4t>--pt. t - 7
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lective self-defense. This document to which I refer elaborates this
reasoning. I shall not take your time to read all of that.
And now I come to another chapter: Article 51 and Regional
Arrangements.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND THE TREATY

Mr. Gromyko has made another charge.
The North Atlantic Pact-

he saidcannot under any circumstances be called a regional at·rangement because It
comprises states located In two different continents-America and Europe. Thus
these states are united not according to the regional principle.

What we say about it in the United States mission to the United
Nations is this:
This claim that the treaty is in conflict with the Charter because it
does not create an arrangement aceording to the regional princiJ>le
is without probity. First, it does create an arrangement according
to the regional principle. History shows that the Atlantic Ocean is
a bridge linking America and Europe. Second, even if the treaty
did not do so, it creates a group for collective defense under article
51 of the Charter.
It is not necessary to define the organization of the North Atlantic
community as exclusively a regional arrangement, or as exclusively a
group for collective self-defense, since activities under both article 51
and chapter VIII are comprehended in the treaty. It is our opinion
that the . provisions of the Charter relating to each such activitythat is, when applied and if applied, if undertaken-will apply to that
activity. But you do not have to departmentalize the treaty. It is
significant that no difinition of regional arrangements, or rej?ional
organization, was contained in the Charter, or the Senate Resolution
239, or the North Atlantic Treaty. Each of these contemplates both
regional action and collective sell-defense.
HISTORY OF ARTICLE 51 OF UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

Light is thrown on the relationship between the North .Atlantic
Treaty and the Charter of the United Nations by reviewing the origin
and then current interpretation of article 51. At the San Francisco
meeting. representatives of stak<> of the 'Vestern Hemisphere, who
had participated in establishing the Act of C:hapultepec, actively
opposed being subordinated completely to thG United Nations. They
had developed a system of hemispheric self-defense based on the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense. The question arose
as to how t.he legitimate operation of such a regional system was to be
fitted into a general global system.
It was obvious that autonomy of the \Vestern Hemisphere system
would be in conflict with the primacy of the universal system which the
Charter sought to establish and which all American States re.cognized.
It was necessary to reconcile the operation of both systems. This was
done by inserting article 51, which was not in the· Dumbarton Oaks
proposals, providing that nothing in the present Charter-what
sweeping terms: nothing in the present Charter I-shall impair the
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inherent right of individual or collectiYe self-defense if an armed
attack occu!S against a member of the United Nat!ons1 UJ?-til the ~u
rity Council has taken measures necessary to mamtam rnternahonal
peace and security.
This very comprehensive language overrides any other part of the
Charter that might stand in the way of this special right of selfdefense until the Security Council has acted effectively. In any case
whatever, it is my opinion that article 51 is not concerned with
"enforcement action"; it is concerned with self-defense.
COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE AND REGIONAL ARRANGDlENTS

Chapter VIII, which prohibits taking enforcement action without
the authorization of the ~ecurity Council, does not apply to collective
action for self-defense under article 51. The objection that the North
Atlantic Treaty does not create a regional arrangement contemplated
by articles 52 and 53 does not hit the treaty. It does not apply to the
treaty. This arises from the fact that the authority recognized in
article 51 is not limited to re~rional arrangements. This J>Oint was
clearly established in the hearings conducted bv this committee when
it was considering ratification of the Charter. i am sure all who were
sittin~ then will remember. There is an important exposition of the
meanmg of article 51 on page 304 of the published testimony. This
exposition resulted from an exchun#?'e between Mr. Pasvolsky of the
State Department and Senator Vundenberg. Senator Vandenberg's
views with respect to article 51 ure of utmost significance because he
was a member of the subcommittee dealinf°-' with this question and the
principal negotiator in the formulation o the text of article 51.
FOR~HADOWING

OF ATLANTIC PACT DURIXG THE DRAF'rIXO OF ARTICLE 51
OF THE CHARTER

In that exchange it is established that the phrase "collective selfdefense" conta~ned in article 51 not only relates to regional but also to
any group action that may be taken for purposes of collective selfdefense. This view is corroborated in other statements made before
this committee at that time. I would cite to you particularly the statement made by Mr. Stettinins, whieh you will find at page 210, and that
by Mr. Dalles, at page 650. To the snme effect are statements by
representatives of France, Austrnlia, Egypt, and the United Kingdom
in 1945. See the document in this committee's files to which I have
already referred, entitled "Participation in the North Atlantic Treaty
of States Not Members of the L"nited Nntions."
There is one brief pussage here from Paul Boncour which I want
to read. I hope you will pardon me for doing this. I know you can
read just as well as I can, but it fits the o<'casion very welt as I see it.
After he had paid Senator Vandenberg a grPat compliment he went
on to give the charucterization of what article 51 would do for the
future. showing that article 51 contemplated entrance into such a treaty
as the North Atlantic Treaty. I wo11ld not speak of this if I had
not met and encountered the claim that the Charter of the United
Nations did not contemplate this treaty. I say it did.
Senator PEPPER. When and where was that speech made, Mr.
Ambassador 1
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Ambassador AUSTIN. In Committee III on June rn, 1945.
Senator PEPPER. That was at San Francisco 1
Ambassador AusTIN. Durin~ the writing of article 51. They had
just completed it and he burst into song. I am not reading the whole
of it. He said :
I would more particularly like to express my gratitude to Senator Vandenberg
and the 1h>Jegation of the t:nited Statt>s who hn ,.e hPI~ so much In the drafting
of the text now submitted anti in i<eenrlng its acceptance. The text makes a
clt~ar distinetlon between the pre\·entlon and repression of aggression.

After skipping a lot of it I come to this. He hnd, in between, described the devastation that Frnnce had suffered in the war. He said:
This Is why we have sought and will continue to seek-

that has reference to the futurethrough p11cts of mutual assistanee and regionnl nrrnngements, fnll\· In eonformit)·, of eourse, with the governing prlncipleR of the Charter, the ·means of
taking nctlou on the very dur, the n'r)· hour. or minute, when brutal aggrei<sion
is co~1111itted, aggression that can be made all the more deadly by the speed of
technical devices.

Nobody can meet that. That, in my opinion, is the end of the claim
that this pact, this treaty, was not contemplated by the Charter or
by article 51.
•
There are other references in there by other distinguished statesmen from around the world to the same effect.
Senator VANDENBERG. And may I interrupt you, Senator1 They
are uniformly nil in the same tenor, without a single dissenting voice.
Ambassador AusTIN. Thank you, sir. I believe that is correct.
REGIONAL ARRANOEl\IENTS AND THE TREATY

The principal emphasis in the treaty is upon its character as a group
of mttions who are hinding- themselves together to take collective action
in self-defense. Article 51 contains ample authority for the r!ght of
any group of nations, regional or otherwise, members of the United
Nations or otherwise. to bind themselves to take collective action for
self-defense against an armed attack. In certain of its aspects. the
treaty is also a regional arrangement. Don't think that I am arguing
that this treaty undertakes to set out in full the kind of regional
arrangement that is described in chapter VIII. I am not..· The point
I am making is that if in the operation of this treaty the signatories
go into the exercise of duties that fall within that chapter, then that
chapter applies. But in the main what I am saying is that this is
not that kind of an organization. This is an organization for collective self-defense against an armed attack. That is another limitation.
And I say, in certain of its aspects the treaty is also a regional arrangement, and insofar as it partakes of those characteristics, chapter VIII
of the Charter provides full authority for its provisions. Thus, those
aspeets of the treaty which are not authorized by chapter VIII are
covered by article 51, and vice versa.
Now I come to another topic, Regional Versus Universal Arrangements. We have been asked the qu~tion, "Why don't you shoot for
something larger!'' .

I
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BE(UONAL VERSUS UNIVERSAL ABBANGEHENTS

The question may be asked: Is the conclusion of collective security
pacts on a regional basis the best solution¥ Would it not be better
to devise a universal pact to which all states might adhere 1 In the
abstract such a universal pact might appear desirable. However, any
binding collective defense pact to be effective depends on the individual and collective and effective self-help and mutual aid as
envisaged under article 3 of the treaty. On its part the United States
at the moment is making prodigious efforts through the European
recovery program to enable the participating countries of Europe to
stand on their own feet economically and so be both psychologically
and economically able to resist internal and external pressures. Under
the treaty it is contemplated that this self-help and mutual aid will be
rontinued and augmented, in particular through the development of
a coordinated defense program as envisaged in articles 3 and 9 of the
treaty. The United States contribution to this over-all program
requires a substantial outlay by the American people, a contribution
which, it is hoped, will lead to a more stable world.
I do not mean by this to dismiss out of hand the idea of a generalized
article 51 treaty. We should welcome all contributions of intelligent
men of good will who are constantly searching for ways and means by
which the great purposes of the United Nations may be advanced.
But I doubt-and here is the milk in the coconut-that many member
nations would be prepared to undertake substantial commitments
going far beyond those contained in the Charter of the United Nations
with respect to all other nations who were prepared to reciprocate.
Furthermore, assuming that a formula could be found which most
of the United Nations could accept, would we not run a very serious
risk of splitting the United Nations, and driviBg out of it nations who
might consider the new arrangement directea against themselves? I
feei myself that the course we have chosen is the more practical of
the two alternatives. We should continue to examine, of course,
sympathetically, all suggestions for strengthening the United Nations
and the cause of peace.
Now I come to the New Power for Peace.
NEW POWER FOB PEACE

I have been asked whether the North Atlantic Treaty is not the
resumption of the practice of setting up a power equilibrium; whether
it would take the place of the United Nations; or whether it would
reduce the opportunities of the United Nations for development
through service. My answer is "No."
The ancient theory of balance of power lost its potential utility
throu~h the voluntary association of states, on the basis of sovereign
~1uality and universality. The old veteran, balance of power. was
given a blue discharge when the United Nations was formed. The
undertaking of the :peoples of the United Nations to combine their
efforts throup:h the rnternational organization to maintain international peace and security, and to that end, to take effective collective
measures, introduced formally the element of preponderance of
power for peace. And out went old man balance of power.
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Effective collective measures are intended to be dealt with through
the Security Council, through regional arran~ements, '!-nd thro~gh
groups for collective self-defense. Members of the United Nations
have joined to put an end to war. They have bound themselves
not to use force except in the defense of law as embodied in the purposes and princifles of the Charter. Treaties, combining within
the framework o the Charter nations that sincerely adhere to and
practice the great principles of the United Nations, increase that unaggressive and decisive preponderance of power introduced by the
Charter. Among such treaties, we reco~ize the Brussels Pact, the
Inter-American Agreement, and the Atlantic Treaty as activities
giving power, both moral and material, to those principles. The
Charter is a check and a guide for the organizations resulting from
such treaties. The treaties are a stimulant to the influence and activities of the United Nations.
In this swiftly shrinkin~ world, peace will be secured and maintained only if we pursue the goal of collective security that is set
up in the Charter. I support the Xorth Atlantic Treaty because I
believe it is a practical, although geographically limited, method of
i::upporting that universal objective.
Like all treaties. the words of the North Atlantic Treaty will take
on meaning in the light of the policies and actions that the signatories
follow in implementing it. That is why I opened my statement b.Y
emphasizing that the Treaty must be properly executed. I believe it
will be so executed. The President and the Secretary of State have
expressed the determination that the Treaty shall support and not
be a substitute for the United Nations. }ly old friends, I want to
say to you that I have already defended the Treaty against the attacks of the Soviet group, some of which I have mentioned here. I
am determined, as are t~ President and the Secretary of State, that
the North Atlantic Treaty shall not take the place of or weaken the
United Nations, but that it will increase the opportunities of the
United Nations to develop through service.
If the North Atlantic Treaty is operated according to the letter and
spirit both of the Charter and of the Treaty, it can lift the cause of
peace above any level yet attained.
The CHAIRMAN. You are open to questions~
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes.
INHERENT RIGHT OF 8EL1''-DEFENSE

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin, the matter of article 51 and the
inherent right of nations to self-defense arises, does it not, independently of the Charter or any other arrang-ements that we mi~d1t
have? tf it is inherent it is a natural right that each nation would
have to resist aggression or attack.
Ambassador .AusTIN. The chairman is correct.
The CHAIRlL\X. The purpose, or one of the purposes. of this Trl'aty
is to not only recognize that principle in each individual state, but
to recognize the power of the individual states to join a co1lective
arrangement for the Rame purpose of defense inherently in each one,
but joined together in an arran~ement set forth in this Treaty .
.Ambassndor .\r~nx. That is right, Senntor.
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GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF THE TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. With regard to the regional chnracter, and the
Soviet complaint that this was not confined to a particular region,
is it not true that those forming the arrangement would J.>robably
have the right to define what the region is, and does not tlus treaty
define particularly the region to which it is applicable~
Amba$8.dor AusTIN. Yes. The region is described here.
The CHAIRMAN. It is described accurately and definitely; is it not W
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes; I consider it so. But I do not think that
that is exclusive. I do not want my answer to be regarded that way.
I think there is a possibility of that region being amplified upon
unanimous agreement of the signatories, and that in making that
agreement each signatory will, of course, have the right, and J?robably
the duty, to give its consent or dissent accordinf{ to its constitutional
processes, so that if the question arose here m the United States
whether a certain country should be added to those that are now signatories, I believe that that question would have to come to Congress.
There are two .ways of looking at it. One would be whether this
amounted to a protocol or additional provision of the treaty, or
whether this amounted to authorizing legislation that would enable
the Chief Executive to give the consent of the United States to that
addition. In that case, of course, the extent of the area would be
changed.
The CHAIRMAN. In that event would it not be open to very serious
question that we could not change it without congressional approval,
senatorial approval, because of the fact that it would in essence be a
new arrangement?
Ambassador AusTIN. That is what prompted me to say what I did
about it, yes. It is a serious question.
BASIS FOR A REGION

The CHAIRMAN. In the case of Portugal and Italy, you say the
Soviets made some complaint about them. As a matter of fact, those
nations are intimately associated by sea routes and their geographical
position with the general plan of the treaty to make this area defensive; is that correct~
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is true, but I think there are other factors
in the consideration of what constitutes a region.
The C1IAm:.1AN. I am glad to hear it. You might point them out,
if you .will.
Ambassador AusTIN. I think the customary life of the countries,
their contact with each other in business, culture, and interchange of
travel, those things which identify an area by the customs of the
people, enter into this 9ue~'tion of what is a region, and in such cases
as ours here the ocean is no longer a barrier. And we find ourselves
very close together on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean and on both
sides of the Mediterranean.
PURPOSES OF THE CHARTER AND REOIO!l<AL ARRANGEMENTS

The CHAIRMAN. It is dear, is it not. in the charter and particularly in the articles dealing with regional arrangements that they
must be within the general purposes of the United Nations and that
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there is no conflict between permitting a regional arrangement of this
character and the United Nations.
Ambassador AusTJN. My answer is, "Yes." I think a]so, if you will
permit me to add-I don't know whether I am heading right by offer•
ing additional statementsThe CHAIRMAN. That is what you are here for, not to hear me ask
questions but for vou to answer them.
Ambassador AusTIN. You are very gracious. I have never been on
this end of the questions before. I want to be perfectly respectful to
the committee and not get outside of my position as a witness.
What I had in mind, prompted by your question, was that not
only is that true by virtue of the terms of the Charter, but it is true
by virtue of the terms of the treaty-the same thing.
The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to make that clear in answer to the 0harge
that. the regiona] arrangements that we are entering into would be in
conflict with the United Nations Charter. As I understand, Mr.
Gromyko urged that in his comment before the General Assembly.
Ambassador AusTIN. That is true. Every one of those six countries
in that group made that claim.
The CHAIRMAN. They have a unity of purpose and a unity of speech,
have they not, pretty much 1 Never mind answering that.
OVERRIDING AUTHORITY OF UN
Article 51 of the Charter says-Nothing in the present Charter shall Impair the inherent right ot Individual
or collective self-defense If an armed attack occurs against a member ot the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary
to maintain International peace and security.

That recognizes the overriding authority of the United Nations;
does it. not?
Ambassador AusTIN. It certainly does.
INCLUSION IN THE TREATY OF NON-UNITED NATIONS MEMBERS
The CHAIRMAN. Article 5l is restricted to an armed attack against
a member of the United Nations. Has there been any comment or objection that this treaty spreads that and permits the participation by
other nations not members of the United Nat.ions~
Ambassador AusT1N. That is right. It was raised as an objection.
It was asserted that the treaty was in conflict with the Charter because
of that characteristic, that the treaty has in it two states that are not
within those words.
The CHAIRMAN. You answered that, of course, successfully~
Ambassador AUSTIN. I answered that in my formal statement, and
I pointed out that the answer to this is perfect, because yon had exactly
that situation in fact before you-and I mean you-and you and
Senator Vandenberg were there on that work. You had exactly that
sit nation.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg was a member of the subcommittee. I was on another committee. We had frequent meetings of the
delegation.
Ambassador Au8TIN. You had two states that were not present at
San Francisco, were not participating in the organization of the
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United Nations. It wasn't then known whether they would e'\·er be
members, yet they were recognized as coming within the scope of
article 51.
The CHAIRMAN. You were a representative at Chapultepec; were
you not, Senator Austin 1
Ambassador AUSTIN. Yes, sir.
DEVELOPMENT OF

ARTICLE

ril OF

THE CHARTER

The CHAIRMAN. In the meeting at the expiration of Chapultepec
there was placed in the Dumbarton Oaks draft of the proposed United
Nations a reference here, "Section (a), Purpose and Relationship/'
entitled "Arrangements for International Economic and Social Cooperation." But as I understand it, and I will not read it all, while
Dumbarton Oaks recognized reuional armngements and so forth, it
did not go into detail specificaily regarding armed aggression and
the inherent right of self-defense. Is that true 1
Amb~dor AusTIN. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. So it was developed and amplified at San Francisco
in the treaty which 88tablished the United Nations and made applicable
to situations like the prese11t.
·
Amb~or AUSTIN. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the activity of Senator Vandenberg, who was
on the subcommittee, had a great deal to do with it.
Ambas.<>ador AusTIN. l\fny I call your attention to page 13 of that
document to which I called vour attention twice before?
Senator GEORGE. Is that United Nations publication?
Ambassador .AUSTIN. No; it is not. It is a paper that is furnished
by the Department of State, Participation m the North Atlantic
Treaty of States Not Members of the United Nations, and a copy of it,
I understand~ is on file with you. I have had the good fortune to have
had access to this, and at page 13 it st.ates, regarding these defensive
situations that we1·e actually in existence and under contemplation
when article 51 was clevise<l-Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that it be put
in the recor<l at this !?lace. The statement surely has a place for the
consideration of the ~enate, and if it can be put in the record we will
have it in the Senate document.
Ambassador AusTIN. That will save me reading it.
Senator VANDENBERG. l\Ir. Chairman, I think that is an appropriate
request. By way of explanation, the memoran<lum to which our able
visitor refers was prepared for me at my request by the Department in
the first instance. I doubt whether it has been given ~eneral circulation. I certainly think it should be, and I suggest, with the Senat-0r from Utah, that it be inserted in the record at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be inserted in the record.

a

PARTICIPATION IN THE NORTH ATI.ANTIC TREATY OF STATES NOT ME:U:BEBS 01' THE
UNITED NATIONS
1:-iTKOTIUl'TION

In (•onsldering the question wh~~ther members of the United Nations may, eonsii<tent with the United Nutions Charter, enter into mutunl dE>fense rncts with
non111E>mlier stntPs, it b1 ob\·iorn~ly nt>ce~snry tu cunsldet• the rele,·nnt rulPS of
lntemotlonul law. to exu111lne tlw prcwii,;lons of tht> ChnrtE>r rt>lntlni: to h1tli\'iclu11l
and collective self-defense, nnd to rend these rro\'lsions against the background
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of the whole Charter establishing a United Nntlons l*'<'urlty system. Article 51,.
which preser,·es to member stat~ the inherent right of individual and collectiveself-detense, is ot primary lmportnuce, In view of Its language and of Its negotiating history at San FranclS<.'O.
The argument developed in the course ot the present paper runs as follows::
Article 51 of the Charter, in providing : "Nothing in the present Charter shall
Impair the inherent right ot Individual or collective self-defense it an armed
attuck occui·s against a member ot the United Nations," Is not a grant ot authority
to member states t>nabling them to take measures of defense It attacked. The
article states simply that, after the Charter has come Into force, just as before,
member states retain the right which all states have traditionally enjoyed under
International law to defend themselves In the event ot armed attack. Article
51 thus does not 1mrport to limit the right ot self-defense to member states only,
and creates no obstacle to collective defense efforts by member states Jointly
with nonmembers In the e,·ent of armed attack.
It will perhaps be appropriate to begin with a consideration of the rules of
international law.
I. TBIC BIGHT 01' SELF-DEFENSE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

Article 51 refers, by Its language, only to states which are members of the
United Nations. However, It Is clear that the right ot individual and collective
self-defense preserved to member states by article 51 was not created by the
Charter. The right existed In International law before the Charter, available to
all states. Article 51 made clear that it continued, under the Charter, to be
available to member states, subject to certain limitations. Naturally this right
of self-defense remains available to nonmembers.
A:n eminent authority on International law and the United Nations baa said
concerning the right ot self-defense :
"International law recognizes the right of a state to resort to force In self·
defense. Where the use ot force bas this justification, the Incidental or consequent Infringement ot the rights of another state Is excused, although the other
state may be legally privileged to resist. A forcible act of self-defense may
amount to or may result in war, but It may frequently be a single Incident of
short duration, especially when the two states Involved are of unequal strength.
Self-defense has also been a commonly Invoked political justification on moral
grounds for resort to war.
"When, In 1928, states renounced war as an instrument ot national policy and
agreed that they would not l!e('k to settle their disputes by other than peaceful
means, the right of self-defense was expressly reserved. Thus the United States
note ot June 23, 1928, declared that the proposed treaty did not In any way
restrict or Impair the right of self-defense. 'That right Is Inherent In every
sovereign state and Is implicit In every treaty. E,·ery nation Is free at all tlmee
and regardless of treaty provisions to defend Its territory from attack or Invasion
and It alone Is competent to decide whether circumstances require recourse
to war In self-defense.' Such a statement suggests that the right ot self-defense
by Its very nature must escape legal regulation. In one sense this Is true. Secretary ot State Daniel Webster, In the course ot discussions with the British Govern·
ment concerning the celebrated affair of the Caroline, stated In 1842 that action
In self-defense was justified only when the necessity for action Is 'Instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.'
This definition Is obviously drawn from conslderntlon of the right of selt-defenae
In domestic law; the cases are rare, Indeed, In which It would exactly fit an International situation. It Is an accurate definition for International law, however,
In the sense that the exceptional right ot self-defense can be exercised only If
the end cannot be otherwise obtained. In 1926, when Lengue ot Nations experta
were studying the problems which would result from the application ot sanctions under article 16 of the covenant, a Belgian jurist noted that 'Legitimate
defense Implies the adoption of measures proportionate to the seriousness of the
attack and justified by the Imminence of the danger.' When an Individual ls set
upon by an armed thug who threatens bis life, Instantaneous action Is clearly
requisite, and It can be said that there Is 'no moment tor deliberation.' When
a state anticipates a threatened Injury from another state or from a lawless band,
there Is usually opportunity for deliberation in a cbancelery or war otnce, and
an officer on the spot does not act until he has received Instructions from a higher
command. Telegraphic or radio communicntlon between the officer and bis
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superlon can be taken as a counterpart of the Impulses In the nervous system
of the Individual whose brain Instructs bis arm to strike." (Jessup, A Modern
Lew of Nations (1948), 163-64.)
II. LF.GISLATI\"E BJBTOBY 01' ARTICLE tll Oi' THE CBABTEB

A. OhrOftOloQfl

The Dumbarton Oaks Proposals contained no provision comparable to article 51
ot the United Natlous Charter. It was a matter of common knowledge, howe•er, at the San Francisco Conference that representatives of the Blg Five
Powers (China, France, the U. S. 8. R., the United Kingdom, and the United
States) were engaged In lntensl'l"e private negotiations during the early stages
ot the Conference to find a formula on the subject of regional arrangements and
aelf-defen~. The first public Intimation as to the nature of thls formula came
in an ofticlal press statement by Mr. Stettlnlus, Secretary of State, on May 15,
1940. (The text ot this statement ls set forth below In II.) In that statement,
a new section was suggested, the language ot which was almost identical wltb
article 51.
Subsequently, on May 21, 1945, Senator Vandenberg, United States delegate on
committee 111/4 (regional arrangements), submitted this proposed text to subcommittee Ill/4/A, on behalf of the Big Five Powers. It was suggested that
this text become a new paragraph 12 to chapter Vlll, section B (determination
of threats to the peace or acts of aggression and action wlth respect thereto),
of the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals. Subcommittee lll/4/A unanimously approved
the proJ>Osed text but favored Its becoming a new section D to chapter Vlll.
The subcommittee concluded, however, that the location of the text should be
decided by the coordination committee of the Conference.
On May 23, 1945, the full committee 111/4 unanimously approved the text of
the proposed new section and also decided to refer to the coordination committee
the question of the location of the text.
This decision of committee 111/4 was subsequently approved by Commission III
(Security Council) at lts second meeting on June 13, 1945. At Its tblrty•dftb
meeting on June 20, 1945, the coordination committee made several minor drafting changes In the text and decided, upon the advice of the Advisory Committee
of Jurists, that the text should be located, as article 51, at the end of chapter VII
(action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of
aggression) of the final text of the Charter. This article, as so revised and
located, was approved by the ninth plenary session of the Conference on June 25,
1946.
B. Interpretive 1tatements
During the course of the formulation of this article at the Couference, varll)US
delegations made significant lnterpretl'l"e statements wh(('h are included In the
public records. These are set forth below In the chronological order in which
made.
1. United States statements.-As Indicated abol"e, the ftrst public release of the
text of which finally became article 51 was that made by Secretary of State
Stettlnlus on May 15, 1945. This statement Is set forth In full, as follows:
"[For the preas, May 111,

194~.

No. 211)

"Statement by Hon. Edward R. Stettlnlus, Jr., Secretary of State:
"As a result of discussions with a number of Interested delegations, proposals
will be made to clarify ln the Charter the relationship of regional agencies and
collective arrangements to the world organization. These proposals wlll..1. Recognl:ze the paramount authority of the world organization In all enforcement action.
"2. Recognize that the Inherent right of self-defense, either Individual or collective, remains unimpaired In case the Security Council does not maintain lntt-rnatlonal peace aud se<'Urlty and an armed attack against a member state
occurs. Any measures of 11elf-defeni<e shall Immediately be reported to the Security Council and shall In no way a1fect the authority and responsibility of the
Council under the Charter to take at any time such action as It may deem
necessary to maintain or restore International peace and security.
"3. Make more clear that regional agencies will be looked to as an Important
way of settllng local disputes by peaceful means.
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"The first point Is already dealt with by the provision of the Dumb11rton Oaks
Proposals (ch. VIII, sec. c, par. 2), which provides that no enforcPment action
will be taken by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security
Council. It Is not proposed to change this language.
"The second point will be dealt with by an addition to chapter VIII of a new
section substantially as follows:
"'Nothing In this chapter Impairs the Inherent right of self-defense, either
individual or collective, in the event that the Security Council does not maintain
nternational peace and security and an anned attack against a member state
occurs. Measures taken In the exercise of this right shall be Immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not In any way affect the authority and
responsibility of the Security Council under this Charter to take at any time
such action as It may deem necessary In order to maintain or restore International
peace and security.'
"The third point would be dealt with hy lndui;lon of 11 !lpe<>ific reference to
regional agencies or arrangements In chapter VIII. se<·tlon A. )lflragraph 3,
descrlhlng the methods whereb)· parties to a dispute should, first of Rll, seek a
peaceful l'olution by means of their own choice.
"The United Stntf's delegation bPlievps that proposal" 11'1 11bovP outlined if
adopted by the Conferenee would, with the other rf'lenmt provl~lon!I of the projected Charter, make possible a useful nml {'ft'ec·tlve Integration of regional
11ystems of cooperation with the worhl s)•stem of lnternotionnl !lecurit~-.
"This opJ>lies with particular signiftconee to the long eRt11blillhed lnterAmerlc11n system.
"At Mexico City lost Morch preliminary discul!lsions took pince reg11rdinir this
r.roblem. and the Ac·t of Ch11pultepec envisaged the ('Onclul!llon of an interAmeric11n treaty which would be intt>grated Into a111l be con!lli<tent with tht>
world organization. After the <'On<·lusion of the Conferenee at San Francl!'l<'O,
It Is the intention of the United Statei< Government to invite the other American
Republi<'S to undertake in the near future the neirotiatlon of R tre11t)· whi<'h, as
provided for In the Act of Chapultepec Itself, would he consistent with the Charter of the world orgnnizutlon und would 1111pport and strengthen thnt oriranlzatlon, whlle nt the same time adnrndng the devf'lopment of the historic !ly!<tem of
lnter-Amerlean cooperation. This would be another important l!ltep In rarrylng
forward the good neighbor pol11•y."
In addition, ~enator Vandenberg made the following statement rf'latlve to
arti<'ie 51 at the second meeting of commisi<ion III on June ta. 19-l!'i:
·
"Third. we hnYe here recognized tlw inherf'nt rhrht of i<elf-defen11e, whether
Individual or collecth·e, whl<'l1 permits any sovereign i<tate among us or any
qualified regional group of f!tates to war(\ oft' attack pending adequate action by
the parent body. And we specifteally rt><'ognize the continuous rnlidlty of mutual
protect.ion pact!I to prevent a resurgence of Axil!' aggression, pending the time
when nil the l!ltates eonct>rned ma~· he satisfied to re!<t this exclusive rei<ponsibility
with the new orgnnizntlon."
The statements of Senn tor Vandenberg with reflpect to nrtlele 51 are of utmost
significance, as it wns a matter of 1>uhlk know\t>dge that hi' wni< the principal
negotiator in the fornmlntlon of this tPxt. Puhli<' tribute was paid Senator
Vamll'nberg for his " wii<dom. Infinite patienee, and unex<'elled skill'' in this
matter hy Dr. Wellinirton Koo (Chinn). r11pporte11r of eommittt>e 111/4, as well
as h~· Dr. Llt>ras Cnmnrgo ( Cnlomhia). d111irm11n of that <'ornmlttee.
SuhsPqnentl~· nt the lwarings ht>ld hy the S(mate Cnmmittf'I' on Forehm Relations of the Chnrlt>I', ~ermtor Vandenberg hrought ont the fa<'t that arti<'le 51
was designt><I to i<nft>i:nnr<I the inter!'st"' of thf' lntf'r-Ameri<'nn i<yst!'rn. ~t>nator
Connally al1<0 stnt!'<I the vit>w in thill connf'C'tion, that the Monrot> Doc•trlne survived In It" entirt>ty and that th<' purpol!I(> of the Chnrtl•r was to !<trengthen the
doetrine ratht>r than to wenkt>n it.
2. Ir1tin-A111cri<'(/lf. sf(lf('111n1t11.-At the !\lay 2:l, 1!l4ri, meeting of <·onunittee
111/4, whid1 ap\lrm·t>d the text whkh lntt>r lw<'nme artll'!e al, Dr. Lleras
Camargo, spenkinir ns (\pJpiratl' of ('olombln, mad!' the followlnir 1<tatt>mt>nt:
"Tht> Latin-Amt>rit·an 1·otmtrie"' undn:=<toml. a"' Senator Vandenherg hns i<ald,
that tlw oril!irt of the tt>rlll 'eo\IP<·fh"<• St>lf-deft>nsf'' Is idt>ntifted with thf' Ul"'ei•i•ltv
of 1m•serving regional !<)·stems like tlw inter-Amerimn one. The Charter. In
J::l•nt>ral terms, ii< a eonstitntion. and It \Pgltlmati:r<'s the right of ('Olle<'tlve selfdefen>'f' to ht> c1uried out in aceor<l with tlw regional pacti< so lonir as they are not
oppose<! to the purposl'S nnd prinl'iplPR of the org1111iZ11tlon us t>XJlre>'sed in the
Churter. If n group of countries with regional ties <leelnre their i<olidarlty for
their mutual dt>fense, as in the cm•e of American states, they will undertake
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such defense j()lotly If and when one of them Is attacked. And the right of defense le not llmltetl to the <'ountr~· which is the direct vktlm of aggression but
extends to those countries whi<'h hnve ei,itnbli1d1ed solidarity, through regional
arraqgemeots, with the country 11irt>etly attacked. Thli; IH the typical case of the
American sy11tem. The Act of Cha1>ultepec providl's for the collective defense
of tht> bemh;phere and eRtahllsh{'s that if an Anwrkun m1tlon Is uttucked all
the rest conidder themselvel! attn<'ked. Consequently, such action us they may
take to repel aggression, unthorlzetl by the artkle whkh was discussed in subevrumittt'e yesterday, is authorized for nil of them. Sud1 action would be In
a<'\"<>rd with thf' Charter, by the approval of the article, 11n1l u regional arrungemPnt mny tnkP a<'tion, provided it dOPi< not have Improper purposes as, for
u11mplt>, joint aggreflslon against another state. From thh~. it may be dedu<.'ed
that the 11p111·ornl of thl8 article Implies thut the Act of Chapultepec Is not In
contravention of the Charter."
The <•ommitt4>e re<·ords show thl\t the dell'gates of Mexico, Costa Rica, Parngnay, Venezneln, Chile, Ecuador, Bollvln, P11nam11, Uruguay, Peru, Guatemala,
El Snh·ador, R1·uzil, Hondurns, und Cuba llS>'odntt•d themseh-es with this
statement.
3. p,.Pnch 8tatementa--At this some meeting of committee 111/4. the delegate of
Fran<-e ..expressed his desire to gh·e utternnee to the voice of Europe aml1lst the
general c·oo<'ert of the Latlo·Americnn Nations. Io his opinion, the formula appruvPd b.v the <'ommittee extended In general to cases of mutual assistance against
aggression."
The French view of article 51 was elaborated by 1\1. Paul-Boncour nt the meet·
ing of eommissloo III on June 13, 1945, as follows:
"Mr. Chairman, Indies and gentlem1>11, my dear colleagues. In the name of the
Freneh <lt>lPg11ti1111, I want to puy tribute to the work that has heen 1lo11e and to
<'XJll'f'Si< our public and grateful udherence to the text now submitted for your
1·0111Jltlerntion. I would like to thunk the president of the eommittee, Senor Llaras
Camargo, und my old Geneva companion, Dr. Wellington Koo. for their help.
I would also llkf' to express my gratitude to all the nations of Ameriea who
wantf!ll this amendment In order to safeguard their fecund Pan American Union,
whkb tor years bus prevented or avoided war In your continent.
"I wouhl more particularly like to express m~· grntltude to Renntor Vandenberg an1I the delegation of the United States who have helped so much In the
drafting of the text now submitted and io securing Its acceptance. This text
make>! dear dli;tlnctlon between the prevention and repression of aggression.
"As fur as prevention of aggression Is concerned, It \•ests in the Sei·urity
Coundl the task of making the necessary provision and taking whatever measUl'f'S arP nei·essary. It rendt>re obligatory the nuthorl1.ntlon of the Coundl tor
the men11ur1>s which the states concerned would take, with an excPption In the
<'al!f> of the upplicatlon of treaties for the pre\·entlon of fresh aggressions by our
pret1e11t enemies. And this exception will endure until the signatories think that
the St>curity Council le In a position to take over the tusk.
"But as fur as repression of aggression Is coneerned-and that Is a form of
leglthnate lndlvlllual or collecti\·e defense-the text lodicntes the right of the
slgnatorlPs of regional understandings or tt·eatles of mutual 11ssistn11ee to net
immPtlintely without awaiting the t>Xecutlon of the measures taken by the
Se<'urity Council. They will naturally have to 1·eport to the Seeurlty Council
whut thPy ha,·e done.
"Gentlt>men, Jet me say what n great relief this amPndment has brought to the
Freiwh delegation, and, with them to all the Frent·h people. Aud for this 1•p11son,
I expressed n moment ago my gratitude to all those who have helped In this work.
"Alt{'r 1111, you see, I belong to a country which bas been three times inrnded
In less thnn n century. The lust war bus left it, likP so many other invndf'd
countries of Europe. devastated, shaken, destroyed. Their distress rises as nn
a!'peal to the nations untom·hed by war to persevere in the common tusk.
"lly country hus complPte eonfldeuce In the system of eollectlve security, In
the Seeurlty Council, in the Charter which we ure making. The report whi<'h
you ununlmously accepted yesterday-I would like to thank you again for thuttestlfies to the faith I ham personally In this system of collective seeurtt~· and
In Its eftkaey. But whatever precautions may be taken In the ,·nrlous <'Olll·
mitteei.:, in order to assure swift nnd eft'ectlve action by the Security Council,
It ii; lm1)0sslble to prevent delays resulting from its meetings, its discussion, from
the trnnsport from countries often distant of material and men assigned to those
who nre nttn<·ked. And thi!<, eoupled with the lightning rapidity whkb aggression
In mo1Jern war is capable of, muy defeat-still more In an~· future wnr if thnt
unhappily should oecur-may subject a country to the risk of death.
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"Let us not forget that in 1914, had It not been for the prompt arrival of the
valiant British Army, our left wing would have been turned at Charleroi and
the war finished on August 24. We do not forget how German ranks poured
through as soon as the lines of Belgium and the Mense were forced, nor the bewildered crowds fleeing from an Invaded capital, nor all the atrocious disorder
which remains an unforgettable memory for those who have witnessed lt.
"This Is why we have sought and will continue to seek through pacts of mutual
assistance and regional agreements, fully In conformity, of course, with the
governing principles of the Chnrte1·-the means of taking action on the very day,
the very hour or minute when brutal aggression Is committed-&ggresslon whlcb
can be made all the more deadly by the speed of technical devices.
"Admittedly, we know that In the end the strength of the United Nations will
prevail. This must Inspire us with a deep confidence that the piling up of DUtterlal and men will unfnlllngly bent down the lone aggressor which bas dared
to provoke the war. But, In the meantime, we don't want to leave any more
parts of our territory ln the hands of an aggressor whose hrutal attack has succeeded In paralyzing momentarily our means of defense. We want to seek in those
regional agreements which the amendment leaves open to us, provided they conform to the principles of the Charter, In tt·eattes of mutual assistance which
must likewise be in conformity-the means of acting forthwith without having
to await the execution of the measures taken by the Security Council to proteet
us from the experience which has made ns shed our blood three times in less
than a century.
"This Is why I thank the fourth committee for having assured us these means,
and I hope that the third Commission wlll gl'l"e its approval to these conclusions."
4. Egyptian statement.-At the May 23, 1945, meeting of committee 111/4, the
delegate of Egypt observed that "the principle Involved In the new text should
certainly extend to the League of Arab States." (The text of the pact of the
League of Arab States, signed In Cairo, :March 22, 1945, was before committee
111/4 at that time. having been made an official committee 111/4 document Issued as of l\fny 4, 1945.)
5. Australian statcment.-At this same meeting of committee 111/4, the Australian delegate stated the view that the tPrm "Individual or colleclve security"
was "sufficienly wide to cover that part of the Australian amendment referring to
the right of the parties, In certain circumstances, to adopt necessary measures
to maintain international peace ond security In accordance with any arrangements consistent with the Charter."
'l'he Australian amendment on this subje<"t read as follows :
"At the end of section (C) [ch. VIII, Dumbarton Oaks Proposals], a new
section to be added, as follows:
"'Section (D): Other arrangement!! for mnintainlng intt>rnntional pence and
security. It the Se<·urity Council does not Itself take measures, and does not
authorize action to be taken under a reglonnl arrangement or ugency, for maintaining or restoring International peace, nothing in this Charter shall be deemed
to abrogate the right of the pnrtlPs to nny arrangement which Is consistent with
this Charter to arlopt such measures ns they dt>Pm just and nece.'>snry for maintaining or restoring International peace and security in accordance with that arrangement.' "
6. British commcntary.-The records of the San Francisco Conference do not
reveal the British view of article 51. The following significant statement appear11,
however, in the official British commentary on the Charter of the United Nations,
presented by the Se<:•retnry of State for Foreign Afrnlrs to the British Parliament :
"38. A most important addition is thP recognition of the !'X)lllcit right of selfdefense, both Individual nud collecth·e, but in such n manner that the final authority nod responsibility of the Securlt~· Council to maintain international pence
and security is not impuired {art. 51) . It was considPrPcl at the Dumbarton
Oaks Confprence that the right of self-rlefense was inlwrPnt in the proposals nn1l
dill not need explicit nwntlon In the ChnrtPr. nut self-dPfPnse may be undertaken by morP than one statP nt a tlnw, und the Pxlstence of regional organizations made this right of SflP<'lnl importance to some stnlt>s. while special tre1tlil'8
of defense 11111de its explicit re<'ognition hnport1111t to others. Accordingly the
right is given to indh-id1111l stati>s or to combinations of states to net until the
Security Council ltiwlf hns tnkPn the nPce:<sary measures. lt will be for the
SPcurlty Counc-il to deddP whether thPst> mensurps hun~ bPt>n tnken and whether
tlwy are 111lequate for the purpm•P. 111 the E'\'t>nt of thP ~e1·urity Co11nt'll falling
to tnke any o<"tion, or If Sll<'h action as It does take is clearly inadequate, tht~
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-right of self-defense could be invoked by any member or group of members u
Justifying any &A!tlon they thought fit to take."
1. Viewa of the Atlviaor11 Committee of Juriata and of the Coordinating Oomft'itlee of the San Franciaco Conference.-In addition to these statements of
Individual governments represented at the Sao Francisco Conference, note should
be ta.ken of the views of the Advisory Committee of Jurists and of the Coordinating Committee.
As indicated 11bove in section I, the Coordinating Committee at Its thlrty-11.fth
meeting on June 20, 1945, decided to put the text of present article 51 at the end
of chapter VII of the Charter, which relates to the tunctions of the Security
.COuocll. Committee 111/4 had suggested that this article might be located as
a separate section after the chapter on regional arrangements but left final
-Oecislon to the Coordinating Committee.
The Coordinating Committee was advised, howeYer, by the Advisory Committee
.of Jurists that "the article should not be placed after chapter VIII, as a separate
section as Committee 111/4 bad proposed, because It might have the effect there
of limiting the right of self-defense only to regional arrangements, thus depriving a state which was not a party to such arrangements of that right. Such a
ronclusioo was.clearly not to be permitted."
The Coor4loating Committee concurred In this conclusion of the Advisory
-committee of Jurists and expressly rejected the contention of one member of
the Coordinating Committee that this article belonged In the chapter on regional
arrangements because it was only "a particular exception to the action of the
[Security J .Council In connection with the system of regional arrangements."
It was the consensu11 of this Committee that the article belonged to the chapter
.on the Security Council, as a general exception to the statement of the powers of
the Security Council.
III. DEFENSIVJI AB&ANGEMENTS EXISTING AT THE TI.ME OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
CONFERENCE

The following defen:;lve nrrungeiuents or pnets were In existence at the time
.of the San Franelsco Conference, and were clearly intended to be safe-guarded
by article 51 :
(1) The Inter-American system of collective security, as embodied In the Act
.of Chapultepec of 1945;
{2) The Pact of the League of Arab StatPs of l\larch 22, 1945 :
13) The Treaty of Alliance between the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom
.of :May 26, 1942;
( 4) The Treaty of Alliance and l\Iutual Assistance between the Soviet Union
.and France of December 10, 1944.
Of particular Interest In connection with the question of participation of states
not memberA of the United Nations in mutual assistunce pacts Is the Pan-Arab
Pa<-t. The states parties to the other defense arrangements spPcified abo,·e all
were repn•sented at the San }'ranclsco Conference and hence eligible to become
members of the United Nations Immediately. In the ease of the Arab League,
however, two of the signatories of the pact of l\Iarch 22. l!l45, Trnm1jordnn and
Yemen, were not represented ut the San Francisco Conference. Yemen was
subsequently admitted to the United Nations In lfl47, but the application of
·Transjordan has not ~·et been approved by the Security Council.
This would l11dicate that the delegates at the Sun Francisco Conference did
not regard the term "colleetlve self·dcfense" in article 51 to npply exclusively
to states memberA of the United Nations.
IV. CHARTER PROVISIONS RE£.ATING TO NON.MF.MBEB STATES

An exuminatlon of the various l>rovislons of the Charter relating to nonmember
states showA that It was not intended to isolate the organization or the member
states from states not members of the United Nations.
A significant provision is contained In article 2, paragraph 6, which reads:
"The organization shall ensure that states not members of the United Nations
act in accordance with these principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of peace and security."
The report of the chairman of the United States delegation to the San Francisco Conference states that this princi]lle was contained lo the Dumbarton Oaks
proposals and was unanimously adopted by the San Fruociseo Conference. The
delegates had In mind the fact that two exmerubers of the League of Nations,
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Germany and Japan, bad been the aggressors responsible tor World War II.
It was therefore felt that unless the organization undertook this responsibility
with respect to states not members of the organization, the whole scheme ot the
Charter would be seriously jeopardized.
It Is Important, moreo,·er, to read article 2 (G) in conneetlon with article 39
ot the Charter, which provides:
"The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace,
breach of the peace, or act ot aggression and shall make recommendations, or
decide wbnt measures shall be ttlken in accord11nce with articles 41 and 42, to
maintain or restore international peace and secu1·lty."
It should be noted that the Security Council bas already been called upon to
take action in several situations ln\"Olvlng nonmember states. In 1946, tor
example, Alb11ni11 and Bulg11rl11 wt>re charged with 11idlng the Greek guerrillas
agnlm•t the Greek Government. In 1947 the Rritish Government charged Albania
with causing Illegal damage to British warships In the Cortn Straits. In mlditlon, the Security Council has had to Intervene actively in the Palestine situation,
after the termination ot the British mandate on May lil, 1948, and the proclamation ot the State of Israel.
While the legislative history of article 2, paragraph 6, shows that the delegates
nt San Frnndsco wert> prlmurily coneertwd with the need to prevent future
aggression by nonmember states, It seems evident that the organization would
be equally concerned In event ot aggression agaln1<t a nonmember state. '.rills
is the elear Import ot paragraph 1 of article 1, whiC'h state!! ns n purpose of the
United Nations to •·• • • maintain international peace and ~:eC'urlty, and to
that end to take etrective collective measures tor the prevention and removal of
threats to the peace, and for the suppression ot nets of aggression or other
brenehes of the pt>1H·e • • •." Attt>ntion is n li<o c111led to artiele 2 p11rngr11pb
4, ot the .<'harter, which requires members of the United Nations to refrain
trom the threat or use of force ln their International relation!< a:mlnst the
territorial lntegrlt~· or polltil-111 independence of 11ny state. It therefore seems
e,·ident that the United Nations Is concerned with agirres.~lon ogainst any
stote, whether a member or nonmember state, and regardless of whether the
aggressor was 11 nonmember state or a member state.
It Is nevertheless clear that article 2 (6) does not Impair the traditional right
of self-defense of nonmember states under lnternntlonal law. Any such state
has the right to defend ltselt against an armed attack.
Other provisions ot the Ch11rter also recognize the need to permit nonmember
states to Jlllrtlcipate to some extent in the United Nations system for maintaining
peace and se<'urlty. Thus article 32 specifically provides th11t any state which
Is not o member ot the United Nations, It lt Is a party to o dispute under consideration by the Security Council, shall be Invited to portlclpate, without vote,
in tlw 11ii<cussio11 reluting to this dispute. In both the Hreek and the Cortu
Channel cases noted above, the nonmember states involved were Invited to
pnrtklpate without vote In the proceeding of the Security Coun<'il.
In addition, article 35 ( 2) provides:
"2. A state which Is not a member ot the United Nations may bring to the
attention of the Security Council or ot the General Assembly any dispute to
which It ls 11 party If lt accepts In advance, tor the purposes ot the dispute, the
obligations to pacific settlement provided ln the present Charter.''
Moreover, article 93 (2) provides:
"A state which is not a member of the United Nntlons may become a party
to the Statute of the International Court of Justice on conditions to be determined in each case by the General Assembly upon the recommendation ot the
Security Council."
(Pursuant to this provlRion and to 11 rt>solutlon adopted by the General As·
sembly ln 1946, Switzerland became a party to the Court's Statute.) In this
connection, article 35 (2) of the Court's Statute provides that the Court may,
unrler <'onditlons to be lald down by the Security Connell, also be open to states
not parties to the statute.
Finally, ot interest in connection with the status ot nonmember states under
the Charter Is article 103, which reads:
"Jn the event of a conflict between the obllitations ot members ot the United
Nation!! under the present Charter and their obllgatlons under any other International agreement, their obllgatlons under the present Charter shall prevail."
The legislative history of this article shows that the delegates at San Francisco
were particularly concerned about treaty obligations which member states bad
Incurred, or might incur In the future, vis-a-vis nonmemher stuteR. 'J'he committee
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reJ1Qrt itu.lkatf'S, as nn t>x111nplt>, tht> po1<;iihle C'onflict <»' obligntions in the cnst'

ot application of economic san<'tions. The report <'Oncludes 011 this point :

"The rommlttee has considered that in the event of an actual conflkt between
such obligations and the obligations of members under the Charter, partkularly
In matters atrectlng peace and security, the lattet· may have to prevail. The
c-ommlttt>e is fully 11w111·t- thnt ns 11 u111tter of intt>rn11tio1111l lnw it is not Ol'(lillarily
possible to provide In any convention for rules binding upon third partle!'. On
the other hand, it Is of the highest importance for the organization thot tht>
performanee of the members' obllgatlons under the Charter in specific ca8t's
should not be hindered by obligations which they may have assumed to nonmember states. The committee has had these considerations In view when
dratting the text. The suggested text is accorcliugly not limited to preexistln~
obligations between members."
It seems clear from the language of article 100 and from its leglslath'e history
that the Charter did not intend to prohibit members of the United Nations from
entering luto trt>nties with 110nme111...•r:,1. Tb~' sole rt><1uirt-me11t is thnt oblil!"lltions incurred under such treaties be <'ottslstent with oblhmtions of memberi>
undt-r the elm rt Pr.
·
The obligationi; 11>1>1umc<l by tlw pnrtics to the North Atlantic Tr1>nty of April
4, 1949, are consistent with the obligations of the United Nntlons Chn1·ter. Article 1 of this treaty pnrallels paragraphs 3 and 4 of article 2 of the Chnrter in
expressing general principles of international law. Article 7 of the trenty St:K'dfically provides that nothing in the t1·eaty is inconsistent witb the oblig11ti1111s
under the Charter of the parties whicb are members of the llnited Nations.
V. CONCt,t : SIO:-iS

The following conclusions may be drawn:
(1) The United Nations general responsibllity for maintenance of international pence and security ineludes the rt'l'lponsihility to cheek 11ggrl•i<>1ion ai.:ainf!t
any 11tate, wh1>ther 11 member or 110111111>111lwr.
(2) The l'nlted Nntions Ch11rte1· does not prohibit any 1<tate, member or nonmember, from taking necessary measureii of self-ch•fe111<P in the .,,·ent of nn nrmed
attack. subject to the right of the ~e .. nrity Co1111cil to re,·iew this nction.
(3) The l'.nited Nations Charter doei; not prohibit member st11t1>s from entering into mutual-defense treaties with nonmember 1<tntes, but requires onJ~· thnt
such trenty obligations be consistent with the ohligations of the Charter.
( 4) Such treaties, consistent with the ohllgntions UTl()ertnken in thP Charter
of the L'nited Nations, can lend poi,;itive snpport to the suhstantl\'e lnw of the
Charter as expressed in the purposes ancl prin<'iples of tlw United Nationii, pnrUculnrly 1111d1>r ctrcumstnnces wh1>re Sm·ipt nhu~ of thP v1>to has obstr11ct1>d
the fnll development and eft'ectlve fmwtioning of United Nations organs in the
security field.
JUSTIFICATION OF ITALY•s ANO PORTUGAL'S
ATLANTIC PACT

1\IEMBERSHIP

JN THF.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Senator, I want to refer to one matter that
you have touched upon, and that is the cases of Portugal and Italy
not being members of the United Nations. Regardless of whether
they are members of the United Nations or not, does not the doctrine
of the inherent right of self-defense apply to them independently of
the treaty?
Ambassador AuSTIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And is that not a sufficient warrant for them to
be included in this particular treaty?
Ambassador AcsTIN. It is.
The CHAIR:&lAN. You need not be so terse unless you want to. 'Ve
will be glad to have your comments and your views~ because you have
had large experience in international affairs, both on this committee
and in the United Nations. 'Ve welcome any su~gestions or amplification of your testimouy, Senator Austin. I know you were newr
90614- 49-pt . 1---8
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a prolix debater in the Senate. You were a very able debater and
an eloquent debater, but you were not so prolix. That seems to be
a development of the last two or three Congresses.
Ambassador AUSTIN. Could I make a request 1
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, indeed.
Ambassador AusTIN. I think it is so valuable as a matter of history
and as a means of answering some of the claims that are made now
that I would like to have printed in the record Secretary Byrnes'
address of February 28, 1946. To show why, I will just read ·vou a
paragraph or two of this. Do you mind~
•
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no; go ahead.
SECRETARY BYRNES' SPEECH OF FEBRUARY 28, 1946

Ambassador AusTrN (reading):
We have joined with om· allies In the United Nations to put an end to war.
We htn·e rovennnted not to use force except In the defem~e of law as embodied In
the purposes and prlncifJles of the Churter. We lntPnd to live up to that cov-enant. But as a great power and as a permanent member of the Security Council,
we hll\'e a responsibility to use our inthwnce to see thnt other powers lh·e Ul> to
that covenant, and that 1·esponslbility we also intend to meet. Unless the great
powers are 1>reparetl to net in the dPfense of law, the United Nations cnunot prevent war. We must make it dear in a<h·ance-

this is fnmiliar languagethnt "'" inten1l to Rf't to pri>vPnt nggrp;:sion, making it clear at the s11m!' time
that we will uot use force for any other purpm.;e, 'l'he great powers are given
special responsibilities beenu1'e they hnve the strength to maintuin 11eace if thPy
have the ·will to mulntuin 11ence. TllPil' ~trPngth In rt>lntion to one 1111other is
~uch that no one of them can safely break the pence If the others stand united
In the defense of the Chm·ter.
The prpsent power relationships of the great states preclude the domination
of the wo1·ld hy any one of them. 'l'hose power relationships cannot be substantially nltert>d by the unilnternl action of any one great state without profoundly
disturbing the wl1ole structure of the United Xntions.
Therefore, if we art> going to do our part to maintain pence In the world, we
must maintain our power to do so, and we muRt mnke it dPar that we will stand
united with other great statt>s in dt>fense of the Charter. If we are to be a
great power we must net as a great power, not only in order to Insure our own
security but in order to preserve the pence of the world.

There is much more in that.
The CHAIRMAN. "'here was that address made?
Amoassador Ausn:s. This address wns made at the Overseas Press
Club in New York City on February ~8, 1!)46.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be put in the record as
the Senator requests.
(The address of the Honorable James F. Bymes, so identified, will
be inserted in the record at this point.)
ADDRESS DY TIU; HoNOR.\DU; JAMES

F.

llY!tNt;.'l, S~:nu:T.\RY Ot'

ST.\Tt: 1

We are beginning to realize that the war is over. It Is good to have sons,
husbands, and fathers home again. It ls good to open a newspaper without
fear of finding in the casualty lists the name of one near and dear to us.
But this Is not wholly a time of celebration and rpjolcing. As families in their
homes on the farms and in the cities settle back from the dinner tnhle to hear
the boys tell of Normandy and Iwo Jima, there ls an unspoken question in ever1
1 Delivere1l to the Ow•rRens Press f'lub In Nl'w \'ork, N. Y., on February 28 and releasf'd
to the prese on the R11me <In te. This addr!'ss wns brond!'Ret O\'er the network of the
Nntlonnl Brondcaetlng System.
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mind. The question ls what we can do to make certain that there will nevet
be another war.

During the war our goal was clear. Our goal was victory. The problems
of Industrial and military mobilization, It le true, were problems of the first
magnitude. Production bottlenecks often seemed unbreakable, transportation
diflieultlee and manpower shortages Insurmountable. On the ftghtlng front the
combined land, sea, and air operations were heartbreaking In complexity.
These were hard tasks. Yet we were able to apply a yardstick to each proposal by asking a simple question : "Wlll It help to win the war?" The common
goal of victory served to unite us and to give purpose and direction to our
efforts.
Now that we have come Into calmer waters, our relief and gratitude are
mll:ed with uncertainty. Our goal now ls permanent peace, and surely we
seek It even more anxiously that we sought victory.
The dlftkulty le that the path to permanent peace is not so easy to see and
to follow as was the path to victory.
When an l88Ue ls presented, we ask, "Will It help to win the peace?" When
the answer Is slow to come or does not come at all, we grow uneasy and
apprehensive.
Wbtle we may be In doubt about many things, there are certain basic propositions on which we are clear.
One Is that a Just and lasting peace ls not the Inevitable result of victory.
Rather, victory bas given us the opportunity to build such a peace. And our
Jh·es depend upon whether we make the most of this opportunity.
Another thing of which we are certain ls that we Americans alone cannot
determine whether the world will live In peace or perish In war. Peace depends
quite as much upon others as It does upon us. No nation Is the complete master
of Its fate. We are all bound together for better or for worse.
Because we know this, we have pinned our hopes to the banner of the United
~atlons. And we are not content simply to take our place In that Organization.
We realize that, although the dreams of the world are lodged in It, the United
Nations will fail unless Its members give it lite by their confidence and by their
determination to make It work In concrete cases and In everyday aft'alrs.
And so I wish to talk to you about the first meetings of the United Nations.
What bas been said In these meetings has been said as plainly and bluntly as
anything I ha,·e heard said by responsible statesmen in any private conference.
These ftt·st meetings we1·e Intended only to establish the various organs of
the United Nations. But so pressing were some of the problems presented to
the Security Council that they had to be dealt with before there was a chance
tor the Council to adopt even provisional rules of procedure.
All was not calm and peaceful at the meetings In London. There was eft'ort
to use the United Nations to advance selfish national aims. But the clash of
national Interests and lmt·poses which were reflected In the debates lo London
was very much like the clash of local and special interests which are reflected
in our national and State legislutures.
We may depreciate some of these clashes of Interest. But when they exist,
It ls better that they should be publicly revealed. If these conflicts of Interest
did not appear ln the forums of the United Nations, these forums would be
detached from reality and In the long run turn out to be purposeless and futile.
A most significant precedent was established when the Security Council
ftnlshed Its discussions of the complaint of the Syrian and Lebanese Governments requesting the withdrawal of French and British troops from their
territories.
The Council did not take formal action because of a dift'erence among the
permanent members as to the form of the resolution. But no one questioned
the general proposition that no state has the right to maintain Its troops on
the territory of another Independent state without its consent, nor the application of this proposition to the pending case.
The particular form of resolution to this general effect whkh was presented
by the United States representative, Mr. Stettlnius, was supported by most of
the members of the Council. It tailed of acceptance, however, because the
Soviet Union vetoed lt on the ground that It was not definite enough.
But the British and 1''rench Governments immediately 11nnounced that. notwithstanding the technical veto of the Soviet Union, they would act In 11cco1·dance
with the American resolution as it clearly represented the views of tlu> Connell.
This Indicates that the mere legal veto by one of the permunent members of the
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Couocll does not in tact relieve any state. large or small, of its moral obligation
to net In al'cordance with the purposes und prindples of the Charter.
The United Nations got off to a good start. However, that doeti not mean it is
an assured success. It simply means that the Charter will work if the peoples
of the United Nations are determined to make It work. At timeM our Congrel!I! may
make 11e1io11s errors of ommissfon and rommii>sion. Such errors are not the fault
of the Congress its nn institution. They are the fault of its members or of their
constituents who f11il to measure up to their rt>sponi;lbllltles.
So it is with the Unltt'd Nations. It will suc<>eed only as we, the people!! of the
United ::\11t1011s measure up to our respoui>ihllltles.
I i<hould he lacking In <'nnclor if I suid to you thnt world condltinos toclny are
sound or reassuring. All around us there Is suspiC'lon and distrust, which in turn
brpe(ls suspicion and distrust.
Some suspicions ure unfowuled and 1mreasonable. Of some others that cannot
be said. That requires trunk di,;cusslon between great powers of the things
that give rise to suspkion. At the Moscow conference there was such frank
discussion. It was helpful. But the basis of some suspicion pt>rslsts and prompts
me to make some comments as to our position.
We have joined with our allies in thP United Nations to put an end to war. We
have covenanted not to use force except in the defense of lnw as embodied in the
purposes and principles of the Charter. We intend to live up to thut covenant_
But ns a great power and as a pt>rmnnPnt member of the St><·urlty Connell we
have a responsibility to use our Influence to see that other powers live up to their
covennnt. And that responslblllty we also intend to meet.
l'nless the great powers nre prepnred to 11ct In the defense of law, the United
Nations cannot prevent war. We must make It clear in advance that we do
Intend to act to prevent aggression. making it dear et the snme time thnt we
will not use force for any other purpose.
The greet powers are given special restHmslbllitles bec1tu11e they have the
strength to maintain peace, If they have the will to maintain peace. Their
strength in relation to one another is such that no one of them can safely break
the peace If the others stand united in defense of the Charter.
The present power relationships of the great states preclude the domination of
the world by any one of them. Those power relationships cannot be substantially
11ltered by the unllnteral n•·tlon of any one great state without profoundly disturbing the whole structure of the United Nations.
Therefore, if we are going to do our part to maintain ppace In thl' world we
mu1<t maintain our power to do so: and we must make It clear that we will stand
united with othPr great states in defense of the Charter.
If we are to be 11 great power we must act as a great power, not only In order
to en11ure our own security but In order to preserve the peace of the world.
Much as we desire general disarmament encl much es we are prepare<l to parti·
cipate in a general reduction of armaments, we cannot be faithful to our obligation1< to oursPl,·es nnd to the world If we alone dl!mrm.
While It is not In accord with our traditions to maintain a large 11rofessional
stm1dlng 11rmy, we must be able and read~· to provide urmed contingents that may
be required on short notice. We must also have a trained citizenry able and
rPad~· to 1<upplement those armed contingN1ts without unnecessurily prolonged
trnlnlng.
Thnt Is why lo the Interest of pence, we cannot. allow our l\lllltary Establishment to he reduC'ed below the point required to maintain a position commensurate
with our rPsponslblllties; and that Is why WP must have some form of unh·Pr!lllJ
military training.
Our p<•wPr thns maintained Pannot and will not be used for 11ggres11lve purposes.
Our trndltlon ns a pe1tl'e-lovlng, lnw-ubicllng, democrntk pPople should be an
ns1mrnnce that our force will not be ll8Pd eXl'Pj1t in tilt' dl.'fense of law. Our armed
forct>s, l'Xt'Ppt as the~· may he enllPd into action by the SP<.·urlt~· <'onncli, e11nnot
h1• employt>d In wnr without the 1·onse11t of the f'ongres1<. WP n!'('(I not fe111·
their ml8use unless we dlstr118t the rPpre11entnth'P!'I of thP peoplP.
I am convinced that there is no rea!<on for wnr betwPen any of the great powpri,;.
Their present power relntionships nnd iuterl'stR are such thnt nonl' 1wed or should
fPel ln>l<'t'Ure In rplatlon to the otht>rs, 11s long as Pach fllithfully nh11t>rn•s the
purpo!<e"' nnd prlnC'lples of the Ch11rtp1·.
It I!< not pnongh for natlon8 to det'lnre they do not want to make wnr. Hitler
said tlrnt. In 11 Ren8e he nwant It. He wantt'd the world to n<'l'<'pt the dominntion
of 11 totniltnrlnn government undPr his dirP<·tinu. He wnntl'tl thnt without war
If pos1<lbiP. He was determlnPd to get it with war If nP<'eRsnr~·.
'l'o hnnish war, nations must refrnln from doing the things that lead to war.
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It has never been the policy of the United States In Its internal affairs or In
its foreign relations to regard the status quo as sacrosunt1:. The essence of our
democracy Is onr bellef in life and growth and in the right of the people to shape
and mold their own destiny.
It ls not In our tradition to defend the dead band of reaction or the tyranny
<>f prh'llege. We did not fight against the Nazis and Fascists who turned back
the clock of civilization In order that we might stop the cloek of progress.
Our diplomacy must not be negative and inert. It must be eapable of adjustment and development ln response to constantly changing circumstances. It·
must be marked by creative Ideas, constructive I>l'oposals, practical and forwardJooklng suggestions.
Though the status quo Is not sacred and unchangeable, we c11nnot overlook a
n11llateral gnawing away at the status quo. The Charter forbids aggression,
a11d we cannot allow aggression to be accomplished by t"Oerclon or pressure or by
subterfuges such as political Infiltration.
When adjustments between states, large or small, are called for, we will
frankly and fairly consider those adjustments on their merits and in the light of
the common Interests of all states, large and small, to maintain peace and security In a world base1l on the unity of all great powers and the dominance of none.
There are undoubtedly vitally Important adjustments whleh will require
our consideration. Some of these situations are delicate to deal with. I am
c»n¥inced, however, that satisfactory solutions can be found If there ls a stop
to this maneuvering for irtrategtc advantage all over the world and to the use of
one adjustment as an entering wedge for further and undisclosed penetrations
of power.
We must face the fact that to preserve the United Nations we cannot be Indifferent-veto or no veto-to serious controversies between any of the great
powers, because such controversies could atfect the whole power relationship
between all of the great powers.
The Cnited States wishes to maintain friendly relations with all nations and
exclusive arrangements with no nation. Naturally there are some problems
which concern some nations much more than other nations. That ls true In
regard to many problems related to inter-American aft'airs. That Is true In
regard to the control of Germany and Jnpan.
In our relations with the other greut powers there are many prohlems whil'h
concern two or three of us mueh more than the others of us. I see no objection
to conferences between the big three or the big four or the big five.
Even conferences between ourselves and the Soviet Union alone, conferences
between ourselves and Britain nlone, or eonferences between ourselves and
France or China alone, can all help to further general accord among the great
JJOWers and peace with the smaller powers.
But In such conferences, so far as the Unite'! States Is concerned, we will gang
up against no state. We will do nothing to break the world Into exclusive blocs
or spheres of inftu1>nee. In this atomic nge we will not seek to divide a world
which Is one and Indivisible.
We have openly, gladly, and whol1>henrtedl~· welcomed our Soviet ally as a
great power, second to none In the family of the United Nations. We have np·
proved muny adjustments in her favor, and in the process, resolved muny serious
douhts In her favor.
Only nn Inexcusable trnge,ly of E>rrors could cause !K'rious confiict between us
In the future. Despite the dlft'nences in our way of lif1>, our people admire and
respect our allies and wish to continue to be friends nnd partners in a world of
expanding freedom nnd rising standards of living.
But In the Interest of world peace and In the Interest of our common and traditional friendship we must make plain that the United l::!tates intends to defend
the Charter.
Gr(•at powers ns well a!l small powns hll\'E" agreed under the United Nations
Charter not to use force or the threat of force except In defense of law and the
purpo~s and principles of the Chart1>r.
We will not and we cannot stand aloof If force or the threat of force Is used
contrary to the purposE"s and principles of the Charter.
We have no right to hold our troops in the territories of other sovereign states
without their approval and consent freely given.
We must not unduly pl'olong the makiV of peace and continue to Impose our
troops upon small and lm1ioverisherl states.
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No Power has a right to help Itself to alleged enemy properties in liberated or
ex-satelUte countries before a reparation settlement has been agreed upon by
the Allies. We have not and will not agree to any one power deciding for Itself
what it will take from these countries.
We must not conduct a war of nervee to achieve strategic ends.
We do not want to stumble and stagger into situations where no power intends
war but no power wlll be able to avert war.
We must not regard the drawing of attention to situations which might en. danger the peace, as an affront to the nation or nations responsible for thoeealtuatlons.
It ls quite Possible that any nation may in good faith embark on a course ot
conduct without fully appreclatlug the effects of Its conduct. We must all bewllllng to review our actions to preserve our common interests In the pet1ce, which
are so much more important to all of us than the differences which
might divide us.
We must get back to conditions of peace. We must liquidate the terrible legacy
which the war has left us. We must return our armies to their homelands. Wemust eliminate the breeding grounds of suspicion and fear. We must not deceive ourselves or mislead our allies. To avoid trouble we must not allow situations to develop into incidents from which there ls no retreat.
We must live by the Charter. That ls the only road to penet-.
To live by the Charter requires good will and understanding on the part of
all of us. We who had patience and gave confidence to one another in the most
trying days of the war must have patience and give confidence to one another
now.
No nation has a monopo}y of virtue or of wisdom, and no nation bas a right
to act as if lt had. Friendly nations should act as friendly nations.
Loose talk of the inevitability of war casts doubts on om· own lo~·alty to tbeCbarter and jeopardizes our most cherished freedoms, both at home and
abroad.
.
There are Ideological dlJferenet-s in the world. There always have been. But
in this world there is room for many peoJ>le with varying views and many governments with varying systems. None of us can foresee the far-distant future
and the ultimate shape of things to come. But we are bound together as part of
a common civilization.
As we view the wreckage of the war, we must reali?.e that the urgent tasks of
reconstruction, the challenging tasks of creating higher standards of living for
our people, should absorb all our constructive energies.
Great states and small states must work together to build a friendlier and
happier world. If we fall to work togethe1· there can be no peace, no comfort,
and little hope for any of us,

COOPERATION AMONG THE GREAT

POWERS

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that at San Francisco, where we
adopted the United Nations Charter, it was upon the assumpt.ion,
perhaps without sufficient support as events have shown, that the
great powers would cooperate and go along in a general plan to
support the principles of the United Nations Charted
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes; of course.
The CHAIRMAN. They all professed at San Francisco the desire to
do that, did they not, or their representatives did?
Ambassador AUSTIN. They did.
The CHAIRMAN. And the conception that there would be any little
group led by any one power opposed really to the pur{>Oses of the
Charter through delay and frustration and veto and thmgs of that
kind was never seriously questioned, is that right ?
Ambassador AUSTIN. That I believe to be true.
The CHAIRMAN. The idea that you touched on, that there is complaint, that they think that instewJ of confining it to article 51 it would
be better to devise a universal pact to which all states mi;ht adhere,
that is what the United Nations is intended to do, is it not.
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Ambassador AusTIN. Yes; yes, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. And it is only because of the failure of the United
Nations in some respects that it is necessary to do these things, is
that true¥
Ambassador AUSTIN. Yes. May I make an observation~
The CHAIRHAN. Yes, indeed. I told you a while ago to observe
whenever you feel like it.
Ambassador AUSTIN. It is not necessary to have unanimity of all
the members of the United Nations all the time on every question to
maintain peace.
The CuAmHAN. I agree with you.
Ambassador AusTIN. All we have to have is that reasonable cooperative spirit that enables us to go forward as we do in ordinary
transactions among human beings. And when we have a case up for
pacific settlement, a dispute between two countries, we need to handle
1t in the interest of peace and not in the interest of some national idea.
If we could only have that cooperative spirit which we do have in the
great majority of the members, if it could extend to the five permanent
members, we could make more progress than we are making now,
and I don't want you to believe that we are not making good progress
now. We are moving in the rip:ht direction, and have been throughout
the history of the United Nations. We are moving toward pacific
setttlement of disputes and against the use of war for the determination of controversies among nations. We have made progredS in every
case where there has been a scare and a threat of possible mternational
disturbance.
That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. The United Nations has, by reason of affording
a forum for all of the members of that organization, been able to
crystallize public opinion on many of these questions that have had 1t
great deal to do with sup1.>_ortin~ the United Nations.
.
Ambassador AusTIN. That 1s true.
NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
The CHAIRMAN. You state here that the President and Secretary of
State have expressed their determination that the treaty should support and not be a substitute for the United Nations. That is true also
of the mission and of all connected with the United Nations representing the Government of the United States, is it not 9
Amoassador AusTIN. It is true.
The CHAIRMAN. It is certainly true of the Senate of the United
States, insofar as I am informed and advised, and I believe that the
Government and responsible Government officials have the same impression! that we are not trying to chisel off or destroy or impair the
United Nations, but that this treaty shall in a way be supplementary
thereto, and in conformance with the cardinal principles of the United
Nations.
Ambassador AUSTIN. Mr. Chairman, may I observe thnt your witn~ is representing the Senate of the United States in the United States
mission. You rarely stop to think of that, that the appointive power
is not in the President alone. It is in the President and in the Senate.
And what is more, he is under a participation act adopted by Congress.
There is a very close responsibihty of the representative of the United
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States in the United Nations to the Congress and to the Senate. I
would like to have you remember that.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Senator. The committee and the
Congress are very proud that there is such an eminent former Member
of the Senate as yourself who re.presents us in the United Nations, and
we know what you are keenly alive to the obligations both to the
President and to the Senate and to the country that you possess.
Senator Vandenberg, take the witness.
Senator VANDENBERG. Senator Austin, I want to congratulate you
upon your very able analysis of article 51. I so completely agree with
every word you have said that there is no necessity for me to pursue
the !mbject in cross-examination. I simply w11nt to raise one question
with you for your comment.
THE TREATY NOT A MILITARY ALLIANCE

The critical habit is growing in the country of labeling the North
Atlantic Treaty as a "military alliance.'' with all the connotations
which historica1Iy condemn either the morals or the utility of military
alliances. I ask you whether this North Atlantic Pitct is not in essence
the precise opposite of the term "military alliance" in its traditional
sense.
Ambassador AUSTIN. Oh, absolutely. I agree completely with that
characterization.
LIMITATIONS ON THE TREATY

Senator VANDENBERG. Is it not true that the North Atlantic Pact
operates in its ultimate action only under two conditions: ( 1) That
an armed aggressor has identified himself as 11n international criminal;
(2) the pact operates only so long as the Security council has failed
to take the measures necessary to maintain international peace . and
security? Therefore, so long as the United Nations is able, under
its procedures, to function, the North Atlantic Pact does not function
in action, and it only functions within the completely limited area of
action which I have described.
Ambassador AusTIN. Exactly.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is all.
The Cu.rnmAN. May I intervene right there~ Of course, until the
Seeuritv Council acts the North Atlantic Charter is not confined to
lia vin;.r 'to wait. It may come into operation immediately upon armed
attaek. When the Security Council takes the matter up and acts, then
tlw North Atlantic Pact would not be operative insofar 11s any aggres:;iw aetion was concerned. Is that true or not?
Ambassador AusTIN. That is true.
The CHATR~L\N . It is an emergency provision, recognizing the inlwrPnt ri~r]1t of self-defense of these nations, subject to the overriding- nnthority of the Security Council, and until the Security Council
act,; the authority of the treaty powers is not impaired. Is that
t'O!Teet?
Ambas~a1lor AcsTIN. That is correct.
The CHAIRl\lAN. Senator George 1
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CONTINIDTT OF ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator GEOBGE. Senator Austin, I wish to compliment you on your
very cogent and able statement of this matter. Like all such statements, your implications, of course, go beyond your mere language, but
on the point that you have just been queried about by Senator Va.mlenberg and Senator Connally, the treaty, the pa.ct, remains and continues,
it is in existence, it is the particular measure that is taken to repel an
armed attack which ceases when the United Nations takes over; is that
not right¥
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. So the obligation, of course, of the member states
in the pact who are also members of the United Nations is to make a
report of their acts and doings, but nothing ceases, nothing ends, except
the particular measures that have been taken to put down the aggressor-all the measures taken for that purposeAmbassador AusTIN. Yes.
Senator GEORGE. By the very language of article 5 of this treaty.
Ambassador AusTIN. That is right.
Senator GEOBOE. I read it:
Any such armed attack and all measures tnken as a result thereof shall Immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures shall be terminated
when the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain International peace and security.

I want tO make that clear.
Ambassador AUSTIN. Thank you very much. I haven't heard it
stated exactly like that before, and with your customary clarity and
wonderful incisive speech you have made that point very clear.
INHERENT RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE

Senator GEORGE. I gather, Senator Austin, and indeed I think the
conclusion is inescapable, that you justify this treaty not alone because
of article 51 or any other provision in the United Nations Charter, but
out of the precedent inherent right under international law of any
state jointly in association with another state to take appropriate
action to defend itself.
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes, sir. I have a little bit of a distinction
there. In my mind article 51 does not grant a power. It merely prohibits anythmg contained in the Charter cutting across an existing
power. This existing power is not dependent on the Charter, it is
dependent upon international law and the customs of people, and that
is the inherent right of self-defense.
Senator GEORGE. Which precedes the Charter and which the Charter expressly recognizes.
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes.
ASSOCIATION OF MEMBER AND NONMEMBER OF UN IN REGIONAL

ARRANGEMENTS
Senator GEORGE. I think that ought to be kept clearly in mind,
because then the argument that any state which is associated in the
North Atlantic Pact which is not a member of the United Nations cannot be so associated ceases to have any force and effect whatever. does
it not¥
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Ambassador AusTIN. It ceases to have an;y_eft'ect.
Senator GEORGE. Because a member of the United Nations may associate himself with a nonmember·so long as it is acting within the purview of the United Nations Charter and for the purposes of accomplishing the main objectives of that Charter.
Ambassador AusTIN. That is certainly so, and it cannot be said that
it is conflict with the Charter.
Senator GEORGE. It cannot be so said. In other words, a regional
arrangement is not to be interpreted in a narrow or ~eographical sense
at all. You have already recited here, in your mam statement, what
you thought should be and might properly be considered. You did
not expressly say so, but I take it that from what you did say it necessari1y follows that if there be a common purpose and a kind1-ed
objective existing between a member of the United Nations and even
a nonmember in this vital area of self-defense, maintenance of peace
and security, they may properly become members of the same group.
Ambassador AusTIN. I think you have formulated a rule beautifully. That is the doctrine. I think.
Senator GEORGE. I agree with you. And I again want to thank
you for your valuable contribution to our studies here.
Ambassador AusTIN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GEORGE. Perhaps others may ask you, and I would not myself go into it, about any specific provision in the North Atlantic
Treaty. I simply want to content myself with thanking you for
your great contribution to our work here on this committee.
Ambassador AusTIN. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Austin, on the point that Senator George
placed so well before you and before the committee about these nations that are not members of the United Nations, ought any members of the United Nations to object to a nation not technical1y a member of the United Nations joining with other members of the United
Nations in carrying out the purposes and objectives of the lJnited
Nations?
Ambassador AusTIN. I believe not, and in this case it seems espe-cially unjust that one of these countries, namely Italy, which is not a
member of the United Nations, is in that status because her appli<'ation for membership has been vetoed by the Soviet Union, notwithstanding that they had announced that she was qualified to be<:ome a member of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much, Senator Austin. I want
to compliment you upon your very comprehensive and ve1·y clear exposition of the matters relating to the North Atlantic Treaty.
Senator Smith of New Jersey will have the floor.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, before I be;:rin my
questions to our distinguished former colleague, I would merely like
to say for the record, if I may, that as one member of the Foreign
Relations Committee I am happy to see this morning with us Senator
Donnell and Senator 'Vatkins and other members of our body who
are not members of the Foreign Rela.tions Committee, because this is
a matter of such profound importance that it is my con\'iction, and
I express the hope, that all our colleagues may come to these hearings
in order to get the kind of excellent presentation we have had this
morning.
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I also express the hope that any of our colleagues who may see fit
to ask questions may be given the full privilege to do so in order
that we can bring out every possible issue that is involved in this
tremendously important matter.
I want to say, Senator Austin, that from a personal standpoint
it is a great pleasure for me to see you here with us. As you know,
our friendship has been such that it is a great pleasure for me to see
you here.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE AND REGION AL
ARRANGEl'rIENTS

I want to thank you for one emphasis which you have made here
this morning which has cleared up in my own mind some difficulties
l had but more pnrticulnrly has cleared up difficulties that many of
my correspondents had. They do not realize the distinction, as you
have so ably brought out, between chapter VIII of the United Nations Charter, which is entitled "Regional Arrangements," and article 51 of chapter VII, which is really a totally different subject.
I think you have brought that out so clearly that we do not need to
develop it any fmther.
Ambassador AusTIN. If you do not mind my making this observQtion, there is one curious event that makes that very clear, and that
was the removal of that article from its original position under chapter
VIII. They did not want to have any question about it, so they lifted
it right out of chapter VIII and put it up there really alone on the
end of chapter VII, relating to enforcement. It is a very interesting
event.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think that is very important, and
we find it now in chapter VII, at the end, as you have suggested, of
a chapter the title of which is "Action With Respect to Threats to
the Peace, Breaches of the Peace, and Acts of Aggression." That is
what 51 deals with.
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And it does not deal primarily with
the regional arrangements.
COHllUNITY OF INTERESTS MORE llIPORTANT THAN REGIONAL LOCATION

That leads me to ask this question, which is presented by your own
statement this morning, where you discuss universal arrangements
and point out than any binding collective defense pact, to be effective,
depends on the individual and collective capacity of the parties to
resist armed attack. This involves continuous and effective self-help
and mutual aid as envisaged under article 3 of the treaty, implying
that that language which I have ju$t read is the only limitation to any
possible other nation, with the consent of the members of this treaty,
joining in this Atlantic Pact. In other words, it is not the question
of whether they actually happen to be in the Atlantic area, but if they
have similar objectives and are related to the objectives of the nations
in the Atlantic area, they might properly be considered eligible, alt hough the exact regional definition might not reach them.
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Is that a fair conclusion, with the possibility that this might grow
into a larger group of nations than we have contemplated in the immediate Treaty 9
Ambassador AusTIN. I think that is a likely position for a signatory
state to take. Of course the question of projecting what is going to
be done and what probabl'{ will happen is a little difficult where you
are dealing with states.
have discovered that in the experience of
the past 3 years.
ADDITIONAL MEMBERS FOR TREATY

Senator Sl'nTII of New Jersey. And, of course, the treaty provides
that other States are admitted only on the invitation of all the signatories, so you would have a eroblen:i there. There are other states
whose names have been ment10ned. The question has been brought
to my attention, "Are you going to make this eligible for so and so and
so and so¥" You probably know some of those to whom I have
refened.
Ambassador AusTIN. I would have to mention names, but I do not
think we need to go into that discussion.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No.
REGION AL ASPECTS OF ATLANTIC TREATY

You said one thing on page 5 of your statement which was not entirely clear to me, on the assumption that we clearly divide chapter
VIII of the United Nations Charter from article 51. You say:
In certain of its a!qle('ts, the treaty ls also a regional arrangement: and Insofar
as It partakes of tho11e characteristics, chapter VIII of the Charter provides full
authority for Its pro"lslons.

That is the end of the quotation from your statement.
That seems to suggest that you visualize certain regional characteristics where the parties as a regional group might be called upon
to act under chapter VIII. I am not quite clear what you mean by
that.
Ambassador AmmN. Well, I think I would be very intemperate if
I undertook to forecast the specific acts that can be done under this
treaty that would require applieation of the checks that are contained
in chapter VIII. But it must be obvious to anyone reading this
treaty that they could get into that field under nrtiele 4:
The Parties will consult together wheUt>\·e1-. In tht> opinion of any of them,
tht> tt>rritorl11l Integrity, polltienl lnde1wndt>n!·e or sPeurit~· of any of the Parties
Is threutened.

Yon see, that deals with thrents. Article al does not deal with
threats. Therefore, I can imagine cases where even there they would
be obliged to conform to what the Charter of the United Nations requires to be done in such an evPnt. don't yon see? It all depe1Hls on
what happens. .As I have sai<l repeate1lly in my position here, what
this treaty is depends on how the signatories eany it out. And we will
deal with practical things and not theories. \Ve will not have to pass
011 lots of these problems that I see expressed in nu-ions forms.
We
may never meet them.
So from the point of view of wise consideration of a treaty like
this, I <lo not think that it would be riJrht for me to spee11late about
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what acts are likely to occur under this treaty that would be in the
realm of those things which are suitable for regional determination.
There is one thing very clear, and it is a recommendation for the
treaty, and that is the firm adherence to the fundamental principles of
the Charter of the United Nations; so great adherence as to repeat
some of them, like the reference in article 2:
The Parties will contribute toward thP further devpJopmf'nt of J>PUePfuJ nnd
friendly international relations h~· strt>ngthenlng their free l11stitutions, by
bringing about a better understundini: of the 1)rlncipleis upon whleh tbt>sP institutions ure founded, and by prouwtini: c·ondltions of stability. nnd wt>ll-being.
They will seek to eliminate conftlct 111 their lnternntlonal economic policies and
will eneourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.

That is almost taken right out of the Charter. And the fnct that 12
great nations get together in a treaty like this and reaffirm those
fundamental principles helps to carry out one of the objects that we
have, and that is to gain universal peace, universal cooperation.
Excuse me; I got away from your question.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You see no implication in the fact
that we are preparing to enter into this North Atlantic Treaty that it
is an evidence of our lack of confidence in the United Nations?
Ambassador AUSTIN. Far from it; oh, no. It is simply another way
to strengthen and carry on the United Nations.
OBLIGATION OF

NON·UN MEMBERS OF ATLAXTIC PACT TO ACCEI'T CERTAIN
PRINCIPLES OF UN CHARTER

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Senator, I would like to bring to
your attention certain questions that have come to me in my correspondence, certain questions that have come to our staff. ·we have
compiled certain of these issues, and there are a few of them here
that it seems to me have a special bearing on your intimate knowledge
of the way the United Nations Charter was set up and the way it is
functioning and the relation of that to certain artides in this treaty.
I want to, in the first place, in taking up artide 1, ask you some
questions, and I am going to read article 1 first so we have in the
record whnt we are talking about:
The Parties undertuke, as set forth In the Charter of the Unitt>d Nations,
to !lettle nny lntt>rnatlonal disputes in which they may be Involved b)' t>ea<"eful
means in snc·h a manner that International peaee nnd security, nm! justice, nre
not erulangered, and to rt-train in tht>ir lnternatfonal relations from the threut
or UHe of force tu nny manner Inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations.

In reading that I emphasize the word "parties," meaning the parties
to this North Atlantic Treaty.
Does that language mean that such nonmembers of the United Nations-the two countries we have bro~ht into this, Italy and Portu1?Rl-will now be bound by the provisions of the United Nations
Charter relating to the peaceful settlement of disputes 1
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You think by their entering into
this they are just as much bound as though they ente1·ed the United
Nations themselves¥
Ambassador AusTIN. What they have done by this treaty is not
to make an operative clause here. I do not regard this as an operative
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clause. I regard this as a declaration. In other words, Italy and
Portugal, who are not members of the United Nations, say by this
treaty that this is sound principle. That is what they are saying.
And they are saying that, so far as they are concerned, they will undertake to do as the Charter of the U mted Nations requires in respect
of any disputes.
USE OF UNITED NATIONS MACHINERY BY ATLANTIC PACT MEMBERS
TO SETTLE DISPUTES

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That leads to the next question:
Does this article mean that the pact members are to settle their disputes through the machinery of the United Nations or other existing
agencies 1 Otherwise, why does the treaty omit detailed provisions
ontlining the methods to he followed 1 Would that be true of Italy
and Portugal as well as of the members of the United Nations¥
Ambassador AUSTIN. Your question opens the door to a whole lot.
There are many features of the Charter of the United Nations that
this really refers to by indirection. like those obligations on the parties
to any dispute to try to settle it themselves by various means. don't
vou know. Article 33 is a characteristic one. But that is not the
only one. And now then, in order to facilitate the work of such litigants, you might say, such opponents in a dispute, we have worked
out in practice certain methods and procedures. In one case, for
example, the President of the Security Council had been vainly trying
to ~et his Security Council into agreement on a settlement between
certain countries; and then he finally launched out on an informal
basis to act as a mediator or peacemaker. All right. Then what
happened? From that experience the interim committee went into
its study and procedures to the point of making a finding and recommendation that we establish, by rule. this practice of having the
parties, after they have made their claim and created the issue, join
with the President of the Security Council or a peacemaker that he
appoints, for the purpose of carrying out such a provision as this
which you have in article 1 of the treaty and such a provision as this
which you find in article 33. Permit me to read this. It is not long:
The parties to any dispute, the contlmrnnce of which is likely to endanger the
maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution by neimtlntlon, inquiry, mf'dintion, coneiliatlon, arbitration, jndldal flettlement. resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of
their own choice.

Do you see?
Xow I think I had better stop, because I could go on with a long
story relating to this.
Si>nator S.mTir of Xew .Jersey. I realize that, but what I am trying
to bring out is from your answer to my former question, that such a
provision as that would apply to Italy and Portugal, who are in the
Atlantic Pact, if they have a problem that is presented.
Ambassador AusTIN. It is mv belief that it does.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is a very interesting development of this whole thing, and very important, and I am very much
pleased with your answer, because it seems to me that was the conclusion that we have to draw. ·
Ambassador AusTIN. I intended to make that clear in my little state111ent. I doubt that I did, now.
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CONTEMPLATED EXPANSION OF MILITARY E8TABLI8HHENT8

Senator SMITH. I thank you very much. It has been a question I
have been asked a number of times, and I think it is a very importa.nt
reply ).'OU are making.
I mil skip article 2 and go to article 3. Article 3 reads:
In order more elfectlvely to achieve the objectives of this treaty, the parties,
t1eperately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective eelf·help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their Individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.

The questions that are presented under this article, which I want
to present to you as an authority on the way the UN operates, are these:
Would the signatory parties be bound by this article not only to maintain the present strength of their military establishment for the duration of the treaty, which incidentally is 20 years, but also to develop
and expand those establishments~ Does this mean, for example, that
in 1950, 1951, and 1952, our Military Establishment would have to be
progressively enlarged and improved~ I am not quite clear where
we go on the military implementation here.
Ambassador AusTIN. You are asking me a question that I have not
considered, and perhaps I am making a hasty answer.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. If you would rather not answer it,
do not hesitate to say so.
Ambassador AUSTIN. No; I am going to give you my opinion. I
think you have to make reasonable interpretations of such a statement as ;ou have there. As I see it that is expressed in general terms,
not specific-maintain and develop their individual and collective capacities. You would get into a terrible tangle, I think, if you undertook to say how much gain you shall make the first year, how much
c.levelopment you shall make the second year, and all that. You leap
from one extreme interpretation to another, and get yourself into a
cul-de-sac.
Now, what I interpret that to mean, looking at it reasonably and
construing it liberally, is that in order to implement mutual aid and
self-help, each one of the signatories to this treaty will perform its
part. I do not think there was any intent to measure it with such
degree of care as to say it shall be maintained at the level that exists
uow, or that it be developed above that level.
Senator SMITH of New .Jersey. Let us put the matter this way.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I believe it means that it must be by self-help
and mutual aid kept qualified to make the contribution that article
5 requires.
OBLIGATIONS UNDER ARTICJ,t; 3 AND POSSIBLE DISARMAMENT BY UNITED
NATIONS

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let me put it the other way, then:
Would not the obligation involved in article a possibly prohibit us
for at least 10 years, when we renew our consideration of this treaty,
from accepting plans that might be formulated by the United Nations, either for the establishment of a ceiling on armaments, or
disarmament, or whatever it may be; either a ceiling or a reduction
or whatever it might be 9 Is there any interference there~
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Ambassador AcsTIN. That answer is perfectly clear.
says:

Article 7

This trenty does not alfect, nncl sbnll not be interpreted as affecting, in any
wny the rights and obllgntlons under the Charter of the parties whi(•h are
members of the United Nations, or the primary responsibility of the Security
Conncil for the maintenance of lnternntlonnl peace and securit~-.

Doesn't that answer your question?
Senator s~IITH of New Jersey. I think it does, but I wanted to #!et
it on the record and from a person of your distinction and authority,
that you do not feel that our entering into this thing, and our discussing in at·ticle 3 here the developing of our individual right to
resist armed attack, in any way prevents our joining in a program
for limitation of armaments, or what we all hope for in the time
to come, when we can disarm entirely and let the police force of the
world be in the hands of the United Nations.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I recommend, if you do not mind my saying
it, that you study that article 3 with reference to the fact that this
treaty is going to set up a group to <lo something thnt heretofore has
been done only by the individual members themselves. And when
they talk about developing the individual and collective capacitv to
resist armed attack, they refer principally to that.
•
Senator V ANDENBERo. Will the Senator yield 1
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. ls not the final answer, Mr. Ambassador,
that the interpretation of this article is entirely contingent upon
events; that as events improve the peace prospective under the United
Nations, this obligation recedes?
Ambassador AusTIN. Yes.
Senator V ANDENBERO. And it recedes just as much as it can progress,
depending upon events.
Ambnssador AusTIN. Yes. The word "effective" is the word that
makes that perfectly clear.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am very glad you have gotten that
into the record, because lots of P.eople are fearing that we are setting
up something here (a) that will contemplate our continuing to increase the armed forces of this group year by year; and ( b), that we
wi11 be in some way stopped from joining in a plan for disarmament
when that plan comes properly through the United Nations. You
mnde it clear, as my own judgment is, that neither one of those conclusions should be drawn.
Ambassador AusTIN. I think that is an interpretation that strains
the lnnguage of the pact and the purpose of it far beyond what you
ea ll reasonable and fair interpretation.
SUPREMAOY OF OHABTER OVER TREATY

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let me turn to article 7, if I may.
I will read the article again:
This treaty does not affect, and shall not be interpreted as affecting, In any
the rights and obligations under the Charter of the parties which are
mPmbers of the United Nations, or the primary responsibility of the Security
( 'onndl for the rnalntennn(.'e of international pence and security.

w11~·
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The question is this: In the event of a conflict in jurisdiction between
the treaty and this Chal'ter, which would prevail 1 Suppose a pact
member is attacked by a nonpact member and the Security Council
assumes jurisdiction. To what extent would action under the treaty
still be possible 1
Ambassador AusTIN. Perhaps you have two questions there. I
would like to separate them, if you don't mind.
The supremacy of the Charter is strictly maintained in the treaty
itself. If there is a C'onftict of law, the lnw of the Charter prevails.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad you have made that statement, because I have been attacked by some of my correspondents in
New Jersey on the ground that in supporting this treaty I am undermining the Charter and putting something superior to the Charter in
effect so far as the United States is concerned. You have negatived
that definitely. The Charter is the supreme law as between these
two should there be a conflict.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that not clear in article

n

• •

•

the primary reRponslblllty of the Security Council-

That recognizes its overriding authority.
Ambassador AusTIN. There is another article here, Senator Smith.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT THAT SECURITY COUNCIL ASSUMES
JURISDICTION OVER A DISPUTE
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then the other question I put, the
question of a pact member hein~ attacked by a nonpuct member, and
the Security Council assuming Jurisdiction.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I do not quite understand your question.
Probably I had better understand it before I try to respond.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let us suppose a pact member is
attacked by a nonpact member and the Security Council assumes
jurisdiction. To what extent will action under the treaty still be
possible¥
Ambassador A.usTIN. To no extent, if the Security Council takes
the measures necessary to maintain security and peace. There is the
big "if." Now, it is said that the Security Council will decide the
matter; that the Security Council, being supreme over the subject,
having the primary responsibility, will decide that question of whether
thev have taken the measures necessary.
Does that answer ;our question 1
Senator SMITH o New Jersey. I think that takes care of that
particular question.
But until they do, the treaty is still in effect so far as self-defense.
Ambassador AUSTIN. The treaty is still in effect, but the activity,
as Senator George said-he brought that out very clearly-will cease.
The word "measure" is involved.
The CuAIBKAN. When and if they take action. Until they do, the
treaty remains effective, the measure remains effective.
Ambassador AusTIN. That is right.
Before you pass from that take this into account, that Article
Ssays:
Each party declares that none of the International engagementl!I now In force
between It and any other of the parties or any third state is in conflict with the
Provisions of this treaty, and undertakes not to enter into any international
engagement In conflict with the treaty.
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That has to be read, I think, in connection with the other provisions
of the treaty, on your last question.
l'0881BLE CONFLICTS BETWEEN AMENDMENT8 TO
AND THE TREATY

UNITED

N.\TlON8 CHARTER

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad _you brought in article 8,
because I was going to ask you a question 111 connection with that,
whether under the second clause of that article the United States
obligates itself not to become a party for 10 or 20 years to any proposed amendment for strengthenmg the United Nations if that amendment would in any way limit the right of self-defense under the North
Atlantic Treaty.
Ambassador AusTIN. I have no difficulty in answering that, because
throughout this treaty that is before us the obligation of the United
States under the Charter of the United Ntttions is maintained unbroken, and its right under the Charter of the U11ited Nations is
sustained. There is nothing in this that abridges the powe1· of the
United Nations.
Does that answer it¥
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Not quite. because this question I
gave you contemplated the possibility of amendments, we will say.
Suppose we get together to amend the United Nations. Does this
article 8 in any way prev.-nt our entering into amendments to the
United Nations which might concei\•nbly be looked upon as in conflict
with the North Atlantic Treaty?
Ambassador AUSTIN. Oh, no; I think not.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is a question that has been
presented.
Ambassador AusTIN. How could you get in conflict with this
treaty, anyway?
Senator Sl\nTH of New Jersey. Only if it in nny way limited the
right of collective self-defense. I imagine we would not agree with
that anyway, so there would not be any qum;tion.
Ambassador AusTIN. The Charter says that nothing- inconsistent
with this shall prevail. The Charter does not create that right; that
right exists under international law, as you know. You are perfectlv
familiar with that.
·
I think I have answere<l it.
COMPETITION BETWt:EN SECUIUTY COUNCJJ, AND
TREATY

THE

COUNCIL UXDF.R THE

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We provide in article 9 for a
Council. Now, as I understand that Council, it consists of representatives of each oft he treaty countries who meet together and confrr.
111ey have no authority to bind their respective governments, but they
do consider with regard to matters to implement the treaty.
The question that has been presented to me is this: Will the Council
compete in any way with the Security Council 1 Are we ~oing to have
any danger of any conflicts with these various councils operating
under these other treaties-the Security Council, the Council under
the Brussels pact, and so on 1
.
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Ambassador Au8'1'1N. I do not see any danger. With the supremacy
of the Security Council declared in the treaty itself, I do not see how
anyone can raise a question that the Council under this trenty is
supreme over the Security Council. That I just cannot see.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think you are right about that,
because in reading this it seems to me the Council is not given any
authority except to get together and consider matters. The individual members are not given any final voice for the countries they
represent.
.
Ambassador AusTIN. You will notice that this article 9 envisa~
the purpose of the treaty, collective self-defense, and specifically mcludes in its reference articles 3 and 5. How that could ever get in
conflict with the Charter of the United Nations I cannot see, because
the activity under this treaty would cease, that is, the measures taken
for self-defense would cease, if and when the Security Council took
the necessary measures to maintain security and peace.
Senator SMITn of New Jersey. And the Council probably never
would begin to function until the Security Council had endeavored
to take care of any threat to the peace. It would only ftmction in case
o.f an aggression, which is provided definitely nt the point of aggress10n.
I agree with you entirely, but as I say to you, it has been presented
to us, and I am glad to have your reply to the question.
I ham one or two more, an<l then I am through.
This question I think you have already answered, but because it
has been asked I am going to repeat it. Many people still pin their
hopes for world peace on the Umted Nations. Why is it not possible
to leave the question of security in the North Atlantic area up to
the United Nations generally, mstead of emphasizing the regional
approach as contemplated in the _pact~ I think you have answered that
in your statement, and I think Secretary Acheson did yesterday, too,
so I won't press that question. It is clear to me.
THE ARMSTRONG

PROPOSAL

There is one more here that I do want to ask you~ and that is with
regard to the so-called Annstrong proposal. I do not know whether
you are familiar with that or not. I will read it to you in the question: It has been proposed that members of the United Nations who
are determined to avoid the excessive use of the veto should form a
coalition for peace within the United Nations and open to all members. 'Vould such a pact open to all states serve the cause of world
~ace and security better thnn a pact of this nature, this North Atlantic
Treaty~

Ambassador AusTIN. I have covered that pretty fully in my opening statement. I would hnve covered it precisely il I had said "including that proposition" by name. My iden is that we should not close
our minds. We are in a new field. 'Ve nre engnged with a new
J>O'ver for peace. 'Ve have had only 4 years' experience with it. I
think we have done well. But we haven't done as well as we are
going to do. And I welcome proposals of all kinds for strengthening
this power, except those thnt are proposals to destl'OV it under the
pretext of strengthening it.
•
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THE UNITED

:SATIONS

.-\:XO PROl'OfULS FOR WOULD FEDF.R.\TION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then you would agree with me
that some of the talk that is going around, that the United Nations
is a failure, that we had better start from scratch, that we had better
set up a world federation, we had better do this, we had better do
that, is unfortunate discussion-lefs put it that way-ai1d you
thoroughly believe the United Nations has made substantial progress
with all the difficulties it has had an<l is on the road to accomplishing
the objectives we seek 1
Ambassado1· AusTIN. M:ueh of the dissatisfaction with the United
Nations and the desire to substitute something else for it results from
inadequate understanding. We try very hard to distribute information on the progress the United Nations is making, but it is a difficult
thing to do. Success usually is achieved quietly, while failures attract
widespread publicity. I~ is the people w!10 don't appreciate what we
ha_ve who are more readily swept off their feet by promises of sometlung else.
The birth and organization of the greatest combination of nations
that history has ever seen, in the interest of the greatest cause--the
abolitioil of the seourge of war-should command the attention of
every citizen.
The indifference of people is difficult to cure, but of one thing I am
certain: There are an enormous number of young people all over the
United States. in fact all over the world, who are taking- an interest
in the United Nations, who are finding out all about it, and who are
qualifying themselves to take up the torch and carry it on. Their interest, their enthusiasm, and their determination to make it work, offset the unjustified skepticism with which some of our generation view
the work of the United Nations. These young people will become more
qualified than my generation was, and is, to make a success, a wonderful success of the United Nations.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you, Senator Austin. I appreciate your fine testimony today, and especially your answers to
these questions which will enable me, from an authoritative source, to
give some answers. I can say that I agree with all of vour replies. Tht.>y
Jiave been my own conclusion, but I do not feel quafified as the expert
you are, and I wanted to get into our record your answers to those
points which have been raised, and especially the very last thing you
have said, because I have had pressed on me by delegations from my
State that I should support a movement in the light of the atomic bomb
to scrap all armament in the world except such police force as we
give to some central authority, and everybody will be happy continuously thereafter.
I gather from your replies that you feel just the way I do. Nobody
yet has devised a plan by which any such scheme could be put into
effect. We have got to work with the materials we have. We are making progress because of the great work done in San Francisco by our
distinguished colleagues here and others, and we do see the way ahead
through this Atlantic Treaty as a supplementary step to bringing
about the things we are praying for.
Ambas.5ador AUSTIN. Thank you very much.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The Cu,\IRMAN. Senator Austin, ljust \vant t-0 say, in connection
with what you observed about the Unite<l Nations, that while the
United Nations has not achieved all the things that we either expected
or hoped for, I think it has made substantial progress and has achieved
many worth while and useful things, and I think that the hope of the
world is through the development and strengthening of the United
Nations~ rather than to junk it and run off after some other scheme
that probably won't work half so well.
One of mv chief observations about the use of the United Nations is
that under ·it no member can pursue schemes and plans of oonquest
or an armed attack or subjugation without the whole world knowin~
it, because th Security Council and the United Nations can immediately air the whole thing before the whole world, and I feel that already what the United Nations has done in one or two instances has
prevented that very thing from happening since the Charter was
adopted.
I want to pay my respects to the United Nations. I regret the
obstructions and the delays and the handicaps under which it has
suffered, but that is no new experience. All of these things have to
undergo that period of trial and error, and I want to congratulate you
and the others associated with the United Nations on the things that
have been accomplished rather than to criticize you for the things
you have not accomplished.
Ambassador AusTIN. 'Vell, Mr. Chairman, let me say that you have
every reason to be gratified for the development that has been accomplished in the United Nations through your own distinguished
serviceThe CHAIRMAN. I thank you
Ambassador AusTIN. From the beginning to this moment.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you, Senator.
Ambassador AusTIN. And I expect to see it increase.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve congratulate you, and we thank you for your
appearance.
The committee has here today Senator Watkins, of Utah, who has
been invited by the committee to come before the eommittee. He
desires to interrogate some of the witnesses, so, with your consent, we
will turn over the questioning to Senato1· Watkins.
Senator WATKINS. I thank the Chairman, but Senator Donnell is
my senior.
The CHAIRMAN. The reason I coiled on you was because Senator
Donnell was here yesterday. It is agreeable to me that either one of
you goon.
Senator DoNNELL. We would like for both of us to go on.
The CHAIR:lfAN. 'Ve c·1mnot hear but one of von at a time.
~enator DoNN•:1.L. "'e are not asking that.· As the chairman well
knows, both of us desire to have the privilege.
The CaAIRllAN. Whichever one of you wants to go on, go ahead.
Senator '\VATKINS. Mr. Austin, I, too, want to compliment you on
a very able presentation of at least a part of the case for the treaty.
I. cannot say I agree with it all. . Many ?f the ID;atte;s that you mentioned I am not sure about. I will admit my mm<l is somewhat in a
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state of confusion from what I see happening and what you have said.
I probably am one of those who doesn't know exact1y what the United
Nations has done. I have been trying to read the newspapers faithfullyAmbassador AusTIN. Do you expect to get it all in the newspapers t
Senator \V ATKINS. I have had an experience recently that indicates
that you don't get it all in the newspapers.
What I want to call to your attention are some of the statements
that you have made and that have not been covered by the other exami·
nation. I do not want to go into the whole thing. Some of these
questions may seem to be not so important, but I am cal1ing them up
because no one else probably has &lid very much about them.
PRO<IRJo~S

IN

THE UNITF.D NATIOXS AXD TUE NEED FOR THE TREATY

One of the first ones is, I was ,·ery much impre.<>sed with what vou
said, that we are now witnessing in the United Xations the unity t1mt
is progressively making aggress10n and obstruction less attractive and
less feasible. As I remember, you probably interpolated some other
statement the1-e about the number that would vote now and, outside of
the few that voted with the Soviet Vnion, the voting was almost
rmanimous on the part of these other nations.
Now, this is the thing that bothers me. If the United Nations is
mak!ng progress, and the group within it, except for the Soviet Union
and its satellites, are workmg together more than they have ever done,
and seem now to be working as a unit, why is it necessary now to for·
ma1ize this unity when, as a matter of fact, they are already acting
together without any formal agreement?
Ambas.o;ador AusTIN. Well, you have drawn a conc1usion that was
not justified by what I said, and you have omitted a very important
fact.
Senator WATKINS. I will be glad to get whatewr it is. I do not
want to misrepresent it.
THE SECURITY COUNCIL VETO AND THE NEED FOR THE TRJo:ATY

Ambassador AusTIN. We have what is ca11ed the unanimity rule,
under artic1e 27 of the Charter, by which the five permanent members
have to be included in the majority of seven in the Security Council,
which has the primary responsibiltty for the maintenance of security
and peace. And the point is that the Soviet Union, one of those five
permanent members, has used the veto, as we ca1l it, or has made it
impossible for us to ha Ye unanimity, thirty different time.5.
Senator WATKINS. I am awa1·e of thnt, and that was not what I
was calling attention to.
Ambassador AusTIN. There is the question of why it is necessary
to have the North Atlantic Treaty. Don't you see it 1
Senator 1\'.\TKINS. What I am calling to your attention is the fnct
that you sny these other nntions. these western democracies, out-l'lide
of Rlissia and her satellites. hnve been working together and are voting together in the Assemb1y, I take it. I know that in the Council
onlv fi,·e nations are represented, and I \tllderstnnd that. But these
other ~roups hnYe been working together and voting together, and
the pomt is, why can "t they continue to work together without making
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some sort of a formal agreement to continue to work together, if the
entire movement, as I get it from wh1tt you have said, has been toward
a united working by these groups or these nations1 Why couldn't
that go on without formalizing it, putting it in the form of an alliance
or a treaty Y That is the thing that'bothers me.
Ambassador AusTIN. Why do you ask that question 1 Of course
they can go on and continue to do it.
Senator WATKINS. Why is it necessary to put it in the form of a
treatv if they can act 1
Atllbassador AusTIN. You are mixing all these things up.
Senator WATKINS. I told you I was mixed up and wanted you to
straighten me out.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SECURJTY COUNCIL AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Ambassador AUSTIN. The majority votes I mentioned do not represent Security Council votes, but General Assembly votes. The General Assembly does not have charge of the subject of security and
peace. Look at the Charter and you will see that the Security Council
deals with that subject, primarily, and it is because the peace of the
North Atlantic area is under the threat of aggression, the use of force,
for territorial aggrandizement and overwhelming of the sovereignty
of countries in the North Atlantic area; it is because the assault upon
any one of them is an assault upon all of us, that we combine together
here and say, "Now you remember, you make an attack, an armed
at.tack, on one of us, and it will be deemed an armed attack on all
of us."
Now, haven't you in mind the possibility that that will strengthen
the United Nations '? That will.be a shield over the development economically and socially of the North Atlantic area.
Senator WATKINS. 'Vhat I can't understand, Mr. Austin, is this:
We have been acting now for a number of years, since the close of
hostilities, together, and we have undertaken a program to put them
on their feet economically without having any binding pact of any
kind other than the United Nations, so I am wondering, if the union
of thought and feeling and action is growing among this group that
we are talking about now-I am not talking about the Security Council-and if that is all growing and getting stronger each day, why do
we need to formalize it with a pact m order to get us to act together!
We have been doing pretty well to the present time, haven't we1 I
don't mean in the Security Council; I mean among the nations that
are going to be participants in this pact, the North Atlantic Pact.
SECURITY A ND RECOVERY

Ambassador AusTIN. You seem to assume that these 12 countries
are what I was talking about when I talked about the gain in unanimity of 43 countries, sometimes 45, sometimes 49. That wasn't what
I was talking about. Now stick to one subject at a time. Take this
proposition of economic recovery of Europe. The point about it is
that there is a fear gripping the souls of those people of Europe that
has a tendency to palsy their effort. How much initiative are you
going to get out of a poor devil who sincerely believes that he is exposed to having an invading army come in and clesti·oy the product
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of his labors and of his initiative? If you don't understand that the
recovery of Europe is actually dependent on protection from that fear~
then you don't understand this whole problem. Certainly you don't
realize the importance of this Atlantic Treaty.
That is what this treaty is for. It is to give notice to those poor
fellows who are under that fear that they have friends who are strong
enough to protect them against that kind of an attack, and it is for
the purpose of giving J}otice to those who threaten them; who have
already, by either the. threat or the use of force, taken over countries
right next door to them. It is for that purpose that this treaty is
put together. It is not for the other purpose in particular, although
it does help it. That is what we say about this treaty, that it is a
shield under the protection of which the economic recovery not only
of Europe, but of all the world, can be sought.
NECESSITY FOR NORTH ATJ,ANTIC TREATY
Senator WATKINS. As I ~t it, going back to wlrnt you said when
you said we ought to stick to one subject, and that is what I want to
stick to, why can't we go on as we are, with these nations actin{! as
they are under the ec01iomic recovery pro~ram and the other tlungs
that the United States has done to indicate its support of these nations
who have been living in fear? If we are growin~ more united all the
time, why can't we do it without actually entermg into some agreement and committing ourselves for some 20 years? That is the question that is bothering me. I don't think I am dodging it at all.
Ambassador AusnN. What you are doing is making an argument.
You are not asking me a question. I could answer the question
"Why?" very easily, but the real questionSenator WATKINS. Give me the reasons why we can't go on. That
is what I would like to know.
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh, well, I will repeat it for you as many
times as you like.
The reason that we need a treaty of self-defense is that we need
to stabilize the situation. We need to give those people courage. We
need to increase their energy and their spirit in order to mnke use
of this financial aid that we are giving, and other aid, too. That
is why.
Senator 'VATKINS. I may say that I voted for the European recovery
pro1rrnm, for the Greek-Turkish loan twice, and for the European
reeovery program twice, to do exactly .what you say now ought to
he done with the pact. I thought, and I think we were told, that those
steps would do the very thing that you now sny the pact is necessary
to do. I thought that was going to give them the Sllirit and the
hope and the faith to go on and take eare of themselves. I think I
('an find plenty of speeches in the Congressional Record from my
eollengues and many others in public life who took that point of
view, and I have been wondering why these measures that we have
been doing-you state :we are beeomin1r more united, and I think
that is a fact. I think it is a fact that these western nations are
beeoming more united. 'Vhy do we need now to tnke this other step!
Amhassador AusT1N. Hnve I answered your question twice 1
Senator 1VATKINS. :Maybe you have. If that is your best answer,
al1 right; I will let it go at that.
Ambassador AusTIN. That is my best answer.
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EFFECT OF

LIMITATIONS

ON ITALY UNDER THE

Tltl:ATY

OF

Pt~ACE

Senator WATKINS. Now I would like to come over to this question
of Italy. As I understood you to say, and I 11gree with you, every
nation has the inherent right of self-defense. And the justification,
probably, or one of the justifications, for this pact would be in getting
together in order to make stronger this right of self-defense, this
inherent right of collective self-defense.
Now, .with respect to Italy, how can Italy, under the treaty that
Italy entered into with the United States 11nd Russia and the other
nations at the end of the war, increase its armament or increase its
powers of self-defense and still keep the tE>rms of that treaty1
Ambassador AmmN. I don't know. Do you l
Senator WATKINS. I am asking for information.
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh, no; that isn't. it. If I understand questions, and I have sat in your seat, sir, Hi years, this is not solicitation
of information from a witness. This is clenrly using a witness to
make an argument. Now, I would like to have, l\fr. Chairman, questions that I can answer instead of being confronted here with arguments.
The CHAIRMAN. I will say to you, Senator, that you are acquainted
with Senatorial procedures in committees and things of that kind.
If you do not care to answer any question, you may say so.
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh, no; I will try my best. I have already.
The CHAIRMAN. You may decline whenever you like. It seems to
me that the Senator from Utah in his questions has completely ignored those 30 vetoes in the Security Council which go to the very
vitals of the organization of the United Nations. He suggests, "Why
don't we just go on as we are going?" Of course, if we are just going
on as we are going, we do not need to do anything. But I do not
want to go on as we are going. I do not waut to go on with one nation
and its half a dozen satellites absolutely dominating action by its vetoes
30 times in the Security Council.
Senator w ATKINS. May I can the attention of the witness to the
fact that the treaty with Italy apparently limits the armament of
Italy. I personally voted agamst the ratification of that treaty because I thought it infringed on the inherent right of self-defense of the
Italian people, and I made a talk against the ratification on that
ground, and I said that some day we would be sorry for it.
Now I am wondering, in keeping with the commitment, if we ratify
this North Atlantic Pact and Italy becomes a pnrty. It gives me
some concern as to how we can justify ourselves in now adding to
the annament that Italy was permitt~d to ha\'e under the treaty, und
it is very limited. That is a legal question, and I know the distinguished member of our delegation to the United N1ttions is a lawyer,
and a distinguished international lawyer, and I thought maybe he
could give me some light on that quest10n. I am not just doing it to
argue with Senator Austin. I would reaJly like to know how we can
justify increasing the armament or putting up armament for Italy if
we admit that we have such a treaty and in that treaty there are
limitations to hold it down to certain obsolete equipment and a very
small army and no navy and no uir force, except some old bombers
and a few observation planes nnd something of that sort.
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Ambassador AusTIN. You have not asked me whether we do justify
it, nor have you asked me whether we have ~ot to justify it. You have
made an assumption. sir, that I have not testified to.
Are you a lawyed
Senator WATKINS. I do not care to get into any argument with you,.
Mr. Austin.
The CHAlRl\IAN. I will volunteer the information that the Sena.tor
from Utah is a lawyer and he has been on the bench from his State.
Senator WATKINS. And I have asked many a lawyer the same
question to explain his opinion and his judgment, and now you come
here as an opmion witness, as I have understood, and I would like
you to give me the benefit of your opinion.
Amoassador AusTIN. If you will ask me a question, sir, you will
get a response. It may not be an answer that you like.
Senator WATKINS. I quite often do not get the answers I want, but
nevertheless I ask them.
Ambassador AusTIN. Let me have one that is a question and not a
speech.
Senator WATKINS. I submit I have asked a question; and, if you
don't want to give me your opinion as to how we can justify that
action I will let it go at that.
Ambassador AusTIN. Who says we have to justify it¥
Senator WATKINS. Maybe we haven't. Maybe we can go ahead and
violate treaties. Do you think it would be a violation of the treaty
to increase the armament of Italy¥
Ambassador AusTIN. What treaty are you talking about¥
Senator WATKINS. I thought I had made it clear: The treaty of
peace between Italy and the other members of the United Nations,
made at the conclusion of World War II, and it was ratified, as I r&member, 2 years ago this spring.
Ambassador AusTIN. Now, sir, I do not know what the provision
in that treaty is with .respect to the limitation of armament. But, if
there is a limitation of armament in that treaty, it does not constitute
a barrier to carrying out the provision in this treaty here with relation
to self-help·and mutual aid. Is that an answer¥
Senator WATKINS. That is your answed
Ambassador AusTIN. I thought you would not like it.
Senator WATKINS. It does not give me very much information, I will
admit, but if that is your answer we will let it go at that.
(The Department of State supplied further information on this
point for the record as follows :)
It ls understood by all parties to the treatr that the participation of Italy
In the North Atlantic Pact bad no effect on the military provisions, or any other
provisions, of the Italian Peace Treaty. Any contribution which Italy makes
to the collective capacity for defense of the North Atlantic area must be within
the limits fixed by the mllltary provisions of the Italian Peace Treaty.

Senator WATKINS. I have no further questions. ·
Ambassador AUSTIN. I would like. Mr. Chairman. to finish, if I
can, before lunch. Would you mind having Senator Donnell ask me
his questions before lunch 9 The reason is that I have to be in New
York this afternoon, if possible.
The CnAmMAN. We will accommodate you, Senator.
Senator Donnell?
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Senator Dmon~u .. I want to sny that I am very happy to see mv
friend, the distinl!uishe<l Ambassador an<l former Senator, whom l:
have known for some years and regard most highly, here with us
today.
Ambassador Ac:sTIN .. Thank you very much. You go just as far as
you like, too.
Senator DoNNELJ,. I will try to go only within the limits. I think
Senator Watkins, to my judgment, has observed the limits, too. I
shall endeavor to present my questions to you as briefly and succinctly
as I can.
THE TREATY IN RELATION TO REGIONAL ARRANGEllENT8

Mr. Ambassador, on pa~e 3 of your testimony, near the bottom,
occurs a quotation which I ask you now, is this an exact quotation
from Mr. Gromyko 9
The North Atlantic Pact cannot under any clrcumstancee be called a regional
arrangement becau11e it cowprll!eS states located lo two dift'erent oontlnent&Amerlca and Europe. Thus tht'se st11tes are united not a<.'<.-ordlog to the regional
principle.

Ambassador AL"STIN. I believe it is. I intended it to be.
Sena.tor DoNNELL. I assumed it was intended to be a correct statement of what Mr. Gromyko said.
Then I want to ask the meaning of this next sentence, your own
sentence:
This claim that the treaty is In conlllct with the Charter, because it does not
create an arrangement ae<·ordlng to the regional principle, is without probity.

Would you be kind enough to tell us, nm I correct in understanding, if
I may put it in that form, that that is an incorrect statement, and not
founded on truth 1
Ambassador At:snx. Oh. no.
Senator DoNNELL. What is it that vou mean 9
Ambassador AusTIN. I use "probity" in the common, ordinary acc~ptance of that word to lawyers, as something that proves something.
Senator DoNNELL. I beg your pnrdon. AU right, sir.
Do you, Mr. Ambassador, understand, or assert, that the North
Atlantic Treaty is, to use the language of Mr. Gromyko, a regional
urrangement !
Ambassador AvsTIN. Not in the full sense of the Charter of the
United Nations. You see, you can regard it as regional in some of its
functions. It is evidently not designed under chapter VIII, but designed as it is, under article 51, it is described in tlie record this way.
This is the hearings on July 9to13, 1945, in this same committee. Mr.
Pasvolsky said :
Now, Mr. Chairman, In conjunction with the provisions of this chapter, I
would like to say a word about article 51 of thP preceding chapter. That is the
self-deferu!e article which 11tates that nothing lo thm Charter shall Impair the
Inherent right of self·defent1e If an armed atta<'k occurs against a memher of the
Uotted Nations until the &>curlty Council bas taken all men1<ures necessary.
!Wnator VANDENllEBO. I think you left out three very lmport1111t word11 : "lmllYldual or collective" self-defense.
Mr. PASVOL&KY. I am just coming to that.
Senator vANDl:NBICBG. All right.
Mr. PASVOLSKY. I wanted to say that the right of self-defense is delloed as
individual or collective.
Senator VANDENBERG. Yes.
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Mr. PASVOLSKY. That word "collective" relates lo part to the regional arrungements I have just described, but It relates also to any group action that may be
taken tor purposes ot selt-detense.

That same thought, you will find, I am confident, at the pages that I
have stated in my written statement there, expressed by Mr. Stettinius
and by John Foster Dulles.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, I wanted to ask you this question: You next say in your statement, and perhaps I should read this
sentence :
This claim that the treaty ls In conflict with the Charter because It <loes not
create an arrangement according to the region! principle ls without probity:
First-

and I am quoting from you nowlt does create nn arrangement according to the region! principle. History shows
that the Atlantic Ocean is a bridge linking America and Europe. Second, even
If the treaty did not do so, it creates a group for collective defense under
article 51 ot the Charter.

Then, on the next page, is this further sentence to which I direct your
attention. You say:
It ls not necessary to define the organization of the North Atlantic community
as exclusively a regional arrangement, or as exclusively a group tor collecth·e
sel!-defense, since activities under both article 51 and chapter VIII are comprehended In the treaty.

I take it that that is your opinion Y
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is my opinion.
Senator DoNNELL. And chapter VIII is the one which contains
article 521
Ambassador AusTIN. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. And chapter VIII is entitled ''Regional .Arrangements" and contains, as I have indicated, article 52, and also articles
53 and 54. That is correct; is it not 9
Ambassador .A.usTIN. That is right.
KEEPING THE SECURITY COUNCIL INFORMED OF ACTIVITIES UNDER THE
TREATY
Senator DoNNEJ.L. Now, Mr. Ambassador, article 54:, I observeand this is the question I want to ask you-reads:
The Security Council shnll at all times be kept fully Informed of activities
undertaken or In contemplation under regional arrangements or by regional
ugencles for the maintenance of international ~ace and security.

Does it not?
Ambassador Ausn~. Yes.
SPnator Do~NEJ.L. I understand vour statement-and nm I correct
in this ?-to say thnt activities under chapter VIII, that is to say
article 52 and these other two articles, aa and M, a1·e comp1·ehended in
the North .Atlantic Treaty .
•\mbassador Arsnx. that is my opinion.
St>nator Dox:-.t:J,[,. The St>curitv Council inclu<lc>s within its membl'rship, as amon~ its permanent 1i~e111bers, Russia; does it not l
Ambassador At.:sTis. Oh. yes.
S<'nator l>oNNt:LL. So that in the provisions of at1icle 54~ am I co1·rect in understanding that the Security Council as un entirety, including every member, both Russia and the others, shall at all tunes
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be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in contemplation
under regional arrangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of intemational peace and security 1
·
Ambassador AUSTIN. First you have to have a premise for it; that
is, an activity. Understand, I make this distinction clear i'n my statement, I think. I do not regard this treaty as making a regional arrangement, fully panoplied regional arrangement. I liave said so time
and time again, and I do not think it does, but it comprehends some
activities that may get in there, and when you try those activities
then you come under the restrictions in chapter VIII. Thus, the
parties will consult together whenever in the opinion of any of them
the territorial integrity, political independence, or security of any
of the parties is threatened. I don't know that it will ever happen,
but if it should happen and this ~oup of 12 countries here, under the
North Atlantic Treaty, undertook to do any business in that field,
don·t vou see, they would have to tell about it.
But the implied question-I don\ think I have the full questionthat they would have to report everything I would have to answer
"no"; they woudn 't have to.
GEOORAPHIO BASIS OF NORTH ATLANTIC AREA

Senator DoNNEJ.L. Simply in view of your statement in what you
hare given us today that the treat~ "does not create an arrangement
.
according to the regional principle'-Ambassador AusTIN. That is on geography; that meets the geographical question.
Senator DONNELL. I understood you to say, however, earlier this
morning, that geography is not the only thmg to be considered in
determining whether a region exists; that cultural aTIJi other such
thinizs may be taken into consideration in determining that.
Ambassador AuSTIN. Let's stick to the question. Here is the situation. In the text ,YOU will see that I am answering Mr. Gromyko.
Mr. Gromyko says 1t cannot under any circumstances be called a regional arrangement because it comprises states located in two different
contirients--America and Europe. And he says, "Thus" (because
o! that) "these states are united not according to the regional principle."
lly answer is limited to that. I am saying that the Atlantic unites
them, and history shows that the Atlantic is a bridge linking America
and Europe and the including of them is therefore within that regional principle. It relates to that, that answer does.
REGIONALISM AND

COLLECTIVE SECURITY

Senator DoNNEll. Now, Senator, it is true, however, is it not, according to your statement which you have given the committee this
morning, and I quote, that "Activities under both articJe 51 and chapter VII! are comprehended in this treaty"? That is correct; is it not~
Ambassador AUSTIN. They may be.
Senator DoNNELL. You say they are.
Ambassador AuSTIN. My position is that the treaty is broad enough
~that certain activities would come in there. Now, when they come
in-I know what you are driving at. I am very familiar with what you
are driving at. Let's get right down to it.
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Senator DoNNELL. That is just what I would like to do, and have
you give me your view.
Ambassador AusTIN. The question is, 'Vhat information a.re you
bound to give up under article 54 j
Senator DoNNELL. If I may just state the question I have in mind
succinctly, I would like to have your answer. :My statement is based
on the fact that you 1rnve said first, and I quote exactly, that the
treaty does create an arrangement according to the regional .principle, and second that you state that activities under both article 51
anµ chafter VIII are comprehended in the Treaty.
Now ask you, Mr. Ambassador, what type of activities which will
be carried out under the Atlantic Treaty, and comprehended in the
treat)', will have to be reported by the participants in the treaty to
the Security Council, of which Russia is a permanent member? That
is my question .
. Ambassador AusTIN. In the first place, take the prior object of the
treaty, self-defense. It is self-defense; is it nod It is security.
We aim for securit)' and protection against armed aggression. Isn't
that the No. 1 thing~
Senator DONNELL. I would assume so.
REPOR:i'INO TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Ambassador AUSTIN. All right. If that is it, then what do we report 1 We are not in that objective of the treaty which functions
under chapter VIII at all; are we? We are in article 51, and under that article, even, we have to do some reporting. And we say
that under article 51 we have to report to the Security Council after
this attack has commenced what we are doing about it, and I am
for a very lihE!ral interpretation about reportin~, don't you see t And
my theory about this is that there isn't anythmg in this treaty that
calls for an unreasonable interpretation. There isn't anything in
the North .\tlnntic Treaty that calls for a change-over from the
practice that has been fomid necessary on this subject of self-defense
and security. And this does not mean and the Charter does not mean
that we have got to violate security by turning over to the enemy
secret information. Such an interpretation would be absolutely absurd. \Ve are ~overned by this theory of self-help and mutual ai<l.
Now, then, can this reasonably be interpreted that we turn over to
the Security Council at any time, under any pretext, information that
would convert and reverse this into self-injury and mutunl damage!
No. That would be a very unreasonable interpretation. Even the
most liberal interpt-etation of what you ought to do ns a regional
group here for self-defense will not admit of that, because that would
destroy the whole theory of self-defense. I would give it a very
liberal interpretation, because I am under the firm conviction that
this treaty, if carried out according to its spirit and letter and according to the Charter of the United Nations. will have to be operated through the United Nations. The moment that it steps out
into this field, the nonsecurity field. which it might occupy as I have
said here, then its functions would fnll under chapter VIII, and it has
to <lo business through the United Nations. But what it hns to turn
over for the information is qualified by what is reasonable.
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Senator DoNNEU .. Now, Senator, I appreciate your .answer, and I
understand it to mean, and perhaps I am making it too simple, that
you say that it would obviously not devolve upon the participants
to the treaty to turn over to our enemy matters which are essential
to our own defense under the treaty.
Ambassador AUSTIN. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. I wanted to ask you affirmatively, however, in.asmuch as you say in your statement that activities under chapter
VIII, which includes article 52, are comprehended in the treaty, what
type of activities you think, under article 54 of the United Nations
Charter, are required to be communicated to the Security Council,
·Of which one of the permanent members is Russia 1
Ambassador AusTIN. I think no man can predict what will
happen under this treaty, and I can't. I see clearly from my point of
view as a representative of the United States in the United Nations,
·and therefore representing one of the important signatories to this
treaty here, that there could arise a situation under which article 4
would come into operation and the parties would have to consult.
Senator DONNELL. Might it not arise also under article 2, in which
there is a requirement of the endeavor to eliminate conflict in international economic policies?
Ambassador AusTIN. I doubt it. I doubt it. I think that comes
under another part of the Charter of the United Nations. I don't
think it falls into chapter VIII. You see, I believe that this part
of it, Senator Donnell, is strengthening of the United Nations Charter,
consciously strengthening that part of the Charter that deals with the
-removal of causes of war, poverty, ill health, economic warfare.
ignorance, bad housing, crowded conditions, and all those things. I
believe article 2 is an affirmation by this group that it is for those
things affirmatively, and that the only way in the world for them to
be effective in carrying out that affirmation is to do it through the
United Nations.
BASIS FOR

NORTH

ATJ,..\NTIC TilE.\TY IX

TUE UN

CHARTER

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, may I ask you, do you think
the North Atlantic Treaty is bused in part on article 52 of the Charter,
and also on article 51 ~
Ambassador AusTIN. No; oh, no. I am afraid I have not been
·clear.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you tell us just what your view is with
regard to that 1
Ambassador AusTIN. I will give you my opinion, based on my
personal knowledge of the origin of 51, of its current interpretationmeaning thPre at San Franeisco-its use. its application covering
four different things, namely the inter-American system of collective
security, as embodied in the Act of Chapultepec, 1945; the pact of
the League of Arab States of March 22, 1945; the treaty of alliance
between the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom of May 26, 1942;
and the treaty of alliance and mutual assistance between the Soviet
Union and France of December 10, 1944. From all these things it is
·clear to my mind that the foundation of this treaty, the very essence
of this movement among the 12 states here. having bridgeheads on
.both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, is article 51, and no other article.
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Senator DONNELL. Do you mind, Mr. Ambas.<>ador, if I ask you at
that point, then, what is it that you mean by saying that the treaty
does create an arrangement according to the regional principle, nnd
I am quoting exactly from your statement this morning?
Amliassador AusTIN. That means that it answers the charge that
because some of these members in this group are on one side of the
Atlantic and some on the other, and in different continents, therefore
it is in violation of the Charter. I say that that is a fallacy of logic,
and a fallacy of fact.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, I am mindful of the time.
Ambassador AUSTIN. You go just as far as you like.
Senator DoNNELL. I do not want to interfere with your arrangements or those of the committee.
Ambassador AusTIN. I would go without my lunch to talk with you
anv time.
By the way, I want you to know that I have followed your argument
and been very interested in it, and I know what a wonderful logician
you are.
Senator DoNNELL. That is very kind of you, Mr. Ambassador. I
greatly appreciate the compliment, coming from you, whom I know
so well.
Ambassador AUSTIN. I tell you what: I think you ought to change
your position, that's all.
Senat-0r DONNELL. Now, Mr. Ambassador, I don't want to fall into
any error of making an argument, and I shall not do so if I can
prevent it.
Senator Pepper, of this Foreign Relations Committee, made a statement in the course of the debate that. I would like to present to you
and ask you what your opinion is of his statement.
Ambassador AusTIN. Please don't do that.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you mind if I do that?
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh, don't do that. I don't like to express an
opinion about. a Senator's statement.
Senat-0r DoNNELL. May I state the point that is involved~
Ambassador Ausnx. Yes; that is all right.
IXTF.ST

RElJINI> ARTICLE al AT SAN FRA:SCISCO

Senator DoNNELL. The point, as I understand it, that Senator
Pepper made, and I will make it now to present to you as a point,
apart from himself, was that it was never intended that article 51
should justify state..." in getting together and forming a military
alliance, entering into a general agreement about concerted action in
the common interest or against the common enemy, and to standardize
the military equipment and provide for joint supply of their armed
forc<'s; that in the second place article 5L and I am speaking now of
the United Nations Charter, was intended to give authority for something like a spontaneous and instantaneous resistance to an armed
attack on the part of an individual state or collective states, et cetera,
and the language to which I call your attention in respect to this
question in the Charter is thatNothin~ in the pre!'ent Charter i;hnll Impair the Inherent right of Individual
or colle<'th·e self·clefem~e if on nrmed attack occurs against a member of the
t'nitecl Nntions. • • •
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To boil that question down a little bit, if I may, the point I am
presenting to yon is, Do yon think there is any merit in the view that
article 51 of the United Nations Charter was not intended to cover a
general future arrangement or agreement, no matter what you mny
call it, between parties, but was designed to cover the situation solely
'"if an armed attack occurs''; a temporary situation as distinb'11ished
from a more or less permanent arrangement? Do I make my point
clear?
Ambassador AusTIN. Oh, yes; thnt is a very fine question.
Senator DoN~O~l..L. I cannot claim credit for it.
Ambassador AusTIN. At first I thought your question wns aimed
at the future element in it, but it is not. Your question, as I understand it, is aimed at the element of the permanency of the organization.
Senator DoxxELL. Thnt is co1Ted. I think we understand one
another. It is aimed at the question as to whether article 51. in referring to a situation "if an nrmed nttack occurs," since "nothing in
the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs,'' means that there is
a limitation to a situation where an armed attack occurs, and then you
can all get together to defend, or, on the contrary, does article 61
authorize you to make a future arrangement in contemplation of all
future possible attacks~
Ambassador AUSTIN. Now I know I understood yon. Your question seems to me to be this: Does that article do this, or is there
something else that does it. and my answer is that that article just
says "Nothing in this Charter shall interfere with it." Don't you see?
Senator DoNNELL. Yes.
INHERENT RJOllT OF SEL1''-DEFENSE

Ambassador AmmN. As I said hefore, article 51 doesn't grant any
pawers. Article 51 brushes aside anything in conflict herewith. That
is what it does. It is a tremendous big thing. But the real foundation of this agreement and other like it is the inherent right of selfdefense, Do Yon see~
Now, that exists without this treaty. It exists without this Charter.
Every State has that right of self-defense, and it is sees fit to join up
with a friend that is willing to join and it make them both stronger
and their interests are mutual, then it can go ahead and do that, and
that is what these meft did. And since some of them were members
of the United Nations, they had to put into it article 51. Don't you
see?
Then there was an interpretation made of axticle 51 in another way,
don't you see? The Latins, of course, who were very greatly interested
in it, came along and said, "Not only does it do that; not only does it
permit this organization by states on the basis of their international
rights," but one of the most brilliant of these men, Lleras Camargo,
said this, if you will permit me to rend it.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to have you do it if the committee
is agreeable.
90614--4&--pt.

1~10
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IXTERl'RET.ATION OF ARTICLE

51

Ambassador AusTIN. This statement was made on May .23, 1945,
in that committee meeting, committee IIl/4, which approved the text
of article 51. This purports to be a quote from Lleras Camargo, of
Colombia:
.
The Latin-Amerkan countries understood, ns Senator Vandenberg had said.
that the origin ot the term "collecth·e iwlf-defense" Is Identified with the ne<>esslty of preserving regional systems like the Inter-American one. The Cluu·ter. in
general terms, Is a constitution, and it lt>gltlwlzes the right ot collecth·e selfdefeuse to be carried out in accord with the rei,:ional pacts so long as they are
not opposed to the purposes and pri11clples of the or1mnl1..ation as exprei<sed in
the Charter. It a group of countries with reglo11al ties declure their solidarity
for their mutual defense, as In the case of Amerlcun states. they will undertake
such defem:e jointly if and when one of them IR uttucked. And the right of
defense Is not limit.-d to the 1·ou11try which is the tlirect victim ot aggressiou
but extends to those countries which han~ estubllslwd solidarity, through n>gio11al 11rr1111gements, with the country dire<'tly attacked. This Is the typical
case of the A111erlC'11n system.
The Ad of Chapultepec provides for the collective defense of the heml~phere
and establishes that if an Amerkun nation is attucked nil the rest consider themselws attackl-><l. Consec.1uently sud1 action as they may take to repel aggre11slon,
authorized by the nrtlcle which wu:-: tlis<'US><ed In subcommittee Yl->Ster1lay, is
authorl1.ed tor nil ot them. Such a<'tion would be in accortl with the Charter.
by the approvul of the urtidt> aml u rngionul urrani.:eml:'nt may take action,
p1·ovlde1l It does not hn,·e impro1ier purpo11es, as, for ex11111ple, joint aggrP><sioo
a1mlnst another state.
From this, it may It> dt>thH·t••l tl111t tlw approq1l of this Artlele Implies that the
Act ot Chapultepec Is not in contruventlon of the Charter.

Senator DoNNELL. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
There is just one final point, very briefly, that, with the permission
of the committee, I should like to ask the Ambassador, if he will be
so kind as to likewise be patient with me if I ask him.
It relates to this: Senator Vandenberg, with his eloquence and
clarity of thought, presented to you this morning the point that this
treaty is not only not a military allianee but that it is the op1)osite of it.
Ambassador Ac;sTIN. Yes.
.
Senator DoNNELL. I am not entirely able to follow the reasoning
that the Senator had in that respect.
Senator VANDENBERG. You mean there wasn't that much clarity 1
Senator DoNNELJ,. It was because of my own density, I have no
doubt, sir. But in the course of his pr{csentation I understood him to
use the words, in substance, or the expression, in substance, that these
measures that had been taken by the participa1'ts in this treaty in the
even of an armed attack will continue only so long as the Security
Council has foiled to take action, and I think I recall the '~ord "emergency" having crept in also into the eourse of the statement.
INABII.rrY OF SECURrrY COUNCIL TO

.ACT

Now. the point to which I ask you to direct your attention, 1rnd on
which I ask your opinion, is this : Assuming that there should be an
attack made upon Norway by Russia, and that the parties to this pact
take prompt action forthwith, as it says in artide 5. to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area, notwithstanding, :Mr.
Ambassador, the provision in article fi that those measures shall be
terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures necessary
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to restore and maintain international pence and security, how long
do you think it would be before the Security Council, which contains
.among·its permanent members Russia, would take the measures necessary to restore and maiutain international peace and security 1
Perhaps I faultily stated the question.
Ambassador Ausn.:... No; you have a good question. I understand
it. It is all right. It is a compact question.
Well, you are asking an opinion, and I am going to give you one.
Senator DoNNELL. I would like to have it.
Ambassador AusTIN. I don't know as it is worth a cent, but I think
it will be forever and ever, see~ I think that they will veto, of course.
That is a perfectly natural thing.
Senator DoNNELL. That is a verv frank and clear statement, and I
thoroughly agree with you, and I don't think that this situation of a
temporary emergency that would be dissipated by some action of the
Security Council next week will be taken. I want to thank you, Mr.
Ambassador.
Senator V A..NDENBERO. :May I just intervene, inasmuch as my quotation is involved~ I agree with the answer too, and I think one of the
supreme virtues of this arrangement is that you can act in self-defense
inside the Charter and outside the veto. That is what I like about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the veto does not apply to an inherent right
that exists by reason of international law and custom over and above
the provisions of the Charter and above the provisions of the pending
treaty. Is that true1
Ambassador Aus-nN. That is true.
OOKPA.RISON

OF

TREATY TO

MILITARY

ALLIANCE

Senator DoxsEn. Might I have leave, in view pf the interpolation
by my good friend Senator Vandenberg, to state on the point of
whether or not this is the opposite of a military alliance-that I am
not clear on the point that an instrument which contains within it a
contract to use effective self-help and mutual aid in maintaining and
developing individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack,
which contains within it also an agreement that an armed attack
against one of them shall be considered an attack against them all,
and which contains the further agreement that each of them agrees
that forthwith, upon such an attack being made, each party, individually an<l in concert with the others, will take such action as it
deems necessary, and so forth, as set forth in article 5-1 just can't
see where Senator Vandenberg makes the point that that is not a military alliance. I just wanted to make that statement on that, so I might
Hot in any sense be thou~ht to have been convinced by the very eloquent
and clear and expressive statement made by Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. I would just like to add this postscript, that I
suspect this question will be debated at some length on the floor of the
Senate, when I personally will be quite happy and prepared to meet it.
I simply add this postscript at the moment, that in my opinion the
traditional interpretation of the phmse "military alliance" carries
within it an offensive rather than an essentially defensive overriding
objective, and that it is a partnership for power rather than a partner.ship for peace-in the traditional se11se, I am saying. I do not think
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that any of those characteristics is involved here, and that is the great
distinction that I draw.
.
Senator DONNELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. To answer the Senator from Missouri, the reading
&.lso of Mr. Acheson's statement yesterday, I believe it was, when that
particular question was directed to him, to distinguish between this
sort of an arrangement and the traditional military alliance as practiced in former years, is recommended.
Senator DoNNnL. Mr. Chairman, I shall certainly read that with
care, and I am very happy to have the suggestion.
BALANCE OF l'OWER AXD PltEPOXDERANCE OF POWER

May I just conclude by mentioning to Mr. Amhassador the fact
that I have noted with interest particularly the fact that he points
out in page 6 of his statement, "The nncient theory of balance of
power lost its potential utility," and then points out that the undertaking of the peoples of the United Nations. et eetera, to combine
their efforts introduced formally the element of preponderance of
power for peace. That is in there.
But the point I um making is that the distinguished Ambassador,
for whose Judgment and character I have the greatest of admiration,
points out thnt now the traditional idea of balance of power has been
superseded by the preponderance of power idea; in other words this
treaty, as I understand it. is to create not merely a balance of power,
but a prepondernnee of power.
Ambassador Ammx. That is rig-ht. I meant exactly that.
Now, some people have talked with me about this, and you can
imagine I have not tnken that position without very great care.
Senator DONNELL. I know you haven't. I am very sure of it.
Ambassador AUSTIN. And I have talked with very learned men
and got their views. I have had lots of help on that.
Some people interpret balance of power as the same thing as preponderance of power, but it is not. The traditional meaning of
balance of power was equilibrium. The balance was kept level by
means of two or more state;;, don't you see. usually more. But the
strange thing is that in all the history of balance of power they never
did have a balance. There always was a preponderance in some state,
and in my years, the years I remember, it has been the United Kingdom. because of their control of the seas.
Senator DoxNELL. Mr. Chairman, may I thank not only the distinguished Ambassador for his very great patience and courtesy, but
also the committee for permitting me to infringe upon their patience.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope the Senator is satisfied with the action of
the committee.
Senator DoNNEIJ,. I appreeiate the action of the committee very
much indeed, and I shall desire to avail myself, if I may, of future
incursions of like character.
The CnAIRMAN. 'Ve thank you, Senator Austin, for your very fine
statement. 'Ve apprrciate your presence.
·
The committee will be in recess until 2: 30 o'clock, when we will
reconvene to hear Secretarv of Defense Johnson.
,
(Whereupon, at 1 : % p: m., the committee recessed until 2: 30 p. m.
of the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. m., upon the expiration of the
recess.
The CH.\IRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The committe has the pleasure of having before it today Secretary
of Defense Johnson who will testify on the North Atlantic treaty a.nd
related matters.
STATEJIDT OF HOB. LOUIS 100801', SECRETARY OF DEFE1'SE
Secretary JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, I am appearing here today at the invitation of
your committe to add the views of the National Military Establishment to what Secretary Acheson ha.s told you about the North Atlantic
Treaty.
As you know, I have been in office only about 1 month and there
have been many serious problems to face. I have had an opportunity,
however, to study this momentous document. I say it is momentous
with feeling, because it is a long stride in the peacetime path of American history. It is a bold and important step for ns all, for in it we
join our great power with that of our neighbors in a common eft'ort for
safety and self-preservation-for peace before victory, and without
war.
INITIATIVE AND RESPONSmILrrr OJ' STATE DEPARTMENT

The Secretary of State has outlined to you the progress the Government is ma.king in what he calls "waging the peace." He has demonstrated that the North Atlantic Treaty and the military assistance
program are components of our progressive foreign policy. The initiative and responsibility for both have clearly and properly been
with the Secretary of State. This great structure of freedom has
been huilt through months of careful and precise work by Secretary
Acheson and his foreign colleagues. He and his stuff took over this
heavy burden where General Murshnll and Mr. Lovett left off and
were· aided by the cooperation of this committee. I think that all
who have worked on this treaty are deserving of the highest gratitude
of this country.
ECONOMIC STABILITY AND PREPAREDNESS

There has been Yery close cooperation on these matters ~etween the
Department of State and the :Military Establishment, for all of us
are seeking the greatest security for our country. In striving for this
objective, however, we must carefully balance the military requirements of coping with the dangers we now face with the maintenance
of a sound and prosperous American economy. At the same time we
must give first priority to restoration of economic stability in Europe
while assisting her to regain greater military security. All of these
calculations involve risks, but our wil.ngness to face them may well
measure our ability to prevent war. We must face them squarely and
courageously.
It is absolutely clear to me, as it was between 19:.\7 and 1940 when I
was last in the Military Establishment, that we must be prepared to
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counter foreseeable threats. This requires preparedness not only in
terms of guns, ships, and airplanes, but in terms of readily conve1tibleresources of manpower and industry. It is e,qual1y obvious that we
need friends and partners. Through this treaty we band together
with many of our friends and by the military assistance progrn.m we
put the means in their hands to defend themselves~ thereby increasingour own security.
·
Ambassador Austin has explained to you the importance of this
treaty to the United Nations, how it is consii4ent with the UN Charterand serves as a strong brace in support of the reaceful objectives of the
Charter. It is and has long been my belie that we must continue
earnestly and faithfu11y our efforts to make the rnited Nations succeed. What he has said confirms my belief that the ability of the western nations to work for pence through the United Nations will bestrengthened.
THE TREATY-NOT A MILITARY ALLIAXCE

I expect that sometime during the congressional consi<leration of
these matters that someone wi11 say that I have been inconsistent in my
attitude toward treaties of this character. They will probably refer
to a speech I made a year ago to the Daughters of the American
Revolution. At that time I stated, and I quote:
Milltary alllances are not in the tradltlon ot the United States.

As Secretary Acheson has carefu11y pointed out. this treaty is an association of nations that have come together under the Charter of the
United Nations to exercise their inherent right of self-defense through
a co11ective security arrangement authorized by the Charter of the
United Nations.
This treaty, like the Rio Treaty. is thus a vital measure for selfdefense. Neither of them, in my opinion, is a foreign military alliance in the customary sense, and therefore my remarks in the speech
I referred to do not thus apply. These treaties are logical extensions
of the time-honored Monroe Doctrine, and entirely consistent with our
policy of seeking international security through the United Nations.
When I made that speech. I was referring to the Brussels Paet. the
signatories of which had held their first meeting only 3 days before.
At that time I considered it to be a purely western European military
alliance. But, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I was
then a private citizen, and properly did not have access to information regarding implementat10n of that pact which has since been made
available to the entire world.
The North Atlantic Treaty is of much wider S('Ope and involves a
broad area in which the very preservation of the United StMes is at
stake. It is a partnership with our friends for the common defense.
In that speech I also said, and I quote:
Wa cannot give to any torelgn nation or group of nations the power to say
when the United States should go to wnr.

I can assure you that I continue to believe this. It seems clear to
me from a reading of article 5 that in this treaty we do not 1rive to
any foreign nation or group of nations the power to say when the
United States should go to war. We obligate ourselves to take what-
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ever action we deem necessary "to restore and maintain the security
of the ~forth Atlantic area."
Now, as Secretary of Defense, I want to tell you how important this
treaty is from the point of view of the Military Establishment. I unde1-stand that you havefovited General Bradley to testify before your
committee next week. He will give you more detailed information
about the meaning of the treaty to our armed forces.
STRENGTHENING OF

UNITE~

STATES SECURITY THROUGH TREATY

From the military viewpoint, the basic objectives of the collective
defense system contemplated by the treaty are to deter war and to
attain maximum military effectiveness in war, if war cannot be prevented. The Nol'th Atlantir Treaty will form a basis for imlroving
United States security by improvin~ the military potential o all the
member nations. This potential will be improved in terms of collective action as well as inaividual armed strength.
I am sure that its value as a war deterrent and, in the last resort, in
war itself must be obvious to you all. Nevertheless, it is our firm
belief in the Military Establishment that the ratification of the treaty
cannot, in itself and without further action, safely be relied upon to
aceomplish the objectives of the treaty. Unless its terms are vigorously implemented, its force for peace will be vitiated and, if there
should be war, we should have to pay an inordinate price for our
failure to implement it.
NEED FOR MILITARY ASSISTANCE

We must keep constantly in mind the three fundamentals of preparedness-manpower, materials, and suitable positions from which
to employ them in the event of attack. The treaty goes far toward
making available for the common defense the manpower and strategic
positions. The main lack in this- great partnership will be mate.
rials-the materials required for defense. Some of the required materials may become available over the next few years as byproducts
of economic recovery and we must assure uninterrupted effort toward
attainment of the goals set by the Marshall plan.
If we are to strengthen the line of defense in Europe and elsewhere~
we must go further and supply our friends with some of their deficiencies in arms and equipment and help them to help themselves. We
have invested a great deal in rebuilding the western community and
now we should join these friendly neighbors in building a bulwark
against aggression. ·
MU.ITARY ESTABLISHMENT AND MU.ITARY ASSISTANCE

There has been some talk lately of the possibility that by joining
the treaty we can reduce the investment in our Military Establishment.
It is confidently hoped that over the next few years we will enhance
our security by joining this ~artnership for peace. However, I am
sure it is clear to you that until the world situation clarifies we cannot
aft'ord to relax the strengthening of our military forces. We may,
over the long term after the strength of our partnership is built up,
be able to reduce our annual expenditures for the armed forces. How-
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e,·er, until the danger that confronts us subsides and an efficiently
operating, coordinated defense system is established under this treaty,
we of America cannot afford to reduce our investment in preparedness.
In passing, I want to tell you that Mr. Forrest.al planned to appear
before your committee to lend his str011S' support to favorable action
on this treaty. You will recall from Ins annual report that he considered greater solidarity with our neighbors in the Atlantic area and
military aid to western Europe as matters of highest priority to the
Military Establishment. With that thought I concur.
And there, for a moment, .M:r. Chairman, may I digress to say that
it is with the sreatest pleasure I say to you that at Mr. Forrestal's
invitation I visited him for about 35 minutes in his room at the hospital
the first of this week, and I found him like his own self, in goo<l health.
The doctors expect him to leave in 2 or 3 weeks. He will take some
rest; he will be a completely restored and able man. I am glad to tell
you that.
.
BENEFITS TO THE UNITED STATES FRO:&l THE TREATY

To resume: On the assumption that the pact becomes, as intended,
a force to discourage war and a basis for improving the military
potential of its member nations in the event of war, I believe that we
shall get, in return for joining the pact, a greatly improved prospect
for the maintenance of the security of the United States and the world.
We wi11 Jlet it, in my opinion. thi·ough an improved sense of security
and stability abroad under which the moral, economic and military
strength of our friends can be rebuilt.
'Ve will feel a greater assurance that friendly governments will not.
fall to fifth columns. We will see a growing nucleus of defensive
militarv force on which to base our own strategy in the event of war.
Furthei·more, it is to be expected that our actual strategic position
will be improved, in that we shall be much better able to make effective
use of our armed strength, if the necessity arises. as a result of the
mutual aid we will get from our partners under article~ of the treaty.
The Military Establishment certainly <loes not want war. We are
striving for peace and security with honor. The North Atlantic
Treaty, in our opinion, is an instrument for such peace an<l security.
We helieYe. int.he National Miiltary Estahlishnwnt. that ratification of
the trPaty is essential to the future security of the l'nited Statt's as
wt>ll as to the peace and fre1•dom of wry important areas of the worlcl.
THE l\f0,11'ARY-ASSISTANCE PRO(l)L\:11

The CHAlR)JAN. Mr. Secretary. I will ask you a few questions, and
then tnrn you over to the questions of the committee.
It is contemplated, is it not. at a later date, nfter the ratificntion
of the treaty, that such plans as may he in the making for military
aid to Europe, will be laid before the Congress in the form of a bill
01· "ome other appropriate action~
~t>c-retarv .ToHNSON. Yes, sir; and much intensive work hv our most
c·o1111wtP11t · lllen is being <lone. so that when the hour art-i"ves. 11111ler
the ~tate Department's leadership we shall submit the data to this
c·0111m ittee.
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The CB.AlllKAN. I understood from your main statement that General Bradley, as our Chief of Staff and our chief military officer,
would give us a good many more details than you have been able
to ~ive us; is that correct~
~retary JOHNSON. Yes, sir. On those details, sir, you are entitled to the highest and best authority, the most qualified men we
have. I therefore, as has been my custom, put it up to the Joint
Chiefs of Staif, and General Bradley will be here at such time as
you indicate.
TllL\TY

AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM DO NOT LESSEN NEED
MAINTAINING UNITED STATES MILITARY STRENGTH

FOR

The CHAIRMAN. I want to stress one point that you made, and that
is that the ratification of this treaty and the adoption of a military
plan for western Europe does not in any wise lessen the necessity
for us to maintain our own military strength here in the United
States.
Secretary JOHNSON. Until such time as, in the western union, or
in the area of this pact, there is there constituted such military strength
as can be substantially relied upon, there can be no lessening of our
own burden of keeping up sufficient military strength in the United
States.
The CHAIRMAN. I was speaking of the present. Those are desirable
ends that you mention, but for the present, in our present situation,
Congress is going to be faced with the problem of the size of our
military budget and all those things.
The point that I want to bring out is that regardless of this treaty
we still will have the obligation to the people of the United States
to provide for their proper d~fense.
.
Secretary JOHNSON. That 1s correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Through the Anny, tlie Air Force, and all the other
auxiliary branches. Is that not true¥
Seeretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir. I agree with you.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume from your statement that it is our ultimate hope that by doing what this treaty provides, and following it
with military assistance to western Europe, we may decrease that
necessity in the course of years, as it goes along.
Secretary JoHNsON. I agree.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chiefs of Staff, I assume, are working on this
military program now, are they~ Or have they finished 1t?
Secretary JoHNsON. They have not finished it: Among other
pres.-;ing thin~ they are working on this, and the joint staff, working
under the Jomt Chiefs, is giving elaborate attention to this.
COMPARISON OF TREATY

TO

OLD MILITARY ALLIANCES

The CHAIRMAN. With regard to your speech where you quoted on

th~ subject of military alliance, is there not a wide divergence from

this treaty and what was traditionally known as military alliances?
Secretary JOHNSON. In the first draft that I intended to give you,
the reference to my speech was left out-the speech is very vivid in
nidv ~ind-so that it might not later be misconstrued. It seemed to me
a nsable not to explam it away but just to say what was in the
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speech and what it meant1 and that it is not inconsistent with what
I inn saying here today.
The CHAIRMAN. My conception of the military alliances in the traditional history of the United States and other countries is an alliance
not limited to self-defense. It is an alliance not along that line at all,
but those alliances of which we speak were joint alliances, both for
defensive and aggressive action.
If one of the parties should in any event go to war, then the others
were forced to go to war· is that not true¥
Secretary Joi1NsoN. Yes, sir. That is what I was then talking
ubout, as distinguished from what we have here today, which I now
support.
The CHAIRMAN. To my mind and memory, the World War I was a
classic illustration of that. They had the Trirle Entente, and on the
other side they had another group, the Centra Powers, and when the
Centr1tl Powers declared war, or went into war, they demanded that
Itnly should join them because Italy was a party to their military
alliance. But Italy did not join them. She did not agree to go along.
Thnt is a classic example of where they, when they declared war, expected Italy to join them, not because Italy was in danger, not because
she wns attacked, but because they were in a state of war and Italy was
a member of the alliance-it was thought she should automatically
come into the war.
Secretary JonNsON. Thank you, sir, for the additional explanation,
which shows that what I said then is not in conflict with what I said
today.
. The CHAIRMAN. Not at all. As a matter of fact, this treaty is not a
general military alliance in any sense. It is limited to defense against
.armed attack.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is the very orposite of the military alliance.
Senator TYDINGS. Defensive entirely.
The CHAIRMAN. Defensive entirely. It is an alliance of peace, if
vou want to call it an alliance.
·~ Secretary JOHNSON. I like your language.
The CHAIRllAN. It is an alliance against armed attack, it is an alliance agninst war, and does not partake of the essentials of the primary
obligations of a military alliance as we know military alliances at all;
is that true 1
Secretary JoHNsoN. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg'
BENF...t'ITS

TO THE

UNITED

STATES

FROM

THE TREATY

Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I think I will defer to the
other members of the committee who are more competent to discuss
this particular phase of the matter. I want only to call the Secretary's
attention to ll sentence on page 5 of his statement, in which he says,
with my complete concurrence:
I belieH• thnt we !:<hall get, In return for joining the pn<'t. a greatly Improved
pro><pect for the maintenance of the St..'<'Ut·it~· of the Unite« ::ltutes and the world.
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If I correctly judge the temper of the Secretary's able statement he
''"'ould not object to the addition of one more phrase to that sentence,
so it will read as follows:
I believe that we shall get, In retum tor Joining the pact, a greatly Improved
prospect tor the maintenance ot the security ot the United States and the world.
without the necessity ot actually using this armed force.

Secretary JOHNSON. I agree to that, sir. That is implied. You put
it expressly, and I thank you for it.
Senator VANDENBERG. I paAS.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tydings, chairman of the Armed Services
Committee of the Senate.
Senator TYDINGS. I would like to say at this time that my armv,
navy and air for<'e, consisting of the Republican and Democratl.c
members of the Armed Serviees Committee, feel that they are being
bypassed when the security of the United States, with which they
are particularly charged, is being considered by the Foreign Relations Committee exclusively. I would like the record to show that,
because they have served notice on me in no uncertain terms that I
am lying down on the job.
Senator MdfAnoN. A protest will be filed.
COLLECTIVE APPROACH TO SF..LF·J>EFENSE

Senator TTl>IN08. We would like to first have you look at page 1,
Secretary Johnson. You say if "we join our great power with that
of our neighbors in a common effort for safety and self-preservat ion "-that is what this North Atlantic Security Pact will actually
do, will it not 1
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. So that we are no longer going to proceed on the
concept that we are planning for our defense without regard to other
nations. Heretofore I take it that we have planned for our defense
without regard to any alliance or agreement in writing, or any formal
statement or program that connected our defense with that of any
other nation.
·
Secretary JoHNSON. That is right, sir.
Senator TTI>INOS. So this will be somewhat of a departure.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. We will no longer rely entirely upon ourselves in
certain categories, but we have given our word and other nntions have
given their words to us. that it will be a joint effort to keep the peace
of the world, and for the mutual defense, including our own, of the
parties that are signatorv to the pact.
8ecretRry JOHNSON. That is correct, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. This has been called, over and over again, an
agreement for defense, is that not correct1
Secretarv .ToHNSON. Yes. sir.
Senator TYDINGS. Now. on page 2~ you used this language:
In strh·lng tor this objective, however, we must carefully bnlnnce the military
rE'<)ulrements of coping with the dnni:er!< we now face with the rnnlntenauce ot
a sounlt and prosperous American economy.

I take it, too, from what your statement expressly sets forth, '"e
have to likewise balance our own militarv requirements and our military actions with the military requireme11ts and military actions of the
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other nations that are parties to the North Atlantic Security Pact.
Secretary JOHNSON. If approved by Congress, that will be done.
Senator TYDINGS. But that would be the concept in the approach t
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
INDUSTRIAL POTENTIALS AND PREPAREDNESS

Senator TYDINGS. Later on, on the same page, you say:
This 1·equlres pre1:mredness not only in terms of guns, ships, and airplanes, but
in terms of readily couvertlble resources of manpower and Industry.

'Vould you give me a little more of an explanation of what you
conveyed by that thought?
Secretary JOHNSON. I mean to convey that if this is authorized~
that it is not alone the number of guns, ships, nnd airplanes, but particularly as to industry. The maintenance of what they want to de>
in their country will vary in the different countries according to the
industrial resources and ability of that particular country, and that
:Cactors such as that will be taken into considemtion in working out
our assistance when authorized by Congress.
STRENGTHENING UNITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY
Senator TYDINGS. At. the top of page 3, starting at the bottom of
page 2, you say:
Through this treaty we band together with many of our friends nnd by the mill·
tary assistance program we put the weans In their hands to defend themselves.
thereby Increasing our own security.

So thnt the pm·pose of this program is basically to increase our
own security first. nnd to do that we find it necessary to increase the
security of those who are associated with us.
Secretary JOHNSON. Beautifully expressed.
Senntor TYDINGS. Do you agree?
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. But the core of it is our own national security¥
Secretary ,JoHNSON. All the way through.
Senator TYDINGS. And our thoughts and our motivation, as from
the hub of a wheel, all radiate from that point in encompassing the
whole North Atlantic Security Pact picture.
Secretary JoHNSON. If we did not believe that in the National Military Establishment we would not be supporting this to the limit of
our ability today.
&nator TYD1Nos. The point that I want to get at, and you have
answered it specifically, but I would like it repeated for the sake of
emphasis: The core of this whole program is the security of the United
States of America, from where we sit.
Secretary ,JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
THF. MILITARY ASSISTANCE PllOGR.-\111

Senator TYDINGS. Of course, you have said here that when General
Bradley eomes before us representing the yrofessional side of the
Milit~try Establishment-that is. the Army, ~uvy, and the Air Force-he will give us more details about this progrnm.
Sl.>cretary JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.
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Senator TYDINGS. I assume that when General Bradley comes,
either in executive session or in open session, that he will give us the
benefit of what other countries propose to do in concert, and what we
propose to do in concert in the event of certain happenings, for our
own security and for the security of all the other nntions involved.
Secretary JoHNSON. Subject to not having before him the exact
language of what you may or may not do in your authorization, he
will give you, to the best of his ability, the beliefs of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. But, Senator, if you want him to go as far as you have
now said~ may I suggest you think about it most carefully. It should
not be on the record, and it should be in executh·e session.
Senator Mc~Lrno:N. What difference does that make?
Secretary JoH~SON. Insofar as it would be a disclosure to other
people of what is proposed to be the set-up in the several countries,
we would not have served ourselves well to have let it be cabled abroad.
Senator TYmNcis. I nm going to assume-and I nm not going to
even ask you the question, but so that I can proceed from now onif this pact is adopted, and if the arms implementntion part of it is
carried out, that the arms implementntion part of it will only be carried out as a pnrt of whnt might be called an over-all master plan
primarily and exclusively devoted to the defense of the Notth Atlantic area and the keeping of the peace of the world.
Secretary JouNsoN.'-That is correct, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. So not going into the details of that, quite obviously if there is a plan it has only one purpose, and that is defense,
and not aggression.
Secretary JoHNSON. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. And if it is for that purpose it ought not to be
put on the record to advise those who are evil-minded of what we
mtend to do to protect democracy and ourselves from future
aggression.
IMPROVING UNITED STATES SECURITY AND MILITARY POTENTIAL
You say on the same page:
The North Atlantic Treaty will form a basis for Improving United States
security by Improving the military potential of all member nations.

That is a repetition of the thought I expressed a while ago, to wit,
that the <!ore of this is the defense of the United States of America,
and by improving the military potential of those friendly nations
that are associated with us in this endeavor we increase the security
of ourselves.
Secretary JoHNsoN. I agree with Y.ou, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. The potential will be improved, you sa,, "in terms
of collective action as well as individual armed strength.' That answers the question I hypothetically put a. while a.go.
Secretary JOHNSON. I think it does, sir.
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DEFENSIVE NATURE OF THE TREATY

Senator TYDINGS (reading):
I am sure that ite value-

you sayas a war deterrent, and In the last resort In war Itself, must be obvious to all.

It is quite plain from that statement that you are using this machinery first m a tremendous effort to prevent war by making the
peaceful, nonaggressive, democratic, liberty-loving countries so strong
that no nation or group of nations will feel they can successfully
attack that sort of a compact group.
Secretary JoHNSON. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. But that if war comes, and you have to prove
that you are stronger than the others, the very fact that you are combined together will in time prove that you were right in assuming
these nations would be foolish if they would attack us.
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
BENEFITS FROM COLJ..ECTIVE ACTION

Senator Trn1Nos. I think this sentence, too, bears to that end. You
say:
·
l'nless its terms are vigorously irnpl1>mented, its force fot· pea<'e will be vitiated
nml, if there should be war, we should have to pay an inordinate price for our
failure to implement It.

We all comprehend that. Would you care to enlarge on it?
Secretary JOHNSON. No, sir. But I stand upon that as a fundamental, one of the fundamental bases underlying this whole pro~ram.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, we will be weaker bemg selfish
and thinking only of ourselves. without regard to the other friendly
nations that are like minded, than we will be if we muster all our
strength in one common pool and exert it for the clefen. se of all.
Secretary JonNsoN. Quite right. Senator Tydings. We cannot
leave the world alone any more. The world is not going to leave us
alone. And in the known problems we face, knowing that some part
of the world might not leave us alone, we ought to haYe friends where
we may, and to the extent within our own economy that we can, they
ought to be substantial friends.
·
'Ve hope, through this program, that those who are our friends may
be substantial friends.
Senator Tm1NGS. What I am reemphasizing all the time is the de·
fensiv~ character of your testimony here before this committee.
DETERREXT EFFtX"r OF THY. TREATY

You say on page 4:
"'e must keep constantly in mind the three fundnm1>ntnls of pr1>pnrl'dness:
manpower, materials, und suitnble positions from whkh to employ tl>t>m In the
e\·ent of attack.

Ohviously it must be your opinion that if we have this nlliance we
will have more manpower than we would haYe without it to resist
aggression.
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Secretary JOHNSON. Senator, my approach to this whole statement
is that a strong America is the one hope of a peaceful world. I realize
in the business to which I now am assigned that a strong America
is an expensive thing. I want to strengthen others who think as we
do, and who are not aggressors, so that those others may join with us,
and that while we help them a little bit now, without reducing the
sufficiency of our own Military Establishment, we want to enable
them to build up, in their own national interests, their own military
establishment and that this will enable me to come back to the Congress
3 or 4 years from now and sa1.:
We can now reduce the Military Establishment of the United States
with safety, because their effective strength has been added to ours.
That is what I mean by these references to economy.
Senator TYDINGS. When you name manpower, materials, and suitable positions, what you really say is to put together such a preponderunce of industrial plant, economic potential, financial stability, in·
ventive genius, military equipment, military experience and imagination, and know-how, to such an extent that if there is any reason left
it is almost certain to keep the peace.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right, sir. The whole purport of this
is defensive-defensive toward retarding those who would cause
trouble-and to make peace in the world. To that end the language
in this statement, after it was prepared, was turned over to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, sir. A few words were changed so there would be
no confusion later in the military approach to this picture, and the
statement as given to you-except the insert that I made about my own
speech, was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
EFFECT ON OUR SECURITY

Senator TYDINGS. To those of us who are going to vote on this committee, in our Government, in accepting it or rejectin~ it, or in the
military in approving it or opposing it, there is the choice of whether
we will be more secure without it, standing on our own feet, and acting
alone, or whether we will be more secure with all that we have plus
·au the other might of one kind or another which other countries likeminded with us could contribute to the common purpose.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is a fair statement.
Senator TYDINGS. So that we must make a choice either to stand
alone or to stand with more than ourselves for the same objective.
Secretary JOHNSON. Hoping to build them more to the point that
we can reduce our own.
DEFENSIVE

NATURE OF THE TREATY

Senator Tl"DINGS. And always with the clear understanding that
there is not one line of aggression in this whole transaction that anyone can honestly point to.
Secretary JouNsoN. No; and in no statement that comes out from
my knowle<ll!e from the Military Establishment will there be anything
that looks like aggression. It 1s all going to be defensive, and peace
through strength.
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Senator TYJ>INGS. In the first place, there is no one strong enough
to aggress the possible aggressors, possibly alone. except ourselves.
Goodness knows we cannot clo it without a deelaration of war. We
a1·e pretty snfe from any implication of aggression in the Yery nature
of things.
On that same page you say, too:
\Ve must go further nnd supply onr frieruls with ""mt> of tht>ir •lt>lkieudes in
arms and eq11i1mw11t and help them to help tht>lllst>lves.

That further bears out the concept that the stronger we make our
friends, the stronger we make ourselves.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is quite right, sir.
ENHANCEMENT OF OUR SECllRITY
Senator TYDINGS. On that same page you again say-nnd you are
speaking for the Military EstablishmentWe wlll eohanee our se<"urity by joinilll! this purt11ership of

JWU\'e.

By ''our security'' you mean in effect, I tnke it, that we will huve the
best prospect of peace by joining this compact '?
Secretary ,JoHNSON. In my opinion, nnd since this is a statement
that I hnd submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the opinion of
the ,Joint Chiefs of Stuff, sir, than whom I have no better source.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, the military motivation for support of this pact is predicated entirely on the fact that it is the best
opportunity to prevent hostilities.
Secretary Jo11xsoN. The best offered us; yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. It is the last best hope of mankind that we can
evolve at this time for the p1-eservation of peace in this country and
peace in Europe, and perhaps in the world.
Secretary Jo11NsoN. I agree with that general statement.. But if
something should happen to this, I am still going t.o be fighting for
i-:omething else.
Senator TYDINGS. That is right. But this is the best thing that we
have been able to devise to keep the peace.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is correct.

NO RELAXATION IN STRENGTHENING O'CR OWN MILITARY ESTABLISHHENT
Se11ator TYDIN"GS. You furthermore say :
We cannot afford to relax the strenirt;hening of our military forces.

With thnt I agree. We are dealing primarily in that statement with
the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and our own country. Now let us
he candid about it, to the extent that we take our good weapons,
whether they be bombing planes or artillery or tanks or battleships, or
whatever they may be, and transfer them to other countries, we do
weaken our own military potential if we were standing alone.
Secretary JonNsoN. That is true, Senator Tydings.
Senator TYDINGS. I am not talking about the compensation for the
1110111e11t.
I am just asking if we do not weaken ourselves in the event
we were standing alone.
.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir. But what-Senator TYDINGS. Go ahead.
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Secretary JOHNSON. That is almost a question like, "Have you
stopped beating your wife¥"
senator TrnING8. No; it is not.
Secretary JOHNSON. The things that we shall furnish them are
largely those that are in reserves or surplus. But before answering
your question, I must say that in the doing of this I shall be governed
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and we are not going to do anything
that weakens the immediate sufficiency of our own defense.
Senator TYDINGS. Let us take a concrete case.
MILITARY

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AND THE STRENGTH OF
DEFENSE ESTABLISHMENT

UNITED

STATES

If you take a hundred B-29's, or B-17's, or whatever you want to
take, good, hea1thy bombers that might be in storage, and distribute
them to some countries of Europe, have you not weakened your own
military potential to the extent of 100 bombers that you might need if
you got into a war¥
secretary JoHNEION. Your military potential' Yes, sir. But we are
not going to give them equipment, unless we have left what the Joint
Chiefs of Staff continue to say is sufficient unto the needs of the hour.
Senator TYDINGS. I agree with that, but just the same, if you had
that 100, plus what the Joint Chiefs of Staff say is the irreducible minimum, you would be that much better off, would you not!
Secretary JoIINSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. That is my point. So you do, to that extent,
weaken your own ability to resist.
Scretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator Trn1Nos. Now, the compensation is--Secretary JOHNSON. Yes; that is what we want to come to. You
state it.
Senator TYDINGS. I want to take it through its evolutions. The
compensation is that whatever you have lost here, by taking things
which, in many cases you probably would not need or use anyhow and
giving them to people where they are immediately available in the
event of hostilities, you have increased your security more than if you
had kept them in your own arsenal.
Secretary JoHNSON. That is true, Senator Tydings, when you reach
the point-and they are developing their own strengths over therethat it is of substance and can contribute to the common defense.
Senator TYDINGS. That is right. I am assuming that their economic
recovery, as well as their military recovery, continues.
Secretary JOHNSON. On that assumption you are right.
Senator TYDINGS. My point is that whatever you lose of potentials
in this country by the transfer of military equipment to the other
eountries, you should be more than compensated for by the effect of
that material where it can be employed to the greatest advantage.
Secretary ,JoHNSON. Yes, sir; that is the theory.
Senator TYDINGS. In other words, to take an imaginary case, if we
were to transfer a thousand tanks to Europe, and if there were an
aggression on one of the countries of the Atlantic pact, and these thousand tanks were on the spot where they coul<l be immediately used,
it would have more effect than if we had those thousand tanks down
at Fort Knox, Ky.; is that right 1
90614~49--pt.1~11
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Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
S~nator 1'TI>IN08. While that is a crude illustration, you can multiply it and see how, with other categories, it would make a tremendous
difference and give us plenty of time.
You also say, on page 4:
MILITARY APPROPRIATIONS AND TTIE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

However, until the danger that confronts u11 subsides and an efficiently operating, ocoordlnated defense system ls seabllshed under this treaty, we of America
cannot afford to reduce our Investment in prl'(Jaredness.

What do you mean by "our investment'~~
Secretary JoHNSON. I mean what you of the Hill-as we call it in
the Pentagon-give us annually to keep up the Military Establishment.
Senator TYDINGS. Even, to be perfectly honest about it, even after
we have this pact in being, and after the other countries have made a
substantial reco,·ery, and we have allocated tasks, somewhat, let us
say, to carry out the general purposes of keeping ourselves strong, we
still want to have an adequate investment in this country for defense,
do we not, just in case something should not turn out quite as we
hoped and believed that it was going to turn out.
· Secretary JOHNSON. I would believe that the over-all minimum requirements for our own safety would be reduced by the strength that
we would have through these friends who were themselves fortified.
Stmator TYDINGS. That is right. But your statement likewise implies the converse, that we cannot go below a certain point with safety.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. Notwithstanding the help we are sending abroad.
Secretary JouNsoN. America must always be able to Le strong
enough that no aggressor is going to dnre attack us.
DEFENSIVE .SATURE OF THE TREATY AND UNITED STATF.S SECURITY

Senator TYDiNGS. Speaking of Secretary Forrestnl's testimony and
your own, and speaking of the annual reports of the National Military
Establishment, you say:
You will recall from his-

that is, Mr. Forrestal'sannual re(!Ort that he considered grl'ater solidarity with our neighbors ln the
Atlantic aren and mllltnry aid to western Europe as matters of the highest priority to the .Military Establishment.

That again emphasizes that this pact is again, at base, nothing more
or less in its motivation, from where we sit, than a defensive mechanism that we have employed for our own and the world's securit;f:.
Secretary JOHNSON. I think it does, sir, and that was Mr. Forrestal s
approach, tf you take the written word.
8enator TYDINGS. That is right. There are other repetitions of this
main idea. I am not reading them all; I do not want to read them all;
I do not believe it is necessary.
Finally you say, on page 5:
We will see a growing nucleus of defensh·e mllltnry force on which to base
our own strategy in the event of war.

That again emphasizes it.
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Again you say :
Furthermore, It Is to be expected that our actual strategic posltlon will be
Improved, in that we shall be much better able to make etrectlve use of our
armed strength, lf the nece88lty arlaes as a result of the "mutual ald" we wlll
set trom wr putnera under article 8 of the treaty.

Again, the whole core of this thing is the security and the defense
of the United States, with the decision made that we have more security, more prospect of world peace, in this pact than we have without it.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TTI>1Nos. And that is the opinion of the highest military
level in our Military Establishment.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir; and General Bradley will be Here
prepared to support that position.
C08T

OF :MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator TYDINGS. In the transfer--coming down to the weapons
the transfer of the supplies and weapons from our own
arsenal, so to speak-those we now have, in storehouses-to the countries in Europe, do you know whether or not it is planned, in keeping
the books, to charge them off at their cost value or at a percentage of
their cost value i
Secretary JOHNSON. They will come from several categories. Some
of it will be ne.w procurement. That will be cost.
Senator Tn1Nos. I am not talking about-Secretary JOHNSON. Some of it will be from reserves. Some will
be from the third category, surplus.
themselv~in

ORIOI.NAL COST AND REHABILITATION OOST OF SURPLUS ITEMS
Senator TYDINGS. Those that you have in reserve or in surplus, what
percentage of the original cost will be entered in making up this
figure of $1,100,000,000-odd Y
Secretary JOHNSON. I think we can answer that generally.
Senator TYDINGS. If you can answer me specifically, I would appreciate that.
Secretary JOHNSON. For the items that a.re · in the category of
surplus we should, out of your appropriations in the National Military
Establishment, be reimbursed the cost of rehabilitating that surplus
material only.
Senator TTI>1Nos. That will be about 15 percent, will it not?
Secretary JOHNSON. It will vary.
·
Senator TrmNos. I saw a figure this morning that I think said it
would cost about 15 percent to rehabilitate.
Secretary JOHNSON. You may have gotten that from one of our
generals as an over-all approach as to what it might average out. We
will be able to give you a little more specific data. Aoout 10 or 15
percent.
Then, on the items that are reserve items, those are the ones that we
have to replace. Those will ~ive you an exact definition. I think
it will be at replacement cost, sir.
•
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Senator TYDINGS. Here is what I would like to know: Let us take
bombing planes that we might have in storage. They have been used,
but they are in good condition; they are usable; they may need some
minor repairs. When we take those bombing planes and send them
abroad as a part of the arms implementation plan of the North Atlantic Security Pact, how much of it .are we going to charge to theBe
countries¥ Are we going to say that they are wortll 1~ percent of what
they cost or 50 percent? How do we arrive at this figure of $1,100,-000,0001

Secretary JOHNSON. I think we are going to have to give you, eventually, a break-down to arrive at that, Senaior. I am a:&aid if you
try to take an isolated instance that it will require a detailed description-Senator TYDINGS. I would like to say this, because obviously this is
not a fair question: There is nobody who can testify and give offhand
answers to that.
·
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator TYDINGS. And I do not think it is fair for me to press you
on that. But I would say this: I would like to have-and I know the
committee would like to have, as soon as you can give it to us, either
tentatively or in final form-the number of weapons by categories
that are to be transferred in toto; the original cost of those weapons;
the date they were purchased; whether they have been used in whole
or in part or not; and what the charge will be to the countries to which
they are to g<r--1 mean the bookkeeping charge-what percentage of
the cost, at the time of delivery, will be charged against country X.
Secretary JonNSON. We will work that out for you, Senator.
Senator TYDIN.~S. So that I will have the original cost of the article
and the final assumed present cost of the article at the time of transfer.
Secretary JOHNSON. Its classification by us anti its condition.
(The committee has been informed that the Department of State is
µreparin~ this information for submission in connection with the proposed military assistance legislation.)
Senator TYDINGS ..I would likewise like to know whether these articles are surplus and whether they are from our reserve, and what
it is proposed to do, by way of replenishing the reserve. For example,
you may take a certain weapon-without naming i~and get a certain amount of credit for it. But I would assume vou would not replace the money credit that you got for that arm by the same article.
You might want to get an improved article.
I am not going into too much detail on that.
Secretary· JOHNSON. We aren't going to give them any junk equipment, sir. We are going to give them the best. But <lo not press the
other question.
Senator TYDINGS. I would like to sav that I do not think you should
he bound-and I hope you will give ine an answer that you will not
be bound-to use the money to purchase the identical equipment as
that yon haw• sent 1tbroad wherever you have tapped your reserves.
Secretarv JoHNSON. No, sir.
Senator ·Trn1Nos. You might be able to buy a later model, if you
can get a later model.
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Secretary JOHNSON. You have given me a thought. We do not want
to come back to you to get another appropriation and add it on to the
armed forces appropriation.
Senator TmINos. We will give you authority so as not to catch you
outside the door.
Secretary JoHNSON. I like your method of bookkeeping, sir, and we
wiJl give you that.
Senator Trn1Nos. I think we have got to have that. In other words,
it has been said here that this program for the security of the North
Atlantic countries is going to cost about $1,100,000,000 in round
numbers.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator TYDINGS. And it is likewise said that so much of it would
be in cash, so to speak, to buy new equipment with, and so much of
it will be used for old equipment, the equivalent value for old equipment. What I want to know is what part of it is going to be used to
buy entirely new equipment that has to be made, and how much you
are going to charge for the old equipment ns a bookkeeping transaction that you are going to turn over to them.
Secretary JoHNSON. We will bring you that.
Senator Trn1Nos. And what part of that is surplus, and what part
of it is ~rve.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir; we will bring you that. It is quite
an order.
Senator Trn1Nos. I think we ought to have it.
Secretary JoBN80N. I do, too, and we will get it for you.
[The committee has been informed that the Department of State
is preparing this information for submission in connection with the
proposed military-assistance legislation.]
Senator Trnmos. I have some other questions, Mr. Chairman, but
I would rather ask them in executive session. I do not think I can go
any further.
INOREASINO THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES

The CHAIRMAN. Very well. Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask~you
very brief question, and then turn you over to Senator Smith. Sen·
ator Tydings referred to the main purpose of this treaty being the
preservation of the United States and its safety and security, and so
forth and so on.
Is it not true, though, that anv atta<'k, nuv war on a free government, any unprovoked attack, either on its territory or on its people.?
is, in a sense, a weakening of the security of the United States itself f
If any aggressor, if any military aggressor is allowed to pick off one
at a time, sma Her and weaker nations. does not that increase the dan~er
to our security and the danger to the security of every other nation
which expe<'ts and desires to maintain its integrity and its independ<'n<'e?
~<'l"l'Ptary .Jo11~soN. You nre quite riJ,rht.1\fr. Chairman. and history
hns nurn~· iustall<'l'S. The oldest an!l most <'lnssi<', I guess, is when,
d.-spite the plea<ling in the market pln<'e to take <'are of themselves,
Athens sat by while Philip of Macedonia picked them oft' one by one
until nobody was left in the city itself, and then it perished.

ll
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The CHAIRMAN. Were we not provoked in World War I by that very
thing, that the aggressors in World War I threatened the security of
the United States ultimately, and did we not enter that struggle to
preserve our freedom from aggression and from invasion of our
territory?
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir. That is right.
The CHAIBMAN. Is it not true that in World War II, while we were
attacked unjustifiably by Japan, that our measures for aid prior to
our declaration of war were motivated by the fact that here was an
aggressor attacking Poland, attacking Norway, overrunning Czechoslovakia, and cloing nll of those thinµ-s that \W eonsidered an attack
on democracy and freedom everywhere? Speeches in Congress, prior
to the outbreak of our part of the war, illustrate the danger that we
felt in case of victory by the aggressors in Europe, that they would
ultimately im·ade or attack the nations of western Europe.
Secretary JonNSON. The action of the Congress and of the executive
department both support the statement that );Ou now make.
The CHAIRMAN. So that one of the important things about this
treaty is that we do not propose to let aggr(•ssors feel that they have
any security in a similar course of conduct in the future, and that if
they make an unprovoked armed attack upon a weaker nation, that
they may expect the resistance, the armed resistance, if necessary, of
all of the nations that are signatories to this pact.
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Secretary, there are one or two
questions that have been brought to my attention frequently in discussions of this matter. The first one in a sense has already been brought
out in the questions Senator Tydings has asked you.
EFFECYI'

OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ON MILITARY APPROPRIATIONS

That question simply stated is this: It is probably conceded by
entering into this North Atlantic Treaty that our security position
is improved.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Taking the over-all picture¥
Secretary JOHNSON. We think it will be.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And it will probably have an over-all
strategic program to take ca:e of the eventuality of an attack¥
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator S11nTH of New Jersey. That being true, people very naturally ask the question, If our estimates of cost for our military establishment were made prior to this treaty being entered into, why should
it not be possible now, within the over-all coverage of those figures, to
take care of this need of implementing the European set-up because of
that additional security that we have got?
I think you answered it in a way already, but I want to get that
clear again.
Secretary ,JoHNSON. :My first job as Secretary of Defense is to see
that these United States are ready at -1 o'clock in the morning if somebody wants to be an aggressor as far as we are concerned.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Wl1ether or not we have aid abroad¥
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NO DIHINUTION OF UNITED STATES PREPAREDNESS NOW
Secretary JoHNSON. Your appropriating money, or doing things
under this treaty, is a matter that we hope m time will build strength
abroad that will be helpful to us, so that when the Joint Chiefs are
pging our readiness at 4 o'clock in the morning they can take that
mto calculation.
I say to you that for the next 2 or 3 Y.ears after you do this there
still can be no diminution in our own military strength here because,
until that is organized and built up abroad, to which you now contribute, we still must make the ~ge our own interest here. Is that
answering what you have in mind 1
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That ~ives us your position on the
matter very clearly. Whether it satisfies those who feel there might
be some area in which we might be able to take care of this may be
another question. I realize we have that in the field of controversy,
perhaps.
CONTRIBUTION OF COSIGNATORIES
Are we satisfied-if you do not want to answer this now we will save
it for the executive session-that the other members of this pact are
going to be able to help themselves in this joint effort or is it going to
be looked upon as something in which we are practically doing the
whole thing 1
Are they going to be able to make a real substantial contribution t
Secretary Jo11NsoN. Some of them· yes. And our allocation of
arms and other assistance that goes under this program, if authorized
by you, will be that which fits mto their shortages and contributes to
their building up those things that will make them strong in the way
we see it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And we are contemplating now
building up their present program for their military set-up, or their
divisions, or what not, without going into the longer range of implementing those in years to come and making them even stronger and
stronger?
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator SHITH of New Jersey. You are not at the present moment
looking ahead to any increase say in 1950, 1951, or 1952, although we.
do admit that what we are doing today probably would not be adequate,
if there should be an attack, to defend those countries. One of the
opinions that people have about this is that this is a billion-dollar
cost this year, but m the years to come it may go up to 5 billion dollars,
10 bil1ion do11ars, or what have you.
Secretary JonNsON. With cooperation on their part, that amount
should not grow. They should begin to come down, and even our
appropriations at home should come down--0ur appropriation at
home for our own military establishment-as their organized strength
goes up.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But their organized strength con~ivably might need more hel:p from us.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I assume that is a possibility. \Ve
ought to face that.
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Secretary JonNsoN. I do face that, and therefore say that 2 or 3
years, or 4 years from now.
ALLOCATION OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Another question that has been asked
me is the question of how the over-a1l plan for dividing this military
aid is set up. Is that going to be a joint staff that determines that,
that country X needs this-I am not asking you for divisions nowthat country Y needs that, and so forth?
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And it will be a11ocated accordingly
under a joint set-up?
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir; that is right.
REVIVAL OF ARMS INDUSTRY
Senator SMITJI of New Jersey. Another question asked me is this
one: Is it contemplated that arms industries will be revived in Europe~
and have we any fear-if that should be a result of this program-to
the extent it might be a danger to the future peace of the world~
Secretary JoHNsoN. No. sir.
Senator ·SMITH of New 'Jersey. There will be some manufacturing
of arms. of course?
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir. But their own economv will be the
limitation thereon.
• ·
PRIORITY OF ECONOMIC

REOOVERY

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. And that economy of theirs is one
that we are deeply interested in because we do give priority, do you
agre~ with this, to the ECA program~
Secretary JoHNsox. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The economic recovery is the basic
thing we are relying on for the rehabilitation of those countries for
the preservation of peace.
Secretary JOHNSON. And this will further the ECA program in that
it will give confidence to the people who must build the new factories,
new stores, establish the new businesses, we hope.
FINANCING THE MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OUT OF THE
HILITARY APPROPRIATIONS
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I will say, in the questions I have
asked you, the first one is the one that troubles more people that come
to me, because they get this argument. The figure of $15,000,000,000plus, is an enormous figure. The details of that cannot be known to
the ordinary person, the so-called layman. People feel within that
over-all global figure: possibly some savings here, there, or the other
place, might conceiva1>ly take care of this much smaller program that
we are contemplating for the European aid.
Do you think that can be done 9 That there cannot be squeezings
and reallocations and dealing with that in a way to give this implementation to the European countries without callmg on our taxpayers to
put up some more money I
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Secretary JOHNSON. I think not sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all.
LIMITATION ON ARMING OUR ALLIES
Senator McMAHON. Mr. Secretary, on the top of page 3, beginning
at the bottom sentence of page 2, you say:
Through this treaty we band together with many of our friends and by the
mllltary assistance program we put the means in their bands to defend them··
selves, thereby inctt&slng our own security.

I do not suppose that you intend us to conclude that by saying that
that we anticipate putting all of the means into the hands of--Secretary JOHNSON. No, Senator McMahon; not at all. Where
there are shortages we can contribute to build their over-all power.
We are going to try to do that intelligently on the Chiefs of Staff level.
Senator McMAHON. And any deduction that they furnish the men
and we are going to furnish the war material would not be in accordance with the facts f
Secretary JOHNSON. No, sir.
Senator McMAHON. Mr. Secretary, this pact fo1lows pretty well
the form of the Rio Pact, as I understand it.
Secretary JOHNSON. I believe that is right.
NEED FOR UIPLE:\IENTlNG TllEATY BUT NOT RIO PACT

Senator McMAHON. With that in mind I wish to refer to the language on page 3, in which you say, speaking about this pact:
I am sure that Hs value us a war deterrent and, in the last resort,
must be obvious to you all. Nevertheless, It ls our firm belief In
~blishment that Ote ratification of the treaty cannot, in Itself
further action, safely be relied upon to accomplish the objectives of

in war Itself,
the M111tary
and without
the treaty.

Now, in the Rio Pact we do just that. There has been no military
implementation of that pact. That was the more or less natural development of the Monroe Doctrine. We have said in the pact, that if
anybody attacked any signatory member that we would go to their
defense.
How do you differentiate between the two defensive pacts f
Secretary JonNSON. They are very different situations. There are,
of their own kind, economies in operation in the governments in the
Rio Pact. We are dealing here with people without equipment. without houses, without plants, without food. We are trying to build back
some sort of economy for them, and they are faced, on their border,
with an organized possible aggression.
No such menace confronts so closely the people in the Rio Pact.
Senator Mcl\faHON. So you differentiate on the basis of the geography of the situation in good part.
Secretary .JoHNsoN. Location and economic condition.
Senator .Mcl\lAHoN. The closeness of the possible aggressod
Secretary JOHNSON. The location and condition of the country.
Senator McMAHON. Perhaps this question might be better put to
you or to your representatives, those representing the security establishment, when we consider specifically the implementation of the
treaty. Yet it might be well to have it in the record at this point.
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Do you consider that the aid that we contemplate giving, as represented by an expenditure of $1,100,000,000, is going to be much more
than a psychological lift for the people of western Europe I
Secretary JOHNSON. I think it might be justified in a great many
people's mmds as a psychological lift. To me it is not. It is be¢nning
to make those people keep the frontier against possible aggression over
there, instead of it being here on the Atlantic seaboard.
Senator MoMAHON. While I am definitely committed to the pact,
and shall support it with whatever resource at my command, I am in
no way committed to the implementation of it through military aid.
I will say, however, that the only argument that today has made very
much sense to me is the morale factor. That $1.100,000,000 of aid is
the kind of aid that scarcely impresses me a bit. However, that is
something that we will go into more definitely when we do discuss the
details of that proposition.
Thank you very much.
Senator TYDINGS. (presiding). The next Senator: Senator Hickenlooper1
ADF.QUACY OF HILITARY APPROPRIATIONS

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, you have answered a great
many questions that are of interest to me, and those that you nave
not answered I think you have agreed to furnish the information
later on in a break-down of the material. I am interested in getting
your view from the military point of view, as to whether or not you
believe the $15,000,000,000 plus recommended for appropriation to the
National Military Establishment for our own defenses is adequate I
Secretary JOHNSON. You have opened up an entirely new field, and
I am probably going to get in dutch with the Armed Services Committee. I hope Senator Tydings will not leave-Senator TYDINGS. No; I wi11 not.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, let me assure you that I
do not want to press you on any matters that you believe are secret
for the interests of the defense of the United States. That is not
what I am getting at.
Secretary JOHNSON. Not at all. My first endeavor is, first, peace.
My second is to get the Military Establishment streamlined and
efficient, to cut out the duplication, to bring down the costs and get
it more nearly within the economy, so it is less a burden to the
American people.
We have been giving a lot of attention to tha~ day and night. I
dll not want to be committed to the $15,000,000,000 ngure.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. May I ask you another quest.ion, then I
Secretary JoHNSON. I find that there are authorizations for expenditures for guided missiles, for planes and submarines, that are
not going to cost very much between now and July 1. A few million
or a few thousand, maybe. But the project which is authorized, and
upon which we are embarking in the next year and the year following
and the year after, runs into tremendous sums. Therefore I cannot
answer your question that I am satisfied with the $15,000,000,000.
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Despite the savings we can make-and they will be great-there are
these other things to which we are already committed and contracts
entered into and authorizations, to run into great items of money.
That is why we are fighting so hard on the things that are nonessential and do not meet with the approval of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff as being within that formula.
EFFECT

OF NONVERIFICATION ON DEFENSE EXPENDITURES

Senator lhCKENLOOPER. Let me put it another way. If the implementation of the Atlantic Pact should be turned down in toto, and
no appropriation for implementing the military forces abroad were
provided for, would you then ask for another $1,300,000,000 or $1,400,000,00 on top of the $15,000,000,000 that we have now authorized for
the internal defense of this country~
Secretary JOHNSON. I would, sir, if after a thorough study, consideration with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, that conclusion were
arrived at.
Senator H1cKENLOOPEB. It is my impression that the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and the Budget Bureau, quite thoroughly canvassed the
minimum necessities for national defense in arriving at the figures
of fifteen billion some million dollars.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right, sir. But you were talking about
my reducing it in the future, and I did not want an answer here saying, yes, we might reduce it in the future some amount when there are
these commitments that I had to get in the record so there will be no
confusion later.
KINIMUJI AMOUNT NECESSARY FOR UNITED STATES SECURITY

Senator Hms:ENLOOPER. I do not like to prolong this questioning.
Of course, the thing that I am concerned with is were we wrong when
we said that $15,000,000,000 was the minimum that we could get along
with, with saf~!Y and security, for the United States, under the circumstances¥ Were we wrong then or are we wrong now when we
say we may need another billion, three hundred million dollars for
foreign contributions to increase our safety and security¥
SeCretary JOHNSON. No, sir; I see your thinking.
Senator H1cK.ENLOOPER. I am wondering can we reduce our $15,000,000 000 internally.
$;retary JOHNSON. No; you cannot reduce the $15,000,000,000, in
my opinion.1 until you have strengthend that abroad, until it is organized and capable of contributing substantially to this picture.
Senator HmKENLOOPER. But before the Atlantic Pact came up for
implementation we considered that $15,000,000,000, that is roughly
that, was what we should spend to secure our own military forces
against potential-Secretary JOHNSON. We have not changed that; we do not chan~
it, but we think the spending of whatever amount you authorize m
this field for which we come here today, is that which will enable us
in the long run to cut down our own expenditures here by having a
line over there instead of the line at the Atlantic seaboard.
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Senator llICKENLOOPER. By the same token, is it necessary for us
to go into Japan or Australia and appropriate another billion dollars

or two to secure our peace from that part of the world~
In other words, we are now securing it in Europe. Is it going to be
necessary for us to secure it in Asia and other places in the world¥ I
nm merely trying to get a limitation.
Secretary JOHNSON. Senator, I hope you will ask that of the State
Department. I just do not want to be asked about this Chinese picture and Japan, and so forth. That is not my field. I am not prepared to testify on that.
Senntor H1cKF.s1.oon:R. I am talkinir aho11t the !-<t>curitv element.
Secretary JonNSON. Nobody suggested to me that we ask "for money
in these other fields. If tht>re is any discussion of any like arrangements in other parts of the world we have not heard of them. I have
not heard of them in the Military Establishment at all.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I am trying to get a little better understanding of the philosophy of these defense expenditures, on the theory
that there onght to be a considered minimum which is reasonable for
our national security needs~ in keeping with the present. economic
situation which faces us, and just where that limitation is.
POSSIBLE FUTURE REDUCTION OF UNITED STATES :'llILITARY EXPENDITURF.S

Secretarv ,JouNsoN. Senator. here you start at this fnnd-if that
should later be authorized-for the improvement of forces over there
that we hope will build up in those several countries a military establishment with the countries tied to ui:; in this pact or treaty, who would
be of such substance and value that then we could reduce our own
miJitary appropriation.
Senator H1cKENI.OOPER. That is nt some time in the future!
Secretary .ToHNsox. At some time in the future. In the meantime,
through this year and next year. we hope. through their cooperation
with yon. thnt the:v will he building toward that end. but until you
do reach that point of sufficiency of their establii:;hmenti:;. collectively,
to be of aid to us. there can he no reduction in onr own ~ational Militarv Estabfo;hment.
Senator HicKENI.OOPER. Is this a reasonable conclusion of this program. as you might view it from the military standpoint: that we arrived at a fi!!nre of $15.000.000.000 plus. as the nect>ssary figure if we
had to st.nnd alone ag-ainst the worlrl. or if we were responsible solelv
for onr own dt'lfense. hnt that here we have a chnn<'e t.o bny a bargain
at the expenditure of a little more money. that is a bargain in security,
a hnrga.in in the securitv of fnrtht>r frontiers than we did have. or
something- of that kind 9·
·
Secretarv ,JoHNWN. Senator. until thev have bnilt their own establishment so it is subst1mtiallv of aid. we do not reduce our estnbJishment. But at the same time, °if you do not spend this $1.100.000.000
over and above ECA, to brin,:? peace to the world. nnd your failure to
do it will not bring peace to the world, then you have made a mistake.
But that is a matt.er of your judl?Jllent.
The two thin~ are separate. Our own Miltar:v Establishment must
be on the basis-and I believe will be on the basis-of the sufficiency
of defense for the safety of America.
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Now you are doing something here, if you do it, that besides the
strength of America, like the ECA, contributes to deterring an aggressor from starting something because you are building up next
to him those who can deter him, and thus make for peace.
KINIHUM REQUIREMENTS FOR UNITED STATES DEFENSE

Senator liICKENLOOPER. I would like to be firm in my conclusion,
if I feel I must at any time defend any action in this thing, that what
we may be doing is spending an extra amount of time and money and
sacrifice in strengthening the frontiers out farther away from our
own country. rather than to have to sit back and merely defend ourselves against aggression which may come over here.
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, but looking at that, Senator, you will not
overlook that this trend to build toward a sufficiency abroad, every bit
they do brin~ to America a greater degree of security.
Senator H1c1tENLOOPER. 1Vould you say that the implementation
of this treaty, whatever we do by way of implementation is necessarilv
on top of and in addition to what we have heretofore concluded to he
our minimum responsibility toward the Military Establishment~
Secretary JOHNSON. You anci I are talking the same language now,
sir. I do. It cannot come out of the MiJitary Establishment without
crippling it to the point that you imperil the safety of America.
Senator HrCKENLOOPF.R. Ro that vou do believe there is an irreducible
minimum that we must maintain here in any event.
Secretary JOHNSON. There is an irreducible point of safety. We
have not, in this authorization you have given us, perfectionist defense.
It has cut down to the point where we are satisfied it is a sufficiency of
defense, but not the ideal defense.
You cannot cut it any more and you cannot take the money out
without risking the security of this Nation of ours.
ADDED SECURITY TO THE UNITED STATES

THROUGH

THE TREATY

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. But you believe, as I understand it, that
the implementation of this pact will add greatly to our area of security,
that is, not only our own as a Nation, but to the security of the world 1
Secretary JOHNSON. I believe it will tend to add to our military
security. I think it certainly will add, as Senator McMahon put it, to
the psychology of the situation favorable to us, and that it establishes
a trend which over 3 or 4 years will brin~ a real addition to our
strength, and at a lesser cost to us on those items than if we took the
same money and put it in our own Military Establishment.
Senator H1cKENL-OOPER. Mr. Secretary, you stated a moment ago
that the pact and the implementatiun are really two different actions.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes.
BEI..ATIONSHIP

OF TREATY TO THE :MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator HicKENLOOPF.R. I think I a~ee with that although I feel
that they are interlocked, so that there is no complete severance of the
two. But the fact is, the Pact itself is an expression of unity of purpose
of nations that have generally common ideas.
Secretary .Jo11Nsox. Yes, sir; and therefore an aid to peace in itself,
and a deterrent to aggressors.
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Senator H1cKENWOPER. And that in expressing that unity we get
closer together and our common purpose IS well understood, and an
aggressor would hesitate to attack us.
Secretary JoHNSON. That is right.
Senator HlCKENLOOPER. That is knowing that if he attacked one he
would attack all.
Now, the implementation of this pact, on the other hand, is a physical demonstration of our determination to stand together. Is that a
fair statement 9 That is, when we implement the pact.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes; I agree with that. But I go a little further: that It gives an uplift to those people to be a nation, responsible,
strong again.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I hope that that connotation was in my
assumption.
Secretary JoHNSON. If so, then I agree with you.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. In implementing the pact we give not only
concrete evidence but every other evidence that we mean what we say.
Secretary JoHNsoN. Senator Hickenlooper, we are speaking the
same language again.
IMPLEMENTATION OF 'THE TREATY
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. By the implementation of the pact, in
addition to the psychological uplift that it will give various countries
who contribute-and ourselves, too, I hope-we propose to furnish,
at least in the first fiscal year, about $1,100,000,000 to the signing
countries in one way or another.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator H1<.:KENLOOPER. And that $1,100,000,000 is military equipment, is it not 9
Secretary JoHNsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Of one kind or another. Strategically
under the head of military equipment.
Secretary JOHNSON. It has one item in it that I am not familiar with,
which is an emergency fund of cash to reach over and supplement
within the field you are talking of.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. But the implementation is designed to
develop and strengthen the military estabJishments of these countries with a view to their ability to resist aggression if it occurs.
Secretary_JoHNSON. Yes sir.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. 'Now, I am fully aware that-I should not
say I am aware; I can only say that I earnestly hope that implementation will add to the confidence of those countries and their unity and
their will to resist, as was said here yesterday.
But what would you say is the ultimate use of this military equiJ;>ment if an aggressor is not deterred, if he is not frightened off, and if
he goes ahead with his ag~ression 9 I mean, is it not military action!
Do we not say, then, we will fight if an aggressor commits aggression
against one of the pact countries 9 Do we not say we will fight, and
we are furnishing the implementation material for the purpose, not
alone for psychology but for the purpose of fighting an aggressor in
~ase he commits an act of aggression 9
That is the purpose of strengthening these countries by implementing the pact, is it not 9
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Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator H1c.KENLOOPER. Then, Mr. Secretary-and I do not want
you to understand that I am trying to take issue with. you on the
philosophy of this pact. I am pretty much for it.
Secretary JOHNSON. I do not.
·
COICPARISON

WITH HILITARY

ALLIANCES OF PAST

Senator H1cuNLOOPER. The question of the amount of implementation may be up to some dispute, perhaps; but then I may say respectfully and perfectly cordially that I am in thorough disagreement with your statement that this is not a military alliance, because
it would seem to me by whatever name you call it, its end result is
fighting.
We have determined the time when we will use our complete
strength, military and otherwise, as a last resort measure to tlirow
off aggression. The only reason I bring. that UJ? is not to dispute the
matter, but I do not want to be under any delusions in my own mind1
and certainly I do not want to misrepresent it to those who are bound
to ask me questions about it.
It seems to me that it could be said? at least to that extent, that, of
course, it is a military alliance, a military a11iance as a last resort
with peace as its objective; an alliance in which we expect to exhaust
every reasonable nnd possible means to maintain peace. But the end
point of the implementation is to get ourselves and our allies in a
sufficient position so we can and will fight under those eventual lastditch conditions.
It would seem to me, therefore, that it is, of course, among other
things, definitely a military pact?
Secretary JOHNSON. Military pact?
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Yes, sir. Military alliance, I should say.
Excuse me.
Secretary JOHNSON. No,{ou talked yourself out of it.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. would like to see you talk yourself out of
that one.
Secretary JOHNSON. You talked yourself owr into my comer on
it. You and I are not differing, unless we did differ about cutting
down the amount we put in our own National Milituy Establishment, I gather from what you say.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I am not differing. I am merely exploring. ·
PARTNERSHIP FOR SECURITY-NOT AN ALLIANCE
Secretary JouNSON. All right. Then I want to add another word
or two about that speech of mine. Since I made that a year ago,
there have been some other significant developments in the world.
There have been the growth of the Cominform; satellite treaties;
the Berlin crisis; and still more recentlv, the Communist successes
in China. Those are a few of them. There are a lot more.
Looking at the. world situation today instead of the time I made
that speech, we are more justified now in taking this step in joining
in what, instead of callin~ an alliance, I am going to call now a
broad part.nership for security. And in a partnership, there is some-
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thing that does not exist in your phrase you want to use of "alliance,"
because alliance is the power to drag us in; and I negated that very
carefully three or four times in my statement.
But in the same DAR speech I clarified my attitude toward further aggression in Europe by another quote I want to give you. I
quote:
The United States should say that It, like other nations, has joined In the
pledge against aggression. It has kept that pledge and expects others to do
likewise. In the e,·ent that an aggressor attacks the western European group of
free democracy, the United States will carry out her pledge and will, In conformlt:y with Its obligations to the United Nations, give this group all the assistan<'e in Its power.

I say, sir, that that language qualified the use of the words "military alJiance." That is from my speech, Senator Vandenberg. This
treaty we are proposing here now reaffirms the pledge that this Congress and this countr1 have taken several times against aggression.
I believe it proclaims from the mountaintops our belief in international law as a basis for 'security and peace. I think this treaty,
as you have it here, Mr. Chairman, is entirely consistent with the
Charter of the United Nations. It is not a military alliance, the
thing I was doubting in this speech, sir, to which I myself made
reference.
I think by doing the thing here, we join the other peace-loving nations of the world to build toward peace-keeping in the world.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, I want to assure you, so
that there wiJl be no misunderstanding, that I never would have quarreled with you at all about what you said in that speech.
Secretary ,JouNsoN. I do not want you to interpret it differently
from what I have been interpreting it.
PRESENT SITUATION DIFFERENT FROM THAT EXISTING AT Tll\lE OF PAST
ALLIANCES

Senator H1cKEXLOOPER. I agree it has not been the policy of the
Unite<l States in the past to get into military alliances nhroad. There
is no question nbout that. We are facing a different situation. and
I think it has been well pointed out that we are probably fncing a
great rewrsnl in the ..American foreign policy.
So I have no criticism of you for making that speech. As far as
. I am concerned. it is all right with me. I think you stated the facts.
But I do not beliew that I can completely say that this is not a
military alliance that we are getting into with nations when we agree
to join with them, not when they get into war. but we agree to join
with them in the preparation and the building of their strenj?'th
against the time when they may have to use it in war and we will join
with them at that time.
Secretary J011NSON. You and I nre thinking alike. 'Ve are getting
down to ·":here we are <lisagreeing on Tweedledee and Tweedledum,
and I am going to agree with you on the result and not argue with you
further about the word.
Senator H1c1\ENJ.OOPER. Mayhe WP can just lenve it with that and
each go his own way and sing his own song. I do not know. But we
hear a great deal about this being solely and completely a peace measure, and I think it is utterly completely devote<l to the earnest hope
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for peace and Hery effort for peace, but I do not think in ull fairness
that we ought to stick our heads in the sand and refuse to recogni7-e
that it is a military alliance with these countries if, as, and .when that
becomes the last-ditch method of resisting active aggression which
the pe~ce overtures and the peace unity and all of our objectives fail
to attam.
Secretarv JOHNSON. You and I agree. We are both for any intelligent thing- that tends within our economy, to bring peace to us and
the world.
NATURE OF A 1\IILITARY ALLIANCE

Senator lbcKENLOOPER. As far as I am personally concerned, I think
we would be shortsighted indeed if we merely adopted the pious rlP1
laration of united intention and neglected to see to the strength to make
it stick. Perhaps I am prejudiced, but by the same token I do not
like to hear the denial-and I do not necessarily say that you did
make a denial-but I do not like to hear the denial by many, many
people that this is in no way a military alliance; because it has ultimate military objectives, and we agree to band together as allies, both
before the necessity for rpilitary action, and also if all peace unity
should fail and an aggressor still decides he will have to aggress, then
the ultimate time when we fight is the military use of this strength
.we are building up.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. My point is this: As I understand
military alliances, historically speakmg, they provided for automatically going to war in the event of certain contingencies. Now, of
course, we will not automatically go to war. That is a difference perhaps, but that might be your position. I am just speaking historically,
JIOW.

Alliances in the past have meant that if these countries got together,
they agreed automaticnlly. and we certainly are not agreeing automatically, to go to war under this situation.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I think there have been alliances. An
alliance means people will stand shoulder to shoulder and gang up
a~inst the other fellow. Now, then, you go a step further. After
you get your allinnec nnd the terms under whieh the alliance is brought
into effect is a different thing.
I think thnt prior to World War II. Britain had an understanding! shall not quibble over the term-Britain had an understanding with
Poland that if Poland were attacked, she would come to Poland's
rescue.
I consider that to be an allinnce. I do not believe that Poland
could stat:t an aggression against some other country, and with that
understanding automatically drag Britain in. I think there are all
rnanners of terms and conditions under which allies can ca11 upon
their allies for aid. It depends on the contract they sign.
I feel that we are allymg ourselves with these pact countries and
that \Vf> are allying ourselves for a definite purpose, which primarily
is peace, and which we hope to achieve. But we are allying ourselves
also for armed unity with them to resist aggression.
Senator S:)UTH of New Jersey. Would you make the same answer
if there was no military implementation, just the treaty itself, without passing the Military Assistance Act¥
9061.__49--pt.1~12
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Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think that without any doubt the pact
itself is an alliance.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It seems to me that the military alJiance is limited in case of our entering into this pact in the future and
on)y comes up in case we enter into it.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I think it is an alliance to this extent. I
think the Secretary of State pointed that out yesterday, that when
we vote for the pact. I think thnt we are voting to assume the obligations of doing whatever we can in conjunction with our alJies to resist
aggression; and that, undoubtedly, in the ultimate would mean military force, military might, if the aggressor had the military force to
make a sufficient attack in connection with the aggression.
I do not go on the theory that an alliance necessarily means fhat an
nlly can go out and do an affirmatiYe and an offensive thing to somebody else and automatically, in all cnses, come in and call his ally to
get him out of the hole.
Secretary JOHNSON. Would you join m~ at dinner sometime¥ I
would like to discuss that word "alliance" with yon, and the history
of it.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Secretary, I would join you any time.

.

NATURE OF OLD-FASHIONED ALLIANCES

Senator VANDENB•:Ro. I simply want to join myself with the observation of Senator Smith, and suggest to my able friend that this denouncement of the term "military alliance"-and I certainly joined in
that denouncement and so continue to do-has been in precisely the
sense that the Secretary himself used the term.
In each instance we both have referred to the old historic tradition, connotation, of the term "military alliance," which historically
has usually involved highly offensive features which are not remotely
involved in the present situation, which is, I agree with the Senator,
an alliance, if you wish to use that word, of a type which is easily
distinguished from the historic tradition that I am talking about.
·• Senator HICKENLOOPER. I thin~ there is no dispute whatsoever
about that. There have been many alliances in the past and probably
the customary alliance in the past has been, one might also say, an
alliance of aggression, that would permit aggression by one of the
Allies.
Of course, there is nothing like that in thiB pact. I do not approacll
it from that standpoint. But, by the same token, I want the same
right to quibble about the word "alliance" as-I should not say quibble-but to dispute the specific definition of the term "alliance," and
reserve my own interpretation of what alliance is.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
the Secretary just one question which occurs to me.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that agreeable to you, Senator?
Senator LoooE. I would like to get at him some time.
CHOICE BETWEEN OUTTING MILITARY APPROPRIATIONS OR CU'ITING
MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just one question I want to ask the
Secretary. If you, Mr. Secretary, as head of the Military Establishment, had to choose for fiscal 1950 between these alternatives, $15,000,-
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000,000 for us and nothing for Europe, in tho event the Appropriations
Committee said we could not go any further; or $14,000,000,000 for us
and $1,000,000,000 for this European implementation, which from the
standpoint of purely national security would be the choice we would
have to maket
·
Secretary JoHNSON. We would take the $15,000,000,000 for our own
defense.
Senator SKITH of New Jersey. And leave the European implementation out¥
·
Secretary JOHNSON. We C'annot cut, in <•Ur opinion-we have can·
vassed it thoroughly-this $15,000,000,000 for our own defense.
Senator SKITII of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lodge.
Senator LoooE. Mr. Chairman-Senator SKITH of New Jersey. Thank you, Senator Lodge, I apologize for interrupting.
·
COMPARISON OF TREATY TO MILITARY ALLIANCES

Senator LoooE. Not at all; not at all. If, by the word "military alliance" we mean an aggressive combination of nations who are going
out on the rampage to attack and oppress people, this is not a military
alliance, is it 9
Secretary JOHNSON. We a~e.
Senator LoooE. If by "mihtary alliance" you mean a group of nations who were gathered together in a spirit of cynicism and o.Pportunism, without regard to any common idealistic values, this is not
a military alliance; is it¥
Secretarr JOHNSON. I agree.
Senator LoooE. When you read these two provisions in the North
Atlantic Treaty, and I quote:
They (the parties) are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage,
and clvlllzatlon of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and the rule of law.

And the following:
The parties wlll contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
friendly international relations by strengthening their tree institutions • • •.

Do you not come to the conclusion that this North Atlantic Treaty is
not purely a cynical device, that it is animated by a certain community
of ideals¥
Secretary JOHNSON. I do.
Senator Looo1:. Is it not also true that there is no time limit set in
this North Atlantic Treaty by which a certain state of military readiness must be obtained 9
Secretal'! JOHNSON. That is true.
Senator LoooE. Is it not also true that there is nothing in this North
Atlantic Treaty which either expressly or impliedly commits the
United States to any particular strategic plan or to fight in any particular place or in any particular way¥
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BUDGET MESSAGE FIGURES FOR MILITARY AID

Secretary JoIINSON. That is true.
Senator LoooE. Yon stand, I presume, do you not, on the budget
message of the President insofar as the figures on national defense are
concerned 1
Secretary Jo11NSON. I do, sir.
Senator Lonm:. Is there anything in that .budget message which relates to military aid to foreign countries?
Secretary JOHNSON. No. sir. Wait. a minute; there is one item.
Your question does not contemplate it, but we want to keep this record
straight. There is this one item.
Senator LoooE. What is it 1 The $400,000,0001
Secretary JouNsoN,. That is it.
Senator LoooE. So this amount of $1,100,000,000 is over what there
is in the President's budget. Is that not right 1
Secretary JonNSON. That is right, ~ir. We are talking about the
Turkish-Greek item.
Senator LoooE. The what?
Secretary JOHNSON. Greek-Turkish.
Senator LoooE. Is it not consistent to be in support of the budget
message and at. the same time welcome a new opportunity that comes
along, wherein, by making some outlay now, we develop a great source
of military strength for the future?
Secretary JOHNSON. That is ri~ht, sir.
Senator LoooE. Certainly there is no inconsistency there, is there?
Secretary JonNsoN. None at all.
Senator LoooE. Now, you, in addition to being Secretary of Defense--Secretary JoHNSON. You recall in that budget message there was a
reference, or the President referred. in discussing these items, in language I will not attempt to quote, to the need of further aid along
this line that we now come to here.
Senator LoooE. So the idea was foreshadowed.
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator LoooE. In addition to bein~ Secretnr,r of Defense, you are
also an American citizen and taxpayer, and in that respect are concerned with the total American economy, the way we all are 1
Secretary JonNSON. That is ri~ht, sir.
IMPACT

ON THE DOMESTIC ECONOllY

Senator LoooE. Do you consider that this added expense imposes
a burden on the American economy; that it is the straw that breaks
the camel's back and plunges us into a condition in which we have to
go to rationing, allocation, and a change in our economic set-up Y
Secretary Jo11NSON. I do not.
Senator LODGE. I presume yon believe that that point can be reached
some time?
Secretarv JoHNsoN. I do. And that is why I want to trv to use
this in hel~ing these people abroad to build up, so that we m·i~ht cut
down withm the National :Militarv Establishment.
Senator LoooE. Certainly it is frne, is it not. that at the root of our
military strength lies the American productive economy~
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Secretary JOHNSON. You are right.
Senator LoooE. And that lies not only at the root of our own :Military Establishment, but it has a very intimate relationship with the
military establishments of friend1y nations~
Seeretary JOHNSON. You are quite right, Senator Lodge.
.
Senator LoooE. They will be almost as badly affected as we will
if we had killed the goose that laid the golden eggs.
Secretary JOHNSON. Quite right agam.
Senator LoooE. There are a number of questions which I think
should be answered in order to make this record complete. I think one
of the jobs this committee has to do is to develop a record in which
the student of this problem will find an answer to any question he
rnny ask. It may not be an answer he agrees with, but there ought
to be some sort of an answer.
I have been asked these questions by Senators and friends of mine
in the press and others, and I will try not to ask any questions which
involve any matter of security. But if I by inadvertence do so, please
do not hesitate to say no.
ALLOCATION OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE

I am right, am I not, that it is not possible at the present time, at
least, to make any statement as to the partition of these sums between
foreign countries¥ Is that not correct!
Secretary JouNSON. That is correct. We are not physically ready
to do it, and I would just like to discuss with you frankly at some
stage when we are ready the advisability of making it a public matter.
Senator LoooE. Would that not involve c1earance with the foreign
countries, in addition to consultation with our own interests¥
Secretarv JOHNSON. It would. indeed.
Senator LoooE. That is a matter of international comity.
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir. They have given us in confidence what
they want and what they have. We have got to pay the game fairly
ancl honestly with them.
FUTURE COMMITI\.CENTS OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator LoooE. Senator Tydings has asked for a great many figures,
which I think are essential to furnish at the proper time; but there
are a few questions which I would like to ask in addition. Senators
have asked me repeatedly what commitment this imposes insofar as
future expenditures are concerned.
Secretary JOHNSON. None.
Senator LoooE. That is a good, clear answer. So we have a request of $1,400,000,000 whatever it is, for this immediate year.
Senator VANDENBERG. $1,100,000,000 for this immediate year.
Secretary JOHNSON. Even if we knew what it would be, we would
not ask you for a commitment that we could give for future years
that might interfere with the efficiency of the operation of this, if you
authorize the $1,100,000.
Senator LoooE. Say that again~
Secretary JonssoN. If you fixed out a program for 3 or 4 years you
were going to do in this, you take away from the National Military
Establishment and the executive department the power to try to use
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this $1,100,000,000 so it makes them assist within their own economies
in building up that which we try to aid.
Senator LoooE. So this is not at all comJ.>arable to the 4-year program of ECA or to any of these concepts which do tie us down to some
degree over a _period of years 1 This is not in that category at all¥
Secreta1'1. JoHNSON. As !Ong as they have to cooperate to the limit
of their ability on an intelligent use of that which is allocated to them,
and we have to 'justify that to you when we come back asking for more
funds, they are going to cooperate a lot better than if you had said so
many dollars this year, so many dollars next year, to these countries.
We cannot control it, cannot influence it, and what we seek is
strength.
Senator LoooE. That is right, and maximum self-help on the part
of these other countries.
Secretary JoHNSON. That is the phrase I was reaching for and could
not find.
Senator LoooE. Continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid;
that is the phrasing in the tre,aty, and you lay a lot of importance on
that1
Secretary JOHNSON. I do, sir.
DURABILITY OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE :\IATERIAL

Senator LoooE. Is it not true, though-I think you can probably
answer this question-that, broadly speaking, most of the articles
which we would send over under the terms of this pact would be in a
sense capital goods, goods that would not be readily expendable such
as if we said a gun or a tank or a rifle 1 Those are items that last for
quite a long while. Would not many of the articles be within that
category¥
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator Lo1XJE. So it is not comparable to lend-lease or to a wartime
situation where whatever you send is being used up almost as fast
as you send it¥
Secretary JOHNSON. It is not that type, sir.
CONTEMPLATED EXPORT OF FACTORIES AND MACHINE TOOl.8

Senator LoooE. The question has been asked me whether it is planned
to export factories or machine tools, the wherewith to make these
weapons. Is that included in this figure i
Secretary JouNSON. The General says not entire factories, that is
true, not complete facilities for factories, and so forth. But, Senator,
there might be an instance where within a plant that theY. have and a
facility they have, we might send some macliine tools and Jigs and dies.
Senator LoooE. Of an ordnance character 1
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right, to fill out what they have; but
not an approach where we set up a whole plant or a factory. No, that
is out.
RATIO OF AMERICAN ASSISTANCE TO EUROPEAN SELF-HELP
Senator LoooE. In general, would this not be true, that five to six
times as much is being spent by the nations of Europe to build themselves up militarily as we would be spending I
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Secretary JOHNSON. We hope the ratio-I know what it is--Senator LoooE. Mr. Acheson-Secretarv JOHNSON. He said it; it is about 1 in 7.
Senator LoOOE. He said that.
Secretary JOHNSON. I just did not want to put that in here. That
is State Department business.
·
Senator LoooE. So that wi~h our desire to help some particular
European factory, that would much more likely come under ECA as
part of an economic consideration j
Secretary JOHNSON. That ties in. That is what I meant when the
first question was asked me, maybe by Senator Vandenberg; the dollars that we put in there, if we make them tie them into their economy
and build-up, aince they are going to get these 6 additional dollars,
go a lot further than the dollar here if you added it to our military
appropriation bill.
UNITED STATES MILITARY MATERIEL AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator LoooE. The statement has been made here by one Senator
that if we turn over.a piece of equipment to a foreign country that
we have definitely incurred a loss. That has been rankling in me ever
since it was made. I would like to put a hypothetical case to you.
Secretary JouNsoN. If anybody said that to me today, I did not
hear it.
Senator LoooE. Yes; it was said here today.
Secretary JOHNSON. He got the right answer to that one.
Senator LoooE. Let me take the case of the tank with which we began World War II, the tank that had the 75-millimeter gun mounted
on the side so that it could only traverse a little way-I think it was
the General Grant tank, if my memory is not wron~.
Let us assume that that is a piece of equipment which could be quite
eft'ectively used in certain types of employment in certain countries,
but that if we were to keep those tanks here and undertake to man
them and train people in their use, have them learn an obsolete firing
system and an obsolete motor maintenance and obsolete tactics on a
weapon that had very few offensive capabilities, we would actually
be doing ourselves a bad turn.
So you would have a piece of equipment which not only is beneficial or could be beneficial, to the foreign countries, but the retention
of which might be a positive disadvantage to us. Is that not conceivable¥
Secretary ?oHNSON. You are quite right. I am sorry I did not
make that pomt.
Senator LoooE. It seems to me you are better off giving it to somebody who can use it.
Secretary JOHNSON. I agree with you.
Senator LoooE. So it is not a case of subtracting something from
what you have got. You are getting rid of something that really is
not doing you any good. It is doing you harm.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. If I may interrupt, I understood the Secretary to say what we expected to furnish over there was late equipment and not obsolete equipment.
Senator LoooE. But the point is, Senator, the thinJ? that is obsolete
for us is not necessarily obsolete for another country, because the
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employment which the other country wants to make of it is entirely
different. That to me is perfectly clear. There are an awful lot of
things that you can use if you are engaged in suppressing fifth-column
activity, or if you are engaged in a purely defensive role, that you can
get very little good out of it if you are trying to go in on an offensive
mission.
·
There is. of course. no doubt, is there, of our ability to control the
use to which equipment is putt
Secretarv JOHNSON. None at all.
Senator LoooE. And if we wanted to see to it, for instance, that our
equipment was not utili<led to promote something like this Indonesian
venture. we would have the power to see to it 1
Secretary JoHNSON. We of the Military Establishment will have
the power to do it this year, and we will have to report to you so you
have the power and control of approval of how we have done it.
F.FFECT OF ITALIAN PEACE TREATY LIMITATIONS ON THE TREATY
Senator LoooE. Now, the question has been asked as to whether tb.e
limitation that is in the Italian peace treaty on the size of the Italian
defense establishment is any argument against this North Atlantic
Pact, in view of the fact that Italy is adhering to the pact.
I wonder if you care to comment on that~
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right. I think you have got to leave
that to General Bradley. in looking at the strategic picture, speaking
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and maybe the State Department may
want to express an opinion. You are getting into pretty deep military
waters there.
Senator LoooE. It is perfectly aiireeable to me. Yesterday Senator Hickenlooper asked a very interesting- question which has been
in the minds of a great many people, and which he phrased very
clearly. It was something like this:
WILL TO

RESIST

IN 1989 AND 1949

If the will to win of the nations of western Europe was as poor as
it was in 1939, when they had much larger armies than ther have in
1949. what makes you think that their will to win is going to be
better in 1949 ~
I would like to ask if you have any c-0mment you would care to
make on that question~
Secretary JoHNSON. No, I cannot answer that. I think that it is a
question of measured risk. It is a considered risk, and that very
element has been discussed in the National Military Establishment.
It is not one that you can give any fixed answer about.
I do know that what you have heretofore done in the Congress, in
certain parts of the world has been almost completely successful in
what you have sought. I can think of a country that maybe it is not
right to name it here, in which, with the assistance you have given it,
there is today no communism, and there is the will to resist and they
will resist.
·
I believe that would not have been possible except for the American
aid you have given them. I believe it inadvisable t-0 name the
<!onntry.
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LESSONS

DRAWN !'ROH 1930

Senator LoooE. Let me ask you this, Mr. Secretary. Is it not true
that in western Europe the nations that have been through the fires
of 1939 have had an experience which has probably taught them
something that will be of use to them in the future~
Secretary JOHNSON. If I were in the State Department, prob1tbly
I would not say this; but as an individual, not as Secretary of Defense,
I think that some of the peoples who now want to be our friends have
seen those who went into the orbit of another country cut up, independence lost, and a slave state created. This means that the probability is that these Western countries who have now come with us
are really going to stick it out and profit by what they have seen.
I do believe that the fires from 1939 on have taught them something,
and that their morale and their military establishments will not
reflect the heedless days of 1939. This is an individual statement.
I do not speak for the Administration thereon.
Senator LoooE. Is it not true that the French army, for instance,
which was very much disorganized in 1939 eventually rebuilt itself
with our assistance into an army which rendered a good account of
itself in 1944 and 1945 ~
Secretary JOHNSON. That is absolutely true.
Senator LoooE. And is it not true also that the Italian partisan
formations which fought in cooperation with us in Italy in 1944 and
1945 were of great utility to us~
Secretary JOHNSON. There is no douht, Senator, what you do here,
here, even if there should be aggression somewhere else, is going to
leave us with friends indeed if those friends are not going to be
OftITUn.

Senator LoooE. Are you not favorably impressed with the headway
that has been made in Europe in the development of an European
command and agreed to strategic plan¥
Secretary JoHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator LoooE. You do not, however, do you, expect much quick
progress in the way of standardization of weapons in the next yeart
Secretary JOHNSON. No, sir.
Senator LoooE. But you do hope to make some headway along that
1ine¥
Secretary JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator LoooE. That concludes my questioning, Mr. Chairman. I
would like to make one suggestion, and that is that the State Department prepare a memorandum for inclusion in the record on these
so-called evil military alliances that we have been discussing here
today, so that it will be clear for all to see what the difference is
between this pact and these military alliances of the past.
I do not say that they ought to give the direct texts of all these
miJitary alJiances, but a brief sketch that would show the difference
between an automatic go-to-war offensive, cynical, opportunists~ oldfashioned power politics, European military alliance, and the type of
partnership for peace that we contemplate here.
(The document will be found in the appendix.)
Senator LoooE. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary JoHNSON. Thank you for your help, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We have Senator Donnell with us, and the Senator
is permitted to ask questions of the Secretary.
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I will say to Senator Donne1I these other Senators are just going
to run over and vote and come back. So we need not interrupt him
at all.
COMMON DEFENSE
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, this afternoon in large part the
discussion has been in regard to matters relating to equipment. Now,
I want to discuss, or have you answer, if you will, some questions alo.ng
another line. I nm particularly interested in the first sentence on
page 4 of your statement which reads as follows:
We must keep constantly In mind the three fur d:un•ntals of preparP<lneRS:
manpower, materials, and suitable positions from which to employ them In the
event of attack.

Then you proceed to the next sentence :
The treaty goes far toward making available for the common defense the
manpower and strategic positions.

Now, it is particularly, Mr. Secretary, along the line of manpower
that I want to ask you some questions. In the first place, I would
like to ask you if you heard or saw the Army Day speech of General
Bradley on April 6 of this year~
Secretary JoHN110N. Only what was printed in the newspapers.
Senator DoNNF.LL. There are three sentences here I would call to
your attention, if I may, before questioning you. He said this:
At present, the balance of military power ls centered In the United States.

Secretary JOHNSON. I did not get your first :,;entence.
Senator DONNELL. I was quotmg, Mr. Secretary, from the address
<>f General Bradley as I have it of April 6. That is, the quotation has
been given to me as follows:
At present, the balance of military power Is centered In the United States,
3,000 miles from the heart of Europe. It must be perfectly apparent to the people
of the United States that we cannot count on friends In western Europe If our
strategy In the event of war dictates that we shall first abandon them to the
enemy, wlh a promise of later liberation.
Yet, tbat Is the only strategy that can prevail if the military balance of power
In Europe is to be carried on the wings of our bombers and deposited in reserves
this side of the ocean.

Do ;ou know what he was referring to by the term "reserves this
side o the ocean"~
Secretary JoIINSON. As I read that sentence, which I now have before me, it means the industrial set-up and equipment and the fighting
manpower of America.
Senator DONNELL. It includes both the industrial set-up and the
fighting manpower of America 1
Secretary JOHNSON. In my opinion that is what he meant. He will
be here, and you can ask him about that if you want.
Senator DONNELL. If the chairman will permit me, I intend to do
that. May I ask you, Mr. Secretary, whether in your opinion-Secretary JonNsoN. I do not know where you are headed in your
questions, and I do not mean to interfere with you; but you must not
overlook the next paragraph:
Unless plans for common defense of the existing free world provide for the
security of western Europe, these people cannot be expected to stake their lives
ln the common cause. As long as the helpleasness of western Europe would Invite
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military aggreaalon, Its Increasing prosperity shall grow more tempting to the
armies trom the East.

Not until we share our strength on a common defensive front can we hope to
replace thJa temptation with a real deterrent to war.
PROVISION OF HASS MANPOWER FOR EUROPE

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, may I ask you whether or not the
plan has been considered of so providing manpower for Europe as to
place adequate divisions along the Rhine for the purpose of slowing
down and absorbing the shock in the event of a Russian attack 1 Has
that plan been considered, if you are able to tell 1
Secretary JOHNSON. That question I cannot answer.
Senator D0N~ELL. Yon meun you would prefer not to answed
Secretary JOHNSON. That question I am saying I wil1 not answer.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. I am not pressing it at a11, but I ask
whether or not it had been considered, and I understand you to decline
to answer that 1
Secretary JOHNSON. I do.
Senator DONNELL. Very wen. Mr. Secretary, would you tell us,
<>r do you feel that you are at liberty to do so in view of considerations
of national security, whether you think the signatories to the pact,
<>ther than the United States of America, could hold Europe a~ainst
Russia if only the manpower of the signatories is used and without
any manpowl!r of our country1
Secretary JoHNSON. I do not think the best interests of our own
.security are served by answering that question, Senator.
RUSSIAN MANPOWER

Senator DoNNELL. Very well. May I ask you in regard to the manpower of Rus.4'ia, in World 'Var II, am I correct in understandin_g_ that
Stalin equipped and fought some 11,000,000 soldiers during World
WarIH
Secretary JOHNSON. Senator, I have just asked about this figure.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
Secretary JouNsoN. I would Jike later to correct this if I am wrong.
1 think the figure is in excess of 11,000,000; but your question is not
.quite a fair question.
Senator DoNNELL. I mean to make it fair.
Secretary JOHNSON. It is not fair.
Senator DONNELL. In what respect?
Secretary JoHNsoN. He did that, whatever the figure is, with the
belp and industrial might of these United States and not as your
question imp1ies.
Senator Dox NELL. I had no imp1ication one way or the other on that,
Mr. Secretar1, and did not intend it.
Secretary JoHNSO!'i". I did not want anybody else hearing or reading
that to draw any such implications.
Senator DoNNELL. I certainly welcome any corrections from the
standpoint of fairness or otherwise.
Secretary JOHNSON. We wi11 get along an right.
Senator DONNELL. In other words, it is a fact, is it not, Mr. Secretary, that Stalin used 502 divisions against Germany on the eastern
front!
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Secretary JoHNSON. I do not know how many divisions he used;
but General Bradley can, without flicking an eyelid, give you the
exact figures on that.
AMERICAN l!rULITARY 1\IANPOW'Ell

Senator DONNELL. Do you know, Mr. Secretary, whether the total
number of divisions which the United States of America exported in
World War II was 89, which it sent out from the United States¥ I
am not talking solely about Europe.
Secretary JOHNSON. Eighty-nine is our total number of divisions,
if my offhand recollection is correct, Mr. Chairman. The question was
exported. I do not know quite what exported means. We did not
send out of the country 89.
Senator DoNNELL. I have just stated by the term "exported" I
meant sent from the United Stat.es of America.
Secretary JOHNSON. Then your guestion is wrong. If you have no
objection, General Bradley will give vou that information.
Senator DONNELL. V~_y well. Ami correct in this, Mr. Secretary,
that of the divisions of United States soldiers in World War II, only
63 were used in Europe? Is that correct, if you know~
Secretary JOHNSON. You had better wait and ask those questions of
General Bradley, because where I do not know, I should not answer.
I think I know the answer to that one, but it may be wrong. Why do
you not, in fairness to me, ask the most competent military authority
who is coming to answer such questions~
Senator DoNNELL. Well, Mr. Se~retary, I am perfectly willing to
ask him; but I thought if you knew, you would have no objection to
telling us. If you do not know. of course I cannot press it.
Secretary JOHNSON. I think I know, but I would rather give you
that answer after I look at the tables which we have, or after a man
who lived with it then, as I did not, tells you from his own knowledge.
You are entitlc<l to exactness.
NECESSITY OF AMERICAN TROOPS ABROAD

Senator DONNELL. Are you willing to tell us whether or not it is advisable, considering the matter of national defense and national security-I shall not press this question if you do not desire to answer
it-but are you willing to tell us whether or not, in order to hold
Europe for a few weeks, say 4 weeks, as against Russian attack, considering the number of troops Russia could put into the field, it would
be absolutely necessary that United States troops be sent to Europe
in order to accomplish that result?
Secretary JOHNSON. I do not think it serves the best interests ·of any
of those governments or ourselves to answer that.
Senator DONNELL. Very well. Therefore, then you are not willing
to state because you deem it inadvisable from a standpoint of national
security, whether you beliPYe it wonlrl hP 1WC'es!'nry for troops to be
conscripted in the United Stutes under the terms of the Atlantic Pact~
I do not mean under the terms of it~ but in pursuance of the purposes
of the Atlantic Pact?
Secretary JonNsoN. You give it another twist.. On the first question,
I think neither General Bradley nor myself will answer. Now you
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are bringing in the question of conscription. That has not been involved in your qu~ion before, and it is not in any answer I have made
<>r will make.
OON8CltIPTION AND KILITART AS818TANOE PBOGRAH

Senator DoNNELL. I am asking you now whether you are willing to
state if conscription would be necessary in order to hold Europe as
aaainst.Russian attack for a period of 4 weeks.
8eereta.ry J OJINBON. I think not.
Senator DONNELL. You do not think conscription would be necessary, or you mean you are not answering 9
Secretary JoJIN'80N. I think we are going to give you a competent
authority to answer that, and I think fairness would require that your
<}uestion be asked of him.
OOHBAT EFFECTIVENESS OF OUR ALLIES

Senator DONNELL. Very well, I shall not push that further. May
I ask you this question, Mr. Secretary, if you are informed upon this~
This has to do with the combat effectiveness of our allies in World
War IT, just how much actual strength there is among the signatories
~f this pact as it existed in World War II.
Now, Belgium is one of the signers of this pact, is it not 9
Secretary JoHNsoN. I can tell you now, I do not know the answer
to that. If you want that, you had better tell us, and we will dig it
up from the files. I do not think General Bradley can answer that
offhand.
Senator DoNNELL. You do not think he could answer what 9
Whether Belgium was a signer of the pact 9
Secretary JOHNSON. No, the number of divisions of each of theseSenator DONNELL. That is not what I was going to ask. I have not
got to that yet. Belgium is one of the signers of this pact. That is
true, is it not 9
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether Belgium fought in the last
two World Wars at all, whether she placed any troops into the field?
Secretary JoHNSON. I happened to be over in that part of the world
in the First World W~r. Very definitely I do know that they did,
and I know from what newspapers, history, and records show that
they did in the second.
TROOPS SUPPLIED BY BELGIUM IN WORLD WAR lJ

Senator DoNNELL. Do you know approximately how many troops

in each of those two wars that Belgium placed in the field?
Secretary JOHNSON. I have a general estimate, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Are you willing to tell us, sir?
Secretary JoHNSON. No, sir; because if you want that, just tell us
·and we will get it for you.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. I shall not pursue this down the line.
But I should like to ask you if you will furnish us, or have General
Bradley prepared to furnish when he comes here, the information as to
the number of troops that each one of the signatories to the North
.Atlantic Treaty provided in World War II.
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Secretary JOHNSON. No. 29
Senator DONNELL. Yes, sir. I do not think it is necessary to ask
about No. 1. I think World War II would be sufficient.
·
Peak atrenutll. World War II (AtlattUo Peet ootudriea)
Army

Air

Yoree

Navy

Total

France (June 1040) . . . . . .. .. . .... ...... . . . ......
United Kingdom (July 1946) . .. . .......... .. ...

474,000
490,000
4,ll00,000
· 3, 122.000

200,000
2,000
82,000
1, 116,(1()()

113,oro
16,000
74,000
861,000

797,000
l!Oll,000
6,086,000
• 6, 130, 000

Italy (1943)'---- · ···----- ·· ·- -- -- ----·-· - · · ' ····

3, 260, 1111

260, 000

256,988

3, 758, 179

Canada (1946)........ . . . . .. ..... . ..... . ........

Netberlanda (May llMO>- --------- ----------- ---

lii1fe::i:w.g -(A.iiiUSi -1945'>".~~:::::::::: : :::::: : :

ll!Af:::: __ ______ ::~. ::::::::::::::

I:::

65

~=~·.::::::::: : : ::::: : :: ::: ::: : : : ::::: : ::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

Iceland'-·· · ·· · · · -···-···- · --· · ·-·· · ···--· · ·· · · . . . . ..• •....•. -·---··- · ···· · .. .•••. .••••• . ·- · ···· ----···
• Includes ounlng services.

'Ex-enemy.

a No organized forces.
END USE OONTROLS

Mr. Secretary, I wanted to direct your attention to another question,.
that is, the possibility of the use of equipment which this country
might furnish under the North Atlantic Treaty, the possibility of theuse of that equi:ement bY. those who are the other signers of the treaty
for purposes which we m1~ht not favor.
There are two of the signatories, are there not, who are at present
at war with their own colonies, namely, France and the Netherlands9.
Secretary JoHNSON. Just what do you want to know about Francennd Netherlands along that line9
Senator DONNELL. Are they at war with their own colonies, any of
their colonies, at this time 9
Secretary JouNsoN. I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. You know of the Netherlands being at war in
Indonesia, do you not 9
Secretary JOHNSON. I know that they were.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
Secretary JOHNSON. I saw in the paper that France was havin~ some·
troubles, I believe, with Morocco or someone. But you are askmg meabout something knowledge of which I do not possess as an expert,.
and where I do not know, I am not going to answer.
Senator DoNNELL. I would not want you to; I certainly would not.
I wanted to ask your opinion 1 however, of this question, regardless of
whether or not you are familiar with the actual facts as to there particular countries.
If equipment should be sent by our country under the terms of the·
North Atlantic Treaty to a country which is itself engaged in war·
against its own colony or colonies, would not one of two situations bepossible~ First, that such country might use some or all of that
material in the fighting a~inst its colony; or, if by reason of precaution in our agreement with it as to the furnishing of that equipment,.
it could use the equipment which it received for the purpose of releasing other equipment to be used in the war against its own colonies W
Secretary JOHNSON. As to the other equipment, there would not be
too much we could do about it. As to that which we furnished, we
can control it within the area of this treaty.
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Senator DoNNELL. And just how would you control that i What
type of policing would you have in order to be sure that each country
would use that equipment solely for purposes that the United States
thinks proper 1
Secretary JOHNSON. Their very dependency upon us for future
aid in that field would enable us to control it within that area. If
you have to worry on that score, we can give proper assurances, Mr.
Chairman, that that will not happen. American equipment that goes
in will be used within the terms and purports of the treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. When it is gi'1en to them or furnished to them,
would not it be understood in the agreements that it is to be used under
this treaty¥
Secretary JOHNSON. We can control that. He wants to know how
we can control it. How we control it will be determined later. That
it will be controlled we tell you now.
The CHAIRMAN. But when we supply them with this material, will
it not be understood that it is to be used under this treaty¥
Secreary JouNsON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And not for general warfare, general expedition.
Secretary JOHNSON. That is right, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, a message from the minority
leader-I suppose he is trying to get all of us members of the minority
party there. I will waive any further examination of the Secretary.
Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary JOHNSON. If there is other stuft' like that that you want
which we can under security furnish, give us a list of that. It is not
fair to General Bradle_y to ask him how many troops Belgium fought
in the area in 1925. You ought to give him a little tip-oft'.
The CHAIRliUN. We are obliged t.o you, Mr. Secretary.
The committee stands adjourned until 10: 30 tomorrow morning
in this room.
(Thereupon, at 4: 55 p. m., the committee recessed until Friday
morning, at 10: 30 a. m., April 29, 1949.)
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FRIDAY, APBIL 29, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMITl'EE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on April 28, 1949,
at 10: 30 a. m. in room 318 Senate Office Building, Senator Tom ConnalJy, chairman of the committee presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), George, Thomas of Utah,
Tydings, Green, Vandenberg, Wiley, Smith of New Jersey, and Hick-·
enlooper.
Also present: Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The CHAIR:&CAN. The committee will pJease come to order.
This is the Committee on Foreign Relations of the United States
Senate, ho1ding hearings on what is popularly known as the North
AtJantic Pact. We have the p1easure and honor today of having before us Mr. Harriman, who is the Chief of the European Branch of
the ECA. His office is in Paris and he is well equipped to testify re~
garding European matters, both with regard to ECA and the pending
treatv.
are very glad indeed to have you, Mr. Ambassador, and we will
be g1ad to have a formal statement if you have one prepared, and
after you have had the pleasure of reading that you will be subjected to
questioning by members of the committee if they so desired. Is that
agreeable to you!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes.
The CDAmMAN. Very well; you may proceed.

We

STATEMEBT OF HON. W. AVERELL HARRIMAN, UNITED STATES
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE IN EUROPE, ECONOMIC COOPERATIOJr
ADKI?USTRATION
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of th6 1C'ommittee, I am grateful for this opportunity to express to you wliat 11 feel
to be the meaning of the North Atlantic Treaty to our European partners, namely the governments and people of the participating countries, and how it relates to the European recovery program. Testimony has already been given on other aspects of the treaty, including
its relation to the United Nations. I speak from my own experience
during the past year as United States Special Representative in Europe
for the Economic Cooperation Admimstration and from those of our
missions in the different countries. I also speak from my earlier experience during the past 8 years much of which I have spent in different
parts of Europe.
189
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EUROPEAN RECOVERY UNDER ERP

Early in February, I testified before this committee at the hearings
on the Economic Cooperation Act and gave certain information and
figures on the strides that have been made toward economic recovery
in western Europe. I explained, however, that progress could not
be measured alone in terms of food, industry and trade. .I stated
(and I quote from my testimony) :
No one who has had occasion, as I have had, to see Europe in the summer
of 1947 and to see It again today, can fall to be struck by the deeper progress
in the things of the human spirit. Hope, and the will to resist tyranny, were
ebbing In Europe In 1947. They are flowing again today. It ls thl~the will
to live as freemen and to go forward toward a future which, while ft cannot
be precisely foreseen, can yet be believed ln-thnt ls, to my mind, the most
heartening and significant development in Europe since the Marshall proposal
and. the measures to give It effect. It Is this which has made possible the Increased eft'orts of the ordinary men and women visible throughout Europe today.
It ls this which has made it possible for the governments of the participating
countries to face up to the rigorous measures which are needed. And It ls
this which has arrested the spread of reactionary Communist aggression. With. out this revival, the Communists might well have succeeded in their design
to get control of Italy, which was frustrated in the elections of April 1948;
nor could the Communists have been kept out of the Government of France.
FEAR IN EUROPE

Progress until recently has thus been based on hope, but there still
have been disrupting influences. In February, in my testimony, I
stated:
It ls my conviction that the USSR rE'gards the fear of wnr n~ an ln~trument
to be used in the course of Its scheme of moral and psychological disruption.
The fear of war tends to kill hope for the future, and with it Initiative, enterprise and Investment, all essential to the recovery of Europe.
GROWING CONFIDENCE IN EUROPE

In the intervening months, I have traveled in many of the participating countries during the period when the North Atlantic Treaty
has been under consideration. I can testify that a new factor has
developed, a growth of confidence, based on the belief that through
the North Atlantic Pact security from external aggression ean be attained. Fear is a contagious and frustrating emotion. But confidence, too;. is contagious, and is a constructive and creative human
emotion. \Jonfidence is essential for the eventual success of the recovery program and the maintenance of determination to resist internal and external aggression.
EUROPEAN DISCUSSION OF ATLANTIC PACT

We are dealing with some 200,000,000 people facing varying problems, but all with a tradition of liberty and freedom. Discu~ions
in these different countries leading up to the decision to sign the
Atlantic Pact were sober and searching. This decision was based
on the acceptance of the principle that neither appeasement nor neutrality could be relied upon, that it was only through unity of purpose
and action of freemen that there could be hope for future peace and
security. This was a momentous decision. The decision was based
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on the two principal articles of the pact, namely, article 5 and article
3, first-that an armed attack against one •
• • • all-

•

• shall be considered an attack

against

and secondly• • • means of continuous and etTective self-help and mutual aid • • •
to resist armed attack.

In the European mind, these two concepts have been, I feel, inse:parable: The first is that unity of purpose among the free nations
would be a powerful deterrent to any ag~ressor, and the second that
through self-help and mutual aid1 eft'ect1ve military establishments
can be developed as an assurance ot defense.
.
llll'ORTANCE OF UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION IN ATLANTIC PACT

The partici_Pation of the United States in the pact is of course the
factor which is basic to the development of confidence. The Brussels
Pact, entered into a year ago between Britain, France, and the Benelux
countries, was a search for common security measures. Yet the
Europeans know that without the United States, no association among
the free peoples of western Europe would be eft'ective. The strength
of the United States gives strength and meaning to the pact. The
proposal for military aid from tne United States gives vitality and
meaning to the concept of effedive sPlf-hPlp and mutual aid to resist
armed attack. The Europeans ha,·e confidence in us, have confidence
that in any war we would eventually be victorious. But they recognil.e only too well that as things stand today, they would be overrun,
and wlien their countries were again liberated, the life of their people
would be irreparably destroyed. Thus article 5 of the pact cannot
stand by itself in the development of the confidence essential in making
this association eft'ective in serving the needs of the people of Europe
and of the people of the United States. For the pact to have real
meaning, I am convinced there must be a willingness to implement
promptly article 3. European nations are prepared, I believe, to
contribute their share in self-help and mutual aid. They cannot,
however, develop an effective military establishment alone. They need
military equipment and raw materials from us to supplement what
they can do for themselves. Assistance from us is vital to the growth
of mutual confidence. It will be concrete evidence that we have real
concern for their problems of self-defense.
BENEFITS TO UNITED STATES FROM TREATY

'

From our standpoint, I feel that our security can be immeasurably
increased as time goes on and as the military forces of the western
European countries are strengthened. I think we should look at the
productive capacity of the signatories of the Atlantic Pact. For
example, between us we have four times the coal and four times the
steel production of the Soviet Union and its satellites, and a labor
force substantially greater. The productivity of our mutual labor
force is vastly greater than that of the backward countries of the East,
on a man-by-man basis. The western European participants alone
have greater industrial productive capacity than the countries behind
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the iron curtain. It does not seem unreasonable to me to have confidence that in time an effective defensive force can be developed which
would provide a real sense of security. It is well always to bear in
mind that no one has any thought of an armament program for aggression. The only thought in anyone's mind is the thought of defense.
A defensive force is relatively small and cannot be a threat of aggression.
In looking at the world today, I feel we need strong and vigorous
partners, of like mind and intent. The North Atlantic Treaty gives
us this association with like-minded people. They are vigorous people but they need help in rebuilding their strength. Of prime importance is the European recovery program. All agree that nothing
should be permitted to interfere with that. But alongside of it, I
earnestly believe we should help our associates, and it is very much in
our own interest to help our associa~es, in their own efforts to build up
means to defend themselves.
If the United States consistently pursues the policies which have
been adopted in supporting the European recovery program, if we
will now enter the Atlantic Pact an<l honestly implement article 3,
we can look forward to the time when we ourselves can feel confident
in our search for peace and security.
The North Atlantic Pact is one of the great concepts of history.
If we join it with enthusiasm and implement. it with American determination, we will contribute to the confidence and will of freemen
the world over.
GROWING CONFIDENCE IN EUROPE

In western Europe today, there is a growing wave of confidence,
confidence instilled by the concept of the North Atlantic Treaty, that
freemen will stand together in common defense of their liberty and
freedom. Should we turn aside at this moment, I doubt whether we
can ever again recapture that spirit.
To succeed in what I earnestly believe is our winning struggle in
Europe for freedom and peace, America must be resolute and steadfast.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ambassador, you have in your capacity as
representative of the ECA in Europe, had opportunity, of course, to
contact a great many countries and to visit in those countries; is that
true1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have said there is a marked improvement
industrially and commercially and so on among these countries; is
that true~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
IMPROVEMENT IN EUROPEAN MORALE

The CHAIRMAN. Now, my q11ei:;tion is~ To what extent has that
improvement lifted their morale1 Have the operations of the ECA
given strength to the revival of the spirit 1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. As I said briefly in my testimony, I feel
that the spirit of Europe is completely different from what it was in
the summer of 1947, when the Marshall proposal was put forward.
The recovery program has changed the whole feeling of the people of
Europe, hope has been inspired, with the results that have been ob-
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tained, of course, they see concrete evidence in the ability to get enough
food to live and in other ways that progress is being made, and with
progress, of course, comes greater hope for the future. That is true
m aJl of the countries. Of course, the conditions of the different
countries are different. I am makin~ a general statement. And there
•have been concrete results from that in the determination to resist
internal and external aggression.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it has stiffened their spirit of resistance, you would say t
Ambassador HARRlllAN. It has given them hope and very much
stiffened their will to resist internal and external aggression.
MUTUAL AID AND SELF-HELP

The CHAIRMAN. You have observed, Mr. Ambassador, a clause i:ri
the treaty putting the obligation upon all of the signatories of mutual
self-help and assistance, and so forth, and so on, and also the obligation of these various countries to improve their condition and help
themselves along the lines of the treaty. You have observed that,
have you not 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Mr. Chairman, the only countries where
there has been any evidence of it so far of course, has been the Brussels Paet countries, where they have had these matters under consideration for the past year. The consideration of the treaty is so
new that there has been no specific plan, but from my discussiona I
can assure you that each one of them has its own determination to do
what it can, and is discussing what it can do to contribute to its partners in the North Atlantic Treaty.
l)(PORTANCE OF SELF-HELP

The CHAIRMAN. You have somewhat anticipated my other question,
but it is all right. In your contacts with these various governments
and their representatives, do you or do you not find the determination
to carry out the injunctions of the treaty to exert themselves to the
utmost to accomplish these things, and not rely solely upon the United

States¥

Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. They agree with us that the European recovery program must have a higher priority, but all of them
are trying to find ways and means by which they can exl?and production of equipment and supplies which are needed for military establishments, not only by themselves but of their partners in the North
Atlantic Treaty.
The CHAIRKAN. Where does the treaty provide for American assistance and aid? It seems to me that the European nations must be
impressed with the fact that we are not expected, at least, to carry all
of the load on this program, and that they should exert themselves
to the utmost. What we shall do will be more or less supplementary
to their own efforts. Is that understood~
Amhassntlor HARRIMAN. )fr. Chairman, all of the discussions I have
had with any European nations have related to aid from America in
the matter of equipment which they are not now able to produce themselves. And they are discus.<;inp; what they can do to expand their
production in this field. In other words, they take article 3 seriously
from the standpoint of their obligations under it.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was getting at. I wanted to know
if they have been seriously impressed with the obligations that this
treaty puts on them to exert themselves to the utmost to meet the requirements of the program.
Ambassador HARRJ)r[AN. Mr. Chairman, their desire to be in a •
titronger position is such that I have found no evidence that they were
not keen to do what they can for themselves. They recognize that
whatever comes from us will be a plus that can not be the basis of their
rearmament program.
COOPERATION AMONG BRUSSELS PACT NATIONS
The CHAIRMAN. The Brussels Pact <'ountries have, have they not,
made substantial progress since the formation of their agreements I
Ambassador ILuutmAN. The Military Establishment can tell you
more than I can about it, sir, but they have established committees of
mutual defense and are working on a program of mutual assistance.
That is the only area of Europe where that sort of thing on a mutual
assistance basis has been started. The spirit of that organization is
such as to indicate the general spirit of Europe.
The CHAIRMAN. Have they or have they not set up a staff arrangement lookinl? toward the unification or rather the association of their
military establishments t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir; military staffs, supply staffs, and
other joint committees on different aspects of the military and supply
pro~am.

The CHAIRHAN. Is it your belief or within your knowledge that
these Staff arrangements can be very easily fitted into this program
under the treaty without duplication·!
Ambassador ·HARRIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I am not able to atl$Wer
you that, except to say that what has been done so far naturally is a
contribution to what comes next. What the relation of the Brussels
Pact present arran,:?ements would be to the arrangements contemplated
under the North Atlantic treaty I cannot say.
CONTRIBUTION

OF

BRU88ELS PACT COUNTRIES

IN

ATLANTIC

TREATY

The CHAIRKAN. As a matter of fact, some of these countri-:s are
equipped to make substantial contributions to the armaments phase
<>f this treaty, and others are not. In the case of Bel11:ium, it is quite
a manufacturing point for arms and equipment of a military character,
is it not!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And naturally it would be expected, probably, to
aid in supplying these materials to other nations without having to
export them from the United States, is that true t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. Belgium, of course, is relatively
an important nation for her size.
The CHAIRMAN. And it has made probably greater progress toward
recovery than any of the other nations associated with us in the treaty,
has she not!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, she has. Life is more normal in Belgium than in many of the other countries.
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The Cll.AmJUN. My point was that the attitude of these European
nations is one not of reliance entirely upon the United States, but that
they understand that there must be a very active and vigorous cooperation. They are to assume obligations to do their utmost before the
United States shall be expected to take over the program. Is that
more or less true t
Ambassador 11.AmtncAN. Yes, sir. It is almost the reverse. They
are so keen to get themselves in a stronger eosition that it does not
occur to them tliat they can rely upon the United States. They know
they have got to do tlie main JOb themselves, and they want to do it,
but they do need assistance from us, particularly in types of military
equipment which they cannot produce themselves at the present time.
THE WILL 'IO RF.SIST

The CluIDUN. A good deal has been said here in these hearings
about their s:pirit of resistance and what would cause them to feel a
stronger spirit of resistance. Would you or would you not say that
their experience in the last war, the desolation and the ravagement
that took place, and the cruelties to themselves, would have a tendency
to stiffen their resistance ~ow to a repetition of such outrages in the
future!
Ambassador R~RRlllAN. Each country, of course, differs, but as a
general statement the will to resist has grown very markedly among all
the participating countries. It is resolute in many of them, and it is
growing in others.
As I have said in my testimony, each one is under va11,ing types of
presures and influences~ but as a l{eneral statement the will to resist is
resolute and sound, and growing m larger ~ou1,>s of the populations.
C.ertainly it is in the majority of the populations m all of the countries.
DEP'BNSIVE NATURE OF NORTH ATLANTIO TREATY

The CRAIRHAN. This treaty, according to our concept, is entirely
a defensive treaty t
Ambassador llA.lun:MAN. Yes, sir.
· The CiumKAN. It has no purposes of agression or offensive action
against any country or group of countries in the world, is that not true t
Ambassador HABRIHAN. There is no thought among the participating countries in Europe of any a~gression. Their one desire is to
create a situation where they can live in peace and sleep at night
without the thought of war coming to them.
The CHAIRHAN. Is that feeling more or less general among these
nations that we are associating ourselves with t
Ambassador HARRIHAN. Among all of the nations with which we
are associating ourselves, the overwhelming majority of the people of
all nations associated with us.
The CHAiRHAN. There is no thought connected with the treaty
of an imperialistic attitude toward the rest of the world t
Ambassador HARRiHAN. That does not exist in Europe today.
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ANTl-UNrrF.D STATES PROPAGANDA
The CHAIRMAN. But there is a great deal of propaganda and agitation and falsehoods ~nerated by some countries in Europe against
the United States claiming that we are a great imperialist and we
are trying to build up an imperialistic attitude, and that through
this treaty we are trying to strengthen that attitude.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. The Communist press, which is
small in most countries and fairly large in one or two, when I go
to the different capitals, say, or some of them say, "The American
Colonial Commissioner has come to give orders to the Government."
The CHAIRMAN. You are sort of a proconsul ¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Something like that. We are the imperialist in terms of the Communist attack.
The CHAIRMAN. Do our associates in this treaty realize that that is
propaganda and that it is not true, do you think, or do they not~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. In most countries it is laughed off. There
are one or two countries where there is a large Communist infiltration where those who only read the Communist press I suppose have
some impression made on them, but the majority of all the people of
even those countries pretty clearly understands what the American
motivations are. I will put it that they clearly understand the motivations of the United States, and that is why they want an association
with us. They would not associate themselves with us if they believed we had imperialistic intentions. After all, this pact must be
ratified by the different legislative branches of the different governments, and they represent the majority of the people.
PRIORITY OF ERP
The CHAIRMAN'. Your understanding is that in all of this plan,
the treaty and so on, the ECA is to have priority-that the rebuilding
of the European system under the provisions of the ECA Act shall
have every consideration and priority?
Ambassador HARRilllAN. Yes, sir. In my conversations over there
it was welcomed that we took such a stroniz: position. When this subject came up of mutual aid, they wanted to be sure that we understood ·
how vital it was for them to reestablish a sound economy.
The CnAIRMAN. A sound economy, if we can reestablish it, of course,
will be a basis not only for actual temporary recovery, but for continuous strength in these countries which would aid the purpose of
the treaty. Is that not true1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Expanding strength.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; expandiniz: strength.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Expanding strength and greater ability to
maintain forces that will be adequately equipped.
COORDINATION OF ECA WITH MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The CHAIRMAN. Do you not believe that the operations under the
ECA and the action that may be taken under the treaty can be so
coordinated and related to each other as not to bring about conflicts
of purpose or conflicts of action, so that we can accomplish the objectives of both plans¥
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Ambassador !Lum.IMAN. If the treaty is ratified and the military
assistant program adopted, it is the intention to have ECA in Europe
work closel:y with the different countries to make sure that their expanded military production in no way interferes with the objectives
oftheECA.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Senator Vandenberg1
EMPHASIS ON MUTUAL AID AND SELF· HELP
Senator VANDENBERO. Mr. Chairman, I only want to ask the distinguished Amba~ador one thing. In his testimony he seems to put
para.mount emphasis on article 3 of the treaty over the paramount
importance of self-help and mutual aid. It seems to me that this is
in line with the growing tendency to measure the importance of the
~orth Atlantic Pact by the military aid factor.
Without in any way to discount the argument that can be made
regarding the importance of our physical contribution, surely the
fundamental importance of this great enterprise is not measured by
whether or not we contribute a comparatively trivial $1,130,000,000
of assistance, or whether it is $1,000,000,000 or whether it is $800,000,·
000. Surely there is a fundamental impulse in this enterprise which
far transcends any contribution of that. sort, is there not 1
Ambassador llARRIMAN. Yes, sir. If I gave any impression in my
testimony of overemphasis on article 3 as against article 5, I appreciate the opportunity to c9rrect it.
I feel, during these discussions, that there is a new feeling developing in Europe, that there will be throu~h the North Atlantic Treaty
a new great association amon~ like-mmded peoples in the general
region that will lead to more intimate relationsliips in all sorts of ways,
and that concept of an association of like-minded people is lifting
people's imaginations.
When I emphasized article 3 I correctly stated what I believe is
the opinion when they made the decision to put aside reliance on
appeasement and neutrality, and those are tempting ideas; they have
been tempting in the past. There have been people in this country
and people in Europe that have tried to thin}{ that that is the way,
to put their heads m the sand. They have made the .decision that
there is a conflict between freedom and dictatorship, and that all freemen must stand together on the side for freedom; and that is the
decision which these people have made under different conditions in
different countries.
RELATIONSHIP OF ARTICLE

V TO

ARTICLE III

I tried to indicate, Senator, that, having made that decision, to rely
upon this association and to join with it, the natural thing when there
is the threat of aggression so close by, is to turn and see what they
could do in the way of develoeing means by which they could protect
their people against a possibihty of aggressive attack, and it was only
because I wanted to try to report to you what I believe to be the feeling in all of these countries, that article 5 is the one they decided upon
first, and then article 3 comes along in what they consider the natural
sequence. The self-help is one they are ready to get behind. The
hope and growing confidence in mutual aid-I should say hope from
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the article, but confidence when they see it implemented, is of such
vital importance, and, as I said in my testimony, the flow of some
equipment will be concrete evidence that we have an interest in their
problem, nameJy, self-defense; and unJess we give that in evidence,
that we are interested in their self-defense, it will take away from
this spirit which has been generated by the debate over joining the
Atlantic Pact.
Senator VANDENBERo. I am not quarreling with that anaJysis; and
I want to again make it quite plain so there will be no misundersf:anding that I am in no sense hostile to the obligation which we confront to seriously consider article 3 and its implications in connection
with our action. I simJ;>lY find myself repelling the idea that the
reason the North Atlantic Pact was signed by our associates in this
great adventure was article 3.
Ambassador HARRlllAN. That is obviously not a fact. But I tried
to indicate that article 5 and article 3 were considered together, but
the debate and the soul searching were over article 5, and article 3
came along as an implementation of this determination of free men to
stand together.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think we must act under article 3, and I
dont' want to labor the point, but I should hate to have the importance
of the North Atlantic Pact yardsticked by a relatively insignificant
sum in respect to the total armament problem of Europe like a billion
doJlars, and it seems to me that we are tending dangerously toward
that sort of concept.
.
NO PROMisES OF MILITARY AF<> TO SIGNATORIES

Do you know of any fromises that were made to any signatory
states m contemplation o the implementation of article 3 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I know of no promises.
Senator VANDENBERG. On the contrary, is it not a fact that there
were no promises of any nature under this article 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. There were no promises with which I am
familiar, and I do not believe that there are any promises to implement
article 3.
·
Senator V ANDENBERO. I would like to state for the record in that
connection that I personaJly interviewed two forei,:m ministers on this
particular point, and they both frankly asserted their hopes in respect
to article 3, but categoncaJly denied that they had been given ILny
promises of any nature whatever.
·
I think that is all I have.
EFFECT OF NATIONALISM ON UNITY

The CHAIRMAN. Senator George, may I interrupt just a minute t I
wanted to ask one question, Mr. Ambassador, on the nationalism
question.
Of course every country has, or most of them at least have, a feeling
of nationalism, just as we have to a certain extent. Do you or do yon
not believe that that spirit of nationalism in these various countries
wilJ hinder or detract from the united action of the countries in carrying out the objectives of this treaty and in acting in a united fashion
against aggression against any one of the nations involved 9
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.A.mbaSBador HARRIXAN. Mr. Chairman, there is a new sense of unity which has developed in Europe as a result of the recovery program.
One is for life. Tlie North Atlantic Pact is for security, the deepest
of all emotions in men, and that is giving a greater sense of unity of
purpose in Europe in the last few ween since it has been publicly
debated and considered.
There is, in my judgment, a determination to work together for the
purposes of the pact. It is natural-it is true in our country-that
when one part or one country thinks it is entitled to a little more than
another there will be discussions about the program, but there is about
them a growing sense of unity of objective and purpose, and I am not
concerned that that will interfere with the values that we seek in
the pact.
•
The CHADUlAN. You think, then, that they are realizing that under
this treaty there is the necessity of cooperative action if tlie objectives
of the treaty are to be attained in resisting an armed attack upon any
one of them 9 Do you think they realize that and are prepared tO
meet it!
·
Ambassador llAmuHAN. Yes, sir. I think they interpret the pact
as we do.
Senator V ANDENBERO. May I just ask one further question I
Mr. Ambassador, I interrogated you about article 3 in a fashion
which might have been construed as critical. Now I want to ask you
a question which certainly could not be construed in that fashion.
OROWINO CONFIDENCE IN EUROPE

As I take it from your testimony, it is your considered conclusion,
after first-hand continuous contact with western Europe in the last
year or two, that there is now a momentum of confidence I
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes.
Senator V ANDENBERO. And that in the presence of such momentum,
which in the language of the street is winning the "cold war," this is
the time, of all times, when we should evidence our maximum spirit
of cooperation and support 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. The growth of mutual confidence
will be tremendously forwarded by concrete evidence.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; Senator George I
INTRA-EUROPEAN TRADE

Senator GEORGE. Mr. Ambassador, to what extent are the European
countries trading among themselves 9 I do not mean to go into de·
tailed figures.
Ambassador HARRIHAN. When I went over to Paris a year ago and
studied figures, European trade was on the decline because of the difficulties of exchange problems, unbalance of production, and so forth.z
and the credits that had been j?iven by certain countries to others ha<1
come up to the maximum of their means. It has substantially expanded in this past year, and will expand during the next 12 months.
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ABOLISHMENT OF

RESTRICTIVE

TRADE

B.ARRIERS

Senator GEORGE. Specifically, what barriers have been removed by
any one of the states that is in this pact as against any others!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Tfiere have been further discussions in the
economic union which has been agreed to between the Benelux countries; there has been a customs union agreed to in principle and it is
being implemented between Italy and France. There are discussions
of similar nature in the Scandinavian countries. Unfortunately it is
a fact that there is a good deal of bilateralism which is essential at the
present time to get trade moving, but there is every intention, and we
are stimulating it as much as we can, to develop into a ~eneral acceleration of Eqropean trade. The territories are not a block today; it is
the restrictions that have been forced to be placed by the different
countries on the importation of goods that used to move in interEuropean trade which are considered in a luxury or semiluxury class,
and as trade expands those will break down.
Senator GEORGE. Actually, has there been removal of any important
restriction between these countries Y
.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. In the areas that I have mentioned; yes.
Generally, unfortunately, conditions of the balance of production han
not been such that there could be a widespread freeing of trade except
by bilateral agreements.
Senator GEORGE. Are you prepared to give to this committee any
illustration or instance or example of the actual removal of barriers
between these countries, or .are you merely expressing a hope!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have mentioned that in the Benelux diseussion and the aiscussions between France and Italy there have been
specific barriers removed as a result of arrangements made, and
through the bilateral agreements they have agreed, unfortunately on
a bilateral basis rather than a multilateral basis, to remove barriers in
eerta.in specified commodities.
WILL

TO

RESIST DIRECTED AT ONE POSSIBLE AGGRESSOR

Senator GEORGE. When you speak of a growing spirit of unity in
these European states, do you not mean that there is a growth in the
spirit to resist a single outside aggresso1·, primarily i
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Of course, in the European mind that is
the immediate concern. But this pact is interpreted to include all
aggressors. Germany has been an aggressor in the past, and I have
found less concern aQout our policies with regard to Germany since
the Atlantic Pact has been under consideration and signed by us all.
Senator GEORGE. But the question I am putting is this, that when
we have done with all the fine phrases about European unity, is it not
in fact a unity 1tgainst a single visualized aggressor, primarily?
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Well, there have been two thin~ that have
brought the spirit of unity together. One was economic necessity,
the economic distintegration of Europe as a result of the war, and the
recognition daily and weekly that it was only by the continuation of
the cooperative methods which have been started and are expanding
that they can hope to develop a reasonable life for the people of
western Europe. There isn't anyone that I know that feels that there
is any hope for a decent life in Europe for the future without growing
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economic cooperation. From the standpoint of security there is only
one threat that is in the minds of the people of Europe today, but
there is a lingering fear about what will happen in Germany.
CHANGING ATTITUDE TOWARD GERMANY
Senator GEORGE. I am going to ask you about that. Is there any
change in attitude toward Germany on the part of the other members
in this Atlantic Pact with re_s]?ect to strength and powed
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Well, the only change that has specifically
occurred was the acceptance of western Gerany as a part of the recovery program and as a part of the OEEC, which is the cooperative
body of the participating nations. They recognize that Germany
is an important economic element in Europe, and that to attain recovery of Europe and prosperity in Europe, western Germany must
become a contributing unit, both in production for the European
countries and consumption of products that other European countries
have in the past and can in the future trade with them. There is
no discussion of any other nature in Europe at the present time.
There is a hope that a democratic western Germany can be developed
which will avoid a threat from Germany for the future. There is a
hope that that can be done, but there is no assurance as yet. There
is no feeling of assurance about it as yet.
EUROPEAN ATTITUDF. TOWARD STRF.NGTHENING GERMANY
Senator GEORGE. I think there could be no disagreement about the
development of Germany so far as economic recovery, but now I am
going back to this question of the growth of unit;y in Europe, a real
growth of will to resist. Is there any feeling in Europe that so long
as Germany is impotent and weak there can be any real security in
western Europe 1.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. There have been no discussions about
western Germany from the military standpoint. There have, as I
say, on the economic side, been questions with regard to Germany.
There have been no discussions of the kind you speak of, sir.
Senator GEORGE. Well, what is the feeling1 If you can tell us,
and other witnesses can, about the spirit of unity that is existing in
Europe, the disposition to resist that is growing in Europe, can you
tell us what the attitude of the other states is toward some strengthening of Germany in this picture 1
Ambassadom HARRIMAN. Until such time as there is concrete evidence that there is a real democatic Germany developin~, there is
today, and will continue to be, fear that Germany might jom up with
the east in some form to make her dangerous, and therefore there i~
lltill a desire to protect against a military threat from Germany. Whi1t
that will be in the future I would not want to predict, sir.
Senator GEORGE. I was asking you what the feeling was in the
European states.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have tried to give it as I find it today.
Until such time as there is real evidence that there is a real democracy
in Germany, there will continue in my opinion to be fear that Germany might, unless carefully watched, become a threat, particularly
from the standpoint of joining up with the east.
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Senator GP.OBOE. Is not the whole problem of security in western
Europe bound up with the future of the movement in Germany, some
strengthening of Germany, at least¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I want to say that there are hopes about
Germany. There are hopes that Germany will become a real member
of the western community of nations. I am only speaking about the
fact that until there is concrete evidence that that has become a reality,
there will be no acceptance of it.
Senator GEORGE. There is no desire anywhere, so far as I know, to
rebuild Germany's great military power, but when you tell me about
unity in Europe I am obliged to ask what the attitude of the other
European states is toward a strengthened Germany in this picture.
Is she to be kept torn as she is now, and impotent 1 Is western Europe
to have any substantial hope of security¥
.Ambassador HARRIMAN. Wel1, Senator, one has to appreciate what
these neighbors have gone through twice, and particularly thi~ lJL.<rt.
time. There is an acceptance of the fact that economically Germany
must be healthy.
Senator GEORGE. How are you going to get Gennany economically
healthy unless she also has some sense of security Y If you are leaving
her out of this picture, where does she look for any security which will
rebuild her economic strength 1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I am attempting to report as accurately at I can what I find the feeling in Europe to be, as a reporter,
and the progress, certainly, is very definite. Western Germany sits
very definitely as a member of the economic councils of Europe today,
and that is a substantial advance, As I say, what the future will hold
I cannot predict. I can only say what has happened, which is an
advance, but I cannot predict the future.
THE TREATY

AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator GEORGE. Now, Mr. Ambassador, I gathered from your
statement that if our contribution to mutual aid and the building up
of a purely defensive system was withheld, that pact would have no
particular significance. Is that right¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Well, sir, I think that is going too far.
Senator GEORGE. I wanted to find out. I gathered from your statement that you were putting a tremendous emphasis upon the military
assistance.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I believe this to be a fact, that if we do
not interpret article 3, self-help and mutual aid, as they do, which
means prompt acceptance, all doing what we can, it will cause a wonder as to what our motivations are, and a beginning of wonder as to
confidence in our real desire to have a mutuality of interest. And
therefore there will be a serious set-back, and I do not want to minimize the set-back there will be, if there is not some concrete evidenc.e
that we interpret article 3, self-help and mutual aid, in the sense
Europe does.
Senator GEORGE. Suppose the member states should be of the opinion
that our contribution was too little. Then what¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not think that, Senator, is involved
in the discussions at the moment. The important thing to the people-
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I am talking about the public-will be in seeing something concrete
moving? that the American people have a desire to help them defend
their soil.
NEED FOR lrlIUTARY ASSISTANCE
As I said in my testimony, it is the pact itself which I believe is a ·
great deterrent, but they have set aside reliance on neutrality. They
are in whatever difficulty comes along, and therefore I think it is
not unreasonable to understand that they want to get in position where
they don't rely only on the deterrent, but are in position to defend
themselves. And the movement of some military equipment from us
is an indication that we have a real interest in helping them reach the
day when they can defend themselves.
It is very important, Senator, from a psychological standpoint. I
do not want to minimize it.
Senator GEORGE. I grant the importance of it, but it comes down
practically to this, that so far as European recovery is concerned-beca use there cannot be any final recovery unless there is a sense of
8CCUrity-it all depends upon the continuation of aid and assistance
from us, or primarily depends upon aid and assistance from us.
Ambassador fuRRillUN. The European countries have not the
ability to carry out a recovery program without the assistance that has
«Orne from the United States.
Sena.tor GEORGE. I believe I have no further questions.
The CHAIRKAN. Senator Wiley¥
•
FEAR IN EUROPE
Sena.tor WILEY• .Mr. Ambassador, as I analyze the situation, there
are three great fears in Europe that are apparent to observers over
there; first, the fear of Russia; second, the fear of a resurrected Germany with its warlike intent; and, third, the fear of economic disintegration. Does that agree with your thought¥
Ambassador ILuuu:HAN. I think the only fear that is uppermost
in peOJ?le's minds today is the fear of Russia and her intentions. Germany is only a possibility of future developments. It is not a fear
today. And so far as economic collapse is concerned, the recovery
program has developed a sense of confidence that they can econom1cally reestablish their lives, so that fear no longer exists as it existed
18 months ago.
NEED FOR FURTHER ASSISTANCE
Senator WILEY. But they are not willing to go on from here without our assistance, are they t They have not gotten that far yet, have
theyt
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No. There is a belief among the people of
the different countries that we intend to carry through for the 4-year
period, on, of course, a diminishing basis.
ECA CONTACTS WITH EUROPEAN PEOPLES
Senator WILEY. What I got from your testimony was an interpretation of the psychological situation that was facing those people. I
am interested in knowing how close you have personal contact with
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the common people, or whether this was just your conclusion from
contact with the so-called leading minds of Europe.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I have in Paris men from labor
from the United States, on my staff, who are in touch with the labor
unions, and in each mission there is a labor division with men from
organized labor in the United States who are in touch with the local
umons and with the local labor opinion. All of the members of my
staff, and .[>lt_rticularly in the country missions, have, of course, wide
contacts. We have agriculturalists, we have business people, and they
circulate around in a cross section of opinion. I do not mean to say
that I would consider that in any sense a poll, but we do get opinions
from all sources and they are reported to me both in messages and in
written word, and also in my contacts with them.
Senator V ANDENBERO. You do not have Dr. Gallup on your st&«~
do you 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No, sir; we do not have Dr. Gallup on our
staff.
CONDITIONS EAST OF THE IRON CURTAIN
Senator WILEY. Now that you have given us the source and basis
for your conclusions with relation to the situation west of the iron
curtain, have you any opinion to_give us as to what the feeling of the
German people themselves is¥ Have you any information to give us
as to whether or not there is any information that east of the iron
curtain conditions are proba~ly f.retty messy 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Wei 1 it is not my direct 19ponsibility~
but naturally because of my previous experience I try to follow as best
I can whatever information I can get. It is my own judgment, and
all information is so limited that it can't be the type of opinion which
I have expressed of the attitudes and conditions in western Europe~
but the reports I get lead me to believe that with the economic progress
that has been made in western Europe, and fl1e policies of the Soviet
Union to exploit their neighbors rather than to help them, they are
having considerable difficulties. I think the instance about Yugoslavia is an example.
Senator WILEY. Are you talking simply about the satellite nationst
Can you tell us anything of within Russia i
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I cannot speak for Russia. I think one
should get those who have followed more closely than I the recent
developments in Russia. It seems obvious that our policies in Europe
and the developments in western Europe are such that it has affected
policies of the Soviet Union in a d_irection which is to our interest.
TREND

TOWARD

POLITICAL UNIFICATION

OF

EUROPE

Senator WILEY. I understood from your testimony that since you
last testified here you have felt that there has been what you might
call an optimistic trend in the European people.
Am~assador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. That conditions are better economically and politically. Now I want to revert to that one question of Senator George.
In your opinion, is there any hope that this cauldron that we have,
known as Europe, or that the people there, are thinking in terms
of any kind of political unity 9
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Ambassador HARRIMAN. There are definite signs. We have seen
the establishment of the Council of Europe. We have seen people
joining in meetings and discussions of what is called the European
unity movement. After all, this is the first time in history where a
movement of this kind has ever started on a peaceful basis. There
have been attempts to get unity through conquest, but this is the
first time in history where there are earnest attempts being made
to get unity in Europe through peaceful means. There are difficulties in the way of it, but certain progress has been made.
Senator WILEY. Do you think our aid has contributed to it or
lessened the pressures that might have made that movement greatert
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I tbink if it had not been for our aid it
would have fallen apart. Some countries would have been a little
better off than others. They would have gradually disintegrated>
the weaker going first and the stronger trying to survive. I am talking about the Continent, of course.
Under the leadership of the European recovery program, the devel-.
opment of unity has been stimulated. In other words, United States
policies have themselves stimulated this development of the desire
for unity.
Senator WILEY. Do you want to comment on the position or situation of such nations as Sweden_,, which would not come into this pact t
Ambassadr HARRIMAN. Sweaen, of course, has had a traditional
and a successful neutrality policy over a number of generations.
She and Switzerland are in the same position in that respect. And
they have made up their minds that they want to stick to that neutral~
ity. That is about all I can say.
LESSENING INFLUENCE OF

COMMUNISTS

IN EUROPE

Senator WILEY. Do you want to comment as to what is the situ~
ation in Italy and France with relation to whether the influence of
the Commumsts is lessening or getting greater¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. In both countries it is substantially lessening. The two countries, of course, are different, but it is true of
both of them that the political strikes which have been called fol'
political yurposes by the Communist-dominated unions have not been
successfu in either country. Because of the disagreement about
the use of strikes for political purposes there is developing in both
countries non-Communist trade unions· which are joining togethel"
to develop federations of non-Communist unions.
Senator WILEY. Is the new agrarian policy that we read about in
Italy, the dividing up of large tracts of land, becoming a fact, do you
think¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I believe so. It is a policy which the
Government has ad_o_pted and I believe it will be carried out.
Senator WILEY. How do you like the new title that the Communists.
have given you¥
Ambassador HARRIKAN. Which one of them¥
Senator WILEY. The one of which you spoke. I would have said
"the Cecil Rhodes."
Ambassador HARRIMAN. They call me so many things that I don't
know which one you speak of.
90614---49--pt.1~14
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Senator WILEY. You mentioned. it.
Ambassador HABerMAN, The overwhelming majority of people in
all the countries laugh at it.
Senator WILEY. That is all, .Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green t
NECESSITY FOR THE ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator GREEN• .Mr. Ambassador, in the testimony so far there has
been discussion both of the Atlantic Pact, which is our immediate
subject of discussion, and military aid, which may follow and which,
it has been stated, is supplementary to the pact. There are some critics,
and I am glad to say they are few in number, that believe you can
have the Atlantic Pact and be successful with it without the sub~quent military aid. That has been discussed and I think has been
answered well and adequately.
However, I do not think there has been sufficiently discussed another form of criticism which states that we might gi-ve the military
aid without the Atlantic Pact, that the Atlantic Pact assumes certain
mutual obligations which are unnecessary for us to assume, and we
can give them military aid without it.
I would like to ask your opinion of what you think would be the
effect on these other nations if we gave military aid without ratifying
the Atlantic Pact.
Ambassador HARRnrAN. I am quite ready to say, Senator, that in
my opinion, if we should pursue that policy, there would be a recession of confidence which would be of such a nature that there will be
a regrowth of the idea that appeasement and neutrality were the only
hope for these countries, and there would be a set-back in public confidence and discussions which would be extremely damaging to the
recovery program and completely destroy this sense of confidence.
Senator GREEN. In other words, the Atlantic Pact would give them
a sense of confidence that could not be supplied iri any other way!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is really a great feeling, as I have found
it, that there is something new in the world in this association among
like-minded people. I think Senator Vandenberg used the exl>ression the other day, "one for all and all for one." There is a spintual
emotion about that which is hard to emphasize.
Senator GREEN. That motto of the Three .Musketeers is hardly applicable, because this is for defense rather than offense.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Perhaps that is not the right word, but it
indicates the feeling that freemen are standing shoulder to shoulder.
Senator GREEN. I had assumed that in answer to my question you
would say there would be a tremendous loss to give them that practical
aid without the assurances which were included in the Atlantic Pact
also.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. yes.
Senator GREEN. There are very few such critics, but I think we ought
to have some answer in the record such as you have given us now.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Smith t
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DEFEATIST ATl'ITUDE IN EUROPE IN 19f7

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have just one or two questions.
I would like to ask you if you can confirm the impression I got when
I was in Europe in the summer of '47, while the Marshall plan negotiations were on foot but when nothing had been completed, that the
rank and file of people that I met had sort of the feeling of fatalism.
They had had two invasions-I am speaking now of the western European countries-and they felt that now it was going to be a question
simply of the two great powers, the United States and Russia, and they
were sort of pawns in the gaine, and that sort of thing. I got that feeling in talking with some people, you might say of the lower ranks
themselves, and also in talking with some of our own officials in our
embassies. I understand from your testimony that there is a complete change so far as that is concerned. The man in the street does
not have that fatalistic feeling that, after all, there is nothing to life;
"We might as well make up our minds to go along."
Is there a spirit of get up and go among the people as a whole that
is going to put some real life into this so-called mutual aid business
that we have been discussing this morning¥
First, am I right in the observation I made in 1947; and secondly,
in the change of feeling today~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, you are absolutely right about it.
At least that was my impression. I was there in the summer of 1947
and talked to a good many people. In 1947 there was complete lack
of hope, as you say-fatalism. Whatever hope there was was based
on reaching for the concept that this was a conflict looming up between the Soviet Union and the United States, and that they wanted
to put their heads in the sand and believe that somehow the storm
would blow over the top of them and not across them.
MORALE IN

EUROPE TODAY

Xo-w, with the idea proposed by Secretary Marshall and the implementation which has been developed under the leadership of this committee, there started to grow very rapidly, even in the autumn of
1947, a feeli~ of hope, a feeling that a real life could be developed.
We saw that m France. There was a general strike in the early winter and at the end of 1947, which was defeated, and the growth of
the free trade-union movement in France, the will to resist internal
aggression and external a~gression, has develoind month by month
until I feel that with the discussions of the Atlantic Pact in all countries there has been a growth of confidence and a growth of the basic
feeling which is so important in the concept of the Atlantic Pact, that
iree men must stand together, and this issue is theirs.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You feel that we are awakening
that sense and that morale by the ECA program and its success, and
I want to congratulate you, as I have congratulated Mr. Hoffman and
Mr. David Bruce, on the great job you have done. You have the feeling that there is a change-over from the obvious feeling that I have
had, especially in France and Italy~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I must make clear that in those two countries-in the other countries I think it is fairly safe to say that the
battle is won against the Communist internal aggression-but in Italy
and France I think it is being won, and that we are resolute through
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the policies and determination that it will be won. But you have seen
in the press that the Communist leaders have said the Red armies
should be w~lcomed in their countries to protect. them against American aggression, and .so forth, and the Commumst Parties do have a
considerable following, they do have in those two countries a substantial press, and they do affect a minority of public opinion. But
the majority of public opinion is similar in its views to those of the
other countri<>s.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think the situation is better
in Italy than it was just after the election¥
Ambassador Harriman. Oh, progressively better; and progressively better in France, too.
FINANCIAL BURDEN ON UNITED STATES
Senator SMITH of New J~rsey. I think you are aware that I have·
been a stanch supporter of the ECA program and I am a stanch supporter of the North Atlantic treaty, and I expect to support the military implementation. But I am troubled, as is everyone else in the
Senate, with this problem. Here we have, in our ECA program, from
the dollars-and-cents standpoint and the effect it has on the American
economy, $5,000,000,000 plus of the ECA program which we haveauthorized.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. That is for 15 months, of course.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Oh, yes. The military pro~ram is
$15,000,000,000 plus, making an over-all total of something liKe $21,000,000,000, and then this military implementation program calls for·
another $1,130,000,000-more.
POSSIBILITY OF FINANOINO MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FROM DEFENSE:
AND EOA APPROPRIATIONS
The question constantly comes to me in talking with peoJ?le, with all
those enormous requests for appropriations and authonzations, isn't it:
possible, by change of conditions or whatever it may be, or by 9harpenmg our pencil, to take care of this military implementation, which;
after all is a token of good will rather than an over-all defense program Y I do not think anyone would claim that a billion dollars is a.
final over-all defense program for Europe. It is an indication of our
willingness to participate and be behind it.
Could we not deal with that, in your judgment, from our over-all
appropriations when they are made in the ECA program and the military program for this country¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, it is my strong opinion and earnest
hope that the Congress will support the three programs of which yott
speak. I believe our success in winning the struggle which we have·
increasing right to believe will be successful, that t.b.e situation will see
peace in Europe, is based on four pillars. One is our own military
strength · one, of course, is the European recovery program; the third
is the Atiantic Pact; and the fourth is the military assistance program~
And if you weaken today you weaken the whole program and I beJieve this is not the time, when we have every evidence that we are
attaining success, to turn aside and wonder about whether we can:
save a little here or there. I think it is too dangerous. The impJications are too serious to turn aside at this time and weaken our de'termi--
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nation. The program will not be as effective, and it will have an effect
behind the iron curtain in adding encouragement that they could sit
us out and we will gradually beCome weaker and weaker in our determination to carry through.
I think if there ever was a time when we should go along courageously and with determination it is today, when we are winning,
and I do earnestly hope that members of the Congress will support the
recommendations of the Administration in these fields.
PRIORITY OF roREION AID PROGRAMS
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Now, as you are aware, there have
been some suggestions from well known and expert economists that
there are certain threats of danger to our own economy at•home. I am
wondering whether you share my view, which is very much the same
as you have suggested now, that, with respect to whatever figures we
may ultimately arrive at as covering this foreign program of whioh
we are speaking, it has the priority over everythmg that we are doing
in America today. If there have to be economies, we will have to,
for the present, postpone some of the so-called desirable but postponable items in the home program. If that is embarrassing to you I
want you to say so, and do not answer it. I realize that I am criticizing
the apparent over-all demands of the administration today that we go
not only into this program but into this enormous welfare program.
I seems to me there is a definite threat to our economy and I am greatly
troubled by it, and many of my correspondents and constituents are
troubled by it. They are wondering where it is going to stop.
I would say that on some things that are preferred things to do,
they a.re "must" things, and so far as our security is concerned, that
must come ahead of everything else. And if that is true, don't we
have to face courageously the advisability of postponing.some of these
Qther things that may be desirable but can be postponed
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is not embarrassing. I am glad to answer it in this way:
I have been away from this country for 12 months. My trips back
here have been related to my work in Europe. I have not analyzed
the situation and cannot express any opinion on the subject, because
ljustdonotknow.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooper Y
Senator H:rcKENLOOPER. No; I do not believe I have any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ambassador, we have with us two Senators
who are not members of the committee but who are here by our invitation. They will ask you some questions.
.
•
Senator Donnell Y
GROWTH

OF EUROPEAN CONFIDENCE AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Ambassador, in your statement this morning,
if you will be kind enough to turn to page 2 of it, I note your observation near the middle of the page that you can testify that:
A new factor has developed, a growth of confidence based on the belief that
through the North Atlantic Pact security from external aggression can be
attained.

I am quoting correctly from your statement, am I not 9
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Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. ·And on page 3 of your statement you observe:
The participation of the United States In the pact ls, of course, the factor which
ls developing confldenee--

and then again you state:
The proposal for mllltary aid from tbe United States gives vitality and meaning
to the concept of effective self-help and mutual aid to resist armed attack.

Then finally on that page you make this observation :
For the pact to have real meaning, I am convinced that there must be a willingness to Implement promptly article 8.

Mr: Ambassador, I take it that you heard also the observations, did
you not, of Senator Vandenberg, that a momentum of confidence has
been attained over in Euro~ of recent date, or words to that effect!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Ambassador, I note, in view of all
these statements about this momentum and this growth of confidence,
and the fact that the proposal for military aid from the United States
gives vitality and .meamng to the concept of effective self-help and
mutual aid, m connection with your observation that for the pact to
have real meaning you are convinced there must be a willingness to
implement promptly article 3; I say I observe with some great mterest
your further observation on page 4 :
A defensive force Is relatively small, and cannot be a threat.

Now, Mr. Ambassador, the question that I want to ask you in connection with these various statements is: On the one hand, emphasizing the great confidence that is coming and has arrived by reason
of the United States being in, and this reference to implementation,
et cetera, and.on the other hand your assurance that a defensive force
is relatively small. <lo you not think that this momentum of confidence
will rapidly evaporate if Europe should get the idea that we are not
going to send sufficient strength of some type or types to hold Europe
against an attack by Russia t
What is your answer to that question, please t
· Ambassador HARRIMAN. Everyone in Europe knows it would take
some time before they can afford, from their own means, to maintain a military establishment adequate to defense, but a gradual develoJ?ment will increase confidence rather than detract from it, as
you indicate. I believe that as the military establishments will grow
moderately there will be increasing confidence.

•

SCOPE OF

HILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator DONNELL. Do ~you not think, Mr. Ambasador, that as the
President of the United States puts it, it is his judgment-I am quoting now from his inaugural addressIf we can make It sufllciently clear In advance that any armed attack affecting
our national security woul<l be met with ovPrwhelmlng forct>, thP armPd attack
might never oeeur-

is not that the view of the President of the United States!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. You are quoting the President. Of course
it is his view.
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Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, is it not your judgment that
the thought which inspires confidence in Europe, all this momentum
to which reference has been made, is primarily that with the United
States and its power and its military help and its dollars and its
men, Russia would be met immediately by an overwhelming force,
to use the quotation from the President's address Y Would the pi:ople
of Europe rapidly lose that confidence if the United States did not
promptly begm to send and continue to send sufficient force to guarantee that, if Russia did attack, Europe would be held for a reasonable
period against such attack~
Amba.Ssador HARRIMAN. Senator, I do not fully understand your
CJUestion, but I can sa_y this; that there is a belief in Europe, in my
Judgment, that the North Atlantic Pact, with participation of the
lTnited States, and the knowledge that we have a substantial rearmament program, will be a strong deterrent to war, but if you are
living very close to a threat of attack there is a desire to build up some
means of meeting that attack. That is all I can say about it.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF UNITED-STATES PARTICIPATION IN NORTH ATLANTIC

TREATY

Senator DoNNELL. Do you not think, Mr. Ambassador, that the
great impetus for confidence is the thought thatt through the aid of
the United States, the military aid of the United States, Russia will
not be able to overrun Europe as Germany overran parts of Europe,
but that on the contrary Russia would be held back throu~h this great
overwhelming force to which the President alludes in his inaugural
address!
.Ambassador !LuuuxAN. I have said, sir, that there is a belief that
I believe exists that participation of the United States in the North
Atlantic Pact will be a great deterrent against any agressor, but I also
say that the spirit and the desire is there to develop continental forces
which will be able to be strong enough, on a defensive basis, to protect
their soil.
EUROPEAN DEPENDENCE ON UNITED STATES MILITARY AID

Senator DoNNEU... By your observation in your statement that "For
the pact to have real meaning, I am convinced there must be a willin~
ness to implement promptly article 3," do you refer there at least m
large part to an implementation b~ the United States of America¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No. I have testified that there is a spirit
of desire in the suggestions I have had of the development of self-help
and mutual aid. That mutual aid has already found evidence within
Europe itself, as among the countries. Tha Brussels Pact countries
are a s~ific example of what is already happening, but naturally
the Umted States is the strongest of all the farticipants in the North
Atlantic Pact, and to have the fullest mutua confidence I believe that
the same interpretation of article 3 that they place ·on it should be
placed on it by us; that they should have some evidence that we place
the same interpretation on it as they do.
Senator DoNNELL. And if the United States was going to announce
that it was not going forward with military implementation of
Europe, this confidence in Europe would rapidly subside¥
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Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have testified it would be checked. We
would never catch the same spirit again that exists there today of
mutual confidence.
LOSS

OF CONFIDENCE THROUGH NONIHPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE

ID

Senator DONNELL. And do you not think, Mr. Ambassador, that if
the United States were today to say, "W~ will not pass a militaryimplementation bill providing appropriations for that purpose" that
immediately the confidence, this momentum of confidence, would begin to evaporate and would very rapidly evaporate 1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No; that is too strong.
Senator DONNELL. How strong do you think it should be~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not think I can put the percentage
calculation on that. The spirit of man is something you can not put
on a mathematical basis.
Senator DONNELL. You still, however, I take it, adhere to the statement in your prepared statement thatThe proJ)Osal tor military aid trom the United States gives vitality and meaning
to the concept ot effective selt-help and mutual aid to resist armed attack.

Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
NEED FOR AN OVERWHELMING FORCE JN EUROPE
Senator DONNELL. I want to call your attention to an observation
which was made by Senator Vandenberg, the Senator from Michigan,
who is on this committee, and which was presented also the other
day to Secretary Acheson, and I will ask you to answer a question
after I have read these few observations from him. This was in au
address made on March 22 of this year in Washington to the conference
Qf mayors. He said:
The Neutrality Act ot 19.19 told Hitler that the UnltP<l States would keep out
-Of any such conflict, would keep our vessels out of belligerent ports, would refuse
credits to warring nations. The No1·th Atlantic Pact, wholly to the contrary,
will tell any aggressor In 1949 thnt-

and I call your attention to this languagetrom the very moment he launche11 his conquest In this area, he will face wbatunited opposition, Including that of the United St.ates, Is necessary to beat
him to his knees.

~ver

I ask you, Mr. Ambassador, whether yon understand that from the
very moment he launches his conquest in this area, reference is made
to the importance of having immediately available forces in Europe to
stand against the overrunning of the country which would leave only
the alternative of ultimate defeat or ultimate necessity for reliberation
of the country.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator. I am testifyin~ from my knowledge of Europe. The question that you ask I beluwe should be addressed to the Secretary of State.
The CHAIRMAN. It has been already. He has stated that he agrees
with this observation.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. The Secretary of State will interpret the
political aspects of the treaty. He has already, as I understand it, to
the satisfaction, I hope, of this committee.
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Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, in your study in Europe, have
you considered whether or not it would be necessary for American
troops to be stationed in Europe in order to prevent Russia from overrunning Europe, should an attack be made by Russia t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. All I know is that I do not know any country that wants to have an armed occupation of United States troops.
Senator DoNNELL. I did not ask you that question, as to their desire
for an armed occupation. I ask you the question whether or not you
are of the opinion, or whether you have formed an opinion, as to
whether Europe could be preserved from a Russian onslaught, "a conquest launched," to use the language of Mr. Vandenberg, "in this
area!" Do you think that such an attack so launched could be successfully either repelled or withheld without addition to the European
military forces bemg placed in Europe t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I am testifying, or trying totestify, about the things that I know about. I am not a military expert.
I have testified that the European partners in this number some 200,000,000 people, and I have indicated their productive ability. That
is as far as I can go in testifying on my own. I have spoken of the
size of the populations and I have indicated that their industrial pro- .
duction ism excess of the industrial production of the Soviet Union
and her satellites. I cannot testify beyond that point.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ambassador, Y.OU referred to not being an
expert, or words to that effect, along military lines. May I ask you
whether or not y~u have had military experience t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have not been in the Army. I have not
served in the Army. During the war, I was involved as a civilian in
many aspects of supply problems, military supply problems of our
allies, stationed in Europe.
Senator DONNELL You were stationed in Europe during World
War II, or a large part of it t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. From the winter of 1941 until the end of
the war.
·
Senator DoNNELL. From 1941 until the end of the war in 1945, approximately 4 years t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir; just 4 years.
Senator DONNELL. And you do not care to express any opinion on
the question as to whether or not, in the event of a launching of an
attack against Europe by Russia, it would or would not be necessary
that American troops be there on the spot in order to convey to the
enemy this united opposition to which Senator Vandenberg refers;
"including that of the United States, which is necessary to beat him'
(that is, the enemy) "to his knees"! You do not care to express an
opinion on that t
Ambassador H,UUU:HAN. I have made a statement, if I can find it, in
my testimony, in which I speak about the population and the productive ability of our partners in Europe, and I have said, "It does
not seem unreasonable to me to have confidence that in time an effective
defense force can be developed to provide a real sense of security."
I do not care to say anything more than that. I am expressing my
own opinion and nobody else's when I say that.
. And in another place I said something to the effect that I thought
It would contribute to our own security. In other words, this is a
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two-way street, Senator. In my judgment the whole program is a
two-way street. It adds to our security as well as theirs.
Senator DoNNELL. And we add to theirs very greatly; do we not t
Ambassador HAJUID[AN. We certainly do at the present time.
Senator DoNNELL. The question was asked you as to whether or
not any promises were made to European nations, and you have
stated none to your knowledge, and you do not believe there were
any with respect to military implementation.
DEVELOPMENTS

IN NORWAY

Do you know whether or not Mr. Halvard Lange, the Foreign
Minister of Norway, came to this country in February of this year!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I understand that he did.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether or not Norway was wavering in the balance as to whether she would or would not go into the
North Atlantic Treaty, or whether she would go into some pact of
Scandinavian countries t
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I was in Norway a few weeks ago, and
before Prime Minister Lange came to the United States to sign the
treaty I had some talks with him when I was in Oslo. As I have
testified, there was a sober debate and consideration of whether it was
wise in all of the countries to join the pact. That was a sober consideration in Norway, particularly sober in Norway, whether they
would trust appeasement and neutrality, or whether they would stand
shoulder to shoulder with the free people of Europe.
They made their decision as a matter of basic national policy, considering all of the factors, and they made their decision supported by
the legislative branch in an overwhelming vote. As a matter of fact,
that vote took place the day before I got to Oslo. I think practically
all of them except the Communists, and there were very few of them,
voted for the pact. I got the impression there was great unanimity in
Norway to make this basic decision of which I speak.
Senator DONNELL. I return to the question which !asked you, which
was whether or not you knew if Norway was wavering in the balance
as to whether she would or would not enter the North Atlantic Pact,
or whether she would go into a combination of Scandinavian countries,
and that Mr. Lange came to this country during the pendency of that
wavering situation. Do you know whether or not that is correct!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Well, Senator, I do not recognize that
your words are a correct description of the type of sober consideration which was given in Norway by the Government and by the people
to the question of whether they should trust appeasement or neutrality as against joining the free countries of the North Atlantic and
the United States in the North Atlantic Pact. I do not call that wavering, sir. I call that sober, earnest consideration. and I think it is an
implication, a wrong implication, if I may say so; I think it is not
a correct description of the type of spirit that exists in Norwa1.
They are fine people. They fought with us during the war. Their
seamen were as gallant durmg the war as any seamen, and they took
their losses and they took them bravely.
.
Senator DoNNEU. May I say that I have no criticism whatsoever
of Norway. I make none. I have implied none. I have asked, during
the process which I shall now call sober, earnest consideration, instead
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of wavering, whether you know whether Mr. Lange came to this country and whether the decision of bis country was made after his return
from that visit.
Ambassador HARRDIAN. Historically, that is known to be a fact.
He was over here some time in the early winter, and I was there some
time in March, the latter part of March, and the legisla~ive branch of
the Norwegian Government the day_ before I was there gave Mr.
Lange the authority to come to the United States a second time and
sign the pact. That is an historic fact.
DANISH POSITION ON NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
Senator DoNNELL. Were you in Denmark along about that time
.also?

Ambassador HARRIKAN. I went to Denmark afterwards.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you recall the dates you were in Denmark¥ Ambassador HARRDIAN. It was a date in the end of March.
Senator DONNELL. Were you in Copenhagen on the 22nd of March,
which was the date on wluch Foreign Minister Rasmusson made a
statement to Parliament with resi:iect to the North Atlantic Treaty¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No. Mr. Rasmusson was in Washington
the day I was in Copenhagen. I did not see him on that date. I know
him, but I did not see him on my visit.
•
Senator DONNELL. Did you see, in the press of that country, or any
other country, a dispatch or information substantially to this effect,
and I quote now from the United Press statement in the Washington
Post of March 23, from Copenhagen:
Foreign Minister Gustav Rasmusson told Parllament today that under the
proposd North Atlantic Treaty the United States "would go to war" if any one
of the signatory nations ls attacked. "To the Danish Government." he said,
"there ls no doubt that the United States will consider he1·i;ielf pledged to assist
an attacked nation with all her force. If armed force ls necessary to reestablish
security, It Is evident that the member countries possessing such force are obliged
to use it." That means that, if an armed attack occurred on one of the member
countrtes, It could have only one answer. The United States would go to war.

Did you see s1,1bstantially that in the press in Denmark¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I did not.
Senator DONNELL. Did you hear substantially that information
while you were there¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No; I did not.
FUNDAMENTALS

OF PREPAREDNESS

Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Ambassador, there are three fundamentals of _preparedness, are there not, and I am not using my own
language; I am quoting from the Secretary of Defense, who testified
vesterday: manpower, materials, and suitable positions from which to
employ them in the event of attack.
You would agree with that from your observation; would you not¥
Am~dor HARRIMAN. I do not care to comment on it. I have
no reason not to believe it is so. I do not know what this is leading to.
I have no reason to take any issue with that statement.
.
Senator DoNNELL. Regardless of what it is leading to, that is a
correct statement¥
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Ambassador HARRDCAN. I hav.e no comment to make. I~ 110
reason to believe it is not true. I do not know whether it covers all
the points. I have not given it consideratio!1.
KILITARY DlPLEHENTATION OF THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Very well. You have given consideration, I
take it, to whether or not military implementation by the United States
is important to maintain that confidence; is it not 9
Ambassador lliRRIKAN. Yes, sir. I have said it would indicate
concrete evidence that we take seriously the treat~'.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you given consideration to whether or not
the observation of Senator Lodge of this committee would be helpful
in maintaining confidence in Europe, which observation was made
as follows yesterday. Senator Hickenlooper interrupts Senator Lodge,
and perhaps I had better read the statement by Senator Lodge.
Senator Lol>oE. So it ls not the case of subtracting something from what you
have got. You are getting rid of somethlnr-·tbat really ls not doing you any good.
It Is doing you harm.

Then, following that, this is what Senator Hickenlooper says:
Senator HICKl!:NLOOPEB. If I may Interrupt, I understand the Secretary to say
that what we expected to furnish over there was late equipment and not obsolete
equipment.
Senator Looom. But the point le, Senator, the thing that le obsolete for ns ls
not necessarily obsolete for another country, beeause the employment which the
other country wants to make of it Is entirely different. That, to me, Is perfectly
clear. There are an awful lot of things that you can use if you are engaged In
suppressing 1lfth-column actlvltles or If you are engaged In a purely defensive
role that you can get very llttle good of lf you are trying to go Into an offensive
mission.

Do you think that that view, sug~ by Senator Lodge, would
tend to increase the confidence that the people of Europe would have
in the operation of this pact, from your observation of their temper
since you have been over there 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No. 1, the military equipment which will
be sent, if it is authorized by the Congress, will be military equipment
which these countries ask for, and the needs of the different countries
are different. Our neds are different. And it may well be that there
are certain types of equipment which one nation may need which are
not adaptable to our needs and may be in surplus, or may be in surplus
but which may be of great value to that country.
Beyond that, I would not care to comment, except to say that the
shipment of equipment they ask for and want certainly will add to
confidence and not detract from it, as you appear to suggest, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I have asked you the question as to whether or
not the observation of Senator Lodge with regard to the use of types
of equipment that we cannot use would tend to increase the confidence
or otherwise affect it.
Ambassador HARRIKAN. Everybody knows what I have stated:
That some countries need <'t>rtain types of equipment. As a mnttt>r of
fact, some of the western Euroeean partners are sending equipment
which they have in surplus, which they either cannot use or because
they may have need for something- new. That is well known. I do
not think anybody would pay much attention to a statement of that
kind.
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You see, most people in Europe have fought, you know. They
know what military equipment is.
Senator DoNNELL. In fact, Europe has been engaged in war for
many centuries, has it not, oft' and on, with great frequency¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. And that is one of the points that was made as
long as approximately 150 years ago by Washington in his Farewell
Address. You recall that comment, do you not i
Ambassador HARRiMAN. I do.
MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO EUROPE
Senator DoNNELL. I note,.Mr. Ambassador, and it is certainly creditable to you, that you have studied the question of whether or not it
is advisable and important to send military equipment over to Europe
to implement this treaty. You.agree to that¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I certainly do.
Senator DoNNELL. And your statement here this morning says,
among other thingsThe decision-

that is the decision to sign the Atlantic Pactwas based on two principal articles in the pact, namely, article 5 and article 3;
first, that an armed attack against one shall be considered an attack against all,
and secondly, means of continuous and efl'ectlve self-help and mutual aid to resist
armed attack.

Then you proceed:
In the European mind, these two concepts have been, I feel, inseparable.

Is that correct~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. That is correct.
POSSIBLE NEED FOR UNITED STATES TROOPS

Senator DoNNELJ,. May I ask you, Mr. Ambassador, inasmuch as you
have ~iven sober and careful and earnest consideration yourself to the
.question of the importance of sending over military equipment, how
does it happen that you have not given such serious, sober, and careful
consideration to the question as to whether manpower must also be
sent over by this country to guarantee that if Russia should make an
.attack, she would be immediately confronted, to paraphrase somewhat
the language but certainly not the meaning of Senator Vandenberg, by
opposit10n that would beat her to her knees~ Why haven't you
studied that question¥
.Ambassador HARRIMAN. Because I have never heard anyone in
Europe suggest it.
Sena.tor DoNNEIL. You have not heard anybody in Europe suggest
.that, and that is the reason you have not studied it¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is not in the European mind at the present time, as I see it. I have said they do not like armies of occupation.
Senator DONNELL. Are you prepared to state whether or not the
armies of the United States ha\·e been quite acceptable in Germany, at
any rate¥ Have they not been received in a very friendly manned
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I think you would ask that question of
our military people who are responsible for the occupation. No people
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like to have armies of occupation. I think American troops have behaved well, by and large, and insofar as any army of occupation can
have any reasonable good will, I think our American troops wherever
they go have it. No army of occupation is welcomed.
Senator DONNELL. I may say, Mr. Ambassador, that I have not suggested even remotely that this country should send over an army of
occupation to occupy France or any of these other countries. The
question to which you have addressed your thought is whether or not,
in order to guarantee that if Russia should start in with a great number of troops from the east side it would be necessary, in order to
hold that country for several weeks, to send over American troops or
to have them already stationed there with the full concurrence of the
parties to the pact, in order to guarantee that Russia could be successfully withheld.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. You should ask that question of our Military Establishment. So far as I am concerned, I have never heard
anyone discuss that matter in the discussions I have had regarding
the Atlantic Pact and the implementation of article 3.
Senator DONNELL. Have you investigated, Mr. Ambassador, the
question of what is the armed strength of the various other signatories 1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have some very general information
about it, but not in detail at all.
Senator DONNELL. You would prefer not to give an offhand statement, I take it, on that'
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Watkins~
Mr. Ambassador, this is Senator Watkins, of Utah.
EOONOHIO COLLABORATION AMONG ATLANTIC PACT NATIONS
Senator WATKINS. I would like to have Mr. Ambassador make
some comments on article 2 of the North Atlantic Pact, inasmuch
as he has been connected with our economic establishment in this
country and abroad for some time.
.Article 2 provides-The parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful anrl
friendly international relations by strengthening their free institutions, by
bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these lnstltutios are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being.

and particularly the last sentence-They will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic pollcies and
will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.

What particular economic policies do you think the negotiators had
in mind when they put this in the treaty¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I think that question should be addressed·
to the Secretary of State, sir. So far as Europe is concerned, the
partici~ating nations of the North Atlantic Pact are also participants
m the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, and they
are sitting around the table every day to find ways and means, by
cooperative action, to help each other in the economic field. There is
evidence that our European partners in the Atlantic Pact are already·
at work in the economic cooperative field.
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OONFLICTS IN EOONOKIC POLICIES

Senator WATKINS. This states-will seek to ellmlnate conftlct lo their international economic policies •

•

•

What economic policies do they have that are now in conflict which
they can eliminate or probably have agreed to eliminate by this very
paragraph?
Ambassador llAmuHAN. Senator, I was not involved in the negotiations for the treaty. I believe your question as to what was meant,
and the interpretation of that article, should be addressed to the
Secretary of State.
Senator WATKINS. I was addressing it to you. I realize probably
he would be the one to get at what they had in mind at the moment,
but since you have endorsed the pact and said it is a good pact for us, I
thous-ht probably you would have some judgment on what could
be eliminated and what should be sought to be eliminated by reason
of this agreement.
Ambassador llARR1HAN. I cannot speak of my own knowledge as
to what the discussions were that led up to that language and the
interpretation which the United States Government places on that,
and therefore I think it would be confusing if I, as an individual,
attempted to speak of matters of which I have not intimate knowledge.
Senator WATKINS. I am not asking you to interpret the treaty
now, as to what the intention was when they negotiated it, but what
in your judgment are the economic policies which we could eliminate
as between the signatories to the treaty, includin~ ourselves. I mean
by that the United States. I am speaking of confhcts.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not know what that word "conflicts"
relates to, specifically, and I woul.d rather not confuse the testimony
by giving a personal opinion.
Senator WATKINS. Would it include tariffs!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I would not think tariffs were a conflict.
Of course, tariffs do interfere with the freest flow of multilateral
trade, but each country is entitled to decide itself as to whether its
well-being is served by a tariff on this or that commodity, and what
is involved in it. We also have other agJ:'eements, as you well know,
under our tariff-treaty policies, which relate to international agreements on that subject.
Senator WATKINS. Have you observed in your meeting with the
foreign countries that are now part of the ECA program any conflict
which you think might possibly come within the scope of that
paragraph!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I think that it is more appropriate, if I may say so to ask the question of interpreting this article
of the Secretary of State, and individual testimony on this question
I do not think contributes to an understanding of the committee on
what this article is intended to cover.
Senator WATKINS. I do not know myself what it is intended to
cover.
MEANING OF ARTICLE 2

. Ambassador llARBIHAN. In general it indicates economic cooperation, which, from my observation, countries are today engaged in.
They are not engaged in conflict, but are trying to find ways and
means by which jhey can help each other economically.
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Senator WATKINS. Would you be willing to approve this paragraph without any more knowledge than you say you have of it, or
what it means~ ·
Ambassador HARRIMAN. If I were a member of the committee considering it, I naturally would want to understand from the Secretary
of State all aspects of what it was intended to cover. I am not overly
concerned about it, frankly, personaJJy.
Senator 'VATKINS. I am not overly concerned about it, but I would
like to know what possibilities there are in that paragraph. I thought
possibly, inasmuch as you had given us your judgment and your
opinion that this pact ought to be approved, that you probably had
studied it, and know what it means and what it is intended to cover in
making up that judgment of yours, and you would be willing to give
us whatever light you have on that subject, because after all, the
Senators individuaJly have to make up their minds on the information
they can get. About the only source of our information is what we
read in the newspapers and what we get from the witnesses in the
hearings.
·
Ambassador HAnRIMAN. It seems to me the article is clear. But
you want to get an interpretation of it and what was in the minds
of the negotiators, and it is in that field that I cannot contribute to you.
ECO:SOl\llC COOl'FR \TIO:S IN El'llOPF.

Senator WATKINS. My last question did not go to the interpretation
of it. I wondered if you had observed any conflicts over there which
ought to be eliminated between nations. ·
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I am testifying, Senator, to the fact that
the Organization for European Economic Recovery, of which the
European associates in the North Atlantic Treaty are members, are
daily at work, and I am constantly in touch with them, and the members of my staff, on the work that they are doing in attempting to
encourage and develop the closest type of economic cooperation among
the members. I can simply testify to the fact that our European
partners are already at work on increasing economic cooperation to
the fuJlest extent which they feel is possible.
TRADE TREATIES WITH IRON CURTAIN COUNTRH:S

Senator WATKINS. May I direct your attention to trade treaties that
are now in existence between Great Britain and Russia, Great "Britain
nnd Poland, and France and Russia, and possibly Poland, whereby
Great Britain ships large quantities of steel, steel rails and locomotives, and copper products; motors, aluminum, and other articles, that
are war-potential articles, to both Russia and Poland. Would thnt be
considered, in your judgment, in the nature of a conflict with the genPrnl policy of ECA as declared by the Congress, that that policy should
be to strengthen our friends over there and not go to our enemies 1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. These treaties that you speak of are barter
deals between different countries in western Europe with the different
countries in eastern Europe. The governments of those countries
have complete control of their foreign trade, and they deal on a barter
basis. That is their way of doing business.
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Under the ECA there is a section, 117 (b), which provides that the
things we send them should not be used to make products which we
do not ship from this country for security reasons, and they are adhering to that. From all information I have they are adhering to
t.hat provision of the act.
Senator WATKINS. Would you consider aluminum as one of tho~
materials that ought not to be sent~ If we ship it to England, for
instance, it ought not to be reshipped by England.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have no evidence that England is shipping aluminum which is financed by ECA.
Senator WATKINS. Would it make any difference if the aluminum
were shipped from some that England manufactured herself out of
materials or from financial aid from the United States under the ECA
programY
Ambassador HARRIMAN. The aot provides that materials which we
send them, raw materials we send them, should not be used in the
manufacture of things which are excluded from export by the United
States for security reasons, and I am stating that so far I am informed,
and it is my belief, they are rigidly adhering to that. The question of
what products it goes into, there are things which are excluded from
shipment by the United States for security reasons. There are also
things that are excluded from shipment by the United States for shortsupply reasons, as you well know, under the authority granted to the
Secretan of Comme1·ce.
8enator WATKINS. Aluminum is one of those articles, is it not, one
of those short-supply items?
Ambassador HARRIMAN. The ECA Act only relates to those things
whi<'h are excluded from shipment by the United States for security
reasons.
LIMITATIONS ON EAST· WEST TRADE
Senator W ATKDiS. Do you believe that it is in keeping and in harmony with our help to Europe, and also in harmony with the spirit of
this pre,sent pact that is now presented to us, for England to be shipping materials that cun be used in building up the war potential of
Russia and her satellites?
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is a question of interpreting what is war
potential.
Senator WATKINS. I am submitting to you the exact items, steel
rails and locomotives.
·
Ambassador HARRIMAN. The exact items will have to be discussed
in detail and I am not prepared to testify on that 9uestion today. I
do say that the British, as well as other participatmg countries, are
not shipping the things which they believe are against the security
interests of this country. Of course the <JUestion of what is war potential has been discussed many times by different committees here and
different people have expressed different views about that. What is
or is not dangerous at the present time-we have our policies, and the
other countries, genera1Iy speaking, have similar and parallel policies,
and genera1ly speaking they are substantia1ly in conformance with
our own.
· Senator WATKINS. I take it for granted you are acquainted with
the trade treaties I have cal1ed to your attention between the count.ries named 9
90814-49-pt,

t---

Ill
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Ambassador ILuuu:MAN. There are people in Government who stud:y
those things, and I am saying that these countries have established
restrictions on exports -which are similar and parallel to the countries you speak of, to our own. We are not always in full agreement
on all items, but generally speaking in their policies they recogni7.&
fully they are in the same boat as we are. They recognize fully what
is involved in the problem that is concerning you and concermng all
of us. Tpeyigener1_t.lly speaking, ha':e the sa!ll~ point of view we have,
and 11:re rmp1ementmg that concern m restr1ctmg exports.
Senator WATKINS. The reason I called it to your attention, we have
had in the Congressional Record copies of the trade treaties in which
are named some of the articles I have already called to your attention. I thought probably you had made a study of that in the course of
the conduct of your official duties, and probably would give us some
light on whether or not. that actually is dangerous to our country in
the way of helping to build up possible enemies.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I am not prepared to discuss individual items except in executive session. I can only say that from my
observation, these countries recognize the same interests that we have
in our security, and are taking measures to carry out parallel restrictions of things that we do not export for security reasons.
1

ARTICLE 2 AND THE ITO CHARTER

Senator WATKINS. In your judgment would there be any binding
effect of this article 2 on the United States to ratify the international
trade agreement that has been negotiated recently-anything in this
paragraph1
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I would not think they had any overlapping relationship at all.
Senator WATKINS. You are acquainted with that proposed International Trade Organization treaty, are you not!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes.
Senator WATKINS. I have not studied it, and I was wondering if
there was anything in this article 2 which would lay down n policy
which would, in effect, normally or otherwise, bind us to ratify that
pact as possibly something in the nature of moving in the direction
of the elimination of economic conflicts.
Ambassador ILuuUMAN. I would naturally prefer you to ask that
question of the Secretary of State. I am not conscious of any overlapping.
·
Senator WATKINS. In other words, your answer is that you do not
know anything that would be in conflict¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not know of anything. I have neverassumed there would be.
EUROPEAN

UNDERSTANDING OF ARTICLE

8

Senator WATKINS. I think you have spoken at some length on articl&
3, but unfortunately I was required to answer a quorum call. I do not
have permission to be away from the session, so I had to answer th&
roll, and I didn't get all the answers, but I would like to ask one or
two questions about article 3.
The first is, What in your judgment, as you have mingled with theofticials and people of Europe, is their interpretation of what th&
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United States is required t~ do under article 3 9 You have been giving
the sentiment of those peoples. How do they view that 9 What do they
think our obligations are¥
Ambassador liAiuu:KAN. Each country is free to interpret that
article in whatever way it believes it is the intent.
8enator WATKINS, What do you find to be their sentiment 9 That
is what I am trying to get at.
Ambassador IIA.iitmAN. They take that provision of self-help and
mutual aid seriously, and are prel?ared to do what they can.
Senator WATKINS. Do they thmk that that absolutely binds us,
binds the United States and the Congress, to go ahead and vote money
and goods9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have stated before that I think it is perfectly clear to them that there is no areement on our part to do anything to implement that article, an it is for the Congress of the
United States, if it approves the treaty, to interpret that article. Mr.
Acheson has testified at length in that respect. I listened to his testimony, and I cannot contribute anything more to what he said. I can
on!J say, as I have said, that there have been no promises given.
Senator WATKINS. I am not asking you that. I am asking, How
do the people of Europe feel about itl What is their view about it f
Do they think whether we ratify this treaty we are bound to do something in the way of giving them help~
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have stated that I have not found anyone,
none of the Government people that I have seen, or any under them,
who has any impression that any promises have been made under that
article. They have hopes, yes.
Senator WATKINS. I direct your attention to article 3. I am somewhat confused now. I thought that you had made a direct commitment in your statement that articles 3 and 5 went together.
Ambassador lIAmuuAN, I have said that in their consideration of
it they do.
·
Senator WATKINS. That is what I was trying to get at.
Ambassador liARRDCAN. And I have testified that if we do not implement it properly, it will cause some loss of the growing confidence.
Senator WATKINS. Do I understand you correctly now, that the
European people, including the officials, feel that it is entirely up to
us to say whether or not we are bound to do anything under that
article!
Ambassador liAruuMAN. No. I can only say that they interpret it
seriously, want to implement it, and have hopes that we will feel the
same way they do; but there have been no promises made.
Senator WATKINS. What is the public sentiment on the point of
the implementation of it¥
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have testified to that, that they have
hopes; and if no action is taken it will tend to reduce this growing
confidence to which I have testified.
Senator WATKINS. Do you mean the only thing they get out of it is
that there is a hope 9 They do not feel there is any binding effect
on us to really do something¥
Ambassador- HARRIMAN. That is why I said is was so important
psychologically to see the flow of some equipment promptly, in order
to prove that we had a real interest in helping them defend their soil.
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AMERICAN UNDERSTANDING OF EUROPEAN COMMITMENTS UNDER ARTICLE

3

Senator WATKINS. Now, as an American citizen of the United
States, what do we think it means with respect to what they are required to do under that same obligation, that same article 9 Do we
feel, or is it your belief, that they are not required to do anything,
that they are not actually bound, that we just have a hope that they
will do something?
Ambassador HARRIJ\fAN. 'Well, the interpretation of that will become solid when each country takes positive steps in regard to it.
Senator WATKINS. I am a.ware of that. I am trying to get at something else.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. The interpretation that each country has
of that article is determined by what it does. We are free to interpret
it as the Secretary of State testified.
INTERPRETATION OF COMMITMENTS UNDER ARTICLE

8

Senn tor WATKINS. You do not have any well-defined idea as to what
they think over there or whnt we should think about the binding
effect of that partic~lar section Y
•
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I hnve testified to the fact that I have not
found any Government official under the belief that there were any
promises made. I am testifying also to the fact that they have high
hopes and they welcome recommendations of the administration for
the implementation of that article throu~h the military assistance
program which will be before the Congress shortly, and they ha,·e
high hopes that Congress will take favorable action on that program.
~nator WATKINS. I understand they have hopes. but I am wondering what they think we have agreed to do. I hope I have not failed
to make it. clear that that is the ans.wer that I would like to get, as to
just how they feel about it; what their.interpretation of that is. The
reason I am asking you this, Mr. Harriman, is that I really want to
get their feeling on it. I don't know; and you have been there.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I am not trying to evade, but I am trving
to be as definite as I can. I think they fully understand that "that
article provides that each country must mterl!ret that in its own wav,
and analyze its oblig'ations under that artiele m its own way. Further
understanding of what it means will come after the action in each
of the countries, including the United States. And I am adding to
that the fact that they have hopes that we will take an interest in their
own self-defense. They have a conviction that they ca.n as a group,
not individually, but collectively, develop a. military establishment
in Europe which would not only add to their security but make a contribution to the security of the United States. And they believe in
that article 3.
·
It is important to them as a two-way street. They have capabilities. a. rea<liuess to fi~ht anJ capabilities of developing military establishments which will not only contribute to their security but also to
ours. This word is "mutual,'' and they do not look upon it as a oneway street. But they do understand that they cannot effectively
develop their forces without some help at this time, and certainly
particular types of equipment.
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I teBtified that there would be great disappointment and a certain
lack of confidence or diminution of confidence if we did not promptly
implement article 3 by the shipping of some equipment.
Senator WATKINS. You recognize the fact that that article is rathet
vague and rather indefinite, do you not'
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is a general statement of purpose.
·
ADVISABILITY

OF CLARIFYING ARTICLE 3

Senator WATKINS. Do you think it would be wise, in view of the
fact that you say each country will have the right, after the pact is
signed and ratified, to interl>ret it in its own way, that we ought to have
a rese!·vation clearing up JUSt what we think about it, so they will
know 1ust what we understand it to mean~
Ambassador HARRDIAN. So far as I am concerned, speaking as an
individual, I think the article is satisfactory as it stands. The interpretation of that will be by the concrete steps that are taken. There
is a desire for mutuality of interest, and I am not concerned ovet
the interpretation the participating countries of Europe will place
on that provision. I think they are earnest about it. Their capabilJ
ities are limited today, but they are talking about what they can do
for the common cause, alJ of them.
Senator WATKINS. You realize that if we do not have some meeting
of the minds on the question of what we are to do that they, if they
have a different view, may be terribly disappointed in us and it may
bring us more ill wHl if we do not meet their interpretation of the
treaty!
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not think you could write it more
specificalJy because conditions change from year to year. The situation in different countries changes from year to year, the needs change
from year to year. I don't see how one could write into a treaty what
any country, including the United States, would do next year or the
year after or the year after. I wouldn't have thought we would want.
to bind ourselves to that. We are dealing with countries in this treaty
that in my judgment, from close observation, are like-minded, and
I have confidence that they will in their way do their share.
Senator WATKINS. But I have seen members of a family, certainly
a father and son, to be like-minded, yet they have had a disa~
ment over th~ meaning of a~reements even in a relationship as close
as that. I just wondered whether you felt the situation was such that.
we ought to be made aware of it so we coulrl know what they expect
of us, so we could be governed accordingly. In other words, th~
American people ought to know pretty much what they are being
let in for in this agreement, what it is going to bind :future Con-.
gresses to do, to make appropriations to go on to carry out this socalled mutual aid. If you can give us any li1rht on this '1iew over
there, we have had certain dispatches from over there giving quotations from RT>eeches made by some of their premiers and other government officials. hnt if you have first-hand information, that is what
I would like to get.
.
.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Will the Senator yield for n question Y Did the Senator hear Secretary Acheson's 'testimony when
.
·
these hearings opened up 1
Senator WATKINS. I was not here that morning.
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CO:MllUTKENTS FOB COKINO YEAR FOB KtlTUAL AID

Senator SHITH of New Jersey. Might I not ask Mr. Harriman,
then, whether my understandi~ is correct, that Secretary Acheson
made it very clear to us that there had been discussions between the
Joint Chiefs of Staff as to what might be needed for a proper implementation of this defense program. In arriving at this figure of
$1,130,000,000 they thought m terms of what would be needed in order
to bring the existing divisions, this year's military program of these
various countries, up to adequate stren2th, or something alo~ that
line. I got the impression, at least, that tliere was an understandmg up
to that point, and that he would be prepared to eresent the program
t.o this committee or the Armed Services Committee specifically for
the plan of this military pact.
Am I wrong about that¥
Ambassador HABllIKAN. That is right as to this year.
Senator SlliUTH of New Jersey. Everybody admits that the future
will depend on what happens, what develops, what the effect of this
is this year. So far as this year is concerned I understand there was
a pretty clear understanding of what this mutual aid meant.
EUROPEAN REACTION

ro

ABTICLE 3

Ambassador HABRIXAN. The Senator has asked me what the reaction in Europe is. One is the government, and the other is the people.
I think that if there was some evidence that would satisfy the people
that we had an interest and interpreted this article as having an
interest in helping them to help themselves, that would be adequate.
Now, as to this program, I rest on Secretary Acheson's testimony in
regard to the manner in which this particular proposal, which will be
submitted to the Congress, was developed.
I would like to add that with the spirit which exists in Europe
today, if we meet it with a recognition that we can help them contribute to their own security and our own, by shipping arms, I think
it will cement the relationship of the growing confidence, ijie mutual
confidence, and I do not think that it is a serious matter for the future,
assuming that the Congress of the United States continues to carry
out the article in the spirit in which it is begun. There may be a time
when it isn't necessary at all. But they all recognize that that is a
free decision. When you have a partnership relationship it is a partnership relationship, and everybOdy does what he thinkS can be done.
I am not afraid, Senator. There will be discussions, yes, of course,
but I am not afraid of its leading to any major difficulties in the future.
Senator SllrllTB of New Jersey. I just wanted to ask Senator Watkins
whether that helped to clarify his thinking on this very relevant
question, this very important question. It seems to me in presenting
to us Secretary Acheson's statement it has been clear that these otlier
countries, or at least their representatives, have in mind a fairly definite program.
Senator W ATXINS. One reason I am asking this question is because
as I s-lanced over the statement here-I did not hear it all; he was
practically finished when I came in this morning-Mr. Harriman was
givin_g practically unlimited endorsement to this program, and while
that is very helpful to have his opinion, and I have great respect for
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it, still at the same time, under our Constitution the Senate has to
advise the executive department with respect to these treaties, and I
take the position that we should have as nearly as possible the same
factual information as the Executive has in order to make U.P our
minds. We should not rely entirely on the judgment and opinions
of responsible officials any more than they should rely on our
judgment.
The American people, I think, under the Constitution, require
more of us than to merely get the opinions of these_generals and Cabinet members and the President of the United States. If we are
going to get advice that is worth anything for the protection of
America, we must have' the facts as well as the other agency of
Government, and that is the view I take in the matter of these investigations, and I would like to get as much information as I possibly
can from the witnesses on the facts which enable them to make a
judgment in favor of the pact or against it, whichever way it happens to be. So you see what I have in mind.
DIFFICULTY IN HAJUNO TREATIES TOO DETAILED

The CuAIRKAN. May I interrupt just a minute right there, and you
can answer this, too. I will ask you, Mr. Ambassador, if it is not
impossible to put in a treaty all of the details as to what each government shall furnish and not furnish and what actions they shall take.
These countries that signed this treaty are obli~ated to do the things
that the treaty incorporates,J·ust as we are obligated. We have got
the Joint Chiefs of Staff an other visitors workin~ on these plans,
and if one of these countries should not do all that it can do, it certainly could be called to their attention through the appropriate
a~ncies, and they could be stimulated into living up to the obligations of this Charter. It seems to me absolutely pliysically impossible to put in a treaty every detail affecting the various countries
and what they shall do.
For instance one country can better do one thing than another
country, and adversely that country might be able and qualified to do
certain things that the other country could not do. Are those general observations not true, Mr. Ambassadorl
Ambassador 11.uuuKAN. Absolutely, Senator.
May I say something to try to clarify to Senator Watkins my position with regard to this. I have come here this morning to testify
as a reporter of what I see in the European scene. I opened my remarks with the statement that I welcomed the _opportumty to express
to you what I feel to be the meaning of the North Atlantic Treaty
to our European partners, and how it relates to the recovery program.
LllCITS OF TESTD[ONY

Now we are discussing his morniJ!g the Atlantic Pact, and I was
addressing myself to the reaction in Europe to article 5 and article 3.
We are not discussing this morning the recommendation of the administration, or the executive branch, I should say, on the military
assistance program. When that comes before us, or this committee
or whatever committee is appropriate, then the executive branch will
submit the details of that program, and if I am here in the country
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l wiU be very glad to contribute whatever I can to an analysis of
that program.
· Obviously it is the duty of the committee before which it comes t-0
analyze the reasons and to review the facts which are presented at
that time, but we are not here this morning, as I understand it, Mr.
Chairman, to review the details of a program which has not yet been
submitted. I am only testifying as to the reaction in Europe, the
meaning of the pact to the Europeans, and I am discussin& or trying
to discuss, article 3 and article 5, which are considered in Europe the
two principal-I suppose by all of us the two principal-articles of
the pact.
Senator WATKINS. I submit my questions I do not think have gone to
a.Sking any details. I have been trying to get the facts upon which I
have formed a judgment. I may say this: That I think. a~ I read
your testimony, that you have not only come here as a reporter to report
what you saw and give a factual statement, but you have come here
as a pleader and as a/erson who, by reason of his official position and
experience, is enable to form an opinion that is worth something to
the Senate, and you have expressed that opinion and have done it very
well.
· I think you are more or less in the nature of an expert witness as
well as someone who is just trying to give us the facts. That is what
I wanted to get, if it is possible, and not all the details. I realize it
is impossible to sit down and write all the details in a treaty, altbough
the general principles are usually laid down, and if there are some
firm commitments with respect to financial assistance and all that sort
of thing they are more or less outlined so you can identify them and so
there can't be any misunderstanding between the parties as to what
they are to be.
· .Having made that explanation and thafstatement, I think you have
said all you want to say about it, probably, and I do not want to prolong the investigation on that point, but to me it is a very important
point in this treaty to know just what we are getting into and what we
are letting ourselves in for, and it will help me to make UJ? my mind
finally on this treaty, whether we ought to have a reservation on this
particular section to make it pretty clear to the people of the world just
what we are agreeing to.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, I feel this question so deeply that
I come to this committee and expre~ the earnest hope that the pact will
be ratified and that at a later time, when you consider all of the aspects
of the proposal which will he submitted by the executive branch for the
military assistance program, yon will take similar action on that. I
believe we are winnmg the struggle for a peaceful outlook in Europe,
and I believe this is the time to carry throug-h on the program which
is showing evidences of real success. And the spirit of the people in
Europe is most important of all.
MORALE

IN EUROPE BEFORE ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator WATKINS. I would like to ask you something more about
that. As I understand it, when you went there a year aj?0--1 think
you went there at the beginning, did you.not, of the Marshall program f
Ambassador HAJUUMAN. Yes, sir, I went over in May of last year.
Senator WATKINS. And you found that they were not too hopeful
at that time 9
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., . Ambassador HARRIKAN. No; my testimony about that relates to
;the trip I made to Europe in the summer of 1947. There already had
been, between the summer of 1947 and the spring of 1948, as.a result
of the Marshall plan proposal and the implementation of that b_y the
Congress, a tremendous improvement in the morale of the people. I
testified to that at some length in answer to other questions.
;
Senator WATKINS. What did you find when you went there at the
beginning? I want to find out what it was as compared to what it
was before we ever announced the Atlantic Pact.
Ambassador HARRDCAN. I have said that the momentum which we
attained up to, I said in my testimony, February, which clearly stat,e4
what had been achieved today, was based on hope. As Senator S~jt);i
said, when he was in Europe in 1947 his observations were the same
as mine, it was pretty close to despair, and we saw month by month
the improvement of conditions, the hope carried through to this point,
that smce the discussions of the Atlantic Pact-and I have mad~
some trips during the period when the pact was under considerationthere was a new factor, namely, confidence was developing. I testified to the fact that I thought confidence was essential to recovery in
Europe and to the development of the will to resist internal and external aggression, and therefore I expressed the view that the implementation of the pact, under article 3, was important to the European
program, and attainment of our major objectives, which is the development of conditions which can lead to an assurance 'of peace in Europe.
RECOVERY IN EUROPE

Senator WATKINS. As I understand it from your testimony, the
Marshall program, the European recovery program, has succeeded
and has succeeded very well.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. It is making progress and is ahead of
what I had hoped it would be when we undertook the task.
Senator WATKINS. Did you not tell the House committee or one: of
the committees before whom you testified, as I remember the quotation
from your testimony it was that it had succeeded very well in accomplishing the purpose the Congress had intended?
Ambassador HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. I think we must bear in mind it
is a 4-year program, and I testified to the fact that I thought it was
ahead of what I thought it would be in the first year. More progress
had been made toward the ultimate goal than I believed would be the
case in 1 year.
Senator WATKINS. Do you remember at that time, when that program was up for discussion, it was said that if we did that it would
help prevent a third world war, and it would also make it unneces- ·
sary for us to render any military assistance 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I never testified to that etfect.
Senator WATKINA. I didn't say you; it was testified to that etfect
at that time.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I don't know who testified to that effect.
I felt and hoped for a number of years that we would develop the
policies which are now before the Coni?ress, and I have said so manv
times, that I believed that if these policies would be developed, and
the committee has heard me testify over the years since I came back
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from my post in Russia, that policies along the lines we now have
before us would, in my judgment, assure us of a peaceful situation in
Europe.
KORA.LE IN EUROPE BEFORE THE ATLANTIC PACl'

Senator WATKINS. What was the sentiment of the people in Europe
immediately before the announcement of a possible Atlantic Pact t
Ho'J did they feel then about their situation under the recovery
program9
Ambassador HARRlllAN. It is awfully hard to define it. . I have used
the word "hope." Hope was expanding, and the discussions and conclusion of the Atlantic Pact have developed this wave of confidence.
I cannot find words to describe it any more definitely than that.
Now, the question of the Atlantic Pact and the military assistance
is not new to them, because the resolution which was developed by this
committee and passed by the Senate gave an indication of the trend
of opinion in the Senate. It is on that resolution that the Atlantic
Pact has been developed, in addition to which the House discussed, in
connection with ECA last spring, whether there should not be in
ECA a provision to permit the transfer of military equipment, so
this subject and the fact that we are considering it-when I say ''we,"
the American people and the Congress-is not new to the people in
Europe. They were fully alive to the fact that this subject was in
public and general discussion among the people and in the Congress
last year.
Now, that has contributed to the hope, and to find that the Atlantic
Pact is actually signed and before the Senate for ratification, and the
expectation that it will be ratified, and with that the consideration and
implementation of article 3, all has led to a wave of confidence as I
have described.
The C11AmMAN. May I interr.ept a minute!
How Ion~ will you take to conclude Y
Senator WATKINS. I can tell better if I can tell how long the
answers will be. I have only a few questions, but I seem to have
to ask them a good many times to try to get what I want to get.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I am sorry, sir.
Senator WATKINS. I have no means of anticipating the length of
the answers.
The CHAIRMAN. Nor the length of the questions.
Senator WATKINS. My questions have not been so long, I think the
record will show.
RECOVERY

AND

HILITART

ASSISTANCE

What I wanted to find out, if possible, was just how the people felt,
whether they had confidence in going on under the European recovery
program without any military: alJiance or pact.
Ambassador HARRIJr[AN. I don't think we have a completed program
in Europe to attain our objectives in Europe unless we go forward.
Senn tor WATKINS. How do they feel 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I will put that as my opinion of their belief.
What I say. I believe is their opimon.
Senator WATKINS. You put that as their opinion!
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Would tlteY' give up ho~ now, fm instance, ·Uld not:do :ur.vthin2
more to help themeelves, and just give in to appeasement if the Senate
should not vote anything, or Congress should not vote anything to
implement the pact t
Ambassador HABR™AN. No. I think they will go aheadb!cl: I
think it will raise doubts. I think you will have a serious setif
we don't go ahead with the pact.
Senator WATKINS. I meant the implementation. I said, suppose
we ratify the pact but we do not vote any military relief.
.Ambassador HARRTV•N. I testified, Senator, at length this morning that I believed we would never rec&J>ture the present wave of
enthusiasm and spirit of mutual cooperation which exists and which
is growfug foday in Europe.
Senator WATKINS. What would happen if we did not ratify the
pact and would just go on with our European recovery program I
Ambassador IIARRuu.N. I think there would be a reorientation.
Those people in each country that have some confidence in appeasement and neutrality would see that there would be a rediscussion
of all of that, and a restrengthening of those that believe in appeasement and neutrality would result.
NEED FOB

AHEIUCAN A8818TANCB

Senator WATKINS. Is it a fact that they feel that they cannot, for
any foreseeable time now, stand on their own feet without our assistance 9
Ambassador II.uutnuN. I do not know what "foreseeable" is. I believe they feel that with our assistance they can strengthen their military establishment to the point where they can live in a sense of security and go to bed at night feeling that they can get up in the morning
without some bad news.
Senator WATKINS. I get from one of the statements you made here
in your general statement that without the United States their case
is practically hopeless. I wondered how long that would be that way,
how long we would have to be their mainstay.
Ambassador lLumnlAN. The European recovery program was undertaken as a 4-year program and accepted as a 4-year program by
the European nations, and they have worked to carry out what they
have to do to make it a success. 1 cannot discuss the military aspects
of it, as that is not before us at the present time.
Senator WATKINS. You can discuss how they feel.
Ambassador IlAiuuxAN. They have great confidence in their ability, talking about the Europeans. The Europeans feel that they will
fight, and they have fought well in the past, and will do so again to
protect their soil, but at the present time it will take them so long
to reestablish their military establishments that they want our help
to expedite the day.
RECOVERY AND THE ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator WATKINS. Do you think they would give up completely if
we did not ratify this pact but went on with our economic assistance 9
Ambassador IliRRIHAN. Without any economic assistance 9 They
wouldn't give up; they would battle it through. But it is my judg-
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·ment economic conditions would deteriorate again and there would
be the same difficulties, or similar difficulties, that existed in 1947, and
what we put into it would be lost.
Senator WATKINS. In other words, after having had the European
recovery program in operation a year, it is your considered judgment
that these people feel over there that without the pact they are practically lost, and their condition will disintegrate again back to 19471
. Ambassador HARRIMAN. Senator, they look upon this as a 4-year
program. No one over there felt the job could be don~no informed
person; I don't know what the individual people felt-that it could
be done in a year.
. Senator W ATJUNS. I said, let us carry out the European recovery
program to the fnll 4 years. If we do not take in the pact. or if we
do not ratify the pact, then do they take the position that without the
pact they will not be able to get on their feet and they will disintegrate
again back to 1947 conditions 9
Ambassador HARRIMAN. No. I thought you meant if we stopped the
European recovery program.
If :vou carry along the European recovery P.rogram without the
oonfidence that comes from the pact itself, it will be more difficult to
achieve the objective. The economic situation, in my judgment, will
not be as sound at the end of 4 years as it would be with the pact. But
certainly progress will have been made, but it won't be the full realization of what I believe is in our national interest to development of,
as I said, strong partners in the struggle for freedom and peace in
which we are engaged.
POSSIBILITY OF WAR

. Senator WATKINS. Mr. Ambassador, in your opinion are we movinp: away from imminent war or are we moving nearer to iU
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I have testified before this committee that
I did not believe that war was inevitable, and I felt if the vrograms
that we had before us could be developed,. war could be avoided, and
I am more encouraged in that conviction now than I ever have been.
I am extremely optimistic, personally, that our policies as they have
been developed are bearing fruit.
. Senator WATKINS. I do not think I got quite what I asked for. I
:wanted to know whether in your opinion we were moving toward war
or away from it.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I thought I testified to that effect. We are
moving away from it.
. Senator WATKINS. What I would like to ~et your opinion on is this:
Whether or not the present situation is such that if we do not adopt
this pact we are likely to face war, and that that prospect is imminent.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. I do not think that anyone can answer that
'categorical question.
Senator WATKINS. All I want is your opinion.
Ambassador HARRIMAN. My opinion is that we further the interests
of peace by carrying through this program, and we will develop strong
partners which we need, in my judgment, as we look around the
world, to help us further the interests of peace all over the world.
That is all I can say, Senator.
Senator WATKINS. I have no further questions.
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The CBAIBKAN. The committee will stand in recess until Monday
at10:30.
We thank you very much, Mr. Amb1US&dor. You have made a very
clear and very comprehensive statement in view of the questions that
have been asked you, all of which were not, in my opinion, pertinent
to the issue before the committee.
Ambassador ILuuuxAN. I am grateful for the opportunity you have
given me to appear before you.
(Whereupon, at 1: 25 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconv~ne
on Monday, May 2, 1949, at 10 : 30 a. m.)
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KOl!fDA.Y, KAY 2, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoKMITTEE ON FOREIO)J REl..ATIO:NS,

W aahington, D. (J.
The committe met, pursuant to adjournment on April 29, 1949, in
room 318, Senate Office Building, at 10 :30 a. m., Senator Tom
Connally, chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Connally, Geor~e, Thomas of Utah, Green, Mc. Mahon, Fulbright, Vandenberg, H1ckenlooper, and Lodge.
Alsoe!~'!!: Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The
AN. The committee will please come to order.
This is the Forei'Pl Relations Committee of the United States
Senate, holding hearings on the North Atlantic Pact. We are fortunat.e this morning in having present Mr. Lovett, former Under Sec!ftary of State, who!ll .we wish to int.erro~at.e. ¥r. Lovett is familia~,
I assume--! assume it is a sound !L$Ulllption-w1th the North Atlantic
Pact, and is reputed to have been one of the early people who had contact with its formation, and so forth. We will be very glad to hear
you on the matter, Mr. Lovett, and we shall try to accommodate our- .
selves as much as possible to your convenience.
Mr. Lovrrr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I hav~ a short
prepared stat.ement here, copies of which are on the way up to the
committee now, and if it meets with the wishes of the committee I will ·
read from this as an initial stat.ement.
. The CR•mx•N. That is very good, and we will interrogate you
'sfterwald. •
·
STATEJIDT OF ROBERT A. LOVETT, FODER U:RDER SECRETilY
OF STATE

Mr. LoVB'IT. Mr. Chairman, I am glad to have the opportunity to
appear before this oommittee in support of the North Atlantic Pact
with which I was directly associated in its origin and early development.
I shall not take the time of the committee by discussing the importance of this treaty in relation to our foreign policy or the interpretation of the actual text. These and many other points dealing with
the treaty have been authoritatively and fully covered in the statements and testimony of the Secretary of State and other witnesses who
have appeared before you~ I shall likewise try to keep my preliminary
statement )>rief and will then be at the disposal of the committee for
any ~uestions concerning the particular aspects of the treaty with
which: I was intimately and directly associated.
235
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It is important, I believe, that there should be a full understanding
as to how this treaty was conceived, the need which gave birth to its
concept, and the manner in which the executive branch of the United
States Government came to the decision that United States association in a measure of collectivl' defense of this nature was necessarv
in the interests of its'own security arid that of world peace.
•
INSECURITY IN WESTERN EUltOPE

Even while the European recovery program was still in u state of
formulation,. it became obvious that the problem of security in western
Europe could not be ignored in connection with the general problem
of European recovery. The policies and practices pursued by the
Soviet Government and the Communist Parties subservient to it since
the end of hostilities had created a sense of insecurity in the free
cbli'ntries of western Europe who had joined together to proruote, with
Am~rican assistance, the reconstruction and recovery of their community;
COMMUNIST ACTIONS AGAINST ERP '

'fhis general sense of insecurity had been intensified by the savage
reaction of the Soviet Government to the program of cooperative
undertaking between the United States and the nations of western
Europe then known as the Marshall plan for the reeonstruction and
revival of the European community. The or~1mizntion by the Soviet
Government of the Cominform and the announced purpose of the
Soviet Government of its intention to use evl'ry method nt its disposal
to sabotage and defeat the return of health and stability to the European community and the subsequent impll'ml'ntation ofthat intention
had raised immediately and directly the problem of se<'urity for the
n·ations of western Europe. Th!!.Y knew from experienee and from
the open announcl'ml'nt of the Soviet Oovl'rnment that 'they could
expect neither helJ.> nor mercy from the Soviet Union and tbe 'Cfflllmunist Parties which operate under the direction of the Krt-mlin.
NEF.D TO ASSIST RECOVERY BY INCREASING SECURITY

It became obvious to the European countries and to the executiv&
branch of this Government that recovery would not be fully achieved
unless some method could be devised to enhance the sense of security
of the participating nations and restore, insofar as possible, confi1lence
that the fmits of the constmctive enterprise in which we were jointly
engaged would not be destroyed by external aggression. With th&
encouragement of this Government., ·five European l?Overnments joined
together in the Brussels Pact as a first step in dealing with this probIei;n of security for the European commumty.
'It was, however, obvious to them, as it was to us, that these European countries--no matter how far they progressed along the program which they had set for themselves of coordinating and integrating their defense capabilities-were not able by their efforts alone
to deal with the situation. The probletn then arose in our minds as
to whether or not it was in the interest of the United States to associate ourselves with certain European nations in order to create those
conditions of security and confidence essential for recovery and to
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mak~ a contribution for the preservation of peace in an area so vital
to the national security of the United States.
The support given to the European recovery program, which during this period was before the Congress of the United States, had
already made it plain that a {>rimary objective of the foi-eign policy
of this cow1try was the survival, revival, and recovery of the free
community of western European nations. It seemed hardly logical
to us to make the effort required under this program and to ignore the
p0ssibility that if this gt-eat enterprise was not giYen the protection
that it needed, its whole aim could be defeated. Then all the consequences which the European recovery program was designed to avert
might be upon us.
EAHLY CONSULTATIONS WITH FOREIGN JUo:LATIONS COMMITTEE

The President of the United States, in his address to the joint session of the two Houses of Congress on March 17, 1948, made clear
our interest and intentions in regard to this problem of security.
However, the executive branch did not wish to take even the first step
in so important a matter without obtaining the views of this committee. Accordingly, under the instructions of the President, Secretary Marshall and I be~an a series of consultations with the Committee on Foreign Relations. I sha11 not go into any detail as to the
nature of these consultations, since they were done with this committee and they are familiar to many of its members.
I would like to say here that while the State Department placed at
the disposal of the members of this committee the information which
we had concerning the situation abroad, and discussed with them our
opinion as to where the interests of the United States Jay, the Senate
Resolution 239, which was reported out unanimously by this committee and subsequently adopted by the Senate on June 11, 1948, was
not drafted in the Department of State. It was-as this committee
knows--the product of this committee after many consultations with
us. The contents of this resolution, with which you are all familiar,
became our guide in the discussions and subsequent negotiations which
Jed to the conclusion of the North Atlantic Pact.
EXPLORATORY CONVERSATIONS WITH BRUSSELS PACT COUNTRIES

From July to September 1948, as Under Secretary of State, I conducted a series of conversations with the representatives of the Governments of Canada and the five countries forming the Brussels Pact-Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxemburg.
These conversations were in. the true sense of the word exploratory,
and were specifically without commitment on the participants. We
did not attempt to draw up any text or draft of a treaty. We wished
to asc.ertain whether or not all the countries then involved were in
sufficient accord as to the problems we were dealing with and the
measures suitable to deal with them before we would embark on any
more formal course. We wished above all to be certain that the European nations understood clearly the point of view of the United States
Government and the sense of the Senate as set forth in Resolution 239.
I do not wish to burden the committee with any details concerning
these conversations in my statement, but I hope in my testimony I will
toeH--49-pt. 1-16
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be able to clear up any questions on this point that the committee may
have.
In September these exploratory tal~ came to an end and the results
were reported back to the governments for their consideration. They
were not resumed until December.
BE<UNNING OF NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE TREATY

Through diplomatic channels, at the end of October, the governments which had participated in the exploratory talks in the summer
had made known their views that a treaty of this nature was considered
most necessary by all of them, and in December the discussions in
Washington were resumed for the purpose of drafting the type· of
instrument that would give expression to the common purpose we had
in mind. An outline of the sqbject matter which such a treaty should
contain had been agreed upon in the exploratory talks during the
summer and subsequently approved by the ·respective governments.
This outline was developed into a series of preliminary draft articles
during negotiations which started in December. No draft of the
treaty as a whole was introduced by any government at any time. The
drafting was a collective effort. The drafting had not been completed
when I left Government service on January 20.
INTERF..STS OF OTHlo;R GOVERNMENTS IN THE TREATY

It was during the last week of December and early January that
certain other governments whose participation in the treaty would be
welcomed if they so desired, were informed of the general nature of
the treaty in contemplation. I would like to say here that this information was conveyed to these governments at their request and no
~overnment at this, or as far as I know any other, time was ever subJected to any pressure in re~rd to joining the North Atlantic Pact.
The participants did not wish even to place any government in the
awkWard position of receiving an invitation unless it had previously
indicated its desire to be invited. We had very firmly in mind that
this'association of nations for collective self-defense must be entirely
voluntary on the part of any of its members or it would fail of its
purpose.
·
SUBHISSION OF PRF..LIMlN ARY DRAFT TO PARTICIPATING GOVERNKEN'1'8

A yreliminary draft of certain articles of the treaty was completed
late m December and on the 24th of that month was submitted to the
participating governments for their consideration. I think it is important to emphasize that although the representatives who had met
m Washin~on had worked out this t>reliminary draft, it was clearly
understooa that it was without. commitment on the part of the governments they represented; it was, in effect, a working paper which all
realized would be subject to probable change before it became anything approaching a final text. We made abundantly clear our intention to reg"ard this draft as a working paper and as a basis for consultation wit.h the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate. This
was clearly understood by all participants.
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Shortly after this, as you know, I relinquished my duties as Under
Secretary of State, and Secretary Acheson took over the conduct of
these negotiations. He has appeared before this committee and has
testified concerning this period.
ADVANTAOF.8 01' THE TREATY

It is, I hope, supedtuous to tell the committee how warmly I welcomed the signature of the North Atlantic Pact on April 4 in Washington. We would not have embarked on this venture had not the
President, General Marshall, and those of us in the State Department associated with him, as well as the National Securit.Y Council
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, felt strongl.Y that an association of this
nature was essential to the national secunty of the United States and
for the furtherance of peace and security, which has been and remains the great goal of our foreign policy.
·
Nothing that has oe<!urred since I left office has chanite<I my own
strong convictions upon this point. On the contrary, Ioolieve that
the signature of this treaty has in itself enhanced the chances of suceessfully achieving these goals.
There has, in fact, already been concrete evidence of this. Within
a few-days of the signature of the treaty, comprehensive agreements
on Germany, agreements I may say which we had been trying unsuccessfully for more than a year to reach, were concluded with the
United Kingdom and France. Without the new sense of confidence
pro'rjded by association. co~temp~ted by the. treaty I doubt whether
1t would have been possible to reach such satisfactory agreements.
Recent events have only dee~ned my conviction that this treaty
reflects the basic interests of the United States. I feel confident that
fluctuations in our relations with any foreign power will not succeed
in diverting our attention from these basic interests.
I firmly believe that this treaty gives accurate expression to the
determination of tbe American people to play their full part in the
maintenance of peace and security. I earnestly hope, and I am
confident, that the Senate will make that determination unmistakably
clear in its action upon the treaty.
The CIIAmHAN. Is that all, Mr. Lovett I
Mr. Lon:rr. That is all, Mr. Oh.airman.
SOVD:T ATI'lTUDE TOWARD ECA

The ClLwu.rAN. Mr. Lovett, you made reference to the ECA having
been under consideration during a certain period. With regard to the
Sniet Government's attitude respecting the ECA, I want to ask you
some questions about my own views. Am I correct in the assumption
that one of the clllef motives of the O{>position of the Soviet Union
to the ECA is their fear that the operation of the ECA will strengthen
the weaker countries, the smaller countries, like Denmark, Hofland,
and others of western Europe, and thereby damage the opportunities
of the Soviet Union to infiltrate and aggress against them, and probably incorporate them into the system that we )qiow as the satellites¥
Am I correct in that view f
.
Mr. Lovr:rr. I think, Mr. Chairman, that is generally correct, sir.
They have found that communism spreads in a period of great distress
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and turmoil, and these countries had not had an opportunity to regain
strength since the war and were a fertile field for agitation.
The CHAIRH.AN. And economic hardship and disturbance would
aggravate that situation, would it not¥
Mr. LoVETr. Very definitely.
The CHAmMAN. And incline th<>se who· were in want and those who
were ~is~tisfied and those who have no hope for the future, and have
despair, to grusp any new proposal that might be made to them t
Mr. LoVE'lT. I think that is correct, sir.
:MCY.l'IVES BEHIND THE RUSSIAN OPPOSITION

The CHAIRMAN. What other motive could a gO'Vernment have to
depress its neighbors and to bring about or to encourage economic
disturbance, except that that I have indicated 9 Why should one
country that itself is prosperous and getting along successfully be
jealous of another country because it was rehabilitating itself and
~ming back into a normal state of economic and political life'
Mr. LoVETT. Well, Mr. Chairman, I find it quite imJ?ossible to follow
the devious mental processes of the Politburo, but it is clear that they
have in the JJast. profite<l by unrest and disorder, and in fact have very
frequently had a hand in generating it through fifth-column activities,
so I think it is fair to assume that their ambitions for expansion may
have been an element in their desire to move toward the West.
The CHAIRMAN. Have not those conditioni; that vou mentioned n
moment ago preceded practically every movement· that the Soviets
have made toward taking over these various countries~
Mr. LoVETT. That has been generally so, sir.
DRAFTING

01''

SENATE RESOLUTION

239

The CuAIRMAN. You spoke of the resolution which the Senat&
passed, and you said that it was not drafted by the State Department.
As a matter of fact it is true, however, t.hnt. the State Department did
draft an outline or rough plan, and that the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations worked it all over and changed it and adopted our
own draft1
Mr. LoVETT. My best recollection, Mr: Chairman, is that the State
Department had two or three drafts presenting their views on certain
of the matters which were subsequently covered in 239, and the stair
of the Senator Foreign Relations Committee went over them carefully,
and then they were transmitted to the commit.tee and there were
frequent conv.ersations. What came out of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had very little resemblance to what initially went in
·
in treatment. The basic points, however, were covered.
The CHAIRMAN. As I recall it, the Senate resolution finally adopted
was much shorter and terser than even the drafts which the State
Deparment hnd theretofore submitted.
Mr. L<wETI. Oh, very much.
The CnAIRMAN. And we thought we had made a great improvement.
over the tentative drafts that had been submitted.
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You spoke of the negotiations and conversations with the other
nations who subsequently signed the North Atlantic Pact. As I get
.the effect of your testimony, it was that no pressure was exerted by
the State Department or by our Government to push them into the
treaty, is that correct?
Mr. LovE'IT. It was even stronger than that, Mr. Chairman. All
participants were careful not to give information about the treaty
except on the request of the countries, so that it was not merely a
question of pressure, which was not exercised in any case, but we did
not want to embarrass them, as I pointed out in the statement, even
by discnssing it, unless they asked for such discussion.
The CHAIRMAN: However, is it not logical to assume that with a
number of the nations expressing their desire to adhere, that that no
doubt influenced some other countries to come along and join up?
Mr. LoVETr. I think that is a reasonable assumption. Certainly
there was enough coverage of the discussions in the press to indicate
that some important events were taking place. No doubt those were
among the elements which influenced other countries to inquire as to
the purpose of this and the status at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. And each time a nation would express a desire to
adhere, it would give strength to the North Atlantic Pact, and that
faet would have an influence upon others who were wavering to join
up, is that not true¥
Mr. LoVETr. Yes, sir; that is true.
The CHAffiMAN. That is true in ordinary life and negotiations of a
grouf character.
Al right, Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, Mr. Secretary, first of all I want to
welcome you back even temporarily into this forum where you rendered such distinguished service to the country.
Mr. LovETT. Thank you.
Senator VANDENBERG. The Senate Resolution 239 is really the root
source of the thing which is now under consideration, is it not¥
Mr. LoVETr. Yes, sir.
INABILITY OF THE UNITED NATIONS TO INSURE SECURITY
Senator V ANDENBERO. I think it is of considerable importance to
spend a moment on that resolution, because heretofore in these hearinj?S we have not seriously exl?lored it.
Was not the chief inspiration of that resolution the fact that the
operations of the Security Council of the United Nations were demon&trating so many road blocks that we found it necessary to give our
attention primarily to the possibility of exploring every possible
method to make the Charter work. Was that not the primary inspiration of this entire enterprise¥
Mr. LoVETr. That is correct, sir.
SENATE

RESOLUTION

239

AND STRENGTHENING OF THE

UNITED

NATIONS

Senator V ANDENBERO. Indeed, out of the six points in Senate Resolution 239, is not the very first point and key pomt the one which calls
for voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions involv-
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ing pacific settlements of internMional disputes and sitaations. .am:I
from the admission of new members¥ In other words, is that not thetake-off point from which this consideration started t
Mr. LoVETr. That was the take-off point.
Senator VANDENBERG.- Furthermore, out of the six objectives certified in Senate Resolution 239, three of the six deal sp~ifically with
this effort to find a way to make the Charter of the United Nations
practicable as a factor m preserving international peace and security.
Is that not true¥
Mr. LoVETr. That is true, Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. I would like to identify the other two. I
have read the first objective in the resolution. The fifth objective
reads as follows:
Maximum e1rorts to obtain agreements to provide the United Nations with
armed forces as provided by the Charter, and to obtain agreement among membernatlons upon universal regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate
and dependable guaranty against violation.

The sixth point reads as follows:
U necessary, after adequate e1rort toward strengthening the United Nations..
review of the Charter at an appropriate time by a general conference called

under article 109 or by the General Assembly.

Now, the point I want to reiterate, and I want to see if you agree with
me, is that this clearly shows that the entire impulse of this enterprise
was to find a way, if possible, within the framework of the Charter
of the United Nations, to more nearly approach those protections for
international peace and security which were being interrupted by the
unanticipated obstructions of the Soviet Union and its satellites in
making the Charter work. Is that not true¥
Mr. LoVETT. That is true, Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. Having, then, in three of the six paragraphs
of Senate Resolution 239, dealt directly with this question of the veto,
was it not, in your opinion, a perfectly logical evolution that the Department and the committee should turn, then, to chapter VIII, dealmg with regional arrangements, and still more particularly to article
51, to identfy a very specific opportunity to achieve the results I
have indicated, even though they found it impossible to remove the
veto from questions involving pacific settlements and even though we
found it impossible to progress dependably toward disarmament¥
I will state the question again more briefly : Was it not the fact
that we found ourselves driven to an exploration of chapter VITI of
the Charter, and article 51 in particular, in order to achieve these
peace objectives, even thoui?,"h we continued to find it impossible to
liberalize the Charter itself¥
Mr. LoVE'I'l'. That is quite correct, sir.
AUTHORITY IN CHARTER FOR NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator VANDENBERG. So when we turned to chapter VITI and article 51, we found, did we not, that here was tlw authority under which
congenial nations could proceed in individual and collective selfdefense, whenever the security Council, for whatever reason, was
failing in its oblip;ation to defend adequately the objective of international peace and security f
Mr. LoVETr. That is correct, Senator.
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BIO TRBATY AS A PBBCEDBNT

Senator V ANDBNBEBO. And we found, did we not, and by ''we" I
mean the State Department and the Foreign Relations Committee, that
already a very sigilificant precedent was available in the Rio pact, un·
der which what seemed to be a highly hopeful formula had been devel·
oped which would permit member nations of the United Nations to
individually and collectively defend themselves not only at the instant moment of a sudden armed attack, but also through that continuing period until and unless the Security Council made adequate
arrangements to protect and restore international peace and securityt
Mr. Lovrrr. I believe the Rio pact, Senator, was the signpost for
both the Brussels pact and our own efforts.
THE UNITED NATIONS

AND

THE TREATY

Senator VANDENBERO. So that in this evolution we finally arrive at
the North Atlantic Pact, which does specifically provide, and wholly
within the jurisdiction of the United Nations, the means by which
the congenial peace-loving nations of the North Atlantic community
can defend themselvest within the Charter, not only at a moment of initial armed aggression out also until such time as the Security Council
bas taken adequate action to function as was anticipated when the
Charter was written t
Mr. LoVETr. That was our definite purpo_se.
Senator VANDENBERG. So that we are at this point operating strictly
within the jurisdiction of.the Charter, but outside the reach of the
veto, until such moment as the Security Counoil exercises the responsibilities which are presumed to attach to it under the obligations of the
Charter!
Mr. LoVETI'. That is correct, Senator Vandenberg.
EMPHASIS ON SELF-HELP

AND MUTUAL AID

Senator VANDENBERG. Now, Mr. Secretary, in the course of all of
those preliminary conversations which you had with the first group
of allied nations which have joined in this adventure, to what extent
did the conversations turn on article 3 and the supplemental military
implementation of the pact t
Mr. LoVETr. I will just check article 3, Senator Vandenberg. During the conversations and exploratory discussions which were held
here it was tiresomely repeated by the United States Government
representatives that we were talking about a collective self-defense
system here, on the definite understanding that anything which might
be done in the way of a pact must necessarily stem from absolute
assurance that every member of this would do his utmost not only in
his own defense, but in the defense of his associates in this pact. The
matter of military supplies was not discussed during my time in thea&
eiploratory talks. In fact, there was no figure or estimate. It was,
however, clearly recognized by all that there would be under the
mutual-aid aspect of this, a necessity at some time for help from one
country to another, those countries not being specified. During those
discussions it was clearly understood by all that there was no commitment on the part of this country or any other participant in the talks.
to do a specific thing in the way of supply.
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The whole purpose, and certainly the majority of the time, was
spent on devising a method whereby we could deter the aggr~r,
stop a war before it starts, if possible, and in any event make the position of these countries of common heritage and common ideals so clear
that if anyone did attack them, he would do so at his peril and after
adequate advance warning. It was our hope that we could profit from
the past and stop aggression in an area which has so vitally affected
the national security of this country as well as the peace of the world.
OBLIGATION ON U:SITED STATES

TO

Il'tfPLEMENT ARTICLE

3

Senator VANDENBERG. Now in that phase of those discussions. even
though you did not teach any inquiry into specific implementation,
the situation as I understand you comes down to about this, that clearly
there is some sort of an obligation involved in our signature in this
treaty. The situation certainly does not remain as totally unobligated
as it would be if there were no treaty. But you are undertakirrg-.at
all times to leave the Government of the United States in complete and
unquestioned control of its own decisions in this aspect, without any
sort of mortgage or commitment in respect to its right to make those
decisions!
Mr. LoVETT. That is absolutely correct, Senator. Not only that, but
there were other participants who were equally insistent on such right.
NO COMMITMENTS ON MILITARY ASSISTANCE
Senator VANDENBERG. And so long as you \Vere in charge of these
negotiations, there was no commitment made of any nature, directly
or indirectly, in connection either with the military implementation
of the pact or in respect to the type of action which the United States
would take if, as, and when it confronted armed aggression and had to
decide for itself what its contribution should be.to defeat it f
Mr. LovETT. None whatsoever.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is all.
The CaAmMAN. Senator George¥
Senator GEORGE. I believe I have no questions, except just to thank
Mr. Lovett for coming back down here and assisting us again.
Mr. LoVETT. Thanlr you, Senator.
FORESHADOWED IMPl..EMENTATION OF THE TREATY

Senator GEORGE. I think, Mr. Lovett, you might say that even when
we were considering the resolution to which you have referred there
was at least a consciousness that ultimately there would be an obligation to extend mutual aid and assistance¥
Mr. LovETT. Well, Senator, you will remember in our repeated conferences on this with the Renate Foreign Relations Committee the
question of the constitutional processes was reiterated. My recollection is mentioned two or three times in the language of 239. That
was expanded and explained to the participants repeatedly, and it was
pointed out that the manner of action, the form of action which this
~ountry would take, would necessarily be within the power of the Con~ress, and not. an automatic affair controlled by this treaty itself. On
the other hnnd, if the treaty is to be effective, it must clearly indicate
in advance what the obligation of this Government is, and as I recall
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it, that is covered in article 5. I am not speaking of the governmental
obligation ; that is, to take such action as this Government may deem
necessary, or any other government dealing with its own affairs may
Jeem nec~ary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area. So that the obligation
was always an obligation of some sort dealing with this pact. It was
always in contemplation and was, of course, discussed, hence the introduction into 239 of the repeated warning to the negotiators and to
the executive branch to take such obligation within the constitutional
processes of the country.
Senator GEORGE. That is in accordance with my recollection of our
early discussions and subsequent discussions, so far as that goes.
DETERMINING

UYITED

STATES OBLIGATION UNDER TUE TREATY

I think it would be very difficult, Mr. Lovett, and perhaps you would
agree, to formulate final action before events were beginning to shape
themselves also.
Mr. LovE'IT. I think it would be impossible, Senator George. I do
not think it would be possible.
Senator GEORGE. You do not think it would be possible¥
Mr. LoVETT. No, sir.
Senator GEORGE. That is what I meant to say, that until events began to shape themselves, even aggressive moves, it would be most difficult, if not impossible, to make final determinations as to what our
obligation would mean under the treaty.
Mr. LoVE'IT. The order of magnitude of the event would certainly
be a vital element. If armies marched in and overran a country, that
would appear to be at one scale of magnitude. If, on the other hand,
there was a border incident with some border guards shooting at each
other, that would be toward the low end of the scale. Between that
Jou would have the wide range in which some judgment must enter.
Senator GEORGE. Yes, sir. That is all.
CHANGES IN THE DRAFT HADE BY THE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITI'EE
TheCnAmMAN. May I go back just a moment, while it is on the point
that has just been covered¥ In artic1e 5, after outlining certain other
things, we find the language:
by taking forthwith Individually and In concert with the other parties, such
uetion as It deems necessary • • •.

The Committee on Foreign Relations, in its discussions with the
State Department and the drafters of this treaty, is responsible for
the insertion of that language. The committee insisted that the language "such action as it deems necessary" should be included in that
particular article, and that was for the purpose-you were not here
at the time, as I remember-of reserving to the United States, and
for that matter to the other si~atories of the treaty, the provision
that the action which it would take would be the action which the Government taking it deemed necessary, and so on and so on.
Mr. LoVETr. That is entirely consistent, Mr. Chairman, with the
basic principles set out as guideposts in Senate Resolution 239, and
th~ position taken in the negotiations with the participating countries.
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The CHAIRMAN. I thank you. I wanted to let the country know that
the Committee on Foreign Relations was insistent upon the insertion
of that language so as to preserve the understandings that we had in
the exploratory and other conversations.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Mr. Chairman, I think yon might well add
that the phrase "including the use of armed force" was moved from
its original context at the instance of the Foreign Relations Committee
in order to make sure that the use of armed force was not automatic,
one of the things which had to be embraced within the preventive
measures which might be undertaken in this collective ~urity.
The CHAIRMAN. The Senator is correct, and I recall very vividly the
discussion in the committee with respect to that point. It was contended by some that the language "including the use of armed force"
would require the use of armed force, but we made it very clear, and
the State Department representative agreed with it, that among the
actions which. it could take if it deems necessary was armed force. But
that was reserved to the decision of the United States and other signatories to the treaty. There was nothing automatic about it. It was
·simply a recitation of things that it could do. AlreadI the general
Rroposition of aiding all it could had been named, so the language,
including the use of armed force" was simply a particular statement
that it was within the measures which the United States could take
-0r could not take, and therefore any idea that it was automatic was
negatived and it was made clear th.at there was no obligation to do
that but only on the idea that among the things we could do would be
the use of armed force.
Senator Lodge W
FLUCTUATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND AMERIOAN FOREIGN
POLIOY

Senator LoooE. I am much obliged to Mr. Lovett for giving us this
very helpful statement. I notice the last sentence in the next to the
last paragraph of Mr. Lovett's statement, when he says, "I feel confident that t.he fluctuations in our relations with any foreign power
·will not succeed in diverting our attention from these basic intere&s."
I think it is true that in the last year or two there have been a
number of international actions which have been provocative and
which have aroused anger and irritation in this country, but as I read
that sentence of yours, you feel that the foreign policy on which we
are engaged should be continued whether or not we are irritated or
angered by the actions of some other country.
Mr. LoVETr. Senator, I was trying to point directly to the danger of
'being lulled to either laziness or to sleep by a temporary incident or
a temporary set of circumstances. · I think a fair example can be
found if you recall the swings from anger to disgust to hope that we
went through in the 2 years that I was down here, notabfy with respect to endeavors to reach agreements with the ~oviets. And I was
trying to point out in the record that I feel we must deal with this on
the basis of the long-range policy of this country and not be diverted
by some temporary or transient element in the negotiations between
.any countries.
Senator LoooE. So that even if international communism should
.stop punching us on the nose and should start using honeyed words,
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we should continue along this moderate, firm line that has been outlined I
Mr. LoVETT. Most definitely, sir; because what we want to do is to
insure, if possible, the continuation of some peace which we hope to
attain some day.
.
Senator LoDGE. I think there is no question, is there, that the tactics
of international communism in punching us on the nose have had a
good deal to do with some of the legislation we have enacted I
Mr. LoVETT. I have no doubt of that.
Senator LoooE. And I just express the hope that we do not need
that in order to keep us on the beam.
.
STATE DEPARTllENT·OONGRES8IONAL RELATIONS

Now I would like to bring up one more point, and then I will be
through. When you were Under Secretary of State, you seemed to me
to be making a very comprehensive and wholehearted etfort to keep
in touch witli the United States Senate, in the only way that was open
to you to do it, which was through the Foreign Relations Committee.
First of all, am I right in that belief I
Mr. LoVE'rl'. Yes, Senator Lo~e, you are certainly right. It would
have been quite impossible for tlie Department of State1 in my time
there, or I think at any time, to have dealt with the multitude of confusing problems without somebody to go to and discuss the various
alternatives with complete frankriess and complete security. I emphasize the latter, and I am glad to say that we never, so far as I know,
were let down in those efforts on our part to obtain guidance and help.
By that I do not mean that we were not given restraints, from time
to time, or questioned very pointedly, which served the J.>Urpose of
clarification, but when a line was agreed on and when 1t had the
imprimatur of the Senate Foreign Relations {);mmittee, we could go
back to work and know that we weN going to be backed up, and that
is of tremendous im_portance in negotiation as you know.
Senator LoooE. In preparing yourself for these negotiations, did
you have occasion to look mto past history and see to what extent there
has been cooperation with the Senate in past days on other treaties!
Mr. LoVETr. Yes.z...I have.
Senator Looo& uid you ever find a case in which there had been
clt>ser or more comprehensive cooperation than took place in connection with this one I
Mr. LoVETr. I do not know of any, Senator Lodge. I think this
is an extraordinary collective etfort between the legislative and the
executive branches.
Senator LoooE. So if we can't make a go of it after all the etfort ·
that has been made this time, the outlook for future cooperation is not
very good, is it 9
·
Mr. LoVETr. Not very, sir.
Senator LoooE. Thank you; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
DSOLUTIONS ON THE UNITED NATIONS AND STATE DEPARTHENT
COOPERATION ON SENATE RESOLUTION 288

The Cu•mVAN. Reverting just a moment to these drafts of this
resolution, as I recall it we had. a great number of resolutions by
various Senators affecting the foreign policy, and as I recall it now, we
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referred all of those things down to the State Department, and that
was more or less the basis for the original two or three drafts which
you suggested a moment ago were finally brought back to the committee, and we then reworked them and agreed upon the final draft
of the resolution.
Mr. LoVErT. That is correct, Senator Connally. There were a very
large number-the precise figure escapes me at the moment-of suggestions as to what to do about the problem which Senator Vandenberg has earlier outlined. There was a large nwnber. We were asked
our opinion about it, notably in order to bring in the experts on the
United Nations organization, and there were several suggestions made
in alternative forms by the Department to the committee, but Resolution 239 came out of a series of consultations and not from the State
Department. It is, as was said earlier, substantially more pointed, it
is substantially shorter, and it deals with a more limited area than
was in some of the original suggestions arising out of the large number of bills which had been submitted to your committee.
The CHAIRMAN. As I recall it, five or six of those resolutions or bills
contained suggestions about the amendment of the Charter and dealing with the United Nations, and almost every Senator that had an
idea about how he thonght the foreign policy of the United States
sl}ould be conducted had introduced a resolution, so the committee referred them down to the State Department and you boiled them over
and reduced them to three or four drafts. Those drafts were then
submitted to the Committee on Foreign Relations and then we boiled
them down, and after the final boiling process there ')'RS evolved the
Senate resolution which was adopted by the Senate. Is that not
correct?
Mr. LoVETr. That is generally correct, Mr. Chairman. I think it
was pointed out, sir, that of the six objectives mentioned here there
were three which were designed to strengthen the United Nations on a
universal basis, and one of the problems which was posed to the Department of Stute was, of course, the fact that any major operation
on the United Nations Charter would require the agreement of all
the major powers.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly.
Mr. LovETT. And we had had the lengthy and somewhat saddening
experience of the effect of the veto in the Security Council.
•
The CHAIRMAN. Verv well. Senator Thomas¥
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The Cu AIRMAN. Senator Green?
Senator GREEN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator FulbrighU
Senator FuLBRIGHT. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mc.Mahon?
Senator McMAHON. 1\fr. Lovett, I am delighted to see you and to see
you looking so much better than when I saw you last.
Mr. LoVETr. Thank you, sir.
·
FLUCTUATIONS IN INTERN.VfIONAL RELATIONS

AND

Al\IERICAN

l'OLICY

Senator McMAHON. I do think it is worth emphasizing the context
of the Inst paragruph about which Senator Lodge spoke to you:
namely, that any temporary day-to-day fluctuations shall not be considered by this Government or by the American people as any basic
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change in policy unless and until there are cei1ain developments in
\'ery important matters having tO do with the relations between our
two countries. Are you not in agreement on that¥
Mr. LoVE'IT. That 1s absolutely correct, Senator.
Senator :McMAHON. And I think perhaps the precaution you voice
there is well worth while.
I presume, Mr. Lovett-and I think you have sai'l so, but I think
it is worth emphasizing-that the improvement that we have today
in our foreign relations, in your opinion, in some part at least is due
to the fact that we have taken the steps that we have already taken
with regard to the formulation of this treaty¥
Mr. LoVETr. I think so, sir· very definitely.
Senator McMAuoN. And ti1e American people ought to know that
it is only because we have processed along a definitely marked and intelligent line of conduct that we have gotten as far as we have.
Mr. LoVETT. Yes, sir.
Senator McMAHON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator H1ckenlooper, I beg your pardon. I did
not know you were back there.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I came in while Senator Lodge was asking
his questions.
ccrn:R:UINATION 01'' F.RP WITH Tin: TRF.ATY
Mr. Lovett, I think perhaps you ha,·e been questioned about most of
the phases of this treaty that I might examine into, and if you have
been asked this q_uestion pleruie do not burden the record by answering
it again. But with reference to the treaty itself, and your interest in
its development and its connotations, do you envison any commitment
in the treaty that mi~ht bind us to a continuation of the ECA program or something of its kind in the economic field for a long continued
period, or during the life of the treaty¥
Mr. LoVETT. No, Senator Hickenlooper; I do not see that in any
language in the treaty, or in its intent.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I think that is all. Thank you.
The CHAIR.MAN. Senator Fulbright~
INTEGRATION

OF

EUROPE

· Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I might digress a moment with
regard to some of these other resolutions. · Mr. Lovett, do you feel,
with the economic program we will assume satisfactorily taken care of
by ECA and the security by the pact-as..<>uming it is adopted-that
any political change or any change in the political structure of Europe
will contribute anything to the stability of that area¥
Mr. LovETI. Senator Fulbright, if I understand your question correctly, I think it is virtually impossible to separate the economic,
political, and military influences in western Europe. Therefore, I will
try to be responsive. I think anything which politically in Europe
can improve the sense of unity and cohesion and determination among·
those people is definitely an asset both economically and militarily.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. Is it your impression that our Government
recommend<; or urges that they bring about greater political unity
a.mong those countries 1
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Mr. LoVETT. Senator, I can only answer in the light of the past. I
have not, of course, been in touch with the Department since I got out.
But it was, and I believe still is, our purpose to do what we properly can
to influence the western European countrie8 to a better-integrated
unity of system, and I think, as I recall it, the steps are being taken
now through an organization, I think, called the Council of Euro~
or some sucb name, looking toward a degree of unification which would
have been thought quite impossible just a few .Years ago.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do we have any participation in the so-called
.
Council of Europe¥
Mr. LoVE'IT. No, sir; we do not. It is, of course, restricted to the
sovereign governments of western Europe.
Senator FULBRIGHT. In a sense, we are almost part of the sovereign
government of Germany; are we not!
Mr. LoVETr. Germany, so far as I know, is not presently participating in that group.
POLITICAL UNIFICATION OF EUROPE

Senator Fuum10HT. I do not reca11 any official expression or statement by our Government that we did look with favor upon the unification of Europe. Do you recall any such expression at any time in
recent years!
Mr. LoVE'IT. I do not, Senator Fulbright, recall any public statt'ment offhand. I do recall repeated conversations at the Government
Foreign Office-State Department level with respect to the possibmty
of that, and I believe in the initial ERP discussions there were statements which favored a closer economic integration of those countries~
.In connection with the customs union in particular, it is my recollec. tion that Mr. Clayton had a number of conversations with the heads
of governments abroad pointing out that that ecoomic association
would necessarily have to involve, to be fully effective, a closer politi1cal tie-in.
\ Senator FuumloaT. You are familiar with the fact that the Senate
recently eliminated the word "federation" which had been put in by the
House, indicating that we do not approve of that idea; that we think
the sovereign quality of all these states should be maintained in their
present pristine purity. Isn't that the indication of that move¥
Mr. LoVETr. Senator, I am just reminded by on~ of the officials ofthe Department that there was a public press release put out last
summer.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I am very familiar with it, which did not in~
elude "political." It has always been the idea that it was purely economic, and Mr. Hoffman in his testimony here clearly said he had
nothing to do with the eolitiCE! and thought it would be a mistake ff
there were any political implications in the ECA. That press releaselikewise was limited to the economic, which has been the policy all
along.
EOONOHIC AND JlILITARY INTEORATION

Mr. LoVE'IT. On that point, I do have a fairly accurate recollection.
In the European recovery v.rogram1 the present ECA, the handling of"
the aid program was specifically hmitea to economic considerations...
Senator Ft1LBR10HT. That's right.
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Mr. LoVBTl'. And the Administrator, as I recall it, both by the legislative history and the act itself, was restricted to the economic field.
Senator F lJLBBIOHT. And this program is to be restricted to the
military. There is nothing political in this pact; is there¥
Mr. LoVETr. This is restricted in its language to the security of
the North AtJantic area and the effort to preserve peace in that area. \,
But, as I tried to point out earlier, the effects of this will, I believe,
be economic, political, and security.
Senator FuLBRIOHT. I thought I understood you to say it should
be; but, whether it will or not, there is nothing in the langu1tge of
the act in either of the two programs mentioned which would indicate
that this Government wishes to bring about poJitical unity in Europe.
Mr. LovETT. I believe, Senator Fulbright, that that would be undesirable in this particular case, because, while I am trying to gues.~ what
its effect would be, I think that the pact itself must stick to those
things which deal with its own field.
ADVISABILITY OF ENCOURAGING THE FEDERATION OF EUROPE

Senator FULBRIGHT. That being so, and since the economic and the
military-and I don't quarrel with that; it might very well be the
proper way-are bound ; if I understand you correctly, you feel
political unification of some sort will be brought about, would there
be anything wron~ with our Government at least giving its blessing
and approving of it¥ I am unable to understand why we have never
been willing to say, "Yes, we think it is a good thing and it wouJd
add to the effectiveness of these two programs."
Mr. LovETI'. Senator, I am afraid I cannot answer th1tt question.
I don't know. I think it is something that perhaps the Secretary of
State and the DeP,artment couJd be of some assistance on. I do not
know of any specific public recommendation.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I did not mean that. Do you see any reason
why it should not be done¥ I think it is agreed that it has not been
done. Do you see any reason why it should not be done 1 In other
words, would it not add something to it to express officially what you
say has been done unofficially right along¥
Mr. LoVE'IT. Well, Senator, I am always troubled by words like
''federation" and things of that sort. I am not sure--Senator FULBRIGHT. You used the words "greater unity."
Mr. LoVE'l.T. I suggested that it was in the interest of the countrieP.
immediately involved and of this country, in my personal opinion,
t.o have as great a degree of unity as possible among the western
European countries.
Senator FULBRIGHT. And you mean political unity Y
Mr. LoVETT. I mean unity in all of its aspects, which are both economic, political, and military. Therefore, I believe that the Council
which I mentioned earlier is a heartening step in a direction which
seems to me to be appropriate, but I think the Department of State
would have to give you an opinion as to whether it is in the interests
of this country or the other countries to make that a matter of public
pronouncement.
Senator F'ULlmloBT. If that Council of States were given some
political power, do you think that would be a good thing for the future
security of Europe I
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Mr. LoVETT. My personal opinion would be that it would.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is what I mean, and leaving out the word
"federation," you mean giving them some governmental authority
to make decisions. Isn't that what we really mean, in the final step I .
Mr. LoVE'lT. Yes. I think the moves which Mr. Churchill has made
and which the Brussels Pact signatories have initiated are definitely
a heartening thing.
ADVANTAGES FROM POLITICAL UNIFICATION

Senator FuwRIOHT. I agree with that. I have only been a little
chagrined that our Government would take no interest in that field
when it has taken such a tremendous interest in the economic field.
but somehow that is a part of the picture that is taboo so far as the
Government is concerned, and that to me is the real core of the
problem. It would make possible the much more effective use of
ECA and the resources of the pact, because in the pact the part that
bothers me most about the pact is that we finally end up with only, we
will say, 12 little armies, if you would like to look at it that way, or 12
defense establishments that have no real coordination under a joint
chief of staff. If we are going to pursue the pact, it seems to me it
should be a unified security organization only because it would otherwise not be t>ffective. I cannot believe that it would be anv more
effective than what we had prior to the war, when you ha<l eac-h
country with its own little relatively small military organization, all
of which fell very easily. As a purely practical matter, that is the
principal part that disturbs me: that it won't be effective. I think
you are entirely correct in the emphasis upon the Council, because
that is the element that gives the other elements, economic and military, its binding and permanent coordination, because these people
are likely to coordinate or cooperate only so long as eonditions are
difficult. As soon as they get fairly easy, then they are not as cooperative.
Would you not say that had been your experience in the past~
Mr. LoVETT. It can be definitely, I think, encouraged from without,
but I know of no substitute for the internal desire for it among these
countries.
Senator FUI.BRIOHT. I takes both. They have evidenced a great
deal of desire, haven't they, all along?
Mr. LovETT. I think so. It is hard to measure it, but in my time
there was evidence of it.
But, Senator Fulbright, for the benefit of the reeord, if it is agreeable to the committee, sir, I will ask to put in that statement issued by
the State Department.
Senator FuwRIOHT. It was put in the record before, but it is all right
with me to put it in at this time.
The CuAmMAN. I think, in fairness to Mr. Lovett, it ought to be
put in.
Senator FUI.BRIOHT. I discussed it with Secretary Acheson in the
ECA discussions. The only dift'erenee about it was that to me the
language does not mean political unification, but economic, which is
the same as the ECA.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the statement will be inserted
at this point.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
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S'fATJUiENT BZAD TO THE PRESS BY MR. l\ICDKRKOTT, DEPARTMENT
AUGUST 27, 1948

a.' STAT&,

As stated In the preamble of the Economic Cooperation Act, this Govern.
ment strongly favors the progressively closer Integration of the free nations
-0f western J.~urope. We believe thnt the world of today rt>qulres the tuking
of !<t1>ps which before the war would haTe seemed beyond the range of practical
politics. We favor the taking by the Europeans themselves of any stt>Jlll which
promote the idea of European unity or which promote the stutly of practical
measures and the taking of such measures.

Senator FUI.BRmHT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Lovett, along the lines you were interrogated
by the Senator from Arkansas, this treaty deals only with defensive
arrangements j
Mr. IAWETT. It is a defensive arrangement, Mr. Chairman, aimed at
the preservation of peace in the North Atlantic community. It deals
only with that.
DANGER OF ENCOURAGING THE FEDERATION OF EUROPE
The CHAIRMAN. To link in with that any suggestion of political
action, would that not leave us open to the charges of the Soviet and
others that the whole plan is based on the imperialistic 1ittitude of the
United States, bringmg within the scope of its power the nations
of Europe?
Mr. LoVETT. I think that it might very well do that, but I believe
that one of the controlling factors, of course, is that in such a pact,
with such tremendous imp:1ct 011 tl11' world as u whole. it is necessary
to confine the agreement down to the point where there cnn be no
misunderstanding as to what each person understands it to mean.
The moment you get into the political aspects of these various countries you are treading on the doubtful ground of the sovereignty and
the parliamentary systems which differ between these countries. So
that, in my opinion, it would be wise to deal with the pact as it is.
The CHAJR:MAN. As a matter of fact, this so-called Council of
Europe is working along the lines for greater unity.
Mr. LoVETI'. At the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it not be wise to leave that, which is a European organization, to advance these things, rather than for us to
11ndertake to dictate 01· suggest what course they shall pursue¥
Mr. LoVETT. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I understood from Senator Fulbright that only the question as to whether or not we, so to speak, gave
it our blessing, and attached importance to their activities, was involved, and my answer to that was that while I didn't recall accurately
whether there had been a public statement representing the views of
this Government, but speaking purely as an individul, I thought that
it was a desirable thing for those countries directly involvea to get
together in such degree of unity as they found possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright¥
ENOOURAGINO FEDERATION OF EUROPE OUTSIDE

THE

TREATY

Senator FuLmuoHT. Before you leave that I want to clarify one
point. I did not say that it ought to go in this pact. I only was developing the point that not in any pact or in any way had we done it,
90614-49-pt.1-17
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but your answer that it would be imperialistic, and we would be subject to the charge.1 I cannot follow th.at. It seems to me the least imperialistic attitude for this country would be to encourage a strong
Europe. The policy of Russia in eastern Europe is to prevent any unification. When those countries proposed that they have a Balkan
League, Mr. Tito was one of the proponents of that view, and they immediately said they should not do anything. They would not permit
it. Now, if one is strictly accurate here, the imperialistic approach
for this country would be to discourage unit.y in western Europe, because then we would be able to dominate them one at a time. If we
contribute to building a strong western Europe, a politically integrated Europe, that would be the opposite of imperiahsm, is my view,
because we would be constructing a possible competitor, for example,
in the economic field and in the military field, because they have possibilities of being very strong. I do not understand at all, or I can't
believe, that you beheve it is imperialistic to promote a political unification of those countries.
But you agreed with the chairman when he said that, that that
.would subject us to an accusation of imperialism if we encourage the
political unification of Europe, which seems to me exactly the opposite.
Mr. LoVETr. I think the chairman's inquiry of me related to whether
or not the inclusion of some political advice in this North Atlantic
Pact would or could be construed by the Soviet as a part of their
propaganda line.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I did not mean in this pact. I mean as a governmental policy at any time or in any way that is understandable by
the people. You do not think that would be imperialistic, do you¥
Mr. LoVETr. I think the Government has already, if my faint recollection is correct, indicated that we feel it is desirable and in the best
interests of the countries directly involved in western Europe. as well
as in the over-all search for peace and security, that there should be as
high an order of unity as is possible for them to accept at this time.
Therefore I believe this country has looked with favor on the efforts
being made over there among the Brussels Pact signatories to improve
their political associations.
COUNCIL OF EUROPE

Senator FULBRIGHT. The Council of Europe, of course, is purely an
idea. It has not had a meeting/et. We do not know what will come
out of that. It would be a goo vehicle, I think, with proper encouragement, that it be given political power, but they have had one or
two meetings preparatory to establishing the Council. It has not
really functioned, and if I interpret the reports correctly they had not
agreed to give it nny real powN· to mak<' a decision on anything.
It is another consultative assembly, so to speak, or organization. and
I think that would be the l?roper place that we cooperate, we will say,
or hi>lp them evolve some kmd of organization that has political power.
Mr. LoVETT. Senator, I am not informed on the Council of Europe
and its activities at present. My information, of course, comes only
·from the press. But ~oin~ back to your initinl que!"tion as to n public
statement which might give support to some move toward unity on
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the part of the European countries, there is in the March 17, 1948,
address by the President to the Congress this expression:
Ita significance--

referring to the Brussels Pact-

roes far

beyond the actual terms of the agreement Itself. It ls a notable step
In the direction of unity In Europe fol' the protection and preservation of Its
civilization. This de,·elopment desen·es our full support.
THE TREATY-NOT A COMPLETE

ANSWER

TO OCR DIFFICULTIES

Senator McMAHON. Mr. Lovett, since the end of hostilities we as
a nation have supported UNRRA, the United Nations, Bretton Woods,
the British loan, the ECA, and now a proposed military pact. I
have supported as a Member of the Senate every one of these proposals and every one of these policies. I think It is important that
the American people not get the idea that this pact, if It is entered
into, is the answer to all of our difficulties. I think perhaps one of
the human mistakes that was made along the line was to re~rd each
one of these proposals as the complete answer to all of our difficulties.
I take it that you do not believe that even though '"e are successful
in working out the ECA program and even if It meets our fondest
Pxpectations. and even if this pact is ratified and put into full validity
that we will have then reached the apogee of perfection in the situation between the Soviet Government and ourselves.
Mr. LoVETr. Senator McMahon, I am fairly confident that this is
not the end of our activities as we try to find a solution for a peaceful
existence. It is a most important one, I am sure, but I agree with you,
sir, that we cannot say that thh:;, if enacted, thereupon makes it unnecessary to do anything else .. To the contrary. I feel. that this is one,
and perhaps one of the most important. steps that this country could
take or has taken. But it will inevitably, in view of the dynamic
quality of relationships between countries, require us to meet whatever
circumstances come up a month, a year, or 10 years from now.
DANGER

OF AN

AR:\IAMENT

RACE

Senator McMAHON. Perhaps my knO\vledge of history is deficient,
and perhaps you will correct it, but I seem to have no recollection
of any occasion in all history where an armament race ever resulted
in anvthing except conflict. As I recall history, wherever you have
had two nations of approximately equal size where you have engaged
in an armaments race there has ineYitably followed conflict. That
is why I have personalJv been of ·the opinion that we must, in some
fashion or other, end tbis arms race, in order to assure ourselves
of pennanent peace. I also appreciate that one of the ways of ending
it is to have the proper kind of strength 'vhen you· go into a discussion of disarmament.
I merely emphasize that fact for this record because for my part I
want the people to know that. I do not re~ard this pact as any 100-percent guaranty of peace~ and I do not tlnnk it ought to be sol<l to the
American people on that basis.
The CHAIRMAN. If it will be a 50 percent guarantee it will be
something.
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Senator McMAHON. Don't misunderstand. I think I have made it
clear that it is a necessary step, but we will get much more support
for future moves in our foreign policy if we do not add an extravagant
sales price or an extravagant value lo this particular step.
The CnAIRMAN. Mr. Lovett, we have today with us, through the
courtesy of the committee, Senator Donnell and Senator Watkins.
of Utah, and it is our intention to permit them to interrogate you if
that is agreeable with you.
Mr. LoVE'IT. Certainly, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell 9
ENHANCEMENT OF OUR SECURITY

Senator DoNNEU.. Mr. Lovett, in your statement I observe, on page
8, that you have expressed a be1ief that the signature of the treaty
has ii;i itsel~ enhanced the chances of suc~essfully achieving the goals
ment10ned m your statement of our foreign pohcy. Is that correct~
Mr. LovETT. Yes, Senator. You refer to the paragraph starting,
"Nothing that has occurred since I left office. • • *"?
Senator DoNNEJ,J,. Yes, as read in conjunction with the immediately
preceding paragraph, where you defined what is at least one of the
great goals of our foreign policy.
Mr. LovETI. Yes, that is correct, Senator Donnell.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Lovett, I assume from this belief on your
part, namely that the ,·ery signature of the treaty has enhanced the
chances of successfully achieving these goals, that there isn't any
very great doubt in the minds of the European nations, so far as you
have observed, that the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate
i$ favorable to this treaty.
Mr. LoYErr. I am unnble to answer that, Senator Donnell. I do not
know what the attitude of the foreign governments is. I would have
no means of knowing. I would assume that they would be hQpeful
that this country would approve the treaty.
SENATE RESOLUTION

239

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Lovett, you referred in quite considerable
detail, and I am very glad you did because it was a matter that we
had interrogated Secretary Acheson about also, to the history of Senate Resolution 239. Yon recall reading the Congressional Record
of June 11, 1948, which was the date on which the debate on and the
action on that resolution occurred in the Senate, do you not Y
Mr. LoVETr. I did not read the Oongressional Record, sir, but I do
remember its adoption.
Senator DONNELL. Did you know at the time that Senator Vandenberg, who presented the resolution, made numerous statements as to
what in his opinion the resolution did and what it did not do, and the
fact that the Senate was to be completely free later on to decide
whether it would go further on 9
Mr. LovmT. I read the accounts of it in the papers.
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CONS'MTUTIONAL PREROGATIVJ'.S OF THE SENATE IN THE JlATmCATION OF
TREATIES

Senator DoNNEI.£. In connection with this treaty, I observe here on
the wall a large map, showing in very heavy black, stntes signatory of
the North Atlantic Treaty, April 4, 1949. That signature to the treaty,
I take it, you would agree imposes no duty whatsoever upon the Senate
if in its judgment it deems proper not to ratify the treaty, does it~
Mr. LoVETr. You mean the signature to the pact itself Why no,
Senator Donnell. It is clearly understood that t·his treaty cannot be
binding on this country until the Senate acts.
Senator DoNNELL. So it is entirely possible, is it not, Mr. Lovett,
that it is a little bit premature for the great confidence that you speak
of, the new sense of confidence, to have arisen in Europe until the
Senate has determined, after hearing the testimony and hearing the
arguments, whether it will or will not approve the ratification of the
treaty?
Mr. Lovrrr. Senator Donnell, I don~t think you can keep people
from having hope, a.nd I think the people of Europe have hope, based
on our past performances in ECA and in the general effort to find
peace, that the Congress, represented by the Senate in this case, will
find it wise and appropriate for this country to sign the pact.
Senator DONNELL. At any rate, I take it as you have indicated so
fairly and correctly, that the Senate is no more obligated today to
approve this treaty than it was before the signature of the pact. That
is correct, is it not~
Mr. LoVE'IT. I am not able to answer that, Senator Donnell.
Senator DONNELL. You know as a matter of law that the Senate
lu1s the right either to approve or not to approYe this treaty~
Mr. LoVETr. T·hat is correct.
Senator DONNELL. And it has precisely the same right today that it
had prior to the signature of the treaty 1
Mr. LoVE'IT. I do not think the right is in question.
Senator DoNNELL. I say it has precisely the same right it had before
the signature to the treaty.
Mr. Lovrrr. Certainly. The right has not changed.
GENESIS OF SENATE RESOLUTION

239

Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Lovett, you ha.Ye told us of the progress
made on Senate Resolution 239. Would you tell us, please, who it
was, if you know, who first conceived the idea that a resolution to that
general effect would be desirable? Was it the State Department or
was it the Foreign Relations Committee?
Mr. Lo\'ETI'. I haven't any idea, Senator Donnell. I just don't know.
My re<'ollection is that the suggestion derived from the committee acti,·it it> '. <'~rtainly. so far as I know, there wus 110 such communication
from the Department of such an idea.
Senator DoNNELL. You haYe no recollection, howeYer, as to who it
was, whether someone on this committee or someone in the State
Department, who first conceived the idea of a resolution to that general
~feet Y
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Mr. LovETI'. No, I haven't, Senator Donnell: but my p;uess wo11lrl be
that it came out of the committee's activities with respect to the United
Nat ions bills.
Senator V AXDENBERO. Will the Senator yield! I think I can cJear
that up for him.
Senator DoNNELL. I would like it if the Senator would.
Senator VANDENBERG. I have no doubt thRt the original impetus
came from the committee in its efforts to see, as to all of these various
resolutions which had been presented by many different Senators
dealing with many phases of these related problems, whether it was
possible to lay down a general philosophy which would cover them
all.
Senator DONXF.LL. Might I ask the Senator~ if he will permit me,
whether or not this thought which he snys he has no doubt originated,
as I understand it. in the committt>e, was by someone on the committee communicated to the State Department 1 Was that the initiation
of the State Department's connection with the matter~
Senator VANDENmrno. I suppose so. in connection with the continuous conversations we were having with the Department regarding this
flood of resolutions with which we were confronted.
Senator DoNNELL. I do not want to ask the St>nator more questions
unless he is perfectly willing to answer them. I appreciate he is not
the witness this morning.
What I wanted to ask him is. If he recalls 'vi th certainty whether or
not it was a member of the committee who first commimicated the
thought of such a resolution to the State Department, or whether it
was someone with the State Department who communicated that
thought to the Foreign Relations Committee~
Senator VANDENBERG. I just do not think yon can categorically
identify the initial impulse, because we were dealing jointly with the
problem of trying to find out what we ought to do with this flood of
resolutions which was before ns from various Members of the Senate.
Senator DoYYEr.L. Thank you, Senator.
REASOXS FOR TUE XORTH ATL.\XTJC TRF.ATY

Now, Mr. Lovett, am I correct in the understanding of the early
portion of your statement that the birth of the concept. to quote the
language in your statement, of this treaty arose from conduct by the
Soviet Government~ Is that correct~
Mr. LovETr. That is not entirely correct, sir, because it presumes
that the conduct of the Soviet Government was the proximate cause of
this entire enterprise, whereas it was one of a number of factors included among which were, of course, this problem of the United Natiorn• veto, the obstructionism which they had shown, and their openly
declared antagonism t.o the recovery of western Europe.
Senator DoN:XF.LL. Yes. And us you have indicated in your statement, and I read from it :
The policies and practices pursued b)· tlle Soviet Go\·erument and the Communist Parties subservient to it since the end of hostilities h1u1 created a i;:ense of
Insecurity In the free countries of western Europe who had joined together to
promote with American assistance the reconstruction and recoYery of thelr
community.

That is correct, is it not?
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Mr. LoVETr. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. And I ask you if you continued in the next pa.ragraph:
This general sense of Insecurity had been lntenslftE>d by the Ravage reaction of
t.be Soviet Governo1ent to the program of cooperatl\"e undertaking between the
United States and the nations of western Europe then knowo us the Ma1·shall
plan-

and so forth! That is correct, is it not!
Mr. LoVETr. That is correct.
Senator DoNNF.IL. So the activities of the Rn!'l.ciian~ and particularly with respect to the veto power in the Security vouncil of the
United Nations, had at least a very large part in the birth of the
eoncept mentioned in your statement, namely the concept of this
treaty?
Mr. LoVETr. It was certainly one of the factors. but included, of
course, were the failure of the Council of Foreign Ministers meeting
in London in December 1947 and our long experience of obstructionism toward the efforts of the United Nations to perform the functions
with which it was charged.
SIGNING OF BllUSSELS PACT

Senator DONNELL. On the 17th of March 1948 you have told us
that there occurred the signature of the Brussels Pact. That is
correct; is it not¥
·
Mr. LovETr. That is correct, sir.
8enator DoNNELL. Was that pact, as you recall it, a defensive pact,
solely!
Mr. LoVE1T. As I recall it, it was a defensive pact which had certain
aspects of association both economically and politically.
PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S SPEF.CH OF KARCH 1 T, 1948

8enator DoNNELL. And you quoted in part this morning from President Truman's speech to the joint session of the Congress on March
17. At that point, if you do not mind, and for the purpose of a little
further questioning, I should like to have the record show these three
sentences from his speech:
This develo11ment-

the President was referring to the Brussels Treatydeserves our full supJ)Ort.

I pause, Mr. Lovett, to ask whether or not the speech by the
President was delivered on the identical day on which the treaty
was signed.
Mr. LoVETr. It was, sir.
Senator Do~NELI.. So that the President knew of the fact that the
treaty was to be signed, and his address was prepared in advance of
the expectation that it would be signed. That is correct; is it not¥
Mr. LovETr. I do not know when it was prepared, Senator Donnell,
but of course he knew that it would be signed on a given date, as it
had been carried by the press.
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Senator DoNNELL. And his language in his speech continues, after
the sentence which I read, namelyThis de,·elopment desen·es our full support-

with this:
I nm <'onftdent that the Unitf'(l StntPs will, by appropriate me1ms, extend to
the frl'(' nntlonR the support which the situation requires. I nm sure that the
dPtermlnntlon of thf' frPe <'Ollntrles of Euro[I(' to protect themselves will be
matched by an equal dPti>rmlnatlon on our part to help them to do so.

You recall substantially that language in his address~
Mr. LovETT. Oh, Yef': I recall that very well.
,
Senator DoNNELL. That address was delivered on March 17, was
it not, 1948?
Mr: LovETT. Yes, sir, it was.
Senator DoNNELL. And the act.ion by which the Senate approved
Senate Resolution 239 was not until nearly 2 months lated
Mr. LoVETT. That is correct.
SUBSEQUENT ADOPTION OF SENATE RESOLUTION

239

Senator DONNELL. So that not.withstanding this advice from the
Senate, which was embraced in Senate Resolution 239, and I use the
term "advice" because of the fact that. the President, in his letter of
March 17, 1949, to Senator Watkins, uses that term and puts it in
quotation marks, the advice given by Senate Resolution 2.19 was not
given until almost 2 months after the President had himself expressed
certainty that the determination of the free countries of Europe to
protect themselves would be matched by an equal determination on
our part to help them to do so. That is correct; is it not 9
Mr. LovETI'. The times are correct.
Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Lovett, you referred to the frequent
use of the expression Senate Resolution 2!39 "constitutional processes,"
and I have observed that fact, too, and the fact that assurance is given
more than once in that document. of the fact that the constitutional
processes were to be preserved. I am correct in that; am I not 9
Mr. LoVE'M'. Yes, sir.
CONORESSION AL POWER TO DECf.ARE WAR
Senator DoNNEr.L. Mr. Lovett, in whom, nuder the Constitution
of the United Stat.es, is the power to declare war vested~
Mr. LoVETr. The Congress.
Sena.tor DONNELL. And the Congress ('Onsists of two Houses, and
not only the Senate? Of course we realize. bv the term "Congress"
in that"expression is meant the two Houses; is it noU
Mr. LoVETr. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. May I ask yon this hypothetical question whi<'h
was suggested to one or two of the witnesses previously: Suppose,
for irn;;tnnce, that Norwav. 6 weeks after the ratification of this treatv.
if it be ratified. should ·be attacked some day h~· 500.000 Russian~.
Mny I ask yon, please, Mr. Lovett, whether or not it would be necessar,;v
ll!" you construe the law, for Conµ:ress to be consnlte<l before the President of the United States, acting under the ·~\orth Atla.ntic Treaty.
could send troops and ta.ke efforts t.o repulse Russia along that front?
Mr. LoVETI. Yes; I think that is clear.
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Senator DoNNELL. You think what is clear'
Mr. LoVETT. That the President would, before declaring war, have
to leave the matter to the Congress.
Senator DoNNELL. Before declaring war he would have to leave the
matter to the Congress~
Mr. LovE'IT. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Do you. think he would have no power to send
troopsf
Mr. LoVETr. I think it would depend on the circumstances as to
whether our own troops were involved.
Senator DoNNELL. Suppose, for instance, that none of our own
troops was involved whatsoever in Norway at that time, but that
Norway should be attacked by 500,000 Russians. Do you not think that
the agreement on the North Atlantic Pact by which it is expressly
stated in Article 5The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all-

would give the President the same power with respect to that attack
on Norway that he would have if an attack were made on the United
States of America along its own coast line~
Mr. LoVETr. No, sir; I do not. I think the power of the President
is clearly fixed by the Constitution an<l I see nothing in this treaty
which in any way runs counter to it.
Senator DoNNELL. And what is that power of the President which
you see so clearly placed and fixed by the Constitution f
Mr. LovETr. The power of the President, and the limitations on that
power, would require a declaration of war to be made by the Congress.
Senator DoNNELI,. So that if Congress were not in session at the
time it would have to wait until the declaration of war, and any
action by the President-am I correct in that ¥-toward sending troops
would have to wait until the Congress convened 1 Is that correct 1
Mr. LoVETI. Senator, I am sure the members of this committee here
are more familiar with the procedures followed by Congress while
they are not in session. I suppose a special session would be called,
an emergency session. I believe that has occurred in the past, and I
would assume that that would be the procedure followed in the future.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think, Mr. Lovett, that if New York
City were attacked when Congress was not in session that the President would or would not have power to send troops and take all necessary military action to protect our shores and our country before
Congress came back W
PRESIDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY AS COMMANDF.R IN CHIEF

Mr. LoVETT. I don't know the legalistic answer to that, Senator
Donne11. I am not a lawyer. But I think the realistic answer to it
would be an immediate response, since it is clear that our own troops
in the area, Navy yards, and so forth, would be at once attacked, and
I should think tlrnt his powers as Commander in Chief, and his responsibility for the protection and well-heinp: of those troops, would
gh·e him some special latitude, but I want to emphasize, sir, that I am
not a lawyer and not competent to pass on that type of question.
&>nator DoNNF.J.L. Suppose. Mr. Lovett, that instead of the attack
occurring on the American shores at New York, where there is a.
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navy yard near at hand, that the attack should oe<:w· upon some otherportion of the American sho1-e, at any point where there are no troops
whatsoever. Suppose that any act, atom bombs, or immediate landing of troo.P8, or whatever illustration you might think of, of the
actual physical attack on our country, were to occur at a point where
there were no American troops. Do you think the President woula be
powerless to act under those circumstances until after Congress had
come back togethed
Mr. LoVEri. I say again, Senator Donnell, I do not know the legal
responsibility of the President as Commander in Chief in those
circumstances which you put in this hypothetical case, but I would
assume that the President, as Commander in Chief, would react
immediately.
Senator DoNNELL. In other words, the presence of troops of the
United States at that particular point where the attack occurred would
not be the decisive element in determining whether he had power to
act to save our country or not Y
Mr. LovETr. I do not know what the legal answer to that is, but
I think from a practical point of view, if any portion of this country
were attacked the President, as Commander in Chief, might have eromespecial authority with which I am not fully familiar.
Senator DONNELL. I thought you said a moment ago, when I asked
you one of my earlier quest10ns, that the power of the President is
clearly set forth in the Constitution, and its limitations also.
Mr. LoVETr. I was speaking specifically of the limitations and specifically in answer to your question as to the declaration of war.
Senator DoNNELL. 'what are the limitations that you refer to that
are clearly set forth in the Constitution with respect to the President
of the United States Y
Mr. LovETr. That the Congress of the United States has the authority, and is the sole body that has the authority, to declare war.
ARTICLE

0

AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL POWER
CONGRESS

OF

THE PRESIDENT

AND·

Senator DONNELL. Then if the President in your opinion would not
have power to send troops over to Norway, or to take immediate action.
before Congress came together, much of this talk about the great advantage of this treaty from the standpoint of the promises, so that we
could act instantly, as Mr. Vandenberg has indicated, and as article 5
refers to by the word "forthwith," and much of the force of that argument, is lost immediately if the President does not have power to act
instantaneously is that not correct Y
Mr. LoVETT. '.No, Senator Donnell; I do not think that is correct...
With great respect, sir, I think that the reaction of this country to an
obvious act of aggression such as you ~ave in your suppositions.I case
would require great promptness in action.
Senator DONNELL. It might require much greater promptness than
the assembling of Congress from the four corners of the United States
might permit Y In other words, it would require action prior to the
return of Congress 1
Mr. LoVETT. No, sir: I don't think that I would go that far.
Senator DoNNELL. You would think the President would have to
wait until Congress got back before he could send nny troops or take·
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action toward l'f'pelling Russia under the circumstances I have cited
in Norway!
Mr. LoVETr. No, sir. I think he would have to leave it to the Congress to declare war, but certain}~ the Military Establishment could be
pulling itself together and gett1~ material and personnel collected
in the event that the Congress did declare war. That would be a
tremendous saving in time.
Senator DoNNELL. But the President, you do not think, could send
troops over to Norw~, or send bombers, or take any overt action with
respect to repelling Russia, until Congress had declared wart
Mr. LoVETT. Yes, sir. Again, let me caution you; I am not a lawyer.
My answers are simply based on the reasonable understanding of
the authority of Congress with respect to the declaration of war.
CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE UNDER

ARTICLE~

Senator DoNNELL. Now, referring again to article 5 of the proposed
treatyTbe parties agree that an armed attack against one or more ot them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all ; • • •

I understood you to say a few minutes ago that if an attack should
occur on the shores of America at a point where no troops are present
whatsoever, the President, in your judgment, would immediate1y, as
you put it, react, which I understand you to mean that he would not
onlv be startled. but that he would take action. Am I correct in that t
Mr. LovETr. I said that my best judgment would be that the President, as Commander in Chief, would have certain express powers
there in his capacity as Commander in Chief.
Senator DoNNELL. Then the agreement thattbe parties agree that an armed nttaek against one or more of them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all-

is to be read, is it not, in connection with the fact that the President
would, as you have indicated, have some powers in the event an
attack were made against our own country¥
Mr. LoVE'IT. I am not sure I understand vour question.
Senator DoNNEU... Perhaps I had better state this. Let me ask
you another q_uestion or two along this line. You ceased to be Under
Secretary on January 20, did you not, of this year!
Mr. LoVE'IT. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Up to t.hat point had there been incorporated
in the draft of the treaty any language to the effect thatthe parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all?

Mr. LoVETr. That was in some of the drafts.
Senator DoNNELL. You understood the legal meaning of the language, or else you would not have concurred in its incorporation in
the draft!.
Mr. LoVETT. We not only understood it but we spent long hours
explaining that any treaty which might subsequently be developed as
a result of these exploratory talks would not be binding until such
time as it had been throu~h the constitutional processes of this country, and at no point was there any question but what the Constitution
fixes the respective powers of the President and of the Congress, and
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the treaty i_n no way changes, so far as I know, the respective powers
of the President or the Congress.

Senator DONNELL. Do you say, Mr. Lovett, that at the time you
ceased to be Under Secretary, then, that it was understood in the State
Dep11.1tment that this provision that I have read to you from article
5 did not impose any obligation on this country to forthwith go to
war or to send troops or to take any action, even though the statement
in thi?i article is that every one of these signatories agrees that an
armed attack against any one of them is to be deemed an armed
attack against itself?
Mr. LoVErr. Senator Donnell, I think it is perfectly clear that in the
discussions the manner of the armed attack was probably the item on
which more time was spent than any other. It was always understood,
and there has never been the slightest doubt, that the reaction of any
participant. not jm-lt the United States, must take place under its constitutional procedures, whatever that might be. And so far as I know,
there has never been any question.
COMPARISON OF RIO TRE.\TY WITH NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
Senator DoNNELr.. Mr. Lovett, Senator Vandenberg referred in his
interrogation to the Rio Pact. Are you familiar with the Rio Pact
of 1947?

Mr. LoVETr. I was familiar with it; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELi.. You recall that in article 3 of the Rio Pact
there is this provision, do you not 1
The High Contractlni: Parties agree that an armPd attack by any State against
an American State shall be considered as an attack against all the American
Stnte!l amt. <'onsequeutl~·. en<'l1 one of the !<llld Contracting Partle!l undertakes
to assist in rue..tlng the attack in the exercise of the Inherent right of ilHli\'idual
or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51 of the Charter of the United
Nations,

Mr. LoVETT. Yes, sir.
Senator DQNNU.L. Do you think that this proposed treat.y is based,
as I have rather understood Senator Vandenberg t.o indicate, at least
in part on the Rio Pact, this pact that I have just read from 1 .
Mr. Lon:TT. This pact is based in part on the Rio Pact. It differs
from the Rio Pact in several particulars.
Senator DoNNEI.L. And may I call your attention to the fact, and
ask if I am correct in this statement. that among the things in which
it differs from the Rio Pact is that the Rio Pact contains article 20,
which reads as follows:
DPCh<ions which rl'QllirP th" applieatlon of measures spe<'ifted In Artkle 8
shnll bP bindinit upon all the Shmatory States which ha\'e ratified this Treaty,
with the sole exePptiou that no Statt> shall be rPquire<l to use armed force without its consPnt.

Do you recall that that proYision is in the Rio Pact?
Mr:Lonrr. I recall such a provision.
Senator DoxXELL. A111l there is no such provision in the Atlantic
Treaty? That is correct1
l\fr: Lovt:rr. There is no similar provision.
Senator DoN~Eu .. Now, l\lr. Lovett, you say that the negotiations
for the North Atlantic Pact were based on Senate Resolution 2:~1),
and that that was the guidepost of your negotiations; is that correct~
Mr. Lon~rr. That is correct.
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Senator DONNELL. May I usk you this question. In the negotiations
was there any consideration given to the fact that among the elements
that would make this treaty succeed would be the fact that there
should be such an overwhelming force developed by the parties to
the treaty as would act as a dete1·rent against any foreign nation
attacking any of these participants~ Do you remember that'?
Mr. Lon:rr. It was clearly in contemplation thnt the unified purpose of the participnnts in this group would enable us to show a degree
of determination which we hoped would stop an aggressor before war
began, and not compel us to become involved at some later date after
war was under way.
Senator J)uNNE'LL. And that thought was expressed, was it not, by
the President of the United States in his inaugural address of January
20, 1949, in which, among other things, he said this:
If we cun make It suftll'iently cle11t· In advance that any urmed attack affecting
our national security would be met with overwhelming force, the armed attack
111i;:bt newr occur. I hope soon to ~nd to the &>1111te a treaty respecting the
North Atlantic Security Pact. In addition, we will p1·ovlde military advice and
equipment to free nutlons which will cooperate with us In the maintenance of
pt'll<"I' and security.

Do you recall that pa1t of his address?
Mr. LovETT. Yes, sir; I do.
DISCGSSION OF NECESSITY OF SENDING UNITED STATES MANPOWER TO

EUROPE
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Lovett, it is, therefore, of very great importance, is it not, if the theory of the President is to be followed, that
we shall have coJlected together here overwhelming force, to adopt
his languagei. to be furnished by this country to the countries signatory over to Europe adequate supplies which, when added to their own
supplies, shall provide that overwhelming force. That is right, is it
not!
Mr. LovETT. I am not able to give you the complete definition of the
degree of force that the language "overwhelming'' contemplates, but
I have no doubt in my own mind that if this country ever undertakes
to fight a war and attempt to restore the peace and security of the
North Atlantic area that we will bring overwhelming force to bear.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know whether or not it was considered
by the negotiators, and particularly the United States, ns to wlwther,
in order to stop Russia in her tracks if she should come ncross. the
borders of the other European countries, it would be necessary or
advisable that there be United States troops on hand in addition to the
troops of the Europe&n countries~
Mr. LoVE'M'. No, sir. I have no such recollection.
Senator DoNNELL. You have no such recollection?
Mr. LoVE'M'. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. You do not know whether that was ever discussed?
Mr. LoVE'IT. I have an accurate recollection of the negotiations in
which I participated,. but I do not recall that question being raised by
anyone. No suggestion was made to us that we should have United
States troops spotted around Europe.
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Senator DoN:!'fELL. Mr. Lovett, vou spoke of not. being a lawyer.
Did your Department have counsel on the preparation of this treaty
from Mr. Bohlen and others?
Mr. LoVETr. It had counsel from both the geographical desk officers
and from the legal adviser's office and from the counsel, but Mr.
Bohlen also is not a lawyer, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Bohlen is not a lawyer, sir?
Mr. LoVETr. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. He is described in the booklet. that I have here,
which is a series of addresses made over the Columbia Network, as
"counselor of the Department of State."
Mr. LoVETr. He is the counselor of the Department of State, but
that is not in itself necessarily legal.
Senator DONNELL. What is Mr. Bohlen's profession or business!
Mr. LoVETT. He is a Foreign Service officer.
Senator DONNELL. And if you do not mind telling us, what is your
profession or business, Mr. Lovett 1
· Mr. LoVE'lT. I am a private banker, sir.
Senator DONNELL. In New York City~
Mr. LoVEIT. In New York City.
Senator DoNNELL. What is the organization with which you are
connected?
Mr. LOVETT. I am a general partner of Brown Brothers & Harriman, a private commercial bank.
Senator DoNNELL. I was wondering whether or not the Harriman
that is mentioned is in any way related to Mr. Harriman-Mr. LOVETT. There are two. ,V, A. Harriman was formerly a general partner, and is now a limited partner, having resigned from gen·
eral partnership; and his brother, E. Roland Harriman, is at the
present time a general partner.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. W. A. Harriman is Mr. W. Averell Ha:triman, who is the Amb~ssador \vho testified here a few days ago~ ·
Mr. LoVETT. That is correct.
INABILITY OF THE UNITED NATIONS TO FUNCTION

Senator DoNNELL. I would like to just briefly-and I shall not
trespass much longer on your time, Mr. Lovett, or that of the committee, read these three sentences from ~fr. Bohlen's address over the
Columbia network on March 23 of this year. He says:
I shall not recite the dreary record of Soviet frustration nnd obstnictlon in the
United States, the abuse of the veto, the deft1rn<'e of resolutions of the General
Assembly. I mention them merely to show that the fault lies not with the {;nlted
Nations, nor in the mechunism set up nndn the Charter. bnt in the policies and
attitude whi<'h the go,·ernment of ont• of the grent powns h11s pursued In relation
to Uie organization. As a result, the United !\atlons has not ba•n pf'rruitted to
establish throughout the world the condition of security for which It was designed.

Do you concur in the observations so tnade bv ~Ir. Bohlen~
Mr.'Lon:rr. Yes; I do.
•
Senator DONNELL. I think that is all.
The CHAIR!\JAN. l\lay I interrnpt here to say that while Mr. Lovett
is not himse.lf a lawyer. and has not practiced, I suppose. I want to say
that his father was one of the most distinguished lawyers in the United
States. He attained distinction first. down in Texas, where he resided.
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1-le then moved to New York and was the attorney for the elder Mr.
Harriman, and was also the general counsel and chairman of the board,
as I recall it now, of the Union Pacific Railroad. Is that correctW
Mr. Lovr.rr. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. He was one of the most remarkable men that our
State has ever produced, and was distin~ruished not alone in his own:
State but throughout the United States, and was a member at one time
of the largest law firm in. Texas, at Houston.
Thank you, Senator. for permission to interrupt.
Senator WATKINS. Mr. Chairma,n and Mr. Lovett, I say at the outset
I regret that I couldn't be here when you gave your main statement.
I was required on another committee in order to make a quorum, and
they would not let me leave. I did want to hear your principal statement. I have tried to glance at it and get some information out of the
-examination which would indicate just what you said in your main
statement. I may possibly cover some of the same ground you have
covered before, but it is not wth any intention to be repetitious, but to
clear up some matters that bother me, and I would like some light on
:them.
GENESIS OF NORTH ATLANTIO TREATY
Going back to the negotiations for the North Atlantic Pact, how
long were you connected with those negotiations, Mr. Lovett!
l\lr. J,m"ETT. Th£>y ~tnrt£>d i11 .July of UJ.J.R. sir, and continued through
September, were 11<ljo11r11ed in ::;ept<.>mb<'t· and picked up again m
December of 1948, and I was connected with them actively from July
to SeJ.>tember and again from December until the termination of my
office m January.
Henator WATKINS. How Jong did you serve in the Stat~ Department t
Mr. LoVETT. I served from the 1st of July 1!>47 until January 20,
1949.
Senator \V ATKINS. That was your first service with the State
Department?
Mr. Lon:TT. Yes, sir. I hnd previously been about 5 years Assistant
Secretary of 'Var for Air, in the War Department.
Senator \VATKINS. I have been trying to find out just who would be
. able to give us the information on the genesis of this North Atlantic
Pact, and the reason I say that is because it has been sug~ested to me
by a very expert newspaperman that he observed at the time of Bretton Woods that this pact had its ~enesis, that it was already then in
contemplation by some of our planners in the State Department, and
I would like to find out if I can from somebody in the Stnte Department if that is true.
Mr. LovE'IT. I cannot, of course, answer for what might have been
in the mind of someone long before my period of service in the State
Department, .but I can give you positive assurance as to how this particular pact arose, and that was covered at some length earlier this
morning in the testimony, Senator Watkins. You will find it in full
there.
Senator WATKINS. If you will note, what I said was that this newspaperman indicated that he saw it. He was covering that particular
conference, and he said he saw its beginnings then. Of course that
·would be--
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Mr. LoVETT. I would doubt that very much, sir, a6 the genesis arose
through a series of circumstances in the United Nations, and circumstances associated with the United Nations Organization, and that was
only evident in 1947 and 1948, whereas the Bretton ·woods business
was many years before that.
INCLUSION OF ARTICLE 51 IN THE CHARTER

Senator WATKINS. Then I read also, and it\lso whetted my curiosity
to this point, a statement attributed to Mr. John Foster Du1les, who
stated, or at least my reco1lection· of the press story sometime hack
was, that he and the Senator from Michigan provided, or helped draft,
to get into the United Nations Charter, article 51, a provision for
regional arrangements of this kind, so that in the event we had
difficulty with the United Nations procedure or the Security Council
we would always be provided with something of this type to take its
place.
Mr. LovETT. Senator Watkins, I read some of the transcript last
night, and I think you will find that Senator Austin dealt with that
at some length. Certainly there are on the Foreign Relations Committee at least two Senators who were actively associated in the meetings in San Francisco.
Senator WATKINS. Maybe sometime they will be testifying and we
can ask them about it and find out just. how this thing did get into
the United Nat.ions Charter, and just where it began.
Senator VANDENB1mo. I am sure the Senator doesn't mean, when he
says "how it got in,'' and does not infer, any sinister implication or
something terrifically criminal about it.
Senator WATKINS. I do not. It may have been a very wise thing, the
way the United Nations thing was set up, that we should have some
safety esC'alator, and, as somebody said the other day, provide a backstop in the event the United Nations did not function.
ThP CHAIBMAN. There wns no porch climbing in this matter. The
San Francisco Conference understood it perfectly when they adopted
it! and the Senate understood it perfectly when they adopted the
C rnrt.er.
Senator WATKINS. I am glad to know that, because I have some
serious questions as to why they did what they did at that time, and
1 thou~ht probably we would have a way out even for them. If
d10y did not have full information they probably would not have
adopted it as it was adopted.
Senator VANDENBERG. If the Senator will yield, just on the point,
this is no time to ar_e;ue it and I do not want to intl.'rrnpt the examination, but for the ;::;enator's basic information I would like to make
this fundamental statement, that in my opinion the South American
countries would never have signed the United Nations Charter without article 51, and its original mspiration was from the pan-American
countries.
Senator WATKINS. What inspired chapter VIII, which followst
The CnAIB?tlAN. May I interrupt right there to supplement what
Senator Vandenberg said? The Dumbarton Oaks preliminary draft
of the United Nations contained a clause on regional arrangements
which was developed and perfected by article 51 at San Francisco.
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Senator VANDENBERG. There was nothing in Dumbarton Onks comparable to article 51.
Senator WATKINS. I am talking about Brt:Uon Woo<ls.
The CHAIRMAN. I said Dumbarton Oaks. I said, in Dumbarton
Oaks there was a section ( c), ''Regional Arrangements,'' but it. did
not go to the extent of article 51, and when the San Francisco meeting
took up the Dumbarton Oaks arrangement then it was developed
and perfected by artiele 51, so that it did not originate over at Bretton Woods. It originated elsewhere.
Senator \VATKINS. I merely asked the question. Some newspaperman said it was apparent.
I want to take up some of the provisions of the treaty that yon
helped .negotiate, to see what your understanding is of the meaning
of those particular provisions. You have already testified some about
article 5, and I want to ask you some more questions about that, and
also article 3. I am referring now to the North Atlantic Pact.
INTERPRETATION

OF

ARTICLE

2

Article 2l so we will have it in the record at this moment, and I
will direct <tiscussion to it, I read:
The Parties will contribute toward the turther dt>velopment of peaceful and
friendly international relations by strengthening their free illlltltutlons, by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these institutions
are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will
seek to eliminate contllct In their International economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.

I refer first to the language :
by bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon whkh these Institutions are founded. and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being.

Do you know just what conditions they had in mind, chiefly, that
they might undertake to promote?
Mr. LovETr. The conditions of stability and well-being, of course,
relate to the stability of the country both economically and politically,
and the permanence of the establishments which related to the indivi<lual free<lom and other implements of justice that are covered in
the language prior to it.
Senator WATKINS. Do you think they had any specific project of
any kind in mind in t>roviding that language 1
Mr. LovETT. No, sir.
ELIMINATION OF CONFLICT IN ECONOMIC POLICIES

Senator WATKINS. Then let us come to the last sentence:
They will seek to eliminate conflict In their International economic policies and
will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.

What specific thing did they have in mind there1 Was that discussed inv any way 1
Mr. LOvETr. That whole sentence there, as I recall it, Senator Watkins, arose out of the efforts to make it abundantly clear that the!,e
countries who participated in the treaty would do their utmo!'t.
through the principle of cooperation economically. to improve themselves, so that they would he in a position for self-help and mutual
!ll)6t4-----49-11t. 1- -18
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aid. In other words, our economic program abroad as represented by
the ECA was here again referred to, and they certified there was a
continuing purpose of cooperation amongst them.
Senator WATKINS. I understand the affirmative side of it, but they
specifically mention that they will seek to eliminate conflict in their
international economic policies. They must have had a recognition
of some conflicts which they were going to seek to eliminate.
Mr. LovETr. There were at that time, and there have been throughout, a number of instances of difficulties arising between the countries
as a result either of their customs union activities or of their financial
policies. You remember specifically when France readjusted her cnrtency the Britisl~ felt very definitely it might have an unsettling effect
on other currencies.
Senator 'VATKDls. They were to eliminate these conflicts o\·er their
currencies¥ ·
Mr. LovETT. No; any element of their el'onomic life. They were to
try through peucefnl means, which are mentioned notably in the
United Nations Charter, to dispose of those difficulties.
Senator WATKINS. You will note that this not only applies to the
European nations, but also applies to the United States.
1\fr. Lon:TT. That is correct.
Senator \VATKrns. In other words, we are bound to seek to eliminate conflicts in economic polici<'s. Do you have any in mind, or did
tlwv hnve a Py in mind at thnt time. that affeC'ted the United States?
Alr. LoVEri·. No; we had no specific item8 in mind. It was a statement of general principles, not a statement of a spedfic purpose at
the moment.
ARTICLE 2-A STATE!llENT

OF

GESERAL PRINCIPLES

ONJ.Y

Senator 'VATKINS. The thing that bothe1'S me about a reference of
this kind in 1t contract, if it does not have any meaning at all. that is,
any specific meaning, is, why it was put in there. Usua1ly in a contract you try to cover, an<l I am sure in your business experience you
have had a great <leal to do with contracts, the elements or any conflicts
on which there may have Leen disagreement, an<l put it in exr,ress
language so that the relationships will be better and that there will be
unity of action on that particular matter.
Mr. LovETT. This particular section deals, of course, with the explanation of the purposes, the goals, among others, that they are
aiming at.
Senator W ATKixs. This is outside of the preamble, ai:; I get it.
UNITED STATES TRADE

POLicn:s

AND ARTICLE 2

Mr. Lonrr. It is outside of the preamble, but it does not relate, of
course, to any one particular conflict 01· any one item, but out.lines a.
course of action.
Senator 'VATKINS. Does it bind us in any way to a continuation
of the principle of reciprocal trade treaties?
Mr. LOVETT. I do not see that it binds us to anything other than
what it says.
Senator WATKINS. Was it discussed at that time that it would
Lind us to co11tin11e that policy 1
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Mr. LoVE'M'. No. It was not discussed.
Senator WATKINS. There was no discussion of ta.rift's as being some
-0f the conflicts that might need to be eliminated¥
Mr. LoVETT. None whatsoever.
Senator WATKINS. Even between the European nations?
Mr. LoVF.Tr. Not during my time. There was no specification at all.
Senator WATKINS. I would ask specifically if there was any disC'Ussion on this particular paragraph among the negotiators as to any
tariffs or customs between the various European signatories or proposed signatories to the treaty.
Mr. L<>vETI'. No. It wns only an expression of a course of action,
Senator Watkins.
Senator WATKINS. I understand that, but what I am trying to get
at is, what did they have in mind, specifically, if there were any specific ideas, when they drafted and put this into this agreement 1
Mr. LovETr. They had in mind, as I tried to indicate earlier, the
definite purpose to eliminate~ insofar as possible, anything which
would retard the unified growth of the economy of this group. And
it was an expression, if you choose, of a general philosophy. It was
felt that it would be extremely desirable as an indication of the good
intentions of the participants m this pact.
Senator WATKINS. I understand that, and I think they probably
have tried to do that sinc.erely in this pact, but as one who has to
make up his mind in giving advice to the executive department as to
whether or not it ought to be ratified, I wanted to know just what this
section contemJ?lated. You do not think it contemplated the elimination of any tariffs, it does not contemplate binding us to a continuous
1•olicy of reciprocal trade agreements. Do you think it in any way
hints at-Mr. LovETr. Not at all, sir.
Senator WATKINS. I had not finished. Do you think it in any way
hints at or binds us to adopt the International Trade Organization
"Treaty which is now prepared and which will soon be submitted, as
I understand, to the Senate for ratification 9
Mr. LovETr. Not at all.
Senator 'VATKINS. It does not indicate that in any way, and you
would not construe this to bind the United States as a matter of policy
to go on eliminating its tariffs or to adopt permanently, or for the life
·of the treaty, a reciprocal trade program 1
Mr. Lon.TI'. No.
Senator WATKINS. Or to even ratify the international trade
ugreement ¥
Mr. Lon:'IT. I would not.
Senator \VA'fKINS. None of those matters I have mentioned was
con~mflated or even discussed in connection with this puticular
section
Mr. LovF.TT. That is correct.
Senator WATKINS. And you were pre,sent at most of these discussions when the negotiations were taking place f
Mr. LovETT. I was.
Senator \VATKINs. And the legal counsel for the State Department
-was present and advised in all these matters~
Mr. LoVE'IT. They were in all of the working parties.
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Senator WATKINS. Who was the legal aide that took part in these
negotiations for the State Department 1 I think we ought to have
him here to give his opinion.
Mr. LovETT. Mr. Gross; Ernest Gross.
Senator WATKINS. What position did he oc~upy at the time 1
Mr. LoVETT. He was the legal adviser. He was at that time of which
we are speaking the legal adviser of the Department of State. He is
now an assistant Secretary of State.
Senator WATKINS. You do not have a solicitor for the Department
of State, do you 9
Mr. LoVETT. No, sir.
Senator WATKINS. They used to have a solicitor for the State Department. I was acquainted with a number of men who occupied that
position with great distinction.
Now let's go over to article 3:
IllCPLEMENTATION

OF

ARTICLE

3

In order mori> eft'Pctlvely to achieve the objP<"tiveR of this treaty, the parties.
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and eft'ectiTe self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their Individual and collect!Te capacity to resist
armed attack.

In the negotiations was there a discussion of the ways in which selfhelp and mutual aid might be accomplished 1
Mr. LoVE'IT. Yes, there was.
Senator WATKINS. And did the idea of mutual aid go to the extent
of including military measures, the furnishing of arms and armament
by the United States to the other signatories, the proposed signatories to the treat.v ¥
Mr. LoVETT. There was never any specific r.overing of that.
Senator WATKINS. Let's leave out the word "specific."
The CuAm~IAN. Let. him answer it. in his own way.
Senator WATKINS. All right; I apologize. I do not want to interrupt you.
Mr. LoVETT. It is all right. Senator. There was never any discussion direct or implied. or obligation, on the part of this country, to do
any particular thing with respect to military supplies and military assistance. The languaire was perfectly well underst-00d bv the negotiators. and I think lrns been covered in the testimonv of the Secret.arv
of State here, that the self-help and mutual aid language related to
measure of earnest determination to put themselves and their neighbors in the best possible position to resist aggression if it occurred.
and it was undnstood that the m11t11al aid meant that there would
be no purely Relfish attempt by one country to take care of it.self. and
then its neip:hbors iro by default.
It was always in contemplation that good faith would require each
of them to help within the measure which he deemed necessary and
possible in the building up of the participant strength.

a

DISCUSSIONS

OF

IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE
PROGRAM

3

BY l\IILITARY-ASSISTANCJI!

Senator WATKINS. Since we have g-one into this question of what
happened and how this treaty was nei:rotiated, I think it would be fair
and probably perfectly proper and material to the discussion to in-
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<iuire along the lines that I am now inquiring. Was there not a discussion of the practical situation of the signatories or the proposed
signatories at the time as to what this would need in the way of help,
arms, economic help and a11 other help! Was that not discussed m
these negotiations~
.Mr. W\"ETI'. You will recall the Brussels Pact signatories were at
that time meeting abroad, and at those meetings thet-e were representatives of the National Military Estab1ishment of this country present.
We therefore, in the .Military Establishment end, were receiving information dealing with the studies that were then undertaken, and
which are now of course public knowledge through the combined
-commanders in chief organization of the Brussels Pact signatories.
Those studies were being made then.
Up to the time I left, Senator Watkins, there had been no report
issued or received by us which gave an estimate either in amounts or
in dollars. As of January 20th there was no such figure. Those figures
were being collected at the time that I was here, and I believe that they
-came out some month or so later, probably some time in February.
Senator WATKINS. ·w ithout meaning any offense, I think the answer is not responsive to what I asked. I asked, was there any diseussion among the negotiators of the various items I have called to
your attention~ · You told me about what was done somewhere else.
Mr. LoVETT. I have tried to say previously that there was discussion
of the principle of self-help and mutual aid; that the precise detail
of the competence of each country and its requirements wa..q not developed at the time I left, so it was understood that as and when the
figures were ultimately provided there would, of course, be a more
preeise study made. That hns been done, and I think it has been reported to this committee bv the Secretary of State.
Senator 'VATKtNs. ·was there general discussion? You have used
the word "precise." I would not restrict you to that. I think probably
it would not be far en01wh developed at that time to make it precise,
but was there a general discussion of what their needs wou1d be and
how that could be accomplished under the principal of mutual aid~
Mr. LoVETr. There were frequent general discussions as to the ability of the various countrit>s to contribute to their own self-defense,
and to the aid of their nei~hbors.
Senator WATKINS. Did they not indicate the needs they would have t
Mr. LoVETr. No, thev did 1iot.
Senator WATK1ss. fn the way of armament?
MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM DISCUSSIONS SEPARATE FROM NORTH
ATLANTIC TRt:ATY NEO<YITATIONS
Mr. L:IVF.TJ'. No, they did not; only in the most general terms, that
they would need armament. I was goinl! to say~ Senator Watkins,
that it was stated by the ne1iotiators for the United States at the outset that we would have to have a very precise understanding of the
competence and the potential of•each pnrticipant before we could get
anywhere in that area of discussion, which was properlv one for the
military authorities, and it was also abundantly clear throul!hout that
anything which any country mi1iht do, t11is country inclndecl among
the others, would be supplementary and not a replacement for the
efforts of the individual country in its own self-defense, hence the
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importance of the words "self-help and mutual aid," which we had
learned the value of through the ECA procedures.
Senator '\VATKINS. As a matter of fact, then, in these negotiations
there was a general discussion of the necessity for this type of an
agreement, taking and keeping in mind the threats that had been
made or the lack of cooperation of one of the :great powers in the
United Nations, that need of the various nations taking part in the
discussion for some help to defend themselves against whatever aggressor might appear on the scene and what the United States could
do, if anything, to help them. Wasn't there all that discussed in
this¥
·
. Mr. LoVETr. Not in any precise detail.
Senator WATKINS. Let's leave out the word "precise." I recognize
that.
Mr. LoVETr. As I said earlier, the general principle of self-help
and mutual aid was, of course, discussed at considerable length, but
there was no commitment made by any participant in the discussions
as to what he might do or what he m1ght expect anybody else to do.
Up to the time I left it was not even possible to get into that phaseof it.
Senator WATKINS. But it was intended that the United States would
help, and was committin11; itself, or would commit itself, if it ratified
this particular treaty with this clause in it, economically and with
armament¥
Mr. LoVETT. It was not directed to the United States at a11, Senator
Watkins. Each participant took a similar obligation of self-help
and mutual aid, and the concept of the treaty was that it should be
a two-way thing, and not a one-way thing.
CONSIDERATION OF CAPACITY OF EUROPE TO DEFEND ITSELF

Senator WATKINS. Was it not understood, and did they not take
into consideration the situation that existed? In other words, didn't
they face the facts of life that we were then putting up billions to
put them on their feet, that they didn't have the means themselves to
rearm themselves or to go ahead and establish their economy as they
ought to be to be strongf Wasn't that all taken into consideration and
discussed¥
Mr. LoVETT. Everything was discussed that related to their economic posit.ion and their military competence~ but there was no commitment made.
Senator WATKINS. I realize that. Discussion is what I want.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute. Let him answer your question.
Mr. LoVETT. There was no commitment made as a result of any of
the discussions. and the discussions were in general terms based upon
the principle of self-help and mutual a.id.
NO

COJll\IITMENT TO :MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator WATKINS. Would you say now that as a result of those
discussions or in the discussions there was nothin1r that took place,
or intimated, that in any way bound the United States, or looked to
the United States, to furnish substantial military rearmament for the
European nations who were to be part of this treaty¥
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Mr. LovE'IT. I say again, Senator Watkins, what I said earlier this
morning, that there was no commitment taken on the part of this
Government or any other participant as to what they might do in
amount, type, time, or form, of assistance.
Senator WATKINS. But is there not a commitment in this very paragraph, and so understood by those negotiators, that the United States
would do something¥ At least it was committed to something.
Mr. LoVETr. All participants.
Senator WATKINS. All right; let's put them all in. That takes in the
United States as well. I am talking about the United States. We have
to act for the United States, not for the rest of them.
Mr. LoVETr. Certainly, but I want to make sure that there is no
misconception that it was some sort of a unilateral obligation.
Senator WATKINS. I do not think so. They have to help too, but
didn't they face the facts of life that they could not help and were not in
a position to help~
Mr. LoVETT. I do not agree with that particular conclusion that
they were not in position to help.
Senator WATKINS. I have been told that. I have been voting on
the theory that we had to tax the American people to send billions
of supplies over there because they could not help themselves without it.
Mr. LoVETT. The help we give them i!' just a small portion of their
total helpi of what they are doing. In this particular case, the military supp ies program, which the Secretary of State has previously
testified on, I believe it was brought out in testimony that the amount
of mutual aid that we have been considering is one-sixth or one- ·
seventh of the total that the participants require.
OBLIGATIONS

UNDER ARTICLE 8

Senator W ATlt.INS. You understood that we were binding ourselves
to do something, at least, to take some affirmative action to help~
Mr. LoVETr. Of course, Senator.
Senator WATKINS. And they were, of course, likewise binding themselves the same way¥
Mr. LoVE'IT. Exactly.
Senator WATKINS. And what the possibilities of that help would be
were discussed among the negotiators 9
Mr. LoVE'IT. Yes.
senator WATKINS. That is what I wanted to find out. I can't
imagine men sittin~ down and facing the situation we face today without actually going mto some of the details-The CHAJR)(AN. Go ahead and ask your question, Senator. It is
not necessary to make a speech. Just ask the questions.
Senator WATKINS. I will al?preciate it very much if the Senator
will permit me to ask my questions in my own way.
The CHAIBKAN. I want you to ask questions, but I do not care for
you to make a speech not in reponse to some suggestion of the witness.
I want to be courteous, but we have other considerations here.
Senator WATKINS. I understand so, and I think I have not unduly
trespassed. I am not here just as a visitor, and entirely by the courtesy
of the committee. I am a Member of the United States Senate charged
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with the same responsiblity that the Senator from Texas or any other
Senator is char~ed with, 'to do my part in giving the advice to the
Executive on this treaty.
The CnAIRMAN. What I am suggesting is that the Senator is free
to ask any question that he wants to, but after the witness has answered
the question fully, then the Senator from Utah has proceeded to sav
what he couldn't imagine, and so on and so forth, that did not call
for an answer at all, but was a mere general observation.
Senator WATKINS. I probably have been following the examp)e I
have been set for so many days in these hearings. I have heard so
many members do it that I have probably just lapsed.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. We want to be courteous and to giv~
you .every consideration, but we want you to also give us some consideration.
Senator WATKINS. I have tried to give that consideration, and I
think the record will show that I have used but very little of the time,
and that at the tail end of the proceedings.
OBLIGATION TO TAKE SOME AOI'ION UNDER ARTICLE 3

:N"ow. as to article 5. I do not want to cover all the same ground that
was covered before, but as I get it from your interpretation, you think
what that means, or what you have told the committee it means, is
that we are not bound in any respect to do anything under that treatv,
hut the matter is entirely left to the Congress, and it will have to
sider it when a question would arise. Is that a true interpretation of
what vou have said t
~Ir: LovE1T. Senator Watkins, I said something which places the
emphasis elsewhere. We are bound by the treaty.
~enator WATKINS. J nst what do you think we are bound to do 9
Thnt is what I want to know.
~fr. Lo\·E1T. I was just l?Oing to say, sir, that I think we are bound
hy the treaty, under article 5 and elsewhere, as a government, first
under attic le 3 nnd then nnder article 5. to take such steps as the repre~l'ntati\•es of the people of this country deem necessary to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area. That seems to me
to lw a perfectly clear, unequivocal obligation.
St•nator WATKINS. As I understand you, then, we are boun<l to take
;..ome steps in or<ler to protect and to secure the North Atlantic area.
In other words. we are bound to take some action.
:\fr. Lo,·E'M'...We are bound to take such action as we <leem neces>'ary to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.

con-

INTERPRETATION

OF ARTICLE 5

St>1111tor \VATIONs. I ask you what interpretation you give to the
of the first pnrt of thnt section, down to the first semicolon:

111t>a11i11~
or

Th" PnrtlN• ai;rrt>1> thnt nn nrtne(f nttnck ni;rnlni<t """or mol'I' of tht>m In Em·ope
~orth Amt>ricn 8hnll he conshlt>ri>d an ntt11ck n~nin!'lt them nil;

:\Ir. Lm·F.TT. That is perfectly clear to me, sir. It would be hard to
make it elearer.

Senator \VATKrns. Do you follow me, and am I correct in my stntement. and I wilJ nsk you that as a question, that an attack upon Lon-

do11, an attack upon Paris, an attack upon Copenhagen, or any of those
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capitals, or any of the capitals of any of the signatory powers in Europe, would be the same thing as if an enemy had attacked the United
States!
Mr. LoVETT. It does not say that, Senator.
Senator WATKINS. It says, if you attack any one of these signatories
it ·will be an attack upon them all, and that would mean an attack
llpon us.
Mr, LoVE'IT. It does not say it will be the same thing. It says it will
be considered as an attack against them all, and then, in those circumstances, if the hypothetical case you put occurs, we have the obligation
which I referred to previously, and that is to assist the parties so attacked by taking forthwith. individually and in concert with the other
parties, such action as this Government deems necessary, including the
use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North
Atlantic area.
·
Senator W ATIINS. Does it not, in effect, bind us to consider an attack upon London, for instance, the same as an attack on our own
country, and aren't we bound to do and to take such steps as we would
take if one of our own cities were attacked by another~
Mr. LoVE'IT. No, sir; it does not. I think the language is clear on
that point, because it draws the sharp rule here that if an attack occurs,
we consider that as an attack on us, but the measures that we take in
response to that are within the determination of this Government.
Senator WATKINS. I understand that. and I will agree with you.
The measures we would take would be within the power of this Government. That is true, and we will probably have to take them by
Congress. But does it not bind us, and does it not bind Congress in
advance, t-0 take exactly the same steps that it would take if its own
territory were attacked~ Would·that not be the interpretation of that
clause, that we shall regard an attack upon any one of these nations
the same as if our own Nation were attacked, and we would proceed
in the same way to react, to do the things we would do if our own
Nation were attacked'
Mr. LoVETr. No, sir· that is not my understanding.
Senator WATKINS. That is not your understanding?
Mr. LoVE'IT. No, sir.
Senator WATKINS. You do not claim to be a lawyer, but you think
that is not the understanding that these other powers had~
Mr. LoVETT. I am confident in my own mind that that is not the
understanding in general terms, because we have here set up the rule
whieh leaves to the Congress the determination as to whether or not
the facts are such as to require, for example, a declaration of war.
Senator WATKINS. You understand, of course~ that it is pos.-.ible
to have a state of war actually exist without a declaration of war,
do y-ou not?
Mr. LoVETT. I understand that that is possible.
Senator WATKINS. In fact we did have.
Mr. LoVE'JT. This does not contemplate it.
Senator WATKINS. We did have that at least during the time when
the Japs struck at Pearl Harbor until the declaration by Congress
which recognized, not declared a state of war but recognized a state
of war to already exist. We had that situation, di<l we not~
Mr. LoVETT. That is correct.
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senator W•TKIN8. And under the circumstances here, if New York
City or Washington were attacked by a foreign power, we would
still have a state of war without the Congress enacting a. declaration
of war.
Mr. LoVET!'. I do not know that you would have a. state of war but
vou would certainly have a prompt reaction on the part of the ~m
inander in Chief and the military services if this country itself were
attacked. The question you are posing is, what happens if some other
country is attacked which is a participant in this enterprise.
Senator WATKINS. I am getting an interpretation now that is differ~nt than I understood a good many others have placed on this,
nnd a large number of people that have communicate.cl with me have
insisted that if one of these other countries were attacked we are more
or less bound to react the same way as if our own country were
·
attacked.
EUltOPEAN INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE I

I think, and preliminary to this question I want to ask, that that is
the very view that the European people themselves are taking of this
situation and of this particular section. They feel satisfied now
with this section. They were very much disturbed at one time at what
took place in the United States Senate when it was generally expressed
there on February 14 of this year that there was no moral commitment to go to war or to fight, and they were very much disturbed over
that, and so expressed themselves. Later on that alarm practically
-disappeared, and it is now thought by a great many of our own citizens
here that it disappeared for the reason that they were assured, and
that they now understand this to mean that when they are attacked
the United States Government is bouru.l to respond and to do the things
that it would do the same as if one of its own cities were attacked or its
-own territory were attacked.
I can see that construction of this particular clause would give them
great assurance, because they all know, from their own experience and
their own minds, what the reaction of the United States would be in a
specific matter. Legally Congress might say "No" and they might
not fight, but if anybody would agree to do for them the same as
they would do for themselves if thev were attacked, they would feel
much assured about it.
·
Mr. LovETT. I am not aware, of course, what interpretation the foreign countries put on it. I can only give you my own impression from
my conversntio11s.
Senator DoNNELL. ·would the Senator permit just a brief interruption?
Senator ·WATKINS. I vield for a moment.
Senator DoNNELL. l\fay I ask l\lr. Lovett whether he saw this ob&ervntion which is stated to be made in a dispatch of the United Press
f~·om Cope11hagen, quoting an address by Gustav Rasmussen, who
s1~ne<l the pact, you will recall, for ·Denmark:
It armed forc-e is neces1111ry to ret•stnblish s+><·urlty, It is evident that the member eonntries possessing such force ure ol>liged to use It. That means that if an
11rmcd uttnek oc<·un·t·d on one of the member <.'Ountries, it 1·ould lluve only one
n11swer. The United Stntes would go to war.

Did you see that, and you agree with that?
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Mr. UWETr. No, I did not see it: and no, I do not agree with it ex<iept with the reservations which I have previously made indicating
that it would require the judgment of the Congress.
DISl'INCTIO:S-

BETWEEN AN ATTACK ON UNITED STATES AND AN ATTACK
ON A COSIONATO&Y

Senator WATKINS. Let me ask you if you would agree with this situation, that by reason of the statement made in that first part of article 5 up to the end of the first semicolon, we have created, by this
agreement, a situation which binds the United States in the future
to take the same action with respect to the foreign countries that have
been attacked as it would take on its own.
l\fr. LOVETT. I have tried to answer that earJier, Senator. I do not
think that article :;, and I stress this as being my personal opinion
on a subject which is properly the field of the Secretary of State .to
answer and which he has previously covered, and I do not think that
the language in article 5, gives any assurance that the line of action
we take must be identical if an act of aggression occurs in some other
country with the line of action we will take if the a.ct of aggression
occurs against one of our own cities. I see no assurance in this pa.ct
that such. a conclusion is warranted.
Sena.tor WATKINS. I would understand that probably it would uot
be identically the same action or the same precise action, but it would
mean fi,ght. woul<l it not~
Mr. tovEn. That would depend on the circumstances.
Senator WATKINS. And would not Congress be bowid to decle.re
war just the same as it would if New York City and Washington were
attacked f
Mr. LoVETT. Senator, I can only refer again to the Secretary of
State's full answer on that point, where it was pointed out that there
is a direct obligation on this country to consider what measures are
necessary to restore and maintain peace in the North Atlantic area..
The method of restoration, the time of it, and its extent, are within the
control of this Goverrunent, and I do not know how I can make that
point any clearer as representing my own opinion.
Senator WATKINS. The time and the way and the method, all that
sort of thing, I think you are right on that, but haven't we agreed
spedfically to take some action ~
Mr. LoVETI'. We have agreed to take some action, and that "some
action" is specifically defined as action which we deem necessary.
Senator WATKINS. And to take it forthwith.
Mr. LoVETT. That is right.
HORAL COJlMITMENT

TO

DECLARE WAR IN CASE OF
COSIGNATORY

ATl'ACK

ON A

Senator WATKI!'i'S. As a matter of fact, have we not, in effect, bv
making the statement we do that the parties agree that an armed
attack against one or more of them in Enrope or North America shal1
be considered an attack against them all, created a situation in advance which will make it, as a matter of practical operation, impos$ible for any future American Congress not to declare war and to go
to the rescue of these nations, having once adopted that principle1
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Mr. LovEn. No, Senator Watkins, I cannot agree that that is areasonable interpretation, or was the intent. I am not sure -whether you
were here when we covered this point earlier, but I tried to explain
my own understanding of the difference which the order of magmtude
of the offense itself would have in the conclusions of the C<ingress.
It would be one thing, certainly, if formalized armies invaded and
occupied another country. The Congress would have to determine
whether or not that, in their judgment and in good faith, a declaration
of war was necessary to restore and maintain, I think the language is,
the security of the North Atlantic area a declaration of war. On the
other hand, if a couple of border p;uards started firing at each other,
the lesser order of magnitude mignt not require a declaration of war,
but some other steps.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF THE TREATY

Senator WATKINS. With respect to the statements that have been
made in behalf of this pact that it would be a great deterrent for war
becn,use it would sav in advance that at the moment an attack was
made on any one of the signatories it would meet an overwhelming
force, will that statement not be .robbed of its effect if the Congress.
as it has the utmost freedom when that should occur to decide whether
or not it was bound to take any armed action whatsoever, should decide not so to do?
Mr. LovETT. I can only answer that in the affirmative, by an affirmative statement. Senator Watkins, that I believe the importance of
that pact is difficult to overestimate, largely because it puts a group of
countries with a common point of view toward human life and justice and freedom on the record in advance that they will opp<>se with
determination and with unified resources any act of aggression.
Senator WATKINS. Are we committed to oppose in advance~
Mr. l.c>VETT. What we are committed to has been pointed out in
article 5, which I have tried repeatedly to interpret. and I think it
would be hard to find a method of making it clearer, that the ultimate
decision on a declaration of war, if that is what is deemed necessary
must rest with the Congress of this country as far as this country is
concerned; and incidentally, Senator Watkins, of course, with the
appropriate bodies in the other particip11.nts, who likewise have constitutional procedures to go through.
Senator WATKINS. Do you think the statement in this agreement
we have signed, which yon say is not binding upon any future Congress to act with force to regard. that they would have the freedom of
choice to decide whether we will or will not act with force, will be of
any practical help to stop future aggression~
Mr. LovETT. I think the pact, as I understand it, will be of the greatest help.
Senator ·WATKINS. And that Russia, or any other nation which
might possibly be an aggressor, in view of the interpretation which
yon have gh·en here this afternoon, would be worried at all about an
agreement of that kind~
·
Mr. LOVETT. I think any P.otential aggressor who reads this pact,
and if he is well advised he will, cannot escape the clear understanding
that an act of aggression will be reacted to promptly by this ~oup
within their judgment as to what is necessary to restore and mamtain
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the peace and se<'urity of the North Atlantic area. He is on notice in
advance that he has opened the door to an endless a.mount of trouble.
Senator WATKINS. And then we are committed to restore and
secure that peace 1
OBLIGATION

TO

:MAINTAIN SECURITY IN NORTH ATLANTIC

Mr. LoVETr. In such form as we feel necessary.
Senator WATKINS. I am not talking about the form; I am talking
about the substance. Are we agreed in substance that we are committed to secure and protect the security of the North Atlantic area 1
Mr. LovE'IT. The language seems to me to be completely clear.
Senator WATKINS. I am trying to get your opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. The treaty is what we are talking about.
Senator WATKINS. And it is what we interpret that treaty to mean
that counts, and as the Senator well knows, we take the interpretation,
the under!>tanding, of those who were present at the negotiations to
help us find out what the language means.
Mr. LoVETT. My answer to the question, if you want my personal
view, is that the langauge of article 5 means yes, we do have, this
Government does have, au obligation, otherwise the treaty would have
little or no value.
Senator WATKINS. I am agreed with you on that 100 percent, that
it does have an obligation, a very binding one, and considered just
the same as if we were attacked ourselves.
GERMANY AND THE TREATY
Now I want to go to another question. I do not want to prolong
this. What was said about Germany during the negotiations in <">nnection with its future and what part it would play in the defense
of the Atlantic area~
Mr. LovETT. My best reco1lection is that Germany was discussed at
some length but we found that its circumstances at the present time
make it impossible to be considered as a participant, notably western
Germany.
Senator WATKINS. What about the future~
Mr. LovETT. And the future is left, I think, covered by article 10 ·
of the treaty, which would presumably cover any future adherent,
and I believe there has been testimony given before this committee
that in the case of any future adherent it would be regarded as a
new element in the treaty and therefore would be either discussed
with the committee or referred to the Congress. My reco1Jection of
the precise langliage is not accurate on that point. But Germany
would be treated, I should imagine, as any other applicant for membership.
Senator WATKINS. I notice you used the word "ima¢ne." It went
just a little further than imagination, did it not, when you discussed
the future of Germany with relation to the defense of the North
Atlantic area 9
Mr. LoVE'IT. I am not sure that I understand you, Senator.
Senator WATKINS. You said "I imagine." I wanted to know, to get
right down to your memory on the matter, if there was not some concrete discussion of what part Germany would take in the defense
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1\-fr. LovETT. My personal opinion is that it would on the same
principle that. the Algeriit departments· are a part of metropolitan
France.
Senator WATKINS. But. you think that Hawaii is now in a state
where it is not entitled to the same i:>rotect.ion it would have if the
government were changed to that of a State 1
Mr. LovETr. I am not speaking of the protection involved.
Senator WATKINS. There is no protection under this treaty, is there Y
Jlr. LonTr. I am spe1tking on questions which relate to whether or
not it was or was not m the pact. The answer to that question is that
it is not in the pact, because it falls without its limits.
Senator 'VATKINS. An attack, then, upon Hawaii would not call
into operation the terms of this pact?
Mr. LovE'IT. That is my understanding.
Senator WATKINS. But an attack on the Aleutian Islands would Y
1\lr. LoVETT. On our portion.
Senator vVATKINS. An attack on Japan, of course, and on our
forces in Japan, would not call into operation this pact either, would
it'?
l\lr. LOVE'IT. That is correct.
Senator w·ATKINS. I think that is all.
The CHAmMAN. The committee will recess until tomorrow mo~
at 10: 30, at which time General Bradley will be the witness before
the committee.
(Whereupon, at 1: 30 p. m., a recess was taken to the following day,
Tuesday, May 3, 1949, at 10: 30 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, lll.AY 3, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

1J'ashington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on May 2, 194~ in
room 318 Senate Office Building, at 10: 30 a. m., Senator Tom \;onnally (chairman of the committee), presiding.
Present: Senators Connally, George, Thomas of Utah, Green, McMahon, Vandenerg, Wiley, Hickenloper, and Lodge.
Also present: Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The CHAmMAN. The committee will come to order.
This is the Committee on Foreign Relations holding hearings on
the North Atlantic Paet. We are very glad indeed to have with us
this morning a distinguishe<l soldier und distinguished American:
General Bradley, Chief of Stuff of the United States Army, whom we
shall be pleased to hear at this time on the treaty and its importance.
Let me announce first: At 12: 30 the first ratification of this treaty
will be deposited with the United States. It is a ratification of
Canada; the treaty was ratified unanimously by the Canadian Parliament.
All right, General Bradley.

STATEJrlEBT OF GEN. OJrlAR N. BRADLEY, CHIEF OF STAFF, UBITED
STATES ARJrlY
General BRADLEY. It is un unusual but welcome occasion when a
soldier is called to speak of peace instead of war. In the North Atlantic Treaty, I believe we have found a new strength for common defense
without abandoning our determination for permanent peace.
Your committee has heard fnr more ex{>ert testimony than mine on
this treaty, and what it means to the Umte<l Stutes, and what it can
mean to a friendly world. At this point in your hearings, gentlemen,
my part is relatively simple. I can tell you what this pact, as a deterrent to war, means to the military security of our country today, and
what it may mean if our plans for peace are subverted, and war is
thn1st upon us.
Twelve nations have signed this treaty with the common determination, according to article 3, toseparately and jointly, by mPan11 of continuous ·uml effective self-help and mutual
aid • • • maintain antl develop theit· lntlivitlual and collective capacity
to resist armed attack.
285
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In additiont they have in common with us, according to their treaty
signatures, a desire forthe further development of peaceful and friendly International relations by
strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding
of the principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promoting
conditions of stability and well-being.
MILITARY SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TREATY

There is a military significance in these simple declarations. There
is no better basis for common defense plans than mutual confidence,
similar aims and objectives, and a common worthy purpose.
And in the event of war, there is no greater strength than mutually
avowed ideals and purposes..
According to this.treaty, 12 nations in the world have joined a common pact for security and peace. It would be our good fortune, from
a security standpoint, if we were to become a member. Within the
framework of these subscribed intentions, we, with our friends, can
progress collectively toward added strength and security.
In considering this treaty and its important corollary, the military
assistance program for our friends, we ought to ask ourselves: Are
we following a national pattern fully supported by the American
people! Orir avowed purpose has been to rebuild western Europe in
order that it may be self-sufficient and secure.
Economically, through the European recovery program we are attaining this purpose.
Politically, through the North Atlantic treaty we would be
strengthening their will and their institutions for self-help.
As a soldier, I feel that the natural and essential sequel is to strengthen them security-wise with a military assistance program.
ADVANTAGES TO UNITED STATES FROM THE TREATY

Ho'"e'·er, it is unrealistic to assume that any one of these member
nations has cast its lot without consideration of concrete gain. Certainly we of the United States, and especially we members of the
National Military Establishment, expect increased military p<>tential
from the treaty, and any subsequent mutual aid endeavor. Here are
some of the t111ngs we expect to gain by joining this pact of collective
security:
First, 11 friendlv nations assure us that they will stand with us.
Second, 11 frienaly nations signify that, to the limit of their abilities
to resist, no aggressor could count them among his satellites.
And again from a purely military standpoint, the combined population of these 12 nations is more than 300 millions of people-an unportant military-political factor to the group of nations, and especially to our Nation~ in the event we are ever called upon to defend
ourselves in another total war.
Fourth, the industrial potential of our 11 friends is not small.
Their combined steel production in 1948 is estimated at 37 ,000,000 tons.
while we produced 89,000,000 tons in the United States. Their natural
resources, and their ability to manufacture the weapons of war as
w~ll !l~ the basic life-giving commodities of peace are important contr1but1ons to the security of the western world. And like the popuJa-
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tion question, the transfer of the industrial potential of any one of
these nations, from our combination to any aggr~r, would be a
double liabil~ty.
Ul'ABLISHHENT OJ' DEFENSE FRONTIER JN EUROPE

As a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who are responsible for
our strategic plaiming, I point to a fifth, and very important contribution that these nations make toward our security. Geographi•
cally, many of these member nations are already in positions where any
aggre."'5ion into western Europe would be a conquem of their homelands. I assure you that our frontiers of collective defense lie in common wit.h theirs in the heart of Europe.
In World War II we had the cost)~ experience of making, on the
Normandy beaches, the greatest amphibious assault in history to gain
a toe-hold in Europe from which we could launch the final attack for
victory. That beachhead cost the United States 21,000 casualties in
the first 10 days. I was a commander in that sea-to-land assault and
I hope that the occasion shall never arise when I might again be called
upon to participate in such a hazardous and costly operation.
I have outlined briefly the five important contributions that the other
signatory powers are making to the United States and to each other.
There is no price tag on these pledged commodities in security, for
thev are never for sule.
Any plotting aggressor realizes-j;:st as friendly .E.:ropeuns realize-that in the final analysis, western Europe can oo saved only by the
western Europeans. Americans realize that neither American dollars
nor .American arms can-in themselves-give Europe security. But
if we Americans, together with the western Europeans, believe that
economic assistance can bring economic stnbility, we should also believa that military assistance can bring military stability to us all.
GREATER SECURITY FOR NORTH ATLANTIC AREA

The North Atlantic Treaty would supplement ERP by furnishing
improved military security alrendy begun with growing economic recovery. Military assistance is not specifically required by this treaty.
However, this pact. and some militiny assistance, would provide both
an assurance of collective nid. and would provide additional means to
resist. Given the sorely needed materials, and given the proper training, European divisions, established on their own horn~ territory in
western Europe, will be in a firm position of readiness. I have no
doubt that given the assurance of aid, and the menni; to resist, that.
they will contest resolutely any threat of aggression.
Finally, after studied appraisal of the future security provisions for
our country, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are in unanimous agreement
that our strategy, in case we are attacked, must rely on sufficient integrated forces of land, sea and air power to cnrry the witr bnck to
the aggressor, ultimately suhjugating the sources of his military and
industrial power. Plans for the common defense of the existing free
world must provide for the security of we.stern Europe without abandoning these countries to the terrors of another enemy occupation.
Only upon that premise can nations closest to the fronti~rs be expected
to stake their fortunes with ours in the common defense.
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In conclusion, let me state that I believe our national objective is

perl!l~nen~

_peace and sec~rity. Both pea~ and security are necessa.ry
to mamt.am our way of hfe, and to sustam our standard of living.
At no time in our history has it become so important that we be utterly sincere, and profound iu our integrity. If we are convinced
that. the ~u.ropean recovery program promotes peace through economic stab1hty, and that thti North Atlitntic Treaty establishes strength
for democracy through political stability, then we should adopt the
treaty wholeheartedly.
The CuAmHAN. Thank you, General. We want to ask you some
questions along that line. ·
AMOU~r OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE CONTEMPLATED

In the current issue of the United States News appears a report that
the United States can ship abroad up to $5.122.000.000 in groundforce arms not needed for our M-dav forces of 18 divisions. I do not
know whether that. is true or not. I :wantto interrogate you. To what
extent will military aid over and above the authorization requested
come from our surplus military supplies~
General BRADLEY. It is hard to sny thnt any piece of militar:v equipment is surplus to your eventual needs. Except, however, that certain articles are surplus in that, until froduction catches up, you can
not arm more than a certain number o divisions. So that the equipment we have in certain categories over and above that required for
that particular balanced equipment, would probably be available
through production after the war, and would not seriously affect your
own equipment standpoint.
To make myself clear: Supposing you had balanced equipment for,
say, 40 divisions, and you had certain items of eq_uipment above that
particular need, in say a dozen articles, you could not mobilize but
the 40 divisions until production of all of those catches up, so that the
12 items, over and above the requirement of 40 could be provided to
somebody else without seriously affecting your own mobilization.
CONTEMPLATED MILITARY STAFF ORGANIZATION

The CHAIRMAN. It is to be assumed, I suppose, that when and if the
treaty is ratified, there will be some kind of a military contact between
the governments on the line of staff consultations and things of that
kind, is it not, General t
General BRADLEY. I believe that is reasonable to assume. However,
this primarily, and to start with, certainly, is a political union.
The CHAmMAN. That is very true.
General BRADLEY. As to what staff organization or military organization will be formed within that pact, I do not believe it has been
determined.
The CHAIRMAN. The details have not been determined. But is it
not a fair assumption that if and when we ratify the treaty, and especiall:v if we later do supply them with equipment or arms, that there
would have to be some coordination and contacts between the different
governments and the United States!
General BRADLEY. I think that naturally follows; yes, sir.
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The ClumHAlf. That, of course, as far as we are concerned, would
be under the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, would it not~
General BRADLEY. I think it would be primarily under the governments themselves to determine that. Undoubtedly when it comes to
the organization of a military staff set-up for all the nationsi.if such
were determined to be necessary by the nations7 undoubteC11y they
would ask for military advice on it. But as I see 1t, whatever orgamzation is finally formed, would be that decided upon by the governments themselves and not by the military.
The CHAIRMAN. I grant you that, of cou:rSe, it being a political matter. But assuming after that has been attained is it not entirely likely
there would be a military committee or military staff or some organization so that there would not be one country going one way and the other
the other¥
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. I think such an organization would be
best qualified to determine what each nation should furnish toward a
collective security organization. Some countries can furnish oM
thing, and others another. In order to determine what each of the
members could best furnish toward the collective security, I think
that that would ha~e to be done by some kind of a military staff.
:MUTUAL AID

IN

:HILITARY ASSISTANCE

The CHAmMAN. In the case of furnishing arms and equipment, is
it not true that some governments probably are already supplied in
certain lines, and another one is not, so that those matters would have
to be taken into consideration and some systematic plan adopted¥
General BuADLF.Y. That is correct. And different nations might
have surplus in some items that we could furnish to someone else--!
mean countries other than ourselves might be able to furnish to some
other country some things. As I see it, it would have to be a collective use of the things available.
NATURE OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE
The CHAIRMAN. It is contemplated, is it not, that a foreign military
assistance program would be in the form of either financial aid,
equipment and materials, and services~ What would "and services"
mean~ Advisers¥ Military advisers¥
General BRADLEY. I think that would cover it. Military advisers
and possibly an exchange of facilities on schools, and maybe an exchange of tactical doctnnes in the way of textbooks, or anything of
that kind that would contribute to the common security.
The CHAIRMAN. What we would supply, and the kinds of materials
that we would supply, would be determined, of course, largely by our
own military authorities in consultation with other nations, would it
not?
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAlRHA~. I think I will turn the examination over to you,
Sl·n:itor Yarnlt>nberg. I will ask you some questions later, General.
I do not want to cover the whole field now.
Senator VANDENBERG. I want to make only one or two inquiries,
Mr. Chairman.
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NEED FOR A )(ILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

I think you have made a fine statement, General Bradley. I think
you have tuned it to the real objectives of the North Atlantic Pact,
which is peace. While >'ou emphasize the importance of some degree
of subsequent military implementation, as I read your statement the
great importance of the North Atlantic Treaty, as an element in our
national security, from your point of vie,v, is the over-all, overriding
unity of total cooperation to meet any ultimate contingency, rather
than the specific importance of this immediate military implementation. Is that not true?
General BRADLEY. That is correct. As I see it, we are interested
in our friends in the western Euronean countries, and particularly
the ones who lnve joined this pact. 'Ve are interested in their regainin!! some of the strength they had before the last World War.
They need to do that; they need economic recovery; they need some
assurance that they will not be i;>icked off one by one. In other words,
they need something to lift their morale. And they possibly need to
reg-ain their ability to defend themselves.
I would think that if left alone, without any of these things, they
might eventually regain that position. It might be a long time. As
I see it, this country has adopted a policy of trying to speed up their
reaching that point where they have a will and a means to resist.
"\Ve started in a year ago by helping them on economic recovery and
speeding that up. We now are talking about a political pact in which
we pool our resources to a certain extent, those of us who have common ideals and purposes, and it seems that the third thing, military
assistance, follows. If you do not furnish it I think eventually the1
would arrive at a point where they could defend themselves, but 1t
seems it falls in the same category as your economic recovery.
You did not try to do everything for them; you tried to assist them.
And the same thing on the military assistance program. You are
merely trying to speed up the time when they will reach that condition where they can defend themselves individually and collectively.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF THE

TREATY

Senator VANDENBERG. Putting my question a little differently: Is it
not a fact that your plans in connection with the pact and its implementation do not contemplate the creation of sufficient forces in being
to win another world war 1 You are simply proposing to create an
organized and friendlv nucleus through which you can more e1footively anticipate a satisfactory ultimate net result.
General BRADLEY. That is correct. And by acting collectively you
will probably avoid a war.
Senator VANDENBERG. Precisely.
General BRADLEY. I am one of those who believe that had we had
such an agreement before the last world war it probably would never
have happened, because I do not believe any country would ever have
tackled such a combination of friendly countries, that is, friendly to
each other. But where they were allowed to pick off one at a time
they finally went so fur that they found themselves at war, and as I
understand it, to their own chagrin at that time, because they did not
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think it would bring war, as they had gotten away with one or two
others.
As I see it, the principal purpose of this is to serve notice on anyone that they cannot do that again, and therefore I think it would
prevent a war, so that you would never have to go to that point.
Senator VANDENBERG. In other words, the potentials in this pro~m are far more important than the immediate physical aspects 1
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. Potential of countries thinking alike
and acting in concert in case of an emergency.
CONTRIBUTION OF HASS

MANPOWER

Senator VANDENBERG. I only want to ask you this further question,
if you can appropriately answer it: In connection with any discussions of implementation of this treaty, is there any thought that we
must contribute mass manpower under any circumstances connected
with the implementation of the treaty 1
General BRADLEY. I do not see how it is implied in the pact itself.
In case of war you probably would act in concert with them, and that
would, of course, depend upon the circumstances, and eventually would
be at the will of the people, expressed through their Congress, after
due consideration.
Senator VANDENBERG. I nm speaking about the self-help and mutual aid in this peace effort, and I am asking you whether our contemplated contribution does not exclude mass manpower at the beginning, before there is any fracas 1
General BRADLEY. I do not see that it excludes or includes. I do not
see how it is involved at all.
Senator VANDENBERG. Is it involved in your plans on the subject 1
General BRADLEY. No, sir. In my opinion it 1s not involved.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is what I was trying to get at. That is
all.
The CnAIRKAN. Senator George¥
Senator GEORGE. Not involved except in event, of course, of global
conflict growing out of some aggressive movement1 and in that event
you would be controlled by the circumstances as they arise. That is
true, I suppose.
·
General BRADLEY. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. No further questions.
The CHAIRKAN. Senator Wiley?
PEACEFUL PURPOSE OF THE TREATY

Senator WILEY. General, just a question or two. As a man of large
experience, and not simply a commander of men, but in world affairs,
you have naturally arrived at certain conclusions as to what the world
is like today. I understood for your answers to the Senators from
Michigan that it is your opinion, your mature judgment, that this is in
the best interests of the American people, our joining up in this past.
Is that right 9
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. I believe it increases our own national
security.
Senator WILEY. And knowing Europe as you do, and knowing
those people over there, a~uainted also, I take it, with the factors
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involved behind the iron curtain, you feel that joining up in this pact
makes for peace, rather than for war¥
General BRADLEY. I do.
Senator WILEY. I think that is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thomas¥
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have no questions.
The CHAilllAN. Senator Hickenlooper¥
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McMahon¥
Senator McMAHON. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lodge¥
Senator LoooE. General, I have a few questions that I would like to
get answers to, not so much on my account as I think one of the important tasks confronting this committee is to make a record in which
answers can be found to questions which may be asked.
IMPORTANCE OF MUTUAL AID AND SELF-HELP
Now, on your first page you quote article 3, in which the stipulation

is made that there shall be continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid. I presume that means, does it not, that if the other nations
in thisjact do not exercise continuous and effective self-help and mutual ai , we are not obliged to help them¥
General BRADLEY. I would interpret it that way. As I have stated
before, we cannot, in ourselves, save western Europe. It must be
mostly done by themselves, or by self-help. We merely speed that
up by giving them help now, so that the eventual goal, through their
own worth, their own self.help, will be attained the quicker.
Senator LoooE. So there is no question of all those nations just laying back and saying "Uncle Sam will take care of use, and we do not
have to do anything," is there f
General BRADLEY. I suspect if you find out that that is what they
are doing, that there might be a change in policy.
Senator LoooE. I imagine so.
COMPARISON WITH OLD MILITARY ALLIANCES
On page 2 you speak of the mutually avowed ideals and purposes
which animate the nations that joined in this pact. Does not that
give it a certain moral force and enthusiasm that is lacking in the type
of old-fashioned military alliance in which people banded themselves
together without regard to common ideals simply for opportunistic
conquest¥
General BRADLEY. I believe that you had asked the State Department for a definition of military alliance. I do not know that the
definition means t-00 much until you ~t down into the meaning of it.
As I see it, the purpose and meaning of this is entirely different from
the normal military alliances as we have known them in years past.
Here .we are binding ourselves together with some other nations who
have free institutions and iden ls like our own. Some of the military
nlliances in the past were a sort of combination of people who did
not have such common i<leals. You might snv a combination of strange
bedfellows. but for <lifl'erent purposes. Son1e of them were for purposes of offense, some for defense, that is true.
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It seems to me like this one is entirely a different one, where we are
joining together nations of like thinking and like ideals, with the purpose of trying to prevent aggression and the starting of a war. There
IB certainly no offensive implications in this puct whatsoever, because
none of these nations could start any offensive war without our assistance~ and certainly we .would never start one.
So that as I see it, there is no danger in the world in this l!act of
its being interpreted by anyone, really, as a gesture for offensive aggressive action.
MILITARY COXTRIBUTION OF COSIGNATORIES

Senator LoooE. On page 3 you say:
First, 11 friendly nations assure us that they will stnnd with us.

That statement means, does it not, that those nations have got a contribution to make in a military sense, which can be definitely helpful 1
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. .And when considered collectively it
is quite impressive.
Senator LoooF.. The very pertinent question hns been raised here
in the past week that because western Europe became very disorganized and collapsed in 1939~ when their armed forces were much greater
than thev are in 1949, that therefore there is reuson to doubt whether
their stren~h can be wo1th while in the future.
.
.
That pomt has been raised, and I think it is a legitimate point
worthy of consideration, but is it not true that the French Anny, for
example, which was disorganized in 1939, was subsequently reconstituted with American help, and rendered a Yery good account of itself
in 1944 and 1945?
General BRADLEY. That is correct.
Senator LoooE. Is it not true that the Italian partisans were
helpful '?
General BRADLEY. That is correct.
Senator LoooE. Then I notice in the next sentence :
Second, 11 friendly nations signify that, to the limit of theil• abilities to L'eslst, no
aggressor could count them among his satellites.

Is not the significance of that statement that even if these nations
could not make a contribution the very fact that they are being denied
to somebody else is in itself an advantage to us 1
General BRADLEY. That is what I intended to convey by that sentence. You expressed it very well, sir.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE COSIGNATORIES

Senator LoooE. You also point out that these countries have industrial potential. In the event that the worst should happen, a.nd that
they should be hostile, that potential would be of great value for service of supply activities, would it not 1
General BRADLEY. It would be of great assistance to us and at the
same time, as a second point here, it denies it to any other group as a
satellite potential.
Senator LoooE. On page 4 you refer to the fuct that you commanded
the sea-to-land assault on the Normandy beaches. I gather from that
that you draw the conclusion tha.t it is better from every standpoint,
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American and European, if western Europe is not swamped and invaded, and then with a costly liberation to follow, that it is far preferable for western Europe to preserve its integrity and identify at the
outset¥
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. So that we would never have to go back
in the manner that we did before.
EFFEOI' OP A COHHUNIST SEIZURE 01' POWER IN A COSIGNATORY

Senator LoooE. You are satisfied, are you, General, that the provisions of the treaty protect the United States in the event that one of
these nations should fall into the hands of the Communists¥ I will
repJ:irase that question:
We would not be obliged under the terms of this treaty, would we,
to go on furnishing militar_y aid to a country which had fallen under
the control of the Commumsts, would we¥
General BRADLEY. I should think that that would be a proper question to ask the State Department. However, in my personal opinion
we would not be expected to, under those circumstances, because you
would have a change of government which would probably repudiate
the previous signing of tlie pact by that nation.
Senator LoooE. You do not think, do yon, that the Communist reaction to this treaty would be so violent as to make military aid to Europe
unjustifiable¥
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
FUTURE COHHITHENTS ON :MILITARY AID

Senator l..oooE. Does this treaty impose a commitment for future
years, insofar as money is concerned¥ Does it commit us to spend a
certain amount of money beyond this $1,100,000,000 which is set up for
the next yead
General BRADLEY. My understanding is that the pact in itself does
not imply any expenditure; that that is a third point: the European recovery program being one, the pact the second one, and that a third one
which must be considered separately. However, whatever you would
decide on that third step, whether it is a billion dollars or whatever it
is for any one year, I do not see that that commits you to any particular
program.
I should think that any assistance to be furnished in the following
years would depend upon the progress the nations have made for
themselves. At some time they will reach the point where they do
not need any, and if on the other hand they did not do anything to help
their own recovery you probably would decide not to continue it
anyhow.
So as I see it, whatever you decide on that third ste.P, if you do
decide to give any military assistance, it does not commit you to any
future year whatsoever.
Senator LoooE. Is it true, if you did set up a J>rogram of definite
dollar amounts for 3 or 4 years, that there would be & tendency in:
human nature to as.sume that they were surely going to get that
amount and they would relax their own efforts acoording'1y I
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General BRADLEY. Yes. You might have a long-range plan yourself, .hut I do not think you should make any promises beyond any one
particular year.
Senator LoooE. There is also no commitment, expressed or implied1
as to the precise way in which military operations would be conducte<l
if they ever were to be conducted· is there¥
General BRADLEY. There is nothing stated in this as to that; no, sir.
Senator LoooE. And there is nothing stated as to the particular
place in which any activities would be undertaken, is there 9
General BRADLEY. That is correct.
Senator LoooE. There is complete freedom to do whatever seems best
at the time, is there not I
General BRADLEY. That is correct.
Senator LoooE. Thank you very much, General.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McMahon¥
OOMHON Dl'll'ENSE LINE IN EUROPE

Senator McMAHON. General, on page 4, if you do not mind referring
to it, you state at the top of the page:
Geographically, many of these member nations are already In positions where
any aggression Into western Europe would be a <'onquest of their homelands. I
assure you that our frontiers of collective defense lie In common with theirs iii
the heart of Europe.

When I read that sentence I was reminded of the statement by President Roosevelt in 1939 that our frontier was on the Rhine, and there
was a great uproar about it. I take it from this sentence that you
agree that that certainly is true today, even though it were not true
then.
General BRADLEY. You notice that I used the words "collective defense," assuming that we are talking about the defense of the 12 nations
joining this pact.
Senator McMAHON. We are one of the 12 nations 9
General BRADLEY. We are one of the 12. So if we go into this collective-security arrangement, then our common defense line lies, for
the 12 nations, in the center of Europe.
Senator McMAHON. We found out since 1939 that what the late
President said at that time was true. I take it it is far more true
today, with the increase in destructiveness of weapons and the increased
speed with which they cnn be delivered, and every development since
then reiterates and fortifies the statement that our defense line is in
Europe, because that simply takes cognizance of the fact that if war
breaks out anywhere in the world today, unfortunately we are going
to be involved in it. That is what you are really sayin~, is it not 9
General BRADLEY. That is right. And going back a httle bit, within
the last 2 or 3 years, without this pact, had war broken out we would
have found ourselves fighting in tlie center of Europe because we have
troops there at the present time on occupation duties.
senator McMAuox. NO\v, General, I presume that when the military implementation bill is presented that you will naturally appear as
a witness to testify on that specific proposal. Many questions occur
to me of a military nature having to do with that implementation bill
which I do not think it is necessary to ask now.
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f:FFECTIVENESS OF THE PACT WITHOUT Tl!E MILITARY ASSISTA:SCE PROORAH

I merely state that to explain why I do not ask some questions that
go that far,.but I will ask you this: Even without military aid, the pact
does hiwe considerable power, do you not think so~
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir; I do. I think it is desirable whether or
not you wapt to go on with the military aid.
Senator McMAHON. In other words, the might of this country,
backed by $16,000,000,000 worth of appropriations for our rearmament, is certainly not to be taken lightly when it is married to a pledge
to use it, and use it effectively if aggression tl\kes place. Do you not
agree with that, sid
General BRADU:Y. I agree.
Senator Mcl\fAHoN. We guarantee, in the Rio Treaty, the territorial
int~grity of the whole South American Continent, and they in turn
guarantee ours. 'Ve have no arms program for the implementation
of that pact. It rests upon our assurance that we will resist any
aggression, under the Monroe Doctrine.
If you regard this pact as the extension of the Monroe Doctrine
theory, to the line around these 11 countries of western Europe, it
might be that our power and our might might be sufficient to deter an
aggressor without putting a ground army in western Europe. Is that
soW

General BnADLF.Y. I think very definitely so. As I understand it,
a lot of the people in Germany stated at the outset of the last world
war that if the United States got into the war Germany was sure to
lose it. They did not know when they started it for certain that we
would get in it.
As I stated before, I believe that had we had a pact such as this,
where there would have been no doubt in their minds that we would
get in it if they started it, it might never have started.
Senator McMAHON. And that is so whether or not we have a gun
or a man or an airplane on the continent of Etlrope.
General BnADLEY. Yes. sir; because of our potential of putting it
tliere later if it is SQ decided.
Senator l\lcl\L\HoN. Thank you.
RATIO OF l\IILITARY ASSISTANCE l'ROGR.\:\l TO EUROPEAN DEFENSE Bt;OOETS

The CHAIRMAN. General, it is stated, of course, here in the treaty,
that each one of these nations shall exert itself b~· means of continuously effective self-help nnd mutual aid to maintam and develop their
individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack.
It is proposed, or has been suggested, that we should appropriate
$1,130,000,000 the first year if we t.mderti1ke the arms program. Can
you not verify the statement that that $1,130,000,000 that we contemplate appropriating is matched by the budget re<luirements in the
other 11 nat10ns Ly something like G to 7 billion dol ars for their own
defense?
General BRADU:Y. I understand that that is correct, that this aid
would be on the ratio of about 1 to 6, or l to 7, of the total that would
be available for the nations; the nations themselves furnishing the
rest of it.
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The CHAIRMAN. The ~ason I ask you that, it was brought out in
the. testimony that there might be some slackening .on their part, on
their reliance on us to do it all. That would be an earnest that
they do not expect to do that, if they lived up to their budget provisions; would it not?
General BRADLEY. 'fhnt is correct. They are supposed to furnish
about 6 or 7 times as much as we are talking about furnishing them
from here.
The CHAiltMAX. And that would be und2r article 3, to meet their
obligations under article 3; is that correct t
Generul BRADLEY. I am afraid I am not familiar enough with that.
CO:\IPARISON TO TRADITIONAL 1\IILITARY ALUANCES
The CHAIRMAN. Article 3 is the self-help and mutual-aid provision.
Some mention was made about military alliance. You mentioned
that. The trnditional military alliance as we knew it in the European countries~ was not confined to self-defense or to preservation of
peace at all; was it?
General BRADLEY. No, sir; it was not. Quite often it was formed
for purposes of aggression, really.
The CHAIRl\IAN. In other words, in a sense, instead of being formed
for the sake of peace, it was sometimes formed for the sake of war;
was it not 1
Oeneral BR.\DLEY. That is correct. It. was sometimes formed for
that purpose.
The Cn.URMAX. And in those alliances, if one of the nations became inv-0lved in a war, the others automatically were supposed to
join in that wur; were they not 1
General BRADLEY. They were, and regardless of why they got in
the war.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly. Without going into the reasons or the
justification for the war, if one of thell° associates became involved
m the war, they were supposed to rush to its aid and enter the war.
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You remember, no doubt, in World War I, Italy
was in a treaty with the Central Powers. She did not stick to the
treaty. She found an excuse to get out of it. But there was a bitter
complaint of lwr associates in that Central Powers agreement that
she did not rush into the war on their side without any justification
on her own part at all. Is that not true~
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir; that is true. And as I understand it,
Italy pulled out because she did not agree with the causes for which
the Central Powers were fighting.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe that is all I have.
Senator YAXDENBER<:. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the general a
question¥
•
The CH.\IRMAN. Certainly.
NATURE

OF OLD

MILITARY ALLIANCES

Senator V AXDENBERG. It is rather in the form of a statement. I
am one of those who haw constantly been saying, General, that this
proposed North Atlantic Pact is not in manner, form, spirit, or char-
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acter anything like what we traditionally know in history as a military alliance. Sometimes it is difficult to identify the difference in the
mere text, as you yourself have indicated. Sometimes it is necessary
to go behind the text to identify the reality. But just at this point,
Mr. Chairman, I think I would like to call attention, for the purpose
of the record, to one sentence in the Holy Alliance which was signed
November 30, 1815, and which is probably the greatest of all the socalled military alliances in history.
. The sentence reads as follows:
The three contracting monarchs will remain united by the bonds of a true
and indissoluble fraternity, and considering each other as fellow countrymen.
they will, on all occasions, and In all places, lend each other aid and assistance.

That is what I have had in mind as a typical example of the true
character of the old traditional, historical military alliance. And
certainly we cannot apply the term "military alliance" to the North
Atlantic Pact in any such manner as I have indicated by this quotation. Is that not true 1
General BRADLEY. I agree.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIBKAN. Senator Hickenlooper.
Senator H1CKENLOOPER. I hnd not intended to pursue this subject
but I think it has been again reemphasized. General, do you recati
an agreement between France and Britain prior to World War I with
regard to coming to each other's assistance if some other country,
specifically connoted as Germany, attacked France¥
General BRADLEY. I remember that agreement. I do not remember
the details of it.
SIMIJ,ARITIES WITH OLD MILITARY

ALLIANCES

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I do not have the text of it here, but as I
recall it, the phraseology of that treaty was that they would come
to each other's mutual assistance in the event of attack or aggression
by some outside power. I believe that was generally considered to
be a military alliance.
It seems to me that there was also an a~reement, at least between
especially France and Russia, that if the Central Powers committed
an aggression that they would come to each other's mutual assistance.
I believe that was considered to be a military alliance as between
those countries.
It also seems to me that prior to World War II there was an agreement or an understanding between Great Britain and Poland that
the violation of their territory or their sovereignty by way of military advancement by any country would call for certain definite ·and
immediate assistance on the part of Britain.
I am thoroughly convinced that this pact is a peace pact. I do not
believe it has any aggres$ive intentions; in fact, I am certain that
it does not. If 1t is aggressive, it is aggressive for peace. But I
am not certain that it is not, in the long run, an alliance for military
purposes subject to certain contingencies.
If these countries are attacked it is a military alliance, in my ju~
ment. among other things, and while it certamly connotes peace, 1t
is pointed toward peace, and I think peace underlies every motiva-
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tion of this pact, yet I see the same high declarations of resisting
invasion and resisting aggression in many other treaties that have
been formed in, let us say the last 20, 30, or 40 years.
I cannot follow the phllosophy that just 'because some treaties a
~reat many years ago probably secretly protected another country,
if that count17. decided to go out and ta1'e some more territory, we
could necessarily say that a military alliance is an aggressive alliance.
I think a military alliance is just as righteous, if it is a peace alliance,
or it is iust as much of an alliance if it is a peace alliance or if it is an
agg'ressive alliance, and I think there are various kinds of military
alliances.
So that as I view this pact, it is, in some of its particulars, and
under some eventualities, a military alliance.
The purpose of the alliance may be different from some ancient
aUiances, but I think the purpose of this alliance follows quite well
the verbiage and the declarations of some more recent a11iances that
we have seen in history. To that extent I have expressed the opinion
that this is actually a military alliance in its last effect.
General BRADLEY. I wonder if it makes much difference what you
call it.
Senator llicKENLOOPER. I do not know if I asked you a question, but
if you have a comment, I would like to hear it.
General BRADLEY. I do not know whether it makes much difference
what you call it, so long as we know the definite purpose of it.
Senator HxcKENLOOPER. I do not think it makes much difference
what we call it, but what it does do is fix the time when we will fight,
and that is the end result of this thing. We hope that we never will
fight. We hope that it will insure peace, but it does fix a contingency
· under which we are determined to fight in a miltary way in conjunction with these other 11 nations, and I think it. is very important that
we clearly understand that.
DIFFERENCE IN PURPOSE FROM OLD MILITARY ALLL\NCER

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true, General, that the purpose and the
objectives are the things that determine the character of the pact, or
the treaty. or whatever it is~ If it is for pence, that is one thing;
if it is for aggression or conquest or war, it is another thing.
General BRADLEY. I should think that the purposes of the pact will
certainly determine the policies which are followed by the members
of that pact through the years. And if the pact is formed for the
maintenance of peace, as we know this one is, I do not see how it can
ever result, or even be construed as, an alliance or anythin~ else, whatever you want to call it, for starting a war or for aggressive action.
Senator Hi:cKENLOOPER. May I just pursue that one question 1
ACTION IN THE EVENT OF AN ATI'ACK

Senator LoooE. I would like to comment on something Senator
Hickenlooper said. I would like to have you elucidate it. I think
as you phrased it, it gives an impression that I do not think you mean
to convey.
You said that this treaty-The CHAmMAN. Whom are you interrogating!
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SPnator Lonm~. I am going to <'omment on Senn tor Hicken looper's
statement and then ask General Bradley to comment on it.
The CI-IAffiMAN. AB right.
Senntor LoooE. As I understood Senator Hickenlooper, he stated
that this treaty-and I wrote it down as he said it-"fixed the time
when we will fight." It does not do thnt; does it, General 9
General BRADLEY. Except thnt at the time that nny one nation is
attacked. I assume that is what he meant.
Senntor HrcKENLOOPER. Substitute the word "conditions" for the
word "time''; the conditions under which we will figh't.
Senator LoooE. It does not commit us to any particular time to
fight, or to fight in any particular place, or in any particular way,
does it1
·
·
Ueneral BRADLEY. No, but I believe it does implv that if anv one of
these nations is attacked by aggressive action on fhe part of Someone
else, we will all )ool our resources to stop that aggression.
Senator LoooE. We will react, we will take such measure as we deem
necessary, I think is the language, including the use of armed force.
General BRADLEY. At that time.
Senator LoooE. Yes. It does not compel us to use armed force;
does iH
General BRADLEY. No. Because I think you would decide on the
circumstanc~ under which the aggressive act had taken place. You
would decide at that time.
Senator LonoE. Do~s it either fix the time, the way, the place, or the
conditions under which we will fight~
General BRADLEY. Not specifically. But I think it is implied that
if the nation that was attacked was not at fault, I think the pact implies that they would render military assistance. If it was her own
fault I do not think that is implied, necessarily, because as you say, it
would then depend upon the conditions.
Senator LoDOE. "Going to their assistance," that is the phrase you
used. That is not the same thing as fighting; is it~
General BRADLEY. Not necessarily; no, sir.
Senator LoooE. Thank you.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Senator Hickenlooper.
CONDITIONS UNDER

WHICH WE WILL ACT

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Again let me reiterate that I am firmly
convinced that this is the strongest and perhaps the most concerted
peace effort thnt hns ever been made in the world, as a world-wide
effort. But on this question of the fighting end of this treaty, I take
it, General. that there are many ways of fighting: Blowing up bridges,
without necessarily being nrme<l, sabotnge of various kinds, infiltration, and then you cnn fight with guns and with other weapons. But
this does, in my judgment-and I wonder if you will agree with me-this does set up conditions which we cannot necessarily anticipate
in particular at this moment, but it does set up conditions nnder which
we will bring to bear whatever strength-which means fighting. by
whatever means we deem proper-in unity with these other countries,
to repel aggression against any of these countries. and in my judgment that fixes the conditions under which we wiU fight.
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Now, "fight" is a pretty broad word, and I do not use it in the sense
that we will begin to shoot rifles immediatelv, but we will begin to
fight with all that we have in conjunction witli the cooperative eft'orts
of these other nations to repel aggression.
That .is why I phrase my state~ent that it fu!nishe~ perhaps t~e
word ''time." The word "time" might have been ill-advised, so I will
substitute the word "conditions" under which we will fight.
Senator LoooE. Do you include the word "blockade" under the word
''fight"¥
Senator HicKENLOOPER. Yes. Blockade, sanction.
Senator LoooE. Psychological propaganda¥
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. All manner of power which we could bring
to bear in conjunction with our pact. I do not limit fighting necessarily to shooting guns.
.
.
.
Senator Loom:. When you said "fight," I thought you meant ''shoot:'
Senator H1cKE~LOOPER. You enn fight with your fists. I think
that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRl\L\N. Oennal Bradley, we luwe present today two Senators, bv the courtesy of the committee: Senator Donnell of Missouri
nnd Sei1ator Watkins of lTtah. The committee allows them to interrogate the witnesses. I recognize Senator Donnell.
PROCEDUHE

I~

CASE

OF

AN A'ITACK

Senator DoxNt:u,. Mr. Chairnum, and Genet·al Bradley, pursuing
for a moment the point tinder discus.<>ion by Senator Hickenlooper and
Senator Lodge, I understood, in substance, that you concede that the
North Atlantic Treaty does mean that if we come to a point where
there is agg-ression against one of the si;rnatories to the pact, and that
signatorv is not at fa.ult, it is an agress10n by some outside aggresror,
we will ·pool our resources to repel that aggression. That is your
view; is it not~
General BRADLEY. Yes, depending upon the circumstances at the
time and the decision being made at that time, as to what collective
·
action yon would take.
Senator DoN:•n:J.L And if the decision be made at that time that it
is necessary, in order to rl'pel the aggression, that you fight with guns
and ammunition. this treaty would C'Ontemplate that we should pool
our resources to repel the uggression by fighting with guns and ammunition. That is correet: is it not?
General Bn.\OLF.Y. Thnt is correct. And the deciRion~ of course, at
that time would be made by the Congress itself in declaring war.
Senator DoNNEI..L. May I ask you, Genera.I, to take the case that
has been mentioned before, both to Secretary Acheson and Mr. Lovett,
in which we got different responses from those _gentlemen. Suppose
that a force of i'i00,000 Russians were to enter Norway in an attack
upon Norway. Do you think that. the President of the United States,
ns the Commander in Chief, would haw power to send forces immediately to repel that attaC'k without congressional action?
General BR.\OU:T. I think thnt would be a question for decision by
the Presi~ent and the State Depnrtment, n_nd not hy the military, and
I am afraid I could not answer thitt question.
90614~49--pt.1~20
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Senator DoNNELL. General, along some other lines: Senator Connally made mention at the outset this morning of some article in the
United States News. I do not know what that a1ticle was, and have
not seen it--consciously, at any rate.
ORIGINAL COST OF CONTEMPLATED 'MILM'.\RY ASSISTANCE .MATERIAL

I notice in the edition of May 6,.1949, of the United States News and
World Report, this statement :
Mllltary alllancethi~

is in what is known as the Newsgram-

The mll1tary alllance of the United States and western Europe will be made
effective.

I am not asking for your conclusion as to whether this is or is not an
alliance. I am reading thh~ in conjunction with the next part:
Lend-lease Is llkely to be apprO\·ed. J<;urope, In the first year, Is to get
$4,520,000,000 of United Statt>s arms w1·itten down to $452,000,000 to calm taxpayers. Replacement cost of arms to be given might be around $8,000,000,000.
Armament for United States will be approved at around $15,000,000,000.

Can you tell us, General, whether or not there is contemplated that
in the sending of equipment to Europe in pursuanc~ to the Atlantic
Treaty obligation, there is to be a chari:~e made against Europe in determining how much is being sent to Europe/
General BRADLEY. A charge to Europe Y
Senator DONNELL. A bookkeepiJ1g charge.
May I explain what I mean r We have heard here about the appropriation of one billion, or so many million dollars, that is going t.o
be asked for the first year. Is that money going to be used in part to
acquire from the United States Government, arms at a written-down
fig'!:!re, and then those arms be transported on over to Europe¥
General BRADLEY. I think I know what you have reference to. I
might say to start with that there is no definite list as yet; we do not
have a final list of what would be of the most use to them, collectivelyincluded in any such list there would undoubtedly be certain items of
equipment which we do not nood immediately upon mobilization.
REHABILITATION 008T

It is planned, I believe, that those articles would be furnished to
them out of our surplus, and that the only money necessary to be appropriated for tpat transfer would be that required to rehabilitate
the equipment and to transport it, to put it into their hands.
Senator DONNELL. So that the appropriation then to be made, would
not be made to repay the Government for what is being sent over, but
merely to rehabilitate, in the instances you have described, that which
we already have?
General BRADLEY. Rehabilitate and transport it.
Senator DONNELL. So that in an appropriation, we will say, of
$1,000,000,000, to be used in rehabilitation, there may be actually sent
equipment which has been rehabilitated by the use of the $1,000,000,000, equipment which itself is worth many billion dollars. That is
correct, is it notl
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General BRADLEY. I would say the original cost of it might have been
a great deal more. The present worth of it might not be any:thing in
our own hands, but might be worth a great deal in somebody else's

hands.

Senator DONNELL. I understand that. But the point I am getting at
is that the mere figure in the appropriations bill does not at all, necessarily, indicate the original cost of the equipment which will be rehabilitated and sent over to Europe. I am correct in that, am I not t
General BRADLEY. That is correct, because certain items will be given
to them, and the only money neces.5ary in the way of appropriation is
that necessary to rehabilitate that equipment and get it transported to
the nation concerned.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you have any idea, General, roughly speaking,
as to what the original cost of the equipment was which will require
a billion dollars to rehabilitate it Y
General BRADLEY. No, sir. Because all of that billion dollars is
not rehabilitation and transportation. Some of it would have to be
new equipment. So that I have no idea what the original cost of
that particular part would be. When the program is fuially decided
upon it could be figured out then, of course.
Senator DONNELL. I understood from Secretary Johnson, when he
was on the stand a few days ago, that the experts are vigorously at
workl and actively at work now, on preparing these figures and this
detai information. Am I correct in that¥
General BRADLEY. That is correct. They are working on such a list.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know, General, approximately when that
list will be completed, if you feel at liberty to tell us 9
General BRADLEY. No, sir; I do not know just how soon it will be.
RATIO OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM TO EUROPEAN DEFENSE BUDGETS
Senator DoNNELL. I understood you to say that the other countries
to this Atlantic Treaty are expected to furnish about 6 to 7 times as
much as the United States does. Did I correctly understand you 1
General BRADLEY. In money value; yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Would you tell us if there is anything in writing, General, to the effect that they are expected to furnish 6 to 7 times
as much as we dot
General BRADLEY. Not that I know of. That was a State Department figure. Whether or not they have it in writing I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. When was that State Department figure given
out¥ Or has it ever been given out publicly 9
General BRADLEY. I do not know whether it has been given out publicly or not. I have been given to understand that that is about the
ratio, of 6 to 1.
Senator DONNELL. General, I do not want to im~ on any confidence, and I assure you of that. If there is anything I ask you that
you feel you cannot answer because of confidence, I want you to express your desire not to answer it.
The CHAIRKAN. That covers security also.
Senator DoNNELL. Yes. Anything that he considers is contrary
to the interest:S of national security.
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General, would yon mind telling us who told yon that it is contemplated that the other countries are expected to furnish about 6 to 1
compared to what we are to furnish 1
General BRADLEY. It came to me through one of my staft' members
who had been working with the State Department on it. What member of the State Depaitment told him I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling us which member of yourstaff told you ?
The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt? I think Secretary Acheson
testified about that before this committee.
Senator DoNNELL. If he did, it wi11 do no harm to have this furthertestimony.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You asked what the source was.
Senator McMAHON. That is the amount of their published military
budgets, Senator. They aggregate about 6 or 7 billion dollars. That
is where that figure comes from.
SOURCE

OF

R.VfIO FIGURE

Senator DoNNELL. What I am getting at is the source of General
Bradley's information, that it is expected that the other countries
will furnish about 6 to l, as C'ompared \'\°ith what we furnish. Would
you mind telling us which member of your staff so informed you t
General BRADLEY. General Grnenther. who is sitting right here~
said that he heard SeC'retary Adwson make the stntement in n speech.
Senator DoNNEI.L. Do you know where the speech was made, and
when it was made, and to whom~
General BRADLF.Y. Mr. Chairman, may I ask that that particular
statement. referring to Senetary Acheson be stricken from the record?
I understand that that statement was mnde when he was talking otr
the record, sir. The member of my staff who informed me of that
was General Lemnitzer, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will strike it if you like. But his testimony
here before this committee was not off the record.
General BRADLEY. No, sir. I understood that he made it here when
I first said that. In conferring with Geneml Gruenther, at the time
he heard it, wns when he was talking off the record some time ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Senator McMAHON. That is published in the whole world, General.
For instance. the Belgian budget is known to the whole world, and
you can take the amount of that. EYerybody has that.
General BRAI>LEY. I believe there are two or three of these which
have not. I do not think the statement hurts. because it does not concern two or three which have not been announced. If you want it on
the record that is all right. It came to me from two sources.
Senator DoNN1'LL. Those two sourcPs are whom Y
General BRADLEY. General Gruenther and General Lemnitzer.
Senator DoNNF.LL. General Persons is sitting behind you nowt
General BRAI>LEY. Yes, sir.
DJ:TERRENT EFFECT OF THE.\TY
Senator DoNNF.LL. In your prepared statement. which yon J?llVe us
this morning. I notice thnt nt pnge 1 you refer to the Atlantic Treaty
as "a deterrent to war." That is correct, is it not?
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General B~ADLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And you regard it as a deterrent to war 1
General BRADLEY. I do.
Senator DoNNELL. That is the primary reason that you are favorable
to it?
General BRADLEY. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. ln that connection, General, I want to recall to
~·our mind this language by the President of the United States in his
maugural address, January 20 of this year :
It we can make it su11lciently clear in advance that any armed attack affecting
-0ur national security would be mE>t with overwhelming force, the armed attack
might never occur. I hope soon to semi to the Senate a treaty respecting the
North Atlantic security plan.
·

Then I would like also, before asking this question, to recall to your
recollection these contents as I have them set forth in a question to
Secretary Johnson, at page 373 of the record, with respect to your own
Army Day address of April 6. This is what you are quoted as saying:
At present the balance of mllltary power ls centered In the United States,
3,000 miles from the heart of Europe. It must be perfectly apparent to the
people of the United States that we C'annot count on friends in western Europe
It our strategy In the event of w1u· dictates that we shall first abandon them to
the enemy with a promise of later lll>E'rntiou. Yet that 111 the only strategy
tbat c..'lln prevail If the military balance of power in Europe ls to be counted
-00 the wings of our bombers and deposited in reserves this side of the ocean.

Now, General, am I co1·tect in understanding that you are indicating here, in this Army Day speech, and in your opinion that the President, when he talks in advance that any armed attack would be met
with overwhelming force, am I correct in understanding that you have
in mind that in order that this treaty may act as the utmost "deterrent
to war," to quote your testimony this morning, that Russia should know
as soon as possible that she is going to be met with ~uch force as will
prevent her from taking possession of Europ_e ~
Is that the best possible deterrent to war, if she cannot take Europe I
WHAT

CONSTITUTES A DETERRENT

General BRADLEY. The question of whether or not she can take
Europe was not implied in that particular statement. The statement
was that the great reserve-and by that I mean manpower and primarily, however, industrial potential-lies in the United States. No
eountrv is any stronger than its industrial capacity. At the present
time ":e have that great potential which is a deterrent to any country
if they know we are going to get into it. Particularly if we are going
to have friends in it.
What I was referring to these as reserves was not only manpower
but industrial capacity and potential.
Senator DoNNELL. The expression "reserves this side of the ocean"
does include, however, not only the industrial potential, but manpower, as you have just mentioned.
General BRADLEY. Everythin~ which is a potential for making war.
Senator DoNNBLL. General, if Russia should think that she could
take possession of Europe and leave the future to this process of
later liberation mentioned by yourself, she would not be so much
deterred as if she knew-that is, deterred from war-as if she knew
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in advance that there would be such an overwhelmin~ force pitted
against her at the outset that she could not take possession of Europe.
That is correct, is it not I
General BRADLEY. I would not say that the nations of this pact
have the capacity today to either stop or not stop the taking of Europe
by any ag~ressor. What you are hoping for is eventually to have those
countries m such a condition that such a thing could not happen, that
there would be no question about it.
Senator DoNNELL. The particular point, however, that I have in
mind, and I know that you were directing your answer to it, the particular point that I have in mind is this: Here we have a treaty,
the purpose of which is to act as a deterrent to war, to make it concrete-whether you feel you want to say it or not, I want to say i~
to make it clear to Russia that if she starts in she cannot take possession
of Europe and just leave us to come back later on and by the slo'v
process of war, liberate it.
If she thinks that she could take J?.OSsession of Europe-and just
leave us the slow process of future liberation-she would not be as
greatly deterred from starting a war as if she knew right at the
start that if she was going to start across the river she would be stopped
in her tracks. Am I correct in that 9
General BRADLEY. I think that is a question which cannot be answered "Yes" or "No," Senator. May I pass the answer to that. I
do not think it can be answered "Yes" or "No." Whether or not they
could d9 such a thing, and the conditions under which they can do it,
get into certain questions of security which I do not believe should be
discussed here.
Senator DONNELL. If it gets into questions of security I certainly
shall not press it further. I want tO confine my questions to questions.
I observed that some of our friends on the committee have not only
asked questions, but have made statements. I want to make this very
brief observation : That it would seem to me perfectly clear that if
Russia knew that she could not step across the river without being
ruined-in other words, she is going to be repelled-that she would
be much greater deterred from starting across than if she knew she
could take possession and then make us, over a period of y-ears, perhaps,
try to push her out again. That is the point to which I was getting.
I shall not push that question further, however, because of the
effect on security reasons to which you refer.
OBLIGATION UNDER THE TREATY

General, I want to ask you something along this line: Senator
Lodge brought out, in considerable detail, the point that this treaty
does not say in any precise way or any precise time, or any }1recise
method, or any exact time, just exactly how we are going to do all
this defending and so forth.
I want to ask yon, however: this treaty does crPate an obligation
of some kind, does it not, or else we would not go into it~
General BRADLEY. Yes, but what action you take as a result of that
obligation would depend upon the circumstances at that particular
time, and the nature of the act.
Senator DoNNELL. I can readily understand that. And I think
Senator Lodge is quite correct in indicating that we cannot tell
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exactly, precisely when, where, how, we are going to do these things.
But the point I wanted to get perfectly dear in my own mind is
whether or not you agree that the pact does create an obligation,
namely, an obligation set forth in article 51 and an obligation set forth
in article 3, particularly those articles referring to military matters.
I am correct, it does create an obligation in those two considerations¥
General BRADLEY. To take some action. But it does not prescribe
exactly what that will be.
OBLIGATION

TO

MAINTAIN AND DEVELOP DEFENSIVE CAPACITY

Senator DONNELL. General, in connection with article 3, the provision there is that the parties separately and jointlytn order-

hv the waymore e1fectlvely to achieve the objectives of this treaty-

which carries us back to the objectivesseparately and jointly, by means of contlnuon!'< and .-t'fectlve self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their Individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.

Am I correct in understanding that that article is talking about
maintaining and developing capacity to resist the attack by armed
forces¥
General BRADLEY. Not necessarily, because your potential to make
war does not depend just on the number of people in your service.
It depends upon your industry, the stability of your government,
and of course your armed forces are included. But many things are
included in your ability to resist such a moment.
Senator DoNNELL. Pardon me, Genera1. I do not think I made
my question quite clear. I appreciate that, and I think that is exactly
true, but what I was getting at is this: When article 3 obligates the
parties separately and jointly to do certain things, to develop collective capacity to resist armed attack, the armed attack that is mentioned therem is an at.tack by military forces, is it not Y
General BRADLEY. I would assume so.
Senator DONNELL. And at least one of the most successful methods
of resisting armed attack is by military defense. That is correct,
is it nott
General BRADLEY. That is one way.
Senator DONNELL. So that among the methods that are contemplated by article 3, and to which we bind ourselves to adopt, are in
the instances where armed attack is made, to use military defense
if that seems necessary in repelling the armed attack. Is that
necessary¥
General BRADLEY. It might or might not. As has been brought out
here before, the methods to be used at the time would depend upon
the circumstances and would be decided at the time by the Govern·
ment.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ATTACK

Senator DONNELL. If 500,000 troops were to enter into Norway some
morning, coming over from Russia, and were making an armed attack on Norway, the normal, common-sense method of repelling that
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attack, the physical repulsion of it, would be by military, procedure,
would it not?
General BRADLEY. That is about the only way you could meet
them.
Senator DONNELL. And in fact, it is the only way, is it not¥
General BRADLEY. "'hether or not you would do that would be
decided at the time.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. But I say that is the only way that
you could meet 500,000 troops, to meet them by military force; is that
right?
General BRADLEY. If you want to get them out, that would be the
only way to do it.
Senator DONNELL. And I understand that this treaty, by the term
"restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area,'' indicates at least a slight desire to get them out. Is that true!
General BRADLEY. I should think so.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. Your answer was "Yes" on that one.
General, a question was asked you as to whether massed manpower
is contemplated. I would like to ask you a few questions along this
line. I asked some of them of Secretary Johnson the other day, and
he referred me to you. I want to say, by the way, to take this opportunity to express-if I am not violating any confidence-my
thanks for the fine cooperation emanating from your office, if not
yourself personally, in having Major Button come in to see me and
help get together whatever was necessary. I told him only in general
terms what I had in mind.
NECESSITY FOR MASS MANPOWER IN WESTERN EUROPE
Are you able to say, General, first, in determining this question as
to whether if Russia were to start across the Rhine, we will say, as
to what military force would be necessary to prevent her from coming!
I would like to know, if we can find out, about whether or not it
would be necessary for United States troops to be there in addition to
European troops, in order to prevent Russia from comin~ across.
Have you gone into that questiort? Or would that consideration of
national security preclude discussion of that 1
Gem~ral BRADLEY. You certainly could not discuss any details, in
answering such a question, without getting into questions of security.
I doubt whether any of our people on this side have tried to make a
study to determine even the number of divisions that it. would take
to stop a crossing of the Rhine because so much would depend upon
the state of trainmg, morale, and equipment that were available, and
whether or not those divisions came from one country or three countries would not make any great difference as long as they had a division of fighting strength and equipment as we understand it.
I have never made any attempt to try to figure out the number of
divisions it would require to hold the Rhine River.
Senator DoNNELL. So that your office has not yet looked into the
question as to whether, in order to prevent Russia from coming in and
taking charge of Europe, leading us up to this slow process of liberation thereafter, your office has gone into the question of whether
United States troops would be essential, in addition to the European
troops. Am I correct i
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General BRADLEY. That is correct. But if something happened
there now we would have some divisions on the Rhine, because we
have our troops in Germany.
. Senator Do~NELI,. That is ~rue. But I say you have not yet gone
mto the question of whether it would be necessary, in order to hold
the Rhine against a Russian crossing, it would be necessary to have
American troops in addition to European troops. Am I correct 1
Gener~} BRADLEY. That is correct.
OONTRIBUTION OF OTHER SIONA1'0RU:8

Senator DoNNELL. Gene.ral, in connection with the mutual aid that
we are to receive, one from the other. have yon looked into the question as to what amount of mutual aid Portugal, we will say, would
provide in the event of an attack by Russia?
General BRADLEY. No, sir; I have no <letnils on that.
Senator DONNELL. Or Luxemburg!
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Or Denmark?
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Or any of the other signatories to the pact~
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
COMPAklSON TO PAST MIUTART ..\l.LI.\NCES

Senator DONNELL. General, referring to the question as to whether
this is a military alliance or not, we find here, as I have indicated, the
May 6 issue of the United States News says: "Miliary alliance of the
United States and western Europe will he made effective."
That may be or may not be right. It is not true, General, that many
of the pacts, allianc~s, or agreements of history have purported to be
en.tirely defensive. and have not only purported to be but have been,
~in the case of this one right here, actually contemplated as defensive
pacts~ Is that not tnie?
General BRADLEY. A lot of the combinations int.he past have been
for defensive purposes. Again I say I do not think this business of a
definition of a military alliance means a thing. Whether it is a military alliance or not I do not think means a thmg. I do not know that
there is much to be gained by trying to compare this one with previous
ones, because we do not know enough probably of what was in the
minds of the people who made them or the people who implemented
them at the proper time.
We do know that we pretty much control this one for the time being
because we are the only nation of the 12 which really has any capacity
at the present time. So we know that we control the results that are
going to be obtained as far as any military action is going to be taken.
Senator DONNELL. I have no doubt, and I assure you that I am
raising no question, as to the fact that our motive in going int.o this
pact, the United States motive, is purely defensive, and it may be
entirely so with the other nations. Of course, that does not answer
the question as to the difficulties or danger, if any, that may inure.
Did you observe, General, Senator Vandenberg referring back to
these other treaties in history 1 He said it may be necessary sometimes
to go behind the text of those treaties. At least my understanding
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was that he was indicating that some of those pacts on their face say
they were purely defensive, but he thinks we could go back of them
and possibly find out that they were not.
I ask you whether or not you have gone back behind any of the
texts of any of the preceding treaties to ascertain whether they were,
in fact, offensive or defensive 9
General BRADLEY. I have not made such a study.
COMMUNIST COUP AND ARTICLE 11

Senator DoNNELL. Article 5 says:
The parties agree that an armed attack against any one or more ot thew in
Europe or North America shall be considered an attn<'k against them all.

Do you mind telling me whether or not you think that the term "arme.d
attack" would include a boring from within situation, for instance, as
I gather took place in Czechoslovakia 9 Would you think that would
be an armed attack from the outside force whose interests were in
boring within 9
General BRADLEY. I think a situation similar to that one would be
very questionable, which it was, and would have to be determined upon
the merits.
I do not believe that you could say, in advance, whether or not any
similar one is an armed attack or not. Normally we do not think of
that as an armed attack. We think of them as an internal change of
government.
Senator DoNNELL. If, however, General, it were to be developed that
the attempt to take over the government by, we will say troops, right
there in the country, domestic troops, if it would be developed that
those had been instigated by Russia on the outside, might it not be that
that would constitute an armed attack by Russia 9
General BRADLEY. I am not too sure that this example has application here, because in Czechoslovakia lou had a condition where she
was already under the domination o Russia because of occupation
duties, and that condition does not exist in any of the countries we are
talking about now.
Senator DoNNELL. Is it not true, General, that it is at least likely
that if an aggressor could do so, that instead of coming in by evideBt,
obvious aggression from the outside, it would prefer to use the devious
means of boring from within in order to accomplish the overthrow of
the country into which it actually wanted to enter¥
General BRADLEY. I believe that is part of the Communist doctrine.
Senator DONNELL. And such a plan as that would not, or might not,
be covered at all by the Atlantic Treaty; am I correct in that 9
General BRADLEY. I say that it would be questionable, and would
be, in my opinion, decided upon at the time, as to whether or not it
was armed aggression. Normally it would not be, in my opinion.
Senator DoNNELL. I want to ask you one or two points, very briefly.
And again if this is contrary to the interests of the public security, I
will not push it .
Senator McMAHON. I think it ought to be stressed, General, that it
mij?ht be. I am glad that you reserve that it might be.
General BRADLEY. It might be, and would be determined at the
time.
Senator DoNNELL. Might be what~
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AIR POWER

AND THE :MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM:

General BRADLEY. Might be an act of aggression or might not be
and would be determined by the circumstances at the time.
Senator DONNELL. General, the power of Russia is in large part due
to its air power, is it not t
General BRADLEY. The power of Russia t
Senator DoNNELL. Yes, sir; today.
General BRADLEY. The power is included in not only air power but
an army, submarines, and its total armed force.
Senator DoNNELL. And air power is a very material part of that
power in Russia?
General BRADLEY. It is a very material part of any power.
Senator DoNNELL. Are you willing to tell us, or do you think that
you should, from the standpoint of national security, whether it is
contemplated that under this Atlantic Pa<'t obligation of mutual
aid, that this country is going to furnish air power to the signatories1
General BRADLEY. What do you have reference to1 Furnishing
air power in what means 1
senator DONNELL. I mean furnishing them with airplanes and
bombers and so forth. Is there any intention to do that, m caITying
out this mutual help under article 3 of the Atlantic treaty~
General BRADLEY. It is <'ertainly not part of this pact. It may be
part of the military aid program. There is nothing provided in the
pact that you will give them any arms.
Senator DONNELL. There is no specific obligations, I take it. But
there is an obligation, quoting from article 3, "by means of continuous
and effective self-help and mutual aid," to ''maintain nnd develop their
individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack."
And the power of resistance to armed attack now is largely embraced in air power, is that not true f
General BRADLEY. No, sir; I would not say that is so.
Senator DoNNEI..L. You would not say it 1
NEED FOR HASS MANPOWER

IN EUROPE

General BRADLEY. Not a~ainst a land force such as Russia has1 if
you are talking about Russia, which has a tremendous army and nas
also in the past been traditional1y ground-minded and has usually won
her wars by ground troops in conjunction with supporting air force.
Senator DoNNELL. If the land force is of great importance, in favor
of Russia, from her previous success in it, would it not follow, General1
that it would l"!\<IUire very large land forces in Europe to be placed
there either by Europeans or the United States, or both of us, in order
to repel a land force attack by Russia on Europe 1
General BRADLEY. The size of that force would depend upon its
training and equipment, and how good a team you had of ~ound
troops and tactical air. Ground troops in themselves are limited in
their value unless they do have that ground-air team.
When you speak of ground troops, if you are talking about eft'ective
ones, you must also include the air that works with them.
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• UNITED STATES ARMF.D FORCES
Senator DoNNEI..L. The United States today has 570,000 men in
the Army. has it not?
General BRADLEY. A little more than that.
Senator DoNNELL. Of that number approximately 400,000 are supply men and are not in divisions. is that correct~
Genernl BRADLEY. I do not have the accurate figures with me at thepresent time.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know whether that is approximately
correct?
General BRADLEY. If you want to get techni('al, sir, I would have 00.
go into a little bit of a diseussion of what we mean by a division.
'Vhen you get down to a division. for example, in the last World War,.
you had only about 3,340 riflemen in the front line. Pretty near everything else behind that was to get those particular men forward. That
included the other 11,000-plus, men in that division, plus all thecorps troops, plus everything else.
So that when you talk about a division you are not talking about theones that are included in the tables of organization of a division, but
yon must include everyone that supports them at the front, whether
they are right with them in the division or backing them UJ> behind.
So that it is not fair to say that you have 400,000 people m supply
jobs and 200,000 in divisions, or something, be('ause they are all tosupport the man at the front.
The ratio of those behind and in front depends on a lot of things.
How much you depend upon civilian help, and the length of your Jines
of communication, and a lot of other things. So I do not think it
means much when you say that 400,000 are in supply and 200,00()
in divisions.
It does not mean a thing because they are all necessary to carry on
modern war.
Senator DoN:sELL. I did not mean to be te('hnical on it. What I was.
getting at, is that we have about 570,000 men in the Army today, of'
whom about 400,000 are supply men, as distinguished from combatant forces.
General BRADLEY. I do not ha'\'e the figures here. I would have to.
go into a definition of what you cal1 supply troops before I could say
whether your figures are right or wrong.
Senator DONNELL. The number of combatnnt forces in a division
is about 17,000, is it not?
General BRADLEY. The present division is 18.804.
Senator DONNELL. That is an, General. Thank you very much.
The CHAmMAN. Senator Watkins?
Senator WATKINS. General, I have been '\'ery much interested in the
8l'gume11t that has been made. that had such an nrrangement-RATIO OF THF. MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROORA1\l

TO

THF. EUROPEAN DF.FENSB

BUTIOETS

The CnAIRl\lAN. Senator, may in interrupt just a moment~ We
were talking about the testimony of Mr. Acheson with regard to the
budgets of the European countries who are membel'S of this pact. I
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nave before me here the stenographic report of his cross-examination
on April 27. Senator HickeiiloOper was conducting cross~examina
tion. And then the chairman said:
Would you mind It I Intervene for just a moment?
Senator llicxmNLOOPEB. Not at all.
Tbe CBAIUIA1'. Is It not true tbat while uQder the budget nud this proposed
bill we give tbelJl $1,laQ,000,000 tor the pext current year, their own budgets
providing for arms an4 lfO on are something like six or seven times as much as
that?
Secretary A.CHESOl'I'. Somewhere in that neighborhood, Senator.

He did not give the exact figure, but his answer was "Somewhere
in that neighborhood." I oft'er that because of the discussion a while
ago as to where the general received his information, and I thought
I had a distinct remembrance that Secretary Acheson testified to that
before this committee.
That is all. Thank you, Senator. Go ahead.
DETERRENT NATURE OF THE TREATY

Senator WATKINS. General, I started to point out that I am impres.5e<l and somewhat concerned with the urgument that has been
presented repeatedly here, and I think was emphasized by you this
morning, that had there been such an agreement or pact in existence
between us and the European nations thnt we are now talking about,
in connection with this pact, back in 1917 or back in 1914, that there
possibly would not have been World War I. I understand that that
was your opinion this morning.
General BRADLEY. I do not believe I mentioned World War I. I
mentioned World War II specifically, I believe, in my statement.
Senator WATKINS. Of course, it has been said about World War I.
But you do not think you expressed any opinion as to that~
General BRADLEY. I did not. But I would also add that in my
-0pinion, had there been such a pact in 1914, the chances are that there
would not have been a war then.
Senator WATKINS. With respect to World War II, it is your definite opinion that had there been such a pact us this, the aggressor nations would have known that they would have been met with overwhelming force, and under those circumstances they would not have
attacked f Is that your opinion?
General BRADLEY. That is correct. Knowing our potential, that
they would not have started a war had the.Y been sure that we would
get into it. Of course, that is merely an opmion, and it is pretty hard
for anyone to say conclusively now that Hitler would not have started
a war under any conditions.
Senator \V ATKINS. As a matter of fact, men of his type are fanatics,
and they do not reason like other people, or they would not have done
the things that they have been doing. Is that not right?
General BRADLEY. Yes, but even he was shrewd about some things,
and he might have been convinced that he had no chance to win. Certainly some of his staft' were convinced that if the United States got
into 1t they would eventually lose it.
Senator \VATKINS. But he in the final analysis, as we know now,
was the man who said whether they did or did not do things.
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Genera.I BRADLEY. Yes. But he undoubtedly took some advice
from his staff. And of course, as I say, you cannot say conclusively
that it would have prevented war. But certainly, in my opinion, it
would have had a goOd chance of preventin~ a war.
Senator WATKINS. That, of course, is highly speculative, is it not,
to speculate on that, and say as a matter of fact if they had been
threatened with this overwhelming force, if they had been assured
it would have been forthcoming, they would not have made the attack t
We speculate on it. But it is difficult for us to get back into those
times, we do not realize what the times were, so after all it is just a
guess.
General BRADLEY. You can call it a guess. You might say it is a
question of opinion. I know it is pretty much believed by the students of history that had Hitler been stopped when he marched into
the Ruhr, he might have been stopped right there.
Senator WATKINS. France could have stopped him there.
General BRADLEY. And undoubtedly had we had some strong agreement between nations it would have been certainly a deterrent and
make a man think twice before he pulls an aggressive act.
THE TREATY

AS

A PREVENTIVE

Senator WATKINS. With respect to this present pact, as I understand
it, it is your firm opinion that the mere existence of the pact will be
such a threat, or such an obstacle to anyone who wants to wage an aggressive war, that the thought of the overwhelming force that is committed there will stop him Y
General BRADLEY. Yes. And it prevents, maybe not prevents, but
at least discourages trying to pick off one at a time by armed
aggression.
8enator \V ATKINS. And that. of course is based on the assumption
that if they do make an armed attack on any of these signatories to
this treaty, that they will meet with overwhelming force?
General BRADLEY. That they will be faced then with some action
on the part of all 12 nations.
Senator WATKINS. Anything short of force will not be much of a
deterrent, will it 1
General BRADLEY. Of course that is its <Yreatest deterrent. But
there are other methods that could be used. Ydo not know what they
would be. It would depend on circumstances. Several of them haveheen mentioned here this morning. Sanctions, blockade, psychological warfare. and trade.
, Senator WATKINS. In Worl<l War II did not Hitler and his generals and admirals all know as a matter of fact that they would be
met '~ith a blockade, and that the nations that were fighting them :
France, Great Britain, and others, would have the world markets
open to them and the manufacturing industry of the United States
from which they could purchase 'veapons t They knew all those
things about economics and blockade. They knew that they could
get equipment, that their enemies could ~et equipment, did they not 1
They had had the experience of World War I.
General BRADLEY. Yes. Howewr. the conditions they met in World
'Vnr II were considerably different from World War I. In World
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War I we were furnished equipment by our allies, and in World War 11
w«1 furnished it to them.
Senator WATKINS. Th~y were furnished many ~her things that
were necessary. We furmshed the food, and they might have starved
to death had they not received it.
General BRADLEY. Yes.
ECONOMIC AND MILIT.\UY

AID

AND D}:TERRENT

EFFECT

Senator WATKINS. That is ns important ns bullets or guns. Do you
think that mere economic assistance to the signatories to this pact with
us would be any deterrent in stopping a nation, say like Russia, from
atta~king if she really intended to attackW
General BRADLEY. It might have some.
.
Senator WATKINS. Would it not, ns a matter of fact, require theidea that overwhelming forces would be there, before there would be
a~ deterrent whatever to an aggressor nation as powerful as Russia is,
t Gay1
. ly nu'l'1tary action
.
. t h e b'1ggest <leterenera1 B RADLEY. ('ertam
is

rent, the one they would fear, of course.
Senator W ATKrns. That is the one they count on in the final
analysis. If they <lo not know that there is going to be force, an<l
plenty of it, armed force, with whatever it means, almost immediately,
then there is no deterrent, is there, actually, to a nation that is well
armed and has the economic resources that a nation like Russia has?
General BRADLEY. I do not believe that I am in a position to answer
that, because no one knows what they are thinking about.
Senator WATKINS. I understand that. Of course you have taken
the position of giving a judgment on what they are thinking. In
other words, you have said to us that if they know about this overwhelming force they will not attack; it will be a deterrent. So you
have to go into their minds to a certain extent to arrive at ihat
opinion, as I understand it. ·
.
General BRADLEY. You can certainly list the pros and cons, and the
things that they must take into considerntion when they consider·
aggression. What decision they will arrive at after considering all
these things that we have mentioned, only they can tell us.
NATURE OF COMMITMENT TO 'fAKE SOME ACTION
Senator WATKINS. As I understand it, this treaty does not bind
the United States to render armed assistance. Is that your understanding of the treaty~ There is no commitment to render armed
assistance to our allies~
General BRADLEY. Under every circumstance, no. I do not believe.
it commits us to armed assistance under every condition. I think it is
goin~ to depend upon conditions at the timez and the Government will
decide at that time whether or not it includes armed assistance.
Senator WATKINS. Knowing that, if the Russians or any other
nation that has aggressive ideas know that it does not bind us to .
armed assistance, it does not bind the Congress of the United States
to declare war, does not bind the United Stntes Congress to appropriate moneys to go and fight, where would be the deterrent to that nation, .
knowing that the United States, under our own interpretation, takes .
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the position that we are not bound to do anything except to consult
and take probably some action short of war~
I think the war action, it is agreed by everybody, must be taken
by Congress. I would like your comment on that situation.
Senator McMAHON. General, they might give us credit for having
common sense.
Senator WATKINS. I appreciate the Senator's comment, but I would
like to have the General's answer.
Senator McMAHON. I am going to get mine in first. I think it is in
point, and probably better comes from a Sena.tor on the committee,
or another Senator, than the General.
General BRADLEY. It is pretty hard for me to tell you under what
conditions this country would go to war, because you are the gentlemen who decide whether or not we use armed force, depending upon
the circumstances at the time.
Senator WATKINS. I am going to the state of mind of these peopje
that you say we will deter by reason of entering into this pact. We
are going to keep them peaceful, we are going to stop their aggression,
as I get 1t, because we have signed this treaty.
In order to arrive at that conclusion we have to do some mind studying, and I think you have done that when you indicate that your opinion is thnt they will stop and think twice about that.
WHAT CONSTITUTES .\ DETEHRENT?

Now, if they take us seriously over here, that we :ll'e not bound to
declare war, that Congress can exercise its own sweet will whenever
that time arrives, because that power is inherent within the Constitution of the United States, and that they are not bound to appropriate
money for any more than 2 years at a time. and that is in the Constitution, then knowing that, and believing that we are sincere about it,
where is the strong deterring power in this pact~
General BRADLEY. I should think if they were considering the starting of a war, knowing this pact exists, and even assuming that they
have read the testimony given before this committee, and have decided
that we are not absolutely committed to a war in case of aggression,
certainly they might guess that under certain circumstances the Congress would declare war and go to war because we have done it twice
within our lifetime under conditions which might not be too different
from what you are talking about.
Regardless of whether we say absolutely that we will go to war if
one man comes across the border and shoots up somebody, regardles8
of whether or not we say that definitely, certainly she is going to consider that there is a darned good chance that we will go to war under
certain circumstances, whether or not we say it here today or say it
absolutely in the law.
Senator \V ATKINS. As a matter of fact, I think you would agree,
and I think we probably all would agree, with the hint given by Secretary Aeheson, and as characterized by a radio commentator when
asked whether we made any commitment or not-he did not say
it, but this is a characterization of his testimony: "We sort of" made
11 commitment.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE TREATY

It seems to me, General, that there is not any real benefit in this
pact, as I look at it. If it is absolutely necessary that we have it,
then I would certain}[ support it. But it does not ·seem to me that
there is any benefit o this pact under modern war conditions if we
have got to wait, for instance, if a nation should attack while Congress
is not in session, to get them together, because under modern war conditions the blows could be struck and many of those European nations
could be overtaken before we could ever get the Congress together to
declare war.
COMMITMENT TO DECLARE WAR

I understand that, and I have a feeling that probably the dl'afters
of this treaty put into this article 5 the language which seems to me
creates a condition where no Congress could possibly refuse to declare
war.
And they said in this first clause, the first part of that sentence:
The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe
or North America shall he cousiuered an attack against them all.

In other words, we are saying there, in effect, that an attnck on London
is the same as an nttack on New York for the purpose of defense, or on

Washin~on.

We all know whnt would hapfwn if anybody dropped n bomb on
Washington or one of the other cities of the United Stutes. 'Ve would
immediately be on our toes nnd fighting. It seems to me that that situation puts us in a position where no Congress or no President could
ever refuse to declare war.
Some of us could say that is in the Constitution. But it seems to me
we are declaring war under certain conditions by the President of the
United States, because when that attack is made on London or Paris,
that is an attack on us. And we have got to act just the same--if we
are fair and honest about it, just the same as if they had at.tacked one
of our cities.
I would like your comment on that situation. Am I entirely wrong
in that point of view!
General BRADLEY. No, sir. I think that if they attacked England,
we will say, or any other country, with a large force, you certainly
would be in a situation similar to the ones you ha<l before, and I think
that the Congress would very seriously consider declaring war. However, if one stray plane came over and bombed London, or a few individuals crossed into Norway· and started something, you probably
would not declare war. It would depend on circumstances at the time.
COM~llTMENT

TO TAKE SOMJ':

ACTIO~

IN CASE OF ATTACK

Senator 'VATKIXS. But we are committed to some action, are we notf
You go on to say, in the treatyconsequently they agree that, if such nn armed nttnck occurs, ench of them, in
the exerclst> of the right of incliviuual or collective self-defense recognized by
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties
so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other
Parties, such action as It deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to
n-store and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
00614~49~pt.1~21
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We are committed to assist, are we not 1
General BRADLEY. As to whatever would be necessa1·y at the time,
possibly.
Senator WATKINS. Let us forget that. Let us get down to the point
and see first if ·,ve are committed to assist, and then get into the
modifications.
But we are committed to assist, in your judgment; are we not!
That is a commitment that is a first commitment to assist them 1
General BRADLEY. It seems to me that the definiti-On as to when and
how much you should do in going to the assistance of the members
in each of these cases, dependmg upon the circumstances at the time,
could be answered much better by the State Department than by the
military. We usually go in when we are told to do so, and when our
Government has said it is now time to fight.
The time to fight is not determined by us. My opinions on when
we would fight and under what conditions we would fight would not be
worth very much because the military has nothing to do with determining that particular time. I doubt if my opinions as to under what
conditions we would fight and would not fight are worth a thing.
Senator McMAHON. That is a wonderful statement, General.
Senator WATKINS. You have given your opinion here, General,
that this pact has tremendous power just in and of itself to hold
back an aggressor. That part that I just read to you, down to where
we would assist, is that not really a commitment that would do the
very thing that you have been contending1
General BRADLEY. I nm not too sure that I am following xour reasoning, Senator. I am sorry. But it seems to me-and I will restate
it, in different words-that by signing this pact with 11 other friendly
countries who have the same ideals and the type of institutions as
ours, that we are offering a common front politically, whether it is
writing notes or what not, that we would take combined political
action; and I think that by signing this pact we also are saying, in
effect, that under certain conditions we will go to whatever steps are
necessary to aid these countries. Whether or not it was military aid
or some other aid, I am not in position to say.
Senator WATKINS. But we have to do something for them. We
have to assist them. We are bound to do that. Is that not your
interpretation¥
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir. I am not the one who is ever going to
have any say in it. Certainly we would have to do something, according to the pact, whatever it was thought was necessary to do at that
time.
Senator \VATKINS. We are not going to hold a consultation about
it. \Ve say we will assist them. Then we go on to say:
• • • by taking forthwith. lncllvldunlly nncl In <·om•t>rt with the othE>r Parties,
such action as It deems necessary, Including the use or nrmf'd for<'e.

It would just simply follow as night to da:v that in case of attuck
about the only thinir that you can do when tlwy ~tart to uttack is to
use armed force. We have therefore agreed to do that, and that
ought to be necessary under any reasonable interpretation of the
word "necessary."
· General BRADLEY. Senator, again mav I say that it is not the military that is going to interpret the pact. ·
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Senator WATKINS. I thought you were giving a sort of a broad
interpretation to it when you said it was one of those kinds of an
instrument that would hold the aggressor back. That is the reason
I am asking these questions, to get at the facts in your mind that
enabled you to form such a judgment.
General BRADLEY. The reason that I stated that is that any aggressor
nation which contemplates any aggressive action against one or more
of the signatories of this pact, certainly must consider the possibility
that war and armed conflict will follow, in accordance with that.
There is a good chance that it might follow as a result of this particular article. I do not say that it absolutely would follow. It would
depend upon the circumstances. But I think any country, in weighing the pros and cons, must very seriously consider that certain
action gomg so far would bring armed conflict, and by all 12 signatory
nations. What point they would have to reach before armed action
would be taken is not for me or the military to interpret.
Senator WATKINS. As a matter of fact, any guaranty that we gave
them, unless it was a guaranty that we were going to come to their
assistance, will not be worth a tinker's dam, will it 1
UNITF.O STATES DEFENSIVE FRONTIERS
General, I want to go to another matter. I think you stated-if I
understood you correctly, and I tried to follow you closely, because
it is a matter of vital importance to us-that you took the position
that our defensive frontier is in Europe, as far as goin~ east from here
is concerned; that our frontiers, the defensive frontier, I think you
used that phrase, is in Europe. May I quote from the fourth page of
your statement [reading]:
j

I assure you that our frontiers of collective defense lie in common with theirs
n the heart of Europe.

Do you stand on that statement Y
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator WATKINS. Will you tell us now where our defeusive frontiers are in the Pacific W Or on the west~ Of course we have a back
door, and we have another shore line to defend.
General BRADLEY. We have troo,PS in Japan, Okinawa, a few in the
Philippines. I assume that you might consider that that is where it is
at the present time.
Senator WATKINS. That would be our defensive frontier 1
General BRADLEY. At least they are on that particular line nt the
present time.
Senator WATKINS. They are there, but that is not quite the answer;
that is not quite responsive to what I asked. Let me put it this way-Senator McMAHON. I think it is responsive.
Senator WATKINS. I will ask it again, if I didn't get what I wanted.
Senator McMAHON. That is exactly where we would fight, is it not Y
Senator WATKINS. Do you think our defensive frontier in the Pacific, then, lies in Japan, the Philippines, and OkinawaY
General BRADLEY. As far as our present disposition of armed forces
is concerned, yes.
Senator WATKINS. Looking to the future, like we are looking to the
future in Europe.
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General BRADLEY. Where it would be in the future would be determined not by the military but by the Government itself.
Senator WATKINS. As I understand it, when we had the Secretary
of State in here, he said we have to talk to General Bradley about the
military side of it, about defenses.
General BRADLEY. As far as the present situation is concerned, that
is our defensive line in the Pacific.
Senator WATKINS. And you would not think that we would have to
hold Japan or have a treaty of alliance with Japan, in order to have
our defense over there 1
General BRADLEY. Not necessarily. We have certain political obligations and commitments as a result of the last war, which puts us
there. We have certain duties to carry out there under the Far Eastern Commission, and as long as those troops are there certainly that
is your defensive line.
Senator WATKINS. With that I heartily a~ree. But I want to get
your opinion, if we have a defensive frontier m the heart of Europe, I
JUSt wondered where the one in the other direction would be, and if
it is in Japan, all right. It would not be in China, by any manner
of means?
General BRADLEY. We have no troops in China at the present time.
Senator WATKINS. We do not have any troops in Norway, and ·we
do not have any troops probably in Frnnce or Haly at the present
time.
General BRADLEY. We have them just beyond there.
Senat-0r WATKINS. I realize that. But it is not the intention to keep
them there permanently, is it, the fulJ 20 years of this pact?
General BRADLEY. No, sir. You notice I used the word "colJective'·
there.
Senator wATKINS. Let us use the word "colJective" on the Pacific.
What about that 1
General BRADLEY. If you are acting in concert with France, Luxemburg, Belgium, Netherlands, Italy, and you are a.cting collectively, that i8 where they are, in the center of Europe .

.

El\IPHASIS

ON

EUROPE, NOT ON ASIA

Senator WATKINS. The thing that bothered me about this, and it is
difficult for me to understand alJ of this situation, and that is the
reason I have to ask so many questions, is what seems to me to bemaybe I am mistaken in it-1t seems to me to be the view of our military and our political planners, and I mean international political
planners, in a broad sense, that they are putting all their defensive
eggs in one basket in Europe, and that they are rather neglecting the
Pacific. I live halfway in between, or somewhere near, so it does not
make an awful lot of difference as far as we are concerned from the
standpoint of immediate defense.
But have you any comment to make on that, General? Can you
throw any light on that situation?
General BRADLEY. No, sir. The policy of our Government toward
Europe, or toward Asia, is not a {>roper subject for me as a military
man to comment on, I do not beheve, because that is the job of the
Government other than the military, because the military does not
set any policy, foreign policy.
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AREA OF SECURITY

Senator WATKINS. From strictly a military point of view, which
you can express, I think, and probably are the best expert in the country today on that, is it absolutely necessary to have our defense frontiers in Europe, in order to defend the United States?
General BRADLEY. It is certainly much better to have them there.
The farther away we get a security line, the better off we are. As I
see it, ECA, this pact, and future military aid, are all part of a
program intended to increase our own national security.
Before the last World War we had friends in Europe who were
capable of certain amounts of defense by themselves, and in addition
to what we had here at home, and we had a pretty wide ocean in between. The last World War pretty much destroyed that line of defense, or line of security, which was ours throu~h friendship, you
might say, in Europe. In the meantime, the ocean in between has been
narrowed because of progress and science, in aircraft particularly, so
that we now find ourselves in an entirely different situation from what
we had in World War II.
As I see it, this whole program of aid to Europe, our friends, is an
attempt to secure our security by establishing more security than we
have on this side of the ocean. And the more security we could get for
ourselves or our friends on the other side, the better off we are here.
POSSIBLE COM:\UTMENT TO A GROUND WAR
Senator WATKINS. If \ve put many billions of dollars into the rearmament of our friends in Europe, it is going to strain our economy,
is it not~
General BRADLEY. Undoubtedly.
Senator WATKINS. If we go on the theory that you are now talking
about, of rearming them to the point where they can fight a ground
war, are we not in a measure committing ourselves to a ground war,
with the only possible aggressor in sight, that could be any danger to
us, and I do not mind naming it, the nation of Russia~ I do not 1mow
whether you want to comment on any other nation or not, but we
might as well be realistic about it. You cannot by any stretch of the
imagination bring any other power into the picture.
General BRADLEY. Would you repeat your question in connection
with that, sid I did not get it.
Senator WATKINS. It just slipped my mind at the moment. Are
we not committing ourselves, in effect-I cannot repeat exactlyby what we do in rearming them, so that they can start the fighting
there~ I understand that a good defense is a good offense, Are we
not committing ourselves to a ground war if war should come with
Russia?
General BRADLEY. Again you arP getting into definitions if you
start talking about ground war. Modern war is total war, by every
means that you can use, and certainly the last war was won on the
ground, in the air, and on the sea. And I think any future war, while
it may vary in relation to the importance of each of those from the
last war, certainly it is going to involve all three again. Whether or
not the preponderance will be more air or more ground-we certainly
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know it will not be more sea because at the present time the country
you are talking about has no particular surface Navy-when you
try to define a land war it is pretty difficult to confine it to any one
thing.
Certainly an army cannot fight without air closely support~ it,
for example, if it is going to contend with another army which lS so
supported. I am not too sure that I get the total import of your
question. Certainly it would be desirable if the security of Europe
had been built up to the point where their combined forces could
stop any aggressor in his tracks, with or without any aid from us.
IS REARMING EUROPE SUFFICIENT TO DEFER ·AGGRESSION?

Senator WATKINS. As a military man do you think it is possible
for those nations, just by us rearming them. to stop anv aggressor in
his tracks, without our sending troopti to help them? •
General BRADLEY. Given time, yes.
Senator '\VATKINs. How much 1
General BRADLEY. It depends upon the length of time, it would deJ'end entirely on the rate of aid you wanted to give them, and the
mternal conditions, how much they want to help themselves, and as
I see it, your question might vary over a very wide period. I do not
believe anybody could answer it.
Senator ATKINS. The assistance we are now giving them, in addition to giving them arms and armament, without gomg into a pact,
would that accomplish the same purpose 1
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
Senator WATKINS. We could rearm them without going into a pact f

"r

EFFECT OF REARMAMENT WITHOUT THE TREATY

General BRADLEY. No, sir. I do not believe it would accomplish
the same thing as the two of them together, because arms in themselves are not sufficient. You must have a will to fight, morale, organization, training, collective action, in a modern war, and a lot of other
things.
Mere arms aid in itself I do not believe would accomplish it because
you would lose that something which would inspire them to help
themselves. I do not beliHe that you can ever furnish them enough
arms-I mean ourselves-furnish them enough to accomplish this
thing. Most of these must be fumished by themselves.
And by furnishing them aid, as I see it, we are only speeding up
the time when they will arrive at a condition where they can properly
defend themselves. And how much you speed it up is going to depend
on how much )'OU are willing to give them year by year, and how
much they do for themselves.
RELATIONSHIP OF TREATY TO MILITARY-ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Senator "rATKINS. As I understand it, from what has been given
to the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate, it has been announced that we are ~oing to give them $1,100,000,000 in help of some
kind, most of which is, as I understand it, to be in equipment.
General BRADLEY. As I understand it, that is military aid aside
from this particular ratification of this pact.
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Senator WATIUNS. It all has to do with it. It gets its genesis, its
beginning, and its authority to some extent, from this pact.
General BRADLEY. I think it is a natural sequence to this.
Senator WATKINS. Then we should get some light 011 it. We should
not take this piecemeal. In other words, the Senate itself has to know
what the over-all picture is, it has to know p1'etty much the same facts
that you know in making up your mind and judgment.
We cannot just take one segment and say take the treaty today,
and we will talk about the arms tomorrow, or some other day, and
give you that information. We ought to have, do you not thmk, in
order t-0 make an intelligent decision and to give intelligent advice to
the President, substantially the same facts before us that you have
and that the President has or that the Secretary of State has, in order
to make up their minds i
General BRADLEY. I believe the Secretary of State has outlined the
program as far as the State Department is concerned, in that this
ratification of this pact would be followed by a request from the State
Department for the third step: some military aid. And I believe he
has indicated to you that that military aid to these particular nations
for the first year, which he would submit to you, would be in the nature
of $1,100,000,000.
So that that is a Sef!uence which I believe the State Department
would foJlow if you ratify this pact. Then he would follow with
that request for this aid.
ACTUAL COST OF THE MILITARY-ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Senator WATKINS. It has already been indicated, I understand, in
the Forei:pi Relations Committee, if you can believe the present
stories on 1t. Do you think that that is actually the price tag on the
first year: $1,100,000,000~ Is that what you have been asked to prepare for, to ship just that much i
General BRADLEY. That covers the amount of equipment which we
think could be furnished and used during the first year after this pact
was signed.
Senator WATKINS. That is at the marked-down price of about
20 percent of its actual cost?
·
General BRADLEY. I do not know whether you can use any percentage or not. Actually the rehabilitation and shipping costs, on an
it.em which we will say is surplus, and we are not gomg to charge anything toward replacement or any of the original cost, runs between
10to15 percent to rehabilitate it and ship it.
Senator WATKINS. And that would be put on the books at so much
against this equipment, whatever the rehabilitation cost.
General BRADLEY. :J do not know what you mean by going on the

books.

.

.

Senator \V ATKINS. You have to keep some kind of an account to
know whether or not we have g!ven them the $1,100,000,000.
General BRAPU:T'. The rehnbtlitntion and cost of shipment would
come out of that ~1,100,000,000, yes.
,
'
Senator WATKINS. And what would be the charge against this particular activity for the goods themselves, .or the equipment itself?
General BRADLEY. As I understand, there would be no charge
against that $1,100,000,000 for the original cost.
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Senator WATKINS. I say that they may be over and above. They
may be surplus, and you declare various equipment surplus at various
times.
General BRADLEY. Certainly.
ORIGINAL COST AND REHABILITATION COST
Senator WATKINS. 'fhey may be over and above our present needs,
but they still cost us something; they are still worth something.
General BRADLEY. Yes; they are still worth something.
Senator WATKINS. Why should not that amount, whatever they are
worth, or whatever it costs, be charged against this particular item
so that the American people will know the full cost of this first year,
rather than just the shipment cost, the rehabilitation cost?
General BRADLEY. That could be done. of course. at the time. You
could tell them what this equipment cost originally. But I am not
too sure that would mean anything and it certainly is not worth that.
to us today.
Senator WATKINS. Do we not have to repftice it 1
General BRADLEY. No. sir.
Senator WATKINS. Why not~
General BRADLEY. Because what we are talking about are things
over and above our needs for peacetime, and for the first part of a.ny
mobilization. Collectively they might be worth a lot more to us in
somebody else's hands than in a storehouse over here. ·
Senator WATKINS. If we get into a war, would we not eventually
11ave to replace it?
General BRADLEY. Yes, but you would probably replace it by something newer, and better equipment, than what we were giving. That
<loes not mean necessarily that that is an obsolete piece of equipment,
or no good. But when you start out to make something new, you
take advantage of all developments and research since the last war.
Senator WATKINS. I understand that. What I am trying to get at
is this: Should not the American people be told what this equipment
costs us, and not be led to believe, as I was for some time, that the price
tag on this help was going to be $1,100,000,0001 When I got to investigate it I found that was just the shipment cost, the rehabilitation
cost. "\Ve are actually going to give it without making any charge
against the cost of it, or an;y other item, except those two.
General BRADLEY. That is a policy matter which you gentlemen can
determine, and at the time \Ve finally decide how much is going to be
given, if you want it we can announce the original cost of it, but I
think it should be made clear if you do that, that that is not necessarily the present value of it.
If you keep it on for years and in storehouses, or out on a lot, somewhere, it may not be worth anything to anybody, whereas in this
case some of this equipment adds to our own security if it is in somebody else's hands.
Senator WATKINS. Will it not deteriorate in Europe just the same
as it will here if it is not used t
The CuAmMAN. May I intervene?
General Bradley, would those matters that you are discussing in
answering questions be included in the arms program t We could
lay down standards in that program as to how much.
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General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Leave it up to the War Department to say what
percentage of the original cost these things are now worth at the
moment.
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Some item may be worth 10 percent, another item
a different percent. It would be impossible in this treaty or in the
arms program itself to fix a particular valuation on any kind of equipment, but that would no doubt be covered in the arms act when it is
passed; would it not~
General BRADLEY. I should think it would be, and it would be up to
you gentlemen at the time as to how you want to announce it.
REPLACEMENT U1'' StiRPLl'S lff !\IUDERN EQUIPMENT

Senator \VATKrns. I may say, general, I am not blaming you for
giving out this information. It was given out by some responsible
Government official-I think through the Secretary of State, to the
committee. I think what the people are entitled to have is what I
called your attention to. I want to know how this bookkeeping ar~angement is being made, because Secretary Johnson told us that you
probably could give us more of the details on it. He indicated that
the general statement that you made would probably be the way it
would be handled.
He also told us that we were not sending them junk. He indicated
it was not obsolete; that it was usable material; if we had to go into
war it would become good material. And I have a feeling that prob.ably it is just as good or better than any possible enemy would have
-0ver there at the present time. Would not that be your 3udgment~
General BRADLEY. Yes, sir.
I might give yon one examfle. Take the 90-millimeter guns, for
~xample. We have enough o those in stock to equip a very very
large number of divisions, and supporting troops for that numkr of
divisions. We could very easily spare a lot of those, because by the
time any future war came along~ and we got to a point in mobilization
where we would need those extra ones. way beyond this particular
number of divisions, we certainly would have developed a better gun.
So that as I see it, it does not hurt us one bit to give a certain
number of those guns to somebody else who can use them in any early
-stage of collective security.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ARMS

St>nator WATKINS. That brings up a question in my mind that maybe
we ought to explore, and I do not know whether you can answer these
questions in open session or not. You say we will develop a better
gun, we will develop better planes and better ships and better equipment of all kinds, which is very good. Then just what are we developing all these better weapons agamst?
And that leads to the next question: Just how strong is our only
strong possible opponent~ I mean in military resources, in weapons,
and what not. I think you know the nation I mean. If you can answer
that question I would like to get an answer to it.
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General BRADLEY. Certainly we would be very remiss, as your
Military Establishment, if we did not take every step possible te>
develop new equipment and improve upon equipment from year to year
so that in case of a future emergency, If one should come, we would oo
able to provide the best possible equipment that could be developed.
We owe that to the people 'vho are going to serve it and use it, as well as
to the whole Nation.
So that we feel that we are obligated-and that is one of our dutiesto carry on research and development. We would like to say that
there would never be another war, and there is no use to have any
armed forces or any development. But we are not sure of that. Therefore we feel it is obligatory to carry on the development.
Now, then, in answer to the first part of your <J.Uestion I think you
would agree that we must carry that on, so that m case of a war we
would have the best :possible equipment to pull off the drawing bonrd
and put into production.
Senator WATKINS. I agree with you, General.
STRENGTH OF ONLY POSSIBLE •.\OORESSOR

General BRADLEY. As to the second question, as to how strong any
possible aggressor might be-and Jou mentioned Russia-I do not
believe that is a question that shoul be answered here. Of course~ we
have a certain amount of information as to her present armed strength
in all the services.
Senator WATKINS. That is more or less public¥
General BRADLEY. No, sir; it is not public, and in general I think
the fewer people who know the figures, the better off our security.
Senator WATKINS I did not want to press it, that is the reason I
I put the question the way I did. But sometime, somewhere, before
we vote on this treaty, I would like to have that information. Because to a certain extent it will help me to determine whether or not
we need an alliance to meet whatever threat there might be.
General BRADLEY. Could I put it this way: In my opinion, whatever that strength is, if the countries of western Europe are given time,.
sufficient time, to accomplish economic recovery, rearming and building up their own defenses, I do believe that those western countries can
st~p that strength. Is that sufficient to answer your question, sir~
Senator WATKINS. It will answer it for the present. But I am
still inclined to think that we ought to have some more detailed information. We can get it at some other time. I think you are the
man to give it.
DEVELOPl\lENT OF MODERN

WEAPO~S

BY OTHER COUNTRIES

From newspaper and ma~zine stories that have appeared frequently in our press, the public has been led to believe that some of our
possible enemies have developed rather extraordinary weapons of
various types and kinds, without naming each one. Can you give us
any light on the possibility that ·a possible enemy may have ·some
extraordinarY. weapons that might make them more formidable than
they ordinarily would be!
.
General BRADLEY. Senator, I do not believe that is a question that
ought to be answered in detail here, sir.
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Senator WATKINS. Some of these questions have been submitted by
8ome constituents that would like some answers. They are con<'"'rned
about this, that is the reason I put it to you.
Here is one that I think possibly you might be able to answer. As
I remember, Ambassador Bedell SIDith, who is in the Army now, and
was on leave for a time at the time he was Ambassador to Russia,
made a speech some time ago, which as I recall was reported that he
did not think the Russians had the atomic bomb at this time, but that
they knew how it could be made; that they had enough secrets to
know how it could be made.
Is that one of the questions you can comment on t
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a security matter and ought not to
be discussed here.
Senator WATKINS. In view of what the Ambassador said, do
you-The CHAIRMAN. The Ambassador is not on the stand.
Senator WA'!OJUNS. He is a representative of the United Stat~
Government. It has become public. I would like to know.
The CHAIRMAN. You might like to know, but I do not think it would
be proper for us to call here on the General to discuss these matters
which are clearly within the security range and scope. I leave it to
him, though. He can answer if he wants to.
·
Senator WATKINS. So far as I am concerned I have already left
it to him. I said and I say again that I do not ask you to give any
answers that you think would endanger the security of the United
States. But in view of calling that specific situation to your mind,
I ask you if under those circumstances the former general of the
Army,now in theArmy,hasmadesucha statement. Is there any light
that you can give us on it t
General BRADLEY. I do not have the exact statement in front of
me, and unless you have that exact statement I would rather not
comment on it.
Senator WATKINS. That is all right, General, if you feel that way.
I am not pressing. I was just wondering if there was any light you
could throw on it, because a lot of people are concerned with what
has been said. And if we could be enlightened it might reassure
them. It might and might not, depending on what the answer would be.
General BRADLEY. As we remember that statement hv tht> Ambassador; it was that they had the secrets of fissionable "material, but
they did not have the atomic bomb. I think that is the way he expressed it, but I do not have the exact statement in front of me,
Senator WATKINS. And you do not care to comment on it.
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
MILITARY STAFF ORGANIZATION t;NDER THE

TREATY

Senator WATKINS. To go back to the trenty for a moment, you mentioned, in the examination by the other Senators, about the council
and its work in connection with the military program, the council in
the Atlantic Pact nations to be set up by this treaty if and when it
is ratified.
Is it your understanding that this council will have the direction of
any military defense meast1res which the so-called alliance will undertake I
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General BRADLEY. Certainly some kind of an organization must be
set up to coordinate the efforts of the various nations. I should think
that one of the parts of that set-up certainly would be an Atlantic
Paet Council, or whatever you want to call it, which would consist
of the representatives of the various governments, maybe foreign
ministers of the various governments, and then whatever organization was set up under that I think would have to depend entirely on
what is agreed upon by the 12 nations.
Senator WATKINS. Has it been discussed with you by the negotiators representing our country, by the State Depa rtment, as to what
place the military should have in it? I mean our own military.
General BRADLEY. Of course, as your military advisers, we have
thought a great deal about it, and discussed various plans that we
think might be thought of. But as far as a decision is concerned upon
which one of those organizations you will finallv adopt, it has not
been determined.
•
0

POWER OF THE COUNCIL

Senator WATKINS. Will it have power to direct the military of the
various signatory nations 1
General BRADLEY. The military of the various nations are controlled by their governments themselves. Certainly somebody has to
do some coordinated planning, if that is whatlou mean.
Senator WATKINS. What I am trying to fin out: Will this be the
grand council if we get into a fight, this group? Will this couneil be
the group that will direct the campaign of the generals?
General BRADLEY. Certainly some group would have to be set up
to control the over-all strategy.
Senator WATKINS. Do you know whether or not it is the program
to have this council do that very thing that you are talking about,
rather than set up some other organizat10n ¥
General BRADLEY. I think the final direction of a war would be
some council set-up of military people, rather than foreign ministers.
They would. get their orders from the government. of course. in ~he
over-all guidance-from the governments-but the actual planmng
and military strategy would be actually planned by some kind of
military group.
Senator 1VATKINS. You can see in this treaty itself it is very vague
about the council. There is nothing spelled out. I would like to know,
before we go into that, what is planned.
General BRADLEY. I think the State Department would be better
qualified to give you what they have in mind for an over-all organization.
Senator WATKINS. Can you give any light on it as far as what connection the military may have with it¥ I mean our own country and
the other countries.
General BRADLEY. They would probably call some of us in to discuss
various organizations for it. But the final decision would be left to
the governments of the 12 nations concerned.
Senator WATKINS. Let us go over to another matter for a moment.
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CONTRIBU'l'ION OF COSIGNATORIES
As I understand it, the Atlantic Pact nations would furnish about
six or ~ven ti!Il~s. as much as we.give to the~ i.n ~he wny of equipment
or help m the uutial stages of tlus program, if it is finally entered into.
General BRADLEY. As the chairman read a while ago from the Secretary of State's testimony, he indicated it would be somewhere in
that neighborhood of six or seven times as much as we contemplated
discussing here.
Senator \VATKINS. Is that your understanding, also~
General BRADLEY. Yes. I got it from that particular statement.
8enator WATKINS. In the matter of the over-all strategy and the
matter of their ability to deliver on that kind of an assignment, has
your organization checked to see whether or not they could do it?
General BRADLEY. No, sir.
Senator WATKINS. As I understand it, it is general information
that we are now helping them to get on their feet; we ure having to
furnish them $5,580,000,000 in the next 15 months to help them get ou
their feet.
Can you see, as a military man, in connection with military planning,
how they are going to supply six or seven times as much as we are
going to furnish to them for this first year?
General BRADLEY. As I understood the statement of six or se,·en
times as much referred to efforts to build up their defense,;. no• to
exJ!and an industry or something like that.
Senator WATKINS. I mean defenses. How are they goin:r to have
budgets of that size? Altogether they would ha.veto have a budget,
if ours was $1,100,000,000, they would have five tunes as mueh. How
can they rely on us now? How can they go ahead and do those things,
to carry on this particular assignment, to turn their resources, that
much money, into armament1
General BRADLEY. It is not all into armaments. It is the upkeep
of their military establishments, which would include pay, clothing,
food for them, and so on.
Senator WATKINS. Of course, it includes many extraordinary expenditures that they would not have on just a maintenance basis,
otherwise it is not really adding to the general pool for fighting, is it?
General BRADLEY. It builds up the potential to fight.
Senator WATKINS. Of course, we can keep them clothed and fed,
and they will be alive when the time comes. But it does not build up
weapons too much, in that proportion of 6 to 1, what we are sending.
General BRADLEY. I do not have any figures in front of me as to
how they arrived at the 6 or 7 to 1. That is the State Department's
figures. What they included in the amount being contributed by the
various countries I have no way of knowing.
I took it that the total being spent by those countries for national
defense was 6 or 7 times as much as the $1,000,000,000 that you were
talking about here.
Senator WATKINS. I was quite encouraged to think that maybe
under this arrangement we would not have to do all the rearmament
because they are going to put up 5 or 6to 1. Under those circumstnnres
we might get a real contribution, but then I began to wonder how
they could do it if we have to help them in these other fields so much.
The CuAm"&uN. May I ask a question?
Senator WATKINS. Certainly, sir.
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:MAINTENANCE OF DEFENSE ESTABLISHMENTS OF COSIGNATORIES

The CHAIRMAN. These countries, even in their depressed state of
their economy, have all had to maintain military establishments, have
they not?
General BRADLEY. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They have had their military budgets all along,
and necessarily have to have them, not alone for defense against outside attacks, but for police powers within these countries.
Now, may I quote Secretary Acheson on this poinH He was asked
a question about how the recovery program and the arms program
would go along. He said, and this is the Secretary I am quoting:
The first primary necessity ls the economic recovery of western Europe.

That has been made very clear in a number of statements that
economic recovery has priority.
That means that there are very deftnlte llmlttttlons on the size of the mllltary
forces which western Europe can maintain, because If you withdrew greatJy
increased nuinbers of men from production and 1mt them Into milltllry sen-Ice.
you would impair recovery and would Impair the ,·ery ability of these nations to
resist and to remain as free nations.
Therefore. the recovery comeg flr!!t. That uwauM thut uuder the military
assistance progrnm we have Mtarted with the forces as they exist In moo budgets
of these countries, and we are trying to i:lve bettt•r armaments to those countries. As Senator Connally pointed out. the i:rent hulk of this effort Is being
undertuken by the European countries themsel'l'es-

and so on.
What I was trying to point out was that they have had to have their
military establishments all along, they have had their military budgets.
They could not be expected to strip themselves to the bone and have
no armed forces, no armed establishment, not alone for their temporary
defense but in the long run they have got to maintain that sort of an
organization to ever hnve an army or armed force8 ready fot an emergency which may break upon them at any time. Is that not true¥
General BRADLEY. That is true. And they have to have a certain
size force for maintennnce of internal security, too.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ·wATKINS. What the Senator has stated, of course, is enlightening. But what I want to know is, What they are to do to match the
new effort we are going to make to help them t Is part of it to be
considered as part of their regular budget, or are they going to add an
additional budget at match what we are adding, additionally~
General BRADLEY. I do not know, sir.
:MILITARY ASSISTANCE

SINCE END

OF WORLD WAR II

Senator WATKINS. Two of those countries-France and Great Britain-received considerable equipment from the United States during
the latter part of the war; all the way through the war for Great
Britain, and the latter part of the war for France. Do you know what
has happened to the equipment that we left with them that they now
have~

General BRADLEY. They have some of it.
Senator WATKINS. Is it usable!
General BRADLEY. Some of it.
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Senator WATKINS. As I recall, the statement has been made---1 am

-not sure about this, Gen~ral, you probably have the information, but it

will give you an indication of what I am driving at and what I am
:trying to get information on-it was said that we sold to them, by
Foreign Surplus Disposal, some $10,000,000,000 worth of equipment.
Do you know anything about that~ Can you throw any light on that Y
General BRADLEY. No sir. I have no figures on that.
Senator WATKINS.
did sell them a lot of equipment after we
_pulled out Y For instance, from England 1
General BRADJ..ET • .Yes. As I remember it we sold quite a number of
things like trucks, tractors, and things that can be used in the peace.time economy, and in many cases they were pretty much worn and it
was a question of whether or not they were worth the expense of bringing home and storing.
1Ve followed more or less the same polic,; here. \Ve sold manv
things in this country to help the civilian economy.
.
Senator ·WATKINS. I understand that. What I have in mind is
strictly what we disposed of overseas. As I recall, the figure I saw
lately was about $10,000,000,000 of equipment at a mark-down price.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean $10,000,000,000 of original cost~
Senator 'VATKINS. I do not know. Senator. That is what I am
trying to find out, what it really meant.
General BRADI.EY. I do not have those figures. 'Ve sold such equipment not only in Europe but all over the world. We sold surplus
-equipment of that type. You may remember that a couple of years ago
-Congress passed a bill which made use of part of that money for education in the Fulbright bill. That set up funds for 15 or 20 countries
where we had sold such property, and the money was used for educational purposes.
Senator WATKINS. Do you know where we can get information on
that rather accurately so we could know what happened?
General BRADLF.Y. I do not, offhand. But if I can find out exactly
what you want, we will try to get it for you.
Senator \VATKINs. I would like to know what we furnished to
members of this North Atlantic Pact. followinJ! the conclusion of the
war, in the way of equipment that could be used for military work.
General BRADU~Y. When you added the lnst clause on that I am not
too sure.
Senator WATKIN!'!. Then I will leave that off.
General BRADLEY. It may not be fit for military use any more, and
might not. ha.ve been at the-time. It might have had limited military
use. As I understand it, you want a list in money value of the goods
turned over to the other 11 countries of this pact. ·
Senator WATIUNS. In a general classification. I do not want you
to give the detail of it, so many tractors and so much of this. I would
like a general classification of what it was.
General BRADLEY. We will see if we can get that from the Foreign
Liquidation Commission for you, sir.
LThe committee has been mformed that the Department of State
is preparing this information for submission in connection with the
proposed military assistance legislation.]

We
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Senator "~;\TKixs. In considering plans for conduct of a defensive
war in Eurcpe, of course yon have to take into consideration many
elements, including pmbahly the loyalty of your allies who may be
fighting along with yon, with our divisions. How do you fe~l about
the situation for instance. in Franee and Italy. where it is said that
everv fourth ltnlian or everv fourth Frenchman is a Communist~
I clo not wunt to ask too l)ointed a question. but I wonder if you
could throw any light on what risks we would be taking in rearming
those two nations, or helping to rearm them, anti what we can count
on if we get into a fight?
General BRAllLEY. Of cour!'e any country which tries to fight a war
with any considerable pe1·centage of lwr people disloyal, is working
under a handicap. However. I do not believe that any percentage of
pe9ple considered clisloyal now <·an 1?e taken as anywhere near accurate of the percentage that will he disloyal in the event of war.
A lot of people talk one way until the test comes. and then you find
that they are loyal ancl patriot.ic citizens. I might cite as an exampl~
a few years ago we had in this country a movement by the Veterans
of Future Wars in which a lot of ymni~ters said they would not
fight, yet when I got to Africa I found one of the ringleaders of that
group on my staff, and he was decorated several times for b1·avery.
It may he that a lot of thesf' people iiwlndf'd in the 2!i percent that
we talk about now would he lovnl to tlie country when the test «ame.
Senator WATKINS. However: at the present n1oment they indicate.
if you can judge by the expressions of some of their leaders. that they
would not fip-ht on the side of the United States in the event of war.
General RRADLF.Y. Undoubtedly tlwre would be some such people.
Senator
ATKrns. At least they would not fight with their own
('Olllltl'ies to in any wny assist the rnited States.
General BRADLEY. if that percentage caused too much trouble. I
would guess that the country concerned would have to take a realistic
vi.ew .of the matter and take sueh steps as may he necessary to cope
with 1t.
Senator WATKINS. Can Italy be of anv real assistance to us in ft.
future war~
•
•
CONTRil\UTIOX OF ITAI,Y

'V

GENERAL BRADLEY. I would like to answer that. in general, I think
they can. Specifically. I would not want to answer it here.
Senator ,V,\TKINS. I wondered in view of the past record whether
or not they woul<l be of any particular good. particularly in view of
the trenty which was entered into between Italy. the United States,
nn<l the Soviet Republics. as we haw limited their armament very
materiallv. and to what is now verv ohsolete nrmament. That is one
thing that prompted my question: Do yon know any way whereb~·
we could renrm them and keep within the law?
Oe1wral BRADLEY. I would rather not go into that. If I mi1!11t
nnswer it in a general way, in my opinion, even under those trenty-
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restrictions, they can contribute something to the Atlantic Pact.
However, the inclusion or exclusion of any particular country does
not fall in the province of the military. That was decided on a very
high government level, and the State Department decided for our
Government that it was proper that they be included. Militarily I
think that they are in general an asset.
Senator WATKINS. You could not anwser it one way without violating_ security t
.
General BRADLEY. I would rather not answer it here, sir.
SENDING OF UNITED STATES TROOPS ABROAD
Senator WATKINS. I have noticed from time to time statements by
some people who are more or less responsible, that a part of our program contemplates the sending of considerable detachments to members of the Atlantic Pact not only for the purpose of instruction but
also to bolster their forces. What can you say about that, General t
General BRADLEY; If any decision has been made as to sending any
particular size group and for any purpose to these nations, I do not
know about it.
Senator WATKINS. It is not contemplated at the present time t
General BRADLEY. It may be on some levelsSenator WATKINS. I mean as far as you have been advised.
General BRADLEY. Certainly we have not been in any planning for
sending any particular groups. Certainly if you furmsh arms aid
then somebody has got to go over and see that they are .Properly rereived and distributed. But that does not come into this particular
thing.
Senator WATKINS. I think, General, that this concludes most of the
questions that I want to ask you. There are some that I do not know
if I will be permitted to ask at someplace where you can answer, that
involve security. But I wan~ to thank you ~or the very gracio~1s way
you have answered my questions. ·I appreciate your cooperation. I
want to assure you that I was tryin~ to get information that would
help me, as one Senator, to make up lus mind. -- ·
·
General BRADLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. General Bradley, the committee thanks you for
your presence here and for your very able and clear statement of the
issues involved in the treaty. On the questions that are outside of
the treaty at the moment, on arms and so forth, we think you have
made a very comprehensive and able statement. We very greatly appreciate it.
You have gone directly to the point at issue, with a great degree
of clarity, and perspicacity. You have enlightened the committee,
and I hope have enlightened those who are here by our courtesy.
This committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
At that time Mr. John Foster Dulles will be the first witness.
(Thereupon, at 1 : 20 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a. m., May 4, 1949.)
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APPENDIX
Production data showing industria.i capacity of the North Atlantic Pact powera 1

Coal (million metric
tons)

Country

Norway •.. ·--···-·········-··
0. 6
Denmark ....•..••........••.• -·····-··-··
Bel.Oum.......... ............
27. O
Ncfherlands. ..•..............
ll-0
Luxemburg ....•.•..........•...........••

Elretric
power
(billion
kilowatthours)

12. 4
1.6

7. 9

4.1

.4
27. 6
46. 5

Fronce________________________

44. 6

United Kingdom.............
Italy ............•... __ . . . . . .
Portugal.................. .•.
Canada ...... .. .••...... _.....

208.4
1. 6
.5
16. 7

44.6

Total. ....... -......... .
Unit<ld States ................•

310. 4
582. 0

165.5
282.6

1 Almost

19_6

Petroleum
l\lot.or
vehidl!S
(1,000

units)

Steel (million metric
tons)

Crude
vetroleum

refinery

(1,000 bar-

capacity
(I ,Im bar·

rels per
day)

through·

rels crude
put per
day)

:::::::::::: ········a:s· :::::::::::: ·--····-··iii
9
7. 7 ·····-···-i·
16. 0
l
2. 2 ···-·-·-····
· 2·9· ·····---·:ff

:::::::::::: ········z.-2·
193
508
60

-·······263· ·-····
1,024
5, 285

33.8

80.3

:al

·-·--····iii
llO
00
3
Zi5

45

5,509

all production data are for 11148.

DDTERENCE BETWEEN THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY AND TRADITIONAL MII.ITUY
ALUANCE8

(Prepared by the Department of State)
The question has been raised whether the North Atlantic Treaty, since it
envisages the use or armed force as a last resort for the suppression of acts of
aggression, is a military alliance.
Throughout the course of history there have been military all1ances of every
conceivable type. Some have been high-minded in intent; others have been eynlcal steps toward aggrandizement. Some have been pm·ely defensive in motive;
others have been oliensive. Some bave !Jeen automatic; others bave depended on
the judgment of the parties. All traditional military alliances, in the aeceptl'd
sense of the word, were designed to advance the respective nationalistic Interests
ot the parties, and provided for joint military action it one ot the parties in pur·
suit of such objectives hecnme involved in war.
Most trllditionnl all1ances of the past, while piously denying aggressive or
expansionist intentions, nevertheless made it clearly evident that the parties
anticipatf•d military action In eonting.-ncies other than defense againi:<t armed
attack. Sometime8 the parties to such arrang('ments were in a position themselves to provoke the anticipated crishi, or ra~us bclli, if it did not otherwise
arise. Typical among such treaties are the following:
1. The Act of the Holy Alliance (September 26, 1815)
This act provided thnt the parties "will, on all occasions and in all places, lend
each other aid and assistance."
2. The Triple Alliance (Germat1y, Au11tria-H11ngary, and Italy) May 20, 1882
"Article 4: In case a Great Power nonsignatory to the present Trnaty should
threaten the security of the states of one of the High Contracting Parties, and
the threatened Party should fi11d itself forced on tliat account to mal;e war
against it, the two others bind themselves to observe towards their Ally a
benevolent neutrality. Eaeh of them 1·ese1Tcs to it.~clf, in this case, tlle riglll
to tuke part in the 1rnr, if it s1lo11ld see {it, to make common cause with it1 All11."

[Italics added.]
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The terms of article 4 envisaged the possibility that one of the allies might
precipitate a war under the terms of the treaty if it felt its security threatened.
The obligations of the other allles in such a case were not to include entry into
a war brought about in this way, but the possibility of their entry to assist an
aggressive ally was specUlcally provided for. The text of this treaty was not
published until 19'20.
3. The German-Italian Treaty of February 20, 1887
"Article 8 : If it were to happen that France should make a move to extend her
occupatlcm, or even her protectorate or her sovereignty, under any form what·
soever, iu the North African territories, whether of the Vlalayet of Tripoli or of
the Moro<:'Can Empire, and that In consequence thereof Italy, in order to safeguard
lier positi-On in the Meditcrra1iean, should feel that she must herself vndertake
action in the said North African territorws, or even have recourse to ea:tre~
tMasurea in French territory jn Europe, the state of war which would thereby
ensue between Italy and France would constitute ipso facto, on the demand of

Italy and at the common charge of the two Allies, the casus foederls with all
the effects foreseen by Articles II and V of the aforesaid Treaty of MS¥ 20, 1882
[the Triple Alliance), as if such an eventuality were expressly contemplated
therein.
"Article 4: If the fortunea of any war vndertaken in comnwn againat France
•hould lead Italy to acek for territorial fltlaranties with respect to France tor
the security of the frontiers of the Kingdom and of her marltlme position, as
well as with a view to the stability of peace, Germany will present no obstacle
thereto; and, if need be, and a measure compatible with olrC1lmstancea, will
apply herself to faciUtatinfJ the means of attait~ing such a Pfwt>ose." [Italics
added.)
Tbe terms of this treuty contemplated the posslblllt~· that Italy, lo view of
certain French measures In north Africa, might attack 1''rench forces In Africa
or even France lt!!elf, in which case Germany would enter the war against France.
German support was also promised for contemplated Italian claims for French
territory along the Franco-Itullan frontier. The German-Italian Treaty of
1887 was by its own terms to be kept secret and was not published until 1920.
.f. The Austro-Italian Treaty of February 20, 1887
"Article 1: • • • However, If, In the course of events, the maintenance of
the status quo lo the regions of the Balkans or of the Ottoman coasts and islands
In the Adriatic anti In the Aegean Sen should become impossible, and if, whether
in consequence of the action of a third Power or othericise, Austri~Hunoary or
ltalg shotdd find themsclt--es under the necessity of modif11ing it b11 a temporary
or permanent occupati-On on their part, this occ11pation shall take place only after

a previous UfJrCement between the t1co Powers aforesaid, based upon the pt·inciple of a reciprocal compen~ation for every advantage, territorial or other,
which each of them might obtain beyond the preaent status quo, and giving satisfaction to the interests and 1cell founded cla.ims of the two Parties.'' [Italics

added.)
This treaty clearly envisaged the possibility of territorial changes in the Balkans and in the Adriatic and Aegean regions either by the action of nonsignatory
powers or "otherwise," 1. e., by the aggressive action of Austria-Hungary or
Italy, it either of those powers should find itself "under the necessity of modifying" the status quo. In this case there was to be previous consultation between
the two alltes with a view to assuring both of them "reciprocal compensation"
in territory or otherwise for the gains of either of them. The Austro-ltallan
Treaty of 1887 was by its own terms to be kept secret and was not published until
19'20.
5. Tllr At1glo-Jar>anc11e. Alliance of Ja 1111a1·v .'to, 190!

"Article 1: Thi.. High Contracting Parties, having mutually recognized the
Independence of China and Korea, declare themselves to be entirely ttni11ff.u·
enced by any aggressive tendencies in eitller country. Having in mew, lr.orcever,
tl&eir special interests ot which those of Great Britain relate principally to

China, while Japan, in addition to the interests which she possesses in China,
Is interested In a peculiar degree 110lltlcally as well as commerctally and industrially in Korea, the High 0()11tracting Parties recognize that it wiU be adm4.9sible for eitAer of them to take such measures a!, ma11 be indispen8able in
order to safeguard tho•e interests if threatened either by the aggrcs11lve action
of atiy other Pmcer, or by disturbances arising in China or Korea, and ne.cessitating the intervcntlon of eitller of the High Contracting Parties for t1te protection of the lives and property of its 11~bject1.
•
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"Article 2: If either Great Britain or Japan, in the defense of their respective interests as above deSC'ribed, should become Involved In war with another
Power, the other High Contracting Party wlll maintain a strict neutrality, and
use Its efforts to prevent other Powers from joining In hostilities against Its ally.
"Article 3: If, in the ab01'e et~t. any other Power or Powers oJi-Ould join
in hostilities against tha.t ally, the other High Contracting Party will come to
its assistance, and wlll conduct the war in common, and make peace in mutual
agreement with it." [Italics added.]
This alliance envisaged the p(;isslblllty of the necessity for taking "measures"
which might involve one of the parties In war. Japan found its position suftlcleotly strengthened by the terms to the alliance to precipitate the RuR!OJapanese War lo 1004.
6. The Russo·Japanese ConvNttion of June 20/July 3, 1916
"Article 1 : The two High Contracting Parties, recognizing that their vital
Interests demand that China should not fall under the political domination of
any third Power hostile to Russia or Japan, will frankly and loyally enter Into
communloatlon whenever circumstances may demand, and 1oiU agree Uf>On the
measures to be taken to prevent such a situation being brought about.
"Article 2: In the event that, in consequence of the measures taken by mut-i
agreement as provided in the preceding article, war should be declared betwt>en
one of the Contral'ting Parties and one of the third Powers contemplated by the
preceding article, the other Contracting Parffl will, upon the demand of its ally,
come to its aid, and in that case each of the High Contracting Parties ttnderl~
not to make peace without a previ01ts agreement with the other Contractin11
Party." [Italics added.]

This secret convention envisaged the possibility that Russia or Japan might
take "measures," based upon mutual agreement, which would lead to war with
another power-probably the lTnlted States-over their interests In China. In
this case, providing that l<Ufficlent cooperation was forthcoming from other
allies, the other party to the convention would enter the war. The terms of the
treaty did not require that either of the parties be attacked, the key article hu'ing
been drafted in such a wny that the measures precipitating the war might
very well be aggressive measures.
7. The Soviet·German Treat11 of Nonaggression of August 28, 1939
"Article 1: Both High Contracting Parties obligate themselves to desist from
any act of violence, any aggressive action, and any attack on each other, either
individually or jointly with other powers.
"Article 2: Should one of the High Contracting Parties become the object of
belllgerent action by a third power, the other High Contracting Party shall in no
manner lend its support to this third power."
Secret .Additional Protoqol of .August !S, 1939

"1. In the event of a territorial and political rearrangement in the areas bel<>nging to the Baltic States (Finland, F:stonia, Latvia, Lithuania), the tiorthern

boundary of Lithuania shall represent the bounda.ry of the spheres of i'1fluetice of
Germany and the U. S. 8. R . In this connection the interest of Lithuania In the

Vlloa area ls recognized by each Party.
"2. In the erent of a territorial and political rearrangemc11t of the areas belonging to the Polish state tile spheres of influence of German11 and the U. 8 . S. R.
shall be b01mdcd appro:rimately bl/ the line of the rivers Narew, Vist11la, and San.
"The q11estion of whether the interests of both parties make desirable the main-

ten.an~c of an independent Polish state and how such a state should be b0ttnded
can 0111.y be deff,nitel11 determined in the course of further political det,elopments."

[ltnllcs added.)
The published articles of this treaty provided merely that neither party would
attack the other or lenrl Its support to any power with which the other party
might be at war. The secret additional protocol, however, envisaged major territorial "rearrangements" In eastern Europe which could take place only through
Soviet or German aggressive action. These agreements led directly to the German
and Soviet attacks on Poland In September 1939.
The North Atlantic Pact differs from the trndltlonal mllltary alliances of the
past both in letter and In spirit. When one examines the terms of the North
Atlantic Pact, there can be no doubt as to the character of the commitruenta
undertaken. Specifically, the Pact forbids "the threat or use of force in ·any
manner lnconslstt>nt with the purposes of the UN," and authorizes the use of force.
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in accordance with the inherent right of collective self-defense expressly recognized and preserved by article 51 of the Charter, <mly when a nation bas completely violated the obligations of the Charter by launching an armed attack on
a Party to the Treaty, and <mly until the Security Council has taken the measures
necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security.
The North Atlantic Treaty ls entirely free from provisions directed toward
territorial changes for the benefit of its signatories. It has no clauses recognizing special Interests of certain signatories. It gives no nation a "free band"
to take unspecified "measures" likely to lead to hostilities. It contains no ambiguities or evasive generalities which could possibly sanction aggressive action
on the part of one of the signatories in the expectation that the resulting conflict
would constitute a casu11 foederi8. The full text bas been made public, and It bas
no secret additional protocols.
'
It ls inconceivable that 12 nations, all predominantly democratic in organization, could or would negotiate any secret "deals" of the type associated
with many traditional bilateral alliances and ententes. The size of the membership in the North Atlantic Pact ls in itself a guaranty that the past, published
to all the world, means precisely what It says.
The treaty contains no obligation to defend any territorial 11tatua quo. It does
obligate the parties to assist in suppressing attempts to change the 11tatua quo by
armed attack. It obligates the parties to defend the purposes and principles of
the United Nations, the freedom, common heritage, and clvlllzatlon of the parties
and their free Institutions, based upon the principles of democracy, Individual
liberty, and the rule of law. It obligates them to act In defense of peace and
security. It ls directed against no one; it is directed solely against aggression.
It seeks not to Influence any shifting "balance of power" but to strengthen the
..balance of principle."
The North Atlantic and Rio Treaties represent developments in the concept of
collective security. Like the United Nations Charter, they contemplate the use
of armed force only as a last resort for the suppression of acts of aggression.
The first purpose of the United Nations is stated in article 1 of the Charter as
being "to maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the
peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression." Article 42 authorizes the
Security Council to "take such action by air, sea, or land forces as may be
necessary to maintain or restore International peace and security." Article 51
provides that "nothing in the present Charter shall impair the Inherent right of
Individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a member
of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international peace and security."
In the words of former Secretary of State Byrnes:
"We have co\·enanted not to use force except in the defense of law as embodied
In the purposes and principles of the Charter. We intend to live up to that
co'"enant. But as a great power and as a permanent member of the Security
Council we have a responsibility to use our Influence to see that other powers
live up to that covenant, and that responsibility we also Intend to meet. Unless
the great powers are prepared to act In the defense of law, the United Nations
cannot prevent war. We must make it clear in advance that we Intend to act
to prevent aggression, making it clear at the same time that we will not use
force for any other purpose."
The North Atlantic Treaty does exactly that. In Senator Connally's words the
treaty constitutes not a military alllance but "an alliance ualnst war itself."
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COM:M:ITI'EE ON FOREIGN RELATIONSi....

Washington, v. 0.

The committee met at 10 a. rn., pursuant to adjournment on May
3, 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), George, Thomas of Utah,
'J.'ydings, Green, Fulbright, Vandenberg, Wiley, Hickenlooper, and
LOdge.
Also present: Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This is the Committee on Foreign Relations, sitting in hearings on
the North Atlantic Pact.
We have the pleasure to have Mr. John Foster Dulles with us, a
verv distinguished lawyer and great student of international affairs.
Mr~ Dulles has .Participated, I think, in all of the conferences including and followmg the United Nations at San Francisco. He has e.
very great scope of knowledge and a ~at reputation for his attainments. We will be glad to hear you, Mr. Dulles.
STATEMENT OF HON. lOHN FOSTER DULLES, MEMBER OF THE
UNITED STATES DELEGATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
THE 01.UTED NATIONS

Mr. D~. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate very greatly
this opportunity to appear before this comnuttee to express some
views I have about the Atlantic Pact. I should make clear that, although I am at the moment serving as a United States official representative to the General Assembly of the United Nations, the opinions
which I here express are personal, and I do not purport in any way
to _speak for the administration.
Mr. Chairman, I support the Atlantic Treaty as a great historic
landmark. Of course, its words do not, of themselves, create new
realities. But there come moments when words that formalize an
existing situation also serve to dramatize it and bring a new awareness of responsibility and of opportunity. I believe that the Atlantic
Patt has that quality, or at least that it can be given that quality, and
for that reason I support it.
•
UNITY OF THE NORTH ATLANTIO AREA

The underlying reality is that the peoples who make up the Atlantic
community, the so-called west, do form a natural grouping, having
339
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much in common. When in the west that community has been imperiled from without, its members have united their blood and their
treasure in a common defense. Thus the .Atlantic Pact does not
attempt a new and artificial creation, nor is it a mere military expedient of the hour. It reflects a natural and oft-demonstrated unity.
It may be asked, why is there occasion now to formalize unity if,
in fact, it exists 1 There are, I think, good reasons.
In the first place, the pact is needed to eliminate doubt that the
.Atlantic community will act quickly and unitedly for common defense.
REMOVAL OF DOUBTS ABOUT UNITED STATES ACTIONS

There are here at home some doubts or, more accurately, some hesitations. I think there are few who, in their heart of hearts, really
doubt that we would react quickly and wholly against any war-intentioned armed attack within the North .Atlantic area, for that would
in reality be a war against us. But some would like to put off the
day of decision. The European members of the Atlantic community
have considerable doubt about our intentions, and there may be doubt
in the minds of potential aggressors. Such doubts and hesitations
increase the risk of war, and they need to be resolved for, as t.his
committee said a year ago, last May, "the best deterrent to aggression
is the certainty that immediate and effective countermeasures will
be taken."
The proposed treaty poses clearly the issue of certainty and immediacy. It says that an armed attack against one of the parties in the
North Atlantic area "shall be considered an attack against them all."
That seems to me to be reasonably plain English. It means, I take it,
that an armed attack upon Denmark, for example, is hereafter to
be treated by the United States as an attack upon it.
If there is an attack upon the United States, then something haJ?pens, and it happens surely and quickly. Of course, what happens ts
not necessarily war. There have been many armed incursions into
United States territory and armed attacks on United States ships and
planes which have been successfully countered, and security restored,
by measures short of war. The Atlantic Treaty says that the countermeasures to restore the security shall be such as each party "deems
necessary." Thus, each case depends on its own facts. The situation
may be one that can be dealt with by Presidential action, or it may be
that Congress would be called on to declare war or to declare that
a state of war already existed. It is certainly not necessary that each
attack should be met by counterattack of the same kind, at the same
place and at the same time. Much depends on the design of the aggressor state and how, in fact, evil designs can best be parried. But2 if
an aggressor wants to make war, our Constitution cannot stop him.
During the last 100 years, the United States has been at war with many
countries. But the Spanish War is, I think, the only such war that
came about through congressional declaration. In the others, .the
Congress found.that a hostile attack had already created a state of
war.
I repeat, any aggressor can make war. That choice lies with him,
not with us. But this treaty, as I read it, takes away from him one
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choice, one tempting choice, that he used to have; that is, the choice
of making war on the parties singly, one by one. If he chooses to
fight one party to this pact, he must fight them all, and all at the
same time.
DETERRENT TO WAR

The treaty, by saying that in words that no potential aggressor
can misunderstand, greatly reduces the risk of armed attack on the
North Atlantic area and thereby, in my opinion, makes a great contribution to future peace.
PROBLEM OF GERMANY

In the second place, the pact is needed to make it possible to solve
the problem of Germany.
There are still 70,000,000 Germans, possessed of great qualities of
industriousness, discipline, and ambition, painfully compressed in a
strategic area between the east and west. The Soviet Government
is making determined efforts to enlist those Germans in its service.
If the SOviet now lifts the Berlin blockade, that may be an act of
conciliation toward the west. I hope it is. But until that is shown
by other deeds it would be wise for us to look on it as a change of
Soviet method, not a change of Soviet intention.
Soviet leaders had hoped to win Germany by blockade mea~ures
that would drive the Western Allies out of Berlin and so damage their
prestige that the Germans generally would accept the Soviet Union
as the dominant force in Europe. That method backfired, due to
the magnificent resourcefulness of the Air Force. The Western
Allies hold in Berlin, and the Soviet, by attempting to starve the
Germans we were feeding, lost greatly in influence in Germany. It
is understandable if Soviet leaders seek a different environment which
might give them a better chance of success.
Under the circumstances that exist, Germans will be strongly
tempted to develop a. bargaining position between east and west and
they might even come into a temporary alliance with the Soviet. It
has much to offer the Germans at the expense of Poland, and the
Soviets and Germans, in partnership, could readily dominate the
Continent.
The statesmanlike course is to provide the Germans with a decent
and hopeful future within the orbit of the west. But again the Germans would be too strong for the comfort and safety of our European
allies, unless the west is strengthened by the adhesion of the United
States. Germans can be brought into the west if that west includes
the United States. They cannot safely be brought into the west if
the west does not include the United States. The Atlantic Pact
will superimpose upon the Brussels Pact another western unity that
is bigger and stronger, so that it does not have to fear the inclusion
of Germany.
Un.less the Council of Foreign Ministers can plan on that assumption, another meeting would have little chance of success. In that
respect also the Atlantic Pact can make a vital contribution to peace.
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ECONOMIES IN ERP AND UNITED STATES )[lLITARY BUDGET

In the third place, the pact is needed to make possible substantial
economies both under the European recovery plan and under our
military budget.
·
As regards the European recovery plan, that plan is abnormally
costly because it has to offset fear, which paralyzes constructive e:ft'ort,
and disunity, which curtails economic possibilities.
Fear is rampant in western Europe. Those who are best informed
do not believe that Soviet leaders actually intend an armed invasion
of Europe. But Communists, in France for example, gain adherents
by spreading rumors that the Red Army will soon march in. Premier
Queuille told me that he estimated that nearly half of the members
of the large French Communist Party had joined up merely to gain
sceurity as against that risk. Many in Europe have been thinking
of how, in an emergency, to get out and how to hide away some
resources abroad. Few have been concentrating on long-range creative effort.
Also, the disunity of the countries of western Europe seriously
curtails their economic opportunity. There are no single markets big
enough to justify the great capital investments needed to produce
goods cheaply for large-scale consumption.
The Atlantic Pact should do much to abolish fear, and the Atlantic
Pact plus the European recovery plan can provide a great impulse
toward increased unity. That should pave the way to reducing the
cost and the duration of the European recovery plan.
As regards arms expenditure, the pact should also make it possible
to cut that. On the one hand its political commitment of one for all
and all for one greatly reduces the risk of war. On the other hand,
it combines for defense the military resources and facilities of 12
nations. It means that from now on, for example, the navy available
to defend the United States is not only the United States Navy, but
a combined United States, British, and French Navy. Similarly, there
would be combined air and land forces and common facilities. The
most effective collective defense will probably require us to build
up military establishments abroad, particularly on the Continent,
where a dangerous vacuum exists. But the cost of that should be more
than offset by economies made possible by the pooling of defense
resources.
I am well aware of the present need for a strong Military Establishment. But I am also aware of the need to avoid a rate of unproductive expenditure that may itself destroy the free institution 1t is
desi~ed to preserve. The political commitments of this pact appreciably reduce the risk of war. Also, the pact combines, for common defense, the resources of some 350,000,000 people. Many, here
and abroad, will be skeptical that the pact is indeed a peace measure
if it is made an occasion for increasing military expenditures. The
pact ought to make a beginning toward realizing the Atlantic Charter
promise ''to lighten for peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of
armament."
RISKS AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE TREATY

I have spoken of some of the reasons for the Atlantic Pact. Of
course, with every great enterprise there are risks and disadvantages.
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I think these should be seen and not covered up1 because the risks are
of such a character that if seen they can be guarded against.
In that respect I would say that first of all the pact should not be
operated primarily as a military instrument.
WAR IS NOT INEVITABLE

There are those who believe that war with the Soviet Union is inevitable and that we must now concentrate on gaining tactical and
strategic advantages which will help us to win that war when it comes.
They would use the pact in that spirit.
I do not question the sincerity of those who hold such beliefs, but for
myself I utterly reject them. I do not know of any responsible high
official, military or civilian, in this Government or any other government, who believes that the Soviet now plans conquest by open military aggression. They have other and more efficient methods. If,
for example, Soviet leadership, without using the Soviet Army, can
win in China all that Japan there fought for so desperately and so
futilely, why should Soviet leaders start a shooting wad
But if our international affairs are conducted on the assumption
that war is inevitable, that fact alone will make it inevitable. Therefore, I consider it of the utmost importance that the pact should not
be operated primarily as an instrument of military policy designed to
win a particular war.
Of course, common defense is a usual and legitimate reason for
people drawing together. One reason for the formation of our United
States was that it made it possible, as said in the Federalist Papers,
to "apply the resources and power of the whole to the defense of any
particular part." But a purely military alliance is not conducive to
peace. I hope that the senate may see fit to register its hope that the
Atlantic Pact will be operated, not as a military instrument, but as a
step in a political evolution that has behind it a long and honorable
history and before it a great and peaceful future.
NO DIVISION OF WORLD INTO SPHERES

The Atlantic and Rio Pacts should not be understood as tacit offers
to divide the world with Soviet communism.
There is danger that these two pacts, each delineatinf{ a geographical area that cannot be attacked with impunity:, will be uiterpreted to
mean that the only major concerns of the Umted States are with the
American Hemisphere and North Atlantic areas and that so long as
they are free from attack, we are relatively indifferent to what occurs
elsewhere. This interpretation, in the eyes of some, seems confirmed
by our conduct in relation to the events of the Far East.
I do not believe that the lines that demark the American and Atlantic areas, shown here in your booklet, are intended to demark the
limits of our vital interest, and I feel sure that that ought not to be
the case. Twenty-five years ago Stalin said:
The road to victory of the revolution in the west lies through the revolutionary
alliance with the liberation movement of the colonies and dependent countries.

He particularly mentioned China and India in this connection. We
ought not to forget those words; at least, we ought not to forget them
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so lon.r as they remain an integral part of the Soviet Communist
"bible."
I know that the administration is aware of the risk of which I allude
and that the President and Secretary of State have recently reasserted
the concern of the United States with areas other than those marked
out by the Rio and Atlantic Pacts. I believet however, that the
Congress may usefully reinforce that view and help to obviate a
miscalculation so dangerous that, if it were allowed to persist, it might
undo all the good otherwise potential in the pact.
NO BYPASSING OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Again, Mr. Chairman, the pact should not inaugurate a system of
group consultations which would destroy the value of the United
Nations as the "town meeting of the world."
There are some who argue that the Atlantic Treaty violates the
United Nations Charter. I see no merit in that argument, assuming,
as I do assume, that the pact is not an artificial military alliance, but
a stage in a process of natural political growth. The Charter cannot
stop such growth, and it does not attempt to do so.
The pact might, however, gravel;y impair the usefulness of the
United Nations if consultations under its article 4 committed the
pact members, or crystallized their views, in advance of United Nations
discussion. The risk is greater because the occasions for consultation
under article 4 are not merely "attacks" in the "Atlantic area" dealt
with by article 5, but threats anywhere to any of the parties. Since
the parties have interests and J.>OSsessions throughout the world, the
consultations under article 4 might relate to matters of deep concern
to friendly nations of Asia, Africa, the Near East, the Pacific, and
the Americas.
The United States does have a communitv with the west, but we
have other communities as well and so many )ook to us for leadership
that we ought not to seem to play favorites. Also, if we reallv believe in the United Nations, we shal1, on matters which are within
United Nations jurisdiction, give its processes an opportunity to
influence our thought and conduct before making up our mind.
The United Nations, while weak in many respects; has shown a
real capacity, through debate and exposure, to develop moral judgments that actually influence the conduct of member nations. The
United Nations ought not to be weakened in this, its greatest field of
usefulness.
I am confident that those who drew up the Atlantic Pact did not
intend that consultations under it should encroach on the efficacy of
the United Nations. But it might be useful if the Senate, in connection with the ratification of the pact, reaffirmed, as it did last !ear, the
policy of the United States to use the United Nations to the full extent
of its possibilities.
DANGER OF RELIANCE ON MATERIAL THINGS

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the pact should not lead the American
people to feel that their primary reliance is in material things.
There is danger that concentration of attention upon the militarv
aspects of the pact, following closely the authorization of new
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nomic appropriations under the European recovery plan, my lead
the American people to feel that material things are all-important.
That would be a gross miscalculation.
Napoleon said that in war the material counted for onecquarter
and the nonmaterial for the other three-quarters. I suppose tha.t the
disparity is even greater in a "cold" war. Certainly, events seem to
prove that. Soviet communism uses largely two imponderables, hope
and fear. It offers leadership to the discontented and the idealists
who want to change radically the existing order, and it tries to
frighten into inaction those who oppose such change. Through playing on men's hope and fears Soviet leadership has won great victories.
There was a time when the western democracies were honored
throughout the world because of their dynamic pursuit of liberty,
equality, and fraternity; their great experiments in political freedom
and their inventiveness in providing human la.bor with better tools.
Our American people played a leadrng part in that, although materially we were then a weak and debtor nation and virtually without
military power. But then we were carrying on the "great American
exveriment", as it was known throughout the world-the great Amencan experiment in human freedom.
.
It is time to recapture those qualities. For most men are not interested in defending the status 9uo merely because communism attacks
it. They want a part in what is dynamic and creative.
We have made a beginning. The European recovery plan has
given us our greatest success, not because it threw a great weight of
dollars to sustain what is, but because it sought something new. The
Atlantic Pact should be imbued with that framework for constructive
programs that will catch men's imagination and enlist their support.
We Americans know the great possibilitie.c;; that reside in Europe.
Most of us derive from Europe. We have taken from Europe the
conception that the individual is the highest unit of earthly value and
that has made our institutions what they are. We have long shared
with Europe the richness of a society that encourages individual •diversification and experimentation. Our Nation would not be what it
is had it not been for the Magna Carta, the industrial revolution, and
the declaration of the rights of man. We want Europe, which has
produced so much, to find in new unity the strength. the courage and
the hope needed to make that land again a land of economic, intellectual, and spiritual richness. We want that, not merely for Europe's
sake, but for the sake of all of us. Also we want western Europe to
be the mighty magnet that will set up an irresistible attraction which
will gradually break down the artificial barriers that now dangerously
divide east and west.
That, I take it, is our vision; and because the Atlantic Pact can
help to make it real, I support that pact.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
PROGRESS OF ECA

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dulles, I notice in vour testimony that you
make reference a time or two to the ECA. May I ask what your general observations are~ from your contacts in the United Nations, respecting the success or the nonsuccess of the ECA so far as it has
progressed to date¥
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Mr. DULLES. I think that the ECA has done extremely well to date.
So far, however, it has operated primarily as a relief operation, you
might say, and I do not think it has yet completed the more constructive fundamental reforms in Europe which are needed for permanent
recoverey, but it has made a very good start.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true, though-and you spoke quite eloquently on the subject of material matters-that in addition to the
material aid which it gives to Europe toward rebuilding its economy
it does have very great value as evidence of the interest of the rnited
States and its people in the substantial recovery of Europe and the
strengthening of the forces in the countries that are associated with
us in the ECA 1
Mr. DULLES. It has made possible a great revirnl of hope in Europe.
Certainly conditions in Europe now are much better than they were
2 years ago, and that improvement can be ascribed very largely, in
my opinion, to the European recovery plan. Of course, most of the
individual people in Europe are rather unaware of the extent to which
they are the beneficiaries of the European recovery plan, so that the
influence in that respect of the United States upon the people is not
as great as I w.ish it .were. It has a great influence upon top people
in government and business, but unfortunately the propaganda of
Soviet communism reaches down to the rank and file of the people
much more effectively than anything we do under the European recovery plan.
The CHAIRMAN. One reason for that, is it not true, is of its newness!
They do not realize yet. And as time "Oes on will not that information gradually seep down through the wfiole public, rather than be confined to governmental authorities~ In other words, if, as a result of
the ECA, conditions improve in Europe, will they not finally learn to
trace that back to what we have done for them in the United Stated
Mr. DuLLEs. I hope so, but I am not confident of that, Senator, because we deal through the ECA so much with governments. '\'e supply wheat and flour, but the governments sen it for a going price lD
the market and the individual does not reel that he is getting his wheat
free from the United States, or his bread free.
The CHAIRMAN. He knows he is getting his wheat. though.
Mr. DuLLES. Yes, but he does not have any idea where it is coming
from. It is hard to correct that. I think it is seeping down to some
extent, but not to the extent which I would hope.
DDlEDIATE ACTIOX IX EVENT OF ATTACK

The CHAIRMAN. I notice in one paragraph in your statement you
say, "The proposed treaty poses clearly the issue of certainty and
immediacy." If I understand your terms, you mean the immediate
necessity for acting in case of an armed attack by an aggressor, that
the treaty emphasizes that and makes our joint action applicable to
that sort of situation. Is that correct?
Mr. DuLLEs. Yes, sir. I used the word in, I think, the same sense
that this committee used it a year ago. I tried to catch the spirit of
what this committee said, and I think I was in agreement with that.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, under the treaty it will not be so
easy for an aggressor to pick off one by one of the weaker countries
without action by the remaining members of this treaty.
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Mr. DuLLES. That is the case. In the First World War and the
Second \Vorld War we took about 2 years to make up our minds, during which the aggressor had great opportunity to make great gains.
I would expect that this treaty would bring about an awareness m the
mind of any potential aggressor that it would not have a couple of
years to consolidate its position before we had carried through the
great debate as to what we should do. If there is any doubt as to
what we are going to do under those conditions, I think the time to debate that is now. 'Ve can afford the time to do it now; once a war starts,
we can't afford to have that great debate, because it is too costly and
the enemy gains too great an advantage.
The CHAIRl\CAN. Is it not also true that one of the main objectives
of the treaty is to advise aggressors before they start an aggression
that if they do start an aggression they will be faced with the combined opposition of all the signatories to this treaty, rather than a
weak nation which they kno\v they can easily overwhelm?
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
FREEDO)I OF ACTION FOR EACH SIGNATOR¥

The CHAIRMAN. I was also interested in your statement that if there
i8 an attack on one of these nations the Atlantic Treaty says that the
countermeasures to restore the security shall be such as each J?arty
deems necessary. The committee knows something of the origm of
that language and of its being placed where it is. In other words, the
treaty leaves to each nation, each country, the discretion of deciding
what measures it deems necessary to meet the issue provoked by the
armed attack. Is it not true that there might be a great variety of
factors entering into the action and into the decision-the geographical
location of the countries involved, and things of that kind i But the
United States, for instance, would have the right to determine its own
course and the particular method in which it would meet that situation
in cooperation with the other signatories to the treaty. Is that correct i
Mr. DuLLEB. That is my understanding, that there wouldt of course,
be consultation, but in the last analysis the United States <tecides for
itself what part it takes in the common defense.
•
As you well know, during the last war there were some nations
that were at war but it was generally agreed that they could make
their greatest contribution not through contributing military contingents. That was particularly true of some of the South American
countries who were able to do more in an economic way than they
could have done in a military way. Obviously the treaty does not
attempt, in my opinion, to prescribe any military plan of action. As I
said, it would be folly if the treaty were interpreted as meaning that
because a certain country attacks in a certain particular way we have
to respond in that particular place and in that particular manner.
There i~ a flexibi.Ji~y about our strategy, which the treaty fully preserves, m my opmton.
The CHAIRMAN. What you might properly add to that is that the
treaty does not impose upon the United States any automatic obligation of going to war or declaring war on a great number of those
occasions which we might otherwise; is that true¥
Mr. Duu.Es. Certainly the treaty does not impose any automatic
duty to declare war.
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The CHAIRMAN. That is what I mean. Of course, also, as I say, the
decision as to whether or not there is war is a decision which is primarily made by the attacking party, and not by the party that is
attacked.
ATTITUDE OF NON-SOVIET STATES IN EUROPE
I would like to ask you this question: Would you have any evidence
or opinion that the signatures by these cosigners of this treaty will
meet any resistance in countries in Europe other than those that have
already spoken out on the subject¥ In other words, would this treaty
be more or less accepted by the other European powers, leaving out
the Soviet Union, which has already protested vigorously against the
tr~aty¥

Mr. DULLES. Do you mean, do I anticipate difficulty in the ratification of the pact by th.e other signatories 1
The CHAIRMAN. No; I don't mean that. I mean the nonsignatories, other countries in Europe outside of the Soviet and its satellites.
There is no opposition is there, to speak of, that you know of¥
Mr. DULLES. No. I don't know of any great criticism of the pact
outside of the Soviet bloc. I have had contact with the United Nations Assembly here with the representatives of virtually all of the
nations of the world, and the pact has been discussed a good deal
and I have not found any sentiment running against the pact except
in the Soviet bloc.
The CHAIJUIAN. That is what I was directing attention to. There
is no concern that it is an aggressive pact as against any of the nations of Europe, exc~pt from the Soviet Union and its satellites; is
that correct 9
Mr. DULLES. I think there is an assumption that it will not be operated as an aggressive pact. There is a little concern about that, but
no great concern.
DEFENSIVE NATURE

OF

TREATY

.The CHAIRMAN. You have studied the treaty, of course. Is there
anything in the treaty that has any objective or purpose other than
that of the common defense of this territory~ Is there any suggestion
of aggression on the part of the treaty signers, or of conquest, or of
overextending their mfluence or authority, except to preserve th~

~ce9

i

Mr. DULLES. There is certainly nothing in the language of the pact
to suO'gest that. But I have had too much experience with internationaY treaties and pacts to be wholly satisfied that one can tell by
reading them just what is going to happen under them, and I personally think that it is important to make sure that the intent is to
carry out that spirit of the pact. There are some people who believe
that the best defense is an offense, and that they can interpret a pact
which calls for defense as leading to offense. There have been a great
many defensive pacts and nonaggression pacts to which the Soviet
Union was a party, and they did not operate that way at all.
I am quite sure we have no intention of doing that, but, as I say
here, I think that the pact should be operated, and no doubt it will be
operated, by people who believe that war is not inevitable and that this
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pact is an instrument for peace and not an instrument for the winning
of a future war.
EMPHASIS ON MILITARY ASPECTS OF TREATY

The CHAIBMAN. You mentioned arms. As I get your idea, it is that
we should not emphasize or overestimate the treaty as a military
instrumentality; we should not play up the military parts of it, is
that correct Y
Mr. DULi.ES. I think that if the intent of the treaty is carried out,
with respect to developing a common defense, that is the most important military aspect of the pact; namely, whether the existing
resources and facilities of the 12 nations will effectively be usable
as a unit for common defense. If we can produce that result, then,
in my opinion, the aggregate of those military resources and facilities
is so great that it would permit us, I believe, to cut down very materially upon the expenditures we would otherwise have to make if our
on}y defense was our own Military Establishment.
Now, I believe in the process that it is important to increase somewhat the military stren~h that exists in Europe. I am not a military
person, of course, but r have talked with a great many, and the impression that I have is that it is not going to be possible to develop
a military land force on the continent of Europe for a good many
years which would be a serious obstacle to Russian invasion if Russia
decided to do that. On the other haud, there is a great psychological
value in having a little more military establishment on the Continent
than is the case at the present time. They feel naked, you might say,
because they virtually have no military establishment at all, and I
believe, for instance, that France would feel more self-reliant and
would take a more constructive part in working out some of the problems, particularly the problem of Germany, if France had some military force of its own. I think that is of greater psycholo~ical value
than of military value, although, as I say, I have to qualify that as
not being my own opinion, because I am not a military authority,
but I have talked with military people on the Continent, both American and French ·and British, and that, in my opinion, is the consensus
of their judgment.
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF THE TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that one of the values of the treaty
is the psychological effect, not only on the signatories but to possible
aggressors, the unity of action, and so on Y
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I made a very extravagant statement some time ago.
I said that the treaty would be a valuable contribution even though
there were no arms program under it at all, because the potentialities
are there. An aggressor would know that the United States and other
signatories, while maybe not acting immediately with arms aid and
other things would have the pos.sibility to go ahead much more
promptly than we did in World War I and World War II. I do not
advocate that. I am for the arms program.
Mr. DuLLES. I entirely agree with you, Senator Connally. It has
been often said, and perhaps this committee has said it, and I know
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at least some of the members of the committee have said it, that if it
had been known in 1914 that the United Kingdom would go to war
if Germany attacked France, and if it had been known in 1939 that
the United States would go to war if Hitler attacked France and
England, probably those wars would not have occurred.
Of course. we all know that in 1941 England was without military
strent{th. We also know that in 1939 the United States was without
actual military strength. Nevertheless we all feel that because of
their potential military strength, if it had been known that they would
go into the war the war might not have occurred, and that seems to
me to illustrate the point that you make, that while the military
aspect is, of course, important, the potential military strength is most
important, coupled with confidence that it would be used.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dulles.
COMPARISON WITH PAST MILITARY ALLIANCES

Just one other question, and then I will leave you to the other
members. There is a charge by some people, at least, that this has
the character of a military alliance. You are a great historian and
are familiar with foreign relations over many hundreds of years.
It is our contention, and that of those associated with us, that this
is in no way a military alliance in the sense of the military alliances
of the past 100 years. This treaty is purely one of defense. It
does not contemplate conquest; it does not contemplate aggression.
And is it not true that most of the old military alliances, the Holy
Alliance and the alliances of Germany and the Central Powers in
World War I against the other powe'rs more or less partook of a
league or an agreement that when one of the powers should go to war,
regardless of the reasons for or causes of the war, the others would
join. Their purposes were to strengthen themselves and to have
m view military action and conquest in some cases, and things of that
kind, that distmguish the military alliance from the present treaty!
I would like to have your views on that.
Mr. DuLLEs. I do not interpret this as a military. alliance. If I
thought it were a military alliance I would oppose it unqualifiedly.
The distinction, it seems to me, is this, that as you say, most military
alliances are made between powers as a matter of temporary expediency
in pursuit of some particular ambition that one or the other of them
has. This is a treaty for the common defense which grows out of a
common unity and a disposition to have a common defense as has
been demonstrated historically on at least two great occasions within
the last 35 years, and as I say, to me it formalizes a reality in a way
which makes that reality more eft'ective2 more pregnant with meanin~,
and more significant and more reacetul, because by formalizing 1t
it carries more effective notice o potential aggressors and it gives a
sense of unity and hope and opportunity for growth to the parties
to the pact.
COHPATIBILITY WITH UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The CHAIRMAN : Do you find any conflict between this treaty and
the United Nations or, on the other hand, does not this treaty specifi-
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cally recognize the overriding authority of the United Nations, and the
fact that the treaty is being made in subordination to the authority of
the United Nations¥
Mr. Dou.Es. I do not Consider there is any conflict at all between
this treaty, the Atlantic Pact, and the United Nations Charter. I
draw.that conclusion not from the fact that the opening words of the
Atlantic Treaty pay deference to the United Nations Charter. You
could draw up a treaty which would have those words in it and which
in substance would be in conflict with it. The thing, as I see it, is that
this Atlantic Pact is a stage in a political evolution of a certain political grouping. During the last few days the members of the British
Commonwealth of Nations have been meeting in London to decide
about their relationships between themselves, and I have not heard
anybody in the world suggest that the working out of that relationship .
with the British Commonwealth is a question which cut across in any
way, or was subject to, the provisions of the United Nations Charter,
beCause that is a natural political growth and evolution. If this treaty
were essentially a military alliance, then I wouldn't care how many
times it paid deference to the United Nations Charter; I would think
in substance it would be violative of its spirit, if not of its words,
but because I believe it is a normal political evolution, a drawing
together for common defense of pe()ple who do have a community of
interest, I do not think that the United Nations Charter operates
against it at all.
Of course you know, from San Francisco-you and Senator Vandenberg, who worked so ardently on the thing-that it was very much in
our minds that the Charter of the United Nations should not prevent
things of this sort.
·
The CHAIJL'1AN. You were active in this matted
Mr. DULLEs. I helped you and Senator Vandenberg, I think, in
drawing up article 51.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The.CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dulles, you make a statement about the United
Nations. You say, in article VI of your statementTbe United Nations, while weak ln many respects, has shown a real capacity,
through debate and exposure, to develop moral judgments that actually Influence
the conduct of member nations. The United Nntlons ought not to be weakened
ln thls, lts greateet field of usefulness.

I agree with you in that, and I want to say I am glad to have your
view about the United Nations. While I personally have been disappointed because of some of its developments, because at San Francisco we all assumed that the great powers would cooperate' and go
along together, and while that has not been possible under the practices of tne United Nations, still I do not desire to withhold from the
United Nations the fact that it has accomplished many thin~. You
point your finger to it when you speak of its real capacity m debate
and exposure to develop moral judgments.
I think one of the chief values of the United Nations is its provision
wh~reby member nations can drag out into the open controversial questions and turn the white light of publicity upon them, and to influence
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thereby the nations not only participating, but the formation of public
opinion of the world. Is that not true Y
Mr. DULLEs. Yes.
I am greatly impressed by the fact that the United Nations, and
particularly through its Assembly, does exert a great influence upon
the actual conduct of the nations. I know so far as the United States
is concerned that we have hardly ever taken a proposition in the
United Nations but what we have changed it as a result of the debate
and discussion and the views of other people that we heard there.
DANGER OF BYPASSING THE UNITED NATIONS

There has been no particular public discussion, so far as I know,
about the scope of this article 4 of the Atlantic Pact. That could be
operated, in my opinion, to cut the heart out of the United Nations.
I do not think it is intended, but if it means a little group of nations
representing the west are going to get together privately and make up
their minds about the matters which affect the whole world, and come
to the United Nations with the prearranged positions, that will take
the whole value out of the United Nations, and particularly out of the
United Nations Assembly, and I think it is extremely important to
have that matter clarified so that the members of this Atlantic Treatv,
if matters come up affecting the Far East, for example-well, that
could be a matter for discuss10n under article 4, because, let's sa~, the
United Kingdom has possessions in the Far East. It has Hong Kong.
Suppose there is a threat to Hong Kong and we get together and have
a httle group discussion of the Western Powers about what to do with
the great events that are occurring in the Far East. If this little
group of Western Powers then comes to the United Nations, having
discussed matters of very general concern, with a J?reconceived position, that would take out of the United Nations its greatest possibility of value through havin¥ a general discussion, and I hope and
believe that it is not the intention to operate these consultations out of
article 4 in a spirit to cut the heart out of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. I may say it is not the purpose of this committee
to follow such a course but, as a matter of fact, even in the absence of
article 4, they might do it now.
Mr. Duuxs. The_x_ might do it anyway.
The CuAmMAN. Under the United Nations Charter they could get
together and form little groups, but that is what we are trying to prevent. It says:
The parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them, the
territorial integrity, political independence or security of any of the parties
is threatened.

That is undertaking, at least by limitation, to narrow the scope of
any such consultations to preservmg the integrity and freedom of the
nations signatories to this treaty, but it gives them no more power
than to consult. The treaty nowhere gives them any other authority
except when one of them is the subject of an armed attack. Is that
not true¥
Mr. DULLES. That is quite true, except that this treaty does set up
a consultative procedure and formalizes a consultative procedure
which could be pretty broad, and I merely put up a red flag at that
point, because I think it is a point which needs to be watched.
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The CHAIRMAN. I think you are entirely correct, and so far as the
committee is concerned, I feel sure that we thoroughly agree with
you. This is nothing in this treaty and nothing under this treaty that
will be in any wise called into operation that might impede or hinder
the operations of the United Nations, and as I recall it now, there is
a clause in this treaty, article 7, readingThls treaty does not affect, and shall not be interpreted as affecting, in any
way the rights and obligations under the Charter of the parties which are members of the United Nations, or the primary resPonslblllty of the Security Council
for the maintenance of International peace and security.

That clause was inserted in the treaty to do what you hope will
be done, to preserve the integrity of the United ~ ations and to admonish the members that what we do shall be done in subordination
to the overriding powers of the United Nations. Do you agree with
that view?
Mr. DULLES. I agree with the view that that is probably the intent
of that article.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
I thank you very much. Senator Vandenberg~
Senator VANDENBERO. Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate Mr.
Dulles upon what I think is a very brilliant statement, one of the best
I have heard in many a day. I know he is/'ressed for time, because
he has to return to the General Assembly o the United Nations this
afternoon, and therefore I shall get out of the way for other members
of the committee with just one inquiry which deals with this subject,
the latest under discussion.
INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE 4

I think this is the first time our attention has been drawn to article 4,
and I rather agree with you that it could contain implications which
certainly are not intended by its sponsors. You would not think,
would you, Mr. Dulles, that there is anything in article 4 which would
change in any way the limitation of obligation in respect to self-help
and mutual aid within the geographical confines which the treaty
itself sets up t You would not find, in article 4, any expansion of
that obligation outside the area of the North Atlantic community as
defined in the pact 9
Mr. DuLLES. Yes; I would. I am quite sure that it is not only the
interpretation that I think the language carries, but I am quite certain
that those in the State Department who drew up article 4 did it consciously, with the reali~ation that the scope of article 4 is world wide,
as contrasted with the Atlantic area described in article 5.
Senator VANDENBERO. I do not make myself plain. There is nothing, is there, in article 4, however broad the mterpretation may be
which you apply to it, which in your opinion expands the area within
which we are obligated to self-helf. and mutual aid 9
Mr. DULLES. No; nothing at al.
Senator VANDENBERO. I think it is important that that should be
made :plain.
·
I thmk it is also important that the other point you make regarding
article 4 should be made totally plain, and I am asking you whether
you think it would be sufficient in the committee report to make em-
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phatically clear that the consultative jurisdiction is as limited as the
balance of the pact. Would you consider it sufficient~
DANGER OF BLOCS WITHIN THE UN

Mr. DuLLEs. I think that could be adequately clarified in the committee report. I find in this Assembly work one of our greatest
obstacles is the fact that certain groups of nations which think they
have a rather special interest get together before the United Nations
meets and comes to an agreeil posit.ion. Then you have a debate
and discussion which often changes the minds of several of the members of that group, and then they say'· "Well, we are sorry; we can't
change our mmds, because we are committed, and unless we are released
we have to go through with it. We are sorry, but we have taken
these prior commitments," and I hope that the United States, with
its tremendous responsibility as a world power and with its growing
interest in Asia and the growing feeling of unity, lefs say, between
India and the United States, and that has grown greatly in the last
2 or 3 years-we don't want to let these nat10ns feel that we are still
just a Western Power. We are a \Vestern Power. We have a community with the west which we can properly recognize, as we do,
by this pact; but we are also a world power, and a nation like India
is entitled to our ear with respect to Far Eastern matters on a basis
which is just as free to them as the United Kingdom is to have access
to our ears about the ~reat problems of the Far East. That is the
reason I hope that nothmg will be done under this consultative machinery which will seem to have us be playing favorites with a group of
Western Powers with respect to matters which are world-wide in
scope and which will interest nations even more than the problems
of India and Pakistan, for example, receive the interest of the Western
Powers.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator George~
Senator GEORGE. I want to preface a very few questions to you
by a statement that I think your statement is an admirable one on this
whole subject. It is a helpful one. also, to me with respect to a very
troublesome problem that has, from the beginning, disturbed me
somewhat.
INTERNAL REVOLUTION AS A THREAT TO TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY

But before we go there, referring to article 4, is it at all conceivable that a member of the North Atlantic Treaty or Pact might think
that an internal revolution or disturbance within it§ own territory
did threaten its political integrity or its geographic possessions and
desire consultation¥
Mr. DULLES. I would think that would be a very strained interpretation of the article.
·
Senator GEORGE. I know it is very strained, but you do anticipate
that probably some member of this pact sooner or later will make some
very strained construction of it, do you not¥
Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator GEOROE. I think it is very helpful that you remind us of
the fact that we ought to know that there isn't any virtue in mere
language. It is, after all, what you are going to do under the treaty
that counts, and it is material.
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INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE 4

Also, this article 4 provides for consultation, provides the machinery
for it whenever there is a mere threat to the political integrity. It
does not explicitly or expressly, in any part of the treaty, so far as I
now recollect, bind us to do anything about it, but nevertheless if they
can call us into conference and consultation because of a mere threat,
and by a strained construction could even base that threat upon some
internal revolution and disturbance within the territory of a member
to the {>act, it might be necessary to go a bit further than to put something m a report of this commitee when we actually pass on this
article 4.
I am not suggesting that at the moment, but I am suggesting the
possibility that that might be necessary.
POSITION OF GERMANY

You point out, which I regard as most important, that this treaty
makes it possible for Germany to find the way out of its present situation, and ve:.y forcefully you fortify that position. It has always been
most disturbmg to me to think that you do very much for the peace
and security of western Europe at this present juncture in the affairs
of the world1 with Germany left entirely out of the picture. And yet
of course, it is a very difficult thing to get the members of this pact, if
Germany should ever become a member, actively or nonactively, limited
or general, to feel very secure if Germany was actually permitted to
regain not merely economic stren~h but some military strength.
I am curious to know, do you thmk that this might be a way out for
Germany1 I know that is posing a pretty large order, but it is here.
Mr. DuLLEs. I would not think, Senator George, that the question
of the admission of Germany to the Atlantic Pact ought to come up at
any time that we are now thmking about, say 5 years or more, at least.
It 1s hard to say what might happen eventually. But the immediate
problem in my opinion is, let us say, the inclus10n of Germany in the
Council of Europe, or in some other form of European umty that
might be devised. I think that some action of that sort is absolutely
essential if we are going to have peace in Europe and, indeed, if we
are going to save the free institutions of Europe, because Germany is
in a remarkably strong bargaining position between the east and the
west. And if the Germans should decide to throw in their lot temporarily, at least, with the Soviet Union, there would be nothing left
on the Continent of Europe that we could hold. The very psychlogical effect of that would give the Communist Parties in France and
Bel~um and so forth such influence that they would probably automatically almost take over.
Therefore, it is absolutely vital that we find a place for Germany
which will be reasonably satisfactory and hopeful for Germany within,
as I say, the orbit of the west, and not drive Germany into the arms of
the Sov.iet Union, which would be a process which would wipe out
everythmg we have done under the European recovery plan, not to
speak of what we did in the last war. We would lose Europe if that
happened. Therefore we must find a place for GermanY..
Wow, the other side of the picture is that Germany still is so strong
potentially, with its 70,000,000 people t)lere. There are more Germans
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in Germany now than there were before the war, because the Germans that were scatti:ted around in Poland and Czechoslovakia and
so forth have now all been concentrated in Germany. You have a
high concentration there which is really dangerous, because of the
degree of concentration, and the little periphery of countries around
it-France, Belgium, and Holland-are afraid to bring that strong,
P.owerful, highly concentrated group of people into umty with them
if that is all there is to it, because tliey feel they would be dominated
by that. and they probably would be.
Therefore, in essence, they say, "We have got to be sure that the
power and the strength, the economic resources, the military ~wer,
the :prestige, of the United States is tied up with us so that the_package
is big enough so that we can bring Germany in without Germany
dominatingthe pact."
Senator GEORGE. I agree with you in all that you have said, or substantially, at least, with all you have said. I was intrigued by your
statement, in effect, of the assurance that could be given to France,
for instance, that Germany's presence in the western orbit in some
way would not be disturbing if we were also a member of the pact,
POSSIBLE FUTURE

GERMAN AGGRESSION

But then that brings this question: If GermaJ!y is within the western orbit, and if you can fores~ a time when .Germany is prepared
to strike again and disposed to strike again, would that be an aggressor from without, as seems to be contemplated by the pact Y
Mr. DULLES. Germany is not within the Atlantic area as now defined by the _pact, so that if there-Senator GEORGE. Not now, but we have the peace problem with
German~ over and beyond this pact. We have to do something about
it. I tlunk you also very properly point out that while this pact does
not affect the Far East. it is sort of a byproduct of the pact. Somebodv in Europe and somebody elsewhere may say, "Are you concerned
about what is going on in the Near East¥ Are you concerned, for
instance, about what is going to happen in Japan? Because, ultimately, we have to do something with or about Japan. That seems
to me to be very clear because we have too much direct res;eonsibility
there. and we certainly cannot leave that situation dangling in the
Far East without very great danger to the peace and security of the
world.
So I am just thinking. and I cannot hel:p but come back to the
point, that it strikes me that we are not gomg to do much for the
peace and se<;urity of Europe unless we can do something about Germany. The thin~ that can be done about Germany is not very clear
to my way of thinking at this time.
PEACEFUL INTENT OF THE

1'REATY

Now I wanted to ask you a few things about the pact. I agree with
you, and it is the only reason why I would support it, that this North
Atlantic Treaty, by all of its express terms, is peaceful. It has a
peaceful purpose and peaceful intent. It is defensive by all of its
express terms. But I also agi:ee with you that when· you come to agreements even among men, and particularly when you come to agree-
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ments between nations, you have to look much beyond the mere language and the poetry in which you may have phrased your agreement. And I wish now to ask you if this is not true, that without
any re~ard whatever to the language that is used, the express language m the pact, should a terrific armaments race commence in
Europe, will it be possible to convince the world that the object of
this pact is purely peacefulientirely peaceful, and wholly defensive
in nature and character! n other words, does not the armament
program directly affect the intention of the ~arties to this agreement,
whatever we may say in the agreement' If Europe is overarmed
and aided and assisted by us to overarm? it occurs to me, and I think
you cannot be in great disagreement with the view, that regardless
of any language in the pact, the real intent would be disclosed by what
we were doing under it.
Mr. DUILES. I do not think that there is any practical risk of what
you call overarming Europe. That is a very long and very expensive
operation.
Senator GEORGE. I know that is very remote.
FUTURE BEDUOl'ION OF ARMAMENTS

Mr. ~LLES. But I would say this, Senator, that to my mind, in a
sense the acid test as to the peaceful purpose of this pact is whether
on the over-all basishwe begm to malCe some reduction of armament.
Here is a pact whic , as I say, does two things, if it does what its
proponents claim for it. On the one hand it greatly reduces the risk
of war; on the other hand it puts together the resources of 3501000,000
people for common defense. There has never been anything like that
m the world before.
If our purpose is peaceful, and on the one hand we, by this pact,
increase the likelihood of peace, and on the other hand greatly increase the assets available for common defense, then I think we ought
to begin rather quickly to make some reduction in our own military
expenditures, and I think that if that were done, that would :prove
to all the world the peaceful intent of this pact, that it is not designed
to create an armaments race, it is not getting ready for war, not getting ready to dominate the world purely by military power. But if,
after we have greatly- reduced the risk of war, after we have bx a
single stroke, added, let us say, a million and a half tons of Umted
Kingdom fine naval ships to the common defense, we then go on and
still pile on us billions in terms of military armament, then I think the
pact will be looked upon as a military instrument and not a peace
instrument.
Senator GEORGE. That has been my view of it, Mr. Dulles. I may
say that I recognize this pact, by its express terms, as bein~ motivated
by a desire for peace, and I recognize also that there isn t an;rthing
necessarily implicit in the treaty that would make it a military 'mstrumentality. But it is very ea~ to convert a peaceful charter or pact,
or should I say "pervert" it, rnto a military one, and it depends entirely on what you are going to do. And it seems to me, therefore, that
not only is an armament program not a necessary corollary to this
North Atlantic Pact. If an armament program, however, does come
along and an implementing act is passed which pJaces a great deal of
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emphasis upon the rebuilding of arms in Europe, and at the same
time we are not checking but expanding our defensive program here,
let us say, for we always do regard our efforts as defensive, of course,
we will have much difficulty in convincing the world over a long period of time that this is a wholly defensive measure that we are takmg
here.
I find in it the machinery set up for quite a number of things that
probably some members of the North Atlantic Pact will be insisting on
carrying out, not only in article 4 but elsewhere in it. The suggestion
is very strong that we may be brought together to discuss, and presumably discussion implies some appropriate action may follow, the
hardenmg of opinions which subsequently would be embarrassing in
the United Nations or the Security Council, or in any of the agencies
of the United Nations. Actually that consultative machinery is set
up and provided· expressly here. It is very difficult to escape the
strong implication that at least some appropriate action may be taken
as a result of consultations in the face of some threat.
EHPHASIS ON EUROPE

I think that your statement, as I have already said, is a very strong
one, and I think it does point the way out for Germany in this treaty.
I am equally impressed that we are going to have to find some way out
for Japan, although Japan is not in this at all, but is a byJ.>roduct of
an agreement which deals with belligerents and associates m the last
war. It can be pretty forcefully said that in view of the importance
of the Far East we have some indifference to what may be taking place
there. Indeed our former ally may reach the conclusion that all
the efforts that we make are to help Europe, and may say, "The United
States is not concerned about what goes on in the Far East."
That is just an unfortunate byproduct of the thing. It is not in this,
of course.
Mr. DULLES. The greatest single danger, in my opinion, in the
Atlantic Treaty, is the fact that it draws geographic lines, and it is
extremely difficult to avoid inferences being drawn from that fact, and
when you draw lines like this and say "You can't step across those lines
without getting into trouble," all right; then the fellow says, "Well,
so long as I don't step across the line, is it all right~" And what do
you say9
As I say, that is the greatest danger, and that is a danger which it
will take great skill and effort to obviate, but this will be looked upon
in effect as a tacit offer to divide the world, and in effect say to the
Soviet Union, "Well, our two preserves are this Hemisphere, the
American, and western Europe. You can't attack those with impunity. But we are not saying anything about the rest."
If that is what it means, that will encourage them to feel that they
can do anything they like in the rest of the world, and if that is not
our intent, that encouragementi that unintended encouragement, which
may result from the pact, may ead to aggression outside of these areas
which may make war more likely. Tliat is the big problem, as I see
it; the political problem that flows from the pact, and it will take, I
believe, the wisdom both of the administration and of the Senate to
make sure that inferences of that sort are not drawn, which1 while
we decrease the risk of war from events within the Atlantic area
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and the war, we may increase the risk of war from events outside of
those area~
.
Senator GEORGE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRKAN. Senator Wiley!
Senator WILEY. Mr. Dull~t I want to join my associates in complimenting you on a very helptW and constructive statement.
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PACT

In your judgment, is there any alternative exc'et>t to join in the pact!
Mr. DULLES. I think that the failure of ratification of the pact
would be a disaster of inexl?ressible proportions which would almost
surely increase greatly the risk of war. That does not mean you have
to ratify the pact without any expression of opinion, without attempting to mftuence the course of conduct which will take place under
the pact. I have indicated quite a few views of that sort.
But I would say this, that a failure of ratification of the pact
would strike such fear into the hearts of the people of Europe, and
such encouragement to the people of the Soviet Union, that I think
that very act would lost for us at a single stroke all our friends and
allies in the free institutions of Europe.
Senator WILEY. Thank you.
lrlORALE IN EUROPE

I was very much interested in that part of your statement about
what we might call almost a spiritual rebirth among the downtrodden
of Europe. Would you care to amplify that and show how that
very situation will add strength and direction to the pact and to the
operation thereon I got from your statement the idea that our aid
gave courage and hope, and has to a large extent not only built up
the material wealth of the people but it has given them a sort of
spiritual cocktail, and given them what we all need, I guess. Is that
correct!
Mr. DULLES. It has done a great deal along that line.
Spiritual cocktail¥ · Some of the church people do not believe you
can have a spiritual cocktail.
Senator WILEY. What do you think about iU
Mr. DULLES. I think so.
The point I was making, and the point I think you want to emphasize, is that relief which is purely material, in the form of a dole,
does very little good. It may keep people bodily alive for another
24 hours or so, but life without hope and spirit is hardly worth while.
And, also, merely keeping people alive on a dole basis does nothing
at all to curtail the influence of communism among them. They want
to be engaged in production, create things, and the important thing
is that in everythmg we do we should tie it up, in my opinion, with
some kind of an ideal that will catch their imagination.

•

llfPORTANCE OF SPIRITUAL INSPIRATION

I was greatly impressed last winter in France. I was out in the
country with a friend and a group of French young boys went by.
They were shooting rabbits, I think. They were fine, strapping look-
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ing fellows, as nice a group of young men as I have ever seen in
France, and the friend who was with me said, "Those are all Communists."
I said to him, "\Vhy are they Communists~,,
He said, ''Because communism gives them their only opportunity
to work dynamically and creatively and to create better conditions in
France."
That is where communism is getting its strength, and what we do
has got to be not just passing out to people a certain number of ounces
of bread a day to keep them alive, but we have got to gear our material
support into ideas that catch their imagination and indicate that they
can help build something new and better.
That has begun in Europe. Europe is a far more hopeful area than
it was when I was there 2 years ago. That is very largely because.of
the help we have given, the inspiration we have given, and because of
the fact that particularly under the European recovery plan it has
ber,n geared up to some new processes. They have new organizations
at work. There is a beginning of unity in Europe. They are beginning to see possibilities m working out cooperatively, let us say, with
Africa, where there are tremendous underdeveloped resources. They
have all been thinking in terms of the East and West. Well, they cannot see much future in terms of the East and West. They have to think
more in terms of North and South, and they find in Africa a kind of
hinterland of Europe the way our West was to this country a few
generations ago.
Things like that are instilling hope in them, and what we do we
must realize has got to be not merely to help by giving them bread,
not merely to hell? by giving them doles, but it all has to be geared to
something which is going to capture their imaginations and raise their
hopes.
Senator 'WILEY. My question is, then, that you do see a great spiritual awakening which did not exist several years ago~
Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. There is an esprit de corps which did not exist 2 or
3 years ago~
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
Senator WILEY. Does that mean, if and when the pact becomes a
reality, there is a unity of spirit among the comakers and ourselves,
that we are not simply the granary and provision merchant, but that
there is, because of this rebirth. a gradual unification of the minds and
hearts and souls of these people with ourselves 1
Mr. DULLES. I think there is that, Senator, but that is not the kind
of thing which you can do just by signing a treaty. It means that
people like you and others have to speak and work for it. Maybe your
committee report can bring that out.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY

Senator WILEY. Just one other question: I wisl~ou would give. us
a little more concretely your own ideas as to what extent there should
be this arms implementation to the pact. You have told us very
clearly that there is a possibility of a great misunderstanding if we
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go to a certain extent. I think you imply, as many people imply, that
the pact itself would operate as a great torchlight to the world, that
here is a unified force that means business. What should we do
toward implementing it!
Mr. Dm.u:s. Well, the pact calls for, as I see it, a common defense, a
collective defense. What does that mean 1 That means you look over
your assets and then you try to find out where they can be located to
the best advantage. That is essentially a military task.
I do not know, as a resident of the State of New York, whether there
are any troops in the State of New York or not, or what the defense
is. I never worried about whether there was a distinctive defense of
the State of New York. I have assumed that there was an effective
defense of the United States, and the State of New York is part of
the whole; therefore, I never concemed myself about the State of New
York, and I assume the residents of the State of Wisconsin or California, and so forth, all feel the same. We never think in terms of a
defense in being in each particular State.
I think after this pact comes into force we can think of defense in
somewhat those terms. 'Ve have a total defense, and if this pact requires us to build up a national defense in each of the 12 countries so
that each of the 12 countries will alone be able to defend itself and
carry on a successful war, of course that is utter folly. ·
Now, in considering a total defense of the area there would, I suppose, have to be given consideration to the desirability of having a
certain amount of military strength on the Continent of Europe. It
may be better to have it there than have it somewhere else. I cannot
judge the military factors. I can judge the psychological factors, and
as I said, I am quite sure that the morale in France would be considerably improved if there were some appreciable French Army.
France has been used to having an Army for a long time. and when
they do not have an Army they feel kind of naked m the world, and
if they could see a few soldiers marching back and forth with some
modem equipment and all, their morale would be much better, and
they probably would be more sensible when it came to talking about
the problem of Germany, and so forth. And I can see reason for having some increased strength in France, but I would say that I would
totally reject the idea that this pact requires us to develop separate national defenses in each of the 12 countries. It permits of a combined
defense, and because it permits of a combined defense ought to make
the aggregate cost of defense very much less than if you did have a
separate 12-nation national defense.
Senator WILEY. That is all.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Dulles, I understand, from information that
has been transmitted to me, that you have to leave at 12: 50.
Mr. DuLLES. I had hoped to catch a 1: 30 plane so as to be back at
some debates at Lake Success at 3 o'clock which it would be useful
for me to be at. I would be glad, if the committee wants to hold me
longer, to telephone New York and find out the condition of those
debates on the calendar.
The CllAIBKAN. You do hope to be there at the 3 o'clock session Y
Mr. l>uu.F.s. I hope to catch the 1: 30 plane.
The Cium:MAN. Very well. Senator Green t
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:MORAL OBLIGATION

ro

DECLARE Wll

Senator GREEN. Your opening statement and subsequent testimony
have been so comprehensive and so clear that little needs to be added,
although there is one point ;ou made that it. seems to me might be
amplified to the advantage o those of us who believe in the pact, and
that is this: The argument against the pact is sometimes made that
under article 5 an armed attack against any other nation signatory is
an attack against us, and although there is no legal obligation under the
pact for COngress to declare war, and under our Constitution it alone
can declare war, yet there is a moral obligation because there is nothing
else we can do.
You have very well said that in our history there are other measures
which have been chosen other than the declaration of war or the
recognition of an exist~ war, and I think it would be very well in
order to meet that criticism, if you would state for the record what
these measures have been in the past, and what measures could be used
in the future to show that Congress has a choice, and need not necessarily declare war.
Mr. DULLF.S. Well, it would be a rather long order, Mr. Senator, for
me to recite all of the facts.
Senator GREEN. Some of them.
MEASURES SHORT Of WAR

Mr. DULLES. Some American official planes were shot down by
Yugoslavia not long ago. That situation was dealt with through
diplomatic channels and through the paying of indemnity, and did not
involve us in war.
The Panay was bombed and sunk by a J ayanese plane in 1937 or '38.
Of course, we did eventually go to war agamst Japan. They attacked
us in a way that forced war some 3 or 4 years later. But the Panay
incident did not lead to war.
British gunboats have been shot and many people killed a few days
ago on the Yangtze River. Nobody thinks that is going to lead to
.

w~

The essential, Senator, in my mind, is this, that if this is a defensive
pact, as I think it is, war is going to come about not because we declare
war but because somebody else makes war. In other words, the choice
between war and peace does not rest essentially with us. We have our
Constitution, which deals with war and peace, but unfortunately that
Constitution does not bind all the world and they are not bound by our
rules t1bout making war. They can make war if they want.
I recall the first conference that I attended-I was 19 years oldwas the Hague Peace Conference, and I remember the Chinese delegate asked a question which at the time seemed rather amusing. He
said, "Suppose one country wants to make war and the other fellow
doesn't want to have war. Then what happens¥"
He got a horse laugh out of that. We were dealing at that time with
declarations of war and rights and duties and so forth. But the fact
of the matter is that we have to judge war intent on the side of the
other fellow, and if he chooses to make war upon us, nothing in our
Constitution is going to keep us out of war.
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Now, if it is a dubious case as to whether or not the other person is
acting with war intent, then is where the ~uestion of judgment comes
in, where the President has the responsibility, where the Congress has
the responsibility. But if there is an attack with war intent, then Congress, I suspect, would do what it has mostly done, as I pointed out,
namely, declared that a state of war existed.
CHOICE OF

:MEASURES

Senator GREEN. My point is that I think it is very desirable from
the public standpoint to amplify the measures which might be taken as
an alternative to war, either the declaration of war or the recognition
of an existing war.
Mr. DULLES. So long as we have a choice, sir-the attacker may not
give us any choice as to whether we have war or not, hut if the nature
of the attack is such that we have a choice-then obviously there is a
whole series of measures in the way of breaking diplomatic relations,
in the way of economic reprisals or threats of a blockade nature, and
so forth. There is a whole series of measures short of war which are
recognized in international law; they are recognized in the Rio Pact;
they are recognized by the Charter of the United Nations. And so
long as we have any choice we con use as pressure any one of those
methods.
Senator GREEN. In other words, the Congress is under neither a legal
nor a moral obligation, under this pact, to go to war just because an
attack is made, an armed attack, against one of the other signatories.
Mr. DULLES. I agree with that.
Senator GREEN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooped
Senator HicKENLOOPER. Mr. Dulles, I was very much impressed
with your statement this morning. There are a great many questions
I would like to ask you, but time has gone by so I will confine it to just
one or two.
COST OF ERP

I notice on page 3 of your statement-incidentally, you have answered many questions that I was interested in-under (a) at the top
of the page, that you make the statement.
The European recovery plan Is abnormally costly because It has to 'offset fear,
which paralyzes constructive effort, and disunity, which curtails economic possi·
bllities.

I would appreciate a little amplification of that statement, if lou
would make it. In other words, precisely the statement that ' the
Eurorean recovery plan. is abnormally costly becau~e it has. to offset
fear.' Does that mean m dollars and cents 9 Does it mean m effort 9
What do you mean by that~
Mr. DULLES. I mean that it is abnormally costly in dollars and cents,
t o ~ring it down to its crudest terms. I personally know a good many
busm~ss people in ~urope who no~mally ~ould be putting their money
back mto developmg and enlarging their own plants and factories.
They are not doing that to any great extent because they have been
afraid of war, and they have been thinlting about how they could
inv~ soiqe of the~r money abroad so that 1f they can escape with
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their families they will have some resources and foreign exchange in
Spain or the United States.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. The thing that troubles me about this statement is, How does the European recovery plan, which I assume is the
ECA programMr. DULLES. That is right.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. How does that made it abnormally costly 't
How can we get along with less money than we are spending now 't
Mr. DULLES. You take the precise illustration I gave. A certain
concern in Europe has 100,000,000 francs which it could use in building an added plant. People are afraid to put their money in it, and
they have tried to hide their money in Spam, and so forth, so if they
are driven out their families will have that 100,000,000 francs there.
·we come along with the European recovery plan and we provide the
100,000,000 francs to build the plant. In other words, our money is
replacing the money which is escaping Europe through fear.
PARALYSIS OF FEAR
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I had hoped that our establishment of the
economic recovery plan would do just the opposite, and call that money
back into these countries as a result of confidence established through
the ECA.
Mr. DuLu:s. You need more than economic confidence. You need
political confidence, and there has been the fear of war. If you haYe
not been there, it is hard to appreciate the extent to which many of
them have felt that the Red Army would march in almost any week,
and they have been terrified. Those who could afford to do it have been
keeping their children and their families away, and there has been very
great fear, and I believe that if this pact mitigates that fear it will do
what I have in mind.
POSSIBILITY ·OF DECREASING B'[TRDEN OF ERP
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I was over practically all of Europe a year
and a half ago, and I sensed that situation. I got the same sensing
of the situation that you have expressed. But that leads me to this
question: If we sign this pact, which I hope we do, and if we implement it with some arms stimulus, couldn't we then say that the establishment of the pact and the security which it will add to Europe's
feelings there might make it very possible for us to cut down the dollars in the ECA prol;P'am ~
Mr. DULI..ES. It might make it possible~
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Yes.
Mr. DULLEs. I think it would make it possible. I may say that I
happened to be with, in the United Nations yesterday, a representative of one of the nations which is the greatest recipient under the
European recovery plan. He had it open at this page, and read that
heading, and he said, "That is a very true statement which has ne\•er
been adequately emphasized." You cnn cut down the cost greatly of
the European rt>covery plan if this pact allays fear of a military
invasion.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Then the next question obviously is, I think,
Would it not be possible for us, in this appropriation for ECA, if the
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pact is passed and we favorably: consider the arms implementation, to
tut down the presently proposed appropriation in EC.\ for next year,
in considerat10n of renewed morale in Europe and confidence which
the pact will establish, and, also very important, considering our own
economic burdens that we have internally in this country 1
Mr. DULLES. I would rather not answer that question because it
involves a greater knowledge than I have as to the nature of commitments that have been made and actual programs which may require
stuff to be fed into pipe lines.
·
Senator HICKENLOOPER. One other question. At the bottom of the
page, in the last/aragraph on page 3, the second sentence in the last
paragraph, I fin this statement:
·
·
But I am also aware ot the need to avoid a rate ot unproductive expenditm·e
that may ltselt destroy the free lnstltutlons lt ls designed to preserve.

I do not 9uite understand what is meant by "the rate of unproductive expenditure that may destroy the· free mstitutions'' we want to
preserve. Is it possible we can go m there with too much money?
Mr. DULLES. I am thinking, sir, of our expenditure here at home of
$15,000,000,000 for our Military Establishment, and $6,000,000,000 for
the European recovery plan, which from the standpoint of our
economy and free institutions is unproductive. In other words, we are
drawing out of our own economy over $20,000,000,000 a year.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. May I ask you tbis question, then: With
reference to your suggestion that renewed morale in Europe and reassurance of their security and our participation in implementing this
pact no doubt will make it possible for us to reduce our own great
expenditures for military matters here in this country, do you have
an opinion at this time as to how soon we may be able to reduce our
expenditures in this country for our own defensive program here,
assuming that the European recovery program goes on at a satisfactory rate and that the pact and its implementation do create unity
in Europe¥ Would you care to hazard a guess on how soon we can
begin to reduce our own internal defensive expenditures 1
Mr. DULLES. That involves technical factors which I think would
make it unwise for me to attempt to say how soon, whether it could
Le in this year's budget or next year's budget. I would certainly hope
that the constructive consequences of this pact would make themselves
felt so that within a year or so the benefits I speak of we ought to begin
to garner.
EVENTS IN CASE OF NONRATIFICATION BY UNITJm STATES

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. On page 4, about the third paragraph in
item IV, there is this statement:
But lt our international affairs are conducted on the assum1ltion that war ll
inevitable, that tact alone will make lt inevitable. Therefore, I consider lt ot
the utmost lmportnnce that the pact should not be operated primarily as an
Instrument of mllltary pollcy designed to win a partlcnlnr war.

Would you care to give· an opinion at this time of this proposition,
that if we should not go into the pact at all, but merely continue on with
the ECA and other things of that kind, in that case war would eventually be inevitable 9 I am taking into account the factor of our own
institutions and our determination to defend them, and the possible
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encroachment of aggressors if we did not f!O into this pact, and what
the next few years-the next 5, 10, or 15-might bring if we did not
go into the pact. Would you say war might be inevitable if we did not
go into the pact 9
Mr. DUI..LEs. I think war is highly probable if we do not go into the
pact. I want to make clear what I mean by that. I do not think
that the pact in this particular form was perhaps im.Pera.tive, although
I think it was desirable. But you are not now dealmg with the situation as it was a year ago, before there was any discussion of a. pact.
You are dealing with a situation where there is a pact which has been
heralded all around the world, which has been signed with solemnity
by the representatives of 12 nations, so that those events have created
a situation totally different from what the situation was a year a~o.
And one could have argued then the pros and cons of the pact with
much greater freedom than you can argue them today, because there
is an accomplished fact which we have to take cognizance, and if, in
view of all that has now hapPened, there was a repudiation of this
pact by the Congress, that would reflect a point of view such that
other nations would change their plans, and I think it quite likely that
out of that would come a war.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I would like to visit with you at great
length, Mr. Dulles, because I value your opinions, but I should not
impose on Senator Fulbright any longer. He is waiting.
Thank you very much:
Senator FULBRIGHT. I first would like to associate myself with what
was said regarding your statement earlier. I think it is a very excellent one, and that part that you just discussed, on page 3, recalls to
my mind a very excellent statement you made a year ago last January
in the discussion of the ECA, I believe.
THE UNITY OF EUROPB

At that time, if I recall correctly, you said tliat several of the leaders
of the European countries had expressed to you the view that they
needed a little push toward European federation and European unity.
Do you consider that this Government is giving them an adequate
,. push in that direction, in this last year and 3 months~
Mr. DULLES. No, sir; I do not.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I may say I agree with you. And I have the
feeling that that has been one of the principal failures of our foreign
policy.
· Now, midway down the page, you say, "Also, the disunity of the
countries of western Europe seriously curtails their economic opportunity." By that I take it you mean their sovereign independence
which has always existed will continue to exist after this pact is
made, will it not 9
Mr. DULLF.8. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. And it stands as a difficulty long after the ECA
is completed, which is assumed to be completed m '52. Are you still
of the view that for real permanent recove11 in Europe and security
" in Europe they should have political unification 9
Mr. DULLES. I think they should have a. much greater measure of
political unification than they have today.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. Can you suggest to this committee anything
that we might do that would encourage the move toward political
federation in Europe, which I believe you thought was sort of inci1>ient a year and 3 months ago, but not much progress has been made t
Can you suggest anything that our Government or this committee
1
mii}
.a:a.r.tndD!
ULLES.

W e11 , m
· my opm1on,
· .
.f h d . .
.
Id.md 1.
1 t e a mm1strat1on wou
cate more clearly its concern about these matters, much more would
happen. That is the view of important members of the European
~vernments concerned.
The expressions of opi~ion about the'V
lDlportance of this unity have not come primarily from any members
of the administration. I made a speech in Paris last winter about
the importance of that, which I am sure had the concurrence of Secretary Marshall. He came to the occasion on which I delivered it and
added by his presence moral weight to it. But so far as I can recall,
there has been no public statement made by the President or by any
one of our recent Secretaries of State which indicated the concern of
the United States with respect to this matter.
A good deal of progress has been made in what you might call the
arenery of unity. There is very little reality that underlies it. There
are great difficulties in the way, and it may be that unity will have to
be achieved more alon~ functional lines, restricted functional lines,
than is the case in this country. I do believe that it is possible,
through achieving a common defense under this treaty, to take a further appreciable step toward unity. We can really bring about an
effective unity of the armed forces of these different countries. At
present they have a committee functioning at Fontainebleau, I think
it is. But again there is no real unity there. You merely have the
representatives of the different countries who confer together about
what shall be done with their different land and air forces, and it may
be that under this Atlantic Pact a beginning can be made in giving a
reality to unity which, if we make it in terms of the military establishments, could then spread to economic and political matters.
ESSENCE OF UNITY

Senator FFLBRIOHT. Can you amplify a little what you mean by
the realities of unity~ What is the essence of federation or unification
as among these countries~ What is the indispensable quality?
Mr. DuLLES. Well, I think that there are certain matters which are
of common concern to a group of people, and I think the administration's handling of those matters ought to be in charge of a united
body, whether it is a parliament or council, and so forth, which has
authority to deal with the whole of the matter, and not merely with
the national parts of it.
Senator FuLBRIOHT. Is that equivalent to saying there must be some
merger of their sovereign power.
Mr. DuuEs. There must be some mer~er of their sovereign power,
but not necessarily a total merger of their sovereign power, just as in
the United States there is still a considerable measure of sovereignty
that resides in the States.
·
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Senator Fm.BRIGHT. That is what I mean. So long as it is nothing
but a conference without any power of decision, it has not the character
you s~ak of.
Mr. DULLES. That is right.
Senator FULBRIGHT. And up to this point you are not aware of any
significant statement or little push, as you put it last year, that this
Government is giving any such movement, are you?
Mr. DULLES. I know that some of the administrators of the European recovery plan are personally exerting certain influence along that
line\ but there has been no public weight of United States authority
put oehind that, so far as I am aware.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I am of exactly the same opinion, and officially
the administration of the ECA denies any responsibility or interest in
this phase of the problem. They have denied it before this committee.
They believe and they state that that is not within their authority, and
of course that has been the attitude of the Congress, too.
AMEND:l\IENT OF ECA ACT

Mr. DuLLT.S. I am very glad to see--I think I am correct. am I not?that in this year's review of the ECA there was put in a more explicit
statement about the policy of the United States with regard to European unity.
Senator FuLBRIOIIT. In brief, Mr. Dulles. if you will refresh your
memory, after that language was put in by the House and the bill went
to conference, that language was taken out, which I think was a great
mistake. It was taken out, I assume, by the Senate conferees, beeause
it had been put in by the House. So that we finally ended up with
practically the same that we had in the original language. Is that not
correct? Are you not thinking of the bill as it went to conference f
Mr. Duu,Es. Yes, but the very fact that that was in the bill did
attract attention abroad.
·
Senator FULBRIGHT. Yes; but the fact that it was taken out may
indicate that we have now consciously thought about it and disapprove
of it. It seems to me it leaves certamly an equivocal situation which
adds nothing or very little to the movement toward the political feder·
ation of Europe.
ENCOURAGEMENT

Ot'

UNIFICATION

But I agree. I think the primary responsibility is that of the De. partment of State to take the lead, but since they ha,·e not. and have
refused to, I was wondering if there was anything that can be done to
urge them along the line, which I think you have advocated now for
some years. You do think that whatever we do in the military field
irnd the economic, unless it is done in some political unity it will largely
tend to be temporary Y
Mr. DUJ,LF.s. Yes; I think it will be larµ:ely ephl'meral.
Senator Fn,BRIGIIT. Don't yon also think that one of the principal
motives for proceeding along this line is the bad conditions. the fears
and so on. the difficulties in the economic field. and that as we cure
those by the ECA we to that extent lessen the pressure to briner about
political unity? Don't you think that is just a lesson in human ;ature!
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It will be more difficult, in other words, to urge them to a fuirly radical
change in their traditional battle 3 or 4 years hence than it is today¥
It really should have been done last year, I think, and the time is running out wh.en we might be effec~ive in that field .. pon't you think that
is the way m the J?ast that nations or commumties have responded¥
When everything is going fairly well they don't want to make any

c~f.'°DuLLES.

It is quite possible that the historian may judge that
the European Recovery Act and the Atlantic Pact were the two things
which prevented a unity in Europe which in the long run may be more
valuable than either of them. That is a possibility. I do not think it
needs to be that possibility, but it may turn out to be that.
I said in the piece I wrote a year or so ago about this subject that a
crutch is a very good thing if it helps people to make a healthy re- "'
covery. It is a very bad thmg if people who could recover get in the
habit of leaning on it and using it indefinitely1 and there is danger, of
course, that what we are doing here may be a kmd of a crutch that they
wiJI continue to lean on instead of doing the exercises that they need
to make their own recovery.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think that is a very excellent analogy, and
while you do not want them to throw away their crutches now, at the
same time there should be an insistence that the real remedy be a pplied.
It seems to me that would be the wise policy for us to follow.
THE TREATY AND U:SIFICATION

We were speaking in that connection, of course, of European unity,
and you were a year ago. Do you feel that this pact, in the sense of
bringing ourselves and Canada into it, may lead to a broader political
unification, including all of the members of the pact, as opposed to the
Euro~n ¥ Do you feel that that is politically feasible¥
Mr. Duu.Es. It will, I think, bring about a greater unity with respect
to military establishments, and tbat is one important aspect of 'v
sovereignty, but I would think that the kind of unity that you are
speaking of, which is envisaged indeed by the Brussels Pact, can be
brought about on terms of a European umty more readily than it can
be on terms of a unity that incJudes Canada and the United States,
partially because of geographical propinquity and also because of the
fact that they need the umty more than we do, so that the pressure
of necessity is there. It certainly would be there if we did not relieve
the necessity so that they do not feel it. But it is there.
.
IMPORTANCE OF UNIFICATION
I

Senator FULBRIGHT. In other words, the necessity at that instant is a
very important element in the situation. I have felt that as a practical
matter the political federation of Europe is within the realm of possi~iJity providing this country might give it a little leadership and a.
little encoura_gement, and we have the i~strun,ientality to give it
!hrough, particularly, the ECA, and now wrth this. But if our policy
IS negative in that respect. we just fail to get one of the principal, if
not the principat advantages out of these efforts. And I have felt for
a year and a half that you were one of the principal, if not the princi-
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pal, advocates of that view in which I entirely concur, and unfortunately the State Department has not, up to this moment, seen fit
to agree with it.
It is my hope, and it is about the only reason I keep bringinf it up,
that sometime they may be converted to that view, because think
the time element is extremely imfortaht. If nothing is done until the
end of ECA, in '52, the principa reason and motive for doing it, that
is, necessity, will have passed, and then we will have a return to exactly
the same political pattern you had prior to World War II, and if
that is true, would you say there was any reason to believe the same
gradual evolution toward another war would take place 1 Because
within such a political pattern there are the ge.rms of the same kind of
conflict are there not¥
· '
Mr. DULLEs. I believe that the disunity of Europe has been the underlying reason for the recurrent war in Europe.
Senator FULBRIGHT. So if we do not cure that, we do not cure the real
reason. We have only alleviated their temporary distress growing out
of the war.
.
Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. So that it seems to me the emphasis in both of
these programs should always be, or the conduct of them should
be, directed toward that underlying cause.
Well, Mr. Chairman, I would like ver, much to further amplify
this point, but I know Mr. Dulles is anx10us to leave, so that I will
forego the pleasure of pursuing it in other directions in more detail.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. Dulles, we have present Senators Donnell, of Missouri, and
Watkins, of Utah, who, by courtesy of the committee, are permitted
to ask questions. I will turn you over to Senator Donnell.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Dulles, it happens that unfortunately for me
l have an engagement that was made some weeks ago, and I am uot
going to be here during the examination by Senator Watkins, and I
shall also attempt to make my questions very brief, so that he may
have a little more time. I am sorry that he will probably not have as
much time as I imagine he could very weU use in most interesting
questions.
I want to say, Mr. Dulles, first, that your testimony this morning, to
me and I beheve to others, has been quite refreshing, particularly
because of the fact that, as distinguished from so much of these other
witnesses, you recognize that there are risks in this Atlantic Treatv.
We have had witnesses here who, one after the other, tell us that all of
these dangers and possibilities and so forth do not exist, because of
one reason or another.
RISKS OF THE TREATY

As i understand, and I ask you if I am correct in this~ you recognize
as a possibility that the pnct could be operated primarily us a militarv
instrument, and you have wamed us against the advisability of s0
doing. That is correct, is it not 1
Mr. Duu.Es. That is correct.
Senator Do:s-xELL. You have also recognized thnt the Atlantic and
Rio Pacts might be understood as tacit offers to divide the world with
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Soviet connivance, and ;you have warned us against conducting ourselves so as to leave that inference. That is correct, is it notl
Mr. DULLES. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. You have also pointed out, have you not, Mr.
Dulles, that article 4 of the treaty, which is the one which provides
for the consultation by the parties whenever in the opinion of any of
them the territorial integrity, political independence, or security of
any of the parties is threatened, that it would be possible that that
should be construed. as I think you said, to cut the heart out of the
United Nations, and you have warned us against any such conduct!
Am I correct in any such understanding?
:Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNEI..L. You have warned us that there is a possibility
that this pact might be so operated as to lead the American people to
feel that their primary. reliance is in material things, and you have
warned us against so conducting ourselves as to leave that inference,
have you not?
Mr. DuLLEs. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I think you have agreed also with Senator
George, that some of the parties to this pact may in the future, as you
said, make very strained constructions of the obligations under the
pact. You have agreed that that is entirely possible and might happen.
I am correct in that understanding, am I not!
Mr. DULLEs. I think I agreed with Senator George that human
nature is such that if people got in a very tight spot they would try
to put strained constructions on it. Whether the other parties would
agree to that or not I do not think I said.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Dulles, this pact runs for 20 years, does it
not!
}fr. DuLLES. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. And there is no provision in the pact for any
termination of the pact or the obligations under the pact within that
period. I am correct in that, am I not!
Mr. DULLEs. Yes, sir.
DANGERS OF THE TREATY

Senator DciNNELL. Mr. Dulles, I take it that you agree with me that
many things can happen in 20 years in our governmental structure, in
the attitude of the different departments of our Government. In that
connection I want to ask you whether the New York Times of March
9of this year; in an article headed "Dulles fears pact could stir Soviet;
cautions against commitments that Russia may interpret as threat
to homeland" quotes you correctly in this observation. This was an
address made at the National Study Conference on World Order,
sponsored by tpe Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
at Cleveland:
Furthermore, hl11tory shows that whenever a nation has a great military
estahlishmt>nt it Is undt>r a powerful temptation to rely on the use or pressure
of that power to gain Its ends. The greater a nation's mllitary establishment ls,
the greater should be the gulf between Its mllltary leaders and those who make
Its national pollcy.
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. Is that a correct quotation from your observations at that time¥
Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
. Senator DONNELL. Mr. Dulles, in a period of 20 years, which is the
period since the depression of 1929 up to now, to illustrate the length
of it, it is entirely possible that different views as to whether or not
the Military Establishment should rise or decrease, should increase
or be minimized, might prevail. That is true, is it not?
Mr. :PULLEs. Yes.
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE TREATY
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Dulles, this treaty does impose some kind of
an obligation on the signers, does it not¥
Mr. DULLEs. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. You mentioned on page 1 of your statement
that, of course, what happens in the event of an attack is not necessarily
war and, of course, obviously the illustrations that you used are
apropos. You say there have been many armed incursions into United
States territory and armed attacks on United States ships and planes
which have been successfully countered and security restored by measures short of war. I do not know what those armed incursions into
United States territory are, but I will not inquire about that for the
moment.
Mr. DULLES. There have been some from Mexico.
Senator DONNELL. But not of any material nature. There have
never been any instances where 100,000 or 500,000 troops have crossed
our border without war resulting. In fact, we have not had any instances of that kind at all, have we Y
Mr. DULLES No.
Senator DoNNELL. No,v, Mr. Dulles, I want to pose to you a question which has been present and somewhat differently answered by Mr.
Acheson on the one hand and Mr. Lovett on the other. That is this
question: Suppose that 500,000 Russian troops were to cross the border
of Norway 6 weeks after this treaty shall have been ratified, makins- an
attack on Norway. May I ask you whether or not you would consider
that to be an armed attack upon one of the signatories within the
meaning of article 5 ¥.
Mr. DULLES. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And would understand, therefore. that that
would be, by article 5, an attack which should be considered an attack
against the United States¥
Mr. DULLEs. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. In the event of an attack against the United
States by 500,000 troops who should come upon our shores some morning, would you consider that the normal thing to do would be immediately, by military force, to repel the attack if possible¥
Mr. DULLES. Well, I would certain do something about it.
Senator DoNNELL. And the something you would do would be by
way of military operations to the further incidence of the 500,000
troops. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. DuLLES. Not necessarilv.
Senator DoNNELJ,. Can yott envision a case where 500,000 troops
would land on American shores with a hostile purpose and our country
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not lake immediate action to defend our shores and to repulse that
enemy!
Mr. DuLLES. I certainly said we should do somethin~ about it.
Senator DoNNELL. And you cannot envision any possibility that we
would not immediately respond by armed force against the 500,000
troops· is that not correct¥
Mr. Dm.LES. I certainly can envisage a possibility that we would
not attempt to hurl armed force against those 500,000 men. If, for
example, we had only 100,000 men available, it might be very well to
march them backward instead of forward.
Senator DoNNELL. But you would have in mind that so soon as possible, would you not, Mr. Dulles, this country should engage in armed
military opposition to the onslaught of 500,000 hostile troops¥.
.
Mr. DULLES. I think that whether or not you have this pact, if the
Soviet Union starts marching troops through Europe, tliat, for al1
practical purposes, is an attack upon the United States. We would be
the only object of that attack. And I think we should do something
about it.
Senator DoNNELL. If we were not in the pact we would be under no
ob!igation to do it, would we 9
Mr. DULLES. No contractual obligation.
Senator DoNNELL. But the fact creates a contractual obligation between us and 11 other nations, does it not¥
Mr. DuLLES. It does, but it creates an obligation to do what in my
opinion we would do otherwise.
Senator DoNNELL. Yes. In other words, the reasonable, the genuinely sound thing to do is what you think the pact creates an obligation on us to do.
Mr. DULLES. Yes.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ATTACK
Senator DoNNELL. And in the case, such ns I have recited of 500,000
Russian troops coming into Norway, the thing that genuine, honest
judgment would demand that we do would be to immediately cooperate
with military force, which would mean an actual state of war. That
is correct, is it not?
Mr. DULLES. I think that attack would create a state of war; yes.
Senator DONNELL. Now, with regard to the creation of the state of
war, do you agree, Mr. Dulles, that if Congress were not in session
the President might, if he desired, within his power as Commander in
Chief, take immediate action, in compliance perhaps with this word
"forthwith'' in article 5, to repel that attack over in Norway~ Or
would he havri to wait until Congress came together?
Mr. DuLLF3. I would think that if 500,000 Soviet troops marched
into Norway and if the President were to try to send American troops
to Norway to try to drive them out, he ought to have his head examined.
Senator DoNXELL. Mr. Dulles, suppose it became obvious that the
smart thing to do was to send bombers immediately to try to do al1 the
damage to the 500,000 troops that could be done. Is there any doubt
in your mind as to the right of the President, as Commander in Chief,
t.o take that action, even though Congress had not assembled 1
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Mr. DULLES. I think that certainly if the President, as Commander
in Chief, under those circumstances, gave the orders, the orders would
be carried out. I take it that that, however, is not your question.
Senator DONNELL. No; that is not.
THE CONSTITUTION AND

ARTICLE 5

OF THE TREATY

Mr. DULLES. The question is whether constitutionally that would
reside within the President's authority.
Senator DoNNELL. Yes, sir; that is my question.
Mr. DuLLES. I think that is an extremely difficult question to answer
on the basis of the facts you give. Certainly there is, in my opinion, a
constitutional power in the President to take reasonable steps to repel
an attack if, for instance, Congress is not in session and not in a position to act. I think that there is an inherent right to protect the vital
interests of the United States which is normallv exercised by the concurrence of the President and the Congress, but where physical or
practical reasons make that concurrence impossible the President has
certain emergency power.
Senator DoNNELL. So if New York were attacked by 500.000 troops
you would have no doubt as to the power of the President, if Congress
were not in session, to go ahead and protect our interests with military
force?
Mr. DuLLES. I think so; yes.
Senator DoNNELL. And under the pact an attack on any one of the
signatories is agreed to be an attack against all the siwrntories?
Mr. DULLES. That is correct.
'
Senator DONNELL. I must not infringe more on Senator Watkins'
time. I have already taken a little more than half the time that was
available. I did want to conclude by saying that I note with much
interest that you say conditions were quite different than they were
a year ago because, although we were told when the Vandenberg resolution, Senate Resolution 239, was before us that the Senate would
have absolute power to decide whether we should go to war or not,
now we find that by reason of that act and by reason of the signature
here with all that peageantry in Washington, it would be a disaster
of the first magnitude if we were not to go ahead. That is not critical
of/our statement. I am just commenting on the situation.
do not wish to trespass on Senator Watkins' time any more.
The CHAIBMAN. Senator Watkins~
Senator WATKINS. I want to say that I think you have given us the
clearest statement that has been made here before this committee.
You have, in my opinion, clarified the issues and taken awaY some of
the fog that has been brought into this room by some of the statements
we have had.
I have 8or10 pages of notes here that I wanted to ask you questions
about. Manifestly in the 5 minutes left I can't do it. I do not like to
do it under pressure, because I take it that this is one of the most
important questions ever to come before the Senate of the United
States and the American people.
Mr. DULLEs. I agree.
Senator W ATKixs. And I regard you as one of the best-qualified
men to give us light and information on it, and I want to get that very
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light, and if I am onlx going to be confined to the time allotted it is
going to be very difficult to do anything.
I would like to ask you this question. I think it is the only one I
will ask you, under the circumstances. Can you be made available, or
can you come back to this committee upon the request of the chairman
for further examination and investigation~
The CHAIR:&IAN. That is on assumption that the chairman is going
t.o ask him. The chairman has not promised that. It seems to me a very
unreasonable request, that Mr. Dulles should return all the way here
from New York simpl~ to answer the questions of one Senator.
Senator WATKINS. fhat may be, but I happen to represent 600,000
people, and a lot of other Americans want some of these question
brought out by people who are not already committed to this pact.
I put it this way : If the request comes, can you come back¥ That is
what I would like to know.
The CHAIRMAN. May I intervene and suggest that I assume, Mr.
Dulles, that if the Senator from Utah would desire to write you and
specify these things, you would be in position to answer them in
writing.
Mr. DULLES. I would be very happy to try to answer in writing any
of your questions, Senator.
Senator WATKINS. That is not exactly the same as testifying under
the same circumstances.
Mr. Dut.u:s. I realize that. Naturally I would hold myself at the
disposal of the committee. I hope the committee would have regard
for the fact that at the moment I am engaged in the very critical phase
of a very important matter before the United Nations Assemblynamely, this question of the disposal of the former Italian coloniesand I cannot be as free to absent myself as I would like to be.
Senator 'VATKINs. I realize that, but it may be some time before this
committee finishes its hearings, and I thought some time during those
hearings you might be available. Would you be willing to come¥
Mr. DcLLF.S. I would treat a request from the chairman of this
committee as a virtual command.
Senator 'VATKINS. Mr. Chairman, under the circumstances and the
fact that I would be under pressure and have only a very few minutes
t.o ask these questions that cover such a very important subject, I
decline to question under such circumstances, and I ask now of the
committee that Mr. Dulles be requested to come back at some convenient time before this hearing is finished, so that I may ask such
questions as I desire.
The CHAIRMAN. The Senator has 13 minutes at his disposal if he
·
wants to ask any questions.
Senator WATKINS. I decline in that limited time to start in on the
examination, because I cannot any more than get started. It would
not be fair.
The C11AIRlfA~. Mr. Dulles, we want to thank you very much for
your presence and your admirable and comprehensive statement. You,
of course, have had an exceptions:] opportunity to gain information
and contacts and experience with these foreign problems, and we
always read your views and find out your views and give them the
utmost consideration, because we have high respect for the source from
which they emanate.
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We are obliged to you, and we hope we will not have the necessity
of recalling you at any time that would interfere with your perform~
ance of the high duties and responsibilities which are imposed upon
you regarding the United Nations.
.
Mr. DULLES. Thank you, sir. I appreciate the opportunity. I
appreciate what you have said.
The CHAIBMAN. We have two witnesses scheduled for this afternoon, Mr. Clayton and Mr. Carey. The committee will take a recess
at this time until 2: 30 this afternoon, in this room.
·
(Whereupon, at 12: 50 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m.
of the same day.)
AFI'ERNOON SESSION

(The committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. m., upon the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We have with us today Mr. Will L. Clayton, a very distinguished
Texan, who is a man of wide business experience and is also familiar
with foreign affairs. He was in the State Department for a number
of years !\nd was active in negotiating foreign trade a~ements in
conversations at Geneva, Cuba, and other places, and 1s intimately
in touch with and familiar with our foreign relations and foreign
affairs.
We are very happy to have you, Mr. Clayton, to testify on the
North Atlantic Pact.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILL L. CLAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT,
ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE

Mr. CLAYTON. I appreciate this opportunity of appearing before
the committee. The greatest value of the Atlantic Pact lies not so
much in the unification of the defensive strength of its members, valuable as that is, but in the proof which it will give to the democracies
themselves that they can effectively unite, freely and openly, for peace.
For perhaps the first time in modern history, the democracies have
seized the initiative by this bold stroke and have thus brought new
hope and new courage to the world.
SELF-DEFENSE

Just as self-preservation is the first law of nature, intelligent selfdefense should be the first order of business of a community of free
nations whose independence and integrity are gravely threatened,
within and without, by the menacing pressures of a powerful and
ambitious dictatorship.
The separate strength of these free nations is not sufficient to resist
these pressures. But their combined strength, pledged.in the Atlantic
Pact, will give pause to the aggressor, will impart courage to the
harassed peoples of western Europ,e, and will afford time to consider
and prepare for the larger enterprise which lies ahead.
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FEDERAL UNION

For this pact is a natural and necessary step on the road to &
federal union. We are in the midst of a world revolution, the implications of which are not yet fully understood. The seeds of this
revolution were sown thousands of years ago when an unknown genius
produced n whe.el, said to be man's greatest invention. Vast reaches
of time separate that event and the present state of scientific and
industrial progress.
But all of us should now realize that man's victory over time and
distance and matter renders completely archaic the present political
and economic structure of the world. The machine has freed man
· of his physical handicaps, but he still remains bound by mental cc..ncepts, deeply rooted in the dead past. One machine calls for another and another, and so it will be until the end of time; and all
machines cry out for freedom.
:N"ational boundaries and national sovereignties grew out of the
limitations of nature on man's movements and communications; but
they still remain long after man himself has broken down the barriers
to his travels and to the range of his voice.
Like the old doctor in the Tale of Two Cities who continually went
back to his prison job of shoemaking, long after regaining his freedom,
we cannot break away from the habits and vested interests of the past.
CONTINUATIO:N OF COLD WAR

When the Atlantic Pact is ratified, as it must be, the danger of a
shooting war in the forseeable future will have been greatly lessened;
but, make no mistake about it, the cold war will go on and with
perhaps greater vigor than heretofore.
Soviet Russia's principal objectives in the cold war are to frighten
democratic governments into excessive expenditures for defense, and
to frighten private capital and initiative so that it will not operate
freely. If both objectives can be achieved, economic disintegration
will likely ensue. Economic disintegration is usually followed by
political disintegration.
Soviet Russia is a past master at this type of warfare; she wages
it on all fronts simultaneously, and at relatinly small cost to herself.
The cost to the democracies, on the other hand, is enormous.
We have won the battle of Berlin because that was a problem in
transportation, a field in which we excel. But we have not won the
battle of Gree~e. although we will soon have sunk a billion dollars
there. The battle of the Middle East is still to be fought. And we
have practically lost the battle of China and with it probably the
entire Pacific area, so vitul to our interests and security.
The mainland of Asia can live without Japan, but Japan cannot
live without the mainland, except by the indefinit.e use of great sums
of United States money, and probably of United States troops.
I read this morning in the W'ashington Po_st a. ve_ry interesting
article from Tokyo oy Joseph Alsop. I thmk it lS well worth
reading.
·
--- --~-
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Yesterday General Bradley, I believe, spoke of the fact that our
frontier is in the Pacific-as long as we have troops in Japan and the
Philippines and other nearby areas. Of course, I think we would all
agree with that. But if the mainland of Asia falls to the Communists,
we will maintain that frontier with a great deal of expense.
We have not as yet won the battle of western Europe. The cold
war is still raging there. Billions of private capital and the creative
genius and activity of its owners remain in hiding because of the
danger of war and the fear of the integrity of certain European
currencies.
Governments have thus been compelled to undertake the greater
part of the job QJ. recovery. But if western Europe is to be restored
to a condition of financial indepenflence and a decC'nt standard of
living, the job must be done largely by private enterprise. Government cannot do it.
IMPROVEMENTS IN WESTERN EUROPE

Mr. Dulles this morning spoke very well indeed of the handicaps
that we find in Europe due to the fear that people have of war. He
did not speak of the fear that they also haye regarding the inte~rity
of certain currencies, but that also exists. Private capital and pr1Yate
initiative and private enterprise are enormously retarded and handicapped in Europe by just that fear.
Private enterprise will operate freely in Europe only when there
is peace and confidence in currencies. TodtJ,y there is neither.
ECA is doing its work well indeed. Without it, the battle of
Europe would l>e lost. But, even with ECA, Eurol>e will not be in
balance with the rest of the world by 1952, nor, in a 1 probability~ bv
1962, unless the democracies radically alter their present course, because, on balance, Russia is winning the cold war.
DEMOCRACIES ON THE DEFESSl\"E

The democracies are on the defensive. "\Vars are not won that way.
Total costs to the democracies are taxing their economies excessively.
In our own case, the burden may get too heavy, even for our strong
back.
But we dare not lay it down. Soon we must decide between additional taxes and deficit financing. Either route is fraught with grave
dan~er to democratic government and free enterprise. Some less
costly road to peace than the one we are now following must be
found. Our victory in the battle of Berlin may be followed by a peace
treaty on the German question. But there can be no peace in the
world until Russia retums to her prewar boundiu·ies.
The problem then of world peace is the problem of getting Russia
back on her own ground without a shooting war and without a long
cold war, the cost of which might bring the democracies to the verge
of bankruptcy.
BENEFITS OF ATLANTIC UNION

·

The Atlantic Union, in my humble opinion, should make such a
peace possible. The total military, industrial, economic and man-
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power strength of the democracies of the world so greatly exceeds
that of Soviet Russia that it would not dare attack.
Atlantic Union would bring the armed forces of all its members
under one command, with bases wherever needed. Enormous savings would result. Soviet Russia could get nowhere in a cold war,
<!r a sh()oting war ~ither, without her European satellites. .
In nearly every case, the satellite governments are dommated by
Communist minorities-15 percent or so of the Czechoslovakian people, 25 percent at best of the Poles, for example.
A federal union of the democracies would be so powerful, so prosperous and free, that the pull on these satellite states lying in between would be so much greater from the west than from the east
that in time Soviet Russia would surely lose them-and her drive for
world conquest wou1d end in failure and without World War III.
federal union should take the offensive in the cold war in every
country in Europe. And we would win that war, because federal
union would fight with the weapons of freedom, of prosperity, and
of a rising standard of living.
Senator 'VILEY. You used the word "federal" in the last two instimces, and previopsly you used the words 'fAtlantic union." Do :vou
differentiate 1
Mr. C-"AYTON. I do not thinJi so. I use them in the same sense. I
mean a federal union of Atlantic democracies.
.
Sepator Wu.F.Y. Under the pact?
l\fr. CLAYTON. ~o; I do not associate it with the pact, except ipqirectly. It is broader than the pact. By federal union I mean a
political ,_nd economic union.
The United States, having more to lose than any other country,
should take the lead in calling a convention of representatives of the
nations composing the Atlantic Pact, to explore how far they can go,
in f-0rming a federal union within the Charter of the United Nations.
CRE.~TING

A PEACEFUL CLllrlATE

I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee: it seems to me ,that it is absolutely essential that the political
climate of the world be {lromptly shifted to one which is hospitable
to ~aceful plans and obJectives, and away from the present clima~
which calls for preparations for war, such as this Atlantic Pact necessarily is.
So long as we have this warlike climate the democracies not only
are saddled with the enormous cost and waste attendant upon preparations for war but those very activities, those very preparations
frighten private capital and initiative and prevent them from doing
their full job in reconstruction and recovery.
. The best way, of course, to fight communism is to make democracy
work, and the best way to make democracy work in an economic sense
is to bring al:mut those conditions which contribute to a rising standard
of living s0 that people will have more to eat and more to wear and
better homes in which to live.
·
Obviously conditions in which you are preparing for war do not
permit of any such situatiop; so much of the economy is diverted
warlike preparations that there is not enough left t9 provide for a

w
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risin~ standard of living for the peoples of the world. And in my
opimon the best way to bring about this change in climate and to make
democracy work is to bring about a federal union of the democracies
of the world. These democracies could work together in a permanent
way and not only in a military sense. A pact, by the very nature of
things, is impermanent and the world has not learned by experience
to rely too much upon pacts.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that conclude your statement f
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.

DIFFICULTIES IN FEDERATION
· The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Clayton, you realize, do :you not, that to bring
this about would meet with very serious difficulties, would it not f It
would take a good long while to set up the organization of a world
union with so many diverse states with different backgrounds and
different traditions and things of that kind.
Mr. CLAYTON. Certainly) sir.
The CuAIRM:AN. You said a moment ago that your idea was to incorporate into the union the democracies that were in the United
Nations.
Mr. CLAYTON. I beg your pardon. I saicl that I thought we ought
to start it by having tJ1e President of the United States call a conference of representatives of those governments which are members
of the Atlantic Pact that we are now (liscussing, as a starting point.
The CnAIRMAN. I must have misunderstood you. I thought you
said the United Nations.
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you would not draw any line as to where
you would stop. You would take in all nations f
Mr. CLAYTON. That would be for the convention of the conference
to decide.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, it would. I am trying to get your conception.
NATURE OF THE ATLANTIC UNION
Mr. CLAYTON. My idea would be that in the beginning the union
would be composed of all countries that have our ideas and ideals of
freedom, and that are composed of the white race.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you exclude others~ Would you bring in
others and teach them things that we believe in'
Mr. CLAYTON. I think that others would have to be admitted, and
the group would want to aclmit others as. they showed a willingness
and a capacity to follow the ideals of democracy and of freedom.
Others should be admitted if they are 'villing to agree to the constitution of the union and have shown their willingness and ability to
live up to its conditions.
The CnAIRMAN. Would your idea be to consolidate all of the debts
of the various countries that might join, or leave the debts to be dealt
with by each nation f
Mr. CurroN. Of course, Mr. Chairman, that was one of the big
thorny ~uestions that the 13 Colonies had to decide.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
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Mr. CLAYTON. You remember Alexander Hamilton was a greut exponent of the idea that the new Union should not only assume the debts.
of the Confederacy that preceded it but also assume the debts of each
individual State of the 13 States. His position prevailed in the end,
but after a great deal of difficulty. It was proven to be a very wise
decision.
METHOD OF CREATING AN ATLANTIC UNION
I nm just suggesting now that we should call a conference of representatives of these countries to discuss this matter to see how far they
could go. Whatever I would say would be my own personal idea on it.
I have checked on some of these statistics, however. If you take the
debts of most of the democracies and convert them from their currency
into ours at realistic rates of conversion, in other words, at market
rates, and measure them by population, by national income and things
of that kind, their debts are not so much greater per capita than ours.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand you now, you are not undertaking
to lay dmvn the rules by which this union would be formed, or how it
should progress. You want the question examined and understood.
and therefore suggest the calling of a conference by the President of
the United States to consider these matters. Is that correct!
Mr. CLAYTON. That is correct; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wiley?
Senator WILEY. Mr. Clayton, as I said, you had in your statement
the term "Atlantic Union" and you used the term, also, of "Federal
Union." In the previous part you meant it is contemplated the states
would sign the pact, I take it 9
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. And in the latter part, Federal Union, you had in
mind a union of nations with similar ideals, similar objectives, that
you hoped could be brought about some time in the future 1
Mr. CLAYTON. Y'!8J sir; that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. May I intervene t
Senator WILEY. However, you endorse the pact t
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.

NATURE OF THE ATLANTIC UNION
The CHAIRMAN. By "Federal Union" you mean the states would be
federated 9
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. They still would have their individual character,
but be federated l
Mr. CLAYTON. Certainly. In very much the same way in which our
own Union was formed.
Senator W1LEY. That is a consummation devoutly to be wished. I
think. Have you any basis in mind that would indicate that out of the
2,300,000,000 on earth there are more than those that we haw practically gotten together under the Atlantic Pact that would consider.
a Question of some kind of federated union 1
Mr. CLA YTO!'i. Yes; I think so. I think that, for example. Australia and New Zealnnd would do so if such a conference were called
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and they were invited to send representatives. I imagine they would
be delighted to send them. That is just my own personal idea.
UNITED NATIONS AND THE ATLANTIC U:SION
Senator WILEY. Do you·not think, for all practical purposes, that
that is what we have gotten a stepping stone of, in the United Nations!
Mr. CLAYTON. You mean the United Nations or the Atlantic Pact!
Senator WILEY. No. The United Nations-a sort of stepping stone
to a federation that we hope will eventually be consummated.
Mr. CLATrON. Yes; I think all of these things, Senator Wiley, that
we have done during and since the war to brmg countries together,
are stepping stones to an ev.entual union. But I think from what we
have learned since the end of the war, and learned in the United
Nations, that we have to consolidate our progress by a series of further steps.
I do not think it will be possible to work out at any time in the
foreseeable future conditions under which all the nations of the world
could join in one world government. I think thut is very visionary.
I agree with everything Mr. Dulles said about the United ~ations,
and that was said here generally. It has been an extremely useful
organization. We all ought to support it. I hope it will continue
forever. If it had done nothing else, it has pro,·en its worth by furnishing a forum in which the representatives of nations of the world
can talk about these different serious mutters as they arise and help
form world opinion in reference to them.
WORLD SPLIT
Senator "WILEY. Do you not think that if we can avoid a third
international conflict that. with the so-called rising !'Fi ritual temperature of people we may find more vitality in the United Xations to
handle these very problems~
Mr. CLAYTON. I hope so. But we must recognize that Soviet Russia
has split the world mto two parts-the Communist world and the
other part. And sooner or later every country is going to find itself
in one or the other camp.
Senator WILEY. Then you would have two worlds.
Mr. CurroN. That is right. We have got them. 'Ye hnve them.
'Ve have them today.
Senator WILEY. Have you any hope that even that difficulty can be
rubbed out through reason ancl judgment in the United Nations¥
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir. I have no hope that that difficulty can be
worked out in the United Nations, because it will never be worked
out, Senator ·wney, until Russia returns to her prewar boundaries.
The United Nntions will never get her to do it, in my opinion.
Senator WILEY. Do you not know that there is a philosophy to the
effect that time cures many ills?
Mr. CLAYTON. I know.
Senator WILEY. Suppose that the leadership of Russia is obliterated
by time. and this psychological warfare that is being carried on, ha.Ck
and forth over the iron curtain. results in international revolution and
disintegration, and things that are apparent right now on the horizon;
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do you not think that even with that the Unit~d Nations might be
changed so that the matter of the veto, which Russia has exercised so
potently, might also be changed and men's minds might be changed as
the advisability of carrying on in unity develops t
.Mr. CLAYTON. It might very well happen, if there should be the kind
of disintegration of which you speak behind the iron curtain. But I
think it would be extremely unwise for us to count on anything of
that kind. We might have to wait so long that the cost of fighting the
coJd war would brmg the democracies to the verge of bankruptcy.
PROGRESS IN EUROPE TOW ARD UNITY

Senator WILEY. Do you see any great signs in Europe of this unity
of nations, any signs that they have obliterated this thousand years'
internal strife-any real signs that have not been brought about by
economic pressure t Do you see this love between nations and so
forth t
Mr. C:r...\ YTON. I see many signs of a growing feeling for unity, many
signs of it. It needs leadership, and I am afraid it has not gotten it.
If vigorous leadership could be supplied. I do not think it would be
difficult to get the countries of western Europe together in a western
European union.
Senator WILEY. You mean a political union?
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes. But I am afraid that that leadership is not
there.
Senator WILEY. Do you attribute that to economic pressures, thi~.
feeling!
Mr. CLAYTON. I think it is perhaps due more to political pressure&
and fear.
Senator WILEY. Fear of Russia~
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; fear of Russia more than it is a fear of economic pressure, although economic pressures are playing their part.
You see France and Italy, for example, coming together ma customs
union, which they have, proceeded very far in that direction, and there
is very good reason to expect that it will finally be consummated. Of
rourse, we have the Benelux Customs Union, and we have the ScandinaYian countries considering a customs union.
These things usually are spurred by economic reasons. But I think
the political reasons in the last 2 or 3 years have been just as powerful,
if not more powerful, in the case of western Europe, than the economic.
Senat-0r 'VILEY. Then you see many hopeful signs on the European
horizon, and you see but one disintegrating thing, and that is the overpowering might of Russia t
FEAR OF WAR

Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; that is the only thing. If it were not for the
fear of war, the world would go forward economically, in my opinion,
at a very fast rate. It is the fear of war which is paralyzing free
enterprise over the world except in the United States and the rest of
the Western Hemisphere.
As long as that condition exists it is going to be extremely difficult
to bring the world back in economic balance.
9061f-49-pt. 2 - •
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Senator WrLEY. But vou do reach the same conclusion as Mr. Dulles
that the execution of this pact will have disintegrating influence on
that fear?
Mr. CLAYTON. I think it will have-I would not say a disintegrating
influence-I think it will have a very substantial influence on it, and
ameliorate it, but it will not dissipate it entirely, not by a great deal.
I think that the people of Europe are a little more cynical about these
things than we are. We are a little naive about them, and they have
had n great deal of experience with them.
I do not think that the execution of the pact will restor~ertainl;r
not 100 percent, and perhaps not 50 percent-the confidence of capitalists and entrepreneurs in Europe.
IMPLEMENTATION

OF

THE TREATY

Senator WILEY. Do you think it is necessary after the pact is executed and signed, and becomes the vital law of this land, that we
supplement it with arms 1
Mr. CLAYTON. I would think so, unquestionably. I agree fullv with
what Mr. Dulles said about that. If you just make a pact and do not
do anything else, and let western Europe go on as it now-and it is
practically helpless so far as arms are concerned-you do not do
anything.
Europe itself will say "This does not mean anything, it is just a nice
gesture." If you do not help them with arms I think the pact will
lose most of its value .
. Senator lV1LEY. Is it your conclusion, the same as Mr. Dulles, which
he derives from interviewing military men, that in the foreseeable
future you do not think there will be armed overt acts on the part
of Russia1
Mr. CLAYTON. As far as I am concerned, that is just a matter of
opinion which is not worth much.. But I have not believed, since the
end of the war, that there was any immediate danger, serious danger,
of a shooting war with Russia. She is getting what she wants too
easily the other way.
·
Senator ·w1LEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
ECA

AND EUROPEAN UNITY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Clayton, of course, you do not expect this plan
to be accomplished just by our signing a paper and going on. It has
to be developed, does it not¥
Mr. CLAYTON. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Over a long period of years.
Mr. CLAYTON. I am afraid so, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRllAN. Do you not recognize, however, that economics and
political matters are very intimate and very intertwined, one reactm~ on the other1
Mr. CLAYTON. Certainly.
The C11A1Rl1AN. We have made, in the ECA. !mbstantial steps toward making the people of Europe realize the importance of cooperntinr economically in rebuilding their broken fortunes; is that
not true,
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Mr. CLAYTON. That is true, Mr. Chairman. I am not in position to
know to what extent they have coopemted, as required by the enabling
act under ECA, to reduce tariffs and other impediments to trade
among themselves and between themselves and the rest of the world.
I have not looked into that.
I do not know to what extent thel may have lived up to that condition of the agreement which the Umted States made with each of these
~ountries in the consequence of the act. But I think that the postwar history in matters of that kind has been very encouraging.
We have had a great deal of international cooperation in the economic sense since the war, and in fact beginning during the war, at
Bretton Woods. They attempted to write a charter for the International Trade Organization, what we call the GAT agreement, the
a¥reement between 21 countries that we wrote and negotiated at
Geneva, as you recall, in the summer of 1927. This dealt with over
<ine-half of the trade of the world.
Then this last one, ECA, that has brought about very real cooperation amon~ the countries in western Europe. And now this Atlantic Pact, which is not economic but at any rate has some economic
implications and is a further evidence of the belief and feeling and
desire of these countries to cooperate each with the other for their
mutual benefit, protection, and security.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that this treaty does not have any economic implications 1
.Mr. CLAYTON. I beg your pardon. I said it did have some.
ECONOMIC El'FECT OF THE TREATY

The CHAIRHAN. I was going to suggest to you: is it not true that if
we could remove the fear of war and the constant dread of war, that
it would lift the economic level of every one of the countries which is
signatory to this treaty~
Mr. CLAYTON. Indeed it will, of course. There is no question about
that. If it should have the effect of removing the fear of war then
private capital and private enterfrise would operate freely again in
Europe, but I do not believe it wil have that effect.
I think you will see, after a while, a redoubling of the efforts of
Russia in the cold war, ma)"be in a different way, at a different/lace,
with different technique. But I feel sure you will see it, an that
will keep everybody stirred
all the time and fearful. So I do not
think that this pact alone wil dissipate the fear of war in the world.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not mean to imply that, because there is no
way of foreseeing something that might stir up a war irrespective of
this pact. But to the extent that tlus pact may remove some of the
fears, to that extent it will help the economic situation in these
countries¥
Mr. CLATTON. Indeed.

"f

IN FAVOR OF THE TREATY

The CHAIR.HAN. I understood you to say a while ago you are for
you want to see it ratified.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, I am strongly for the pact. I think if W0' should
fail to ratify the pact it would be a world disaster. I agree with

th~ pact,
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everything Mr. Dulles said about the probable consequences of that
act. It would be a kind of notice to Russia that they could go ahead.
It would let the people of Europe down in a way that they have never
been let down. They would lose all confidence in us. And I think that
. it would be a major disaster.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with the view that there is nothing
in the treaty that is of an offensive character, but that it is confined
to the peaceful conditions in the world~
Mr. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman~ I have not made a letter study of
the treaty, but I just know that is what it is, because I know our
intentions and I think I know the intentions of the democracies of
western Europe. I do not think anybody has in mind anv intention
of any offensive action under this treaty; nothing except purely
defensive action.
The CHAIRMAN. Does not the language of the treaty itself confine
it within those areas1
Mr. CLAYTON. It does.
The C11AIJWAN. Senator Fulbright?
Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Clayton, I would like first to sav that I
stay
am happy to see you back in Washington. I hope you
around here and give us your a~vice on many occasions.
Mr. CLAYTON. Thank you, sn-.

will

COSTS OF THE COLD WAR

Senator FuLBRIGJIT. Is it fair to say that under the present conditions, as there is no change made in the political r~lationships in.
the democracies, that we are liable to disintegrate before Russia 'is with
regard to the question asked by the Senator from Wisconsin~ Whilemany people may hope that this regime in Russia, especially that
part of it devoted to aggression may disintegrate, your point is that
the burden is so great on our economy that we may disintegrate first..
Is it not fair to say that~
Mr. CLAYTON. Either disintegrate first or lay the burden down.
And when we Jay it down then that also is notice to Russia that she
can proceed as actively as she likes. I say that I think Russia is winning the cold war because I notice the great expansion that is taking
place in two or three items in our budget. If you would refer to one
military item for ourselves, the ECA, lend-lease. which is military
arms, which is sure to come, and things of that ~ind. you will ~e that
they compose at least one-half of our total nat10nal budget.
While there are good reasons to argue that the Atlantic Pact should
have the effect of reducing those costs. I think that we would be a
little naive to expect that that would be the actual result. I think
the result is likely to be the other way around. I think that the casts
are likely to increase instead of reduce. And I think that under the
present conditions of our economy, if we should have a moderate
recession in economic activity in the country-which is not entirely
out of the cards-we would find the burden very heavv. Our tax
revenues would, under those circumstances, considerablv decline.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Which would require an increase in the rate
to compensate for the decrease, which in itself tends to depress the business. It is a rather vicious spiral when it starts.
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Mr. CLAYTON. That is correct. And as I said in my prepared statement, we must decide pretty soon between additional taxes and deficit
financing, and either road is fraught with a great deal of danger to
our type of government and free enterprise.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That decision must be made within the next 2
or 3 months.
Mr. CLAYTON. That decision must be made very soon.
EST.\BLISHMENT OF ATLANTIC UNION
Senator FULBRIGHT. Coming to you views about the Atlantic union~
do I understand ,t correctly that the reasonable beginning to that
would be to take these same countries that have evidenced already at
least suffici'ent unity to join this pact, tentatively joining it by signing
it, that that would be a political union~ Is that what you had in
mind'l
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir. That is what I had in mind. To start with
the sponsors of this pact.
,
Senator FULBRIGHT. Further pursuing that, you do not mean to say
that that is exclusive or ultimate at all, that that is a proper place to
start, and that if that is started the future may develop according to
the desires of the various other countries~
Mr. CLAYTON. That is right.
ErROPEAN UNITY AND NORTH ATLANTIC UNION
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think it is a very interesting idea. I thinK
you are familiar with the fact that some of us have urged that European eountries should join in the union at the beginning. I think the
difference between that and the Atlantic uniotl that you mention is
probably one of feasibility, that is, our ideas as to whether or not it
can be brought about as a practical political matter today.
I have had the view that it is purely as a practical poii1t of view,
that that would be more likely brought about than the broader union,
including the other members of the pact who are not in the western
European community. That, I think, was the main difference.
Mr. CLAYTON. I think you are right, Senator Fulbright, provided
the western European idea could get strong, vigorous leadership, and
I am afraid it lacks it now.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do you think that this country ought to provide some leadership, and ought to promote or encourage it 1
Mr. CLAYTON. I think that we should do so to the extent that we
would be justified in doing so by reason of the aid which we are giving
under ECA. I think perhaps that justification would be more secure
and more easily defended in the economic field than in any other, but
if there were some way in which the western European countries, or
the ECA countries, could be brought together economically, I think
the other would follow.·
USING ECA FUNDS TO ENCOURAGE CUSTOMS UNIONS
Senator FULBRIGHT. To use as an example, you mentioned the proposed treaty between Italy and France, looking to economic union.
My understanding is that the terms of that treaty look to a consider-
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able period of time before it i~ achieved, some 6 years, I think. Would
you think it is a legitimate use of ECA funds to help them bring that
about much sooner than that? '"11at I have in mind is this:
You are thoroughly familiar with the economic situation. Under
EGA we look at each country separately, and try to analyze, the
administration does, their needs in textile mills, and so on, in each
country, as they each present their program.
That is one way to approach it. The other would be that in this
proposal t-0 obliterate their harriers to trade. we say ""'e will U!Oe
this money to specificalJy nssist you in that :project.'' In other words,
if there fa dislocation in certain industries, if there is money required
for temporary employment, we will use it for that purpose.
'Vhatever the dislocation that. arises from an economic union, a
full economic union, by which I mean the free movement of goods and
persons and capital, it seems to me that would be a direct assistance
to an economic union between those two countries. e<mtrasted with
the other approach, which tench• to build up the national efficiency
of each country, which contributes in the long run nothing to the
economic circumstances.
Mr. CLAYTON. I think you ha,·e put the problem verv well. It is
an extremely difficult one.· I do not know. to begin with. to what extent
such funds could be legally used for that purpose.
Assuming they could be h~gnlly used for that purpose I do not know,
Senator Fulbright. the extent to which they might be needed for that
purpose, because that purpose could be served purely with local funds.
If there is some question of unemployment in Italy. the Italian money
will handle that situation~ and the same thing in France-French
money would handle that.
I would think that possibly some of the counterpart funds could be
very well used for the purpose which yon outline. These funds
accumulate in these countries by reason of the sale of goods which
we ship over there at local currencies-and those currencie.s are
imeounded. It is a new thought to me.
Senator FDLBRIGIIT. What made yon think that it might be illegal!
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not know whether it would be legal or not to
use dollars for that direct purpose. But I feel quite sure that it would
be entirely legal to use the counterpart funds. and that is all really
that would be necessary, to use the accumulations of lire in Italy, and
the accumulations .of francs in France~ arising from the snle ol these
goods that they get from us.
I would not think there would be any question about the legality
of that.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I never thought there was any question of
that. One of the expressed purposes of ECA was to bi-ing about the
free movement of trade and destruction of all barriers of trade.
Mr. CLAYTON. That is right. There may be nothing in it.
CONVEBTIBILITl" OF CURRENCIES

Senator FULBRIGHT. The inconvertibility of currency to<lay is one
of the principal obstructions to trade.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. That would be one of the principal objectives
of such a program.
Mr. Cu:rroN. That is right.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I was told, for example, by a leading member
of the Belgian Government that to make the currency of the Netherlands and Belgium convertible we will say tomorrow, that it would
impose a terrific burden on the lJelgian economy because they have the
production and the goods which the Netherlands need, and they would
ha rn to bear the burden.
I asked, "Could you give an estimate of what it would bet" He said,
"It is purely an estimate but it might cost as much as 75 to 100 million
dollars to satisfy the immediate demands for durable goods, especially
durable goods. But once that is achieved and the immediate demand
is satisfied. it would tend to level out."
It seemed to me it would be much more profitable to us to ~et them
over that hump, and save money in the long run in making their currencies convertible. This would require, of course, many changes in
their internal fiscal policies to maintain it-I mean the alterations in
taxes, their social security, and all of the internal taxes. But he was
prepared to undertake that or he said they were.
He said the great burden of the immediate demand from the Netherlands was something beyond their resources now. It struck me as
much more beneficial to use our funds for that purpose than to, we
will say, construct more oil refineries in each country, and more textile
mills in each country because the two economies are fairly comparable.
One is highly industrialized, and the other is highly agricultural.
Would you say that is a fair description of that situation t
Mr. CLA'l'TON. It is a fair description, Senator Fulbright, and I
think it is something that ought to engage the very careful consideratiop and attention of the EC.A administration. It is something
they ought to look into very carefully.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Unfortunately they reject the idea that the
union and political objectives are legitimate objectives for them to
consider. That proposition was submitted directly and it was turned
down by the committee and the Senate, of course, with the advice of
the ECA.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN ECONOMIC .AND POLITICAL MATTERS

There seems to be a very clear.cut distinction in their mind between
Political and economic matters and that they should deal only in the
economic field, which I mention only because you say there is a lack
of leadership in their move toward unity. There are a great many
people in those countries that would like to see it come about, but
there is no leadership.
Mr. CuYTON. That is right.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It comes back to the problem : Should we not
try to give some leadership, and how could we do it if we had to
decide! And it would be through the ECA, would it not, now, immediately!
Mr. CLAYTON. I would think that would likely be the most fruitful
a..,.enue to do it, yes.
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FEDERATION OF ECROPE FIRST

Senator FULBRIGHT. Would you not think that if a federation of
European countries could be brought about that that would be a very
large step toward your further idea of an Atlantic federation f
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, I would think so. Of course, if the Atlantic
federation is a long way off, as I dare say it is, the western European
federation would go a very long way toward helping dissipate these
war fears and helping in bringing about the economic recovery of
Europe.
It would not go nearly as far as an Atlantic federation. I think
in time, if we had the European federation, we would have the
Atlantic federation. I think it is the right thing, and I think
it is coming.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. Then as a practical matter it seems to me it is
better to try to take the smaller step first, the one we think is most
clearly within our reach, rather than skipping over it to one which
people generally feel is so far off that we cannot do anything about
1t now. The European union could be· done today, could be done
tomorrow, that is, you could make the start toward it if our leaders
had the idea that we ought to.
But to my knowledge they have not. yet officially ever said they
really thought we had any part to play in that field.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Fulbright, if this convention. of which I
have spoken here, were called by the representatives of the governments that formed the Atlantic Pact, do you not think that the
immediate effect of that would be to give a great impetus to the
western European union, political union? It would give leadership
to the idea, and while it might be recognized that here is something
that will take a long, long time to perfect., at any rate it should not
take nearly as long to perfect the union of western European countries,
or at any rate the countries that are in this pact in Europe.
Senator FuLnRIGHT. I clo not know. There is such great difficulty
in obtaining the attention of people on matters of this kind, as
opposed to that of giving food or guns, that I am not very optimistic
about the feasibility of focusing their attention on it, or for th11;t matter,
even getting a convention called, unless the President of the United
States should all of a sudden decide that he is for it, or the Secretary
of State.
·
But as an educational matter I think it is extremely difficult to get
any attention on it.. There are many things already done in Europe.
They have tentatively made a move in this council of Europe, but it
does not have any substance. They have not delegated to it, and
there was an artic1e in today's paper, this morning's Times, describing
that there is no delegation of power to it. It is just another meeting
of foreign ministers, which is all to the uood.
I am not saying they should not cfo it. But with a very little
urging you have got up to the point where something very important
could be done immediately, practically, within a few months, if the
little push that Foster Dulles has spoken of could be given by this
country. The other undertaking, on the other hand, I cannot help
but believe is a very good educational program, to begin with, in
this country, to a great extent, and in Canada.
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It has not been promoted in the past. It is a relatively new idea,
whereas the idea of a European union has a respectable history for
300 years, and it is not new at all. It is one of the good ideas that is
just waiting for the right time, and a little leadership.
That has been the distinction, it seems to me, as to which one we
should pursue al}d devote attention to. If you go to the broader one,
which you might say is the ultimate, I nm afraid you will miss the
boat on the immediate objective and make no progress toward it.
Mr. CLAYTON. I am for the western European union. I have said
long ago that I seriously question if Europe will return to a condition
of financial independence and a satisfactory standard of living for
her people so long as they continue to operate in these little watertight economic compartments that they have had going there for so
many years.
Senato1· FULBRIGHT. Even before this war they were not really selfsustaining. They were using up their savings before the war, were they
noU
Mr. CLAYTON. They were using them up at the rate of about half
a billion dollars a year.
PROBLEMS OF EUROPE
Senator FULBRIGHT. So it is not just n wartime situation that we
are dealing with. It is an inherent deficiency in their economy due
largely to this political fragmentation.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Fulbright, the beginnings of Europe's
troubles go back even to the period prior to the First World War.
They started then. And this is very simple. Europe had built herself
up to where she was sort of a factory for the world, a workshop. You
can stop the movement of goods by tariffs, but you cannot stop the
machines. The machines move all over the world, and get installed~
and commence doing the work of the machines that are way oft' somewhere else.
The rest of the world started before the First World War to industrialize, a natural ambition, and they gradually built up their industrial capacity to the point where they are not so much dependent on
Europe as they formerly were. I am speaking now of the Southern
Henusphere and the Eastern Hemisphere, rather than the northern
part of the Western Hemisphere.
So that Europe, with a highly industrialized population\ for which
she had to import a great deal of food and raw materia s, and for
which she paid with manufactures, had troubles even before the
first war. There was a change coming about in the world before the
First World War which started her troubles then.
The two wars, of course, enormously increased and hastened it.
THE TREATY

AS

A BREATHING SPELL

Senator FULBRIGHT. Would it be fair to say that your attitude is
that this pact is a fine thing, but of a temporary nature, there is no
lastinJ? solution to it, and one of its principal merits is to give an
opportunity to something along the Imes you mentioned, of unity,
to come about 1•
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· Mr. CLAYTON. That is the way I look at it. I think it gives a
breathing spell.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That seems to me to be its principal function.
We long since learned that we cannot rely on permanent protection,
unless they turn into a politcal affiliation. If that should come about,
then there might be what we call permanent solutions at least to that
part of the world.
WEALTH HOARDING IN EUROPE
I think that is about right. You mentioned one matter that is not
related to that, and a good deal of interest has been evidenced by the
committee at other times, as to how much wealth is in hiding, so to
speak, in western Europe: say in France and Italy, because of this
eondition. Would you venture to make an estimate at all~ It is a
matter of some curiosity.
Mr. CLAYTON. I could not, Senator Fulbright, but I am sure it is a
very large sum. It is not only the money, but it is the daring and
the initiative and the enterprise of the people who own that money
that is lost. They are off on a holiday somewhere, they are taking
t.hings easy at home, they have their money outside of the country or,
in the case of the peasants in many countries, they have got it soaked
away in gold, maybe. Anyway that money is not working and the
people who own it are not working and using their ingenuity and
their enterprise as they would if they could freely employ their
money.
This means that you throw a great deal of the burden of recovery
and reconstruction on governments, and governments cannot do the
job.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is your view that if that could be brought
out of hiding by restoration of confidence, it would have a great effect
upon the ECA program ; that is, it would lessen the necessity for an
ECA program?
Mr. CLAYTON. Well: it would probably, if it could be brought out
completely and if Europe could be relieved of the awful fear of war;
then I thmk that the objectives of ECA would be accomplished by
1952. Otherwise, I do not think they will be.
The I. M. F. has just published some very interesting figures which
show that Europe was in the red with the rest of the world last year
by $5,600,000~000 in 1948. That is a decline of $2,000,000,000 from
1947, which is very gratifying. But nobody who studied the matter
carefully and thought over the matter believes that Europe will be
in balance with the rest of the world by June l!J52 if we go on as
we are.
The best opinion that I have been able to get on it is that Europe
will still be 2% to 3 billion dollars in the red a year in 1952.
Senator FuLRRIGHT. Thnt was approximately the estimate made
from their own programs '(
Mr. CLAYTON. That is right.
Senator Fur.BRIGHT. I believe that is all, Mr. Chai1·man. Thank
you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Clayton, we have here, with the permission of
the committee, Senator Donnell and Senator Watkins, who desire to
interrogate you, if it is agreeable to you.
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All right, Senator Donnell.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Clayton, I am sorry that because of an earlier
-e~agement I did not get to hear your testimony. I hastily scanned
this, and there are only a few questions I want to ask you. I have
no .doubt Senator Watkins will ask other questions.
ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE
· I notice that you appear here on behalf of the Atlantic Union Committee. I do not know whether you explained into the record what
the Atlantic Union Committee is, what its composition is, how many
officers it has. Have you done that~
Mr. CLAYTON. I have not, Senator.
· Senator DoNNELL. Would you be kind enough to do that, Mr.
Clayton1
.
Mr. CLAYTON. The Atlantic Union Committee was formed to solicit
public support for the introduction in Congress of a resolution which
would authorize the President of the United States to call a conference
of representatives of the governments which are members of the Atlantic Pact to explore the idea of a federal union of such countries
and to explore how far they could ~o in forming such a union.
The chairman of the committe is former Supreme Court Justice
Owen J. Roberts, and former Secretary of War Robert Patterson is
a vice chairman, and I am a vice chairman.
I have not with me a list of its membership, but it is very large
and covers prominent people in the different walks of life scattered
over the country geographically.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know, Mr. Clayton, about how many
members there are? You say it is a very large membership 9
Mr. CLAYTON. I am sorry. I did not mean to imply that it was
a very large membership, because it is not. It was only organized 2
or 3 months ago, and we are just getting the committee set up and
organized. I am sorry; I do not kttow just exactly how many members
there are at the present time.
Senator DoNNELL. Do vou know within reasonable limits1 Are
there 1,000, 5,000, 100, or what~
Mr. CLAYTON. We have a council of several hundred members, and
I do not know just exactly how many members of the committee there
~re, but there is a council of at least two hundred members.
Senator DoNNELL. Are there as many as 1,000 members of the Atlantic Union Committee~
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not think so. Senator Donnell, but I just do not
know.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know whether there are as many as 5001
Mr. CurroN. No. sir; I could not tell you. The headquarters of
the committee is in New York. That is where they meet, and I live
in Texas and I have not been able to attend very many meetings
lately.
Senator DoNNELL. If it would meet the approval of the chairman
of the committee, I wonder if it would be agreeable to Mr. Clayton to
furnish to the committee the information as to the number of members
and also as to the geographical distribution of them 1
Mr. CLArroN. I would be ~lad to do that.
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Senator DoNNELL. Thank you. You will furnish the secretary of
the committee with that information 1
·
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
0FFIOEBS, DIBEOTORS, AND CoUNCIL OF THE ATLA~TIC UNION Co:UMITTEE FOB A
FEDERAL CoNVENTION OF DEllOCRACIES

President: Hon. Owen J. Roberts, Philadelphia, Pa.
Vice Presidents: Hon. Robert P. Patterson, New York City, N. Y.; Hon. Will L.
Clayton, Houston, Tex.
Secretary: Walden Moore, New York City, N. Y.
Treasurer: Elmo Roper, Redding, Conn.
Executive director: Earl E. Hart, Washington, D. C.
Board of Directors: Herbert Agar, Sasabe, Ariz.; Edgar Bissantz, San Francisco, Calif.; Sevellon Brown, Providence, R. I.; Gardner Cowles, Des Moines,
Iowa; Rev. A. Powell Davies, Washington. D. C.; Henry C. Flower, Jr., New York
City, N. Y.; Hugh Moore, Easton, Pa.; Edmund Orgill, Memphis, Tenn.; Barry
Scherman, New York City, N. Y.; Clarence Streit, Washington, D. C.; Harold C.
Urey, Chicago, Ill.; William L. White, Emporia, Kans. ; John Orr Young, Westport, Conn.
THF. COUNCIL (IN PROCESS OF FORMATION)

James D. Adams, San Francisco, Calif.
Henry E. Atwood, Minneapolis, Minn.
Dr. Robert R. Aurner, Carmel, Calif.
Dr. Frank Aydelotte, Princeton, N. J.
Mrs. Robert L. Bacon, Washington, D. C.
Emery W. Balduf, Chicago, Ill.
Boward Baldwin, New York, N. Y.
Bon. Joseph Baldwin, New York, N. Y.
Hon. Joseph H. Ba\l, Washin~'ton, D. C.
Mrs. Margaret Culkin Banning, Duluth, Minn.
R. E. Barlnowskl, Augusta, Ga.
H. R. Baukhage, Washington, D. C.
Wendell Berge, Washington, D. C.
George Biddle, Croton-on-Huclson, N. Y.
Robert J . Bishop. Orlando, Fla.
Dr. Brand Blanchard, New Haven, Conn.
Hon. Robert W. Bliss, Washington, D. C.
Wllliam A. Boekel, San Mateo, Calif.
Mrs. Louis W. Breck, El Paso, Tex.
P. F. Brundage, New York, N. Y.
Harry A. Bullis, Minneapolis, Minn.
Lucius E. Burch, Jr., Memphis, Tenn.
Struthers Burt, Southern Pines, N. C.
Stephen F. Chadwick, Seattle, Wash.
Roy B. Chipps, ~t. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, St. Louis, Mo.
Aylette B. Cotton, 8an Francisco, Calif.
Russell W. Davenport, New York, N. Y.
Chester C. Davis, St. Louis, Mo.
J'. Lionberger Davis, St. Louis, Mo.
Tom J. Davis, Butte, Mont.
Henry S. Dennison. Framingham, Mass.
Howard Dietz, New York. N. Y.
John V. N. Dorr, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Paul F. Douglas, Washington, D. C.
Max Eastman, New York, N. Y.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Louis Fischer, New York, N. Y.
Rabhl ~orman Gerstenfeld, Washington, D. C.
Dr. Harry D. Gldeonse, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Bishop Charles K. Gilbert, New York, N. Y.
A. V. Grosse, Philadelphia, Pa.
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W. B. Harrison, Wichita, Kans.
Bishop John T. Heistand, Harrisburg, Pa.
Rev. Leland B. Henry, New York, N. Y.
BL'>hop Henry W. Hobson, Cincinnati, Ohio
Dr. Sidney Hook, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Henry S. Houghton, Carmel, Calif.
Rabbi David Jacobson, San Antonio, Tex.
Betty Jameson, San Antonio, Tex.
Dr. Oscar Jaszl, Oberlin, Ohio
Dr. Hans Kohn, Northampton, Mass.
Theodore J. Kreps, Stanford Univ., Calif.
Hon. Arthur Bliss Lane, Washington, D. C.
Russell V. Lee, M. D., Palo Alto, Calif.
Hon. Herbert H. Lehman, New York, N. Y.
Paul W. Litchfield, Akron, Ohio
Re¥. Franklin D. Loehr. Northampton, Mass
Stuart F. Louchheim, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hon. Clare Booth Luce, Ridgefield, Conn.
Robert L. Lund, St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. James L. MacLac,blen, Cambridge, Mass.
ClllTord L. McMillen, New York. N. Y.
Mark V. Marlowe, Lexington, Ky.
Dr. James A. McCain, Missoula, Mont.
Mrs. Cole McFarland, Washington, D. C.
Lea B. Mcintire, Louls¥llle, Ky.
Edward Meeruan, Memphis. Tenn.
Crandall Melvin, Syracuse, N. Y.
Mrs. Walter I. Miller, Alexandria, Va.
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, Pasadena, Calif.
Mrs. Grenville D. Montgomery, Ha\•erford, Po.
Dr. J. C. Montgomery, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Victor Morawetz, New York, N. Y.
Dr. John W. Nason, Swarthmore, Pa.
Mrs. Apna B. Neal, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bishop G. Ashton Oldham, Albany, N. Y.
Hon. Lithgow Osborne, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Wallace T. Partch, Oakland, Calif.
Grove Patterson, Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs. Hattie May Pavlo, Rye, N. Y.
Stanley Pedder, Carmel by the Sea, Calif.
Hubert Phillips, Fresno, Calif.
Roy Pinkerton, Ventura, Calif.
Dr. Daniel Poling, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stanley I. Posner, Washington, D. C.
A. W. Robertson, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Elizabeth Robinson, New York City, N. Y.
Melvin Ryder, Washington, D. C.
A. W. Schmidt, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John F. Schmidt, Franklin, Pa.
Dr. Paul Schwarz, New York, N. Y.
George E. Shea, Jr., New York, N. Y.
Dr. Mary S. Sherman, Chicago, Ill.
Doil G. Sick, Seattle, Wash.
Theodore E. Simonton, Cazenovia, N. Y.
Spyros P. Skouras, New York, N. Y.
James N. Slee, Cornwall, N. Y.
Dr. Preston W. Slosson, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dr. Francis A. Smith, Chevy Chase, Md.
Warren D. Smith, Eugene, Oreg.
Mrs. Sara Sommer, Peoria, Ill.
Eugene R. Spaulding, New York, N. Y.
George F. Spaulding, Chicago, Ill.
Lawrence E. Spivak, New York, N. Y.
William Stern, Fargo, N. D.
Hon. Foster Stearns, Exeter, N. H.
Roy F. Steward, Meriden, Conn.
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Ralph G. Stoddard, New York, N. Y.
Ralph I. Straus, New York, N. Y.
Lester B. Vernon, Pittsburgh, l'a.
Dr. John A. Vieg, Claremont, Callf.
Walter F . Wanger, Hollywood, Calif.
H. M. Warren, New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Patrick Welch, New York, N. Y.
Mrs. F . K. Weyerhaeuser, St. Paul. Minn.
Admiral H. E. Yarnell, Newport, R. I.

ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE FOB A FEDERAL CoN\"'ENTION OF D!:KOCUCIES:
MEMBERS OF THE COt:NCJL BY GEOGRAPHIC DJSTBIBUTJON

Akron, Ohio: Paul W. Litchfield, chairman of the board, Goodyear Tile &
Rubber Co.
Albany, N. Y.: Bishop G. Ashton Oldham.
Alexandria, Va.: Mrs. Walter I. Miller.
Ann Arbor, Mich.: Dr. Preston Slosson, professor, University of Michigan.
Augusta, Ga.: R. E. Barlnowski, president, Feedrlght Milling Co.
Cambridge, Mass.: Dr. James A. MacLachlan, professor, Harvard Law School
Carmel, Calif.: Dr. Robert R. Aurner, Dr. Henry S. Houghton, Stanley Pedder,
attorney.
Chicago, Ill.: Emery W. Balduf, Roosevelt College.
Cincinnati, Ohio: Bishop Henry W. Hobson.
Claremont, Calif.: Dr. John A. Vieg, professor of polltlcal science.
Croton-on-Hudson : George Biddle.
Del Monte, Calif. : S. F. B. Morse, chairman of the board. Del Monte Properties
Co.

Detroit, Mich.: J.C. Montgomery, M. D.
Duluth, Minn.: Mrs. Margaret Culkin Banning, author.
El Paso, Tex.: Mrs. Louis W . Breck.
Framingham, :Mass. : Henry S. Dennison, chairman of the board, Dennlloo
Manufacturing Co.
Fresno, Calif. : Dr. Hubert Phillips, professor of social sclence, Fresno Sta~
College.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Mrs. Dorothy McAlllster, past president, Consumer&'
League, former Democratic National Committee Woman.
Harrisburg, Pa. : Bishop John Thomas Heistand.
Haverford, Pa. : Mr. and Mrs. Grenville Montgomery.
Hollywood, Calif. : Walter Wanger.
Lexington, Ky.: Mark V. Marlowe.
Louisville, Ky. : Lea B. Mcintire, portner, Escott, Grogan, accountants.
Memphis, Tenn.: Lucius E. Burch, Jr., attorney; Edward J. Meeman, editor.
Memphis (Tenn.) Press-Scimitar.
Minneapolis, Minn. : Henry E. Atwood, presldE>nt. First National Bank.
Harry A. Bu!Us, chairman of the board, General Mills.
Missoula, Mont. : Dr. James A. McCain, president, Montana State University.
Newport, R. I.: Admiral H. E. Yarnell.
New York, N . Y.: Howard Baldwin, national advertising manager, The New
Yorker; Percival F . Brundage, senior partner, Price, Waterhouse & Co.; Louis
Fischer; Bishop Charles K. Gilbert; Rev. LE'land B. Henry; Dr. Sidney Hook,
professor of philoHophy, New York University; Albert E. Lasker; Arnaud Marts.
pRrtner. Marts & Lundy; Clifford I .. l\f<>Mlllen; Mrs. MargRrie Nott l\forawet1;
George Shen, .Tr., editor, BRrron's Wt>ekly; Eugene n.. Spaulding, vice president
and general mRnager, The New Yorker: Ralph Rtodd11rd, Institute of Public RE>latlons, Inc.; Ralph I . Strnus; H . M. Warren, vice president, National Carbon Co. ;
Mrt<. Janet Underhill Welch.
New Haven, Conn. : Brand :BlanHhard, profe1:1Sor of philosophy, Yale University.
Northampton, Mas11.: Dr. Hans Kohn, professor of history, Smith College;
Rev. Franklin D. Loeht'.
Oakland, Calif.: Wallace T. Part4·b, M. D.
Oberlin, Ohio: Oscar Jaszl.
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Orlando, Fla.: Robert J. Bishop, vice president, Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Pacific Palisades, Callf.: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Palo Alto, Calif. : Russel V. Lee, M. D.
Pasadena, Calif.: Dr. Robert A. Millikan.
Philadelphia, Pa. : Dr. A. V. Grosse, atomic scientist; Stuart F. Louchelm,
treasurer, Motor Parts C-0.
Pittsburgh, Pa.: Lester B. Vernon, president, Vernon-Benshoft' Co.
Portland, Oreg.: Mrs. Saidle Orr Dunbar, past president, General Federation
of Women's Clubs.
Princeton, N. J.: Frank Aydelotte, past president, Institute for Advanced
Studies.
Ridgefield, Conn. : Clare B-O-Otbe Luce.
Rye, N. Y.: Mrs. Hattie May Pavlo. ·
St. Louis, Mo.: Roy B. Chipps; Dr. Arthur H. Compton; Chester C. Davis,
president, St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank; Robert L. Lund, past president,
National Association of Manufacturers.
St. Paul, Minn.: Mrs. Frederick K. Weyerhaeuser.
San Francisco, Calif.: .James S. Adams; Aylett B. Cotton, attorney.
Seattle, Wash.: Stephen F. Chadwick, attorney; Emil Sick.
Stanford, Calif. : Dr. Theodore Kreps.
Swarthmore, Pa.: John W. Nason, president, Swarthmore C-Ollege.
Syracuse, N. Y.: Crandall Melvin, president, Merchants National Bank.
Toledo, Ohio: Grove Patterson, editor, Toledo Blade.
.Washington, D. C.: Wendell Berge, attorney; Hon. Robert Woods Bliss, former
United States Ambassador to Argentina; Paul Douglas, president, the American
University; Rabbi Norman Gerstenfeld, Hon. Arthur Bliss Lane, former United
States Ambassador to Poland; Stanley Posner. attorney.
Wichita, Kans. : W. B. Harrison, Union National Bank.
Ventura, Calif.: Roy Pinkerton.
COUNCIL IN PROCllBB 01' FORMATION

Business and professional aftlllatlons are listed for Identification purpoeee
only.
AIMS OF THE COMMITTEE

Senator DONNELL. Now, this committee was not formed in advocacy
of the adherence to the North Atlantic Treaty1
Mr. CLAYTON. No; it was formed before the North Atlantic Treat1
was negotiated and signed; but the committee does advocate the rab:
fication of the treaty.
Senator DONNELL. I take it that the primary interest of the committee in the treatY. is that it considers that the treaty is a step which
might well be availed of in the ultimate organization of the Atlantic
Union for which the committee stands pledged~ Is that right Y
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, that; and in addition, the committee feels that
this is a necessary step to be taken at the present time.
Senat-0r DONNELL. I am not quite clear whether the committee has
membership independent of the council, or is it just a committee Y
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not quite get what you mean.
Senator DoNNELL. Here is what I mean. You say you have a committee of possibly a couple of hundred members. You are not able to
tell us how many members the Atlantic Union Committee itself has.
I am unable to distinguish between the organization that you say
has about 200 members, which is some sort of a council or committee,
and that known as the Atlantic Union Committee, the membership
of which you do not know as to the number.
Mr. CLAYTON. There either are, or will be, Senator Donnell, a good
many more than 200 members of the committee. There are about 200
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members on what we call the council of the committee, but the com·
mittee will be larger than that.
Senator DONNELL. I understand, then, you are going to furnish this
other information~
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir; I will.
Senator DONNELL. That is fine. Now. Mr. Clayton. were you in the
Department of State as late as February 14 of this yead ·
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir.
·
Senator DoNNELL. When did you leave the Department of State¥
Mr. CLAYTON. I resigned as Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs in October 1947; but I stayed on for about a year as adviser to
the Secretary on certain economic matters.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you have anything to do with the negotiation of the North Atlantic Treaty 1
Mr. CLAYTON. No; I did not.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you hear the matter discussed from time to
time in the Department of State?
Mr. CLAYTON. No, not specifically. I resigned definitely from the
Department of State, I thmk, the 1st of November or the middle of
October 1948, and went back to Texas.
Senator DoNNELL. Thut is, your formal resignation was presented
in October 1947, but you stayed on until about 1948, and then you went
back to Texas?
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator DoN.SELL. Have you studied this treaty itself in detail,
Mr. Clayton i
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir; I have not.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you read all of it 1
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Are you familiar-well, I shall not examine you
on this particular article, but are you familiar with article 2, which
is the one which says that the signatories will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any and ull of them 1
Mr. CLAYTO.S. I have not read that.
Senator DoNNELL. You have not read thatf
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. How much of the treatv have von read Y
Mr. CLAYTON. I have not read any of the 'treaty itself, but I have
read severul reviews and digests of it from time to time that appeared
in the rnnguzines and in the newspapers; and I have rend statements
of Secretary Acheson on the treaty nnd I have read other statements
of authoritative people in connection with it.
Senator Do!'l'NELL. Hnve you read any statements by anyone who
was raising any question as to the advisability of entering into the
treaty i
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; I have read some of those statements.
Senator DoNNELL. Can you tell us who were the authors of those
statements~

Mr. CLAYTON. I do not re<'nll just now. I read the other duy some
church stntt>ment that was opposed to it.
St>nator DoNNJ-:LL. Was thut the :\-letho<list organization 1
Mr .• CLAYTON. Yes; the Methodist Church.
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Senato1· DoxxELL. You read that in the newspaper, did.you not1
)fr. CLAYTox. Yes.
Senator Do~ornLL. Did you see the entire resolution of that organization 1
Mr. CLAYTON. No; I did not, Senator Donnell. I just read the
newspaper account of it.
Senator DoxxELL. How recently have you been in Europe, Mr.
Clavton ¥
~lr. CLAYTO:-<. My last trip was in September 1947.
Senator DuXNELL. So you have not observed at first hand whether
or not there has been an increase in the confidence of the European
nations since the signature which occurred here on April 41
Mr. CLAYTON. No; I have not, Senator Donnell.
Sen11t-0r DoNNEl.L. I do not think I will ask you any further questions, Mr. Clayton. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator '\Vatkins.
Senator 'V ATKINS. )fr. Clayton, some of the questions I will ask
you may have ~en asked in part before, but I want to be sure that I
get your point of view as you want to give it.
~'EEO

FOR NORTH
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As I understand it, you feel that this is a necessary step, the adoption
of the At lantk Pact, m order to form a federal union t
·
Mr. CwrroN. :No, sir; I do not. I said that I felt that this was a.
step on the road to federal union; but I do not think that it is necessary to the formation of federal union at all.
Senator ·WATKINS. In what respect do you think that it is necessary,
then t Whether you say it is on the road-Mr. CLAYTON. I think that this is a. step that is necessary in order
to convince Soviet Russia that the members of this Atlantic Pact will
stand together for the preservation of their independence and
integrity.
senator \VATKINS. As I understood from your main statement, you
thought that there was no imminent danger of a shooting wad
Mr. CLAYTON. I think I said, Senator Watkins, that my opinion
was of no value on that subject.
Senator \VATKINS. Well, for whatever it is worth-Mr. CLAYTON. That is, my opinion for whatever it is worth, that
there has not been and is not now in the near future danger of shooting war.
The CuamMAN. May I interrupt a moment. I do not know whether
you know it, Mr. Clayton, but the State Department has announced,
and so has New York, tha.t the airlift and the counterblockade are
to be lifted within a. few days. That is the agreement of the Four
Powers.
Mr. CLAYTON. Thank you, sir. That is good news.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought it might help you in your being interrogated to know that.
Mr. CLAYTON. I would like, Senator Watkins, if I may, to amend
the statement a little bit and say that I do not think that t.Jiere is serious danger of a shooting war, and I have not felt so for a long time.

a
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DEPABTURE FROM

TRADITIONAL POLICY

Senator WATKINS. Do yon not agree that this entering into the Atlantic Pact will be a departure from a very old and much revered foreign policy of the United States 1
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, certainly it is; and times haxe chanl!ed so greatly
that we are departing from many things that 50 years ago we would
have thought we never would have departed from.
Senator WATKINS. That is, sometimes from policies, but have we
departed from principles on which some of these policies are based t
You may have a difference of policy, but a new application of an old
principle.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Watkins, the world has gone through such a
revolutionary change in the last few years that I cannot help feeling
that if George Washington and 'our other forefathers lived in this
present time, they would do exactly what we are doing; because I think
th~y would realize that the times require it.
Senator WATKINS. The reason I ask the question : I am not passing
on the wisdom of Washington's statements about foreign policy, but I
am trying to get your state of mind and whether or not you agree
with me that in the changing of our policy, we should have a complete
investigation and have all the facts laid before us so that we know
whether or not it is a wise move to make.
Mr. CLAYTON. Indeed. I am in full agreement that all the facts
should be before us in these matters.
Senator WATKINS. And in other words, the burden of proof, the
burden for getting the evidence, is upon those who propose the change
in our foreign policy.
Mr. CLAYTON. I think they should lay all the facts before the public.
Senator WATKINS. And should make a case that would convince us
that it ought to be changed.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir.
Senator WATKINS. Otherwise there should be no change.
Mr. CLAYTON. That is right. I think they should.
COST OF COLD WAR

Senator WATKINS. I do not want to ask you too many questions, but
I am interested in your statement that, in effect. we are now losin~ the
cold war. As I get it from your main statement, which I did not get
to hear you read, but I glanced over rather hurriedly, you said on
page3:
Soviet Russia's principal objectives ln the cold war are to frighten democratic
governments into excessive expenditures for defense, and to frighten private
cupitnl and initiative so that It will not operate freely.
If both objectives can be achieved, economic disintegration will likely ensue.
Economic disintegration ls usually followed by political disintegration.

Are you aware that under the proposed North Atlantic Pact, a part
of the program is to rearm Europe partly at their own expense and
partly at ours Y
M1·. Currox. Well, I know that that is the pro~ram, because measm'e.s to that effect have hef'n introduced, I believe m Congress.
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Senator WATKINS. At least this committee probably bas been advised that the cash outlay, or the first year's price tag, on the program
is about $1,100,~000.
Mr. CLAYTON. Ies, sir.
Senator WATKINS. And in connection with that, it has been said, and
I think it was probably admitted }>y General Bradley yesterday to be
substantially true, that we expect Europe to more than match that by
putting up about six times as much for the defense rearmement as we
ar~ putting up.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes, sir
Senator WATKINS. What would you think such an expenditure now
on the part of these European countries would do to their economy W
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, it is going to have an influence, of course, on
their rate of recovery ; and that is the reason that I say I think Russia
is winning the cold war, because while we are doing the right thing
in my opinion to enter into this pact, just the act of entering into it is
going to increase the cost to the democracies of fighting the cold war.
But they have no other alternative, in my opinion.
As that increase takes effect, it is going to naturally have an ill effect
on the economies of the countries that are involved.
Senator WATKINS. Can they afford to lose the cold war at the expense of rearmament Y In other words, is that a wise policy¥
Mr. CLAYTON. If they do not get ready, and if we do not assist
them in ~ettiug ready, an<l if we do not assist them economically,
then I thmk that the Russians will step in. I do not think that Mr.
DuJles made an overstatement this morning when he said that if we
failed to ratify this pact, he thinks we would lose Europe. I think
we would.
I have spent a great deal of time in Europe since the war and have
taken considerable part in connection with the Geneva Conference
on Trade and Tariffs, and in connection with the earlJ7 organization
of the Marshall plan there with those countries. I had some opportunity to observe conditions there.
It is my opinion, as Mr. Dulles said, that if we should fail to
ratify this pact we will lose Europe to communism.
DANGER

OF

LOSING THE

COLD WAR

•

Senator WATKINS. What I am trying to get at is the statement
that you have made in effect that we are likely to lose the cold war
irrespective of whether we enter into the pact.
Mr. CLAYTON. If we do not change our course-Senator WATKINS. In what way-.Mr. CLAYTON. And fight it in a different way. I think, Senator
Watkins, that the only way to fight the cold war is in union.
Senator WATKINS. In a federal union¥
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; I do.
Senator WATKINS. In other words, you do not think we can win
tl1at cold war the way we are going¥ As you say here, there will be
economic disintegration, and that will bring political disintegration
if we do not win that cold war.
.
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not state it dogmatically, but I think there is
~rrave danger that, if we and the other democracies go on spending
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so much money in getting ready for a shooting war, we may lo...e the
cold war. By these excessive expenditures. and not only by the excessive expenditures but by frightening people with capital and people
with ability to make things go, we may keep people of that kind out
of the economic picture because of fear of war. Then there is grave
danger that we will get to the point where the burden will be so
great that people will insist that it be laid down.
Then, if ~ou lay it down, you run the risk of losing these countries
to commurnsm.
Senator WATKINS. As I understood. you rather feel that merely by
entering into the pact we will not give the assurance to these individuals in Europe who have means to invest to the point where they
will invest them or take their part 1 That will not do it¥
Mr. CLAYTON. It will give some assurance to them, but I am afraid
it will not give enough.
Senator \VATKINs. In other words. not enough is dangerous? When
~ou say it will not give enough, that means we are in danger on that
point I
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, it is not so dangerous as now, because up until
this time there is a ~rent deal of capital that is hiding out and a ~eat
many people who eoulci do things an<l know how to do them and
have the monev to do them with that are afraid to do them in the
way of econon1ic reco,·ery and reconstrnction in Europe.
I think that the consummation of this pact will give a good de.al
of courage to a good many of those people. but I am just afraid
that it does not go far enough to give them all the courage that will
be required to put them to work with their capital so that economic
recovery and reconstruction can be finished within a reasonable
time.
COST OF IMPI.EMENTING PROGRAM
Senator \VATKINS. I called to ~our attention a few moments ago
the probable cost of the first years pro~ram, wherein we are to send
about $1,100,000,000 in goods or cash, or whatever we do in the way
of shipping goods, and Europe, these 11 nations, are to put up
about six times that amount.
Sup~ose that the program increases and we extend our support
to the extent of, say, $3,000,000,000 next year; and, if Europe is still
working on the same formula. you would see where that would put
them in a very short time. If they put up six times what we put
up, that would be in the neighborhood of $18,000,000,000, which is
completely beyond their ability, is it not?
Mr. CLAYTON. I imagine they would not go to any such length,
but of course that would be a very, very heavy burden for them. I
ima1-.Yine they would not. go to any such extent as that.
Senator \VATKINS. There is not any guide whatsoever, is there,
as to what may happen when we get into a contest such as we are
now having with Russia, for instance, in the cold war, which is
continuing and which you think will continue, even though we adopt
the North Atlantic Pact 9
'
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; I think it will continue.
Senator W.\TKTNs. As a matter of fact. is this not the way human
nature reacts--and nations are Wl'Y much the same because nation~
are made up of individuals-that If one group, such as Russia and
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her satellites, see the opposing group, with which they are in a deadly
contest, strengthen themselve.<;, increase their armaments as we are
preparing to do with Europe and prepnring to do ourselves because of
om· heavy budget, that they likewise take the same steps as a matter
of self-protection 1
Mr. Cr,AYTON. That is usually the course of events, but I think
that what Russia will probabiv do will be just to intensify the
cold war without spending a g1:eat deal more than she is spending
today for offensive armaments und for starting an offensive shooting
war.
As I say, my opinion on the subject is no good; but I have talked
with a great many people whose opinions I value and who know the
Russians better than I do and who have the opinion that they do not
have any intention at any foreseeable time of starting a shooting
11·ar. These people feel that the Rus.'>ians are doing so well in the
cold war that they just keep that up and inten.c;ify that and that
costs them very little.
Senator WATKINS. As a part of their cold war, is it not a fact that
they are going ahead with their preparations, doing everything within
their power now, to rearm themselves. to get the fiitest equipment, the
best equipment, to get the atomic bomb and all the other weapons that
they can get, so they can meet finally in this head-on dash which they
sal' JDUSt take place~
Mr. CLAYTON. I assume that they have been doing a great deal of
that, but the point I made was I doubt Tery much whether the consummation of the Atlantic Pact causes them to spend any more in that
direction than they are spending now. I do not know.
REARMAMENT RACE
Senator 'VATKINS. That is a recognition of the fact, then, is it not,
that we are already engaged in an armament race with Russia¥
Mr. CLAYTON. Well. I think that Russia, of course, started it.
Senator WATKINS. There is a race then; if one has been started there
must be a race.
Mr. CLAYTON. If you wish to call it that, a race. I do not think that
it will be any race-I hope it will not be-on our part.
Senator WATKINS. What would you say to the $15,500,000,000 that
we are appropriating this year in what is supposed to be times of peace,
if that is not a rearmament program, and a pretty heavv one at that!
Mr. CLAYTON. That certaml:r is. and it is a very heavy item; but I
think in the state in which we find ourselves in the world today, that
there is nothing else that we can do.
Senator WATKINS. I voted for it on that theory, but it seems to me it
is a clear indication that we are in an armament race with somebody
and that somebody has to be Russin because it cannot be our friends
overseas.
. Mr. Cr.Arrox. WelL let us put it thi~ wn:v. We are <'Prtainly spen<lmg a vast sum of money to get ready to defend ourselves.
OFFENSIVE WAR AS

A

DEFENSE

Senator WATKINS. I would like to take it that way, and I am sincere
in believing that it is that wav. I do not think my country has any
oft'ensive intentions whatsoever, and I do not think any of these 11
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nations in this proposed Atlantic Pact have any offensive ideas whatever of going ahead with an offensive war unless by chance they 00.
come converted in time to the fact that sometimes the best defensive
is an offensive.
Of course, that is always possible in military matters. We do not
wait for the other fellow to hit us; we sometimes lead out after we
get ready.
I can see circumstances arising where, if we are having a tough time,
for instance, in this economic war and it looks as if we are going to
have economic disintegration, we have gone ahead and rearmed, that
we might finally determine that the best thing to do for this country
is to end that suspense and to stop that economic disintegration by
striking out offensively in order to defend ourselves.
Would that sound as though it might eventually come out of the
condition that you have indicated here in the economic disintegration I
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not think that would ever come, Senator. I do
not think that would ever come.
Senator WATKINS. You do not think for a moment if we get in a
tight place we are going to wait for somebody to attack us before we
strike; do you 9 Is that your view, after your experience t
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not know whether we would wait to be attacked,
but unless we were sure that we were goin!l: to be attacked, I do not
think that we would take any offensive action in the way of starting
a war.
Senator WATKINS. Is it not the tendency, as history shows, that
where you have two nations or two groups each building up its defenses and quarreling back and forth, each piling on its bud~t as we
understand Bussia is piling on theirs and we know we have mcreased
ours tremendously over any other peacetime budget in our history,
eventually they get to the point, back and forth, give and take, in the
cold war or whatever you want to call it, which finally results in a blowup and you have a war¥
ATLANTIC UXION AS A CURE

Mr. CLA rrox. Yes, that is the lesson of history; and it may be that
something like that will follow in this case. I frankly think that the
only way to avoid it is to form a union of the democracies of the
world; and if you have that, you have p:ot so much strength-you
have got 350,000,000 people with by far the greatest industrial and
economic financial strength in the world: vou have got 90 percent of
the naval strength of the world-that I just do not think any power
left in the world outside that group would be so foolish as to attack
it.
Senator W.\TKINS. That is precisely the argument, as I remember
in substance, that General Bradley used yesterday arguing for the
Atlantic Pact, rather than a Federal union.
Now you use substantially the same ideas that he advanced to
justify the Federal union.
Do you not think the Atlantic Pact itself would be enough to accomplish the purpose of using all of these resources and the millions of
people-some ~50,000.000, say, altogether-rather than to go one step
further and take us into some kind of Federal Government like the
one we now have in the United States?
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Mr. Cr.A YTON. I think the Atlantic Pact, as I said in answer to one
of Senator Fulbright's questions, gives us a breathing spell-time to
look ahead and consider what we are going to do about the conditions
in the world.
Circumstances have thrust this country into a position of world
leadership, which we did not want but which we cannot avoid, and
this pact will give us a little time to consider what the next step ought
to be.
History shows that these pacts are not permanenti and there have
been instances in history where they have not been ived up to. So
that they do not give the full sense of protection and security and
confidence to the world that something else would give-something
stronger, something of a political nature.
EFFECT OF

LOSING EUROPE TO COMMUNIS:)I

Senator WATKINS. May I press you with another question in that
direction. Do you believe that if we take this step now and go into
the Atlantic Pact, that will put us in such condition, I mean have us
so intermingled with the affairs of Europe for their protection-in
other words, practically underwriting their peace for the next 20
years-that it is almost inevitable we would have to form a Federal
union of some kind~
Mr. CLAYTON. No; I do not think so, and I would like to say that
I do not think we would ever enter into this pact if the only product
of it was the peace of Europe. I think we are entering into it to
underwrite our own peace.
If the peace of Europe is destroyed, if Europe is overrun by the
Russians, then I think this country would face an extremely grave
situation; and I think we want to avoid that if we can.
As General Bradley said yesterday, under this pact our combined
frontier with these countries is in the heart of Europe, and you cannot escape that.
Senator WATKINS. I would say there are military men who disagree
very violently with him on that assumption.
Mr. Cr.ArroN. If western Europe is overrun by communism, I think
the situation which we would face in this country would be a very
grave one, even if we faced no great military danger-and we would.
The economic consequences of such a disaster would be very, very great
to us. We would have to reorder and readjust our whole economy in
this country if we lost the whole European market.
ECONOMIC COLLABORATION

Senator WATKINS. I would like to switch over to another subject
here a moment that Senator Donnell directed your attention to, and
that is the article 2 of the Atlantic Pact which you said you had not
read, but you hnd read comments on it and some general statements.
I take it, as the adviser to the State Department on economic matters, that ;ou probably were called upon to advise them with respect
to what, i any, economic conflicts were now interfering with the economic collaboration between our friends in Europe and ourselves¥
Mr. CLAYTON. I was not called upon, Senator Watkins, to advise
the State Department with reference to any aspect of this pact. I

.
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had left, I think, before the pact was written. I hacl certain duties
with respect to the International Bank..J International Monetary Fund,
the admmistration of the Reciprocal ·frade Agreements Act, and the
Habana Charter of the ITO, and perhaps one or two other things.
I had nothi_!!g to do with this pact.
Senator WATKINS. You regard, do you not, since you have been
working in that field-for instance, tariff barriers as between the
nations-ourselves and these 11 nations as an economic barrier!
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.
Senator WATKINS. I understood that you had taken the position in
favor largely of free trade between these various groupsi
Mr. CLAYTON. Not free trade, Senator Watkins. I have long been
an advocate of freer trade than we have, and of a substantial reduction in the barriers to trade.
Senator WATKINS. And you are strongly in favor of the reciprocal
trade program as it is now being carried on ?
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.
Senator WATKINS. You think that removes and eliminates economic
barriers of conflicts¥
Mr. CLAYTON. It reduces them.
Senator 'WATKINS. 'Vell, it goes in the direction, of course, then, of
eliminating them.
Mr. CLAYTON. Under the act, as you know, the administration is
only authorized to reduce duties by 50 percent, so they cannot go
further than that.
Senator ·wATKINS. I understand that that is the limitation, but
what I am trying to find out is if, in;our judgment, this article 2,
when it states that the signatories, and quote• • • will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any 01· all of them-

could v.ossibly be referring to a greater program for the elimination
of tariffs than we now have, and also for the adoption of this International Trade Or~anization agreement.
Mr. CLAYTON. I JUSt could not say, Senator Watkins. I had nothing
to do with the formulation of that sentence, the writing of that language; and I just do not know what the authors of it had in mind.
But I think we can pretty safely say that it means exactly what it
says and does not refer particularly to the ITO or to reciprocal-trade
agreements or anything else.
ELIMINATION OF ECONOMIC CONFLICTS

Senator WATKINS. Could you illustrate by some specific thing t
That is what I would like to know. When you just simply say economic conflicts-you have been in this economic field and working on
it and working on these treaties~ International Trade Organization,
reciprocal trade treaties, and adviser to the State Department-I
would like really to know if you could give us some information as to
what possible conflicts they could have in mind.
Mr. CLAYTON. I would think that in that respect, they might, for
example mean some discrimination that one country might be practicing against another in their international trade.
Senator ,,.ATKl::-<s. Could you be more specific with thnt?
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Mr. CLAYTON. Countrv A, for example, might have certain import
quotas with respect to t11e import of a certain commodity, and they
might so construct that quota system that it would be more favorable
to one country exporting to them than to another country. So you
would have discrimination there.
Now, that would bring on what I call conflict.
Senator w.\TKINS. That could be one that they might have had in
mind?
Mr. CLAYTON. It could be.
Senator 'VATKINS. That is the first time anyone has ever been able
to give me any light on that. I wondered what the clause meant;
the whole paragraph, as a matter of fact. I thought we should know
what they meant before we went into it. No one up to this point could
throw any light on it.
Can you think of any others?
·
Mr. CLAYTON. \Vhen you speak of conflict, that means some very
serious disagreements. I would not think you could include high
tariffs in that.
Senator ATKINS. That causes a lot of trouble, does it not, in the
worldW
Mr. CLAYTON. Oh, yes; high tariffs do cause a great deal of trouble.
But I do not know that you could speak of it as a conflict unless there
is some discrimination that is involed.
These impediments to the movement of goods certainly engender
bad feeling.; between countries, and in time set up irritations which
may lead to some kind of conflict.
Senator WATKINS. In your opinion ,would it not be very, very desirable to eliminate all tariffs between nations 1
Mr. CLAYTON. I just do not think the world has quite got to the
point yet where it can do that suddenly. It would bring about problems which it would take some time to work out, such as Senator Fulbright mentioned with respect to the attempt of Italy and France to
come together in an economic union or customs union.

"r

ELIMINATION OF TARIFF BARRIERS

Senator "?ATKINS. Suppose, Mr. Clayton, that the American people should authorize the President to immediately call a convention
such as you have suggested as possibly the only way left to bring peace
and to stop this idea of communism spreading, and we should go ahead
and adopt that union and the nations would vote.
Would not that act alone eliminate tariffs as between the signatories,
or I mean those who would come into the union?
Mr. CL.\YTON. That would be a matter for the members to decide.
Senator \YATKINS. That would be the ultimate goal, would it not, to
eliminate immediately such barriers between the states-Mr. CLAYTON. I would hope so. That was a decision which our
Thirteen Colo11ies had to make when they federated, when they formed
the Union later-as to whether they would have tariffs or not.
Our forefathers very wisely put into the Constitution that there
could be no tariffs between the States.
Now, whether this' Federal union that we are talking about here
now would so decide, I have no means of knowing. I would hope they
would so decide.
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Senator '\\1 ATK.1:-.s. That would be the aim of those who are sponsoring this particular movement, to have all of these trade barriers
between the members of this particular union all removed; would
it not~
Mr. CLAYTON. That would be my o.wn idea, but I cannot speak for
others.
Senator WATKINS. I want to get at just what is behind it, what is
the ultimate aim of this particular organization you are talking about.
As a matter of fact, if that is the aim, all of these states that would
come in, say Italy, France. Belgium, and all the rest of them, Denmark. Great Britain if she should come into this union, and we should
form ·that type of union, in order to make it operate and to promote
good feeling and a peaceful feeling, it would of necessity require that
all trade barriers between those various countries. including ours,
would have to be removed as we have removed them in this country.
Mr. C'LA YTON. I do not think so; certainly not in the beginning.
But as I said a moment ago, I would hope that that would be their
decision; and as I also said, it was something that the Thirteen Colonies had to decide. They decided it, I think, as you .would admit
and as I believe, in the right way.
DIFFICULTIES

IN REl\IOVING TARIFF BARRIERS

Senator WATKINS. I think that was absolutely right. Of course,
we all lived on one continent; our economic conditio.ns were very much
the same, and we had common boundaries back and forth between us.
But you have got an entirely different situation when you take nations that have existed for many thousands of years. with all their
extreme nationalities and the industries they have developed, many
of which are in competition with ours. You would have a lot of difficulty, would you not, if you bring that group together and remove all
barriers~ .
Mr. CLAYTON. May I say, Senator Watkins, that the distance in
miles and in time between these Thirteen Colonies at the time they
were formed into a union was much greater than it is between the
countries represented in black on that map today. There were a great
many better ar~uments for the retention of tariffs between those
States at that tune than there would be for the retention of tarifts
between the members of the union that we are speaking of now under
conditions as we find them today.
Senator WATKINS. You think the conditions then were much more
difficult to overcome than this-Mr. CLAYTON. These colonies were much more isolated, in the
conditions of that time, than these countries are today.
Senator WATKINS. But they were without any industry.. They were
without any great conflicting interests, were they not?
Mr. CLAYTON. Of course, t.her~ was not any industry much anywhere.
Senator WATKINS. That is right. But now you b1ke, for instance,
to follow your analogy, and I think it is quite important to see whether
this whole movement yon are talking about is n snb~titute or a next
step following this North Atlantic Pact.
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You have England, which has a large tatile area; Belgiumf the
same way; France, more or less that way-all of them, Hol and,
probabl_y not so much; Denmark, not so muchl but you have strong
competing countries with the United St.ates. J:<,;ngland and Belgium
are strong competitors of the United States in an mdustrial way.
We had no colonies that were really competitors in an industrial
way in the days when we formed our Federal Union.
Mr. CLAYTON . .Xo; but nearly every one of them had something
the~ wanted to protect.
Senator \VATKINS. They all had something, but they were minor
as compared with what would happen-Mr. CuYTo:s. Certainly minor, because nilues in those days just
did not run as high as they do today. and product.ion was, of course,
very minor then as compared with what it is now.
But you speak of competition. The difficulty that a great many of
these countries have over there today is that they cannot compete
with us. Just look at the exports from the United States.
Senator WATKINS. They would, though, if the barriers were taken
down. They would in many respects if the barriers were taken down.
Mr. CLAYTON. No, no; I mean in the markets of the world, where
the barriers to us are the same as they are to them.
Senator WATKINS. I mean in our own market.
Mr. CuYToN. In the markets of Cuba. in the markets of South
America; I mean in the free markets of the world, they have great
difficulty in competing with us. All JOU have to do is to look at the
commodities and the volume of the commodities that are exported
from the United States todny to see that our industries cnn compete
with the world in the free markets.
Senator WATKINS. In some respects I think that is true, but as
between England, today it wants to ship us woolen goods, worsted
manufactured goods. in competition with our manufactured goods
in New England. We have shipped them machinery so that now
they are in a condition to compete with us.
They have a different standard of living, as I understand most of
Europe has a much lower standard of living than the United States
has.
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, Senator, we get into a very difficult problem
there. I could talk with you, if time permitted, about the woolen
situation.
It so happens that we have never imported more than 5 percent
of our total consumption of woolen goods in the United States for
many, many years back, way back. We are exporting today a 1rood
deal more woolen goods than we are importing, which shows that
we can meet these producers in the markets of the world .
. There may be some specialtie~. certain kin<ls of goods, that they excel in, in the manufacture of certain !-:peeialties that our people like
for example. \Ve import those things.
But \Ware exporting a great deal more woolen goods than we are
importing.
Senator WATKINS. I understand, but I cannot understand why if
that has been true, many of our mills in New England are closed today
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or running only .part-time, ~ few da~s a week; and the English mills,
as I understand it are runnmg full-time.
Mr. CLAYTON. We are importing extremely little of textiles, relative~y; I mean relative to our consumption of either woolen or cotton
textiles.
Senator WATKINS. I reali?.e we are both getting into deep water
here in these particular fields, but I was interested to know just what
the objective of this group that you represent is.
AIMS OF ATLANTIC UNION COMMITI'EE

Mr. CLAYTON. Senator ·watkins, the only objective is, at the present time, to get a resolution through Congress authorizing the President to call this conference so that these representatives of these
countries can sit down and explore as to how far they could go in
this enterprise. That is the only objective.
Senator WATKINS. You have a belief also that if we once get into
this North Atlantic Pact, it would be a much easier job to do what
you next want to do~
Mr. CLAYTON. All of these evidences of cooperation among the
democracies that we have had during and since the war have made
it easier. Otherwise we would not he sitting here talking about this
matter at all. It would not have been broached. There \Vould not
be any committee to :promote it if the recent history of cooperation
had not been written m the war and since the war, in many respects.
It is a gradual evolution up to this point.
Senator WATKINS. Then, the answer is, if I gather from what you
say, that it would be much easier if we get into the Atlantic Pact
to take the next step.
Mr. CLAYTON. The mere fact, Senator Watkins, that these countries
have been willing to sit down and negotiate and agree upon this
document and sign it makes it easier, of course.
Senator WATKINS. And if we get tied up with our affairs for 20
years, practically underwriting the peace over there for 20 years, we
will be in so deep it will be difficult for us to get out. Then we may
have to take them over and take them in as a part of the country,
because there wi11 be no other way out. Is that not right Y
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not think it will come to that.
Senator WATKINS. It mar. not, but is that not a likely possibility t
Mr. CLAYTON. I would hke to repeat that I think this document
underwrites our peace as much as it does theirs.
RUSSIA AND HER PREWAR BOUNDARIES

Senator WATKINS. I will pass that over for the time being. I see we
will never settle it this way. I would like to go to the statement
you have made-I am quoting from page 5:
But there can be no peace in the world until nussia returns to her 1>rewar
boundaries.

If Russia does not voluntarily give up or retum to her prewar boundaries, there will be wad
Mr. CLAYTON. Not necessarily, bnt there will not be peace. We
h~venot got war today, that is. shooting war; but we have not got. peace
either.
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Senator WATKINS. You cannot stav in that condition very long
•
either, can you 9
Mr. CLAYTON. I would hate to, but we have been that waY. now for
nearly 4 years, and I do not know how much longer we will be that
w~.

Senator WATKINS. There is only one way, then, to get peace in the
world, and that is to get Russia back to her prewar boundaries¥
Mr. CLAYTON. I think that is the only way we will get anything
like a lasti~g peace in the world.
Senator WATKINS. That should be our objective~ should it not t
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not say that it is our objective in a sense that
we would go to war with Russia. I think I made it clear here that
the problem is-senator WATKINS. I was just coming right up to a lo._gical development of what you said, there cannot be any peace until .ttussia returns
to her prewar boundaries, and our objective is universal peace or a
lasting peace; the sooner we get Russia back within her ooundaries,
the sooner we will get that lasting peace. Does that not logically
•
follow 9
Mr. CLAYTON. That is absolutely right.
Senator WATKINS. That is what I have in mind, and the United
Nations cannot do it. We have found that out.
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not think they can.
Senator WATKINS. And even if we did away with the veto and
Russia would agree to the veto being eliminated, and we would say by
passing the resolution here in an executive couneil that Russia is to
get within her prewar boundaries and Russia said no, we would still
have war and put her there, would we not, if we went through with
the order¥
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not favor going to war to put her there.
Senator WATKINS. I do not either. But I am saying even if we
did away with the veto in the United Nations---everybOdy has complained about that and said that is holding us up. But even if we did
away with it, we could order things done by a majority vote, and the
matter was finally put to a vote and the council would vote, say, 4 to 1
which would be, of course a majority, that Russia was to give up,
that she was a threat to the peace of the world and she should ~t back
within her boundaries, and Russia would not do it voluntarily, and
apparently she would not, veto or no veto, it would mean a war to put
her there or else going on as we are.
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not think it would. I think that:.-Senator WATKINS. What would happen under those circumstances t
DESERTION OF SATELLITE COUNTRIES

Mr. CLAYTON. I think if we play our cards right, these satellite
countries will, one by one, in time, fall a way from Russia.
Senator WATKINS. Suppose they all did 9
Mr. CurroN. Then she is back to her prewar boundaries.
Senator WATKINS. In Poland she already has something by agreement there, does she not?
Mr. CLA.rroN. I beg your pardon 1
Senator WATKINS. Russia has already taken over part of Poland by
virtue of her agreement with Hitler.
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Mr. CurroN. That is right.
Senator WATKINS. Suppose we told her to get back over the line
\vhere she was in the beginning before that war started, before Hitler
gave her any of Poland"?
Mr. CLAYTON. If she loses Poland and Czechoslovakia and the other
central European countries, she will go back to her prewar boundaries.
Senator WATKINS. That of course is a possibility that she might,
·but she would not lose that unless we tried to set her back. In other
words, if she is strong enough now to challenge us and to challenge
these 11 nations, she certainly will not be in any military difficulty
with the nations that lie immediately on her border, the way she has
he!" people in complete control. Is that not right I
Mr. CLAYTON. I am sorry. I did not get your statement.
Senator 'VATKINS. What I have in mind is this. that if she now has
control of these nations that are on her border, most of them are
satellites, she has her people in control and in power, I say if she is
strong enough to challenge us and to make us spend $U>,500,000,000
a year, and to want to increase the armament of all the other people, she
should not have any difficulty holding the'Se satellites.
Mr. CLAYTON. I think she will.
Senator W.\TKINS. That is a different-Mr. CLAYTON. Even if we go on as we are. she is going to ha,·e clifliculties holding them, because their economy is not complementary to
the Russian economy. The economies are too much alike.
The central European countries need much that Russia cannot
furnish them that they must buy from the west. They need to sell
much that Russia does not want, because of the things she produces
herself; therefore the economies of Russia and her satellite countries
in central Europe are not complementary.
The economy of these satellite countries is complementary to the
west, not to the east.
·
Senator WATKINS. Politically how would they get out from under
her control 1
Mr. CLAYTON. I do not say that politically, if we go on as we are now,
she is ~oing to Jose them. I do not say that.. I say she would have difficulty m holding them, and I think what has happened in Yugosla,·ia
is proof of that.
OVEREXTENSION OF R'LSSI.\
Senator WATKINS. She has taken on more. in other words, th1m she
can comfortably digest 1
·
·
Mr. CLAYTON. I think so.
Senator WATKINS. And if she takes on the rest of Europe, she will
stilJ have a heavier digestive load 1
. Mr. CLAYTON. Oh, yes, she will have plenty of trouble.
Senator WATKINS. If she has trouble with what she has now. her
troubles will be multiplied and probably will be way out of her cotit rol.
Mr. CLAYTON• The)' are used to trouble.
Senator WATKINS. But if they get too much of it, like all other big
nations of history, they go down from having bitten off more than
they could chew.
Mr. CLAYTON. They may, Senator Watkins, but they might take all
the rest of us down with them.
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Senator WATKINS. That could happen, of course. That all depends
on how we behave ourselves over here, whether we watch our steps,
whether we keep within our means, and whether or not we keep from
taking on more than we can masticate.
Mr. CLAYTON. I wish it depended on that.
Senator WATKINS. Well, it does to a certain extent. I think you will
agree.
Mr. CLAYTON. Oh, to a certain extent, yes.
Senator WATKINS. We can go beyond our capacity. I say it is a
very easy matter for us to go beyond our capacity. I think you have
already mdicated that.
Mr. CLAYTON. We could.
.
Senator WATKINS. And there is a danger now, even with this
rearmament and in this cold war, of political disintegration not only
for Europe but for us. You have already mentioned this in connection with this depression that might come.
Mr. CLAYTON. There is danger that the burden will get too heavy
for us.
Senator WATKINS. And it is even threatened now, if we should get
a depression. You have mentioned that.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; that is right.
Senator WATKINS. I think I have nothing more, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Clayton. You have
made a very splendid statement, and I will leave that copy of that
treaty with you, if you care to take it along.
Mr. CLAYTON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I had a question or two, but the discussion has been
protracted, so I will waive my right to interrogate you.
Mr. Carey.

STATEMENT OF lAllES B. CAREY, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
CONGRESS OF I:RDUSTRIAL ORGA:RIZATIO:RS
Mr. CAREY. My name is James B. Carey. I am secretary-treasurer
of the Congress of Industrial Organizations-The CHAIRMAN. Popularly known as the CIO 9
Mr. CAREY. Pov.ularly known as the CIO-and come before this
committee to testify on behalf of the Congress of Industrial Organizations.
·
CIO STATEMENT ON ATLANTIC PACT
On March 20, 1949, the CIO issued the following statement
Atlantic Pact:

Qll

the

The Congress of Industrial Organizations supports firmly an American foreign
pollcy aimed at strengthening the political and economic condition of freemen

everywhere. The European recovery program bas had the CIO's unwavering
support from lts lnceptlon, not only from the point of vlew of organized labor, but
alao from the traditional American point of vlew of helping a freeman to help
himself. The astonishing and heartening comeback of western Europe proves
that our faith ln the ERP was well-founded.
The CIO regrets the present-day conditions which make the North Atlantic
Pact necessary. But no man can work e1feettvely ln an atmosphere tense with
tear and foreboding. A pact with our neighbors wlll prove conclusive)7 to them
and to the rest of the world that America stands on her word and ls ready to coop.
erate within the limits of her resources to preserve the social and polltlcal freedom
of the North Atlantic community.
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Tbe Soviet Union has done everything in Us power, short ot war, to wreck the
ERP. The powerful Russian propaganda machine bas lost no opportunity to aow
the seeds of tear and distrust among the nations ot western Europe. In the
opinion of the CIO, the North Atlantic Pact is the necessary reply to this terroristic campaign.
More important than that, however, Is the tact that the pact will insure tbe
tun operation ot the ERP. The CIO would not support a pact which diverted
money aimed tor reconstruction to the purchase of arms. Fortunately that 18
not tbe purpose ot this agreement, and the CIO ls happy to go on record as a firm
supporter ot the principles and purposes of the North Atlantic Pact.
REASONS FOR ATLANTIC TREATY

It is our opinion that the conclusion of the North Atlantic Pact with
the democratic countries of western Europe is sound American foreign
policy in the light of international conditions as they have developed
during the last 3 years.
The break-down of the wartime unity between the l)nited States
and the Soviet Union was followed by the excessive use of the veto
power by the Soviet Union to disrupt the work of the United Nations
and a series of tactics in the international field which are known as
the cold war. The United States has been compelled. because of its
desire to support free political and economic life, to elaborate a series
of policies m complete conformity with the United Nations Charter
but outside of the United Nations structure. It is our opinion that
the Atlantic Pact is a necessary development following the Truman
doctrine and the European recovery program.
PRIORITY OF EOONOMIC REOOVERY

In the statement which I quoted above, our organization said that
it would not support a pact which diverted money from reconstruction
to military purposes and it is our understanding that this pact will
not require any such diversion. We still believe that one of the major
threats of communism against the free world is the exploitation of
economic distress and economic chaos.
The Tenth Constitutional Convention of the Con~ress of Industrial
Organizations held in Portland, Oreg., in November 1948, adopted a
resolution on foreign policy which read in part as follows:
We condemn the organiY.ed opposition to the EHP by the Soviet l'nion and Its
imtellltes and the method by which the economic mhiery of Europe Is ut:ed for
politkal advantage and to promote chuos und t·onfusion. Ont' of the wuys to
pence Is the abandonment ot this short·slghted and unjust opposition.

Although, therefore, economic reconstruction remains a major task,
as we constantly learn from our trade-union friends in western Europe, economic recovery itself is being handicapped and delayed by
the uncertainty and insecurity that arises from the fear of military
aggression from the east. An outstanding example of this hindrance
to E>conomic recovery, although a slightly different character, is provided by the discussions regarding the revival of the industries of the
Ruhr Valley.
Our European friends who in the fast have had so much reason
to fear the potential military value o this area have naturally been
reluctant to agree to its economic restoration unless there were rea·
sonable grounds for believing that its tremendous productive capacity
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would not be transformed into yet another military assault against
them,
It would, indeed, be ironic if, after having taken all the necessary
steps to prevent such a use of the Ruhr industries in the hands of
Germans, western Europe was left so undefended thnt after they have
been reconstructed they could be seized by another potential enemy
for the destruction of what remains of western European democracy.
DEFENSE NATURE OP THE PACT

We support the Atlantic Pact because we believe it is purely defensive in character. It is the answer to fears of aggression in Europe
which result from the presence of enormous standing armies in the
east. The resolution already cited above also states:
We condemn vigorously all assumptions of the Inevitability of another world
war. We reaffirm the basic devotion of the American people to peace and reject
as absurd and unfounded the charge of the Soviet Union of warmongering
unfairly directed against us. We are confident that the will of the people In
every country, If freely expressed, would quickly end minority propaganda for
war. The Soviet·lmposed blockade of Berlin Is a danger to the preservation ot
peace.
We condemn the use ot mllltary power to enforce economic policies which
deprive 21h million men, women, and children, of medicine, food, clothing, and
fuel. We commend the courage and fortitude of the men and women operating
the airlift which bas prevented the success ot such callous action. A solution
to the present crisis In Berlin can be found If the use of political and economic
eoercion Is renounced and the four powers can resume discussions free from
economic and military threats.

It is because of the continued existence of these threats that the
western European powers have welcomed the opportunity to join with
us in this treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Carey. Your considered opinion is that this is a treaty in behalf of peace, and that
there is nothin~ in it suggestive of aggression or conquest or anything
of that kind i Is that true 1
Mr. CAREY. Yes, sir; that is true of our own Nation, and the purposes
of our Nation in attempting to bring this treaty about, as well as the
people of the nations I visited recently.
I have had the opportunity of being in Europe a great number of
times in the last few years. In addition to that, I have been in the
Soviet Union three times in the last few years. The last time was
just a year ago at this time.
I do believe that the ratification of this Atlantic Treaty will help
clarify the atmosphere in Europe as well as in the United States and
also. I might say, especially in the Soviet Union.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much for the committee. We
greatly appreciate your presence and your testimony.
The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow at 10: 30 a. m.,
in this room.
(Thereupon, at 4: 40 p. m., the committee recessed until Thursday,
10: 30 a. m., May 5, 1949.)

1'06H-_.9-pt. 2--6
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
THURSDAY, KAY 5, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMMITTEE oN FoREWN" RELATIONS,
W (J,8hington, D. 0 .
The committee met at 10 : 30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
May 4, 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally (chairman of the committee), presiding.
Present: Senators Conna11y (chairman), Thomas of Utah, McMahon, Fulbright, Vandenberg, Wiley, and Hickenlooper.
Also present : Senators Fer~son, Donnell, and Watkins.
The CHAIRMAN. The comnuttee will come to order, as well as the
audienct>.
We have ht>en having the Committee on Foreign Relations hearings
on the North Atlantic Pact. We have ooen hearing a good many
witn~ on the pact, principally those who favor its ratification.
Today we will hear some of the witnesses who are opposed to
ratificat.ion.
We have the pleasure of having with us former Vice President
Wallace, also the former Secretary of Commerce, whom we invite
to discuss the matter and submit his views to the committee. You have
a prepared statement, I assume, Mr. Wallace¥
Mr. W AILACE. I have, Senator Connally, and thank you for the
kindness of the introduction. And, if you do not mind, I was Secretary of Agriculture for a little while.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. Insert that in the record, Mr.
Reporter.
After you shall have concluded your formal statement you will be
willing to submit to questions, of course~
·
Mr. WALLACE. Of course.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Mr. Wallace. Proceed.
STATDERT OF HOB. JIEiray A. W ALI.ACE, REPRESENTING THE
PROGRESSIVE PARTY OF illERICA

Mr. WALLACE. Two years &150 when President Truman announced
the Truman doctrine of contaming Russia and communism at every
point I predicted it would cause us to bleed from every pore. I said
that it was a vain and hopeless policy to contain an idea with guns;
that the cost would be fantastically high, that it could have no end
but war.
DANGERS OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
The North Atlantic Military Pact is now taking us toward that
<'nd. It would make all Europe into a Greece, and perhaps a China.
417
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It demands spending by Americans without limit in dollars or time.
It will create an intolerable burden on our own people, exacting lower
living standards and the loss of fundamental freedoms.
The pact destroys the chances of European recovery. A permanently militarized Europe is doomed to living on an American dole.
And it will accelerate all those social strains and increase that poverty
which are the breeding ground for the very doctrine that it would
contain. The pact is not an instrument of defense but a military
alliance desig1wd for aggrPssion. It bypasses the United Nations and
violates its Charter in a most flagrant manner. It takes away from
Congress the power to declare war and lodges it in the hands of a
military staff 3,000 miles from the seat of our Government. It becomes the instrument for intervention in the internal affairs of Europe. It divides the world permanently into two armed camps. And
it provocatively establishes military bases on the borders of the
Soviet Union.
DOCTRINE OF CONTAINMENT

I am confident that if we examine the maze of contradictions and
difficulties into which the pact leads us, we shall reject it, as well as
the arms program with which it is linked, and the doctrine of contain.
ment on which both rest. That doctrine is not an American doctrine,
but a r.olicy first advocated and since pursued by Mr. Churchill. It
has failed ever since Mr. Churchill failed to "strangle bolshevism," as
he puts it, in 1919. With but a short interlude during the war, :Mr.
Churchill has steadily adhered to a doctrine whicli can serve only the
domestic purposes of reaction and the narrow interests of a decaying
imperialism.
It is not the business of an American, in or out of the Senate or
executive branches of Govermnent, to further the policies of Mr.
Churchill-and the small group of military men and imperialists who
join him.
It is the business of an American to look after our own national
interest. For more than 3 years now, we have been wasting our resources in furthering the narrow interests represented by Mr.
Churchill. The end of that policy can only be a war from which
we have nothing to gain-ewn should we be fortunate enough to win
a military victory.
There will be only the loss of trillions of dollars and untold millions of American lives, and, in all likelihood, the end of our system of
government.
It is the plain duty of every American to stop and reconsider this
policy which will bankrupt our people, create intolerable burdens on
both America and Europe, and can have no end but war. I assert that
that policy has been a failure in any realistic sense during the past 3
years, a failure thnt is spelled out for us every dav in the hendline.s
from China. It is written into our tax payments. • It is apparent in
the bogging down in this Congress of the promised program of domestic reform, and in the lengthening lines of the unemployed.
I say that the time has come to substitute for the war policv a peace
policy which will restore the basis of great-power unity within the
rnited :Nations and build a productive world.
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INCOMPATIBILITY WITH UNITED NATIONS

I ask this committee-in this spirit-to examine with me the pact
and the testimony which has been presented to you in its support.
In his appearance before your committee, Secretary of State Acheson
said: "The hopes of the American people for peace with freedom and
justice are based on the United Nations." To this statement I most
heartily subscribe.
But when Mr. Acheson claims that the pact "is an essential instrument for strenthening the United Nation," he is being far less than
irank with the American people.
For thejlnin fact is that the pact substitutes for the one world of
the Unite Nations the two hostile worlds of a "divided nation."
Moreover, it flagrantly violates the plain provisions of the Charter
itself.
The United Nations as envisioned by Franklin Roosevelt arose from
the determination of the war-weary peoples to abandon power blocs
and military alliances for a world organization based on the agreement of the great powers to work together as sovereign and equal nations for the maintenance of world peace.
Secretary of State Stettinius, appearing before this committee just
4 years ago, made our choice clear. He told you that there were two
postwar roads open to the United States-one the road of great-J>ower
alliances, the other the road of collective security through the United
Nations.
He made it clear that the United States was rejecting the first road
because it was alien to our traditions, because it was warlike, and because it could not secure the peace.
He said:
We know that for the United States-and for other great powers-there can be
no humanly devised method of defining precisely the geographic areas In which
their security interests begin or cease to exist. We realize, In short, that each
ls a world-wide problem and that the maintenance of peace, and not merely Its
restoration, depends primarily upon the unity of the great powers.
There were theoretically two alternative means of preserving this unity-

said Secretary Stettinius.
The first was through the formation of a permanent alliance among the great
powers. This method might have been justified on narrow. strategic grotmds, but
it would have been repugnant to our traditional policy. It also would have contained elements of danger because It might have been Interpreted as a menace
by nations not party to it. Accordingly, this method was rejected.
The second method was through the establishment of a general security system
based upon the principle of sovereign equality of all nations. The provisions for
the Security Council recognize the special responsibilities of the great i>owers for
maintaining the peace and the fact that the maintenance of their unity ls the
crucial political problem of our time.

This is from the report to the President by Secretary Stettinius
on the results of the San Francisco Conference on June 26, 1945, appearing in hearings before the United States Senate Committee on
Foreigii Relations, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session, July 8, 1946,
at page 72.
Yet t-0day, Mr. Acheson presses upon your committee a treaty which
embodies the Yery policy that our Nation rejected 4 years ago. And
he d(){'s so in the name of strengthenin~ the United Nations.
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The Wall Street Journal, with which I do not often agree, spoke
the blunt truth when it snid that "propaganda notwithstandin~, the
Atlantic Pact does nullify the principle of the United Nations' and
marks "the triumph of jungle law over international cooperation on
a world scale."
The pact not only rejects the basic principles upon which the United
Nations was founded. It violates the plain provisions of the Charter.
REHIONALISM AND THE TREATY

Initially an attempt was matle to justify the pact as a regional agreement under article 52. That attempt now appears to have been abandoned. The argument that a pact covering all the territory from the
Aleutian Islands to the Mediterranean and from north Africa to Scandinavia constitutes a "regional agreement" is too thin even for our
State Department. Indeed, the argument now runs the other way.
It is now insisted that the pact is not a regional agreement. For the
State Department has belatedly recognized that if it were, any enforcement. measures would require Security Council authorization under
article 53. the very procedure which the authors of the pact want
desperately to avoid by bypassing the United Nations entirely.
SELF-DEFENSE AND THE TREATY

The proponents of the pact argue that it is authorized by article 51
of the Charter which if:reserves the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defense 'if an armed attack occurs against a member
of the United Nations." But this article affords no support for the
military alliance contemplated by the pact. It simply preserves the
inherent right of every nation to repel invasion. It is not a blind
behind which militarv alliances outside of the United Nations can
be freely entered into.· Xo armed attack has "occurred" against which
the Charter authorizes measures of self-defense. Article 51 does not
permit a group of nations to determine for themselves that there is
a potential threat of aggression and to enter into an alliance outside
of the United Nations for the purpose of resisting it when it comes.
To do so would destroy the supreme power of the Security Council
to determine the existence of aggression and threats to peace.
The emergency situation to which article 51 addresses itself is similarlv dealt with in section 10 of article 1 of our own Constitution.
This section prohibits the separate States, without the consent of
Con/!°ress. to make an agreement or compact with another State or
engage in war. "unless actually invaded or in such imminent danp:er
as will not admit of delav.~~
I cannot beliew. if the State of Miehip:an feared a possible attack
from Canada-that Senator Vandenberg would argue the constitutional right of his State to enter into a compact with Texas. or Florida.
to raise an army. org-aniz(' a joint military council. nn<l t>ngap:e in
other armed preparntion~ in the name of self-defen!"<•. Section 10 of
article 1 of om· Co11"tit11t ion <lo('S net supt>rse<le the war :u11l tr1•at v·
makinp: powers of the National GoYernment.
No more does article 51 of the Clrnrter supersede the pea<'e-making
powers of the Security Council.
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Yet that is exactly the interpretation which our State Department
would place upon it.
Not only does the pact destroy the basis on which the United Nations
was founded and violate its Charter. It would also appear to make
impos!;ible a return to the one-world principle.
AGREEMENT WITH RUSSIA

For article 8 of the pact provides that "each power undertakes not
to enter any international engagement in conflict with this treaty."
The pact, in purpose and effect, is dire.cted against the Soviet Union.
Once sianed, the obligation of article 8 would preclude the United
States from negotiating a treaty of peace and friendship with the
So,·iet Union. Thus, the pact not only denies that peaceful one-world
understanding is attainable. It would make the attainment of that
understanding impossible.
If, as Mr. Acheson has said and as I believe, the hopes of the American people "for peace with freedom and justice are based on the
Vnited Nations,'' then I SRI with all the earnestness of which I am
capable that ratification of this pact which violates the solemn pledge
our Nation took when it signed the Charter and destroys the principle on which the United Nations was founded, will doom these
hopes and betray the peace that America and its allies won at so great
aco~
'
It is ur~ed, however, that we must abandon the one-worldjrinciple
upon which the United Nations is based, return to the ol way of
power blocs and armaments races, and incur the terrible risk of war
because of the threat of Soviet aggression.
Is there really such a threat~
THREAT OF SOVIET AGGRESSION

Every spokesman for the administration who appeared before this
committee insisted that the pact is an essential measure of self-defense
against Russian aggression. But none of them suggested that the
Russians threaten or even intend to use armed force as an instrument
of their national policy. On the contrary, the two principal Republican leaders of the bipartisan foreign policy have given us the most
explicit assurance that the contrary is true.
Speaking in Cleveland on March 9, John Foster Dulles told the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America:
So far as It is humanly Possible to judge, the Soviet Government does not
'°ntemplate the use of war as an Instrument of Its national Policy.
I do not know any responsible high omchtl, military or civilian In this Government or any government, who believes that the Soviet state now plans
conquest by open mllitary aggression.

And only last month, Senator Vandenberg wrote :
War ls the last Implement they (the Russians) want to Invoke.

Thus the warlike alliance implicit in the Atlantic P~ct and the
tremendous show of armed might with which it is proposed that the
pact shall be implemented is concededly not prompted by any military
threat from the Russians.
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It is urged, however, that the Soviets are intransigent and uncompromising; that agreement with them is impossible of attainment, and
that only a show of force can bring them to terms.
UNITED STATES-SOVIET RELATIONS

The first questfon to which I submit that your committee must find
an answer is: ·what are our Nation's terms~ What are the conditions on which we are prepared to end the undeclared war we are
now waging and negotiate a settlement with Russia?
These terms have never been stated. Instead, the administration
has persistently refused every invitation extended by the Russians to
state them.
If it is unconditional surrender that we would exact from the
Russians, then indeed we will have to wage a war to gain it. For
unconditional surrender cannot be won from a strong and proud
people. It can only be imposed on a defeated enemy.
If the demands are for something less, then why the hesitance to
state our terms 1 Why the cold rejection-at least three times in the
past year, of the Soviet offers to talk peace¥
It is not my purpose here to review the difficult ancl tragic course of
Soviet-American relations since the death of President Roosevelt in
April 1945. But I say that no honest and objective student of the
events of these 4 years can conclude that the failure of agreement can
be laid wholly on the Russian doorstep.
BERLIN CRISIS

Let me cite but one example-the question of the Berlin blockade.
As you all remember, Premier Stalin took the initiative last summer
in proposing a settlement of this highly controversial and most dangerous question by offering to lift the blockade simultaneously with
the acceptance by the western powers of the Soviet mark as the
exclusive currency for Berlin.
The agreement which resulted in Moscow and raised the hopes of
the whole world for an over-all settlement with Russia was blocked
in Berlin. Was the failure to solve the Berlin crisis and thus to pave
the way for a general settlement of the whole German question a
result of Russian intransigence and refusal to compromise?
Senator Connally is authority for the fact that the exact contrary
was true. In a transcript of his press conference on November 29,
upon his return from Europe, he said:
The plan proJ)Osed by the earlier talks was not looked on with favor by the
mllltary governors who did not accept it.

In plainer words, the agreement reached by our diplomats in Moscow was kicked overboard by the military men in Berlin.
·
Is it not clear that Inst fall it was the Americans and not the
Russians who were intransigent and uncompromising-who really
didn't want a settlement of the Berlin question~
More recent events only confirm this view.
On March 21 of this year, the Russians confirmed to our State Department what was clearly forshadowed in Premier Stalin's interview
with Kingsbury Smith 2 months before-that they were prepared to
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lift the Berlin blockade on the sole condition that a meeting of the
Foreign Ministers be convened to discuss the German question.
Yet, for a full months the State Department concealed from the
American people this further Russian concession in an effort to settle
a key controversy. It was revealed only when the Russian news
agency, Tass, disclosed that the offer had been made and that negotiations were pending. I wonder how many members of this committee
heard this important and hopeful news from the other end of Pennsylvania A venue before they read it from Moscow~
In the meantime the State Department was filling the press and
the radio with stories about Russian aggressiveness, intensifying the
atmosphere of fear and hostility which it evidently thinks necessary
to assure the ratification and implementation of the Atlantic Pact.
I charge that the story of this Russian initiative for peace was deliberately withheld from the American people and the American
Congress because it explodes the myth on which the North Atlantic
Pact is based and destroys the basis on which it is being sold to the
American people.
Last night's and this morning's headlines carry the welcome news
that agreement has now been reached to lift the Berlin blockade and
convene a meeting of the Foreign Ministers.
S~?tlENT

OF DIFFERENCES WITH RUSSIA

Nothing must be done to prejudice the success of these negotiations.
Every delay in arriving at an understanding with the Russians has
cost us dearly in American dollars, American prestige, and world
peace.
We would have been in an infinitely better moral position if my
exchange of letters with Premier Stalin last spring had been followed
up with the discussions that were then proposed. We would have
been in a stronger position if the Stalin proposal to lift the Berlin
blockade had been consumated last summer-and we would have saved
at least $13,000,000 a month in the cost of the air lift.
·
I propose, therefore, that this committee withhold any action on
the North Atlantic Pact pending the outcome of the Foreign Ministers
Conference which it now seems certain will be convened.
If our Government sincerely desires a peaceful arrangement with
the Soviet Union on the vital German question, then we must approach
her with the peace of good faith negotiations not with the sword of
the Atlantic Pact.
This is our great, and it ma~· be our last, opportunity to arrive at
a peaceful sett.lement of our differences. By withholding action on
the pact pending the Foreign Ministers Conference, this committee
can make a material contribution to the successful outcome of the
Berlin negotiations and this new hope for world peace and understanding.
I have shown that even the most ardent proponents of the pact do
not contend that the Soviet Union threatens or plans a war against
the West. I have shown too that here is no evidence that peaceful
understanding with Russia cannot be obtained if our Government
fran~ly states its terms and sits down in good faith negotiations to
obtam them.
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EFFECT ON RUSSIA OF THE TREATY

If this be true, as I believe it is, then how must the North Atlantic
Pact appear to the Russians i Can they interpret it as anything but
a plan of aggression on our part i Stripped of legal verbiage, thefact
moves American military and air bases up to the very borders o the
Soviet Union, establishes a general staff on the European Continent,
arms western Europe and places it on a war footing.
Recently a national conference of the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America, representing all Protestant denominations,
declared:
No defensive alliance should be entered into which might validly appear as
aggressive to Russia, as a Russian alUance would undoubtedly appear to us.

If we apply ·t his Christian principle to the Atlantic Pact, its meaning to the Russians becomes clear.
Suppose the Soviet Union entered into an alliance with Mexico,
Canada, and Cuba, built airstrips on their soil, established a joint
chiefs of staff in Habana, and supplied its allies with billions in arms t
Could we be convinced that the treaty which surrounded us with
this military might was a pact of peace?
Could we be prevailed on to avoid the countermeasures for our
own defense which would inevitably take us down the road to wart
CONSTITUTION AL ASPECT OF TREATY

The American people too, are entitled to a fuller, franker, and
more candid exposition of American aims and objectives under the
pact than they have yet been given.
I have read Secretary of State Acheson's efforts to reconcile the
pact with the constitutional power of Congress to declare war. I am
no lawyer-let alone a constitutional lawyer. But I think I can understand the English language. And when the pact says that an armed
attack (provoked or unprovoked) against one of the signatory nations
shall be deemed to be an attack against them all, I regard this as not
only a moral, but a contractual commitment to go to war without a
declaration by the Congress.
And when I know, in addition, that the pact provides for American
participation in the Joint General Staff, already established at Fontainbleau, with power to command the movement of troops, long-range
bombers, and warships, then I must conclude that the power to commit
this country to war has been moved 3,000 miles away from the Chambers of this Capitol, to quarters in an ancient French palace.
SUPPLYING AMERICAN TROOPS TO EUROPE

Another vital question to which the American people are entitled
to a full and frank answer is whether any American troops will be
quartered in Europe and subject to the command of the Fontainbleau
military staff.
I have not had an OJ?portunity to read the testimony before this
committee in full. My rnformation comes from the press. There, on
Apirl 28, I read that Secretary Acheson assured the committee thatThere was absolutely no Intention to send substantial numbers of Ameri<'an
troops to Europe in any eventuality short of war.
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But on April 29, I r.ead that Secretary of Defense Johnsondecllned for what he called the "best Interests" of the United States and western
Europe to respond to a question by Senator Donnell as to whether a plan was in
preparation to provide manpower to Europe along the Rhine.

I ask the members of this committe, in all conscience, whether you
are prepared to act on the pact on the basis of such contradictions, half
truths, and evasions~ Shall we wager the peace of the world and the
lives of Americans on this kind of testimony 1
ECONOMIC RECOVERY IN EUROPE

Mr. Acheson told your committee that one of the objectives of the
pactwasto establish an arrangement which would • • • p1·omote full economic recovery through remo,·lng the drag of a sense of Insecurity.

Last year the American people were assured by Mr. Acheson's predecessor that the Marshall plan, by contributing to the economic recovery of western Europe, would make an arms program unnecessary.
Today, we have the Marshall plan. It has not succeeded. The report
of the Organization for European Economic Cooperation made it
perfectly clear that at the end of the Marshall plan, Europe will be
sdering from a deficit of $3,000,000,000 annually and the standard of
living of her people will be 10 percent below the not-too-prosperous
year of 1938.
Now, we are told that the cure for this failure is exactly the medicine that the Marshall plan was to make unneces.~ary-a military alliance and a rearmament program. This is bad politics and worse
economics.
.
.
There is not a nation in western Europe which is not suffering from
inflation, which does not have difficulty balancing its budget, which
does not need every single able-bodied man and womun to rebuild its
economy. Yet the pact and its arms program now propose to saddle
these nations with an intolerable bl,Jrden of armaments.
Mr. Acheson made it clear just how great that burden would be
when he said that for every dollar of American arms sent to Europe,
the European nations would be required to furnish 6 or 7 dollars. We
plan to supply them with 1.1 billions in arms next year. Their military budgets already exceed 5.2 billion dollars annually.
Does Mr. Acheson seriously think that his requirement that the
European nations shall more than double their arms spending next
year will "promote full economic recovery"?
Does Mr. Acheson, or anY.one else, seriously believe that the "drag
of a sense of insecurity" will be removed when a nation is forced to
double its military budget f
I submit the answer to a vote of this committee. Senator George,
as chairman of the Finance Committee, has expressed grave doubts
about the addition of 1.1 billion dollars of arms under the pact to
our present military budget. But that amounts to a little more than a
7-peroent increase. It is only 21;2 [>ercent of our total budget. Yet we
are genuinely worried about the effect such an increase would have on
our economy-and most important, on the confidence of our businessmen.
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EF~ECT

OF ARMS PROGRAM ON

EO~OPE

Does Mr. Acheson think that there are one set of economic laws that
operate in America and quite another in Europe~ I say that the
effect of the arms program will be to destroy forever western Europe's
chances of recovery. And what will be its effect on the people of
western Europe to whom we look as allies~ It is bound to result in
shall> cuts in their programs for social welfare and a serious deterioration m their living standards.
Senator Giua, a member of the Italian Senate who is visiting me,
has told me something about the growing problem of unemployment
in Italy at the same time that large-scale Italian industries such as
Fiat are turning from the making of tractors to the making of tanks
and machine guns.
Does this sit well with a half-starved people Y Let me read you what
an active French political leader has written in judgment on this
poli<'y:
Under present conditions It is Impossible to incren~ both clvillun and wllitury
production. To Impose n program of military production on western Europe is
t.o paralyze n civilian production that Is already for from sufficient. That would
menn creating living conditions socially and politically fa,·orable to the C<>mnmnists. (From an article b~· David Rousset, in the Nation, April 9.)

But even as the pact creates the conditions favorable to Communists,
it also sets up the machinery, aecording to Mr. Acheson, for military
intervention in the internal affairs of the pact nations, after the pattern we have followed in Greece.
I submit that a pa<'t whi<'h has these conse(luences is too dnngerous
for sane men to adopt. It creates the conditions of uncertainty and
despair. It lowers living conditions and creates· the conditions for
communism. Then it provides the means for suppressing the very
condition it created.
Such a poliey <'an serve no good. It can only earn us the hntred of
e\·ery Eqropea11, regardless of his politics.
COST OF THE ARUS PROGRAM

Senator Vandenberg said last week that the 1.1 billion-dollar arms
program that has been tied to the pact is "comparatively trivial'' and
"relatively insignificant."
.
That judgment may well be prophetic. It is trivial by comparison
with the fantastic and endless spending for nrms that the pnct will set
in motion. And it is insi~nificant relative to the l'OSts that wei1Zh
more heavily than money costs-the cost in less welfare, the cost in
reduced freedom, the C'Ost of a growing militarization of our way of
life.
The money cost of the puct will be fantastic. Mark Sullivun, the
most eonservutive of the <'olumnists, pointed out only lust week that
the doctrine of containment having failed so miserably in China means
that there is no end to the billions we shall have to s1w11d in western
Europe and Japan. Tlw Hou!'e has recently nppron•d mm·e thnn
$15.000.000.000 for the militnry budget for next year. an inaease of
almost a billion owr the President's budet estimate. And it has
been estimated that we ha,·e nlready spent over $24,000J)00.000 on t lie
<'old war to date.
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I measure those rxpenditures in terms of what we have been deprived of-housing, slum clearance, cheaper power for farms and industry, the development of our great rive.i· rnlleys, hospitals and
schools. better social security. But these losses are as nothing compared to the greater losses to come as the full impact of the arms program is felt.
The relatively low estimate for the first year of this military program is in itself a gross deception. The administration asks for only
1.1 billion dollars. We are told that about half of this will be in
"surplus arms,~' valued at 10 cents on the dollar. But Colonel Johnson, in his testimony on April 21 before this committee, made it perfectly dear that the Natio11al ·M ilitary Establishment wants this surplus replaced. The New York Times reported as follows:
Se<>rl'tary .Johnson wus understood, howe\'er, to haw• mmle it plnin that the
National Military Establislmwnt expected to be paid hnek iu time for 1111 equlpnwnt that mii:ht be tuken from Its arsenal.

The bill for replacement will not be 10 cents on the dollar, nor even
a dollar on the dollar, but considerably more because the equipment
ship:ped abroad will be replaced at higher prices and with more expensive models.
.
The.United States News put it this way:
Europe In the first year ls to i:et $4,520.000,000 of Cnite1l States arms, written
down to $45:!.000,000 to cnlm taxpayers. RPplace111ent emit of arms to be given
might be uro11n1l $8,000,000,000.

The New York Times charact~rized this transaction as "A liberal
system of bookkeeping." I would call it a plain fraud on the American taxpayer. It is the method of confidence men, not of statesmen.
It is the obligation of this committee to read the fine print on the
contract they are being asked to sign on behalf of the American people; to determine the full cost, and the real cost, not only for next
year but for succeeding years.
MILITARY DEFENSE OF EUROPE

There are apparently two schools of thought concerning the
military defense of Europe. Both are equally costly. One school
would use American long-range bombers and "European manpower.
That is the Air Force point of view, so callously expressed by a venerable Member of Congress last week. His comment may rank with
young Mussolini's description of the "beauty" of dropi;>ing bombs on
defenseless children in Madrid. The other school is represented
by the leaders of most of the western European nations and by General Bradley-if I understand his Army Day speech and recent testimoney before your committee. They would send sufficient American
soldiers abroad to hold the Rhine or Elbe or whatever line is chosen
as the new Maginot line of western Europe. Since the arms program
is so definitely tied to the pact, it is the duty of this committee to
scrutinize the costs of these two different strategic concepts.
The Brussels Pact powers recently said they required 36 to 70
divisions of their own. The cost of equipping a modern division is
estimated at between $200,000,000 and $400,000,000. The story from
Brussels gave the latter figure. That means a total of fourteen to
twenty-eight billion dollars for a small force which has comparatively
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little defensive value. This figure does not take into account the billions for planes, for ships, for military bases, for equipment docks
and airfields, and for raw materials and equipment. It is reasonably certain that the minimum rearming of western Europe will
exceed $20,000,000,000-more likely it will come to $30,000,000,000.
But this is minimum rearming, and it must be squeezed into a very
short time.
If there is a war, 36 to 70 divisions will only make a Dunkerque
of all Europe. Hitler's 300 divisions could not stop the Russians.
And M. Queuille, the French Premier, has hinted that America must
defend all of France. Military experts say this would require a
million American soldiers. So the cost will soar into many times
$30,000,000,000. It will mean a compulsory draft; it will mean strict
controls over manpower to provide American manpower overseas and
reserves in this country.
That way may be one way of eliminating the unemployment that
is already upon us, but it is scarcely the way that sane men would
choose when they have an alternative.
If we choose the method of long-range bombers, the bill is not
appreciably less. The cost of a bomber is anywhere from two and
one-half to four million dollars. New models cost more. Bombers
need protection ~nd they need bases and they need servicing, and
above all, they still need ground force somewhere along the way.
NEOLJo:CJl' OF WELFARE NEEDS

Last January when the President released his budget I warned that
the size of the military spending was seriously endangering our welfare
needs, that it was unnecessarily cutting appropriations for housing, for
veterans, for schools, for roads and power, and for the development of
natural resources.
Dr. Nourse, the President's Economic Adviser, has since confirmed
this statement. On April 7, he said:
To provide even $15,000,000,000 for military spending be [Truman] bad to bold
down on recommendations for maintenance or expansion of the Nation's natural
resources and Its public plant and limit the scale of social services for edocatiOD.
health, and social security far below the level of bis own deferred clvW.an needl
are still there, ready to employ any manpower or block of materials made avail·
11ble by reduction of our preparedness effort • • •.

Any increase in military spending takes its toll in human welfare.
In the same week that the House voted to increase the military bu~t,
the Agriculture appropriation was cut by $25,000,000 and Public Works
by 15 percent.
I should like to point out to any who think that an arms program is
the cure for economic crisis, that Government spending is now running at the rate of six to seven billion dollars a year above 1948. Much
of the increase is for the military. Yet industrial producti9n is~
down 7 percent. Farm income is oft' $2,000,000,000 a year. S
business failures are rising to alarming proportions. Pay rolls of
factory workers are oft' $4,000,000,000 per year. Unemployment and
part-time employment are becoming major problems.
In Detroit, 60,00oJ·obs were lost in 4 months.
In the Chicago Fe era} Reserve District unemployment has mounted
to 575,000.
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The New York City relief commissioner estimates that more than a
million residents belong to families whose principal breadwinner is
unemployed.
The arms program to date has not meant jobs or profits to the
98 percent of Americans who neither own nor work in munitions factories. Arms spending is definitely not a WPA' with guns.
Since ,January it has become perfectly clear that the President's Fair
Deal program has virtually collapsed under the P.ressure of a foreign
policy that demands more and more money for m11itnry uses and more
and more comproise to achieve its ends.
THREAT TO LIBERTIES

Two months ago, the administration abdicated on civil rights and
now it is abdicating on repeal of Taft-Hartley. Equality for the
13,000,000 Negro Americans and a free labor movement for American
workers have both fallen victim to the growing atmosphere of repression and restraint that is the inevitable accompaniment of a warbreeding foreign policy. In the name of the anticommunism which
dominates our foreign policy, precious freedoms are being lost. Men
nre afraid to speak b.ecause they may lose their jobs in an atmosphere
of terror and repress10n.
And now, freedom of thought itself is again under attack as the
Senate Judiciary Committee rushes hearings on the 1949 versions
of the.Mundt thought-control bill.
The loss of freedom of thought-the loss of freedom to criticize
what you think is wrong; the loss of the right to say no-is even more
serious than the hundreds of billions we will eventually lose in the
cold war.
,
That is why I was so appalled by the deliberate denial of visas by
the State Department to my good friends Pierre Cot of France and
Konni Zilliacus of England, members of Parliament in both countries,
leaders in the fight against the forces of fascism in the days when
theirs was not everywhere a popular cause and leaders today in the
fight for peace.
It is shO<'king that we should subject members of the oldest parliament in Europe, our fellow democracies, to such a humiliating
experience.
But it is indeed more shocking and indeed sobering that they were
barred from this country by a man who once was an associate of the
late Justice Holmes, our most eloquent advocate of free trade in ideas.
It is indeed a tragic commentary on the state of our American
democracy that the anti-Communist fear complex has claimed the
mind of our own Secretary of State.
AMF.RICAN POLICY IN GREECE

The policy of the pact has been given a laboratory test in Greece.
The results in that country to date scarcely commend it extension on
the vastly greater scale now proposed.
An enterprising reporter who examined and compared the successive reports of the President on Greece calls our experience there
the greatest military miracle of all time.

I
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After 2 years and the expe11dit111·e of more tha11 u quarter of :l
billion dollars~ with a reputed casualty rate of fi-lO percent. there
are more guerillas in Greeee tod:ty than when the Truman doctrine
was first invoked on behalf of that unhappy emmtry.
Should we not seriously examine a policy whieh has Yielded such
results? The truth is thnt the Greek impasse is susceptible of settlement-and has been for over a year.
Last year Herbert Evatt, who undertook conciliation on behalf of
the Umted Nations, complained that it was not the three-border
eountries that were holding up a settlement of the Greek situation.
but the American-dominated Greek monarchy which refused to settlt>
hecause it would not give up its claim to land beyond its present
borders.
If Greece reveals the folly of our policy, China demonstrates its
complete bankruptcy.
AMt:RIC.\N I'OLicY I~ C'HIX.\

In the case of China, Mr. Acheson has shown an awareness of the
irreparaple nature of our failure. Some 2 weeks ago. he answereJ.
Senator McCarran's proposal for an appropriation of one and a half
billion dollars to Nationalist China. That answer delivered. I believe
to you, Senator Connally. is as good a summary of the case ng11inst
the pact as I have seen anywhere.
Mr. Acheson admits that our Chinese policy has failed. But more
important than this admission of failure is his analysis of the fatal
defects of the policy.
Mr. Acheson says that the economic and military conditions which
Senator McCarran would tie to China aid, would be deeply resented by
the Chinese people as an extreme infringement of China's sovereignty.
It would arouse distrust of this country's motives in extending such
help.
Further, says Mr. Acheson, to try to reverse the present military
situation in China, would "require the use of an unpredictablv large
American armed force in actual combat."
•
Such action would represent direct United States involvement in China's fratrl·
cidal warfare and would be contrary to our traditional policy toward China and
the best interests of this country.

I take these quotations from the New York Times, account of his
letter on April 15.
Now I submit, ~entlemen, that Mr. Acheson has not only pronounced
a judgment agamst the McCarran proposal. He has indicted the
poliey that underlies the pact as well. For the McCarran proposal is
nothmg but the policy of the pact-applied to China. We have tested
that policy in action and it has failed. It has failed for one thing, as
the Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post have both pointed
out, because you cannot fight ideas with guns.
Another reason for the failure is that in the effort to fight an idea
like communism we inevitably make compromises 'vith the 'vorst
reaction and even with fascism .
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OPPOSITION TO COMMt.:XISM

We are adopting methods at home in fighting communism that are
completely repugnant to free men. \Ve are doing the same thing
abroad.
The Salazar dictatorship of Portugal is now proclaimed in the preamble to the pact as a member of a group of nations with "common
heritage and civilization * * * founded 01\ the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and the rule of law."
But Portugal is only a way station on the road to alliance with
reaction.
The State Department and the military are apparently planning
to bring Franco Spain into the pact as well. This very day, efforts are
being made to sneak Franco into the back door of the United Nations.
And only yesterday, the State Department authorized Spain to apply
for a large Export-Import Bank loan.
To me and to millions of freedom-loving men and women in Europe
and America, this consorting with the butcher Franco in the name of
defending democracy marks a new and shocking low in international
morality.
·
Even worse is the rebuilding of the western German war potential.
Mr. Acheson said in his press conference on the pact that Germany is
not to come into the pact "now." But he has made it clear in previous
speeches, as early as May 1947, that he regards Germany and Japan
18 t.be workshops of western Europe and Asia. So again we begin the
grim journey over which we and western Europe have twice already
traveled.
Already, even before a peace treaty is signed, the American military
governor defends the hiring of Nazi cartelists to run Germany industry. Again German industry is to become the arsenal of Europe, in
the hands of the same men who twice before have used it for wars of
conquest.
.
Is this the way to win the friendship, the support aial the allegiance
of the people of western Europe, twice in a generation the victims of
German aggression W If we are ever to fight a war of self-defense, if
ever we are in danger of attack we shall need all the friends we can
get. We will not find them among the reactionaries, the enemies of
democracy.
We can find them only among those people who love democracy and
whom we have helped find their way to its full expression.
Gentlemen, the North Atlantic Pact and the arms program which
is tied to it has been offered to the Senate and to the American people,
in the name of self-defense, national security, and the preservation
of our democratic system. It will gain us none of these.
CONSEQUENCES OF THE ATLANTIC TREATY

· As I havet>ointed out, any fair appraisal of its consequences demonstrates that it can lead only to national insolvency, the surren<ler of
our traditional freedoms, war, a possible military disaster, and the
certain sacrifice not only of life and treasure but of the very system of
government which it is supposed to preserve.
9061~9--pt.2~7
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I say that there is an honorable, a peaceful and a J;>ractical alternative to this mad course. I say that great nations wluch really believe
in peace can find the road to peace. .
The Russians have shown their willingness to traYel that road by
lifting the Berlin blockade that seemed to stand across it. If the
administration sincerely desires peace, let it state its terms to the
Russians. Let the heads of both nations, after pre{>aration at the
expert level, sit down to negotiate. Peace will reqmre compromise
and accommodation on both sides.
But no government that sincerely wants to serve its people ran
refuse to discuss the terms of peace and instead engages in war alliances and initiate armaments races.
PRINCIPLES FOR UNITED STATES-SOVIET AGREEMENTS

I present again as a basis for such discussions the major points on
which agre.ement can be reached without sacrifice to any American
principle or interest.
. First, the conclu~ion of a treaty that would establish a unified and
democratic Germany dedicated to peace and stripped of its war
potential.
Second, agreement to refrain from interference in the internal atfairs
of other nations.
Third, agreement by both nations to give up all military bases in
other UN countries and to halt the export of weapons to other nations.
· Fourth, the resumption of unrestricted trade, the establishment of
the free movement of citizens and the resumption of free scientific and
cultural exchanges between the two countries.
Fifth, a general reduction of armaments that would free the economics of nil the world of the burdensome weight of arms and enable
them to devote their energies and resources to peacetime production.
Finall~·, the establishment of a 'Vorld Reconstr11ction and Dewlopment Ap:ency '111ithin the UN to build a productive and economirally
unified E11rope, without barriers between east and west, and to assist
the free development. of the industrially backward countries of .Asia,
Lat.in America, and Africa.
This program is the practical, the same, the peaceful alternath'e
to the Atlailtie Pact.
By withholding action on the pact. it is within the power of ~·our
committee to create the atmosphere in which this program ran be
discussed by the diplomatic representatives of the United States and
Russin as the~· bring the Berlin blockade to an end and prepare to
tackle the German problem.
It is a program which can end the cold war and avert the atom
war.
It is a pro~ram completely in om· own national interest that yet
serves the best interests of a growing and united world.
We insure our own enduring prosperity by helping other nations
to a better life.
It offers security based on friendship, not fear.
It opens up a new century of hope for mankind.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, your statement seems to enc.-om·
pass not only the pendinfO' treaty that we are considering, but the
whole field of internationn policy, does it not~
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Mr. WALLACE. The relationship of the treaty to the entire structure
of our foreign policy. I do not ~ how the treaty can be considered
except in this framework of reference.
A"ITITUDE TOW ARD .AMERICAN POLICY IN

OREF.CE

The CHAIRMAN. Take the case of Greece, for instance. You complain about our policy in Greece. "\Vere you opposed to our entering
mto the Grecian situation and aiding Greece originally¥
Mr. W .ALLACE. In the very first instance, Senator, wlien I was still
Secretary of Commerce, in August of 1946, I made representations,
not in any official sense but in an informal way, to the Export-Import
Bank, pointing out that there was very great misery in Greece and
that I thought that Greece should be helped by an Export-Import
Bank loan. I was informed, however, by the officials of the ExportImport Bank at the time, and also, I may say, by certain members
of the State Department, that the big financial men of Greece were
conpucting affairs in a very bad wny, that money was fleeing the
country, that graft was rampant, and I was convinced while I was still
Secretary of Commerce, by the presentation made by Government
officials,"officials of the Expart-Import Bank, and the State Department, that that was an umnse course.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Aside from that particular aspect, did you oppose
or favor our aiding Greece in the methods we have pursued 1
Mr. 'VALLACE. I have made as complete a stntement ai:; I can about
my attitude in August 1946. If you are referring particularly to
the statement as made by President Truman on March 12, 1947, at
which time he announced the so-called Truman Doctrine and used
aid to Greece and Turkey as the illustration of the implementation
of the Truman doctrine, I can assure you, Senator, that I opposed
it with all the vigor at my command, and made a strong statement
ovf'r the radio ngamst the policy on March 13.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have, have you not, steadily resisted that
policy since in the press and on the radio¥
Mr. WALLACE. Yes. I have been convinced it was most unwise.
The CHAIRMAN. I say, yon have aggressively opposed that in the
press and on the radio.
:Mr. W AILACE. In every way I could.
UNITED STATES-SOVU:T R•:LATIONS

The CHAIRMAX. You open your statement on the Russian situation,
111.rgely. You say that Russia has made several efforts to have conferences with the United States with a view to settling these difficulties.
'Vas there ever any official communication from the Premier of Russia, or any responsible authority, to the President of the United
States, asking for such a conference~
Mr. WALLACE. I am not aware of any official document, sir. Undoubtedly Stalin made various statements to individuals that indicated that he was willing to consider something of the sort, and I
~elieve there might have been something in the nature of a semiofficial
mterchange about a year ago between our Ambassador Bedell Smith
and the Russians. I am not aware of the exact wording of that
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interchange. I think Molotov at that time did make a precise and
more or less official statement to Bedell Smith. It was along in April
or May of 1948, as I remember it. ·
The CHAIBMAN. Was it a general statement or did he point out
particular matters?
Mr. W Al.LACE. It indicated a willingness to talk business.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Molotov at that time, of course, was Secretary
of Foreign Relations of that country, and you assumed that he was
speaking for Mr. Stalin, is that correct!
Mr. W Al.LACE. I think that would be a correct assumption, sir.
The CuAmMAN. But he did not point out any particular objective
of such a conference did he!
Mr. W ALI.ACE. I do not have a copy of it here. It is in the record.
You can verify the precise nature of it. It would be surprising to
me if he went into any very great details. It would be altogether
agai~st diplomta~c procedure to go into any very minute details in
openmg up negotiations.
W Al.LACE LETTER TO

ffl'ALIN

The CHADWAN. You spoke of a letter that you wrote to Mr. Stalin,
I believe, did you not!
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you consult with the President of the United
States before you wrote that letter, or with the Stl\te Department!
Mr. WALLACE. I did not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.. You assumed-Mr. WALLACE. I may say it was an open letter. It was not a letter
that was transmitted in any underhanded way.
The CHAIBMAN. I understand that. It was in the press, of course.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not believe it was in contravention of the Logan
_\ct of 1798, if that is what you mean.
The CuAmMAN. I have no reference to the Logan Act. I am just
referring to your assumption that on account of your position, your
prestige, and your former connection with the Government that you
thought that an approach to Mr. Stalin on your part would have the
<lesired effect. Is that correct!
Mr. WALLACE. I felt the points which I had in my letter would help
contribute some to peace, and I have reason to think that those points
Jisted in my letter did contribute some to peace, just as I think that a
certain statement made to Kingsbury Smith by Stalin was utilized to
bring the crisis to an end. I think statements of that kind oftentimes serve as a very useful and important prelude to actions that are
taken later.
The CuAmMAY. Mr. Kingsbury Smith is a British citizen and a
representative of the press. He is a very capable man no doubt.
Hut do you regard it as proper or desirable for the President to take
up a matter that was only communicated to Mr. Kingsbury Smith
instead of beinp: commumcated to our State Department or to the
President himseln
Mr. WALLACE. I regard anything as proper and desirable if it works
toward peace. and I very much question whether anything improper
Wl\S done in this case. I know I am very grateful and very happy
indeed to see this Berlin crisis working out the way it is at the moment.
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CRISIS

The CHAIRMAN. Has not the Berlin crisis, as you call it, worked
out because the United States has for a long period of time been urging
its settlement and making overtures to ~t a settlement of the airlift 1
Mr. W ALI.ACE. I think there is considerable dift'erence of opinion
with regard to that.
The CHAIRMAN. It worked, didn't iH Thev got the airlift lifted.
Mr. wALI.ACE. Returning to the earlier part of your statement, I
remember a statement that appeared in the Unite<l States News last
fall by Mr. Hawkinson, I think it was. It was in the September 10
l1nited States News, in which Mr. Hawkinson said:
We had failed at London to present a concrete program for the unification of
Germany, and I have the feeling we went to that meeting convinced that it
would not work. We did not want unity then, and seemed determined to pu~h
ahead with a west Germany. We thus were vulnerable. Somehow we had
gained the Idea that we could tell off the Russians. The~· surely were aware of
this, and I think we greatly underestimated them.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a statement from a paper. That does not
necessarily represent your view~
Mr. WALLACE. No. It is interesting ns coming from what is generally looked on as being .a rather conservative publication.
THE

ATLA?l.~C

TREATY

A:SD MR. C.HURCHIJ.L

The CR AIRMAN. On the second page of your statement you level your
guns on Mr. Churchill. You say: It Is not the business of an American in or out of the Senate or the executive
branches to further the policies of Mr. Churchill and the small group of mUttary
men and Imperialists who join him.

Do you regard Mr. Churchill as being the author of the North
Atlantic Pact i
Mr. WALLACE. I do in effect. In all reality I look on him as the
author of the North Atlantic Pact, more than any single individual.
The CBAIRKAN. Did he participate in any of the negotiations looking toward the formation of it t
Mr. WALLACE. No, but he has been the architect, I would say, looking toward this consummation. While the war was going on I
talked with Churchill myself, and hen rd him express his views. There
is no question in my mind about his being the architect of this whole
approach. I remember so well when he made his Fulton, Mo., speech.
It was ~enerally interpreted-perhaps to some degree unwarrantedly
at the time because he did not express his full mind on that occasionin foreign quarters that that was a straight-out plea for a military
·
alliance.
The CHAIRMAN. You believe in free speech, you say, and he has
a right to express his views; has he not 9
Mr. WALLACE. I am not criticizing that at all. I want to have the
other side presented also.
The CHAIRMAN. He is a strong international fiµure who c>ontrihuted very greatly to our success m the war. Is it not natural that
he have some concern as to the future of Europe~
Mr. WAI.LACE. Yes, sir. He has that right. I a~ree with you completely and enthusiastically about the great contribution he made to
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the victory in the war. I want to make sure he does not spoil the
pence.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not write the North Atlantic Pact, I may
say to you. Negotiations were carried on among the nations that were
signatory thereto, und the State Department was in constant consultntion with the Committee on Foreign Relations, and revealed to
us every step that took place in that treaty, and so far as I know, Mr.
Churchill's name was never mentioned.
l\fr. WALLACE. I would assume that the statement you made is
utterly correct, but I would hope that you would also agree with me
that he was the architect of it.
The CHAIRMAN. No. I do not.
Mr. '\V.\LLAC•:. We just don't have the same point of view, then.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not agree with that. His views may be in
accordance with it; I do not know about that. But so far as the construction of the pact, I know of nothing that Mr. Churchill did or
said-Mr. WALLACE. I am sure you are correct in that statement.
The CHAmMAN. It may have had some agreement with his views.
It no doubt had, because his country is a signatory to the treaty.
Mr. W ALI.ACE. What I mean to say is, he is one of those world
statesmen who can, by making statements at strategic times and places,
so influence public opinion as to cause those who are in legislative
bodie,s and in foreign offices later on to embody that which he originated. That is what I meant to say, and what I shall continue to
say.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN TJIF. UNITED STATES AND THE ,\TL.ANTIC TBEAT!'

The CHAilUIAN. You attribute the unemployment, that you say is
growing, to the Atlantic Pact 9
Mr. WALLACE. No. I did not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you didn't. I am asking you now.
Mr. WALLACE. No. Of course, the Atlantic Pact is not yet in effect.
But I think we can say this: That from the behavior of the stock market yesterday, the prospect of settlement of the Berlin crisis did create
confidence. When the stock market moves up, often employment later
on also moves up, so I would say that if some way could be found to
obviate the Atlantic Pact there would be a marked strengthening in
business confidence and in employment.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the settlement of an international difficulty like the Berlin air lift would stimulate confidence in business
and have an effect on the st-0ck market; would it not 9
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
SETTLEMENT OF THE BERLIN CRISIS

The CHAIRMAN. For that result at Berlin I think you ought to ~ve
credit to the authorities of the United States who have been worKing
for the solution of that problem, not simply for a short period, but
for months and months and months.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not agree with your analysis, then.
The CHAIRMAN. What analysis do you have, that the United States
did not have anything to do with it 9
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Mr. ·wALLACE. I hold to Hawkinson's analysis.
The CHAIRllAN. Let's stick to your analysis.
Mr. WALLACE. I would say that there was abundant opportunity to
have settled the Berlin situation last fall if we had wanted to settle it.
The CHAIRMAN. How 9
Mr. WALLACE. And we didn't.
The CaA.IJWAN. How would we have settled it¥
Mr. W ALI.ACE. We could have settled it by talking with the Russians. They wanted to settle it at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you know they wanted to settle it~
Mr. WAI.LACE. All I know is what I read in the press.
The CHAIRMAN. You say the Russians did· want to settle it at that
time but we would not settle it¥
Mr. WAI.LACE. We did not want to settle it at that time.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think your statement is quite fair to our
people, because my understanding-and I read the papers occasionally:Mr. WALLACE. I will try to find some quotations for you on that if
you care to have them. ·
STEPS TOWABD PEACE
The CHAIRMAN. You say that the time has come to substitute for
the war policy, which I do not admit, a ~ poii~ which will restore
the basis of great power movements within the United Nations and
build a productive world. What are your views¥ What should we do
to brin_g_ about this condition 9
Mr. WALLACE. I tried to outline the possible alternatives in the last
page or two of my printed statement. The all-important thing, it
seems to me, is to have an agreement on general reduction of arms, .
prohibition of export of arms by any nation to any other nation, and
above everything, the routing of international relief through a Unit;d
Nations agency rather than the United States carrying it on directly.
I believe that when the United States carries on international relief
directly she is continually being suspected of interfering in the internal affairs of other nations, and she will be accused by one nation
or another or one group or another within nations of having imperialistic designs. My program is to build up a strong United
Nations, have such an understanding between Russia and the United
States that both, without either one appeasing th£• other, will be happy
to see a strong United Nations and route these international matters
throu~h United Nations agencies instead of through either regional
agencies or by one particular country carrying on the activity unilaterally.
The CHAIRMAN. That is easy to say, but how are you going to convince Russia that she ought to go along¥
Mr. WALLACE. I think we have the door open part way now. Let's
talk things over.
THE UNITED NATIONS AND RUSSIAN ACTIONS

The CuAntKAN. Let's wait a minute, please. When Russia 30 times
in the Security Council has vetoed the overwhelming vote and the
overwhelming sentiment of the other members of the United Nations,
how do you expect her just to cave in and go along with us and others
through the United Nations now!
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Mr. WALLACE. It is not my business, and never has been my business,
to condone what the Russians do. But I think it is altogether a:ppropriate to indicate how they got that way if we are going t-0 act mtelligently ourselves. I can understand very well how they got that
way, because in late April and May of 1945, when the United Nations
was formed out at San Francisco, I was still a member of the Government of the United States. I was Secretary of Commerce at the
time. And I knew pretty well what was going on.
We had an observer for the Department of Commerce out there
reporting several times a week as to just what was going on, and I
know his grave concern. This man I inherited from Jesse Jones; it
wasn't a man that I had hired nor had I changed his position. His
report told of the very greatest concern. He said in some of his
reports that the Russians were rig"ht in the stand that they were taking,
and that we were setting up a situation that would result in an era
of power politics.
The CHAIRMAN. Who was that¥
Mr. WALLACE. I do not want to mention his name. You can readily
find out, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I could readily find out if you would answer the
question.
Mr. WALLACE. Frankly, I don't want to cost any man his job in this
present state of anti-Communist hysteria. It might very readily cost
him his job. I would not mind telling it to you face to face.
The CHAIRMAN. We are face to face now.
Mr. WALLAOE. I do not mind telling it to you privately.
The Cn AIRMAN. I will not _press you.
You were for the United Nations¥
REASONS FOR RUSSIAN ACTIONS

IN THE SECURITY OOUNCIL

Mr. WALLACE. Very strongly for the United Nations, and if I might
continue with the statement which has to bear upon how the Russians
got that way, and exercised the veto right on 30 oocasions-The CHAIRMAN. You know why they did things, and you were acquainted with their motives and all that; were you~
Mr. WALLACE. Senator, before you infer matters of that sort.The CHAIRMAN. I am not. I am just saying, you are going to tell
me why.
Mr.WALLACE. lf{ou will allow me to complete my answerThe CHAIRMAN. will allow you, but I want to tell you what I want
you to answer. You are assummg to say why Russia did this and that
and the other, and I want you to answer frankly how you know that.
Mr. WAILACE. That is what I want to speak about now, if I may.
The CHAIRJUN. Go right ahead, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. WALLACE. In early May of 1945, after a considerable part of
the work had been carried on at San Francisc-0, one of the members
of the State Department who now occupies high elective public office
attended a gathering in my home. I am inclined to think you yourself
were there on that occasion.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know whom you are talking about, so I
cannot say whether I was there or not.
Mr. WALLACE. Anyhow, this particular gentleman stayed after the
other guests had left, and he told me of his very grave concern, in
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view of the fact that the United States had.insisted on Argentina coming into the United Nations and of the strong f~eling of Russia with
regard to Argentina coming in. He told me of the very grave concern
of the Russians.
This is how I got the information. It was through this particular
gentleman. He said the Russians felt that from now on out, so far
as the Assembly was concerned, there would be against them the v~
of all the American nations J>lus Liberia, the Philippine<;, plus, on
occasion, any Latin nations in Europe that might la.ter Join the United
Nations, plus on occasion a number of the members of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. And he was very much discouraged-just
like the representative from the Department of Commerce at San
Francisco-about the outcome.
Now, about the same time Averell Harriman had a conference with
some 12 newspapermen at San Francisco. He was our Ambassador
to Russia, as you may remember, and in this conference you ma.y remember he took his hair down with regard to Russia in a very frank
and very complete way. That was noised all over San Francisco. As
you know, newspapermen will talk, and I assume that the Russians
must have heard that. I do not know that they heard ~tJ but I do not
see how they could have avoided hearing what Averell Harriman said
to these 12 newspapermen, and it was very strong medicine, a week
before the war with Germany was ended.
That same first week in May of 1945 Nelson Rockefeller, appearing
before the House Appropriations Committee, put in ·a strong plea
for more money for his work with Latin America. He was Assistant
Secretary of State in charge of Latin-American relations. He spoke,
as I remember the press reports that came to me, along this line. This
was supposed to be an off-the-record statement, but even Congressmen will leak news on occasion.
This is the way the press reported it to me, that Nelson Rockefeller
had spoken of how important it was to have some four or five million
dollars for Latin-American relations, and cited specifically that it
was a great triumph to have brought about this unity in Latin America, taking great credit for bringing Argentina into the unity, basing
it on the fact that Argentina hated Russia so much.
Well, now, that kind of thing got about generally in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, though, right there: Was not
Russia contending for White Russia and the otlier Russian states to
have votes-Mr. WALLACE. At that time she was contending, as I remember it,
for some 17 seats in the United Nations.
The CHAIBMAN. She got two on her own insistence, White Russia
and the Ukraine.
Mr. WALLACE. That is what came out of it all. I think we put
forward the proposal informallr that we get 48.
The CHAIRMAN. We did that m the papers; there was nothing official
about it.
Now, Mr. Secretary, I want to interrogate yon on one other point.
Mr. WALLACE. Could I finish the statement with regard to the 30
vetoes!
The CHAIRMAN. You can, but I do not think it is very material. Go
· ahead, though.
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Mr. WALLACE. If I might, I will just say that in view of the atmosphere that resulted at that time, Russia apparently concluded that
she was going to be in a minority at all times. As we know, when
people are in a minority, sometimes they take steps which psychologically are unsound. I think Russia has taken those steps from time
to time. She has not considered adequately and fully world public
opinion. But she felt that the veto was her only protection.
The CHAIRMAN. You talk about her being in a minority. The man
that gets in a minority is the one that chooses where he goes. He gets
in a minority because he wants to, not because he is forced to.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not think you want to follow up that statement too far, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You always·want to follow ur your statements.
Mr. WALLACE. I will follow it up for you, i you wish, but I do
not think you want to follow it up too far.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think you had better.
WORLD SPLIT

You say that this treaty and our policy and acts have split the world
up into two systems, is that right¥
Mr. w ALLACE. yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Let's see what Mr. Stalin thinks about
that, or Mr. Lenin.
Mr; WALLACE. Do you happen to have the date of the quotation 9
The CHAIRMAN. I am going to find it if I can. It was before Lenin
died, I will say that.
Lenin has said that the Soviet and capitalistic state "cannot live in
peace. In the end, one or the other will triumph. A funeral dirge will
be sung over the Soviet or over world capitalism."
That was in 1920, a good way back. It is quoted from the English
edition of International Publications, and so on.
He also said :
If war is waged by the proletariat after It has ronquered the bour~eoisle in
Its own country, and is waged with t.he object of strengthening and extending
soclnlism, such n wny is legitimate nnd holy.

Does that not envisage a view that the rest of world has got. to be
conquered for their type of sociaHsm 9
REASONS FOR RUSSIA'S ATTITUDE

Mr. WALLACE. Well, Senator, it is not my purpose to condone anything that Communists may say, or that Russian leaders mav say. but
again I think it is importai1t for our own safety that we inquire how
those people got that way. And I do know that in 1919, and Bill Bullitt told me this himself, in February or March of 1919, he, on behalf
of the Allied Powers, went to call on Lenin, in Moscow or I...eningrad.
He put up to Lenin the proposal that the Bolsheviks should be satisfied \vith a relatively small area in central Russia. It did not include
the Ukraine or cross the Urals, and Lenin agreed.
Bullitt returned with t.he proposal, but Churchill said, "No; we can
get rid of the whole crowd," and they went ahead and tried to get
rid of the whole crowd.
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When I was Secretary of Commerce I sent over to Russia-this was
at the time the British were endeavoring to find out about Russian
trade-one of the representatives of the Department of Commerce
whom I had inherited from Jesse Jones, and he in turn had inherited
from Harry Hopkins and he in turn had inherited from Dan Roper
and he in turn from &;;retnry Hoover. He was a reputable man. I
sent him over there, and as I remember, he had conversations with Mr.
Mikoyan, who was the Russian Secretary of Commerce, and it was
either he or his associate, \vho also went over as a meJPber of the
Department of Commerce who told me that Mikoyan had been one of
19 men who had been captured by the British when they were driving
on Baku at that time. The other 18 were shot, and Mikoyan had survived.
I am mentioning that on this occasion merely to indicate that
Lenin, in 1920, mig'ht have been acting under considerable stress of
feeling. I think Mr. Mikoyan perhaps to this day acts under considerable stress of feeling as he contemplates his recollection of near
approach to death.
I think you can understand how those people feel. But I think also
it should be said that men's opinions in course of time change. I think
many capitalists have said very strong things against the irreconcilabilitv of the two systems. I do not happen to hold to that irreconcilnbi1ity. I do not. agree with Lenin. I do not agree with the capitalists. I think we can live in the same world. and to a degree I
think the Lenin doctrine was denounced. Stalin has made some very
strong statements from time to time, but during the past 2 years he
has made repented statements that the two systems could live together
in the same world, and I not.iced in last Sunday's New York Times an
article in which it stated that Mr. George Malenkov is coming to the
fore in Russia now, and Mr. Malenkov stands very strongly for this
idea of it being possible for capitalism and communism tO live in the
same world at peace. That happens to be my feeling.
But I nm sure you can get very strong quotations from Stalin on
the contrary back 1!i years or so ago, and perhaps even more recently.
STALIN'S ATI'ITUDE TOWARD THE WEST

The CHAIRMAN. Let's come nround a little nearer to this date. In
1938 Stalin justified war "to liberate the people from capitalist slavery." That is documented in A Short History of CPUSSR, Moscow, 1945. If that was Mr. Stalin's view and idea in 1938, he has

made no public pronouncement of repudintion of that statement, has
he¥
Mr. WALLACE. I think his statements of the past few :yenrs are of
quite a different character from the statements he made m 1938.
You can say, of course, "How can you believe him~" I would say the
only way you can believe him is because it is to his self interest to have
a different attitude now.
HOLY WAU AG.\IXST RUSSIA

The CIIAIJD[AN. Did you or did you not, in a May Day speech in
Detroit some time ago. term the pact "merely another line-up of nations under the cover of anticommunism for another holy war on
Russia, just like Hitler's r'
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Mr. W,u.LACE. It sounds familiat· to me. I do not mind saying it
:again, if you want. I <lo not have a copy of my speech here. At the
moment you have an advantage over me there. ·It is the kind of thing
I have been saying._
The CHAIRMAN. You have the advantage over me. You said it first.
Mr. WALLACE. But, Senator, you cannot verify the complete text
with accuracy from memory.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not want to embarrass you.
Mr. WALLACE. It is the kind of thing I have been saying steadily all
the time. I still hold that view.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to ask you about this "merely another lineup of nations under the cover of anticommunism for another holy
war on Russia.'' \Vhen was the other hbly war on Russia? You say
"another holy war on Russia."
Mr. WALJ.ACE. The other holv war to which I am referring in that
statement, the particular holy· war on Russia, was the holy war of
Italy and Germany on Russia, especially Germany. Japan did not
really join it at the time, although she was a member of the antiCommtern pact.
The CHAIRMAN. But in your statement you say "a holy war on Russia just like Hitler's." Are you referring to the last war i
Mr. WALLACE. That is right. That 1s what I am referring to.
The CHAIRMAN. As bein~ a holy war against Russia t
Mr. WALLACE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. \Ve were not against Russia, were we¥
Mr. \VALLACE. No, no. We were an ally. I am talking about
Hitler.
The CHAIRMAN. We ~ave Russia arms and munitions and lendlease and a great many aids in the last war, didn't wei
Mr. WALLACE. We certainly did.
The CHAIRMAN. And we fought by her side, with her 1
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So how do you get the idea that the United States,
if they adopt this treaty, is engaged in another holy war against
Russia?
Mr. WALLACE. You are putting a misconstruction on my sentence.,
Senator¥
The CHAIRMAN. I quoted you.
Mr.WALLACE. I am referring to the holy war Hitler waged against
Russia. It was proclaimed as a holy war against communism.
The CHAIHMAN. So you say we are participating in just another
scheme?
Mr. 'VALLACE. \Ve are whipping up another holy war against communism; that is what we are doing.
MATrERS ON THE FLOOR
Sl'nator McMAHON. Mr. Chairman, I have the pending amendment
in charge, and offered it for myself and three other Senators. I very
much want to question Mr. \Vnllace on several statements which he
has made today, and I think it is important that I have an opportunitY.
to do so. I would assume that the questioning will proceed until
you adjourn for lunch, but I wanted to make sure, if I leave now, Mr.
Chairman, to go to the floor, that Mr. Wallace will return later in the
afternoon, so that he and I might have a brief conversation.
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The CHAIRMAN. I assume that we will not finish with the Secretary
prior to lunch. I assume he will be ready to come back this afternoon.
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, certainly.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, it happens that immediately after
Senator McMahon's amendment shall have been disposed of it is my
plan to offer another amendment to the same bill to which this pertains,
and the subject matter of the two amendments is at least of joint
interest. although we may not approach them from the same angle_
It will therefore not be possible, in my judgment, for me to remain at
this time1 although I, too, hin.·e a few questions I should Jike to ask
.Mr. Wallace. But I am fearful I cannot get back this afternoon,.
because I think the umendment I have proposed will require at least
several hours of consideration by the Senate.
I just wanted the record to show that fact.
Senator l\fcMAHON. If I can govern the disposal of mine, it will
take about 20 minutes. /
The CHAIRMAN. If you do that, the Senator from Missouri will
want considerable time to develop his. It is going to disrupt the
committee action. You are a member of the committee, however.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, I am not usking that the com·
mittee take any action with regard to having .Mr. Wallace back. I
simply want the record to show why it is that I am not remaining
nt this time. I feel that I should go to the floor for the reasons
j rnlicnted.
The C11AIRMAX. 'Ve will giw you an oppo1·tunity this aftt-rnoon.
lir. 1VAu,,\cF.. I would appreciute it if I could leave here by 4.
The CnAmMAN. I hope we can let you go.
Mr. W ALLA<:E· I will be at your disposal to come back at any moment you indicate.
ThE> CHAffiMAN. 'Ve will undertake to accommodate you in every
way we can, but this is a most important matter.
Mr. Ylf ALLACE. I agree with you it is very important. I will be at
your d1sposnl complet~ly, of course.
ARMED FORCES

OF

RUSSIA

The CHAIRMAN. You speak about the danger under this military
Do you know what the military strength o·f
Russia is?
.
Mr. WALLACE. No, I don't.
All I know is what I read in the
papers. They speak about 200 divisions. I do not know whether it
is true or not. Generally they have been disbanding some of theirarmament recently, according to the press, but I assume they still
must have about 200 divisions. I do not know the size ; I do not
know just how they compare with ours. I know it is a very great
land force··
The CHAIRMAN. It is the greatest land force on earth, is it not~.
Mr. WALLACE. I think undonbtedlv.
'Dhe ~HAIRMAN. What is it forf Is it just for protection1 fol"'

treaty of rearming.

defense~

Mr. W,u.uCE. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Just for defenseY
Mr. WALLACE. I think so.
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The CHAIRMAN. And it does not tie in with their foreign policy~
Mr. WALLACE. I would say to about the same uegree as armaments
tie in with the foreign policy of any great power.
RUSSIAN ACTION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The CHAIRMAN. Speaking about interfering in the internal affairs
of other nations, you do not subscribe to the policy of what we call
infiltration and the p1:essure from outside governments on the independence or integrity of other govemments, do you1
Mr. W ALJ,ACE. No. I think it is bad business.
The CHAmMAN. Do you approve of what Russia did in the case
of Czechoslovakia 9
•
Mr. WALLACE. No; but there is a very interesting thing that ought
to be cleared in the record at that point.
The CnA:rnMAN. Just a minute, now. You do not approve of itY
Mr. WALLA CE. No; hut the question is just what Russia did, and
that was the point which I made-I don't know just what Russia did
in Czechoslovakia, and I still don't know.
The CHAIRMAN. You read the papers, you say, and you have been
quoting from the papers here all morning.
Mr. W ALL.'.CE. I quote from the papers and believe the papers when
it fits in with credibility.
The CHAIRMAN. When it fits in with your views, is that iH What
do you mean by "credibility" 1 What you think oue;ht to be said Y
Mr. WALLACE. There are some things that are ob,;lously false.
The CHAll<MAN. Some things obviously false 1
Mr. W ALL,\CE. Ye.<>, definitely.
The CHAIRMAN. I commend that to the attention of the press.
Mr. WALLACE. And I do not say it is deliberate at all times on the
part of the press, either. Oftentimes the press is very poorly informed.
The CaAmMAN. In other words, you know better than the press as
to what happened?
Mr. WALLACE. On a great many things I kno"· better than the
press, and so do you.
The CHAIBMAN. Do you know better whnt hnppened in Czechoslovakia than the press did 1
Mr. WALLACE. I think I know better than was customarily reported
back in February of last year.
The CaAIRl\IAN. How did you gain that information 1
EVENTS IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Mr. WALLACE. I would like to quote from an article by Bruce Lockhart, of the British Militnry Intelligence, an article which api;>cnred in
July of 1948, en~tled "The Czechoslovnk Revolution." Said Bruce
Lockhart, "The Communist roup was in fact a spontaneous and
quickly organized counterstroke to a legitimate but inept tactical
move by the anti-Communist ministers to force out the Communists."
The CnAIRl\lAN. What do you offer that for? It was quickly organized, you s1ty, and spontaneous among the Communists, and they
overpowered the legitimate government and threw it out. of power.
Mr. WALLACE. Let me read it again.
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The CHAIRMAN. I remember what you said.
Mr. WALLACE. I think you did not hear it correctly, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I heard it just as you said it.
}fr. WALLACE. No; the word "legitimate" is used in a different.
context.
The Communist coup was In fact a spontaneous and quickly organized counterl'troke to a legitimate but Inept tactical move by the anti-Communist ministers to
force out the Communists.

The CHAIRMAN. That says they were legitimate. It say:; that the
government of Czechoslovakia was a legitimate government.
Mr. WALLACE. No; it says it was a legitimate but inept tactical
move by the anti-Communist ministers.
The CHAIRMAN. It may have been inept. Evidently it was, from
what happened, becam;e Russia marched in and took possession of
the government and installed its own premier, and has dominated
and controlled Czechoslovakia ever since. Mr. Vishinsky-I think it
was Vishinsky-went down to supervise the matter and bring it about,
did he not~
Mr. WALLACE. So far as I know, there is no proof of that contention
that there was any relationship between the coup and Mr. Vishinsky.
The CHAIRMAN. He was do\vn there.
Mr. WALLACE. I think he was supposed to be taking the cure at
ffime baths.
The CHAIRMAN. He took the cure-and he gave it to th~ Czechs.
REASONS FOR COMMUNIST COUP

.Mr. W ALJ,ACE. At any rate I think it should be said-and I am a
great admirer of the old ·Czechoslovakian democracy. I was in Czechoslovakia in 1929. I am a great admirer of the old democracy, and I
expressed great regret that that democracy had disappeared at the
time, but there were some provocations in view of the pressure we
had put on in France and Italy to get Commuists out of the government. in view of the fact that we had made it clear that we were
making Marshall plan money available only to governments that had
no Communists in them; and in view of the fact that we had stated
that we would be glad to have Marshall plan money going to Czechoslovakia. All of that added up in a way which could not. help but convince the Communists, who were the strongest single paity in Czechoslovakia at the time, with 38 percent of the vote in the previous election. that they. tl1e strongest party, were going to be forced out as a
result of, welt this inept move.
The CHAIRMAN. The press also carried statements that Russian
military forces were not m Czechoslovakia, but they were around the
borders of Czechoslovakia with armed military might. Do you ap1•rove of that~
Mr. WAI,LACT.. I question the statement of the press. I was informed
by a Columbia commentator broadcastin1? from Geneva at the time,
a Mr. Howard K. Smith, that there were fewer Russian soldiers in
Czechoslovakia at the time than there were American soldiers. The
American soldiers were there on leave.
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking with regard to the border.
Mr. WAI.I.ACE. I do not necessarily believe the press with regard
to that. because I know the press reported altogether false stat~ments
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with regard to the disposition of Russian troops in the Iran incident.
That was completelv disproved.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's stick to Czechoslovakia. Czechoslovakia was
.one of the outstanding democratic states of Europe, was it not Y
Mr. W.u.LACE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And Czechoslovakia back through history for four
or five centuries was struggling for freedom and independence and a
democratic form of government. was it not 1
Mr. WALLACE. Yes. They have a marvelous and glorious history.
The CHAIRMAN. And the democratic forces were in power, with Mr.
Benes as president, and Mazaryk as Foreign Minister. They were
in power in Czechoslovakia, and this coup of the Communist forces
ousted them and substituted a corps of Communist leaders, isn't that
truet
Mr. WALLACE. That is true, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. At the dictation of Russin.
Mr. "\\!AI.LACE. I do not know of anyone who has any means or any
knowledge to indicate thut, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you anybody who has any knowledge that
disproves that?
Mr. WALLACE. I just say we don't know. We do know this, that
oftentimes Communist leaders in other nations are in disagreement
with Russia. We do know that.
The CHAIRMAN. I have never heard of that. Tito is the only one
I know of.
Mr. WALLACE. You have heard of Tiro. You hear reports also that
Mao Tse Tung is not in agreement with Russian communism.
The CHAIRMAN. You have better sources of information than I
h:n·e, evidently, about the Russian situation and their views.
Mr. WALLACE. We just have different sets of information, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I try to have what I figure is the truth.
EVENTS IN RU.MANIA
Do you remember the transactions in Rumania bv which Rumania
was incorporated int;o the Soviet system, the sateilite system, to be
accurate~

Mr. W ALI.ACE. I believe they had some kind of an election. I have
forgotten. They say Russia doesn't keep her word, and I think the
instanoo that can be most suooessfully cited has t;o slo with the free
elections in the states on her border, of which Rumania would be one,
in contravention t;o the Yalta agreement. I may say also, however,
that in the fall of 1946, in Ocrober or November, I stated repeatedly,
and this was based on information I had obtained from one of our
military men who had been in Rumania and the other Balkan countries. that I assumed that Russia would break her Yalta agreement in
thnt respect. because we were moving in there very quietly and very
determinedly t;o influence the outcome of the elections. That waa
especially true in Rnmania. We moved in with a certain group; the
Russians were moving in with another group. I snid I assumed that·
the Russians would make dead sure that they had friendly governments on their borders and that they would not hesitate wi'th regard
to the methods employed.
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I do not condone that kind of thing, but in view of the very definite
and specific actions we were taking inside of those countries at the time
I can understand why she did what she did.
UNITED STATES-SOVIET RELATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. Under that system where you have to have all the
border countries friendly, as soon as you get the ones that border on
your country friendly then you ha Ye some more borders, haven't you)
beyond that? And the Ru8sian idea now is to go out and get some
more of these new borders and incorporate them. Will that not result
in an absolute system of Russian domination of all the countries she
faces and touches 9
Mr. WALLACE. I would say. Senator. that many of the smaller countries would feel that both Russia and the United States were moving
on that hypothesis.
The CHAIRMAN. What countries have we annexed t
Mr. WALLACE. Our method is somewhat different. We establish
bases close to Russian borders. Russia hasn't established an air base
in Cuba. If you look at the map-The CHAIRMAN. What do you want us to do, just sit down and let
Russia absorb the world and do nothing about it Y
Mr. WALLACE. Senator, I have made my views on that subject
abundantly clear in congressional testimony from time to time. I
have indicated very clearly that I think it would be a very serious
matter indeed if Russia would take over the Dardanelles, for example.
I think that both the United States and Russia, in the interest of their
respective securities, should have a clear-cut and positive idea as to
what the limits are on the part of both the nations.
The CHAIR."\IAN. You are opposed to her taking over the Dardanelles.
Was not our Greek and Turkish poliey intended to preTent that very
thing? And vou are against them both.
Afr. WALLACE. I am. indeed. against them both.
The C11AIRMAN. Would vou have sat still and let Russia come in
and have a coup and take o\·er Greece and tuke over Turkey and
thereby insure the control of the Dardanelles?
Mr. WALLACE. Of course. as I haw said, and I have said it repeatedly, and it has appeared many times in the press and before
congressional committees. that in case Russia moved in to take over
the Dardanelles, that would be a war matter. I have said that. That
has appeared many times.
But on the other hand. I think that when we move in with air
bases in Turkey it becomes seriously close to being a war matter so
far as Russia is concerned. It is very dangerous, and John Foster
Dulles apparently looks on it in that light.
The CHAIRMAN. We have hnd Mr. Dulles here. and got his views.
Mr. WALLACE. All this adds up to is. with our bases distributed as
thev are, we can bomb any pomt in Russia without passing over
anybody else's territory, whereas Russia. cannot bomb any place in
the United States without passing over somebody else's territory.
The CHAmMAN. If we can reach Russia without passing over
anybody else's territory, what is to prevent her from reaching us
without passing over anybody else's territory 1 That is a new wrinkle,_
that this is only a one-way street.
90614~49~pt.2~8
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Mr. W ALI.ACE. The points in particular are Greenland, Iceland, and
Spitzbergen that Russia has to pass over. I do not say that we own
those countries, but under our system we have effective control.
The CHAIRMAN. We did not put up a coup to get them, did wet
Mr. W ALI.ACE. Our own methods are very effective, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. You want them effe<.'tive, do you not! If you are
going to do somet bing, you want to do it effectively 1
Mr. WALLACE. I want peace. I do not want war.
The CnAIR&IAN. We want peace.
NATURE

OF THE

TREATY

I want to ask you a categorical question. Is it not true that this
treaty is purely a defensive treaty against an armed attack and in
the interest of peace and not of wart
Mr. WALLACE. If I believed that, Senator, I would not be here for
a moment. I do not believe it. I believe it is most emphatically driving
directly toward war, and I shall do everything I possibly can to
oppose it.
The CnAIRll.\X. Who is going to start u war~ with this peaceable
nrrangement that we wiJJ only act when one of the signatories is
attacked by an armed attack? Who is l?oing to start a war over that t
Mr. WAI.J,A<'E. Or inter11nl ag1?ressirn wlwn one of the signatories
suffcrE-and how do you define internal aggression!
The CnAIRllAN. No, no; the treaty does not say that.
·
Who has any right to fear this treaty unless he is an agg~r or
intends to become an aggressor?
Mr. 'VAJ,LACE. It depends on how you define aggression, Senator.
The CnAIRMA:s. We all have a pretty fnir knowledge of aggression.
It is armed attack. It l!Oes beyond attack. We kn°'~ what an armed
nttack is.
Need anybody fear this treaty unless they contemplate an armed
nttack on another nation 1 Need any nation fear tins treaty unless
it contemplates an armed attack on some other nation t
Mr. WALLAC•~. Yes; I think they do have definite reason to fear it.
The CnAIRMAN. You dot
Mr. W ALI.ACE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You have already, I assume, pretty well explained
what you mean by that term?
Mr. WALLACE. I have submitted a very long statement.
RUSSIAN ATIITt:DF: TOWARD TREATY

The CnAIR!\t.\N. In that long statement yon have unde11aken to do
that. You think Russin, then, is afraid of this treaty ; is that right t
Mr. WALLArn. I do; very much so. I think there is ~rave danger
that following' these tactics we wiU, in effect, make Russia-The CnAIR::IIAN. Attack us?
Mr. W AUACE. Make her into the very thing that we have said she
is; that is, we will make her into a wild and desperate cornered beast.
That may be the objective of the pact. I do not know, Senator.
The CnAIR.HAN. Do you think that Russia contemplates an armed
attack after we i-igned this treaty because she protests the treaty!
Mr. WALLACE. I certainly do not. I think Russia wiJl do e\·erythina
-she can to avoid war.
"'
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The CHAIRM.\X. If she does, we will have peace.
Mr.WALLACE. If John Foster Dulles is correct, there is grave danger
if we establish bases too dose to her.
The CHAIRMAN. That is another matter. John Foster Dulles was
here yei;;terday. He unequivocally approved the treaty. He unequivoc.·alJy supported the reasons that actuated us in writing the
treaty.
Let me ask you, do you think we ought to have asked Russia's consent
to our forming this 1&rrangeme11t with these other nations 1
STR•:NGTllENING TUE UNITED .NATIONS
Mr. ,V.\LLACE. I nm for strengthening the United ~ ations, and
fi-ankly, I think this kind of thing should be passed on more specifically
by the United Nations than it is.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not specifically/rovided in this treaty that
we recognize the authority of the Unite Nations, and there are several references to it, and is it not provided that any action that is taken
under this treaty shall immediately be reported to the Security Council
of the United Nations¥
Mr. WALLACE. Senator, as much as I do not like to do it, with regard
to this particular point, I agree completely and utterly with the Wall
Street Journal, that it vitiates the United Nations. I think the Wall
Street Journal in this point is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You are taking the Wall Street Journal as your
ten and Bible?
Mr. WAI.LACE. I say, much as I dislike to do it, I think the Wall
Street Journal's analysis is sound.
The CHAIRMAN. You are picking out anything that supports your
liew.

.

Mr. WALLACE. It happens to be a human failing which does not affect
only myself.
The CHAIRMAN. It is not only a failing; I consider it is a clear-cut
objective that you have.
l\Ir. \VALLACE. I want peace, obtained through the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Are {ou not for peace in any way we can get it?
}fr. \VALLACE. No.
want no appeasement of Russia, but peace
after the two great principals of the world have rolked over the fundamental points of difference.
COMl1UNl8T COUPS

IN

SATELLITE COUN'rRIES

The CHAIBMAN. You think, then, in effect, that we ought to have
consulted Rus.<>ia and got her consent before we made this treaty. If
that be true, did she consult us before she incorporated Czechoslovakia
into her military system 9
Mr. WALLACE. Of course Czechoslovakia is an independent nation.
The CuAmMAN. You mean it was an independent nation.
Mr. WALLACE. Well, 2 years ago you would have said that with regard to Yugoslavia. Now Yugoslavia is standing up very sternly,
and you cannot tell when Czeclioslovakia will do the same and when
China will do the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Russia consult us before she incorporated
Hungary and Bulgaria into her ~ystem, and made them a complete
tool of Russia¥
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Mr. WALLACE. There are local Communists. 'Ve do not know how
the local Communists were trained in each case. These were local
Communists who did the work. It was not done by Russia as Russia.
The CHAIRMAN. Many of these Communists we speak of were trained
i11 Russi~ and sent back down to Bulgaria, Rumania, and other countries to work their will.
Mr. WAI.LACE. .But, Senator, I will say this, and I think it is very
important for the committee to bear this m mind, that Communists can
bring about results of this kind without any arms from outside. They
cannot bring about rtiSults of that kind tinless there is great misery
in a country or very unequal distribution of wealth.
The CHAIRMAN. They take advantage of.those conditions.
Mr. WAI.LACE. Therefore I say that our objective is, rather than to
provide arms, to make sure that those conditions do not exist, and that
is why I have stood at all times for what certain people have called
'•globaloney." I have stood for it steadily ever since in the early
1940's, spending money through the United Nations. It will cost a
fraction of what this present program of our is costing-, spending
money to eliminate the causes of communism.
POSITION OF UNITED STATES FOREIGX

POLICY

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to ask you a question, and you do not
need to answer it unless vou want to. As between the course of the
United States and the <:Olll'!<e of Russia in the intt>rnational field.
would you choose the course of Russia or would vou not ?
·
Mr. WALi.ACE. Senator, I have stood steadil)· for what I call pr~
gressive capitalism and I have stood for it at all times-I have very
strong feelings against reactionary capitalism. I have stood for
progressive capitalism, and that certainly is not the course of Russia.
I have stood for complete civil liberties. and that is not the course of
Hussia. I also stand, however, for the equality of the races, and that
is not the course of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not answer my question. I said, as between the two courses, you prefer the Russian~
Mr.WALLACE. No. I prefer to live in the United States.
The CHAIR:\IAN. I know, but that is not necessarily answering the
question. I said, as·between the two poJicies-Mr. WALLACE. You are talking about P.Urely foreign policy now, is
that correct Senator1
Senator CoNNALLY. Yes. Which would you choose, the United
States foreign policy or Russian foreign policy?
Mr. WALLACE. I would sav that neither one has been devoted to
attainin~ peace. I do not hoicl a brief for either one of them.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not hold a brief for your own country as
ngainst a foreign country i
Mr. W AJ,LACE. Now you are shifting the base of your argument.
You are talking about a country and not foreign pohcy. A foreign
policy is a policy of a particular administration. I disapprove of the
fo~e~gn policy of the present administration, and that is an American
pr1v1lege to do so.
.
The CHAIRMAN. In your statement you oppose pretty nearly everything else that the present administration does, do you nott

.
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Mr. WALL.ACE. Senator, with regard to domestic policy I am on
record during the last campaign for very much what the present
cadministration said at that time it stood for. But with regard to
foreign policy it is another matter. I do not agree with the present
administration on foreign policy.
The CHAIRlCAN. I fail to find anywhere in your statement an approval of anything that the present administration has agreed to, and
I am not trymg to make this critical at all.
Mr. WALLACE. All· I ask you to do, Senator, is to put in the words
"foreign policy," for I disagree completely and utterly with the foreign
policy of the present administration. I will agree with you on that.
There is just one thing that I approve of at the present moment. and
that is, I do say that Mr .•Tesimp did n very good thing in pushing
along his conversations with l\Ir. Malik, and that was very hopeful
and should be followed up.
:.IR. JESSUP AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT

The CHAlllMAN. That is part of the American foreign policy .we
have been trying to put over for months and months and months.
Mr. WAI.LACE. I say we were not trying· to put it over for months
and months and months. Quite the contrary. And I say it is greatly
to Mr. Jessup's credit that he reversed what had been the trend.
The CHAIRMAN. He did it alone~ He did not do it after consultations with the President and after consultations with the Department
1>f State~ And what he did was not in harmony with their intentions
~r their purposes? Is that what you mean to say~
Mr. WALLACE. I have no means of knowing what conversations he
may have had, but I would say thnt in all probability Mr. Jessup is
enhtled t.o a very great deal of credit.
The CHAIRMAN. He is. Of courge he is. I give him credit. But
I am not assuming he would pursue that policy unless he had consulted with the President of the United States and with the Secretary
of State. As a matter of fact. I know that he did consult at least
with the Secretary of State. I do not know about the President. I
think h'e deserves a great deal of credit. You are trying to distinguish between what Mr. Jessup did and the policy of the governmental authorities who directed his actions.
M:r. ·WALLACF.. What we have available in the newspapers is what
Mr. Jessup did. I must say I am rather attracted to Mr. Jessup's
face. He looks like a serious, earnest man.
The CHAIRMAN. But you are trxing to draw a distinction, and kick
the other authorities in the State Department and the President into
the nsh can by elevating Mr. Jessup to the top of the pile.
Mr. W ALI.ACE. He happens to have been the one who tried to accomplish something constructive, and the other actions have been
destructive, in my opinion.
The CuAIRHAN. He was the agent, though, the representative, of
the United States in the United Nations, and it \Vas his function and
his business to be the hand that executed the orders of his superiors.
Is that not true 1
Mr. WALLACE. I hav~ been in government.
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The CnAIR~rAN. I know you have, and you did not let yom· subordinates run the show, either. You ran most of it and you were in
the paper nearly every other day, were you not Y
Mr. WALLACE. But every once in a while there would be someone
down the line who would come forward with a bright idea. and I was
glad to accept that bright idea and help implement it. I am quite
willing to agree with your statement that Secretary Acheson was
glad to push this along. I am quite happy to agree with that, but I
sti11 have a suspicion that Mr. Jessup had the bright idea in the first
place.
The CHAIRMAN. You think he originated it~
Mr. 'VALLACE. I don't know.
EFFORTS OF' THF. UNITED STATES TO SE'ITLE BERLIN QUESTIO:S

The CHAIRMAN. You say you think that. As a matter of fact, we
have been irked and irritated by this airlift ever since it was begun,
and we have been trying to bring about measures to alleviate it.
Mr. WALLACE. Senator1 I will be happ:y to ~o this, n!1d maybe we
can come to an accord with regard to this pomt. I will he glad to
do this. I will be glad to assume that when Secretary Acheson was
appointed it meant a slow, certain. and g-radual turn in thP whole
administration policy. It may be true. I hope it is. This may be
the first sign of 1t. I hope it is.
The CHAIRMAN. You think he is coming over to your view on
everything~

l\fr. WALLACE. It may be that the President. himself is. I hope SQ.
At any rate. I know the President at one time was quite completely
in accord with my view.
The C1u:rn.MAN. EvE>rybody knows who reads thP papers that we
ha-ve been making an effort to get rid of the Berlin blockadf' evf'r since
it started, ar•l I assume that you know, because you read the papers,
although as you said this morning, you did not have much faith in
some of them when they published some things that did not agree with
your views.
Mr. WALLACE. Senator. this is sort of interesting. Speaking about
the papers, in the New York Times this morning we find a most intriguing juxtaposition of headlines: "Berlin blockade to end :!\lay 12th.
Big Four meeting set for May 23." Then. under it, "Note of caution
sounded by Clay. General is worried."
The CHAIRMAN. He was not talking about the immediate quE>stion
of the nir lift. He is over in Germany, and this happened up in New
York. All he said was that communism was still on the rampaj!e. nnd
that it wanted to incorporate a11 the countries th11.t it could. Wasn't
that the effect of his statement? You did -not read it Y You are testifying here about the paper and you have not even read it t
Mr. WALLACE. I was interested in that interesting juxtaposition of
the headlines. Yes, I read the Clay statement. Referring to your
belief that Russin wnnts to incorporntt- a11 the countries of the
world-1 1
The CHAIRMAN. Do you deny its expansionist intentions! I do not
mean all the countries of the world.
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Mr. WALLACE. I think in her own interest, so far as any foreseeable
future is concemecl, she would be utterly foolish to· engage in any
expansionist policy. from the standpoint of her own self-interest.
The CHAIR~IAN. Why don!t you tell the Russians thaH You wrote
them a letter about wanting to ne~otiate with them. Why don't you
tell Stalin, "Look here, Mr. Stalm. You are all wrong about this
expanionist doctrine."
M:r. WALLACE. You will find essentially that in my letter to Mr.
Stalin, as a matter of fact. If you want to put it in the reco1·d, yon
will find it there.
The CHAIRMAN. I haven't got it with me.
VETO IX THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Now. Mr. SecrE>tnry, I wnnt to terminate my interrogation. Do you
favor the abolishment of the veto on the ground of peaceful settlemE>nts in the United Nations?
~fr. WALLACE. In my letter to Stalin, Senator, I put it this way, that
the veto was not a cause but a symptom of lack of understanding between the United States and Russia, and the veto would cause no concern once the points of difference were settled. I think that is where
the difficulty really lies. It is not in the veto itself. and I have no
doubt that if the real points of difference were cleared up it might be
possible to arrive at an aj?reement on the part of both the United States
and Russia to abolish the veto with regard to certain mattel'8. Just
what those matters would be I do not know. I do know that in the first
instance the United States would be more interE>sted in the veto than
Russia would. I assume there are still many Senators who would think
Joni? and seriously before giving up the vE>to.
The CHAIRHAN. On armed measures. But I am talking about the
wide scope of authority in the United Nations for peaceful settlement
of issues.
Mr. W ALI.ACE. I think that is a matter that might well be discussed
between the United States and Russia in the hope of coming to an
accord.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Stalin answer your letter on that point~
Mr.WALLACE. He did not go into detail. He just said it served as a
basis for getting together.
The CHAIRMAN. We think, or some of us do at least, that the veto
could be very safely abolished on peaceful settlements; on the issue
of war or armed action it could still be retained, if necessary.
Mr. WALLACE. I think that is a very hopeful statement.
The CuADWAN. Do you agree with that~
Mr. WALLACE. You cannot answer a matter of that sort briefly, for
this reason, that there is such a thing as economic warfare, and the
use of economic tools in a way which eventually works out toward
military objectives. So I do not think you can give any complete yesor-no answer. I think it is an a-pproach that ought to tie explored.
The CHAIRMAN. I am speakmg, though, about direct issues that
oome before the United Nations. If they regard peaceful settlements
as desirable, why shouldn't they settle them peacefully, without invoking the veto¥
Mr. W AILAOE. I think eventually that kind of approach can be
brought up fruitfully. I doubt if the time has yet come.
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THE TREATY AND THE CHARTF.a

The CHAilWAN. One other question, Mr. Secretary. You say on
page 4 of .Your statement, "The pact not only rejects the basic principles
upon which the United Nations was founded; it violates the plain
provisions of the Charter."
Wha~_provision of the Charter does this treaty violate~
Mr. WALLA CE. Where is that sentence¥
The CHAIRMAN. Page 4, line 9. It is in the third paragraph on
page4.
Mr. WALLACE. Well, Senator, you will find the succeeding paragraphs dealing with that very point. It is just simply an elaboration
of the flat statement.
The CuAmMAN. You say, though, that it violates the ~lain provisions of the Charter. If the provisions are plain, why cant you find
them and point them out'
Mr. WALLACE. First, I would like to know, does this committee look
on the pact as a regional pact~
The CHAilWAN. We do? but we do not base it solely on that ground.
Mr. WAI.LACE. If you do look on it as a regional pact, I belie,•e it
violates the plain provision of the Charter.
The CHAIRMAN. What plain provision of the Charter!
Mr. 'VALLACE. If it is a regional pact, I believe there are some
members of the pact thnt are not members of the United Nations, as
a matter of fact.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
Mr. WALLACE. If it is a regional pact, the enforcement measures
would have to come befoi·e the Security Council, and it is obviously
the design, under the Atlantic Pact, not to bring matters before the
Securit)" Council.
The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't it specifically provide that any actions
taken have to be immediately reported to the Security Council?
Mr. W AUACE. But article 53 provides that no enforcement action
shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies
without the authorization of the Security Council.
The CHAIRMAN. That is why we report them to the Security Council.
Mr. 'VALLACE. You are saying "report." This has to do with enforcement action. The Charter of the United Nations has to do with
enforcement action. You speak about 1-eporting.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about tlus treaty.
Mr. WALLACE. It gets around to a question, after it is reported,
whether the action is going to be authorized by the Security Council.
If you do look on it as a regional pad and do intend to have any
action taken authorized by the Security Council, I think that places
a considerably different tight on the whole matter from what the
public has had reason to hPliPve heretofore.
The CHAIRMAN. It is plainly \\'l'itten in the treaty. Here is what
the treaty says:
The parties agree that an armed attack ~ainst one or more ot tbem 1D
Europe or :Sorth Amerka shall be consirlered an attack against thew all, and
consequently thf'y agree thnt. if such nn armed attack occurs, each of tbe-m.
In the f>Xt>r<'ise of the right of individual or collective selt·•lefense, recognized
by article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will aselst the party or
parties so attacked by taking forthwith lndlvidually and lo concert witll tbe
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other powers such a<'tinn ns is deemecl necessar~', lndudlng the use or armed
tor<'t', to restore and maintain the security of tht.> );orth Atluntlc area. Any
such armed attack, and all measures taken as a result thereof, shall immedl·
ately be rePorte<t to the Security C<>Un<:'ll. !'ud1 mensures shall be terminated
wht>n the Secm·lty Council has tnken the measures necessary to restore and
maintain international peac-~ and se<•urlty.

Does not that particular provision require that, just as soon as the
Securitv Council takes means to restore the security of this area, the
activit\~ of the various countries under the treatv will terminate?
Mr. ~.W ALLACF.. Senator, it seems to me that 'the governing point,
if this is a regional pact, is in article 53.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about the article that I have quoted,
and I have asked you a plain question. Does it not provide that, as
soon as the Security Council takes measures to restore the safety and
security of this area, the action of the nations shall terminate? Is that
not true, by the plain words of the treaty?
.Mr. 1\yALLACE. Senator. you have quoted the second paragraph of
article 5 of the treaty, saying:
Any such armed attack, and all mensure!' taken as a result thereof, shall Imme.
dlately be reported to the Security Council. Suc·h measures shall be terminated
when the Security Council bas taken tht> measure1:1 necessary to restore and
maintain International peace and security.

That is a matter of report.
Now, article 53 says:
But no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements, or by
regional agencies, without the autborJzatlon of the Security Council, with tbe
exception-

and so on, which seems to me to be a plain contradiction.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Senator Vandenberg, I will turn over
the examination to you.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not think there is very much that the
distinguished friend and I have to discuss this morning, because of
a fundamental disagreement regarding objectives. I would like tosay, first of all, just as Mr. Wallace himself said that he agreed with
the Wall Street Journal in some observation that it made which was
contrary to his usual policy, that, contrary fo my usual policy, I agree
with Mr. Wallace when he says that two different ideologies can live
together in this world, in a hve-and-let-live world, and I think any
other concept would be very, very fatal.
MOTIVES OF TREATY AUTHORS

Mr. Wallace. it seems to me the fundamental difference oetween us
is one in assessing motives. Do you think the authors of the North
Atlantic Pact want war~
Mr. WALLACE. No; I don't think so. Whom do you mean as the
authors1
Senator VANDENBERG. I wouldn't know. You said this morning it
was Churchill. You said in Detroit the other day it was I. I hope
you are not retractin~ that comr.liment.
Mr. WALLACE. I said Churchill was the architect.
Senator VANDENBF.RG. I mean when I say "Do you think the authors
of this pact want wad" the President of the United States, the State
Department, and the Forei~ Relations Committee.
Mr. WALLACE. No; I dont think any of those want war.
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Senator VANDENBERO. Do you not think that your whole campaign
in the country, and even abroad, because you have taken your doctrine
abroad, attributes to all of us who disagree with you on this matter
belligerent motives and unworthy motives 1
Mr. WALLACE. Well, I would say that my attitude is fundamentally
this: That whether it is from ignorance or from design, there is a.n
intent at the present time on the part of many influential and highly
placed people in the United States to try to impose our will by force
m many parts of the world, and that effort to impose our will by force
can end, m my opinion, only in ultimate bankruptcy and disaster.
Senator VANDENBERO. I understand that is your opinion.
Mr. WALLACE. I have known many people, the effect of whose
actions I feel to be utterly evil, who themselves, as individuals, I know
have the greatest internal sense of rectitude. That does not prevent
me from opposing them with everything that I have got. It makes
them more difficult and dangerous antagonists, in my opinion.
Senator VANDENBERO. I quite agree with that estimate, and I reciprocate the estimate so far as you and I are concerned.
The point I make is that it is possible for honest men to disagree
as to the methods of pursuing peace, and just because you disagree
with my belief as to the proper method, thnt does not sssign you to
a category of infamy, but I decline to accept any such category either
just because I disagree with you.
Now, do you insist upon attaching bad motives to those who honestly
believe that this is the very best way to get peace Y I know you think
they are crazy. I am not talking about that.
Mr. WALLACE. No; I wouldn't insist that they are crazy.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Can they not be perfectly honest, sincere,
conscientious, patriotic Americans 1
Mr. WALLACE. Sure, sure. I would like to have the same privilege
accorded to me, however.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Well, I hope you get it.
,
The CHAIRMAN. You have been asserting it everywhere.
POSSIBILITY OF ROOM: FOR DIFFERENCE OF OPINION
Senator VANDENBERG. Wherever you have presented a challenge
in fact, Mr. Wallace, I think your challenge is entitled to complete
exploration. As I have sensed your attitude toward this problem,
it has been one of insisting that your country is imperialistic in its
attitudes and objectives, and that all of us who have any responsibility
in government are determined upon world conquest in some form
or another. I think you have even gone to Europe and told them
over there that we are imperialistic in our objectives.
All I am trying to get you to say to me, and I think perhaps you have
said it, is that there is room in this field for honest differences of opinion,
and that you will concede that some of us who disagree with vour
method of reaching peace may be just as sure that we are seeking
peace as you are.
Isn't that true 9
Mr. WALLA CE. There is no question about that, Senator.
Senator VANDENBERG. You have assigned particular infamy to the
resolution adopted by the Senate on June 11, 1948, as bein~ the source
of most of this evil. I assume you have read that resolution 9
Mr. WALLACE. Not for some time.
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Senator V ANDENBERO. There are six sentences describing six objectives in this resolution. The first one says:
Voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions Involving pacific
settlements of International disputes and situations, and f1·om. the admission
ot new members.

Would you condemn that objective¥
Mr. WALLACE. I would say it is prematm·e. I said that other things
have to be done first before you can get that. I say it is likely to be
mischief-making at the moment.
Senator VANDENBERG. So you are opposed to efforts to remove the
veto from pacific settlements 1
Mr. W Al.LACE. I say there are some other things that have to be
removed first. I am for the objective.
Senator V ANDENBERO. The objective is O. K ¥
Mr. WAI.LACE. The objective is O. K. It is the timing.
Senator V ANDENBEBO. Another objective:
Maximum efforts to obtain agreements to provide the United Nations with
umed forces as provided by the Charter, and to obtain agree~ent among member
nations UPon universal regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate
and dependable guaranty against violation.

Do you condemn that objective¥
Mr. W ALI.ACE. That particular thing, in slightly different words,
was in my letter to Stalin.
Senator V ANDENBERO. So you do not condemn that objective.
Mr. '\VALLACE. Calling for general disarmament; no.
Senator VANDENBERG. No. 6:
It necessary, after adequate effort toward strengthenlug the United Nations,
review of the charter at an appropriate time by a general conference called under
article 109 or by the General Assembly.

Do you disagree with that¥
Mr. WAILACE. I think a great deal can be said on behalf of that.
Senator V ANDENBERO. In other words, that is exactly half of this
resolut.ion. and at least that half has some elements of virtue.
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Would you not think that the gentlemen who
proposed three out of six suggestions which meet with your approval
might have been well intentioned when they also suggestedProgressive development of regional and other collective arrangements tor
Individual and collective self-defense In accordance with' the purposes, principles,
and provisions of the charter-

and mh!'ht have been moving in the right direction also 9
Mr. WALLACE. No; I would not.
Senator V ANDENBERO. You would not agree with that 9
Mr. WALLACE. No.
Senator V ANDENBERO. I repeat that wherever you present facts I
think. so far as I am concerned, facts coming from you are just as challenging as from any other source, and just as entitled to complete and
honest consideration. I would like to test out one or two of these facts,
however.
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AGREEMENT

WITH

RUSSIA

I call your attention to page 5 of your statement, the next to the last
paragraph, beginning, "The pact and the purpose in effect is directed
against the Soviet Union," and then I call your attention to the next
two sentences:
Once signed, the obligation of article 8 would preclude the United States from
negotiating a treaty of peace and friendship with the Soviet Union.

Will you show me upon what you base that conclusion 9
Mr. WALLACE. Article 8 of the pact reads:
Each party declares that none of the international engagements now In torre
between It and any of the other parties, or any other third state, Is in conllict
with the provisions of this treaty and undertakes not to enter Into any international engagements In conflict with this treaty.

My contention is that article 8 would make it very difficult for the
United States and Russia to engage in a discussion to eliminate the outstanding points of difference; that the United States, having been committed to the Atlantic nations, to a kind of union with the Atlanticnations, will then find it very difficult to settle the outstanding points of
difference.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. Do yon find anything in the text of this treaty
which precludes treaties of peace and friendship with anybody¥ I
wish you would point it out to me if you do.
Mr..WAI,LACE. Well, that is my point, just as I have read it there. It
makes it difficult to enter into a discussion with Russia.
Senator VANDENBERG. The pact itselt on the contrary, by it.s text,
would invite total cooperation for peace and security, would it not t
Is that not its stated objective¥
Mr. WALLACE. That is its stated objective. and I underline the word
'"stated."
Senator VANDENBERG. You do not think that the Government means
what it says?
Mr. WALLACE. I think its real objective is to ~t an alliance with
nations against Russia. It is for the purpose of shipping arms to
Europe.
NEGOTIATIONS O~ THE BERLIN CRISIS
Senator VANDENBERG. On page 7 you say, "The agreement" referring to the Berli:q agreement) "which resulted in Moscow and raised
the hopes of the whole world for an over-all settlement with Russia
~as blocked in Ber1in." Then you raise the question as to who blocked
It.
'What is your understanding- of what happened. first in Moscow with
respect to currency in Berlin, and then what happened in Berlin when
the agents of the four powers in Berlin were ,:riven a week in which to
implement the agreement Y What is your understanding of what happened ¥
.
Mr. WALLACE. My understnndin~ i~ that in l\fo11:cow there wa!-1 an
agreement with regard to currency problems. which hnd so deeply concerned the Russians, and matters were all set to 1ro ahead. And then
the military people in Ber1in decided not to 1eo ahead.
Senator VANDENBERG. Which military people Y
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Mr. WAI,LACE. Here again I nm relying on Hawkinson, who says
that the unwillingness to procee<l came from the Pnited States, and I
quoted Senator Connally m his press conference on November 29. He
said, according to the press, "The plan proposed by the earlier talks
was not looked on with favor by the military governors, who did not
accept it." That does not indicate whether Senator Connally had in
mind-The CH.\IRl\l.\N. That is part of my statement, just one sentence.
Mr. 'VALi.ACE. Yes. or course. I do not know whether the Senator
had in mind anv particulur military governors when he said that. The
military gon~rnors. whoever they "were, did not carry out that which
had been arrived at in 11oscow.
The CHAIRll.\X. The military governors were the ones that were in
practical operation of those zones, were they not 1
Mr. \VALLACE. Yes.
The CHAIRM ..\ N. And naturally they faced this issue of currency
probably more intimately than anybody else 1
Mr. 1VALUCE. Yes.
Senator V.\NDEXBERG. I assumed that it was common knowledge,
Mr. \Vallace. that when this aJ?reement came down from Moscow to
Berlin and was referred to the military governors that it was the
Russian representative who flatly declined to implement the directive
from the four powers in Moscow, in keeping with its clear and explicit
undertakings.
Mr. WALLACE. Well. Senator, I have as much respect for facts
wherever they may be found as you have, and if you have some facts
along this line, I will certainly be glad to have them.
Senator VANDENBEBO. I would bke to call your attention to just one
other thing, not meaning by these limitations upon myself that I am
agreeing with the things I do not discuss with you.
MILITARY EXPENDITURES
At some point in your statement you were discussing the military
implementation and the pact, stating that the allied powers in western
Europe would be required to spend on the basis of 6 or 7 to 1. Where
is that!
"Mr. Acheson made it clear just how great that burden would be
when he said that for every dollar of American arms sent to Europe,
the European nations would be required to furnish $6 or $7." Then,
subsequently, you draw from that premise, I believe, the assumption
that this means we are requiring these nations practically to double
their existing bud_gets. Is that not stated in here somewhere!
Mr. WALLACE. Yes. That is on the bottom of page 12 and on the
top of page 13.
Senator VANDENRERO. That is your information on the subject 1
Mr. 1VALLACE. The statement with regard to six or seven times as
many dol1ars to be spent by the European nations as we would spend
I got from the New York Times. Apparently Secretary Acheson had
made some such statement. I assume he had.
Senator v ANDENBERO. yes.
Mr. WALLACE. Wit Ii regard to the doubling, the matter is not altogether clear. It is a question of whether that $6 or $7 that the European nations would spend for each dollar that we would spend applies
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to the new money that will be added or whether it applies to their
total. If it applies to the new money. it would mean that the European nations, instead of now spendinf! $5.000,000,000, would be spendmg a total of perhaps 12.000.000,000, which would be more than
double their present expenditure.
Senator VANDENRERO. You would put thnt construction on it?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes; I put that construction on it. It is obvious I
have put thnt <'onstruction on it to have said what I said.
Senator v.\XDEXBERO. I agree you had to set up that premise in order
to reach your conclusion. If you were dependably advised that that
is not the proper construction. and that this $6 or $7 to our $1 is merely
the measure of the existing budgets of these countries for the next
fiscal year, which I believe is the fact, and that there is no intention
to apply the measure-Mr. 'VALLACE. I think the American people ought to know that that
is what the truth is.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think I can say to yon that that is the plan,
insofar as it has been disclosed to us in any authentic degree.
Mr.WALLACE. I am glad to have the facts: sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think that is all.
Mr. W ALL.\CE. In that case it would indicate that the European
countries would have to increase their own domestic budgets by only
lj:2,000.000,000. as they are now spendin~ $5.200.000.000, accordin~ to
the information I can get. and if we fm"Il1~h $1.100.000,000 this coming
year they would be tmder the nece!"~it:v of raising the $5.200.000,000
to maybe 6 or 7 billion. nnd if we send 2 billion next year I presume
it will he expnnded in Jike ratio.
Senator VANDENBERG. I want to say to you quite frankly thnt we <lo
not yet have detailed information regarding military implementation, but it is the general understanding from the witnt>sses who have
testified insofnr as they could on the subject up to date that there is
no intention to increase the over-all military budgets of the western
European countries in connection with this next fiscal year's program.
The only intention is to gear them together and to increase their efficiency within these existmg limits. which would put. quite a different
face on the thing than you have indicated in your comment.
I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAIRHAN. That was made quite dear in the hearings, ~[r. Secretary, that they have n normn l. and haw had a normal, bud,._'r('t for
military defense through the yenrs. and thnt it is not intended to
in<'rease that by fi or 7 billion dollars but that all of tlwir present
budgets would nmonnt to nhout !'>ix or seven times as much as we would
('Ontribute under this treaty. And I hope you won't get that confused
in your mind, because you sav in vour statement yourself that their
budgets are now $5,200,000~000.
·
•
Mr. W ALLAC'E. I nm ;zlad that the committee hns mnde that clear.
It certainly was not clear before.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright!
~OYIET

ACTWXS OF

LAST FEW

YEARS

Senator Fn.RRIGHT. Mr. Wa1lace. I do not want to take up much
time, but hasn't it oceurred to you thnt perhaps one reason whv last
year, when the proposal by Mr. Stalin through Mr. Smith ?•as not
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taken too seriously~ was that after 3 years of such grave difficulties
there was not much confidence on our part that anything would come
of it 1 Do vou not think that that was probably one of the reasons Y
.Mr. W ALr.AcE. I do not know what the real reason was. I will say
this, that each year we delay, our bargaining position from a strictly
selfish point of view will be lessened.
Senator FULBRIOHT. I believe I understood you to say a moment
ago that you felt Russia had not lived up to the requirements of the
Yalta Pact, but that you thought she had good reasons not to. Is that
your position¥
Mr. WALLACE. I said I did not condone her actions, but I could
understand why she had acted as she did.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. To make it a little clearer, do you feel that
Russia has lived up to the Yalta agreements with regard to the elections in the Balkan countries 1
Mr. WALLACE. No. I have never claimed that she has.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. She has not lived up to them¥
Mr. WAI.LACE. I would say that neither nation has acted as I would
like to see them act. I think we have both interfered in the internal
aifairs in various undercover ways.
INTERFERENCE IN THE INTERNAL A.t'FAIR8 OF OTHER COUNTRIES
Senator FuLBRIGHT. What did you have in mind that we have violated our undertaking 1
Mr. W ALI.ACE. I did not say we violated the Yalta agreement, but I
say we endeavored to influence the outeome of the elections there.
Senator FuLBRIGHT. What did you have in mind in that connection?
Mr. \VALLACE. This is just test imony that I get from returned soldiers who have seen the wav things have gone. I don~t want to get
any of them into trouble. But on the matter of carrying out agreements, I would say that we are much more guilty for failmg to carry
out the dtlmilit.arization of Germany under the Potsdam agreement
tlum Russia has been ~uilty of anything in the nature of havrng to dowith free elections in the Balkan States.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. Do vou think that the conduct of Russia <luring the last 3 years has noi hnd some effect upon the attitude of our
Government toward c11rryin~ out in the last detail the agreements~
Mr. \V ALLACE. There niust be some explanation. I can understand
how the United States got that way just as well as I can understand
how Russia got that way.
Senator FUI.BRIGHT. Yon can understand that there is less confiden~ in being able to get along, and therefore, that is the reason?
Mr. WALLACE. On this matter of elections, and this does not happen
to violate any agreements, the United States certainly is not guiltless with regard to any other countries. I went to Mexico in September of 1940 as Ambassador Plenipotentiary to attend Camacho's
inauguration, and I know nt that time that we were interfering in
Mexico"s election in n wav.
The CHAIRMAN. The elections were over.
Mr. WALLAC'E. I should not snv with the elections. but with the final
outcome. It was a wry interesting situation, bnt I lun-e seen us dothat on many occasions.
0
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Senator VANDENBERG. We were not doing that through our Special
Ambassador on that occasion, were we?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes; in a way, we were. It prevented, to a degreei
a revolution at that time.
But as Secretary of Commerce I sat on the Xational Advisory Com·
mittee that has to do with the making of loans, and I know that-and
I disapprove of this altogether-we hastened the loan lllong to Frnnce
in the hopes of affecting an election outeome in France, and we ha,·11
done an awful lot of that kind of thing.
Senator FUI,BRIOHT. Do vou think our relations with Mexico :111'
the same a.s those between ~foscow and Rumanian today~
Mr. WALLACE. You can never make an exact analogy.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You said it was very similar.
Mr. WALLACE. There are many points in common.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do we dictate who holds the offices, and so on~
in Mexico?
Mr. \\TALLACE. We influence Mexico in many unusual ways.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do you think the result, just to take an eI·
ample, of what happened in Mexico with regard to the oil properties
of Americans is the same as what happened to the oil properties in
Rumania~

Mr. WALLACE. I happen to know the details of how we happened to
arrive at the oil settlement in Mexico.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Regardless of the merits in either case, do you
think they were handled in a similar way¥
Mr.WALLACE. No; but I also know that if it had not been for Roosevelt the outcome in Mexico would not have been as it was, and it was
not the intent of a great many people in government that the outcome
should be the way it was. It was due to Roosevelt himself that the
-outcome was what it was.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FASCISM AND COMllUNIS:ll
Senator FULBRIGHT. You made reference to our possible attitude toward Spain and Portugal as being dictatorships. Do you see any
difference between the character of the Government in a so-called Fas·
ist government and that of Russia¥
Mr. WALLACE. I would draw the same distinction, for example, that
the United States Army draw in the report which it put out in 1944
or 1945-March 24, 1945. The United States Army, anticipating the
question, perhaps, says, "What is the difference between communism
and fascism Y Aren't they essentially the same?"
And the United States Army answers in this fact sheet:
In any diS<'ussion on fascism tht>re will some who will nrgue that then• an>
strong simllinries between fasC'ism and l'Ommnnisrn. Under both s~·stt>ms tht>re
Is neither fret>dom of speech nor of press as WP know it. Both forms of gowrn·
meut permit 0111~· one political l"trty: Both hnve a i;E'Crt>t police. But be~·(lrd
this there 11re lmportnnt and fundame11t11I differenct>s in phllosopby, aims, pur·
poses, and methods.

Then it goes on at some little length:
Let us take three fundamental concepts, war and peace, rnee, and the pu~
of the state, and see bow the two systems stal'k up. Since the Soviet system is
associated In most minds with communism and is the only working example,
reference ls frequently made to Soviet practice in com1111rison with characteristic
Fascist practice.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. Can't you sum it up in your own words! I am
sure we do not have time to go into the whole philosophy of communism. But do you feel that there is much distinction, or are they very
similad
Mr. WALLACE. As the Army points out, and I am in complete accord
with the Army in this particular. the ultimate objective is entirely
different. The objective in the case of communism is peace. I do not
think there is any question about that. And the nttitude with regard
to race is totally different.
f'enator Fur.BRIGHT. "'as not the objective of Hitler peace-on his
terms?
Mr. WALLACE. I think you ought to read this Army pamphlet. I
think it will do you a lot of good.
Senator FuLsRIGHT. I was seeking information from you. I
thought vou \Vould probably know more about their differences than
anyone else. You think they are different 9
Mr. WALLACE. I d'o, very definitely. I think with regard to civil
liberties they are very similar.
ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA
Senator FULBRIGHT. Don't you think hasically that the difficulty,
or the caution with which in reC'ent months the West has had to proceed, has been due to thnt distrust 'vhich has been generated during
the prior 3 years with regard to former agreements t
Mr. WALLACE. No; I do not think it went fundamentally to that at
all. I think there was a consciously and carefully cultivated propaganda, an anti-Communist campaign most extraordinary in nature,
and that campaign-Senator FULBRIGHT. Where was that campaign, here¥
Mr.WALLACE. Here in the United States, a terrifically, very strongly
motivated, anti-Communist crusade.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What do you think was the reason for that¥
Mr. WALLACE. Well, sir, I think there were certain very specific
interests in the United States-Senator FULBRIGHT. What interests Y
Mr. WALLACE. I can name them.
SOURCES OF ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think you ought to name them, for the benefit

of the committee. I am sure I do not know what those interests are.
Mr. WALLACE. Well, maybe you wouldn't, in Arkansas.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That's right.
Mr. WALLACE. I am not reflecting in any wny on the people in
Arkansas. But I think, for example, that there al'e ce1tain elements
in the hierarchy of the Catholic Church in this country and abroad
which have curried on, since the war came to an end. in the same, and
even in a more bitter fnshion than they did befol'e tlw war. Becnuse
the Vatican hns had very great interests in eastern Europe, for example, it has carried on a continuous and most vigorous campaign. It is
not a matter than anyone cares to deal with. I share with nenrlv
everyone else in the United States the abhorrence of anything in th·e
90614-49-pt. 2 - 9
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nature of religious intolerance. I have no feeling of intolerirnc<• with
regard to the Catholic religion as a religion. But when it gets into
politics-and I don't think the rank and file of the Catholics ure in
any way immediately concerned with this, and mnny of them are not
even awnre of it-it has to meet the battle on the political level, an<l
I think the Catholic Church is in world politics to an extraordinary
degree at the present time. I would go so far as to say exactly what
Rabbi Stephen Wise said before he died.
Senator FuLnRIGHT. 'What was that~
Mr. 'VALLACE. I do not have the precise quotation, but it was to the
effect that there were elements in the Catholic Church that wanted
war.
Senator FuLnRIGHT. Is that the interest? .Are there any othe1· interests that you think are behind this 1
Mr. w~\LLACE. Yes; of course, you have the British imperial interest, which is a ,·ery great one, indeed; and we do hn,·e some eommon
interest with the British, I am quite willing to grant. I think the
balance of the world would be destrove<l if Russia would mon• in all
the way to the Persian Gulf. That is ":hy the matter of the Dardnnelles
is quite important. I think there is an area there that should be
dominated neither by the British nor the Russians. I think that is a
very important thing, under the doctrine to which both Senator Vandenberg and I adhere, that it is possible for both systems to Ji,·e in
the same world. I don't care whether Russin is under the Czar or
under the Communists; there is a geographical entity that has long
pushed to get to the Persian Gulf and to get other warm-wnter outlets.
It is entitled to It certain degree of satisfaction if it can be obtained
without overbalancing the world.
I think the United States does have some community of inh•rest in
seeing that the British Empire is not destroyt>d, but °I do not think
that we should go along with Britain, shall we say. in backing up .Amb
States; I don"t think we should go alon~ with llritnin in enJ!aging in
a lot of things, C'arrying the whole Bntish loud all o\·er t lw world.
I think we are goinµ: to bankrupt om·selves doin~ that all owr the
world. There are only certain points of identificntwn.
Xow. I want to mention one other interest, an<l that is our American
big business intert>st, which has made common cause at times, not
in a completely systemic fashion but in a very effective fashion, with
these other two interests. The three, at the present time, in my opin·
ion not in any <'Olllpletely worked-out plan, have been engaged in this
anti-Com1111111ist campaign which has so completely blacked out all
other news that is not in conformity with the anti-Communist crusade.
llE.\SONS FOii ANTI-COJ\11\IUJ\IST PIWPAOA:-!DA

Srnator FcLBJtlGllT. You think those interests have inspired the
anti-Co1111111111ist crnsade on their own initiative, and this did not arise
as a reaetion from the actions of Russia in the Balkansl
l\Ir. "·.,1.LAct:. 'Vlwn you talk about nction an<l reaction you have
to go all the way back to the early incidents in 1919, when die various
nations were trying to choke the Bolsheviks at the start. You have
to go through that entire period, and then• wns only the briefest
intermission during the war, and the whole thing wus picke(l up
agn 111.
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Senator FuLRRIOHT. You do not think our actions in the war had
any real bearing on that~
Mr. WAI.LACE. We began before the war ended in April, after
Roosevelt's death, of 1945, as I pointed out, at San Francisco, to give
the Russians very real cause to distrust us. There are a large number
of specific instances that can be documented with regard to that, and
the Russians immediately gave us, because they are that kind of
people, equal cause to distrust them. It was just a get tough and
get tougher policy on both sides all the way.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I believe that is all.
SCOPE OF THE ARMS PROGRAM

Senator VANDENBERG. May I call the Secretary's attention to one
thing I forgot when I was running over his address. At the top of
page 14, Mr, Wallace, you include a quotation from me which I
will read:
Senator Vandenberg said last week that the $1,100,000,000 arms program that
bas been tied to the pact Is "comparatively trivial" and "relatively Insignificant."

The literal phrases are quite correct. I was wondering if you saw
the total statement in which they appeared.
Mr. WALLACE. AU I saw wns what appeared in the New York
Times.
Senator VA:SDENllERG. I am sure you would agree that you would
not want to take \HH'tb out of their context and misinterpret them,
a11<l fo1· your infor111atio11, I want to say to you that those words
were use<l in respect to a billion dollars in two comparisons which
I made: No. 1, comparatively and relatively insignificant as compared with the cost of another world war, which, in my opinion, I
believe just as completely the North Atlantic Pact helps prevent as
you believe otherwise; secondly, it was used to compare what to me
is the relatively inconsequential part of this program, to wit, the
limited contribntion to arms in western Europe, compared to the
fundamental obligation which underlies the pact, which involves,
of course, nil the assets and resources of the whole people of the United
States and all the other 300,000,000 people who are involved in the
pact.
I do not ask you to agree with my use of the phrase, but I want
you to understand that I am not one who thinks that a billion dollars,
just abstractly, is trivial or insignificant.
Mr. WALLAci:. I was saying it was insignificant using somewhat
your ow1t reasoning. I guess.
The CHAinMA:s. Mr. Secretary, you have denounced and ascribed
to ce1tain interests a campaign against communism; is that correct 1
Mr. W AU.ACE. Yes, sir.
AXTI-AllERICAN

PROPAGANDA

The CHAIRlIAN. You are aware, are you not, of the bitter, and I
think unprovoked and baseless, campaign that Russia is making every
day through Pravda and through all of these sources of propaganda
and information against the United States, are you not 1
Mr. W ALLACF.. Yes; and I have, as a matter of fact, recognized that
as I have made public appearances from time to time. For instance,
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when I appeared on this recent program of the Arts, Sciences, and
Professions, I deplored the name calling. I did not speak of it specifically; I was referring to the way in which l\lr. Lysenko has called
some of our western scientists names, which I felt did not contribute
to good feeling.
The CIL\IRl\IAN. Is it not true that almost daily, through official
~ources, their propaganda has denounced the United States as being
an imperialist power trying to spread our imperialism. and that this
treaty here is evidence. of our desire to incorporate these countries
of Europe into an imperialistic system' And they have denounced
us as warmongers and all the other vicious things that they can say
about us.
Mr. WALLACE. I would say, Senator, if you were to weigh up the
tons of ink spilled in Russia in calling us names, and the tons of ink
spilled in this country in calling them names, our tons of ink would be
100 times as great.
The CHAIRMAN. You insist on your former expressed statement that
in a contest between Russia and the United States you are for Russia!
Mr. WALLACE. No, Senator. You are twisting-you are doing more
than twisting; you are utterly misrepresenting what I said.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not mean to misrepresent you.
Mr. WALLACE. All I am saying is that we call Russia names just as
well as Russia is calling us names, and I deplore name calling on both
sides. That is the point I started out making and the point I shall
continue to insist on making.
The CHAIRMAN. If I misquoted you, I did not intend to. · But I am
doing it to your face so as to give you an opportunity to correct it.
I am not saying it behind your back. But your insistence now is that
by many, many more times all the slush that is being carried over the
Rusisan propa~anda machine is multiplied here in the United States
against them; is that it¥
Mr. WALLACE. Yes; that is what I am saying.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what you are saying!
Mr. WAI.LACE. Right.
The CHAIBMAN. And you insist on that view'
Mr. WALLACE. I will not say that our adjectives are as picturesque
as their adjectives.
The CHAIDIAN. You would not say they are as bitter and as mean
as their adjectives'
Mr. WALLACE. I will say their statements are a little stronger, but
I say we make it more continuously, and I would say on the whole
more effectively.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you blame anybody who resents the attacks of
Russia on us 9
Mr. WAI.LACE. No; but I would say that Russia must have been
~avely disturbed when the chairman of the Appropriations Committee in the House of Representatives talked so specifically and directly about bombing her. I say that kind of thing. while it may not
be name calling, was far more provocative than any of the picturesque
names that the Russians use with regard to us.
The CHAIRMAN. That was only quite recently that that occurred,
nnd has· it not been true that ever since the end of World War II
Russia has turned her heaviest artillery pouring out denundations
upon the head of the United States, who sent her arms to help her
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in the war and ga~e her lend-lease, and aided her in every way in
the worJd she <'ould during the World Wad It is not true that
immediately when the war ended they turned their guns on us and
have been abusing- us and denoun<'ing us ever since 1
Mr. WALLACE. Well, Senator, I have entered into the history of
thnt already, as to how I think that came to pass. I do ha1;>pen to
know, with regard to lend-lease, that our lend-lease representative told
Russia we were helping her not because we were doing it for Russia's
sake, but because we thoup:ht by helping Russin we were most effectively helping ourselves. I happen to know thnt for a fact.
The CnAJR~IAN. Who was it who to]d them that?
Mr.WALLACE. I will tell you privately. if you wish it.
The CHAIRMAN. This is a public hearing, and you asked to come
here and testify.
Mr. WALL,\CE. Frankly, I do not want to get other people into
trouble; in the <'Urrent state of anti-Communist hysteria I would be
getting somebody into trouble.
The CHAIRl\lAN. You should not quote people unless you <'an tell
who th.el' are.
Mr. WALLACE. I will tell it to you privately. I have no objection
to telling it to you privately. I am not going to tell it for the benefit
of the press. It just causes hardship.
The CuAmMAN. You do not have to tell it unless you want to.
You asked to come here to attend this public hearing, and I thought
you were going to bring vour views with you.
Senator Wiley, take the witness.
Senator VANDENBERG. May I just ask one more question 1
Mr. Wallace, what is your opinion of Americans, if there be any,
who say that in case of war between Russia and the United States
they would not fight on the side of the United States9
Mr.WALLACE. At the time that statement was made I said I deplored
it. and I still deplore it.
·The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wiley 1
RUSSIAN ACTIONS SINCE THE WAR

Senator Wn,EY. In vour aprpoach to vour conclusion, which I take
it is sincere, you feel that there are possibilities for peaceful arrangements between Russia and this country. Do you differentiate between
what we call the Russian people and Stalin and his subordinates¥
Mr. W .ALLACE. Of course, I differentiate between the people of any
country and the officials.
Senator WILEY. Then do you feel that with the people of Russia
themselves there is a bigger chance for peace than there would be
with Stalin and his subordinates¥
Mr. WALLACE. I think the people of all nations want peace and
want it tremendously. I think tll.e people of all nations want peace
more even than their elected officials.
Senator WILEY. How do ~·ou explain the a(·th·ity of Stnlin and his
subordinates in relation to the better than 100,000,000 people in the
various countries they have taken over since the war. Is that indicative of imperialism, or what?
Mr. WALLACE. I think Stalin. moved bv the same motives that have
animated us since Roosevelt died in A.prii of 1945, wanted to do every-
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thing he could to make sure that they are secure. Roth sides have been
movmg in every possible way to make sure of security.
Senator WILEY. Have you personally talked with Stalin about
peace?
Mr. 'VALLACE. I have never been in Soviet Russia. I have been in
Soviet Asia. I have never seen Stalin.
Senator WILEY. Have you had personal contact with him~
Mr. WALLACE. No.
·
Senator 'Vn,EY. Through anyone else?
Mr. WALLACE. No.
Senator WILEY. Have you any reason to believe that what has been
set forth here as the philosophy of communi!'m has changed any in
the last venr or 2 or 10?
·
Mr.
ALLACE. I would say the answer that Stalin has made to
Alexander Werth, the British correspondent, to Elliot Roosevelt, to
Harold Stassen, and now more recently to Kingsbury Smith, add up
in my mind to a very definite desire on the part of Russia at the present time, and I think for specifically selfish interests, to come to an
af r~ement. I think she has every reason, from a strictly selfish point
o view, to come to an agreement.

"r

POSSIBILITY OF AN AGREEMENT WITH RUSSIA

Senator WILEY. Do you think, from histor,r that has passed, that
a treaty or an agreement would be effective~ Do you think it would
express the intent and the will to maintain and continue peace~
Mr. WALLACE. I think such a treaty could be arrived at. I do not
say it is certain to be arrived at. I say there is an even chance to
arrive at such a treaty, and I believe it will be carried out by both
parties because it is in the interest of both parties.
Senator WILEY. Do you think until that time has arrived, when
we can sit down together and beat our swords into plowshares, that
we should keep pm·powder dry¥
·
Mr. WALLACE. You won't be keeping your powder dry by the
Atlantic Pact. You will be getting your powder awfully wet.
Senator WILEY. You know your friends of the CIO said to the
contrary yesterday. They are m favor of it.
Mr. WALLACE. I am quite aware of the way the CIO testified.
Senator WILEY. You would not include them with big businl!l§
and the other factors that wanted war~
Mr. WALLACE. No. I simply say with regard to them that in their
ranks there are certain elements in the Catholic Church that have
a tremendous influence, a very tremendous influence.
Senator WILEY. I am sorry that I was not able to hear all of
your statement. I shall read it with interest.
I thank you, Mr. Chairmant. for this opportunity.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Secretary.
'Mr. WALLACE. Senator, if I can get away this afternoon I will
appreciate it.
The CHAIRMAN. I think maybe you can. We will take you back
at 2: 30, if you will.
(Whereupon, at 1: 30 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m.
of the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION
(The committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. m., upon the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Come to order, please.
Senator Wiley was interrogating you, Mr. 1Vallace, was he not,
when we recessed¥
TESTlll-ONY OF HENRY A. WALLACE-Resumed
Mr. 'VALLACE. I think he was through, but I am not certain.
The CHAIRMAN. I saw him a while ago. He might come up. "\Ve
will go on with Senator McMahon.
CONSPIRACY AGAINST RUSSIA
Senator McMAHON. Mr. ·wallace, as I read your statement, and
it really consists of an allegation that your country and my country is engaged in a gigantic
conspiracy to make an aggressive war upon the Soviet Union. Do ou
agree with that analysis of your statement?
Mr. WAI.LACE. I would say1 Senator, that we are in very grave
danger of getting into that position.
Senator McMAHON. I am glad that you modified my analysis of
it. I still think my analysis of it is valid, based upon what you
have said.
Mr. WAI.LACE. I think with the adoption of the Atlantic Pact that
we would be in essentially that position.
Senator McMAHON. That would be the thing that would convince
you that we were engaged in a gigantic conspiracy to make an aggressive war upon the Soviet~
Mr. WALLACE. I did not and would not use the word "conspiracy."
That su~gests something subterranean, underground, hidden, which is
not an integral part of my testimony, because the Atlantic Pact is
very open. I think conspiracy conveys a wrong impression.
Senator McMAHON. Conspiracies are not always hidden. Sometimes the~ are very open for all the world to see. I could give you
and describe a couple to you, and may a little later in my questiomng,
which were undoubtedly conspiracies and were open for the whole
world, including people who would see, in this country, that they
were conspiracies.
as I heard you give it, it struck me that

ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE STATE DEPARTMENT
On page 8, Mr. Wallace, you charged the State Department, as I
read it, with "a deliberate misrepresentation" in the fourth paragraph,
starting:
In the meantime the State Department was filling the press and the radio with
stories about Russian aggressiveness, intensifying the atmosphere of fear and
hostility which it evidently thinks necessary to assure the ratification and
Implementation of the Atlantic Pact.

That is a very great, very severe indictment of the American State
Department. Do you feel that that allegation is warranted by the
facts~
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Mr. WALLACE. I will be glad, for the purpose of the record, to give
you documentation along that line.
Senator McMAHON. r think it would be a good thing if you would
proceed. I think the American people ought to know whether or not
Mr. Dean Acheson, our Secretary of State, is making an attempt to
use his official position and the position of the Department in order
to intensify the atmosphere of fear and hostility between Russia and
ourselves.
That is a very grave accusation which comes pretty close, in my mindt
to an accusation of treasonable conduct.
Mr. WAI.LACE. I will be glad to furnish documentation along that
line. I do not happen to nave it with me at the moment, but I can
furnish that documentation for purposes of the record.
Senator McMAHON. I doubt whether you will ever furnish it, because it does not exist.
My analysis of your statement is, as I say, in my opinion at l~
a charge of a gigantic plot-if you do not want to call it a conspiracyon the :part of the American Government to make aggressive war on
the Soviet Union.
DEllrlOBlLIZATION BY THE UNITED STATES

I would like to ask you which country it was that tore down the
greatest Air Force, Navy, and Army in the world and demobili7.ed
them and put them away in moth balls. Was it Russia or was it the
United States¥
Mr. WALLACE. Both countries reduced their armed forces and reduced their armed budgets. We reduced ours in a somewhat greater
proportion.
Senator McMAHON. Mr. Secretary, we found ourselves a 1ear and a
half or 2 years ago practically denuded, with the exception of the
atomic weapon.
Mr. WALLACE. I find it hard to believe that we were practically
denuded when we were spending more than 10 times as much for
military purposes as we did before the war. I would hardly call it
practically denuded.
Senator McMAHON. I do not think it is necessary to press the point.
I think the record speaks for itself.
In the spring of 1946, the winter of 1946, I think the record will
show that the Army and Navy and Air Force were at an extremely
low ebb.
Mr. WALLACE. Senator, could I interject there, that when the war
. came to an end, as I remember it, we were spending almost half of
our entire national income for war purposes. I think the fi~re
umounted up pretty dose to $100,000,000,000. I think it is unthmk.tble that we would, in time of peace, continue to spend in the neighborhood of 90 or 100 billion dollars for war purl?oses.
Senator McMAHON. Of course, it is unthmkable, and of course it
would be impossible for us to continue the expenditures at that rate.
Bu~ the point that I wish to make to you-and I think you have got
to admit it if you want to be fair about this thing at all-is that the
United States of Ameirca went into a period of demobilization after
VJ-day, did it not?
Mr. WALLACE. I think it is exactly the same kind of demobilization
that any nation would go into after a war comes to an end.
·
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Senator McMAHON. At least it was not the kind of conduct that was
consistent with this plot to conquer the world that you have suddenly
found in the American Government and in the American people, Mr.
Wallace, is iU
Mr. w·ALLACE. I would say it was consistent with making America
strong; that is all.
THE IRON CURTAIN
Senator McMAHON. Mr. Wallace, you seem to find good cause for
the conduct of the Soviet Government at each and every point. It
was not the United States Government that erected the iron curtain,
wasiH
Mr. W AILACE. No, it was Winston Churchill.
Senator McMAHON. Did he erect it, or did he give it a graphic
name~

Mr. "\VALLACE. He borrowed the name from Mr. Goebbels.
Senator Mc)fauoN. No matter where he got it, your answer signifies that it is a creature of his imagination, and that it does not exist.
It is your contention that there is no barrier to the transmission of
ideas from this country to the Soviet Union W
Mr. WALLACE. I would say that the fact of Mr. Churchill making
that speech on March 5, 1946, helped to make that which he declared
a fact.
Senator McMAHON. You evade the answer to my question. Do
you contend that there was no barrier to the transmission of ideas
and information from the west to the east before Mr. Churchill made
that speech 1
Mr. WAI.LACE. I would say that Mr. Churchill had made any separation that had begun to grow-as a result of what had happened in
May of 1945-!!Tow very much faster than before had been the case.
Senator McM'AHON. Mr. Wallace, do you not realize that the Soviet
Government, the Soviet lTnion, has never permitted the transmission
of the ideas and culture of the west into the east, into her own borders '4
Mr. WALLACE. I may say that as a part of my letter to Stalin I
listed, as one of the points for consideration, free exchange of ideas
and free movement of citizens.
Senator McMAHON. And you got no response on that, did you?
Mr. WALLACE. Well, there was no response on any one of the six
items which I listed. But the1·e was a statement that the approach
was worthy of discussion.
I listed the free exchange of scientific information, and the free
exchange of newspapermen, scientists, and so on.
With regard to this iron-curtain thing, I may say that I have had a
little experience with that just recently. I tried to bring in Pierre
Cot as a guest of mine, from France. and Konni Zilliacus. Mr. Zilliacus, is in print as against Russia sitting astride the Dardanelles, is
not a Communist, and has gotten into the Communists' hair from time
to time.
I invited them oYer as my guests, and-it seemed to be pal't of this
paper curtain that we are endeavoring to erect now-both of them
were denied visas by our State Department.. I do not know how to
explain that on the part of our State Depat1ment. I think they were
very foolish in doing that kind of thing.
·
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Senator McMAHON. 'Vithout disagreeing or agreeing with you on
that, you would not compare the barring of these two gentlemen-if
yon say they have been barred-from the shores of this country, with
the policy that has been pursued in the Soviet Vnion 1
Mr. WALLACE. Compared with what 1
Senator McMAHON. Compared with the policy that has been pursued in the Soviet Union, where even officials of the United States
Government have been refused permission to visit their own Embassy
in Moscow. You know that is so; do you not, Mr. 'Vallace?
Mr. W ALACE. I do not happen to know the. particular case.
Senator McMAHON. You can take it from me that the Assistant
Secretary of State, in my presence, tried to get permission, in 1946,
in Paris, to go to Moscow ; and he was ref used permission to go.
Mr. WALLACE. I have insisted on not being put in the position of
condoning what the Russians do. As a matter of fart, there are many
things with which I disagree most heartily, especially on this particular front. That is not my purpose, to condone what they do.
On the other hand, my voice can be heard more effectively here in
the United States than it can in other countries. and I can condemn
what is being done here in the United States without condoning what
Russia does.
FREEDOM

OF THE PRESS IN

THE

UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA

Senator McMAHON. In fact, Mr. Wallace, your voice cannot be
heard in Russia at all, except at the whim and caprice of 14 men who
sit in a place called the Kremlin, and who have the power of life and
death over 300,000,000 people.
Mr. WALLACE. I would assume that in Russia what appears in the
press is very clo.$ely controlled.
Senator McMAHON. You would assume it 1
Mr. WALLACE. I would assume it; yes.
Senator McMAHON. You are in no doubt about that~
Mr. WALLACE. I do not know all the details. I am sure I do not
know to what extent a village pa.l_)er can print this, that, and the other
thing. But I would assume it is very closely controlled. I would
also assume that we have more freedom in our own press here.
Senator McMAHON. Relatively, just a little more?
Mr. WALI..,\CE. It is a different kind of control we have here. We
have very substantial control here, very substantial control.
But if, momentarily, a particular paper can have enough money to
put out other ideas, that particular paper is at freedom to express
itself. Ordinarily it is very effectively denied advertising, however.
Senator McMAHON. It is rather rudimentary, and yet perhaps not,
pointing out that you are here in this room before Senators of the
United States, and here assembled are !10 or 7oi representatives of the
press and radio. It is obvious, of course, that there is not any such
performance in the Soviet Union, is there 1 Any comparable performance¥
Mr. WALLAOE. No. That is obvious.
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CIVU. LIBERTIES IN RUSSIA

Senator McMAHON. When you disagree with the government in
Russia, Mr. Wallace, you die; do you not 1
Mr. WAI.LACE. I beg_Iour pardon¥
Senator McMAHON. You die, do you not, when you disagree with the
government in Russia 9
Mr. WALLACE. I do not know whether you die or not, but that is
what the American press says.
Senator MoMAHON. And the only reward that is preserved for
you here is to weigh your ideas, and to accept them or reject them,
as their worth is indicated to the people of the United States.
Mr. WAI.LACE. I certainly want to keep the United States that way,
and I say there is grave danger that the United States will not be
kept that way if we allow ourselves to be overcome by this antiCommunist hysteria.
Senator McMAHON. And there is grave danger that the United
States will not keep the privileges which you are exercising now if
we retreat in front of their determination, evidenced from the time
they founded their conspiracy in 1917 and which they still fersist in
in every speech that they have made and by every bit o conduct
and every peace conference that has been held since the end of the
war.
And, Mr. Wallace, if the same conduct were applied here, as it
was for the citizens of Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria and Rumania and
Hungary and Poland and Finland1 believe me; you would not be
permitted to sit here and say anythmg.
Mr. WALLACE. Senator, I want to say that so far as the United
States and her free institutions are concerned, there is at the present
moment 100 times, at least, as great a threat from the right, as from
the left.
Senator l\foMAHo:s-. Well, Mr. Wallace, I suppose you are entitled
to your own estimate. I kno.w you are, and I want you to have it.
I cannot agree with you. But that is neither 'here nor there for the
·
moment.
I am sure that you will agree with me, because you quote Justice
Holmes, our most eloquent advocate of free trade and ideas, as you
call him-an<l eertainly if he was not the most eloquent he was one
of the most eloquent-<>n page 18 of your statement. You thoroughly
endorse the free trade and ideas.
BROADCASTING THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE

U~ITED

NATIONS

Mr. Wallace, what would you think of a proposition to broadcast
in every nation, including Russia, the proceedings of the United Nations Assembly~
Mr. WALLACE. I think it would be marvelous if that could be done.
Senator McMAHON. Do you think that the Soviet Government-Mr. W ALLACF.. I would also like to !"ee the proceedings of the United
States Congrei;s broadcast to the American people. I have long
advocated that that be done.
Senator McMAHON. We do print every word that is said. Maybe
very few people read it; sometimes I suspect that very few read it.
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But let us stick to the idea. Would you be willing to advocate that
the Russian Government accede in the Fnited Xations to a proposal
that the proceedings of the United Xations be broadcast inside the
Soviet Union 9
Mr. WALLACE. I would say that probably any contention for that
at the moment would not get very far, because there are other matters
that have to be cleared away first. But as an ultimate objective, I say
that that would be a very admirable outcome.
EXCHANOE

OF IDEAS BETWEEX COU.STRIES

Senator McMAHON. You come out stron~ly here for free trades, free
exchange of ideas. I take it that yo11 heliew that the exchange of
ideas, as between people of the same country, and ns between the people
of all countries, is of very great importance; do you not 1
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, certainly.
Senator McMAHON. You make the point that wars are not won with
guns, they are won with ideas, at least achievements of nations are
won with ideas.
Mr. WALLACE. I .would say ideas in friendly competition.
Senator McMAHON. I am not asking you as to the possibility of the
Russian Government agreeing with the United Nations to any such
simple proposal. I have my own ideas as to whether or not they would
agree. I am asking you whether you, as a man in ·public affairs, will
publicly advocate that the United ~ations be pe1·mitted to broadcast
factuul reports within the Soviet Union of the doings that take place
h1 the General Assembly.
·
Mr. \V AI.LACE. At the moment, in the present state of international
tension, I would say advocacy of that kind of proposition would tend
to increase international discord, rather than allay it, and I would
not advocate it. I would advocate, if you are so much interested in
having ideas broadcast of that sort, that we start that kind of thing
right here in the United States and broadcast the proceedings of the
American Congress to the American people.
Senator McMAHON. The proceedrngs of the United Nations are
broadcast over one network every single night. I am rather sur·
prised at your reluctance to advocate such a proposal when you
believe-Mr. WALLACE. If I thought it would decrease international tension
at the present moment1 I would advocate it, but I do not. I believe
there are other things that will have to be done first before you can get
away with that.
Now as a Congressman you know that sometimes there are admir·
able proposals which you caru10t push very hard at a particular
moment, for one reason or another. This is one that I just do not
think you can get ve1·y far with at the moment.
POSSIBILITY OF A SE'ITLE)(lilNT WITH RUSSIA

Senator McMAnos. Do you honestly believe that a nation which
refuses to permit its own people to hear the views of the leaders of a
nation that is having difficulties with that nation, do you really believe tha't it is possible to come to n lusting and durable peace?
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, I do,.
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Senator McMAHON. You do~
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, of course. That does not mean that I coodone their system or their methods. But I do think, as I thought
when President Roosevelt was alive, and when he believed it was
possible to arrive at an agreement, I do believe that it can be done.
with Stalin, just simply because o~ what Roosevelt told me about
Stalin.
·
Senator McMAHON. And you based upon what Mr. Roosevelt told
you about Stalin, are now willing to predicate the course of your
country and its 140,000,000 people, regardless of everything that has.
hapJlt'ned since Mr. Roost>velt's death? Have these events not af-.
fected your judJ..rnwnt in the slightest 1 Are vou still going on the
basis of what ~fr. Roosevelt told you about ·Stalin, is that right¥
Mr. WALLACE. I would say that in the interval Mr. Stalin has made
at least five different statements to different individuals, indicating
that he would like to have a discussion of the elements entering into
peace with the United States.
:MANNER OF CO:SDUCT OF l"OREIGN RELATIONS
Senator McMAHON. Mr. 'Yallace, you certainly are not going to
make the X at ion understand that you approve of the way the Russian Govemment has been approaching this Government with cries
that they want peace! What would you think of the President of
the C11itecl States if he ealled in a newspaperman, one of our eminent
co1Tespondents, and said to him, ":-:lay, Joe, or John, you know I am
thinking about calling a peace conference."
What would you think of that kind of a performance~
Mr. W ALLAcE. If it resulted in a peace conference, I would be all
for it.
Senator Mc.MAHON. Yes. But is that the wav the President of the
l:nite<l States would conduct that kind of an operation¥ Or would
he not sen<l, to his Ambnssndor in Moscow, word to carry certain
definite proposals to the Kremlin 1 He would <lo it, Mr. Wallace,
just exactly the way Mr. Stalin conducted his negotiations with
Von Ribbentrop, when they had the Germans in Moscow and were
negotiating with them, and he sent his Ambassador in t-0 Von Ribbenthrop and made the German deal.
That is the way he would conduct his ne~otiations if he really
wanted to do busmess. This conduct of a gigantic crusade to the
peoples of the world on the spurious ~round that what he wants is
peace, when he will not permit the views of our own Government
and other governments of the world to get behind the iron curtain,
Mr. Wallace, just does not add up.
Mr. WALLACE. I would say your view certainly does not add up~
and your view can only end eventually in war. You have got to break
through this extraordinary tension in some manner. .Any manner
of breaking through it is all to the good, so far as I am concerned.
CONTROL OF

ATOMIC ENERGY

Senator McMAHON. Mr. Wallace, I suppose you are in eomplete
agreement with the proposals of the Russian Government for th.e co11trol of weapons of mass destruction¥
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Mr. WALLACE. I think that there should be discussion at the same
time of the problem of controlling all weapons of mass destruction;
yes.
Senator Mcl\iAHoN. You realize, do you not, that every country
except Russia and her satellite states, has ag1·eed on a proposal to control the atomic bomb, for instance¥
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Senator McMAHON. But Russia has seen fit not to agree with that
proposal. If she did see fit to agree with that proposal, I should think
the cause of peace would be somewhat advanced.
Mr. WALLACE. No.
Senator McMAHON. You do not 1
Mr. WALLACE. No. I suggest the Senator read Mr. Blackett's book,
three or four chapters.
Senator McMAHON. I have read it. I think you will find a review of
it in the Scientific Bulletin, which, without any pride of ownership,
completely demolishes Mr. Blackett's thesis.
Mr. Blackett Mr. Wallace, happens to be a very fine physicist, but
as a person dealing in political ideas, I think you will find that people
who have studied the problem are unanimously of the opinion, at
least those who are not infected with virus, that he is very far from
the truth. He makes a persuasive case only to those who are convinced before they start.
.Mr. WALLACE. As the Senator well knows, I have, as early as July
1945, expressed my opinions with regard to this matter in a letter
to President Truman, and I have not changed my opinions with re1rard
to this particular matter. It is based fundamentally on human nature,
on how we would act if we were in the same position as Russia was,
how we would act if, on one day, Russia dropped a bomb, and on the
next day demanded air bases all over the world.
That is exactly what happened here in the United States. On August
8 we dropped a bomb on Hiroshima; on August 9 President Truman
came out in a speech and asked for air bases all over the world, and
said we are going to get them.
That unquestionably, at that particular moment. started very great
grief for the whole world. That is a matter of human nature. It is
not a matter of being an expert physicist, or an expert political scientist. It goes deeper that that. How do people react to declaration of
force i
Senator McMAHON. We could continue, I suppose, the argument in
this field for a long while. Mr. Harold Laski, who was never noted
for his sympathy with us, particularly, and is nearer to you ideologically certainly than he is to me, in commenting on the policy which we
have pursued in regard to the atomic weapon, and not too long ago,
stated that in his opmion it was probably the most generous, the finest,
and the most statesmanlike policy that had ever been pursued in
historv.
Mr:Wallace, you were in the Cabinet in 1946, until November; you
were in the Cabinet when we were forging the policy, both domestic
and international. As I recollect it, you approved very verv much
of the Acheson-Lilienthal report when it wa.s released in Ap1~l 1946.
I think you are on record to that effect.
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Mr. WALLACE. If so, I may say, Senator, that you will find within
a very few months, at any rate by July of 1946, I was not embracing
that approach.
Senator McMAHON. I see.
Mr. WALLACE. I felt that the situation was becoming gravely tense.
Senator McMAHON. I tmst, Mr. Wallace, that was not after Mr.
Gromyko 7 on June 16, 1946, said that it was unacceptable either in
whole or m part to the Soviet Union~
Mr. WALLACE. I will assure you that my comments and my attitude were in no way governed by what Mr. Gromyko or any other
representative from Russia said.
Senator McMAHON. I want to believe that. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any other questions?
·
Senator VANDENBERG. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I think we will excuse you now,
and thank you very much for coming. We are very glad to have your
views and opinions. Thank yau very much.
VISA QUESTION
Mr. 'VALLACE. I certainly wish to thank you. I would hope, in the
interests of the high ideals which the Senator from Connecticut has
expres$e<l. that the members of this committe, having very strong influence, I um sure, with 1he ~tate Depa11111ent, will use that influence to
permit Mr. Konni Zilliacus and Mr. Pierre Cot to g.et their visas to
enable them to come to this country. Also Soma Branting, the
daughter of the ex-Premier of Sweden, to permit her to come to this
country.
The CHAIRMAN. That is something that I will have to consult the
committee about. That is a little beyond our scope of activity, getting
visas for people. Are they coming over for propaganda purposes1
Mr. "\VALLACE. I have invited them ns my guests, sir. If you want
to consider what I stand for as propaganda, you can call it that they
are coming for propaganda pm·poses.
The CHAIRMAN. I did not intend to be offensive.
Mr. 'VALLACE. No; I know you <lo not.
The CHAIRMAN. I just wanted to know if that is what you wanted
them for.
Mr. \VALLACE. I have invited them to come and present to the people
of the United States what they believe nre the ideas and attitudes of
their respective countries which have not received any attention from
the press of the United States, and which I think should receive attention. Since I cannot g:et it in the press of the United States, I want to
find some way of gettm;r it to the people of the United States.
The CHAiltMAN. You do no have any fear that their views and their
opinions and their statements about their government would in anywise conflict with yours as you have expressed repeatedly¥
Mr. \VALLACE. About their governments?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. About the attitude of their governments.
You said that is what they wanted to tell us.
· Mr.WALLACE. I wanted them to tell the people of the United States
the attitude of their people.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. But I say you do not fear any conflict between their estimate of how their people feel and the statements
that you have been making all over the country~
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Mr. W ALLAOE. There may be conflicts. But in the interest of this
free exchange of culture and ideas, in which Senator McMahon has
expressed such great interest, it seems to me all points of view should
be made available in these United Stat~ and especially between nonCommunists and this western world. Tnere are lots of non-Communists who agree completely and heartily with the points of view which
I represent, and Sonia Branting represents, as well as Miss Lunden,
Mimi Sverdrop Lunden, in Norway, and Pierre Cot in France, and
Zilliacus in England. There are lots of non-Communists that hold
to that point of view. And they are all from the western world, where
we are supposed to have free exchange of ideas and where we are not
supposed to have either iron curtains or paper curtains. It does seem
to me, in the interests of what both Senator McMahon and I hold
very, very dear indeed, that there should be permitted free exchange
of those ideas.
The CHAIRHAN. Are all these_people non-Communists1
Mr. WALLACE. They are non-Communists; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Yet you want them to come over here to lecture!
Mr. WALLACE. There are two of them, I may say. Pierre Cot and
Konni Zilliacus. who is a Member of the House of Commons in England. Pierre Cot is a Member of the Chamber of Deputies in France.
Hitherto, as I understand it, all that was necessary was for a Member
of the House of Commons to go to the Speaker and say that he wanted
to come to the United States and the matter was arranged with great
speed in a day or two. But now things seem to be different.
The CHAIRMAN. We will consult the State Department. I cannot
promise you wh!lt action they will take. They have the authority.
We do not have it.
Mr. WALLACE. I know you do not have the authority, but you undoubtedly ham wry grent weight with them.
The CaAIRl\IAN. We will consider it and get their reasons. They
must have some reasons for their action. I do not know what the
reasons are.
Mr. WALLACE. If they have reasons, I would appreciate it if they
would publish what they are.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know about publishing. I am sure they
answered. told the people to reply. the sponsors-Mr. WALLACE. We have not been able to get anything. And as far
as I know Konni Zilliacus and Pie1Te Cot have not been able to get
anything out of them, nor Miss Lunden or Miss Branting.
The CHAIRMAN. How are these matters taken up with the State
Department i By correspondence¥
Mr. WALLACE. I have wired Acheson repeatedly with regard t-0 the
matter myself. We talked with his office on the phone. On the other
side, application has been made through the American Embassy.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We are glad to have had
you.
At this point we will announce that Mr. Dennis, Secretary of the
Communist Party of the United States, was scheduled to follow Secretary Walla.ce, but I have a telegram from Mr. Winston, of New York,
which says:
In view of refusal of Judge Harold R. Medina to adjourn trial permitting
General Secretary Eugene Dennis to testify In person this Thursday In oppoldtlon to the North Atlantic Pact, he Is preparing and sending a written statement
lu behalf of the Communist Party.
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It is signed bv Mr. Hemy Winston. I suppose he has some connection
with the party.
So we will not have the opportunity to listen to Mr. Dennis, who is
the secretary of the Commumst Party, but he will send down a statement, which we can all understand. That is, we can read it. I do not
know whether we can understand it.
Mr. James S. Martin, of the Progressive Party of Maryland. Is he'
present~

(No response.)
The CHAIDIAN. We do not seem to be progressing much. He is not
here. We have some others. Mr. Gitt, representing the Progressive
Party of Pennsylvania, was supposed to IJe here, but he is sick and will
not appear.
Dr. Annette Rubenstein, representing the American Labor Party.
STATEMENT OF DR. illNJi.'TTE RUBENSTEIN, ON BEHALF OF THE.
AMERICAN LABOR PARTY

Dr. RuBENl'TEIN. I represent the American Labor Party of NewYork State. I am their present candidate for Congress in the Twentieth Congressional District in the special election, May 17.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to make a campaign speech~
Dr. RUBENSTEIN. No; I want to make a statement. I cut it down
because Mr. Wallace' statement covered so much of the materal it will
not take verv much of your time. I think.
The CBAmMAN. All right. Proceed with your statement.
Dr. RUBENSTEIN. I am here as a representative of the American
Labor Party, its candidate for Congress in the special election, May 17,.
in the Twentieth Congressional District of New York.
The CuAmMAN. Is that the district which Mr. Bloom formerly
represented 1
Dr. RUBENSTEIN. That is right. The district young Mr. Roosevelt
and Mr. Macintyre represented.
The CHAIRMAN. The feeling nnd policy of that district must have
.changed violently from that pursued by Mr. Sol Bloom, who was an.
eminent Member of Congress, a leader in the very things that this
treaty is supposed to cnrry out. He was a peace advocate.
Dr. RusEN8TEIN. We are peace ndn>eates and that district gave a
Yery big majorit)' to President Roosevelt in 1944 on a platform that
we still are fightmg for.
The CHAIRMAN . .All right. Go ahead.
DANGERS OF

RATIFICATION

Dr. RUBENSTEIN. But I am here also as a woman and as an educator..
I speak for the working people, the women and children of America,
in pleading with our Senate to take a stand for life, and not for
death; for peace, and not for wnr; for the United Nations, and not
for the Atlantic Pact.
The ratification of the North Atlantic Pact would be the first definitive step on the suicidal road to a third world war. Attempting to
deter the Senate from giving full and calm consideration to the chain
reaction which would tie set up by its acceptnnce of this war-breeding:
90614--f&--pt . 2~10
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military alliance, the Executive and its State Department have set
up a hysterical clamor to create the impression that this pact has a
de facto existence, and that Senate approval is a mere technicality.
Presenting the pact as a fait accompli, they warn the Senate of the
terrible consequences its denial of the United States' obligations-which in reality the Senate alone has the right and duty of under.taking-would have.
Yesterday Mr. Dulles had the effrontery to tell this committee it is
dealing with a totally different world situation today than it was
a year ago. The pact then was only being discussed, he said, whereas
now it has been formally signed by each of the participating nations.
It has already become apparent in this testimony of Secretary Acheson that if the Senate allows itself to be involved bx such tactics it
will no longer be free to decide independently about m11ituy assistance
to any signatory nations.
COMMITMENT TO DECL.\R1': WAR

Furthermore, the Senate would actually have compromised its most
sacred and solemn responsibility as the final guardinn of our Nation's
peace. It would have implicated itself in advance to a declaration
of war under an appalling number of ill-defined circumstances.
For example, it is terrifying to know that article 4 of the pact has
already been interpreted by Secretary Acheson to mean that an uprising inspired, armed and directed from the outside, would be conside1·ed an armed attack under the pact. The charge of outside inspiration in the event of strikes or popular movements is the easiest refuge
of a reactionary government.
The Netherlands could today claim our protection in Indonesia
under this interpretation. Who knows what further interpretations
might be made by the State Department were the pact ratified.
Almost 100 years ago Stephen Douglas, arguing for the continuation of slavery under the mistaken belief that it would be the basis for
an enduring and powerful nation, said America would then become
the scourge and terror of the world. Our great leader, Abraham Lincoln, said he had no desire to see America become the scourge and terror of the world. He wished rather that it should become the wonder
nnd admiration of the universe.
VIOLATION OF UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The United States set out on this path of peaceful and constructive
leadership under Franklin D. Roosevelt. Even the Wall Street Journal, which is not the organ of the American party, admitted that all
propaganda notwithstanding, the Atlantic Pact does nullify the
principles of the United Nations.
Both articles 1 and 53 of the United Nations Charter are very clear
in requiring authorization by the Security Council for action against
aggression, a~d the North Atlantic Pact is equally clear in ruling
such authorization as being unnecessary. We can scarcely hope to
gain confidence in our professions of peace when we are so casual
nbout violating the Charter of the international agency for peace
which our country joined with other countries in cren:ting.
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ALTt:RNATIVE8 BEFORE UNITED STATES
There are today two alternatives before us: Prosecution df a world
war with, as Mr. Clayton said, perhaps greater vigor than before,
through ratification of the pact, or the brightening prospect of peace
created by the successful initiation of the Berlin negotiations. The
American Labor Party ur~es the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to defer all further act10ns on the North Atlantic Pact in view of
the agreement to lift the Berlin blockade.
A settlement of the Berlin situation can lead to a settlement of all
the outstanding difficulties in the relationship between the United
States and Soviet Russia. It can lead to a lasting peace. The women
of America want a lasting peace. I therefore beseech you to search
your hearts and your consciences and exercise your constitutional
power in defense of America's future and the peace of the whole world.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dobbs, representing the Socialist Workers Party. Are those
two clifferent ones? One is the Workers and one is the Socialists W
STATEMENT OF FARRELL DOBBS, BATIOBAL CHAIR?rlAB,
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Mr. Donna. It is a Socialist party, but a different party from the
party that is known as the Socialist Party headed by Norman Thomas.
We used to be members of that party, but we are not any more.
The CHAIRMAN. What caused you to break awayW Did you break
away, or did they break away 1
Mr. DoBIJS. We left them over the question of the last war.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD WAR II
The CHAl~IAN. You were against the war, and they were for it t
Mr. DOBBS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. You are still against it 1
Mr. Dones. I am still against war, and I will always be against it.
The CHAIRMAN. You were against that war. You were against the
war we fought¥
Mr. Danns. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did not fight in that war?
Mr. Doses. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did not let them get you in that wart
Mr. Doens. I rel?istered for the draft.
The CHAIRMAN. You registered, but you did not get int
Mr. Doens. No, they decided to jail me instead because I said war
would not bring peace to the world and would not do the American
people any good. And history has shown I was right.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they jail you 1
Mr. DoBBS. They did, under the Smith Act.
The CuAIJUIAN. How long did they jail you~
Mr. DoBBS. Sixteen months.
The CHAIRMAN. As soon as the war was over they let you out¥
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Mr. Doees. No. I got out just a few months before the war was
over. When I served my time I got out.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead.
OPPOSITION TO ATLANTIC TREATY

Mr. DoeBs. I am opposed to ratification of the North Atlantic military pact. Yon will find mv position different from that of other
witnesses appearing before you on this question, for I speak neither
as an apologist for bankrupt capitalism, nor as u tool of treachel'ous
Stalinism. I speak as a genuine advocate of socialism, which I sincerely believe represents the only road to lasting peace.
In my opinion, although the Atlantic Pact is represented as an
instrument to preserve peace, its real aim is to preserve outlived capitalism. While propaganda in supeort of the pact is directed only
against Stalinism, the pact itself is directed against the movement for •
socialism. This is demonstrated by the re<"onl of postwar diplomacy '
and by the presence of Faseist totalitarians in the ~\t lantic alliance.
PRESERVATION OF CAPITALISM

From the Tehran Conference down tot.he present moment, the cen·
tral objective of American foreign policy has been to safeguard Euro·
pean capitalism against the mounting pressure of the European work·
ing people for socialism. A 11 t ht> HHlence incli('ates t hnt Roosewlt
and Churchill as the leucling SJJokl':<lllen fur world capitalism, made
a deal with Stalin at Tehran whereby he agreed to support the capitalists in western Europe in return for which Stalin wa:-: to be granted
his_present sphere of influence in eastern Europe.
The CHAIIDIA N. That is from the Tehran Conference~
Mr. Dones. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a copy of it her~t
Mr. Doees. Of the conference~
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. DoBes. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Then how do you get that~ What makes you say
thatf
Mr. Doees. First. and most striking of the evidence-The CHAIRMAN. Were you in attendance on the conference¥
Mr. Dones. No, I was not.
The CHAIRMAN. You were not¥
Mr. Dones. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. DoBBS. Do you want me to answer your question f
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. What basis have you for making that statement?
Mr. DoBBS. First and foremost, lsay that the character of the Stalin·
ists' policy, following the Teheran Conference, is the clearest indica·
ti.on of this.
The CaAmKAN. You are just testifying from your imagination, then,
and not from facts~
Mr. Doees. I am stating my opinion, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You did not state it as your opinion. '
You stated it as a fact.
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}fr. Doses. I said all the evidence indicates.
The CHAIBKAN. All the evidence~
Mr. DoBB8. Yes.
The CHAIRXAN. If it is all the evidence, it must be a fact.
lfr. Doa88. That is my definite opinion of what happened.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead.
STALINI8K AND SOCIALl8llrl IN EUROPE

Mr. DOBBS. Toward the end of the war, hundreds of thousands of
European workers poured into the Stalinized Communist parties,
mistakenly believing the Stalinists would help them establish socialism. But the Stalinist leaders in western Europe entered capitalist
coalition governments and hel_ped to prop up the weak capitalist class.
In the countries of eastern Europe, they set up totalitarian regimes
modeled after Stalin's brutal police dictatorship over the Soviet Union.
With the socialist aspirations of the European working people thus
betrayed by the Stalinists, the puppets of the Kremlin were driven out
of the coalition governments m western Europe. World capitalism
then launched the present cold war against the Soviet Union, a cold
war that is growing dangerously warm.
The propaganda of the cold war is focused on the police-state
methods of the Stalinists wherever they are in power. This propa~nda has struck a responsive chord because of the terrible crimes the
Stalinists have committed against the world working class.
The criminal Stalinists must be overthrown in the course of the
struggle for world socialism, but the working people dare not entrust
that task to the capitalists. For it is the aim of world capitalism to
destroy the system of nationalized e<'onomy in the Soviet Union, impose
upon the Soviet people the rule of monopoly capitalism un<ler a Fascistlike dictatorship, and in the process stamp out all Socialist movements
everywhere in the world.
PRESERVATION OF CAPITALISM

To serve this sinister aim, a reactionary coalition is forming under
the leadership of imperial America, whose only requirement for membership is support of tbe capitalist system.
Examine the list of governments that have signed the Atlantic Pact,
with its fraudulent pledge to safeguard the freedom of the people,
founded on the principles of democracy and indiv.idual liberty.
Among signators to the pact vou will find the Salazar Government
that has kept the people of Portugal under totalitarian police rule for
the last 23 years. Even hefore the Senate has acted on the pact, a
campaign has started to include in tlie so-called freedom alliance the
butcher Franco, who maintains his brutal fascist rule over the Spanish
people by executing his political opponents.
As the Dutch foreign minister signed the Atlantic Pact, his government arrogantly decreed that "Indonesia is outside the spirit of the
pact," and the Dutch imperialists, with the aid of American dollars
and military equipment, continue to suppress by force and violence the
heroic attempt of the Indonesian people to win their freedom, founded
on the principles of democracy and individual liberty.
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No less hypocritical are the democratic pretensions of the French
Government, which seeks to crush by force of arms the struggle for
freedom of Viet Nam, Algeria and Madagascar. By what stretch of
the imagination can the Italian Government be called a champion
of democracy when it demands restoration of its imperialist rule over
the people of its former African colonies 9
The people of Puerto Rico, ruled by the United States Govemment
in defiance of their democratic right to rule themselves, also have a
right to question the sincerity of the high-sounding motives proclaimed in the Atlantic Pact.
Another candidate earmarked for membership in the so-called freedom alliance will be the capitalist government, well-staffed by Nazis,
which the State Department is trying to carve out of the western zone
of partitioned Germany.
REACTION ARY COALITION

The watchword of the reactionary coalition now gathering in the
North Atlantic military alliance will be, "Preserve the status quo!"
Secretary Acheson provided the diplomatic cover for this objective
when he indicated at a recent press conference that a revolution
against any government in the coalition, alleged to be inspired, armed
and directed "from the outside," would constitute an attack on that
government within the meaning of the pact.
Secretary Acheson may have gotten the idea from the Dutch Government, which launched its imperialist attack on Indonesia with the
fantastic charge that the Indonesian Republic was a "Communist
movement instigated from the outside." If the people of Portugal
should rise up against the Fascist dictator Salazar, he coul<l falsely
pose as the victim of a revolution "from the outside" and demand
armed aid against the Portuguese people from the other goYernments
in the Atlantic alliance.
EFFECT OF COLD WAR ON THE UNITED STATES

For the American people the cold war has already meant high
prices, heavy taxes, a peacetime draft and a vicious attack on their
civil liberties. Billions are appropriated for war, but the people can
not get homes, schools or hospitals. The Negro people are abominably
mistreated. The Taft-Hartley Act remains on the books.
An unrestrained witch hunt is raging among government employees
and in the public-school system. Conscientious objectors to the draft
are persecuted. Liberal-minded religious leaders are harassed. Minority political parties are subjected to thought-control prosecution.
A flood of bills curtailing tradit10nal American democratic rights have
been poured into the hoppers of Congress and the State legislatures.
These hardships and evils inflicted upon the American people ue
a natural consequence of the Government's war-like foreign policy,
for there is a dirl'ct and intimate ronnl'<>tion between foreign and
domestic policy. If the Senate should ratify the Atlantic Pact, conditions here will rapidly grow ten times worse as further steps are taken
to impose military police-state rule over the American people in
preparation for impending war.
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For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
I ask you to recommend the following measures for adoption by Congress:
RECOMMENDATIONS
Repudiate the Atlantic pact and censure the President and Secretary of State for their unseemly haste in rushing to sign it.
Require the State Department to make public all the details of
secret negotiations concerning the pact, so that the Senate and the
American people may have all the facts about this unprecedented
military alliance for atomic war into which the Truman administration is dragging this country.
Order the withdrawal of all troops from foreign soil.
Repeal the peacetime draft law.
Can<'el the military bndgPt and all finan<'ial grants to foreign
imperialists.
Halt the witch hunt.
Initiate a measure to provide for a referendum vote of the people
to decide whether there shall be war or peace.
The. CHAIRMAN. You want a11 the military budgets canceled 9
l\Ir. DoBBS. That is right.
OPPOSITION TO ARMY, NAVY, AND AIR FORCE
The CHAIRMAN. Have no army, have no navy; is that right~
l\Ir. DoBBS. I am in favor of-The CHAIRMAN. Answer that.
Mr. DoBM. I am in favor of a military training, of a militia of the
people, under the control of their unions and other organizations.
The CHAIRMAN. But you are not in favor of any army at all 9
Mr. DoBBS. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Yon are not in favor of a navy?
Mr. DOBBS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not in favor of an air force?
Mr. DoBBS. I am not in favor of any instrument for aggi:essive war.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why do you want to train a mihtia 9
Mr. DoBBS. They need traming for defensive war.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the army not be a defensive army~ You
are not for an army or navy.
Mr. DoBBS. I am not for an army as it is based now.
The CHAIRMAN. You nre not for the Russian doctrine in any sense9
Mr. DosBS. No, sir. I am irreconcilably opposed to Stalinism.
The CHAIRMAN. You are opposed to the Russian system~
Mr. DOBBS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are opposed to our system 9
Mr. DoBBS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any system that you are not opposed to~
Mr. Doses. I am for socialism.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that in operation in any place on earth right
nowi
Mr. DoBBS. No; there is no socialism.
The CHAIRMAN. The British have made very long strides toward
socialism.
Mr. DoDos. They have carried out a few acts of nationalization; that
is not socialism.
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TEHRAN

CONFERENCES

The CHAmMAN. You say in your statement that from the Tehran
Conference down to the present moment the central objective of Ameri·
can foreign policy has been to safeguard European capitalism against
the mounting pressure of Euroran working people for socialism t
Mr. DoBns. That is my belie .
The CHAIRMAN. Did the United States exert any pressure on the
United Kingdom to prevent their socializing their industries?
Mr. DoBBS. There has been a great dea 1 of pressure. I was not there,
as I was not at Tehran. But as I rea<l the reports in the press. I
have seen manifold signs of pressures put on Englan<l to curtail and
hold back their program of nationalization.
The CHAmMAN. But she did not do it. She did not hold back.
She went right on doing it.
Mr. DOBBS. They have nationalized a few industries.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. That is a capitalistic press. I <lo not
know how the gentleman could believe what was printed in it.
The CHAIRKAN. Go ahead.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I just say, reading of those things in a
capitalistic press, I did not think you would believe what you read
there.
Mr. DoBBS. I do not know what the basis of that statement is. I
read the press, and glean such an impression of what goes on in the
world as I can out of it. And on the basis of my own studies of his·
tory and the operation of social forces, arrive at the best conclusion
I can as to what I believe has happened and what I believe should be
done. It is on that basis that I have submitted this statement to
you.
The CHAmMAN. You say all the evidence indicates thatRoosevelt and Churchill. as the leading !lpokesmt>n for world capitalism. ruade
a deal with Stalin at Tehran, wht>t'eby be ni;reed to sU)lport the capitalists iD
western Europe In return for which 8talln was to he granted his pre~nt sphere
of influence In eastern Europe.

Mr. DoBBS. That is ~y opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. Opinion 9 You have no proof of it, have you?
Mr. DOBBS. That is exactly the way the situation looks to me, on
the basis of all the knowledge I have obtained of what happened since
the Tehran Conference.
The CHAIRKAN. That is your reconstruction, as it were. When
the police get a murder, they usually reconstruct the crime to show
just how it was done. So you are just reconstructing the Tehran
Conference out of what you imagine took place 1
Mr. DoBBS. Out of such clues as I can get as to what took place.
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
The CHAIRMAN. You have got some pretty nifty clues, but they do
not nifty-out in actuality. I do not want to be personal, but what
is your business? How do you make a living t
Mr. DoBBS. I spend full time working for the party.
The CnAIRMAN. You are a paid party man 9
Mr. DoBBB. That is right. I get $40 a week.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been on the Socialist pay roll!
Mr. DoBBS. About a year and a half.
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The CHAIRMAN. How do they derive their funds? By contributions!
Mr. DoaBS. Contributed by the members.
The CuAilWAN. Are they assessed? Do they assess the members,
or are they contributions¥
Mr. DoBBS. They pay $1 a month dues, and occasionally make contributions.
The CHAIR.MAN. So they are a sort of a capitalistic organization,
collecting money from members in it.
Mr. Dones. We live in a capitalistic world, and we have to adjust
ourselves to it.
The CHAIBHAN. That is exactly what I was getting at.
Mr. DoBBS. That does not negate the concept of socialism.
The CHAIRMAN. Not at all. Socialism might be entirely desirable,
and yet it. might pursue capitalistic methods. How many members
have you got¥
Mr. DoBBS. About 2,000.
The CHAIBHAN. Just a locaH
Mr. DoBBS. No; that is the national organization. .
The CHAIRMAN. You have just. 2,000 members in the entire United
States¥'
Mr. DOBBS. That is ri~ht.
The CH.AIID1AN. The Socialist Workers Party¥
Mr. DoBBB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIBKAN. That is not the regular Socialist Party¥
Mr. DoBB8. That is right.
The CHAIBKAN. That Mr. Thomas heads up!
Mr. DoBBS. That is right.
The CHAIBKAN. How old is your organization¥
Mr. Dmms. We celebrated our twentieth anniversary last year.
The CHAlllKAN. What sort of a celebration did you have I
Mr. DoBBS. A banquet and ceremonial affair.
The CuAIRHAN. That is nice. I believe that is all. Senator Vandenberg!
Senator VANDENBl!lRo. No ~uestions.
The CHAIRKAN. Senator Hickenlooper t
Senator HICKENLOOPBB. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank vou very much. That seems to conclude
our list for this afternoon. •
We will adjourn until tomorrow at 10: 30 o'clock, when we will have
the Honorable Charles P. Taft 7 Owen Roberts; Mr. Allan Klein,.
American Fann Bureau Federation; Mr. Gerard, of New York; Mr.
·Frederick McKee, chairman of the Committee on National Affairs;
Mr. Clifford W. Patton, National Association of Consumers.
I wish we had some of them here now, but we have not. The committee stands in recess.
(Whereupon at .3: 35 p. m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 10: 30 a. m., Friday, May 6, 1949.)
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
FRIDAY, KAY 6, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMl\fITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
Washington, D. 0.
The session convened at 10: 30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
Thursday, May 5, 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator
Tom Connally, chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Connally, George, Thomas of Utah, Fulbright,
Vandenberg, and Lodge.
Also present : Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The CHAmMAN. Let the committee come to order.
The committee is meeting in consideration of the North Atlantic
Pact, and we have the pleasure of having with us a distinguished
American, Judge James W. Gerard, who was :former Ambassador to
Germany, and who has rendered great and and distinguished public
service. We will be glad to hear you, Judge, at this time.
STATE:r.tErr OF HON. JAMES W. GERARD, ATTORNEY AND
COUNSELOR AT LAW, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. GERARD. This is one of the decisive moments of history.
The failure to ratify the Atlantic Pact and to arm the nations of
western Europe will mean war, the end of democracy everywhere, and
the domination of the world by Russian communism.
I have sent to you gentlemen a little sketch of Russian history. It
was written to show that the Russians always have been, in the words
of Mr. Acheson, "aggressive and expanding."
Do not fail to ratify this pact and to arm Europe because of any
ebange in the attitude of the Soviets. That change is due to the
organization of the pact. Do not be fooled.
ATTITUDE OF EX-AMBASSADORS TOWARD THE PACT

SeYeral years ago I organized a council of ex-ambassadors. All,
with one exception, joined. I recently sent them a circular asking
their position with reference to the Atlantic Pact. I have here the
short answers of the 23 who responded. If you are interested, I shall
submit them. There is only one objector.
The Ci1ADWAN. You may submit the list, and we will put it in the
record.
489
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EXTRACTS OF REPLIES BY FOUIER AMBASSADORS OF THE UNITED STATES 01' AMDIC.t..
TO JAMES
GEBABD TO THE QUERY, ARE You IN FAVOR OF TBS NOBTB ATLillnC

w.

PACT?

Jn nnswer to the question. Are you in favor of the North Atlantic Pact? the
following replies have been received from ex-amhasadors:
"I am heartily ln favor of the North Atlantic Pact and trust that not only the
pact itself but the imPortant supplement to It In the form of furnif;hing military
equipment will receive the emphatic endorsement of our Congress."-Norman
Armour.
"Certainly I am In favor of the North Atlantic Pact. The Russians can start
a war whenever they feel like It. yet thts may make them less anxious to commence one."-F. Lammot Belin.
"Given the faulty policies nnd actions of the United States and Allied Govern·
ments of the past, which ha,·e brought us to the present situation, it Is 1111
opinion that the North Atlantic Pact i8 a necessary result and that we should
carry It through to Its logical conrluslon."-Robert Woods Bliss.
"I nm In favor of the :North Atlantic Pact. I do not think it adds very much
to the plnn of the United Nations, but if It can give confidence to democratic
nations of Europe It will be well worth while be<'ause it Is confidence, more t.ban
anything else, which will mnke them stand firmly against the Russtans."Wllllam R. Castle.
"'Are you in favor of the North Atlantlr PaC't ?' :\o. ..\t 'bf»<t it Ii< 'ju~t
another,' but with this added situation, that If the language of the pact Is Inter·
preted to mean anything near what it miirht ~ interpreted to mean. any little
country in the central European Balkan area coulll in,·oh·e us In n global "·ar by
thumbing Its nose at Russia over some little bit of polky or aNlon which would
have no effect whatever on the rest of the world and of which the rest oft.be
world might really not even know till It wus all over.
''The situation of the Atlantic Pact veri<us the Cnlted Natlons reminds me in
one way of the remark of Canning on the Cong,ress ·of Verona. who Is quoted as
saying: 'The Issue of Verona bas split the one and Indivisible alliance Into three
parts as distinct as the constitutions of England, France, and Muscovy. • • •
Vlllele Is a minister of 30 years ago-no revolutionary 11Coundrel; but constitutionally bating England. as Cholseul and Vergenn1>!' nsl'd to bate u~nd ;;o
things are getting back to a wholesome state again. Ewry nntion for ltSt>lf and
God for us all.' To which may be added the old dictum. 'and the Devil may take
the hindmost.' "-J. Reuben Clark, Jr.
"I strongly fn,·or lt."-Wllllam Miller Collier.
"Ye11."-J11h11 \Y. Davis.
"I am strongly In favor of the Atlantic Pact. I trust It will be followed byand that soon-a Mediterranean pact, a Near Eastern part, an Asian pact. and
a Latin-American pact. Africa and Australia may line np where they cboose.''Fred Morris Dearing.
"A good beglnnln11: In lining up Unltf'd States popular under!'tnndlng and !IUPport for reallsm."-Wesley Frost.
"As to your second question as to whether I am ln favor of the North Atlantir
Pact, my reply is emphatirally In the affirmative, and In a l'f>Cent spel'<'h In Bo;;ton
on the 11ubject Faith and Free<lom I expressf'd my support of thl' treoty In on
uncertain terms. I do not think I need to argue the reasons for my approval t>f
the pact, which should be patent to all."-Joi«>ph C. Grew.
"I am In favor of the North Atlantic Pact.''-Lloyd C. Grl11Com.
"The answer to question 2 Is In my mind quite simple. I am h1>artlly ln favor
of the North Atlantic Pact."-Barry F. Guggenheim.
"Not In favor but think It necE>ssary."-Ogden H. Hammond.
"The answer to question II In your circular letter of April 1 I!' e.asy for mP.
I am In favor of the North Atlantic Pact, although I hope that In dne time, wit.b ,
general consent, Spain may be Included In the pact. The 8trat1>gic Importance of
the whole Iberian Peninsula should be selt-evldent.''-Carlton J. B. Bayes.
"In favor.''-Boas Long.
"I am ln f8\·or of the Xorth Atlnntlr r1wt."-John Vnn A. lfn<'llurray.
"I am heartily In favor of the North Atlantic Pa<.1:."--John Van A. MacMurray.
"I am wholeheartedly In favor of the Atlantic Pact.''-Lltbgow Osborne.
"I am heartily In favor of the Atlantic Pact.''-Willlam Phillips.
"I am strongly In favor of the North Atlantic Part and belle,·e that both
national safety and honor require that the pact be ratlfif>d a11 llOOn as possible.
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Whether we as a rwople 1·e11li:>:e it or not. we nre living In 11 great historical moment
comparable, as Mr. Churchill pointed out 11 few days ago, to that period when the
eastern hordes were llt'ft>rt' the gates of Europe 11no only the death of the Stalin
of that time saved the civilization of the world. \Ve cnn, of course, say that
Europe is not our atiair and tor a certain time go our compla<~ent way, but that
only puts oft thf' 1lay of n>ckoning. "-Robert P . Skinner.
.. Yes; in the absence of an~· enforcing ag!'ncy for the Unltf>'1 Nations, the
Atlantic P1tct is, in my opinion. a good subst!tnte."-Willinm H. Standley .
.. I am strongly in fu,·or of the North Atlantic Pllct. I regard it aA a positive
step toward <·olle<"lh·e ><('(·m·ity uudP r the l'.nited :'\atlons. I ho11e, however, that
this Government will t11ke every opportnnity •luring th!' mouths to cnme to m;e
the pact as a mPans of stt·engthening th!' R1ttl10rlty of the United NRtions and as a
means of encouraging the Federation of Western Europe."-Sumner Welles.
"On balance, I favor the Atlantic (North Atlantic) Pact. The advantages
deriving therefrom or the reverse vary considerably for the different regions In
which it may affect our policies.
"The United States of America: The Truman policy, now rar<'ly mentioned,
eommitted us to re11d1•1·ing U!<Si><tnnee to those peoples disposed to res ist Communist aggression. That polic\· Is morally decent and has the strategical advantage of bespeaking allies and bases In the event of a shooting war. It Is true
that economic and financial Implications of this policy are serious ; on the
other band we tried to make single-handed preparation tor war on an isolationist
baals, adequate measures would probably have been frustrated by public Indifference and the claims of pressure groups. The Atlantic Pact, if ratified, will
make It mo1·e dUBcult fo1· the American people in general and professional
paal1lsts In particular to e\·acle those preparations, which atford the best chance
of avoiding war.
"Other signatory countries: The pact should ha,·e a good progaganda value,
provided that It Is properly Implemented from a military point of view ; otherwise
It may prove a boomerang.
"Other friendly, but nonslgnator)· countries : The limited participation may
baYe a bad propaganda etl'ect In the Moslem world. For lnstante It may be asked
'It the Mediterranean forms part of the Atlantic, why not all the Mediterranean
area and not merely Italy and Algeria?
"Soviet satellite countries and Yugoslavia: The pact should have a good
propaganda effect-If Implemented adequately-for what that may be worth.
"The Kremlin obviously cares not a jot for wbat we may say or write ; the
pact will only produe<> an impression to the extent that It Is followed up by military coordination. Indeed as tar as the S.o vlets are concerned, unobtrusive military arrangements would h1n·e been hetter without the publicity of the pact,
which given an opp<>rtunity for counterpublicity, as to encirclement, etc."-John
Campbell White.

Mr. GERARD. Norman Armour [reading] :
I Rm heartily in favor of the North Atlantic Pact and trust that not only the
pact itself but the important supplement to it in the form of furnishing military
equipment will rPCelve the emphatic endorsement of our Congress.

The next one is from F. Lammot Belin:
Certainly I am in favor of the North Atlantic Pact. The Russians can start
a Wllr wheneve1· they feel like It; yet this may make them less anxious to commence one.

The CnAIRl\r.ur. Are those two fair samples of all of them except
one!
Mr. GERARD. Yes.
The CnAtJUUN. Senst-or Vandenberg, have you any questions!
Senator VANDENBERG. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator George Y
Senator GEORGE. No.
·
The CaAmHAN. Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAS. No questions.
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A'ITITUDE OF J. RECTBEN CLARK, JR.
The CHAIRMAN. !would like to ask Jud~e Gerard who the objector
was, and what did he say? Who was the one who objected¥
l\fr. GERARD. The one who objected was Mr. J. Reuben Clark, Jr.,
who, I think, at one time was in Mexico, and comes from Utah.
The CHAIBMAN. He was at one time Under Secretary of State; was
he not¥
·
Mr. GERAIU>. I am not sure.
The CHAIRMAN. Then he was Ambassador to :Mexico during the
Republican administration.
Mr. GERARD. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell¥
Senator DONNELi.. I am glad the Senator mentioned the Republican
administration.
I just wanted to ask Judge Gerard if he has at hand the observation
made by .Mr. Clark. Do you have that, Judge, and would you be
kind enough just to read that one into the recorJ, and let us hear what
he says?
Mr. GERARD. He is much longer than any of them.
"Are you in favor of the North Atlantic Pact~" That was the
question put to him. He answered:
No. At best, it ls "just another," but with this 11dded situation, that if the
langu11ge of the p11ct is interpreted to ruean what it might be Interpreted to mean,
un~· little country in tlw C'Pntrnl European Rnlknn nrPn <'onld lnn•l\'e ns in a
globnl war by thumbiug Its uose at Hm•siu o\'Cr solll{' lilth~ bit of policy or :t('ti1111
which would h11\'c no l!lft•d whate\'er 011 the rt>st of the world and of which the
rest of the world might really not e\·en k11ow till it was nil o\'er.
The situation of the Atlnntic Pnct versus the United Nations t•eminds me In
one way of the remnrk of Cunning on the Cougrpi;s of Vernnn, who is quoted as
saying: "The issue of Vernna has split the one 11nd i1111ivislble alliance into
three parts as dli;tinct ns the constitutions of Engl11nd, France, and lluseo,·y.
* * * Villl'le is n minil'tt'I' of 30 yt>ars ago-no revolutionary scoundrel; but
coust itutionnlly hutiug Englund, as Choii;eul and Vt>rgt>111ies used to hate ui;anll so thiugs nn• gt>tting h1wk to a wholes1•111t• ,;tnte ugain. E\'ery nation for
itself and God for us all." To which mny be uddt>ll thP old dictum, .. aull the
De\'il umy wke the hindmost."

Senator DONNELL. l\Iay I ask, Judge, do you 'know where Mr.
Clark lives now?
Mr. GERARD. He is living in Utah at the present time.
Senator DuNNELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Judge.
Senator 'Vntkins?
Senator WATKINS. I just came in, so I have not heard anvthing
and I could not very well ask any questions.
·
Since he mentioned Mr. Clark of my State, I just heard the last
two or tlu·ee sentences. 'Vas that a letter?
The CnAIR~lAN. Judge Gerard wrote 21 or 22 ex-ambassadors, and
asked them tlu•ir views, and l\fr. Clnrk was the onlv one who said
''No," so he rend his statement and we nre putting it ·into the record.
Senator WATKINS. May I state, then. if it is not already in the
record, thnt Mr. Clark was not only an Ambassador to Mexico, but
he was also Solicitor to the State Departnwnt at one time, and also
Under Secretary of State.
The CnAIRJ.\lAN. I stated that, except that I did not mention his
having been Solicitm·. I mentioned his having been Under St't-retary
of State n11d Ambassador to Mexico.
'
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Senator DONNELL. Mr. Gerard, would you be kind enough, if it is
agl'eeable to the committee, to insert into the record also the .Jetter
which he sent to these various gentlemen i
The CHAIRMAN. Insert a copy of your letter to them along with the
list of responses.
(Communication from the witness to the ambassadors previously
identified appears in the record, as follows:)
NEW YoBIC 22, N. Y., .April 1, 19.fS.
To the Members of the Council of E0-.Amba88adors:

Robert P. Skinner, long in the diplomatic service and for 5 years Ambassador
to Greece, has made the following suggestion :
"The news from Greece is unsatisfactory. We have spent large amounts of
money upon limited projects such as reconstruction, rehabilitation, and public
health leading to nothing in particular, in spite of which, as the Department of
State admits, 'the number of indigents and refugees continues to increase.' Tbemilltary measures have not succeeded in terminating the guerilla war, the Greek
Government is feeble, and it is high time to adopt a program giving at least some
promise of pacifying the country.
..The guerilla army is Communist-led but only in small part composed of Communists. Recruits are impressed Into the rebel troops and terrorized after being
put under arms. The whole country is disorganized, and we cannot get out untll
order ls restored. It is believed that many If not most of the guerillas would like
to give up but they fear punitive measures from the Government.
"The suggestion I have put before the Secretary of State Is that until work,
"·ages, bread, and security are otrered to the rebels the present situation will
probably continue. It will cost far less to provide these things than to try to
shoot them. There are vast areas in Greece that need drainage, irrigation, and
so on. Why not set up an organization under American management and control
and boldly ofter work and wages for a period of 5 years, an ofter which would
bring the rebels out of the mountains, first in a trickle and soon in a steady stream.
lo less than 5 years' time these same men would have their minds turned to
other than their present political thoughts, and would become the cultivators of
the areas prepared by themselves. In the long run the project would yield some
return upon its cost.
"I have suggested, as one capable of directing such a mo,·ement as described,
llr. Charles House, now the head of the American Farm School at Salonika.
Through the years· he has acquired the confidence of all· classes of the Greek
peoplt>. Technical advisers we can offer lu plenty.
"Thf>. present attitude In Washington ls that economic recovery will not be
possible •until the guerilla menace has been overcome.' Hut the guerilla menace
('annot be overcome except with economic assistance. This is a vicious circle
thron~h which we must break.''
I. What do you think of thi!'I proposition?
II. Are you In favor of the North Atlantic Pact?
The Council of Ex-Ambassadors can exercise great inlluence but not unless
the members answer promptly question·s sent to them.
Please answer immediately your opinion on the two questions above to
JAMES

W.

GERARD.

lfr. GERARD. The letter included a question about the handling of
Greece, submitted by l\Ir. Skinner, an<l as all the ambassadors were
doubtful and said they did not know enough about it, I have not made
any reference to it here, because this is only the Atlantic Pact, and
these gentlemen to whom I sent this request are all of the ex-ambassadors of the United States, and I give the responses of all who
answere<l-25 out of about 35. The others, some of them, are away,
abroad, or someplace else, an<l of the ones who nnswel'ed me who are
all ex-ambassadors there was only one who was against the Atlantic
Pact, namely Mr. Reuben Clark, who, as you correetly said a moment
ago, was Ambassador to Mexico, and also Assistant Secretary of State.
The CnAIRllAN. Under Secretary of State.
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FAILURE TO RATU'Y
Seriator DoNNELL. May ): ask you just one further question: As I
understood you, you mentioned at the outset the thought that the
failure to ratify the Atlantic Pact and to arm Europe would mean
warY
Mr. GERARD. I said it would mean war. If we retreat now, after
this Atlantic Pact has been signed by all the nntious. that is an
announcement to the world that we are retreating before Russia, aud
it will mean that they will continue an aggre;;sion so fierce and distinct that we will be driven into war.
Senator DONNELL. Do you not think, Judge, that when the treat\·
was signed on April 4, here, with all these gentlemen present, it
tainly ought to have been known that that was only the signing, and
that the Sep.ate's ratification was just as necessary to the effectiveness
of the treaty as the signatures-the fact that the treaty cannot be
made effective until the Senate ratifies?
Mr. GERARD. That is, you might say in international law, a technicality. If we have signed this treaty, even if it requires the consent
of the Senate, and retreat from that position, we will be in a war
within a year as sure as anything.

cer-

OBLIGATIOX

Tll R .\TlFY

Senator DoNNELL. Judge, do you think that is goo<l public policy,
for a plan to be carried out under which the ratification by the Senate
is made virtually obligatory upon it? Is that not bad public poli9·,
and is it not tending away from the very thing the Constitution had m
mind, namely, that the Senate should have the right to ratify or not
to ratify as it deems proped
Mr. GERARD. Well, . of course, any treaty has to be ratified by the
Senate.
,
Senator DoNNELL. That is, it may or may not be ratified, is what
you mean.
Mr. GERARD. That is known all over the world.
Senator DONNELL. And every Senator has the absolute right in his
own conscience and judgment to refuse to vote for this tatification,
just as much as he has the right to vote in favor of it. That is right,
is it not¥
Mr. GERARD. Certainly every Senator has the right, but any Senator that exercises that right and votes against it will be helping to
send the young men of our country into certain war.
Senator DoNNELL. Judg-e. when this treaty was ratified, or when it
was signed, I should say, <lo you not think that those present, and who
signed it on behalf of the other countries, fully understood that the
Senate had a right to refuse to ratify as 'vell as to ratify~
Mr. GERARD. I do not know what the other people thought. But I
think that Europe and the other countries of the world, since the affair
of the League of N1ttions and the failure to ratify that~ understand
thoroughly that the Senate is the final judge.
Senator DoNNELL. And it should be the final judge and is the final
judge under the Constitution of the United States?
Mr. GERARD. Absolutely.
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Senator DoNNELL. And should not be precluded by the fact that
the executive department has caused the treaty to be signed. That is
correct, is it not~
•
Mr. GERARD. Of course, the Senate is the final judge.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know, judge, that Senator Watkins, who
sits here on my left and who is a Senator from Utah, called attention
by letter to the President of the United States to the very fact that
you are now mentioning, namely, that after it is signed, that then the
whole argument will be made that because it is signed, we must go
ahead with it~ And do you know that Senator Watkins suggested
that the President give 60 days in which to study this treaty before it
was signed~ Did you hear that?
Mr. GERARD. I don't know what the Senator said at the time.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you not think, judge, that it is a very unwise
course to put a compulsion on the United States Senate by getting the
treaty signed, with all the pomp and l?ageantry of it, and then saying
to the Senate that because it has been signed, "You have got to approve
it"1 Don't you think that is very poor public policy?
Mr. GERARD. No; I think it is excellent, for the good of the country.
Senator DONNELL. And do you think, therefore, that the Executive,
by having the power to get the treaty signed in advance, has the right,
and do you think it is excellent policy that it should have, to virtually
compel the Senate to approve the document? Is that right~
Mr. GERARD. The Executive has the right to manage our foreign
policy up to the point of signing the treaty, and then the Senate must
come in. .
Senator DoNNELL. And as I understand it, you say that now that
the treaty has been signed, the very fact of its sigl}ature would make
it a grave mistake for the Senate to refuse to ratify it. Is that your
thought~

Mr. GERARD. That is my point, yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
The CaAmMAN. Thank you very much for your attendance.
We have the pleasure of having with us this morning Mr. Charles P.
Taft, of Cincinnati, a very distinguished American who has rendered
'Splendid public service in several capacities.
Mr. Taft.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES P. TAFT, FORMER PRESIDENT, FEDERAL
COUBCll OF CHURCB;ES, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Mr. TAFT. Thanklou, Senator.
Mr. Chairman an gentlemen of the committee, I am appearing to
urge a favorable vote of this committee and of the Senate upon the
ratification of the Atlantic Pact. I believe this step is and has been
essential for the preservation of peace, but at this stage a failure to
ratify would be the greatest encouragement to ultimate war. Idealists
who now withhold support of the pact do great disservice to the cause
of peace which they serve.
90614--49~pt.2---11
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DANGERS IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

With support of the Atlantic Pact I would ~ive vigorous warning of
the dangers still involved in its implementation. Its success depends
entirely upon the effective continuance of well-considered group decisions on foreign policy in the National Security Council, under the
leadership of the Secretary of State, with the withholding from such
consideration of no important policy which touches our security in
relation to the Soviet Union.
The ideology and the methods of the Soviet Politburo have made
the Atlantic Pact inevitable. It has not been a question simply of the
Red Army and the reestablishment of the boundaries of the Czars,
which was the thesis of Mr. Lippmann some years ago. The accomplishment of that military fact is not what has frightened all of western
civilization. It is the infallible dogma of a fanatical religion whose
high J?riests have carried Machiavelli's prince to a point which neither
Machiavelli nor his prince, I think, would have considered seemlyor effective. The Soviets as the exponents of a state socialist system of
economics proved through 20 years quite able to live with us in peace;
they were far less upsetting to international trade than the Nazis.
INTERNAL WEAKNESS OF RUSSIA

It is the development of internal political weaknesses which has in
part driven the Politburo to such extremes. The sudden discovery by
the Soviet Army of the standard of living of what they called "decadent" western capitalist countries, even such relatively· backward
countries economically as Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hw1gary,
upset much internal political balance in Russia, and 6,000,000 heroes
cf the Soviet Union, who won the war with no help from the West, as
they were told, could not be pushed aronnd quite so easily. The absence of any real understanding of human nature in successful organization has further undermmed administration and shaken the
confidence of the dictators. That produces more repression, more
suspicion1 and a tougher exterior to those with whom they deal abroad.
But it is the missionary spirit of this religious fanaticism that has
produced an unscrupulous dual system of agents abroad on a worldwide scale, dealing m violence wherever it is considered safe, and in
infiltration propaganda and incitement elsewhere.
Are t~ey really seeking to undermine and destroy the western
world 1 Many people of good will think not. I can only say to them
that they have not read the record. That record as compiled by
llistoricus in Foreign Affairs for January 1949 from the most. popularly distributed words of Stalin in Russia over the 30 years since
the revolution, is no mouthing even of a ranting German corporal after
an unsuccessful putsch, and that turned out to be dangerous enough.
It is the religious canon of a most successful revolution, from its
greatest leader, based upon an ethic which sees in deception of its
enemies its most accepted tool. 'Ve are up against an organization
for world revolution.
It seems to be foolish, in the face of such a threat, to close one's eyes
and vote for universal simultaneous reduction of armaments, for the
United Nations plan for the control of atomic energy, although I
nm in favor of both of those, or even for world federation. There is
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no way for the fellow· attacked to end a cold war insistently waged by
the other fellow with obvious determination. It seems to me equally
foolish to start a holy war against the Communists, although their
methods, their materialism, and their complete reliance on man without God, is profoundly contrary to Christianity. They represent a.
heresy which is the exaggeration of some of our own faults, not the
less dangerous on that account, but subject eventually to conversion so
far as the Russian people are concerned, in my opinion at least.
The policy of the United States which was so brilliantly set forth by
George Kennan in the July 1947 article of Mr. X in Foreign Affairs
f.leelllS to me therefore the only solution, and it seems to have been
carried out in the last 2 years with great success under Marshall,
Lovett, and Acheson.
CONTAINMENT OF RUSSIA

It involves the containment of Russia within her present boundaries
of influence by diplomacy and not by war. The strength of our
diplomacy does depend in turn first upon our physical power, and
upon the economic health, first of the United States, and then of
everybody on our side. 1Ve cannot place our army of American
roldiers at every point where Russia mi~ht seek to break her boundaries. That is not necessary. All that 1s necessary is the knowledge
that certain steps by the Soviets will bring war. The Soviets have
not attacked Iran, where heaven knows we cannot put a defending
force; and they have not stopped the airlift or taken the allied sectors
of Berlin, which they could have done very readily.
Our weakness during these 2 years has not been the determination
of the American people, but the determination of our allies. The
Marshall plan, the conduct of the Soviets themselves, and the Atlantic
Pact, have eliminated that weakness in the West. The task of maintaining that determination is political and not military. We have
lost ground in China, although I do not agree with the common criticism of our policy there, but I do not care to discuss that question
here when it is not involved in the question before you.
The pact must therefore be ratified, but I cannot urge that without
stating why I believe its implementation is critically important~
I do not believe that the issue is whether the pact undermines the
constitutional prerogatives of the Congress. As I have already said
it is impossible for American troops to defend against a sudden attack
by the Russians. We can only plan a defense in depth, as General
Vandenberg described it the other day, and our share in that need
be no such commitment as would deprive the Congress of its entire
di&'retion.
At the same time, I believe with Mr. Acheson that any such truly
aggressive action against any of the signatorjes to the pact as the
pact contemplates, would impose on the American people, almost irrespective of the pact, a profound moral impulse and obligation which
would be reflected at once, and overwhelmingly so, in a special meeting
of the Congress to consider the situation. Such a situation will not
arise if the pact is signed, and if its implementation is adequately
administered.
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The Atlantic Pact was inevitable, but war is· not, and it is not in
my opinion, probable. But the cold war will continue, with interva.ls
like the present of temporary relaxation. Those intervals cannot be
permitted to slacken our determination to maintain our policy. The
cold war will continue until there is still greater failure in the integration and control of the politburo, something which will certainly be
no interior revolution, but a gradual and perhaps imperceptible,
almost, deterioration.
Arming the Atlantic Pact members is not, in my opinion, the first
implementation, but rather standardization of armaments of all types
with our American equipment and production. That must begin with
the United Kingdom, since my impression is that the continental
members are presumably using American equipment to a considerable
degree already.
STANDARDIZATION OF

ARMA~IENT

I am deeply concerned with the procedures by which this standardization and reanniug takes place. During 19!4 I was the chairman of
a State Department workmg committee on export of munitions of
war, a committee which worked under a policy committee consisting
of Mr. Acheson and the heads of the four geographical-politicaloffices. \Ve were directly concerned with the effort of the Air Corps
and of the Joint Chiefs to seeure standardization of arms on the
American model in the Latin-American eountries, where you may not
realize that somewhere between 80 and 90 pereent have been supplied
by European armament makers, and to furnish them with surplus
American munitions and planes, either on lend-lease, or later by specific legislation. The experience was not one to inspire confHence
in the effects on political policy of military missions. A distinguished
admiral promised Peru 15 divebombers, and certainly upset the equilibrium, then not at all stable, between Chile, Ecuador, and Peru. A
distinguished general of high rank by somewhat similar conduct incurred two reprimands on State Department insistence, and on a third
occasion we were begged not to request another because of the effect on
his service record. The military missions to the Latin-American
countries returned with recommendations that would have increased
some Latin-American military budgets to 30 percent of their total
budgets, would have completely upset civilian control through existing civilian police by increasing the army beyond what could be managed by the police, and recommended a number of fighters, bombers,
and transport planes for Argentina which would seriously have disturbed the balance in the southern area. The knowledge in those countries of what these recommendations were did not make the task of
preserving the peace any easier.
While the ambassador was theoretically in charge of these discussions in each country, he had no actual control. There was no adequate
process for coordination in ~a~hington. fressure on the State Department was such that while it stood firm against lend-lease as a
means for providing these arms, its representatives much against
their better judgment had to appear before the Congress as sponsors
for the legislation when it was mtroduced.
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DRAWBACKS OF MILITARY MISSIONS

I would be the first to recognize that the western European powers
are more stable and responsible. But it is equally true that the situation in Europe is far more dangerous and precarious and less able to
stand any kind of boners by military missions. Such boners have not
turned up too frequently recently under the competent hand of Lucius
Clay, but military missions to each country are a different matter. I
repeat that our problem is the state of mind of the people of western
Europe, to which military preparedness contributes only a small part,
in my judgment. They would feel far safer for instance if they knew
more about the weakness of Russian transportation facilities across
eastern Russia and Poland, or about the effectiveness of united direction of all western European armies, than by the knowledge of many
millions poured into their own individual military establishments and
left for them to maintain at substantially greater annual costs. The
problem is broadly political, and not military.
One of the political problems not to be minimized is the danger
of commitment of the Allies, including the United States, by the
act or omission of a weak ally or, for that matter, of any ally. I need
only refer to our difficulties in Greece on the one hand, or some of
our problems in earlier collaboration with the United Kingdom in
the Middle East when action by the United Kingdom was assumed
by observers to be the policy of the United States when it was not.
STRENGTHENING THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

The success of implementation under the pact therefore depends
on administration of foreign policy. In Washington the thoroughly
sound procedures under the National Security Council need to he
even more firmly established, and no area and no policy, which even
vaguely affects our relation to Russia, not even Israeli and the Arabs,
should be withdrawn to domestic politics at the White House. This
success has depended upon the particular people running the operation. The Merger Act should be amended as proposed to include
the Vice President on the Council and eliminate the secretaries of
the three services. I hope that the Armed Services Committees, however justified their feelings about the famous flat-top, will not for
that reason block this necessary step. The greatest weakness in our
foreign-policy operation is in the process of being cured, and nothing
·
should prevent its complete progress.
In the field there must be established through the National Security
Council, with the State Department and, I suppose, ECA as its agents
in part, a discipline over all United States representatives, especially
those from the Army, Navy, and Air Force, which demands agreement on a United States policy and position, and then cl~e-mouthed
adherence to it. We cannot afford the luxury abroad of the kind of
interagency feuds we have permitted at home, or of one-man policymakers in the field.
If there exists real determination at the top, and if that is based
on the conviction beyond question that our national safety depends
on good foreign-pohcy administration at home and in the field in
western Europe, then the Atlantic Pact will prove what it should be,
the turning point toward a peaceful world.
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DEFENSIVE NATURE OF TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taft, in discussing the particular provisions of
the treaty, do you agree with the view that it is a purely defensive
pact?
Mr. TAFT. I think there is no question about that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there anywhere in the treaty any suggestion or
intimation or implication that it has any other purpose except the
defense of the security and integrity and safety of the nations who
signed the treaty?
DANGER OF l\ULITARY BASES Cl..OSE TO RUSSIA

Mr. TAFT. There is none to me, Senator. I think I would say this,
however. I agree entirely with Mr. Dulles that the establishment of
actual military bases in which we share in any country which is
directly neighboring to Russia it seems to me would not be justified,
although it might be authorized under the operation of the treaty,
because in that case it would seem to me a step that to a reasonable
nation would appear as a threat.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no specific provision in the treaty authorizing or directing that, is there 1
Mr. TAFT. No, sir; that is correct, and that is why I am for the
treaty; but I am pointing out that its administration is something
which is extremely important.
The CnAIRJ\IAN. Of course, though there is no direct statement in
the treaty as to offensive action, your view is that if the treaty should
be utilized to create offensive action then it would be a bad step 1
Mr. TAFT. By what I described I did not intend to describe as an
offensive action. The establishment of a base at an advance point is
not necessarily offensive at all, and in this case it would not be, in my
judgment, but it might be taken as such.
The CHAIUlIAN. Of course it might be so construed by a nation that
felt itself imperiled or threatened by that action.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
The CHAIIUIAN. But so long as it did not trespass upon the rights
of the other nation it would not be pertinent, would it 1
Mr. TAI''T. I think that the sample which was given by Mr. Dulles,
which certainly was tziven at the Federal Council conference at Cleveland, was the establishment of a base in which any European power
shared in Colombia. It would be taken as a threat to us, even though
it was put there only as a defensive proposition in actual intent.
The CHAIRMAN. You said something about Colombia 1
Mr. TAFT. I mean Colombia, Latin America. We would take that
as a threat, no matter what the intent was.
The Cn~Rl\IAN. I see your point.
Mr. TAJo'T. And I am saying only that it should be appl'Oached considering it from a reasonable consideration of what the Russians
ought to feel about it. I do not mean what thev actually would say,
becnuse they would say anything about anything.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the terms of the treaty. if carried out properly, coul<l any nation lt.•Yel a 1.egitimate obje~tion to the treaty except-and it would not be leg1t1mate-a nation that contemplated
aggression 1
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Mr. TAFT. I think that is absolutely correct, Senator. I agree with
that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. It is defensive as against the action of any foreign
power that would violate the integrity, the safety, or the security of
any of these nations 1
Mr. TAFT. I agree with that completely. I think it follows the
exact model of the Latin-American treaty of the same character.
The CHAIR1'CAN. You refer, of course, to the Rio PactY
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
COlllPARISON WITH PAST MlLITARY ALLIANCES

The CHAIRMAN. You are a student of history and things of that
kind. I would like to have you comment on the claims of some people
that this is a military alliance. I want you to contrast this treaty with
what was the traditional theory and foundation of the old-time military alliances of a hundred years ago or 50 years ago, or even more
recently.
Mr. TAFT. I am not too much of an expert, Senator. But my impression is that most of those were both offensive and defensive alliances.
That is to say, they contemplated the association of the nations concerned if anyone were attacked, but also to a pretty considerable degTee if any one of them should undertake an otfensive operation. That
lS certainly not the case in this instance at all.
The CuAIRHAN. Was it not true of the historic alliances like the
holy alliance and others that they had offensive intentions Y For instance, the holy alliance hoped to reconquer the western world and
place it back under a monarchy. It failed, but still that was understood generally to have been the motive of the holy alliance.
Mr. TAFT. They would not have put it quite that way. They felt
that they were restoring the legitimate authorities in Europe, first,
and in other :earts of the world afterwards; but certainly the effect
of it was certamly an offensive alliance.
The CHAIRKAN. While it was not perhaps explicitly stated in the
alliance, their objectives were that these three monarchs, and they
regarded themselves as more or less ruling the European Continent,
at least, would act together in whatever war or whatever enterprise
might follow, is that not true 9
Mr. TAFT. I think that is true, although they attempted to state a
general objective which on the surface had certain moral foundations
but which m fact came out as an offensive alliance.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that the Monroe Doctrine had its
birth and sprang from the ambitions and protections of the holy
alliance
Mr. TAFT. I think that is unquestionably true. The original suggestion of it from Canning was an effort to balance somewhat the
powers in the holy alliance.
The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of Canning in making that suggestion, and his correspondence shows it, was to offset or discourage the
formation in this hemisphere of the old regime.
Mr. TAFT. That is right, Senator. I have not read his correspond·
ence. You are getting a little out of my depth in history, I may say.
The CHAIRMAN. It 1s pretty wel understood generally.
Then let me _ask you one other question and I will have finished.
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Prior to World War I you recall, I think, that the so-called Central
Powers had a treaty or an alliance with Italy, in which Italy bound
herself to go along with the Central Powers. She did not do that. She
did not follow that in World War I. But she was char~d with having
breached her treaty and her agreement because she did not. Is that
not true¥
Mr. TAFT. Yes, and I think she probably did.
The CHAIRMAN. I think she did too, but still the basis of the whole
thing was that she had been in one of these military alliances pledged
to go to war when Germany or Austria went to war.
Mr. TAFT. There was a similar claim, of course, in World War II,
and that time Italy jumped the other way.
The CuAmMAN. Still, the same principle was involved.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
The CHAIRHAN. Senator Vandenberg1
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Taft, I like your statement very much,
particularly the note of warning you put into it. I have no trouble
whatever with the pact itself. I think it is just elementary common
sense in behalf of peace. But I think the problem of implementation
requires the precise cautions that you indicate.
IMPLEMENTATION

OF

THE PACT

You point, in this connection, to the difficulty that arose in pan
America in connection with efforts to provide limited armaments. Is
it not true that under the pact the requirement for continuous self-help
and mutual aid, and the requirement for the constant integration of
western European defense plans, is calculated, if properly carried out,
to integrate these decisions to a point where none of the difficulties
found in South America would arise¥
Mr. TAFT. I think that is absolutely correct. There was no such
provision for coordination-at least none that was working_-in Latin
America, and there was no provision for coordination in Washington
at that stage.
Senator VANDENBERG. In the second place, in your statement you
note the danger of our commitment through an act of omission of a
weak ally, and perhaps an act of commission by a weak ally. Is it not
true that under the terms of article 5 of the pact we are left in a completely obvious and completely legitimate right of self determination
m judging the character of the crisis and the nature and extent of our
contribution to the restoration of peace and security 1
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir; I think there is no question about that. I
think it should be emphasized at every stage, however, that that is
the fact.
The CHAmMAN. Senator George?
Senator GroaoE. I have no questions of Mr. Taft.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Thomas 1
Senator THOMAS of Utah. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright?
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. Mr. Taft, I associate myself with Senator
Vandenberg's estimate of your statement. I think it is a very informative one in raising questions I have not seen raised prior to this
time in these hearings regarding the influence of the military in the
implementation.
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

There is one paragraph particularly that I would like for you
to amplify. That is on page 3, where you say:
This success has depended upon the particular people running the operation.
The Merger Act should be amended as proposed to Include the Vtce President on
the council and ellminate the secretaries o! the three services.

Who proposed that~
,
Mr. TA"rr. I understood there was a bill actually introduced, Senator, in one House or the other, which did provide for the elimination
of the three secretaries. The addition of the Vice President I think
was simply a casual suggestion, but one which seemed to me to have
much merit because in my own thinking, in connection with the
operation of the State Department and, in fact, of the entire foreign
and domestic policy of the Government, the place where the Vice
President, it seems to me, could do the most good would be as the
chairman of a committee like the N at.ional Security Council, but
covering a somewhat larger area, so that I thought of myself, and when
I saw the suggestion in the papers it seemed to me a very wise one.
It also provides a contact with the Senate which is a very desirable one.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I would gather from the whole statement on
that page that you realize how very difficult it is to coordinate the
. civilian and military, and in military affairs they usually tend to
go their own way, do they not?
Mr. TAFr. I was very much encouraged, however, Senator, by
the Alsops' article in the Saturday Evening Post, to which I was
referring in my statement, actually, in discussing the success of the
National Security Council. I had heard that that was the case
before, and their article amplified it with a good deal of detail on a
basis that seemed to me quite accurate and sound.
MILITARY BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES

Senator FULnRIGIIT. When you mentioned, up at the top of that
page, that Latin American countries, as a result of the mihtary recommendations, would have increased their budgets to over 30
percent of the total budget for military expenses, our budget is over
30 percent for military items. The percent of our budget which
includes foreign aid, which really has a very close association-Mr. T APT. I am referring strictly to the military budget.
Senator FUJ,BRIOHT. Our own budget is nearly 50 percent.
Mr. TAFT. You are dealing with countries in which there is no such
necessity for military operat10ns, and in which a percentage of thirty
is a burden on their economy which they are quite unable to bear.
ECONmnc AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator FULBRIGHT. There is some question-at lea.st the matter
is being discussed here-as to how long we can bear 50 percent for
this purpose including, as I say, the two items of ECA and the military.
Mr. TAFT. I would not include the ECA, myself.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Its ultimate purpose is the same, is it not i
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Mr. TAFT. I do not think so. I was involved in the setting up of
the first European Economic Committee in the fall of 1944, wluch was
the forerunner of the ECA, and the objective at that time was not
military but was in a broad sense commercial for the prosperitv of
this country, rather than the military considerations that subsequently made it possible to put it through.
Senator FumruGHT. 'Vhat I mean, the 9bject is the security of the
western democratic people.
Mr. TAFT. That is one object.
Senator FULBRIGHT. One is military and the other is economic in
its approach, but I did not understand and do not understand that
the prmcipal objective of the ECA is better economic opportw1ity for
this country. I thought that was entirely incidental. In fact, I
could not supp01t it if that was its only purpose.
Mr. TAFT. I would snport it on that basis, and I was for it before
any question of military defense came up. The militarv defense is
unquestionably the consideration diat put it through the Congress
of the United States.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I am not able to accept the idea that we can be
prosperous by giving away goods. It seems to me prosperity must
depend upon a real economic exchange of values.
Mr. TAFT. I think there is no question about that, but I think also
that our prosperity could not exist if the rest of the world were in
the economic status that it was at the end of the war, and it would be
worth giving a good deal in order to restore it to its situation in
western Europe as the otlwr great workshop of the world.
Senator FULBRIGHT. That is purely temporary. The objective of
it is to establish them where they can stand on their own feet.
Mr. TAFT. Certainly. There is no question about that.
Senator TAFT. One of the principal objectives or ingredients in
that is this question of security, first security from invasion by the
Communists.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct, and it has been a very successful implementation of the policy that was described by Mr. X.
POLITICAL INTEGRATION OF EUROPE

Senator FULBRIGHT. At one point you say the problem is broadly
political and not military. In that broad sense I agree with that.
I wondered if you had given any thought to the political problems th9t
exist in Europe; that is, the political fragmentation of that area.
Do you think that there would be any advantage to this country in
rearranging the pattern of political associations in Europe Y
Mr. TAFT. I think it might, but I think it is a very long-term project.
I don't think it is anything which the United States could do from the
outside, and I think we have to approach the problem in the light of
the situation as it is. In that situation, the moral determination of a
nation like France, in my judgment, is the key to the defense of
Western Europe, rather than their military budget. I think in that
respect there is probably the greatest progress in the course of the
last 2 years.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do you think that if these countries remain
independent sovereignties they will become strong enough to support
themselves either economically or militarily 9
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Mr. TAFT. That is a. very difficult question, Senator. We are out of
balance to the extent, I think, of some $5,000,000,000. They, I see
from the latest figures, taking western Europe as a. whole, were out
of balance to the extent of $5,600,000,000 for last year, for the year
1948. I think that is our most serious economic problem, as to whether
those two imbalances can be corrected. I hope they can, but I do not
think it is at all certain that they can.
Senator J!'ULBRIGHT. Do you think if these countries in western
Europe to some extent merged their soverei~ty so that they could
rid themselves of the economic barriers that 1t would be beneficial to
that area¥
Mr. TAFT. I think there is no question about it. I only say that that
certainly is not a project which the United States can put over, so to
speak. It has to 6e done by them.
Senator FULBRIGHT. If we are investing our money and our efforts
and taking considerable risks of even greater dangers, do you think
we have no interest in suggesting to them that they do what you feel,
and I think a good many others feel, would contribute to the ultimate
objective!
·
Mr. TAFT. I have the greatest interest in that. I still would say
that the problem has to be solved in the long run by a self-starting
operation in Europe. We cannot do it by any pressure that we would
put on from the outside, although we may definitely insist on doing
so, and in view of our investment I think probably we should.
Senator FULBRIGHT. We are seeking to do that in the economic field.
Mr. TAFT. That is right, and we have made some progress.
ENCOURAGEMENT OF UNIFICATION

Senator FULBRIGHT. And many of us feel those efforts will be
fruitless in the economic field unless it is accompanied by political
change. It seems, therefore, we have every reason to at least suggest
to them that that ought to be done.
Mr. TAFT. I think so. I only say that as a practical matter I think
we have done so. I do not think as a practical matter we can compel it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. When do you think we did so¥
Mr. TAFT. My impression from the reading of the press for the last
3 years has been that we have assisted and given such push as we felt
was appropriate in that direction.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Can you think of any instance in which we officially 1?&.Ve any such push¥
Mr. TAFT. No; I cannot think of any instance where we did it officially, and I am not at all sure that that would not react if we did.
senator FULBRIGHT. Unofficially~
Mr. TAFT. lean only say, in readinA"thepapers, the New York Times
and other organs of opinion and of fact, there have been reported
instances where we have attempted to assist in that direction. I am
very. very skeptical of how much can be done by us from the outside,
Senator. I do not think that just because we put $5.000,000,000 a year
in there that we can compel them to do anything. We may stop the
money, but that still will not compel them to do it.
Senator Fur.BRIGHT. You have no faith in persuasion, either¥
Mr. TAFT. Well, I am for persuasion. I am saying that it has to
be internal and self-starting in order to accomplish the purpose.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. You know that they themselves have been talking about this on and off for 300 years. It is nothing new. And they
hn ve a very strong movement now in Europe.
Mr. TAFT. Conversation for 300 years is not significant, because the
national problem has not arisen until the 19th century, but during the
last 50 years there certainly has been a lot of discussion about it, starting with Mr. Briand's proposal for a United States of Europe, which
I think was the first official statement about it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You know that even yesterday, or the day
before, they did finally sign the so-called statute of Europe setting up
1t Council of Europe. You saw that 1
Mr. TAFT. I saw that; yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. So it is not imposing somethinfu on them that
they do not want. There is a great sentiment there.
am not aware
of any efforts on our part, or even strong expressions of approval of
those efforts, and there are people who believe that this country does
not approve of a fe<leration of Europe because it might interfere with
the ob)ective you said ECA had, wliich was to keep free markets for
this country. It is obvious if you had a stron~ Europe economically
and politically it would be a competitor of tlus country. not only in
Europe but throughout the world, and there are people--! am not saying you do-who think that in considering this for our future economic
profit we ought to keep these countries in a state in which they are not
too strong, bt1t just strong enough to keep out the Communists.
Mr. TAPr. That was not the objective I described for the ECA
which I was supporting. 1Vhat I was saying was that you cannot
have nations which are flat on their backs economically and have the
l!nited States prosperous, and therefore it seemed to me it was an
obligation, in fact a necessity, for the United States to do in any event
what we have attempted to do in the ECA. That does not in any
sense support the objective that you have just described, which mav be
somebody's objective. I don't know.
~
Senator FULBRIGHT. I mav say it is not mine. I think temporarily
perhaps we might profit a little more by them not being too strong
and becoming a real competitor, but over the long run, if we are really
looking after the security of the West, we would be in a much better
position to have a really strong consolidated Europe.
Mr. TAFI'. I think there is no question about that. and if, as you said,
the administration has not supported it, then I think they should. My
impression was that they had.
Senator FULBRIGHT. i am certainly not aware of their taking any
steps or making any statements specificalll approving or encouraging
a move to political unity. Their idea 1s it is premature, and we
should not do it now, and we would be interfering in their internal
affairs. But we interfere in every other direction. This military
obligation is certainly not free from that charge, nor is the eeonomic,
hecause we tell them that we pass judgment and plan what kind of
plants they shall build, whether they shall build a refinery or whether
they shall build a textile factory, how much they can build, whether
they shall electrify their railroads or not, and so on. There is no
hesitancy in that field, but for some reason in the political field it is
beyond good taste.
Mr. TAFT. Senator, we are only disa,:rreeing on the facts, and if you
are correct then we are not disagreeing at all.
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Senator FULBRIGHT. In any case, I think it is a very good statement.
I did not intend to be arguing with you.
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
Mr. TAFT. I think I would like to go back, however, to one suggestion you made, and that was what I had to say about my experience in
dealing with the Latin-American problem was still an effective criticism of the yresent situation. What I know about the operation of
the Nationa Security Council and the coordination which it has
brought about in foreign policy would indicate that it now provides
something in the Government that absolutely did not exist at the time
that I was in the State Department. It was one of the most necessary
elements, and it was not there. Apparently it is there now, but it is
there in my judgment primarily because of the people that are operating it, and therefore it should be made as firm and as established as
Congress can help to make it.
senator FULBRIGHT. I think that is an excellent suggestion. I am
thoroughly in accord with that suggestion.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THO:&IAS of Utah. Mr. Chairman, may I just say here, with
reg-ard to the creation of the National Security Council, under the
original Merger Act or bill which did not become law there was no
provision in it for the Secretaries who were called the Secretaries for
the Army, for the Navy, and for the Air Forces. They were definite
subordinates, and the Security Council, had it been set up as it was
planned in that bill, when the bill was on the Senate Calendar and
reported out, was of course made up of, first of all, the President of
the United States, who would be represented by his aide if he had
one, ~ou see; the Secretary of State; the Secretary of Defense; with
the Chief of Staff, who would be Chief of Staff of all of them, and
then the Chairman of the National Resources Board and then the
Secretary. So that in that way you would have the type of representation which you have been suggesting here, and not a military domi11ated National Security Council.
Mr. TAFT. Apparently it has worked effectively with general civilian
control, even in its present set-up. But it does seem to me that it
should be brought back closer to the original plan of the Merger Act.
The second thing I should say, because in both my statement and
what I have said here I have left it out, is that the relationship of the
President to the Security Council has Leen the most important factor
in its success. It has been his confidence in the Secretary of the Council
and their daily contact, the daily advice to the President of what is
going on, and I assume the fairly continuous word from the President
that he is for it or he is against it or commenting on whatever is being
done that is in a sense the most essential thing in making it successful
up to date. The President must be in it and must cooperate. He has
done so with the one exception to whieh I have called attention, and
that is the withdrawal of certain specific policies from the consideration of the National Security Council. None of them should be withdrawn from it. All of them should be discussed and decided in that
council.
The CHAIRlJAN. Senator Lodge?
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STANDARDIZATION

OF

ARMAMENTS

Senator LoooE. I would like to direct your attention to the next to
the last paragraph on page 2 of your statement, in which you make
the following observation :
Arming the Atlantic Pact members Is not the first implementation, but rather
standardization of armaments of all types with our American equipment and
production.

Well, now, does that mean that you do not think we would undertake any assistance of any kind until they have standardized their
weaponsi
Mr. TAFT. Oh, no; I do not think that. But I think the standardization should be the first effort, and certainly should parallel any effort
to supply arms. As I say, my impression is that in the case of all but
England most of their arms come from the United States, and therefore standardization in the sense I am talking about has been accom·
plished. To a substantial degree the standardization must have been
accomplished with the British during the war, but I should think that
that is the place where we would have to begin.
Senator LoooE. You do not mean we ought not to do anything until
complete standardization has been achieved, because even during the
war, under the pressure of war, we did not achieve standardization
with the British in artillery and a whole lot of other things.
Mr. TArr. I know. I recognize that difficulty, Senator. I was only
pointing out the necessity of standardization, which has not been referred to in any of the publicity coming from these hearil!_gs.
Senator LolXJE. You Just feel we ought to make a good effect to get it.
Mr. TAFT. Exactly, because the supply of goods coming out of our
factories to equip our Army they can then divert immediately, and
that becomes the greatest defense.
Senator LoooE. I think it is very desirable, but I also know what
a terribly slow job it is to get it accomplished.
Mr. TAFT. Is it not also your impression that most of the continental countries have achieved a considerable deg1·ee of standardir.ation due to the fact that their equipment comes from this country t
Senator LoooE. Yes.
.
_
The CHAmMAN. We have present Mr. Taft, through the courtesy
of the committee, Senator Donnell, of Missouri? and Senator Watkins,
of Utah. They are not members of the committee but they desire to
ask questions and the committee has consented to that. I will turn
you over to Senator Donnell.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, I wanted to ask you a. few questions
with regard to the text of your prepared statement, and then some
further questions.
URGENCY FOR IMPLEMENTING TREATY
I notice that on page 3, about the middJe of the page, you say:
I repeat that our problem Is the state of mind of the people of western Europe.
to which military IJreparedness contributes only a small part.

I notice, however, that on page 2 there is this language:
The pact must therefore be ratified, but I cannot urge that without statlnC
why I believe Its Implementation is critically important.
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Well, now, if military preparedness contributes only a. small part
over in western Europe, why is it that implementation is critically
important~

Mr. TAFT. Well, I have tried to state in all of the second half' of
the statement why I think it is critically important, Senator. What
I am trying to emphasize, however, is the fact that, taking France,
for instance, in the state of mind that it was 2 years ago I do not think
it would make any difference how many arms you gave them. You
still would have a serious weakness at the heart of western Europe.
The tremendous progress in the political operation of France, a large
part of which is economic but which, on the other hand, depends
almost entirely on the courage and backbone of the Government in
establishing and collecting taxes and establishing a fiscal policy and
maintaining it, that, it seems to me, is much more important m the
case as the situation existed during these last 2 years than supplling
military forces to them, and it is part of the implementation o the
Atlantic Pact, because without that kind of backbone and solidity
in the heart of western Europe the arms and all of the obligations
under the Atlantic Pact become useless.
Senator DoNNELL. Then am I correct in understanding, Mr. Taft,
that your view of this is that two things are vitally essential to the
operation of this pact: One, the creation of a spirit of confidence
and determination and psychological strength on the part of Europe;
and, in the second place, the implementation by military equipment t
Mr. TAFT. That lS right.
EXTENT

OF MILITARY

OBLIGATIONS

Senator DONNELL. I wanted to ask you whether or not there is anything in the treaty which defines at all accurately the extent of the
obligation into which we are entering in regard to the military implementation over this period of 20 years.
Mr. TAFT. I would agree with Senator Vandenberg that that is a.
matter of judgment which is reserved under article 5 to the United
States. All the United States operation is under the Constitution in
anr situation may arise.
That does not mean to me that the United States is going to sit back
and take a cold-blooded view of whatever the Soviets or anvbody
else may do. It does mean to me that it will have to be a step ·taken
by the Soviets or by any other country which is so clearly and unquestionably aggressive that the United States, both its Government and
its people, are united in believing that that is a threat to their security.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Taft, I was not referring particularly to
article 5, which relates only to the contingency of an armed attack.
I was referring, and perhaps I should have stated it more clearly,
primarily to article 3, which does not refer solely to the contingen~y
of an armed attack, but refers to "continuous and effective self-help
and mutual aid." There will be maintained and developed the individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack. That means,
does it not, that by the term "continuous and effective" certainly there
is the reference to continuity throughout the period of the treaty,
20 years. That is correct, is it not W
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir.
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Senator DONNELL. And by "effective means." some kind of aid which
really will have some effect. That is correct, is it not Y
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. And the type of mutual aid, in your judgment,
includes, as you have earlier indicated in response to one of my questions, as I understood you, first the aid in creating a spirit of confidence
and psychological strength in western Europe, and, second, the mutual
aid in implementation by arms. That is correct, is it not¥
Mr. TAFT. Yes; I would say so. If your question is the extent of
the obligation assumed under article 3, I would say exactly what I
said with reference to the arms or the situation of an armed attack
on any one of the European nations, and that is that the extent of that
help is certainly something to be decided by the United States, in view
of all the circumstances and without ilny compulsion other than the
obligation that it feels in the interest of its own security.
Senator DoNNELL. I am very much interested in that observation,
Mr. Taft, because article 5 is the only article which contains any provision as that which you suggest, namely, "such action as it deems
necessary."
Article 3, as I read it, says affirmatively that there is a positive obligation to do something specific. I do not mean that it is going to
say how many guns or how many tanks, but there is nothing in article
3 that says, so far as I have observed, anything about leavin~ it to
this country to decide what we are to do. Article 3 reads, does it not:
In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this treaty, the parties,
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual ald, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to
resist armed attack.

LIMITATIONS

ON ARTICLE 3 OF THE TREATY

Now I want to ask you, in your judgment is there not a distinct
difference between article 3 and article 5, inasmuch as article 3 does
not contain any such lan~age as "as it deems necessary," but contains this positive obli~atlon to do this, to give this continuous selfhelp, et cetera, to mamtain and develop individual and collective
capacity to resist armed attack~
Mr. TAFT. I would agree that the language is different, but I do
not agree that the obligation is any different in that respect.
Senator DoNNELL. Then why was it necessary, if you know, Mr.
Taft, to put in the language "such action as it deems necessary"!
l\Ir. TAFT. That I cannot say, sir. What you are referring to is
the old legal principle of interpretation that if you put it in m one
place it means you leave it out m the other. I do not think that applies to article 5 and article 3.
Jf I may give you a sample, for instance, it may well be that the
provisjon of $10,000,000,000 of aid in 1 year, under the Economic Cooperation Act, would in fact produce a more effective self-help and
mutual aid. That nevertheless, in the judgment of the Congress,
would be considered as more than we could economically provide.
There is no question that a limitation of that kind is to be implied.
\Ve cannot be asked to do more than we economically can do.
If that is a limitation, certain I would have no question whatever
that there is also a limitation which leaves to our own individual
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judgment, through the parts of our Government that have to decide
that question, how much we should contribute in order to produce
continuous and effective 82lf-help and mutual aid.
Senator DONNELL. Do you not think, Mr. Taft, that the fair meaning of article 3 is that there is a positive, definite, final obligation on
the part of every signatory to give such effective mutual aid as is
reasonably necessary to maintain and develop their individual and
collective capacity to resist armed attack, and it is not left to each
signatory to decide what is reasonably necessary, but there is an outright obligation to do whatever is in fact reasonably necessary to effect
those results 1
Mr. TAFr. I think the judgment of each individual country is the
only basis which is in tlus treaty for deciding that issue. I cannot
agree that there is any body set up by this treaty which as any authority to establish what you call the fact. The fact is something which
is certainly not like the fact of this being a hardwood table. It is a
fact on which there are bound to be differences of opinion, and the
judgment of the individual country as to what is continuous and effective self-help, and what is the mutual aid which it owes to others, is
something which it will have to decide, and no one else.
I might say that one reason for the difference in the language is
because there, in article 5, you are dealing with the possibility of war,
which is such a wholly undesirable eventuality that the writers of the
treaty did not desire to have any doubt as to the question that you
have raised. In the case of article 3, my own judgment would be
that there could be no possible doubt, and that not being the case of
the possibility of war, there was felt no necessity of spelling it out
an~ further than it is clearly implied in the present language.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Taft, I think you are quite correct in your
view that there is no provision in this treaty for any specific council or
body to decide what is the duty of each nation, and that each nation, of
course, has the physical power to decide for itself. But to my mind,
the fact that article 3 imposes, as I see it, a direct definite obligation,
not in the numbers of tanks or guns but a direct obligation, not to do
what the signatory thinks is proper but to do what is in fact reasonably necessary to maintain and develop individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack, can lead to what your answer a moment
ago suggests, namely, a very grave difference of opinion between the
di1Ierent signatories as to what is necessary and ultimately as to
whether the respective parties have complied with their obligation.
.Mr. TAFr. Well, Senator, may I say, certainly any treaty offers the
possibility of some difference of opinion as to its interpretation, and
some parts of the treaty: are possible of determination by the World
Court, others are not, where it is a question of judgment of the kind
that was called for under article 3. All I can say is that what this
treaty does, as one of a number of other steps, is to attempt to build
up a moral determination to resist aggression and to stand together
for effective self-help and mutual aid, which is good only so long as
that moral determination continues. And I do not think that you
ran avoid the possibility of some possible future differences of opinion
when the nat10nal interest of some particular nation seems to have
moved in a slightly different direction.
90614~49--pt.2~12
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, in the second paragraph of your statement you mention the National Security Council. Are you referring
there to the Council of Resources, the one to which Mr. 'Wallgren was
recently nominated by the President 1
Mr. 'fAFr. No, no. I am referring to the National Security Council,
under the Merger Act, which Senator Thomas described in the original
form, which now consists of the chairman of the body to which you
refer as one member, to the Secretary for Defense, to the Secretaries
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, to the President's representative,
Secretary of State, and such others as they may invite to sit with them,
and they have invited others. I understand the Secretary of the Treasury now fr~uently sits with them.
Senator DONNELL. In that same sentence you say:
With support of the Atlantic Pact I would give vigorous warning of the dangers
11till involved in its implementation.

I want to come back to those dangers here in a few minutes. Then
you continue, "lts"-that means the Atlantic Pact, does it noU
Mr. TAFT. Yes; that's right.
Senator DONNELL ( readmg) :
Its success depends entirely upon the e1rectlve continuance of well-considered
group decisions on foreign policy In the National Security Council, under the
leadership of the Secretary of State--

And so forth. Is the National Security Council placed under the
leadership of the Secretary of State¥
Is the National Security Council placed under the leadership of the
Secretary of State~
Mr. TAFT. I think he is the Chairman of it, if I am not mistaken.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes; he is the Chairman.
Senator Dol'.'1'.'EI..L. And he exe~·cises, as you r~gard it, of course, a
very great pos1t10n of power and mfluence on the Council¥
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
CONTROL OVER FOREIGN RELATIONS

Senator DoNNELL. I notice over on pa~e 3 that you refer to what ro
my mind is a very serious situation which has developed, you point
out, in which the State Department seems to have been not free from
outside compulsions. I am talking about the leadership of the Secretary of State. Let me ask you about what you mean here. You say,
on page 3, near the top :
Pressure on the State Department was such that while It stood firm against
lend-lease, its representatives much against their better judgment had to appear
before the Congress as sponsors for the legislation when it was Introduced.

Who was it apJ?lied that compulsion which made these men, against
their own better Judgment, come here as sponsors for legislation!
Mr. TAFT. I do not know, but I would assume the President of the
United States.
Senator DONNELL. The President of the United States! That is
exactly what I am getting at. So that this Security Council, under
the leadership of the Secretary of State, is at least subject t-0 the
possibility of danger of one man, the President of the United Statt\51
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requiring those men to go ahead on policies that they did not believe
in at all· is that right 1
Mr.
Senator, the first thing I would say is that I was describing here, as I just said to Senator Fulbright, the situation at the
time I was in the State Department, which was in 1944 and 1945.
The presentation of that legislation I think followed in the spring
of 1946. At that time the Merger Act had not been passed, the National Security Council was not in existence, and there w:as no body,
no effective body, before which the State Department, the military
services, and the others concerned with foreign policy could meet and
thresh out a coordinated J?Olicy.
As the National Security Council is now working, that kind of
pressure would not exist except out on the table where the matter was
fully discussed.
Now, so far as the President of the United States is concerned, the
Secretary of State, under the legislation which creates the State
Department, is required to administer the Department of State in
accordance with the instructions of the President of the United States.
It is just as broad and just as simple as that. I don't have the exact
Jangua~e, but it is approximately that. So that the President is
ulways m the position to decide a question in favor of the military and
against the Secretary of State, and to instruct the Secretary and his
subordinates to follow that policy. Under the Constitution of the
United States there is no other possible result.
I can only say that the operation of the National Security Council
during the last year and a half or 2 years that it has been in existence
has gradually developed what I have described here as a group decision in which the President participates and which in th.e ordinary
case he has supported and implemented .
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, you have touched on something that
I think every Member of every committee and of the Senate has
observed right up to this time, and that is, that when the administration, the President of the United States, determines upon a policy,
we find one witness right after the other coming before us from the
administration, all of them heartily in favor in every respect of what
the President has suggested, and I want to ask you whether you know
that in the instance you described on page 3 the representatives of
the States Department had to appear, to quote your language, "before
the Congress as sponsors for legislation much against their better
judgment."
Do you know that to be a fact 1
Mr. TAFT. I do not know it to be a fact from a direct conversation
with any of the people who were concerned, or from any direct information about that particular instance. I do know about the attitude
of the State Department in connection with that whole proposal at
the time that I was in it, and some of the gentlemen who were concerned were not in favor of what they subsequently supported before
the Congress. That is all I can tell you.
Senator DONNELL. So that they came before Congress expressing
opinions which were not actually their opinions 1
Mr. TAFT. I am not sure that I would say that. They came and
stated that the State Department was in favor of it.
Senator DoNNELL. And that was much against their better judgment¥

TAFr.
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Mr. TAFT. Their individual better judgment; but, Senator, I think
I would have to say that I do not believe the Government can operate
unless in the end on questions of policy the President decides it. One
of the things that turned my hair gray during 4% years in Washing·
ton was the fact that we could not get the President to decide some
of these things.
TESTIMONY ON ATLANTIC PACT

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, the point that I am disturbed about,
as you, of course, observed, is this : Here sits a committee of 13 gentle·
men of the Senate, trying to get the facts and the views of people
about this North Atlantic Treaty. If the President of the United
States controls the opinion of every man that comes here, why not just
~et one of them to say "That is the opinion of the President, and it
is our official duty to follow it"~ In other words, are we getting any·
thing of any special value when we get witness after witness, all of
them exactly and precisely convinced that this thing is right 1 Are
we getting anything of value?
.
Mr. TAFT. Well, Senator, I read with care-in fact I have hereMr. Acheson's statement before this committee. I worked for Mr.
Acheson for a year as his direct assistant. I have a very high opinion
of him. I think the statement that he presented was a very carefully
worked out statement which represented his opinion, which he stood
for, and stood back of in every respect, especially in connection with
his interpretation of the language of this particular document. He
did not quite agree in that in every detail with Mr. Lovett, 'vho liap·
pens to be a classmate and very close friend of mine also.
Senator DONNELL. And who is no longer in the Department, is hef
Mr. TAFT. And who is no longer with the Department; but I think
nevertheless Mr. Lovett would equally have expressed his judgment
about it had he been in the Department at that time, as one of those
who negotiated it.
Certainly the stronger the caliber of the associates and assistants
whom the President employs the more likely they are not to come
ciown here and present anything in which they do not believe.
MILITARY BASES NEAR RUSSIA

Senator DoNNELL. You spoke something about the matter of bases
being established right up close to Russia, and I believe you indicated
that it might be that Russia might feel that such establishment of
bases up close there by the parties to this treaty would indicate aggression. Am I correct in so understanding and interpreting your observation?
Mr. TAFT. I was referring to the establishment of bases which
Russia, acting as a reasonable :people might consider as a threat to
them! not what thEI present Politburo would consider as a threat or
:r..ot what they might say they considered as a threat.
Senator DoNNJo:LL. I was not particularly differentiating between
the two.
Mr. TAFT. I do, and I think it is very important to differentiate
in that matter.
Senator DoNNEJ,L. I was not particularly differentiatin~ between
the two because that is not the question to which I desire to address
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myself. I understood you to indicate that you think that somebody
in Russia, whoever the proper parties are, might feel that there was
agpession intended by the establishment of bases at some strategic
r,omt or points near them. That is right, is it?
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. Now, Mr. Taft, Senator Connally
then said, in substance, to you, "\Vell, now, Mr. Taft, there is no pro"ision in the treaty, no sp,ecific treaty provision, authorizing and
directing bases near Russia,' and you said-I may not quote it exactly,
but that is the substance of his statement as I understood it-and you
said, "That is the reason I am in favor of the pact."
·Remember, now, he had stated that there is no specific treaty provision authorizing and directing establishment of such bases.
I want to ask you, Mr. Taft, although there is no provision in here
that directs that such bases be there placed, there certainly is authority under this pact for the signatories to go ahead and establish them
there if they want to do it; is there not¥
Mr. TAFT. I would say there is the possibility under the pact without any violation of its terms, and perhaps as a result of some of the
processes which the pact sets up. That is exactly why I have stated
as strongly as I have that there are dangers involved in its implementation, and that no such steps should be taken except as a result
of a group decision in which the political considerations are the ones
that have the final decision.
Senator DoNNELL. I understand, then, that one of the dangers, and
I quote from your statement on pag 1, at the top, "still involved in
its implementation," is precisely the situation that I have described,
namely, that of bases.
Mr.. TAFT. That is one of them; yes, that is right.
DANGERS IN IMPLEMENTATION
Senator DONNELL. Now I want to ask you in a few minutes about
some others. In the first place, the Military Department in our country has its opinions, and not only is the State Department under the
Executive, but the Military Department likewise.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. It may come in with plans too which may attract
the President-not this particular President but some other President,
perhaps-saying that we should vastly increase our military implementation. That is entirely possible, is it not 1
Mr. TAFT. Certainly.
Senator DONNELL. And, as you have pointed out here at the bottom
Qf page 2 of your statement, 'sometimes the military authorities make
mistakes like anybody else. That is right, is it not f
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. And the particular ones to which you have referred here are the mistakes made by the admiral and the distinguished
general mentioned in your statement. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELr,. So you have emphasized the fact that while it is
p<>ssible, while it is advisable, to take up this matter of implementation and safeguard us, there is at least a danger and a possibility that
there might be a bad implementation. That is correct, is it not?
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Mr. TAFT. Certainly there is. The danger, however, of not signing
the pact is far greater.
Senator DoNNELI.. \Vell, of course, that is a question for opinion,
but there is a danger and a possibility of actual bad errors being made
in implementation. That is correct, is it not Y
Mr. TAFr. That is always true in foreign policy.
Senator DoNNELL. And it is true now in connection with this Atlantic Treaty, is it not Y
Mr. TAFr. That is correct.
COM:!\IITMENT

TO

POLICU~S

OF ALLIES

Senator DoNNELL. You mentioned another thing that I do not recall
having been mentioned in these hearings, and I think it is tremendously
interesting and important. On page 3 you talked about the political
problems, the third full paragraph. You say:
One of the political problems not to be rnlnlml1..ed Is the danger of commitment of the Allies, Including the United States, by the act or omission of a weak
ally.

Mr. TAFT. And I added, "or any ally."
Senator DoNNELL. That is not m the text, but I will add it.
Mr. TAFT. I added that, because I did not, of course, consider the
United Kingdom as a weak ally.
Senator DoNNELL. That is certainly true, that the same problem
not to be minimized is the danger of commitment by the Allies through
the act or omission of any one of our allies.
Mr. TAFT. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Now suppose, Mr. Taft, that we ratify this
treaty which has already been signed. Obviously we are associated,
then, with its 12 signatories, is it not 12, Mr. Chairman Y
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Eleven nations other than ourselves, and we are
subject for 20 long years to the very danger that you point out, of
commitment of ourselves by the omission or act of some one of those
11 other allies. That is correct; is it not W
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir. I would only say that that is the danger to
which any mature nation has long since been subject, but which the
United States has avoided by not reaching its full maturity in foreign
policy. I am in favor of the signing of this pact, which brings the
United States into a situation in which it has never existed and never
has been in in its past history, because I believe we have reached a state
in the world situation in which it is absolutely essential and necessary
to do so for our own security. That danger is one of the dangers which
is involved in growing up in the world today. Nobody can avoid it
by anything, whether you sign this pact or do not sign it.
Senator DoNNELL. Referring to the situation where we do not sign
it, we are certainly not under any contractual obligation to do anything unless we do ratify the pact; are weY
·
Mr. TAFT. That certainly is true, yes.
Senator DoNNF.LL. Now, Mr. Taft. suppose that during those 20
long years, which is as long as the time since the beginning of the
depression in this country in 1929 until now. some 1 of these 11 other
alhes, as for illustration Italy, should make some material blunder,
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should irritate a prospective enemy, should cause such action to be
taken as would precipitate an attack by that other enemy by committing an act that you or I or the United States would never have
agreed to. We are bound contractually by this obligation, are we not,
for the entire period of that 20 years, m the event of an armed attack
by that enemy, to forthwith take such action as we deem necessary,
which Mr. Acheson has indicated means in our honest judgment, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of
the North Atlantic area¥
That is true, is it not¥
Mr. TAFr. Yes; and the only way that you can avoid that is by having an administrati()n and foreign policy which keeps up with what
is ~oing on and, in the event anything as serious as you are describing
arises, knows about it in advance and takes some steps to prevent it.
Senator DoNNELL. Just how could our administration and our
fore~.gn policy prevent Italy or France or Denmark or any one of
these other countries, including even little Luxembourg, whose Minister is a close friend of mine and for whom I have great admiration,
step in and tell those countries what they should or should not do¥
Mr. T Al'T. The administration of foreign policy is, among other
things, to induce other nations to do what you want them to do or
not to do what you do not want them to do. It is not an easy task
which is assigned to the State Department in that connection, but it is
one which you certainly can attempt to do and which you can accomplish more or less successfully.
Senator DONNELL. I emphasize the fact that you have put in, very
properly, the word ''less." It is entirely possible that the administration of foreign affairs of our country might not be persuasive enough
to induce the.other country to do what we wanted it to do¥
Mr. TAFT. Certainly. A war could happen. My own judgment is
that I believe it is not probable, because the effect of the pact as well
as the other steps that have been taken, as well as the greatly forward
steps in the administration of foreign policy, have made it impossible.
EFFECT OF COMMUNIST COUP IN ONE OF SIGN ATORIES
Senator DONNELL. Is there anything in this treaty, from beginning
to end, that provides that if 1 of these 11 other signatories should

become Communist that it could be expelled from the combination
formed by the treaty¥
Mr. TAFT. No, sir. I think that the danger of any one of them
becoming- Communist was greater in the last 2 years than it is likely
to be in the course of the next 20.
Senator DoNNELL. Of course it is entirely possible, is it not, that
in a country like Italy or France, and possibly some others, the Communist influence might become very strong gain, and perhaps is not
so weak as yet? Is that not true¥
Mr. TAFT. I would say it is possible, but not likely.
Senator DONNELL. There is nothing in the pact, at any rate, that
says that at any time during this 20~year period if any one of the
nations shall become Communist it can be expelled from the pact.
Mr. TAl'T. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Taft, in the sixth paragraph on page 2 of
your statement you say you believe with Mr. Acheson that any such
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truly aggressive action against any other signatories of the pact as
the pact contemplates would impose on the American people, you
say almost irrespective of the pact, a profound moral impulse and
obligation, et cetera, and I will come to the et cetera in a mmute.
MORAL AND LEGAL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE PACT

Up to that point, however, you say you believe with him that any
such truly aggressive action against any one of the signatories to the
pact as the pact contemplates would impose on the American people
a profound moral impulse and obligation. Am I not correct, Mr.
Taft, that in addition to any moral obligation the pact would impose
a legal obligation, a binding legal obligation to take, as the pact says,
in the event of such an attack, "forthwith, individually and m concert
with the other parties, such action as it deems necessary, including
the use of armed force," not only to restore but to maintain the
security of the North Atlantic area?
Am I not correct~
Mr. TAFr. That is correct. I was attempting, however, to paraphrase what Mr. Acheson said, which, as you will recall, was along
a very delicate line, a very sharp ridge, should I say.
Senator DONNELL. May I ask you, Mr. Taft, this question : You
are familiar, of course, with the fact that Mr. Acheson, first in his
radio speech when he discussed the pact with the American public,
second in the State paper called the white paper, and third, I believe
in a subsequent address-I might be wrong about the subsequent
address, but certainly in the other two-referred to the pact and said
that this provision about "as it deems necessary" still leaves it obligatory upon us to do what in our honest, genuine judgment is required.
That is correct, is it not?
Mr. TAFr. I think that is correct. However, I nevertheless believe
that what I have said here is a fair transcript of what Mr. Acheson
said in his testimony to the committee.
Senator DONNELL. I am not questioning the fairness of it, Mr. Taft.
It may be quite accurate. But the point I run getting at is twofold,
one of which I have stated, namely, that the pact creates, as I understand you agreeing, do you not, a legal obligation and not a mere
moral obligation, under the circumstances recited, where there is a
truly aggressive action against any 1 of the 12 signatories¥
Mr. TAFr. Certainly that is true. I was onl.Y pointing out here
that at the same time it creates a moral obligation it creates it in a
situation in which I believe the overwhelming probabilities are
there would be a very profound moral obligation at the same time.
Senator DoNNELL. You may be quite riglit. The point I am getting
at is that we have here created a legal obligation so we are no longer
free to determine for ourselves what is the moral obligation. We
might have no moral obligation. It might be an obligation of :erudence that would lead us into war, but we might have no moral obhgation at all.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN A'M'ACK

I wanted to ask you this, speaking of Mr. Acheson's testimony.
There was put up to him, as the Secretary of State, and there was
put up to Mr. Lovett, as the man who participated in all of the
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initial negotiations up until the day Mr. Acheson became Secretary
of State in January of this year, there was~put up to the two of them,
substantially the same question, namely: Suppose that 500,000 troops
were to be sent by Russia in an armed attack against Norway 6
weeks after this treaty has gone into effect; Would you consider
that there is any obligation under article 5 of this treaty for the
United States to take immediately some action of a very pronounced
military character, in view of that action¥
Mr. TAFT. Well, Mr. Lovett said "No." His answer was that the
President would have to consult Congress before there was a declaration of war. I think that is correct.
What I have said hereSenator DONNELL. What did Mr. Acheson say¥
The CHAIRMAN. Let him answer the question.
Mr. TAFT. What I said about that here is something which amplifies
that a little bit. I cannot find the place, but it is a statement something like this, that I do not believe that such preparatory steps for
a defense in depth as our military department might take would in
any way prevent a complete discretion in the Congress when it was
called in in such a situation, which goes a little bit further than what
Mr. Lovett said, although I do not say it is inconsistent with it,
necessarily.
As to Mr. Acheson, I am afraid I could not put my finger on what
he had to say to that subject without going through his statement
and taking too much time.
Senator DoNN,µ..L. Is it your opinion, Mr. Taft, that in the supposititious case that I mentioned 1 of the 500,000 troops being sent by
Russia in an armed attack agamst Norway, if the Congress were
not in session the President would have no power and no duty under
this treaty to take immediate military steps of such nature as he deems
proper in view of that contingency¥
Mr. TAFT. I think the obligation on the President would be to call
Congress into session at once.
Senator DONNELL. Suppose that it was obviously-Mr. TAFT. And to take such steps as I have described, as the preparation for a defense in depth, which is the only kind of defense you could
put on anyhow, so far as we are concerned.
Senator DoNNELL. Suppose, for illustration, that a situation should
develop such as did develop in the ·First World War, when the troops of
Germany came across Belgium, and when every minute was of l?l'eat
importance. SuJ?pose that the 500,000 troops should come into Norway, and that military advisers of the President should say to him,
"Unless bombers are immediately sent from this country to reinforce
the European bombers it is going to mean a million other troops will
come in and Europe is going to be conquered subject only to the ultimate slow process of rehberation." Suppose Congress were not in session. Do you think the President would be powerless then, or without
obligation, to act under the terms of this treaty, which says "forthwith"~

Mr. TAFT. l can only answer as I did before. I think the President's
first obligation would be to call Congress into session, which would
certainly not take over 2 days if that, and that in the meantime he
would make all preparations so that he could begin to operate. I do
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not think that he would be obligated to send bombers at once, and I
question your statement that sending bombers at once would stop an
additional million from coming into Norway.
Senator DoNNELL. I did not say it would. I said, if his military
advisers advised him it was important and necessary to send them
promptly in order to prevent further aggression, or words to that
effect.
Mr. TAFT. I think he would call the Congress into session.
Senator DoNNELL. That is your opinion as to what he would do. I
am asking whether he would have rower or authority to proceed to
send the bombers on the exercise o his judgment as Commander in
Chief without waiting for Congress to convene.
Mr. TAFT. That is a q_uestion of constitutional law in which I do not
really find myself qualified to answer.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
May I ask you this question: In the first place, you are a lawyer and
have practiced many years; have you not¥
Mr. TAFT. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, suppose an attack were made on New
York City by 500,000 men and bombers and the Congress was not in
session. Would you say that the President could not take immediate
steps by military action to defend New York City¥
Mr. TAFT. Yes; I think he could.
Senator DoNNELL. Does it not say, under the terms of this treaty in
article, that "the parties agree that an armed attack against one
or more of them. in Europe or North America shall be considered an
attack against them all," which of course would include an attack
against this country. Does it not say that 1
Mr. TAFT. It says that; yes, sir.
Senator D'oNNELL. Then, if the President would have the power in
the case of New York, as I referred to it, would not have precisely
the same power in the case of a sudden attack upon London to send
bombers or take any other action he deemed proper before waiting
for Congress to come back together 1 Would he not have that right,
under the terms and obligations of the North Atlantic Treaty1
Mr. TAFT. He might conceivably. If he did, then he also has it
under the terms of the Rio Treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. He does~ Well, let's see about that.
Mr. TAFT. That is my impression. I have not a copy of the Rio
Treaty here. My impression was that the language was taken from
that.
COMPARISON WITH RIO TREATY
Senator DONNELL. I am very glad you mentioned the Rio Treatv,
because it involves a very important point. The Rio Treaty we will
get in this book which is provided for us by the Foreign Relations
Committee. The Rio Treaty is at page 20 of this little booklet which
I now hold in my hand. I refer you ·to article 8. Would you like to
have a copy of it before you, Mr. Taft~
Mr. TAFT. If you will read the parallel provision to that, that is all
I need.
Senator DoNNELL (reading) :
For the purposes of this treaty, the measures on which the organ of <'onsultatlon may agree will cowpl'ise one or more of the following: recall of chiefs of
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missions; breaking of diplomatic relations; breaking of consular
relations ; partial or complete Interruption of economic relations or o! rail, sea,
air, postal, telegraphic, telephonic, and radlotelephonlc or radlotelegraphlc communications ; and use of armed force.

~iplomatlc

That is article 8. Article 20 reads as follows:
Decisions which require the application of the measures specified In article 8
.shall be binding upon all the signatory states which have ratified this treaty,
with the sole exception that no state shall be required to use armed force wlth<>Ut Its consent.

Mr. TAIT. Yes. But, Senator, the comparable provision is not article 8, it is article 3, which has exactly the same language as article 5.
It says:
The high contracting parties agree that an armed attack by any state against
an American state shall be considered as an attack against all the American states

and, consequently, each one of the said contracting parties undertakes to assist In
meeting the attack In the exercise of the Inherent right of Individual or collective
self-defense recognized by article 51 of the Charter of the United ~atlons.

Senator DONNELL. Yes; it says that.
Mr. TAFT. Well, all ri15ht. Then I would say that the obligation
under the Atlantic Pact m the case of an attack on any one of the
American states of the kind that you are taiking about would have
.exactly the same effect, and give the President exactly the same powers
that he has under the Atlantic Pact. I do not see any difference
whatsoever.
Senator DoNNELL. With respect to the powers of the President, let
us just pass that for the moment.
Mr. TAFT. That is what you are asking me about. You have gone
off on to various other kinds of provisions. The thing that we were
discussing is the power of the President to send bombers as soon as
Norway is attacked. I am saying that he has exactly the same power
under the Rio Pact, as soon as any American state is attacked, within
the language of article 3.
Senator DoNNELL. I think I did digress from the question I asked
you, and I ask your pardon for so doing, and I shall come back to it.
Since you mentioned article 3 of the Rio Pact, which does contain
the language :
The high contracting parties agree that an armed attack by nny state against
an American state shall be con@ldered as an attack against all the American
states, and consequently, each one of the said contracting parties undertakes to
assist In meeting the attack In the exercise of the Inherent right of Individual or
collective self-defense recognized by article 51 of the Charter of the United
Nations--

I call your attention to·the fact that when we get down to article 20

of the Rio Pact, which refers to article 8, which contains all of these

different items that I have mentioned to you, includin~ the use of
armed force, the Rio Pact contains something that is not m the North
Atlantic Treaty, namely-

Dectslons which require the application of the measures 11peclfled in article 8
!!ball be binding upon all the signatory states which have ratified this treaty, with
the sole exception that no state shall be required to use armed force without Its
consent.

Do you find any provision reading as that in the North Atlantic
Treaty9
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PRESIDENTIAL

POWERS

Mr. TAFT. No; I do not; but I do not think that changes the situation at all. I think the power of the President to order bombers to
meet an attack on Norway is a power which exists or does not exist
under the Constitution of the United States, as covering a case where
the United States is attacked. There has been a long argument about
that. In general, I would say the conclusion is that the President does
have such power.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
Mr. TAFr. Certainly he has exercised it in certain instances without
having had a declaration of war by the Congress.
I still say that the President's first obligation is to call the Congress
together, and if he feels that the situation is so exactly comparable to
an actual attack on the city of New York I think that he might order
the bombers. He would do it under either pact, under the Rio Pact
or under the North Atlantic Treaty.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Taft, I am pleased that you called me back
to the question of the President's powers, and you have explained
your point there, and very clearly. I want to ask you, if he has the
power to order bombers to protect New York, would he not likewise
have the power as Commander in Chief of this Nation, under a treaty
which says that an armed attack against any of them, in Europe or
North America, shall be considered as an attack against them all, would
he not have the same power independently of congressional prior action
in respect to the Norway or Landon situations as he would have in
respect to New York 9
Mr. TAFT. He might, and you are drawing the difference between
the North Atlantic Pact and the Rio Pact by referring to article 20.
I do not think that that makes any difference whatsoever, because
under article 20 the language is "without its consent," and that gets
you back simply to an interpretation of the Constitution as to what is
its consent, whether it requires the approval of the Congress of the
United States to declare war, or whet~er it is something which is
within the implied power of the President.
Senator DoNNELL. I think you are precisely correct.
Mr. TAFT. So that the difference in language between the two does
not help you out a bit.
Senator DONNELL. I think you are precisely correct and I think you
have properly answered the question with respect to the President
in connection with the two documents, the Rio Pp.ct and the North
Atlantic Treaty.
But may I ask you this question¥ Under the North Atlantic Treaty
there is a provision outright that the parties agree that an armed attack against any one or more of them shall be considered an attack
against them all, and in the exercise of the right of self-defense that
each of them will individually, and in conce1-t with the other parties,
take forthwith such action as it deems necessary, including the use
of armed force.
DIFFERENCE OF OBLIGATIONS UNDER RIO AND ATLANTIC TREATIES

Now, the point to which I address myself has nothing to do with
the President at all. It goes back to the comparative obligations of
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the United States as a country under the two instruments, and I want
to ask you this: Is there not an entire difference of obligation under
the two instruments as regards the obligation of the nation in this
respect, that whereas article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty obligates
this Nation forthwith individually and in concert with the other
parties to take such action as it deems necessary, which Mr. Acheson
concedes does not mean any arbitrary decision but what we honestly
and genuinely believe necessary, there is no restriction or provision
that we are released from the obligation to use armed force; whereas
in the Rio Treaty, in article 20, referring as I have just done to the
decisions which r~uire the applications of the measures specified in
article 8, one of which is the use of armed force, it expressly says that
while those decisions are binding upon all the signatory states, there is
"the sole exception that no state shall be required to use armed force
without its consent."
There is a great difference in obligation under the two treaties in that

respect.
Mr. TAFT. No, sir; I do not agree with you at all. Article 20 refers
to article 8, which is the measures on which the organ of consulation
may agree, which is not necessarily a direct implementation of article
3; and in the second place, you are assuming that the provision "No
state shall be required to use armed force without its consent" means
that the consent can only be given by the Congress.
I just said a moment ago that that is not my interpretation, that
there may well be situations in which the consent may well be given by
the President, because of the urgency of the situation.
Senator DoNNELL. You agree that artic1e 8, referring to measures
on which the organ of consultation may agree, includes "use of armed
force"t
Mr. TAFr. Certainly.
Senator DoNNELL. And under artic1e 3 of the Rio Pact, which is
the article from which you have quoted, the statement in the agreement
that "an armed attack by any state against an American state shall be
considered as an attack against all the American states" contains in
section 2 thereof this language :
The organ of consultation shall meet without delay for the purpose of examining those measures and agreeing upon the measures of a collective character
that should be taken. .

Mr. TAFI'. That is correct, but that refers to measures of a collective
character, and not to those which any individual nation might take
on its own, so that I would say that section 1 of article 3 of the Rio
Treaty could be implemented without having the organ of consultation
meet.
Senator DoNNELL. So you do not think the measures mentioned in
article 8 include the measures referred to in article 3 of the Rio Pact¥
Mr. TAFr. They may or may not. I am saying they do not necessarily include the measures under paragraph 1 of article 3.
Senator DoNNELL. They certainly do, do they not, Mr. Taft, include both the measures under article 3 of the Rio Pact and possibly
some other measures ru>t contained in article 31
Mr. TAFr. Not necessarily. The action under paragraph 1 might
be taken before the organ of consultation met at all, in which case
article 8 and article 20 do not apply.
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LIMITATIONS ON OBLIGATION UNDER RIO AND ATLANTIC TREATIES
Senator DONNELL. I do not want to argue this indefinitely and I
shall not, but I shall observe that, of course, while I only read the
concluding sentence of subdivision 2 of article 3, there is a provision
in the first sentence that.On the request of the state or states directly attacked and untll the decision.
of the organ of consultation of the Inter-American system, each one of th&
contracting parties may determine the Immediate measures which It may individually take in fulfillment of the obligation contained in the p1·ecedlng paragraph
and In accordance with the principle of continental solldarlty-

and then follows the sentence which provides an obligation on the
organ of ci>nsultation to meet without delay for the purpose of examinmg those measures and agreeing upon the measures of a collectiva
character that should be taken ; and then article 8 refers to the measures
on which the organ of consultation may agree. Certainly that would
include those in article 3.
Then it refers to the use of armed force as among those, and then
in article 20 excepts from the decisions which are binding upon all the
signatory states "the sole exception that no state shall be required to
use armed force without its consent."
There is no such statement in the Atlanic Treaty as this statement
in article 20 of the Rio Pact, "the sole exception that no state shall b&
required to use armed force without its consent," is there Y
Mr. TAFT. I agree that there.is no such statement. I do not agree.
that the obligation undertaken is any different in character for thal
reason.
Senator VANDENBERG. Will the Senator yield i
Senator DoNNELL. Certainly.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not want to prolong the argument,
but merely for the Senator's subsequent considerat10n I suggest to
him that the organ of consultation under the Rio Pact has affirmative
power, whereas the organ of consultation under the North Atlantic
Pact has no affirmative power whatever.
.
Senator DoNNELL. I agree thoroughly with the Senator, but the
point I am making is that the Rio Pact excepts specifically the requirement that any one of the signatories shall be required to use
armed force without its consent.
Mr. TAFT. Under article 8, Senator, it may not ·apply, therefore, to
paragraph 1 of article 3:
·
Senator DoNNELL. I can not bring myself to agree with that. I
shall ru>t go through that course of reasoning again, but obviously
article 8 refers and sf,ecifies, "the measures on which the organ of consultation may agree,' and article 3, subdivision 2 thereof says:
The organ of C'onsultatlon shall meet without delay tor the purpose ot examining those measures and agreeing upon the measures of a collective charaeterthat should be taken.

So it would appear to me perfectly clear that there is an exception
in the Rio Pact of the obligation of a state signatory to use armed
force; namely, that it does not have to do so without its consent, and
I find nothing to that effect in the North Atlantic Treaty.
Mr. TAFT. Even in that case the consent in my judgment in some
circumstances could perhaps be given by the President of the United
States.
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Senator DoNNELL. That is entirely possible, and I thoroughly agree
with you, and that is the point I was trying to get you to give us
your idea on a little while ago, about the New York, :Umdon, and Norway cases. I think the President can. I think when we sign this
treaty and a~ee, as we have here, that an armed attack against Norway
is to be considered an armed attack against us, that the President does
not have to wait until Congress is convened, but can send the number
of bombers he thinks proper w Europe, waiting in advance of the
coming of Cong~, and I think further that the practical effect ofthe situation would be that Congress would have no alternative except
to declare war under circumstances where the President himself had
either involved us or been involved in an actual state of war.
ALSOP ARTICLE IN SATURDAY EVENING POST
Now, Mr. Taft, I do not want to take more of your time or that of
the committee except to ask you this: You referred w the Al~p article in the Saturday Evening Post, did you not 1
Mr. TAFr. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you recall the date of that article 1
Mr. T AFI'. I think it is last week. That would be last Saturday's
date, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I am glad you told me that. I had not seen
that one. In fact, I hadn't seen the one which I think was earlier,
several weeks ago, but I am informed that the Alsop brothers published an article in the Saturday Evening Post, which I think was
several weeks ago, outlining consideration of the proposed military
features of the treaty, and my understanding is this. It has been given
to me, and I think the gentleman who caused it to be given to me was
referring to the Alsop brothers' article:
The plan ls to organize 40 to 60 allled divisions along the Rhine for the purpose
ot slowing down, absorbing tbe shock, and eventually, after being reenforced,
assuming the otl'enslve should the Red Army attack.

Is that the Also.P article 1
Mr. TAFr. Not m the one to which I am referring.
Senator DONNELL. Have you seen the earlier article by the Alsop
brothers¥
Mr. TAFr. No, sir.
'&mator DoNNELL. Mr. Taft, I want to thank you very much for
your kindness and your courtesy, and also the committee for permitting
me to examine you.
LIMITATION

ON

OBLIGATION UNDER

THE

ATLANTIC

PACT

The CHAIRMAN. The Senator from Missouri stresses the fact that in
the Rio Pact there is a provision that no country shall be forced to
take military action without its consent, and he tries to distinguish
that from the present treaty. While here is no explicit language in
the present treaty like that in the Rio Pact, there is language in the
present treaty, however, that each nation is to be the judge of what
action it is necessary take under the treaty, in view of whatever
action might be taken by other countries. Is that not true?
Mr. TArr. Yes, sir; that is correct, and my statement therefore that
the obligation undertaken by the North Atlantic Treaty is no greater
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than the Rio Treaty was based on that assumption, that the constitutional methods of giving consent, whatever they may be, are called
for before any action is taken under the North Atlantic Treaty, just
as much as they are under the Rio Treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions, Senator?
Senator VANDENBERG. I want to add this further supplement on that
point, that in my opinion the obli~ation at this point under the Atlantic
Pact is less than it is under the Rio Pact, because the consultative body
under the Rio Pact can order action UJ? to the point of the use of
armed force and make you submit to it, whereas, the consultative
organ under the North Atlantic Pact cannot make you submit to
anything.
Mr. TAFr. I would not doubt that, Senator. My statement was, of
course, in reverse, that the obligation is no greater than that under the
Rio Treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taft, the committee wants to thank you very
sincerely for your valuable contribution. Your background and
experience in government are such that your views and opinions, at
least with the committee if not with all of the visitors, are very persuasive and very splendid, and a fine exposition of the treaty.
Mr. TAFr. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The session will be in recess until 2: 30.
OVhereupon ,at 12: 30 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m.
of the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION
(The committee reconvened at 2: 30 p. m., upon the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAmMAN. The committee will come to order. The committee
wants to notify those who may desire to appear that it will not consider
any applications to appear filed later than next Tuesday morning by
10: 30 o'clock. I say that for the information of any who desire to
testify.
This is the Committee on Foreign Relations, holding hearings on
the North Atlantic Pact. "\Ve are very fortunate today to have present
with us former Justice Owen J. Roberts, of the Supreme Court of the
United States. Mr. Justice Roberts has taken a great deal of interest
in international affairs in behalf of peace, conciliation, arbitration, 8Jld
all the other methods toward maintaining and preserving peace.
The committee is very glad indeed to have you here, Mr. Justice
Roberts, and welcomes your advice and counsel and suggestions.
STATEMENT OF HON. OWEN 1. ROBERTS, PRESmDT OF THE
ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE

Mr. RoBERTS. Mr. Chairman, I have a very brief statement that I
would like to give you in support of the North Atlantic Pact.
The board of directors of the Atlantic Union Committee, of which
I am president, has wholeheartedly and unanimously voted to support
ratification of the Atlantic Pact.. I consider it of top priority for those
who support the pact to make their convictions known to you. Accordingly, I have brought with me statements in support of the pact,
which I have received in correspondence from leaders m a cross section
of American communities.
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STATEMENTA ON BEHALF OF ATLANTIC PACT

These statements come from author Margaret Culkin Banning; radio
commentator H. R. Baukhage; Harry R. Bullis, president of General
Mills; Curtis E. Calder, chairman of the board of the Electric Bond &
Share Co.; A. G. Cameron, vice president of the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Export Co.; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.; forei~n correspondent
Louis Fischer; Dr. Arthur H. Compton. Nobel prize winner; Rabbi
Norman Gerstenfeld~ of Washington; Hon. Clare Booth Luce; Dr.
Fritz Machlup, profes.-;or of political economy at Johns Hopkins University· Dr .•James A. :McCain, president of Montana State University;
Dr. Robert .Milliknn, Nobel prize winning physicist; and Thomas J.
Watson, Jr.. president of the International Business Machines Corp.,
and I could add a sc•ore, indeed a hundred more statements that I have
nl<'eived in correspondence about this matt~r.
The CnAIBl\IAN. A1·e those statements that you just mentioned very
long?
Mr. RoBERTS. I have made very short excerpts of them. I have copies of those.
The CaAIRll.\N. Without objection, they will be incorporated in the
record.
.
(The information is as follows:)
"The Atlantic l'act prm·ldes the beRt supplementary method we have for tem·
porarlly protecting the free natlons."-H. U. llaukhage, radio commentator.
"All Americans who wiRh to work for pence have a chance personally to be useful by urging rntltkution of this pact. It ls the only way to give the world time
to 1ierleet IHI orgn11iz11tlon strong enough tu mulntnln pence."-Mnrgnret Culkin
Banning, author.
"The llreservatlon of pea<·e requires positive action. The recognition of this
tact ls the reason for the Ath111tlc Pact. The wisdom of taking this step can be
eJUmmarlzed in the old suylng, 'A stitch in time saves nine.' And time Is of the
essence."-Harry A. Bullis, <'hnlrm1t11 of the board, General l\lllls.
"In recent years we huve all seen the necessity fur those who believe in the
preservation of lnde1iendence nnd freedom to stand together. I understand
thut your committee sUPf)Orts a Federal Union of the Atlantic Di>mocracles. and
urges ratiflcatlon of the Atlnntk I'u<•t. I strongly support these purposes. My
prayers go with this endursement.''-Curtls E. Colder, chalrmun, Electric Bond &
Sbare Co.
"I should like to odd my endorsement of the Atlantic Pact und encourage
your committee to use ewry effort to convince Members of the Senate ot the
Importance of h1n·lng the pact overwhelmingly rutlfled."-A. G. Cameron, vlce
president, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Export Co.
"Anyone with the best Interests of a tree America, a free West and eventually
a tree world, must enthusiastically work for the passage of the North Atlantic
Pact."-Douglus Fairbanks. Jr.
"I want to Join you in endorsing ratlftcation of the North Atlantic Defense
Pact.''-Louls Fischer, foreign correspondent.
.
"llvent1 have shown that to forestall war, we muat make clear united deterrulnntlon to resist further forcible encroachment on the self-government of
democratic peoples. This is why I am tor the Atlantic Pact.''-Dr. Arthur
Compton.
"The Atlantic Pact Is the first step toward a union of tree nations for
whkh free men pray. It we <lrlft and fall to rntity the pact in time, we wlll
be •ngnlted by tyranny. It ls tor such a time as this that God ba1 given us our
stren1th.''-Rabhl Norman Oerstenfeld. Washington, D. C.
"The Atlantic Pact ls an anchor for peace and a shield against war."--Clare
Booth Luce. .
"The Atlantic Pact Is one of the most Important steps taken for the preservation of pea<'t' anc1 order In the world. Opposltlon to the pact ls either due
t() ml!1understandlnfs or to a system of values not shared by, and probably lnlm·
90614-49-pt. 2-13
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ical to the American people."-l•'ritz Machlup, pro!esso1· ot political economy,
Johns Hopkins University.
"'l'he Atlantic Pact is not only an urgent security measure, but also a momentous stride toward world government."-Dr. James A. McCain, president, Montana 8tate University.
"The only hope ot peace lies In such implementation of the principle of collec·
ti\'e security as is supplied by the Atlantic Pact."-Dr. Robert A. Millikan.
"I consider ratification of the North Atlantic Treaty essential tor the freedom
and security ot om· own Nation and that of our neighbors of the Atlantic community."-1'hornas J. \Vatson, International Business Machines.
SOURCES OF OPPOSITION TO TIIE TREATY

Mr. ROBERTS. Opposition to the pact, though I think weak numerically, makes_ np in lung power what it lacks in strength. Four groups
oppose it: Well-meaning but' impractical , pacifists, pseudo liberals,
rabid isolationists, and, of course, the Communist Party, with its
assorted fronts. These groups are loudly comr,laining .that the Atlantic Pact will divide the world into two hostile camps, which will
lead to war.
WORLD DIVISION

Nothing could be further from the truth. The truth is that whenever the democracies have been afraid to acknowledge the fundamental division between dictatorship and democracy, the delay has
permitted the dictators to pick off the democracies one by one, just as
Hitler did.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF TREATY

· The lives lost in two world wars of our century might have been
if Germany and Japan had known in advance that they would
meet with united resistance. The road to world unity is not through
appeasement of tyranny' but rather through strengthening democracy.
The North Atlantic Defense Pact is an essential emergency measure
to prevent an attack by Soviet Russia.
: A fortnight ago I made a similar statement to the American people
in an open letter. This letter was printed in some of the g_reat newspapers of the country. It was also attacked in the New York Dail~
Worker for April 22 as a "letter composed of lies and hate propaganda.'
The Communists in this country, in Russia and in Europe, know
the truth as well as we do, gentlemen. They are aware that the North
Atlantic Defense Pact puts a· damper on Soviet aggression. How
they must welcome the support of those who are either too stubborn
or too short-sighted to have learned the lesson taught by two world
wars in 25 years.
That' lesson is that there is no such thing as freedom for me and
not for you; safety for our national institutions and not for the
institutions of other freedom-loving nations. In short, there is no
security except collec~ive security, and collective security requires
collective action.
·These, gentlemen, are the hnrd facts of international life. The
stork does not bring peace. Peace is born of positive union of those
determined to preYeilt war.
~ved
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ATLANTIC UNION

That is why the Atlantic Union Committee proposes that, after the
-ratification of the Atlantic Pacti the President of the United Statefl
invite pact sponsors to a fe<lera convention. Our committee hopes
that such a convention would discuss federal union of the Atlantic
democracies as a means of making the At lnntic Pact work to the full.
Atlantic Union would bring great economic and military advantages, savings in defense costs hand in hand with increased military
protection. The political and social advantages would include
strengthening of the United Nations, and encouragement to other
nations to develop representative forms of government, and to protect
individual liberty by law. The concept of such a federal union of
Atlantic democracies can, however, become a practical reality only if
the Atlantic Pact is ratified.
I ask you, then, to consider. the fact that delay in ratification of
this pact will encourage Russia and will discourage those nations that
are resisting aggression. Delay will devaluate American leadership
and damage our prestige throughout the world. It will stop the
clock of history.
I ur~e you, gentlemen, to go forward with the ratification of the
Atlantic Pact now, and then to move on to consideration of Atlantic
Union as a practical means of permanently securing the benefits which
the Atlantic Pact will confer upon us and upon our sister democracies.
STEPS TOWARD ATLANTIC UNION

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg9
Senator VANDENBERO. I onlv want to make this comment without
passing upon the merits of a brdadened Federal union in this area.
I know the great devotion that Mr. Justice Roberts has to this conceptt and I simply want to say for myself, I think we are all greatly
indet>ted to him for the broad-mindedness and long-range wisdom
with which he has subordinated the federal unien concept to the immediate neces.sity of action on the Atlantic Pact.
·
Mr. RoBERTS. Senator, I just feel that this is one step_ in a long
process, and I think you do. We started with the United Nations, the
British loan, the international fund, the Greek policy, the Marshall
plan. Now t4is comes next. Each one of them has been an effort
on the part of freedom-loving nations to come closer together, and each'
pne has evidenced a world-mindedness on the part of the American
people that I think is unparalleled in history, because it is not mere
grimy doUars and cents, and it is not mere economic benefit that we
are after.
We have shuddered at the thought that free men who have the same
traditions that we have, and live to an extent under a representative
government such as we cherish, should be blotted out from the earth.
\Ve have taken one step after another, if we can. to prevent that thing,
and ~9 let.~e_dam live in the world.
.
.
·· Tii:e Cn.AtlUIAN. Senator George?
.
Senator GEORGE. I believe I have no que,stions exC'ept to thank the
Justice for coming down here and tnlkinl? to us. I concur, :of course~
in the statement made by: Senator Vandenberg.
·
··
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The CHAIRMAN. I will say, Mr. Justice Roberts, that I have great
admiration for ~our devotion to these principles, and to your 18.bors
over a long period of years. While I regret very much to see you
leave the Supreme Court, I think you have been actively engaged in
a matter that is equally important to your service on the Supreme
Court.
Mr. ROBERTS. I am facing the sunset, but if I could go down the hill
to the sunset, feeling reasonably sure that order, under law, that preservation of individual liberty against aggression, was on its way to
accomplishment in this world, I would face the sunset with a happy
smile.
DEt'ENSIYE NATURE OF TREATY
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very beautiful statement. I want to ask
you just one or two brief questions: Is there anything in the pact that
we have before us that suggests any offensive or hostile action contrary to these efforts that we have been making to secure peace and
harmonyt
Mr. RonERTS. On the contrary; on the contrary. Anybody who
knows anything knows that the people who are parties to this pact
want merely to live in peace and to develop their own way of life, and
that is all the pad purports to do) to protect them jomtly against
aggression, and against the destruction of their way of life.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Justice Roberts, we have with us Senator Donnell, of Missouri, and Senator Watkins, of Utah. They are here by
the agreement with the committee, and by our courtesy. They are
being permitted to ask questions, so if you are willing-Mr. RoBERTS. May I say a word to Senator Donnell in advance. I
think you asked Mr. Clayton something about the personnel of our
committee.
. Senator DoNNELL. Yes.
Mr. RoBERTS. I have a sheet here 'vhich was printed about 10 dals
ago, which has the np,mes of the persons who have joined the council.
They. are a sort of board of advisers, or sponsors. That is not complete, Senator. There are perhaps 50 names that have been added
since, of Nation-wide reputation.
Senator DoNNELL. May Ilroceed, Mr. Chairman'
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahea .
· Senator DoNNELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Justice Roberts. I
appreciate this information and am pleased to have it. May I ask.
Mr. Chairman, that this document he included in the record at thil
point, though I would like to hold it in my possession for a few
minutes.
(The list of names iS as follows:)
0FnCERS, DIRECJ'OKS. AND C'-OUNCIL OF THE ATl..ANTIC UNION C'.OK!lllTl'r.E
FOK A fi'EDl':KAL CoNVEl'JTION OF 0EKOCRACIE8

President: Bon. Owen J. Roberts, Philadelphia, Pa.
Vice Presidents: Hon. Robert P. Patterson, New York Olty, N. Y.; Boo. Wlll L.
Clayton, Houston, Tex.
Secretary: Walden Moore, New York City, N. Y.
Treasurer: Elmo Roper, Redding, CoDD.
Executive Director: Earl E. Bart, Washington, D. C.
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Boord of Dh·ectors: Herbert Agur, Sasabee, Ariz.; Edatar Bissantz. San Fran..
clsco, Calif. ; Sevellon Brown, Providence, R. I. ; Gardner Cowles, Des Moines,
Iowa; Rev. A. Powell Davies, Washington, D. C.; Henry C. Flower, Jr., New
York City, N. Y. ; Hugh Moore, Easton, Pu.; Edmund Orgill, Memphis, Tenn.;
Harry Scherman, New York City, N. Y. ; Clarence Streit, Washington, D. C.;
Harold C. Urey, Chicago, Ill.; William L. White, Emporia, Kans. ; John Orr
Yoong, Westport, Conn.
THE COUNCIL (IN PROCESS OF FORMATION)

James D . Adams, San Francisco, Calif.
Hear)· K Atwood, Minneapolis, Minn.
Dr. ltobf>rt R Aurner, Carmel, Calif.
Dr. Frank Aydelotte, I'rin~ton, N. J.
Mrs. Hobert L. Bacon, Washington, D.

c.

Jo:mery W. Balduf, Chicago, Ill .
Howard Baldwin, New York, N. Y.
Hon. Joseph Baldwin, New York, N. Y.
Hon . .Joseph H. Rall. Washington, D.

c.

Mrs. Margaret Culkin, Running, Du-

luth, Minn.

R. E. Burinowski. Augusta, On.
H. It. Baukhage, Washlngtou, D. C.
W1>mlell Rerg!', Washington, D . C.
1:1'(1rge Bldrlle, Croton-on-Hurlson, N. Y.
Uobert J . Bishop. Orlando, l<'la.
Jlr. Brand Blanchard, New Haven,
C-0nn.
Hon. Hobert W . Hllss, Washington,
D. C.
William A. Hoekel. San Mateo, Calif.
Mrs. Louis W . Bn><·k. El Paso. •rex.
I'. I<'. Brundage, N••w York, N. Y.
Harr)· A. Bullis. Minneapolis, Minn.
J.1wh1s K Burch. Jr., Memphis, Tenn.
Stn1thers Bnrt, Southern l'lnes, ~. C.
St1>11hN1 1". Chadwick, Reattle, Wniih.
Roy B. Chl11£18, Ht. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Arthur H . Compton, St. Louis, Mo.
Ayl1>tte B . <'otton. Han Francisco, Calif.
ffoRSell W . Dawnport. New York, N. Y.
Chester C. Davis, St. Louis, Mo.
J . Lionberger Davis, St. Louis, Mo.
'l'om J . Dn,·is, Butte, Mont.
Henry S . Dennison. Framingham, MnSA.
Howard Dietz, New York. N. Y.
John V. N . Dorr, New York, N. Y.
fir. Paul F. Douglas!!, Washington, D. C.
:\lax J<~astman, New York, N. Y.
Douglas Fnfrbanks, Jr., Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Louis FISc.'her, New York, N . Y .
Jtabhl Norman Gerstenfeld, Washington. n . c.
Dr. Harry D. Gld1>onse, Rrooklyn, N. Y.
Bl!thon Charles K. Gllhert, New York,
N. Y.
A. V. Grosse, Phila<lelphla, Pa.
W. R. Harrison, Wichita, Kans.
Blgftop John T. Heistand, Harrisburg,
Pa.
Ri>T. LI-land B. Henry, New York, N. Y.
Bishop Henry W. Hobson, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Pr. Sidney Hook, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Henry S. Houghton, ~armel, Calif.
Rabbi David Jacobson, San Antonio,
Tex.
Betty JaIDP8on, Sun Antonio, Tex.
Dr. 01war .Jaszi, Oberlin, Ohio.
Dr. Huns Kohn, Northampton, Mass.
Theodore J . Kreps, Stanford University,
Calif.
Hon. Arthur Rliss Lane, Washington,
D. C.
Russell V. Lee. M . D .. Palo Alto, Calif.
Hon. Herbert H. Lehman, New York,
N. Y.
l'irnl W. Litchfield, Akron. Ohio.
Ht>v. Franklin D . Loehr, Northampton,
Mass.
Stuart F. Louehhelm, Philadelphia , Pa.
Hon. Clare Booth Luce, Ridgefield, Conn.
Hohert L. Lund, St . Louis. l\10.
Dr. James J . MacLachlen, Cambridge,
Mass.
ClllTord L. McMlllen, New York, N. Y.
Mark V. Marlowe. IRxlngton, Ky.
Dr. •Jnme!I A. 1\lcCaln, Missoula, Mont.
1\lrs. Cole 1\Ic-Farland, Wnsh!ngton, D. C.
Lea B. 1\lclntlre. Lonis\·111<>, Ky.
Edward l\leeman, Memphis, Tenn.
Cran<lnll Melvin, Syracuse, N. Y.
1\lrs. Walter I. Miller, Alexandria, Va.
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, Pasadena, Calif.
1\frs. Grenvllle D. Montgomery, Haverford, Pa.
Dr. J . C. Montgomery, Dett·olt, Mich .
Mrs. Vietor Mo1·aw1>tz, New York, N. Y.
Dr. John W . Nason, Swarthmor <>, Pn.
Mrs. Anna B. Neal, Phlladelphla, Pa.
Bishop G. Ashton Oldham, Albany, N . Y.
Hon, Llthgow Osborne, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Wallace T . Partch, Oakland, Calif.
Grove Patterioon, Toledo, Ohio
Mrs. Hattie May Pavlo, Rye, N. Y.
Stanley Pedder.Carmel by the Sea, Calif.
HulM>rt Phillips, Fresno, Calif.
Roy Pinkerton, Ventura, Calif.
Dr. Daniel Poling, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stanley I . Posner, Washington, D. C.
A. W . Robertson, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MIS11 Elizabeth Roblrnmn, New York
City, N. Y.
Melvin Ryder. Washington, D . C.
A. W. Schmidt, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John F . Schmidt, Frunklln, Pn.
Dr. Paul Schwarz, New York, N. Y.
George E. Shea, Jr., New York, N. Y.
Dr. Mary S. Sherman, Chicago, 111.
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Emil G. Sick, Seattle, Wash.
Theodore E. Simonton, Cazenovia, N. Y.
Spyros P. Skouras, New York, N. Y.
James N. Slee, Cornwall, N. Y.
Dr. Preston W. Slosson, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Dr. Francis A. Smith, Chevy Chase, Md.
Warren D. Smith, Eugene, Oreg.
Mrs. Sara Sommer, Peoria, Ill.
J<~ugene R. Spaulding, New York, N. Y.
George F. Spaulding, Chicago, Ill.
Lawrence E. Spivak, New York, N. Y.
William Stern, Fargo, N. Dak.

Hon. Foster Stearns, Exeter, N. B.
Roy F. Steward, Meriden, Conn.
Ralph G. Stoddard, New York, N. Y.
Ralph I. Straus, New York, N. Y.
Lester B. Vernon, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dr..John A. Vleg, Claremont, Calit.
Walter F. Wanger, Hollywood, Calif.
H. M. Warren • .New York, N. Y.
:\Irs. Patrick Welch, New York, N. Y.
itrs. F. K. Weyerhaeuser, St. Paul,
Minn.
Admiral H. E. Yarnell, Newport, R. I.

Senator DONNELL. Mr.•Justice Roberts, I want to join with these
other gentlemen in ('Xpressing appreeiation of your being here today
and also of your great public service with which we nre all familiar.
Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you.
MEMBERSHIP IN TH•: ATLANTIC UNION
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Justice Roberts, would you tell us, please,
whether or not the purpose of the Atlantic Committee is, as expressed
on this sheet that you have handed me "For a federal convention of
democracies" 1
Mr. RonERrs. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Do you consider that Portugal is a democracy W
Mr. RonERTS. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. It is one of the signers of the North Atlantic
Treaty, is it not~
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Are the1·e any other signers to the treaty that
are not democracies?
l\fr. RoBERTS. I would think not.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know why Portugal was included as one
of the signatories to the treaty 1
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not, sir. Our plan is to ask those who brought
about the paet to call the c01wention and to first participate, and then
invite any others that they deem democracies, who could come in and
join with them. That might leave Portugal out of that convention.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Justice Roberts, the membership of the Atlantic Union Committee-this sheet which you have handed m&-:MEMBERSHIP OF THE ATLANTIC UNION

COMMrrrEE

l\Ir. RoBERTS. That is not a membership. That is a membership of
the sponsors.
Senator DONNELL. I wanted to ask you about the membership. 1
asked Mr. Clayton about it the other day, and he was not able to give
us very accurately, as he very frankly stated, the number of memoers,
and the geographical distribution.
Mr. RoBERTS. The committee was organized about 8 weeks ago. The
first thing we desired to do was to get a list of sponsors, or council,
and we have communed with, I should think, 300 or 350 people, asking
if they cared to become such.
Theer are about 160 who have so signified. We have not started to
create memberships, except that we know that in communities all
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'over the United States there are large groui;>s of people who have
been for this idea and have been agitating for it. Those will be asked
to become members of this organization, and we hope to have hundreds
of thousands of them.
Senator DoNNELL. So up to the present time, then, the organization
of the Atlantic Union Committee has progressed only to the extent of
the officers, directors, and council of the organization~
Mr. RoeERTS. That is right.
Senator DoNNELL. And the council consists of about 1501
Mr. RoeERrs. That is correct.
Senator DoNNF.LL. And the officers, I would judge-Mr. RoBERTS. Ten or a dozen.
Senator DONNELL. The board of directors is listed also dn this sheet
that you have very kindly given to me.
Mr. RoeERTS. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. May I ask ;ou, Mr. ,Justice, whether the board
of directors is substantially all, i not entirely all, with the exception
of Mr. William L. White, located east of the Mississippi Rived
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes. Mr. Orgill is on the Mississippi at Memphis,
Mr. Bissantz is at San Francisco.
Senator DONNELL. I think Mr. Cowles is of Des Moines, Iowa.
Mr. RoeERTS. That is right.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Elmo Roper is in Connecticut.
Mr. RoBERTS. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. Earl E.Hart of Washington!
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Agar1 of Arizona, is that Mr. Agar formerly
·of Memphis, in the newspaper tmsiness t
Mr. RoeF.RTS. Yes. Herbert Agar, the writer-lecturer.
Senator DONNELL. Has he moved to Arizona 1
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, sir. He is a resident of Arizona.
Senator DONNELL. There are others that I did not observe at first
glance. Mr. Bissantz.
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes, he is an architect at San Francisco.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Cowles, Dr. Davies of Washington, Mr.
Flower of New York City, Mr. Moore, Easton, Pa., Mr. Orgill, Mr.
Scherman, Mr. Streit, Washington, Mr. Urey, of Chicago, a Mr.
William L. White, the son of William L. White.
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes, he is well known in his own ri~ht.
Senator DoNNELL. And John Young of Connecticut.
Mr. RoBERTs. Yes, sir.
ENDORSEMENT OF PACT BY ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE
Senator DoNNELL. You say in the opening of your statement that
the board of directors, which consists of these gentlemen, has wholeheartedly and unanimously voted to support ratification of the Atlantic Pact!
.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Did the board of directors come together, meet,
and discuss this matter!
Mr. RoBERTS. Absolutely.
Senator DoNNELL. When was that meeting t
Mr. RoeERTs. At least 6 weeks ago.
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Senator DoNNELL. 'Vas then~ a cot>Y of the pact at that time before
the meeting?
Mr. RosERTS. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Was it beforeMr. RoBF..RTs. No; it was just before the pact, but it was when the
general lines of the pact had been disclosed.
Senator DoNNELL. It was before the signature of the pact¥
Mr. RoBERTt;. Yes.
Senator DoxxELL. "'us it bt.>fore the official announcement of the
contents of the pact had ~en made?
Mr. ROBERTS. I think not. Just afterwards.
Senator DoNNELL. But there was no copy of the pact present at
the meeting, so far as you know?
Mr. RoI\F..RTS. I think there was.
FAJ\IILIARITY

0}'

ATLANTIC

UNION CO:'llMITl"EE WITH PACT

Senator DoxNELL. 'Vas it read to the members present 1
Mr. RonERTs. They were nil familinr with it, or snid they were.
Senator DosNELL. Do vou re{'nll whether or not any of them. as
did Mr. Clayton, who wns here the other day, one of t"he vice presidents of this organizlltion, stllte that they had not read a word of it!
Mr. Ront:RTS. I do not think so.
Senator DoNNJo:Lr,. 'Vas Mr. Clayton there also, in attendance at
that meeting~
l\lr. RoBERTs. He either was or afterwards gave his written assent
to what was done. I think he was present.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Clayton testified the other day that he had
not read any of this pact, up to the time he tPstified, that he had not
read any of it.
The CnAIR:'IL\N. Mr. Clnvton testified thllt hP had read a number of
articles, that they were di~cussing it, discussing various portions of
it, und read all the newspaper reports. He said he had not read the
actual text as it was signed by the sig1mtories.
Senator DONNELL. I think that is precisely what he said, at least
in substance. In other words, he had read the newspapers, perhaps
the magazines, commentaries, but has never read the treaty, in advocacy of which he appeared before the Foreign Relations Committee
of the United States ~enate. You say he was either at this meeting
of the board of directors or joined in its action¥
Mr. RoRER"IB. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNF.LL. Do you rE>call whether or not a copy of the treaty
was read before the board of directors?
Mr. RoBF.RTII. I think not. I think it was not read in extenso.
Senator DoNNEIL. 'Vas anv part read before t·he meeting of the
board of directors?
Mr. ROBERTS. I think it may have been.
Senator DoNNELL. 'Vas iH
Mr. RoBER"IB. It is my recollection.
Senator DONNELL. Do you recall who read it?
Mr. ROBERTS. I read portions of it.
w
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Senator DONNELL. You had a copy of it at that time 1
Mr. RoBERTs. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Was that one of the official copies issued by the
Secretary of State or some prior newspaper draft of it~
Mr. RonERTS. It may have been the one that appeared in the New
York Times.
Senator DoxNELL. Mr. Justice, the Union Committee, the Atlantic
l: nion Committee, therefore, is not created primarily for the purpose of
advocacy of the North Atlantic Treaty as you have observed.
Mr. RoBERTS. Our desire is to ~o farther, hut we think the pact is
under a1l circumstances an essential step to anything more we desire.
CONtlTITUTION

OF

ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE

Senator DoNNF..LL. Does this Atlantic Union Committt>e have a constitution or other declaration of principles?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNEU... Did you bring a copy of it with you today?
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Wo1.1ld you be kind enough, if the chairman
consents-Mr. ROBERTS. I would be glad to send you a copy.
Senator DONNELL. And would you furnish a copy for the record 1
Mr. RoBERTS. I would be very glad to.
Senator DONNELL. May that go into the record?
The CHAIRMAN. It is not a large document 1
Mr. RoBERTS. No. The resolution of purpose would go into 15 lines.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection that will be incorporated in the
l'ecord. .
(The resolution is as follows:)
Rc8olred, That an ac-tlon committee be formed tor the purpose of( a) enlisting public support tor a resolution to be lntroduc-ed In Conicress invltlnc the other democracies, with whom the United States is forming an alliance, to
meet American delegates in a federal convention to explore possibilities of uniting
in a Federal Union of the Free; and
(b) continuing this support until such a Federal Union of democracies becomea
an accomplished fact.

STATEMENTS ON

ATLANTIC TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Justice, you speak of having brought with
you today-and I understand you filed, I believe-statements from
a number of persons listed in your mimeographed statements.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Did those statements come as a result of a written
request, and in response to that?
Mr. RonERTS. A request as to their point of view on this pact; yes, sir.
Senator DoNNF.LL. Do you have with you a copy of that request~
Mr. Romo:aTS. I will g~t one. I do not have it.
Senator DoN:sEu... Will you supply it?
Mr. RonERTS. Certainly.
Senator DONNELL. May that also go in the record, Mr. Chairman t
The CHAIRMAN. It may.
.
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[Wire)

The Atlantic Union Committee wns organized to develop support for a Federal
Union of the Atlantic Democracies within the framework of the United Nations
Charter.
We consider ratification of the Atlantic Pact urgently nl"<.-essary for the pres·
ervatlon of the Independence and freedom of the United States and other
countries Involved. We Invite you to Join us and others us sponsors of this pact.
Soviet Russia Is using every means to block ratification. Powerful American
newspapers are attacking the pact. Some Senators are wobbling.
This pact must he overwhelmingly ratified by the Senate. Soviet Russin most
know that not only the governments, but the peoples of fr~ nations, are united
In determination to defend their Independence and freedom.
It you are willing to add your strength to ours In this great etiort, please wire
or write us a brief, strong statement supporting the Atlantic l'act. Address 53i
Fifth Avenue.
ATT..ANTIC UNION Cm.OIITTl'::F. FOR A

FEDERAL

CoNvt: NTJON OF lli;MOCRACJEs.
OWEN .T. ROBERTS.

WILL L . CLAYTON.
RoBERT P. PATTERSON .

Senator DONNELL. To how many persons was that request senH
l\lr. RoBERTS. I think 50.
Senator DoNNELL. And you received replies from approximately
how many?
Mr. RoBERTS. I think 40 or so. I did not list them all here. I just
took the most significant statements out of them.
Senator DONNELL. How was the list prepared; how was it determined?
Mr. RoBERTS. We just picked out prominent people who we knew
were interested in the cause of peace.
·
Senator DONNELL. Did you pick out Professor Nichols, of Columbia
University1
.
Mr. RoBERTS. I could not say.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you have a statement from him 1
Mr. RonERTS. I do not.
· Senator DONNELL. I notice hE'! participated in the town hall meeting the other night. I did not hear him. I gather from the context
of the notice he was to appear in opposition to it..
Mr. RoBEHTS. I do not know.
Senator DONNELL. Did you send a request to Mr. Paul "rarburg?
Mr. RonERTS. I think not.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know that he is opposed to the pact!
Or, at least, that. is my impression.
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not know that.
Senator DoNNELL. I may he in error in that. I am just inferring
that from observations that I have seen made, and I want to be quick
to say that I do not know.
Mr. RonERTs. I do not know, either. I think Mr. Warbnr~ has
recently been advocating some amendment to the United Nations
Charter.
Senator DONNELL. That is entirely possible. Was a copy of the
request sent to Professor Borchard, of Yale Law School!
Mr. RoeERTs. I could not say.
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Senator DoNNELL. Do you know what the position of Professor
Borchard, of Yale Law School, is?
Mr. RoBERTS. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. He has been quite ill. Did you know that?
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know him?
Mr. ROBERTS. No.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know he is a man of high standing 1
Mr. RonERTS. I suppose so.
Senator DoNNELL. Would it be violative, do you think, of the proprieties if I might ask you to give us a list of the entire 50 persons
to whom it was addressed?
Mr. RoBERTS. I shall see if I can find it. If I can, you shall have it.
Senator DONNELL. May it be inserted in the record of this proceeding1
The CHAIRMAN. If the ,Justice desires that it be inserted.
Mr. RoBEnTs. I have no desire. I do not mean to conceal anything
that is of value here.
·
NAMES AND ADDRF.SSES OF PERSONS TO WHOM WIRE WAS ADDRESSED

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, Radio Corp.
of Ameri<'a, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York. N. Y.
Lewis H . Brown, chairman, Johns-Mansvllle Corp., 22 East Fortieth Street,
New York, N. Y.
Cortis E . Calder, <'halrman. Electric
Bond & Share Co., 2 Rector Street,
~ew York, N. Y.
Philip Cortney, president, Coty, Inc.,
730 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Ferdinand Eberstndt, F. Eberstadt & Co.,
39 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Thomas F . Flnletter, Coudert Bros.. 2
Rector Street, New York, N. Y.
Alexander Fraser, president, Shell Union
Oil Co., 50 West Fiftieth Street, New
York, N. Y.
Ralph T . Reed, president, American Express Co., 65 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
Joseph M. Hatfield, White & Case, 14
Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
John Abblnk, McGraw-Hill International
C-0rp., 330 West Forty-second Street,
New York N y
w· R ogers 'aero
· d.
Id
• pres ent, 1nterna·
tlonal General Electric Co., Inc., 570
Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
William M. Robbins, vice president, Gene~al Foods Corp., 250 Park A\'enue,
New York, N. Y.
Murray Shields, vice president, Bank
the Manhattan Co., 40 Wall Strt't't,
New York, N. Y.
Theodore Smith, Motion Picture Assoc!atlon of America, 28 West Fortyfourth Street, New York, N, Y.

o!

Christian H. Sonne, president, Amslnck.
Sonne & Co., 96 Wall Street, New
Y'ork, N. Y.
Dr. Richard G. Gettell, assistant to pnbJlsher, Fortune Magazine, 350 Fifth
Avenue, New Yoftk, N. Y.
Charles T. Rtotte, president, M. J . Corbett & Co., 8 Bridge Street, New York,
N. Y.
Ben.1amln 111. Alts<'hnler, Altschuler &
• Morrison, 39 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
S. R. Penick, president, S. B. Penick &
Co., 50 Church Street, New York, N. :Y.
Harry S. Radcliffe, National Council of
Amerkan Importers, 45 East Seventeenth Street, New York, N. Y.
Thomas H . .McK!ttrkk, vice president,
Chase National Rank, 18 Pine Street,
New York, N. Y.
W. Randolph Burgess, vice chairman,
Jli~tiol!al City Bank of New. York, ri5
'\\1111 Street, New York, N.\1'. .
J . E . Crane, dir~~or, Standard Oil Co.
of New Jers;~. 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York, N. Y.
Edgar Smith, vice president, General
Motors Overseas Corp., 1775 Broadway New York N y
Ogden' White roo~ 5600 30 Rockefeller
Plaza Ne~ York N y
Henry B. F'ernald: ~o~ls, Suffern &
I<'ernald, 80 Broad Street, New ll'.'ork
N. Y.
'
Elll<\vorth C. Alvord, Alvord & Alvord,
1:wo Eighteenth Street, Washington,
D. c.
?tf. G. Connally, M. G. Connally & Co.,
500 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Stnnley W. Duhlg, vice preshlent and
treasurer, Shell Union Oil Corp., JO
Wei<t Fiftieth Strt>et, New York, N. Y.
Maxwell K l\l<'Dowell, tux department,
Standnrd Oil Co. of New .Jersey, 30
Rockefeller Plnzu, Nt>w York, N. Y.
Clifton C. Owens, tax attorney, United
Shoe Mnd1iner)· Corp., 'HO Federnl
Street, Boston, Mnss.
W. J. L. Patton, ussli<tant <'omptroller.
National City Hauk of New York, 55
\Vall Street, New York, N. Y.
John .J. O'Connor. mnnager, l'uited
States Clmrnbt>r of ('ommerce, 1615
H Street NW., Wnshington, D. l'.
Henr)· Brh<tol, d111inunn, Bristol-Myers
Co., 630 Fifth An'nue, ]l.;ew York,
N. Y.
Giovanni Pagnnmentn, Yi<'e presidPnt,
Rankers Trust Co.• rn Wall Street,
New York, N. Y.
William R. · Strelow, viee pr:>sident,
Guaranty Trust Co. of N. Y., 140
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Knight \Voolley, Brown Bros. Harriman
& Co., 59 Wall Street, New Yo1·k, N. Y.
Leod. Welch, trensurer, Standard Oil
Co. of New Jersey, 30 Rockefeller
Plazu, New York, N. Y.
H. W. Balgooyen, assistant secr!'tary
and treasurer. Au!t>riean and Foreign
Power Co.. 2 Hector Str~t. New York.
N. Y.
Neal Dow Be<·ker, pre:;ident, lutertype
(~orp., 360 Forman :iltreet, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
James A. Farley, chairman, Coca-Cola
Export Corp., 515 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Warren Lee Pierson, chairman, Transrontlnental und Western Air, Inc., 630
Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y.
James Crafton Rogers, president, ForPign Bondholders Protective Council,
Inc., 00 Brond Street. New York,
N. Y.
Victor Schoepperle, vice president, National City Bank of New York, 55
Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
John L. Simpson, ex~·utlve vice president, J. Henry Schroder Banking
Corp., 46 William Strl'et, New York,
N. Y.
S. Bayard Colgate, chairman, OolgatePalmollve-Peet Co., Jersey City, N. J.
William H. Harrison, vice preeldent,
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co.. 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Ira Mosher, president, Ira Mosher Asl!Ociates, Inc., 608 Fifth A'l"enue, New
York, N. Y.
Robert H. Patchin, vice president, W. R.
Graee am! Co., 7 Hanover Square, New
York, NY..

GPorge A. Sloan, chairman, Southern
Agril'ulturit!t, 12'l East Forty-11eeond
Street, NPW York, N. Y.
Arnolcl .J. Wilson, president. General
Timi' Instruments Corp., 100 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y.
John A. Zt>llet'8, vice l)t-esident, Hemington Rund, Inc., 315 Fourth Avenue,
NPw York, N. Y.
Thomas Hoy .Tones, )>resident, Amerienn
Type Founde1·.i, Inc., 200 East Elmora Avenue, ~lizabeth, N. J.
Chnrlei< S. l\Iunson, Air Re1luctlon l'o.,
inc., 60 Enst Forty-second Street, New
York, N. Y.
Edwin J. Schwanltausser, vice president, Worthington Pump and MaC'hiuery Corp., 401 \Yorthlngton AvenuP, Hnrrhmu, N. J .
.Jiunt>s H. Rohins, prPsldent, the Amerleun Pulley Co., 420o WISRahickon
A\·enuP, Philudelphia, Pa.
Wnlter Silhersack, president, Ameri<'an
Hom!' JH'o<luets Corp., 350 Fifth Aven ue, New York, N. Y.
Lee Swem, as:;ii<tant to the president,
Forster Wheeler Corp., 165 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Lelund D. Albin, vicp president, Ingt>rsoll Hand Co., 11 Brondwa)·, New
York-l, KY.
H. E1lwnr1l Bllkey. president, H. E.
BilkPy C-01·11 .. 55 Liberty Street, New
York 5. N. Y.
Donnld K. Duvid, <lean, Hurvar1l Grudnnte School of Business Administ.ra.tlon, Soldiers Field, Boston 6.'-J, l\la!'S..
Frnnk .M. Folsom, president, Radio
Corp. of Awe1·ica, RCA-Victor Division, Cnmdeu, N. J.
C. D . .Jackson, vice president, Time, In"··
!l HoC'kPfeller Plaz1t, New York 22,
N. Y.

Sigur1l S. Lllrmon. )lreshlPnt; Young &
Rubicam, Inc., 285 Madison AvPnue,
New York 17, N. Y.
l\lnlcolm Muir, president, Newsweek,
152 Wel't Forty-!'eeond Street, New
York 18, N. Y.
'fho11111!' J. Wntson, Jr., vi<'e prE>Shlent.
Internntlonnl
Business
Machin~
Corp.. 5!l0 Madison .Avenue, New
York, N. Y.
Sidney .J. Wt>lnherg, partner, Goldman,
8ad1s & Co., 30 Pine ~tret>t, Nt>w York
'1, N. Y.
James W. Young, executive 'l"il'e presl<IPnt . .T. Walter Thornp!IOn <'o .. 420
Lexini.,'1:on Avenut>, New York 17. N. Y.
Dr. A. S. AIPxander, prott>ssor of mnrketinir, Columhla Uni'l"t>rslty S(·hool of
Bnsinel's, One Hundred and Slxtt'enth
8treet and Broadway, New York 27.

N. Y.
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Robert A. Whitney, president, National Arthur E. Bayliss, assistant general
Federation of Sales Executives, Shf~l
freight truffle manager, New York
ton Hotel, New York 17, N. Y.
t:entrul System, 466 Lexington AveElon G. Borton, pre1!ldent, Advertising
nue, New York 22, N. Y.
Fl'fleratlon of Am('ril'n, 330 \\'t>st Fred Brun, vice president, General
Motor11 Overseas Corp., 1775 BroadFortY·81'(·ond Street, New York U!,
way, New York, N. Y.
N. Y.
Frederic R. Gamble, prei;ideut, Amt>r· Juwe1< Farrell, Jr .• president, Jt'arrell
Lines, Inc., 26 Denver Street, New
icnn Allsodutlon of Advertlsin~
York 4, N. Y.
Agt>n<"lt>s, 420 Lexington Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.
General John Franklin, president,
Clarence B. Ootihoru, president, Benton
United States Lines, 1 Broadway,
New Yo1·k 4, N. Y.
and Bowles, Inc., 444 M11dlsou A•e·
nue, New York, N. Y.
B. B. Hownrd, dlre<·tor, Standar1l Oil
Charles Loekmnn. Preiddent, Le\•o>r
Co., of New Jersey, 30 Rockefeller
Broth('rs ('o., Lever Houst>, CamPlaza, New York, N. Y.
bridge 39, Mass.
.John McAulUfe, dh'ector, Isthmian
Oharles G. Mortimer, vke president,
Steamship Co., 71 Broadway, New
General ~'oods Corp., 2iJO Purk A\·eYork 6, N. Y.
nue, New York 17. N. Y.
Emmet J. McCormack, vice president,
Moore-McCormack Lines, Inc., 5
.Joshua B. Powers, president, Joshua B.
Powers, Inc., 345 Madison .A venue,
Broftdway, New York, N. Y.
H. W. Warley, president, Calmar
New York, N. Y.
Steamship Corp., 25 Broadway, New
William E. Robinson, vlee 11resiflent,
New York Herald Tribune, 230 W('st
York, X Y.
i'orty-ftrst 8tr('('t, New York JS, N. Y. A. Lane Crlcher, Investment Building,
Rohf>rt Brougham, pretddent, Arabian
Washington, D. C.
American Oil Co., 630 Fifth Avenue, H. A. Hummell, })l'eShlent, Lone Star (',eNew York, N. Y.
ment Corp., 342 Madison Avenue, New
Gf'rald E. Donovan, vke president,
York 17, N . Y.
Moore-McCormack Lines, lnc., 5 Pyke Johmmn, prt'f<ident. Automotive
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Sufety lt'oundatlon, Hill Building,
Wushlngton 6, D . C.
W. 8. 8. Rodgers, chairman, the Texas
Co., 135 East Forty-second Street, L. 'J'. Kittinger, vke president, Shell Oil
New York, N. Y.
ro., 11ulte 1120, Shoreham Bullding,
Washington 5, D. C.
Reeve Schley, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
Frederkk Horner. 11irector, room 2001,
New York, N. Y.
Hill Building, Washington, D. C.
Arthur H. Dean, purtner, Sulllvan &
Cromwell, 48 Wall Street, New York, A. B. Burber, manager, transportation
d('pnrtm('nt, Chamber of Commerce of
N. Y.
United States, 1615 H Street NW.,
C. R. Smith, president, American AlrWa11hington, D. C.
linf'll. Inc., 100 East Forty-!leeond
Charle11 Durllngton, Foreign Trude DeStrt>et, New York, N. Y.
pnrtment, So1·ony-Va1·uutll Oil Co., 26
Henry Rose, vice president, Sears, RoeBroadway, New York, N. Y.
buck & C<>., 300 West Thirty-first
John C. Le!llil-'. vice president, P11n
Street, New York 1, N. Y.
Americ11n World Airwnys, In<'.. Ja!'i
J'uan T. Trippe, president, Pun AmeriE1t1<t l<'orty-11econd Strt>et, New York,
can Airways, Inc., Chrysler Building,
N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Lowl•ll P. Wei<'ker, president, E. R. Walter C. Rundll', \'li'e president, Amer1<'1111 Exprt>ss Co., 6U Broadway, New
Squibb & Sons., 745 Fifth Avenue,
York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
RusHell E. Singer, general manager,
Irwin Vladimir, president, Irwin ValAmerkan Automobile Association,
dlmer & Co, Inc., 285 Madison Avenue,
Pennsylvania Avl'nue at Seventeenth
New York 17, N. Y.
Street, W11shington, D. C.
Dr. John C. Cooper, the Institute for Eugene S. Gregg, vice president, "'e11t·
Adnmced Study, Princeton, N. J.
rex Cori)., 111 Eighth Avenue, Nt>w
Frazer A. Balley, president, National
York, N. Y.
Federation of American Shipping, Jl-'romt> Kohlbt>rg, preRldent, Kane Im·
1809 G Street NW., Washington 6,
port <'011)•• 10 1-Aist lt'ortieth Street,
D. C.
Nt>w York, N. Y.
R. H. Adams, president, Gruce Lines, Frederick Leighton, president. LeighID<'., 10 Hanover Square, New York
ton'11 Mt-'xicnn Imports, 24 University
5, N. Y.
Ph11"t'. New York, N. Y.
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C'harles T. Rlotte, president, M. J . Cor- Earl I. McClintock, vice president, Sterhett & Co., 8 Bridge Street, New York,
ling Drug. Inc., 170 Varick Street,
N . Y.
New York 13, N. Y.
Dr. Paul Horn, School of Commerce, Victor C. Folsom, foreign counsel,
New York University, Washington
Sterlin![ Drug, Inc.. 170 Varick Street.
Square, New York, N. Y.
New York 13, N. Y.
Morris S. Rosenthal, president, Stein, F. B. Glaser, assistant trafftc manager,
Hall & Co., 285 Madison Avenue, New
International General Electric Co~
York, N. Y.
570 Lexington Avenue, New York,
N . Y.
James S. Carson, vice president, American & Foreign Power Co., Inc., 2 Rec· J . E. Hill, assistant to the president,
United States Steel Export Corp., 30
tor Street, New York, N. Y.
Church Street. New York, N. Y.
Curt Pfeltrer, National Council of American Importers, 45 East Seventeenth Leslie A. Jacobsen, Rlegelman, Strasser,
8'chwarz & Spiegelberg, 160 Broad·
Street, New York, N. Y.
way. New York, N. Y.
Wilbert Ward, vice president, National
City Bank of New York, 55 Wall William S. Swingle. executive vice pres.
!dent, National Foreign Trade Conn·
Street, New York, N. Y.
ell. 111 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Dr. Martin Domke, international vice
president, American Arbitration As- Horace l\f, Chadsey, vice president,
First National Bank of Boston, Bolsociation, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
ton, Mass.
York, N. Y.
Stephen P. Ladas, Langner, Parry, Card Reuben H. Hall, vice president, Pbila·
delphia National Bank, Philadelphia.
& Langner, 120 East Forty-first
Pa.
Street, New York, N. Y.
Walter E. F. Bradley. Otis Elevator Co., Carlos Kelly, vice president, Fidelity
260 Eleventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Union Trust Co., Newark, N. J.
Donald Brooks, Texaco Development Fred I. Kent, director, Bankers Trust
Corp., 135 East Forty-second Street,
Co., 100 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
W. R. Strelow, vice president, Guaranty
Conway P. Coe, vice president, Radio
Trust Co. of New York, 140 BroadCorp. of America, 30 Rockefeller
way. New York, N. Y.
Plaza, New York, N. Y.
Henry Harfield, Shearman & Sterling l
Howard H. Doty, assistant to president,
Wright, 20 Exchange Place, Ne1'
Henry Dlsston & Sons, Inc., PhilaYork. N. Y.
delphia, Pa.
J . F . Cannon, Jr., assistant vice presl·
Deon S. Edmonds, Pennie, Edmonds,
dent, National City Bank of Ne'tr
Morton & Barrows, 247 Park Avenue,
York, New York, N. Y.
New York City, N. Y.
John Fischer, assistant treasurer, Bank
Lawrence Langner, Langner, Parry,
of ~ew York, 48 Wall Street, New
York, N. Y.
Card & Langner, 120 East Forty-first
Street, New York, N. Y.
Amos B. Foy, vice president, Chemical
Edward S. Rogers, chairman, Sterling
Rank & Trost Co., New York, N. I.
Drug, Inc., 170 Varick Street, New Wllllom Hartney, vice president, NaYork, N. Y.
tional Shawmut Bank of Boston, ao.
Jose Luis Hernandez, 120 East Forty.
ton, Mass.
first Street, New York, N. Y.
Philip P. McGovern, assistant vice presWilliam L. Batt, president, S. K. F. Inident, Manufacturers Trust Co., Ne'tr
dustries, Inc., · post-office box 6731,
York, N. Y.
Philadelphia 32, Pa.
David A. Scott, assistant cashier, Chase
Charles R. Carroll, general counsel,
National Bank of New York, 18 Pine
General Motors Overseas Operations,
Street. New York, N. Y.
1775 Broadway, New York, N'. Y.
J . A. Stahl, vice president, Banken
Harrison Chauncey, secretary, InternaTrust Co., New York, N. Y.
tional Business Machines Corp., 500 W. H. Wheeler, Jr., president, Pltnt>Y·
Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Bowes, Inc., 757 Pacific Street, StamNicholas C. Culollas, legal department,
ford, Conn.
Coca-Cola Export Sales Co., 515 Madi· Fred Rogers Fairfield, Department of
son A\'enue, New York 22, N. Y.
Economics, Yale University, New
George S. Eveleth, vice president, InterHaven, Conn.
national General f<~lectric Co., 570 Dr. Fritz l\fachup, professor of economLexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
ics, Johns-Hopkins University, Bait!·
Arthur B. Foye, partner, Haskins &
more, Md.
Bells, 67 Broad Street, New York 4, Donald L. Mlllham, comptroller, Gen·
N . Y.
eral Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
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Herman W. Steinkraus, chairman,
Bridgeport Braes Co., 80 Grand
Street, Bridgeport, Conn.
Delos Walker, 822 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Dr. Michael Hellperin, Bristol-Myers
Co., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N. Y.
Charles S. Munson, president, Air Reduction Co., Inc., 60 East Forty-second Street, New York, N. Y.
Harvey C. Freuhauf, president, Freuhauf Trailer Co., 10040 Harper Avenue, Detroit, Mlch.
Oliver T. Burnham, secretary, Lake
Carriers' Association, Cleveland 13,
Ohlo.
J. A. Holten, Underwood Corp., Hartford, Conn. ·
.
Henning W. Prentis, Jr., Armstrong
Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
Niles Trammell. president, National
Broadcasting Co., Inc., R. C. A. Building, New York, N. Y.
Wesley A. Sturges, dean of Law School,
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Lee H. Bristol, president, Bristol-Myers
Co., 630 Fltth A\tenue, New York City
20, N. Y.
T. J. Hargrave, president, Eastman
Kodak Co.. 843 State Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
.J'ohn Stuart, chairman, Quaker Oats
Co.. 141 West Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Ill.
Charles W. Wiman, president, Deers &
Co., Moline, Ill.
Kenneth Parker, president, Parker Pen
Co., Janesville, Wis.
J. M. Barker, 20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Ill.
Edward E. Brown, president. First Natlonal Bank of Chicago, 38 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago 00, lll.
Charles T. Fisher, J"r., president, Natlonal Bank of Detroit, 660 Wood·
ward Avenue, Detroit 25, Mich.

W. Lynn Hemingway, chairman, Mercantlle Commerce National Bank of
St. Louis, 720 Locust Street. St. Louis,
Mo.
Joseph O. Hanson, president, Swift
International Co., Ltd., 135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.
Harry Salinger, vice president, First
~atlonal Bank of Chicago, 88 South
Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.
Stanley C. Allyn, president, National
Cash Register Co., Main and K
Streets, Dayton 9, Ohio.
Robert M. Gaylord, president, Ingersoll
Milling Machine Co., Rockeford, Ill
Albert L. Hopkins, Hopkins, Sutter,
Halls DeWolfe & Owen, 1 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.
John A. Stephens, vice president, United
States Steel Corp. of Delaware.
Pittsburgh Pa.
Forest D. Sietkln, vice president and
general counsel, International Harve11ter Co., 180 North Michigan
A\·enue, Chicago, Ill.
Harold
Boeschensteln,
president,
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp., Toledo, Ohio
John R. Kimberly, vice president, Klmberly Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.
Samuel Broers, president, Firestone
International Co., 1200 Firestone
Parkway, Akron 17, Ohio
A. G. Cameron, vice president, the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 1144 East
Market Street, Akron 16, Ohio
William M. Rand, president, Monsanto
Chemical Co., 1700 South Second
Street, St. Louis, Mo.
H. F. J"ohnson, president, S. C. Johnson
& Son, Inc., Racine, Wis.
Louis C. Upton, president, Nineteen
Hundred Corp., St. Joseph, Mo.
E. A. Emerson, president, Armco Internatlonal Corp., 70 Curtice Street,
Middletown, Ohio
James D. Mooney, president, WlllysOverland Motors, Inc., Toledo 1, Ohio

Senator DoNNELL. I am sure you do not. We appreciate-and I am
sure I do, as the others do-your courtesy in this regard.
Mr. RoBERTS. I think our proceeding was exactly as yours would
have been under the circumstances. We took prominent people that we
knew had been inte1·ested in the cause of peace, wrote them and asked
them how they stood on this pact, and if they thought it. ought to be
ratified, would they express themselves on it. Some did and some
did not.
·
Senator DONNELL. I notice that your council, which is in the process
of formation, includes considerably more than 50 persons.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. How many Y
Mr. RoBERTs. I think 150.
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Senator DONNELL. Here is Mr. Chester C. Davis, Governor of the
Federal Reserve Bank, was, and perhaps still is.
?tfr. RoBERTs. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you recall whether you addressed a request
to him?
Mr. RonERTS. I think not. I think we should hnve had an expression. I mny have nn expression from him, which may not be as
significant as the rest.
Senator DoNNELL. He may be in favor of it@
Mr. RonERTS. I feel sure he is.
Senator DoNNt:1,1.. Why was it that the request n-as not sent to the
entire 150~
Mr. RoBERTS. It was sent to the people all over the country, not to
members of our organizntion at all. It was not intended to be 1imited.
Thel'e are a number of names here who are not on our council, not in
our organization, and who I do not think are for the Federal idea
that we are but they are for the pact.
&nator DoNNELL. I did not observe the fact that-Mr. RoBERTS. They are not the same as our council at all.
Senator DoNNELL. I appreciate your telling me that. Margaret
Culkin Banning, author. Do you know how you happened to include
her in the list of persons to whom-Mr. RonERTS. She has been very much interested, to my knowledge,
in the peace moves.
Senator DoNNELL. I observe you have a very distinguished gentleman from my home city, of whom we are very proud, a good friend
of mine, Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Nobel prize winner, and his letter
I assume is amon" those placed on file.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes. He happens to be a member of our council also.
Senator DoNNt;u.. I see. I had not observed that.
OPPOSITION

TO

THE TREATY

Mr. ,Justice Roberts, in your statement, which I have here, you
state that opposition to the pact, "weak numerically, make up in lung
power what it lucks in stren1-,rth," and vou say "Four groups oppose itwell-meaning, but impractical pacifists, pseudoliberals, rabid isolationists, and of course the Communist Party with its assorted fronts."
Do you mean to say that thnt is an exclusive list, that there is no one
else besides those four groups~
Mr. RonERTs. I think there may be others. I took four large classes
that I thought-Senator DoNNJ:J.L. I wonder within which group I should fall.
Mr. RonERTS. I think that is a matter of choice for you, Senator, if
you fall in anv.
Senator DoxNELL. I certainly am not a pacifist. I would not classify
myself us a Communist, or as a pseudoliberal, and I certainl] am not
a rnbid isolationist, although I was against the League of Nations, I
was the chairman of the St. Louis World Court Committee, advo·
cated 1..__I think, in this very room, before the United States Senate Foreign uelations Committee, our hearings for it, voted for all these
measures, except the original ERP, and I was back in Missouri detained for a day at the time, on account of my mother's death.
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Mr. RoeERTS. If you do not fit in these boxes then I will have to
you as a maverick.
·
Senator DONNELL. Very wen. There are people, are there not, Mr.Justice, that are not what you might term extremists, hut are conscientiously, sincerely, doubtful of the advisability of going into
this agreement. That is correct, is it not~
Mr. RoeERTH. Senator. really, I do not want to be unfair, but it is
hard for me to understand a i.h oughtful appraisal that leads you to
think that this pact does something to change our position in the
world. I think our position-anrl with great submission, I think your
position, as mine-would be e~actly wha~ it is toward. aggresison that
would destroy our democratic fr1enrls m western .Ei11rope, whether
we signed this pact or not.
Senator DoNNELL. I appreciate-Mr. RonERT8. That is what I think. I think that without this pact
you and I would both exhort the American people to do wl\atever; and
to use whatever force was necessary to prevent France or Great
Britain from being ground to powder. I think we would, treaty or
no treaty.
'Vould we stand for a free people being obliterated by vicious
aggression f We would not, would we'? I do not think this pad
says any more than that, that we would not stand for that and we say
we will determine what we will do if such n thing starts. That is what
the pact comes to.
cla~ify

SINCERITY OF Ol'l'OSITION

Senator DoxNELL. Mr. Justice, I certainly do not, in the slightest,
mean to question the wry fine integrity and sound honesty of your
position. You served with great distinction on the Suprenw Court of
the rnited States. It is frequently true, i8 it not, or if I may withdraw the term "fre<luently," it is sometimes true that the Supreme
Court divides sharp y and one group believes just as earnestly, just
as sincerely, as the other, in a position diametrically to that taken by
the other. Is that true?
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNt~LL. Yesterday, we had on the floor of the Senate
consideration of the Everson case involving this matter of bus transportation, in which the Court split 5 to 4. I would take it that you
immediately would agree that it is entirely possible, and from your
experience on the Court, for men and women, too, of fine discrimination and fine honesty, to divide sharply as n matter of honest
division of opinion. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. RoeERTS. Certainly.
Senator DoNNELL. Therefore, Mr. Justice even though you cannot
see the other side of this matter, I am sure ti1at you will immediately
concede that perfectly honest persons. and not necessarily extremists,
may take a contrary view, and may have some, what they consider
honestly to be a basis for their opinion. Will .vou concede that ·~
NEED

FOR THE TREATY

Mr. RoBERTS. My difficulty, Senator, is the one that I just stated.
I believe that the overwhelming sentiment of patriotic and broad906H--49-pt. 2-14
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minded people in this country is that we cannot allow the free nations,
who are our friends and allies and natural collaborators, to be snuffed
out by aggression.
Now, as I understand, the opposition to this treaty is that those who
oppose it say, "But we want to decide, when the time comes, whether
we will come to the aid of one of these nations on whom aggression is
practiced." Both times we came in almost too late, and both times we
were forced in at a cost that was simply frightful in blood and treasure
and economic status.
If the people of Euro:{>e felt perfectly sure that we would come in
more promptly another time, that we would not allow the degradation
to go as far as it went in Europe before we woke up and came in, we
would not need any treaty. This treaty, in my judgment, will guarantee the peace, simply because these people want an assurance that
we will lay our hands on our heart as a Nation and say we mean what
we say, that we will not see them destroyed, and, by George, we will
not stand by and see them destroyed.
Secondly, Russia will not become an aggressor against these democratic friends of ours if she believes we mean it. But as long as we
say we will not say so, we will reserve the right to say so until the
fire starts, I think you are perpetuating a frightfully dangerous position because you are encouraging the same kind of psychology that
Germany indulged in in the First World War.
She thou~ht she could even sink our battleships and we would be
too pusillammous to come along; she thought she could go the ultimate, that we were a bunch of cowards. The way to preserve peace
is to have the people of Europe1 whether they are our possible enemies,
understand our position. Make it plain. That is what this treaty
tries to do in my mind. It makes it plain that we cannot contemplate
the destruction of these free nations, and we will not contemplate it,
without concern, and we will do what we deem necessary to prevent it.
That kind of an assurance is to my mind the greatest guaranty of
peace there can be in the world. If Adolph Hitler had known that the
moment he crossed the French frontier he would be at war with the
United States, we would never have had the Second World War. At
least we would not have had it at the time it occurred. I am as sure
of that as I am that I sit here.
EFFECT OF TREATY ON POSSIBLE AGGRESSOR

Senator DoNNELJ,. Justice Roberts, as was mentioned by one of the
gentlemen, I believe Senator Watkins, a few days ago, there are fanatics, and persons like Hitler, with some insane idea of world conquest,
that perhaps could not be deterred by any treaty or any action. You
agree with that, do you not'
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not agree that Hitler was that kind of fanatic.
Hitler calculated his chances with great astuteness, in my judgment.
We would never have had the Second World War if England had stood
up and prevented his taking over the Rhineland without a fight. He
did not think it would happen. He was scared to death and got away
with it by bluff.
Senator Do~NELL. You refer to the First and Second World Wars.
Do you not think that Russia-to mention a specific nation-realizing
thnt this Nation poured her treasure without any contractual obliga-
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tions preceding them at all to do so, poured her treasure of men and
women and materiel into those two wars, went in for the defense of
humanity, do you not think that Russia would realize that this country,
without any contractual obligation, if this country at the time thought
that the interests of humanity demanded it, would go to war, regardless of the existence of any treaty or not 9
Mr. RoBERTS. Maybe Russia would figure that we would get our
feet under use and get in as late as we did in the Second World War,
and it was nearly after the clock struck 12.
Senator DoNNELL. But we did ~t in.
Mr. RosEnTS. ·Yes; but we did get in, at a frightful cost, and almost
too late.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Justice-Mr. RosJllRTS. If Hitler had known what we know now, we would
have been in too late. England would have fone before we got in.
Senator DoNNELL. Of course, Mr. Justice, take it we would agree,
that whether or not Hitler would have been deterred is a matter as
to which there is no actual proof. It is purely a matter of opinion.
Your opinion may be right. It is possible that there might be error
in it. We would agree to that, would we not'
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes. I have been wrong before.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Justice Roberts, I hope you will not feel
this is in any sense either an impudent or mean question. I do not
mean that at all.
Mr. RoBERTS. Certainly not.
Senator DoNNELL. I claim to be a lawyer, and I want to ask very
respectfull}' : You have been one of the minority at times on the
Su_preme Court of the United States, have you not¥
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELI... And you believed just as sincerely in your view
as the majority believed in theirs.
Mr. RonERTS. I think so.
Senator DONNELL. As regards this pact, may I mention just one or
two things. Of course, you have read it and studied it carefully, I
am sure.
·
Mr. ROBERTS. I have read it carefully; yes, indeed, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. And I have no doubt that you are modestly indicating by that langua~, perhaps, not even indicatin~ it, but I am
sure you have studied it and I will not ask you anythmg further on
that.
In that agreement, however,· there are certain obligations -imposed
that do not now exist against this country, are there not, or by this
country, I mean¥
OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE TREATY
Perhaps I used the wrong preposition. I will restate the question :
The treaty does impose on this question certain obligations that do
not now exist. That is right, is it not¥
Mr. RosERTs. Well, in a sense; yes. In a sense· yes. I think the
clause that makes an attack on any one member of the treaty an attack
on all is a position advanced beyond pure selfish nationalism, pure
selfish separatism.
Senator DoNNELL. And it is a position that does not today exist.
We are under no contractual obligation at this minute to--
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Mr. Rom:RTS. No: that is what is the matter with the worl<l. We
ure a lot of independent, suffering natipns, and each pursues his own
:-;elfish w1iy, and can do exactly as he flea~s. when everything arises.
And this is an assurance that we fee n common interest with these
nations, that what is bud for them and injurious to them we conside1·
would be injurious to us.
Senator DoxxEu .. I get your point. and it. is very dear. But returning to my quest ion. whwh you hnve in effect 11nswe1·ed, though I
would like to have it just 11 little more conc1·etely answered: This
treaty does create, on tht> part of the United States, an obligation
which it is not presently nnder. That is rorrect, is it not¥
Mr. RonF.R'IB. That is a very difficult question to answer for this
reason: Under our c·onstitntional system there is a question whether
we can, in advance. nntomatically bind ourselves to national action.
If you say this creates an obligation it creates, if you want to call it
an obligation, the obligation seriously to consider, and take approprinte action, under circumstances which may develop. Well, that is an
obligation.
.
If I agree with you that I will seriously c·onsider a proposition that
you put to me, I suppose in morals it is my obligation to do it. But,
after all, this pact 1s. to my mind, an expre.<;sion of the purpose and
the mind and the spirit of the people of the United States of America.
That is what it is, and it is an 1tssurance to the people of Europe that
we look upon this thina: as a very serious thing to us, as well as to them.
Senator DONNELL. And the obligation you have described does not
today exist.
Mr. RoBERTs. No. Today, under the old nationalistic theory~ I
suppose we are entitled to turn our back on what is happening in
1'~urope, and say it does not concern us. That is why I say out-and-out
isolationists nre against this pact. because it was the isolationist's position to shut our eyes to what wa.s going on in the rest of the world.
Senator DONNELL. If the treaty should be ratified bv the Senate,
we shall not be able to turn our back on Europe and disregard any
obligation.
Mr. RoBERTS.-There you use the word "obligation" again. Disregard the deep concern which this treaty says it will be to us if
there is an aggression on one of our allies under this treatv.
Senator DONNELL. I want to make the question perfectly clear, and
I did not mean to incorporate any new element: The question I am
asking is, after this treaty is ratified, we will be under a contractual
obligation with 11 other nation. That is correct, is it not~
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNEIL. And we are not under that contractual obligation
today with any of them. That is correct, is it not~
Mr. RoBERTS. That is correct.
NATURE OF OBLIGATION

Senator DoNNF.LL. You speak of the obligation that will be created
by this treaty as one to serious!~ consider. Is there anything in the
treaty that says that~ Do you find that language any,vhere in that
treaty from beginning to end i
Mr. RonERTB. I think the language that an attack on any of them
shall be considered an attack on all of them.
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Senator DoNNELL. Does that say that we are to seriously consider
what we shall do¥ That is an agreement, is it not W
Mr. RoBERTs. It goes on to say that we shall then do what we think is
adequate and proper in the premises.
Senator DoNNELT.. I beg your pardon, Mr. Justice. It does not
say that. It says this: "The parties agree that an armed attack against
any one or niore of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack agiiinst them all."
.Mr. RoBERTA. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I quoted it exactly. The language to which you
evidently refer follows shortly thereafter. That is:
Consequently they agree that, 11 such an armed attack occurs, each of them,
in the exercise of the right-

et cetera, whieh is not material-Mr. RoBERTS. I think it is material.
Senator DoNNELL (reading):
will assist the parties so attacked by takinc forthwith, individually, and in concert

with other purtles-

now I come to the langua~e you have in mind-such action ns it deem~ ne<.>eR1111ry. lnl'ludini: the ui<e of nrmed force, to restore
and mniotnln the security of the North Atluntic area.

That does not say, does it, Mr. Justice, that upon this attack we will
seriously consider what, if any, action we should take 9 This obligates us. does it not, as I am quotin~, "by taking forthwith such action
as it''-that \H'--"deem necessary. mcluding the use of armed force";
and I tnke it you a~ree with the Secret:u·y of State that that does not
give an arbitrnry right of determination. but such as we honestly and
genuin<'ly belil•ve to be necessary. That is the object, is it not~
Mr. RoRERTS. Certainly. That is what we sit down to consider.
Senator DoNNEik But there is an obligation to do what we honestly
think is necessary.
Mr. ROBERTS. That is right. And that honest jud:.,rment must be
reached by consideration of the circumstances.
l'ROc•:DUHE IN THE EY•:NT o•· AN .\TTACK

Senator Do:sNEJ.J .. Suppose !l00,000 troops were to be sent into
:Sorway. which is the illustmtion that you <loubtless heard this morning. were to be sent into· Xorway by Russia for armed attack. Do
you think that we \Wllll<l be complying with our duty under this article
5 if we should suy. "All we have to do is to take such action as we
deem necessary. We think that just sending over 10 gallons of coal
oil won ld be sufficient''?
Xow, thnt is what we think: thnt is what we say we think. Do you
think. under circmnstanct>s such as that. that the nations of the world
woul~l consider thnt we had honestly and genuinely-to a<lopt substantrnlly the lang-uage of the Secretary of State-performed our
obligation under artic~e ;) !
·
Mr. HonERTs. Cert:unlv not.
Senator DoNNELL. 'V~ would be obligated to do what you and I
consider reasonably and honestly and 2enni11ely necessary; namely,
to take the reasonable steps toward repelling that uttack, and treaiting
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in effect and in fact the attack against that other nation as an attack
against ourselves. That is what we would have to do under this
obligation.
Mr. RoBERTS. Who do you mean by "we" l
Senator DONNELL. Our country.
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Now, as regards who is t-0 do it for our country,
as between the President and the Congress, I want to ask you just
a little about that Mr. Justice, if I may.
Suppose that New York-well, let us get away frnm New York,
we have used that so many times. Suppose Charleston, S. C., were
to be attacked by 500,000 soldiers and 500 bombers, and Congress
is not in session, and the attack occurs on Saturday of the week, and
Congress cannot get here for 2 days, or 3 days, perhaps, a quorum
cannot be secured any quicker than that, and some of us do not like
to fly very much, and I am one of them. Suppose that situation.
PRESIDENTIAL POWERS
Do you think the President, as the Commander in Chief of the
Army and Navy and Air Force of our country, would have legal
authority to order troops and bombers and whatever is necessary to
repel that attack against Charleston, S. C., or would he have to wait
until the Congress could be convened before he could do anything!
Mr. RoBERTS. I am inclined to think that he would have the right
to take emergency measures.
Senator DONNELL. That is your best judgment, that he would 1
l\fr. RoBERTS. That is my best judgment; yes.
Senator DONNELL. And as Commander in Chief he would have that
power~

l\Ir. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNxELL. This argreement-Mr. RoBERTS. Of course. that is domestic invasion. Now you are
trying to ask me whether Korway is made a domestic country by this
treaty.
Senator DONNELL. Ko; I am not going to ask you that. This treaty
does say that the parties agree that an armed attack against a.ny one
or more of them, and Korway is one or more of them-Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator DoNNELJ,. Shall be considered au attack against them all.
And we are one of the all. So that the contract as far as we are
concerned is that we agree that an armed attack against Norway
shall be considered an attack against the United States of America.
:Mr. RoBERTs. But I do not kiiow whether that makes an attack on
Norway a domestic invasion in the United States of America that
would a11ow the President to call out the militia and the troops.
Senator DoNNELL. I have not said it is a domestic invsion.
Mr. ROBERTS. This agreement say that if Norway is attacked we
shall consider that that is an attack upon us. But it cloe.s not neces·
snrily mean it is similar to an attuck on Charleston, S. C., or whatever city you mentioned.
Senator DoNNELL. Are you prepared to expresa·an opinion, one way
or the other-we have had, I think, really, two expressions, one by
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Mr. Acheson and one by Mr. Lovett, somewhat contrary, perhaps entirely so-would you be prepared to tell us today whether or not in
your opinion, if Norway were attacked by 500,000 troops and by 1,000
bombers, and something had to be done quickly and every minute
counted, do you think the President of the United States would have
power, under his obligation created by this treaty, and as Commander
m Chief, to take whatever military action he deemed proper under
those circumstances t
Mr. RonERTS. I doubt it, because I think, in a situation of this kind,
it would be entirely possible to call the Congress and lay the situation
before it in time.
This is not like an attack on Philadelphia or some city in South
Carolina, where the bombers are there. It is an attack on one of us,
which we will consider an attack on ourselves. But what we are to
do about it, what means we are to take, I think can easily be resolved
by Congress, and very properly so.
.
And, if I were the President, I would take that course. Whether
under our Constitution he has the power to take another course could
only be tested by an attempted exercise of power by him, and, as often
unfortunately happens, a long-after decision as to whether he exceeded
his power by .the Supreme Court. I would not take that chance if I
were the President.
Senator DONNELL. If he were to take the view that he had the
power to take immediate military action, say by sending some bombers
across the ocean right away, on the theory that that was necessary in
order to prevent Europe from being overrun like Belgium was in the
first few days in the First World War, if he took that view, the Supreme Court of the United States would have no power to review
that action, would it¥ Would that not be the action of a coordinate
branch of the Government~
Mr. ROBERTS. It may very well be so. And some of many other
usurpations by the Executive.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you regard that as a usurpation Y
Mr. RonERTS. No; I say if you regard it as a usurpation.
Senator DoNNELL. I do not. I think he has thorough power to do
that. I think under this contract this country would be obligated.
Mr. RonERTS. I think that is very doubtful. If I were the President, I would take no such chance.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Justice, you say the road to world unitythat is what your organization stands for-Mr. RonERTS. That is the long-range objective; yes.
UNITY OF DEMOCRACIF..S

Senator DONNELL. That is to say, the world unity so far as the Convention of Democracies is concerned. Do you say your organization
stands for world unity of all kinds of countries, whether they are
democracies or Portu8als, or what j
Mr. RosERTS. No, sir.
Senator DONNELL. It just stands for Federal Convention of Democracies.
Mr. Roa11RTS. As a starter, and to federate the kind of people that
can federate, that understand our system of a pe-0ple's government,
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a state that is the servant of the people and not its master as in some
autocracies. Those people will have to start world law, international
law, because thev undersfand it.
You cannot undertake world law with people who have lived for
centuries under an nutocracy. I do not see how I could ever be a joint
citizen in a world government with the citizens o'f a pure autocracy.
The thing does not jell.
Senator DoNN•:L1 .. In your statement you say the North Atlantic
Defense Pact. is an essential emergency measure to prevent an attack
by Soviet Russia.
Mr. Rom:RT8. Yes.
AUTOCRACIES AND

Dl!:~IOCRACIES

Senator DoNNELL. Do you think it would be a much stronger preventive of 1m nttack by Soviet Russia if the President had authority
to send bombers across instantly in the event of an attack than if they
had to wait 2, 3, 4:, 01· 5 days for Congress to convene and maybe a day
or two before Congress acted?
Mr. RonER'rs. Senator Donnell, many, muny things can be done more
effectively if power is concentmted in one man. one group of men.
The difficulty that democracies always face is that they work close
at the elbows because there is a division of power, and we <lo not like
to concentrale power and nuthority in one man.
Certainly I think it would be stronger. I think the United States
would be in stronger position today militarily if we had an autocracy
or dictatorship, if you and I were ordered around by a boss that we
could not gaius1w. But that is not the democratic way of life. It
is not the way we have prnctice<l.
Senator DoN!llEl,L. I am not so sure I would agree, although I am
not expert in military matters. It would appea.1· to me that our forces,
acting under A111e1·1can institutions and American traditions, have
been able to take care of themselves pretty well so far. You agree
with that, too, of course~
Mr. Rom·:RTS. No. I thi11k democracy is the weakest fm·m of ~v
ernment. for aggression, for military activities, that can be conceived
in the world.
Senator DoNNELI,, I am not talking about aggression.
Mr. RonERTS. Autocrncies are efficient, powerful.
Senator DoNNELL. How about defense¥ Do you think democraci~
are inefficient for defense, and among the most inefficient means devised
for thati
Mr. RonF.RTS. Always so, beeause public opinion has to be mobilized
in a democracy, and it takes time to do that.
Senator DoNNEI,L. It would not take very much time if Charleston,
8. C .• were to be attacked. to mobilize public opinion over this countrv,
would it 1 It did not take much time, in the case of Japan's attaCk
on Hawaii in 1941. to mobilize on December 7, did id
Mr. Rmn:RTS. No.
Senato1· DoNNEJ,1 .. Con~ress was in session then, and we started in
the next day, I believe. with a declarntion of war.
Mr. RoBERTS. If we had been able to mobilize public opinion a rew
months earlier, we would not have lost nine battleships in Pearl
Harbor.
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Senator DoNNELL. You say if you were the President you think you
feel that you would be very loath to accept this re~ponsibilty of sending
the bombel's over without congressional,action. ·what do you understand the word in article 5, "fo1thwith," to mean when it says that
"the parties agree that if such an armed attaek occurs, each of them"
and so forth, would assist the parties by taking "forthwith, individuaJly and in concert with the other parties, such act.ion as it deems
necessary."
Do you think that would permit of some delay1
Mr. RonERTS. "Forthwith" means just as ~ast as you earn do it. That
is all it can mean.
.
Senator DoNNELI,. And if the President does have power-and I
am not asking you to commit yourself for the moment on it-if he does
have power, then forthwith would mean forthwith, so soon as he
could act.
Mr. RommTs. Certainly.
Senator Lmxa:. If the Senator will permit an interruption.
Senator DoNNEJ..L. I certainly will.
Senator LoooE. Do vou not hold, Mr. Justice, that the President
has the legal authority to order the Army and the Navy and the
Marine Corps and Air Force wherever he wants to Y
Mr. RoBEim;. Yes. You mean, for instance, if l1e orders a fleet
to Japan, to the .Japanese Sea now? They go, certainly.
Senator Lmxa:. He can order the Air Force anywhere. Of course,
he runs the risk of having public opinion disapprove. But he certainly has the power to do it; has he not Y
~fr. RoBJo.'RTS. Certainly.
Senator "\VATKJ:ss. Would he ham the power to order an attack
on Russia right now if he wants to? Or order the planes to fly over
Russia? I ask that because it seems to me it is made necessary by
th~ guestion of Senator Lodge.
Mr. RonERTS. He is the Commander in Chief of the Army and
Navy. However bad it would be for the Chief of Staff to order it,
if the Chief of Staff could order it, and the troops followed his orders, it would equally be true if the President ordered it. They
would follow the order of the Commander in Chief. But are we
assuming that we are going to have, in this country, of course, ourselves, a President who will provoke a war by ordering something
done to provoke another country~
Senator DoNNELL. Do you think we are goin~ to have a President
here who would permit 500,000 men to go into Norway with a 100 or
500 bombers, with every intent obviously to capture Europe within
3 or 4 days1 Do you think we are apt to have a President say, '~I
cannot do anything now until I send word for Congress to come
to "\Vashington from all over the four comers of the country" 1
Mr. ROBERTS. Do you think a President who was reRlly concerned
about saving this country ultimately, whether he had this treaty or
not, would act an differently1 I do not think President Roosevelt
had any treaty when he loaned over-age destroyers and sent muskets
to Europe, which,saved us and saved England.
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NEED

FOR SPEEDY ACTION IN CASE OF ATI'ACKS

. Senator DoNNELL. I think it comes back to one of the questions
I asked at the outset. Is it not a fact that Russia should believe,
from our previous action in the two world wars, that if we thought
it was essential for the best interests of humanity we would get into
the war without any Atlantic Treaty forcing us into it~ Is that
right Y You would agree to that; would you not¥
.Mr. RoBERTS. That Russia would feel that way 1
Senator DoNNELL. Yes.
Mr. ROBERTS. No. I think they would calculate that we would be
too late. This next war is going to be a blitzkrieg war. It would be
a swell job for 'use to ~et into it after Russia was at the shore of the
Atlantic and all over England.
·
The CnAmMAN. Russia might have the view that she could pick
them off in the meantime.
Mr. ROBERTS. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Instead of waiting for us to mobilize.
Mr. RonERTs. Certainly. That is what I said in my statement.
That was the Hitler technique.
Senator DONNELL. Do you not think that the very fact that the next
war, if we ever have one-and we all hope we will not-mav and
probably will be a blitzkrieg, lightning wad In other words, do
you not think that was the reason for the insertion in article 5 of the
word "forthwith"¥
Mr. RonERTs. Very likely.
Senator DoNNELL. To take forthwith that action 9
Mr. ROBERTS. Very likely.
Senator DoNNELT,. And if the President has to wait 3 or 4 days, as
we found way back in the much slower days of 1914 and the days of
1939, if we found out then that Belgium could be overrun in ·4 days,
I think it was. or thereabouts, do you not think it likely that tbe
President, in the exercise of sound discretion and judgment, would
and should and could send bombers across instantly after that action
took place, and would consider himself bound to do so under the
terms of article 5 of the treaty Y
·
l\lr. ROBERTS. And how would you have him act if we had no
treaty?
Senator DoN1'"ELL. I would have him act in accordance with what
he considers the military best interests of our country and the actual
interests of humanity. I would say that there mi~ht be a situation
in which he would have to act immediately. He might not, however.
Mr. RoBERTs. Is it conceivable that the interests of our country
should be that France and Great Britain should fall~
Senator DONNELL. No.
Mr. RonERTs. Is it conceivable that humanity should dictate that we
stand aside and see it happen Y If not, what less would our President
do Y What less would he do in case of such an attack without this
treaty than he will do with it¥
STRENGTHENING DEMOCRACIES

Senator DoNNEJ,L. Mr. Justice, I am not going to ask too many
more questions, but I do want to ask just a few. You say, "The road
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to world unity is not through appeasement of tyranny, but rather
through strengthening democracy.' I suppose you mean strengthening in numerous ways, among which are military strengthening; is
that right9
Mr. ROBERTS. That is, in my judgment, a small part of it.
Senator DONNELL. But it is a part of it 1
Mr. Roru:RTS. A small part of it. I have also had the complete
conviction, Senator Donnell, that if in 1939 the United States, Britain,
and France had been in a federation-we were all unprepared, utterly
so, and Hitler knew it-Hitler would never have struck, because to
strike France would have brought us into the war the same day. He
would not have done it. The potential was too great, but he figured
what every aggressor figures: if you can keep these democracies apart,
then do what Senator Connally suggested-snipe one, then another,
in the hope that the United States at the moment will be busy with
something, or asleep, and you will have a fait aceompli like Czechoslovakia, when it is too late; it is an accomplished fact.
That is the advantage of our being together. It is an assurance
to Russia that the whole potential is together, and it is an assurance
to our friends abroad that the whole potential is together. What
2(>0d is the Marshall plan without this assurance to them 1 an assurance
they think they can rely on i If you were an industriahst in France,
would you build up a factory with the thought that Russia would take
it when it was ripe~ Can you rehabilitate economically a country
which has always got its elbow up against an aggressor, where nothing
but fear is rife~
These people abroad are afraid of a shilly-shally shifting policy in
t.he United States. Our past record gives them some cause to feel
that way. I do not think this treaty is any more than a piece of
paper. I think this treaty is writing down for them the deep feeling
of the people of the United States that we are not ~oing to let them
be destroyed, and turn our backs and say it is none of our business.
That is the reason it is going to prevent war. This assurance is going
to strengthen them. That very assurance is going to hold off an aggressor, who does not want to tackle the whole kettle of fish at once but
whose technique is to get one at a time.
The CHAIRMAN. This treaty is, in effect, a double assurance: ( 1)
to the people of the demoeratic countries, and (2) an assurance to any
aggressor that contemplates armed attack.
Mr. RoBERTS. That is the story exactly.
MILITARY STRENGTHENING
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Justice, you mentioned the factory owner or
investor in France, who you say hesitates to invest funds if he ,thinks
there is danger of Russia crossing into that country and capturing
France. Incidentally, your reference to Hitler having struck France
was not correct. He struck Poland; did he not, instead of France~
Mr. RoBERTS. What I was trying to say was that, if France, Britain,
and the United States had been in a union at that time, the moment he
struck France he would have known we would be in the war.
Senator DoNNELL. This is the point, however, to which I was really
leading up, regardless of whether it was France or Poland that he
first struck : You spoke of the faetory owner in France who hesitates
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to make investments or to increase his investments with t.he fettr hamging over him t.hat Russia may come in same way and take them. Well,
the best way to give i.bat man confidence-is it. not 1-is to have
enough power and force so that, to adopt the words of President Truman, Russia can look at overwhelming force. to have that force then
and there, so Russia can look at it 1md figure, "We cannot take it."
That is the best wav for the investor.
Mr. RoBERTS. Where would you put. that force-in France~
Senator DONNELL. I am not sayinp: that. I say the best assurance
that woul<l lead to the most confidence on the part of a fellow who is
fearful that Russia is goinp: to overrun F1·ance is to provide military
force to present Russia from overrunning the European nations.
Mr. RoRERTS. I do not know what you mean by that.
Senator DoNN>JLL. I could not say it any more clearly, I think.
Mr. RoBERTS. I think this pact is on the way to save us a great deal
of money in the provision of military forces and materiel. I think
a federation would save us much more, but that is another story, way
beyond it. 'Vhat are you talking about-the force that wonhl assure
this~

Senator DoNNELI.. I will tell you what I am talking about.
Mr. RonERTS. Build up that force and keep it. bottled up here 1 Run
a separate military policy and a sepamte army here? Send it to
France to let them bmld up a separnte military policy l Is that going
to give any assurance l Those European nations, alone or together,
cannot build a sufficient military potential to protect themselves separately or jointly.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Justice. I did not mean to interrupt you. I
understood you to ask me what I meant, and I was goin~ to state it.
I mean this: In the first place, the investor in France. putting money
into his plnnt, would derive more confidence if he knew there were
military forces-men, mntel'ial, bombers, whatever it. may be-who
could prevent Russia from coming in there. That is the best assurance he could have in putting his money into a factory; is that right!
Mr. RonERTs. I do not know what you mean. If there was overwhelming force in the United States, and he thought the United States
would not use it to protect France, that would not help him much.
Senator DoNNELJ,. That really is not the answer to the question.
Mr. RoBERTS. Y 011 s1L,Y: Would not assurance of overwhelmin~ military force give him the com·age to go 011 i Military force where f
.A va.i lable to protect him~ Yes.
Senator DoNNELJ,. Military force, since you ask it, that will prevent Russia from crossing the rivers and getting into the countryin France or other nations of this pact.
AMERICAN TROOPS TO

EUROPE

Mr. ROBERTS. I do not see the prospect of Fl'llnce as having that
within your lifetime or mine.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. That leads to this question: Do you
think, in order to provide an adeqmtte guaranty that Russia could not
come across the borders, that it would be necessary for the United
States to supplement the forces which France and these other nations
have by not only bombs and bombers and materiel but by American
troops garrisoned in Europe, in order to prevent it. i
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Mr. RoBERTS. That is a military question that I am not competent
to answer, but I should think there would have to be joint planning,
joint pooling of materiel, and making of the materiel available, so
that you would have available p1·omptly a force big enough to do what
you are talking about. What that would involve in dispositions of
troops and placing of materials, I would not know.
Senator DoNNELL. Your answer is entirely consistent with your
view that this next war, if we have one, will he a blitzkrieg, and it
would not help much if American soldiers are needed-we will not
argue whether they are or not: at least I do not care to-if they are
needed, it would not help much to have them 3,000 miles away and
have to be sent there by ships, in the case of a blitzkriel! which is perhaps going to take London and Paris and the~ other place withm a
few days. Am I correct in t.hat 1
Mr. RonERTs. You are beyond my depth. I dQ not know. It depends on what our Air Force says about it, and I do not know.
OHl.IGATIONS UNDER ARTICLE III

Senator DoNNEJ.L. I mean ~o refer to article a of the treaty-and
by the way it does not contain uny snch language as the words "as it
deems necessary," but. reads this way: ''In order more effectively to
achieve the objectives of this treut.y, the parties, separately and jointly1
by means of continuous"-and note the word ''continuous"-" an<t
effective self-help and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their
individual and collective cap•city"-w do what ~-"to resist armed
attack." Is there not there, Mr. ,Justice Roberts, a clear, definite,
expressed promise on the part of our country to, by means of continuous and effective mutual aid, cooperate with these other countries in
maintaining and developing their coJlective capacity and individual
capacity, to resist the armed attack~ ls it a definite obligation t
Mr. RoBERTS. I think so. And you, I take it, would not do that f
You would wait for some European attack to be made before you did
that, because that would preserve your national autonomy~
Senator DoNNEI..L. I say this, since you have asked it: I think the
proper thing for this country .t o do is to wait on each particular set
of circumstances and do what we think proper at .the time, rather than
binding ourselves for 20 long years as to a course of conduct to treat
the attack upon any one of 11 other nations, which may have their
quarrels with other nationsMr. RoBERn!. Let. me put one thought: Yes; we will wait. And
t.hee the. question arises: W.ho will ·"Com1tta-nd the joint force t How
long will we wait to settle that 1 And then the question arises: How
shall the forces be allocated between the nations~ We will take a
couple of months to settle that.
I would a good deal rather rely on the President to get the Congress
together and say, "Go to it, boys." I think your delay is much longer
than my way.
Senator DoNNELL. Does this treaty say anything about who shall be
the chief of statrt
Mr. RoeERTS. No. We say we will continuously confer with ea.ch
other and try ..to settle-these matters, which is the sensible way to do
it,1f: strikes me; so that you w1U know wh'ich way you are going when
you are going.
· '" ·
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Senator DoNNELL. There is nothing in here, however, which contains
any requirement whatsoever for any particular nation to designate
the chief of staff~
Mr. RonERTs. No. That is because we are still preserving national
sovereignties. Those things will have to be settled by agreement.
Senator DONNELL. How many of these nations would have to agree,
by the way, out of these 121
Mr. RonERTS. I guess all of them.
Senator DoNNELL. I suppose sometimes it is pretty hard to get a.
unanimous decision on most anything?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes. You think the pressure would be greater after
there had been an attack and France overrun. I agree with you.
Senator DoNNELL. It might very well be. Just this final question or
two, Mr.Justice: This is a 20-year treaty, is it not 1
Mr. RonERTS. I believe so.
WITHDRAWAL FROM TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Is there any provision by which any nation, during that time, may be expelled from the community created by the
treaty because of having become a Communist country¥
Mr. RoBERTS. I think not. I suppose you realize that although this
treaty is a 20-year treaty, the body of which you are a member could
revoke it in 2 years, under our present Constitution.
Senator DONNELL. You do not mean the Senate could do it¥
Mr. ROBERTS. I mean Congress could do it.
Senator DONNELL. Under what provision do you mean¥ The provision in regard to 2 years beyond which provisions for war camiot

be--

Mr. RoeERTS. No. I mean the treaties of the United States are on
the same parity with law.
I think you are familiar with the fact that a law passed by Congress inconsistent with the treaty, repeals the treaty.
Senator DONNELL. That is correct. But I understood you to say
something about 2 years.
Mr. RonERTS. I say 2 years, 5 years, or 10 years.
•
Senator DoNNELL. I thought you might be referring to the provision in the Constitution by which a Congress cannot be bound by more
than 2 years to provide arms and maintenance.
Mr. RoBERTS. No; I did not mean that..
, Senator DONNELL. Do you think, Mr.Justice, if this treaty is entered
into, · that for 20 years, where the parties have all signed up for 20
vears, that it would be regarded as in the best of good faith if our
country should, within 3 or 4 years, say we repeal that treaty by statute
of Congress, and it comes to an end, though nothing is said in the
treaty that it can be d9ne ¥
.
)fr. RonERTS. It has not been the thought of nations, where conditions developed, unforeseen when the treaty was made, for parties to
d1mounce the treaty• . ·
·. .
.·
.
I suppose if this alliance were turned into a Communist pact-which
is inconceivable to me at th~ present ti.m~the· American people might
have the moral right t<H>~~'" that we do not care to stay in the COmmunist nest. .
, . :. ·
".
·
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Senator DoNNELL. Do you think that would be, true if just one of
these nations became Communist 1
· Mr. RosElrrs. I do not know.
Senator LoooE. May I ask a question 1
Senator DONNELL. Permit me to ask one question before I yield.
INTERNATIONAL

LAW

Is it not true, Mr. Justice, that there is considerable difference of
opinion among different persons, as for illustration the St. ~awrence
seaway debate, as illustrated on the ~o~r of the ~enate, as to whether
this country can do more than exercise the physical power to revoke
a treaty~ What I am getting at is this: While it is entirely true, I
think, under the law, that Congress can revoke a treat:y 10 minutes
after it is made, may there not be some liability under mternational
law upon the country which has thus violated its contract with other
nations¥
Mr. Rosnrrs. There is no such thing as international law.
Senator DONNELL. No such thing as international law¥
Mr. RoBERTS. No. International law is power. If some of the
nations who did not like our revocation of the treaty wanted to take
the club to us, they might subdue us. That is the only international
law that is applicable. It is the law of power.
Senator DONNELL. You say there is no such thing as international
law9
Mr. RoBERTS. No.
Senator DONNELL. I ask you to state whether or not ;rou read the
statute of the World Court, Permanent Court of International Justice.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Did that not expressly refer to international law.
byname¥
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes. We have used the name all the time, and anyone
of us who were parties to that could have denounced that treaty and
walked out.
Senator DONNELL. Is it not true that among those who so strongly·
urged at hearings by this country, to the World Court, the Permanent
COurt' of International Justice, with that language in it, saying it
should administer international law, was no less a personage than
Elihu Root W
·
Mr. RoBERTS. You know very well that any decision of that Court
was subject to the will of the nation that was immersed. If it did not·
obey, there was no means to make it obey. Its decisions were advisory•.
You know that.
·
Senator DONNELL. No, I do not.
·
Mr. RoBERTS. Well,lou ought to.
Senator DONNELL. do not know that at all. I know that there
'YQµld. ~ ~~ wa.y to enforce it without a police power. But I am not
at all w11lmg to concede that there is no such thing as international.)
law.
' Mr. RoBii:RTS.' I' think we are pretty far off the subject of this treaty. :
Senator LoooE. Will the Senator yield¥ .
·
. ·· '
Senator DONN.ELL. Y-es . .
~. '

.

. . . • .~

i. .

.; .

..,

."
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COMMUNIST COUP

Senator LoooE. This question of what happens if one of the signatory nations falls under the domination of the Communists, as I see it,
is a question that comes up, and will come up again. I would like to
read two brief quotations from the text of the treaty, and then ask
you whether you do not think that those two quotations would make
it obviously inconsistent for a Communist nation to be party to the
treaty. The first quotation is this :
Theythat Is, the parties-are determined to safeguard the fret-dom, common heritage
and civilization of their peoples-

and here is the significant partfoooded on the principles of democracy, lndlvldual llberty, and the rule of law.

That is the first quotation.
The second is from article 9 :
The parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
friendly International relations--

and here is the pertinent languageby strengthening their free Institutions.

My question is, in the light of that language, would not the United
States or any other party to the treaty, be justified in taking the initiative in seeing to it that any nation was no longer a member of the pact
if it fell under the domination of the Communists?
Mr. RoBERTs. I should certainly·think so.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Justice, the Senator from Massachusetts referred to the language in the treaty, the preamble :
They are determined to saft>gunrd the freedom, common heritage, and civilization
of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy.

As I understand it he used that as one of two bits of language in the
treaty which he thinks would permit the expulsion of Communist
nations.
Senator LoooE. It continues:
lndlvldual liberty and the rule of law.

Senator DoNNELL. Where is that~
Senator LoooE. I read from the second sentence in the preamble and
the first sentence of article 2.
Senator DoNNELL. That is what I thought. .Those are the same sentences that you referred to on the floor of the Senat.e the other day.
EXPULSION FROM THE PACT

Mr. Justice Roberts, referring to this provision of the preamble:
The7 are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and cl•lllsatlon of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy--

first, is Portugal founded on the principles of democracy, in your
opinion!
Mr. RoBERTS. I have told you; no.
Senator DoNNJllJ,ll.. If these parties desire to do so, the other parties,
they can expel P~rtugal on that very principle 5 minutes after the
tl'\l&ty is signed 9
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Mr. RoBERTS. I do not think so.
Senator DoNNELL. You do not think they would have any right to¥
Mr. RoeERTS. I Jhink the parties to this treaty can expel anybody
from the treaty, but I do not think they have any moral right to
do it.
Senator DONNELL. There are 12 members to this pact. Is there any
provision by which 11 of them can expel the twelfth~
Mr. RoeERTS. I think 11 of them can denounce the pact and get a new
one, and leave the twelfth out.
Senator DoNNELL. In which event they have violated the provisions
of the treaty, have they not?
Mr. RoeERTS. I do not know. If some member of the pact violated
the treaty I would think they would have a perfect right to walk out.
Senator DONNELL. Is there anything in the treaty, Mr. Justice, that
says that a member nation becoming a Communist nation, is a
riolation 1
··
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir. Not in those words.
WORU> Dl\'ISION

Senator DONNELL. I want to ask you abOut. one final point. On
page 2 of your statement, after giving these four groups, which oppose
the pact, you say :
These groups art> loudly complaiutni.: that the Atlantic Pact will divide the
world Into two h08tlle camps, which will lead to war.

And you say:
Nothing could be further from the truth.

You do not regard it as any possible danger at all that there might
prevail the opinion that the Atlantic Pact would divide the world into
two hostile camps~
Mr. RoeERTs. I do not think it will make the division anv more
marked than it is today.
•
Senator DoNNELL. I wonder if you read or heard the statement of
Mr. Dulles given to us yesterday. I think it was, in which he said,
among other things, this :
Of course, with every great enterpri~ there are risks and disadvantages. I
think these should be seen and not covered up, because the i·tsks ue of such a
character that If seen they can be guarded against.

Then he recites what these risks are and he sets out :
(1)

The pact shall not be OIJf'rated prim11rlly as a military instt·ument.

And the second risk, as to which he says:
There is danger that these two pacts will be lnterp1·eted to mean that the only
major concerns of the United States are within the American Hemisphere and
North Atlantic areas and as Jong as they are free from attack we are relatively
indifferent to what occurs elsewhere.

He lists the second of the dangers as:
The Atlantic and Rio Pacts should not be understood as ta<"it offers to divide
the world with Sol"i('t communism.

I take it you do not share Mr. Dulles' view that the danger which
he mentions-I am quoting him, "the danger of this interpretation"is a real danger. You do not think it is a danger at all.
9061f-...49--pt.2~15
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Mr. RoBERTS. I do not think mv statement is inconsistent with
that, and I do not disagnie with what he says.
Senator DONNELL. In what way do you not see an inconsistency?
Mr. ROBERTS. There are two ideologies in the world today. One is
statism and the other is representative government, based on the democratic suffrage of the people. J.'hose divide the world today. The
making of a pact by those of us who believe in a democratic way of
life is not going to divide the world and it is not going to threaten the
peace a_ny more than the p~ace is threatened by this ideological cleavage wluch you cannot eradicate.
I agree with l\fr. Dulles that we ought not to treat the Atlantic Paet
or the Rio Pact, either of them, as little top drawers in which we belong, and all the rest of the world is excluded, left out. We ought
not to treat this pact as a sign that we want to possess the world. In
the name of Heaven, that is the last thing that a democracy wants to
do. They want to be let alone and develop their own way of life in
cooperation with each other.
To suggest that this pact might be treated as an attempt to wall
off, steal, part of the world for ourselves, close out the rest from trade,
from benefit, is just grotesque to me. I do not think it is a real danger.
Mr. DuJles thinks there may be some danger it will be so construed.
I do not think so, but I can understand his f,Oint of view.
Senator Do::-< NELL. At this point, Mr. ( hairman, I read these two
sentences from l\lr. Dulles's statement. This is in the section pertaining to the subject matter, about the Atlantic and Rio Pacts should not
be construed as attempts to divide the world:
I know thllt thP 11tl111inistratio11 is aware ot tlw ril'k to whi<'h I nllu<lt>tl nnd
that the Prpsldent and Senetary of State hnn• rec·Pntl;v l'PllSi<Prted thP •·om·t>rn
ot the Unlt!'d StatE's with areai< other than those marked out by the Hio and
Atlantic Pn<'ts. I beliE'\'e, however, that the Congr!'RS may usetull~· rPlnfor<>e
that help to obYiRtl' n ml1<«'11lc-ulatlo11 1<0 clani.,:E>rons that If persii'itetl in ml~ht 1111do
nil the good potential in the puc·t.

ATLANTIC UNION

AN!l

TllE TREATY

Finally, one sentence in your statement:
The com·Ppr ot such n tedPral union of Atluntit' dPmocrat'it>s c1111, how.,,·er.
be<·ome n pradil'al reality only if the Athmtie l'll<'t ill ratifl!'cl.

That is the key that is the point at which yo11r partic11l11r organization, the organization which has as its purpose the federal eonvention of clemocraeies, is partic11larly focusing its comments with respect to the pact. Is that correct 1
Mr. RoBEHTS. Yes. If the Congress of the lJnited Stntes sho11l<l sav.
"'Ve do not want to even have a freaty of alliance with our democratic
friends, we are going to live in isolationism," then I wo11ld haw very
Jittle hope that the Congress of the Cnited States would ever explore
n closer union of the democracies than is represented by this pact.
But as I have said to you, we hnw had n progression owr 8 or tl
years now, one step after another, trying to bring these dem<x·rnt it•
countries into a better 11nderstanding and better cooperation: and an
exhibition of utter-mindedness and generosity on the part of my people. for which I am 11tterly eternally pro11d, on the part of the ~lnr~ha11
plan an<l everything else that has been done here.
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To turn back now and say, "You plow your own rood, you take your
own risks; we are friendly, if anything happens come see us," I think
that is turning back the clock.
Senator: DONNELL. Thank you, Mr. Justice, and Mr. Chairman, for
the privilege of examination.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Justice. You have made a very en!ighteni~1g and able statement. Now we have Senator Watkirn.;, of
Utah, with us.
Senator WATKixs. Mr. Justice, I listened very carefully-The CHAIRllIA:N. I beg your pardon. Senator Lodge?
Senator LoooE. I hn ve no questions, hut if Senator \Vatkins suggests
anvthin~ to me I will break in.
The CHAIRMAN. You nre entitled to the witness now if you have
any questions.
Senator LoooE. I have no questions, but I may interrupt Senator
Watkins if he suggests something to me.
Mr. RouERTS. There is my friend, Senator Fulbright, also.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon. He came in during the interrogation by the Senator from Missouri. That puts me in the clear. Go
ahead, Senator Fulbright.
8enator FUI..BRIGHT. I do not wish to delay the proceedings, and I
know that the Justice wants to return to Philatlelphia. I have one or
two points.
I wonder if you could expand a little on the thought that you expresse1l on page 2 where you say that the North .\tlnntic Pnct is
essentially nn enwrgeney measure: the implication being thut there
are further measures?
Mr. RonERTS. Yes.
STEPS BEYOND

THE ATLANTIC PACT

Senator FULBRIGHT. You do not regard this as a final solution to our
difficulties.
Mr. RoBERTS. I do not think anybody does. I doubt if any man who
sits behind that table does. Once this pact is made we have economic
questions to consider, we have military questions to consider. As
Senator Donnell has pointed out, these parties to the treaty have to proceed by agreement. It is all a question of what the instrumentality
is to be, and how they are to be set up to work out cooperation. I look
at this treaty. and I look at the start that this treaty makes as a fur
bigger thing than a mere military arrnn:rement. It is essential to us
that thei,;e people thrive over there. It is essential to us that these
people restore their economy.
Senator Fm,BRIGllT. Do you think it will contribute to a closer
political and economic union between these 12 countries 1
Mr. RottF.RTS. That the treaty will?
Senator Fn,BRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. RonERTS. I think it will contribute to it, but I do not think it is
the be all and end all. as you know. You know my vie,vs very well on
that. You think it will be a great help to have a union of the European
rlemocracies, a union of these western European stntes.
I see greater difficulties in that than the union that I envisage in
which we shall b~ a parL but a union of the European democracies now
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will have to be :mpported by the United States of America. There is
not the potential there to build up their economy without our help, and
I do not think it makes very much difference whether we give them the
Marshall plan or ECA help individually, 01· whether we give it to them
as a union or a federation.
I do not think any union of the democracies will ever work unless
the United States of America is a part of it. We have got to take the
leadership. That is the reason why I think a union of the European
nations, the western European nations, would be a step toward my goal
just as I think this i;>act would be a step, but I think it is a. pretty impractical step. I thmk we have got to be behind it, just as we have to
be in this treaty.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Do you not see more signs, as a practical matter,
of an interest and movement toward European union than Atlantic
union~

Mr. RonERTS. No; I do not, because Europe is just waiting until we
take the lead on union. It is a very different thing for us to stand off
and say, "You unite, you do so and so, than to say, "We will unite
with you." Very different.
LEADERRHIP TOW..\RD ATLANTIC UNION

Senator FmnRIGIIT. Do you see any signs whatever in the Government of this countrv taking the leadership in the Atlantic union?
Mr. RoBERTs. I believe I do.
Senator FULBRIOHT. What specifically encourages you to believe
that1
Mr. RoBERTS. The constant growth of public opinion. Constant
growth, steady growth.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I said in the Government of this country.
Mr. RoBERTS. I think the Government of this country is taking
what it considers one step at a time, but I think it is laying aside
everything else now for this pact. It has been committed to it,
the administration has been committed to it for years. I have great
hopes that the Government of the United States will not discourage
open discussion of further steps such as I advocate.
I believe greatly in the process of public discus5ion, of open debate.
UNinCATION OF EUROPE

Senator FULBRIGHT. Yesterday, I believe it was, the Europeans
signed what they culled a statute of Europe, creating a Council of
Europe. I know of nothin~ that this country has encouraged, either
in Eurofe or in the Atlantic area, comparable to that. That is ns a
practica move, I do not see any signs.
Mr. RoBERTS. I have not read the statute of Europe, as perhaps
you have. I think it attempts to protect the complete sovereignty
of every individual nation.
Sena.tor FULBRIGHT. That is a defect, but it is something.
Mr. ROBERTS. It is something like this treaty. It is a step.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is something like it, but it is not confined
to military matters.
Mr. RoBERTS. No.
Senator FULnRIOHT. It purports to have authority at least to discuss all types of things.
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Now, they had the Brnsseh; Pact, which had more emphasis upon
military- matters. It goes into the other field, at least important
discussion, a consideration of economic and political matters without
any power to act. That is quite true.
~r. RoBERTB. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think it would be much better if they did
have power to act.
Mr. RoBERTS. So do I.
•
But at least it is something~ Senator, whereng among the Atlantic
countries, including ourselves and Canada, I do not know of governmental people at least who are seriously considering any steps which
mi~ht involve our sovereignty.
~enator FUI..BRIGHT. Would you say we have advanced in this field
in an economic way, and do you contemplate that there will be a step
perhaps in the political field 1
Mr. ROBERTS. I do. There have got to be some kinds of steps. We
have to make some economic arrangements.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I want to distinguish what ought to come
about and what is coming about. Actually is there any movement
toward it1
Mr. RosERTS. I think we will be able to show that there is a movement for it, and that the thinking people of America want it discus.%d very seriously. It has grave difficulties in its way. Everybody knows that. I do not blame them.
ECA AND UNIJ'ICATION OJ' EUROPE

Senator FuLBRIOHT. Do you think that in Europe the ECA is tending to bring about political or economic unity l
Mr. ROBERTS. I would not know. I would not venture an opinion.
Senator FuuRIGHT. Have you happened to see a statement in the
paper today on a report of the United Nations Commission on Europe f
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It was in the front page of the Star. It is a
long article, two columns. There is one paragraph. I wondered
what you thought of it. It is a report by the United Nations Commission, which as you know is composed of members from and including
the United States and the European countries [reading]:
In 100,000 words the Commls11ion said European nations striving tor an economic comeback are tripping owr their own isolationism, and that the ERP
ls aggravating the situation.

And it goes on to elaborate, which I will not take the time to read.
Mr. RoBERTS. Of course, the ERP is a very stopgap sort of thing.
I do not see how you can strike down customs barners, and to reach
lack of parity .of currencies, and shortage of economic change, and a.
thousand and one other economic things. I do not think it is an instrument calculated to do it. The only way it could do it is by bringing
pressure on these sovereign nations to say, "If you do not do so and so,
you do not get any more ECA aid,'~ which will. in the end. create more
division among the democracies than it will union among them.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Supposing it could be, that there was a way
that it could be applied. Would you say it ought to?
Mr. RosERTs. The pressure¥
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PROBLEM

OF

SOVEREIGNTY

Senator FULBRIGHT. No. Persuasion, we will say.
Mr. RoBERTS. You see, Senator, you run up all the time against the
old bogey of sovereignty. Even little nations do not want other
nations to pressure them to do something, do they, to persuade them to
do somethmg or pretend to be wiser than they, and tell them how to
run the shop 1 If they are in a union where there is a common citizen0ship, and where a deliberative body acts for alJ, then views are
expressed and entertained.
But when you have got this business of sovereignty, nations are very,
very tender about other nations poking their noses mto what they calJ
their domestic atfairs.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You have seen evidences of some resistance, of
representatives of certain areas in this country!
Mr. RoBERTS. They are the exception and not the rule.
Senator FULBRIGHT. We have just had a very good demonstration
of it.
Mr. RoBERTS. I know.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Yet of much greater value than that particular
aspect of it is our union, and we are perfectly willing to stay in the
union, even though there is this attempt. So I believe that there is
such a thing as being too concerned over this sovereignty that you
speak of, under the circumstances that exist in Europe today.
They are bound to have to do some things we want them to do. I
think under your own description in the military field, you just said, I
believe, that you did not think this would be very effective if they,
each one of them. had their own military establishment.
Mr. RoBERTS. No. And the difficulty we are going to face after this
pact goes into effect is the difficulty of persuading sovereigns.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Why do you say "persuading" here t
Mr. RoBERTS. Perhaps I am using merely a softer term. Maybe we
are going to use pressure.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Why will it not be as offensive in the military
field if we say not
Mr. RoBERTS. That is what worries me. That is why I say a pact is
not a perfect instrument.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You are quite prepared, though, to risk that in
this field t
.
Mr. RoBERTS Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Because you are for the pact¥
Mr. RosERTS. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I cannot understand why you draw a distinction between the military and the civil.
Mr. RoBERTS. If they want to make an economic pact with us, then
we can work persuasion within the pact after we finish this pact. But
this business of standinj? outside with the purse strings and say~
"You had better do so and so, or else," I think if you are dealing with
independent nations that is a very ticklish proposition.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is ticklish in both mstances; I agree with
that.
Mr. RoBERTS. Not nearly so much after you have come into a brotherhood, a pact.
_ . . .~
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Senator FULBRIGHT. You think the whole difference, then, between
the two, is whethe1· or not we are members¥
Mr. RoBERTS. They have expressed a desire for voluntary cooperation in this pact, or the pact does not mean anything.
·
Senator LoooE. Wi11 the Senator yield for a minute?
Senator FULBRIGHT. I will be through soon; but go ahead.
MILITARY OPplATION DURING

THE

WAR

Senator LoooE. It is on the point you are making. Is it not true
that the nations of Europe have had, during the war, very extensive
and intimate experience in working- with us, in the military field,
which is why they fall in so readily mto the Military Establishment?
Mr. RoBERTS. I think it may very well be so. It is the most successful cooperation that there has ever been between allies in the military field. Do you not think so?
Senator LoooE. I think so. I think this is also true: When you
are dealing in the miJitary field you are dealing in a field where there
is obedience to orders.and not merely so much talk and debate in the
very nature of the thin:r.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Of course, that is in a traditional field, I grant
you, where people are much more accustomed to doing things than
in the other fields; but that is to win a war. I thou~ht we were talking about preventing a war; but I believe the political affiliations of
this country were even more effective in prevention than a pact which
is, as you think, of an emergency, which means a sort of temporary
nature and that to really get something constructive out of it has to
involve closer ties than the pact.
Mr. RoBF.RTs. I think you have to go farther, probably.
EUROPEAN UNION AND ATLANTIC UNION

Senator FuLBnIOHT. The difference, then, between the two is that
you think the political associiltion of European countries would not
add anything substantial.
Mr. RoBERTS. I do. I think it would not add anything substantial.
It might be a step.
.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Therefore, unless you can get in a broader
union . .vou are not interested in pursuing the European?
Mr. RoBERTS. I am not.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I think the difference, then, is whether or not
there is a practical possibility of achieving either one. I hav~ not
seen the signs to encourage me, in fact either way I see very few, particularly in this country. I think there is much less concern in this
countrv with any kind of a union, either European or Atlantic union,
than there is in Europe today.
.
·
Those evidences that I mentioned were the adoption of the statute.
as weak as it mav be. but at least it concerned itself with other than
military and economic. It gets into the basic. It seems to me the
basic relationship is political.
Mr. ROBERTS. That is right. There is no doubt of that, sir.
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STATEMENTS ON A1'LANTIC PACT
Senator DoNNELL. I would like to call your attention to what I am
inclined to think is a slight error of fact which I know you would
want corrected if it is. I understood you to say that the 12 statements-I do not think you said 12, but it is 12 that you broughtwere derived from persons who, with the exception possibly of Dr.
Compton, are not on the council~
Mr. RoBERTS. I do not think I said thnt. I said not all the people
whose statements I had were on the council.
Senator DoNNELL. Perhaps I misunderstood you. I want the record to show that 7 of the 12 whose statements you have given us are
on the council, and if Mr. Harry R. Bullis and Harry A. Bullis are
the same person, 8 of the 12 are on the council.
Mr. ROBERTS. I think thev are.
The CuAmMAN. Senator 'Lod~e?
Senator LoooE. No further questions.
Senator WATKINS. I almost feel like apologizing to start a series
of questions after being on the stand as Jong as you have been.
Mr. ROBERTS. I am holding up pretty wel1.
Senator WATKINS. I think you are holding up very well, indeed.
I want to say at the outset that I a,:i:ree with that last statement you
made just before we started to question you about the rule of law.
I think it was very well said, and I agree with that objective. I do
not think I can come within any of the classes that you have descri~
and I have not yet made up my mind on this particular pact.
But I have committed myself to get as much information as we poesibly can to get before the people, because if it is not sustained by the
people it will be meaningless.
CONSTANCY OF AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION
I was particularly interested in your statement.a about what would
have h_11.ppened had we had a pact like this at the beginninp: of the
First World War, and then at the beginning of the Second World
War, your judgment as to what should have been done.
Is it not a fact that American public sentiment is rather ficlde, that
it changes rapidly t I remember m the First World War, after we got
into it, there was a period of time when I think maybe 100 percent of
the people thought we ought to join the League of Nations.
I want to review this in a way so I can get to the question I want
to a£k you about. Then, after the campai~ that President Wilson
put on, and those in opposition put on, finally the sentiment went the
other way. It seemed to swing away from it.
Then we went so far as to pass the Neutrality Act, which apparently
was sustained by public sentiment. Then we finally got into the war,
and now we have this apparent feeling at the moment that we ought
to join this pact..
It seems to me that what we say when we speculate on what would
h11ve happened is that we are not taking into consideration all the
clements of public psychology, Mr. Justice1 that what you have said
i& very speculative, and probably it would have been im~ssible at
the time of the First World War to have entered into any kind of &
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pact with European nations, in view of the state of the pubiic mind
m the United States. Is not that trueW
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes. I think so. The Wilson campaign was pitched
on the fact that he kept us out of war.
Senator WATKINS. He did not want to get into a fight over there,
or do anything about it.
Mr. RoBERTS. I think we have gone a long way since then.
Bene.tor WATKINS. We may have, but we seem to swing around.
Mr. RoBERTS. I do not think that has been a swing-around. I think
it has been a long, bloody, and terrible education. It has taken two
world wars to educate us to realize that the free way of life, if it is to
persist in this world, depends very largely on our motivation and our
mitiative. That I believe from the bottom of my heart.
Senator WATKINS. I can believe that that is a sincere point of view
and has considerable merit to it. Just to call your attention to what
took place immediately after the First World War about pacts, the
League of Nations, in the nature of the pact, went in this direction.
I remember very well that former President Taft came to my State-to show you what was taking place in the country. They held a mammoth meeting in the Mormon Tabernacle and took a vote. There were
some ten or twelve thousand people. And there was not a single person
voted against entering the League of Nations.
A little later President Wilson was there, and with substantially
the same result. Within a few months, if not within a few weeks,
some of those who were opposed to the proposal came and presented
their speech, and at the bel!inninp: of that speech, one or two mstances,
<>De I remember, Senator Hiram Johnson was almost hooted out of the
place to begin with.
He stood there, stood his ground~ went on with his talk, and before
he got through he had at least half of the people with him on that
very thing. I do not know whether ml people are more fickle than
others or not. But apparently the sentiment of the country changed.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF TREATY

In getting to this point that you have made, which has been made
so manv times, I am wondering how much virtue there is in that argument, that if we had had such an agreement back there, these men
would not have attacked. To get down to the Second World War,
I have had a sort of feeling that these fanatics feel that they have been
hemmed in, as Hitler said he felt~ and kept telling the German peop!e,
and irrespective of the strength against them, they became so egotistical-as the Russian people are, they have been told they won the
war. Why should they hold back when they have practically all of
Asia with them now, practically half the population 9
I wonder if you have some specific thmg in mind that you say will
stop them, other than general opinion that it will¥ Can you help me
on that? I am telling you that the trouble in my mind is that it is
difficult to give much weight to that. . Maybe I am not properly conf>idering it, and maybe you can throw some light on it.
Mr. RoBERTS. You take these Atlantic democracies that are represented in this pact. They certainly have a very large percentage of the
know-how, of the physical and spiritual resources of the entire world.
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l cannot help thinking that if they are together they represent a far
greater deterrent to aggression than if they are apart.
It has been the technique, both of the Kaiser and of Hitler, to deal
with the democracies one at a time. Look at what the Soviet has
done to the free nations of Europe. It sniped oft' the Baltics, it sniped
oft' Poland, it sniped off Czechoslovakia, it sniped off Hungarv, it
sniped off the Balkan countries. And for one reason or other the democracies were not united about what they should do about it, and they
have done it with impunity.
Hitler had the same technique. If an aggressor in this world, Senator, can keep the freemen, the nations of freemen apart, and deal
with them piecemeal, he has a tremendous advantage.
Senator WATKINS. I will come back to that.
Mr. RonERTS. If we put it together, we have the potential, we have
the know-how, we have the vital spiritual quality that is indomilable.
But it cannot be indomitable if it is in the water-tight compartments
that can be dealt with one at a time.
Senator WATKINS. I think we have the know-how. I think we have
the basic phifosophy of the dignity of man under the Christian ideals.
I am a firm believer in that and absolutely against the idea of a man
being the tool of the state. I think we have made greater progress,
we have greater power, than any combination that the Russians may
get together.
RUSSIAN RESPF.CT FOR TRF..A TY

But what I am trying to get at is this fact: Do they know that!
Do their people know it, do their rulers know that, and by reason of
the fact that we get together, are they going to be deterred if they
do not know it, and if they do not concede 1t 1 That is what wonies me.
Mr. RoBERTS. So far as the foreign relations are concerned, "they"
constitute perhaps 15 men. That is all. They are the ones who have
all the opinion and all the power.
Senator WATKINS. They cannot go very far unless they have their
people with them in the end.
Mr. RoBERTS. Why nod What they do is to whip up a campaign
of patriotism for dear old Russia and turn these poor fellows in by
the thousands.
Senator \VATKINS. Does it make any dift'erence to them, their men
who have no regard for human life 1 I think as General Eisenhower
pointed out in his conversation he had with Russian leaders when he
asked them how they removed the mines, they said they just moved
in the troops, marched them over them, and blew them up. "It does
not make any difference about the losses. We would not have any
more than if we had made an attack."
The men who have no re~ard for life do not seem to be deterred
from that sort of thing~ do they? In other words, they are deceived
by their own propaganda. Sometimes the Republicans get deceived
that way. We are deceived by our idea that we are going to win and
do not win.
Mr. RonERTS. No; I think they are very astute and very acute judges
of the probabilities and all the considerations, and that would prompt
aggression.
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Senator WATKINS. Now of course, this is a matter for argument.
I am presenting that point of view, and I want to get your reaction
to it. I may be entirely wrong on that. I have been wrong a good
many times in my life.
Mr. RoBERTs. \Ye are together on that.
Senator WATKINS. ·well, I think we have much better people; we
have got a better idea; we have got more to fight for. Of course, it is
a matter in the difference of the objective and how we are going to
deal with it.
C.OMMUNIST INFILTRATION
Now we come to these nations you mentioned that the Russians
have taken off one after another just like Hitler did. Suppose the
Atlantic Pad had been in existence when Czechoslovakia was in the
path of the Russians. How would we have stopped Czechoslovakia
from setting up the type and form of government that she did? How
could we have intervened if we had this pact, which, as I understand it, is against armed attack 1
~Ir. ROBERTS. Is what?
Senator 'VATKINs. It is against armed attack only. It does not go
any further than armed attack. Now, I think it will be generally
conceded there was.no armed nttack by Russia on Czechoslovakia.
l\lr. RonERTS. I do not know that we could have reached it. I do
not kno.w that this pact would reach the complete denegation of
Frend,. ch·ilization by Communist infiltralton.
Senator WATKINS. I would like to point out to you, and probably
you will agree with me on this ; so fnr as I can see, looking over the
record, I cannot find any nation that Russia has actually taken over
by armed attack.
Could you name one that she has taken over by an external armed
attack¥
Mr. RonER'rs. In and since the last war, no.
Senator WATKINS. During the last war, of course, she took over
some by our agreement. Of course we cannot kick about that. She
got part of Poland; she got the three Baltic states; and in effect she
got most of the Baltic states, or at least her special sphere of influence, by reason of an agreement made at Yalta.
Mr. RoeERTS. Yes.
Senator WATKINS. We cannot complain about that. I have been
examining this record to see how we could use this pact, if we had
it, as a practical matter to stop the kind of a campaign that she wages,
and up to date the only kind she has waged .
.Mr. RoBERTS. Senator, I have a very strong feeling that this pact
would bolster the democratic governments m a number of these
countries and almost put communism out of business there.
Senator WATKINS. No.w there is that possibility.
Mr. ROBERTS. I think it is a very strong probability.
Senator W ATKINf-l. But you said in your statement a moment ago,
and I did not think yon meant it, that Russia, just like Hitler, had
picked off the Baltic states an<l Czechoslovakia.
Mr. RoBERTS. Yes, she did, just like Hitler did. She picked them
off one at a time, not by war, but picked them off because we were
not prepared to say "No."
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Senator WATKINS. Do ;you want this treaty amended so that it will
take care of the infiltration as we11 as the armed attack~ Now re·
member, this only goes to armed attack. We have an agreement that
only covers certain things.
Mr. ROBERTS. I know.
Senator WATKINS. I voted for ERP. I voted for the Greek-Turk·
ish loan. I voted twice for ERP. I feel we ought to help these peoele.
There are certain things that bother me tremendously. I am gomg
to come to one of those in a moment.
How on earth will this pact, maybe you can find a .way, that is
what I would like to get light of: How <'an this pact stop the kind of
an attack and the kind of war that Rus!'in is wal!ing?
Mr. ROiu:nTs. St>nator. I cnn onh· 1·e1>t>at what I said to _your eol- '
league, I cannot see how the economy of om· friends in Europe is
going to be rebuilt if they have got tlus constant threat that in a few
days they could be over-run if Russia thought fit to over-run them.
There is no way to stop them. They are without hope, I think.
FEAR OF WAR
Senator WATKINS. I call your attention to the fact that I think
there has not been one single witness that has appeared here yet that
says there is any imminent danger of war with Russia. They do not
believe Russia is planning any armed attack. There may have been.
I think I have heard the1•all, and I have not heard a one-the Secretary of State, the general of the Army, and all the men down the line
have all agreed that they do not think Russia is planning an armed
attack.
Mr. ROBERTS. You think, then, that the French all feel perfectly
comfortable and happy and they do not fear Russia j
Senator WATKINS. Oh, no; we fear her over here.
Mr. RoBERTS. I disagree with you completely.
Senator WATKINS. No; I will agree with you that they fear Rus&a.
We fear her over here. We are 3,000 miles away. We appropriate
five or six times the money that anyone else-Mr. RoBERTS. I would like to remove that fear if I could.
Senator WATKINS. I wonder if this will do it Y
Mr. RoBERTS. Tht>y seem to think so. The French want it; they
are anxious for it. Why do they want it 9
Senator \VATKINS. Maybe the next agreement, then, will be the
logical step; that you think it is necessary that we have to take them
in and make them a part of our country, not only for the purpose
of-Mr. RoBt:nTs. llake them a part of the fedemtion; not a part of the
country.
Senator WATKINS. I mean in the same government. Probably I
l1ave pursued that far enough.
Mr.. ROBERTS. I think that would give them even greater assurance,
of course.
Senator \VATKI:Ss. I do not see, unless you wish to add to that~ that
you can give. 01· anyone else up to date has given, any way to stop
this infiltration thing by reason of this pact because we are already
doing the economic thing under ERP in our Greek-Turkey--
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The CHAIRMAN. The witness has already said that he did not think
the treaty reached that.
Senator WATKINS. I just wanted it clea.red up.
The CHAIRMAN. He said it. I do not see how he could make it any
clearer.
OPERATION OF ATLANTIC UNIOX
Senator WATKINS. I have not asked him. I was just merell making a statement at that moment'. Now, we come to this idea o yours
that tliis first step in thef.a('t is ne('essary in order to get this Atlantic
union we are speaking o .
Have you projected into the future at all to see ~ow ~ u~ion of that
kind would work among the States that are now m this hst of those
that have signed this pact¥
Mr. RoBJmTS. I think it would work very well with most of them.
Senator 'VATINs. Suppose, for instance, over here we have a strong
attachment to the private·enterprise system. Great Britain is now
in the throes of nationalizing-going into socialism, and France, I
understand, is more or less in that direction, and there is a definite
trend over there for the socialistic idea.
Mr. RoBERTS. I think there is.
Senator ·wATKINS. There are more people over in Europe that would
be in this union than we have in the United States. What as a. practicn I matter would we do about that! Would we preserve the privatet>nterprise system or would we put it to a n>te and go to socialism t
}Ir. RoBERTs. They have nothmg to do with our economy.
Senator 'VATKINS. They would not 1
Mr. RoBERTS. No. The Constitution of the United States guarantees the republican form of govemment. Suppose Califorrua by a
vote of its elected 1e¢s1ature adopted certain forms of State socialism.
Would you exdude her from the Union of the United States as long
as she sent her representatirns by election to Congress W Certainly
not. She would have whate,·er government she had by virtue of her
suffrage of her electorates. They would choose their form of government.
As long as they have a republican form of government, which means
representative form of government, that is all the Constitution
guamntees.
Senator WATKINS. And the constitution that you would project into
the future would be the one that would let them preserve whatever
they had?
Mr. RoBERTS. Certainly they could make their own internal economy, whatever they wanted.
Senator WATKINS. Notwithstanding it might be the cause for some
irritation as between this part of the Federal Union and, for instance,
Great Britain Y
Mr. ROBERTS. I do not see why it should cause any irritation.
SOCIAJ.ISM AND FREE EXTF.RPRISE UNDER ATLANTIC UNION
Senator 'VATKINS. We do haYe them, do we not, in the matter of
trade and competition and all that sort of thing~
Mr. RoBERTS. I suppose that if California had a State socialistic
system, her oranges and her lemons would still be shipped into other
States, sold there, and paid for. .
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Senator WATKINS. I assume that. But when it comes to putting
up the money from private enterprise, I mean paying the taxes to run
a national federation, or I mean a federdion of that kind-Mr. RoBERTs. A national federation would collect its taxes from the
citizens of California just as it does now, whether California had a
Socialist system or what it had.
Senator WATKINS. How would the people of this country feel when
they had to compete against solid blocks of people over there maintained by part of their taxes as competitors m their individual businesses over here~ In other words, in Great Britain the steel industry
would all be in one block partly paid out of taxes and protected by
taxes paid by private enterprise over here in this country.
Do you think that would be fairer than anything that l--OUld possibly work under that condition¥
Mr. RoBERTS. I think it would be entirely possible to work it out.
Senator WATKI:sS. I want to get your point of view. I am not
going to pursue it any further. We have been a long time, and I
would like to come to a statement mude by Mr. Dulles with respect
to the meaning of this pact.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Do you expect to interrogate the witness here and
have him to construe what Mr. Dulles said or critici?.e what Mr.
Dulles said!
Senator WATKINS. No, I do not intend to do that. I merely intend
to refer to that to point up the problem that has been here more or
less before us all the time, and that is as to the meaning of this pact.
Senator Donnell has asked some questions about it, but I want to
call his attention to what I think is a very clear-cut statement of the
purpose of the pact and what it actually means. I am quoting now
from Mr. Dulles' statement made the other day.
The CHAIRllAN. Senator \Vatkins, I do not want to be abrupt, but
I hope you can indicate about how long it is goin~ to take you. We
have had a witness here all day. He has stood aside for others. He
has to leave town, and he is a very important witness. · We hope to
hear him this afternoon.
Senator WATKINS. I do not think. Senato1·, I will be very much
longer. This is the only one thing which I want to ask about.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
.
PROCEDURE

IN THE EVENT

OF

AN ATTACK

Senator WATKINS. Mr. Dulles in his very able statement on the pact,
and I felt a very frank one, J;>Ointed out that the value in deterring
war over there cnme because m this treaty, in this fact, we made it
certain, and he emphasized the word "ce1tain/' that i any attack came
on any one of the members that there would be a certain overwhelming
force to meet it from all members of the pact.
He said, I recall, later on in his testimony. thnt we might just as
well decide now and debate it now what we would do and what we
certainly would do rather than to wait, because there would not be
any time later on.
I think probably everybody would agree with that: that is, there
would not be any time later on because of the blitzkrieg type of war
that is engaged in.
·
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As I gathered from his statement-I did not have the time at the
moment while he was here to cross-examine him on it to be certain
about it-but it seems from his language he indicates .very clearly that
he took the position that an attack on Norway-I do not just mean an
incident, but I mean a major attack-The CHAIRMAN. Five hundred thousand troops 1
Senator WATKINS. I do not care whether it is 500,000; ~00,000; or
any other number, but any force that indicated, at least to Norway,
that it was an all-out attack that she ought to repel and that she would
repel; and she would call on us through her ministers and representatives to invoke the pnct, get our help.
His point was, as he said it: ·
It means, I take it, that an arwed attack upon Denmurk-

let's put the word Norway, for example-is hereafter to be treated by the United States us an 11tt11ek u1>011 it-

meaning the United States.
In other words, as I get it from his statement, he was clear-cut of
the opinion that we would have to react just the same as if it were a
major attack that had been made upon us. I think he finally said, in
answer to Senator Donnell's question, that, under those circumstances,
the President could 1
0'o ahead, even if Congress were not in session,
and start the fight in~ Jll<'k rnd seml om· forct>s to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. The witness has already gone into that and told
his own views about it nt some length right on that sameJ)Oint. Now,
if we are just going to rehash every point in this whole iscussion by
every membe1· of the committee, we would be he1·e until C'hristmas. I
am afraid.
Senator \VATKINS. You wiJI never be here until Chri:-tmas bv any
holding up on my account. I ttssure you that.
•
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead. Ask your questions.
·
Senator \\'ATKINS. I have used less time thnn anybody up to datt>.
Do you agree that that is the way we would have to t1·ent it, as if it
were an attack on our own c:ountry and that the President, under
those circumstances-Mr. RonERTs. I stated. in answer to a n11111ber of questions by Senator Donnell, what my view wns on that; and I do not think I cn1·e to
ndd anything.
·
Se1rntor \VATKINS. WeIJ, if you do not care, of course, to add anything to it; but I wanted to make it clear that if you take the position
that Congress has no other choice left but to declare war if we live
up to this agreement when that happens, that is what I want to know.
Mr. RonEr.Ts . .I have not said anything of the kind.
Senator \VxrKINs. Is that your view; or do you feel that Congress
st ill is free to act under those circumstances?
~Ir. RoBERT.;. Congress, in my judgment, is free to adopt the measures that it thinks are essential to carry out its obligation under the
pact, to treat itself as if it had been attacked wlum some one of its
allies has been attacked.
Senator \VATKI.SS. Is it your view that Congress is free to decide
not to do anything, has the right to decide not to do anything1
Mr. UonERTS. Yes, Congress cari violate a treaty. Nations have
·dolated faith over and over again, but it cannot do it with any
moral--
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Senator WATKINS I mean still keep within the treaty. I am not
asking about the violation of the treaty. Mr. Justice. I am asking
about can it, in your view, refuse to do anything and still live within
this treatv 9 That is the whole point that-Mr. RosERTS. No, it cannot, no. No, in my judgment, no.
Senator WATKINS. In other words. it is bound to net?
Mr. RonERTS. If it determines there has been aggression, it is said;
We will take what we think are the proper measures to repel that aggression
even to the e:rtent of armed reslstan<'e.

Senator WATKINS. And will take the same steps we would have as
if we had been attacked ourselves 1
Mr. RoBERTS. Not necessarily. That is not what it says.
Senator WATKINS. That would be the reasonable interpretation,
would it not i
Mr. ROBERTS. No. it would not. because I think in domestic attack! have explained all this at great length in my views to Senator Donnell-I think a domestic attack calls on the President to repel the
enemy from our borders immediately. He does not ham to wait for
Congress or anybody else.
Senator WATKINS. I was not clear whether you meant that an attack
on Norway would not be the same as a domestic attack.
Mr. RoBERTS. I did not say it would be the same ns a domestic attack
on our own borders.
Senator WATKINS. You would not agree. then, with the statement
made bv Mr. Dulles?
Mr. RonERTS. I do not kno~ whnt l\lr. Dulles said. an<l yonr quest.ion really confused me. It was such a long statement I coulil nol
follow it.
Senator \VATKI~s. I merelv rea<l what he said.
- Mr. RoBERTI'. I have stateci my own view.
Senator WATKINS. Apparently it is not in agreement. That is all,
Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Justice, we are very
g-reatly obliged to you for your outstanding statements and your clear
views, and the distinctions which you make to these various questions
ancl as~ects.
Mr. ROBERTS. I feel it my duty as a good citizen to come and gire
vou whatever little I can.
• The CHAIRMAN. \\Te think you are doing a great work in the field in
which you are now active, as you did when you were in the Supreme
Court.
Mr. ROBERTS. It is a privilege to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kline, we will now hear you, sir.
STATEMENT OF ALLAB' B. XLINE, PRESmDT OF THE AXERIC.&I
FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, ACCOMPANIED BY 'W. lL OGG,
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL Al'lAIRS, ADII·
CAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. KLINE. I am Allan n. Kline, president of the American Farm
Bureau Federation. I am happy to be here to present to you the views
of our organization on the Atlantic Treaty for this committee.
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The American Farm Bureau m:~es the approval of the pact. The
members of the American Farm Hnrean Federation, like the rest of
America~ want international peace and security. We do not like war ..
We "°ant to live at peace \Vtth nil the world. We want a peaceful and
stable world in which men and nations cnn be free from fear and aggression. We want to assure that the basic humnn freedoms which we
hold dear will be preserved.
Twice in our generation, America hns fought in world wars to presene these basic freedoms and to clwck totalitnrinn aggression aimed
at world domination. Again, the pea('e nnd security of the world are·
threatened with totalit1u·ian 11ggre~sio11. Already this ominous pattern of aggression has engulfed eastem Europe and much of the Far
East.
Experience has shown that security from such aggression cannot.
be obtained through appeasement of totalitarian dictators. Heretofore, totalitarian aggressors have followed the familiar pattern of"
divide and conquer, picking o:ff their victims one at a time, while
Jnlling the others to a false security by nonaggression treaties or·
promises which later proved worthless. Each concession made to such.
dictators serves only to strengthen and encourage them to make further demands or seize further territory or power.
The American Farm Bureau Federation believes that America and
the other peace-loving nations of the world must be strong enough to
protect themselves against aggression and to preserve the peace.
Peace-loving nations should unite their strength to protect each othei::
and to safeguard their freedom.
RESOLLTION OF A.MERIC'AX FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

I wish to quote the following excerpt from the resolution adopted
at the annual meeting of the American Farm Bureau Federation held
last. December:
Pending the time when the United Nations can become more effective, the
United States should assist peace-lo'l'lng nations to streugthen their leadership.
and resources to provide mutual security.
We favor regional arrangements such as the Inter-American Pact, the Western.
Union agreement. and the proposed North Atlantic Pact, so long as they are in.
accord with United Nations principles.

We favor continued support and strengthening of the United.
Nations. It must be recognized, however, that the United Nations
bas not been able thus far fully to achieve its objectives of maintaining international peace and security. Hence, the need for a regional
pact.
SECURITY FROM: AGGRESSION

Security from aggression is basic to the success of the European
recovery program. We have invested huge sums to aid European
recovery. Great progress has been made in spite of enormous difficul~ .
ties. The very announcement of this program gave new hope and
courage to the free people of Europe. The new spirit of unity in
western Europe .must be encouraged. It is now realized that the8'
nations must also attain security from aggression, if they are to attain fully the goals of economic recovery and well-being contemplated
90614-49-pt. 2-16
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under the European recovery program. · Businessmen and financiers
are reluctant to invest huge. sums in plants, equipment, and other
productive enterprises, so long as they are fearful that their countries
an<l their properties and investments might be seized by Communist
aggression from without or within.
These countries realize their own relatively defenseless position at
this time and their inability, individually and unaided, to defend
themselves successfully. But some 200,000,000 peoples in these countries, with their large industrial resources and technical know-how,
when joined with the power and aid of the United States, constitute
a formidable barrier to any nation which might contemplate
aggression.
The North Atlantic Pact, thereforei is a powerful instrument for
international peace and security. I be ieve that the chances of maintaining peace and preventing another world war will be greatly improved if this pact is ratified and implemented with the necessary
,
military assistance.
.Agreement by the nations signatory to the pact is a monumental
achievement. This unity of purpose to present a united front against
aggression, to settle their disputes by peaceful means, and to adhere
to the principles of the United Nations is of great significance.
SELF-HELP

.urn MUTUAL

AID

Like the European recovery program, the North Atlantic Pact is
built around the principles of maximum self-help and mutual assistance. In article 3, the signatory nations agree separately and jointly,
by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, to maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.
This pooling of resources in planning and mutual assistance will
make these efforts far more successful than any individual efforts of
t.he various countries concemed. Had these countries had such a pact,
implemented by effecth·e mutual military coordination and assistance,
World War II might have been averted.
The si~natory parties agree that an armed attack against any one
of them m Europe or North America shall be considered an attack
against them all and that they will assist any signatory nation that is
the subject of an armed attack. This is the heart of the North Atlantic
Pact.
The very fact that this powerful group of nations agree to such a
commitment will have great influence in restraining would-be aggressors and creating confidence among the peoples of these nations. \Ve
know this from our own experience in this hemisphere with our historic Monroe Doctrine. The North Atlantic Pact is patterned after
the Inter-American Pact, which was signed at Rio <le Janiero in 1947
and whi('h, in turn, is an outgrowth of the Monroe Doctrine. The
Inter-American Pact provides that an armed attack against one of
the signatory parties is to be considered an attack against alt and the
members are ob1iimted to consult and extend aid to any member that
is attacked or threatened with aggression.
.
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THE TREATY AND THE UNITED N.ATIO:S-S

The North Atlantic Pact is designed to supplement and strengthen
the United Nations, instead of undermining or jeopardizing it. It
fits into the pattern and purposes of the United Nations. The Charter
of the United Nations, m n1th·le 51, specifically recognizes the right
of individual and collective self-defense by members of the United
Nations.
The Charter also permits and contemplates the development of
regional arrangements 01· agencies for dealing with such matters
relating to the maintenance of international pence and security as are
appropriate for re~ional action, provided such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent with the purposes and princi\)les
of the United Nations. The No11h Atlantic Pact makes it very c ear
that this regiounl armngement must be condueted in accord with
the United Nations Charter.
m:Ft:NSI\'E XATGRE OF THE TUE.\1T

The pact is dearlv directed toward self-defense aguinst ag~ression.
As Ambassador Au.stin and others have pointed out, no nation need
· fear this pad unless that nation is itself plotting aggrt-ssion against
.
some member of the pact.
The peaceful cha1·acter of the pact is further evident from its provisions wherein signatory parties agree to settle their disputes by
peaceful means, to refrain from the use or threat of force in their
mternational relations in any manner inconsistent with the purposes
of the United Nntions, to live in peace with all peoples and all governments, to promote stability and well-being in the North Atlantic
area; to "safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and civilization
of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual
liberty, and the rule of law"; to seek "to promote stability and wellbeing in the North Ame1·ican area''· to develop "peaceful and friendly
international relntions by strengti1ening their free institutionsi by
bringing about a bette1· understanding of the 1;>rinciples upon w iich
these institutions are founded, and by promotmg conditions of stability and well-being''; to "seek to eliminate conflict in their international policies" and to "encourage economic collaboration between
any or all of the memoers of the North .Atlantic community."
TllP~c u1·e not the purposes and declarations of warmongers but
they represent the aspirations for peace, security, and economic well. being of the hundreds of millions of people in these nations.
THE ::\llUTAUY-ASSISTANCE PltOGRAll

It is re<·ognized that mutunl aid in the form of military assistance
will be required in order to make the Atlantic Pact fully effective.
This assistance, like that furnished under the ECA. program, should
be based on the principle of maximum self-help and the coordination of programs. The relative need for economic and military assistance must be carefully appraised in the light of all relevant factors,
and United States aid necessarily must take into consideration our own
security requirements and our own resources.
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We recognize that such additional assistance by the United States
will impose an additional burden on our economv and will entail substantial sacrifices by the American people. It seems obvious. however,
that these nations, by pooling their resources and by uniting their
strength in common purpose and planning, can provide far greater
security against aggression and at less cost than will be the case if each
undertakes independently to proYide adequate security for its own
nation individually.
We believe that such expenditures should be regarded as investments for peace and security. The attainment of collective security
is imperative, if all of the gigantic efforts and ,·ast sums we have
expended in the European recovery program are to he safeguarded
and the gains under that program are to be maintained.
The purpose of the pact is to avoid a war, which would destrov all
the gains so far made and more.
•
The nations signator~ to this pact represent the culmination of
western Christian civilization. The institutions and freedoms embodied in this. civilization are !!raYely jeopn1·dized. Howe,·er, these
same nations, given the means for unity of action behind the common
purp()se to maintain peace can be successful. This is the purpose of
the North Atlantic Pact, embodying the combined will of hundrffis
of millions of people of good will who are determined to stirnd to·
gether to safeguard their freedom and security.
J>OSITIOX OF ,\!\IEltlt'.-\X

F.-\11~1

Hl'HE,\l" FEDEH.\TIOX

The basis for our position in support of the pad is. first, the action
of the voting delegates. at the regular annual meet in~ of the American
Farm Bureau Federation last December. At that time we noted our
belief that the regional pact approach to seeurit~· was a sound one;
and the proposed North Atlantic Pact we mentioned by name as one
which in our opinion might well he followed, or might well be considered seriously as an approach in this regional pact field which would
Jead toward real international security.
It is fundamental in the thinking of our farnwrs that there is a
close unity between the eeonomics of security and the military aspects
of security. We believe that the North Atlantic Pact as it has been
approved by representatives of the European nations involved and the
United States represents a continuation of the cooperative e1forl as
between the United States and these various European countries for
.
their mutual protection.
This North Atlantic Pact seems further to ~he a basis for a new
confidence in and among the European nations. one which can lead
to a. dramatic furtherance of the sort of economic development in
those countries which will not only support security in the military
sense, but which also will further the kind of development which
makes them strong in the economic sense and thereby contribute like·
wise to the economic aspects of security.
It is our opinion-it is. in fact, our desire as an organization-that
the pact does make additional commitments on the part of the United
States an<l that they are sincere and that thev are significant. If it
were not so, we would see no reason whv anv European country should
feel any ~eat benefit or enthusiasm for the proposition: nor would
we think that citizens of the Pnited States might fee] that there was
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here something which would really correlate and unite the tremendous
resources-the human resources and physical resources and technical
resources, of the countries covered by the pact-so that they might
individually spend less of their energies in this matter of defense and
more in the promotion of the sort of things which democratic countries
are designed to further as the fortunes of the individual citizens
involved.
Mr. Chairman, that is the basis for the thinking of our farmers on
the proposition. That is all.
DEFENSIVE

NATURE

OF TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much. I want to ask you one
question. I notice inJom· statement on page 4 you point out that the
pact is clearly directe toward self·defense against aggression.
As Ambassador Austin and others have polntffi out. no nation need fear this
pact unless that nation ls Itself plotting aggre1Jsion ugainst some member of tbe
pact.

That is true, is it not t
Mr. KLINE. That we think, is a clear intent of the pact.
The CHAIBXAN. There is no aggressive action suggested anywhere
in the pact, is there~
Mr. KLINE. We believe that this pact is a pact for defense. It is a
pact to defend again.st the possibility of agg-ression. It is a bulwark
against the probability or even the possibility of war. It is entirely
designed to protect liberty. It has no aggressive aspects in it anv
place. Its purposes are clearly stated in the pact. Its purposes are
further supported by the traditional attitudes of the countries which
are signatory to the pact.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there not a specific clause that "the peaceful
character of the pact is further evidence of its provisions wherein
signatory parties agree to settle their disputes by peaceful means, to
refrain from the use of further force in their international relations
in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the unit nations,
to live in peace with all peoples and all governments," and other
statements of that character t
Mr• .Ki.na. That is right, and it seems to me it is a perfectly clear
statement and that it carries additional force because 1t is consistent
with the traditions of the nations which are signatol"I_to the pact.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you. Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator V ANDENBERO. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator George!
Senator GEORGE. No questions.
The CHAIR:\IAX. Senator Watkins~
APPROVAL OF AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Senator WATKINS. I notice you state this is made in behalf of the
Farm Bureau Federation. When was the matter of the ap.Proval or
dil!&_pproval of the pact put up to the federation by the offic1alsY
Mr. KLINE. The specific approval of this pact has not come to our
federation's delel?ates, because actually the meeting was held in
December. However, there is .a quotation from the resolution passed
at that time, which I read in my statement.
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The CHAIRMAN. Was that resolution by the membershipt
Mr. KLINE. Yes, sir. The American Farm Bureau Federation has
one annual meeting each year. At that meeting aU the member States
have delegates. There are some 130 delegates to the annual meeting.
This was approved by the delegates.
Senator WATKINS. What date was that held f
Mr. Kr.INE. About the 14th of December 1948.
Senator 'VATKINS. The reason I ask the question, I think I am still
a member of the Utah Farm Bureau; I have been for manv years.
I think I am still in good standing. But I do not remember this
question ever being submitted to that State farm bureau for approval;
it may have been.
Mr. KLINE. The resolutions committee of the Farm Bureau Federation is drawn from many States. In this instance I am sure that
President Schenck. of Utah. was on the resolutions committee.
However, the resolutions conunittee is always free to approve resolutions on the basis of their best judgment and always take into oonsideration the various resolutions of all the States. the States again
taking into consideration the resolutions of counties.
But it would be ridiculous to assume that all the resolutions which
appeared in the national resolutions appeared in the resolutions of
each of the States, of course.
Secretary WATKINS. What I wanted to know is just how far the
members themselves have committed themselves on this points. I
r{'ceived many letters from our people at home. Some of them are
Farm Bureau people, and thev are violently n~ainst the pact. That
is what suggested the question·.
·
I have no further 9uestions.
The CHAIRMAN. Hts State was represented? l'tah had a delegate 1
Mr. KLINE. Oh, yes; all member States are represented.
The CnATR:\tAN. And thev had a vote on this resolution 1
Mr. Kux·:. Certninlv. ·
Senator DuNNEJ.L. ~ir. Chairman. may I ask some questionsl
The CnAIRMAN. I beg your pardol1, Senator.
Senator DoNNELL. Is that agreeable?
The CHAIRMAN. That is ag-reeable.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Kime. you say the meeting was held about
December 14, 19481
.Mr. KLINE. It was the second week in December. December 16
was the date of the official passage of the resolution.
TDUNG

OF

THE TREATY

TJlF. RESOLUTION
BtTRE.\lT }'1-:0F.RATl<IN

.\XO

OF

THE AXERIC.\X

F.\RM

Senator DoNNF.t.f,. Of course, you are nware of the fact, as stated
in the letter from the Secretary of State to the President, dated April
7, 1949z that negotiation of the treaty was begun in December and
finishect on March 15. There had been some preliminary conversations and agreeme!1t _renched on the general nature of the trenty. but
that actual negotiation of the treaty was begun in December and
finished on March 15, 194!l. You know that. do vou not, M:r. Kline!
Mr. KuNE. Yes, sir.
· ·
Senator DoNNELL. So that at the time the resolution by your body
was passed on December 14, the actual negotiation of the treaty had
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not been under way very long, and certainly the treaty had not then
been completed, had it 1
Mr. KLINE. That is quite true.
Senator DoNNELL. I think we have had testimony here to the effect that there was a very material change in the treaty after Secretary Acheson went in as Secretary of State, January 21, 1949. Had
you seen any draft of the treaty or had anyone in ;our organization,
so far as you know, seen any preliminary draft o the treaty at the
time this resolution was passed, December 14, or thereabouts, 19481
Mr. KuNE. We did not at that time study the details of any draft
of any treaty. We did, however, discuss the general principles of collective security; and we have, I think, as you know, a department of
international affairs which closely follows the interests, as we see
them, of our members in the international field.
\\'e have followed closely the prO<'edures with regard to the ~orth
Atlantic Treaty; and it does seem to us that, as it is stated in the more
or less general terms essential in so brief a statement on so broad a
matter, that the treaty is consisteut with the principles which we had
in mind at the time the resolution was adopted.
Senator Do:sNELL. At any rate, when the resolution was passed,
you had never seen the draft of the treaty¥
Mr. KLINE. That is right.
Senator DoNNEJ.L. And you know it has been quite considerably
changed even from what it was January 20, 19491
Mr. KLINE. I think it is quite inconsequential in our present position what it may have been at various stages or in the minds of various
people.
FAMILI.\RITY WITH TEXT Ot' TREATY

Senator DoNNELL.. Have you read the treaty yonrselH
Mr. Iu1NE. Yes, su-.
Senator DONNELL. Wl1en did yon last read it¥
Mr. Kr.INE. About 30 minutes ago.
Senator DoNNELI•. When did vou first read it 1
Mr. KLI:sE. This kind of thing we let our Department study. I
would not be ready to say. Furtlier, I do not exactly remember.
Senator DoNNEJ.I•. Hnd you ever rend it before 30 minutes ago¥
Mr. KLINE. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. About how long ago had you read it f
Mr. KLINE. I am just not prepared to answer.
Senator DoNNELI•. Hnd you read it within the last week~
The CHAIRMAN. He said he could not answer.
Senator DoNNF.LI.. Surely he can tell whether he read it in the last
week. I am not asking this critically. I think we are entitled to
know.
.
The CHAIRl\IAN. You are not asking. You are making an argument.
Senator DoNNELL. I nm not. I am asking him a question.
The CHAIRMAN. He has answered the question that he does not
know when it was that he had read it before a half hour ago.
Senator DONNELL. He may not know exactly when he read it. Do
you know whether you read it within the last week¥
Mr. K1..1NE. Is it fair to ask tne purpose of the question 1
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Senator DONNELL. It is to find out whether you read it within the
last week.
Mr. KLINE. It does not seem to be pertinent to me to the attitude
of the Farm Bureau on the treaty.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I am not a member of the committee, but I respectfully submit that that is not an answer to the
question; and, after all, the witness, if he is appearing here in behalf
of this Farm Bureau Federation, ought to answer the questions.
The CHAIR.MAN. He cannot answer if he says he does not know, and
that is what he says.
Senator DoNNELL. I would like to ask him one further question.
Had you read this treaty within the la.st month 1
. Mr. KLINE. I think the answer to that is "Yes." If you mean, had
I read it within the last month, I have already answered it.
Senator DONNELL. You read it 30 minutes ago. I want to know
if you had ever read it before that, during the last month.
Mr. KLINE. Yes, I had read the treaty before, during the last month.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Very well. Now, Mr. Kline, you speak on page 2:
Hence the need for a regional pnct.

Then again on page 4 you quote from the Charter:
• • • regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security as a1·e a)lproprlate • • •.

which is quoted precisely from article 2 of chapter 8 of the United Nations Charter, headed "Regional A1·rangements. ~'
Then you say:
The North Atlantic Pact makes it very clear that this regional arrangement
must be conducted in accord with the United Nations Charter.

What do you mean by this regional arrangement~ Are you talking
about the North Atlantic TreatyW
Mr. KLINE. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. You think it is a regional arrangement under
this article 52 that you have quoted from here on page 4 of your
statement~

Mr. KLINE. As a matter of fact, I am not a constitutional lawyer.
Senator DONNELL. I did not ask you that.
Mr. KLINE. I am not prepared to discuss technically the legal relationships between the United Nations Charter and the North Atlantic
Pact, the North Atlantic Treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Kliue, with all due respect-The CHAIRMAN. Just a minute. He had not finished.
Mr. KLINE. I am through.
.
Senator DoNNELL. With all due respect and without the slightest
criticism of you or the Federation, for which, as you know, I have
great respect, you come in here before this committee and say, "The
North Atlantic Pact makes it very clear that this regional arrangement must be conducted in accord with the United Nations Charter."
I am asking you, therefore whether this regional arrangement to
which you are referring, which you say is the North Atlanttc Treaty,
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is a regional arrangement under this article that you quoted immedately in advance of this sentence, namely~ article 52 of the United
Nations Charted
)fr. KLINE. Again I say that I am not a constitutional lawyer.
If the committee will permit, I will ask Mr. Ogg if he is prepared to
make a technical answer.
Mr. OGG. Mr. Chairman and Senator Donnell, it is my opinion, for
what it is worth, that this is a regional arrangement such as contemplated in the Charter of the United Nations. In fact2 throughout this
Atlantic Pact there are references to the Charter ot the United Nations. The very first declaration in the preamble reads as follows:
The Parties to this Treaty reaffirm their faith in the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nations • • •.
And in article 5 it specifically requires that any such armed attack

and all measures taken as a result thereof shall immediately be reported to the Security Council of the United Nations.
Furthermore, article 5 specifically requires that such measures shall
be terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures
necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security.
It seems to me that that is very clear that the parties• intend to
maintain the supremacy and jurisdiction of the Security Council in
any matters involved in restoring and maintaining international
peace; so that, in fact, when the Security Council is able and does act
effectively, they must terminate any measures under this.
You have here some very di&tmguished Members, Senator Connally and Senator Vandenberg, who helped draft the United Nations
Charter. They are much better qualified to answer that question
than I.
The CHAIRMAN. You made a very clear statement.
Senator DONNELL. I thank you very much, Mr. Ogg. I am wondering if either you or Mr. Kline would answer this question. On
page 4 of Mr. Kline's statement appears the language quoted right
out of article 52 of the United N ntions Charter, which is in cha:pter 8,
which, in turn, is entitled •'Regional Arrangements." Then 1mmediatelv after that quotation, from articJe 52, is this sentence in Mr.
Kline;s statement :
The North Atlantic Pact makes It very clear that this regional arrangement
must be conducted in accord with the United Nations Charter.

REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

UKDER THE CHARTER

I understand that that regional arrangement which the North Atlantic Pact makes it very clear that must be conducted in accord with the
United Nations Charter is the North Atlantic Treaty. Is that right 9
Mr. Ooo. That is my interpretation; yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ogg, I have known you for some years.
I want to ask, are you a lawyer l
Mr. Ooo. No, sir.
Senator DoNNEu,. But you have studied the Charter and you have
studied the treaty?
Mr. Ooo. I certainly have, very carefully.
Senator DONNELL. Perhaps you assisted in the preparation of the
statement Y Am I correct in that?
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Mr. Ooo. I assisted.
Senator DONNELL. In fact, I should not be surprised if the statement is very largely your work. Is that correct? Is that correct.
Mr. Kline?
Mr. KLINE. We have a considerable staff; we divide up the work.
It is quite true that l\Ir. Ogg did prepare most of this statement. It is
in his field.
Mr. Ooo. May I just add this, Senator Donnell?
The CHAIRMAN. That does not disparage your agreement with th·i
statement?
Senator DONNELL. Not at all.
Mr. KLINE. It makes no difference in the responsibility of the state·
ment whatever.
Mr. Ooo. May I add this comment in the interests of clarification,
SenatQr Donnell, with reference to your earlier question about tl1e
Farm Bureau's position in December. You will note the excerpt from
our annual meetin~ resolution which President Kline quoted in his
statement is worded in a way in which it states that we favor regional
arrangements such as the Atlantic Pact, the Inter-American Pact, and
so forth .• Of course, you could not endorse something specifically
that had not been actually negotiated, hut it had been ce1i.ainly publicly discussed for some time. Several months earlier, the Senate of
the United States, in passing the Vandenberg resolution-I think there
were only four votes against it-specifically directed the Government
of the United States to use every effort to negotiate such an arrangement as is now embodied in this treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. My question is not in the slightest critical. What
I wanted to find out is this, and I am glad to find it: that you prepared a large part of the statement. May I ask you, if you will tum
to page 4 of the mimeographed statement, the first paragraph, which
is the one that quotes from article 52 chapter 8, under the heading of
"Regional arrangements,'' and then makes that statement:
The North Atlantic Pact makes It very clear that this regional arrangement
must be conducted in accord with the United Nations Charter.

Did you prepare that paragraph, please?
Mr. OGG. As a matter of fact, that particular statement was prepared by President Kline. That last statement.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you concur in it~
Mr. Ooo. I certainly do, 100 percent.
Senator DONNELL. I atn very much interested to note your concurrence in the view that this is a regional arrangement under this
particular article 52, chapter 8 of the United Nations Charter. I understand that is ;rour view 1 Is that correct?
Mr. OGG. I tlnnk it is such an arrangement.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Ogg, have you observed other statements
to the effect, either official or unofficial, that this North Atlantic Trenty
is a regional arrnngement?
Mr. Ooo. Almost every statement I have seen explaining it or commenting on it, as I understand it, so regards it as one of the types of
arrangements contemplated under the Charter.
Senator DoNNELL. In fnct. it is called the North Atlnntic Treatv,
is it not¥
,
•
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:Mr. 0Go. You only have to look at the map there on the wall to see
that it is regional in character. \Vhether it is to be recow1ized as a
regional arrangement under article 52 is a legal question for decision by the nations signatory to the pnct nnd by the United Nations
organization.
Senator DoNNELL. Of course. there might be some question in the
mind of some of us as to whethe1· or not the United States of America
and the Aleutian Islands n1·e in the same region with the topmost part
of Norway.
Mr. Ouo. Of course, it might be a little difficult to draw the line in
some spots. Yon mi1?ht han• a difference of opinion as to just where
it ought to be drawn, but it certainly is a very distinct region.
Senator DoNNELL. And the treaty itself says:
They therefore Rb"l'ee to this North Atlantic Treaty.

And that fortifies you in your opinion to some extent in the view that
this is a regional arrangement; does it not 1
Mr. OoG. I think, as I sai<l before~ it very clearly is a regional
arrangement.
Senator DoNNELL. Now! Mr. Ogg, refening to this region, is Italy,
in your opinion. on the Atlantic Ocenn or anywhere close to it,
particularly the North Atlantic?
Mr. Ouo. It is not very far awny from the Atlantic Ocean. I have
ridden across there from Italy to the Atlantic Ocean. It does not
take very long. It would not take a military plane very long to fly
over there.
Senator DoNNELL. But it does not front on the Atlantic Ocean in
any way; does it 1
Mr. Ouo. And certainly it is a ,·ital part of the com1111mity in Europe who are signatory to this pact, including France, which adjoins
Italy.
Senator DoNXELL. Do you recall that the originnl negotiations for
this treaty did not include Italy at all? Did you know that?
Mr. Ooo. It stnrted ont with a smaller group.
Senator DoNNELL. It started out with the Governments of Belgium,
F1·ance, Luxemburg, the Xetherlands, the l"nited King<lom, and the
United States. That is correct; is it not~
Mr. Ooo. Yes, sir.
SenatorDoNNELL. And did not include Italy.
Mr. Ooo. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know why Italy was comprehended
within a regional trenty called the North Atlantic Treaty?
Mr. Ooo. Well, I think that is a question the State Department
could answer with much more authority than I; but, as I said before1
it does seem to me that, first, the indusion of Italy is a very vital
part of the security of the European nations that are signatory to
the pact; secondly, 1t does seem to me very evident that, since the J.>Urpose of this treaty is to present a united front of the democratic nations
against the threat of totalitarian ag~ession or aggression of any type,
the more strength you unite in this purpose, the more successful it
will be.
I just express that as au opinion.
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REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS UNDER THE CHARTER
Senator DoNNELL. I notice in this statement whi<-h Mr. Kline has
presented that the use of this term "regional arrangement" involves
precii>ely the same language as is contained in article 54, which is
within chapter 8, Reg10nal Arran~ements. of the United Nations
Charter, save only that it is "regional arrangement,.. whereas in
article 54 of that chapter 8 it is plural, "regional arran~ements."
Had vou observed that?
Mr. Ooo. I ha<l not observed it until you called my attention to it.
One is singular and the other is plural. I do not know what significance you attach to it. Mr. Kline's statements used both the sin~rular
and the plural forms, where appropriate to do so.
Senator DoNNEJ,L. There is no difference as far as I can see. In
other words, the point I have in mind is: It is precisely the same
language except that one is singular, and the one is plural that is
usea in the article 54 of chapter 8 of the United Nations C'harter; is
it not?
Mr. Ooo. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And article 54 says:
The Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of actlvltlPS
undertaken or In contemplation under regional arrangements or by regional
agencies for the maintenance of lnternntional peace and security.

Is that not so?
Mr. Ooo. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know the membership of the Security
Council?
Mr. Ooo. I do not know that I could give you every country right
offhand. The United States, of course. 1s a permanent member.
Senator DONNELL. If you would be kind enough to turn to
articleMr. Ooo. I am familiar with that, but I do not believe I could
give it to you from memory.
Senator DoNNELJ,. ~ was just µ:oin~ to ask you if you would be kind
enough to turn to article 23 of the Charter-do you have that before
you~

Mr. Ooo. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL (reading):
The Security Council shall ronsist of eleven Members of the United Natlona.
The Republic o.f China, France, the Union of S6"4et· Socialist Repobllcs, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. and the United States
of America shall be permanent members of the Security C'ouncll.

There is provision in the next section for the nonpermanent members. So that we find, then, Mr. Ogg, as I see it, that you or Air.
Kline make it very clear with your concurrence that the North Atlantic Treaty is a regional arrangement under article 52, chapter 8~ of
the United Nations Charter entitled "Regional Arrangements"; that
article 54 provides that the Security C'onnc-il shall at all times be kept
fully informed of acth·ities undertaken or in t·ontemplation under
regional arrangements, or by regional agencies for the maintenance
of international peace and security, and that among the permanent
members of the Security Council, which is reqniroo by article 54, of
the United Nations Charter, to be so kept fully informed of activities,
is the Union of Soviet SociaHst Republics.
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That is correct ; is it not 1
Mr. Ooo. I believe it is a regional arrangement of the type cont.emplated by the United Nations Charter. Whether it is intended
to be surh an agreement is a matter for the signatory countries to
determine; whether it is to be recognized legally as such is a question
for the United Nations Organization to determine.
Senator DoNXEl.L. That is all, Mr. Ogg.
Mr. KLINE. Mr. Chairman, would it be all right for me to sum·
marize au attitude here and expression of attitude on the part of the
American Farm Ilureau Federation conciselv ~
The Cn .uRl\L\X. If it does not provoke too mnch discussion.
Mr. KLINE. I withdraw.
The CHAIRMAN. No; go ahead and make it.
Mr. KuNE. I do not know about the discussion. I can guarantee
nothing.
.The CHAIRl'tIAN. Go ahead.
Mr. K1.1NE. In the first place. th~ objective of the pact is collective
security. To a group of farmers, it seems that there is a real significance in an article like article 3 in that it is designed to mean something further than what we already have.
It is based on confidence and trust. It is not based on a quibbling
with regard to the exact meaning of the legal definition. It is, after
all, an over-all approach to the problem of collective security based
upon confidence and trust.
It is accepted with a certain enthusiasm in Europe. I have been
to Europe 4 out of the last 5 years. For each of the 3 years prior to
this year, I found a very considerable unrest, and one of its major
features was the fear that, while the United States was now there,
when the zero moment came, if it came, we might be gone.
It does seem to ine that there is here the intention to create a confidence that these nations in the North Atlantic Pact would be with
each other when the zero hour came.
COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE

It is, then, based on the assumption that we can create the atmosphere in which the third world war does not come along. We have
had two just in my lifetime. We sort of backed into them. A little
at a time we were dragged into them. Now we say, "That approach
did not work. Let us try now to get together all these magnificent
resources, all these grand determinations in th~ minds of the men in
the free nations and let us see if that wi11 uot work."
That to me is the meaning of the Atlantic Pact. It is not a thing
of quibbling about the exact definition. It is a matter of committing
the United States of America to the purposes of collective security
with, to be sure, that intention and determination understood, that
you will act upon the basis.of your best judgment as problems arise
from time to time that require decisions.
But you have committed yourself to the proposition. That seems
to me to be a very great and very significant thmg in the proposal of
the North Atlantic Pact.
That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. We
thank you for your good statement.
We have one more witness, Mr. McKee.
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STATEMENT OF FREDERICK C. McKEE, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN',
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL AFFAIRS
Mr. McKEE. Gentlemen, I will make this very brief. You haw my
statement. I know you want to get away.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been here all day; you have been patient.
We want to hear you. Tell the reporter your name and your business.
Mr. McKn:. Frederick C . .McKee, Pittsburgh businessman, national
chairman of the Committee on National Affairs, with its headquarters
in New York.
DEt'ERRE:ST EFFECT OF TREATY

I believe that an Atlantic Pact would p1·obably have prevented the
First and Second World Wars and that the Atlantic Pact can probably
prevent a third world war if its principles are applied throughout
the world.
·
The Kaiser apparently never thought that the British woul<l fight
to defend Belgium and France. Had he imngined that both Britain
and the United States would ultimately be involved, he would probably
11ot have taken the risk of a war of conquest to satisfy his personal
ambitions. After Britain and France had sacrificed the well-equipped
army and air force of Czechoslovakia at Munich, Hitler apparently
never thought that they would fight to defend Poland .
.Mr. Winston Churchill is reported to have sni<I that there were at
least six times that Hitler could have been stopped ~hort of a world
war. 'Ve can see now where, over and over nguin, the failure of the
democracies to take ndequate cooperath·e action against ag~ression
en.couraged the Axis to think that they could get away with new
seizures.
For lack of an Atlantic Puct, the democracies allowed Hitler to owrrun one potential ally after a not her until at last the Axis. in control
of most of Europe and China, felt strong enough to attack us.
CO:~Il'ATIBIUTY

WITH

t.:xrn:o

:SATIOXS CHARTER

Some critics of the .Atlantie Paet ha\·e argued that it is contrary
to the Charter of the United Xations. I am national treasurer of
the American Association for the united Nations~ and I firmly believe that not only is the Atlantic Pact in keeping with the spirit of
article 51 of the Charter, but that ~ueh defense pads are t>:-sential
until the United Nations can have its own international poliee force,
superior in strength to that of any other nution.
l\llLITAiff

Al'Sl~TAXCE l'l<OGRA~C

Some have argued against the pact on the basis that we cannot afford the rearmament involved. Certainly 11 pact without rearmament
is better than no pact at all. But the p1:opos11ls for rearmament rt>present lE>ss than;~ per<'ent of our total hndj!E>t . less than five-ei~hths of
1 percent of our nationul income. and less than one-hnlf of l p;:-1-cent
of the cost of World War II.
·
Certainly this is a very small premium to p11y for insuranee to help
proted what we ha,·e invested in Europe. whnt we have at home. nn<l
onr very lh·es. The further away om· front lines of defense. the ft'l,·er
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Americans would die in a war of guided missiles nnd atomic bombs.
We could not exist for long as a North American island of 175,000,000
people in a world dominated by 2,000,000,000 Communist.s and slaves.
If our potential allies were sufficiently armed to render improbable
further Soviet aggression, the increase in confidence1 international
and domestic trade, and security values would prol>ably produce
increased tax revenue far in excess of the expenditure involved.
PRO\'OCATIYENESS OP TREATY

Some of the critics of the pact have argued by some strange logic
that the Atlantic Pact would bring on a third world war. This same
argument was used against Greek-Turkish aid and ECA. On the
contrary, \VhenHer we have stood firm without potential allies Soviet
aggression has halted, and where we have procrastinated it has moved
forward.
I believe that part of the fuzzy thinking about the pact arises from
an illusion that we are living in a state of peace, whereas we are actually not even living in an armistice. To a considerable extent we
are hving in a state of war-a hot war in Greece and China and a cold
war in other parts of the world. Whether this condition can be con,·erted into a state of peace will depend largely on whether we and our
allies are so united and armed that the ruthless realists in the Kremlin
will not risk new attempts at conquest.
We have studied this problem. Our executive committee has sent
to a number of prominent Americans and has received letters from
120 of them endorsing the pact; and that has been sent to each Member
of the Senate and was reprinted in the Herald Tribune and other
papers.
The question in dealing with these men too often has been deferred.
There is the question, Shall we irritate him 1 The question was said
about Hitl~r; give him each time what he wants. Each time he wanted
just one more country.
We will not read what they said. Hitler wrote Mein Kampf; Stalin
has made his statements; Mao ·Tse-Tung in China has made his statemE>nt. 'Ve will not. take these men at their word that they have no
other ambition than complete world domination and conquest.
On the other hand, they are realists, and we have seen that where
there is a united effort they have stopped.
The statement is made about fanatics. Will thev see the facts f
That same thing might be argued against any insane person. We
do not ,:?ive ~-ay to them. We get together sufficient force that they
can be restramed.
I think that we nrE> at a very critical point. I think that the failure
·
to ratify this pact will be as great a disaster as Munich.
Thank you.
The CH.\IR~I.\N. We want to thank you. I have no questions.
Senator Vandenberg '?
Senator VANDENBERG. No.
The CHAIBl\IAN. Senator George 1
Senator GEORGE. No.
The CHAIRl\CAN. Senator Donnell 1
Senator DoxsEJ.L. Just on one point alone. Your testimony is
titled "Testimony of Frederick C. McKee, National Chairman, Com-
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mittee on National Affairs." Are you appearing here for the Committee on National Affairs, Mr. McKee 1
Mr. McKEE. That is right.
Senator DoNNELL. You are the national chairman of that committee~

Mr. McKEE. That is right.
MEMBERSHIP

OF

COl\Dt:rrrEE ON NATIONAL

AF1''AIRS

Senator DoNNELL. How large a membership, and where is it located 1
Mr. McKEE. We have an executive committee of about 20, with
headquarters in New York. We do not have a large membership as
you would call in thousands throughout the country. It is made up of
many of the people who are active in the Committe.e to Defend
America by Aiding the Allies, in which I was the national treasurer.
That committee had about 900 branches and sent millions of petitions
to Congress. This committee is composed of leaders.
Senator DoNNELL. Wait a minute. You mean this executive committee~

Mr. McKEE. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. The committee of 20 in New York Ci tr?
Mr. McKEE. Yes; that is right.
•
Senator DoNNELL. Is composed of what. you say?
· Mr. McKEE. That is composed of people who have been active in
the Committee to Defend America and other committees of that type.
We have not attempted to get membership running into the hundreds
of thousands.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. McKee, if it is agreeable to the chairman,
would you be kind enough to file for the record here, to be incorporated in the transcript of these proceedings, a list of the members of
the executive committee?
Mr. McKEE. I will be glad to do that.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know what the total membership of the
entire organization is 1
Mr. McKEE. I cannot give you that exactly.
Senator DONNELL. I do not want it exactly. Is it as many as a.
thousand.
Mr. McKEE. It is less than a thousand.
Senator DoNNEU,. Is it as many as 5001
Mr. McKEE. I will not say that. I will have to check it.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you be kind enough to put that information in also, and please nlso state the geographical distribution by
States? Would you <lo that. please?
Mr. McKEE. I will give you tt list of that.
(The list is as follows:)
CoM.MITTEE

ON NATIO:SAL An'AIRS

on'ICER8 A:SD EXECUTIVE COll:MITIEE

Frederkk C. McKee, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Richnrd J. Cronan, 40 Wall Street, New York City.
Westmore Wlllcox, Jr .. 68 William Street, New York City.
Arthur J. Goldsmith, 100 East Fiftieth Street, New York City.
J)ouald H. Alken, 10'.l East Twenty-second Street, New York City.
Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, 170 East Sixty-fourth Street, New York City.
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William H. Baldwin, 205 East Forty-second Street, New York City.
Courtenay Barber, Jr., 29 South La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill
Augustus W. Bennet, Brewster Building, Newburgh, N. Y. .
G. Barry Bingham, Louisville Courier-Journal, Loutsvtlle, Ky.
Dr. L. M. Birkhead, 137 East Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.
Anthony A. Bliss, 15 Bl'Oad Street, New York City.
Mrs. Raymond Brown, Women's Action Committee, 1 East Fifty-seventh Street,
New York City.
Leo Casey, 100 Buell Street, Burlington, Vt.
William T. Cobb, 11 Gay Street, New York City.
Russell W. Davenport, 270 Park Avenue, New York City.
Clark M. Eichelberger, 45 East Sixty-fifth Street, New York City.
J . Lester Eisner, 22 East Forty-seventh Street, New York City.
Maj. George Fielding Eliot, New York Post, 75 West Street, New York City.
Irving M. Engel, 7 East I<'orty-fourth Street, New York City.
Raymond S. Fanning, 165 Broadway, New York City.
Ralph Foss, 21 East Eleventh Street, New York City.
W. W. Grant, Equitable Building, Denver, Colo.
Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, 3130 P Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Robert Lehman, 625 Park Avenue, New York City.
Goodhue Livingston, Jr., 00 John Street, New York City.
Cord Meyer, Jr., 7 East Twelfth Street, New York City.
.J. A. Mlgel, 24 West Fortieth Street, New York City.
Edgar Ansel Mowrer, ::1.301 Garfield Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Milton I. Newman, 29 Broadway, New York City.
.Mrs. Arthur Paul, Women's Action Committee, 1 East Fifty-seventh Street,
New York City.
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen Hnhde, Homewood, Ossining, N. Y.
James N. Rosenberg. 27 Weflt Sixty-seventh Street, New York City.
Mrs. Tobe D. Hosenblurn, 243 East Sixty-first Street, New York City.
F. E. Schuchman , Homestead Vain• Manufacturing Co., Coraopolis, Pa.
Mrs. Kenneth F . Simp!mn, 10!1 East Ninety-lirst Street, New York City.
!<'red Smith, 122 Eaio;t Forty-second Street. New York City.
Roderick Stephens, 274 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Barent Ten Eyck, 60 Wall Street, New York City.
Mrs. Dana Converse Backus, 1158 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Mrs. Monroe Percy Bl0<·h, 49 East Ninety-sixth Street, New York City.
Mrs. Arthur M. de Bebinn, 32 Amhurst Road, Great Neck, Long Island, N. Y.
Miss Mary Dingman, 1:-15 East Fifty-second Street, New York City.
John Eilis, 15 Broad Street, New York City.
Mrs. L. Henry Fradkin, 36 Lloyd Road. Montclair, N. J.
Oscar W. Haussermann, 15 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. Norman M. Littell, 4101 Lorcom Lane, Arlington, Va.
Newbold Morris, fi2 Wall Street, New York City.
Mrs. Geoffrey O'Hara, Quaker Hill, Pawling, N. Y.
Mrs. William Dick Sporborg, Oliver Cromwell Hotel, 12 West Seventy-second
Street, New York City.
Mrs. DeWitt Stetten, 850 Park Avenue, New York City.
FAMILIARITY WITH TREATY

Senator DoNNELL. One final question, and that is this. Did your
executive committee meet and authorize you to present this statement i
Mr. McKEE. Yes; they did.
Senator DONNELL. When was that meeting held W
Mr. McKEE. That meeting was held a week ago last Thursday.
Senator DONNELL. And was a copy of the Atlantic Pact exhibited
to that committee at that time~
Mr. McKEE. I happened to be in Chicago on business. The other
officers were there i that is, the secretary and treasurer. The Atlantic
Pact had been under discussion by_ us for some time, both before and
after it was actually published. That is, working on the basis of the
newspaper report.a.
9081~9--pt.~17
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Senator DONNELL. I mean, though, was there actually a copy of the
North Atlantic Treaty before the executive committee at its meeting in
New York that it held recently¥
.
Mr. McKEE. I think they were all familiar with it. I am not able
to say that because I stated I was unable to be at the meeting, being in
Chicago on business.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you know whether a copy of the North Atlantic Pact hn.s ever been circulated to each member of the executive
committee¥
Mr. McKEE. I think each of them has read it. We did not send an
actual mailing to all of them, because they are all people who are
interested and have kept themselves informed on that. So I cannot
answer that question sj>ecifically.
Senator DoNNELL. You do not know actually, personally, whether
they have all read it or not¥
Mr. McKEE. I cannot say that as to each one.
Senator DONNELL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CaAIJUiiAN. We want to thank you, Mr. McKee, very much for
your statement. It was very informative and very clear.
The committee will recess at this time.
(Thereupon, at 5: 20 p. m., the committee recessed until 10: 30 a. m.
Monday, May 9, 1949.)
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
MONDAY, MAY 9, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMM:ITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

WasMngton, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on May 6, 1949, in
room 318, Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C., at 10: 30 a. m.,
Senator Tom Connally, chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), Tydings, Green, McMahon,
Fulbright, Vandenberg, and Hickenlooper.
Also present: Senators Donnell and Watkins.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on Foreign Relations has the great
pleasure and honor of having with us today former Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson, of New York, a very able and outstanding citizen
antl one of the warriors in behalf of peace and the settlement of international relations by peaceful means.
Judge Patterson, we have representatives here of the League of
Women Voters and the General :Federation of Women's Clubs and the
Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace. You were really
scheduled ahead of them, but I understand they have very short statements to make and I was wondering if your characteristic chivalry
would not allow that we hear them first.
Mr. PATTERSON. It is quite agreeable to me, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRHAN. The League of Women Voters; Mrs. Stone.

STA.TEKENT OF MRS. XATHRYB H. STONE, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT,
LEAGUE OF WOKEB VOTERS OF THE U1UTED STATES

Mrs. STONE. The League of Women Voters supports United States
ratification of the North Atlantic Pact. We believe that the pact is a
necessary step at this time toward a more stable world.
We in the league have been concerned for many years with the difficult and painfully slow task of building an adequate system of collective security. We had hoped and ex~ted that the next advance in
such a system could be taken by the United Nations itself. Unfortunately the hoped-for cooperation between the major powers has not
materialized and the United Nations has not yet been able to fulfill its
security functions. There is today no collective force to check aggression; yet fear of aggression, particularly among the nations of weste.m
Europe, has become a pressing reality. Some immediate security measures are needed to fill the gap. Reluctantly the league has come to the
conclusion that the North Atlantic Pact is necessary to help keep the
peace until the United Nations is able to do so.
'
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PRINCIPLES IN SUPPORTING THE PACT

In supporting the pact, the league would like to stress two princi·

pl~~: A universal system of collective security under the United Nations

remains our goal. The pact should be used as a means toward that end,
to ~ve time in which a strong United Nations and a stable peace can be
bmlt. This goal should be kept constantly to the fore. We urge our
Government to continue to work toward reaching agreement m the
United Nations on UN forces, the regulation of armaments, and control
of atomic energy.
2. While considering the pact a necessary holding measure, the
League of Women Voters believes that the United States should build
positively toward peace by vigorous action in the economic and social
field-through such means as the European recovery program, the reciprocal trade agreements program, and United States membership
in the International Trade Organization. These positive steps are as
important in the long run as the security measures. In implementing
the r.act, its military arrangements should be subordinate as far as
possible to the economic needs of Europe through ERP.
AUTHORITY FOR POSITION 01'' LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTF.R.S

The league's position on the pact has been reached only after
thorough consideration by our membership. I think you gentlemen on
the committee will be better able to weigh our statement if I explain
briefly the process by which it developed.
Authority for the league position comes from the program adopted
by the delegates at the national convention in March, 19-18, at Grand
Rapids. The program reads:
The League of Women Voters will work for United States pollcies directed
toward an enduring world peace, supported by a strong United Nation11 and made
possible by a sound domestic and world economy.

In adopting item IVUse of all means .available under the Charter to Increase the security functlous
of the United Nations-

the convention foresaw the possibility of league support of a measure
such as the Atlantic Pact. The explanation of the program which is
based on convention discussion reads :
Pending the implementation of the major provisions (security provisions oftbe
UN Charter), other steps toward international security are possible und<'r the
Charter. Joint action for self-defense ls permitted under article 51, in clllte the
Security Council fails to act. There are further possibilities In the development
of regional arrangements-economic, political and military. The league will
follow closely the growing trend toward regional integration, as seen in the
Pan-American system and the progress toward a European union. Tbe league
will weigh, with a view to supporting, action which the United States might tnke
to strengthen collective security through such speclal arrangements witbln the
framework of the United Nations.
The league will keep to the fore the principle that a universal security system
under the United Nations is still the primary and urgent objective; regional
arrangements, or collective agreements under article 51. should be subordinate
to this objective and Integrated into a unl't'ersal system once It ls established.

Since the convention league members have carefully followed the
development of the pact. In their discu~ion groups throughout the
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country, they have weighed the pros and cons, and have helped bring
this important issue to the attention of others in their communities.
The leagues have been unusually conscientious in keeping their national board abreast of their thinking as it evolved. During the
week of April 25, our national council, consisting of two delegates
from each St.ate? met in Washington and brought to us the la.test thinking of the membership.
I should like to add that we in the league a.re not enthusiastic about
this step, but consider it as one which must be taken at this time. As
one of our members has said, "We live in unsatisfactory times and must
make unsatisfactory choices."
Beyond the immediate problem of ratification, the league will
watch constantly, urging that the pact be carried out in accordance
with the standards which we have outlined. We consider it the responsibility of all citizens to see that our Government works under the
pact to build toward a world system of collective security within the
United Nations.
The CIL\IRMAN. I assume from your statement that your group feels
that the membership of the League of Women Voters is heartily in
favor of the ratification of the pact.
Mrs. STONE. We do feel that way, Senator Connally. We feel that
it has been one of the longest and most thorough considerations we
have ever given an important issue in the league. We began last
November with a publication on the subject of regional pacts, and
I would say we had about three full rounds of discussion.
ADVANCEMENT OF THE CAUSE OF PEACE

The CHAIRMAN. You construe it as an advance in the cause of peace,
the cause of peaceful arrangements, do you not¥
Mrs. STONE. Under the conditions, we do.
The CaAmMAN. I do not know what your conditions are, but if
there are conditions we have to face them, have we not¥
Mrs. 8ToNE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg!
Senator V ANDENBERO. I think I have no questions except to observe
that I am happy to hear that this action stems from a meeting at
Grand Rapids, Mich.
The C11AmMAN. Senator Green 9
Senator GREEN. I have no questions to ask, but I do want to congratulate the League of Women Voters through Mrs. Stone on having
made this presentation, because I know from sources of information
elsewhere that they have given most prolonged and conscientious consideration to this question. A ~eat many doubts had to be considered,
and I think that their conclusion is all the more worth-while because
of those facts.
The CuAmMAN. No doubt you are correct, Senator Green.
Senator McMahon Y
Senator McMAnox. I, too, have no question, but I just want to make
the comment that I am intrigued with this line in the second to the
last paragraph. It says so succinctly what I am sure most of us think:
We live ID unsatlafactf>ry times, and must make unsatisfactory choices.
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Mrs. SToNE. I would like to say that that stems from one Mi.Jour
constituents.
The CHAIRMAN. We suspected that when the Senator commented.
Senator McMAHON. We had better make it plain that this is not a.
conspiracy now.
Mrs. SToNE. Quite. I have not talked with Senator McMahon in
advance of coming here.
Senator McMAHON. Regardless of where it comes from, I still think
it says it pretty well.
The CHAIRMAN. All ri~ht. Senator Fulbright i
Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate Mrs.
Stone upon a very excellent statement. I know from personal experience how serions the League of Women Voters is, not only on this
matter but on all matters of public importance, and I agree with their
conclusions thoroughly.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenloopert
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Watkins 1
THE TREATY AND THE UNITED NATIONS
Senator WATKINS. As I understand, you are not enthusiastic about
this step, because yo~ would much rather have had the situation taken
care of by the United Nations directly.
Mrs. STONE. That is right.
Senator WATKINS. And you feel that this is more or less of a substitute for the time being, until the Security Council of the United
Nations can operate satisfactorily~
Mrs. STONE. We feel that it is an essential holding measure. "
Senator WATKINS. Would I be stating it too strongly by saying
that this is a substitute for the United Natlons1
.
Mrs. Srom:. No; it is not.
Senator WATKINS. What would you can it, if the United Nations
is not functioning and you have this as a holding measure! Isn't it
somethin~ else being called in to take the place of the United Nations
temporarily, at least~
Mrs. STONE. I believe that our Nation can carry out the provisions
of the pact within the spirit as well as the letter of the United Nations,
and it will ultimately be integrated into the United Nations system
completely.
Senator WATKINS. The trouble with the United Nations is-The CHAIRl\lAN. Ask a question, please; do not make a speech.
Senator WATKINS. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that I cannot always
ask the question in the fonn that the gentleman might think is a.
question.
The CHAIRl\lAN. All right; go ahead.
Senator WATKINS. I decline to ask any more questions, in view of
the chairman's attitude. I decline because this is not the first time I
have been chided by the chairman when I think I have been conducting
myself properly.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not complaining of the Senator when he asks
a question to find out the witness' attitude, but the Senator spends a
great deal of his time explaining his attitude. We have a great host
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of witnesses here. We have been working hard. I have no feeling
against the Senator.. We invited him here; we are consenting for him
to be here. Why he should complain I cannot understand.
Senator Donnell, do you care to interrogate the witness 1
Sena.tor DoNNEI..L. I just got here, having been in another meeting,
so I don't care to ask any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Thank you, Mrs. Stone.
The General Federation of Women's Clubs, Mrs. Frederic Beggs,
committee on international relations.
STATEMENT OF MRS. FREDERIC BEGGS, CONSULTANT TO THE
INTER:RATIONAL RELATIONS DEPARTMENT, GE:RERAL FEDERA·
TIO:R OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
.Mrs. BEoos. I am the consultant to the department of international
relations, presenting the statement of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs in support of United States ratification of the North
Atlantic Pact.
RESOLUTION OF THE GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS

The General Federation of Women's Clubs is an organizatioi.f· with
.an affiliated membership in the United States of approximately
5,000,000 and a voting membership of 1,300,000. On October 15, 1948,
the board of directors of the General Federation of Women's Clubs
had the foresight at its regular fall meeting to adopt the following
resolution:
Reaokled., That the General Federation of Women•s Clubs supports necessary
legislation to implement the plans for self-defense of those members of the
United Nations with whom the United States may join, In the Interests of its
own security, provided that such action ls consistent with and supplementary to
the continuation of the Economic Cooperation Administration program (European recovery).

The board of directors, numbering about 200, consists of the officers
of the general federation, the chairmen and members of all departments and committees, and the presidents of each State federation
and those of Alaska and the District of Columbia. The action of the
board was subsequently reported to all federated clubs and copies of
the resolution were sent for their consideration nnd support.
As soon as the terms of the North Atlantic Pact were available, they
were reported and analyzed by our chairman of international relations in the bulletin of the department which is issued monthly.
As the result, therefore, of careful consideration over a period of 6
months, and fo11owing through on the policy established by the board1
the following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Genera!
Federation of Women's Clubs at its recent convention held at Hollywood Beach, Fla., and time was requested to present our statement to
the Foreign Relations Committee of the United States Senate.
• Although copies of this resolution are in your hands, I beg to quote
it in full:
Whereas the board of directors of the General Federation of Women's Clubs
.at Its October 15, 1948, meeting, recorded Its support of necessary legislation to
implement the plans for self-defen11e of those members of the United Nations
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with wbom·the United States may Joln In the Interest.II of collective securiQ';
and
.
.
Whereas, since this date the signature of the United States has been a.lllxed to
the North Atlantic Pact, whlcb now awaits Senate action: Therefore be 1t
Resolved, That the Genernl Federutlon of Women's Clubs In connntlon
a.esembled, April 1949, urges prompt ratification by the United States Senate ot
this treaty; and be It further
Resolved, That after ratification adequate means for Implementation of tbe
North Atlantic Pact be provided by the Congress of the United States; and be
It further
Resolved, That copies of t11ls resolution be sent to the proper authorities.

I should like to point out that the delegate body to our convention
was comprised of more than 1,000 registered delegates from all oYer
the United States, and it is significant that this resolution was the
only resolution considered by the convention which met with no opposition from the floor. It was adopted unanimously.
REASONS FOR SUPPORT OF ATLANTIC PACT

The reasons for this unanimous action may be found in the following points:
1. We consider the North Atlantic Pact as being fundamentally a
measure designed to assure the peace and security of all peoples of
the world.
2. 4'\Te regard the North Atlanti<' Pact as being within the provi·
s.ions of article 51 of the United Nations Charter which recogni.t.es
the yossible need for regional pacts during its period of growth, and
unti a security force has been developed by the member nations acting
in unison.
3. We find the commitments undertaken by the member nations
under the pact to be who1Jy constructive and defensive in character:
(a) to settle all disputes in which they may be involved by peaceful
means;
( b) to strengthen their free institutions;
( c) to promote conditions of stability and well-being;
( rl) to encourage economic collaboration;
· ( e} to consult togeU1er if the territorial integrity, political ind~
pendence~ or security of any one of the parties is threatened.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF TREATY

Concerning these commitments under articles 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, we believe there can be no honest division of opinion. With
regard to article 5, in which the patties agree to consider an armed
uttack against any one of them as an attack against them all, we
believe that the history of two world wars should have convinced us
that in the e''ent of an armed attack against any member of the North
Atlantic community the United States would be forced eventually to
consider it an attack on our own security. And we are of the opinion
that recognition by the United States of this inevitability will serve
as a deterrent to any act of aggression which might be contemplated
in the future against any member of the North Atlantic community.
With American arms, western Europe can become a strong line Of
defense. Without them, it could become an area which American
forces might again need to liberate after it had been overrun.
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We are urging prompt ratification of the North AtJantic Pact as
part of our own defense, and do so with the understanding that adequate implementation must folJow. Inasmuch as "action" under
article 5 might be economic, political, psychological, or military, depending on the character of the attack, we consider that adequate
1mplementation demands such legislation as may be necessary to
enable the United States to move quickly in any one of these four
directions.
To conclude, we are presenting our statement in support of prompt
ratification by the United States Senate of our membership in the
North Atlant1c Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to congratulate you on a very splendid
statement, a very clear distinction between the different processes.
Mrs. BEGGS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. \Ve are very much g-rntified that the Federation
of Women's Clubs is supporting the treaty.
Senator Vandenberg~
Senator VAXOENUERO. I think I have no questions. I would like
to obserYe, as you have done, that I think the paragraph on page 2,
the third from the bottom is about as co~ent and complete a summary
of the irresistability of argument for the North Atlantic Pact as I
have seen.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I have marked that particularly on my copy.
Senator Green~
Senator GREEN. Mrs. Beggs, you state that this was the only resoJution on which there wns no opposition from the floor. Were there
other resolutions t
Mrs. B1roos. Yes.
Senator GREEN. Many~
Mrs. Broos. Yes. There was one which dealt with, shall we say,
socialized medicine; there was one that dealt with extending the age
at which people are retired for social security from 60 to 65; there
was a reso]ution to raise the dues of the general federation.
Senator GREEN. I think the point is a valuable one, because it shows,
as you intended it to show, that it was not a cut and dried convention
where they just adopt everything that is recommended. That is the
point you w1sh to make, is it not~
Mrs. Broos. Yes.
I mi~ht say that we of the International Relations and Legislation
Committee were prepared for a vigorous fight on the floor and were
perfectly astounded ourselves at the unanimity and the general approval of the resolution; I mean the expressed approval in conversations.
.
Senator GREEN. I think the fact that there was no opposition is
significant, as you point out.
IMPLEKENT.ATION OF THE TREATY

There is one question I would like to ask. At the very end of your
statement you said that you thought that the Congress ought to provide
implementation as may be neces.sary to enable the United States to
move quickly in any one of these four directions. Do you not mean
all four1
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Mrs. BEGGS. Yes, I do. I think it was phrased "in any one" because
we consider that through the Marshall plan and throu~h the various
other measures that are before the Senate the cooperation along eco11omic lines is cared for.
Senator GREEN. Do you not think they ought to be ready to move
quickly in all four W
Mrs. BEOGs. Yes; we definitely do.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a very splendid statement.
Senator lJickenlooper, have you any questions 1
Senator lhcKENLOOPER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McMahon 1
Senator Mc~lAnoN. No questions.
The CHAmMAN. Senator Fulbright 1
Senator FULBRIGHT. No questions, except to say that I think it is a
very excellent statement. You do not happen to be from Connecticut
too, do you 1
Mrs. BEGGS. No, sir; I don't. I am from New Jersey.
Senator McMAIION. After that statement we will be very happy to
adopt you.
Mrs. BEGGS. My name was Wadsworth, so perhaps I belong to you.
Senator FULBRIGHT. It is a very excellent statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tydings 1
Senator TYDINGS. No questions, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell Y
Senator DONNELL. I should like to ask Mrs. Beggs just a very few
questions, with your permission.
In the first place, Mrs. Beggs, on page 2 of your statement, paragraph 2, if you have it before you-Mrs. BEGGS. Yes.
REGION.AL ARRANGEMENTS

Senator DONNELL. You say, "We regard the North Atlantic Pact as
being within the provisions of article 51 of the United Nations Charter,
which recognizes the possible need for regional pacts during its period
of growth, et cetera.
Is there anything in article 51 that refers to regional pacts1
Mrs. BEGGS. Not by name, but as I understand it, it recognizes the
existence of the Pan American Union and the pact which exists between· the members of the Pan American Union which was arrived
at at the Conference of Foreign Ministers in the spring of 1940. That
existed, and there had to be a provision for it in the United Nations
Charter.
Now, as I see it, or as we see it, this is simply another community of
interest which exists. It is recognized that there is a communitv of
interest in the North Atlantic area similar to that which existS on
the continents of North and South America.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you consider Italy as being in the North
Atlantic area 9
Mrs. BEGGS. It depends on what "mutual interest" is. I would not
sny that it is within our province to designate which nations should join
the pact. I should say that if the interests of Italy are such that they
extend into the North Atlantic area, it definitely is.
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Senator DoNNELL. You consider this pact, the North Atlantic
Treaty, as a regional pact, is that right~
Mrs. BEGGS. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Are you familiar with the fact that the United
Nations Charter, which I am confident you carefully studied in your
work, contains the portion applicable t-0 regional arrangements in
chapter VIII, which does not include article 51, to which you refer in
this resolution~
Mrs. Bl.'GGS. It uses the term, but article 51 implies it.
Senator DONNELL. Do you have before you a copy of the Charter!
Mrs. BEGGS. No; I do not.
Senator DoNNELL. I would like to hand you a copy, if I may, for a
moment.
ARTICLE lH OF THE CHARTER AND REGIONALISM

Mrs. BEGGS. Could I say that in article 5 of the text of the North
Atlantic Treaty the wording is "in exercise of the right of individual
or collective self-defense recognized by article 51 of the Charter,"
and "collective self-defense" would imply regional pacts, I would say 9
Senator DoNNELL. I have just handed you, Mn;. Beggs a copy of
excerpts, I be1ieve it is, from the United Nations Charter; perhaps
all of the Charter, I am not certain. But at any rate, at the bottom
of page 31 of 'the booklet, namely, Document 48, Senate Document,
Eighty-first Congress, first session, do you observe that chapter VIII
beginning with article 52, is entitled "Regional Arranp:ements," and
that that chapter includes articles 52, 53, and 54 ~ You notice that,
do vou, Mrs. Beggs~
·
:Sirs. BEGGS. I notice. May I answer1
Senator DoNNELL. Certainly.
Mrs. Bt:oos. Under article 51 the wording is "Nothing in the present
Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective selfdefense if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United
Nations. * * *" I am quite sure that collective self-defense implies
regional agreements.
·
Senator DONNELL. Mrs. Beggs, I want to get your idea. I understand that you take the view that the North Atlantic Treaty is a
regional pact. ·That is correct, is it 1
Mrs. BF.oos. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. And you have so indicated in point No. 2, set
forth at page 2 of the statement which you have handed in this
morning, and then you ha,·e reiterated that view after reading article
51, or part of it, and after having your attention called to chapter
VIII. I am correct in that?
Mrs. BF.GOS. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. I am very much interested to note that, Mrs.
Beggs, particularly as I understand the position of the Secretary of
State as taking the view that this is not a regional pact. I think that
is a correct statement of your position, and I am glad to get the information that your organization takes a view which I interpret to
be diametrically opposite to that of the Secretary of State.
In the preparation of this statement that you have given this
morning, who collaborated, particularly as to that p()rtion of it giving
the reasons for the unanimous action ta.ken at Hollywood Beach,
Fla., recently 9
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Mrs. Broas. I wrote the statement, sir, and then I called headquarters and checked it with our secretaries there, and not the exact wording but all of the points that are included here. I conferred with Mrs.
Leslie Wright, who asked me to represent the department of legislation. That, I think, is all.

BACKGROUND OF WITNESS
Senator DONNELL. May I inquire, are you a lawyer? I hope you
won't take any offense if I ask a few questions to get your back~ound.
Mrs. BEGGS. I am a business woman. I am a Republican, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. That stands very well for you. I am mighty
glad to hear that.
Would you tell us just briefly what is the nature of the work in
which you have been engaged over the past few years?
Mrs. BEGGS. I was former chairman of international relations in the
General Federation of Women's Clubs, from 1938 to 1941. At that
time my husband, who also was a Republican, I might point out, passed
on, and in carrying on his estate I organized a silk finishing and dyeing company, reorganized it, for war work, and have carried on as its
active president ever since. At the present moment, and in this administration of the General Federation, I have beep very glad to
serve as the consultant on international relations. Mrs. Ambrose
Biehl, of California and New York is the chairman, and Mrs. Dick
Sporburg is the other consultant. She also is a former chairman of
international relations. None of us is a professional lawyer, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Thank you.
·
IMPLEMENTATION OF TREATY
I notice also on page 2 of your statement that you say :
We are urging prompt ratification of the North Atlantic Pact as part of our
own defense, and do so with the understanding that adequate implemeutatton
must follow.

Mrs. BEoos. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. In other words. I take it that you regard adequate implementation as being essential to the success of the North
Atlantic Pact. Am I correct in that 9
Mrs. BEGGS. Yes, but I should like to say that I think that the weakness of our democratic system is that very often we ratify charters
and we make grand, wonderful, idealistic statements with our tongues
in our cheeks, and when the implementation comes we are not willing
to follow through. We are simply trying to be entirely realistic in
this.
Senator DoNNELL. Certainly. And you feel, as many of the rest of
us do, that if this treaty is to be signed, in order to make it effective it
must be followed by, to quote your statement, "adequate implementation."
Mrs. Broos. I should say "adequate legislation."
Senator DoNNEr.L. It says "implementation."
Mrs. BEGGS. Yes. But I want to point out th11,t the implementation,
as I have said here, could be along any one of four or five lines.
Senatot DoNNELL. I understood in answer to Senator Green that
it should be not along any one of them but along all of them.
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Mrs. BEGGS. You are right.
Senator DoNNELL. And that includes military implementation~
Mrs. BEGGs. Definitely.
Senator DoNNELL. Was this statement that you have presented here
this morning, beginning .Particularly with the part of it which says
"the reasons for this una1mous action may be found in the following
points" before the convention at Hollywood Beach, or was that subseq~tly prepared 1
Mrs. BEGGS. In was subsequently prepared, but as the basis of our
discussion at Hollywood Beach, you see, the Department of International Relations had a luncheon at which several points were covered,
including the International Trade Organization, and then later there
was a workshop meeting at which these points were discussed, and it
became very clear to us that what the United States is trying to accom.plish in the world, all of these things fit into one picture. There is
the Marshall plan, an<l following that comes the need for the International Tra<le Organization, and certainly if we are expecting our
program to be successful in Europe we must be willing to assist in whatever means we can the nations that are turning their eyes toward the
democratic way of life. We feel that all of these efforts are an eftort,
or that the general policy of the United States is an effort, to extend
our way of life into the world, and we feel that if world leadership is
t.o be forced upon us we must be willing to back it up. I did not
include it in the statement because I fe]t it was extraneous matter, but
when the matter of implementation comes up we will be very glad to
be hear<l again.
We di<l discuss the bu<lget of the United States, its break-down, and
we discussed the estimated amount that the Secretary of State has
made, that it would cost probably in the nature of $1,130,000,000. It
seemed to us in comparing that with the items in our budget which
deal with paying for past wars and preparing for the wars that we
fear may come upon us, and carrying the service of debt that has been
necessary, and veterans' services and so forth, that the $1 1130,000,000
was rather reasonable, and we considered it, or we talked about it, as a
sort of an insurance for our future security.
Nothing is positive in this worl<l, but we believe in the League of
Women Voters that this is the best step to take at the moment.
Senator DoNNELL. The convention, as you stated, in Hollywood
Beach, Calif., was last week 1 It was during the month of May¥
Mrs. BEOGs. No; it finished a week ago last Friday night.
Senator DoNNELL. And more than 1,000 registered delegates we:re
present at the convention¥
·
Mrs. BEGGS. Yes.
FAHILIARITY WITH TREATY

Senator DoNNELL. Could you tell us Mrs. Beggs, please, whether
the North Atlantic Treaty was read to the delegate body of more than
1,000 registered delegates before action was taken by that body on this
resolution that you have presented to us here this morning¥
Mrs. BEGG8. No, but it was read and discussed point by point at the
workshe>p on international relati?ns ~nd, I thi.nk-I am not.sure of
that, as I was not there-at the les:slatlve committee. It was discossed
a.Jid the points were made, as I said before, at the luncheon.
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Senator DONNELL. It was read at the workshop; it was not read at
the luncheon¥
Mrs. Broos. No.
Senator DoNNELL. And it was not read at the meeting at which the
delegates themselves voted on the resolution!
Mrs. BEoos. No, but if you notice on my statement, the terms of
the treaty had already been analyzed and sent out to all our clubs by
our departll)ent of international relations. We have a monthly bulletin that goes to all of our federated clubs and to the local and State
and national chairmen of international relations, and I also pointed
out that even before the terms were available the whole subject of possible collective defense had been indicated by the board and the clubs
had been asked to include it in their programs, to consider it carefully.
Senator DoNNELL. At the workshop, would you tell us, please, approximately how many persons were present 1
Mrs. BEOOs. I really could not tell you. It was in a moving-picture
theater in the hotel and people were standing up. I am not very good
at figures. There were several hundred.
Senator DoNNELL. At the workship at which this question of the
North Atlantic Treaty was considered!
Mrs. BEOGs. Yes.
Senator DoNNEIL. Do you remember about how much time was
devoted to the consideration of it!
Mrs. BEGGs. The whole workshop.
Senator DoNNELL. How much time was that!
Mrs. Bmos. An hour.
Senator DoNNEIL. One hour was occupied in the consideration of
this pact by the \Vorkshop?
Mrs. BEOOs. Yes, sir.
DISCUSSION OF TREATY BY FEDERATION

Senator DoNNELL. In the analysis which had been previously sent
out throughout the country, had there been, generally speaking, any
opinion expressed at all as to whether or not the North Atlantic
Treaty should be adopted or something of that kind t
.
Mrs. Broas. The policy had been established. That is my reason
for induding both .resolutions in this statement. It was to indicate
that the board of directors has the power, in our organization, to
indicate the direction of policy, and at their fall meeting held here
in Washington-Senator DONNELL. October 15, 1948 ¥
Mrs. Broos. Yes-it was indicated that the group there, and the
analysis of the group you will find thereSenator DONNELL. That is the resolution set forth in the second
paragrti:ph of your statement 1
Mrs. BEOOS. Yes, sir. Then~ following that resolution, you will find
that the board of directors is a very representative body. All of the
presidents of each State come to Washington to the board meeting,
and in addition to that the officers of the federation and all of the
chairmen of all committees and departments. and as many members
of the committees as are able to be there, and at that time the po&-
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sible need for some such thing as nn Atlantic Pact was discussed and
it was determined to put the policy down in principle.
You see, it works this way: The federation has many, many interests. '\Ve are the largest women's organization; we also are the
roost catholic in our interests, and eacli club will have many departments. When the board sends the notice of a resolution of this
sort, it says to the clubs, "Here is something about which you must
be concerned.'' That was the purpose of that resolution. That is
one reason that I might point out that your question indicates that
we only discussed it for an hour, and the charter was not read to
the entire body, which might be answered by saying that the previous
information that had gone out, and the fact that all of the delegates
there knew that this was c-0min~ up, even though it was an emergency
resolution, they knew that tins matter was going to be discussed.
It had to be an emergency because the signature orthe United States
was not attached until just a month before.
Senator DONNELL. It was attached on the 4th day of April of this
year.
Now, Mrs. Beggs, I thank you for giving me so fully the outline
of procedure, but what I wanted to know primarily were two things:
First, was the expression of policy wl11ch has been put down in
principle sent out throughout the country? ·would you say that
that was generally speaking favorable to the general idea behind the
North Atlantic Treaty as you understand that idea to be~
Mrs. Bwos. The parasraph is there, and I would say it definitely
was, and I would leave it to your own discretion to decide whether
you think it was.
Senator DoNNELL. You think it was definitely favorable to the idea
behind the North Atlantic Treaty; is that right~
Mrs. BEGos. I see no other way of interpreting that, sir-.
AVAILABILITY OF TREA'TY TO MEMBERSHIP

Senator DONNELL. Was there sent out at any time, either during the
convention at Hollywood Beach, Fla., in April of this year, or prior
thereto, a copy of the North Atlantic Pact to the membership of the
General Federation of Women~s Clubs~
Mrs. BEGGS. It was available.
Senator DoNNELL. I want to know, was it sent out1 Was it distributed throughout the country to the members of the Federation of
Women's Clubs, either before or at the convention held in Hollywood
Beach, Fla. ~
· Mrs. BEGGs. I understand your question, sir, and was attempting
to answer it.
We have in our headquarters thousands of copies of the North Atlantic Pact, and it is available to any club that writes in. We do
not have the resources to send out unless it is requested a million or
five million copies of the North Atlantic Pact.
Senator DONNELL. So it was not sent out to the membership of the
Federation of Women's Clubs, either during or at any time prior to
the Hollywood Beach, Fla., convention. I am correct in my understanding, am H
Mrs. B'Eoos. I am not sure whether it was sent out or not; whether
the entire wording of it was sent out I do not know. ·
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Senator DoNNELL. You have never heard of it being sent out 1
Mrs. BEGos. I would not say that. I know that our chairman sent
out what she considered a complete report on its terms. Whether it
contained the exact wording I am not sure.
Senator DONNELL. One final point. In the next to the concluding
paragraph of your statement you say :
We are urging prompt ratification of the North Atlantic Pact as part of our
defense, and do so with the understanding that adequate implementation must
follow-

which I previously read. Then this sentence:
Inasmuch as "action" under article a might be eeonomi<', polltlcal, psychological, or military, depending on the character of the attack, we consider that adequate implementation demands such legislation as may be necessary to enable
the United States to m<>ve quickly in any one of these four directions.
PROCEDURE IN THE EYENT OF AN ARMED ATTACK

I would like to submit to you a hypothetical question that has been
submitted to various other witnesses, and I would like to have your
opinion, if we may have it.
Suppose that in connection with the question of military action, 6
weeks after this J.lact shall be ratified, If it is ratified, that 500,000
troops from Russia shall enter into Norway attacking it militarily.
Would you consider or would you not that adequate, prompt, forthwith action in pursuance to article 5 would make it reasonably desirable that military action should be taken in order to repel such an
attack~

Mrs. Broos. I think, Senator, that that would be completely within
the realm of the Senate decision, but I would say that if Norway had
received aid enough before that happened, to be adequately prepared
herself, that military aid might not be necessary from the Unit:ed
States. I would say that my personal opinion is that if this treaty is
quickly ratified, probably that decision may not have to be made.
Senator DON.NELL. If the city of New York were to be attacked by
500,000 foreign troops, would you consider that the President of the
United States would be justified, in the absence of Congress being in
session at that time, in taking prompt military action to repel the
attack and protect America~
Mrs. BEGGS. I think it would be done, whether the President did it
or not.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think he would be within his rights in
so doing¥
Mrs. BEGGS. I do not care to answer that. I don't know. I should
say that he is Commander in Chief once Congress has declared war.
I think it is a rather hypothetical question, and a rather academic
question, if you will pardon me. I don't know whether I am allowed
to answer back to a Senator, but I would say that I live right across
the river in New Jersey, and in my feeble way I would be very willing
to aid in any measures that might be nec0$ary, whether the President
told me to or not.
Senator DONNELL. Certainly. And do you think you might be
interested in having the President take some action to assist m the
local implementation of repulsion of the attack¥
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Mrs. BEOos. I think it is entirely academic, and my personal opinion
does not matter.
Senator DONNELL. You are familiar with the provisions of article 51
that "The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more ot
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against
them all"?
Mrs. BEOOs. Certainly.
Senator DONNELL. That is all.
ARTICLE 51 AND RroIONALISM
The CHAIRMAN. There are several questions I would like to ask you,
but we are pressed very much for time.
There was a statement by the Senator and yourself about regional
pacts under article 51. You said that it was a clear implication that
it meant regional pacts. Is not the language in article 51 perfectly
clearY "Nothing m the present Charter shall impair the inherent
right of individual or collective self-defense." That "collective selfdefense" means more than one, doesn't it i
Mrs. BEOOs. Ye,s.
The CHAIRMAN. And that carries the idea that there will be a number within the scope of the collective agreement, which \vould be a
regional pact under article 511
Mrs. BEOos. That is as we understand it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the way we all understand it, except for
some contrary gentlemen.
·
Senator DoNNELL. I thank the gentleman for the compliment I
gather he has delicately put to me.
·
The CBAlBMAN. I assume the Senator includes others besides himself. I did not mean to single out the Senator from Missouri.
Senator DONNELL. I do not want to speak for any others than
myself.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much for a splendid statement.
Mrs. BEoos. Thank you for your courtesy.
The CHAIRMAN. At this po mt we are going to call Mr. Patterson.
We cannot hold him any longer, and the other witnesses will have to
bide their time.
We have at this time former Secretary of War Patterson, a distinguished jurist, a lawyer of high ability who made a very outstanding and valuable contribution to the service of the United States
while he was Secretary of War. He has shown a spirit of self-sacrifice
and a desire to serve that is unusual, and I want to pay high tribute
to Secretary of War Patterson, or Circuit Judge Patterson, and all
the other honors that have been heaped upon him de,servedly. Mr.
Secretary.
Mr. PAT'I'ERSON. May I first state the pleasure I feel, Mr. Chairman,
in appearing before this committee, and may I as a citizen express
the confidence that we all feel in this committee and in the care that
this committee gives to our foreign relations. We are sure of the
exercise of wisdom, experience, and patriotism in your hands, sir.
The CHADIKAN. Tha.nk you very much, Mr. Secretary.

90614~49--pt.2~18
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. PATTERSON, VICE PRF.sIDEllT 01
THE ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE

Mr. PATTERSON. I am here to urge ratification of the North Atlantic
Pact.
I am appearing as a vice president of the Atlantic Union Committee
and as a citizen.
The most urgent issue before the American people is prevention of
another world war. That war would surely result, sooner or later,
in the involvement of the United States as a participant. There are
solid reasons for the belief that we would not be defeated in such
a war. But the waging of a third world war would mean untold
suffering and misery to millions of people, and the winning of it
would cast such colossal expenses on the Nation as to bring utter ruin
· to our economic structure. The social changes that would attend
an economic collapse of that character would be profound-so profound that the United States after such a war would not resemble
the United States that we have lived in. No other issues of the
day approaches in importance the warding off of another world war.
I see no room for doubt on that point.
PREVENTION OF WAR

How are we to l?revent that war¥ How are we to pre.serve peace!
Not by wishful thmking. Not by ap{>easement, which is a synonym
for surrender when we are dealing with dictators. Not by shutting
our eyes to the fact that the world is faced with an ambitious and
power-hungry dictatorshfp that has never had any moral scruples
against launching a war, a dictatorship whose guilt in starting World
War II in 1939 was second only to that of Hitler-I refer to the
Ribbentrop-Molotov Treaty-a dictatorship that has respect for
nothing but physical force. To follow those counsels of timidity
is to take a straight road to war. ·Those policies led us unwillingly
into a war 8 years ago, and they will lead us there again~
On the other hand, we reduce the chances of war to a minimumthere can be no obsolute !Zllarantv, of course, but we reduc,e chance.s
of war to a minimum-irwe, along with the nations of Europe that
are still froo, present a united front a~ainst conquest out of Moscow.
Moscow, it will bear repeating pays strict attention to J?hysical power.
The combined stren~h represented b:y the free nations that have
signed the North Atlantic Pact is far m excess of any that Moscow
could muster-manpower at least equal, steel-making capacity 10
times, petroleum production 6 times, a lead in science and invention
and industrial skill that cannot be measured in tons or cubic feet
but is undoubtedly a long lead. (I say nothing as to the tremendous asset of freedom, for however priceless we feel it to be it is not
an asset in the eyes of Moscow.) In the presence of that combined
strenj?th in the resources it takes to wage war the autocrats in the
Kremlin will see no prospect of victory and will not give their
soldiers the word to march. The case for ratification of the North
Atlantic Pact, I submit, is as simple as that. It is a pact to preserve peace.
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DE'l'ERDNT EFFECT OF TltBATY

Why has the signing of the pact brought forth such wrath in
Mescow ¥ They know well enough that they have nothing to fear
in the way of aggression against them, notwithstanding their stale and
hollow cliarges of war-mongering, imperialism, Wall Street, encirclement, and the like. The true cause is that the taking effect of the
pact will mark the end of their chance that intended victims may
be knocked off'<me by one. I trust that we will not Hinch in the face
of the Moscow bluster.
The idea that anyone would be willing to start a war is hard for the
average American to believe. But we know that Hitler in 1939 was
utterly reckless as to whether his attack on Poland brought on a general
war; and the rule of Stalin, point by point, is the same substance as
that of Hitler. The Kremlin has pursued the same ruthless aggression
and will continue on that cciurse as long as it believes that it will not
run the risk of defeat by so doing. We may also be sure that if there
had been a North Atlantic Pact in existence in 1939, there would have
been no World War II.
I have the firm conviction that this Nation cannot afford to quibble,
to stall, or to equivocate on this measure. We gamble with war if we
retreat. I urge that ratification should be prompt and unmistakable.
If we have learned anything in the last decade, we have been made
aware of the disaster that goes with "too little and too late."
After the pact has been ratified the Atlantic Union Committee proposes that the Senate examine the project for Atlantic Union as a
means of implementing the pact by a firmer union of the people who
are free and are honestly devoted to the cause of world peace. But
first and foremost we urge ratification of the North Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, just a question or two.
NOT PBACJ: AT ANY PBICB

When we state our desire for peace, we mean a desire for peace with
our liberty and our independence preserved, do we not 1
Mr. PA'ITE880N. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We could, of course, have peace by simply allowing the aggressor or the dictator to have his way, and bow down in
appeasement and submission, but that is not the kind of peace that we
want.
llr. PA'ITEBSON. That is the peace that ends in slavery.
The CHAIBMAN. Exactly; so that the extremists who want peace at
any price could attain it only by submission to tyranny and to dictatorship and eventually to slavery, is that right 1
Mr. PATTERSON. That is the way I see it, sir.
UNITED NATIONS AND THE Tll&ATY

The CHAIRMAN. Judge Patterson, vou are a very eminent lawyer.

Do you find anything in the proposed. treaty that impinges upon the
authority of the United Nations, when it is specifically stated in several places that we recognize the authority of the Umted Nations1
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Mr. PATl'ERSON. I believe that the conclusion of the North Atlantic
Pact is in line with the United Nations, subordinate to the broad objectives of the United Nations, and thoroughly consistent.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not set forth in the treaty that when military
or other measures are taken by the signatories to the pact to carry its
purposes out, that they shall cont.inue only until such time as the Security Council of the United Nations shall take adequate means of taking over the problem¥
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir. That is in article 51. This is a measure of
collective self-defense, as I see it, within the terms of article 51 of the
United Nations Charter. It would not have been necessary if our
hopes in 1945, when the Charter was signed, had been fulfilled, but
they have not been fulfilled.
The CHAmMAN. Is it not true that when we were at San Francisco
it was the view of the Four Great Powers, or the Five Great Powers,
that in peace, under the Charter, they would cooperate and try to attain the :purposes of the Charter just as we had cooperated in time of
war to wm the war i
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
The CuADWAN. But in that we have been disappointed by 30 vetoes
of measures by the Soviet Union in the Security Council¥
Mr. PATTERSON. That is right, and there has been an obstruction
of the expected military security force to be set up under the United
Nations. In spite of efforts for over 3 years there has been no fulfillment of that aim.
The CHAIRMAN. There has been obstruction in the military staff
committee, whose function it was to revise and set up an international
force, is that not true¥
Mr. PATTERSON. That is right.
The CuAmMAN.· Senator Vandenberg¥
PEACEFUL NATURE 01' TJlEATY

Senator VANDENBERG. And in single sentence, Mr. Secretary, no nation on earth needs to have the remotest fear of the slightest ultimate
impact of the North Atlantic Treaty unless it first identifies itself
as an international criminal through armed aggression.
Mr. PA'ITERSON. That is it, in a sentence. Its aim is purely defensive. There is not a shread of aggression in it at all.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, all we ask of the other nations is
to restrain their criminal intent and their criminal purpose to make
armed attacks upon peaceful free nations.
Mr. PA'ITERSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green¥
Senator GREEN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooped
Senator HmKENLOOPEJt. I do not believe I have any questions.
The CHAmMAN. Senator McMahon 'l
Senator McMAHON. I have a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman.
STEPS

NECESSARY BEYOND ATLANTIC TREATY

~fr: Sec~etary, I .note that you .sum up the assets on both sides of
this situation, that is, the Soviet side and our own side, and you come
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to the correct conclusion, I think, that this amalgamation of po:wer
will be so overwhelming ns to certainly deter them from proceedmg.
I also note that in the last paragraph of your statement you suggest
that you are rroing to examme a project for Atlantic Union. I wish
to congratulate you and the organization for withholding that suggestion until at least we could get this done, but I take it that you feel
as I do, that when we ratify this pact we will not have done the last
thing that is necessary to forge a foreign policy that will protect this
country in the future.
Mr. PATI'ERSON. I feel with you on that. I agree with you. That is
true. There will have to be follow-up measures.
Senator McMAHON. I do not want to be understood as endorsing
your proposed .Atlantic Union, because I have not given that specific
suggestion enough study, but I do think it is important that the
American people not get the idea that we can go to sleep just as soon
as we have done this, and any arms implementation that might be
decided upon.
Mr. Secretary, do you agree that while the situation that you outline exists today, time might bring a different balance in the scales¥
Mr. PATI'ERSON. We are going to have changes all the time. There
is no doubt of that. Look at the changes that we have had in our
own lifetime.
STRENGTH OF SOVIET UNION

Senator McMAHON. I am talking about increased power of the Soviet Union. As I say, you cast up the account and you say this will
make us much stronger than they. But do you thmk that, say, in
the next decade that necessarily is going to be so~
Mr. PATrERSON. I do not think the free nations of the world, preserving their freedom, need fear being overtaken in resources by countries under autocratic rule. In other words, I think that there is good
reason to believe that the lead the free countries now have will be
maintained, if not widened. I cannot see any other way to it. The
individual initiative that is given to the citizens of free nations is
a very powerful resource in itself, a resource that is absolutely denied
to people who live under the rule of a conspiracy.
Senator McMAHON. I agree with you on that. I would point this
out to you, however, that total resources and resources devoted to
aggressive warfare are not the same thing.
Mr. PATI'ERSON. That is true.
Senator McMAHON. In other words, this freedom that you and I
think pretty well of and are for must exist in a civil and not a military state. The tremendous burden of increasing armaments pro tanto
reduces your chances of maintaining that kind of freedom m a civil
state.
Now, granted the tenific differential between the efficiency of the
free state and the slave state, you, I am sure, would agree with me that
85 percent of the total resources and potential devoted to aggressive
warfare might overcome the free state that could not in time of anything except actual conflict maintain that kind of an expenditure and
remain free.
The point that I am trying to make, Mr. Secretary, is that this
balance that we talk about t-Oday certainly is not something, in my
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opinion, that we can look forward to in the next 10 yea.rs or the next
15 or 20, and certainly while that may sound like a long time, as you
and I know it is tomorrow in the history of nations.
I think it is so important to impress upon the country and the world
that we do not regard this as the last thing that we must do. This
perhaps is not the time or place to go into some things that I think
we ought to do in addition to this pact. I propose to develop that another time. I am definitely interested in the fact that you, along with
Mr. Clayton and Justice Roberts, and men of your stamp and caliber
are thinking in terms of an expansion of our drive for peace, and I
want to congratulate you on it.
The CHAIRlIAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Fulbright W
Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Patterson, I think it is a very excellent
statement. In view of your long and distinguished service during the
war, particularly in the armed services, I think it is especially significant. I do think a little time could be devoted to your thoughts,
because you are here, and I think this pact is going to be analyzed
and confirmed, and then we are going to be concerned and analyzing
what we are going to do further.
ATLANTIC UNION
In your idea about an Atlantic union, what is the particular signifi·
cance of that union 11s contrasted to the pact 9
Mr. PATTERSON. Of course, the pact 1s for self-defense, and relates
to security alone. We have it in mind that a basis exists for a federation or union of the free countries; not world federation, but of the
free countries, along broader lines of an economic character and political character, and we would like to have that explored.
Senator FurnRIGHT. Certainly I nm agreed on that, and from what
we have heard in this committee the great preponderance of people
are for that now, but simply because you have obv.iously given great
thought to this further step I think it is appropriate that we examine
it in order that we can begm to think about it and that the people can.
Would you say the principal difference between the pact and what
vou are advocating in the Atlnntic Union Committee is that it is based
upon political affiliations, whereas this is among sovereign stat.es and
for military and defensive purposes¥
Mr. PATI'ERSON. Yes, sir. This is a treaty. '\Ve would have in mind,
as a longer-range objective, a government.al federation or organization.
Senator Fm.nruoHT. Let. us assume for the purposes of illustration
that we are dealing with the same 12 countries. Would yon sa:v that
they would have relationships similar to those among the 48 States
of this country?
Mr. PATI'ERSON. Not welded into so complete an entity as the 48
Rtates, but toward that objective, yes. I regard the United States as
a political entity, with a fairly strong Central National Government.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. But vou know there are some of us who think
the States still have some rights, do you not!
Mr. PATrERSON. I think they have, but they certainly have not nearly
the exercise of the powers that thev had, say, 100 years ago.
Senator Fm,BRIOHT. And when this country began the theory was
certainly that of a limited central government. In that sense the
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theory of your idea is similar, limitation on the central government
that might be set up among these Atlantic countries.
Mr.PATrERSON. Yes,sir.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. So that the basic theory is the same, although
how rapidly you develop into a centralized government depends upon
future development.s.
EUROPEAN UNION
Do you think that that is the ultimate objective¥ Would you say
that a federation of European countries who have progressed much
further along this line than these Atlantic countries have would contribute to greater strength and stability in the world and, I would
say,_ contribute to the ultimate formation of an Atlantic union¥
Mr. PATTERSON. A good beginning has already been made toward
European union of the west European nations, and fmther progress
along that line is to be expected any day, and to be welcomed.
Senator Fm,BRIGHT. You approve of that' You think it would
make a contribution 9
Mr. PA'JTER80N. Surely. It is a very good stepping stone.
Senator Fm,sRIOIIT. And the attitude of this country ought to be to
encourage that¥
Mr. PATTERSON. To encourage that.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I agree thoroughly with that view.
Mr. PATTERSON. I am working toward that too.
Senator Fm.BRIGHT. I think that would make a contribution not
only to the present stability of the countries, but to the ultimate formation of a union of the kind that you desire.
I think the way you state it, particularly, is a very excellent
statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tydings j ·
Senator TYDrnos. Mr. Patterson, I am not g-oing to ask you any ques.
tions, except to say that your statement is just about what I would
expect it to be, that• • • the natl\'e hue of resolution In your face ls not sicklied o'er with the
pale cast of thought.

I want to congratulate you on it. That is a little Shakespeare-Hamlet's Soliloquy :
And enterprises of greath pith and moment
With thil! regard their currents turn awry,
And lose the name of action.

That does not apply in the case of Mr. Patterson, and I am in thorouizh accord with the statement.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has scholarship as well as legal
ability.
All right, Senator Donnell.
Senator DONNELL. I know that you are not including me in either
of those categories, Mr. Chairman. But I will proceed.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not including yourself by not being a member of the committee. If you had shown the proper ambition to have
gotten on the committee when it was organized, you might have
acquired those qualities.
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Senator DONNELL. I am sure the association with the members of
the committee, particularly the chairman, would have been helpful
along those lines.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator DoNNELL. I notice with interest the fact that you are
appearing not only as a citizen but as a vice president of the Atlantic
Union Committee. There are two vice presidents; are there not t
Mr. PA'M'ERSON. I think Mr. Clayton and myself are the two.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Clayton has already appeared before us, as
you probably know.
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. And the president is Mr. Justice Roberts~
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. ·And he, you know, has appeared also.
I was interested to know, and I am wondering if you could place into
the record your knowledge, if you have it, as to why three members of
one organization have bePn permitted to testify in this matter, and
particularly an organization known as the Atlantic Union Committee.
Mr. PATrERSON. That is up to the committee. That was not up to us.
NATURE OF ATLANTIC UNION
Senator· DoNNELL. The name of your committee "Atlantic Union
Committeee," has been somewhat explained, I think, by particularly
Mr. Justice Roberts, as indicating that the committee is formed in
advocacy of a federation of democracies; is that right~
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. These democracies would include the United
States of America; would they?
Mr. PA'M'ERSON. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. The name of the committee, "Atlantic Union
Committee," is therefore appropriate, in that it would include not
only members on one side of the Atlantic but at least the United
States of America on the other; is that correct 9
Mr. PA'M'ERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I was referring to the Atlantic Union as contemplating the formation of a union between not only democracies
on one side of the Atlantic but at least one on the other side of the
Atlantic, namely the United States of America. I take it, Mr. Secretary, that although you are favoring the North Atlantic Pact for
itself, that you are also favoring it as a ste:p in your judgment toward
the ultimate creation of this Atlantic Umon to which you refer; is
that right~
Mr. PATTERSON. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling us just briefly, Mr. Secretary, what is this Atlantic Union that is contemplated in your mind,
into which the United States of America would become integrated
as a member?
Mr. PATTERSON. We believe that Congress should examine carefully
how far we can go toward a Federal union with the free countries
of the world, an organization along permanent lines with control over
~rtain common interests, particularly in economic and political lines.
Senator DONNELL. Yes. Would it include military Imes I
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
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Senator DoNNELL. So it would be economic, political, and military
JiDest
Mr. PATTER8&N. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Any other lines¥
•
Mr. PAT'l'ER80N. I do not think of an.Y right now.
Senator DONNELL. You speak of this proposed or~nization of the
free countries of the world as being a federal union. Do you consider
the United States of America a federal union t
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL UNIO-N
Senator DoNNELJ,, So that this organization that you are advocating would be an organization analogous in large part, if not in all
details.i.,.to the Union of the 48 States of our country? is that rightt
Mr. .t'ATIERSON. Analogous to it, but it would not be as firmly knit,
certainly in the beginning phases, as the United States of America.
Senator DoNNELI,, How about in the ultimate phases, as distinguished from the initial phases 1
Mr. PATrERSON. You would have to take that as it came.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you contemplate the organization of a
congress similar to the present Federal Congress of the United States
of America, which Congress would operate for the federal union of
all the free countries of the world 1
Mr. PATI'ERBON. Not similar to the Congress of the United States,
but a congress, or legislative body, yes.
Senator DONNELL. There would be a legislative body which would
pass laws which would apply to all of the component entities, one
of which would be the United States of America; is that right!
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir; within the limited fields.
Senator DONNELL. Which include the political, economic, and military fields 9
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, but, of course, limits within those fields, too.
Senator DoNNELL. Could you tell us what those limits are 1
Mr. PATrERSON. Those are the limits where local interests were
believed to be predominant.
Senator DoNNELL. And who would decide whether or not they
were predominant t
Mr. PATTF.RSON. That would be in the charter that you would adopt.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you plan that the union itself, the Atlantic
Union, would decide whether or not local interests were predominant,
or would each particular component country in that union have the
right to determine whether local interests were predominant?
Mr. PAITERSON. No nation would join it who thought its proper
local interests would be infringed.
OPERATION OF ATLANTIO UNION
Senator DoNNELL. And after such a union were formed, suppose
that some matter of legislation should come up before the congress
of the Atlantic Union and thejoint were made that it was a proposition that improperly infringe on local interests. Would it be your
idea that the mere statement to that effect by any one of these free
countries of the world with respect to itself would suffice to take that
item of proposed legislation off the agenda of the congress¥
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· Mr. PATrERSON. I think if you had good will and a desire tO make
the organization work you would not have any undue amount of
trouble along that line. Those are problems, the details of which I
acknowledge I have not considered, Senator.
Senator DoNNELL. Has there been a tentative draft prepared of the
proposed fundamental law or constitution of the Atlantic Union I
· Afr. PA1•fERSON. Not that I know of.
Senator DoNNELL. Would you have not only a legislative department in the Atlantic Union but also an executive department t .
Mr. PATrERSON. I just do not know about that. I have not given
it thought, myself.
Senator DoNNF..LL. And you do not know of anyone that has explored
that pointY
Mr. PATrERsoN: It has been explored, possibly, but not by me.
Senator DoNNELL. Would there be also a judicial department in the
Atlantic Union Y
Mr. PATrERSON. I suppose there would have to be.
Senator DONNELL. That would be somewhat in the nature of the
Permanent Court of International Justice that came out of the First
World War, and perhaps similar to the court under the existing United
Nations Charter!
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes. It would decide matters that arose under the
Charter.
·
Senator DoNNELL. Would there be a power of enforcement of the
decisions of that judicial department of the Atlantic Union as you
envisage the plan Y
Mr. PATrERSON. I suppose that would be up to the national governments themselves that were into it. I suppose they would be looked
to to enforce it.
Senator DONNELL. If there were a decree issued by such a court, you
would expect the country in favor of whom the decree was rendered
to take adequate steps to enforce that decree against the others Y
Mr. PATrERSON. Of course it would have to be enforced with the
consent of the national government against whom the judgment was
rendered, but I think you would have that support.
The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt? I want to suggest that as I understand, the Secretary has already testified that the details of this organization have not been formed by anybody, that there is no written
statement about the functions of each department and each branch, so
that it seems to me that in view of that statement i~ is unnecessary
to go into great detail about what somebody might think would
be the details.
Mr. PATrERSON. I have no blueprint on it, Senator, myself.
Senator DoNNELL. Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that inasmuch as the Secretary has stated very frankly that he re~ards the ratification of the North Atlantic Pact to be desirable in itself, but not
only in itself but as a step toward the formation of an Atlantic Union,
I think it is of some importance to get at least the outlines of what his
plan is. I shall not go into it in great detail, and if I am exceeding the
bounds of propriety in that respect I shall certainly observe the admonitions of the chairman.
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llEMBEBSBIP IN THE U!l."ION

. Mr. Secretary, you speak of the proposed Atlantic Union as one
which would be a federation of democracies or free countries of the
world. Would Portugal qualify under that definition?
Mr. PA'lTERBON. I believe so.
Senator DoNNELL. I think you differ in that respect with Mr. Justice
Roberts, as I recall his answer the other day when a similar question
was asked of him. You think it would qualify t
Mr. PATTF..BSON. I do.
Senator DoNNELI.. You regard Portugal as a democracy t
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, I do.
Senator DoNNELL. Ddyou regard Spain as a democracy?
Mr. PA'ITERSON. I do not think Spain at the present time is.
THE

TREATY AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, Senator Connally asked a question which I nm not able to quote with exactness, but I think I have
the general gist in mind. When you were discussing whether or not
the proposed North Atlantic Treaty is in harmony with the .Portions
of the United Nations Charter he pointed out, not ipsissim1s verbis
but in substance, this provision in article 5, of the proposed North
Atlantic Treaty:
The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or North Amerkn shall be considered an attack against them all. • • •
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall Immediately be reported to the Security Coundl. Such measures shall be terminated
when the Security Council has taken the meaimres necessary to restore and
tnalntnln International peace and security.

I understood you to concur with his general view that inasmuch as
there is this provision in article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, the
provision for forthwith action by the J?arties in the event of an armed
attack against one of the signatories is in harmony with the United
Nations Charter, since it is expressly provided in here that the measures taken under the North Atlantic Treaty shall be terminated when
the Security Council, under the United Nations Charter, has taken
the measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace
and security. Did I correctly understand your view on that1
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir. I believe the treaty fits right in under
the United Nations.
Senator DoNNELL. Now, suppose that Russia-and I pause to ask,
is not Russia and its conduct the predominant, primary reason for the
proposed North Atlantic Treaty1
Mr. PATTERSON. The conduct of those who are rulers of Russia;
yes, sir.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ATTACK

Senator DoNNRLL. Suppose Russia were to take action along the
line of an attack a@!nst one of the signatory nations under the North
Atlantic Treaty. We will say that Russia put in a tremendous force,
& million or 2 million or 3 million soldiers in the field. It is pro-
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vided in the North Atlantic Treaty that the armed attack so made
by Russia would be considered as an attack against each and all of
the signatories, as I understand it. ·You so understand it too, do
you notf
Mr. PATTERSON. I so understand it.
Senator DONNELL. And tJ:ien it is provided that "Such measures
shall be terminated when the Security Council has taken the measures
necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security."
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, you recall the fact that among
the permanent members of the Security Council is the Union of Soviet
Socrnlist Republicsdhat is to say, Russia. '{hat is correct, is it not t
Mr. PATTERSON. .r:es, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And also that in matters of this type the Security Council, I take it, could act only by unanimous vote. That is
correct, is it not f
Mr. PATTERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. In the event of such a war by Russia against
any one of these signatories, do you think it would be merely a temporary measure that would be taken under the North Atlantic Treaty t
In other words, how long would it be before Russia, as a member of
the Security Council, would vote in favor of approving the measures
taken against her t
Mr. PATI'ERSON. Th(ly never would, of course.
Senator DoNNELL. So that in that particular instance, instead of
the North Atlantic Treatyfroviding for a mere temporary expedient
to be replaced by action o the Security Council, the temporary expedient would he the permanent one.
Mr. PATTERSON. In that case you put, yes. But still the language
is good language, because you can have temporary measures that
would last only a week, another a month, and another maybe years.
Senator DoNNELL. I realize that that is entirely possible, and I
have no criticism of the language of the treaty, bui the substance of
it, because of the fact that the potential enemy of these various nations is Russia, is this, that to my mind the practical effect is virtually
nil; that is, the practical effect of this last sentence in article 5, in any
Senator DoNNELL. I realize that that is entirely possible, and I
think you would agree with that, would you not¥
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, I would.
Senator DONNELL. I want to take this opportunity to express first
my great appreciation of your frankness. It has been very characteristic of you. As you know, we have been friends for some years. We
met in my own home State under very interesting surroundings, as
you remember.
Mr. PATrERSON. When you were Governor.
Senator DoNNELL. I want to ask you this: In addition to being
Secretary of War and having served u~on the United States circuit
court of appeals, you are today the president of the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York, are you not¥
Mr. PATl'ERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And a committee of that or8anization has been
appointed of which Mr. Adolph Berle is the cha1rmanj which is expected to report tonight on the subject of the North At antic Treaty.
That is correct, is it not 9
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Mr. PATl'ERSON. Mr. Berle is chairman of the committee of the Association of the Bar on International Law. I think he is due to make
a report tonight. I expect to hear it in a few hours.
senator DONNELL. I understood, and as you say, you are now the
president of the orga.nizatiDn 9
Mr. PATI'ER80N. Yes, sir. I do not know what his report is going
to~
•
Senator DONNELL: In substance, portions of it were set out yesterday in the New York Times, Mr. Secretary.
I am not going tD infringe on the propriety of your modesty to ask
you as to the prospects of reelection, which I am not in any sense
bringing up in satire or criticism but in compliment, in fact. The
paper does indicate that you will be reelected at that meeting.
Mr. PATI'ERBON. That is very~ news.
Senator DONNELL. It is perfectly clear that that is ru>t in any sense
that I am using any sarcasm about you, but I know that the committee was appointed by yourself and you are president of it, and
Mr. Berle is to present the report.
Mr. PATI'ERSON. The committee of which Mr. Berle is the chairman
was appointed a year ago. It is not a special committee for this project.
Senator DONNELL. As I understand, it is a permanent committee.
Mr. PATI'ERSON. It is a committee that hes been in existence for
many years, and Mr. Berle became chairman of it by my appointment
just a year ago.
Senator DoNNELL. The term of this North Atlantic Treaty is how
long9
Mr. PATTERSON. Twenty years.
.
PROVISIONS FOR

WITRDRA WAL

OR EXPULSION

Senat:Dr DoNNELL. Is there any provision in it by which any nation
may either itself voluntarily withdraw or be involuntarily expelled
from the community_ forming the treaty~
Mr. PATI'ERSON. Not that I know of.
Senator DONNELL. So it is a 20-year obligation 9
Mr. PATTERSON. A 20-year engagement.
Senator DoNNELL. There is a provision regarding a review of the
treaty at the end of 10 years, but that does not constitute any provision
for withdrawal or expulsion.
Mr. PATI'ERSON. I would say not.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, do you know Prof. Edwin Borchard, of Yale University¥
Mr. PATI'ERSON. No.
Senator DoNNF.LL. You refer in your statement in this language :
"Moscow, it will bear repeatin~, pays strict attention to physical
power." Am I correct in infernng from that statement that Russia
would be deterred much more eft'ect1vely by a powerful, or to adopt the
language of the President of the United States, "an overwhelming"
force than it would be by a mere signature of a pact, than by a mere
small display of force~ Am I correct in that¥
Mr. P ATl'DISON. Yes, sir.
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NEED FOB

AMERICAN TBOOPS IN

EUROPE

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, have you given attention to the
q_uestion as to whether or not Europe-that is to say the countrie.s
signatory to this pact in Europe-could successfully slow up and retard
the commg in of Russian troops and the ocerrunning of that country
without the assistante of United States troops joining with European
troops?
·
Mr. PATrERSON. I believe that in the event of a march to the West
by Russia there are elements of military strength in the countries of
Europe still present.
Senator DONNELL. Do you regard that those elements of strength
which are still present are sufficient to hold back Russia and prevent
her from overruning Europe and leaving Europe subject t.o the slew
process of reliberation as took place in the war against Germany, the
Second World Wart
Mr. PATTEBBON. I do not think anybody could say. You mean with·
out the help of the United States j
Senator DoNNELL. Yes.
Mr. PATrEBSON. I do not think anybody could say. That would be a
very doubtful matter, in my opinion.
KILITABY

DO'LEllENTATION OF TREATY

Senator DONNELL. You say in your statement :
ID the presence ot that combined strength--

and that combined strength is the strength under this North Atlantic
Treaty, I take it- ·
In the resources It takes to wage war the autocrats In the KremllD will eee
prospect of victory and will not give their soldiers the word to march.

01>

I take it in view of that statement and others which you have made
that you do regard the military implementation of that treaty a.s a
very substanial and material and important element in the eftectiveness of the treaty, is that right 'l
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Have you given consideration t.o how much of
actual money or the equivalent of money would be required to prop·
erly implement this treaty, the money to which I refer being that to
be put up by the United States in the next 4 or lS years@
Mr. PATl'ERSON. Some consideration, but not detailed study. I think
the amount mentioned and requested by the State Department is right.
Senator DONNELL. That is the $1,130,000,000 ¥
Mr. PA'ITEBSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And that is, of course, for the first year¥
Mr. PA'ITEBSON. Yes sir.
Senator DoNNELL. You have not given consideration, Mr. Secretary,
or have you1 to the probabilities of what will be required for the second,
third, and tourth years~
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I regret it extremely, but I am going
to have to leave. I did not anticipate this would take up so much
time, and Senator McMahon will conclude the hearing. I apolize.
We have some representatives of the British dominions over at the
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office. I had made an engagement to see them and extend some
courtesies.
I want to congratulate you on your very clear and your very able
view on this question, in all of which I most heartily concur.
Senator McMahon, will you take over Y . There is only one other
witness.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, I assure you I shall not infringe
very much longer upon your time either.
PROCEDURE IN THE EVENT OF AN ATTACK

I wanted to ask you a question, the substance of which has been
presented to several witnesses on the stand, and that is this : Suppose
that this treaty shall be ratified, shall come into effect, and that we will
say 6 weeks after it has come into efi'ect Russia should send into Norway
an attacking force of 500,000 troops, and that at the time the troops
were so sent into Norway the Congess of the United States should not
be in session. Would you, Mr. Secretary, be of the opinion that the
President of the United St.ates, by virtue of his being Commander in
Chief of the armed forces, would have the legal right to determine
what, if any, military action should be taken by our country prior to
the assembling of Congress, by reason of the attack so made by Russia,
and in view of the obligations under the treaty 9
Mr. PATTERSON. I would expect the President to immediately summon Congress into special session, and I would expect Congress at that
time to make the necessary declaration of war.
Senator DoNNELL. So that you would consider that in the eventuality
that I have mentioned the most probable result would be a declaration
of war by Congress f
Mr. P .&Tl'ERSON. I would.
Senator DONNELL. And that means by both Houses of Congress¥
Mr. P .&TTER80N. It is their prerogative. But it would be my expectation, after the signature to the North Atlantic Pact and the ratification
of it, that that would be up to the Con~ss.
Senator DONNELL. So that the signmg of the pa.ct and the ratification of it, to quote your words, among the provisions of it being that
"the parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them
in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them
all"-you say that such signing and ratification of the pact would, in
your jud~ent, plus the circumstances of attack by the 500,000 soldiers,
produce mevitably, I assume you in effect judge, a declaration of war
by Congress 9
Mr. PATrERSON. I would expect Congress to take that action; yes, sir.
PRESIDENTIAL POWEBS

Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Secretary, suppose, however, that the
Congress could not be assembled, we will say, within 2 or 3 days, and
that in the meantime the President should be advised by the Secretary
of Defense or his other military advisers that in order to prevent Rus-·
sia from obtaining such tremendous advantage as mi~ht result in her
being able to conquer the European nations attacked-that and the
others-it was of the utmost importance that he should immediately
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dispatch bombers in great numbers from the United States of America
before he waited for Congress to come together; is there any doubt
in your mind as to his power to do that~
Mr. PA'ITERSON. I think he could easily dispatch them; yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. You have no doubt as to his power to do so, in
compliance with the obligations of the United States under the pact!
Mr. PA'ITERSON. But Congress still has the power to declare war,
and he has not.
Senator DONNELL. I think that is precisely correct. But you do
think that the necessary, or at least the most probable, effect of the
facts that I have recited would be that Congress would feel it would
be obligatory upon it to declare war and would do so. Is that right i
Mr. PA'ITERSON. In the case you put; yes.
IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE

PACT

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, in your concludina paragraph
you say, "After the pact has been ratified, the Atlantic Union Committee proposes that the Senate examine the project for Atlantic
union as a means of implementing the pact by a firmer union of the
people who are free and are honestly devoted to the cause of world
peace." You consider, therefore, as I understand, that this Atlantic
union of free countries of the world, which would include the United
States, would, as you say, be a project~ as I understand it, to be used
"as a means of implementing the pact." Is that right?
Mr. PATTER!ION. Yes. sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you have in mind what additional implementation would be needed for this pact, other than what is already
set forth in it, in the North Atlantic Treaty1
Mr. PATTF.RSON. No. You can have the North Atlantic Pact and
means of implementing or exercising it and sti11 not have an Atlantic
union. That is true.
Senator. DONNELL. As a matter of fact, artic1e 3 of the North Atlantic Treaty reads :
In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this treaty, the parties.
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and l"fre<>tlve i:elf-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their Individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.

That section would certainly provide adequate powers for the implementation of the treaty, would it not~
Mr. PA'ITERSON. That is right. The idea of the Atlantic union is
an extension rather than an implementation of the pact. I do not
think my language was very good in that particular.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Secretary, in regard to the Atlantic Union
Committee, Mr. Justice Roberts kindly gave us the list of the members
of the council. You have a council, I believe, of possibly 150 or 200
members, somethin,:!': like that; is that correct~
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. I think he said to us that the membership bas
not as yet been formed; that is to say, no great number of people have
become members. Arn I correct in that f
Mr. PATrERSON. It is still in process of formation.
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Senator DoNNELL. So that at the present time how many persons,
substantially, would you say compose the Atlantic Union Committee
for which you today appear, in all of its branches, committees, councils, or just ordinary members? How many persons~
Mr. PA'ITERSON. I would not have any idea.
Senator DONNELL. Would you say, Mr. Secretary, it would be as
many as 2501
.
Mr. PATrERSON. Whatever number Justice Roberts says would suit
me. He knows much more about it than I do.
Senator DONNELL. Have you been particularly active in the affairs
of the committee, Mr. Secretary¥
Mr. PATrERBON. Well, as active as I could be, but I have a living
to make.
Senator DoNNELL. How many times has this committee met since
it was organized¥
Mr. PATrERSON. It has met a good many times, but I have not been
to many meetings.
Senator DoNNELL. And it was organized', if I am not mistaken, about
8weeksago¥
Mr. PATl'EBSON. Sometime in March, I believe.
Senator DoNNELL. And of its membership today, about what proportion of it is in New York, do you know 1
Mr. PATTERSON. I have no idea.
.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you and the com-_
mittee for the courtesy of permitting me to interrogate you.
PRESIDENTIAL POWERS

Senator McMAuoN. Mr. Secretary, this treaty does not add or subtract from the President's constitutional powers, does it¥
Mr. PATrERSON. No, sir.
.
Senator McMAHON. As I understand this proposed Atlantic union,
and I must confess I understand it in a most hmited way at the present
time, it is your objective to explore what could be done to bring about
~loser union among the free countries. That is the basic thought, is
1tnot1
Mr. PATrERSON. Yes.
Senator McMAHON. Senator Donnell asked you many questions
about a specific blueprint, and you said that, of course, you could not
give it. I sup~se that blueprint would come out of the discussion
between selected representatives of free countries, if that meeting
were held 1
Mr. PATIERSON. Yes, sir. That is quite a distance off.
Senator McMAHON. And that is quite a distance off 1
Of course, when the framers of the Federal Constitution met, it
was for the purpose of framing the charter which we know as the
Constitution of the United States, and in that Constitution the States
granted certain powers to the Federal Government, reserving all other
powers to themselves. I suppose you have something of that nature
mmind1
Mr. PA1TERSON. The same approach.

00614~49--pt.2~19
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Senator McMAHON. I just wanted to clear that up for the record.
Thank you very much mdeed, Mr. Patterson. It is good to see you
again.
We have Mrs. Dana C. Backus, the interim chairman of the Women's
Action Committee for Lasting Peace. Mrs. Backus, you may go
right ahead.
STATEMENT OF MRS. DANA C. BACKUS, IBTEBDI :RATIONAL CHAIR·
MAN, WOMEN'S ACTION COMMITTEE FOB LASTIBG PE.ACE

Mrs. BACKUS. It may seem strange to some that an organization of
women dedicated to the cause of lasting peace should be urging the
ratification of a military pact, even though that pact is of a purely
defensive nature.
Because our hearts are set on lasting peace, it would be nice if we
could join the ranks of those who feel that the way for this country
to achieve peace is to say that we won't fight and that we will disarm.
The difficulty with that isolationist-pacifist approach is that it won't
work unless every nation agrees to it and puts it into practice. The
other approach to lasting peace, of course, is through collective consultation to settle disputes and collective action to prevent or stop
aggression.
Last fall, when the North Atlantic Defense Pact was still only a
rumor as.far as the public was concerned, the Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace adopted the following policy as part of
its legislative program for the coming year.
Grant security guaranties and military aid to western Europe on terms that
would be in accord with article 51 of the United Nations Charter.

The stated purpose of our organization isto unite American women to work for full participation by the United States
In the United Nations and related efforts to bulld a world of peace and justice
under law.
THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE PACT

When the N01-th Atlantic Defense Pact was published, we analyzed
it from the point of view of these two statements. We consider that
both the letter and the spirit of the pact are in conformity with the
Charter of the United Nations.
I need scarcely quote the text of the pact to the members of the Foreign Relations Commitee but., just to show that I have read it too, I
would like to bring out these points. The signers of the pact not only
give a general pledge to abide by the princrples and purposes of the
Charter, they commit themselves to carrymg out certain specific
procedures called for under the articles of the Charter. I refer particularly to the following passage in the pact:
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall Immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures will be terminated
when the Recurlty Connell has taken the measure necessary to restore and
maintain international pence and security.

We are convinced that the North Atlantic Pact is a well-considered
nnd useful document. However, no treaty can of itself keep the peace.
. The effectiveness of the pact must be based on action, not on words
alone. There are two aspects of the implementation of the pact which
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the people of the United States must consider. One is a dt.'Cision which
this country must make now for itself; the other depends on continuous consultation among all the signatories of the pact.
IKPLEKENTATION OF PACT

The first step which this country must take is to prove that we mean
what we say in the J?act by supplyin2 our colleagues, as well as ourselves, with the physwal means of carrying out the defense pact. Defense without weapons is an empty word. If an armed attack should
occur in Europe and our friends were not adequately armed, we would
either have to forget the .Pact or let the armed forces of the United
States do the job of stoppmg aggression. Military aid provided now
will enable the nations of Europe to help defend themselves in case of
emergency.
The second aspect of implementing the pact involves the practical
interpretation of its provisions. What constitutes an armed attack~
What measures will be necessary to counter that particular attack~
Above all, what will be the practical day-to-day relationship between
the pact and tho UN 9
The pact itself provides for integration with the United Nations.
In practice the nations who join the pact may either use article 9 as
the basis of a sl'lparate little club for conferring outside the UN, or it
can carry out th.e stated intent of the pact, which is to supplement and
strengthen the United Nations. We urge that the latter course be:
foJlowed.
Our organization does not consider that the North Atlantic Defense
Pact is tlie sole or event.he primary solution of the security problem.
The settlement of disputes through negotiation1 conciliation, and arbitration will always be the world's best hope tor lasting peace. We.
have watched with interest and hope the slow but steady progress of
the United Nations in developing practical techniques and achieving
practical remilts in this field.
UNITED NATIONS AND THE PACT

Peace, however, depends not only on cooperation alone but on security against those who refU6e to cooperate. For this reason the
Women's Action Committee for Lastmg Peace has always urged
prompt agreement concerning armed forces to be made available to
the Security Council; we have greeted with enthusiasm the proposal
for n United Nations guard force; and we have studied various proposals for developing security commitments under article 51 of the
Charter.
To tie in the implementation of the Atlantic Pact to the obligations
under the Charter, we suggest action under article 43 of the Charter. The group of UN members in the Atlantic Pact might well offer
to the Security Council to make available a mobile task force. Then,
on the initiative of the Security Council, were it so minded, a special
agreement for armed forces for the United Nations could be negotiated. If a veto were to intervene, the mobile force could be made
available for use under General Assembly rei:;olutions calling for its
use for which the larger Atlantic Pact members have voted affirmation.
We feel that in view of the current lack of unity between East and
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West which manifests it,c:;elf both within and outside the United
Nations, the North Atlantic Defense Pact is a necessary step in the
effort to provide a temporary security against disunity. We feel however, that while Europe is the focal center of our security problem it
is not the only danger point in the world. We must never lose sight
of the global nature of our security.
Our organization would like to suggest that in addition to ratifying
the North Atlantic Defense Pact and appropriating funds for arming
our friends under the pact, the Congress, and this committee in particular, might well consider the advisability of a multilateral security
pact open to all members of the United Nations and tied in with the
machinery of the General Assembly of the United Nations.
Senator McMAHON. Thank you very much.
Senator Donnell l
HISTORY OF WOMEN'S .ACTION COMMITrEE FOR LASTING PEACE
Senator DONNELL. Mrs. Backus, you appear today on behalf of the
Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace 1
Mrs. BACKUS. Yes; that is right.
Senator DoNNEIL. You are the interim national chairman of that
organization¥
Mrs. BAcKus. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. How long have you acted as interim national
chairman!
Mrs. BACKUS. For a little over a year.
Senator DONNELL. What is that committee~ Tell us, J>lea.se, as
to the number of members and how widely spread geographically.
Mrs. BACKUS. To go back historically a little bit, the Women~s
..t\.ction Committee for Lasting Peace is an outgrowth of the National
Committee on the Cause and Cure of War, which was founded under
the inspiration of the late Carrie Chapman Catt in the 1920's, and
it was in 1942, I believe, that that committee, after Pearl Harbor, felt
that merely to study the cause and cure of war at the time we were
plunging into another World War would not be a very effective approach, and therefore that committee disbanded and the Women's
Action Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace, which was our name
during- the war, was created out of the ashes, shall we say, of the older
organization.
Senator DoNNELL. What was the date of the creation, then, of the
Women's Action Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace!
Mrs. BACKUS. That was created in March of 1943. It was just
the time of the famous B2-H2 bill that went through before there
was a United Nations or Dumbarton Oaks.
Senator DONNELL. Subsequently the words "Victory and" 'Tere
stricken out, and the present title is "'Vomen's Action Committee for
Lasting Peace" i
Mrs. BAcKus. That is right.
MEMBERSHIP OF WOMEN'S ACTION COMMITTEE
Senator DoNNELL. How large a membership does the committee
have!
Mrs. BACKUS. We are both a holding company and an organization
of individual members also. There have been 14 national mem-
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her organizations, women's organizations, who have been affiliated with
us and who have had representation on our general committee, which
is our board, and then in addition to that we have now about 11,000
individual women members.
Senator DONNELL. How widely scattered are the 11,0001
Mrs. BACKUS. Throughout the United States.
ATLANTIC

PACT

DISCUSSIONS OF WOMEN'S ACTION COMHITl'EE

Senator DONNELL. You say that last fall the committee adopted
the policy sentence you just read, in which you refer to article 51
of the United Nations Charter. Where was that convention held, and
how large was the attendance 1
·
Mrs. BACKUS. That particular policy was not adopted at a convention.
Senator DONNELL. At what was it adopted 1
Mrs. BAOKUS. I will explain that to you also.
Actually our general committee, our board, is our policy governing
group.
Senator DONNELL. How large a body is that board~
Mrs. BACKUS. That is about 65 members, but there again I have
to go back into history a little bit, if I max. At our convention which
was held in Washington a year ago April, the delegates at that convention did bring up the subject of implementation of the United
Nations Charter under article 51. Actually that subject was brought
up by one of our local groups, one of our very strong local groups,
in Buffalo, N. Y. At that time various plans were discussed.
Senator DoNNELL. It is all right, but I would like to make this statement. I just wanted to find out approximately how large a body it was
which last fall adopted this expression which you quote as a part of the
legislative program for 1949:
·
Grant security guarantees and military aid to western Europe on terms that
would be in accord with article 51 of the United Nations Charter.

Mrs. BACKUS. That was 65, but I do not think, without that background, it would give quite a fair :P,icture. In other words, the general
principle of either a general multilateral pact, a universal pact under
article 51, or possibly some regional set-up under article 51, that overall principle, was accepted at our convention over a year ago, and the
general committee was asked to consult with our national consultants,
with our member organizations and with our local groups, as to ways
and means of putting that into more concrete terms, and therefore last
fall, when our new policies were set up, we had in consultation with
these various groups worked through and thought through the development of that idea, and that is why we were in a position last fall
to put that statement in among our policies.
Senator DoNNELL. The convention that you speak of a year or more
ago, where was that held 1
Mrs. BACKUS. That was in Washington.
Senator DoN:SEJ,L. How largely was that attended 1
Mrs. BACKUS. That was attended by about 200 representatives from
throughout the country. ·
Senator DoNNEJ,L. "\Vere these mostly from one section of the country or were they from all oved
Mrs. BAcKus. They were from all over.
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Senator DoNNELL. Just one further question along this line. You
say, after telling us in your written statement of the adoption of this
J?.articular sentence that I have quoted, beginning with the words
'Grant security guarantees and military aid • • *" as part of the
program for the coming year, "When the North Atlantic Defense Pact
was published, we analyzed it from the point of view of these two
statements," referring to that statement and another. Has your mem·
bership had a convention and acted at all upon the North Atlantic
Treatyt
Mrs. BACKUS. It has not acted as a body.
Senator DONNELL. Who is it that you refer to when you say "we"
analyzed it¥
.
Mrs. BAcKus. There again it is the policy forming board of directors.
Senator DONNELL. Has it held a meeting since last fall t
Mrs. BACKUS. Oh, yes; it holds a meeting once a month.
Senator DoNNELJ,. And has that board passed any resolution with
respect to the North Atlantic Treaty~
Mrs. BAcKus. Yes, it has.
Senator DONNELL. Did you bring that with you today!
Mrs. BACKUS. That I do not have, but the resolution itself was
merely confirming the general action taken last fall, and saying that
we feel the North Atlantic Pact lies within, as I stated, the U. N .. and
-0ur purpose of supporting the United Nations.
Senator DONNELL. Would you be good enough, if it meets with the
approval of the actin~ chairman of the committee, to furnish the
-chairman of the committee with a copy of each and all expressions,
.official expressions, by any committee or board of your national organization which has occurred since the meeting last fall, which was participated in by the 65 members whom you have mentioned t Will you
do that~
Mr. BACKUS. I will.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
NEW YoBK

22, N. Y., JlGf/ 10,

19~.

8UPPLEMENTABY STATEMENT WITH RESPECT TO TESTIMONY PRESENTED BEl'OBE TD
FOBEJON RELATIONS CoMMITTEE, MAY 9, 1949, BY THE WOMEN'S ACTIOl!f Coll·
MITTEE FOB LASTING PEACE, INO.

On November 4, 1948, our board (general committee) adopted the pollC'1
regarding security guaranties and military aid quoted In my previous testimony.
This subject had been discussed also at the October meeting of our general com·
mlttee. In December our full new statement of policies was mailed out to all
of our cooperating organizations and local groups (see exhibit A) and a sum·
mnry of our new policy statement was Included in our monthly chairman's letter
which goes to all of our Individual members (see exhibit B).
On .March 3, 194V, the general committee empowered me to write to each ot
the members of the Foreign Relations Committee indicating our support of the
gennnl principle~ of the proposed North Atlantic Pact, together with mllitarJ
aid to implement that pact. A summary of this letter was sent to all of our
members In our March chairman's letter (see exhibit C).
During April members of our general committee and executive committee
studied the published pact and attended several meetings of citizen's groups at
which the pact was discussed. An informal statement regarding a possible
integration between articles 3 and 5 of the pact and article 43 of the Charter
was drafted but has not been officially acted upon.
On April 29, after informal consultation with members of our executive committee, I followed the advice of our Washington chairman of governmental lnfor·
matlon and requested a hearing before the Foreign Relations Committee.
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On May 5 our general committee empowered me to appear before the Foreign
Relations Committee in support of the pact. In discussing this move, note was
taken ot the tact that we have not bad an annual convention this year. It Wll8
pointed out, however, that (1) at our 1948 <.'Onventlon the idea of defense pacts
under article 51 of the United Nations Charter bad been discussed and bad
received general appro,·al; (2) the subsequent action of our general commlttet:
had been fully publicized to our members and ample background informatiou
on this subject had been circulated to our members over a period of 5 months;
(3) during this period we had received less than a dozen letters from our men1bers questioning the committee's stand and only two voicing strong criticism.
EXBmIT A. STATEMENT 01' POLICY

The concern ot the Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace is wit:h
United Nations recommendations and agreements and with congressional and
executive action by the United States Government concerning foreign policy or
closely related matters. When a measure is before the United Nations, we may
present our stand to the United States delegates to the United Nations and to
the executive branch of our Government. When measures adopted in the United
Nations require action by the United States, we may urge such action upon
Congress and upon the appropriate Government agencies.
I. The Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace urges that Congress
shallA. Gi'l"e continued support to the European recovery p_rogram, with the appropriation of adequate funds to enable the Economic Cooperation Administration
to carry on effectively.
B. Encourage and expand international trade by1. Prompt approval of United States membership in the International Trade
Organization under the terms of the Habana charter, with adequate enabling
legislation to provide for effective participation.
2. Continued authority to the executive, not subject to congressional veto,
for negotiating recfprocal trade agreements under a uni11.ed system for the planning and administration of United States trade policy.
C. Grant security guaranties and military aid to western Europe on terms that
would be in accord with article 51 of the Unlted Nations Charter.
D. Amend the Displaced Persons Act of 1948 to provide1. Admission of a greater number of refugees.
2. Elimination of discrimination for ellblgility of refugees.
3. Elimination of cut-otr date of December 22, 1945, for eligibility of refugees.
4. Efficient and humane administration.
E. Authorize and appropriate funds for an adequate and carefully planned
program of international information and educational exchange.
F. Appropriate promptly $65,000,000 for the building loan and pass measures
necessary to the establishment of the permanent headquarters of the United
Nations in the United States.
0. Revise or repeal the prewar neutrality acts to bring our national policy
lnto line with our obligations under the Charter of the United Nations and our
other collective security commitments.
B. Pass domestic legislation which will give concrete effect to the International
declaration of human rights.
I. Ratify the International convention outlawing genocide.
J. Approve an amendment to the United States Constitution to provide for
ratification of tr~atles by a simple majority of both Houses of Congress.
II. The Women's Action Committee for Lasting Peace urges that our Government continue to support the United Nations In the full exercise of its powers
as conferred by the Charter. We recommend that particular attention be given
to the following measures now before the United Nations:
A. Full use of the General Assembly as a medium for registering the wlll of
the nations on matters luvol'\"ing International peace and security, Including the
permanent establishment of a year-round committee of the Assembly.
B. Fulfillment of the recommendations of the interim committee with regard to
the application ot the veto; particularly with respect to not using the veto In the
case ot peaceful settlement, or admission of new members.
C. Progress toward eventual International reduction and limitation of armaments, stressing at this time:
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(a) Continued search through the United Nations Atomic Energy Oommlsslon for new areas of agreement on the effective International control of atomic
energy. Pending further developments we continue to support:
1. The setting up of an International Atomic Energy Development Authority
along the lines of the majority reports of the United Nations Atomic Energy
Commission.
2. Abolition of veto In votes Involving: Day-to-day decisions of the development
authority. Action by Security Council In punishment of violations.
( b) Conclusion as rapidly as possible of agreements for contingent forces to
be furnished to the Security Council.
D. Establishment of a United Nations guard force immediately available to
perform duties of a protective nature.
E. Admission of Israel as a member of the United Nations. Agreement on a
just and peaceful settlement In Palestine.
F. Full use of the Economic and Social Council and Its commissions not only
for study and discussion but as a medium for solving specific problems and
developing constructive projects.
G. Provisions for the free exchange of Information among nations.
H. Adoption of an International convention on human rights with adequate
provisions for Implementation.
I. Development and codification of international law.
EXHIBIT B

NEW Yoax 22, N. Y., November 19.fS.
DEAR MEMBER OB SPONSOR: High lights of the meeting of the general committee,
November 4, were as follows:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

New policy statement.'-The general committee approved a revised statement

of policies. The most important items in the new statement are-I. Legislative program:
•
A. Adequate funds for the continuation of the European recovery program.
B. (1) United States membership in the International Trade Organization;
(2) continuation of the executive authority to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements without congressional veto.
C. Security guaranties and mllltary aid to western Europe.
D. Amendment of the Displaced Persons Act of 1948.
Other legislative measures to have our support include (1) International and
cultural exchange; (2) appropriation of the United Nations building loan authorized last summer; (3) revision of the prewar neutrality acts; (4) domestic
support of the international declaration of human rights; (5) ratification of
treaties by a simple majority of both Houses of Congress.
II. Measures before the United Nations:
A. Permanent establishment of a year-round committee of the Assembly.
B. Fulfillment of recommendations of the Little Assembly concerning the use
of the veto.
C. Agreement on the International control of atomic energy.
D. Agreement on the forces to be made available to the Security Cou_ncll.
E . Establishment of a United Nations guard force.
F. (1) Admission of Israel to the United Nations; (2) agreement on a Just
and peaceful settlement in Palestine.
Other items include ( 1) full use of the Economic and Social Council; (2) free
exchange of Information; (3) a convention on human rights; (4) a convention
ou genocide; (5) development and codification of International law.
LoUISE LAIDLAW BACKUS,

Interim National Chairman.
EXHIBIT C

WOMEN'S AanoN C-OMMrM'EE FOB LASTING Pl:Acm,
Ne10 York!!, N. Y., March 19-19.

DEAB MEMBER OB SPONSOR: The following Is a summary of discussions and decisions at the meeting of the general committee on March 3, 1949.

•

1

•

•

•

•

•

Full text of the revised statement ot pollclee wUl be available on requeet.
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North AtianUc Pact.-Our committee on governmental Information advised us
that Congress has bad little reaction so far from the country at large concerning
the proposed North Atlantic Pact. The general committee voted to send a letter
to all members of the Foreign Relations Committee asking that when the pact
is presented to the Senate every effort should be made to give prompt and favorable consideration both to the pact and to supplementary legislation tor mfUtary
aid. The letter also contained the tollowlng points:
1. "We consider that the pact will Jose much of tts value unless It contains
specific, though perhaps Umtted, commitments for the prompt use ot mUltary
force tn case of an armed attack.
2. "We feel strongly that the pact should be definitely tied in with our obligations under the United Nations Charter.
3. "It might be advisable to constder, In addition to the North Atlantic Pact.
some broader commitment for collective action under article 51 of the United
Nations Charter that would be open to all members of the United Nations."
LoUJSE LAIDLAW BACKUS,

(Mrs. Dana Converse Backus),
Interim Natiottal 011.airman.
EXBillJT D. RJl:SOLtl'l'ION ON A&MSTRONG PLAN FOR Snui:i.GTBENING THE CHABTl!a
ADOPTED BY THE WOMEN'S ACTION COMlUTI'EE FOB LASTING PEACE AT 11'8 FIFTH
ANNUAL CONVENTION APIUL 7-9, 1948

Whereas It ts daily becoming increasingly apparent that the power of the
United Nations must be strengthened: nod
Whereas the use of the veto lo the Security Council ts one of the major factors
tn the sttuatlon ; and
Whereas the studies of this subject recently begun by the Interim committee
of the Assembly, on the Initiative of the United States delegation, wm In all
probability take a considerable length of time; and
Whereas revision of the Charter at this time would be a most difficult and
ballardous task ;
The delegates to the annual convention of the Women's Action Committee for
Lasting Peace recommend that thf' general committee, In cooperation with the
consultants, give careful consideration to the Armstrong plan for the Implementation ot article 51 of the Charter, by n impplementary agreement, binding as
many nations as may desire, In a pact of collective self-defense, as bas already
been done In the Western Hemisphere, and more recently In Brussels.
llXRIBIT E. BTA'l'mlENT OF THl!l WOMF.N'S ACTION COMMITTEE FOB LASTING PEAC1D
CONCERNING THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE UBE OI' FOBClll

In the present state of the world, the strength of the United Nations must at
times rest on thf' power of the Security Council to use force. UltlmnteJy It rests
upon the determination of the member nations to cooperate in bulldlng up a system of collective security which can efl'ectlvely prevent or check aggression. The
Women's Action Committee considers that It ls most unfortunate that there are
still no armed forces Immediately available to the United Nations.
There are three types of clrcumstnnces which warrant the use of armed force
within the framework of the United Nations.
(1) The Security Council may take mllltary measures to restore International
peace and security.
(2) It may also take mtlltary measures to maintain International peace and
security.
·
(3) Individual nations have the right of self defense, both Individual and collective, In case of an nrmed attack.
1. Armed fonJea.-Under article 43 of the Charter member nations are, by
special a~eemPnt, to mnke available to thf' Security Council a specified number
of nrmed force11 nnd fadlltles for thP purpose of maintaining International peace
and security. In case the Sf'cnrlty f1ouncll found It necessary to apply military
sanctlonR to prevent or stop aggression, these national forces would be turned
over for n11e by the Security Council under the strategic direction of the Mllftary
Stntr C-0mmlttee. <'OIDJlOsM of the chiefs of 11t11ff of the ftve great poweMt.
Under the Charter It would be tmpo11slble to URe these national forces against
a irreat power because of the veto, but they would be useful In dealing with minor
tnternatlonnl disputes and with cases of aggr1>sslon oon the part of smaller
nations. However, because of disagreement between the great powers concern-
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tng soine ot the principles that should govern the use of national armed forces,
no such forces have yet been made available to the Security Council. It doea
not seem likely that agreements wlll be reached for some time to come. Moreover, as a matter of practical application, there will be many situations ln which
the use of national contingents would not be considered advisable.
2. United Nations guard force.-Before the San Francisco Conference, m8D1
organlz11tions In the United States, lnclulllng the Women's Action Committee
for Lasting Peace, advocated the setting up of an lnternntlonal pollce force
directly re!lpooslble to the United Nntlon!l. At that time, however, It appeared
Impossible to get the great powt>rs to agree to anything more than the joint
use of national force!! to maintain pence ancl security.
It hns now bt>come apparent that the recruiting of an International police force
on a very small scale may become the first practical step toward devolplng force
to back up the decisions of the Security Council. Recently Secretary General
Trygve Lie suggested that "a beginning could be made now through the establish·
ment of a comparatively small guard forct> as dl1<tlnct from a striking force."
Indeed. more recently on the requt>st of the United Nations Mediator Count
Bernadotte. the Secretary Gent>ral has actually sent nvcr 50 United Nations
guards to Palestine to.check on the supplles being sent Into Jeru1<al<'m.
While the United Natlom1 Charter does not specifically provide for such a
force directly recruited under the United Nations, neither does It say anything
which would prohibit such a force. Indeed, the Secretary General may, within
the budgetary provisions and other regulations adopted by the General Assembly,
appoint and asHlgn whatever statr may be required by any organ of the United
States. Thus, If the General Assembly wishes, It coultl authorize Mr. Lie to
assemble a 11lzable guard force. It would be extremely m;eful to have on hand
n guard force of several thousand men who could be sent to trouble spots to
guard against outbreaks of violence until a solution has been reached.
Thus an adequate guard force would prove most helpful In Pnlestlne during
the truce period. Such a force should also be helpful In creating a sense of
security In a situation like that in Kashmlre where the chief obstacles to accept·
ance of the Security Council's recomendatlonl'l for a plehisclte seems to be fear
on the part of both sides as to what the other Ride may do If It compiles with
the Security Council's request to withdraw the contending forces.
3. Collective action.-Artlcle 51 of the Charter guarnntees the right of lndl·
vldual or collective self-defense If an armed 11ttiwk occurs against a member of
the United Nations. This article would come into play in an emergency pending
action by the Security Council. It also would operate lf for some reason the
Council failed to act.
Article 51 may be Implemented by regional agreements as provided in chapter
VIII of the Charter, or It wight be lmpleml'Uted through a general multllateral
pact under which the signatories to the pnct would take uctlon upon the recommendation of the General Assembly. The advantage of regional pacts is that
they are built on a community of interest which would tend to fncllltate prompt
and effective action in an emergency: on the other hand, regional pacts might
accentuate the current tendencies toward power politics and spheres of Influence.
'l'he chief advantage of a general multilateral pact would be its approach toward
universality; however, It might suffe1· the disadvantage of unwieldiness and
lack of focused responsibility.
Article 51 opens the way for collective action In circumstances beyond the
control of the Security Council, that is in case of aggression on the part of a
great power. However, this article provhles for the pn8se type of action-agreements to join forces againRt the aggre8so1· after the agg1·ession is committed.
This ls not a substitute for having 11rmed forces In exi8tence Immediately at
the service of the United Nations.
Conclusion.-It Is the considered judgm<>nt of the Women's Action Committee
for Lasting Peace that the above methods for maintaining peace and developing
collective security are In no way mutually exclusive and no one of them can be
thought of as a substitute for the others. Every effort should be made to encour·
age the immediate development of United Nations machinery along all three
lines-the joint use of nutional armed contingents, the development of an
International guard force, and commitments for collective self-defense.
Turning to the future, the Women's Action Committee suggests that eventual1Y
n Iarge-S<'ale International police force should be establlsherl. Permanent International security cannot be achieved until the world Is freed of the fear of
military domination by one or more of the great powers. Gradually the balance
of power must be shifted to the world organization Itself.
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A United Nations Air Police Force would be particularly important. The
development of such an International air force should be coupled with the international control ot all weapons of mass destruction under a United Nations
Authority along the lines of the atomic energy control plan already agreed upon
by 9 out of the 11 members of the United Nations Atomic Energy Commissio~.
Attention should not be centered solely, however, on the use of force. It ls
vital that profound and sustained consideration be given to the development ot
machinery for conciliation and other means of peaceful settlement. The exlstenee
of United Nations forces and commitments for the use of force within the framework of the United Nations should be considered primarily as supplementary
instruments for creating security and maintaining order which wlll facllltate
negotiations leading to the peaceful settlement of international disputes.

Senator

DONNELL.

Mr. Chairman, that is all I desire to ask.

POSITION OF PROFESSOR BORCHARD

There is one matter I would like to bring to the attention of the
committee at this point. Senator Connally, the chairman, made a.
statement the other day in the record to the effect that the last date
for the application by persons to testify would be at 10 : 30 tomorrow
morning, Tuesday morning of this week. I may tell the committeethink I ought to do this in fairness both to it and myself-that I
thereupon communicated over the telephone with Professor Nettles,
of CorneJl University, whose name I have observed frequently in
the •press and I also attempted to communicate with Prof. Edwin llorcbard, of Yale University. I learned some weeks ago of
the illness of Professor Borchard, although I received a telegram
back from him at a time of an earlier attempt to communicate with
him. I reached Mrs. Borchard on the telephone possibly Friday or
Saturday of last week, and explained to her the fact that the time
limit for persons to apply for permission to testify is Tuesday of
this week.
·
She told me of the very serious illness of Professor Borchard and
indicated he would not be able to be here. I made inquiry along the
line of whether he would desire to present a statement, and I just
left it that way, as to whether he would or would not. I have subsequently received a telegram, which is short, from Professor Borchard, which I would like, if I may, to read into the record at this
point. It is dated May 7 at New Haven, Conn., and was received.
I may say, in Washington May 7 at 6: 16 p. m., and was telephoned
to me. It is addressed-:
Bon.

FORREST DONNELL,

United State& Senate, Waah(ngton, D. O.:

I am entirely In accord with you as to the true meaning of the Atlantic
Pact. If Gerard thlnk1' we will be at war with Russia within 1 year It we
do not sign the pact I think we shall be at wnr In less time if we do sign It.
I am opposed to this tremendous change in our foreign policy. We are repudiating the founders of this country, but we shall be at war with or without
declaration because a vote for war nutomatlcally follows the pact. An alliance
ls constitutional as I explained to Vandenberg.
EDWIN BOBOBABD.

QUALIFICATIONS OF PROFESSOR BORCHARD

Mr. Chairman, I should like, with your permission, to introduce
in connection with this statement first the current statement in
Who's Who In America with respect to Professor Borchard, which
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I shall furnish to the reporter; and, second, excerpts from certain remarks made on January 28, 1949, in the course of the St. Lawrence
Seaway debate, by the Honorable Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Member
of the Senate of the United States, in which comment is made by
him with respect to the experience of Professor Borchard, in which
he offers a copy of a certain agreement with Professor Borchard's
underlinings.
May I have the statement inserted in the record at this point~
Senator McMAHON. That certainly will be done, Senator.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
Borchard, Edwin, Prof. of law; b. at New York, N. Y., Oct. 17, 1884; s. Michaelis
and Malwlna (Schnchne) B.; Coll. City of New York. 1898--l!IO'l; LL. B., cum
laude, New York J,aw ~ch .• Hl05; Coluh1hln Coll .. and I..uw S.·h., ]!)C:i-08, ..\. B .•
1908 (P. B. K. ), Ph. D., Columbia, 1913; hon. LL. D., Univ. of Berlin, 1925,
Univ. of Budapest, 1935; m. Corinne E. Brackett, Jan. 20, 1915; children-Carol
Margaret (Mrs. It. Gregory Durham), Allee Gertrude (l\IrR. Wllliam M. Couch,
Jr. ). Expert on lnternat, law to the American Agency, )forth Atlantic Coast
Fisheries Arbitration nt The Hague, 1910; law llbrarian of Congress, Jan.
1911-16, except 1913-14, when served as asst. solicitor Dept. of State; chief
counsel for Peru, Tncna-Arica Arbitration; atty, for Nat. Clty Bank, New York.
UJ16-17; prof, law, Yale U. Law Sch., since 1917. U. S. tech. adviser Cont. on
Codification of lnternat. Law, 1930; mem. for U. S. Com. of ExpertR, lnu•rAmerlcan Codification of Internat. Law. Mem. Jnternat. Acad. Comparatl'l'e Lttw
('.fhe Hague) ; associate, lnstitut de Droit International. Unitarian. Clubs;
Cosmos (Washington). Graduate (New Haven); Yale. Columbia Univ. (N. Y. ).
Author: Gulde to Law and Legal l,it.erature of Germany, 1911; Bibliography of
International Law and Continental Law, 1913; The Diplomatic Protection of
Citizens Abroad, 1915; Commercial Jaws of England, Scotland, Germany, and
France (with A. J. Wolfe), 1915; Gulde to Law and Legal Literature of Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, 1917; Declaratory Judgments, 1918, 84 (rev. edit. 1941) ;
Latin-American Commercial L:tw (with T. Esquivel Obregon), 1920; Convicting the Innocent, 1932; Neutrality for the United States (with \V. P. l..age),
1937, 40; American editor nnd translator Flore's International Law Codifled,
1917. Compiler, Coastal Waters, 1910. Contbr. to American and European
legal periodicals. Home: 144 Edgehlll Rd., New Haven, Conn.

SENATOR LoOOE, CoNGRESSTONAL RECORD, SEl'fATE, JANUARY

28, 1948

Reverting to the 1941 compact Itself, Prof. Edwin Borchard prepared In
1944 a very informntive analysis of the 1941 agreement. It will be recalled
that Professor Borchard has hitd wide experience as an official of the Department of State, a practitioner In many important cases oofore the Supreme
Court, and other Federa 1 and State courts; was counsel for the United States
and for other governments In outstanding international arbitration; was representative of the United States on International legal commissions and for 29
years was professor of constitutional and International law at one of our
leading unl'l'erslty law schools. He ls also the author of several recognised
standard works on constitutional and International Jaw. Professor Borchard
took a copy of the 1941 executive agreement between the United States and
Canada anti underlined In that agreement those provisions which he believed,
in his considered opinion, were properly the subjec·t matter of a treaty rather
than an agref>ment. I do not have the time and I do not want to tlllte the time
of the Senate to go through this agreement line by line, pointing out Professor
Borchard's emphasis. Thf>refore, I ask unanimous consent to have Inserted at
this point in my remarks n copy of the 1941 agrt>t>ment between the United
States and Canada, with Professor Borchard's underlinings Included therein.
I think that if Senators will take a look at this document, as analyzed by Professor Borchard, they will be impressed, as I am, with the fact that by every
test of form, substance, and magnitude the St. J,awrence i::eaway nnd power
project are most certainly well within our traditional concept of a treatJ.
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Senator DoNNELL. I thank the Senator for his courtl!_sy.
Senator McMAHON. Senator, I direct your attention to the fact
that I not only have a luncheon engagement, but I want to eat. We
have two more witnesses herel the first of which is Mr. Fadler, of the
Young Democratic Club of the District of Columbia. I understand
you want only 2 or 3 minutes, Mr. F~r.
Mr. FADLER. Yes, sir.
Senator McMAHON. That is, 3 minutes with me, hut how long with
Senator Donnell 'I
Senator DoNNZLL. I did not catch thl!ot.
Senator McMAHON. Maybe it is just as well.
He promised me he would take only 3 minutes, and I hoped he
would not have much more than that with you, because I want to go
to lunch, and also see if I can make an appear1mce on the floor.
Go ahead, Mr. Fadler.

STATEM:E1'T OF WILLlAll F. FADLER, ra., MEMBER OF THE LEGISLATIVE COJtlllITTEE, YOUNG DEMOCRATIC CLUB OF THE DISTRICT
OF COLUDIA
Mr. FADLER. Mr. Chairman, my name is William F. Fadler, Jr. I
am a practicing attorney in the District of Columbia with offices in
the Union Trust Building.
I am happy to have the opportunity to appear in behalf of the
Young Democratic Club of the District of Columbia as a member of
its legislative committee.
The Young Democratic Club of the District of Columbia is an or,.
ganization composed of 400 young men and women, nearly all the
men being veterans, in the District of Columbiat who are actively inter..
ested in governmental affairs and have organized to foster and perpetuate the ideals and principles of the Democratic Party.
Although our organi~ation is located in the District of Columbia,
over 90 percent of the members maintain a voting residence in various
States throughout the country.
RESOLUTION OF YOUNG DEHOORATIC CLUB

At a regular meeting of the club on April 18, 1949, the following
resolution was passed, which constituted an endorsement of the North
Atlantic Treaty:
Whereas the American people earnestly desire assµrances of peace ln tbeae
troubled times ; and
Whereas under the leadership of President Harry 8. Truman and through the
earnest etrorts of the Honorable Dean Acheson, Secretary of State for tbe
United States, and through the etrorts of other outstanding statesmen in both
the legislative and executive branches of the Government, the United States
bas signed the Atlantic Pact; and
Whereas the free peoples of the world look to the Atlantic Pact and the United
States as bulwarks of their freedom; and
Whereas the Atlantic Pact Is an Instrument of peace and ls properly entered
Into under the provisions of both the Constitution of the United States and
under the articles of the United Nations Charter: Now, therefore,
We, the Young Democratic Club of the District of Columbia, In regular meeting assembled, do hereby oorne1Jtly petition the Senate of the United States to
ratify promptly the Atlantic Pact and to thus show the world that the United
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States ts not an aggressor, but rather a country which ts jealous of the freedoms

ot its peoples and which believes that freedom can best be protected by jolning

with other freedom-loving peoples in an etfort to preserve the peace of the world.

MEHBERSHIP OF YOUNG DEMOCRATIC

CLUB

Senator McMAHON. How many members have you in your club¥
Mr. F ADLER. About 400, sir.
Senator McMAHON. How many were at the meeting¥
Mr. F ADLER. A few over 100. I was at the meeting.
Senator McMAHON. Was the matter carefully debated¥
Mr. F ADLER. It was, sir. I think the meeting lasted for about 2
hours. Of course the legislative committee had previously discussed it
at great len~h.
Senator DoNNELL. Was a copy of the North Atlantic Treaty read
to the meeting¥
Mr. FADLER. It was not read in open meeting. However, it was
debated and deliberated upon by the legislative committee, and there
were pros and cons of the deliberation presented to the group, both
.sides.
Senator DoNNELL. How many members are there of the legislative
<!ommittee who considered the actual text of the North Atlantic
Treaty?
Mr. F ADLER. Approximately 20, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And those are lawyers in the District of
Columbia, is that right f
Mr. F ADLER. I would say a good portion of them-lawyers and law
students. They are young Democrats.
Senator DONNELL. I am sure that the fact of the youth of the
members is no argument against them. It is very commendable
indeed that they are studying these questions. I am glad they are.
At any rate, there were aoout 20 members of the committee who
didf
.
Mr. FADLER. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Are they all members of the Democratic Party t
Mr. F ADLER. They are all members of the Young Democratic Club.
Senator DoNNELL. And one of the qualifications for membership
is membership in the Democratic Party¥
Mr. FADLER. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. I believe you said, though, that the treaty itself
was not read to this gathering of 100, the meeting which actually
passed on the matter¥
Mr. FADLER. No, sirj}t was not.
Senator DoNNELL. That is all.
Senator McMAHON. Thank you very much.
Mr. Robert B. Ely III.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. ELY

m, :ESQ., ATTORBEY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. ELY. This is a problem which I have studied intensely for the
last few years, the problem of how one may work for the form of
world government that the Secretary of War mentioned. The proposal which I offer to the committee was characteri7..ed by the etlitors
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of the American Bar Association Journal, whose editorial staff have
characterized it, in volume X..."'(XV, American Bar Association
Journal, page 3132, asa closely reasoned proposal for the creation of an Important instrument for
promotion of greater international understanding, and through that understanding of a more secure peace for tbe world.

The proposal is that as a preliminary step to the type of world order
which the Secretary mentioned-Senator McMAHON. I think it is important that we keep the record
straight. The Secretary specifically put aside world government as
that is commonly known, and talked about a closer union between this
country and the free countries of the world.
Mr. ELY. That is right, sir. That is the essence of what I have in
mind as a first step toward the union, not toward a complete world
federation. I think that is completely visionary, and I would echo
Senator Austin's words quoted in yesterday's Times on that.
INTERNATIONAL COURTS

My proposal is that as a step toward world order we take a repetition
of what our English ancestors found as the first step toward the
development of the reign of law which we rejoice in today; that is
to say, the establishment of additional international courts, through
whom and through whose daily operations in the activities of individuals international law can be given a real meaning, so that people
will appreciate not only that it exist.a, but that it works, and I conclude only by reading from the statement, and this is all I shall read
from it, the specifications which such a court should meet, and which
it seems to me that the council established under the Atlantic Pact
might devote it.s attention to and act as a drafting committee in
preparing a protocol for. I say "a court;" I should have said "a
series of court.a."
The proposed courts must be created by the United Nations, as the supreme
authority In International affairs.
They should be created by the General Assembly of that Organization, In view
of Its duty under article 13 of the Charter to encourage "the progressive development of international law," and its authority under article 22 "to establish such
subsidiary organs as ft deems necessary."
The proposed courts must be subsidiary to the International Court of Justice,
designated by article 92 of the Charter as "the principal Judicial organ of the
United Nations."
Their jurisdiction, although it should be compulsory so far as it extends, should
only be imposed with the unanimous consent of the countries concerned.
That jurisdiction should extend to individuals, corporations, and other legal
entities, as well as states, in the same manner as does the jurisdiction of tbe
national courts In the countries concerned.

On that we have the authority of our Ambassador to the United
Nations, that the keystone of a revised international law is its application to individuals.
That jurisdiction should, for the present at least, be civll only-In order to
avoid a premature venture Into the highly controversial and ill-defined criminal
field.
It should also, for the present, be appellate only, so that there may be no sudden
and unnecessary departure from established national trial procedures.
The decisions of the proposed courts should, in the interest of certainty and
unif.ormlty, be superior to rulings of national courts on questions of Inter-
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national law; just as constitutional considerations require declslons of natl~nal
courts of last resort to be supreme in questions of national law.
Similarly, the decisions of the propi>sed courts should be given ln the tleld of
International law the same force as precedents as, In the field of national law.
ls given under the doctrine of stare declsls.

The argument in favor of such a proposal would go on for far
greater length than I know you want. I would, however, with your
permission, like to submit for the record a draft of a statute such as
that which the United Nations General Assembly might enact to bring
into being such a set of courts, and an article written by me for the
American Bar Association Journal.
(The draft of statute referred to is as follows:)
(Drafted by Robert B. Ely III, Philadelphia, Pa., .April 22, 1949)
PROTOCOL FOB STATUTE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS
ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL COURTS 01' &YIL .APPEALS
PREAMBLE

We, the peoples of the states signatory to the present protocol, believing that
the progressive development of international law would be effectively promoted
through the establishment of permanent international judicial machinery for the
enforcement of the rights and duties of individuals, associations, and other legal
entities, as well as states, under International law, have resolved to combine
our efforts as members of the United Nations to assist that Organization In the
accomplishment of that aim.
Accordingly, our respective Governments, through their duly authorized rep..
resentatlves, have agreed to present to the General Assembly of the United
Nations for enactment the present statute establishing International Courts of
Civil .Appeals as subsidiary judicial organs of the United Nations:
STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURTS OF CIVIL APPEALS

.Article 1
The International Court.'! of Civil Appeals, hereinafter described for the sake
of brevity as the "Courts," established by the General Assembly of the United
Nations as subsidiary judicial organs of that Organization, shall be constituted
and shall function In accordance with the provisions of the present statute.
Chaple~

I. Organizati()fl, of the Covrts

.Article 2
1. Each Court shall be composed of a President and Associate Judges ebosen
In the manner hereinafter provided.
2. The President of each Court shall be that judge of the International Court
of Justice who shall be from time to time designated by rule of that Court to
exercise this office.
3. The Associate Judges of each Court shall be those persons who shall be
appointed In the numbers specified in section 5 of this article by the governments
of the countries signatory to the present statute In the same manner as though
appointed to the suprt>me court of the country in question, shall 1lle with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations a written agreement to accept such
office In accordance with this statute, and shall be confirmed In such office by the
General Assembly of the United Nations.
4. The Associate Judges of the Courts shall be commissioned by the Secretary.
General of the United Nations In the name of that Organization.
5. The countries signatory to thP pr<>sent stntute ure grouped Into the following
judicial dlstrlds, for each of whkh there shall be one Court, and <>a<.'h country
shall select Associate Judges for the Court of Its district in the number specltled:
[This division Into districts to be as the signatories may agree.]
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Article 3
1. No member of a Co11rt may exercise any political or administrative function,
or engage in any other occupation of a profeSBional nature.
2. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of the said Court.
Article 4
1. No member of a Court may act as agent, counsel, or advocate In any case,
nor may he participate In the decision of any case in which he has previously
taken part in such or any other capacity which would incapacitate him from
sitting in the national courts of the country in which the proceedings arose.
2. Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of the said Court.
3. If, for some special reason, a member of a Court considers that he sbo11ld
not take part in the decision of a particular case, be shall so inform the President
of said Court.
4. If the President of a Court considers that for some special reason one of
the members of the said Court should not sit in a particular case, he shall give him
notice accordingly.
5. U, in either of such cases, the member of the Court and the Preaident disagree, the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.
Article 5
1. No member of a Court can be dismissed unless, In the unanimous opinion of
the other members, he has ceased to fulfill the required conditions.
2. Formal notification thereof lhall be made to the Secretary·General of the
United Nations by the Registrar.
3. This notification makes the place vacant.
Article 6
The members of the Courts, when engaged on the business of the Courts, sball
enjoy diplomatic privllepa and Immunities.
Article 7
Every member of the Courts sl;lall, before taking up bis duties, make a solemn
declaration In open court that he wlll exercise bis powers impartially and
conscientiously.
Article 8
The Courts shall appoint Registrars and may provide for the appointment of
such other o11lces aa may be necessary.
Article 9
The seats of the Courts and the ofllces of their Registrars shall be established
at the site of the United Nations. However, sessions of the Courts shall be held
as provided in article 11.
Article 10
1. The Courts sha11 remain permanently In session except during the Judicial
vacations, the dates and duration of which shall be fixed by the International
Court of Justice.
:;i. The President and Associate Judges of the Courts shall be entitled to such
periodic leaves as are granted them by the International Court of Justice.
3. Members of the Courts shall be bound, unless they are on leave or prevented
from attending by illness or other serious reasons duly explained to the President
of their respective Courts, to hold themselves permanently at the disposal of the
Courts of which they are members.
Article 11
1. A quorum for a session of any of the Courts shall consist of a President and
not less than the following number of Assoclate Judges: [as the signatories may
agree).
90614-49-pt. 2--20
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2. Should Illness or other serious reasons, as provided In artlcJe 10, or dlsquallllcatlon, as provided In article 4, prevent a quorum for any seBSlon of the
Courts, the number of Judges requisite to complete the quorum shall be assigned
by the International Court of Justice from among its own members or the mem·
bers of other of the Courts hereby established.
3. SeSBlons of the Courts shall be held In the rooms of the national supreme
courts of the countries signatory to the present statute at such times as shall
be ftxed by rules of the Courts with a view to the speedy dispatch of busine8S
and the convenience of the said national supreme courts.
Article 12
The Courts shall frame rules for carrying out their functions. In particular,
they shall lay down rules of procedure, which shall conform as nearly as may
be with the rules for appellate procedure In the courts of the nations In the
district concerned.
Article 13
1. The compensation to be paid to the members of the Courts shall be fixed
by the General Assembly and shall not be decreased during the term of oftlce.
2. The salary of the Registrar and other officers of the Courts shall be fixed b)'
the General ABSembly on the proposal of the Courts.
3. Regulations made by the General Assembly shall fix the conditions under
which retirement pensions may be given to the members, the Registrar, and the
other omcers of the Courts, and the conditions under which they shall have their
traveling expenses refunded.
4. The above salaries, allowances, and compensation shall be free of all
taxation.
Article 14

The expenses of the Courts shall be borne equally by the countries In their
respect! ve districts.

Chapter II. Compettmee of the 00Mrl1
Article 15
The Jurisdiction of the Courts shall comprise all proceedings Involving questions of International law as defined In article 16, arising In the national courts
of the countries signatory to the present statute, which shall be certified to the
Courts by the national supreme courts of those countries In the manner provided
In article 19.
Article 16
1. A proceeding shall be considered to Involve a question of International law
for the purpose of conferring jurisdiction upon one of the Courts whenever It is
alleged, and there is produced prlma facle evidence to support the allegation,
that the proper determination of the rights or obllgatic;m s of any one or more
of the parties to the proceedings requires an interpretation, definition or applica·
tlon of( a) Any International convention, whether general or particular, or
(b) Any international custom generally accepted as law, or
(c) Any legal principle generally recognized by civilized nations as being one
of International law.
Article 17

In the event of a dispute as to whether one of the Courts bas jurisdiction, the
matter shall be settled by the decision of that Court.
Chapter III. Procedure
Article 18
The official languages of the Courts shall be [as the signatories may agree]
but all reports of the Courts shall be published In English, French, Chinese, Rosslan, and Spanish.
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Artlrle 19
1. If, upon any appeal to the national supreme court of uny country sig·uatory
to the present statute it shall appear to that court from the record, or be argued
In the pleadings or brief of any party, that the proceedings involve a question
of International law, as defined In article 16, the appeal shall not be finally

decided by that court, but the full record, pleadingtJ and briefs therein, shall
be certified to the Court for the district of whkh that country ls a part, for

final disposition.
2. In certifying a case to the Court for Its dlstrlct the national supreme court
so doing shall accompany Its certification wlth an opinion (which shall be binding upon the Court) only as to such questions, lf any, of national law as It may
be necessary to decide In determining the rights of the parties to the appeal.
Article 20
Each Court shall have the power, upon such conditions as it shall deem proper,
to grant a supersedeas or make such other lnterlocuto1·y 01-der as may be necessary
to preserve the respective rights of the parties pending final disposition of an
appeal to it.
Article 21
The parties shall be represented by members of the bar of the respective Courts,
who shall comprise such of the members in good standing of the bars of the
national supreme courts of the countries signatory to the present statute as shall
apply for admission to the bar of the Courts and shall be admitted thereto as the
Courts may by rule provide.
Article 22
The hearings In the Courts shall be public.
Article 23
1. Minutes shall be made at each hearing and signed by the Registrar and
the President.
2. These minutes alone shall be authentic.

Article 24
L All questions shall be decided by a majority of the judges present.
2. Judgment of the Courts shall state the reasons on which they are based,

and shall be accompanied by the opinions rendered in accordance with article 19
by the supreme court of the countries In which the proceedings arose.
3. It shall contain the names of the judges who have taken part In the decision.
4. U a judgment does not represent In whole or In part the unanimous opinion
of the Judges, any Judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.
5. Each judgment shall be signed by the President and by the Registrar. It
shall be read in open court.
6. Tbe minutes, judgments and opinions of the Courts shall be published iD
ofllcial reports under the direction of tbe Registrars.
Article 25
The decisions of the Courts shall be enforced In the same manner as are decisions of the supreme court of the country In which the proceedings arose, except
only, that any process Issued for such enforcement shall be In the name of the
United Nations.
2. Judgments of the Courts shall be given In future or collateral proceedings
In the national courts of the countries signatory to the present statute the same
force and e1fect as a judgment of the supreme court of the country In which such
future or collateral proceedings may arise.
Article 26
Judgments of the Courts shall be final and without appeal, except that construction or revision of such judgments may be bad upon the same conditions
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as might apply to construction or revialon of a Judgment of the supreme court
of the country In which the original proceedings arose.
Article27
The Courts shall by rule provide for the intervention as amicl curiae in appeals before them of any states alleging Interest In the questions of international
law raised by such appeals.
Ohapler IV. Am6Mmenta

.Article 28
This Statute may be amended, either to admit as adherents members of the
United Nations other than the present signatories or In any other respect, only
upon the consent of the peoples of all of the countries adherent to this statute
at the time of the proposal of any such amendment, and upon the approval of
the General Assembly of the United Nations.
Chapter V. Ratification and Approval

Article 29
This proposed Statute shall become effective UJ)On ratification by the constitutional authorities of the countries signatory hereto, and upon enactment by tk
General Assembly of the United Nations.

INTERNATIONAL CoURTS OF .APPEAL: A JUDICIAL APPROACH

To

WORLD 0RDE&

(By Robert B. Ely III, of the Pennsylvania bar, Philadelphia: reprinted from
American Bar Association Journal, Febr·uary 1949)
One of the most important problems today fa'ehlg the world in geµeral, a.od
lawyers in particular, is that of substituting world order under law for the
periodic and ever-increasing horrors which were last suspeDded on VJ-d11y. This
problem will never be solved by any form of inter-governmental arrangement
until the peoples supporting those governments have formed the firm habit ot·
settling all disputes by legal means, rather than by war.
History shows bow this habit of law-abidance has grown: from tbe family
Into the tribe, city, and state. It must now be spread throughout tbe world.
As before, Its growth must be from tbe private and domestic into the public and
foreign. The roots are in the Individual, the branches in Institutions. Without
these roots, the branches will never eome to ftower. Above all, the seeds must
not be sown on barren ground.
What, then, are the circumstances under which the habit of law abidance can beformed?
A necessary condition to orderly life in any community Is an adequate body of
legal rules that are clearly defined, widely known and universally respe<'ted.
The sufficiency of this condition has been repeatedly demonstrated threughout
the world at the munlclp11I, state, and national levels. Its necessity becomes
apparent when one considers the comparative chaos which ne<>ompanies its
absence from the international field. Two world wars in a single lifetime have
been the effects, and Judge Manley 0 . Hudson (as quoted in 30 A. B. A. J . 560;
October, 1944) hns well stated the cause:
"'l'o many laymen [International law] seems to present itself as a ghost which
stalks only In distant parts of the earth, without any relation to the workaday
world In which we live and toll . Even to Rome lawyers it loomR us an esot1>ric
If not an evanescent mystery to he invoked only when it serveR to bolster n prior
political opinion. • • •"
William E. Jackson, personal assistant to the American chief of counsel at the.
German war crimes trials, writing in the July 1947 issue of Foreign Mairs, put
the matter more succinctly when he said :
"For a long time prior to Nuremberg International law was scoffed at as pious
but Impotent."
The reason for these attitudes of bewilderment, cynicism and scoffing Is not
hard to understand. To the average layman and to nearly all lawyers. a
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respectable body -of law ts one which ronslsts, In addition to legislative enactments
and execut1ve ruli'*8, of systematically published and collMted decisions of
permanent roorts with jurlsdietlon to declare the law and to enforce It on individuals. International law lacks all these essentials to knowledge and respect,
which alone can make It effective.
Alt l1'Tl:RNATIONAL JUDlCiilT IS THE ONLY SOLUTION

There are no regularly constituted international legislative assemblies or
esecutive departments. Apert from the International Court of Justice, whose
jurisdiction Is limited to proceedings In which states are parties and Is only
rontingently rompulsory, international law has no permanent tribunals of Its
own. It ls obliged to rely on Isolated and temporary ad hoc courts and commissions or on the good graces of national Judiciaries. The awards and decisions
which compose the precedents of International law are not rollected into a single
International J,aw Reporter of the form familiar to lawyers In other fields, but
hu·e to be sought under such misleading headings as "War," "Allens." or
"States" in national digests or In textbooks whoee only authority lies in the
reputation of their authors. Finally, none of these awards or decisions bas ever
been enforced against Individuals by other than national law enforcement officers.
In short, International lnw Is now in the easily imaginable state in which
the Federal law of the United States would be bad the Constitution made no
provision tor a President; bad the Congress been merely a national open forum;
had the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court been made subject to consent of the
parties and limited to suits between States; had there never been any Federal
Circuit Courts of Appeal and district courts; had the declaration ot Federal law
been left to State courts and Its enforc1>ment to State sheriffs; and had there
been no Interpretations of Federal law other than such writings as the Federalist,
the decisions ot State courts and interstate compacts. Under such circumstances
the words ot Judge Hudson and Mr. Yackson, quoted above, would but mildly
describe the attitude of the average layman or lawyer toward American Federal
law.
The foregoing catalogue of the weaknesses of intl'rnatlonal law suggests the
general torm of necessary remedy. To achieve complete world order under law
will require the development of an International judiciary to declare and enforce
lnternatlonaJ law In particular cases, an International legislature to enact laws
In keeping with changing world conditions and an International executive to
perform traditional administrative functions. For the purposes of present
discussion we put aside the legislative and executive problems with only reference to the romments of the winner of the American Bar Association's 1947 contest
tor essays on the improvement of lnternntional leglslntlon. He says In effect that
attempts to constitute an International legislature or executive with authority
to make International law what it should be would be both futile and dangerous until there bas been built up a world-wide consensus as to what International law is.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNATIONAL JUDICIARY

Turning to the question ot an international judiciary, our discussion so far
Indicates that it must meet the tollowing minimum specifications:
(1) The courts composing It must derive their authority from an International
rather than a national or multinational source.
(2) Its rulings must be superior to those of national courts;
(3) Its decisions must be binding upon the individuals concerned, and must
have all the future force accorded under the doctrine of stare decisls.
In seeking to establish such tribunals b~· other than forceful means. it woulll
seem that the greatest chance of success would be insured by close adherence to
the following principles of action :
(1) No step should be taken without the unanimous consent of all countries
concerned In that step ;
(2) In order to make such consent likely, surrenders of national sovereignty
should be kept at an absolute minimum. while no greater than necessary departure shoullJ. be made f1·om existing procedures.
Proceeding along these lines, we find that the only possible International
creator of international courts Is the United Nations. That organization already
bas an International Court of Justice as its principal judicial organ. Could
this tribunal be remodeled to meet the foregoing reqlurement? In theory, yes,
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but in practice, no. Any revision lo this court's set-up would be subject to the
veto which the Russian bloc would certainly use. On the other hand. the
General Assembly is given by article 22 of the Charter the authority to establish
"such subsidiary organs ns It deems necessary for the performance of its tune·
tlons," including (artkle 13) "encouraging the progrei<sive development of
International law"; and here no more th1m n two·thirds majority \'Ote is required.
Why, therefore, should not a group of nations operating under substantially
similar legal systems (as for example the United States and one or more members of the British Commonwealth of Nations, or the countries of Central and
South America plus Spain and Portugal) execute a protocol for a statute of the
General Assi>mbly providing, subject only to the Assembly'11 approval. for the
establishment of an Intenmtlonal Court of Civil Appeals with organization.
competence and proceilure subi<tantially a11 next Indicated?
Its full bench. would consist of n pre1ddent jnd~e. dei<lgnated to thr ta!<k by
the International Court of Justice, and of additional judges appointed in equal
numbers by each nation of the circuit In the same manner as judges of the
national court of Inst resort. subject to confirmation and commissioning by
the General Assembly. Particular f:!(•sslons would be composed as the adhering
nations might agree.
Whenever there came before the court of last resort of any adhering nation a
proceeding In wblch It appeared or was claimed that there was involved a
question of International law (In the sense that disposition of the <'as.! requirro
interpretation or application of any International convention or any generally
accepted International custom or legal principle) the proceedings woulrl be
certified by the national eonrt of 111i1t resort to the Intematlonal ('.,ourt of ('i'l'il
Appeals for final determination. The certification would be accompanie<l b~· an
opinion (to be binding on th1> ICCA) by the certifying court on all questions of
national law. The final decision by the ICCA would be l't'mltted and enfor~
In the same manner as a judgment of the <'ourt of last resort of the eountry In
which the proceedln~ arose, and would thereafter be accorded lo each of tbe
adhering countril'!I the same force as a judgment of the court of last resort in
that country.
If no more than one "U<'h court were established, Its day-to-day functioning in
actual litigation Involving Individuals would go far toward publicizing and more
firmly establishing those principles upon whose recognlton and respect rests tbe
whole future of International law, namely:
(1) That International law already exists, Independent of and superior to
national law;
(2) That it Is binding directly on individuals:
(3) That It Is po1<slble to i!stabllsh international agencies for Its Interpretation and enforcement.
If more than one such court were established, and If conflicts were to arise
among the decisions upon particular point:i, the various. countries concerned
might then avail themsel'l'es of the International Court of Justice's power to
render advisory opinions as to which of such de<>lsions was correct. lo this
fashion the codification of private int1>rnutionnl Jaw would progr~ !n an
orderly and efficient manner.
Full discusl'lion of the arb"llments in fa\'or of the foregoing proposal would
unduly extend this dli;tcussion. However, In support of the principles It seeks
to embody, we quote brief portions of a recent address by Justice Robert H.
Jackson, of the Supreme Court of the United States (22 Temple Law QnartE>rly
153):
"It ls Indispensable to development of an effective modern law of nations tbat
It lay obligations upon living individuals as well as upon that abstraction known
as the state • • • We shonlO take arlvnntage of every opportunity to rleal
with international controversies by adjudicntl"e or arbltral techniques. In t.blij
way we will enlarge and expand the world's experience In using these orderly
anrt reasonable processes, fashion and Increasing body of decisional and customary international law, and encourage the law-abiding habit among nations.~
THE PACT AND PEACE

Senator McMA110N. Ho.w do you feel about the pact¥
·
Mr. ELY. The pa.ct., I think, is a striking development toward world
peace, not so much for the military reasons which have heretofore been
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advanced, but as an international anafogy to the foundation of the
Republican and Democratic Parties in this country. By this pact
a group of like thinking nations have expressed their desire to
strengthen their free institutions and increase the understanding of
them, and it seems to me the parties to this pact can do a tremendous
job within the framework of the United Nations, precisely analo~ous
to what the Federalists, Democrats, Republicans, and even the Dixiecrats are doing in this country.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Ely, I was not quite clear as to whether the
primary proposition you desire to present to the committee is the
matter of the creation of the courts or whether you were intending
primarily to discuss the pact.
Mr. ELY. I intended, sir, to discuss the pact, because I think within
the terms of the pact lie the means whereby these courts may be
established, through the Council in article !) acting as a party ca'ucus
and as a drafting commission to assist the United Nations General
Assembly.
Senator DoNNELL. I assume you are filing with the committee your
complete .written memorandum, which is marked "Memorandum Favoring Ratification and Proposing Implementation."
Mr. ELY. I am, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. I assume that will be printed in the proceedings.
Senator McMAHON. It will be.
(The memorandum is as follows:)
MEMORANDUM FAVORING RATIFICATION AND PBoPOSINO IMPLEMENTATION

To the Honorable, the Members of Baia'committee:

The purpose of this memorandum is to recall respectfully the attention ot the
committee to what the Secretary of State, In bis testimony on this pact, described
as "the really vital things with which we are concerned," and to submit a proposal as to how these things may be brought about within the terms of the pact.
Mr. Acheson, in his statement before the committee on April 27, 1949, described
as the real "ethical essence of the treaty-the common resolve to preserve,
strengthen, and make better understood the very basis of tolerance, restraint,
freedom, and well-being." In making this statement, the Secretary gave an
accurate paraphrase of article 2 of the pact, In which the parties agree to
"strengthen their tree institutions by bringing about a better understanding of
the principles upon which these institutions are founded. • • *" Those
principles are enumerated in the preamble as "democracy, individual liberty,
and the rule of law."
As a means for accomplishing this end, article 9 provides for "a Council, on
which each of [the parties] shall be represented, to consider matters concerning
the implementation of this treaty."
While It Is true that tbe only specific duty conferred upon this Council Is the
Immediate establishment of n "defense committee" to provide for the "capacit7
to resist armed attack" (art. 3), clearly its additional duties include the
accomplishment of the nonmilitary aims sketched In article 2. After all, to
what purpose le the next war to be postponed or won if the peace thereby
continued or renewed is to be one without "individual liberty and the rule of
law"?

Consequently it would seem that the more important function of the Connell
should be to act, not as a military super-staff, but as a party caucus of likethinking nations. In thllJ capacity its actlvlties would be free of any criticism
for inconsistency with the principles of the Charter of the United Natons. The
creation of eastern and western parties in global affairs need not be more
subversive of world order than has been the existence in this country of Republicans and Democrats.
Acting as such a party caucus, the Council provided by the pact could well
undertake, in an atmosphere tree from the Soviet intransigence which seems
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inevitable in plenary United Nations activity, the progressive development in
the international field of those theories of law and order common to the signa·
tortes of the pact, but radically ditterent from those of the east.
As to what those next steps must be, we have the combined authority of our
Ambassador at Large to the United Nations, Dr. Jessup, and our Chief Prosecutor
at the recent Nuremberg trials, Justice Jackson of the Supreme Court of the
United States. As the former has said in his Modern Law of Nations:
"The first [keystone of a revised international legal order] is the point that
international law, like national law, must be directly applicable to the ind!·
vldual. It must not continue to be remote from him. • • •"
After referring to this passage, Justice Jackson goes on to say in a recent
address:
"We should take advantage of every opportunity to deal with international
controversies by adjudicative or arbltral techniques."
The crucial need for such use of judicial machinery and procedure was earlier
well expressed by the late Justice Cardozo In Nerr ./f'rsey v. Del<nvare (291 U.S.
361 (1933)) quoted in a most stlmuintlng article by Robert B. Walkeushaw in
the current issue of the American Bar Association .Journal at page :~62:
"International law • • • has at time • • • a twilight existence
during which it is hardly distinguishable from morality or justice, till at length
the imprimatur of a court attests its jurnl quality.''
It would, therefore, seem essential that, among the duties assigned to the
Council created by article 9 of the pact, there should be included that of
drafting plans, to be promulgated in a statute of the General Assembly of the
United Nations, for the establishment of tribunals subsidiary to the International
Court of Justice with power to bring private internationnl law out of this
11hadowy twlllght and Into the full glow of common knowledge, understanding,
and respect. It ls hoped that your honorable committee will direct its efforts to
11eelng that such an assignment Is gh·en to the North Atlantic Council.
A general outline of the necessary competence and procedure of such courts
was sketched in nn article by deponent, appearing in the current volume of the
American Bar Association Journal at page 105. Reprints ha,·e heretofore been
informally submitted to tbe members of your honornble committt>e, and are
herewith resubmitted for the record. A brief summary of the salient points
in this sketch ls as follows:
(a) The proposed courts must be created by the United Nations, as the
supreme authority in international af'l'ltlrs.
( b) They should be created by the General A11sembly of that Organisation. In
view of Its duty under article 13 of the Charter to encourage "the progressive
development of international law,'' and its authority under article 22 "to establish such subsidiary organs a11 It deems necessary."
(c) The proposed courts must be BObsldlary to the International Court of
Justice, designated by article 92 of Charter as "the principal judicial organ of
the United Nations."
(d) Their jurisdiction, although it should be compulsory so far as It extends.
should onl~· be imposed with the unanlmou11 consent of the countries conceme'll.
( e) Thnt jurisdiction should extPnd to lndlvldunls, corporations, and otbt'r
legal entitles, as well as States, In the same manner as does the jurisdiction of
the national courts In the countries concernerl.
(f) That jurisdiction should. for the prPsent, at least, he ch·il only. in order
to avoid a premnture venture into the highly controversial and ill-defined criminal
field.
(fl) It should also. for the present. be appellate only, RO that there· may be no
11udden and unnecessary departure from established national trial procedures.
( h) The dedsions of the proposed courts shouht, In the Interest of certainty
and uniformity, be superior to rulings of national courts on questions of inter·
national lnw. just as constitutional consi•lcrations requirl' decisions of national
courts of Inst resort to he supr('me In que!<tions of nntionnl lnw.
(i) Similnrly, the dPl'islons of tit!' proposP(l <•ourts shouhl be ;:lven in tbt• field
of International lnw the snme for<'e as prN·edents as, in the field of national
law, is given undPr thf' doctrine of stare <IC'Clsis.
At the outsPt there IF< no need to establish a single such court. The signatories
to the pact might group tht>mselves into. 1my. civil· and common-low clrM1lts, eadl
with Its own conrt-analogous to a UnitPd StatPs circuit court ot appeals. Dlf·
ferenrf's in opinion among the!<e courts as to a given legal question could be taken.
on petition of the countries concerned, to the International Court ot Appeals tor
no ad,·isory opinion under article 65 of that Court's statute.
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Similarly, the original organization, competence. and procedure of the court
or courts could be modified from time to time as the countries concerned might
unanimously agree and as the General Assembly might appro,·e. 'l'hls latter
approval would only require a two-thirds majority vote (United Nations Charter,
art. 18.2), free from Soviet veto. Inasmuch al! the United Nations members
directly concerned would, by hypothesis, already have agreed, there would seem
to be llttle~oubt that such approval could be readily obtained.
For example, original circuits might be merged or new ones created; additional adherents could be nc!:nitted; the method of selecting judges for the courts
might be changed from a nation-by-nation basis to that used for the bench of
the International Court of Justice; or the jurisdiction of the courts might be
extended to Include appeals from state as well as national supreme courts In
countries having federal governments.
The United Nation!! as a whole has taken a great step forward In stimulating
the progressive development of International law by establishing the International Law Commission, of which our own Jmlge Munley O. Hudson is a member.
Given the same working conditions as the American Law Institute has had In
this eountry. there Ill evt>ry hope thnt this Commission will produce a catalog
of international law, both as It ls and us it should be, comparnble In scope and
authority to the lnstitute's various "restatements," which hnve bef>n cited by
evPry court In the United States and are known to nearly every lawyer.
The most Important of such working conditions for the American Law Institute
bas been the existence of full-tledgl'd uutionul and stute judiciaries, ready, willing,
and able to a!lopt the works of the Institute nnd give them the vigor of binding
rules in actual cases. It Is hoped that your honorable committee, and the Senate
as a whole, will use their full powers to secure for the International Law Commission ot the United Nations slmll11r working conditions in the area covered
by the North Atlantic Pact through the establishment of courts of the type
suggested.
Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT B. ELY III.

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Ely, I understood you to say you are not
advocating world government in the sense of all the world coming
under one government.
AREAS OF AGREEMENT

Mr. ELY. Definitely not, sir. It seems to me tliat there are areas of
agreement, agreement on different principles but nevertheless varying
areas of agreement throughout the world. The Pan American Union
is one. The signatories to this pact are another. And insofar· as such
areas of agreement may be consolidated and ·put into working form,
it seems to me that every time that is done we are getting one step
closer toward the world order which, although at present it is remote,
we all hope will eventually come.
Senator DoNNELL. Am I correct in understanding that you favor,
generally speaking, the same proposal that the Atlantic Union Committee, which was represented here by Mr. Secretary Patterson this
morning, favors~ Is that correct 1
Mr. ELY. Not at the present time. I think that is an ultimate goal,
but I think to attempt to set up a world federation or even a regional
federation. with full executive and legislative powers at the present
time would be a mistake. I think it is going too far in advance of the
law, and would probably get into the same trouble that the prohibition
amendment did, when you try to legislate on matters that are not yet
the subject of common consent.
The first step, I feel, is a crystallization of the agreements of the
world through judicial means, so that it would be known what is
agreed on and that agreement is put into action. After international
Jaw, as it is known, then you can begin to consider changing that law
into what it should and ultimately may be.
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FEDERATION OF THE WOIUD

Senator DONNELL. Do you advocate a federation of various countries of the world, including the United States of America¥
Mr. ELY. Not until the preliminary step which I suggest has been
ta.ken.
Senator DoNNELL. After that preliminary step has been taken do
you deem it advisable that such a federation of certain countries, including the United States, should be effected~
Mr. ELY. I think that will be the inevitable result, sir, automatically.
Senator DONNELL. Would you favor including in that federation
only countries that are democracies or republics 1
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir. Within each group it seems to me there should
only be countries whose political and legal theories are so close that
the friction which bringing them together would produce is at a
minimum.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you regard Portugal as a country which it
would be advisable to introduce mto such a federation of countries of
which the' United States would be one¥
Mr. ELY. I hesitate to speak on that, sir. It seems to me that is a
political question and I am not sufficiently familiar with the legal and
political theories to which Portugal adheres to come to a conclusion.
Senator DONNELL. In my last question to you I used only the words
"United States." I meant the United States of America, and I assume
you so understood my question.
Mr. ELY. The extent of divergence between their political and legal
views and our own is not well enough known to me for me to give you
precise answers.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you studied the proposed North Atlantic
Treaty, the text of it~
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir; word for word, clause by clause.
Senator DONNELL. I am very glad you have, Mr. Ely. Are you
practicing law in Philadelphia at the present time 1
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir. I am a member of the bar of the Supreme
Courts of Pennsylvania and of the United States and am at present
a member of the legal department of the Insurance Co. of North
America.
Senator DONNELL. Located at Philadelphia¥
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Are you also a member of the Young Democratic
Club of the District of Columbia¥.
Mr. ELY. No, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. There must be an error, then, in the typewritten
memorandum given me of the list of witnesses. It
Mr. Robert
Ely as a member of the Young Democratic Club o the District of
Columbia.
.
Do you mind telling us whether you are a member of the Democratic

r·ves

Party~

Mr. ELY. I am a Republican.
Senator DONNELL. How long have you been practicing your profession ¥
Mr. ELY. Since 1932.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you been practicing for nearly all of that
time in Philadelphia¥
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir, except for 5 years' tour of duty with the Navy.
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WORLD COURT

Senator DoNNELL. I have been interested in your observations about
the oourts, and while it has nothing to do with the particular matter
under discussion it might have some application to my own attitude.
I would like to state into the record and I would like to have it noted
-at this time that for some years I was chairman of the St. Louis World
Court Committee which advocated very strongly adherence by this
Nation to the Permanent Court of International Justice and appeared,
l think in this very roo~ in advocacy of it before the Senate Forei~
Relations Committee. That is not relevant to your testimony, but I
wanted the record to show it at this point.
I notice in your statement you quote Judge Manley 0. Hudson, who
happens to come from my own State, and you say, "The United Nations
as a whole has taken a great step forward in stimulating the pro~
sive development of international law b~ establishing the International
Law Commission, of which our own Judge Manley O. Hudson is a
member."
INTERNATIONAL LAW

Do you think there is such a thing as international law?
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir. I am quite convinced of it.
Senator DoNNELL. I wanted to ask you your reasons for your belief
to that effect.
Mr. ELY. Well, my reason for saying so, first, is, you can point to
it in bound books. The only trouble is that there are inconsistencies
within those books. If you ask me what is the law of Pennsylvania,
I can show you 300 volumes of Pennsylvania Supreme Court Reports.
I can do the same thing for the United States law. When it comes to
international law, and here is the difficulty with international law as
I see it, it exists, but it is declared by the Supreme Court of the United
States; it is declared by the Supreme Court of Canada and by every
court -of last resort across the world. If there is consistency in those
decisons it is a matter purely of chance. There is no single authoritative source of international law as there is in national, State, and
municipal law, and it seems to me that it would be a tremendous advance if this country should take the lead and give to the International
Law Commission established by the United Nations parallel working
conditions to those which have been had by the American Law Institute
in this country.
As the committee well knows, the American Law Institute has done
a magnificent job in preparing restatements of the law, but those
documents have only been given force and reali_ty by the fact that
courts hav~ adopted and applied them. The United Nations has
taken the first of those two steps. It has created an International
Law Commission under the chairmanship of Dr. Lian. That Commission is undoubtedly going to do an equally superb job in compiling a statement of mternational law, but that statement will have
no meaning other than as one more text in the field until some set
of courts adopts and applies it, and that is what I think, acting with
the terms of the pact, this country might see to, that the Council
created by that pact could do it.
Senator DoNNELL. Your suggestion is very interesting, and I know
the committee, and certainly I as a nonmember, are very much interested to observe it.
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WORU> OOUBT

You are familiar, of course, with the statute of the International
Court of Justice which was established by the Charter of the United
Nations as the principal judicial organ of the United Nationst You
are familiar I say, with that statutet
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, the proposed protocol which
I submit is patterned, I should say, 80 percent upon the wording of
that statute.
Senator DONNELL. And the International Court of Justice therein
mentioned is presently functioning, is it not Y
Mr. ELY. Yes, sir, but with jurisdiction limited to States only,
and therein lies the difficulty. It has no significance to individuals
other than as members of a country.
Senator DONNELL. But it is functioning, and if I am not mistaken
I observed recently some quite interesting decisions by that Court.
Am I correct in that fact Y
Mr. ELY. Yes; in the British-Albanian case of the mining of Corfu
Channel, and an extremely interesting advisory opinion with respect
to the j uridicial personality of the United Nations.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I should like, if I may, to ask that
the committee be kind enough to incorporate at this point in th&
record a copy of article 36 and of article 37 and of article 38 of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice, which Court was established by the Charter of the United Nations.
Senator McMAHON. It is so ordered.
Senator DONNELL. I call attention to the fact that article 36, I
·
observe, beginsAny question of international law-

! observe in article 38 this language:
The Court, who!<e fun<'tion Is to decide in accordance with international law,
SU<'h disputes as are submitted to It-

et cetera.
Mr. Ely, I thank you very much for your courtesy, and the chairman for his permission to me to interrogate you.
Senator McMAHON. Thank you very much.
(Arts. 36, 37, and 38 of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice are as follows:)
ARTICLE 36

1. The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which the parties refer to
it and all matters specially provided for In the Charter of the United Nations or
in treaties and conventions In force.
2. The states parties to the present Statute may at any time declare that they
recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without spectal agreement, In relation to
any other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court tn all
legal disputes concerning:
a. the Interpretation of a treaty ;
b. any question of International law;
c. the existence of any fact which, if estahllsbed, would eonstltute a breach of
an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made tor the breach of an
intemaitonal obligation.
3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on
condition of reciprocity on the part of several or certain states, or for a certaln
time.
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4. Such declaration shall be dePoslted with tbe Secretary-General of the
United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute
and to the Registrar of the Court.
5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court
of International Justice and which are still In force shall be deemed. as between
the parties to the present Statute, to be acceptances of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice for the period which they still have
to run and lo accordance with their terms.
6. Io the event of a dispute as to whether the Court bas jurisdiction, the
matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.
ABTICLll 3T

Whenever a treaty or convention In force provides for reference of a matter
to a tribunal to have been instituted by the League of Nations, or to the Permanent Court of International Justice, the matter shall, as beween the parties
to the present Statute, be referred to the International Court of Justice.
ABTICU: 38

1. The Court, whose function Is to decide In accordance with International law
such disputes as are submitted to It, shall apply:
a. International conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules
expressly recognized by the contesting states;
b. International custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
c. the general principles of law recognized by clvlllzed nations;
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings
of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means
for the determination of rules of law.
2. Tbls provision shall not prejudice the Power of the Court to decided a case
e11 aequo et bono, It the parties agree theretoSenator McMA110N (acting chairman). The committee will recon-

vene at 10 :30 tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m., the committee adjourned until Tuesdq.y
morning, May 10, 1949, at 10: 30 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, KAY 10, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COHMl'rl'EE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met at 10: 30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on May
9, 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), Pepper, Green, McMahon,
Vandenberg, and Hickenlooper.
Also present: Senator Donnell.
The CHAJR)r[AN. The committee will come to order.
Our first witness this morning is Mr. Schwebel. Mr. Schwebel is
national chairman of the Collegiate Council for the United Nations.
Proceed, Mr. Schwebel.
·
STATEMDT OF STEPJID M:. SCJIWEBEL, BATIOBAL CH.AIRlLU
OF THE COLLEGIATE COUBCII. FOR THE U1'ITED BATIOBS

Mr. ScHWEBEL. The Collegiate Council for the United Nations is a
national federation of student associations of 170 American colleges
and universities unitinJt a great part of that segment of the student
community of our Nat1on which takes peace as seriously as it should
be taken. The Collegiate Council is the college affiliate of the American Association for the United Nations, though it presents this testimony on its own behalf. We believe that the best hope for peace is to
be found in the development of a potent system of umversal 1 collective
security, and we view the United Nations as the best available instrument of that development.
That is not to say that we are content with the present stage of
the evolution of collective security. On the contrary, concerned as
we are with the UN's success, we are the more sensitive to its failures;
concerned as we are with the realization of collective security, we find
today's insecurity particularly oppressive.
So we unreservedly favor strengthening the existing security
structure.
The limitation we would put on an effort to do so would be that of
consonance with the universal demands of security. We see meaningful security as world-wide, collective security. We see peace as indivisible today u.c; it was just yesterday in Manchuria and Ethiopia and
Spain. The tragedies of the 1931-41 period surely carry the lesson that
an armed attack OJ) any peaceful nation is an armed attack on every
peaceful nation. In our view, to lose sight of the global dimensions
of security is to lose security altogether.
653
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We welcome the North Atlantic Treaty insofar as it is a reaffirmation of America's awareness of its crucial international role. We of
course favor the promotion of the ''stability and well-being of the
North Atlantic area," and recognize that the bolstering of the defenses
of this particularly sensitive area can be a bolstering of the defenses of
the peace-loving world. We agree with Secretary of State Acheson's
statement thatif peace and security can be achieved in the North Atlantic area, we shall have
gone a long way to secure peace and security In other areas as well.

We are in full sympathy with the obviously nonaggressive, peaceful
aims of the treaty.
DANGER OF REGION Al.ISM

However, our adherence to the aims of the Atlantic Treaty is not
matched by a like cordial endorsement of all of its procedures, nor
by an unqualified accord with its spirit. For we fear that a regional
pact, of its very nature, may tend to emphasize regional security obligations in contrast with universal ones. And we believe that any weakening of universal security obligations is a step in the wrong direction,
away from the development of that world rule of law which is the
expression and stimulus of the spirit of international community upon
which our best hopes for peace must ultimately rest.
Our reservations about the North Atlantic Treaty thus fall into two
categories, the first in the form of a brief exposition of the weaknesses
of the regional approach to security, the second a briefer critique of
certain clauses of the treaty. May I then conclude by offering for your
consideration one possible means of coincidentally providing for the
security of the North Atlantic community while strengthening the
universal security structure.
UNIVERSALITY OF UN CHARTER

When the Senate ratified the United Nations Charter by a vote of
89 to 2, the American people accepted wholeheartedly a universal
security commitment. Nowhere in the charter is there a geographical
limitation on the rights and duties of the members. The spirit of the
charter is dominantly universal. Regional arrangements are authorized, to be sure, in chapter VIII. Chapter VIII, however, concerns
l'egional arrangements for the settlement of disputes among the states
of a particular region, and apparently does not authorize regional
accords for defense against violations of the peace originating in an
extra-regional source. It is significant to note in this regard that the
charter's legal basis for the Atlantic Treaty, article 51, which authorizes individual or collective self-defense, is not to be found in the
chapter dealing with regional arrangements, but rather in chapter
VII, which is concerned with action with respect to the peace, breaches
of the peace and acts of aggression. It could be said with some justice
then that the Atlantic Treaty, while within tihe letter of the charter,
is not so decisively in accord with its spirit.
Our concern with any tendency to substitute a defensh·e nact or
series of defensive pacts within arbitrary geograophical boundaries
for the general commitment of the chart~r is not grounded in metaphysics: however-in any mere Yariance of the treatv wit'h something
as elusive, if important, as the spirit of the c!untet'. · Thc:r~ are down-
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to-earth, practieal reasons for concern ovel' a regionnl concept of
security.
REOIOXAL PACT AND THE UNITED NATIONS

A regionnl pact, becnuse it pertains to a restricted geographical
area, provides, 01· attempts to provide, securitv reinsurance onlv for
its members. It obviously does not provide this reinsurance for· nonsignatories. Thus, the danger arises that within the UN there might
be first- nnd second-clm~s members: On the one hand. those who have
the imposing reinsurance of Americn,'s speeificJ>ledge to regard an
attack upon them as an attack upon herself; nn , on the othe1· hand,
those who must content themselves with the somewhat leS8 explicit
obligation of the United States to their integrity which is assumed
by all members of the United Nation:;;, America included. Of the
nat.ure of the situation, there seems s01i1e danger that those nations
included in a regional scheme will tend to fel'l that their pact setH
the actual practicnl limits of their obligations. Correspondingly,
those nations not included, necessarily feeling their secondary degree
of protection, may tend to drift. into the othe1· camp to seek by conciliation what they now luck in collective security. Or, less ominously,
the "second-class members" may incline toward neutrality.
In fact, the limitation of obligation implicit in regionalism may
very well tend to rehabilitate the amoral and strateg1c111ly obsolete
coneept of neutrnlit,v. A state contemplntiug aggression would, no
doubt, welcome a refm·bishing of neutrality, but the United States
can have no interest in limiting geographically the right of all UN
members to receive aid against aggression and tf1e duty of all members
to render such aid. On purely strategical grouncls, a resuscitated
neutrality is a danger to the United States. Who can say, in case of
aggression, where and what facilities we or any other UN member
would need in order to defeat an aggressod How many of our military strategists in 1939 could then perceive the later importance of
New Caledonia or Dakar to American securityY
The force of all the reservations so far made is increased by the fact
that the parties to the regional alliance under consideration embrace
so much of the world·s power potential. The size and importance of
t~e nations ndhering to th.e Atlantic Treaty ~ould re~ult m the. creation of organs overshaclowmg those of the Umted Nations. Article 4,
combined with article 9, raises the possibility of a consultative council,
ranging beyond the limits of the North Atlantic in its discussions,
which could ch-ain consideration of world problents from the organs
of the Unitell Nations-which, in the words Mr. John Foster Dulles
used before this committee, might "cut the heart out of the United
Nations/' 'Ve wish to associate ourselves with Mr. Dulles in urging
that it be made clear that such a possibility has no plaee in the intentions of our Government. It is further our belief that any action
which might be recommended as a result of consultation under article
4 of the treaty should be effected through Uuited Nntions maehinery.
REAFFIRMATION OF UN CHARTER

It is with pleasure that we note that in other clauses the relation of
the Atlantic Treaty to the United Nations is more carefully and posi9061._...&--pt. 2~21
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tively defined. We find it reassuring that in the preamble the "parties
to this treaty reaffirm their faith in the purposes and principles of
the charter of the United Nations" and that the relation of the treaty
to the charter is detailed in articles 1, 5, 7, and 12, reaffirming the primary responsibility of the UN Security Council for th~ maintenance
of peace and security.
We further welcome the restatement of America's universal obligations under the charter by the President in his message of April 4,
and by the Secretary of State in his statements of April 10 an<l 28. We
are in cordial accord with Mr. Acheson's declaration before this committe.e thatthe hopes of the American people for peace with freedom and justice are based
on the United Nations.

However, we feel the need for vitalizing these declarations with
specific action designed to strengthen the United Nat ions security
structure.
ARMSTRONG PROPOSAL

'Ve therefore recommend to our Government the initiation of negotiations for a multilateral treaty, based on article 51 of the charter,
and open to all members of the United Nations, which. we believe,
would supply much of the reassurance the current inadequate state
of collective security demands, while sacrificing the least possible of
the charter's universal ideal.
Such a treaty has been proposed with slight variations by the American Association for the United Nations, its research affiliate. the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, by Mr. Hamilton Fish
Armstrong, and, most recently, by Senator Paul Douglas. In view
of the demands upon your time, I will not discuss the proposed protocol in detail at the moment.
The legal basis of such a protocol, under article 51 of the charter,
is clear. Certainly it is wholJy within the letter and spirit of the
charter, for it would commit the signatories to doing nothing substantive to which the charter does not already commit them, and it
would commit them procedurally merely to doing as a group in c.ertain cases what they said they intended doing unanimously in all
cases.
Moreover, the initiation by our Government of negotiations for
such a protocol would be in conformity with Senate Resolution 2.'39,
the Vandenberg resolution, unanimously reported out by this committee on May 19 of last year. Clause 2 of the resolution recommends
that our Government promote theprngresslve development of regional and other colle<>tlve arrnngf>mt>nts for individual and collective self-defense In accordance with the purposes, prlnciplee.
and provisions of the charter.

Even the Atlantic Treaty itself appears to adumbrate such a protocol
in its reference in article 12 tothe development of universnl ns well as regional arranJ:ements under the charter
of the United NRtions for the mnintennnce of International peace and security.
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RATIFICATION OF TREATY WITH INTERPRETATIONS

In conclusion, then, we favor ratification by the Senate of the North
Atlantic Treaty, and concurrently respectfully suggest for your consideration the adoption of a Senate resolution of two parts :
The first, advising the President of the sense of the Senate that in
ratifying the North Atlantic Treaty it is understood that articles 4.
and 9 in no sense authorize the creation of a council which may arrogate to itself the consideration of world l?roblems properly within
the competence of organs of the United Nat10ns, and
The second, advising the President of th~ 8ense of the Senate that
this Government should initiate negotiations for a multilateral security covenant, as elsewhere detailed, open to all members of the
United Nations.
Like all treaties-

said the Honorable Wurren R. Austin in testifying before this committeethe words or the North Atlantic Treaty wlll take on mennlng in the light of the
policies and actions that the signatories follow in Implementing it.

We believe that the Atlantic Treaty will be a pillar of peace if the
rest of th~ structure is correspondingly strengthened, and we submit
that the adoption of a Senate resolution along the suggested lines will
give the treaty a meaning of unquestioned consonance and harmony
with the high purposes and priuc1ples of the United Nations Charter.
The CuAIRllAN. You are for ratification 1
Mr. SCHWEBEL. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. These other matters you will postpone until a more
appropriate time, is that right Y
Mr. SCHWEBEL. We would :favor the adoption of a Senate resolution
saying that it is the sense of the Senate that it be made clear that
articles 4 and 9 do not envisage the creation of a Council which may
drain consideration of world problems from the UN, and pressing
for the negotiation of such a multilateral treaty now, we would favor
adoption of such a resolution more or less at the same time as the
. North Atlantic Pact.
REAFFlRMATION

OF UN

CHARTER

The CHAIRMAN. It is not clear from the whole text of the Treaty
in four or five difi'erent places that it recognizes the over-all authority
of the United Nations, and its purpose to be in harmony with the
United Nations. You have read the treaty carefully, of coursei
Mr. ScuWEBEL. Yes. It is certainly good that the treaty does take
such careful cognizance of the United Nations, as it does in articles
1 and 5 et cetera but as we hope we have pointed out, there are dan~ers
that the treaty will impinge on the correct jurisdiction of the Uruted
Nations and set up a sort of "little United Nations" which will perha:ps
be an exclusive club of the Western World, and there is a danger m
that which is not made sufficiently clear in the text of the treaty, and
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the danger lies in articles 4 nncl 9 which. combined tog-ethf'r. eould set
up a Coiincil whose limits of discussion are not defined in the treaty.
The CHAm~uN. We would be represented, would we not. on the
Co11neil ~
}Ir. SCHWEBEL. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg1
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green?
Senator GREEN. I might ask one question.
In the first place, in this text there is a mistake, I think, if you
want to give it to the public. On the second page, in the fifth from
the last line, you refer to chapter VII when you mean chapter VIII.
Mr. ScHWEBEL. The text i1'1 correct. My reading may have bN>n
erroneous.
AR~fSTHONG PROPOSAi,
Senator Gun:~. You recommend that the Senate pass certain resolutions in connection with this, how you want to have a multilateral
treaty similar. I suppose, to the Atlnntie Treaty. What do you thtnk
of the practical chances of any such initiation of negotiations resulting favorably~
Mr. Sc11WEBF.L. I think the chances a1·e very good.
Senator GREEN. Why should they be more than operating undt>r
the present United Nations? The chances there are not very g-00<l~
are they? Or perhaps you think they are.
Mr. ScHWERF.L. I think they are good in some senses, but certainJ.v
it cannot be said that the tJnited Nations is fulfilling its securit~
obligations in the full.
Senator GREEN. Does that not provide the necessary machinery l
Mr. ScHWEBEL. It would.
Senator GREEN. Then why <lo you go to other machinery?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. It would suggest other machinery assuming that the
Soviet Union would cooperate. In the second case we do not nssumt>
that the Soviet Union would join in a multilateral treaty.
Senator GREEN. I thought your idea was to include all the nations
and not leave any of them out.
Mr. Sm1WEBt:L. And we wonld 1•p1·tai11ly hn,•e the door open to the
Soviet Union should she wish to join, but certainly the treaty would
be a much closer approximation of universality than it would in the
Atlantic Treaty.
Senator GnEEN. I do not see how it would be. The1·e would still
be some nations outside, nll those behind the iron curtain, in on~
case as in the other. It seems to me it is a very impractical suggestion.
and I give you the opportunity to explain why it isn't.
PRACTIC.\l.ITY OF .\R~lSTRONG l'ROPOS.\l.
Mr. ScHWt:Bi:L. I am happy to take that opportunity. I ha\•e a list
of rea&ons here which perhaps you might be mterested in hearin~. as
to why we believe that this multila.tt>ral approach is somewhat superior
just to the l!pproach of the Atlantic Treaty.
Senator GREEN. What do you understand my question to be!
Mr. ScHWEBF.L. I understand your question to be. Whv is the multiluteral treaty at all practical since it will not include ali nations any-
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wa_y. and therefore will not be truly universal? And my answer to
that will he that it will be virtually universal. "\Ve belieYe it would
inelucle n11 nations save those of the Soviet hloc, and we see such a
protocol as !'uperior to the Atlantic Treaty for seven reasons, and I
ean detail them if yon like.
Fir!'t. Such a r>l·otocol. rather than catchin~ the United Nations
fabric with an Atlantic alliance vin a pact would integrate and cohere
the neC"essary procedure of strengthening collective security. It
would tie together the existing regional pact.c; and cover the gaps left
bv them.
·Second. We feel this protocol more closely approximates universality than any regional pact and would to that degree more closely
conform to the universal spirit within the idea of the Charter.
Senator Gl(EEN. My question was not that. My question was, Why
is there a greater chance of success under this proposal than under the
rnited Nations. which alreadv exists '?
)fr. ScHWEBF.L. Under this"'proposal, if the Security Council failed
to tnke action in the case of agg-ression-that is, if the Soviet Union
vetot'd Council action in the face of aggression or threat to the peacethen the problem would be turued over to the United Xntions Ueneml
As.<:embly, and all the signatories to the multilateral pact beforehand
will have pledged to take account and to follow any recommendation
of the Assembly mnde by a two-thirds vote, including three of the
permanent members of the Security Council. as binding upon them.
Therefore. should two-thirds of the General Assemblv. for instnnceand this is merely illustrative-rnte that Yugoslavia has nttn<'kecl
(iree<>e, n11 of the nations would regard an nttack upon Greece 11s an
attiwk upon them and would take action under the Charter. as they
are pledf!ecl to under the Charter, hut which may be stopred by the
Russian veto or anybody else's veto. The proposal ·wonlc move the
final power of security sanctions from Security Comwil to the General A~emhlv.
The C11AYRMAX. How would yon p:et it thP1·e when the Security
Council ,·otes "no" t
·
Mr. Sc11WF.BF.I.. Any matter may be tnken off the Security Council
agenda by a proeednre vote not open to veto, and that c·an be done
bv seve.n members of the Council.
· &>nator 0REEX. Is it your idea that yon can owrcome the Soviet
veto in thnt fashion?
~fr. ScHWERF.L. 'Ye do believe that this protoeol would demonstrut~
to the world that security does not go only :-;o far as the Rnssin11 veto.
and that should there be a SoYiet wto the obligations under the Chartt-r will still be met.
. Senator Oun~-. ~ simply want to get your idea. It seems to me it
J!' a very unconnncmg argument.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not want to start an argument but I
would li.ke to tell yon that I substantially agree with yon.
The ( IL\JRMAX. Are tl!ere any otlwr <piestions?
Yon h1l\·e proposl'd a pla11 with wry far-rea('hing i111plieations. If
you can 1lestroy or impair or limit the action of the Secnritv Conncil
un<ler the United Natious, to wliieh we arl' all parties. you h11ve undertaken a very great deal.
·
Mr. ScHWEBEL. We do think it is a practical plan that cnn work.
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PROCEDURE UNDER ARKSTRONG PROPOSAL
The CHAIR)lAX. It would work if it worked, but our trouble in the
Pnited Nations has been the veto of the Soviet Union and its satellites.
If you can eliminate that that's fine.
Mr. ScHWEREJ.. We believe this plan \Vonld do that, in effect.
The CHAIRKAN. You believe it would effectively eliminate the veto.
Mr. ScHWEBEL. The Soviet Union could veto first on the issue.
Thereupon the other members of the Council would vote to take the
issue oft' the agenda of the Security Council and put it on the agenda
of the General Assembly, an<l. the Assembly would vote on the issue,
and if two-thirds of the Assembly rnte<l to take action on it, all the
states signatory to the proposal would take action.
The CHAIRJ\IA~ . What nni\'ersity <lo vou represeut?
Mr. ScHWF.BEL. I am from Harvard University.
The CHAIRMA~. What class?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. I am a junior at Harvard.
The CHAIRMAN. This is your third year '? How old are you l
Mr. ScHWEBBL. Twenty years of age.
The CHAIRMAN. What are you majoring in?
Mr. ScnWEBEL. International law and relations.
The CHAIR.&CAN. I thoup:ht you were.
Senator VANDENBERG. As I said, I substantiully agree with the
witness, because I think he is really presenting the so-called Armstrong plan in one phase, at lenst. I think it is entirely possible as an
ultimate evolution, if there is no better way found, to create within a
broadened concept of an almost w1iversal regional arrangement, which
includes everybody except the Soviets and their satellites, and instrumentality with which to fight armed aggression inside the Charter and
outside of the veto.
The CHAIRMAN. That would take some time to do all those things;
would it not~
Senator V AXDENnERG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not quest.iouing you. Is that true, young
man 9 Do vou want to postpone action on this matter until we do all
those thing8?
RATIFICATIOY WITH t:'XDEKST.\~IHNC'.8

)fr. Sc11WEBEL. No. We beliew that the Senate should ratify the
North Atlantic Pact as soon as possible, but com·urrent with its ratification that it adopt a resolution advising the President that it is the
sense of the Senate that we should undertake negotiations immediately.
Senator GREEN. That is giving the authority to the Senate, or the
United States Government, to a violation of the Charter of the United
Nations; is it noU
Senator VANDENBERG. No.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. I do not believe so, sir; no.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Armstrong will be here in a few days and will
probably give a complete exposition of his views.
Senator Hickenlooped
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REGIONAL AND UNIVERSAL ARRANGEMENTS

Senator HicKENJ,OOPER. :Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the witness whether or not his proposal, his second proposal, which Senator
Green has been talking about, would not in effect be the establishment
of a new United ~ations with the e;xclusion, let us say, of one country
and its satellites. I rather approach the Nort\l Atlantic Pact from the
idea that it is a small group with a common regional problem that is
attempting to work within the United Nations, and that its ultimate
result is not to have the Atlantic Pact be the final authority on these
things, but to work it into the authority of the United Nations eventually, with the hope that the United Nations can somehow take over.
It seems to me that the second proposal that you have made is, in
effect. the setting up of another United Nations-whatever its terms
may be is immaterial-but it is setting up another United Nations to
be the all-powerful group, with the exclusion of Russia and its satellites, who did not come in, which would be a different step in its
eventual result than the North Atlantic Pact.
Mr. ScHWEBEJ,. There certainly is much to what you say, sir. In
reply, may I
that as for the attitude of the Soviet Union toward
the two moves, think it is reasonable to assume that toe Soviet would
have less reason to be antagonized by a pact which is open to her, and
in which she may join, than by a pact such as the Atlantic Treaty
which, from the outset, is restricted and exclusive.
Senator H1cKENLOOPF.R. If I may interrupt there, it seems to me
that we have one pact that has been universally signed, and that is
the United Nations Charter. That has been open to all nations to
come in, with some exce:etions, the reason for which I still do not
fully understand, but it is a universal pact and these nations have
come in.
Now, the proposal to set up another universal pact. which in effect
takes everybody in that is already in the United Nations if they
want to come in, with the exception of one country, would seem to
me pretty destructive of the United Nations as an organization.
Maybe we will have to come to that. I do not say that we will not.
But I vision the North Atlantic Pact as only one step or one procedure within the United Nations~ in other words taking care of our
own affairs that we think ought to be taken care of in this ref·on
within the United Nations, with the hope that it will fit itsel in
the United ~ations structure by some lucky or fortunate happening
in the future.

sat

THE UNITED NATIONS AND A MULTILATERAL PACT

And at this moment, without further thought about the thing, I
would hate to support, or I would dislike very much to support, the
idea at this moment of another universal pact, because of what it
might do. It just might make the TTniterl Nations archaic, that is
all.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. The reason we propose another universal pact. eYen
though there is one in existence, as you so correctly say, is that the
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initia 1 one is not working in the way it should work. ancl the main
reason it is not working. of course, is apparent to 11s all-the obstrnction and vetoes of the Soviet TTnion. We believe the se<>ond universal
multilateral pact wo11ld repair that key defect in the present United
Nntions structure and would have the extreme virtue of doin~ so
wit.bout the necessity of any formal amendment to the Charter, which
is impossible under the .p resent situation, sinee the Soviet can veto any
amendments.
Senator H1cKENLOOPF.R. I do not want to pursue this too far this
morning, but if you hnd n second universal pact would yon not virtually be taking a cleaver and chopping out a g-reat portion, or a
substantial portion, of the Fnited Nations machinery. at least. and
cooperating nations. nt the moment? Again I say we may have to
do it: I don't know. But in effect another nnh·ersnl pact would do
just that, in my opinion.
Mr. ScHWEHEL. I would qllite agree with you. sir. if we did not
envisage provision for the use of the present machinery of the Fnited
Nations in the working out of this plan. It is the present. General
Assembly of the United Nations which would take the two-thirds
vote, which woi.ild make operative the multilateral accord.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. The second proposal of another universal
pact-does that not presuppose that the United Nations has failed!
Mr. ScHWEBEL. No.
Senator HICKENLoor:t:R. I mean. if we l!O into another unh·ersal
pact, leaving out just one segment, do we iiot almost have to say that
the reason for that is that the Unit(ld Nations hns. in effect. failed.
and we have little hope of it eventually doing all the things we would
Hke to have it do?
Mr. ScHWEBF,L. I think it is an ·admission of the United Nations
failure in one phase of the United Nations activities, that of providing
genuine collective seeurity against aggression. but certainly it would
not be a blanket admission of United Nations failure.
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Is there any other major objective of the
United Nations than universal collective security~ I know all about
the.se otherthin~, but is not the big thing uni'1ers1tl collecti\'e security¥
ABILITY OF UN TO ATTAIN

SECURITY

Mr. ScnwEBEL. Yes. I think '"e can narrow it down further and
say it would be a faihire of the United Nations to effect universal
collective secni-ity up to the sanction state. Certainly the United
Nations is doing an excellent job in me<liation uud conciliation. as
Palestine. Knshmir. und Indonesia indicntt>. but so far as the point
of the ability of the UN to tnke ad ion ngninst nggression. particularly
hy any major power or by n small power ba('ked by a major power. to
throw an intemational police force against the nggressor. the Unitt"d
Nations has not evol\'ed to that hoped-for point of ('Ounsel in the
United Nations and in its vnrio11s committees. nnd we feel thnt if the
finnl power of deter111i11i11iz whether the weight of the 11ntions of the
world which clo take their Charter obligntions seriously would be
shifted from the Security Council. where the R11ssians are now in a
position to legally block· the employment of that weight. to the As·
sembly, where they cannot block it, then we will have vitalized the
concept of collective security which is very explicit in the Charter.
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Senator HtcKENLOOPER. Perhaps, but would it also be an admission
of the futility of trying to get the United Nations together, the setting up of another w1iversal pact~ We have, in one way or another,
admitted that it was futile to try to get the United Nations to function
as we want.
Now. do you think there might be some logic in that argumenU
Mr. ScHWEREI.. Yes; I do so. I think it is logical to say it is an
admission of futility.
REGIONAL AND UNIVERSAL SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

Senator HrcKEsLoor•~n. Then let me ask you this : If the North
Atlantic Pact is adopted and goes into effect, being a regional pact
of at least a small area in the world, and if the strength of that pact
does develop to the point where perhaps nations all will come in and
begin to function properly in the United Nations, would that not be
a l>etter procedure than to set up another universal l?act ~
Mr. ScHWF.nt:L. Do you mean actually become parties to the Atlantic
agreement~

Senator H1c1iENLOOPER. No-; I mean if the strength of the Atlantic
Pact is such thnt nations that are not now cooperating in the United
Nations-for instance Russia; I merely use this as an illustrationwould lift the blot'kade in the United Nations, as she has lifted the
blockade in Berlin, whether that means cooperation or not I don't
know, but if she would do it as a result of the unity of the North
Atlantic Pact. would thut not be a better proc~dure than for us to go
on record now as at least admitting the futility of the United Nations
at the moment and setting up another universal pact leaving out
Russin? It may be a chance we are taking; I do not know.
Mr .ScHWEREL. It is certainly to be hoped, and I am sure it is the
prime hope of the United States in effecting the Atlantic Treaty, that
1t will create a balance of power or something to that effect which will
bring the Russians to their senses in a way, but we feel that this multilateral accord, at least in the short run, would give to the nations
of the world, outside of the Atlantic community, the security of reinsurance which they lmve a right to. We do not feel that Holland or
Belgium has any more right to security, particularly, than India or
Iran, and we believe there are dangers in taking the approach that one
nation's securitv is of a higher value than another's.
Senator H1cXENLOOPER. We have already taken the approach in
the United Nations that the se<'urity of one nation is as great as
another's.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. And we feel that the Atlantic Pact is a deviation
from that in some sense, but that the deviation can be corrected by the
initiation of negotiations and the conclusion of this universal protocol.
Now, should the Soviet Union, either through the force of the Atlantic Pact or the European recovery program or the whole policy in
n group, shift its policy and become cooperative in the United Nations,
then there would be absolutely no need for this multilateral accord.
Then it would never come into effect, because if an issue came up before the Security Council and the Soviet Union did not block it, the
Security Council would take action and the application of the multilateral accord would never come into question, but there would always
be this second insurance behind the Soviet Union which would perhaps
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make her think twice and say "Let's be a little more cooperative
because if we are not, the rest of the nations will take action anyway.;1
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. I was going to ask you whether you thought
there would be any greater inducement for Russia to come in after the
formation of the second universal pact than in the present circwnstances.
Senator VANDENBERG. Will the Senator yield 1
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Yes.
Senator VANDENBERG. I would like to suggest to him that I am
totally in agreement with him that this is not the time to proceed with
such alternative. The thought I suggest is in the ultimate, if all other
recourses fail, this is a way in which one can proceed.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I said a moment ago we may have to come.
to that.
Senator VANDENBERG. This is no time to do it.
Senator H1CKENLOOPER. I think I agree we would be far better off
leaving the second universal pact out of consideration and taking one
bite of the apple at a time. We may have to come to that. I don't
know.
Senator VANDENBERG. I entirely agree.
The CHAmMAN. You are for the ratification of the treaty?
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Your favoring the ratification is not dependent
upon us adopting this resolution 9 Is it or not? Would you be
for it without the resolution if the Senate does not see fit to pass it t
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; that's fine.
Senator Pepper 9
Senator PEPPER. I have not had an opportunity to read your statement or to hear your testimony.
The CHAmMAN. Suppose we let Senator Donnell go on, and you
can come in later.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Schwebel, I thought perhaps you intended
to amplify just a little your answer.
The CHAIRMAN. If I may interrupt, I was in error when I said Mr.
Hamilton Fish Armstrong would be here on Friday. I got confused
over a telegram from Mr. Hamilton Fish, without the "Armstrong."
He is not scheduled.
Go ahead, Senator.
RATIFICATION WITHOUT

RESOLUTION

Senator DONNELL. I was just saying, Mr. Schwebel, that I tho111Zht
perhaps you intended to amplify just a little your answer to the
question of Senator Connally as to whether you would favor the
pact the North Atlantic Pact, without the adoption of your two
resolutions. Would you be kind enough, if yon were intending: to
amplify that a little, just to do so at this moment~
Mr. SCHWEBEL. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to do so.
We do not propose these resolutions in any sense as reservations to
the treaty. We hope for Senate ratification of the treaty without
reservations, but we would be elated, and we feel it a matter of l'f'.al
importance that these resolutions be adopted now, concurrentlv with
the ratification by the Senate of the North Atlantic Treaty, because
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we believe the states of the world other than those of the Atlantic
community now deserve and perhaps demand the security reinsurance
which they merit as well as the members of the Atlantic community,
and therefore we feel it the best possible thing under the circumstances
to have these resolutions adopted concurrently with ratification. We
do not put them forth as reservations.
However, if we are pressed to the wall and we must say whether
we would favor ratification or not favor ratification, with or without
the reservations, although we would be extremely sorry to see the
resolutions not adopted, pressed to the wall at that point we would say
"Yes, ratification."
Senator DoNNELL. In other words, as I understand from the last
sentence of your statement, and I quote it, "We believe that the Atlantic Treaty will be a pillar of peace if the rest of the structure is
correspondingly strengthened." Is that correct¥
~fr. ScH"WEBEL. That is right.
Senator DoNNELJ,. I judge by that, the language of your statement,
"correspondingly strengthened." you mean by the adoption of the proposals set forth in your two resolutions 1
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes, sir.
,
Senator DONNELL. And you condition your belief that the Atlantic
Treaty will be a pillar of peace on the prop,osal that "if the rest of the
structure is correspondingly strengthened, 'meaning thereby the adoption of the two plans set forth in your resolutions. Is that correct i
Mr. ScHWEBEL. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. I take it from the fact that you have conditioned
your opinion that the Atlantic Treaty will be a pillar of peace on
this correspondi!!g strengthening that you are not so sure that the
North Atlantic Treaty is going to be such a pillar of peace unless
the contents of your two resolutions a.re adopted. Am I correct in
that understanding¥
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Quite so.
Senator DONNELL. You haYe some doubts as to whether the North
Atlantic Pact will be a pillar of peace unless the proposals in your
resolutions are adopted 9
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes, sir.
MEMBERSHIP OF COLLEGIATE COUNCIL FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Schwebel, I was very much interested
in noting the broad extent of your organization, and I wanted to ask
you about it. You say that it is a national federation of student associations of 170 American colleges and universities. I am not going
to ask you for the list of them, but could you tell us, please, how
widely distributed those institutions of learning are over the country¥
Mr. SCHWEBEL. They are in over 40 States, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Are there any State universities included among
the number?
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Oh, yes; quite a number.
Senator Do~NELL. I am wondering whether you happen to recall
whether that of my own State of Missouri is included? ·
Mr. SCHWEBEL. I believe it is· yes.
Senator DONNELL. You are the national president of that organization?
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Mr. ScHWEBEJ.. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. Has your organization met and expressed itself
to the eft'ect set forth in your testimony~
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes; to the extent of perhaps what might be called
an outline stage at our national convention last June, and in the actual preparation of this testimony our national board of directors was
consulted on a very close basis, and our texts were exchanged in great
detail.
Senator DONNELL. So the statement does represent the opinion of
your national board of directors 1
Mr. SCHWEBEL. That is right.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you mind telling us how many members
there are of that board¥
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Seven; one for each region of the country.
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind just telling us, please, what those
regions are 1 What is re~on No. 1 ~
Mr. SCHWEBEL. New England is No. 1; Middle Atlantic, Southeast,
Southwest, Far West, Midwest, and North Central.
Senator DoNNELL. Are you able to tell us approximately the total
membership of the 170-student organizations which constitute your
organization ~
Mr. ScHWERF.L. Well, the average chapter runs in membership between 50 and 300 members.
Senator DoNNF.U,. Mr. Schwebel, I don't know whether vou were
asked anything about yourself or not, other than where vou are attending the nmversity at this time. I understood you to sav you were
a junior in Harvard University. Is that in the collegiate department
or in the law department?
Mr. ScHWERF.r.. In the college, sir.
Senator DoNNF.Lr,. And you have specialized along the line of international law and obviously devoted a great amount of study to that
subject, is that correct¥
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Are you intending to teach, if I may ask, or is it
your expectation to engage in the practice of law, perhaps, or something of that kind¥
Mr. ScHWEBU. I am really not quite sure. I nm tentatively planning a career in the State Department or the United Nations or something of that sort.
Senator DoNNELL. Have von thus far been associated in anv wav
with any org-anization as that, in the capacity of anv emplovee 0°r
anything of that sort?
·
·
Mr. ScHwERF.r.. No: I have not.
Senator Dox:-rnu.. Where is yot!r home, :\Ir. Schwebel Y
:\fr. Scmn:m:r.. In New York City.
Senator Doxxt:u,. What is your street address, please?
Mr. ScnwEREL. 2fi06.
THE TREATY AS A REGIO::-;AL ARRANOF.ME:!\1

Senator Dokxl:I.J,. Yon speak in a number of in!'ltane~ in this statement of yours of a re~ionnl pact. You say that you fear a regional
pact of its wry nature mny tend to emphasize regional security ohli-
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f,;ations; you speak of your reservations about the North Atlantic
·1'renty, and I take it you are making reservations by your statement,
as you have indicated.
Mr. ScHWEBEL. That is right, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Your reservations fall into two categories, the
first in the form of a brief exposition of the weaknesses of the regional
approach to security. You speak a little further down of "regional
arrangements"; you speak elsewhere of the "regional concept of security," and then on page 3 of a "regional pact." Am I correct, therefore, in understandmg that you consider that in fact the North Atlantic
Treaty is a regional arrangement or a re,gional pact 1
Mr. ScHWEBEL. A rather tortured version of one; yes.
Senator DoxxJo:LL. It is, howeYer, in your judgment, a regional
arrangement, is that correct~
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Yes. Certainly the parties seem to regard it as
such, and thou~h in our judgment it is not a regional arrangement as
the United Nations Charter thought of regional arrangements, it seems
that grammatically it is fair enough to apply that term.
Senator DoNxt:LL. I am curious to know why, l\Ir. Schwebel, if yon
consider that it is a regional pact, you have stated that the legal basis
for the Atlantic Treaty is article 51 and not article 52. Where is it
you find that in the proposed North Atlantic Treaty, if you do so
find it?
)fr. SCHWEBEL. Because article 52, as we understand it, though it
most ce1-tainly discusses regional arrangements, gives the clear implication that regional arrangements are to be for the settlement of
disputes within the region, and it does not seeni to adumbrate a regional accord which would be a defensive pact against a violation of the
peace from outside the region against a member or members of the
region. Therefore we see no legal basis in article 52 for the treaty,
but only in article 51, which speaks of individual or collective arrangements for self-defense.
Senator DoNNEIL. Yet you do still feel, as your statement says in
numerous places in substance, or at least refers in numerous places,
that this is a regional pact and a regional arrangement, is that correct?
Mr. ScmvmEL. That is right. We believe, though 1 that i~ is out
of the spirit of the Charter insofar as the Charter envisaged regional
pacts.
NATURE OF REGIONAL ARRANGE:llENTS CONTEMPLATED BY CHARTER

Senator DoNNELL. Article 52 opens with this sentence [reading] :
Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements
or agencies for dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of International peace and security as are appropriate for regional action, provided
that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent with the
Purposes and Principles of the United Nations.

There is nothing there that restricts the operation of regional arrangements to matters within the region itself, is there, Mr. Schwebel?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. No, not in that article itself, but I believe in the
chapter, the tone of the chupter clearly does have that implication.
If you will hear with me a moment I will drag out a text of the Charter.
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In point 2 it speaks of padfic settlement of local disputes.
point 3 [reading]:

In

The Sec:·urit~· Coundl iihall encourage the rle,·el111>ment <>t pad6c !i4>ttlement of
local ois1mtes through • • • regional arrangements.

Therefore, we find the emphasis of chapter VIII is upon the regional
arrangements, such as the Pan Americ:rn Union, settling a dispute
between Bolivia and Peru, but it does not seem to us that the tone of
that article thinks of what would now be the Rio de Janeiro Pact,
taking action against an attack from .Australia.
Senator DoNXELL. Article 54 of chapter VIII, which chapter is
entitled "Regional Arrangements," reads:
Th~ Securit>· Council shall at all time~ be kept fullr informed ••f 11ctlvlties

undertaken or in contemplation under regional arrangem .. nts or by regional
agendes for the mnintenance of International peace and security.

Does that broaden in your judgment the meaning of chapter VIII
so as to include, perhaps, regional arrangements that pertain to more
tha1i purely local matters?
Mr. ScuwEBEL. It could, and it coulrl not. I will concede the
point that it could, but "international," of eourse, can refer to matters
dealing with just two countries, as well as many.
Senator DoNNELL. There is nothing in the North Atlantic Pact,
itself, except in articJe 5, is there, Mr. Schwebel, that mentions article
51 of the United Nations Charted
Mr. Sc11wEBEL. I do not believe there is; no.
Senator DoNNELL. So that there is nothing in the ~orth Atlantic
treaty that says that it is not formed under article 52; that is correct; is it not 1
Mr. ScuWEBEL. That is correct. I do not believe there is anything
that says it is, either; is there, sir!
Senator DONNELL. I understand that, but the only mention of
article 51 -is in !1rticle 5, and there _is nothi!lg in the treaty that says
that the treaty is formed under article 51; is there! I am correct in
that; am I noU
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Yes, but may I qualify my an::iwer by saying that
it is my impression that in the rationale given out by the State Department of the treaty, the State Department~ though at first it put some
{•mphasis on articles 52 and 53, later shifted. that.
1'HE TREATY AS A REOION.\I, ARRANGEMENT

Senator DoNNELL. Precisely the point that I was getting to. Did
not the State Department start out with the idea that this was a regional arrangement, and was it not called the North Atlantic treaty,
signifying that it was a regional arrangement f Then, as you have
indicated, the rationale as given out by the State Department, as you
perhaps have appropriately mentioned, has indicated a shifting on
the part of the State Department. Am I not correct in my
understanding?
Mr. ScHWEBEL. I believe the State Department found it was in
error, as all human beings may be, and therefore shifted its emphasis
to article 51, which we believe is certainly an ample legal basis for
the treaty. The treaty is legal, we feel, definitely. ·
Senator DoNNELL. fhe pomt to which I direct your nttention is the
one you have anticipated me on, namely, that there was a shift.inl?
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of position, if I understand your view, by the State Department,
from the original concept that. this was a regional treaty, a regional
pact, over to the concept that it was formed under the provisions
of article 51 in recogmtion of the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defense. You are in accord with that general observation, are you not 1
Mr. SCHWEBEL. That is right, though of course I have no access to
the pr~s of the State Department. Exteriorally that seems to
be tlie case.
•
OEOGRAPIDC SCOPE OF TRE,\TY
Senator DONNELL. Do you know why it is called North Atlantic

Treaty~

Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, it would seem that the reason is that the bulk
of states parties to the treaty border on -the North Atlantic.
Senator DONNELL. The bulk of them do 9
Mr. ScuwmEL. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. I have not counted them or taken the seacoasts
of them, but Italy does not front on the North Atlantic, does iH
Mr. SCHWEBEL. No, it hardly does.
Senator DONNELL. And was Italy originally contemplated as being
a party to this treaty, so far as you have ever heard or observed j
Mr. SCHWEBEL. It was, of course, not included in the original
negotiations, bnt so far as I recall, mention of Italy was made early
in the procedures of negotiation.
Senator DoNNELL. However, the negotiations as made, and the
initial steps taken in this matter as recited in the letter of the Secretary of State of April 7, 1949, to the President, included not Italy at
all, but the Brussels Pact parties and the United States and Canada.
That is correct, is it not 9
Mr. ScmVEBEL. I believe that it is, sir; yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Schwebel, you have read Mr. Dulles' testimony, I judge, from your comments¥
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes, I have, sir.
.DANGER OF WORLD DIVISION

Senator DoNNELL. You feel, am I correct in understanding, that
there is, as he pointed out, a danger in that the North Atlantic
Treaty may be considered as splitting the world into two camps, and
the very danger to which you refer in your statement here this morning along that line. You concur in Mr. Dulles' observations to that
effect, do you not 1
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Entirely, and we believe that our multilateral accord
would obviate that danger.
Senator DoNNELL. That is all, Mr. Schwebel. Thank you very
much.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pepped
Senator PEPPER. Mr. Schwebel, I don't know whether you were
asked this question earlier or not. Are you a veteran of World
War Ill
Mr. Scnw•~BEL. No; I am not. I was underage.
Senator Pl:PPF.R. I think it is quite within the prerogative of the college people of the country, who are primarily the ones who would serve
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in war. to come here to express t.o this committ~ and to the eountry
their opinion about. the future, which, after all, is more theirs tlrnn it is
that. of their elders.
I have read your statement, and it looks to me like it has a lot of farsighted merit and value in it.
DANGER OF REGIO!l;.ALISll

What you are afraid of is that this is setting up, if it is pnrsue<l to a
possible conclusion1 a series of regional arrangements in the world.
I am not talking al)(mt regional within the meaning of article 52 of
the Charter, hut I mean geographically regional arrangements which
are likely to, or which might if pursued ever farther. tnke the plal-'e
of the national rivalries of the past. That is to say, if we formed one
regional entity which became more or less self-sufficient and bec~1me
a new international organism, and if another one were formed in an·
other part of the earth and another one in still a third part of the
world, that you might supplant the old national riYalries which ha,•e
led to the wars of the past with regional rivalries whid1 might lead
to the regional wars of the future. 18 that one of the fears that you
have entertained t
Mr. Sc11WEBEL. Yes, certainly. I think thnt is a very reasonable
fear.
Senator PEPPER. And yon also have some concern for the "numerosity," which may be a questionable word, of the various organizations
which are outside, directly, the United Nations Cha11er. You have
some concern lest the total effect, although unintended, of those rnrious
circumlocutions or collateral arrangements may be to weaken confi·
dence and support upon the United Nations Charter and the United
Nations Organization.
Mr. ScHWEBEL. Exactly, sir; yes.
Senator PEPPER. Now, first, if there were no article 3 in the North
Atlantic Treaty, and no article 9, would you find in that treaty anything contradictory to the obligations which the members of the United
Nations have already assumed~ If articles 3 and !) were not in the
treaty, would you find anything in it that in any way appears out of
harmony or in any way out of accord with the ohli<rations that the
members of the United Nations Organization have afi·early assumed!
Mr. ScuwEBEL. Well. we see something of a danger in article 4,
which states [reading]:
The Parties will consult together whenever. ln the opinion of any of them,
thf' territorial integrity, politi<'nl independenee. or security of 1111~· of the Partiee
is threatened.

The rlangn is that the scope of their consultations is not restricted.
NJ<m' ORLIOATION!'\ ASSUMED UNDER THE TREATY

Senatol' PEPPER. Include, then, articles 3, 4, and 9. In other words,
is it not already an obligation assume,d by the members of the United
Nations that they will aid in the preservation of the independence
awl security of all members of that organization Y
:\fr. Sc11wrnEL. Yes, sir; it definitely is.
S1:>11ator P•:PPER. If any nation in the world by armed force were
to im·ade another nation, nt least n nation that is a nwmher of the
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United Nntions Organization, do you not regard it as the obligation
of all the members of the l'.nite<l Nations Organization to go to the
defense of that victim of aggression by arms/
Mr. ScmvEBEL. Yes; I think it is a definite obligation.
Senator PEPPER. And yon think that is what the Secretary of State
and the . President snid, and intended to say, in the statements that
you have quoted in your statement?
l\fr. SC'Inn:BEJ,, That is right.
Senator PEPPER. So that if we merely say that we of the North
Atlantic community will agree that an attack upon one member of
that community is an attack upon the security of all, and the ones
not directly attacked will go to the defense of the victim of the aggression, that is no new obligation that we are assuming.
Mr. ScnwEBEL. No new obligation, but an obligation more explicitly
defined.
Senator PEPPER. More explicitly, no doubt, and having possibly a
psychological effect, in the general opinion that it will be in the interest
of peace.
THE TREATY AND THE UNITED NATIONS

But your fear is that the degree to which articles 3 and 4 and 9 are
implemented may carry this obligation we already have to the point
of creating a new entity which will take on a new·character and, in
effect, if not by design, be out of harmony with, if not in opposition
to, the scheme and intention and effect of the United Nations Organization.
.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes. I am in total agreement with that.
. Senator PF..PPER. As Senator Austin said, as you quoted in your
statement, the way we carry out the treaty will determine what it
shall become. If overemphasis is not put upon articles 3, 4, and 9,
it is possible, is it not, that the existence of this firm and additional
agreement or accord to the Atlantic community may create the equilibrium of force, may create the sense of security, that may make it
possible again for the United Nations Organization to resume the
role that it was intended to occupy in keeping with peace and promoting the welfare of the world, may it not¥
~fr. ScuwEnEL. That is our hope, and we think there is a real chance
of that.
Senator PEl'PER. In the one case, if it be regarded that there are
those who are potential aggressors, their aggression might be thwarted,
and if there be those overly excited, their concerns might be allayed,
so that there might come about that general reestablishment of equilibrium which might permit the United Nat,ions to go ahead again as
the real hope of the world for peace nnd for profit.
So your admonition to us and to the Government, if this treaty is
ratified, is to be overzealous in not t.nking advantage e>f the technical
authority that articles 3, 4, and 9 may give them, to creafo something
"·hich in fnct and insnbstance will undermine and weaken the Unite1l
Nations Organization?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes.
Senator PEPPER. One last question: If we set up these re~io11al organizations, and again I am using them separately as a geographical
group of nations in the same geographical aren, would you not regnrd
9061f--49~pt.2~22
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it that somewhere in the distant future, after perhaps going through
another valley of travail, we would have to come right bacl{ again to
where we were at San Francisco in 1945, and set up again. or reestablish, an international organization designed to prevent the ag~ressiou
and to keep peace through collective security1 In other words, haw
we not got t<;> rely eventually upon collective security and not regional
pacts or national strength for a lawful and an orderly \vorld l
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes, absolutely.
Senator PEPPER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McMahon 1
Senator McMAHON. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you ,·ery much, Mr. Schwebel.
Mr. James P. Warburg, of l\ew York City.
STATEMENT OF J'A:MES P. WARBURG, BEW YORK CITY
Mr. WARBURG. Permit me, Mr. Chair·man to express my grateful
appreciation to you and to the members of this committee for the
opportunity to testify on the important and far-reaching proposal
now before you. I speak for no group or organization. but mel'('ly a:>
one citizen anxious for the safety and welfare of our country. I am
neither a lawyer nor a military expert. Such compett>nce ns I mav
possess derives merely from practical experience in international affairs-as a banker, as a public st•rvant, and us n free-lance observer
and reporter. I can say that I have for many yea1-s diligentlv studied
the problems of American foreign policy, and that I hnve given purticular attention to the twofold proposal now under consideration,
ever since its outlines first emerged into public \•iew. Your own far
greater knowledge and experience will enable you to .detect any fallacies which may underlie the opinions I shall venture to express.
The Atlantic Security Pact nnd the program to rearm western Europe must, I think, be considered together. The forthright ~stimony
of the Secretary of State has made it clear that the treaty is the consequence rather than the cause of the rearmament program lnuncbed
by the Brussels Trea.ty Powers on March 14, 1948, and endo~ on
the same day by President Truman.
CONTAINMENT

01"' RUSSIA

I should like first to say a word about the context of this twofold
proposal. It springs from a policy which should, in my opinion, go
down in history as the Churchill doctrine, instead of being a.swciated
with the name of our President. This policy rests upon the theory,
advanced by Mr. Churchill at Fulton, Mo., in March 1946 that the
Soviet Union alone is responsible for the world crisis and that the
Soviet threat to peace is essentially a threat of physical conquest.
From this theory derived the policy of seeking to oontain the Soviet
threat within a physical frontier manned by physical force. This es·
sentially negative approach to peace has become one of the two major
trends in our present foreign policy. The other positive trend is the
plan developed by President Truman and Secretary Marshall to attack the causes of mass discontent which invite communist exploit•·
tion.
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My own belief has be.en that the present world crisis derives from a
number of factors, some of which are the products of the time in
which we live and have nothing whatever to do with the nature or intentions of the Soviet Union; that, in addition to these non-Russian
factors, there has been, and is, a very definite Soviet thrt-at to peace;
but that this Soviet threat hns been, and still is, primarily a threat of
Communist penetration or subversion and only secondnrily a threat
of military conquest.
lfulding this belief, I have been an enthusiastic supporter of the
Marshall Plan and a persistent critic of the doctrine of physical containment. For the past two years, I have viewed with increasing misgivings the ever greater preemption of our energies and resources by
the negative and not very successful policy of strategic containment
and the consequent slow strangulation of our positive program.
In terms of dollars the ratio now stands at about three and a half
to one. \Ve are now spending less than $6,000,000,000 a year on our
constructive program for peace. At the same time we are insuring
ourselves agamst the failm·e of thnt program to the tune of more than
$18,000,000,000.

This anomal;v results, I think, from two basic misconceptions:
First, the oversimplified scapegoat analysis of the world crisis; and,
second, the widespread acceptance of a very dubious analogy to the
Nazi design of military conquest. Our obsession with these two
misconceptions blinds us to those aspects of the world crisis which
have nothing to do with Russia or communism. and, at the same time,
prevents us from seeing the true nature of the Russian or communist
menace.
POSITIVE APPROACH TO RUSSIA

If we could shake off this obsession, I believe that two things might
happen.
First, we might recognize that the way to stop Russian is to stop letting Russia make our foreign policy ; in other words, we might see
that Soviet expansionism can best be halted as the by-products of a
constructive American policy for peace.
Second, we might change our attitude about the United Nations.
Instead of sadly shaking our heads over an impotent debating society
and consoling ourselves with the easy notion that the United Nations
would work. if only the Russians would let it work, we might set out
to make the United Nations into an organization capable of enacting
and enforcing world law. Were we to set out to do this, we should,
of course, encounter Soviet opposition. But it would be Soviet
opposition to a constructive program of peacefully uniting a divided
world, in which we should enJOY far greater and more effective support
from the peoples of the \vorld than we can ever hope to muster m the
present sterile and highly dangerous power struggle.
So much for the context of the Atlantic security :program. I am
prepared to amplify these few remarks, if time permits and the comtnittee so desires. Given this context, whi<.'h cannot be changed overnight. it seems to me that the twofold North Atlantic security program
tnust be examined from the point of view of its efficac;r as an instrument in our present poJicy. I shnll now state my position from this
narrower point of view as quickly and as precisely as I <.'an.
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So long as we Ji,·e in a world of international anarchy dominated
by a power struggle between the two halves of a divided world, I am
in fayor of any declaration which makes it clear to ourselves and to
others that a physical attack upon western Europe is an attack upon
us, and will be so regarded by us. I have spent most of my adult life
fighting the i~ olationist i1lusion. I supported our entrance into the
League of Nations and opposed the neutrality acts. When western
Europe was faced by the threat of Nazi conquest, I was horrified by
our connivance in the so-called peace of Munich and, shortly therea ftl'r, publicly advocated an open military alliancti with Britain,
France, and the Low Countries as the only hope of preventing the
outbreak of World 1Var II. I do not object to such an alliance now,
proYided that it dot>s not take our eyes off the real danger-which is
now not military but political-and provided that we do not fool
either ourselves or our friends about what we are doing.
PRETKl\SF.S ll\ TR1':ATY

We are fooling ourseh-es, I think, when we try to clothe this treaty
in moral garments. To say that all the signatories are united by a
common heritage of ethical belief and democratic conviction seems
to me a dubious statement about large segments of the French, Dutch,
Belgian, and Italian populations which willingly collaborated with
and lived quite contentedly under fascism. It seems n dubious sbltement abo~1t any country in which 2!i percent of the people are today
Commumsts, or about any country. whose government seeks to deny
clemocratic freedom to colonial peoples. This moral pretense becomes
a complete mockery when Portugal is one of the sigtiatori~s and when
flirtations eyes are cast at Franco Spain.
Likewise I think we are fooling ourselves when we maintain that
we are undertaking this program in order to strengthen the United
Nations, when it is clear that we are trying to find a means of filling
the gap left by the failure of the United Nations.
These two polite hypocrisies seem to me to weaken our undertaking.
I do not think they are vitally important because I do not believe that
the American people take either pretense very seriously. There is,
however, one respect in which I am afraid that some one is being
seriously and dangerously led astray. In what is perhaps the most
important aspect of the twofold proposal, I believe that either the
American people do not renlize what is afoot, or else our friends
a.broad are under a most regrettable misapprehension.
SECl'RING WESTI:RN EUROPE FROll[ ATTACK

From what I myself heard in Europe recently and from the published utterances of foreign officials, it seems clear that our friends
abroad expect the new program to· secure the frontiers of western
Europe against invasion by the Soviet Union. They are not interested in the promise of another liberation from enemy occupation.
''Next time," suid Premier Queuille of France, "you would be liberating a corpse."
To secure the frontiers of western Europe means to hold an invading Russian army at the Oder, or the Elbe, or-at the very worst-
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at the Rhine. Being no military expert, I have tried to find out
what military experts think this undertaking would require. The
impression I have ~athered, here and abroad, is that there would
have to be created m western Europe a ground force of at least 40
fully ~uipped and highly mobile divisions and that such a ground
army would have to be suppo1ted by great tactical and strategic air
power by fully functioning services of supply and by adequately protected sea communications with the Western Hemisphere. To say
that it would take at least $10,000,000,000 and a million men under
arms to secure the frontiers of westem Europe against invasion is
probably a gross understatement.
.Assuming that we werf' to supply nll the money and equipmentassuming that, in the event of war, we unde1took to provide much
of the nt'f'dt>d nir power and the protection of the sea lanes-there
would still remain the question of trained and mobilized manpower
to secure the west European frontier. So far as I know, there are
only three sources from which this manpower can be drawn: ·westeru
Europe itself, western Germany, or the rnited States.
SOCRCES OF 1\1,\XPOWER NEEOED TO S1'1CURE EUROPE

\Ve~tern Europe as a whole is suffering- from a shorta~e of man·
power, which at present is one of the chief obstacles to recovery. Italy
is the only country which has a manpower surplus, but Italy cannot
be rearmed without violating the Italian peace treaty. If a million
men are withdrawn for military service from the farms and factories
of France and the other European signatories, the recovery etfort will
come to a standstill and the door wiJI be opened wide to Communist
subwrsion or penetration.
If military manpo"','.er were to be recruited in westl•rn Germany,
it is clear, I think, that two things would happen: Russian retaJi,ttion
would be provoked, and the already dubious morale of any potential
French Army would be destroyed. I say "the already dubious morale"
because we cannot ig-nore the fact that, with 25 percent of France
voting Communist, the Russians have a far mo1·e dangerous fifth
col11111n in France today than the Nazis had in 19-10.
That leaves the United States, and perhaps Canada, as a source of
the necessa1·y manpower. A former F1·ench Prime Minister has been
making speeches in this country recently urging that we send a huge
American force to Europe now to stand guard over its frontier. However, even if we were prepared to do that, it is nece.ssury to bear in
mind that, in spite of our huge military budget of $15,000,000,000
a year, we have at present a ('ombat force of only about 10 divisions.
)[IJ,lTARY ASSISTANCE OR F.UROPE.\N RECOVERY

It would seem clear, then, that if the Atlantic security program
means what our European friends think it means, either western
European recovery wiII haw to be halted in its tracks, or else the
United States will have to undertake a vastly greater commitment
than the American people realize today. Haltin-g the European recovery program means that we shall have to face the necessity of
increased and indefinitely prolonired )farshall plan assistance, or else
throw open the door to Communist penetration at the very moment
when it has been almost locked by patient and costly effort.
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If the Atlantic securitv program is intended to mean that we are
to secure the frontiers of western Europe against invasion, then the
presently proposed $1,130,000,000 is merely the first bite at a very
much larger commitment. It costs something like $250,000,000 to
equip one armored division. I do not know what it would cost t-0
c·reate a force of 40 divisions-either European or American-in
Europe. But, whatever it costs, this would again be only the beginning, because we could hardly assume that the Russians would sit still
on their side of the iron curtain while we proceed in a leisurely
manner to build up a defense capable of holding their presently available striking force. Actua11y, all the Russians would have to do to
double their present immediate striking power would be to bring up
another 50 existing divisions from wherever they are at present stationed in the Soviet Union. If they did that, our defense force would
again have to be proportionately strengthened. And even this sort of
calculation would work out satisfactorily, only if the Russians did not
hit upon the bright idea that maybe they had better get the whole
thing over with before we had built up any defense at all.
These seem to me the facts to be faced, if we are talking about
securing the west European frontier against invasion.
If, on the other hand, we are not undertaking to do what our frien<ls
think we are doing, what is the point of diverting European manpower and resources from reco,·ery to rearm1tment Y 'Vhat good will
it do to build half a defense force Y Twenty divisions are no better
than the 10 or 12 which exist in western Europe today, if it takes 40
to do the job. Surely, it is folly to think that the French, or the '
Dutch, or the Belgians would fight a delaying action for the benefit
of Britain and the United States, if they knew in advance that their
countries would be.overrun and occupied. Surely it is folly to weaken
our own military strength by putting some of our stock of weapons in
the hands of troops wno-m the event of war-would be forced (-0
!;Urrender them to the invader.
NEED l'OR CLARIFIC•.\TIO:S- 0}' C0)1Ml'DU:X1' UNDER ' TREATY

Before the treaty is ratified. Mr. Chairman I think the American
people h~ve a right to know ~hut it means._ I ti1ink our friends abroad
have a r1S'ht to know what it means. Either we are, or we are not
undertaking to defend we.stern Europe against invasion. If we arP.
Jet us not deceive ourselves about the costs or the risks involved. If
we are not-if we ure merely undertaking to deter invasion-let us
not permit our friends to be deeeived. Let us make c1ear to them what
it is that we are promisingto do.
Shortly after the treaty wus signed, our Chief of Staff, Gener11l
Bradley, made a speech, which I understand was cleared with t11e
Stute Department, and in which I thought he c1ear1y implied that our
European friends were right in assumin~ that the frontiers of western
Europe ure now to be secured against mYasion in the eYent of war.
On April 27, the Secretary of State himself said to this committee
l reading] :
,
It is under11tandnble thnt thl' free n11tiom: of westel'U Eurllpe cannot look for·
wnrd with equnnimit~· to invasion and o<·cupation in the event of wur, even if we
guarantee subsequently to llbernte them. Nor is it to our own interest to permit
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them to be occupied with the consequent necessity of the costly liberation of these

areas.
CONFLICTING COMMITMENTS

On the same day, accordin~ to the New York Times the Secretary
of State told this committee m response to a question that ''there was
absolutely no intention to send substantial numbers of American
troops to Europe in any eventuality short of war." In response to
another question he is reported to have said that "there was no thought
of bringing western Germany into the alliance." And, finally, speaking of the proposed American subsidy of $1,130,000,000 to west European rearmament, Mr. Acheson is reported to have stated that "the
countries to be aided would themselves put up from six to seven times
what the United States provided."
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that these statements n.dd up to the conclusion that the western European signatories are to provide all the
manpower and roughly 85 percent of the material resources required
to secure the frontiers of western Europe against invasion. I am .unable to reconcile this conclusion with the repeated assurance given by
the State Department that rearmament is not to take precedence over
or interfere with west European recovery. I fear that the Secretary
of State for whose integrity, wisdom, skill, and courage I have the
greatest respect and admiration, has fallen heir to an unclear position not of his own making and is, to a certain extent, its prisoner.
Cf4<\RIFICATION OF TREATY BY SENATE

In these circumstances it seems to me that precisely the sort of
occasion has arisen when the Senate, in the fulfillment of its constitutional duties and prerogatives, is in a position to help the President
and the Secretary of State in their patient pursuit of peace, by bringin1r about a clarification of the proposal.
Two kinds of clarification are possible.
The first would establish that the twofold program means our participation in a determined effort to defend western Europe's frontiers
in the event of war.
The second would establish that we are undertaking to make our
utmost effort to deter a would-be aggressor from attacking western
Europe, but that, if this eff01t should fail, we are committed to avenge
and liberate, but not necessarily to prevent invasion.
In the event of the first alternative I would feel compelled-if I
had a vote-to cast it against the ratification of the treaty. I would
do so most reluctantly, knowing that, in the present circumstances,
our failure to ratify would involve grave risks. Yet I would feel
that these risks were not as serious as those involved in the attempt to
erect a dubious defense against what I conceive to be the seconda~
danger of military attack, at the price of weakening western Europe s
defenses against what I conceive to be the primary danger-namely,
the threat of Communist penetration through exploitation of economic distress and political instabilitv.
I hope, Mr. Chairman, that the wisdom of the Senate will lead to
a clarification of the twofold program in the opposite sense. Such a
clarification would rest upon the recognition that the only effective
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way to protect western Europe against military invasion is to prevent
the outbreak of war. Were this premise accepted, a clarifying statement might take approximately the following form [readingJ:
1. The treaty means that the.United States recognizes that It has n \·ital int .. N>!lt
in the se<'urity of western Europe and that It will fight, if necessary, to maintain that security.
2. The treaty means that the United States RPn·es notice npon nny potential
aggressor thnt military ntta<'k upon westPrn Europe means war with the
United States.
3. The treaty lm1>lies U111t. so Ionic 1111 no eft'f't•tivi> s11pra1111tionul pe1u-e-enforcement machinery ls established, the United States will do Its utmost to maintain
su11klent n1llltary power to make It jtpparent to u 11ot1>ntlal aggressor that any
attempt at mllltary conquest of western Europe Is forl'doomed to failure.
4. If, in spite of the forPgoinic deterrents to uggresi<ion provided h~· the United
States, an aggressor should nevertheless embark upon mllltary adventuse, the
United ~tates preserves full freedom of action to fight the uggressor in whatever
manner, by whatever means, and in whate'l'er theater or theaters of action it
may deem expedient, In order to restore as rapidly as possible the security and
freedom of the North Atlantic area.

If the treaty were thus clarified, I should be in favor of its ratification . I should even be in favor of a limited amount of military aid,
designed primarily to enable the freely elected governments in western
Europe to deal effectively with possible internal threats of violence,
and to promote a greater feeling of self-1·espect and security. But I
should stipulate that such military aid must not be given to governments which are not freely elected.' and that it must not assume dimensions which would divert any of the nations of western Europe from
their primary task for achieving economic health and political
stability.
GEOORAPHIO SCOPE OF TREATY

In voting for a program thus clarified, I should be well aware of
certain dE>fects in the treatv which, I am afraid, is now too late t.o
remedy. Bv including Norway, the treaty pushes the declared area
of our vital 1nterest right u,p against the Soviet frontier at its northern
extremity. At the same time, the treaty limits our commitment to
certain countries of western Europe, leavmg others-notably Finland,
Sweden, Turkey, and Iran-unprotected. This seems to me inconsistent and unwise. In spite of these now probably irremediable defects, I would consider that the treaty has two offsetting virtues,
provided that the whole program is clarified as suggested. These
virtues are: First, that the treaty makes explicit to every American
citizen n eommitment which hns Joni! bE>E>n implicit in our whole foreign policy; and, second, that it makes this commitment unequivocally
clear as a warning to nny would-be aggressor and as an encouragement
to our friends.
·
I hope, Mr. Chairman, that my recommendation is at least pre<'ise
and clear. I am grateful for the opportunity to present it for tht?
consideration of your committee.
Should you find merit in the suggestion I have ventured to place
before ~·ou, you will, I believe, have cured the Atlantic security program of its most dangerous defect. This program mav then well become a most useful stop1?ap device to buy the time in whid1 a p~itive.
constructive American program for r.eace may be developed. Its ultimate pffpctivenpss a.;; such a device will tlwn he determined b.,. what \\"e
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do with the time gained. in Europe and in Asia-more specifically, in
Germany and in the southeastern rim of the Asiatic Continent.
NECESSITY

}"OR

CLARIFICATION

The l'HAJR)JA:S. Mr. 'Warburg. you condition your approval of the
treaty upon the adoption of tlwse suggestions which you advance as
being clarifications; is that true!
Mr. WARBURG. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. U1iless they are adopted you are not for the treaty~
Mr. WARUGRO. Unless the treaty is clarified I think it is a highly
dangerous instrument.
The CHADDL\N. Yon mean clarified in the way you want to
clarify it!
Mr .• '\-VARBt:Ru. I do not menn it has to he in those particular words.
1 think it has to be made clear whether we are or are not undertaking
to :;;ecure the frontiers of Europe against invasion.
The CHAIRMAN. In your first clarification you say [reading]:
The treaty means that the United States recognizes that it has a vital interest
In the security ot western Europe nnd that It will fight, If nece!lllary, to maintain
that security.

Does not the treaty do that?
lfr. WABRURO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why anv elarification ~
l\lr. WARBURG. Because the in\pression abroad, and given I think
with reason abroad becani-e of the statements made here, is that it
means more than that. It means we are undertaking to secure the
frontiers of western Europe against invasion in the event of war.
The CuAIRMAN. You are for the treaty if they adopt this clarification. and \.he clarification to m~ mind is clearly expressed in the treaty
already, so why clarify somethmg that is already clear t
Mr. WARBURG. If it is in the treaty, sir, I do not know where to
find it. I do not belieYe the treaty says anything about whether we
defend or do not defend the frontiers of western Europe against
invasion.
The C11AIRllAN. Your reservation does not even say that. You
say [reading]:
It has a vital Interest In the security of western Europe nnd that it will tight,

It necessary, to maintain that security.

Mr. W ARRURO. That is correct, but the essential part of my clarifa·ation is point 4.
The CnAIRlIAN. I am just ta kin~ them one at a time. You have disposed of that satisfactorily. The second elarification is that the United
States [reading] :
serves notice upon any potential aggressor thnt military nttack upon western
Europe means war with the United States.

Doesn't the treaty say that already~
Mr. WARBURG. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why add a condition 1 'We can't get your vote,
now, unle!<s we adopt section~, which you say is alrt>ady 111 the treaty.
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Mr. WARBURG. Sections 1 and 2 are explicit in the treaty; section 3
is implicit in it. I did not want to state section 4 without putting in
the context of the things we are doing.
The CHAIRMAN. We have not ¥ot to 4 yet. We cannot clarify it all
according to your program with 1ust one line. [Reading]:
3. The treaty Implies that, so long as no etrectlve, supranational peace-enforement machinery la established, the United States wlll do Its utmost to maintain sufficient military power to make It apparent to a potential aggressor that
any attempt at mllltary conquest of western Europe ls foredoomed to failure.

Does not our program of national defense over here, of $15,000,000,000, and the langua~ of that treaty, mean what you say in section 31
Mr. WARBURG. R1p:ht.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why the necessity for section 3 ~
Now [reading]:
·
4. If, in spite of the foregoing deterrents to aggression provided by the United
States, an aggressor should neverthless embark upon military adventure, tbe
United States preserves full freedom of action to fight the aggressor In whatever
manner, by whatever means, and In whatever theater or theaters of action It
may deem expedient, In order to restore as rapidly as possible the security and
freedom of the North Atlantic area.

Is there anything in the treaty that limits our rights to fight the
war with any kind of weapons, whatever we may determine to, if we
do enter war¥
Mr. WARBURG. The whole point of my testimony, sir, is to emphasir.e
the ambiguit:y which exists as to the meaning of the twofold program,
the treaty and the rearmament of western Europe.
The CHAmMAN. You have agreed that your first three clarifications
have already been clarified. What is there in the treaty that confiicts
at all with your condition No. 49
Mr. W ARBUllO. Senator, it is not in th~ treaty at all. Ma)" I explain
the reason for the first three clarifying statements~ The essential
point is point 4. If you pick out point 4 without the first three points,
it could be interpreted as backing out of something we have said. I
do not want to back out of the underlying commitment of the treaty
at all, and in order to say 4, I think you have to say 1, 2, and 3.
The CHAIRMAN. You have said 1, 2, and 3. That is alreadv in the
treaty. What is there in your point 4 that is contrary to what the
treatv says?
Mr. W ARBtmo. There is nothing that is contrary to what the trMtf
says.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what we are dealing with. We are dealing
with the treaty, are we not¥
Mr. WARBuRG. We are dealing with what people think the treaty
means here and abroad.
The CHAmMAN. We are dealing with the treaty. We do not go
out on the street and ask every fellow we meet what he thinks of the
treaty.
Mr. WARBURG. May I document the point by giving you some quotations from testimony made here¥
The CHAIRKAN. We know what testimony has been made. I can't
see the strength of your No. 4, when you are negatively saying that
we are going to fight, if we do fight, with all the means that we may
empJoy. Tliat goes without saying. If we have a war, we are going
to fight with the weapons we have and can get.
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SECURING EUROPE AGAINST INVASION

Mr. '\\"ARRURO. It makes it clear that we are not necessarily undertaking to defend the frontiers of western Europe against invasion.
That JS not now clear, and the Secretary of State testified to this
committee in almost the same words as those of the French Prime
Minister, saying that liberation was not good enough.
The CHATRKAN. You have read the treaty 9
Mr. W ARBUBO. Y ~ I have.
The CHAIBMAN. Does that not make it clea.rf
Mr. W ARBURO. lt says we regard an attack on western Europe as
an attack upon us. It does not say whether we will or will not do
what the French think it does mean.
The CHAmMAN. It is specifically provided in the treaty that in
that event we do whatever we deem necessary, whatever we deem
neressary to restore the security of the North Atlantic area. That is
in the treaty, is it not*
Mr. W ABBUBO. If that is your interpretation, then I should not
think you would object to my clarifying statement, because that is
exactly what I think it should mean.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is already in the treaty, and clear, I do not
see why we should adopt as a condition of ratification another bite at
the same cherry.
All right, Senator Vandenberg. Take the witness.
Senator VANDB!l."BERO. Mr. Warburg, I find myself confronting
something of a conundrum, as I think the chairman's questions have
suggested in a preliminary way. It seem:; to me I can substantially
accept your thesis. Certainly I agree with xou that the only eft'ective
\vay to protect western Europe against military invasion is to prevent the outbreak of war, to stop it before it starts at all. I certainly
agree with you, if I understand you correctly, that you think the great
and real operative power of this treaty cannot be forces in being,
but must be the potential force of the combined invincible resources
of those who notify prospective aggressors of what they are up against.
Mr. W ARBURO. Yes, sir.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Well, we are in complete agreement in that
thesis. And I am wondering whether the trouble we find ourselves in
in understanding each other d()(>,s not attach almost airectly to the
proposed military implementation program. If there was no militarv
Jmplementation program pending, would you find in the pact itself
any of the fears you express 1
CJ,ARIFYINO THE ORLIG.\TIOXS U.NO.:R ARTICLE III

Mr. WARBURG. No, I don't think I would, sir; but the fears I express arise from the sort of thing which has been said b,r General
Bradl~y, and if you will pardon me for quoting this agam, here is
what Mr. Acheson said in response to a question from Senator Wiley
[reading]:
Tbey-

spenking of the European signatoriessar, "If there were a really serious all-out attack, we know that in the long

run probably the great strength &f the United States would in the end defeat the
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aggressor, but in tbe meantime we would be overrun. :\lost of us," tbey say.
"would be rlead. Our eh·iliz11tio11 would be pretty well tlei;troyed. Tbe linlll
outcome wouhl be that the United States would be liberatiug a corpse."

That is the Secretary of State to this committee. It is almost ille11tic11l with a statement mude by Premier Qu1:>uille when the trenty Wil:-,
under consideration. He used the s11111e phruse, "You wouhl be liberating a corpse."
Senator V ANI>E:SnERo. I understand there have been statements of
interpretation abroad which do justify many of your eomments. and
interpretations with which. so far as 1 am concemed. I do not a~1-ee.
I certainly concur in your thought that we must not permit our friends
to be deceived. That would he the last possible crime Wt' eoultl
commit.
But, :\fr. 'Yarbuqc. isn't about the only way we have left tote-st the
reality of the hazards to which you refer to look at the aetnal milititr.v
implementation program which is being su~gested ~ And I ask you
these questions with no co111mitn1ent whatever to the military program myself. I reserve my own jud~ent in connection with it. Bm
as you have clearly indieated in your statement, a military progr:un
of $1,000,000.000 eoul<l not possibly be any sort of 11 1lt>fe11se itga inst
invasion. Isn't that true?
l\lr. 'VARBURO. Certainly.
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, then, why doesn't it follow that our
program isn't one to prevent war, instead of one to prevent invasion?
Mr. WARBURG. Well. I think that in the absenee of the other statements that would be a reasonable inferenC'e. but the statement I lrnn
just. quoted, made by the .Se<'retary of State, and the o~e I quoted
earher-those two statements mean to me that we t"e<'ogi11ze, as General Bradley said before, that it is not good enon~h to deter inrnsion.
that it is not good enough to re1iberate. that the next time we would be
liberating a corpse. I can only read that to mean what the Frenel1
think it means. namely. that we are undertaking to secure their
frontiers ag11inst invasion in the event of war.
Senator VAxot:XBERO. If all of our treaty friends sit in together
and agree tentatively on 11 military-aid progi·am of $1,000.000.000.
isn't it inevitable that they must understand that they are agreein~
to a program which does not. contemplate any attempted Maginot
Line, or something of the sorH Must they 1iot know at the very
moment they confront that program? I nm not arguing with you.
Mr. W ARBURO. I do not know how mnch they know about what
<"onws next after this first step in the program. So far as I know.
there has been no pnblier testimony of any sort on how the program
devt>lops.
Senator V..\XDENJrnno . So far as I know, there is no information
available. At any rate. I haw• no more than you have at that point.
Bnt I <lo have the general information that the preliminary implementation does not t>ven <'ontemplate anv substantial increase in the
nmnhers of their own ti·oops. It merely 'apparently C'ontemplate;o tht>
eff'eetive. the more effeetiw. arming of existing units nnd gearing them
together on some sort of a basis whieh creates the united valne in~ead
of the diversive n1lue.
Now. I eannot say to yon that that is the program, because I do not
know that it is. But assuming that that, is the program, for the sake
of the argument, would you not find that program substantially in
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lin<>. <'Ven with your own asserted willingness to provide "n limited
a111mmt of military aid"?
·
)fr. WARBURG. For internal security 1
Senator VANDENBERG'. Yes.
l\fr. WARBURG. Yes; I would. Actually I believe, insofar as one
can guess at the answer to an ambiguity. that the clarifkation I am
sngg<'sting merely states clearly whnt is intended, and if that is true,
I think we should not take the risk of having a lot of people, particularly.our friends, think it means something different.
Senator VA~DENBEim. I think there is a great deal to be said for
the importance of eliminating ambiguity.
In your fourth point, I assume that when you say "the United
States preserws full freedom of action to fight the aggressor in whatew1· mnnner. hy whatever means." and so forth, you are not undertaking to reserve any right not to <lo anything about it. Yon are
merely preserving the right of the ehoice and time and method of
doing it.
Mr. 'V ARIWRO. That is correct.
~enator v.\NOF.NBERG. Which. as I mulerstand it. is prociselv what
we Rh·eaily do in the treaty. So that in the finRl analysis, unfess the
implt>rnentation program discloses something far different than the
prospectus has indicated. it looks to me as though you and the committee were in substantial agreement.
That is all. l\lr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warburg, one other question before I turn
)Oil over to Senator Pepper.
l'l'RP08E OF 'fHE :\111.l'J'ARY

AS~l3TANl'E

PROOHAll

IE not the chief value of the implement program, about which
the details are not yet available, to give nssurance to the European
countries associated in the treaty of a smt of an earnest money payment, that we mean what we say in the treaty and that we show our
~ood faith by granting this limited, very limited, aid, of $1,130,000.0001 Is that not true 1
Mr. W ARIJl'RG. I would not so interpret it, and I would not like to.
I do not like to say that when we do something we have to put something on the table to prove that we mean it.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not object to reaffirming what you have
already promised to do 1
Mr. ARBURO. It depends on what I have promised to do.
The CnAIR>MX. Do you favor giving them a dollar or not i
Mr. WARRPRO. What dollar?
The CnAIBMAX. Any dollar. Do you favor 1,,riving any military aid
al'! implementation, or not~
Mr. AJIBURO. In the first place, I think it is extremely dangerous to
divert them from recovery to rearmament; with the proviso that. that
does not happen and with the proviso that such military aid Rs is
~iven is primnrily for the purpose of maintaining internal security
on the part of freely ele<'ted 1rovernments, in which I do not include
Portnj?al. then I see no harm in such a program.
The CJI,\IRlf.\N. You want to limit it to-"internal." You do not
WAnt to fight the invader or repel the invader?
)fr. W.\RllCRO. I did not sRy I did not wnnt to fig-ht the invader.

·w

"r
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The CHAIRMAN. You said you wanted military aid limited to domestic purposes.
Mr. WARBURG. So long as \Ve make it clear that what we are giving
them military aid for is to stabilize their situation at home..:...and not to
put them in a position to hold the Oder or the Elbe or the ~hine2 I see
no harm in it. But if we intend to put them in a position to hold the
Oder or the Elbe or the Rhine, then by all means let's do what it takes
to hold those lines. We are not going to d~ that with the present plans.
The CHAIRMAN. Your plan is to regulate their internal difficulties,
a11d let the foreign situation take care of itselH
Mr. WARBURG. No, it is not to let the foreign situation take care of
itself, sir. I think our job is to do two things. One is to deter aggression by making it clear that if an1 aggressor attacks our friends in
western Europe, they are dealing with us at the start. I am for doing
that. The second thing is, to help Europe lock the door against the
primary dange_r, which is Communist penetration or subversion, by
means of the Marshall plan.
The CHAIRHAN. Does not the treaty make clear your first point,
that if there is an armed attack on any one of the nations signatory,
we are in the picture from then on¥
Mr. W ARBURO. Yes, but it is not clear whether or not we are in the
picture with a commitment to defend the Oder line, or the Elbe, or
the Rhine.
The CuAmMAN. It does not ~o into detail. It does not tell whether
we will shoot them with a particular kind of weapon or whether we
will drop a bomb on them. That is a detail.
Mr. WARBURG. I do not think it is a detail from the point of view
of a Frenchman whether his country is invaded and overrun or whether
it is not.
The CHAIRHAN. The Frenchmen are parties to this treaty. They
si,,ied it and they accept it as it is written, and we accept it as it is
written. And I think the French understand it very thoroughly. I
remember when they were here and signed it, a lot of us had conversations with Mr. Schuman and others. They know what it is about.
As already suggested, one of the primary purposes of the arms proposition is not to vastly increase their armed forces, not for the purpo:.e
of diverting anybody from productive activities under the :Marshall
plan, but to modernize their equipment of arms and things of that
kind. That is what we are told is the purpose, and I think it is the
purpose. And the fact that you made some statement shout. the
Europeans spending five or six or seven times as much money as we
do, that does not mean ne.w money. It means they have u normsl
military budget. They may add to it-I do not know-but it is
stated b7 the Secretary of State that their entire budgets for defense
:md military preparations would be about six or seven times as much
as that of the Umted States contribution. Is that true 9
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator Pepper.
NEW COMMITMENTS 'UNDER THE TREATY

Senator PEPPER. Mr. Warburg, I will be interested to get your ,·iew
as to what are the new elements which this proposed treaty brings
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into being, at the same time commending your desire to let everybody
know what ye are doing. Looking at article 1 of the North Atlantic
Treaty [reading]:
The Parties undertake, as set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, to
settle any international disputes in which they may be bwolved by peaceful
means in such a manner that International peace and security, and Justice, are
not endangered, and to refrain In their international relations from the threat
or use of force In any manner Inconsistent with the pm·poses of the United
Nations.

That is simply a reaffirmation of an obligation that all the members
of the United Nations have assumed, is it not?
·
:Mr. WARBURG. Surely.
Senator PEPPER. So there is nothing new in that. Article 2 [reading]:
The Parties \\ill contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
frlendty international relations by strengthening their free Institutions, by
bringing about a better understanding of the principles upon which these lnsti·
tutlons are founded, and by promoting conditions of stablllty and well·being.
They wfil seek to eliminate condJct In their International economic policies and
1l'1ll encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.

Those are substantially and essentially also the general obligations
of the nations who are members of the United Nations orgamzation
as particularly, for example, set forth in chapter IX of the United
Nations Charter, and more specifically in' article 56 of chapter IX,
where [reading]:
All lfembers pledge themselves to take joint and separate nctlon In cooperation
with the Organi7.atlon for the achievement of the purposes set forth In Article 55-

whi('h are the general principlei;; of a higher standard of living, full
employment, conditions of economic and social progress and development, solution of international economic, social, health, and related
problems, international cultural and educational cooperation, and
universal respect for and observation of human rights, and fundamental freedom for all without distinction as to race, sex/ language,
or religion. So there is nothing substantially new in article 2.
Now, article 3 [reading]:
In order more etTeetlvely to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties.
separately and Jointly, by means of continuous and etTectlve self·help and mutual
aid, "·Ill maintain and develop their Individual an<l collective capacity to resist
armed attack.

Do you regard that as imposing a new obligation upon the members?
Did they in the United Nations Charter assume the obligation separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and
mutual aid, to maintain and develop individual and collective capacity
to resist armed attack f
Mr. 'VARBURG. I am no lawyer, but I 'should think not. I should
think this was new.
Senator PEPPER. I agree with you. In the United Nations Charter
there is a machinery, there is a technique, provided for resisting armed
nggl"(>s.."ion. There is n general obligation imposed upon the members
1? resist armed aggression. But I do not know of any affirmative obligation upon the members other than through the United Xations
Organiznt10n to give continuous mutual aid and assistance to develop
in<Tividual and ('Olledive cnpncity to resist attack.
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Article 4 [rending]:
The Pn1·ties will eommlt togNht>r wlwne,·er. in the opinion of 1111y •.>f thPm, the
territorinl integrity, politicnl inde1w111lenee 01· security of a11y of the P11rtie:< is
th 1·en tened.

Do you know of irny such obliq,ation to eonsult among thern!'eht>s
in the United Nations under the Cha1·ter ~
.Mr. 'VARBURG. No; I do not.
Senator PEPPER• .Article 5 [reading]:
The Parties agree that 11n arme•l nttnck against one or more of them in Europe
or North Ameri<:n shall be cousillerl'd au nttuck agttinst thl'm 1111; an•I con."'..qnently they agree that, If such 1111 nrmt>d nttnek oceurs, t>Uch of them, in exerd=-e
of the right of individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article :il of the
Charter of the United Nations, will assl!!t the Party or Parties so attacked by
taking forthwith, individually and In cun<·ert with the other Parties, sneh aetion
as it deems necessary, lnclucling the use of nmu:-<I fo1·ce, to rt>!!ture um! muintuiu
the security of the North Atlantic arPa.
Any such armed attack nml all rnt>nsures tnken ns a result thereof shall immediately be rl'portecl to the Security Council. Such meusul'f's shall be terminated
when thP Security Conm·il hns tnkt>n the measnres necesimr~- to rt•store nu<I
maintnin international pence and security.

Do you regard that as imposing any substantially new obligation
upon the members of the Vn1ted Nations?
:\fr. 'VARBUim. I do not consider myself competrnt to haw a useful
opinion on that, Senator. My feeling is that what we are prnposing
to do there is pre'tty mnd1 what was intended by the rnited Xations
Charter. As to whether it comes under one paragraph or a11othe1· I
would not venture to express an opinion.
Senator PEPPER. It may reemphasize, and it may have certain practical advantages, but do you not regard it thnt if any members of
the United Nations were attacked by armed force, by nn aggressor
nation, it would be the duty of the others to come to the aid of thftt
party in the way they deem best~
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
Senator PEPPER. And so on with the other provisions. I only read
article 9 [reading] :
The Parties hereby estubllsh a council, on which each of them shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the Implementation of this Treaty. The
coun.c ll shall be so organized as to be able to meet promptly at any time. The
council shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be ne<.-essary; In particular
it shall establtsh Immediately a defense committee which shall recommend meaaures for the implementation of Articles 3 and 5.

Article 3 is the article on mutual aid; article 5 on collective resistance
to an armed attack upon any member or members of the group.
Mr. 'VARBURO. That 'vould seem to me something new which is
made necessary by the failure of the United Nations.
SELF-HELP AND MU'lT.\L .\ID Jo'OR SECFRITY

Senator PEPPER. Your thought is that what we are establishing
here is something in the nature of a vigilante until forces of law and
order in the world can be substantially established in this getting together to resist any attack upon any member of the communit..y.
Mr. WARBURG. If I may put it just ~. bit differently, I would say
it is a resort to old-fashioned military alliances in a period in which
tlw worltl is run on that kind of power polities.
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·Senator PEPPER. In other words, althou$h you say you are not a
lawyer, it is general knowledge that the citizen was entitled to the
privilege of self-help until law and order came to the community to
give him public protection and security.
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
Senator PEPPER. And then, when we got public protection and security, we made it unlawful for men to carry pistols around in their
pockets.
:Mr. WARBURG. But the important point is that I think it does not
follow that when you have tins vigilante kind of protection, you necessarily come to law and order afterwards. You sometimes do and
you sometimes do not.
Senator PEPPER. But the new matter is setting up a new organization with a solemn treaty obligation for continuing mutual aid, and
with the establishment of a council to make recommendations as to
how articles 3 and 5 shall be implemented.
CO~ll\llTMENTS

UNDER ARTICLE 3

You say that language in the treaty, together with all that has been
said or assumed, has given the impression to the other nations, at least
to the European members of this community, that for all practical
purposes we are taking over the responsibility of giving them a great
volume of arms and military aid, and of becoming an integral part of
a military organizations, a military defense?
Mr. WARBURG. I do not know whether they think it involves our
giving them great quantities of arms or not. I think what they do
think is that either by giving them great quantities of arms or by
sending American troops over to do the job we are undertaking to
secure them against a possible invasion.
Senator PEPPER. The Senate has been asked to vote upon the ratification. We are asked by the President to give our advice and consent
to a proposed and recommended treaty, and we are primarily, of
course, voting upon the treatybwhich is written in the English lan·
guage. And the instrument o viously is supposed to mean what it
says. But I think it is wise to make it very clear that under articles
3 and 5 we do not propose to furnish eitlier troops or an adequate
amount of equipment to stop any potential aggressor at the borders ·
of the European members of this Atlantic community that are parties
to this treaty.
'
Mr. WARBURG. That is substantially correct. I would not put it
in just those words, because I think that arouses unnecessary fear
that we would not even try to do it. We might try to do it. All I
am concerned with is that we do not promise to do it.
DECLARATION OF WAR

Senator PEPPER. It is clear to everybody that if anybody attacks
with armed force any member of this group that we call the North
Atlantic Treaty group, the United States of America, for all practical purposes, declares war against that aggressor, if it is an all-out
urrned attack~
90614--49--pt.2----23
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Mr. WARBURG. That is correct.
Senator PEPPER. And that we here in Congress will vote for war!
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
Senator PEPPER. That is cJear to everybody._ As a matter of fact
we do it anyway, regardless of this treaty. We would do it because
we did it once in 1917 and we did it again in 1941. We would do it
again-Mr. W ARBt:RG. Except this time we do not wait for a couple of years
to do it.
Senator PEPPER. That is right, and we are obligated to do it, in the
opinion of most of us, under the obligations we have already assumed,
and most of us do not regard that this treaty imposes any new obligation insofar as giving all-out aid to resist a war that might be started
against any mt;mber of this community or any other members of the
world community, so far as I am concerned.
Mr. WARBURG. So far as I am concerned, Senator, the substance of
this treaty is merely an honest affirmation of what has been our policy
for a long time.
ARTICLE 8 AND MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator PEPPF.R. I thoroughly agree. except in article 3, and there
is a possible point of ambi~1ity that allows these people to have a
difference, an honest difference, of opinion as to what they may expect
from it.
·
If we are the ones that are expected to give the arms aid, and it is
supposed to be in great volume, obviously we will have to be the one
to determine the distribution of it. will we not t
Mr. ARBURo. I suppose so; yes.
Senator PEPPER. And in the final analysis. if we are the stron~
member of the community, and the one furnishing the great volume
of new equipment for all practical purposes. we would more or I~
be reg-ardecl as at the head of the table in this defense combination.
would we not~
·
Mr. W ARBrRo. I should think so.
Senator PEPPER. And a military organization of necessity has to
take on a certain degree of rigidity. I mean, you have to have planes
somewhere, one type of plane somewhere, another type· of plane
somewhere; you have to have ships of various types at different
places: you have to have different kinds of weapons at different
places, manned bv personnel. In other words. it of necessity, if a
comprehensive military plan for the defense of the European members of this community is to be worked out, has got to have a pattern
about it, and naturally somebody has got to be the one that forms
the pattern, and somebody has to implement it.
Is it not almost necessary that the matter grow into somethinJ? of
quite large proportions if we do start out with the assumption that
we are to set up a single military force for all practical purposes to
defend this Atlantic community against potential attack¥
Mr. ·WARBURG. ·well now, just as you put it, Senator, again, "defend it against potential attack" can mean two things.
Senator PEPPt;R. I do not mean in the sense of being right the~ at
the border. I mean to join them in resistance to attack.

"Y
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Mr. ,.VARBURG. Yes. It is essential to have a pattern. It is essen·
tial to have a plan. But it is even more essential for our own security
that we do not fool ourselves about what that plan is. If, for example,
we did mean-which I do not think we do, and all I am saying is
that we should make it clear that we do not-that we were going to
attempt to hold the frontiers of western Europe, then unless we made
sure we could hold them we would be embarking on a gigantic Dunkirk. We would be starting off with a guaranteed initial defeat.
Senator PEPPER. I think it is verv obvious that if we intended to
make anything like an effective resistance at the borders of the European members of this community it would take a very advanced military plan which would involve the placement of both materiel and
manpower.
Mr. WARBURG. Over there now, before any war starts.
OB.LIGATIONS UNDER ARTICLE 3

Senator PEPPER. However, again goin'g back to what we are actually
doing here, and I think you make a valuable contribution to give
further occasion for the clarification of the possible ambiguity that
might be in article 3 of this treaty, is that we are passing upon a docu·
ment. Now, the Secretary of State appeared before this committee
and, ~n response to the inquiry of the chairman. he was asked what
Senators, and of course that would include members of the House,
what Members of Con~ress, should feel. or must feel. to be their duty
in respeet to article 3 if we gave the necessary advice and consent to
the ratification of this treaty.
The Secretary of State said, as I recall it, that a Senator could not
hereafter say that we o.wed no obligation to give aid and assistance to
the other members of this commumty, but the degree and the volume
and the kind of aid given, as I construe it, under article 3, would be in
the sounq judgment and confidence of the individual Senator or
Member of the House of Representatives. Do you recall that 1
Mr. WARBURG. I thought his testimony was very forthright and
very clear.
Senator PEPPER. So that we who are Members have a perfect right
to make it clear that we look very skeptically, speaking only for myself, upon article 3, and I regard myself as havmg the right to exercise, so long as I am here, exactly the prerogative that the Secretary
of State so clearly, and so courageously defined; that we are willing,
individually, to help with further economic assistance, if it be required and help certainly these countries to {>rovide for their internal
security, and to help them also to regain their confidence, but that we
reserve just exactly what the Secretary of State said we might, if we
vote for the ratification of this treaty, the right to exercise our own
individual judgment.
·
·
When anybody proposes to do something affirmatively as to the
volume or the character and the thning of the aid that is proposed to
be given, we reserve the right to exercise our own individual judgment.
Mr. WARBURG. That is substantially all I would like to see made
clear to our friends abroad.
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Senator PEPPER. That is substantially, as I understand it, what you
are suggesting here.
Senator VANDENBERO. l\Ir. "'arburg. I want to be sure I do not
misunderstand you. Again I say that I agree with about 99 percent
of your thesis.
INTERPRETATIONS HERE AND ABROAD OF u:-.ITED STATES OBLIGATIONS

•

Are we not making it clear as to the pattern contemplated under
article 3 when, as a result of conference among the treaty powers. the
arms program under article 3 is limited to one billion dollars 1 If that
is a. permanent pattern, it cannot be the type of aid against which
your fears run, could it?
Mr. w·ARBURG. No, it could not, sir, in the absence of statements
by the Chief of Staff of the United States Army and the Secretary of
State, which to me imply tihe opposite, and which seem to imply the
opposite to people abroad. ·why is.ex-Premier Reynaud in this country
now making speeches saying we ought to send a lot of American
iroops over now? What did Premier Queuille say? "The next time
you liberate us it will he too late. You will be liberating a corpse."
Senator V ANDENBERO. I can understand those statements, and I can
also understand that if the representative of the French Goverrunent
has agreed to such a limited program as it is apparently limited, we do
not yet know, it seems to me that there is pretty universal consent to
the present system of interpretation for which you contend, and with
which I substantially agree.
So that on the basis of any such hypothesis as exists up to date1 our
only task, as I listened to your very able presentation, is to make it
perfectly sure that the facts as they exist are not misuunderstood.
Mr. W ARBURO. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the best way to not let them be misunderstood is to put in the treaty what we mean, and we have done that, and
I do not think you have challenged anything that we have said in the
treaty, have you?
Mr. W ARBURO. I do not challenge anything you have said in the
treaty, sir. I think Senator Pepper brought out a point that there are
possible interpretations.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, there are possible interpretations. A
man looks at a horse and one says he is a dun and another says he is
a sorrel.
Mr. W ARBURO. I am concerned with whether the horse has three or
four legs, not what his color is. I think the Europeans are. I think
they are concerned with whether they are getting a horse they can ride.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course they are concerned with it, but when they
are concerned they need only to turn to this treaty to see what we
promise to do and what we do not promise.
Mr. W ARBURO. I do not think they can, with all due respect., with
the statements that are on the record.
The CHAIRMAN. How can we hunt them all up individually and tell
them what we mean by this treaty~ Their leaders have come here to
Washington. They have negotiated this treaty to start with. They
had a great ceremony here in which they signed it, and the presumption is that they agreed to what is in the treaty, is it not Y
Mr. WARBURG. My point is---
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. The CHAIRMAN. I know. Answer that question, please. Is not the
assumption that they know what is in the treaty and what they have
agreed to1
Mr. WARBURG. The assumption is that they know what is in the
treaty and they also know what is in the arms program for the first
year, and I agree with Senator Vandenberg that every indication from
that point of view means they are not going to be put in a position to
secure their frontiers against invasion.
The CHAIRMAN. Not immediately, no. The treaty does not contemplate the sending of an- army now to string along the Rhine. It
only means that when they are the victims of an armed attack, we act.
Mr. WARBURG. When they are the victims of an armed attack the
Russians will be at the Channel before anything can happen, unless
something is done before they are the victims of an armed attack.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you favor sending an army over there now and
keeping it there to protect their borders 1
Mr.~ARBURG. That depends o~ milit11:ry ju~ginel!t.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You have testified m1htarily. 1' ou have subnutted
yourself to this committee. I want to know what your wishes are. Do
you want the United States to send an overwhelming army to the Rhine
and maintain it there V
Mr. W ARBuno. Speaking as a Jay citizen, I would say that would be a
very foolish thing to do, because I think that is the way to provoke a
war we are trying to prevent.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what we are not going to do. We do not plan
to do that. But I judge from some of your statements that you thought
that was whnt we ought to do.
Mr. WARtn>tm. I do not thiuk I made any statement that could be so
interpreted ·?
The CHAIHMAX. I apologize. I am being fair by bringing it to your
attention.
Senator 1\kl\fohon 1
Senator McMAHON. As a resident of Connecticut, I have had a very
lengthy corresi.xmdence with Mr. Warburg about this treaty and about
the proposed implementation, and I want to compliment you, ·Mr.
Warburg, on making what I think is a very definite contribution to the
thinking on this situation.
Mr. 'V ARBURG. Thank you, Senator.
Senator McMAHON. As I understand it, Mr. 'Varburg, you are enthusiastically for the Marshall program.
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
FORCES NECF.SSARY TO SECURE EUROPE

Senator McMAHON. You are fearful that we cannot, or we are not
able to, put the kind of an armed force or might into Europe without
seriously impairing our ability to carry on the Marshall plan.
Mr. '\-VARBURO. I do not think we can create a force in Europe capable of holding the frontiers of western Europe against invasion
without halting the entire recovery program.
Senator Mc~IAuo:s. I take it, since you are for the pact, that your
difficulty arises out of the fact that you do not believe that we can
implement it by a force in being to the tune of 40 divisions completely
armed.
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l\Ir. \VARBURG. Force in being in Europe. yes.
Senator McMAHON. That is your difficulty.
I realize you have disclaimed a military expertness on the subject,
but have you any confidence in our ability to deter aggression by the
Soviet Union or anyone else by simply citing the pact and relying on
our own armed forces to be thrown into action if the aggression should
occur?
Mr. WARBURG. Yes. I think there is a good deal of evidence to support that that is not a wild dream. In the first place, the Red Army
could have overrun western Europe at any time in the last 2 years.
One fact.
The second fact is that it has not done it. It has been deterred by
something.
Senator MdLrnoN. And what it has been deterred by has been our
strength and our own armament, has it not?
Mr. W ARBURO. Assuming that the Russians want to conquer western
Europe, which may or may not be the correct assumption, but it is the
only safe assumption we can make, then I think it is fair to say that
they have been deterred from doing it by the knowledge that they
would be in a war with us which they could not hope to win.
Senator Mc~faHON. Yes. So really what it boils down to is that
you are for the Marshall program for rebuilding Europe, you are for
the pact, and you agree that any invasion or aggression must be combated by this country in its own interests, but that you believe that
that invasion will not start if the United States maintains an armed
might and an armed establishment here of sufficient caliber and quality
to deter the Russians, and you do not believe that they can be deterred
by the kind of, shall I say, token armed force that we might assist in
establishing in western Europe.
Mr. 'V ARBURG. That is correct.
Senator McMAHON. And that token armed force, plus what the Europeans are able to do for themselves, in addition to not being con·
clusive on the Russians, would in addition to that tend to deter Eu·
ropean recovery.
Mr. WARBURG. Correct.
Senator McMAHON. By the Europeans, because they have not the
substance with which to reconstruct or rearm and build a ne\v military
establishment.
Mr. 'V ABURO. And especially not the manpower.
Senator MdL.\HON. Especially-of course that goes with it-not
the manpower.
N.\TURE OF COMMITMENT U:'\DER ARTICLE III
Senator McMAHON. So that really your appearance here endorses
the pact and endorses the Marshall program. but you are in disagreement with the proposition of sending $1,130,000,000 worth of aid to
Europe, as I understand it.
Mr. W ARBURO. No.
Senator Mcl\faHoN. Although you do approve of sending enough
to maintain their internal security.
·
Mr. W ARBURO. And I do not know whether the amount proposed
is too big or too little for that. I am only concerned with one thing,
Senator, and that is what we make it clear to ourselves and clear to
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our friends what the commitment is that we are undertaking. Then
it is u:p to the military people to decide what the necessary implementation of that commitment is.
Senator McMAHON. And the only commitment that you personally
are willing to make to western Europe at this time is that we now, out
of our own continental force, our own forces in the United States, our
own Air Force, suitable instruments, suitable weapons with which they
might be equipped, should be relied on by the Europeans to dete1· the
Russians from aggression, rather than to rely upon us to furnish
the equipment, to say nothing of any manpower, for 40 ground
divisions.
Mr. W ARBUBO. That is, I think, what we are really saying, but we
have not made it clear, and I think we should make it clear.
Senator McMAHON. That really is your whole position, is it not¥
Mr. W ARBURO. Right.
Senator McMAHON. You are not alone in that. That is a close
question. And there are many factors-the morale of the peoples of
western Europe. There is a very grave consideration. It may be
that the size of the revolver the man might have in his house might not
be sufficient to destroy anybody that invades him. On the other hand,
the possession of the revolver might give him enough comfort so that
at least he could go about improvin~ his ground and raising the food
in his adjoining farm. That is possible too.
Mr. W ARBURO. I do not deny the value of this psychological argument. To my mind it is the only argument that makes any sense for
any kind of rearmament.
Senator McMAHON. And I might add that that is the only argument
that makes any sense to me.
Mr. WARBURG. I will go with it so long as it does not do two things:
So long as it does not cause us to fool those fellows over there as to
what we really are doing and romising to do, and so long as it does
not take their eye off the rea dan~er, which is still the danger of
Communist penetration and subversion. If you can give them a little
sense of security by giving them some popguns and not make them
think they are getting 105-millimeter howitzers, when they are getting
the popguns, I am all for it, but we will lose every friend we have
in tlie world if we undertake a commitment that they think means one
thing and then turns out to mean another.
Senator McMAHON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you thmk that the doubt in the minds of the
foreign nations may be clarified if we refused to ratify the treaty¥
~ey would know where we stood then.
Mr. W ARBURO. I think they would know in a very unfortunate way
where we stood. I am not suggesting that, sir.

f

CLARIFICATION OF THE COMMITI\(ENT

The CHAmMAN. Do you favor the treaty or not1 Do you favor the
ratification of the treaty as it stands 1
Mr. WARBURG. I do not favor the ratification of the treaty and the
arms program, which I take as one, as it stands, or as they stand,
because I do not think it is clear to the American people or to the
people abroad what the sum total of the two means. I think it is very
easy to clarify it. I think that what we have been discussing here
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shows pretty clearly that we all do understand it to mean pretty
much the same thing, but it is also quite clear that that is not what
the people abroad think it means.
The CHAIRMAN. How can we legislate for the people abroad, except
here in our own language, and not on what some other fellow on the
street may think about it?
Mr. W ARDURO. I have taken the liberty of suggesting a way to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. Their officials came here and signed the treaty
and agreed to it. Now, because you say some man in France does
not understand it, we ought to modify it and put in a reservation of
your particular brand. Did you not agree with me a while ago that
your three reservations were all in the treaty already?
Mr. W ARBrRo. The four paragraphs are one clarification. I would
not call it a reservation.
The CnAIRJ\IAN. A clarification. which is a reservation, by the way,
if it changes in any way the treaty; and if it does not change the
treaty there is no use for it and no occasion for adopting it.
Senator McMAHON. I think, Mr. Chairman. if I can say this, that
Mr. Warburg is simply taking the position that the pact in itself is
all rif?ht. What he is disturbed about is the fact that the implementation 1s not. in the way it is proposed going to be militarily effective.
He is in effect expressing a military judgment. despite the fact that
he has disclaimed military expertness. With that I do not quarrel,
because I think that we here have to exercise some judgment on military things. If we do not, then we have abandoned our constitutional
prerogatives. and I certainly intend, when the arms implementation
bill comes before this committee and before the Senate, to examine it
very closely on the basis of the evidence that is presented as to its
military effectiveness. However. one element of military effectiveness,
a great element, is the psychological effect it has on the people whom
you are trying to help.
.
I, like Senator Vandenberg, reserve explicitly my opinion as to
what I am going to do when the arms implementation thing comes
here. I have been much more convinced of the effectiveness of this
~arantee without the arms proposal than most people. Certainly
1f you regard it as an extension of the Monroe Doctrme, as the drawing
of a line which recognizes what we know factually are our interes~
we know that the people in South America that are protected by the
Monroe Doctrine, now revised in the Rio Pact. haven't any arms ·from
us. yet they are under no illusions as to our willingness and readiness
to back up the guarantees that we have given them.
So with this matter here. I do not think the Europeans have any
i11usions at all that we mean what we say. They may have some
differences of opinion in their own minds as to how it is best to do
that.
Mr. WARBURo. They have no illusion that we mean what we say,
but they have some doubt as to what it is that we mean.
Senator McMAHON. I think maybe you are correct about that. Of
course. that is a difficulty.
Mr. WARBURG. And I must say again, I think the doubt is entirelv
legitimate. When you take the statements that have been made about
the futility of engaging upon an enterprise which involves letting
them be overrun and reliberating them--
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Senator McMAHON. The implementation bill as it goes throu~h the
committee and through the Congress, as it goes through the <tebate
on the floor and finally comes out, will undoubtedly do a great deal
to clarify the whole situation.
Mr. WARBURG. I do not know if it is proper for me to make this
perhaps as a query, but it seems to me that if you are going to clarify
the thing only when you come to the implementation you may have
a worse psychological effect. If you do not do it when vou sign the
treaty-and the treaty is the commitment the man abroad knows about
and looks to-and if you then do something with the implementation
program which seems to him different than what you have said in the
treaty, he is going to feel let down; whereas, if you say the same thing
at the time you ratify the treaty he will say: ' 1Well, this is not what
I thought you meant, but if this is what 1,ou mean, O. K . Then I .won't
expect something I am not going to get. '
Senator Mc~Lrno:s. Undoubtedl,r in the debate on the treaty there
will be talk about the implementat10n. There is no question about it.
Mr. WARBURG. That is why I suggested the clarification of the
treaty.
Senator McMAHON. It would have been desirable, perhaps, to keep
them separate and distinct and apart, to ratify the pact and then some
time later go out and take up the other matter, but it is pretty hard
to keep them apart.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Warburg, you said awhile ago you would not
favor the treaty unless it was also combined with the military implementation, is that right i
Mr. WARBURG. I said I could not express a judgment on one without the other. I consider the two things are one, and I would not be
in favor of ratifying the treaty because it is one-half of a twofold
program, unless it is clarified.
CLARITY OF THE TREATY

The CnAmMAN. We cannot very well act on both of them at the
same time, because there is only one before us. The other has not yet
been submitted to the Congress.
Is it not true that one of the chief values of this treaty is the assurance that it gives to the western European powers of its terms, the
protection, and also an assurance to any aggressor who might contemplate an armed attack that we are going to the rescue of these
western European nations?
·
Mr. WARBURG. Right.
The CHAffiMAN. Those psychological appeals are implicit in the
treaty.
You speak about clarifying the treaty. I don't think I ever read
a treaty that is as plain and as clear in its terms and its implications,
if you want to stretch it that far, as this particular treaty is. Anybody
that can read the English language, I think, can understand it. You
say some man in France doesn't think that way so your idea would
be to give him a resolution or reservation to satisfy him. Then you
go across the line and in Belgium you find a Belgian who thinks something else. You would adopt a resolution or a statement something
like yours to satisfy him. Then you go over to England and you find
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a crabbed old Scotchman who thought something different, and you
would introduce a resolution to clarify the matter for him. Is that
your kind of program~
Mr. WARBURG. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you ought to broaden it. You ought not
to limit it just to that one Frenchman. You have brought up the
Frenchman, saying that he doesn't understand it, and it looks to me
that the Englishman is inclined to have the same consideration.
Mr. WARBURG. I am inclined to think the American people are entitled to the same consideration.
The CHAmHAN. They are, and they have it right here and they can
read it and also understand it.
Mr. WARBURG. They can also read what the Secretary of State said
and what General Bradley said, and they do not mean the same thing.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you need clnrifying, instead of the treaty,
because your views are so nebulous on those points that I do not understand them. You have agreed that all four of your~oints are covered
by the treaty, by its plain and explicit language. Why clarify something that is already clarified~
Mr. WARBURG. I do not believe, Senator, if I have not made my
point clear to you, that I can make it clear.
The CHAIUIAN. I am not critical. I just want to examine, I want
to probe, your views and your suggestions, and try to get the facts.
Senator Donnell, you are free now.
·
Senator DONNELL. Very well, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Warburg, this treaty is a treaty for 20 years, is it not?
Mr. WARBURG. Yes, sir.
DURATION, WITHDRAWAL, AND EXPULSION
Senator DoNNELJ,. And there is no provision for withdrawal from
it or for expulsion from it t
Mr. WARBURG. I read the testimony, and I would have said there
isn't any, but some people seem to think there is.
Senator DoNNEU. I think you would agree that there is nothing in
the language of the treaty that says that anybody can withdraw or be
expelled.
Mr. WARBURG. No.
Senator DONNELL. So when we go into this treaty it does become of
some importance as to whether it is ambiguous or not, when we are
going to go into it for 20 long years~
Mr.WARBURG~ It is important if it is only for 1 year.
Senator DONNELL. I think so too, and it is decidedly important if
we are going into it with all the possible changes over a period as long
as the time from the beginning of the depression of 1929 up to now.
It is tremendously important that we should remove all ambiguities
if we can.
Mr. WARBURG. I should think so.
Senator DONNELL. That is your thought?
Mr. w ARBURG. yes.
GENERAL BRADLEY'S STATEMENTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE m
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Warburg, you have talked here about the
fact that different interpretations and statements have been made by
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responsible officials in the different contracting countries. You have
referred to the Chief of Staff of the United States Army in some
speech that he made. Was that his Army Day speech~
Mr. WARBURG. Two speeches, Senator. In his speech before the
Jewish War Veterans on April 5, in New York, he said this [reading] :
It must be perfectly apparent to the people of the United States that we cannot
count on friends In western Europe If our strategy in the e,·ent of war dictates
that we shall first abandon them to the enemy with the promise of later llbera·
tion. It is a strategy that would produce nothing better than impotent and disillusioned allies.

On the second occasion, which was his testimony here, he said
[reading]:
Geographically, many of these member nations are already in posltlons where
any aggression Into western Europe would be a conquest of their homelands. I
assure you that our frontiers of collecth·e defense lie In common with theirs
In the heart of Europe.

Then he talked about the difficulties of an amphibious invasion,
and concluded by saying:
·
I hope that the .occasion shall never arise when I might again be called upon
to participate In such a hazardous and costly operation.

Senator DONNELL. I think the first speech, an excerpt from which
you read. is his Anny Duy speech, and has been previously placed in
this record. or part of it, by myself. There is one very significant sentence that I thmk ought to go in in addition to what you read, and if
you do not mind I would like to read it. Perhaps it is two sentences.
As I have it, General Bradley said this, and he is Chief of Staff of the
United States Army, is he not~
.Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. He said [reading]:
At present the balance of military power Is centered In the United States, 3,000
from the heart of Europe. It must be perfectly apparent to the people of
the l'nlte1l States that we cannot count on friends In western Europe if our
strategy In the eYent of war dictates that we shall first abandon them to the
enemy with the promise of later liberation.
01ilei;

You rend that. Am I correct in understanding that you think the
implication there is that we cannot count on friends in western Europe if what we are going to do is to abandon them to be run over and
conquered by Russia, and then we come along with a slow process of
liberation to get the country back. That is what you meant?
Mr. WARBURG. Right.
Senator DONNELL. That is the interpretation of what he said~
Mr. WARBURG. That may not be what he meant. That certainly is
the way one is entitled to interpret it.
Senator DoNNELL. At any rate, that is the way you interpreted it,
and it certainly would appear to you to be a reasonable interpretation.
Mr. WARBURG. Yes, sir.
·
Senator DONNELL. Does not the next sentence seem to fortify the
reasonableness of your interpretation? He says [reading]:
Yet-

that is to say, this policy of fir&t abandoning west.em Europe to the
enemy with a promise of later liberationthat ill the only strategy that can prevail if the military balance of power lo
Europe Is to be counted on the wings of our bombers and deposited in resenea
this side of the ocean.
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You would think that that would tend to fortify the validity of
your interpretation, would you not~
Mr. W ARBUHG. I should think so; yes.
Senator DoNNELL. And then that final sentence that you read from
General Bradley [reading]:
It is a strategy that would produce nothing better than impotent and disillusioned

allies in the event of war.
PRESIDENT TRUlIAN•S INAUGURAi, .ADDRESS

Now, may I ask you also, Mr. Warburg, if you do not think it
reasonable, in view of the circumstances and the observations of General Bradley. to think that when the President of the United States,
in his inaugural address, said, on January 20 of this year [reading]:
If we can make it sufficiently clear in ad,·anee that nnr armed attack aft'ecting
our national security would be mt>t with O\'t>t'Whelmin~ foree, the armed attack
might never oceur. I hope soon to send-

says heto the Senate a treaty respecting the North Atlantic security plan-

would you not have in mind, Mr. 'Varburg, that it is certainly reasonable to conclude that what the President had in mind there was that
there should be placed over in Europe, perhaps by the Europeans
themselves, perhaps by the United States, without discussing who is
to place it, in order that Russia should be deterred from attacking she
should have the assurance and knowledge that she would be met with·
overwhelming force, so that she could not get into Europe~ Is that
not a reasonable interpretation~
Mr. W ARuuno. It is a possible interpretation. It seems to me precisely the kind of statement one should make; namely, that an attack
will be met by overwhelming force. You do not say where.
EXTENT OF OUR COM:!\IITMENT UNDER ARTICLE III

Senator DoNNEJ..L. I am not asserting it is the only interpretation.
But the point I am making is as I understand you to make it, that by
the observations certainly of General Bradley, and I will leave out the
President for the moment, plus the reaction that the Europeans, as,
for instance, former Prime Minister Reynaud has stated in this country, certainly somebody has been left with the impression that by this
treatY. we are obligating ourselves to use such force and help and aid
as will pre,·ent the overrunning of Europe and this slow process of
liberation from being the only salvation of Europe.
.Mr. W ARBUHG. Yes; and f think the two statements I quoted from
the Secretary of State are open to similar interpretation.
Senator DoNNJ;u,. And perhaps the one from the President may not
be as strong as occurred to me. You may be quite right on that. Yet
I think it is subject to an interpretation along the line that I have
indicated.
Now, Mr. Warburg, you have heard here this afternoon, have you
not, Senator Connally say, "Why, we have here this treaty. All they
have to come and do, if the question arises as to what it means, is
to go read it. It is just as clear as the nose on your face and everybody
can understand it," or words to that effect.
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Let me just ask you, did you read, in the course of the testimony
from which you previously read, the assurance that we were given
by Senator Connally and Senator Vandenberg a few days ago, that
in treaties that have been made in the past, treaties of alliance, you
cannot look solely into the text; that you have to look to the background to see what the meaning of them was. Did you read that in
their statements 1
Mr. WARB{;UO. I did not see that.
Senator DONNELL. Yon have read considerable of the testimony, I
judge?
Mr. W ARBrRG. I have read what has been reported in. the newspapers, an<l I have also read the full testimony of the Secretary of
State from the transcript.
AlllllIGtTIT OF THE TREATY

Senator DoNXELL. Mr. 'Varburg, one other point. You are speaking about this ambiguity under the treaty itself. You read, perhaps,
or rather you heard Senator Connally today, in commenting on your
own statement, did you not, point out, as he said, and I think I quote
him in haec verba, thatThe treaty means that the t:nlt"°'l Stlltl's i<t'n·es notiee upon any potential ag.
gressor that military attack upon we;:tern Europe lfl(•irns war with the United
States.

You heard him say, did vou not. in !"ub~tance. that the treaty snid
that?
•·
·
·
·
•
Mr. W ARBDRG. I belieYe so; yes.
Senator DoNNELL. And he takes the position the treaty covers the
first three, and I think he thinks covers the fourth, of your points.
That is what you understood his questioning to indicate~
Mr. "\V,\RBURO. I was not clear what he thought about section 4.
Senator DoNNELL. \Ve will leave four out. Certainly the first three
you understood he thought were clear in the treaty.
Mr. \VARBURG. That they were unnecessary because they were in the
treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. He was looking at it or had it in his mind when
he was talking that the treaty means that the United States serves
notice upon any potential aggressor that military attack upon western
Europe means war with the United States. That is what your point
No. 2 is.
Mr. "\VARBURG. That is correct.
Senator DuNN1':LL. That is what he was referring to when he was
pointin~ out point No. 2 '?
Mr. W ARBCRO. I think so.
SENATE DEBATE OF FEBRl_"ARY 14, 11H9

Senator DoNNELJ,. It is very interesting to note in that connection,
is it not, that ba<'k here only a few weeks ago, when Senator Connally
was interrogated about what he was going to favor in this treaty, he
said this (from the Congressional Record, 1189-1190):
I do not, of course, approve of any language which may be adopted which
could be construed as automatically inviting the United States In war-
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and then a question to himOr as a moral commitment to fight?

and his answer :
Of course. In the case of governments I do not know the difference between
moral commitments and legal commitments. I certainly would not desire the
adoprion of any language which would morally commit us to fight. I think our
morality is worth something in the world, and we would not want to play with
a moral commitment even though we might not be legally bound. But there
are many people, and we have found them ln government and elsewhere, who
would favo1· automatically going to war, which would mean letting European
nations declare war and let us fight.

Then the question:
Which would of course be entirely contrary to the Constitution, would lt noU

His answer:
Certainly. Congress alone has the power to declare war.
AUTOl\IATIC DECLAR.\TION OF WAR

Are you not interested, Mr. Warburg, to observe that today, notwithstanding that obsen'ation on February 14 of this year by the
chairman of this committee, he now asserts and argues that this statement in the treaty means that the United States serves notice upon
any potential aggressor that military attack upon western Europe
means war with the United States'I Are you not interested to note
those respective comments of the distinguished Senator from Texas t
Mr. WARBURG. I will confine my comment to saying I was very
pleased when the Senator said that that paragraph was inherent
m the treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. He did say it 'I
Mr. WARBURG. So I understood him to say.
Senator DONNELL. I noticed the Senator from Florida likewise
today said substantially the same thing, that everybody concedes that
in the event of a material attack, or words to that effect, our Nation
will go to war.
Mr. Warburg, you are not a lawyer. I know that. But you certainly have studied this question, and you refer to havin~ been a
public servant. Do you mind telling us very briefly what pubhc service
you have had 1
Mr. WARBURG. It was short and minor, sir. I was financial adviser
for the American delegation to the World Economic Conference in
London in 1933, and then I was Deputy Director of the Office of War
Information in charge of European propaganda during the war.
Senator DONNELL. And you are a banker and have been for many
years; have you not 1
Mr. WARBURG. I am no longer a banker. I was one for 15 years.
Senator DoNNELL. What was the name of the firm with which you
were associated f
Mr. WARBURG. Bank of Manhattan Co.
Senator DoNNELL. In what capacity were you there~
Mr. WARBURG. I started as a clerk m one of the banks that became
part of it and I ended up as vice chairman of the board.
Senator DONNELL. That is one of the largest banks in New York
Cityf
.
Mr. WARBURG. That is correct.
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Senator DONNELL. You have read the Constitution of the United
States, or at least are familiar with it!
Mr. WARBURG. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Do you recall in whom the power of declaring
war is vested in the Constitution of the United States!
Mr. WARBURG. As I recall, that is in the Congress.
Senator DONNELL. And the Congress-and I remember Senator
Pepper a few moments ago spoke of Congress-means both Houses of
Congress; does it not!
Mr. WARBURG. I should think so.
Senator DONNELL. If it be true, as your clarification would make
it and as the Senator from Texas now understands the treaty to mean,
that the United States serves notice upon any potential aggressor that
military attack upon western Europe means war with the United
States, then it is true, is it not, Mr. Warburg, that by going into this
treaty we would be placing ourselves in a situation that when an armed
attack of any material nature, like, we will say, 200,000 or 500,000
troops, is made upon any one of the signatories, we go to war-that is
what it means. It means, therefore, does it not, that the Senate and
the President of the United States, by going into this treaty, without
the House of Representatives having any power about it, have successfully bypassed the participation of the House of Representatives in
determining whether we shall go to wad
Mr. WARBURG. It sounds correct. I do not know. I am not a con~itutional lawyer.
PRETENSES IN THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. It sounds correct, though, you say 1
You say at page 4 of your statement, "These two polite hypocrisies
seem to me to weaken our undertaking." I assume that by "hypocrisies" you mean something that is not true; do you not 1
Mr. WARBURG. Yes; I mean a pretense.
Senator DONNELL. In what document are those two pretenses or
polite hypocrisies found¥
Mr. WARBURG. Well, the first one is in the treaty itself.
Senator DONNELL. The North Atlantic Treaty 1
Mr. WARBURG. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Where is the second one~
Mr. W ABBURG. I haven't the treaty here. I lent my copy to the preceding witness and he walked off with it.
In the preamble of the treaty, in the second paragraph [reading]:
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and civlll·
zation of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty,
and the rule of law.

Senator DONNELL. That is one of the two hypocrisies?
Mr.WARBURG. That seems to me so, when you include Portugal.
Senator DONNELL. I was just going to ask you about that. You
n:iention Portugal, and the subject of Portugal has arisen two or three
!Imes in the testimony and, as indicating that this matter of Portugal
~s one which is not a mere afterthought on your part, you mention it
m your statement here this morning:
This moral pretense-
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that is to say the moral pretense of trying to clothe this treaty in moral
garments-becomes a complete mockery when Portugal ls one of the signatories and when
tlirtatlous eyes are cast at Franco Spain.

You mean that to be true-that that is a hypocrisy 9
Mr. W ARBURo. Yes; I consider it a hypocrisy.
Senator DONNELL. The second of the hypocrisies to which you refer
is the maintaining of the position that we are undertaking this program in order to strengthen the United Nations when, as you say, it
is clear that we are trying to find a means of filling the gap left by
the failure of the United Nations. You regard that as a second
hypocrisy?
Mr. W ARBURO. Yes. I do not believe that is in the treaty.
Senator DONNELL. But that is one of the arguments of certain of
the proponents oft he treaty; is it not Y
Mr. WARBURG. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. So that the treaty itself then contains what you
consider as one false pretense, and the proponents, in part at any
rate, are using what you consider another hypocrisy or false pretense
in advocacy of it? Am I correct in that~
Mr. WARBURG. Yes. I mention those two things because I think
they weaken our whole. position.
Senator DoNNELL. I note you do. and I would certainly concur in
your view that .a!1y hypocrisy or untrue statement or pretense would
weaken our pos1t1~n.
EVROPEAN INTERPRETATION OF UNITED STATES COlDIIT:MENT
Mr. 'Varburg, you have told us now about what you consider
ambiguities. Senator Connally does not consider them such. .Maybe
others do not consider them such. But incidentally, by the way, in
connection with what the Senator has previouslv considered ns not
being in the treaty, as I understood it, back on February 14, or at any
rate he was not going to affirm such n treatv ns that, you re.ad about
Mr. Rasmussen, did you not, of Denmark~ • His statement some few
weeks ago as to what the treaty means in its obligations-did you
read that?
l\fr. WARBURG. I think I did, but I do not recall the words.
Senator DoNNELL. It is his observation, made on March 22, which
appeared in the United Press of March 23, in the Washington Post:
Foreign Minister Gustav Rasmussen told Parliament today that under the
proposed N'orth Atlantic '£reaty the United States "would go to war"' if any
one of the signatory nations is attacked. To the Danish Government, he said,
there Is no douht that the l'.nlted States will consider herself pledged to assist
an attneked nntion with all her force.
"If armed force is necessary to reestablish security. It 1!1 evident that the mPm·
l'K'r countries possessing such force are obliged to use it. That menns that if
an armed attnl"k oecurred on one of the member countries, it could hliYe ouly
one 1mswc•r: The United States would go to war."

That is thorou~hly in line with the observation Senator Connally
made, is it not, in agreeing, or stating that point No. 2 of yours, "The
treaty means that the Umted States serves notice upon anv potential
u~~ressor that military attack upon western Europe means war with
th~ United States" means just what it says, and the understanding of
Mr. Rasmussen is thoroughly consistent with that view 9
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Mr. ·wARB"l'RG. It would seem so to me, but Senator Connally is the
judge of that.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well. You have pointed out what you say
you consider ambiguities. Maybe somebody else does not consider
them that.
DANGER OF A OOMMUNIST COUP
Let me ask you this point: You have read here from the preamble
the language that [reading] :
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and elvillzatlon of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, Individual liberty
and the rule of law.

I call your attention to article 2, also, which states [reading] :
The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and
friendly International relations by strengthening their free Institutions, by bringing about a bete1· understanding of the principles upon which these Institutions·
are founded, and by promoting conditions of stablllty and well-being.

Do you see any mention there of the Communist Party, or of undertaking to provide for the contingency that one of these 12 signatories
should become Communist 1
Mr. WAnnmw. No.
Senator DoNNELL. Certainly there is no language in this agreement,
this treaty, from end to end, that states that if one of the signatory
states became a Communist state, it shall thereby be expeUed from the
treaty; is there?
Mr. \V ARBURO. I do not see any such language.
Senator DoNNELL. Yet you feel, do you not, Mr. 'Varburg, from
what you have said in your statement, that this matter of Communist
infiltration and the possibility of a nation becoming Communist is
by no means an impossibility. That is correct, is it not·~
Mr.WARBURG. No; I think that is the primary danger.
Senator DoNNELL. You think that is the primary danger, you say 1
Mr. W ARBURO. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. And you are talking about the primary danger
in some of the signatory countries, countries signatory to this
agreement?
Mr. 'VARBURG. Yes, sir.
·
Senator DONNELL. And you mention in that the already dubious
moral:
Because we cannot ignore the fact that with 25 percent of France voting
Communist, the Russians have a far more dangerous fifth column In France
today than the Nazis had In 1940.

You have seen, have :you not, Mr. Warburg, as a banker and as a
public man and as a citizen, rapid changes take place in these cow1tries like France, for instance, and in Italy, with respect to their
political complexion 1
}fr. WARBURG. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. And it is entirely possible, is it not, that within
a period of 20 Jong years either of these two countries, or perhaps
some other countries signatory, might become a Communist country?
That is correct, is it not~
Mr. W ARBURO. I should think it is quite possible.
90614---49--pt.2~24
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WITHDRAWAL AND EXPULSION

Senator DoNNELL. I do not know whether you interpret this an
ambiguity or an omission. I would say an omission. Perhaps you
would agree with that. But is there not therefore a very interesting
omission in this treaty, namely, the omission to provide means by which
a party signatory could be expelled if the political history of that
country should become repugnant to the desires of the other signers?
Mr. \VARBURG. That raises another question, Senator, on which I
do not feel competent. It did not seem to me the main issue. That
is why I confined myself to what does seem to me the main issue.
There is a question as to whether, if there were a Communist coup,
such as happened in Czechoslovakia, the treaty would become operative, and that question seems to me to precede the other, because if
you are going to take action under the treaty to prevent the coup, the
question of what happens if a country goes Communist does not arise.
EVENTS IN THE OCCURRENCE OF A COJ.IMUNIST COUP

Senator DoNNELL. I am glad you brought that up, because precisely the same point has been suggested here several times during
the testimony, namely this, if I may just amplify it and ask you this
question: In the opinion of some, it is rather unlikely that Russia. if
she could, through a coup engineered from without but consummated
from within, would take over a country like she has some of these
countries. It is somewhat improbable that she would waste her treasure and men and guns in an armed attack. Now, the question arises,
does this treaty cover at all that situation, so as to become effective
in the type of situation in which Russia is perhaps most likely to seek
to overcome some of these countries that we are told she should not
pick o1f1
Mr. W ARBURO. I read the testimony of the Secretary of State, and
I think it was your questions, as a matter of fact, Senator, that elicited
his testimony, and I came to the conclusion that what we think this
treaty means in this regard is that we will have to regard each event
by itself and make up our minds whether we do or whether we do
not act, and if so, how. I should say the treaty did not clearly state
we would do one thing or the other. I do not see how it could.
Senator DONNELL. Possibly not. I am not saying that it could.
But the treaty may arouse in the minds of many l?eople the idea that
it is going to be a1i effective treaty against Russia m all contingencies,
yet fail to have any effect whatsoever in such an instance as I have
recitedi_l}amely, the instance of the coup. That is correct, is it not Y
Mr. WARBURG. Yes; although I think there is less reason to even
think the treaty operates in such a case than there is to think that it
means we are securing the frontiers of westem Europe.
Senator DONNELL. Unless it could be demonstrated that Russia
had directed and influenced interior forces to attack a government
and take it oYer by force, in which event it might be called an armed
attack. Is that not correct 1
Mr..WARnuno. Yes.
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Senator DONNELL. Mr. Warburg, are there not other ambi~ities
in this treaty which you may have regarded as more or less subsidiary,
but still ambiguities~
·
Mr. WARBURG. There may be. My trouble is with the one I testified
on. That seems to me basic.
CONSULTATION UNDER ARTICLE

IV

Senator DONNELL. For instance [reading]:
The Parties will consult together whenever, In the opinion of any of them, the
territorial Integrity, political independence, or security of any of the Parties la
threatened.

Is that clear as to whether or not it would obligate a consultation
with respect to a threatened attack against some of the colonial possessions of one of the signatories 1 Is that clear to anybody 1
Mr. W ARBURO. I should have thought that was clear. I should have
thought the treaty only included the specified names areas in the
North Atlantic area.
Senator DoNNELL. If you will just refresh your memory by looking
at articles 5 and 6, which are the ones that refer to the limitation of
territory, namely, article 5, "an armed attack against one or more
of them in Europe or :North America,'' and article 6, defining the
territory to include as well the territory in the Algerian Department
of Franc&-Mr. WARBURG. That is not a colony.
Senator DoNNELL. I am not sayinp; it is a colony. But those two
are the only provisions in the treaty that refer t-0 the territorial extent
of the treaty ; is that correct 9
Mr. WARBURG. So far as I know; yes. And they seem to me quite
precise and clear.
Senator DoNNELL. I think so.
Article 4, however, does not refer to how far or where the obligation
of that article may extend. For instance [reading]:
The Parties will consult together whenever, ln the opinion of any of them, the
territorial integrity, political independence, or security of any of the Parties ls
threatened.

Suppose that one of these signatories has certain terrioory south of
the Tropic of Cancer, so that it is not within the North Atlantic area.
Are you able to tell, or can anyone tell, whether the territorial integrity as defined here would refer w the colonies which are south of tlie
Tropic of Cancer 9
Mr. W ARBURO. I do not feel competent to express an opinion. That
is a legal question, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
DEFINITION OF ECONOMIC CONFLICTS UNDER ARTICLE

II

Y-0u have noted, I have no doubt, the provision of Article 2, that
the signatories [reading] :
wlll seek to eliminate confilct ln their International economic pollcles and will
encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them.
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Are you able to tell, Mr. Warburg, what, if any, conflicts in international economic policies between any of these signatories exist, or
what is meant by that term here?
Mr. WARBURG. I should think what was meant was the perfectly
normal conflict of any two nations, or any one or more nations, which
are trying to sell in the same markets or buy the same raw materials.
It is inherent in competitive national economies.
The CHAIRMAX. It is the purpose of the committee to recess at 1 :30,
and Mr. Warburg may return and you may return if you like.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to interrogate him, not so very long
but a little longer than 5 minutes more, Mr. Chairman. I would dis·like to have you come back, but I did not get started until pretty late.
Mr. 'VARBURO. I am at your service.
Senator DONNELL. Is it your understanding, then, from article 2,
the sentence that I have read, that it is the contract of the 12 signatory
parties that they will seek to eliminate all competitive disagreement
between one another so they will no longer be competitors for the
trade of the world?
Mr. WARBURG. I would say that in the first place the agreement is to
seek to eliminate, and not to eliminate. That means they will use
their best efforts to cooperate rather than compete.
Senator DoN:SELL. But then you understand that to mean, as I
understand it-if I am wrong, please correct me--that they are contracting that they will use reasonable efforts to seek to eliminate the
competition existing between their respective countries, is that right!
Mr. WARUURG. I should think so.
Senator DoNNELL. So that if this treaty is signed, then, there should
be made, in order that that article can be complied with, an honest,
genuine effort to remove all competition between Great Britain and
the United States, all competition between France and the United
States, all competition between the United States and all other
signatory countries 1
.Mr. WARBURO. I think that the use of the word "all" goes perhaps
too far. I should think it meant the use of the best efforts on the
part of eaeh signatory to cooperate with all other signatories rather
than to compete. 'Vhen you say "to eliminate" you are stating an
unattainable goal.
Senator DoNNELL. It may be an unattainable goal, but there is no
limitation here. The language is, "They will seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them," and there is no
provision that this shall mean only partial elimination. That is
correct, is it not?
Mr. 'VARBURG. To the extent possible they agree to eliminate comp<'tition.
Senator DoNNELL. In article 3 of the treaty there is the provision
that "by means of continuous aid and effective self-help" the parties
"will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity
to resist armed attack."
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ITALY AND TllE TREATY

I think you referred in your statement, did,ou not. to the fact
that-a violation of the Italian peace treaty woul result if Italy were
to be rearmed 1
Mr. WARBURG. Correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Is there any provision in the North Atlantic
Treaty to eliminate Italy from the provisions of article 3, which I
have just read t
Mr. WARBURG. I am not aware of any such provision, Senator.
Senator DoNNELL. In fact you are quite certain, are you not, Mr.
Warburg, that there is no such provision?
Mr. WARBURG. Is there not in the treaty a provision that it shall
not be in conflict with any other treaties signed by the signatories!
Senator DoNNEJ,L. Yes; there is this provision [readmg]:
Each Party declares that none of the International engagements now In force
between It and any other of the Parties or any third state Is In conflict with
the provisions of this Treaty, and undertakes not to enter Into any international
engagement In conflict with this Treaty,

There is that provision. Do you think, Mr. Warburg, that that
is clear in determming that we are not to send any iu·ms to Italy1
Mr. W ARBURO. That is again a legal question. I should think it
eould be clarified to advantage.
Senator DoNNEI..L. It is certainly not as clear as it could be made,
is it9
Mr. W ARRURG. I should think not.
Senator DONNELL. And your own judgment is, as I understand it,
that in view of the provisions of the :peace treaty with Italy, we cannot
rearm Italy or assist in it without violating the Italian peace treaty t
Mr. W ARBURO. Within the limits of the armed forces permitted
under the treaty we could. Beyond that I should think we could not.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you recall whether there are any signatories
to the Italian peace treaty other than those who are in the North
Atlantic Treaty!
Mr. WARBURG. The Soviet Union, as I remember.
Senator DoNN•:u,, So that in order for us to reann to any extent
beyond the provisions of that treaty we would have to obtain the
consent of the Soviet Union, would we not.. or else put oursel\'es in
the position of violating a contract to which it was a pnrty 1
Mr. W ARBURO. I am not sure, but I think Yugoshn·in was also a
party.
Senator DoNNELL. And it would be likewise true that if we go ahead
and rearm Italy under the terms of the North Atlantic Treaty bevond
the provisions of the Italian peace treaty. we would be violating the
obligations to Russia and Yugoslavia unless we secure their consent
to rearmament of Italy 9
Mr. WARBURG. I should think that would be correct.
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I am inclined to think that I will
not ask Mr. Warburg any further questions.
I appreciate very much both the courtesy of the committee and that
of Mr. Warburg, and at this point I shall desist.
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The CHAIRMAN. lV'e will take a recess until 2: 45. We thank you
very much, Mr. Warburg, for your views and your testimony.
(Whereupon, at 1 : 35 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 45 p. m. of
the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The committee reconvened at 2: 45 p. m., upon the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will be in order.
We are under tremendous pressure. That is the reason I was suggesting the witnesses be as brie~ as f?ssible. If you care to not read
all of your statement we can put it al m the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us who you are, whom you represent, and
where you come from.

STATEMENT OF REV. DUDLEY H. BURR, CHAIRMAX OF THE
PEOPLES PARTY OF CONNECTICUT
:Reverend BuRR. I am the Rev. Dudley H. Burr, chairman of the
Peoples Party of Connecticut.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the Peoples Party of Connecticut!
Reverend BURR. That is the Connecticut branch of the Progressive
Party.
The CHAIRMAN. Of the Wallace party!
Reverend BuRR. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had several expositions by Mr. Wallace
himself and several other representatives of that group. We cannot
give all the time or any considerable time just to one group, you know.
Reverend BURR. I would like to place before the committee some
things from Connecticut that I tlnnk are pertinent to this North
Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. From Connecticut!
Reverend BuRR. Yes, sir; from the people of Connecticut.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; go ahead. We may have to stop you if
you go too long.
Reverend BuRR. I am opposed to the AtJantic Military Pact as a
clergyman, a veteran of World War II, and a political leader of many
thousands of people in the State of Connecticut.
·
MILITARY ALLIANCES AND REARMAMt:NT
As a minister, I am committed for the basic principle of Christianity an<l all religions, peace among nations, and brotherhood among
men. The Atlantic Pact is a military alliance clearly based on the
rearmament of one-half of the world against the other, and as such
it can only result in leading those nations it is aimed against to take
countermeasures and launch a fulJ-scale armaments race.
History proves that such military alliances and such arms program
as this entails lead only to war and never to peace. But the international situation has been discussed very frequently here in these hearings and has been generally broadcast. Opinions are varied as to
just what would happen in case the Atlantic Pact is ratified. I persona11y believe that it will bring war instead of peace because it is
basical1y founded on a war philosophy, and not on a peace philosophy.
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One does not establish military pacts on the basis of a peace philosophv.
I believe that it undermines the whole system and the whole J?hilosophv of the United Nations, as well as undermining the constitutional "provisions in· the American Constitution for making war.
UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE COLD WAR

But I am more than ever concerned with what it will do to us here
internally in our own Nation, here in these United States. I do not
think it is a matter of opinion as to the growth of unemployment in
our country today. Connecticut is especially an industrial State. Our
industries are devoted largely to consumer needs and to producing for
consumer needs. During the war we produced war materials, as the
other plants throughout the Nation went to work and produced war
materials. But in times of peace we expect to produce for consumer
needs. That is why at the present time we have a large element of
unemployment there in Connecticut, because consumer needs are
bog~ng down.
·
Smee the start of the cold war and the beginning of the Truman
doctrine, more and more markets throughout the world have been
closed against us. As these markets in the world have been closed
against us, causing unemployment at home, this very unemployment
has closed other markets against us so that we find Connecticut industries with huge surpluses on their hands.
I have it from reliable information that the price of brass at the 1st
of June will take a decided plunge downward, that it will reach a
new rock-bottom. Just last evening in a report from our public welfare commission in the city of Hartford they reported that at this
season of the year, since 1932 welfare has dropped off due to the seasonal activity of tobacco farming. This year welfare has increased
37 percent, instead of dropping oft' as it usually does.
I believe that this unemployment is largely due to the cold war
and the situation that has been engendered through the buying of the
Marshall plan. It seems to me tliat this North Atlantic Pact, being
an extension of the cold war and the Marshallllan, will breed more
and more unemployment throughout the land.
t least it will restrict
employment and labor within certain given areas.
COST OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE

We do·not know how much money it is going to take to implement
this pact. We have heard about a billion and a half dollars. But
the pact is very much like a marriage, it is not the initial cost, it is
the upkeep that is going to be rather terrific, and once we start on
the upkeep of this pact, I don't think you know, nor does anyone else
know, how much it is g:oing to cost us in supplies and in men, if we
choose to protect the military supplies that we send over to the European nations.
As a consequence, this may mean going back to a war economy
utterly and completely throughout the land, which could ~ery readily
get into the thorough regimentation of all labor. It will certainly
reduce our civil rights because in times of war or national emergency
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civil rights are reduced and the country gets on an entirely different
basis. That we understand.
The North Atlantic Pact, it seems to me, is bound to bring to us a
state of national emergency, the cause of which I do not see existing
in our world today, for I do not think there is any nation in the world
today that willfully wants to start a war. I do not believe the people
of our country want to start a war. I do not believe the people of
any other country want to start a war. The last one was too utterly
devastating for anyone to think in terms of a new war, especially
with the United St.ates in possession of the atomic bomb, a weapon
that we can use for total destruction.
ANTI-COMMUNIST HYSTERIA

Another aspect of what it is doing to the United States is the effect
that this whole upheaval and turmoil, connected with the hysteria
against Russia and communism, is developing in the minds of the
young people of the United States. Discipline is very difficult to get
today among them. They have very little outlook. Their reply,
whenever anyone talks to them about that is, "What is the sense of
talking about the future or looking toward the future, we are going
to be in another war." This comes from the young people. Of
course, they are too young to vote and as a consequence I suppose they
are not of great importance, so far as the political situation in our land
is concerned, but they are of tremendous importance to me.
This is one thing I do not like to see developing in our Nat.ion,
because ultimately they are going to be able to vote.
If this pact is intended as a defense pact; and intended to bring
peace in the world, I believe that it is on the wrong footing, for it is
founded on war. If this pact is intended to stop the spread of
socialism through the world, then why are we supporting such governments as Britain, Denmark, and Norway, which are almost thoroughly
Socialist in concept~
If this pact is intended to stop communism, or at least to contain
communism, it seems to me the way to contain it would be to build
a satisfying way of life and standard of living here in our United
States rather than to be spending huge sums of money on an armament program that goes right down the drain and pouring huge sums
of money into Europe.
Sunday's New York Herald Tribune carried an article from the
United Nations Economic Commission saying that the Marshall plan,
the whole system of the ERP, was hurting the economy of those nations
thnt were participating in the ERP and that it would seriously delav
their recovery for years to come. More and more money has to he
poured down that empty-and I say empty-drain, for it appears it is
not ever likely to fill up as long as we are willing to pour out the money
in huge quantities.
LESSENING OF TENSIONS NEEDED

As we look at the situation in the world today, it seems to me the
best thing we could do would be to lessen the tensions that exist, as
tension is being lessened today in the Berlin blockade. The Russians
have withdrawn the blockade, for which we are very happy. That to
me proves that we can get together, that we can talk over these ten-
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sions and that they can be solved without military pacts, or without
threats of force.
And I do not believe that the threat of the military pact had anything to do with the lifting of the blockade in Berlin. I believe that
it was the willingness of both sides to sit down and talk together about
a matter that existed in great tension. This tension exists not only
in the national headquarters of these nations, but it likewise exists
among the people of this particular nation, for this tension is wreaking
havoc throughout our land, in every institution that we call social
among us, in our schools, our churches, and our families.
NEGLECT OF SOCIAL WELFARE LEGISLATION

We are spending tremendous amounts of money that could be spent
for public housing. We are spending tremendous amounts of money
that could be spent for health insurance, that could be spent for
unemployment compensation insurance extending the time and increasing the amounts of money to be paid to those who are unemployed.
Our public welfare rolls are mcreasing today by people who have
extended be.Yond their limit their unemployment compensation and
cannot find Jobs.
I am here today not only to ask for peace, but likewise to ask for
jobs. It seems to me that if we go on with the ratification of this
North Atlantic Pact we deny to our people both of these things.
THREAT TO CIVIL RIGHTS

There is one price that Americans will pay and will always gladly
pay and have begun to pay for this war program, a J?rice that cannot
be measured even in billions of dollars that is the heritage of personal
liberty, our rights of freedom of speech, thought, and press. These
rights have been diminishing rapidly all around us, especially up
there in Connectircut where for 300 years we have known the rights of
free speech and the rights of citizens to declare what authority the
Government shall have.
The inevitable end of this antirights crusade will be the same as that
of Hitler's anti-Communist crusade, not the destruction of communism
in our country which, as an idea, cannot be destroyed by guns or by
dollars, or even contained by force, but the destruction of all of our
democratic institutions, all popular welfare, all social progress, and all
national honor and integrity of the nation who perpetrates it. "He
who lives by the sword shall die by the sword."
The people of Connecticut are a skilled people in a rich land. They
want jobs, producing for a better life for all. They have always been
ready to defend their freedom and their homes, but they will not
sacrifice everything for a useless, disastrous war program. They want
to build plowshares. They want neither to live nor to die by the sword.
Thank you.
The CIIAIRMAN. You are minister of the Gospel, are you 1
Reverend BURR. Yes, sir; Congregational.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a veteran of World War II. are you?
Reverend BURR. Yes, sir; 5 years in the service, 3 of them overseas
in the Pacific.
The CHAIRMAN. How is that?
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Reverend BURR. Five years in the service, three of them in the
Pacific with Infantry battalions.
The CHAIRMAN. What branch of the service were you in 9
Reverend BuRR. Chaplains' Corps.
.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke of housing, that you desired to ha¥e
housing. The Congress recently passed a housing bill, did it noU
Reverend BuRR. I look on that bill as rather inadequate.
The CHAIRMAN. But it shows a disposition, does it not, to meet that
problem¥
Reverend BURR. True, and if we were not spending so much money
on war preparedness we could build a lot more houses, could we not f
NATIONAL DEFENSE
The CHAIRMAN. You are against the budget for the Army, the Navy,
and the Air Corps, are you?
Reverend BuRR. I did not get your question, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I say, Are you against the budget for the military,
the Air Force, the Navy, and so on¥
Reverend .BURR. Yes, sir; I am. I think this money can be applied
to better ends than to containing communism.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you are not for our remaining in a position
to defend ourselves in the event of another war¥
Reverend BuRR. I am for peace, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we are all for peace.
Reverend BURR. Well, I saw too much of war. I am for thinking
in terms of peace, not thinking in terms of war.
The CHAIRMAN. But suppose no matter how much you want peace
your country is attacked by a foreign power, don't you want to resist!
Reverend BURR. Who is going to attack us 1
The CHAIRMAN. I didn't ask you that. I asked you if we should
be attacked. I don 't know who would attack us. You would want to
resist, wouldn't you?
Reverend BURR. You are J?,resenting a hypothetical question, aren't
you, without saying who is hkely to attack us t I can't think of any·
body who would attack us.
The CHAIRMAN. If you don't want to answer the question, all right,
just let it go.
.
Reverend BURR. I can't think of anybody who would attack us.
The CnAIRMAN. I know, but if we should be attacked, wouldn't
you want to resist 1
Reverend BURR. My experiences in the last war show me that resist·
ance, even resistance, is futile.
The CHAIR:&IAN. Futile?
Reverend BuRR. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We can have peace by just letting the totalitarians,
t~e despots, and the dictators do. what they want to and just say. "All
r1g_ht, go ahead"? Is that the kmd of a peace you would want?
Reverend BuRR. I want peace.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Take the witness, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I do not care to ask any questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Reverend BURR. Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Broy. Just a minute, Mrs. Broy. Is Mr.
lmbrie here!
Mr. IMBRIE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long will it take you, Mr. Imbrie!
Mr. bIBRIE. Twelve or fifteen minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. The reason I ask is that Mrs. Broy is a resident
here and you are from a distance. If it is going to take you any
length of time we will hear Mrs. Broy first. She has been here all
day. I recognize you, Mrs. Broy.
STATEMENT OF MRS. CECIL NORTON BROY, ARLINGTON, VA.

The CHAIRMAN. :Mrs. Broy, tell the reporter who you are, where you
live, your business, and so on.
Mrs. BROY. My name is Mrs. Cecil Norton Broy. My address is
524 North Monroe Street, A,rlington. Va. I was born in Texas and
I am very proud of it. I am the widow of United States consul,
Charles Broy, and lived nearly 10 years with him in Eur()pe while he
was serving as United States consul for this country. 'Ve were stationed in Brussels and London during those years.
During that time I traveled widely in 14 European countries because I am interested in good government, and I wanted to find out
all I could while I was living over there about the political and social
conditions in Europe.
Before I married Mr. Broy I was married to the late Congressman
Sisson, of Mississippi, who for some years was a member of the Appropriations Committee of the House of Representatives. From liim I
learned what I know about fundamental American Government.
DANGER

OF

WORLD 00\'ERNMENT

Mr. Chairman_, in my opinion the Atlantic Pact should not be ratiWe should go no further down the road toward world government. It is a broad road leading to the destruction of our Republic.
Two forces in the world are working toward world governmentcommunism and some international bankers. At times these two
groups have worked together. For example, the money to finance
the propaganda for the Russian revolution was given by a New York
banker, a member of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the international banking
house.
The New York Times of March 24, 1917, relates in detail the story
o.f a meeting in Carnegie Hall, New York City, celebrating the Russian revolution. I read only one short paragraph from this photostat
of the New York Times of that date :

~ed.

An authority on Russian affairs, George Kennan, told of how a movement by
the Society of the Friends of Russian Freedom financed by Jacob H. SchltT, had
at the time of the Russo-Japanese War, spread among Russian oftlcers and men
ln Japanese prison camps, the gospel of the Russian revolutionists.

The CHAlRMAN. That was wheni
Mrs. BROY. March 24, 1917.
The CHAmMAN. You said the Russo-Japanese War.
Mrs. BROY. These men were in prison camps following the RussoJapanese War, and while they were in the prison camps of Japan-
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The CHAIRMAN. The Russo-Japanese War occurred m 1904, did
it not?
~frs. BROY. Yes, sir: but these men, many of them, were still in
prison camps in Japan:
The CHAIRMAN. From 1904to191n
Mrs. BROY. I thought it was in 1906. Anyway, the literature was
sent to them and that is where they had inculcated into them the doctrine of communism.
The CHAIRMAN. Therefore you are against the treaty i
Mrs. BROY. Yes. sir.
The CHAIRMAN.' On account of that?
~f rs. BROY. There is one thing further. I want to bring to your
attention one other reference. This is from the Sisson report, whom
Woodrow Wilson sent as his personal representative to Russia at
the time of the Bolshevik revolution.
I read the appendix, Document 64:
STOCKHOLM, September !1, 1917.

The communication is to Mr. Raphael Scholan, Raparandi.
CoMRAf•E: The office of the bRnking house of M, Warburg has opened
in aC'cordnn<'e with telegr111n from President of President of Rhenlsh-Westphallan
Syndicate an aceonnt of nndertaking of Comrade Trotsky. The attorney (agent)
purehni:ed arms and ha:> organized their transportation and delivery to Luleo
and party named to the oftke of E!!mond &.Son in Luleo, receivers, and the
person authorized to rt>Ceh·e the money demanded by Comrade Trotsky,
J. FUBSTENBEBO.
DEAR

The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Broy, that is all very interesting, but we are
not passing on those matters now.
Mrs. BROY. That is all I am going to say about that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a treaty before us, and I would be glad
to have any views of yours as to the treaty.
Mrs. BROY. I take it, the Atlantic Pact had in mind Russia as a
potential enemy. and I just wanted to give a litte background very
briefly on how it started, of how communism was helped, I mean. ·
The CHAlllMAN. All right.
FINANCIERS AND AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
Mrs. BROY. Our foreign policy does not make sense from the viewpoint of the American taxpayer. In recent months we arranged for
a large loan to Great Britain. Following this a few weeks ago only,
Great Britain loaned Russia $36,000,000. This loan was made after
the Atlantic Pact had been proposed with Russia as a potential enemy.
According to Walter Trohan's article in the Washington TimesHerald of April 20, 1947. entitled, "Foreign Policy Really Shaped by
the Financiers,'~ I shall read just one or two excerpts:
The nimble fingns of Wall Street nnd the long arm of London counting holUlet'l
ore widely re~nrded on Cnpltol Hill as the real moulders of the ><<H·ttlled
American bipartisan poli<'y. The New York financial Interests and various
elemt-nts profiting in fort-ii:n trade are now <'OllslderP1l as haYlng shaped Amerh•an
foreign polic~· for the Inst (]('(·ade.

Through two world wars, Mr. Chairman, we have lost over a million
men and billions of dollars. All thinking people know that one
way to get a country ~own is through one war after another. The
members of our Repubhc know that.
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Our taxes and our cost of living are entirely too high. The Atlantic
Pact would greatly increase both. It is common knowledge that the
dollar is worth only about 40 cents.
DANGER OF ENTANGLING AILIANCES

If we do not heed the warning of the founding fathers and enter
into entangling alliances, the world will become an armed camp, Mr.
Chairman. Should the United States of America attempt to finance
a world military program, our people's backs will be broken through
economic burdens and physical exhaustion. We must not endanger
our own well-being through any such program.
The Russian Frankenstein has been set up and has grown strong
through the work of many different kinds of persons, but the United
States of America is the last free great country on the face of the
earth. Let us keep her so. Let her be an example to those countries
of the world who want to establish stable governments patterned after
ours.
We have fed and clothed the starving people of Europe. Surely
we should now be in a position to retire gracefully from the scene.
Let us work for Western Hemisphere solidarity through strict adherence to the Monroe Doctrine. Let us keep ourselves strong, then
should another war come, we would not have been weakened hY spreading ourselves too thin.
UNITED STATES OF EUROPE

Mr. Chairman, I now respectfully submit, as I close, a recommendation which I believe to be constructive and for the good of ourselves
and the other peoples of the world. I suggest that you gentlemen of
this committee recommend that Mr. Churchill organize a united states
of Europe. This course would have several benefits. First, it would
give the nations of Europe a chance to learn to work together, a
chance they have never had before. This united states of Europe
could be patterned after our own United States. Those nations could
learn the value of democratic government and cooperation in working
together.
The second benefit is that it would take the financial burden of
Europe off the shoulders of our American taxpayers. If those certain
international bankers who helped to bring on the Russian revolution
have seen the light and no longer believe in the glories of communistic
government, let them put some of the billions which they control at
the disposal of Mr. Churchill for this suggested united states of
Europe. In this way they can make amends for the trouble they
have caused by their ill-advised actions in the past. What we must
watch out for is this great Republic of ours. ·we must not be mar(euvered into a position, Mr. Chairman, where through some incident
in Europe we could automatically be brought into a third world war.
This Atlantic Pact, in my opinion, would make possible just such
an incident.
Then after a third World War, when we are so weakened through
loss of blood and resources, any would-be world dictators could then
more easily take us over, especially if there were large standing armies
available for the use of this purpose. L2t us not fall into this trap.
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Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, the future of this
republic is in your hands. You must be as wise and firm as the
founding fathers and so protect our Government and our people.
May God guide you to that end.
The CHAm11ux. Senator Donnell 1
Senator DoNXEJ,L. I don't believe I would care to ask any questions.
The CHAIR111AN. Thank you, Mrs. Broy, we were very glad to have
you.
Mr. Imbrie.
STATEMENT OF 1AMES IMBRIE, CHAIRMAN, PROGRESSIVE
PARTY OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Imbrie, give the reporter your name, residence,
and so on.
Mr. blBRIE. My name is James Imbrie. My residence is just outside
of Princeton. N. J. I happen to oo a retired Wall Street banker, and
spent all my business life as an international banker. I also, perhaps,
should add that I am chairman of the Progressive Party in the State
of New Jersey at the present time, and also chairman of the New
Jersey Independent Citizens League, which is a continuation of an
organization called the New Jersey Independent Voters League for
Roosevelt, which was formed in 1944, and which I formed and led at
that time.
The CHAIRllfAN. Is there any conflict between these two parties you
are heading, the Progressive group and the other one~
Mr. IMBRIE. No; the majo1·ity of the New Jersey Inde}Yc!ndent Citizens League, after supporting Governor Driscoll in 1946, by vote in
convention, decided to support Wallace in 1948 on the question of
peace, the question which made him leave the Democratic Party, sir.
If I may proceed, I would like to read a very short letfor which came
to me last week in the mail, signed by five outstanding citizens of the
Nation and which expresses the general over-all objection to the pact,
which are my personal sentiments and perhaps expresses it better than
myself.
The CHAIRMAN. You endorse the letter, in other words~
Mr. IMBRIE. I do, sir.
The CHAIR111AN. All right, go ahead.
Mr. IMBRIE. May I read it¥
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
LETfER ON

ATLANTIC TREATY

Mr. IMBRIE (reading) :
Four )·ears ago the United Nations was founded as the basis for a stable and
enduring peace. Today mankind ls threatened with the catastrophe of lltomlc
war.
The diplomats sign the Atlantic Pact in the name of peace and In the gulae
of strengthening the United Nat.ions. But the Wall Street Journal tar more
realistically describes the pact as "the triumph of jungle law over international
cooperation."
.
We who send you this letter are not wllllng to believe that brute force ls a
substitute tor human reason. We are not willing to replace the one world ot
the United Nations with the two worlds ot the Atlantic Pact. We are not wllllnc
to stake America's security solely upon mlUtary power.
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We know that you. and men and women of inlluence like ~·on throughout the
Nation, are deeply concerned lest our Government take a false step that may
cost us our freedom and plunge our country Into a catastrophe which Is still
possible to avoid. We believe you share with us the desire to do everything
possible to safeguard the American people from the terrible Indictment that.
through our Government's action, we might become responsible tor the destruc·
tlon of civilized man. We are certain you would welcome an opportunity to
meet with others like yourself to discuss the war danger, to make your oppposltlon
to the pact manifest and to decide upon constructive alternative proposals for
peace. With Americans everywhere sensing the danger of our current foreign
pollcy, It Is surely our obligation to make articulate this opinion.
We therefore Invite you to join with us the week end of l\lay 20 and 21 In
Washington, D. C., In a nondelegated meeting of leaders of ch·lc, church, labor,
and community organizations. No responsiblllty seems as urgent as the need for
all of us to find common ground upon which to make our stand for real and
lasting peace.

It is signed b.Y Emily Greene Balch, Rev. Edwin T. Dahlberg, who
I think is president of the Northern Baptist Convention a week or
two ago, Dr. Albert Einstein, Thomas Mann, and Bishop W. J. Walls.
FINANCIAL BURDEN OF THE TREATY

I personally would like to speak for a few moments on my objective
as a conservative businessman and international banker all my life.
I want to start from the very drab premise that it is impossible for
our country or the world to afford what the obligations are as incurred
by this Atlantic Pact.
I want to also say, if I may, that I feel your committee should not
feel that because I am one of a minority, perhaps, in appearing before
you, that therefore our opinions should not weigh.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no, we are glad to have your view.
Mr. IMBRIE. No, because Cassandras are always in the minority, and
I am here basically because I feel-The CHAIRMAN. What did you say about who is always in the
minority?
Mr. IMBRIE. I say Cassandras, those who warn of coming destruction.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, now you are getting back to my language.
Mr. IHBRIE. I am pointing to the fact that in 1927, '28, and '29, a
period through which I lived and was active as a Wall Street banker,
at that time when we were clearll driving toward economic disintegration, there was only a handful o even Wall Street leadership to speak
out and tell the truth, Mr. Mitchell, president of the Illinois Trust Co.,
and a few others.
I say that today if this pact is backed by military armament of
Europe~ in my opinion we are certain to have economic chaos.
I am talking then to the third l?aragraph of the pact in which we as
a Nation pledge ourselves individually and collectively to maintain
and e:iq~loit-The CHAIRMAN. Establish.
Mr. IMBRIE. "Exploit" will do. Well, "exploit" will do well enough,
but that is not the word used.
The CHAIRMAN. "Will maintain and develop."
Mr. bmRIE. "Will maintain and develop" our capacity.
The CHAIRMAN. "Their individual and collective capacity."
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Mr. IMBRIE. That is right. Maintain our individual capacity to
protect ourselves against aggression.
DANGER OF ECONOMIC DEPRESSION

This being a 20-year pact, I hope that if we maintain and increase
that capacity which will be called upon and which we pledge ourselves to do, that must mean that we will maintain for more or less a
period of 20 years our present armament race. It could be at least
so interpreted.
I recn11, and we all do very well, when the 1932 situation broke; the
New Deal was proposed by Roosevelt and the expenditures o! money
that were proposed under it. The Republicans held at that time that
any large increase in the public debt beyond the debt at that time,
which was approximately 40 billions, could not be withstood economically bv our country ..We now have a debt of $252,000,000,000. I
think it is clear that businessmen feel, and even the economic advisers
to the President seem to feel that additional taxes in any large measure
are beyond the roint of reasonable ability of business to withstand
in this period o present recession, let alone if we kick ourselves into
a period of real depression.
I therefore plead that your committee recommend t-0 Congress in
its report this whole matter of the Atlantic Pact be put over until after
the meeting in Paris on the 2:3d. I think that all business people are
aware, are alive to the difficulties of the present situation and what is
the best thing to do. But clearly, this Atlantic Pact was negotiated
at a time when the cold war had reached its height.
In the last few days there certainly has been some relief from that
and the possibilities are that some real progress can be made toward
the elimination of the cold war at the Paris conference.
One cannot be didactic, but I only express this thought that to a
Wall Street banker negotiation is the breath of his life. It is my
conviction-if you care to, those who are proponents of this pact, if
you care to call it holding it as a threat-I will say in any event that it
seems to me that to put through this pact before the meetin~ on the
23d would be disaster from the point of view of the meeting m Paris
on the 23d.
I therefore plead with you that you take at least that viewpoint into
consideration before coming through with the recommendation that
the Atlantic Pact should go into effect.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, we thank you very much for your view.
Senator Donnell, any questions~
BACKGROUND OF WITNESS

Senator DoN:s-ELL. What house were you with on WaJJ Street, :Mr.
lmbrie?
l\fr. brnRIE. I was head of the old investment banking firm of
Imbrie & Co. I had large business interests in South America and
from 1914 to 1920, my firm originated and handled jointly with the
Equitable Trust Co. all the financing that was done bv this country
in South AmeriC'a; we controlled a 6ank in Brazil in ·rn20; we controlled an investment banking firm in joint account with the Dann-
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stadter Bank, which is the fourth largest German bank. I have had
large foreign businesses in Swiss banks for many years, the old
Rotterdamsher Bank at Rotterdam, and so on.
Senator DoNNELL. What was the street address in Wall Street of
Imbrie & Co. 1
l\lr. JMBRIE. The address was 61 Broadway, sir, and afterwards 150
Brondway. We were members of the New York Stock Exchange, but
I was the head of the firm for 25 consecutive years. \Y_e never did any
marj?in business, but we were members of the stock exchange and
did business for cash. ·we also came under the New York State Banking Department.
~enator DoNNELL. During vour experience, did you have occasion
to he abroad from time to time, either in Europe or South America Y
l\lr. IMnRIE. I always went abroad twice a year. I had an apartment
in Pnris from 1918 to 1932, and always went abroad at least twice a
year.
Senator DoNNELL. 'Vhen was your last trip to Europe, Mr. lmbrieY
l\lr. brnRtE. In the late summer of 1931.
Senator DoNNELL. And you have been retired for several yearsY
Mr. IMBRIE. I have been retired since 1935. I have been in very bad
health.
8enator DONNELL. You are living in New Jersey at this time1
"Mr. IMBRIE. I am living in Princeton, just outside of Princeton,
yes. sir.
Senator DONNELi~ Thank you.
The CnAJRl\L\N. 'Ve were \·ery gla1l to hear you. Mr. lmbrie. As
I mulerstand it. you made your money in \Vall Street, but when you
wanted peace and quiet and culture you moved down to Princeton.
l\lr. brnRn;. Yes; I moved to Princeton. I happen to be a Princeton
graduate, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I assumed there was some connection there.
That is all, and thank you very much.
Mr. h1BRIE. Thank you. sir.
The CHAIBMA'N. Is ihe ·representative of the organization known
as Religion and Labor Foundation here 1
(No response.)
.
The C'HAillMAN. 'Ve very reluctantly have to announce that the
hearing will be recessed now until tomorrow morning at 10:30.
Mr. "rHATLEY. )fr. Chairman, would you prefer to hear me now or
lat~r iii the week 1
J'he CHAIRl\L\N. Who are you~
.l\lr. WHATLEY. I am David Whatley. I have a request in.
The CHAIRMAN. You just put it in today, did you noH
)Ir. 'VHATLEY. Yes, sir.
. The CnAIRMAN. Sine~ you live here in the city you can come any
time.
Mr. WHATI.EY. I just thought it might be more convenient for you
at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have a prepared statementW
Mr. WHATLEY. I can be very brief, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, have a seat.
90614-49-11t. 2-2:;
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STATEMENT OF DAVID WHATLEY, CABIN 10HN PARK, XD.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you live, sir¥
Mr. WHATLEY. David Whatley. I live at Cabin John Park, Md.
I a.m a member of the District of Columbia bar and engaged in the
real estate brokerage business.
I am very diffident in taking the time of the committee since you
have given so much devotion and time to this controversial question.
But franklyt Mr. Chairman, I could not find anyone in authority who
is considered an expert on matters of this nature who would ex,pre.es
my point of view. Therefore I asked permission to state it bnefly.
The CHAIRMAN. In your statement here you say, "I promise not to
duplicate ground already covered."
Mr. WHATLEY. I will not, sir.
.
The CHAIRllAN. You have something new, is that right 1
Mr. WHATLEY. I hope so.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well go ahead and let us hear it.
Mr. WHA~Y. I should like to question, first, the constitutionality
of the-The CHAIRMAN. You were here before this committee on another
occasion, were you not¥
Mr. WHATLEY. On the occasion of the ratification of the United
Nations Charter.
The CHAIRMAN. You were against that~
Mr. WHATLEY. I was not against it, Mr. Chairman. I proposed
that the Government adopt the Charter by a constitutional processy
by a constitutional amendment in order to afford undoubted constitutional authority for our implementation of the security sections
under the military arrangement whereby we would delegate contingents of our armed services to the United Nations. I believe that the
Congress would never have permitted that.
BACKGROUND OF WITNESS

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is water over the wheel.
What universities are you a_graduate of¥
Mr. WHATLEY. Columbus University, and post-graduate work at
National University.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a local university here in Washington t
Mr. WHATLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And the other one is the what9
Mr. WHATLEY, National University. They are both local law
schools.
The CHAIRMAN. What is vour office here~
Mr. WHATLEY. 2127 Lee Highway at the present.
The CHAIRMAN. That is in Virginia Y
Mr. WHATLEY. Yes, sir. I have a business called Better Homes Sales
and Service. I am engaged in real estate.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not practicing law, then 9
Mr. WHATLEY. O.J1ly occasionally.
Th~ CHAIRMAN:- ~ell, a great ma~y lawyers will practice only
occas10nally, but 1t 1s part of your busmess to be a lawyer, is it nott
Mr. WHATLEY. Yes; I find very little interest in it except on con-
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stitutional grounds. I am not enough of an authority to command any
conipensation in that respect.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, go ahead.
.
AREA OF NATIONAL DEFENSE
Mr. WHATLEY. I should like to say that the original Constitution
founders never, of course, envisaged an extension of the doctrine of
national defense te include the defense of western Europe. They
would, of course, have turned over in their graves at the mere thought
of such a thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us see if they did. In 1778 didn't the
United States enter into a treaty with France, a defensive treaty, for
both France and the United States1 And did not France in compliance with that treaty send an army and navy here that helped us in
the Revolutionary Wad You are aware of that, are you not!
Mr. WHATLEY. That action by the French Government in sending
forces over here, of course, was not unconstitutional.
The CHAIRMAN. But we signed the agreement. The treaty was a
written treaty between the United Colonies. They bad not obtained
their independence; they_ made their declaration of independence.
Mr. WHATLEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman; I am aware of that.
The CHAIRMAN. We signed that, did we not~
Mr. WHATLEY. You will agree that treaty was directed toward the
military situation in North America and not in Europe.
The CHAIRMAN. It was in North America anu in Europe because
the treaty specified that if as a result of the former treaty of amity and
friendship between the United Colonies and France, that should
France be involved in war, we would join her, defend her against an
attack from Great Britain.
Mr. WHATLEY. But when the Constitution was drafted you may
recall there was debate in convention as to whether to include therein
the West Indies as part of our defense system. It was decided that
we would not so include them as part of the Colonies.
The CHAilmAN. They were not included.
Mr. WHATLEY. Because of the difficulty of defense of those areas.
Our frontier at that time extended only to Winchester, Va., you may
recall. The mere thought of extending it even to the Pacific was very
fantastic. It was never, of course, envisaged that we would consider
the defense of any area outside of the Atlantic seaboard as included
in the words "common defense."
The CHAIRMAN. All right; go ahead.
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF TREATY

Mr. WHATLEY. I should like to say that the treaty itself, of course,
may be thoroughly constitutional, in spite of these objections I have
raised. But, at the implementation of the treaty, which Mr. James
Reston predicts may very well occur next year, in his article of February 17 in the New York Times, whereby we would delegate to this
central Control Military Council contingents of our armed services
which would be stationed in EuropeThe CHAIRMAN. Who said they would be stationed in Europe f
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Mr. W1uTLEY. Mr. R~ston predicted that.
The Cu.AIRMAN. \Vhat Mr. Reston predicts and what we do are
quite different things.
Mr. WHATLEY. I know, but he has information from the Congress.
The CHAIRlIAN. If yon want to testify about the treaty go ahead
and do it. I ~o not ca~e about -your quoting somebody who does not
have accurate mformatlon. lweanse none of us have accurate information about what the implementation is going to be. We have a l!eneral
statement. You appeared here. so yon said, to argue against the constitutionality of this treaty, and we"are ready to hear you.
~fr. \VnATLEY. Muy I dose my argmnent on constitutionality, sir,
and extend it in the record, if I muy, to save you time in order to make
a further point 1
The C'H,\IRM.1N. We would like to sPe it before it i,roes in the record.
"'e will re<·eive your statement nnd if it fits the biJl we will put it in
t ht> record .
.:.\Ir. Wn.\TLEY. Thank yon, sir.
INTERNAL SE(TIUTY

OF

WESTERN EUROPE

I am disturbed Jess hy the constitutionality of the treaty. Mr. C'hairthan I am by the premise on which our doctrines of military and
foreign policy seem to be based. Thnt is the premise that we must
prepare for war on the continent of Europe against Rn!'lsia within the
11ext 2 years. along the Jines suggested in the first treaty, the internal
protection of those <'OUntries.
The CnAIRll.\N. You don't mean the internal securitv, von mean the
external secnritv.
• ·
Mr. \VHATL.-:-l·. The i11ternn] secnrity is all thnt could be envisaged
byit.
·The CnAIRlI.\N. The treaty does not say anything about internal
sN·nrity, does it? It says "seeurity ngainst an armed attack by nnother
nation."
Mr. \VnATJ,EY. True.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why do you drag in internn 1 security? It
is not in the treaty at all.
Mr. \VHATLEY: It is my conviction. sir, that the plnn proposes and
contemplates that we will export sufficient arms in the first year of
the military assistance program, merely sufficient to pro>ide for intemal security against armed attack within the country, or anoth.-r
Czechoslovakian coup. That in the succeeding years we will be~n
to build up to where in the third year we wi11 appronch n situation
whereby the forces of western Europe conld nctually retnin the fot'('es
of Russia at a predetermined frontier.
.
1n:111.

READINESS FOR WAR

I think we do not hnve tim~ for that and I feel wry strongly that
thnt doctrine does not take mto account the new type of warfare
that I lielieve will be wa~ed with weapons of mass destruction other
than the atomic bomb. And it does not tnke into account the fa<'t
thnt Russia now has these weapons: that we nre now rendy to go to
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war with Russia, without the military assistance progrnm, without the
pact. As was said _b_y Admiral Zachnrias last May-The CHAIRMAN. You say we are ready to go to war with Russin~
Is that.what you are testifying now? Or are you talking about Mr.
Zacharias¥
Mr. WHATLEY. I am quoting Mr. Zacharias because he is a mi1itary
authority and I agree with }us statement that we are ready to go to
war with Russia now; that we have three weapons more powerful
than the atomic bomb.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know who gives you any authority to
say that we are now ready for war with Russia. Nobody else has said
it. Where do you get that authority to speak for the United States?
Mr. WHATLEY. I have no authority and maintain no authority, Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You are saying that we are now ready to go to
war with Russia.
Mr. WHATLEY. I am a mere lay citizen expressing an opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but that is what you said. You said we
are now ready to go to war with Russia. I want to know by what
authority you say that.
Mr. WHATLEY. I say I agree with the statement of Admiral Zacharias, whom 1nany people consider to be a military expert, one of our
military experts, even though he is now retired; that he makes the
point that the controversy over conscription and matters of that
nature are extraneous. I will quote him in quotations, if I may.
That is in his article of November 1947.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a World War veteran, and you know that
talk a bout conscription is not pertinent; do you not? You are a
World War veteran ; are you not1
Mr. WHATLEY. I am not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Not in World War IH
Mr. WHATLEY. No, sir; I was a IV-Fin the war sir. My brother
gave his life in the war and I am very glad to know that he was not
merel:y maimed, in which case he would be back here today to see the
situation we are in yis-a-vis Russia, which is exactly the same position
we were in before.
The CHAIRl\lAN. All right; go ahead and finish your statement.
Mr. WHATLEY. I wish merely, Mr. Chairman, at the expense of trespassing on your time, to make this brief point: That Russia now has
weapons which can completely devastate the civilian populations of
most of our urban centers; that such weapons may be already infiltrated and hidden in our major cities; that we may even now be
breathing the tabun gas which was described in detail by an expert on
military matters in the United Nations World, February 1948. Sn<'h
gas. of course. can he breathed for 3 or 4 hours without detection,
hut is fatal in most instan<'es.
I wish to point this out beca11!'e it seems to be impli<'it in the statenieuts of e\·e1·y military man and every foreign policy leader in the
country, that we are invulnerable, virtually, relatively invulnerable
to attack from Russia until she gets the atomic bomb; that we must
take these policies before she gets the atomic bomb.
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I agree that Russia is a. menace, but I also agree that any nation
is a. menace in the light of these weapons of mass destruction.
NATIONAL SECUBITY COUNOIL

I can only appeal to you, sir, that the Congress set up a Joint Legislatve-Executlve Council on National Security which would complement the work and research of the National Security Council and
provide more than a mere token representation on that Council. as
was contemplated under an amendnient proposed to be made by Senator Tydings to the Armed Services Unification Act which would
place the Vice President on that board; that such an agency could
then get the independent judgment of any official, indepenclentlv, on
matters of high importance of this nature. That independent fu~
ment is not now available under any of the procedures that are m
existence at the present time before Congress. You only have to
read the hearings before the Appropriations Committees of the House
and Senate to be struck by the fact that they simply never get into
questions of basic military policy of this character; that no committee on Capitol Hill is staffed with experts who could get any independent research done on matters of this nature; that it is a question
of life and death for millions of our American citizens.
I do not propoee to have the right answer. I am merely quoting
the conclusions of a few men who have done a great deal of research
on the subject and whose ability and patriotism I think are highly
respected.
.
I am profoundly convinced that our whole trend of foreign policy
and the security system would probably be changed and that many
provocative statements and policies would be changed if the policy
makers were aware of the fact that a war with Russia tomorrow,
next week, or next month would m~n the death of perhaps a third
or a fourth of the population of this country.
RESERVATION TO THE TREATY

As regards the pact, I would probably do aS" 95 percent of the
Members of the Senate would do, and vote for the pact, in spite of
the fact that it is probably unconstitutional, since it will undoubtedly
take awa;y from the Congress its ability to pass upon a declaration
of war. The President, as you well know, can put the armed services
into immediate action without an:y opposition from the Con~. It
is just as Mr. Roosevelt in his wisdom did. And as Senator Lodge
pomted out in radio debate with Senator Watkins 2 weeks ago, we
were actually at war with Germany a year before the Congress declared
war.
So I can only appeal to you that you propose as a reservation to
ratification that no military action can be undertaken without the
consent of the Con~ress both Houses, as was intended by the Constitution, even though that provision has been violated perhaps 20
times in our history. That still does not affect the basic validity of
our constitutional doctrine.
I think that would perhaps alleviate the fears of the men in the
Kremlin that we will provoke war with them in somewhat the same
nature that Dr. Charles A. Beard and other historians pointed out
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that we provoked war with Japan in 1941, in pursuance of some
promise or secret agreement that may have been made similar to the
agreement between Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt on the occasion
of the Atlantic Pact, about which Mr. Churchill said on the floor of
the House of Commons in January 1946, "Mr. Roosevelt promised to
go to war with Japan, whether or not we were attacked." The
American people did not know that. The American people do not
know what commitments have been made in the 6 months of long
negotiation on this P.act. Certainly all that time was not spent on
working out the facile and beautiful wording that finally went into
the pact.
The American people are entitled to an assurance that we will not
be drawn into war without their being able to pass on it at least
through their representatives in the Congress, as provided in the
Constitution.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; thank you very much.
Senator Donnell~
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused.
I think that exhausts our witnesses for this afternoon, unless the
representatives of this organization known as the Religion and Labor
Foundation of New Haven, Conn., are here.
(No response.)
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Then they have lost their day in court if they are
not here.
The committee will take a recess until tomorrow morning at 10 : 30
a. m. right here in this room.
(Whereupon, at 3 : 55 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 : 30 a. m.
of the following day, Wednesday, May 11, 1949.)
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Wi1D;N~Y,

KAY 11, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COM)ll1'TEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
W aJJhington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on May 10, 1949, at
10: 30 a. m., in room 318, Sennte Office Building, Senator Tom Con:
nallv (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), Green, Vandenberg, Wiley
and Hickenlooper.
Also present : Senator Donnell.
·
The CHAmMAN. Miss Muriel Draper.
Miss Draper, I understand you have a very short statement. I
make that reference because we have scheduled another witness for
this morning a.nd, until he arrives, we will go ahead and hear some
of the rest of you. Have you a short statement~
Miss DRAPER. Yes~ it is. You requested one.
The CHAIRMAN. You requested to appear.
Miss DRAPER. Yes; and you requested me to make it short, and I
am trying to comply.
I ain the president of the Congress of American Women, and as
such I bring you the statement made by the Congress of American
Women.
·
The CnAIRl\IAN. Just what kind of congress is that¥ You do not
mean that all American women belong to it.
Miss DRAPER. No, sir. The Congress of American Women is an
organization in the United States of America. It does not include all
women, any more than the Congress of the United States includes
all men and women.
I will go ahead with my statement.

STATEMENT OF MISS MURIEL DRAPER, CONGRESS OF AMERICAN
WOMEN
Miss DRAPER. The Congress of American Women completed on
Sunday night a national convention in which representatives of
300,000 women all over the country participated. The convention
unanimously voted, after considerable discussion, the adoption of a
resolution opposing the North Atlantic Pact.
It is our firm belief that as the Berlin blockade problem was resolvf'<l through negotiation. so all problems now disturbing international relationships can be brought to a peaceful settlement. There
must. be. however, a will to make peace. There must not be a determination to prepare for war on the highly dangerous theory that
727
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military alliances and armaments races can lead to peace. We must
not root our econom.Y in arms production and sales. We must not
develop such a P,?litical and economic stake in war and its preliminaries that we will fear peace more than we do war.
OPPOSITI01!i TO ATLANTIC TREATY

The Congress of American Women is opposed to the North Atlantic
Pact because it will promote-as it has already promoted-a. "Peace
Is Dreadful" atmosphere. The governing parties of the si~atocy
nations have gambled their political futures on the continuation and
intensification of the cold war. They fear peace. The rearmament
commitment implicit in the pact will gear our economy and the economies of western Europe to arms production. Jobs will seem to depend upon the cold war. Efforts will be made to spread a fear of
pel'-00.

There should be no doubt about the fact that the pact and the rearmament progi:am go together. In spite of double talk calculated
to appease political misgivings on both sides of the ocean, the pact
makes clear American obligation to finance rearmament. In this
connection, it is absurd to accept the orie-billion-dollar estimate of
the cost as other than partial. One billion cannot rearm the signatories. The first billion will lead to many more billions. If this
committee approves the pact, it is accepting the full, unpredictably
enormous financial commitment of the rearmament program.
As women, we are dismayed at an American financed arms race.
An arms race may lead to war. If we have not succeeded in working
out an effective plan for arms reduction that is surely no reason for
stimulating arms exeansion. We oppose the arms program and the
pact which initiates it.
· Nothing, however, is quite as alarming as the ease with which,
under the pact, we can· find ourselves and the rest of the world at
war. Congress theoretically retains its power to declare war, but
Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, has made it perfectly clear that a
congressional declaration will simply acknowledge military action
which has already been ordered by a Defense Council. This Defense
Council will decide when "armed attack" or its equivalent has taken
place, and it is by its decision, not Congress, that the pact is to be
mvoked. The Defense Council will not, it is clear, consider the
Dutch ag~ression in Indonesia, for example, or the French aggresmon
in Indochma an "armed attack."
·
PEAOJ!l AND WAB

Our organization's devotion to the cause of peace has made it an
ardent champion of the United Nations. We are troubled now by
the pact's complete disregard of the United Nations. The pact is the
antithesis in both letter and spirit of the United Nations. It puts the
Security Council:s lower to act against aggression into the hands of
the Defense Counci .
Most of all, the pact comes at a time when peace seems more possible
than ever before in the last 3 years. With the lifting of the Berlin
blockade and the pending meeting of the foreign ministers, it would
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seem particularly imperative that no step be taken which might
interfere with a peaceful solution of international differences.
American women do not want to send their brothers, sons, and
husbands into another war. We do not want to see our sisters all
over the world send their brothers, sons, and husbands into another
war. Is there anything that the people want that this pact provides!
The people want better homes and schools and a better standard of
living. This pact will give them bigger and better bombs and bigger
and better bombers. The people's will is for peace. And the pact
would inevitably lead them to war. It is because we are convinced
that the whole spirit of the North Atlantic Pact is contrary to the
needs and the will of the American people that we, of the Congress
of American Women, oppose it. And it is for this reason that we
will fight it with all our strength-and with all our hearts.
The Cu•mv•N. Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell 9
POWERS OF COUNCIL UNDER TREATY

Senator DoNXELL. Only two questions. One is, Miss Draper. would
you tell us, please on what you base your view that the Defense
Council makes the decision when armed attack is taking place¥ I
do not find anything in the North Atlantic Treaty that says the
Defense Council has that power.
Miss DRAPER. As I understand the treaty, it is not, of course, put
in the clearest language, which we hope to arrive at by the end of these
hearings, but as I understand it, there can be an Atlantic Council
which is a Defense Council which can be called into existence at the
request of the signatories of the Atlantic Pact to maintain and develop
the resistance of the signatory countries to armed attack, and therefore it would seem as if, under those circumstances, they can decide
their own action, thou~h we know in the North Atlantic Pact that
it is suggested that the Security Council of the United Nations would
be informed after this decision had been arrived at.
Senator Do:s:sELL. That is the basis of your view?
Miss DRAPER. Yes.
MEMBERSHIP

OF CONGRESS OF AMERICAN WOMEN

Senator DONNELL. The only other question is this: Senator Connally inquired as to the Congress of American Women. How large
an organization is that, and where is its membership geographically 9
Is it all over the United States?
Miss DRAPER. Its membership is in about 14 different States. The
number is 300,000, including our affiliated representation, and I have
just come back from a tour of 10 States where I have spoken in
churches, in schools~ in girls' colleges, in universities and in many
or~anizations of men and wonwn, including the Congress of American Women, and the opinion of the majority of those people is against
the North .Atlantic Pact.
,
Senator DoNNEU.. Finally, where ,was the national convention held
to which you refer i How many delegates were present at it Y
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Miss DRAPER. It was held in New York City and l!)j delegates,
guests, and observers. officially elected. were present.
Senator DONNELL. How many of those were members of the Congress of American \Vomen?
Miss DRAPER. They were all members of the Congress of American
Women or affiliated groups, with the exception of 11 guests who came
as friends of the group to listen but not as official members.
Senator DONNELL. Thank you.
Miss DRAPER. You're welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. Is your organization listed on the Attorney General's subversive list~
Miss DRAPER. Indeed it is, as most organizations that are fighting
for peace are.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve have the pleasure this morning of hearing Mr.
Norman Thomas. a man of wide information and considered views.
Mr. THOMAS. It is very nice of you not to say. as most people do,
"the man most often.defeated in the rnited States."
The CHAIRMAN. That is no discredit, to be defeated.
Mr. THOMAS. I am glad you think so. Anyway. I am just expressing appreciation of your omitting that usual part of that
introduction.
The CHAIIUIAN. I never introduce anybody with any _strings to it.
Mr. THOMAS. By the way. I want to express my special thanks to
you gentlemen for the trouble you have taken for allowing me to
appear on short notice. Only because of several other obligations.
including jury duty. did I request that consideration, because I could
appear at no other time.
,
The CHAIRMAN. Jury duty is a very laudable responsibility.
Mr. THOl\IAS. For lack of time, I have written out only an outline,
which I shall elaborate briefly.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN THOMAS, NEW YORK CITY
Mr. THOMAS. May I make it clear that I am not committing the
Socialist Partv or the Post-War World Council bv what I snv9 In
both organizations there is division of opinion. b·ut I think \·irtual
unanimity on the safeguards which I shall stress.
As matters stand. I favor ratification of the pact for reasons somewhat similar to those given by John Foster Dulles. To refuse now to
ratify the pact in which our Government took the initiati,Te might be a.
tremendous jolt to governments and parties in Europe on which the
hope of democracy depends.
I always believed that the negotiation of tht> pact was motivated
by a sincere desire only for defense and not a-ggression. Nen•rtheless.
I thought there were better ways for the United States to assure the
nations of the world of all practicable support against military a~tzres
sion. Neither under the pact nor without it is it possible or desirable
to snv that nny aggression menns that the United States will formallv
go to war, b1lt there are other supports that rnn be given. I feared
that for the United States to seem to give special aid to some nations,
members of the United Nations but not of the pa<'f. would tend to
encourage aggression against nations outside the pact.
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UX

AND THE TREATY

In some ftuarters it is argued that the pact may be a step to a North
Atlantic Union which I tlunk would virtually junk the UN. For that
we are not ready and I hope will not be ready. Weak as the United
Nations is in many ways, I do not want it junked or further weakened
under any circumstances now. We want to move toward a world
federation of the right sort in which better balance will be achieved if
there is a United States of Europe along with the United States of
America, the Pan American Union, and the U.S. S. R., rather than if
the nations of Europe are divided permanently in the orbits of Moscow
aml \Vashington. I do not want the pact to hinder the growth of
sentiment u11<l organization for the United States of Europe.
AR~S

NEEDED TO SECURE EUROPE

There has still ht-en no answer at all to my insistent question whether
responsible militnry men really believe that by any pact or any
feasible expenditure under it we can make western Europe invulnerable if the Russian high command should decide that the hour had
come to attnek. even in the fact of risk of world war. Unless Germany
should be i·enrmed, which no one dares so far to su~gesL it is estimated
that our allies eould make available about 12 dffisions for defense
along tl1e Rhine while the job would require 40 divisions with appropl'iate air support. I have heard earnest and intelligent advocates
of the pact and military appropriatiotis under it admit that what they
are after is a psychological rather than logical effect on the nations;
that aetions in themselves inadequate or irrational may yet convince
the world of our sincere intention to act against aggressors and thus
strengthen the morale of our friends and weaken our potential enemies.
Along that line of argument lie dangers: the dange1· of raising false
hope~ the <lunger of building up a whole network of national military
mad1ines insatiably crying for more; the danger of aggravating rather
than minimizing the armament race without compensating guaranty
of that precarious thing, military security.
_I want t? ~ay that even on the ~ilitary side we ~o not reckon just
with the nnhtary strength of Russia and the satellite states, but with
the probable fact that in the very military forces of France and Italy
there would be a fairly high percent of Communists whose first loyalty
wou)d be to the Communist cause, not the most certain of allies, therefore. I noticed with regret a dispatch in this mornings paper showing
some increase of the Communist vote in Sardinia, and of the Left
Socialists~. the so-called Left Sociali~ts. _Act1;1ally they are not left.
And I thmk that hns to be borne m mmd m any computation of
milita1·y affairs.
To gu.ard against these dangers that I ha~e referred to briefly
many thmgs shou~d be done, som~ of them possibly by reservations to
the paet or Ly action parallel to it. I stress the most important:
FRANCO SPAIN AND THE TREATY

1. It must be made absolutely plain that the United Stutes will
steadfastly oppose the inclusion of Franco's Spain in the pact. I am
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not too happy about Salazar and Portugal? nor am I inclined to think
there is much strength from his membership. It is nonsense to think
that in a military sense the poverty-stricken tired Spaniards, many
of whom hate Franco, would be an asset. The only use for S{Wn
would be as a possible bastion behind the Pyrenees for Amencan
troops after the rest of Europe had been ~emm by Communist forces.
That is a grim outlook for American bop which can scarcely be tolerable to our allies. Thef want to be defended, not liberated once
more after a horrible atomic war. To take Spain into the pact would
be cynically to flout any contention of concern for democracy or regard
· for the moral character of government. Cruelty a~d intolerance in
Spain parallel cruelty and intolerance in Communist countries.
Franco cannot cleanse his hands of blood by wringing them in frantic
protestations of hatred of communism. Cruelty and injustice are
cruelty and injustice no matter under what flag they are committed or
under what slogan they are sanctified.
COWNIAL POLICIES AND THE PACT

2. Steps must be taken so far as possible in conjunction with the
United Nations to make it clear that the pact will not furnish moral
or economic aid, directly or indirectly, to the wretched colonial wars
which have been waged by the Netherlands and France in Indonesia
and Indochina. These wars create a situation made to order for
racist and communist exploitation against the United States. From
Asia may yet come a greater peril to us than from Europe. The news
of anotlier agreement in Indonesia is good. This time it must be
carried through to a fair and just peace with the satisfaction of Indonesian desires for independence, and we must not be blackmailed by
the Netherlands or France into a support of their colonial policies on
the ground that they are necessary to us in western Europe. We are
necessary to them.
DISARMAMENT

8. The third provision which must accompany the ratification of
the pact is the declaration that the eft'ect of the pact must be to reduce
and not increase total armament expenditures; that is, ours and theirs.
It is clear that no practicable expenditure of itself will guarantee perfect safety. The steady increase of expenditure jeopardizes our own
economy and tends to build up the military everywhere. It is appalling to think that we will be expected to help finance the European
equivalent of our brass hats who, according to the Hoover Commission, do not know the meaning of proper oudgeting, in Luxemburg.
Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, France, Britain, and
possibly Salazar's Portugal. Think of all of them clamoring for
more. It is fantastic to expect American taxpayers to accept so great
a burden, and we would not get, as I think Senator Vandenberg is
quoted as saying yesterday, and we would not be building, a sound
Maginot line by any conceivable appropriation of that sort.
4. Most of all I want to urge that, preceding the ratification of the
pact or accompanying it, there will be a mighty appeal by the United
States for an end of the armament race under eft'ective international
controls which would make the pact unnecessary. The end of the
nrmament race requires the universal abolition of peacetime military
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conscription, the demilitarization of narrow waterways and island
bases, the liquidation of weapons of mass destruction, and the international control of atomic energy for peace, and the general reduction
of national military forces down to a police level. These things will,
of course, require a strengthening of the UN and provision for an
international security force probably on a quota principle.
I do not think that the men in the Kremlin would accept the necessary controls, certainly not at first proposal. Nevertheless, an American appeal might be a beginning which would bear fruit sooner than
we think. A continuance of the present armament race dooms mankind to poverty and war. It is quite true that you can preserve peace
by overwhelmmg military superiority. You can preserve peace by
fear, for a time, and somewhat precariously, but it is not conceivable
that for the next generation there will be such a complete preponderance of force on our side that we will win the way a bulldog wins
against a rabbit, because the rabbit knows he hasn't got a chance;
and in this race, everything we know about history, everything we
know about logic and psych.ology, make it entirely certain that after
30 more years of an armament race we will go to war. You get what
you prepare for. In the meantime, Shaw's famous statement that "If
the other planets are inhabited, the earth must be their lunatic asylum,"
is verified by what happens, for in every land less fortunate than our
own not compulsorily disarmed, every night's sun goes down on children crying themselves to sleep for lack of bread, although every
government is spending from 25 to 50 percent of its budget on arms
and not getting security out of it. Economically it is tbe greatest
boondoggling in the world, and I do not see a successful war against
poverty anywhere, or on the food problem.
DANGERS OF ARHAHENT RACE

If there has to be this stress on arms, and inevitably the hate, the
fear, the hysteria, that are necessary to support so great a burden
everywhere, the continuance of the kind of cold war even on a less
a~gravated plane than now, inevitably that kind of thing will give
nse to incidents that will bring war.
I do not think that there can be an end of conflict in the world so
long as you are dealing with aggressive totalitarianism, but I think
that the time may come when somebody will have the sense even on
that side to realize that mankind is doomed so far as decent civilization, possibility ultimately that the human race is doomed, if we are
to ~o on and on with this armament race, and that it is universally
desirable to take it out of the realm of atomic war. To a certain
extent we have done it in civil life. There are immense conflicts, even
in America, that no one dreams will bring us to war, because there has
been a change of attitude and in plans. There can't be a change of
attitude and in plans while you have to maintain the attitudes and the
economic burdens of the present armaments race. There are no logical
limits that can easily be fixed to it. It is always more and more, and
the Hoover Commission made it unnecessary for me to comment on
the way the military budgets, even in America, are compiled.
That is why I wish with all my heart-I think something dramatic
ought to be don~that Secretary Acheson~ while this Assembly of the
United Nations was still in session, woulC1 go before it and say, "We
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want nothing so much, we Americans, as a reasonable arrangement
for stopping this thing that hurts the world so terribly." Now I know
that that requires arrangements. I am not ad\'ocuting unilateral
disarmament. But I think we have made a psychological error in
stre$ing that first such and such arrangements must be made and then
we can talk about disarmament.
APPEAL FOR DISARMAMENT

I think that our President, ?Ur Secretary of Stnte, should say to
the world, "We know, we Americans, the desperate cost. 'Ve are temporarily the strongest of nations, but we know how this thing hurts
and how terrible will be the effect of another war by reason of the
improved methods of destruction which h1l\'e been discovered and
are going to be discovered so long as in every great country the leading brains in your physical laboratories and chemical laboratories are
harnessed to the business of finding better ways to kill more people.
We know it, and therefore we Americans tell you that we will hold up
pacts and everything else until we can get a clear answer from the
nations. Will you come into a plan, properly set up, with provision
for international security1 We won't dictate the plan. We have
ideas; we want you to negotiate."
Sooner or later that has got to be done, because in the .Atlantic
Pact-I am not talking about mY. lifetime but the lifetime of my
children and certainly my grandchildren will see an atomic war if this
kind of armament race goes on, pact or no pact, and therefore I want
now that appeal. It will do certain things even if it is rejected.
It will make the American people stop, look, und listen in their
frantic and largely unconscious rush into militarism in the name of
defense.
It will prove to the nations of the world our reul and urgent desire
for peace. If it is Stalin who refuses so beneficial a thing to mankind
as transfer of conflict from the realm of atomic war and preparation
for it, Jet him clearly be made to take the blame.
No iron curtain can keep from the peoples behind it all news of our
proposal. Today we are making it easy for Stalin to reg-iment his
people under the false but plausible pretext of our militarism, which
he says is aggressive. We can, by the kind of appeal I urge, if it is
properly made, greatly increase the difficulties of the dictators' tasks
in Russia and in the satellite nations.
This appeal, accompanied by a standing and often repeated invitation for all nations to come in, could give to the North Atlantic Pad
an obviously moral quality as purely a defense pact, which in no other
way can it acquire in the minds of the peoples of the world. In any
case, the appeal would launch a great idea, and idens hnve a way of
winning sometimes sooner than we think. Fo1· this proposal there
is no rational substitute.
Our Congress should say that the money we would save on arm!
we shall use for the works of peace; among other things, to implement
President Truman's offer of economic help that backward nations need
the most. It is only by such economic help that large areas in Asia
and Africa can be brouJ,rht to a level on which healthy democracy is
possible. We are blind if we do not see that in the Jong run the gravl"St
dangers to the next generntion are more likely to nrise from an over-
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crowded Asia than l'Ven from Europe. Our foreign policy must
never forget this fact. And in meeting that fact the North Atlantic
Pact is more likely to be a hindrance than a help unless at least it is
sufeguarded along the lines of my proposal.
Thank you.
The C11AIRJ1CAN. Mr. Thomns, ns I understand it from the first part
of your statement, you are for the ratification of the Atlantic Pact if
it contains your suggestions.
Mr. THOMAS. I am for the ratification if, by reservation or more
probably by parallel action, the things that I have suggested r11n be
done, right.
J•ROJ>(lt>ALS FOR ATO::'lllC Jo:XERGY COXTROL .\ND Dl8ARJIC.\:\IE.ST IN THE UN

The CHAIUL\N. You speak of lli!:mrmament, which is, of course, a
very laudable enterprise. Is it not true that the United States endeavored to get a limitation and eontrol of atomic energy, but Russia
would not agree?
.
Mr. THOMAS. Yes; that is true, and it is also true that that is why
I say that I do not expect immedinte agreement from Russia, but still
I think it is important to, as I say, sow the seeds of the idea.
May I say very respectfully that I was always rather critical of the
way m which the very admirnblc Baruch plan was presented. It
seems to me that what was actually happening was that we were saying we were going to do a wise and very generous thing about the
weapons on which we held temporarily n monopoly, bt,1t without even
in principle a consideration of the ge11ernl issue of disarmament.
Now, as every9ody admits, even if our plan for atomic energy had
gone through, as I still hope it may some time, even if that plan, as
revised by the committees of the UN, had gone through, it is generally
admitted that in the event of war any nation having knowledge of
atomic energy would use it in war, nnd you would have still had all
the pressures and tensions of the arms rnce.
I think therefore, that our proposal should have been a greater
stress on disarmament, saying that the immediate problem was atomic
energy, but that we were by no means stopping there. In other words,
I do not think we were sufficiently dear or dramatic in fresenting it.
If I may say so, I think that that has been a fault o our foreign
policy right along with plain people. I haven't been in Europe. I
haven't been in Asia since the war. But from time to time, through
my Socialist connections, for instance, I see a good many people
who come from those countries to the UN and so on, and the peopl~
I see are on our side. They are not advocates of Russian or Communist totalitarianism. But there is always the lurking suspicion, the
lurking fear, often groundless if you like, or comparatively groundless, we Americans would say, and I think that in public affairs, especially with the world in its present mood, there is a tremendous necessity for a simple but dramatic appeal to get ideas launched.
Now, what Mr. Acheson did, and did rather brilliantly, was to make
debaters' points against Stalin's insincere peace offensive. They are
admirable debaters' points, but I have won, if I may say so, lots of
debates and not an election, and it is possible to win debates and make
next to no impression on the popular mind, especially the mind in
uor.1~~4n~pt. 2~26
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Asia, for instance, which is already prejudiced because of race and
other factors.
I feel very strongly on this point_, and hence I am urging this ap~,
even with the full knowledge of the difficulties of communism.
Senator, if I may say so, I was better aware of the nature of Communist obstruction than most Members of the United States Senate,
quite a while before most Members. It isn't just a matter of Russia,
it is a matter of communism, and I was warning against peace by appeasement and getting abused for it as far back as 1944, at least. So
don't think I have an optimistic view. Only time marches on. There
are evolutionary factors. Stalin isn't immortal. There is a chance
for a split in the monolithic structure. The three great props of the
Russian regime are the terrible secret police, the Army, and the rising
class of industrial managers. And there is a lot of evidence that
they don't love each other. I don't see how they can. Stalin's enormous prestige holds them together, and I am not predicting anything
so fortunate as a good revolution in Russia. Our regard for revolution depends on the locale, and against whom.
But I am saying that there may be cracks in the monolithic structure, and that ideas can get in. I am saying that I think there is a
terrific exaggeration of the degree to which Russians and certainly
other people behind the iron curtain can be kept from some knowledge
of what we are after. It is along tho!'ie lines that I make my plea for
this sort of an appeal. Why not 1 Nothing lost-much gained I
RELATIONSHIP OF ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL AND DISARM:A:HENT

The CHAIRHAN. Mr. Thomas, in regard to the control and regulation of atomic energy is it not true that our motive was that that
question was the most imminent and dangerous, and therefore if we
could bring about an arrangement of that kind it would contribute
to disarmament 9
Mr. TuoHAS. I understood that, and I want you to know that to
the best of my ability I always supported the Baruch plan. But if I
may use a rather hasty and crude ilJustration, which I don't doubt
you can find flaws in when thinking it over, when you are dealing
~ith a tiger you do not say, "Look, tiger, your teeth are your most
dangerous pomt, and if you will kindly come down we will file them
down." It seems to me when you are dealing with the arms race you are
dealing with a total problem, and while you may have to act in detail
in order to get results, and the most important detail was atomic
energy, nevertheless the thing that mattered was the idea, and the idea
that seems to me important was that nations could not afford war
any more and could not afford victory under the circumstances of
, modern weapons. Neither Russia nor we could afford a victory
in another war. Look what it has cost us to try to rehabilitate what
we have now. Suppose after victory, weakened by losses, torn somewhat by internal dissension, we had to rehabilitate a world with hunger
and hate rampant. Stalin would have an e,qual difficulty. · I have no
desire to talk to Stalin, nor do I believe that anybody's just talking
to Stalin would work miracles, but I would like for somebody to sav
to Stalin that as n professed infa11ible Marxist he believes that
weapons, the tools, one uses shape the culture one has. Certainly the

the
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weapons that war is going to use will make war no longer a midwife
for a Leninist revolution. It will be a midwife for death.
That is just a suggestion to the State Department. Get some of
their ex-Marxists to tell it to Brother Stalin-and they have still got
ex-Marxists around don't forget.
The CHAIRMAN. Would it not, however, be true that if we could
approach this matter on the atomic level that would be a great contribution to the general problem¥
Mr. THOMAS. That would have, and that is why I always supported
it, at the same time saying that I doubted it would work as an isolated
thing-. I even told that to Mr. Baruch, who, if I may quote himhe did not say it in confidence-said that was his original idea, but it
wasn't the State Department's.
The CHAIRMAN. My thought was that every step that we can accomplish along the line would bring a nearer approach to the general
problem of disarmament which you have in mmd.
Mr. Tuo:MAS. I think you are right 7 Senator, but it is like this: If
you are having to go on a very hard Journey, the important thing is
not to concentrate on the importance of this step on the road. The
important thing is to hold up to people a vision of the desirability,
even the necessity, of arriving at the goal, and the goal at which we
have got to arrive to be reasonably safe is, as I say, the end of the arms
race and the transfer of conflict from the realm of atomic war, and I
think that our statesmen-and I do not mistrust their motives-have
made a mistake in their lack of holding up the goal. Great things are
done by vision. The verse in the Bilile which says "Where there is
no vision the people perish" is a very practical verse, and if you have
the vision you can find ways to do things and if there isn't the vision
clearly stated in a dull and oppressed and often horror-ridden world,
it is hard to get people to do the next things they ought to do.
The CHAIR:MAN. But in order to get total disarmament we would
have to have seven or eightMr. THOMAS. In order to get it you have to get what you haven't
ot. The way to get it is by p<>inting out its enormous desirability.
have said ''total disarmament down to the police level in the States,"
and I recognize the necessity of strengthening the United Nations
and of probably erecting an international security force. I do not
minimize the difficulties, but I think that the thing that I look forward
with most horror to is a world in which we go on sincerely desiring
something better because we do not know how to do it and do not
even therefore proclaim passionately what we want to do, and point
out how logical is our proposal. What I say very briefly here is even
from a Russian standpoint logical, except that Stalin is afraid of any
inspection behind the iron curtain. It is logical to say to any nation,
"No matter how you differ, we can't afford what modern war costs.
We can't afford atomic and bacteriological devices and all the things
scientists are constantly discovering."
Conflict t Yes. There are differences in interest, and so on. But
it has to be lifted out of the realm of atomic war if there is to be a
hope for civilization and democracy.
I suppose men would survive an atomic war. I know the present
tendency is to diminish the absolute quality of the atomic weapon.

f
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I notice we are now writing nice little essays on ''How to Live "'ith
the Atom Bomb," and all you need to do is to make ench city look
like a doughnut and be sure you a1·e in the right part of the doughnut
when the bomb comes.
Granted there has been an exag~eration of the atomic bomb as a
weapon, nobody knows what other weapons will be, and it. is still
bad enough to make what has always been a very terrible method
of achieving good ends more futile, more frustrate, more seJf-defeating, and I think that for the United States, just because we are in our
preeminent position, to say that loudly and clearly would not get
immediate conversion, but it would get results and it would have the
other effects I talk about in connection with the North Atlantic Pact,
as a guaranty of the genuineness of our desire for defense.
STRENGTHENING THE U!lrlTED N,\TIONS

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Thomas, allow me to say that so far as vour
views about strengthening the United Nations, we haw no oppo~i
tion. In fact, I am sure the whole committee, and for that matter
the Congress and the Government, are strongly in faYor of strengtlwning the United Nations and trying to so modify it or amend it as to
remove the delays and proerastinations and the confusion and opposition with which it has met in its wurkin~s. At San FranciS<·o we
had great hopes, and our hopes were based on the theory that the great
nations would cooperate and would undertake to carry out the purposes and the ideals of the United Nations. In that hope we haYe
been disappointed. But I still think that through the t:"nite<l Nat ions
we will have a stronger hope, even, than before, that we may ultimately
so imp!·ove it or modify it as to make it a more effective agency for
the mamtenance of world peace.
I think already, with its defects and with its obstructions, it has
performed a great service in many respects.
l\lr. THOMAS. I agree, Senator. I may say that I was critical of
the UN. I still am, of its constitution, which probably may hal'e
been the best that was then possible. I still think we want to move
toward a fuller type of world government. but I do not think you
can get that tomorrow, and therefore I want not to weaken the (iN.
I want, in the administration of the Atlantic Pact. to strengthen the
UN. But I do believe the UN would be stronger if a g1·eat idea could
be preached through it and around it.
I want to acknowledge the fact, I think too mueh neglected in
America, that the UN made, not a total <·ontribntion. bnt a- real contribution, to a much more satisfactory settlement in the .Middle Ea~-..
than we thought likely a yenr ago. I thi11k the UN probably, even
somewhat weakly, has neve1·theless contributed to the llesirabllitv of
renewed negotiations in Indonesia, and this time I hope they stick. I
assure yon that I want to defend the UN.
The ·CHAIRMAN. I think you will obserw that in the treaty before
us now there are a number of references to the United Nations. atul i11
<>a<'h instance the treaty recognizes the overridin6? authority of tht>
United Nations and a desire to cooperate and not to hi11der th~ United
Nations.
Mr. T110MAS. I think that desire is genuine. I think ei1·cum:-tntwt>S
sometimes make it difficult, and I must confess that I do not ex:wtly
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think that the te1·ms of the pact fit into what would be an ordinary
construction of the convenant, but the times are extraordinary and I
am not inclined to press that point>
The CHAIUL\N. Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator VANDENBERG. Well, Mr. Chairman, there is very little I
want to talk with Mr. Thomas about. He always intrigues me because
he gets so much sense into his presentation of Socialist views, and
I thmk he has done that again.
Mr. THOMAS. It is native to Socialist views, Senator. The importation is much easier than if you are a Republican.
Senator VANDENBERG. That, of course, depends upon the point of
view. Perhaps I could not expect you to be as generous as I am.
Mr. THOMAS. No. You can afford to be generous. You sit there.
NO

UIPERIALIST OR AGGRESSIVE MOTIVES BJ:HIND PACT

Senator V ANDKNBEno. l\lr. Thomas, in view of your willinsness to
see the pact rntified, I tuke it that it would be fair to summarize your
attitude perhaps as follows: That you do not suspect any aggressive or
imperialistic motives on the part of your own Government in proposing the North Atlantic Pact, but that you want to make it obvi<>usly and unmistakably plain to the world that our lack of aggressive
and militaristic objectives can never be misunderstood by anybody.
l\lr. Tumus. That is entirely true. I have never said, and do not
think, that the United States Gornrnment or people have impe1·ialist
ambitions. I have argued to the contrary. I think we can acquire
them by the things we do in time. I think there are probably people
that may have them. But the European ngtion that what we do is for
om· seUlsh advnntnge is rather fantastic; or that any great group
thinks it is for our selfish advantage is, I think, somewhat fantastic.
Nevertheless, you have to deal with abnormal psychology among
})eoples, and the hiStory of militarism warrants suspicion, and the
means you use sometimes lead to ends that you do not originally
calculate.
I will snv about. the North At !antic Pact that the fact that it has
Norway and Denmark in it I think means that there will be a considerable caution about any aggression, because they would be so easily
the victims of it.
Senator VANm;sBF.Ro. And in ' t.he final analysis, you would look
upon continued and insistent Ameri~&&l leadership in behalf of universal disarmament under adequate disciplines as the maximum dem<>nstration we would make of good faith~
Mr. Tuo~us. As the maximum, Senator. You will notice that I
also said things about not wanting F1·anco Spain in, and about my
worry about the indirect effects of the pact on the Asiatic situation.
I think they should be looked into. And I also think the test of the
success of the pact will be whether, in the comparatively short time, it
decreases rnther than increases the total military burden. Otherwise
it does not make sense. If every time you add more people officially
to your side it costs you more, vou are out of luck.
Senator VAXDENt\ERG. I thii1k that is all I have.
~fr. Tuo~us. You will like to henr that I believe in reducing taxes
when possible.
The CH.\llOL\X. \Yhat kind of taxes?
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Mr. Tuo:MAS. That is another subjec~reducing it, not increasing
it-just for the fun of increasing it, and the way to reduce it best would
be along this military line if and when it becomes possible, and I
profoundly hope that the Hoover report won't be in \•&in in that
connection.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wiley, you are next.
Senator WILEY. Mr. Thomas, I am sorry I was not here when you
gave your statement. I follow throu~h with Senator Vandenberg,
that I never hear you but what you intrigue me.
PENETRATING THE IRON CURTAIN
I just want to ask you one or two questions. How are we going to
get behind the iron curtain of the Marxists t I am not talking about
the physical curtain; I am talking about the iron ('Ul1ain of the mind.
How are we going to penetrate that t
Mr. THOMAS. You are not going to penetrate it with the ('Onvinced
and fanatic, I would prefer, Leninists. But I do not belie,·e myself
that the hold of fanatical communism on masses of people, the conscious hold, is great, and I think that we can make it mu('h harder for
the fanatical Leninist, the fanatical Communist, to manipulate by
propaganda, coersion, force, the popular mind and the popular action,
by rat.her dramatic displays of the excellence of our intentions.
I say that with some reason. I knew a ('Orrespondent~ au An;,;tralian
correspondent, who was in Russia during the war. and he very
much impressed me by his own belief in the rather lukewarm support.
You remember that contrarv to what we were told at the time, there
were more potential Quislings in Russia than anywhere else. Ukrainia
was profoundly disaffected, and several people, in('lnding this reporter_, told me ~hat if the Germans had not been so bestially cruel, they
could have ~ot 1t.
Now, I thrnk from the Russians I have met. who ha\•e got out, and
from people thut I know fr?m the satt>~lite countrie~, that we ~reatly
exaggerate the degree to which the Soviet has crettted the Sovit•t man.
completely at the mercy of the propaganda depai1ments of the
Kremlin, and I think that we want to take extraordmary care to make
it as hard and not as easy as possible for Stalin to do that job of controlling the mind.
I repeat, I am not thinking you will convert Molotov. Senators here
know better than I, but my reading of the papers would indicate that
he is not a likely candidate for conversion.
Senator WILEY. Is it true that in your jud~uem probauh· five or
six million people only constitute what you might call thl" liierarchv
of the Marxist movement in Russia. and the other 195,000,0UO folks
are just ordinary folks of different nationalities 1 I think it has been
said there are 70 different tongues in Russia.
Mr. THOMAS. There are more than that. I have seen in R11s!'ia translations of over 100 languages used in some of their texts.
Senator WILEY. Considt•ring that fact, eonsi<lerin~ thl" fact that
there are only 5,000,000 folks who provide what you might ca11 the
police of this mind of Russia, of this 195,000,000 in the mass. I do not
know but what you had some ideas of bow we are going to penetrate
that and bring, as I see it, to them the antidote to what Stalin is
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constantll apparently feeding them, and that is that they have to be
fearful o us, fearful of the democratic processes.
Mr. TuoMAs. The propaganda of the deed is the best, but I have
been long the advocate of a kind of unofficial or~anization of Friends
of Freedom, who would be concerned with gettmg in the truth, with
helping refugees to get out. I happen to be one of those who believe
that such an organization, which is now possibly under way, could
play a very useful auxiliary role in the matter. I am a great believer
m the possibility- of the Voice of America, which is apparently well
heard in the satellite states.
But when all is said and done, I think we have to have the propa~da of the deed. We have to show the working of our democracy
m race relations and in economics. I have just been over to talk about
that to the House. I also believe that we have got to be mighty
careful, if I may say so, not to repeat the- kind of speeches that were
made in the House when the military bill was passed. The reaction was
shocking, and deservedlJ. so, to Representative Cannon. What Cannon said, in effect, was 'We shall carry on a war of annihilation by
superior weapons from the air while we ask the last Frenchman to do ·
the dirty work on the ground for us," and that kind of speech can d<>
incalculable harm.
Those are the things we have to take into account.
Senator WILEY. Have you any other suggestions¥
Mr. THOMAS. I wish I did. I assure you this haunts me. If we get
rid of this business of the cold war, I think not perfectly perhaps in
a blundering fashion, we would solve our domestic problems. But
this is a shadow over everything.
ENDING THE COLD WAR

· Senator WILEY. It has been suggested here by some folks that another convention, another ~at call for the nations of earth, an appeal
to Russia through the State Department and through other agenciest
might be successful. What is your idea about that¥
Mr. THOMAS. I am very sympathetic with the notion and with the
people who make itt but cannot convince myself that just a general.
call, "Come on, let's have a great convention I" will get very far. You
see, in years gone by I have had my experiences with kindness, and
you do not get further by handling the kind of fig}lts that you have just
on general principles. I think if you can say "Even you Stalin, cannot afford victory in war, much less defeat; your people can't afford
this arms race," then you might have something practical to set UP'
a properly organized conference through UN auspices for the strengtliening of the UN. But I do not believe that Just a general go-to, now,
"Let us have a better world government," or Let us have more friendsh!J>," would at the moment work.
I emphasize "at the moment," because I repeat that time marches.
on for others than Henry Luce, and that things change.
Senator WILEY. Then your conclusion, as m your answer to Senator Vandenberg, is that for the time being the pact1 in your judgment,
should become a reality, and that supplementing that we should take
every human way that we can conceive of to try to bring about •
meeting of minds between the peoples and the leaders of earth 9
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Mr. THOMAS. Yes, that is right. I think it is the lesser evil. I ha,·e
already said that I was a critic of the apprnach of the pact. I still
am. My criticisms have not been removed. But I think that now our
refusal to ratify it would play into the hands in France, for instance. of
De Gaullists and possibly of Communists themselves. by still further
weakening the none-too-strong democratic forces in France. I fear
a similar thing would hnppen in Italy. and possibly in the smaller
countries, and for that renson, things havin~ gone to that point. I
favor ratification with the accompanying actions whid1 we have discussed.
Senator Wu..EY. Does that imply that you thought before steps were
taken to put the pact into reality there was 1rn ultemative?
Mr. TuoMAS. Oh. yes.
Senator WILEY. What was that?
ALTERNATIVES m;t"ORE

SIGSATt:RE

OF

PACT

is

Mr. TnoMAS. The real thing we are anxious to do, as I take it, to
the assurance to the peoples of western Europe that they are not
going to stand alone, that we are back of them, to give as..<;unrnce to
<1ther decent people that we are back of them. I think a way could
have been found by the same patience nnd ingenuity that went into the
pact for America to give that assurance within the United Nations
and without the formalities of this pact, and the doubts that it mises
concerning relationships with the UN. In no cnse are we promising
automaticalJy to go to war, not even under the pact, as several Senators
have made p_ljlin and they have to make plain.
Senator Wn,EY. That is just your belief. Hiwe you anything to
hase that on, that the pact is, well, let's say, out of time, that it was not
necessary to have it?
Mr. THOMAS. \Vell, look. If we had time, you have no idea how
many debates I would like to have as to what might hnve been, and if
we were now arguing, ''Sha11 we p1·oceed along the line of this pact
or shnll we proceed through otlwr devices to give assurance to the
nations that we will regard aggression against them as aggression
against usY" and nt the same time to strengthen the movement toward
a United States of Europe, as I think in general we are, I think it
woul<l have been much preferable.
Senator \V1u,Y. ~snot.the analoO'y you used a little while ago. Ulat
you do not argue with a tiger, you dt) not just try and fix his teeth. the
situation we face in the world, that the human mind in many senses
is berserk1
Mr. T110~1As. If that is the case, neither the North Atlantic Pact
nor anything else will do yon much good. because no one believes the
North Atlantic Pact of itself is so overwhelming as to make war out
of the question. If the mind has gmw completely berserk, we are lost.
I personally do not think so. I think there are evidences of some
reem·ery of the min<l. Anyway. thnt is what we have to gamble on. and
I bPlit•ve that the N01·th .Atlantic Pact oug-ht to be appraised primarilv
in that setting: as of now, I think it had better be ratified, with the
a('(·ompanying thing-s I hnve spoken about.
·
Senator \Vu,t:Y. Thnt is all.
The C11AIRMA:s-. Senator Hickenlooped
~ive
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Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Mr. Thomas, I am sorry that I did not get
to hear all of your, statement, because I have been very interested in
your views, but I gather that you feel that under present circumstances,
at this moment, everything that is done and by, that the adoption of
the North Atlantic Pact will be of assistance in reorienting or restrengthening the common mind of those who have a wiJl to peace,
such as you were talking; about to Senator Wiley.
Mr. THOMAS. Possibly, but that is not what I was affirmin~. I was
offirming that it would be much less dangerous than the re)ection of
the pact. We are, in my judgment, in a difficult world. where we often
have to make choices of relative evil. Nobody woulcl have desired,
even the best friends of the North Atlantic Pact would not have desired, at the time of the framing of the San Francisco Charter, that it
should come into being. We are dealing with choices of evils, and on
that I think it is better to ratify the pact, with the accompanying
provisions that I have discussed.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I was not attempting to suggest that your
basic idea was that,.necessarily, but I have tried to preface my question on the statement that, considering everything that has gone before,
and the situation that we find confronting us here with the pact either
up for ratification or for refusal-Mr. THOMAS. I am not too happy about it, but that is how it looks
tome.
Senator HICK.ENLOOPER. And that under all those circumstances, as
we presently find them now, a ratification of the pact would contribute more to the reorientation of our composite picture.
Mr. THOMAS. If by parallel action some of these other things I
have discussed are done.
Senator H1cKENJ..OOPER. May I, again prefacing my question ueon
the fact that it exists, and not as the01·y as it might have been existmg
before the pnct was signed. I take it that you believe that ratification
of the pact will be on the plus side rather than on the minus side in
our sh'uggle for future peace~
Mr. Tumus. Yes; but I can imagine that I mi~ht say "No" if,
for example, there should happen what I do not thmk will happen;
if there should be a few more speeches in favor of the pact on the
order of Representative Cannon's. I would say that the ratification
was a mistake. If there should be an open invitation to Franco Spain
to come in. I would say ratification of the pact was a mistake. If
anybody should say secretly or openly to tlie Dutch or the French,
"This gives yon a better chance to clean up those people over in Asia
or Indonesia," I would say the ratification is a mistake.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I believe that is all.
The CHAIRllAN. Mr. Thomas, we have present Senator Donnell, by
courtesy of the committee, and he would like to ask you some questions.
Mr. THOMAS. I shall be very happy to answer Senator Donnell as
best I can.
Senator Do:sNEU,. Mr. Thomas, I want to call to the attention of
the committee, and also of yourself. the concluding three sentences of
your preJ>1lred statement, and to ask you a question based on them •
.Mr. THOllAS. Surely.
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SAFEGUARDING THE TREATY
Senator DoNNELL. They read:
We are. blind lf we do not see that ln the long run the gravest dangers to the
next generation are more likely to arise from an overcrowded Asla than even
from Europe. Our foreign policy must never forget this fact.

And then, Mr. Thomas, finally, this sentence in your statement:
And In meeting that fact the North Atlantic Pact Is more likely to be a hindrance
than a help unless at least it is safeguarded along the lines of my proposal.

That is your belief, is it not t
Mr. THOMAS. That is my belief.
Senator DoNNELL. Now, am I correct or incorrect in understanding,
Mr. Thomas, that it is your belief that the North Atlantic Pact is more
likely to be a hindrance than a help unless at least it is safeguarded
along the lines of your proposal t
Mr. THOMAS. That is my belief i and I refer ·there in particular to
the delicate but very important task of conveying unmistakably to the
French and Dutch Governments that they cannot virtually blackmail
us into indefinite support of their colomal wars. I hope the Dutch
are already on the road to peace.
•
As I remember the figures, we have given the Netherlands just about
the help that it has cost them to have won their expedition in Indonesia.
Harold Isaacs, just back from Indonesia, in one of the most eloquent
and impressive of short speeches-he is a correspondent of Newsweek-that I have heard, told about the terrible impression of Indonesia on the plain men and women of Indonesia because Dutch troops
looked like Americans, so completely do they wear our equipment.
DANGERS OF THE ATLANTIO PACT

Senator DONNELL. Mr. Thomas, I want to ask you, so there will be
no misunderstanding on the part of either myself or anyone else, this
question, without any ~ualification whatsoever in my question. I want
to ask you, Do you believe this morning, as you sit here in this chair,
that the North Atlantic Pact is more likely to be a hindrance than a
help unless at least it is safeguarded along the lines of your proposal t
Mr. THOMAS. Most emphatically. I have a habit of writing what
I believe and sticking to it to the best of my ability.
Senator DONNELL. And what do you mean by saying that "it is more
likely to be a hindrance than a help" t Would you be kind enough to
define that clause t
Mr. THOMAS. In several ways. I have suggested one of them. It
might encourage the, I think, very stupid Dutch and French policies
in southeast Asia. I think, unless safeguarded, with Salazar keep~
-0n asking for Franco in, it might encourage and strengthen Franco s
position, which I do not want strengthened. I am not asking intervention against Franco. But I think we are in an intolerable position
in the all-important business of capturing the imagination analoyalty
peoples, unless we take a stand against cruelty, and if it were time
.of
and appropriate, I could tell you thmgs that have happened in S_pain
that are exactly parallel to what we complain of justly in the Communist countries.
Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Thomas, I have been greatly interested
in both the questions that have been presented to you by the com0ig1112ed by
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mittee, with whose views you may possibly know I am not entirely
in accord in many respects--Mr. THOMAS. I read that.
RATIFICATION WITH AOOOMPANYING PROPOSAl.8

Senator DoNNELL. I have noticed with great interest the fact that
there has been repeated questioning by the members of the committee,
and certain of them particularly, to bring out from you that under
all the existing present circumstances you would be m favor of the
ratification of the_pact, but I have noticed with equal interest the fact
that in each time, I believe-m!!!be one time just solely in the context.you have said in substance, "Yes," with the concurrent inclusion or
passing, ~nactment, or whatever the term may be, of your proposal.
Am I right in that 9
·
Mr. THOMAS. You are entirely right. · It would be presumptuous
for me to dietate the way in which these supplementary things could
be done. I dream about a reservation saying that the pact will not go
into operation until this appeal for the end of the armament race under
the proper sanctions has been made and rejected. But I can imagine
other ways of accomplishing the same result. I am not dictating the
tactics. But I am saying that the moral effect unmistakably must be
made of the proposals that I have advanced if the North Atlantic
Pact is to be potential!Y useful.
Senator DONNELL. Rather than a menace 9
Mr. THOMAS. Rather than a menace; right.
Senator DoNNELL. You think it is essential that there be adopted
practically simultaneously with the ratification of the pact the proposal you make in your statement this morning!
Mr. THOMAS. That is entirely correct.
Senator DONNELL. And I have noticed also that in your response
to these numerous questions designed to {>Ut you here on record that
you are in favor of the ratification of this pact you have each time,
with possibly the one exception which I thmk may be explained by
the context, either used the expression "Yes, ratification with my proposal" or the equal words "If my proposal be adopted." Am I correct
m my interpretation!
Mr. THOMAS. You are entirely correct, but you see I do not want the
implication to go out that I think these proposals are so unacceptable
to the State Department and to the supporters of the pact that they
cannot be carried out. I believe they ought to be acceptable to the
supporters of the pact and should be carried out. I want to emphasize
that.
Senator DONNELL. And I take it that you believe that your _proposals are entirely in harmony with the expressed desire of the State
Department!
Mr. THOMAS. If the State Department means what it says, and I
see no reason to doubt it, then the State Department ought to be more
eager than I for some dramatic proof. If the State Department
means what Mr. Jessup has said at time about Indonesia, it ought to
accept wholeheartedly what I propose.
About S_pain we get all kinds of confused reports, but I do not think
that Eric Johnston and I are in the State Department yet.
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Senator DoNNELL. Now, Mr. Thomas. you mentioned u few minutes
ago that you are not too happy about this pact, or words to that effect.
Am I correct in that~
Mr. THOMAS. You are right.
Senator DoNNELL. .A.1ul you also said in your printed statement
[reading]:
·
I thought there were twtter w11yi,i for the l'11ited ~t11tei; to n ,.sun~ the 11atloU&
of the world of all prnctkahle support ug11!11st mllitury HJ(gre,,:sion.

Do you still believe that Y
Mr. THOMAS. As of the past, yes, but now that the pact is negotiated,.
no.
Senator DoNNELL. I am coming to that point in just a few minutes~
about the negotiation of the pact and the effect of it. Therefore. and
if I am wrong you want to correct me. what you are adl'ising is the
ratification of the pact with· your proposal.
.Mr. TnoMAS. Right.
Senator DoNNELI,. And I am not clear whether vou are here advising the ratification of the pact if your proposal be~ cfo;carded.
Mr. Tnmus. Xo; I am not. ff my proposals are discarded I am
not advising ratification of the pact.
Senator DONNELL. That is perfectly clear.
Mr. TnoMAS. There is a time. It is conceirnble that it would take
some time to carry out these proposals, but I woulcl have to be as:-ured
of a very genuine and effective will to l'arry them out before I would
favor it.
Senat01· DoxNELL. And if you a1·e not given thnt nssurance, and that
assurance is not based on reasonable proonbility that it will be carried
out, you are not here advising that that be ratified~
Mr. Tuoius. That is right, becnnse I think if these things are uow
carried out 1 l'ould explain to my friends in Europe that we weren't
letting them down, thnt we were msisting on certnin provisions which
ought to accomp1my it. But I do not want the pact turned down or
these provisions lost sight of.
Senator DoNNELL. In other words, you want them both adopted,
and you are not here advising ratificntion of the pact unless both of
them are adopted, or you are given rensonnble assurnn~s that they
will be.
Mr. TnoMAS. I am for both. and therefore I cni1 conceirnbly be n<>
100-percent friend of either side in the debate.
Senator DoN.NELL. I understand you are here ndvocuting the adoption of the pact plus either the adoption of your proposnl or nssnrance
it will be adopted, and you are not here arguing the rntification of the
pact unless that assurance or adoption of your proposal be given to
you ; is that right~
Mr. TnoMAs. That is correct.
Senator VANDENnERG. "'ill the Se11ator Yield?
Senator Do.NNELL. Surely.
~
UIPLEMENTATIOX OF MR. TIIO:\l.\S• l'ROl'O:-' .\LS

Se11ator VANDENm:Ro. The Senntor spent a great deal of time n1tiling this thing down wry categorically. Let us be sure nowt hat we
do all understand you as nnxiously as the able Senator from ~fr•,.:ouri.
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Yon have also said repentedly that there are different ways of implementing the objectives.
llr. THOMAS. That is correct.
Senator VANDENBERG. And you are not submitting as a categorical
requirement thnt the memornndum submitted by you this morning
must show up in similar form in connection with the action of Congress?
Mr. THOM.\S. Of course not. because the amendment isn't based
on a fonn. For instance, to n1nke it explicit, there is a rule that I
. think would have vnlidit>'. for our cosigners in the ndoption of law.
The Supreme Court considers the debate, does it not, in the interp1·etation of law? The nature of the debate will be extremely helpful.
The_stateme1~ts already made by both of you gentlemen have been,
I thmk, definitely helpful.
Senator VANDENBERG. The committee report could be particularly
authentic.
~Ir. Tnmus. The committee report could make an immense difference. I think in connection with Asia, the statement carefully worked
out by the State Department concerning our attitude on Asia might
fill the bill. A statement to the effect that, a kind of undersoored statement since there are continual references to it, Franco Spain will not
be eligible to the pact, could be made in half a dozen ways, and the ·
more of them the better.
:\lay I suy that I am discussing the pact. I am not necessarily dist•us.;;in~ the question of ambassador, more or less. I am discussing the
admimstration of the pact.
Senator VANDENBERG. I beg your pardon.
Senator DoxNELJ,. That's all right.
The CnAJR)L\N. l\fay I intervene just a moment?
INCl,USION OF SPAIN

:\Ir. Thomas, of course Spain is not a member of the pact at present,
and would it not require the unanimous consent of all of the members
of the pact to admit Spain 1
:\lr. Tnol\IAS. Yes, I believe so.
The CnAIRHAX. Isn't that wholly improbable1
.
)Jr. THOMAS. It is improbable, but I do not want us to be urging it
or seem to other nations to be urging it or that it shall be thought that
will urge it.
I remember shortly after the publication of the pact somebodJ'
published an interview with Salazar already raising the question of
Spain's admission, and so great is our power that, to put it rather
brutally, we eould probably bulldoze other nations into saying yes.
I don't want any hint of that.
The C11AIRlL\N. That would have probably come up in the negotiations, if thel'e had been anything of that kind.
Mr. T1101\us. No, because if I were what I am not, if I were an advocate of the admission of Spain, as I think some people in high office
are. I would go slow. You know, the way you get things done is to
say you aren't going to po them until the last minute.
Senator DoNNELJ,. l\lr. Thomas, in connection with Spain, I was
not on the floor of the Senate yesterday, but I was on f.or a few min-
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utes while the distinguished chairman of this very conunittee, Senator Connally, was discussing Spain, not at al~ with respect to entry
into the pact, so far as I heard, and I am quite confident he was not.
But I would like the record at this time, in this proceedin~, to show
the fact that the subject of Spain and the reco~nition by this country
of Spain, and the appointment of diplomatic representatives, was
under discussion in the Senate on the floor yesterday, and J,>articipated
in, I think I nu understanding and inferring correctly~ with the general idea of approval by the chairman of this committee of the appointment of diplomatic representatives from one nation to the other.
The CHAIRMAN. If I may intervene right there, the Senator from
Texas was not taking pa.rt in any debate. He was busy here on the
committee and walked into the Senate. Senator Brewster, of Maine,
was advocating diplomatic representatives to Spain~ and he propounded the question to me which perforce I answered. I told him
that I thou~ht we should have diplomatic rep1·esentation in Spain,
not for Spam's benefit but for our own benefit. We send ambassadors
abroad to serve this country and to keep posted as to all transactions.
But I in no sense, and I specifically stated that I did not, approve of
the Government of Spain or her institutions, but said that we had
diplomatic representatives in Russia, we have diplomatic representatives in all of the satellite countries, and I saw no logical reason why we
should not have a diplomatic representative in Spain. That is all
there it to that.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman, may I :,ay 011 that. since it ha::: come UJ?,
that I am on record years ago as having said that I thought the bUSIness of expressing disapproval by withdrawing ambas~adors \Vas very
dubious.
The CBAmKAN. Right.
SPANISH QUESTION BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS
Mr. THOMAS. The more difficult your relations, the more truly jou
need a good guy, I mean a good statesman, to represent you; an so
even back in the days of our dealings with Germany I did not think
the way to express disapproval was to withdraw an ambassador. I
am still of that opinion on the general issue.
Here you have a special issue. Contrary to what I would have
thought were the wisest tactics, it became a sort of a matter of United
Nations action to express disapproval of Spain through lack of
diplomatic representatives. By the way? there is not a complete lack of
diplomatic representatives; it is just the top that you take off. In
other words, I believe that usually if you want something done you
send the boss and not the office boy, but diplomacy is wonderful l
Now, having got started this way, I think that to change it now,
and under the pressures now, would be a mistake, or for us to urge
it would be a mistake_, because in politics, as you well know, act.ions
cannot be judged with simple, cold lo,pc. They have to be judged
in their psychological setting and in their psychological effect, Hen~
I am not for the immediate sending of an ambassador to Spain. al·
though I want to be on record for about the tenth time in discussions
of this sort as objecting from the beginning-to the notion that you
make effective progress by recalling an ambassador.
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I would like to give you an illustration about Spain, if I may
take time. Last summer I wrote a letter to the President, or the State
Department, asking if we could get authentic information about the
horrible atrocity that was reported in the Asturias, you may recall,
when 22 men, allegedly for no offense that was announced except
trying to form a union, were arrested by Spanish gendarmes, dynamite sticks tied between their legs, and thrown down a dry well, and to
make sure the dynamite would ~o off they poured burning kerosene
over them. I asked for an inquiry and I got from the State Department assurance that it would be made.
I never got any re_P,ort, although later, through the British Government indirectly, I did get a report, giving the names and family histories of 9 of the victims. There were 22 in all.
I don't think our policy has helped much, when we could not more
effectively speak out against that outrageous atrocity.
Recently, as you know, 8 or 9 or 10-we get very little real information from Spain-men were convicted and 2 or 3 were given death
sentences and the others life sentences for trying to form unions in the
Asturias. One of them was a man named Nadau, who had made a
very heroic record of resistance in France, in which country he was a
refugee from Franco, and had been decorated after the liberation of
France by both the French and British. He went back to his own
country and was trying to form a union. That is the only char~e
against him. He was arrested and sentenced to death. A little dispatch said that the Pope had intervened, in this case through the papal
nuncio, and Franco graciously gave him 30 years. I am not sure but
what I would have taken death, and I reckon the Pope asked for something less than 30 years. That is too much like Cardinal Mindszenty's
sentence.
It is that kind of thing that is continually going on in Spain, along
with all the intolerances for which we ought not to apologize, and
there is no consideration of expediency which will strengthen us in
the minds of the world in defending democracy by condoning the
horrible brutality and the cruelty of this unilateral one-party Government headed by Franco, and of that I want to make an emphatic
declaration.
Senator DoNNELL. 1 want it clear, Mr. Thomas, that I am not discussing the question of Spain, the matter of ambassadors, or placing
ambassadors in Spain. The point I desired the record to show was
that the subject of the relations between this country and Spain was
on the floor of the Senate yesterday.
Now, Mr. Thomas, what was it you said in regard to the possible
future effect of an address similar to that delivered by Congressman
Cannon recently~ Should it be repeated 1 What did you say about
thatt
Mr. THOMAS. I said, if it should happen, and I am reasonably sure
it will not, that an address in support of the pact should be made in
the terms that Mr. Cannon used in support of his military appropriations, it would be disastrous, and would go far to make us appear as
genuinely and rather callously willing to be militarists at other people's expense.
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Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Thomas. 20 vears is a long time. You referred to 30 years. You know the tt>r1i1 of this treaty is 20 years, do
you not9
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
INCLUSION OF PORTUGAL
Senator DoNNELJ,. And it is impossible, I tuke it, is it not, Mr.
Thomas, to anticipate either the vaguies of individuals or the contingencies that may arise between countries over a period of 20 year.o;.
That is correct, of course, is it not f
Mr. THOMAS. Right.
Senator DoNNELL. You mentioned in the course of your testimonv.
and since have, Portugal. I call to your attention this langu11ge in the
preamble of the North Atlantic Treuty, referring to the partie~ to this
treaty:
They are dett>rmlned to i;ufeirmtrd thi> frPedom, c·ommon herihtJ:t'. and t>h·iJiza.
tion of their peoples, founded on the principles of dem0<.'r1H"y, indh·idual liberty,
and the rule of law.

May I ask you, Mr. Thomas. whether you think Portugal. which
I believe is one of tlie signatories-I know it is-comes within the
definition of 1t country, as it is presently being ndmit.1istered, whose
common heritage and civilizat 10n are founded on principles of
democracyf
Mr. TuoMAS. Emphatically not.
Senator DoNNt:LL. You do know that Portugal's repre~ntati,·e WK~
here and made nn atldress nnd ~il!netl the treaty on behalf of Portugnl
with the consent of the other 111 That is right, is it not 1
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
Senator DoNNt:I.L. Mr. Thomas, at one point in your original testimony there was a very short expression which I think might be ambiguous unless it\vere explained. I think in substance you did make
it perfectly clear a little later, but at one point you said something
about "It will make the American people stop. look, and listen in their
frantic, and largely unconscious. rush into militarism in the name.of
defense.'' My recollection is that that sentence was not preceded. as
it is in your written statement~ by what I think you meant, namelv.
"An American appeal, properly made" will do so and so.
•·
Mr. THO:\IAS. That is right.
Senator DoNNt:LL. So the by-term "It" ~·ou a~e not referring to the
North Atlantic Treaty, but you are referrmg to an American appeal.
pl'Operlv made.
llr. THOMAS. Absolutely. Thank you for making that 1.000 perct>nt clear.
Senator DoNNt:I..L. I think I want to ask, if I may, just one question
on this point. Senator Vandenberg a few minutes ago said that you
are not insisting on the form of the appeal which is set forth in your
stntement this morning.
Mr. THOMAS. That is right.
Senator DoNNF..LL. I take it that you are not insisting, am I not
correct, on the lnng'\lage of it or the form of it, but that you are
insisting on the substance of it.
~Ir. THOMAS. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELJ,. You have read the North Atlantic treaty. I
assume1
·
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)fr. Tttmus. Indeed.
:o;enator DoNNF.LL. And you have studied it with care 1
Mr. Tnmus. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Thomas, I do not know your background.
What was your profession or business before you became active in
publie life?
:\[r. Tnmr.\s. I was a clergyman, and after that I was an editor.
SPnator DONNELL. Where was your editorial work 1
Mr. Tnol\rAs. At various publications. I was at one time associate
editor of the Nation. I have been connected with other publications.
I was also secretary of an organization known as the League for Industrial Democracy, and various other jobs.
Sen11tor DONNELL. And as a clergyman, of what denomination~
~Ir. TnoMAS. Presb_yterian.
Senator DONNELL. Where did you practice your profession of the
ministry1
l\fr. THOMAS. In New York.
Senator DONNELL. New York City?
Mr. TnOl\fAS. Yes. I think, being from Missouri, you would agree
that that being a wieked place, it was a proper place to go, would you
noH
Senator DONNELL. I will make no commitment along that line. I
might get into serious trouble with some of my New York friends.
PRO\"ISIONS FOR WITHDRAWAi, AND EXPULSION
But, Mr. Thomas~ referring to the matter of Communists, have you
in your study of this treaty found anything from beginning to end
in it which says that if a country, one of these 12 signatories, should
be<'ome a Communist country during the 20 years that it could either
voluntarily withdraw or be expelled~ Is there any such thing in
this treaty 1
:\lr. TmmAs. N"o; I did not see it there. I should imagine that on
just plain common sense it would withdraw or be expelled. I do not
think this laek of specific certifiention to that effect would make too
mueh difficultv.
Senator D<lNNELL. Mr. Thomas, I think that your point as to the
common sense that you would expect to be evideneed here in the
treaty-I am not quoting your language; I am putting it in my language--that rhe common sense of xm1viding some means for withdrawal or expulsion is vt>ry impressive, but what I am asking you is
if you have found anything in this trenty which makes provision for
either withdrawal or expulsion.
Mr. TnmrA8. There I want to say a word for the State Department..
If you nre negotiating a treaty with your friends, now~ if you do
something very bad, it is all over. At least you try to avoid that. It
is assumed, I imagine.
I nm not a lawyer, and I may be wrong. That would be my
assumption.
Senator DoNNELL. May I inquire of Senator Connally, please, from
his experienee nnd knowledge, is there any provision in the Charter of
the United Nations for withdrawaH
The CirAIRUAN. Oh, yes.
90614 - 49- -pt. :! -
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Senator Dmrn>:u.. There is a provision in the Charter of the United
Nationsl
The CHAIRMAN. There is a resolution, hut no express provision m
the Charter.
Senator DoNNELI,. There is a resolution 1
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know of any similar resolution that has
been adopted by the signatories to the North Atlantic Treaty?
Mr. THOMAS. No; I do not, Senator.
COMMUNIST STRENGTH

IN

El7UOPE

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Thomas, yesterday we had the privilege of
hearing Mr. James P. Warburg. In the course of his testimony he
stated, and I will quote the sentence without the context; perhaps I
ought to read two sentences to make it clear [reading]:
It military manpower were to be recmlted lo western Germany. it is clear,
I think, that two things could happen. Russian retallntion would be pro"°oked.
and the already dubious morale of any potential French Arm)· would be destroyed. I say "the already dubious morale" because we cannot ignore the fa<'t

that with 25 percent of Fr11nce ~otlng c~m1111u11ll'lt, the Rus1!1an11 ha,·e a far more
dangerous fifth column In France today than the Nazis bud in 1940.

Do you agreewith the statement of fact as contained in what I have
read, that there is 25 percent of France today voting Communist~
Mr. THOMAS. That would seem to be shown by the polls. There is
some encouragement to believe that communism is progressively weakenin~, and that. men would act as Frenchmen rather than as Communists, but I regard as very serious the Communist strength in both
Italy and France. It is one of the factors we have to C'ontenu with, and
a~ I understand the sentences you read from Mr. 'Varburg, I should
fully agree with him.
.
For instance, I should certainly agree that were we to rearm western
Germany, the Russians would rearm eastern Ge11nany, and the French
would have a fit.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know, Mr. Thomas, speaking of ltalv.
how far the parties signatory to the North Atlantic Treaty could go
toward rearming Italy without a violation of the peace treaties?
Mr. TuoMAS. No. I know they could not go too far under the
peace treaty.
Senator DoNNF.LL. You have me11tioned something tQ the effect that.
no one believes that this treaty will provide-you used the term, I
think-"overwhelming" force, or words to that' effect. Did you use
that1
~fr. THOMAS. What I said was, looking down the vista of the years.
say 20 or 30 years, no one belieYes that this treaty will indefinitelv
provide such completely overwhelming superiority to an eastern Ru5sian bloc which may make use in time of Chinese manpower so that
we can win simply the way the bulJdog wins on the rabbit, that there
is no use fighting.
Senator DONNELL. Are you familiar with these two sentences in
the President's inaugural a'ddress:
It we c·1111 111.1J.:e it suftlciently clear in advance that any armed attack afl't>et·
ing our nntio11ul sceurity would Ill' met with o\·erwhehuing for<'e. the arm"<I
ntt1wk might never occ-11r. I hope soon to send to the Senate n trE>nt~· rt>!<pecflng
thf' !"orth Atlantic security plan.
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Do you recall that as appearing in the President's address¥
Mr. THOMAS. Very well.
Senator DoNNELL. That is all, Mr. Thomas. I thank you and the
committee very much.
Mr. THOMAS. May I say to you, Senator Connally and Senator
Vandenberg, that I appreciate the courtesy you showed in making
it possible for me to come a little out of order at this time. It was
the only time I could come, and I am very grateful.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very grateful to you. We thank you very
much, Mr. Thomas, for a verv enlightening and able presentation of
your views.
Dr. Phillips Elliott.
w

STATEMENT OF DR. PHllUPS ELLIOTT, FELLOWSHIP OF
RECOBCILIATIOB

Dr. ELLIOTr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on
Good Friday, April 15, a statement signed by 31 clergymen Wft:S released to the press. This statement expressed concern regarding the
Atlantic Pact and attempted to sound a warning against its adoption.
I am appearing today on behalf of this group of clergymen to express
in spoken words the convictions which that statement made on that
Parlier date. A copy of this statement has, I think, been placed in your
han<ls, and with your pe1mission will be inserted in the record.
(The statement referred to, entitled "Statement on Atlantic Pact,"
reads as folfows :)
STATE.Id.ENT ON ATLANTIC PACT

During this Lenten season In the year of our Lord, 1949, the thoughts of
Christian people In the United States, as elsewhere, are necessarily often occupied with consideration of the North Atlantic Pact. A study conference under
the auspices of the department of International justice and good will of the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ In America, recently held, was unable
to decide either to support or to reject this proposal. It ls appropriate in these
circumstances that individual Christians and groups should share with each
other their thinking about a step which Is generally recognized as the most Important in American foreign policy slnce the promulgation of the Monroe Doctrine.
The Atlantic Pact provides for bringing the nations of western Europe and the
United States Into a military alliance. Some advocates of this step hold that
lt must not be regarded as anything but a highly dubious and a temporary expedient. They desire that it should be so used and so represented that lt may
not be a manifestly and aggressively hostile policy but one to be developed or
superseded In a constant pursuit of world concord and cooperation. It Is the
contention of these advocates that under such conditions Europe's fear of a
new retreat Into isolationism on the part of the United States would be allayed.
They believe that building up and paoling the mllltary might of the countries
Involved and putting Russia on notice that an armed attack on any one of them
will be regarded as an act of war against all, will deter Russia from attempting
further to extend her power sphere. Thus the countries of western Europe will
be saved from Communist domination, and economic recovery and stabilization, based on what may yet be accomplished by an increasing exchange of
goods between east and west under the Marshall plan, will become possible in
the democratic world generally. It Is furthermore suggested that there are forces
at work in Russia and In countries of the Soviet bloc, which will before long
result in the drastic alteration of the present Soviet policy, provided that a firm
and united attitude on the part of the democratic nations against further Russian
aggression makes it clear that the men in the Kremlin are not all-powerful and
must substantially moderate their course.
Admittedly this ls a gamble. It also admittedly means continuance at present
of the policy of the cold war in a divided world. This ls the crucial and
ominous fact, even If we assume that the policy of which the North Atlantic
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Pact Is a part, Is purely "defensive," which of course Americans would find it
Impossible to believe If conditions were reversed and Russians were entering into
a milltary pact with Latin-American nations.
It is hoped-sincerely hoped by many who are as deeply troubled as we arethat this threat of possible resort to war against Ru!!lfia will end the danger
of war; but we nPed to face unflinchingly and honestly what are the Instrumentalities with whclh the cold war is l>eing waged. The adoption of the At·
hrntlc Pact means continued stock piling of atomic and biological weapons. ('OU·
tinuance of peacl•time conscription, Increase In the alread~· rolOl!lllJI arms budget,
b11ilding a world-wide "PY network. maintenance of military bases around the
world, no rel11xutlon In mllltary influence of education, !Jcience. industry. and
commerce, to say nothing of thP periodic waves of natiooal byeteria without
which none of these measures could be maintained.
1.'he United States hus 11lreudy gone a Jong way down this road, and there is
ominous likelihood that ultimatPI~· It will prove to be a di.9astrous road. We
cannot believe that peace and righteousness will be found at the end If we teep
traveling It. Mankind has tried these methods of military alllanees and arm11111ent rivalries for muny centuries. They hll\'P led to di!lftster in the past.
Humbly we submit that to depend upon them for deliverance .now, after two
world wars 111111 in fuce of the nature of modern war and the character of the
weapons which it employs, reveals that men are no longer beha'ring rationally
and have become morally calloused about the diabolical nature of the weapons
which' nations use today in the defense of their interests nncl in the omsuit
of the values they cherish.
The dllemmu In which thoughtful citizens, and especially Christians, now find
themselves becomes more complicated and painful with each fresh crisis. It is
always impossible to find a satisfying answer to the crisis of the moment taken
in !solution. The next step towurd ruin c•an always he made to fleem inevitable
In the light of the one preceding it; while each time the hope is held out that
this will be the last such step and--Oespairingly-men grasp at that hope. For
that very t·eason it will be a catastrophe of the first order if the American people
and their leaders now allow themselves to be content with this one more step on
the old road of power politics, armament rivalry, and cold war.
The hour Is already very late. It is time to make a decisive turn, to take
another and a better road. This means that the American people, as well as
people everywhere. need a no>w l'Wnse of direction, a greater moral sensitiveness.
a new faith and dynamic to drin> out the feeling of helplessness which now bolds
them In thrall. Pret>minently it is tbe Christian church upon which the responsi·
bility rests to summon men and nations to cast way th1>ir self-righteousness and
eowplacency: to eall tho>m to deep moral repentance; to allay thP ft>ars wbkh
are driving them to deeds of madness; and to release spiritual l"PrinJr!t for ro<>Jll'rative attitudes and actions. It is for the Christian church. eS{lf'Cially during this
Lenten season, to speak the word of peace and rPconclllation in the midst Qf
strife. suspicion. ff'ar. and hate.
Were the Christian church to utter 1mch a cllstincth·e word, and instt>ad <>f
supinely underwriting national policy set ahout creating a new spiritual clim:ttt'.
new political possibilltt>s mght very well. in God's proYiden<'f'. OJlf'll up. Tho>
American people might give new expression to their gPnerous Impulses and turn
to feeding and helping foe as well as friend: for so .le,.11!' taught. Quietly uud
persistently they might practice righteousness and est11hlish equalit~· among :iii
races in their own land, that the 1Jemocratlc war of life mlirht be<>orue a llhining
reality and an exaruplP which all peoplPs might be eagn to foll"w. ThP Aml'lir:rn
people might then make clear to their GovernmPnt thPir dt>Sire that AmeriCRn
foreign policy should be based upon :
(1) Loyal support and consistent use of the United Nations aml its tnstromPntalities.
( 2) A ringing and persistent ca 11 therefore fnr the rPs11111ption of st>rlous t>tfnrt~
to secure universal abolition of national mllltary rstnhli,.hments at the enrl!P!lt
possible moment. as nn eviclfmce of the earnE>st dE>sir<' of thf' prople of the Unitffi
Stutes to dispel the dense fog of suspicion Whil'h now blocks all movement on
thP road to disarmainent.
(3) Unremitting etrorts to explore the possibilitiPs of negotlntlng J'lf'll<'e with
the Soviet Government; and the use to that en1l, not of !Par inspirf'd h~· onr
11r,.pnnl of atomic weapons, which cnn onl~· lead to eounterarming. dE'S)'lenltlOD,
or a temporary sullen retreat, but of a resolute good will.
Penitently those who !<lgn this stntement conf<oss that no less than othPrs they
have failed so to surrender themselves to the will of God and i:10 to ventun> ••n
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faith in the power of Christ as to enable the church, which is the body of that
Christ, to speak peace to this weary and troubled age.
Men and women from various parts of the land, however, 11eelng to whnt
extent human wisdom is frustrated and human power, turned upon Itself, has
been brought to naught, have asked us to call on Christian leaders and people
to set apart a time for prayer and fasting, that our minds and hearts may be purified and wisdom may be given to our people and their.Go,·ernment In this critical
hour. We are certain that these requests reflect a deep-seated feeling In the
hearts of multitudes; and so we heed this exhortation to turn anew to the eternal
source of wisdom and peace and to ask all our fellows to do likewltie.
We trust that many churches and groups will be moved to set apart special
periods for prayer and fasting, individual and corporate. All to whom this
message comes will, we feel sure, wish to dernte increasing time to dally prayer.
Charles F. Boss, Jr., executive secretary, World Peace Commission,
Methodist Church; W. Russell Bowle, Union Theological Seminary,
New York City; Henry J. Cadbury, Harvard University Divinity
School, and Chairman American Friends Service Committee;
Allan Knight Chalmers, Boston University School of Theolo:.,7:
Glenn Clark, author, Minnesota; Henry Hitt Crane, Minister of
Central Methodist Church, Detroit, Mich. : Edwin T. Dahlberg,
Minister of First Baptist Church, Syracuse, N. Y., recently Moderator of Northern Baptist Convention; Albert E. D~. Minister of
Mount Vernon Place Methodist Church, Baltimore, Md.; PhllUps
P. Elliott, Minister of First Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
E. A. Fridell, Foreign Secretary, American Baptist Foreign Miflsions Board; Georgia Harkness, Garrett Bibll<'ftl Institute, Evanston, Ill. ;John Haynes Holmes, Minister of Community Church,
New York; Charles W. Iglehart, Union Theologkal Seminary,
New York; Paul S. Johnson, Boston University School of Tht>0logy; Willlam E. Lampe, Recretary, Evangelical and Reformed
Church (Phlladelphla); John Howland Lathrop, Minister of
Church of the Savior, Brooklyn, N. Y.; D. P. l\ldleachy, Minister
of First Presbyterian Church ( U. S.) Clearwater, Fla.; Walter
l\lltchell, Retired Bishop of Arizona (Episcopal) ; Walter G.
Muelder, Dean, Boston University School of Theology; William
Stuart Nelson, Dean of Divinity School, Howard University, Washington, D. C.; Albert W. Palmer, Radio Preaeher, Los Angelei_.i.
Calif., and former Moderator, Congregational-Christian Churches;
Edwin McNelll Poteat, Minister of First Baptist Church, Raleigh,
N. C.: Paul Roberts, Dean of Christ Cathedral (Episcopal), Denver, Colo.; Paul Scherer, Union Theological Seminary, New York
City; Glenn R. Phillips, Bishop (Methodist) of Denver, Colo.;
Ernest Fremont Tittle, Minister of First Methodist Church, Evanston, Ill; Gilbert Bowles, Allen Hackett, Leonard Oechsll, Philip
A. Solbjor, Edward L. Whittemore, l\llnlsters In Honolulu, T. H.
The signers of this statement were acting as individuals In sigsing It. Their
oftlcial connections are given merely for purposes of identification.

Dr. ELLIOTI'. Our chief concern-I am speaking now of the 31 men
whose names are appended to this statement, all of them clergymen
of various denommations, some of them teachers in theological
seminaries--·
Senator DoNNELL. Is it the intention of the gentleman to put the
list of names in too¥
Dr. Er.I.IOTT. They are ri~ht with the statement.
The C11.URlIAN. That will be all right.
WORLD DIVISION

Dr. ELLIOTT. Our chief concern, speaking of this group now that
issued this statement on Good Friday, regarding the contemplatE>d
pact is that it accepts the principle of a divided world. Already
people are talking of "our allies" .nnd "our enemies:· The great
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conflict in economic and political philosophies of which the United
States and the Soviet Union are the spokesmen is allowed by the pact
to harden into a permanent pattern of division. Frontiers of thought
become frontiers of armaments. The world is not one world but two,
and never the twain shall meet.
Any statements regll'rding the defensive nature of the pact do not
alter the hard, sordid truth that by it we are accepting for a long time
to come a humanity which is broken and divided. Such a state of
apartness creates the climate in which suspicion grows, small overt
acts are greatly magnified, and war becomes increasingly conceivable.
This is the more serious because of the hope which has been inspired
by the United Nations. We all recognize its inadequacies, yet all have
watched with eagerness its progress during these lmrd years of infancy.
The name itself is appealing: "United."
\Ve know that for all groups of men it is trne that "Unite<l we stand,
divided we fall." No amount of military implementation for a
divided world can give to mankind the security which comes through
even the simplest enterprises projected and accomplished on a worldwide united scale.
phrases can be clever enough to obscure the fact that the principle of nations divided conflicts seriously and perhaps fatally with
the principle of natiorrs united in which the postwar world has been
placing its greatest hope.
Many arguments have been and will be heard which reveal the
dangers of this essentially military alliance, such as the danger that
the power to declare war wilt if not theoretically, at least practically,
be taken out of the hands of Congress and given to those who are
capable of swiftly moving military instrumentalities, the danger of
the heavy outlay for armmg the nations of Europe added to the already excessive budget for military purposes in our country, and
constituting an almost unbearable economic burden; the increasing
tendency to think and plan in military categories regarding world
problems capable of eventual solution only on the basis of war. Thal
is another danger in the pact.

No

LOSS OF WORLD LEADERSHIP

But the chief peril, and this is my concludin~ page in this statement.
would seem to me to be the fact that such an alliance turns the thoughts
and energies of our Nation away from the opportunity of its great
leadership.
There are two Americas known throughout the world, as anyone
who travels in Europe or Asia will testify. One is the America which
is conscious of its power and conceited over its prestige and determined
to use any means, however ruthless, to have its way. The Atlantic
Pact is part of the program of such an America, vigorous, aguressh·e,
and unyielding. The other America, known and loved throughout the
world, is the generous America pouring out its bounty to those in any
form of need in Europe or Asia, asking no return or reward for the
~haring of the blessings which God has bestowed upon our Nation's
life.
\Ve cannot permanently be both kinds of a country. We cannot lead
both by force and by friendship. The issue which this pact pre.sent.s
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to us will to a considerable degree determine the kind of America the
world will la1o'v for decades, and perhaps for centuries, to come.
We can be proud of our economic and military power, but that pride
will come at the cost of the affection of the peoples of the world. Or
we can try to find our pride and our power, which lies in the spiritual
leadership. We can propose and sponsor movements for steady disarmament among the nations. We can grasp every opportunity for
dealing with the nations of eastern Europe as a man talks with a man,
yielding no sacred convictions of our own but recognizing that the
most sacred conviction which men can have is human brotherhood.
Nor need we wait until other nations take the lead before such overtures of peace are made. Many people talk as though our ethics could
be no higher than the ethics of communism or of Russia. We say we
will talk only the language that they will understand, so we talk the
language of bombs and troops. Well, we have our own language. We
need wait for no example of leadership to be set for us tliat we may
timidly follow. Our country can lead. It has led in the past, and it
must lead now, not in its great military capabilities but in its passion
for unity, not in its skill m wa¢ng war but in its tenacity in waging
rieace; not in its power to arm half the world against the other half,
but in the breadth of spirit which refuses to let any member of the
family of nations be permanently outside the area of understanding
and good will.
Such an attitude and such leadership by our Nation would be the
greatest possible means and contribution which we could make toward
lifting up the heart of the world today and giving it a confidence that
men can live in abiding peace.
·
SUGGESTIONS FOR BASIS OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion let me call attention, on page 2, to the
first paragraph and three practical suggestions:
The dilemma In which thoughtful citizens. and esped11lly Christians, now
find themselves becomes more complicated and painful with each fresh crisis.
It is always Impossible to find n satisfying answer to the crisis of the moment
taken in Isolation. The next step toward ruin can always be made to seem
Inevitable In the light of the one preceding it; whlle each time the hope ls held
out that this will be the last such st(>p and-despairingly-men grasp at that
hope. For that very reason It wlll be a catastrophe of the first order if the
American people and tb(>ir leaders now allow themselves to be content with
this . one more step on the old road of power politics, armament rivalry, and
cold war.

The American people should make dear to their Government their
desire that American for·eign policy should be based upon:
(1) Loyal support and consistent use of the United Nations and Its Instrumentalities.
(2) A ringing nnd persistent call therefore for the resumption Of serious
eft'orts to 8(><'11re universal abolition of national milita1·y establishments at the
earliest pot<slhle moment. as an evilli>rtce of the earm~st desire of the people
of tl'e Unlh'fl 8tntes to dispel tit(> dens(> fog of 8Usplcion which now blocks all
mon•ment on the road to disnrn111m!'11t.
(3) Unr<'mitting efforts to (>Xplore the posslhllitles of negotiating peace with
the Soviet Government: and the use to that end, not of f(>ar Inspired by our
arsenal of atomic weapons. which cnn only lead to counterarmlng, desperation,
or a temporar~· sullen r(>tr(>at, hut of n resolnte good will.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. No ~uestions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator H1ckenloop~
Senator H1cKENU>OJ'ER. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask
the witness this question: Being confronted as we are with a proposal
to eithtir sign or refuse to sign, that is, approve or refuse to approve,
the North Atlantic Pact, what is your position? Are you advocating
that the Senate approve the North Atlantic Pact or disapprove it?
Dr. ELLIOTT. Disapprove it.
The CuAIRl\IAN. Senator Donnell?
Senator DoNNELL. Dr. Elliott, I assume you are the same gentleman,
Dr. Phillips P. Elliott, Minister of the First Presbyterian Church,
Brooklyn, N. Y?
Dr. ELLIOTT. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. And you have offered for the record the entire
mimeographed statement on the Atlantic Pact which is signed by these
various gentlemen, listed at the conclusion of it?
Dr. ELLICYIT. That is true.
Senator DONNELL. And as I understand, Mr. Chairman, that has
been admitted, together with the naQles, into the record.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Senntor DONNELL. Thank you, Doctor.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Cadbury, how long will it take you?
· Dr. CADBURY. Mr. Chairman, I will shorten my statement consid~rably-10 minutes.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be very satisfactory. Go right ahead.
Dr. CADBURY. May I accept the assumption that the whole statement will be printed?
The CHAIBMAN. Yes, we will print your whole statement, and we
are not pressing you to unnecessarily reduce it, but we are pressed for
time.
Dr. CADBURY. I would rather read, and then, if there is time, make
some further oral statements or answer questions.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
.
STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY 1. CADBURY, HOLLIS PROFESSOR OF
DIVINITY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, IN BEHALF OF THE FRIEBDS
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

(Dr. Cadbury read excerpts from his prepared statement, but received permiss10n to include complete statement, which reads as
follows:)
STATEMENT DY HENRY .J. CADBURY, Hou.Is PRoFViSOB Ol' DIVINITY, HARVARD l"~l
VERSITY, Bt:FORF. THE SENATE FOREIGN REI.\TIONS COMllllTI"D:, IN lh:HALF OF THE
FRIENDS CoMMITTEE ON NATIONAL Ll!»JST..ATJON
~ly name Is Henry J. Cadbury.
I lh·e in Cambridge, Mass. While I serve as
chairman of the Amerlenn l<'riends Hervke Committee, this morning I apt>l'ar on
behnlf of the I<'riends Co111mitlE>e on National Lej.,'islatlon.
No one can disagree with the objectives uctually intendt>d by the proponents
of the :'\orth Atlantic Pact. They are the prevention of wn1· between tht> Wt>><tem
nations nnd Russin, and the hwrense of n i<ense of secm·lty in E1rrope ttuu will
enahle the notionR to nccelernte tht>ir economic re<·overy.
Tht> questions that evt>ry thoughtful Amnlcan must nsk nrt> tht>Se: Is th .. p:wt
likely to pre,·ent war nnd l11crense co11ttde11ce, or wlll it do prl'<·li-:el~· 111.....,,.....,....?
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What other effects will It have-especially unfavorable effects? Are there not
other important lines of foreign polk'y to be recommended as alternatives?
In bis address before this committee on April 27, Secretary Acheson quite
rightly declared that "while everyone wants peace, not everyone ls prepared to
work for it." One might well add the question whether all those who are prepared to work for peace will work for it in the best way. Nations often stulllble
into war when they little want war.
Let rue say briefly from what angle I approach this question. I am no profes..;;ional strategist and I speak for no powerful organization. Hut the Religious
Society of Friends (called also Quakers) has with a special detachment from
the military philosophy watched for 300 yt.>ars the recurrent f11ihn·e of all political
de\-icet> that aimed for Jastiag peace by relying upon military allianc..-es, threats
of preponderant force, and the accumulation of new and more deadly weapons. On the other hand, as Quakers, we have observed and have triefl to p1·omote the
decrease of tension. For on decrease of tension rather than on increase of armed
might security really depends. That is be<·nuse it menus Se<'Urity for both sides
and not for only one. Collective power that is unilateral, whatever its strategic
assurance, tends always to create even in the minds of those who control it a
psychological Insecurity.
A second experience that I represent Is the direct contact on the part of our
relief workers, with the victims of war, in a person-to-person relationship after
two world wars, in Europe both east and west and In Asia, both the Near East and
Far East. We know something of their tragedy and hopelessness, of their
genuine wish for peace. We know also the fears of many Europeans which, beside a fear of .Russia. Include a fear of America In spite of their natu.ral
gratitude and adm!Jatlon wr us. They find themselves caught between two
great powers. They fear that rearming will replace recovery and that their
limited manpower and slender resources will be directed from butter to b'Uns due
to unwise handling of the situation by the Intransigence of larger or smaller
governments.
Ob,·iously, there is no single nor simple step that will resolve the present power
stntggle that will give the world security from the expansive threat of totalltarilmism and communism, or that wUJ assure peace for a war-ravaged world.
The world must choose whether It ls going to put Its faith in military force
and arms or In the processes of reason, of reeondliatlon, of governlllent, of law.
The basic question before the world now Is whether military measures such as
the :•forth Atlantic P11ct and the accompanying arms program can advance the
security of peoples, can lead in tbe direction of one world, can overcome the
thre11t of communism, and con preserve democracy.
Wt.> are pleading for an attitude of mind and a determination to make an
alternnth·e program work, which will give men more hope and security than
subscribing to tbe outworn idea of military pacts. 'l'hls process was described
recently by one of America's most thoughtful columnists, Thomas L. Stokes:
"The aim of the proje<·ted alllnnces Is to preserve peace by arming ourselves
all over the world. It is defensive, negative, and old as man, and has proved
futlJP for centuries."
We call Instead for the most heroic efforts ever to be made by our country and
the molllt dynamic leuderi:thlp to be exerted by our Government for:
(1) Seeking a series of settlements to end the cold war with the Soviet
Union.
12) Pressing peri:tistently and vigorously for universal reduction and limitation of armaments.
(3) Full Ame1·ican support for the United Nations and the principle and
practice of genuine third-party judgment.
( 4) The development of universalism Instead of military regionalism.
(5) The use of American resources for healing and reconciliation nnd
recovery rather than Increasing reliance upon military power at home and
abroad.
·i>
Let llle speak briefly to each of these five points.
1. ThP Vnitrd Rt"tr11 11lwuld pt>rsistently seek a series of settlements to end the

cold ll'ar tl'if11 R111111in
I 11111 su;·e nil of ns ho11e that the Ilt>rlln hloekudes wlll be lifted after all the
del11ys and ditli<'nltles. That woulll be an aus(liclous beginning for further
etrorts to end dlsngreements on many mutters betwet.>n the east and the west.
I do not unrlerestimate the difficulties Involved. They are due In part to a long
!!erlet! of movei:t nnd eountermon>s for 1111my ~·e1m1 Pllllt, to possible mistakes on
both !<Ide!!, 11nd to 1leep 111111 genuine Ideological dltferences. Whateve1· else the
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American Gon•rnment does, it would be a mistake to build ft 1>0lic>· solely upon
distru8t und to neglect a persistent and continuous etTort in season and out to
find solutions for 8ltuations which otherwise might tempt to aggression.
Again and again, In our work of relief and reconciliation. we Quakers have
watched hostility yield to frlendshl~ven on the part of those who with or
without reason seemed least 111nenable to friendliness. 'Ve luwe had e:r.traordinary experieuce also with cantankerous go\'emments and with hard-bolled
ofl:lciuls.
With all due precautions against deceptions and exceptions, we still believe that
by and large among nations as between individuals there ls. If we are sklllful
enough to find it, a language beside force that ls understood, and an ultimate
• capacity for response to stralghtfoi·ward, patient, tolerant attempts at mutual
understanding.
II. The United. 8tatea should. pre88 for -ui1iver1al reduction of armu111e11ts
Historically mlJltary alliances have been neither etrectlve nor successful ways
of providing peace and security. The>· 11!'!11ally lend to co11nternlll11m·es aud countermeasures, with increasing insecurity. There can be 110 geuuine set·urity for the
world with each side straining to nchieve a prepo111lernnt·e of 1JOwer. lf we want
a fundamental solution to the problem of security, it must be secmity not only
for us and for our friends but for Germany and Russia as well.
The eighth paragraph of the Atlantic Charter signed by President Roosevelt and
Prime lfinister Churchill declared:
"They believe that all of the nations of the world, for realistic as well as
spiritual reasons, must come to the abandonment of the use of. force. Since no
future peace can be maintained If land, sen, or air armaments continue to be
employed by nations which threatPn, or may threaten, uggresslon outside of their
frontiers, they believe, pending the establishment of a wltler and permanent
system of general security, thut the disarmament of such nations ls essentlaL
They will likewise aid and encourage all othe1· practicable measures which will
Jlghten for peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of armaments."
The United States has made what in many rei:pects was a very generous otrer
In the Baruch plan for the control of atomic energy. Experts still argue over
whether those proposals were adt>quate and whether the negotiations were carried
on with the fiexlbllity necessary for securing agreements. It Is tragic for the
world that on this matter negotiations have not yet succeeded. However, the
United States has made no comparable pro1>0sals on the whole field of conventional
armaments, nor a comprehensive counterproposal to the suggestion of one-third
reduction made last fall by the representative of the Soviet Union.
Should not the United States campaign for an over-all disarmament program
year In and year out as energetic and as unremitting as the State Department
eft'ort In behalf of the reciprocal trade agr..ements over a period of 15 years, or
the campaign for the International Trade Organization over the past 3 years?
.Just because the achievement of disarmament is so dlmcult and complex tbe
dedication and determination to achieve It ls all the more Imperative.
Let me call your attention to article 3 of the Atlantic Pact. It says:
"The parties • • • will maintain and develop their Individual and collective
capacity to resist armed attack."
Am I mistaken in thinking that the plain result of this Is to forbid reduction lo
armaments for 20 years (art. 13), or at least for 10 years (art. 12)? I have
known other treaties that failed to provide or encourage reduction in armaments..
Does this one solemnly bind the members lndi,·idunlly and collectively against
reduction? Can this Foreign Relations Committee show me that article 3 is not
susceptible to such interpretation?
III. The United. Btatea ahouZd give full aupport to the Unitecf. Nationa an4 fM
principle amt prnctice of third party judgment

Is the North Atlantic Treaty,.:onsistent with the United Natlon&-ita Charter,
its purposes, its budget, and its infiuence? In spite of repeated clalma that tbe
North Atlantic Treaty Is consistent with the purposes and Charter of the United
Nations, the treaty tends to O\'el'l<hadow aud circumvent the UN In Its procedUl'e6.
expenditures, the sacrifices It asks and the loyalty It expects from its slgnatorJ
nations. It enlarges the doctrine and posslbllltles of automatic war without
advancing the authorlt~· of third party judgment and the certain jurisdiction
of the United Nations. Is such a regional military alliance as the North Atlantic
Treaty, negotiated entirely outside of the UN, really authorized in the Charter?
Is the North Atlantic Treaty really consistent with article l, article liS, and
article M of the Charter?
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Howevt-r, the quei,ition which disturbs us most ls this, Does the pact, lo tact,
deny UN Junrlsdlction on action regarding aggression?
Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty binds each nation to assist any country
attacked "by taking forthwith, Individually, and in concert • • •,such action
as it deems necessary," and requires that such measures will be rePorted to the
Security Council and wlll be "terminated when the Security Council bas taken
the measures necessary to restore and maintain International peace and security."
The signatories thus become the Judges ln their own case, decide when there
ls aggression and who Is the aggressor, without any standards being laid down
or any procedures defined. 'l'he so-called Atlantic Nations are free to act without
mediation, and become the judges of the adequacy of the United Nations Security
Council actions. Does not this destroy both the principle of third party judgment
ancl the real jurisdiction of the United Nations?
.-\s Alexander Stewart Points out In Zion's Herald, lt ls lmPortant to restrict
rather than extend the area of contllct. Be wrltes.. An example of the successful use of the UN ls the Palestine situation. A war
In Palestine bus recently been ended by negotiation. No one has suggested
that It would hnve been better to have other nations enter the war and extend
the area of conflict. Yet, under the propQsed North Atlantic Pact, an attack on
any signatory nation 'lould be considered an attack on all of them and might
involve them lo war."
The size and importance of the nations signing thls agreement causes lt to
ove1·sbadow the United Nations, bPcause the pact lncludf'S three of the five
permanent members of the Security Council, all of the major colonial Powers,
and represents more than 00 percent of the world's Industrial capacity.
UNITED STATES EXPENDITURES ON INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

Compn1·e the proJJosed ftgurPs of $1.130,000,000 cash plus an undetlned amount
of equipment for armament abroad under the Atlantic Pact with the pathetically
&mall Investments which the United States makes ln agencies of the United
Nations. The folloWlng figures are budget requests for the next 1lscal year from
President Truman In his annual budget message to Congress: they have not yet
been appropriated. Among these budget requests are:
United Nations, including United States expenses __________________ $18, 115, 260
UNESCO, world education for understanding and peace____________ 8, 720, 400
World Health Organization, tlghtlng epidemics and disease_________ 1, 920, 000
Iuternatlonol Labor Organization, for all who labor______________
848, 058
Food and Agriculture OrgaDlzatlon, overcoming world hunger______
1, 250, 000
Pau Amt>rlcan Union, Political and economic cooperation, Western
lleJDlspbere__________________________________________________ 1,536,352
WORLD EXPENDITURES ON UN AGENCIES

The budget for the UN agencies for the year 1949 from 58 member governments
adopted at the Paris Assembly Jost fall is as follows:
Total budget for the United Nations ______________________________ $38, 469, 587
Additional
for specialized agencies, Intemotlonal Labor Organization ________________________________________________________
_
5,215,589
Food and Agriculture Organization ____________________________ _ 5,000,000
UNESCO------------------------------------------------------ 8,473,580
International Clvll Aviation Organlzatlon _______________________ _ 2,062, 186
World Health Organlzatlon------------------------------------- 5,000,000
IY. The United States should promote universalinn rather than military
regionalism
Just as one example, the United States Is proPoslng to spend In 1 day on
arming Europe as inucb as this country spends In 1 year on both the World

Benlth Organlzntlon In a woi·ld-wille program for combattlng disease and epidemics anti on the Food and Agrkulture Org1111izat1011 designed to work out
global solutions to hunger, malnutrition, and the equitable distribution of what
thf' earth produces as food.
'l'be Food and Agriculture Organization bas been asked by various member
goyernments or lts conference or Its council to undertake more than 300 projects
in the field of lta operations, but because of the lack of funds lt can undertake
only a fraction of them. This ls only one example of the trickle of funds for
the constructive purpQses of bulldlng a world community and solving the basic
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problems which cause war as over against the flood of money used for military
purposes. When wlll the Foreign Relations Committee and the Appropriations
Committees really take seriously their opportunity to provide more adequate
support of International eiforts through international agencles-ftnanclal, moral.
and political?

r.

The United States should use its resources for healing and reconciliation

Will not the wilitltr)· imple111entutlon of the treaty !llvert needed funds,
resources. munJJOwer. and scarce materials from recover)· at home and abroad?
At the present. time the Vnited States Is embarked on the European reco'l"ery
llrogrnm de11hmed to overcowl' some of the wholesale bomblnµ: and devastation
and disruption of the war. Tht-re is no assurance yPt that European et.>onomy
wlll be soundly restored by 1952. since so nm.ch of th<•ir financinl plunniug is
based on more exports 111ul lei<s im110rts. and Europe cannot fully reco,·er unless
there is morP mutual trade both within westPrn Europe and b<>twepn wPstPru
Europe and t>astern Europe, and bt'tween EnroVt> and tlw United States.
While American taxpayers are straining the1m:t>h·es to pay the taxes for the
Europt~uu recovPr)· program which was tlesii.:nell to over<'ome widesprPad unclt>ruourislmwut and to promote economic <'Olltlition" ei;;.wntial to demo<-ra<'Y. the
Atlantic Pal'f proi;rram create!' mnjor competition in Ameri1·1111 forPi!tn policy
hy setting UI> re11rma111ent 1uminst ret'overy amt mnke::; our foreign policy Increasingly subservi"nt to 111llitar)· policy. By implieatlon the American peo1>le are
asked to assmu.:: un unstated economic burden for an nndetermlned number of
years in orde;· to underwrite an economicnll~· unproductive arms race.
It (!I difficult enonµ:h to promote friendship through economic aid to othf>I'
nations. l\Ulitary alliances are more likely to create Jeolousy among nations
included and enmity among those excluded than to build progressively closer
the ties that really last.
It is a wide-open question whether the shipment of arms to Enrope will endear
111" to the peoph~s of Enrope. Can It be sPrlously arµ:uPd that it has endeared
us to the common people in Greece. or Turkey, or China?
In rt'gar<I to Norway, for example, the Worldover Press on April 15. 1949,
reported from two sources In ::-.lorway that "although the Stortlng decided by
a large majority that Norway should join the nations in the North Atlantk Pact,
it is Improbable that the people would support this action by anything likP the
same vote. Some ohser\'erR even doubt there would be n majority at nil." This
re1>ort goes on to cite various forms of opposition to the pact: (1) Opposition
to the mannt>r In whl<'h it has been put through withont a more popnlar consultation; (2) opposition to present and futnre American bases In Norway
by those who cannot helieve this will not bt' 11 logical later stt>p; (3) opposition
to rearmament as a deterrent to a more real anti permanent defense--economlc
re<'overy. The conclusion of the report reads: "\Vhether the elements opposing
the pact constitute a majority, or a substantial minority, these are questions
that the signing of the pact has not resoJ,·ed. ~orwei;rians In goodly number
will watch developments with an anxiety not foreseen by those who find in
the pact nothing but greater security for the people."
In the Ameri<'an Friends Service Committee Newsletter for April 8. 1949, are
some excerpti< from a French article about the plight of some of the unlwrsity
stmlents in France:
"Yon oftt1n hpar. when ~·on tnlk to French people, this startling nm1nrk. 'The
war was tiit<I enomm. my frlentl, hut It was nothing compared to the years of
1:eaee we 11111sr 1mll thronµ:h' • • • Amonir thol'le whose situation has become
trn):'le 1111tlt'r tht> prl'ssnre of inflation are the unh-erslty stmlents. who..e familv
lneomi> rarely gops above :m.000 and 40,000 frnnC's n month • • • •'or stut!Pnts. eyen morf' than for other cltlz<'ns, the struggle for dally life ls n constant
prohlem. A mcmthl)· allowance of 7.000 frlln('i< constltnte!l a comJllete RChola1'shiJl: the !lo-call~I 'mlr1inrnm vltnl' hal'l bet>n estimated nt 14,500 frnn<'ll. Vt-ry
ft•w fnmllit>s ..an provicle that nmount, whl<'h Jm~t ccwers one decent hut t•henp
111Pnl 11 da)·, rPnt, rl'gistr11tinn fees, a few hooks. ancl transportation • • •
"No onP C'llP wonder at th<' i<tory told of a sturlPnt who. at a 1lnnee. hncl for
his part1wr tlu' wift> of a memht>r of the Amt:'rlC'nn embassy. She ntl'ntlnnP<I
dreams. b)· wny of smnll talk. He i<Rld, 'I often dream. hut It Is the samt:' tlrt>am.
I tlrl'1t1n thut I 11111 no longt:'r htmgry.'"
AIHI )·t>t thl""<' "t111lents belonµ: to the irenerntlon upon which the r<'al fntul't'
of EnropP 'lepPntl>'. SnpfJOSt> thii< proposed hllllon nncl more a year wert> spent
on tht> hnn):'rv mln<li< ancl bmllt>s of the youth of Europe upon who!le stt·Pnitth nnd
wisdom much of tltt> fate of the worlcl nltlmntel~- rests. Whnt Europe n~
more thn111111~· other one thinµ: ls healing and reconcillntloo.
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?\ow let me turn from these five phases of an nlternate program and raise
011ly a few of the questio11s regar<li11g the implications of the pact Itself.
I eannot conceal my feeling that there are sPveral amhig'uons t-leml'nts In the
propoSt>d paet coupled with Its millt11.ry sequel. It Is re<.·ommenrl.-d ns having
two purposes, both of them defended us dt>sirahle. We should not look upon
either of them lightly. It Is said that It will l'ither preveut wnr, or give us nml
our friends a better chance to win a war. An~· wur, even if we win, will be
a unh·ersal tragedy. Ll't us not acquiesce In a policy that talks with equanimity
about another world war. The people of Europe do not do so. We have won
two such wars already, and they have proved even with our vktory colosi<al
diiwstt-rs. · The only adequate program tor the world today Is the abolition
of war Itself.
'l'b., policy of attempting to prevent war primarily by detl'rring others through
tonoe is questionable practically and dubious morally. This we know not only
from the study of lnternatlonnl history but from experience In personal lite.
Wars apparently thus delayed by a show of force have fre<1uent1~· broken out in
latt-r fury. 0.. the threatened party has desisted from one enterprise in one
11rea only to throw himself Into another more subtfe enterprise elsewhere. Ile
Is rarel~· enlightened or reformed by the process. Rather the reverse. The
attack on war must be much more fundamental than an attack on attack.
There are also Inevitable dlfficuJties In any scheme which regards the pr~
vention of war as merely the prevention of aggression. It has the moral diffl<'ulty of seeming to condone the same nets that It condemns If the latter merely
prt><:ede In time the former. This scheme has the legal difficulty that it does not
i<et up some neutral and authoritative judge who will pronounce with persua11ivt-1wi;s to all parties just when and by whom the aggres11lon occurs. It has the
l"'Y<'hologlcnl difficult~· that wh11t !lt>PlllS defl>nse to one party Is bo11111l to seem
ngJ?rt-:<s lon to another. There has never been found a wa~· In which. with all
tilt> profesi<lons of Innocence In the world, a mllltury pa<'t of any kind-call it
dtofeni<e. nonaggressldn, or collecth·e security, or whate'l'er you wlll--eould convinc.-e an excluded party that it contained no menace.
For t'Xample, President Roosevelt once defined our attitude thus: "An attatk
l1t>glns as soon as any base has been occupied from which our security has been
threatened." No doubt we shall be judged in this matt:-r by othe1'8 us we judge
them.·
Thi' present pact has all these difficulties and there Is another purely military
factor-that actual Initiative and the prior use of aggressive weapons Is coming
to be so regarded by some military men and others as justifiable defense that
the whole distinction between sheer aggression and deliberate forestalling of nn
expectt>d att.ack dwindles uway. Only so can America's defpnslve and nonaggre!ISh·e professions be squared with the stock-piling of long-range and agrl'Ssi'l'e weapons. Permanent peace depends on the com1u2n Intention of possible
rivals to renounce both forms of military procedure-the initiative or aggression
and the Initiative of anticipatory defense.
To justify the treaty lnvol'l'es some versatility In argument. Let us take
Norw11y. I happen to know that many Norwegians r1>gard th!'ir membership
in tht> pact as a danger and even those who reluctant!~· voted for it brought
themRelves to do so with the assurance that the United States will come to their
res<'Ul'. But If one turns to the United States, we must assure them that the militnry defense of Norway Is by no mean!! categorically promised. No careful use
ot worrls can overcome the possible contradiction Inherent In t1·ying to satisfy
always both of the11e parties. Insofar as the United States keeps itt>elf uneommitted. Norway is running an uncompensated risk. Insofar as Norway 's defense
Is leg111ly or ewn morally assured by the llllCt, the United States is <'Ommltterl
to engnge in any war that involves Norway, no matter what Irresponsible cltizf>n
of whntever nation on either side of the Iron curtain might light the fntal fuse.
Ag11i11 the treaty Is de<'l11rt'd both to be In aeeordance with the t:nited Nations
f'hartt-r 1111 a regiunnl a1Tani.:ement (ch. VIII) and also to be ll!'C'essary beeause
the ::-:t><·urlty Coundl cannot operate uguinst Husslu vet11Ps. Hut urticle 5.1 of
the same ChartPr says that "no enforcewent action shall be t11k1>n under re1.rlonal
arrangt-ruent11 without the authorization of the ~e<>nrlty Council." Hence,
when It c·omes to enforcement, either nrtlcle 5:J of the United l'lntlons Charter
mui<t be Ignored, or the same netion <'ould hn,·e bt't'n taken through the United
::-.ations, and much of the rea80ll for bypassing the more Inclusive organl7..ntion
disappears.
Anoth1>r dllc>mma of the pr1>sent situation is illustrated by the t:nited States
News of May 13, which speaks of Dean Acheson as a Secretary of State without
brletl~·
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a crisis, comments: "He must talk rieace to the Russians and. at the Rawe
time, try to convince Congress that the R111<1<ians remain a mennce, that eftectlve foreign policy stlll requires big appropriations."
While most of the speculation uhout the (IRCt c<•ncerns its etTect on Itussia
und her sate~llteR, let us consider Its effect upon other nations. I moy suggest
some ot these effeets in a single 1wntenee ea('h :
Taking the world as a whole, the pact tends to ac('entuate and perhaps solidify
thf' present unfortunnte though uot quite 1:ongealt>d dean1ge Into two armed
camps.
Taking the membt>rs in the pu«t, it may give some c·ohesh"e rnlue. But the
very ln('k of real geographkal or ldeolm..'i1'.1tl unlt~·-co11:-1idering Italy as Atlanti<·.
Algiers as noncolonlal. and Portmi:al as democratic-weakens Its rationale
and its durability In the e~·e!'I of all roncerned. As the ('hlnese proverb says:
"You can put two men in the same bed, but you can't make them dream the
same dream."
The tendenc-y of the poet 011 neutral nations ma~· well be to compel them to
('hoose one side or the other Instead of eucournging them to exe1·rlse mediation
ns a potential bridge betwen opposing blo('S.
The tendeney of the pact on colonial peoples may well be to substitute for
the resp?Ct whi<'h they may have bad for American ('Oionial polk~· a new
suspicion thnt we ure arming and supporting imperialist mother countries und
thus permitting exploitntlon and suhJedion of other dark-skinned people tbun
our own.
The tendency of the pact on ourseh·PK may well he to allow us to trm1t m1duly
such a precarious Instrument and to relax our ettort along sounder llnes-polltlcal, economic, und l'ultuml-to c·rente in spirit as ln nnme the t:nited
Xotlons of the world.
In many ways, this lost is the most serious objection to the freaty-nnd
Includes them all. The treaty is only another move ln the cold war when something quite dltrerent is urgently needed. What ls needed·ts a move ln a completely. dltrerent direction. I do not mean surrender or appeasement: I mean
energetic and imaginative and creative enterprise,· something as new and as
ambitious ln the field of statecraft as the Manhattan project was in the field
of warcraft. The ultlmate and Inclusive objectives cannot be reached all nt once.
but the steps toward them must be much more consistent with them thun Is the
proposed poUcy of alllance against alllance, power against power.
No Intelligent, no patriotic, no humane American can look with real satisfaction upon the choice of the inferior alternative as embodied lo the pact and
the arms program. Having repeatedly been hired Into the game of power
IJOlitlcs by the anulogy of innocent polke force or by Its clnhn of lesser evil.
he must Inevitably have some unensy doubts about those feuturel! of the pact
which perpetuate these claims. The assurance to ourselves of our good Intentions 11nd the axlonmtic way In which military nssumptions are uncritically
nccepted should not. It we have learned anything from history. allay these doubts.
Instead I plead with yon not to take tht> pact as though it were a fait ar('ompli
or even the best under the circumstances. The Senate cnn stlll reject lt. or
ran amend Us military menace with reservation!'!, or cnn bring It closer In Hoe
with true lnternntlunnllsm. or rnn replace It. In collabor11tlo11 with our own
executive departments and other governments, by not one but many alteruatlve
undt>rtaklngs that will better commend themselves.

The CHAIRMAN. By "Friends" do you mean the Quakers~
Dr. CADBURY. I mean the Quakers; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. On page 4 of your statement; what do you mean
by "third party," somebody other than members of the l(l'Oupt
Dr. CADBURY. I mean where, when a person believes he is attacked
by another person, to have the matter decided by a third party.
OPPOSITION TO ATLANTIC TREATY

The CnAIRHAN. All right.
You are opposed to the treaty as it stands?
Dr. CADBURY. I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Anrl your organization opposes it?
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Dr. CADBURY. It does.
The C1u.mMAN. You would prefer to go along as we are going now 1
Dr. CADBURY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Rather than to undertake to do anything under
the treaty?
Dr. CADBURY. It would be a mistake to adopt the treaty. It would
be a mistake not to adopt the treaty and to do nothing very constructive, spectacular, and emphatic of a more constructive kind.
It is possible to make two mistakes, and both of those .w ould be
mistakes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then we wouldn't do anything.
Dr. CADBURY. No, no. Reject the treaty and do a great deul.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve haven't the great deal at present before the
committee. We are just dealing with the treaty. So your judgment
is that we ought to reject the treaty.
Dr. CADBURY. And get going as fast as possible, so far as your
particular committee can implement in the more constructive methods
of not continuing but ending the cold wnr.
The CHAIRl\IAN. The Friends are ngainst war, of course, are they
not~ The Quakers are tr11.ditionally against wad
Dr. CADBURY. And we have had 300 years to test our theory.
The C1uIRMA:s. I i-ay, you are traditionally against wad
Dr. CADBURY. The answer is "yes."
The CH.\IRMAN. For any purposes?
D1·. CADBURY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Take the witness, Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERG. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hickenlooped
.
Senator HxcKENLOOPER. Dr. Cadbury, I notice in the second paragraph of your mimeographed statement~ which you did not read-Dr. CADBURY. I am perfectly willing to be questioned about it.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. You used these words [reading] :
No one can disagree with the objectives actually Intended by the proponents of
the North Atlantic Pact. They are the prevention of war between the western
nations and Russia, and the increase of a sense of security In Europe that will
enable the nations to accelerate their economic recowry.

If those are the objectives of the pact, and if, as you say, no one can
disagree with the objectives of the pact, then I take it that your objection to the pact is not the pact itself, or its adoption, but what you
believe to be the possible implementation of the pact later, and its
results, the results of the implementation.
Dr. CADBURY. Like the Secretar.y of State and others, members of
this committee, I believe the two tlungs go together, and my objection,
as I say, is not to the purposes of the pact but it is because I frankly
believe the pact will not promote those purposes.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. May I ask you this: If the pact were standing completely alone, and there was no proposal or no suggestion of
any implementation of the pact, what would your attitude be toward
the approval of the pact? I am assuming that it was just standing
alone, as the pact now reads.
Dr. CADBURY. As the pact reads. it requires the parties to take forthwith suC'h action ns it deems Ue('essary, including the .u~ of armed
·· ·
force.
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Senator H1CKENLOOPER. Therefore you would be against it?
Dr. CADBURY. I would be against the pact.
Senator HxcKENLOOPER. Even though you state that no one can disagree with the objectives actually intended 1
Dr. CADBURY. Yes. I repeat that. I belie:ve that the purposes of
those who framed it were genuine, sincere, and desirable. I just do
not think it will work.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I have been trying to get your attitude
where there was a division of attitude as between the two separate
categories.
Dr. CADBURY. I do not think we can separate them.
SETTLEMENT

RUSSIA

WITH

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. On page 2 you set out five steps. One is
[reading]:
Seeking a series of settlements to end the cold war with the Soviet Union.

Do you contend that this country has not taken or made great eft'orts
to bring about peaceful settlements of the peace treaties in Europe,
peaceful settlements of disputes, objections to territorial aggression,
and Communist coups in various places of the world 1 Do you feel
that we have not done much along that line 1
Dr. CADBURY. I think we have done a good deal along that line. I
think we have neutralized it by some other things we.haw done.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Do you have in mind at the moment those
other things that we have done that have neutralized it?
Dr. CADBURY. Yes. I think the cold war is a series of moves on both
sides, not on one side alone.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Do you recall at the moment any original
or affirmative move in the cold war that we have taken that has blocked
peace; in other words a move that has not been taken t-0 counter some
other definite and positive move that Russia has previously made?
Dr. CADBURY. It may be that some of our sins are sins of omission.
DISARHUIENT

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Your second classification or suggestion
is [reading]:
Pressing persistently and vigorously for universal reduction and limitation of
armaments.

Do you believe the United States has been less zealous along that
line than other nations in the world in the past good many years, and
even after World War II?
Dr. CADBURY. I think there have been several occurrences in the last
30 years when the United States has not joined heartily in such moves.
You may be askin~ whether we have been more remiss than others.
I do not think it 1s a question of whether we are more remiss, but
whether we have been as active and earnest as we should have been.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Certainly you remember our program after
·world War I, and our destruction of naval units and our reduction of
our armed forces down to somewhere in the neighborhood of only
100,000 in the whole United States jurisdiction.
Dr. CADBURY. I also recall the whole cold war.
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Senator HICKEXLOOPER. I presume you recall also that after this
war we recalled the overwhelming bulk of our trooP.s back from foreign countl'ies and discharged them back into cinlian life, and we
put away our guns and put our ships in moth bulls, and things of that
sort. Do you consider that not to be· important steps toward disarmament u111l the dire('t reduction of armed forces?
Dr. CADBURY. If that were the whole story, that would make a good
record.
ATOlIIC EN}:RGY CONTROL

Senator H1cl\.EXLOOPER. I think you recall without doubt our very
strenuous efforts owi· more thnn 2 years' time to bring about a universal solution of the control of atomic weapons?
Dr. C.ummtY. Yes. There was a ~hort reference to it in my s1',t.ement.
Senator H1cKEXLOOPER. In which we have offered to do what no
other nation in the world has ewr done so far as I know in history.
We have offered to give up to nn international control group this most
powerful of all destructive weapons that has been developed up to
date.
Dr. CADBURY. Yes; on our own terms we have offered that.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. But woulrl you not agree that our terms
are terms that safeguard the use of that weapon against being used
for destructive purposes?
·
Dr. CADBURY. Yes.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. And that is the only basis upon which we
put it, that we must be sure, and the whole world must be sure, in givmg up this weapon and this control, that the safeguards are ample
to prevent its bemg used for destruction.
Dr. CADBURY. I agree with that.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. And would you also agree that we have
made no progress whatsoever, apparently, in get.ting such assurances
from Russia that will safeguard its use against destructive purposes?
Dr. CADBURY. That is where we have reached an impasse, an impasse
that is not based on a difference in principle but on certain minor
matters where both we and Russia have not gotten together.
Senator H1cKENWOPER. What do you call "minor matters," Doctod
Dr. CADBURY. Questions of timing, questions of inclusion of exclusi?n, questions as to the exact manner of inspection. Some of those are
mm or.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. May I suggest to you that there are three
e1ements in our proposal, three major elemerits ~ One is the creation
of an international group which can take this over. The second
phase is inspection of the resources and potential possibilities of each
nation of the world, to which we have openly and freely repeatedly
offered to accede, and the third phase is the ability of swift and adequate punishment or retaliation against any nation that attempts to
violate the agreement on atomic energy.
I may call your attention to the first part, that so far as I know
Russia is wi11ing to agree to join a group and receive the information
on atomic energy, but Russia will not nnd has-that is, up to this
time-been adamant in refusing any kind of reliab]e inspection within
Russia or her tenitories by tlie international group, a thing which
90614---49~pt.2~28
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we are willing nnd ready to concede and to give. But she has adamantly refused that inspection, and she hns not accepted the principle
of punishment or restramt, if you please. a~ainst those who would \'iolate the terms of that aµ:reement. and we are still maintn ining 0111· position along that line. 'Ve have nHer withdrawn. Our p1·opos1tion
is still there.
So I wonder if you do not believe that we hnve made some most unusual gestures along that line in the interest of world peace and the
reduction of armaments and the taking out of possible use the greatest
destructive weapon that has been developed up to this time.
Mr. CADBURY. I said in my statement [reading] :
The United States has made wbat In many respects was a very gene1·ous effort
In the Baruch plan for the control of atomic energy. Experts will argue whether
those proposals were adequate, and whether those negotiations were carried
on with the flexibility necessary to securing agreementR. It ls tragic for the
world that on this watter negotiations hal'e not yet succeded. However, the
United States has made no comparable proposals on the whole field of conventional armaments, nor a comprehensi'l'e counterproposal to the suggestion of
one-third reduction made last fall by the representative of the So'l'let Union.

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Is there any question in your mind but
what the United States will gladly enter into arms reduction, dependent onlY. upon the assurance and the proof that the other nations are
doing hke,vise?
Dr. CADBURY. No. I think they will. I am urging that they should
continue to make even more earnest efforts in that direction.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Do you advocate the United States giving
up substantially all of its armaments before any other nation does
likewise, as a gesture of good will~
Dr. CADBURY. I think we can aft'ord to go ahead of other nations,
and I would only recommend the more radical proposal if I thought
the United States had the spiritual backing behind it which that would
require. I wish it had.
SUPPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Senator
[reading] :

H1cKENLOOPER.

No. 3 in your classification refers to

Full American support for the United Nations and the principle and practice
of genuine third party judgment.

Is it possible that you are minimizing the tremendous leadership
that the United States gave toward the formation of a United Nations, without which there could have been no United Nations?
Dr. CADBURY. No. At each point you are quite right. I am not
minimizing. I am asking for a maximum.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Is it a small contribution when the United
States is contributing some approximately-well, better than 40 percent of all of the cost and expenditures of the United Nations and
its \'arious specialized organizations i
Dr. CADBURY. Perhaps it is not very much out of proportion to our
ach-antages.
USE OF VETO IN THE SECURI'n"· COUNCIL

Senator HlCKENI..OOPER. The question of third-party judgm~nt that
has heen set up within the United Nations has been ugreed to by the
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United States. But I think you are well aware that 30 times Russia
has used the veto in the Security Council against every substantial
effort to preserve peace or to settle the affairs of the world, the international affairs of the world peacefully. Do you defend the Russian
use of the veto 30 times in the United Nations1
Dr. CAmn:;RY. The Rus.-.iau use of the veto is entirt>ly legal. The
use of majority is another legal method. When we are i11 the majority
we use the majority method. If we were in the minority, we would
use the minority method, just like the President of the United State.5.
He has the use of the veto. When does he use it~ He uses it when
he is in the minority. He does not use it when he is in the majority,
when he bas enough to go with him. The use of the veto, therefore,
is no indication of morality. The President does not change his
morals when he loses the maJority and starts using the veto.
Senatoi· H1cKENl..OOl'ER. I think probably I could agree with the
gennal philosophy about the veto, that the use of the veto per se
desi~111ttt>s nothmg immoral. But the continuous and repeated use
of the n•to bv Russia ao times since the formation of the United Nations and its operation~ ao times against the efl'o11s that evidently have
been made toward settling the affairs of the world peacefully, would
seem to lllP to be nc·ctunnlative evidence that good will called for some
criticism.
Dr. CADHURY. I cannot quote the figures, but isn't it true that nearly
half of those refusals had nothin~ to do with war or peace, but had
to do with the admission of this friend or that friend 1
Senator HxcKENT.OOPER. I think that the admission of nations into
the United Nations Organization might have a great deal to do with
war or peace.
Dr. CADBURY. It might.
Senator H1cKENWOPER; And I think it certainly has a great deal to
do with the philosophy of the United Nations, and the inclusion of
people who wo.uld.band together ~o add greater strength to an international orgamzation.
I merely mention that because it seems to me that your statement is
replete with the criticism of the shortcomings of the United States
and you are casting a great deal of blame for the world situation upon
what you believe to be our failure in taking steps to encourage the
pen<'e ·of the world. [Reading:]
4. The development of unlve1·sallsm instead of mllitary regionullsm.
UXIVERSALISll VERSUS REGIONALISM

Is it your belief, Doctor, that anybody in the Congress of the United
States-I am speaking comparatively, and there might be one or two,
I don't know, out of 500-some Members-I am speaking of the practically universal opinion and desire of the Members of the Congress
of the United States that we have war, that the country be plunged
into war. Do you believe that that is the opinion of the overwhelmina number of the Members of the Congress t
Dr. CADBURY. I am sorry; I did not get one·word in rnur statement.
Plunged into-·
Senator H1cKENLOOPER (reading):
The development of unlversallsm instead of mllltary regtonaliiom.
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I am asking you or do you not believe-perhaps I should put it in
a leading way of d1at kind-that to all intents and purposes the universal desire of the Members of Congress of the United States is to
keep this country out of wad
Dr. c~DBURY. Certainly.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. And therefore that these regional arrangements probably have been developed in desperation because other
means of peaceful settlement just have not been successful in settling
these great issues~
Dr. CADBURY. Do you mean the Russian use of the vetoi
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. The Russian use of the veto, the Berlin
blockade, the Communist coups in the Balkans, and the items of
coercion and control that communism has in its expansion in those
areas saddled upon people and that we ha.ve tried to prevent as much
as we could. Would you believe that we feel that this way may be a
step that is indicated because other steps such as argument and persu~sion and principles of morality and attitudes of morality have
failed~

Dr. CADBURY. I think that is the intention, but I think it is a ,.eQ·
unwise step. Do you want me to give an illustration Y
Senator HICKENLOOPER. Yes.
Dr. CADBURY. A frienll of mine's wife had a minor infection. She
went to a doctor. The doctor gnve her a drug. The result of the drug
was it gave her a very serious over-all disease. She went back to the
same doctor. He gave her another drug. In each case the drug cured
the thing that they went for, but it produced, finally, in her, a l'OIDplete nervous break-down. Now, by that time, having tried the military method once or twice, I think I would change doctors.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. Of course, I do not question your illustration, but I question the value of its use because it is so palpably, as
someone used the other day, a miniscule occasion in the great field of
medicine, where the overwhelming~ almost universal use of specifics
has proven so successful that it is beyond argument, so I do not agree
with your condemnation of just one drug.
MILITARISM AND THE TREATY
But you say we have tried militarism. May I go back to 'World War
I 1 Germany was known to be a growing, building aggressor under
the Kaiser. Isn't that true, prior to World War I?
Dr. CADBURY. Yes.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. England did not ha,·e a stron#! military
establishment.
Dr. CADBIJRY. Yes.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. France did not have a strong military estab·
lishment.
D1·. CADBURY. England had a fleet.
f'enator H1cKENLOOPER. And France did not. have a fleet, and yet
their failure to arm themselves to a proper degree to meet this kno\\"n
an<l growing aggression was almost disastrous.
Dr. CADBURY. I remember that. the President, in d0uling with this
paet, called attention in these words [reading]:
It is n simple document, hut if it hnd existed in 1914 anrl in H)~9. supported by
thr nntions whir'h ure represt>ntrd llf're todny, I helieve It would hn,·e pre,·eutt>d
the acts of aggression which led us into two world wars.
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There was a pact, a defense pact, with Belgium. Hitler attacked
Belgium-an "armed attack," using the words of this text here. \Vas
that any good, that pact? Isn't it characteristic of aggressors that
promises to go to the defense of an armed attack are ignored by
aggressors 1
Dl."l'ERRENT EFFECT OF THE TREATY

Senator H1CKENLOOPF.R. But is it not well known that at the time
Hitler attacked neither Great Britain nor France nor any other country touching Hitler's Germany at that time was in any reasonable
degree prepared to resist Hitler's attack for even a short period of
time, and so he felt perfectly free and safe to commit his depredations Y
Do you think that had he known that he would have met in his aggression a tremendous force that might defeat him and stop him that he
would have jumped so ~uickly?
Dr. CADBURY. I haven t much respect for the intelligence of would-be
aggressors. I do not believe they are easily deterred by that sort of
thing. Every act of aggression in recent yen rs has been the same.
I see behind you on the board a place where all the Atlantic countries are blacked out. Didn't Japan know at the time of Pearl Harbor
that practically all those countries would come in against her, not to
mention some which do not show on the map--Australia, India, and
China 1 Did that restrain attack!
This philosophy that the threats of force prevent aggressors does not
reckon with the psychological facts about aggressors.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. At the time I don't like to get into the
philosophy of that, because I do not know what Japan thought at the
time. I am not qualified to speak about what went on iq the Japanese
mind. But certainly Japan knew at the time of Pearl Harbor thiit
we had nothing in the Pacific that could stop her expansion in the
Pacific, and later events showed that we had no sufficient force in the
Pacific or any other place to adequately cope with Japan. We had
to build it and we had to create it out of our resources and our industry, so Japan felt for at least a Ion~ period, I am sure, reasonably safe
and immune from retaliation, durmg which she could consolidate her
positions out there, and I think events showed that.
Dr. CADBURY. May I go back to your statement about 1914, and the
pact with Belgium. It was Sir Edward Grey, Premier of Great
Britain, who appealed to this pact to resist the attack of Germany
upon Belgium. Now Sir Edward-Grey later said this about the cause
of that war. He did not say anything about England's being disunned. What he said is this Lreading]:
More than one true thing may be salrl about the causes of the war. But the
statement thnt comprises most truth Is that militarism and the armaments Inseparable from It made war lnevlt~tble. Armaments were Intended to produce a
8'•nse of security In each nation. That was the justification put forward in
defense of that. Whnt they really did was to produce fear In everybody. Fear
causes suspicion and hatred. It Is hardly too much to say that between nations
It stimulates all that is bad and It depresses all that Is good. One nation Increases
its armament and makes strategic railways toward the frontiers. The next
nation lncreast's Its armuruPnts. The first nation says It Is only precaution, only
\>'ery reasonable. The sef'ond nation says ltR preparations also were only precautions, and 1iointA out with some cogency thnt thi> flri;t nntlon b1>gnn the competition. And so It goes until thP whole continent Is an armed camp covered
with l'trateglc railways and munition preparation.
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The lesson of European history ls so plain. It is that no enduring ~urity
can be found in competing armaments and in i:<epnrate allluuces. There ls no
i<ecurlty from any power unless it be n security in which it!; neighbors ha,·e an
equal share.

For the sake of the record. that is from Twenty-fh-e Years: 1892 t:o
Viscount Grey is the author.

W29.

Altll.\llrlEXTS AXD SE<..TlUTY

Senator H1cKt:NLOol'F.R. There are two eon<litions of seeurity, reasonable security, in which each side can haYe an equal share. One
would be the security of completely no armaments at a11 on the pnrt
of any nation. I think that would gh·e a reasonable degree of security,
as much as you coul1l ha,·e. in which each nation would share, because
they would both equally be unarmed. Another <legree of security,
whether it resulted m security or war or not, but a feeling of security,
would be where both nations were armed equally well. I mean each
nation that was equally armed with the others would have a sense of
~ecurity. It might result in war; I don't know.
But we face the situation today where one nation is tremendom;I v
armed-Russia. I do not know whether anyone knows how many
troops they have under nnns and on the borders and through the
Balkans, but they are in the millions. We know that they have not
stopped their war preparations. We know from their declarations
that world domination is their gonl, and we know that war is their
means, if necessary, to attain that world domination, and while I think
none of us, or all of us. share equal zeal for peace, yet whnt kind of a
situation faces us where we haYe a declared aggressor who is tremen<lously armed and who is maintnininl? his armed strength, and we~ on
the other side, are watching that aggression S'row and its purposes
develop without any ability to meet it and without any strength to
meet it unles:,; we gd to the point where we can sny to the aggressor
"You \ViU bP met with force, the combined force. moral, phys1cal, and
otherwise, of the freedom-loving nations if you complete anned
attack."
We seem to find ourselves in that position today. We have tried
peaceful means, certainly. We have offered to give and we are giving;
I think we have given some $24,000,000,000 toward the humanitarian
and economic readjustment of Europe. I do not think we have been
cheap about it. But we have come to the point where we must unite
our stren~, I believe, to assure any· aggressor that we are going
to maintam the principles for which we think we have made great
sacrifices.
I do not know what the answer is. I think we have tried turning
the other cheek, repeatedly, and we have lost ground.
Dr. CADBURY. Senator, it would take me a good while to express
the points at which I agree and the many points with which I disagree with your analysis. and even if your analysis were completelv
correct, the problem we have to deal with is whether it seems that
way to Russta. DOE's Ruc;sia think we are complete1y disarmed. that
we have a very feeble fleet, that we have no stock pile of weapons, t.ha'
we are not spending much money on our military equipment t I take
it from you that we are not. You ought to know whether we are or
not. But I do not believe Russia has the same opinion.
Our problem is not a problem of facts but of psychological reactions.
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PIERCING THE IRON CURTAIN

. Senntor H1cKENLOOPER. How would you break through the iron
l'llrtain to get the Russian people to follow humanitarian philosophies~
Dr. CADBURY. That is a tough question, and the reason it is tough
is not what is happening today but what has happened for the last
30 }'ears.
Our committee, the Quakers, were in Russia before the Bolshevik
RernJntion. We stayed in Russia longer than any foreign agency.
We have been trying to get into Russia ever since the end of the war.
We have succeeded in ~tting into the satellite countries-Finland,
Poland, and Hungary. We are working and have been working for
years in China. And if you ask me on which side of the line we are
working. I wiJl have to sav that the line moves and we stay still. The
center of our work, Chunglu, has changed hands five times. We have
had some experience, then, behind the iron curtain. And we would
Jike to increase that experience. We think that, as we deal with the
<'ommon people and as we are known not to be of a menacing character because of our beliefs, we can make contacts with Russian offi<·ials, that we can at least make a little headway toward piercing
the iron curtain.
8enator H1cK.ENLOOPER. Dr. Cadbury, I want to say this in all
sincerity, and I am not trying to get into any philosophical discussion with you here, necessarily, beCause you probably would beat me
all to pieces on that kind of an argument. I have vast respect for your
ideas.
.
Dr. CADBURY. I have no desire to make points in debate, sir.
Senator HICKENLOOPER. I want to say tliis, that there is no organization for whom I have a higher regard for its self-sacrifice, for its
idealism, then the Friends organization. I believe that no organization has written a finer record of contribution to the relief of human
suffering going into all parts of the world and doing a great humanitarian job than your organization. I have nothing but the highest
respect for it.
But we are dealing in a pretty practical world, where the logic of
men's minds doesn't always rule the physical action of their bodies
or of communities. Now here is your ~reat organization which, as
much as any organization, has proved its selfleness; that is, so far
as doing things for other people are concerned. As you say, you
have been behmd the iron curtain, your grouf. You have been in
China. But after thirty-some years of proof o your good offices and
your good work you cannot get behind the iron curtain again today,
when I am safe m saying, I am sure, that there is no evidence that
anybody could remotely produce that your organization has ever done
anything ill to anyone behind the iron curtain, and on the contrary has
done much good to human beings behind the iron curtain. Yet you
can't get back there as you would, and you can't have the entree to reach
men's minds back there and get them to see what you and I probably
commonly agree would be the sound philosophy of humanity.
Dr. CADBURY. It is tragic that we cannot get through.
Senator HicKENLOOPER. And therefore I say that so far as I am
concerned, I think every member of this committee and of the Senate is as earnestly and zealously looking for peace as the rest of the
American people. Bnt I think it is a point that when a great organi-
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zation such as yours, with a tremendously fine record of unselfish con.tribution and sacrifice on the part of not only your organization but
the people who make it up in foreign lands, when your long and splendid record of humanitarian conduct right on the ground itself, among
the people, where they can see you even· day; when your organization
cannot receive the acceptance and those things behind the iron curtain
I wonder if it is not just infinitely more difficult for nations that move
in great matters and not always with the same particular approach to
settle these questions almost overnight by peaceful philosophy, and
I wonder if it isn't sound that we will have to take the next best
method of assuring .the preservation of peace as nearly as we can,
and that is to say, "Well, we will have peace if we have to fight for it.
1Ve will have principles of right retained in this world if we have to
fight for it. We don't want to, but we will if we have to, ancl we have
tried."
Dr. CADBURY. May I make a reply to that, sir~
Senator HrcKENLOOPER. Yes, indeed.
EFFORTS TO PIERCE THE moN CURTAIN

Dr. CADBURY. One reason why our organization finds it difficult
to get behind the iron curtain is that we are identified, in spit of ourselves, with an American foreign policy which is regarded in Russia
as hostile. They believe that America is trying to spy in Russia.
Now, then, we are not entirely unsuccessful. Such moves as we
have made with the consent of the State Department to send people
into Russia have met with a good deal of encouragement from the
Russian side. But as has happened two or three times in recent yen rs,
when we felt that we were making some headway, I know it takes
patience and I know it is not a matter of turning the cheek once but of
probably turning it 77 times, and then some act on the part of the
American Government, some irresponsible statement by n statesman.
comes to the ears of the Russian Government. and you can be sure that
nothing is said that they don't know. They know what the Quakers
think of the Atlantic Pact. They knew it before you knew it. 'thou~h
you both might have guessed alike. And therefore we nre handicapped.
AJJ I am suggesting is that some parallel action on a spectncularly
generous scale be made by the American Government.
•
Now, just one instance: I hnd the pleasure a vear and a half ap:o of
going to Oslo to receive, on behalf of the American Friends Service
Committee, our share of the Nobel peace prize. \Vhen I went there
I said to the people of Norway, "\Ve would like to use this money as
a gift to the needy in Russia, as a gesture of good will from the
American people to the people of Russia." And the commiU('(' that
nwarded the prize, to whom I spoke privately, said. "That would suit
us excellently."
Well, I came home. We had a talk with the Russian Government
and we said to them, "ls there anything you would like to have as a
O'ifd"
~ Thev thouµ:ht n while, and they said. "Wt> find it almost impo!'Sible
to get streptomycin for the tuberculnr children in our children·s
homes."
\Ve said, "\Ve will try to get it."
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They said, "We cannot get an export license for it ourselves."
We went to our Government here. We asked for $25,000 worth of
streptomycin to be sent by us as a gift to Russia. We got the permission~ We sent the streptomycin. It was distributed where they said
they would distribute it, amo_ng the children, tubercular children, in
their children's hospitals. We received a very friendly letter of
acknowledgment from the Russian Red Cross.
That money was not the Nobel prize money. We are now in negotiation with the Russian Government, asking them whether they would
we willing to receive a second such gift. And we hope that that will
come through also.
Now, I find it difficult to think of parallel gestures to that, ridiculously small considering the need in Russia, that have been made
either by private non-Communist organizations or by the American
officials, officials of Government, of a similar character.
I do not boast about this. I merely suggest it as an indication
that there may be some things that we are not doing, or not doing on
the scale that ought to be done; and also I am suggesting that we ougilt
to be very careful that this policy of attempted friendship is accompanied by this policy of attempted friendship for Russia.
LEND-LEASE CONTRIBUTION

Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I also recall the United States furnishing
$11,000,000,000 worth of lend-lease materials, some of them munitions
of war, a great deal of it food, and considerable clothing and medicine,
to Russia over some years, for which we received no credit in Russia
and no understanding by the Russian people of the American intentions and good offices and good wishes toward their success. I will
say practically none. I guess some information may have percolated.
Dr. CADBURY. I also recall that the brunt, a good deal of Hitler's
campaign, was borne by the Russian people; that, according to General Marshall, the Russum people lost more in housing, in manpower,
both civilian and military, in proportion to their number than any one
of the belligerent nations.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. ~recall that they lost a good deal in life
and property in the war. I was not referring to that, nor was I
attempting to discuss their contribution to the war in one way or the
othttr. I merely mentioned that we had given them $11,000,000,000 in
lend-lease material for which even the $11,000,000.000 that I personally
believe was the weight in the scales that tipped them toward victory,
for which there was no acknowledgment.
Dr. CADBURY. We gave money and they gave their lives and their
own homes. We both were contributing to a common cause and I am
not prepared to make comparisons.
Senator HICKENWOPER. The only thing I am saying is that the
tremendous contribution that we made to them in medicme, clothing,
munitions, and things that they needed to win their end of it, to win
their end of the battle ~er there, those things, we have not been given
any general credit for in Russia, and I think that the contributions
which we might make have to be realized and appreciated by the people
of R~ia in order'to orient their minds in the direction of cooperat10n
~vith the people that they do not. believe are going to fight them. But
l·f we cannot get that down to the Russian people, if we eannot get it in
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their minds, in some degree, we are treading a very dangerous path
meanwhile, if the policies of the Politburo are permitted to go on as
they have already declared their policy to be.
I think, Doctor, we could probably argue this thing all day and
probably agree on a good deal of it and disagree on . procedures. I
think the end result we could thoroughly agree on. The road down
which we should travel to get to that result we might disagree on.
I certainly have appreciated your contributions this morning and I
appreciate the great sacrificial efforts you are making to relieve sutfering over the world. But I again say it is significant that with all the
great deeds you and your people have done in those countries the
evident difficulty that you have in getting acceptance by those countries now ought to indicate the difficulties that we have to face.
Dr. CADBURY. We are aware of the difficulties perhaps better than
you are, from first-hand contact. I am not wanting praise.
Senator H1cKENLOOPER. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I have taken
such a long time here. I have enjoyed visitin~ with the doctor. I
suppose I should confine myself to a few questions and quit visiting
with him.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell~
PREVENTION OF WAR

AND

MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Senator DoNNEl.L. Professor Cadbury, Senator Hickenlooper called
to yonr attention the second paragraph on the first page of your mimeographed copy, which reads Lreading]:
No one can disagree with the objectives actually Intended by the proPonenta
of the North Atlantic Pact. They are the prevention of war between the western
nations and Russin, and the Increase of a sense of security In Europe that wlll
enable the nations to accelerate their economic recovery.

I ask you, Professor Cadbury, whether or not the next pu.ragraph,
which is short, of your mimeographed statement reads as follows:
The questions that every thoughtful American must ask are these: Is the pact
llkely to prevent war and increase confidence, or wlll it do precisely the reTerse?
What other effects will It have, especially unfavorable effects? Are there not
other lmPortant lines of foreign policy to be r~mmended as alternatives?

That was the next paragraph of your statement?
Dr. CADRURY. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Professor, you were asked by Senator Hickenlooper whether or not in view of your nondisagreement with the objectives intended by the proponerits of the North Atlantic Pact you
would he favorable to the pact if it stood alone, without implementation. I ask you, Professor, is it not true that the North Atlantic Pact
in at least three places contemplates implementation; first, article 5,
to which you referred; second, article 3, which reads:
In order more Ptrectively to achieve the ohjecth·es of this Treaty, the Parties.
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and etreetlve self·help and mutual
aid, will maintain nnd dPvelop their lndlvidnnl and collective <'llpaclty to resist
'
armPd attack-

and third, the concluding sentence of article 9, which sentence reads:
The council shall set up such snbsldlnry bodies as may be neee1111nry: In par·
tlcular It shall establish Immediately n defenl'e committee which shall recommend
measures for the Implementation of Article!' :land a.
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Am I not correct in my statement~
Dr. CADBURY. I believe it is in the text.
NORWAY'S INCLUSION IN THE PACT

Senator DoNNEI..L. Now, professor, you did not read all of your
text. You spoke about being in Norway. Would you be kind enough
to tum to page 6 of your statement, in which you refer as follows, to
an article m the Worldover Press which appeared 11 days after the
signature here in Washington of the pact. You say [reading]:
In regard to Norway, for example, the Worldover Press on April 15, 1949,
reported from two sources In Norway that "Although the Stortlng decided by a
larg" majority that Norway should join the nations lo the North Atlantic Pact,
it ls improbable that the people would support this action by anything like the
samP vote. Some obser,·ers E>n>n doubt tbere would be a majority at all.

This report goes on to cite various forms of opposition to the pact
[reading]:
(1) opposition to the manner In which It was put through without a more
popular consultation; (2) opposition to present and future American bases In
Norway by those who cannot believe this will not be 11 logical later step; (3)
<•ppositlon to rearmament as a deterrent to a more real and permanent defense-economic recovery. The conclusion of the report reads : "Whether the elements
opposing the pact constitute a majority, or a substantial minority, these are
questions that the signing of the pact has not resolved. Norwegians in goodly
number will watch developments with an anxiety not foreseen by those who
find In the pact nothing but greater security for the people."

You have given us that as a quotation from the 'Vorldover Press.
That is correct, is it?
Dr. CADBURY. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. What is the Worldover Press~
Dr. CADBURY. It is an international news agency.
Senator DoNNEU,. Do you regard it as of a reliab1e nature~
Dr. CADBURY. Yes; and furthermore, in this particular case I am
in constant correspondence with people in Norway, members of the
Society of Friends or Quakers and others, so that I quoted it because it.
stated well what I could have said in my own words.
Senator DosNt:LL. In other words. you concur with the statements
of fact and the views expressed in this quotntion from the \Vorldover
?ress issued 11 days after the signature of the fact here in Washm¢,on 1
Dr. CADBURY. Yes.
RESTRICTIJ\<l THE ARE.\ OF

COJ\FLIC~r

Senator DONNELL. I call to your attention 011e further quotation
which appears at page 4 of your mimeographed statement, and which
portion you did not read rrending] :
As Alexander Stewart points out In Zion's Herald. It is important to restrict
rather than extend the area of conflict. He write:;;, "An l'Xample of the successful
use of the UN ls the Pall'stlne :;;ituatinn. A war In Palestine has recently been
ended by negotiation. No one ha:;; sngge8tl'd that It woul!l haYe been better to
have other nations enter the war and extc>nd the area of conflict. Yet, under
the proposP.d North Atlantic Pact, an atta<'k on any i:lgnatory nation would be
<'On!!ldered an atta<'k on all of them and might Involve them In war."
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Do you concur with the obserrntions made by the writer, Alexander
Stewart?
Dr. GADBURY. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. What is Zion's Herald t
Dr. CADBURY. It is an interdenominational newspaper published in
Boston.
Senator DONNELL. Do you regard it as of a reliable nature t
Dr. CADBURY. It is as reliable as the individual author. I regard
Mr. Stewart as a competent observer of international affairs; and
furthermore, our committee happens to be involved in the relief of
refugees in Palestine, and had considerable knowledge of the situation in Palestine; although they were there in a purely nonpolitical
way, we cannot help but observe the mo,·ement of political forces and
the effectiveness of the UN agencies, and other factors.
Senator DoNNELL. And you agree with the geneml point that he
makes, that in Palestine there was a situation m which war exist~
yet it was ended by negotiation, and in the further point which he
makes, that under the North Atlantic Pact, an attack on any si~atory
nation would be considered an attack on all of them and might involve all of them in war. You concur with that observation t
Dr. CADBURY. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. SoJou believe that the statement made by Mr.
Stewart in Zion's Heral is well founded both in fact and in argument; is that correct 1
Dr. CADBURY. Yes.
MEl\fBERSHIP

OF

COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Senator DoxNELL. Professor, you spoke of your committee. Has
your Committee <?n National Legislation, for which I understand you
to appear, authorized your appearance here today?
Dr. CADBURY. Yes. They invited me to appear on their behalf.
Senator DONNELL. Do you mind telling us very briefly approximately how many persons are on that committee and how widely distributed they are?
Dr. CADBURY. It is the organization representing the Society of
Friends in America in the field of national legislation. The Society
of Friends in America is organized into about 30 yearly meetings.
Each yearly meeting appoints representatives to the committee.
Senator DONNELL. And the Friends Committee on National Legislation is how large a body and how widely distributed!
Dr. CADBURY. I will ask the secretarv to answer that accuratelv.
Mr. E. RAYMOND WILSON (executive"secretary, Friends Committee
on National Legislation). The membership of the general committee is
about 1:\5 individuals from coast to coast. Its constituency is about
100,000 in the Societv of Friend!'. We have distributed n(>nrlv !l0.000
copies of this pact .. Tlwre has b(>e1t one member of our committee
tant has (>Xpressed his support of the pact; the others have either
indicated their strong disapproval or ha,·e not notified us of any
dissent.
Senntor DoNNELL. That is one member out of how manv¥
l\fr. Wn.soN. One hundred and thirty-five.
•
Senator DoNNt"!1.1•. Now, professor, I want to ask you also this question, just about yourself.
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ATl'ITUDE

OF THE

COMllrlITTF.E

ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

The CHAIRllrlAN. You do not mean to say that all the other 134 are
against the pact 1 Yon simplv mean that one man indicated he was
for it. How many indicated they were a~ainst it W
Mr. WILSON. We discussed the theory m princifle of regional pacts
for nearly 3 months when we adopted our annua statement of policy
in January, and went on record then opposed to the ge11eral principle
of regional military alliances.
The CHAIRMAN. Before this treatv was submitted 1
Mr. WILSON. Before the final text was available.
The CHAIRMAN. You said a minute ago you wrote all 135 of them
and one said he was for it. How many said they were against it 1
Mr. WILSON. There has been no further dissent, either on our general committee or on our executive committee, in the opposition of the
committee to the pact.
The CHAIIOUN. I know. You said you wrote all 135. One wrote
in that he was for it. How many wrote in that they were against it¥
Mr. W1LsoN. I can't give the exact number, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have given the others. Why can't you give
that?
}fr. 1Vn.sox. I do not recall. We have discussed this.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about discussing it. You said you
had written all 135. One man was for it, but you made no response as
to how many wrote in saying they were against it, and you do not
know now.
~fr. W1LS0N. I should say the majority.
The CnAnnuN. Wrote in and said they were against it? I wish
vou would check that. I think it is a little peculiar that you should
know so accurately one side and not have accurate information on the
other side.
Mr. 'WxLsnN. I guess the Senate has the experience that oftentimes people express opposition to a measure when they do not express
tht>ir support of a measure.
Senator DONNELL. 'Vould you be kind enough, as Senator Connally
suggested. to check into that and furnish to this committee, if it meets
the approval of Senator Connally, which I assume it does, the information as to how many, in response to your inquiry, voted for it, how
many voted against it,.and how many were silent 1 1Vi11 you do that~
Mr. 'VILSON. Yes, sir.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
FKIENIJB CO!'.UII'fTF.E ON NATIONAL LF.GIBLATION,

Washington 1, D . C., ltlay 17, 1949.

Senntor

TOM CoNNAJ.LY.

Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Oommittce,
United States Capitol, Washington, D. C.
DEAK SENATOR CoNNALI.Y: In reHponse to your request at the hearings on the
Xorth Atlantic l'nct for details regnrding the attitude of members of the Friends
Commltt<>e on National Legislation on the pact, I um sending for the record the
iuformation for which you asked.
The annnnl statement on legislative policy of the committee, adopted January 6,
1949, cont11ined the following pamgraph on the :'forth Atlantic Pact:
"We oppose (1) attt'mpts to form 11 Nortb Atlantic Security Pact and other
propoi<als for armed alliances In the guise of regional arrangements under the
l'.nited Nntions. bec1rn1<e these, we helleve. wlll further i<olidify the existing divf.
sions In the world instead of reducing these divisions and fostering the unity
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ne<.-essary for peaceful cooperation; (2) establishment of bases In, or a military
alliance with, Spain; (3) efforts to misdirect the Benelux agreements Into a
military alliance; ( 4) the building of military bases In former mandated and
colonial areas; (5) the policy of attempting the containment of Rania by mllltary pressure, because it bypasses the United Nations and retards the development
of security through truly International action."
The entire statement bad been circulated In advance to the 120 members of
the general and (>Xecutlve committees which make up the Friends Committee on
~ational Leglsln!ion for their comments and criticism.
The annual stakment as finally adopted tried to take Into account su~tlons
nnd dissent so far as possible so that It might represent as closely as poeslble
the thinking of the committee. The statement was then dlscus.."ed in detail at
the annual meeting and adopted with some dissent on a few Items.
As you know, the Quaker business procedure Is to seek as far as possible general
concurrence and not to adopt statements by majority vote or coercion of a
minority.
Unfortunately, due to our extremely llmited filing space, the correspondence OD
this statement was destroyed after the document was Anally edited by the editing
<·ommlttee and printed for distribution. We do not have a record of the exact
number who wrote in approving the statement or expressing dl88ent, bot I recall
no objection at that time to the section quoted above.
On April 12, the executive committee met and discussed the Implications of
the pact as published. There was no opposition expressed to the position taken
at the annual meeting.
In order to give yon as accurate a picture of the present thinking of the committee as possible, in response to your question, I sent a letter on May 12 to each
member of the executive and general committees, asking them to let us know
their present attitudes on the pact and the accompanying arms program, since
the text of the pact bad been published and the discussion Is now underw11y In
tbe country.
The committee Is scattered from Maine to California, so that there bas not been
time for complete and full response, but of the replies received to date, uut of 120
members, the following tabulation summarizes the replies recelYed from 76
members:
Opposed to the North Atlantic Pact, 69; opposed to accompanying arms program, 7G; lo favor of the North Atlantic Pact, 1; in favor of accompanying arms
program (with some reservations), 1.
Sincerely yours,
E. RAYKOlfD WIUION.

Senator DoNNELL. Now, Professor Cadbury, will you t.ell us, please,
whether or not there has been any authorization fo~ you to appear,
which authorization was granted after the signature of the pact was
effected April 4.
Dr. CADBURY. The committee asked me to appear in case it was
signed.
.
Senator DoNNELL. When did the committee so ask you to do that!
Dr. CADBURY. There was a shift. Mr. Pickett was asked to speak
and then the doctors said his health did not perm.it it, and they came.
back to me and asked me again after it was signed.
Senator DoNNEIL. So after it was signed this committee 7ou are
talking about now, the Friends Committee on National Legislation,
requested you to appear in opposition to the pact 1
Dr. CADBURY. That is correct.
Senator DONNELL. Have you given us today what you understand
to be the substance of the views of the Friends Committee on National
Legislation with respect to the pact i
Dr. CADBl!RY· Yes, and not only so, but since that is a partly delegated committee, as representing the views of the Society of Friends
throughout America.
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I may say that. of these 28 ann11al meetings, 4 have been held in the
last month or hYo, only 4, and all 4 of those independently and without prodding or urging from any central committee have gone on
record as opposed. completely opposed, without anv reservations opposed to the Atlantic Pact.
·
I am not sure I can lay my hands on it, but I will be perfectly gla<l
to put in the record n sample of one of those resolutions.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, may I have leave to request
Professor Cadbury to furnish to the committee within the next 5
days-can you do it that quickly-copies of nll official actions that
have been taken since, we will say, the 1st of October of 1948 up until
and including the present date, by your organization or any department or committee of it with respect to the Atlantic Pact 1
The CHAIRMAN. Let me sa:y to the Senator that I <lo not object to
putting some of it in, but I tlunk it would encumber the record and be
rather a burden to put in a11 transactions.
Dr. CADBURY. There are only two short statements. They are joint
statements.
(The statements referred to are as follows:)
B.\l.TlllORE YEARLY MEETING OF FRIENDS,

April 2, 1949.
STATEMENT ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC PACT

1''rom its earliest days the Society of Friends bas held that war ls contrary to
the spirit, the life, and the teachings of Jesus, who renounced the weaPQns of
worldly passion and replaced them by methods of love and self-sacrifice.
We reafllrm our com·lctlon that no plea of necessity or policy, however urgent,
can release either Individuals or nations from their duty to follow the law of love.
If war Is to be abolished, the spirit from which war proceeds must be eliminated
and the beginnings of strife must be as carefully guarded against between nations
as between Individuals. To give occasions of offense or jealousy to people or
go\'ernments of other countries, whether by the accumulation of armaments or by
a hostile attitude, is not only a violation of this law of love but contrary to the
best interest of an nations.
.
History has shown that military preparedness, rathed than preventing war, Is
actually conducive to It.
The spirit and the letter of the North Atlantic Pact Is contrary to our Quaker
principles and beliefs. We feel it will not end the cold war. Rather, we are convinced it will intensify it and arouse fear aud suspicion In those against whom it
is directed.
We feel It will reduce and undermine the authority of the United Nations
Organization by Its attempt to form Its own union of security.
The North Atlantic Pact prol"ides for rearmament at a time when world recovery Is dependent upon constructive economic rehabilitation and aid.
It encourages the concept of regionalism, a concept which can only continue
divisions and increase tensions.
We recognize that this trend toward reliance on material and military might
Is but a symptom of a sickness more grnve nnd fundamental. This fear and
b'feed and lust for power which bas oyertaken us all can be oYercome only by a
complete reversal of this present trend.
We call upon the President, Congress, aud the American people to recognize
In this hour their opportunity and responsibility for assuming moral leadership.
We urge our leadera, supported by the American people, to tnke courageous steps
in this new direction.
We recommend as constructive alternatives to military alliances the following:
1. Strengthen the United Nations by gl\'lng It greater supPQrt.
2. Support and encourage unh·ersallsm rather than regionalism In order to
strengthen the bonds of friendship throughout the world. Only as we replact>
fear by faith can we end the cold war.
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3. Launch a positive program of world disarmament and remove from a warweary world not only the heavy burden of armaments but the fear and the
suspicion which they foster.
These are bold but not unrealistic measures. Nothing less will be sutliclent.
Upon the nation with the greatest strength and resources is laid the responsibility for proving Its sincerity by taking the lead.
We call upon the American people to renounce all forms of violence and
oppression and turn to those moral and spiritual values which alone can make a
nation great.
In the words of William Penn, "A good end cannot sanctify evil means. nor
must we ever do evil that good may come of It. They must first judge themselves
that presume to censure others. We are too ready to retaliate rather than
forgive or gain by love and Information. • • • Let us then try what love
will do, for If men did once see we love them, we should soon find they would not
harm us. • • • Fo1·ce may subdue, but love gains; and he that forgives first,
wins the laurel."
On behalf of the two yearly meetings of Baltimore, meeting in joint session,
fourth month, second, 1949.
J. HAROLD P A88KOU:,
Clerk, Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friemllf, Stony Rutt.
Eow ..\RD F. RAIFOBD,
Clerk, Baltimore Yearl11 Jlecti11g of Friends, Hometcood.

THE ATLANTIC DEFENSF. TRF.ATY
A CONSTRUCTIVE •.\l.TEKNATIYE

In the present world of fear and force, we of the Philadelphia Yearly Meetings
of the Religious Society of Friends fl't'I eompelled to reaffirm our faith in the
prO('esses of cooperation based on Christian JJrinciples.
We believe !hut the Chrii<Unn concept of unlvt>rsal brotherhood means that all
peoples of the human family must come to understand each other and to aet
with good will toward one another.
The crucial isime before the American people now ls whether we shall seek
peace and 11ecurity through military power or by building a world community
on the foundations of Christian faith and good will.
We oppose the North Atlnntlc TrPaty beclln!'le It intemdfies the diYision ot the
world Into two competing power areaR. It implies further large-scale rearmament. It promotes regi<rnallsm when universalism Is needed.
We urge upon our Government unremitting efforts to find a basis of ending the
t•uld war with the Soviet Union.
We ask our Government to recognize and strPngthen the moral authority of' the
l"nited Nations over all nations.
\Ve call upon our Nation to cooperate with other nations to halt the arms race
which threatens to bankrupt ciYilization. whil'h lncn>ases the danger of war.
and which undermines the one-world concept of the United Nations. .As a step
in this direction we urge our GovernmPnt to begin Immediately the reduction of
all c11trgorles of armaments, nnd to proct>ed through the United Nations toward
worltl disarmament.
We hrartily support every effort to develop the wo1·Id's resources through the
T'nitert Nations for the welfare of all peoples.
Our rountry should meet the tragic needs of this hour with a fresh dedication
to the fulfillment of the divine purpose for a world of order and peace.
(Adopted by the Philadelphia Yearly Meetings of the Religions Society of
Friends, March 28 and 29, 1949.)

Senator DONNELL. May I ask the professor, if he finds that there
nre other statements, without encumbering the record by any detail,
if he would be kind enough to give a very brief synopsis of the actions
so taken, and when and where they were taken?
Dr. CADBURY. '!'here are only four of these groups that have met in
annual democratic assembly since the issue has come before us, and
these are the four here.
Senator DoNNF..LL. Where were they held ?
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Dr. CADBURY. Two of them in Philadelphia and two of them in
Baltimore.
BACKGROUND OF WITNESS

Senator DoNNELL. One last question, and that is this : You are
described at the top of your statement as "Hollis Professor of Divinity,
Harvard University." Tell us, please, what is that professorship,
how long have you been there, what are your general duties, and
what is, generally speaking, your background in the way of education
and experience 1
Dr. CADBURY. I want to make it perfectly clear that I am not
appearing on behalf of Harvard University.
Senator DoNNELL. I understand that. It has bearing on your own
individual education, background, and experience.
Dr. CADBURY. The chair I hold is the oldest academic chair in
America, founded in 1721. I have been incumbent of that chair
since 1934. The field in which I teach is the New Testament. My
own education you can check in Who's Who. I hold a graduate degree
from Harvard, honorarl' degrees from Glasgow. My undergraduate
life was at Haverford College, and I hold an honorary degree from
there also.
Senator DoNNELL. May I ask leave to have the reporter insert at
this point the Who's Who in America description of the witness~
The CnAmMAN. Yes.
(The matter referred to is as follows :)
Cadbury, Henry J., educator, b. Phlla. Pa. Dec. l, 1883; s. Joel and Anna Kaighn
(Lowry) C; A. B. Haverford Coll. 1003; A. M. Hnrrnrd, 1004 ; Ph. D. 1914 ; Litt.
D. Haverford Coll. 1988; D. D. Univ. of Glasgow 1987; m. Lydia Caroline Brown,
June 17, 1916; children-Elizabeth, Christopher Joel, Warder Henry, Winifred.
With Haverford Coll. 191(}-19, advancing from instr. to aMO. prof. Bibi. uteratur-e;
lecturer on N. T. 1919-21; asst. prof. N. T. interpretation 1921-22, Andover Theol.
Semln; asst. prof. N. T. interpretation Harvard, 1922-26; lecturer on 0. T. Episcopal Tbeol. Sch. Cambridge, Mass. 1924-26; Prof. Bibi. lit. Bryn Mawr College,
1926--34; lecturer Pendle Hill, 1980-34; 1942, 1944; Hollis pro~. of divinity,
Harvard since 1984; sec. American Schools of Oriental Research since 1934;
' dlr. Andover-Harvard Theological Library since 1938; Lowell lecturer, Boston,
and Carew lecturer; Hartford Seminary 1935; Shafer lecturer, Yule Divinity
School, 1946; dir. Backlog Camp Inc. Member American Friends Service Com·
mittee (chairman 1928-1934, and since 1944; engaged In chlldfeedtng in Germany,
summer 1920; commiss.loner to England UMl ; member Amerkan Standard Bible
Committee since Hao. Paciftst. Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
Member, (honorary) Oxford Society of Hist. Theology. Member American
Oriental Soc. Amer. Soc. Ch. History, Soc. Bibi. Lit. Exeglsls (sec. 1916-33;
pres. 1985; delegate to Am. Council of Learned Societies 1929-) Am. Antlquarlon
Soc. Colonial Soc. of Mass. Phi Beta Kappa. Author: National Ideals in the
Old Testament, 1920; Style and Literary Method of Luke, Part I, 1919; Part II,
1920; Tbe Making of Luke-Acts, 1927; (with K. Lake) The Beginnings of
Christianity, (vols. 4 and 5) 1938; The Peril of Modernizing Jesus, 1937: The
Annual Catalogue of George Fox, 1939; Swarthmore Docmnents ln America,
1940; Jesus, What Manner of Man, 1947; alao articles on Norwegian Immigration
to Amerlal and on the btstory of Quakerl8Dl, and on Bible subjects. Editor,
Annual of Am. Schools of Oriental Research, 1927-32. Home: 7 Buckingham
Place, Cambridge, Mass.

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, ma.Y I ask, finally, is the entire
mimeographed statement to be set forth m the record¥
The CHAIRJlAN. Yes sir.
Senator DoN$lLL. Tii;nJc you, gentlemen, very much; both you and
the chairman.·
90814--49-pt. 2----19
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The CHAIRMAN. We have greRtly enjoyed having you here, Doctor.
'Ve know you are a man of culture, education, and refinement, and of
high ideals.
You are excused.
Mr. Howard Johnson wants to appear and present Mr. Eugene
Dennis' statement. Is he here 1
Mr. How ARD JOHNSON. That's right, sir.
The CHAIR~IAN. I will state that the committee has already decided that it would not hear a statement of this character read, because
there is no opportunity to cross-examine the witness, but we are willing
to put it in the record, which I think will give every member of the
committee an opportunity to examine into it.
You, Mr. Johnson, are representing Mr. Eugene Dennis~
Mr. JOHNSON. That is right, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Why can't Mr. Dennis be here 1
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Dennis requested-The CHAIRMAN. I am not askmg what he requested. I am asking
you why he is not here.
Mr. JOHNSON. I am explaining that. He requested from the judge
in the Federal court in the southern district, where there is now some
litigation current, that he be allowed to appear, to give this testimany. The judge refused, and that is why he is not here. I was chosen
and authorized by Mr. Dennis to deliver this statement to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to have ;you deliver it, but we cannot
have it read at this time. I am not actmg on my own. I consulted
the members of the committee before they departed. It was their
view that it could not be helpful to have a statement introduced here
with no opportunity of the committee members to cross-examin~ but
we would let you put it in the record.
Mr. Dennis, I lielieve, is the executive secretary of the Communist
Party of the United States, is that rightt
Mr. JoHNsON. Not exactly. He is the general secretary.
The CHAmMAN. I will chirnge it. So ne is the general secretary of •
the Communist Party in the United States, is that correct Y
Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; thank you very much.
Mr. JOHNSON. I would like to say this, that Mr. Dennis will be
very interested, because of the importance of the views of the Communist Party and the question of elaborating on his statement itself,
that this committee would use its influence to have him appear here.
The CHAIRMA~. We cannot interfere with the courts. Thllt is not
our business. We did not get him into court and we are not supposed
to get him out of court.
That is all. Thank you very much.
The committee will take a recess until 2: 45. We want to admonish
the witnesses that expect to appear this afternoon that they must be
brief, because we have a large number of witnesses, and we cannot
give each one all the time that he might desire. We want to be considerate, we wnnt to be courteous, but there are physical limitations
upon this committee.
(Whe'reupon, at 1 : 35 p. m., the hearing was recessed until 2: 45 p. m.
of the same day.)
·
(The statement of Eugene Dennis rea<ls as follows:)
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STATEMEXT OPPOSING THE ATLANTIC TREATY

Submitted by Eugene Dennis, General Secretary of the Communist Party, U. S. A.
The Communist Party is opposed to the North Atlantic Treaty and calls on
the Senate to reject the proposal that It be ratified. With a great and growing
body ot Americans, we Communists hold that this ls an aggressh·e military alliance which jeopardizes the true interests of our Nation and the welfare and
security of tbe American people.
The brutal reality of this treaty was bluntly stated In an editorial that appeared
In the Wall Street Journal of April 5, 1949:
"Proponents of tbe Atlantic Pact might object to designating It jungle law.
But the most cursory analysis reveals the thinness of the veneer of civillzation
covering It. It makes military might the determining factor In International
relations.
"The fact that the west believes right underlles Its might dOE>s not make the
Atlantic Pact any Less a substitution of brute force for the human quallty of
reason."
Throughout the west, and not least In the United States, men and women wbo
retain the human quality of reason reject this new prodamation that might makes
right. In growing numbers, the forces of labor and the people see that Wall
Street's adoption of brute force as a means reveals the end to be world domination, conquest, and, ultimately, atomic world war.
The first anti-Communist pact. signed by Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and
mllltarlst Japan In November 1936, also announced Itself as a defensive alliance,
aimed at the maintenance of peace and the preservation of western civilization.
With a notable lack of originality, the bipartisan proponents of the Atlantic Pact
repeat almost verbatim the arguments advanced by Hitler, Mussolini, and Tojo to
justify their preparations for World War II.
Like Hitler's Axis, the Atlantic Treaty Is dlrectl'd not only against the Soviet
Uni<'n, but against all democratic nations and peoples.
Like Hitler's Axis, Wall Street'li Atlantic Trt>aty climaxes a whole series
of war preparations. If ratified, It will advance us further on the disastrous
road to world war 3.
First the Truman doctrine, and then the Marshall plan, prepared the way for
tbe Atlantic Treaty. These precursors of the treaty were also falsely labeled
as defense measures whose adoption would assure peace.
But the Truman doctrine, at heavy cost to the American people, keeps Greece
embroiled in a disastrous war. The heroic Greek people continue their ever
wore effective resistance to the Monarchist-Fascist Athens forces, armed and
commanded by the American militarists.
In fact, If not in name, the Tn1man doctrine was also the essence of .American policy for aid to tbe corrupt and reactionary Chiang Kai-sbek regime, and
for the containment of Chinese democracy and progress. Now peace Is coming
to China as a result of the total defeat of this imperialist Interventionism.
Peace and freedom march with the victorious people's armies of liberation, led
by tbe great Chinese Communist Party.
In an attempt to overcome growing popular opposition to the Truman doctrine,
tbe Marshall plan was put forward as a humanitarian program. It was announced as a program that would stabilize peace by contributing to the peaceful
reconstruction and recovery of tbe Marsballlzed countries. We were also told
that It would avert a new crisis of overproduction In the United States, and provide full employment for the American workers.
The Atlantic Treaty Is Itself proof that the Marshall plan bas not stabilized
tbe peace. With Its ratUkatlon, ER~ would drop all pretense of being anything
but a measure for putting the economies of the Marshall plan countries on a war
footing, and making western Europe an armed camp under Wall Street domlna·
tlon. And mounting unemployment at home demonstrates the Marshall plan's
failure to avert t.be growing economic crisis.
Other military alliances, like those binding the·Latln-Amerlcan and Benelu;ic
<.-ountrles to the United States Wehrmacht, also preceded and paved the way for
the Atlantic Treaty. Preparation for this third world war axis Included the .
e8tabllshment of far-ftung American buses and other military establishments, the
lostltutlon of the peace-time draft, ,·ast increases in arms appropriations, tbe
stock piling of atomic bombs, and moves toward the creation of a satellite west
·
German state.
Not only the forerunners of the Atlantic Pact, but also Its projected successors,
reveal its aggressive war alms. We are already being told that this peace
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measure ls to be followed by still other military alliances In the Mediterranean
and the Pacific.
Looking at the Atlantic Treaty In the context of the foreign policy of which
ft is an Instrument-who can any longer doubt that this is an Imperialist war
alliance? It repudiates the policy of American-Soviet cooperation on which
Roosevelt based bis great design for lasting peace. It commits the United States
to a policy of hostility to the Soviet Union and the eastern European democracies
to aggressive war preparations which In the end can only lead to world war 3.
The Atlantic Pact undoes the long work to which the late President Roosevelt
devoted so much time and effort. It undermines the United Nations and violates
Its charter.
Article 39 of the Charter vests exclusively In the Security Council the function
of maintaining peace by protecting all nations from aggression or the threat of
aggression. The pact emasculates the Security Council. and arrogates to one
group of powers the authority to make war without consulting the Security
Council.
The pretensethat articles 51, 52, and 53 of the Charter permit regional arrangements for the collective self-defense of any group of nations, and hence sanctJoa
the Atlantic treaty, does not stand up under examination.
Article 52 permits the formation of regional arrangements to deal wltb
those aspects of maintaining peace and ,security appropriate for regional action.
But the Atlantic Pact is not a regional arrangement. It Includes such widely
separated nations as Norway and Italy. It extends to colonial possessions and
bases from the Azores to the Belgian Congo.
Article 53 of the Charter, which perml~s the UN Securlt~· Connell to "utilize"
regional arrangements In order to maintain peace and security, also specifies that
no enforcement action shall be taken by regional bodies "without the authorization of the Security Council with the exception of measures against an enemy
state • • •."
But, unlike the defensive treaties concluded among the eastern European nations and the Soviet Union, the Atlantic Treaty ls not directed against a possible
revival of aggression on the part of the former enemy countries, Germany and
.Japan. On the contrary, It envisages the admission of a western German state
In which the spirit of aggression, as well as the Industrial potential of war, have
been resurrected. It embraces fascist Portugal and plans the Inclusion of the
Axis Ally, Spain. This treaty Is not directed against the World War II enemies.
with whom we are stlll oftlclally at war. It Is directed primarily against our
allies In the anti-Axis war-against the Soviet Union and against those forces
In eastern Europe which gave resistance to the Nazis, and now head the governments of their countries.
Article 51 of the Charter permits Individual or collective self-defense if an
armed attack occurs against a member of the UN. But the crux of this article
Is its provision specifying that such self-defense Is permissible "only In case of
attack" and only "until the Security Council" has taken the appropriate measures. In setting aside these conditions, the Atlantic Treaty nullifies the authority of the Security Council.
Halling the Atlantic Pact on March 18, British Foreign Secretary Ernest
Bevin, In effect, told the House of Commons that the United Nations Is no more.
"Frankly," Mr. Bevins said, "just as the League of Nations did not fulfill Its
purpose, neither has the United Nations."
It cannot be denied that if this defeatest estimate of the United Nat*>u
were before the Senate for ratification, the American people would flee In their
wrath to demand that It be rejected.
The Communist Party opposes the Atlantic Pact on principle, as a menace to
our own Nation and to world peace. No pretense of "demilitarising" the .-cc
could alter Its war character. It ls and must remain an aggressive war alliaDceregardless of whether or not It ls Implemented by an arms-appropriation program-large or small.
Nevertheless, the cost of the pact, and Its effect on the economic life of our
own Nation and of western Europe must be assessed.
On April 21, Secretary of State Acheson assured this committee that the flrst
year's armament bill would amount to "only" $1,000,000,000. This a88Urance waa
deelgned to allay the fears aroused by Dr. Edwin O. Nourse. who warne,ct on
April 5, that the rearmament of western Europe would face tbe United Stable
with bankruptcy.
,,
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But Secretary Acheson's figure ls only a fraction of our lmge nrms burden,
which la already having a crushing effect on the living standards of America's
worklilg people.
Percentage-wise, another billion dollars for arms ls no more than a 7 or 8
percent Increase In the current war budget. But that 7 or 8 percent Is not
small potatoes when we consider that the present war budget Is taking 50 cents
out of every dollar spent by the Government. It ls placing an enormous tax on
every worker's pay check, and unbalancing the family budget of the working
farmers, the middle clnss nod the professionals. Four years after the end of
World War II, the American people are paying taxes as high as those they carried at the war's peak. This war tax ls drastically reducing the amount the
.American people can spend on food, rent. and clothing. It ls depriving them of
needed soei11l services and essential Government aid-i>f adequate housing, edu·
cation, bealth and medical ca1·e, of a higher minimum wage and expanded and
more adequate social security benefits.
The figure of something over a billlon dollars Is only a first down-payment.
No limit bas been set to the billions required for the arming of the Atlantic Pnct
countries, already staggering under the burden of their present huge war
budgets.
An additional billlon-dollar outlay for arms means an Increase of at least 20
percent on the dollar value of the western European armament program. No
wonder that the conservative British Economist reported on January 8: "There
is no means by which the :lla1·shall plan countries can, even with the present
scale of American aid, p1·event 11 serious fall In their standard of living in 1952."
This detel'ioratlon of the ecenomic situation In western Europe must Inevitably Increase the sutrerlug with which the developing economic crisis threatens
the people of the United States.
Moreover, the stimulation of rearmament in western Europe presupposes the
revival of western German war lndustr)'. In anticipation of this, Gen. Lucius
Clay, on April 25, already called for the integration of western Germany into
the so-called European unlon-thnt Is for the rebuilding of Its war potential as
an arsenal and base for military operations against the Soviet Union and the
democracies of eastern Europe.
The American people abd those of all other countries are suspicious of the
Atlantic Pact, and fearful of its ratification. That ls the very reason it was
rushed to signature, and presented to them as an accomplished fact.
The main selling point of the big business interests beh.lnd this treaty, and
of their bipartisan hucksters, ls the myth that an invented threat of Soviet aggression threatens our country and western Europe.
All the facts totally debunk this fabrication, as even some supporters of the
treaty admit. Thus, the New York Times of February 27 said E"ditorially that
a Soviet attack on the United States is "fantastically Improbable." On April 20,
the Times' rabidly anti-Soviet columnist, Anne O'Hare McCormick, declared:
"It is absurd to believe that the So,·iet Union contemplates sending an army
across Europe or starting a shooting war against the United States."
But lt Is no secret that powerful forces ln the United States do contemplate
starting a shooting war against the Soviet Union and the countries of eastern
Europe. The bipartisan supporters of the "cold war" in which the treaty ls an
ominous new development boldly advocate "preventive" war. Congressman
Cannon was the latest of many public figures to urge the atomic pulverization
of Soviet cities and the mass murder of the peoples now rebuilding homelands
ruined by the Nazi invaders.
Because it is a Socialist state. the Soviet Union does not need profits wrung
from conquest and colonial exploitation. It needs neither to dominate the economies nor to annex the territory of other lands. Consequently, the Soviet Union
pursues a resolute policy for world peace. It ls not, and cannot be, an aggressor.
Unable to point to a l'llngle net of aggression or threatened aggression on the
part of the Soviet Union, the proponents of the Atlantic Treat~· argue that n war
alliance ls needed to protect other nations against the invented danger of "indirect aggression" emanating from Moscow.
Article 4 of the pact specifies consultation by the signatories for the purpose
of taking armed action "Whenever, in the opinion of any one of them, tlie terri·
torial Integrity, political Independence, or seeurity" of any member of the alll·
ance is threatened.
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But the threat to territorial lntegt•lty, political independence, and national
security comes from the dominant power within the alllance-from the United
States. The Atlantic Treat.y Itself, like the Marshall plan, Is an instrument of intervention against the peoples and nations of western Europe and threatens
their territorial integrity, political independence, and security.
American Imperialist intervention is not only a threat, but a recorded fact.
It can scarcely be claimed that because the inte1·vention of the United States ln
China failed of Its purpose, It did not take place. Or that because it Is meeting
stubborn resistance In Greece it ls not being ruthlessly carried on. The road to
the Atlantic Treaty was paved by Wall Street's political and economic lntenentlons in the Internal affairs of the signatory countries, particularly France and
Italy.
"Indirect aggt·esslon" Is the treaty's transparent excuse for the repression of
labor and of any movement for social change or national liberation which the
rulers of the existing social order consider a threat to their profits and power.
Article 4 reveals that the treaty is a holy alliance for the repression of the
labor and Communist movements of western Europe. This is admitted by James
Reston, in the New York Times of March 1; "The executive branch of the Government Is convinced that some of the western European nations must have mllltary
aid not only to defend themselves against external aggression but ·primarily to
bolster their police powers against their own Communists."
And Secretary of State AchC'son, explaining the treaty on :March 18, confessed
that while a purely lntemal revolution would not be regarded as an armed
attack, "an up1·lsing, Inspired, armed, and directed from the outside would be a
different thing."
This statement Is reminiscent of those habitually made by big business, which
professes to rPspect the right of workers to organize and strike-but defends
Its use of antllabor violence on the ground that the workers are being "misled
by outside agitators."
In the eighteenth and enrly nineteenth centuries, all popular movements against
feudalism nnd monarchy were denouriced as inspired b)· American or F'rench
revolutionaries. Todny every mm·C'ment for the Improvement of the people's
living standards, for national liberation, or social advance Is denounced as
"Moscow inspired." 'l'he Atlantic Pact commits the United States to the forcible
suppression of all popular movements, and thus makes a mockery of the Atlantic
Chnrter, the Four Freedoms, antl the aims fo1· which the peoples fought the
Secon<l World War.
Article 4 Is not only an insirnment fm· lntervPntion against any people which
defends Its national independence, rejects renction and fnsclsm, or decides that
capitalism hns outlived its social usefulness. Article 4 Is also designed to
continue the oppression of all the colonit>s of the imperialist powers associated in
the new alliance.
This wns made plain enough by Belgian Foreign Minister Paul Henri-Spaak
when on March 18 he declared in Brussels thnt "consultations between the
signatories could also take place In cnse of an Incident oC'currlng outside the
geographical area of the pact if one of the signatories considered its security
involved."
Thus Spank admit11 thnt the treaty Is lntendt><I to keep a handful of Imperialist
rulers in ef'l'ecth·e domination o,·er mueh of Asln and Afrlcn. He also strips
the pact of Its last claim to be a purely regional arrangC'ment, confined to
Atlnntic powers.
8ome Senators have indicated that thC'y oppose ERP aid for the Netherlands
If that country continues to defy the Unitt>d Nations with respect to Indonesia.
It will be interC'stlng to see whnt Htand they take on the Atlantlc Pact, which
is designed to gh·e the American monopolists a g1·enter chance to muscle in on
the empires the pact sei>ks to mnlutnln by fon-e.
This committee has heard both chargPs and denials that the Atlantic Treaty
violates the Constltntlon of the United Stntes. The plain fnct Is that the
treaty arrogntes to the exccutl\'e brunch of the Government unresrlcted power
to mnke war.
It would lea\'e Co11g1·ess only the power to make formal declaratlon that a war
ls being waged.
But the trenty Invites and promotes other vlolntlons of the Constitution and
would advance the process of nulllf~·lng the Bill of Rights already going on. In
advancing the military preparation for a third world war, the treaty accelerate
the growth of fascism-and particularly the adoption of measures aimed at the
total suppression of every force that struggles against the war makers.
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The current political heresy trial of the 12 Communist leaders, as well as the
police-state legislation adopted by a number of States and pending in the Congress, are war measures auxlllary to the Atlantic Treaty. So are the. witcll hunts
and book burnings, the mounting antisemitism and increasing violence against
the Negro people, the growing uttacks· against labor and Americans of foreign
birth-all of which have accompanied the preparation tor the Atlantic Treaty.
It Is inherent In the logic of the treaty that its bipartisan proponents filihuster
against antllynch and antlpoll-tax legislation, and retain the Taft-Hartley Act
whlle this war measu1·e ls being rushed to ratification. The attempt to hrand as
treason the patriotic struggle for peace threatens the suppression of all movements
in defense of the people's Ih·ing standards and democratic rights.
The signing of the North Atlantic Pact has Increased, rather than diminished,
the growing op11osltion to It in nil parts of the world. This treaty Is opposed not
<>nly by the nations and peoples against whom it Is most obviously directed, but
by the majority of the people in the signatory countries-Including the United
States.
The working class and its Communist vanguard In western Europe ls a serious
force for peace. But the Communists and their allies, particularly in the key
countries of France anti Italy, are by no means the only forces opposing the
treaty. It ls whole peoples, including the masses In all political parties, who
are demonstrating their determination to repudiate the war commitment made
by the governments of the signatory countries, and who voice the people's refusal
to fight for the gain, and glory of Wall Street.
The great world peace conference recently held In Paris spoke not only for
the Communists and the left. It spoke for the hundreds of mllllons of plain people
eYerywhere in the worltl who are rallying In united action against the lmperlallst war schemes of the United States monopolists.
Nor Is it only the left, including the Communists, in the United States who
oppose this war alliance. The committee must have considerable evidence of
the far wider organized, and unorganized, opposition which Is already substantial
and grows rapidly. Strong opposition to the treaty has been voiced by major
cltureh groups in this country, and by the outstanding cultural lenders. Among
the rank and file of the trade-unions, the Negro people, and the farm organizations sentiment against the treaty ls increasing and becoming more vocal.
In view of the temper of the people, and taking into account the forthcoming
meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers, further consideration of the Atlantic
Treaty should be halted. To cut these hearings, in an attempt to rush ratlftcatlon before the people have made themselves heard, would reveal that the
United States approaches the Foreign Ministers' Conference in bad faith. Our
GoYernment cannot even pretend to good faith in negotiations for a peaceful
settlement of dltTerences with the Soviet Union, if in advance of negotiations it
-<'Oncludes this aggressive mllltary alliance.
The masses of the American workers and people recoil wlt.h horror from the
prospect of the atomic war which the Atlantic Treaty in etrect assumes to be
inevitable.
In accord with the desires and needs of the American people, we Communists
rall for a pact of peace and friendship with the Soviet Union, and for the repu-Olatlon of the aggressive Atlantic war alllance.
We call for uniYeri!lll disarmament, and for a policy that will make the United
Nations work for peace.
We call for lruplem£'ntatlon of the UN rei:;olution on curbing the warmongers
for the destruction of all atomic bombs and the outlawing of their manufaeture.
We call on our Government to negotiate with the Soviet Union a settlement of
the German question along the lines of the Potsdam agreement, and for AmerlcanSovlet cooperation such as the Rooimvelt policies made possible.
We call for the establishment of friendly relations with the new, liberated,
China.
.
We call for normal foreign trade relations without Interference in the affairs of
other nations, and for an expansion of Government expenditures to meet the
American people's peacetime need for homes, education, health, and social
security.
•
The Communist Party, declaring that World War III ls not inevitable, proclaims the lnevitabillty of the people's continuing struggle tor peace.
We are confident that the American people, refusing to be Intimidated or stamlM!ded, will organize and unite to defeat this Infamous war alllance. But Atiantlc
Treaty or no Atlantic Treaty, we belleve that our people will strengthen the
effectiveness of their struggle for pe1tce. We Communists are and'wlll remain
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an Integral part of the American people's movement of resistance to the Imperialist and war-breeding policies of Wall Street. We are confident that the workers
and people of our country and of the world will enforce their will to peace.

AFTERNOON SESSION
(The committee recon\'ened at 2: 45 p. m., upon the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Rev. Kenneth Ripley Forbes. All right, sir, tell
the reporter your name and your business and whom you represent.
STATEMENT OF REV. KEBNETH RIPLEY FORBES, THE PHILADELPHIA COUNCIL, THE COUNCIL OF ARTS, SCIENCES, ABD
PROFESSIONS

Reverend FORBES. I represent the Philadelphia Council of the Arts,
Sciences, and Professions. I am pinch-hitting for somebody else.
I have no documents or manuscript to hand you, but I want to present
the following things.
.
I am not going to try to analyze the past. I am not able to, and
I would not if I were. There are others far better qualified that will
do a job of that sort.
There is just one thing I would like to present to this committee, and
that is the fact of the very considerable volume of opposition to the
ratification of the pact as it stands today. I think people in general
take for granted that this thing is goin~ through, perhaps is; but I
doubt whether it is generally recogmzed how much widespread
oppositon there is to the pact.
OPPOSITION TO THE TREATY
I would like to give these few concrete examples for whatever they
may be worth. On the 13th of last month there were 16 Midwest union
leaders of the CIO, the A. F. of L., and the railroad brotherhoods,
who took a position in opposition to the pact. On the same day-The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean by a resolution or whad Was there
anx written-Reverend FoRBES. By a resolution, I suppose. I have not seen the
thing in writing. I have just seen the facts stated in the press. I
have not seen the statement, that is, the resolution.
But on the same day I understand 267 New York leaders of the CIO
and the AFL ran a good-sized advertisement in the New York Timesthat, of course, is generally known, and is on record-in opposition to
the pact.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you aware that the American Federation of
Labor and the CIO have both indorsed ratification of the pact.
Reverend FoRBES. So I understand; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Reverend FORBES. I am just. trying to point out that in the lower
echelons of both these organizations there appears to be considerable
organized opposition to the pact in various of their local units. The
same is true of the CIO farm equipment workers, who, on the 27th of
March, opposed the ratification of the pact.
On the 16th of March, 70 leaders of farm trade-unions, religious,
veterans, and business people, expressed themselves also in opposition
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to the pact. Then, as was presented by somebody eariler today; a
well-known fact that on the 4th of last month was the open letter of
300 distingui-shed religious and educational leaders, including the
president of the Council of Bishops of the Methodist Church, who put
themselves on record in opposition to the puct.
The Farmers' Union, who, I suppose, represents several million
Americans, in a statement passed unanimously by its national board,
said, among other things, these words, according to the records in
the pres.5 [reading):
ThPre continue to be certain very disturbing elements in our Government's
foreign policy. Of these, the most alarming Is the proposal for a North Atlantic
Security Treaty, obviously to be followed by extensive arms aid to Europe.
"'e cannot prove such, of course. 'Ve believe it to be directly contrary to
American precedent and history, and to be a futile gesture. We deplore the sponsorship by the United States or by Russia of, or participation in, regional or
bUatPrnl defense agreements, and believe such efforts will weaken the United
Nations.

Those are samples of what seems to he a fairly extensive and important section of public opinion in the lower echelons of organization
against this pact. My only point, except to mention those, is to
maintain that it is a very dubious wisdom, if American opinion is
divided even by a representative substantial minority, to enter into
something that will be an entirely new departure in American policy.
The pact, as I understand it, is not even reviewable for 10 years.
It is not denounceable for 20 years. And if the opposition that we are
starting with today grows from any sort of motives or reasons, such
as one might imagine-taxation, for instance-it would put us in a
very weak and embarrassing position.
That is my only contribution to your committee, that we face a
more or les.5 divided opinion in America about this pact. Therefore
it seems to me that we ought to go pretty slow before we ratify what is
so very widely opposed i? so very many quarters. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Any questions, Senator Green?
Senator GREEN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question. You appear for the
Philadelphia Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions. We have
another witness here. He represents the National Council of-Reverend FoRBES. He represents the national council".
The CHAIRMAN. So the two of you really are representing the same
orp:anization. Is that not true?
Reverend FoRBES. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Which is padding things up pretty badly. We
have got a great list of witnesses.
Reverend FoRBES. I have not consumed much of your time.
The CHAIRMAN. No; but I just wanted to observe that we cannot
hear two or three different people from the same organization.
Senator GREEN. May I ask a question~ It has occurred to me since
I said I did not care to.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
CHOICE .BETWEEN RATIFICATION AND NONRATIFICATIQN
Senator GREEN. You realize, do you not, when you state there are
objections to this, tha~ most of the choices in the world today are choices
between two evils. The choice is : Which is the least objectionable i
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REVEREND FORBES. Quite SO.
Senator GREEN. Do you regard this as the least objectionable or
the more objectionable 1
·
Reverend FoRBES. I do not know that I quite get your last question.
Senator GREEN. The alternative to doing this is doing nothing.
Reverend FORBES. A choice of evilsSenator GREE~ . That seems to be the choice.
Reverend FORBES. Quite so.
Senator GREEN. Thev both have objections, and both are possibly
fraught with misfortune or evil results. Which is your choice 1
Reverend FoRBES. I am not quite clear what your alternative is. One
is the ratification of the treaty. Is that iH
Senator GREEN. And the other is doing nothing.
Reverend FORBES. And the other is the refusa:l to ratify. I think the
greater of the two evils is to ratify.
Senator GREEN. I wanted to find out which you chose.
The CuAmMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Anna Steelman Eicke, representing American Lithuanian
'Vorkers Literary Association, who states that she will be very brief.
STATEMENT OF MRS. ABBA STEELMAN EICKE, REPRESENTING
AMERIC.All LITHUA1'1.All WORKERS LITERARY ASSOCIATIO:R,
BROOKLYN, 1'. Y.

Mrs. EICKE. I certainly shall. You can take my word for it. It is
less than 5 minutes.
The CnAIRMAN. All right, go ahead. · Are you an American citizen l
Mrs. EICKE. I certainly am.
The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say you are originally from Lithuania t
Mrs. EICKE. I am not. I am an American, but I belong to a Lithuanian-American society.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your allegiance~ To the United States?
Mrs. EICKE. Certainly, always.
The CHAmMAN. Lithuania is no more, anyway, is iU
Mrs. EICKE. We still have our parents there, and we still like their
culture. We think it is educational.
The CHAIRM.~N. I did not ask you that. I said Lithuania itself has
passed out of the picture as a government, has it not f Russia absorbed it.
Mrs. EICKE. If you refer to the World Almanac, you will find that
I.ithuania was voted in to the U.S. S. R. in 1940.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead.
Mrs. EICKE. I am appearing in behalf of American Lithuanian
Workers Literary Association, an organization of 7,000 LithuanianAmericans interested in cultural and educational activities.
WEAKENING OF

UNITED

NATIONS

I am here to urge the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to disapprove the North Atlantic Pact on the grounds that:
1. It would weaken the United Nations, the one hope for peace.
The pact is contrary to the letter and spirit of the United Nations
Charter. It supersedes the United Nations. It has nothing to do
with the regional pacts, agreements, or agencies provided in articles
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52 and 53 of the Charter. No stretch of the imagination could call a
regional agreement a pact which takes in the United States, Great
Britain and its colonies, France and its colonies, Norway, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, Iceland, and Portugal.
WORLD SPLIT

2. It would split and divide the world into two armed camps. It is
an alliance for war and it is aimed against one of our weat allies in
the great war against fascism. We agree with Henry Wallace when
he says [reading] :
Stripped of legal verbiage, the North Atlantic l\fllltary Pact gives the United
States Army bases up to the very borders of the Soviet Union. If we apply
Christian principles and try for a moment to put ourselves in their posltion, the
true meaning of the Atlantic Pact will be clear to us. Supposing the Soviets
had military bases on the Mexican border? The Canadian border? On Cuba?
Could the treaty which puts guns in our faces be called a pact of peace?

We fully agree with the Federal Council of Churches of Christ when

it says [readmg]:
No defensive alliance should be entered Into which might validly appear as
aggressive to Russia, as a Russian alliance with Latin America would undoubt·
edly appear to us.
ARMAMENT EXPENDITURES

3. The pact would require additional billions of dollars from us for
the armament of Europe. 'Ye are already spending more than half
of our budget on arms and cold war. The Government has a request
for an appropriation of about $1:300,000,000 for one implementation
of the North Atlantic Pact.
But this is only the beginning. It is estimated that the western
European nations would demand from us to equip and maintain anywhere up to 70 divisions. This would add up to tens of billions of
dolJnrs. At the same time we claim that we have no money for building houses, schools, and hospitals; for clearing slums and for improving the health of the Nation.
4. The pact would bring us into an entangling European alliance
!lgainst which George Washington warned us. We do not need it.
No one threatens to attack us.
5. The pact commits us without the right of deciding for omselves,
to another war. It negates our Constitution which states that only
Congress has the power to declare war. The pact sets up an Atlantic
council and a military staff committee in Europe with more power
than the United Nation's Security Council·.
Therefore, we urge the Senate not to ratify the Nort.h Atlantic Pact
or at least suspend it while t.he Big Four confer and create for the
meeting as peaceful and friendly an atmosphere as possible.
The CHAmMAN. You are a native-born American, are you 1
Mrs. EICKE. I was.
The CHAIRMAN. Your husband was from Lithuania 1
Mrs. EICKE. No, my husband was also an American.
The CHAIR)[AN. You realize that Russia absorbed Lithuania, took
it over¥
Mrs. E1cKE. We do not understand it that way. We understand
that it voted into the USSR.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not know how you understand it, but
it is now a part of Russia; and you seem to have a great sympathy
and affection for Russia.
You say you agree with Mr. Wallace and his attitude and statements. Now, that is what I meant a while ago. We cannot have
everybody that belongs to a group to appear here individually. Mr.
·wallace has been here and some of his followers have been here and
testified, and now you are here representing the Wallace cult.
I just want to warn other witnesses. We cannot have half a dozen
people representing a single group because we have got a long string
of witnesses and our time is very much filled. I just throw that out
for what it is worth.
Mrs. EICKE. I represent the Lithuanian American Literary Association, and that is how we understand it.
The CnAIRMAN. All right, we thank you for coming.
Mrs. EICKE. Thank you.
The C11AIRJ\IAN. I think I will possibly have tO go to the floor.
All the other Senators are going over for a vote.
Prof. Colston E. Warne, the National Council of the Arts, Sciences
and Professions. How long will it take you? You have had one representative here today.
.
STATEMENT OF PROF. COLSTON E. WARNE, THE NATIOJJAL
COUNCIL OF THE ARTS, SCIENCES AND PROFESSIONS
Professor WARNE. It will take me about 15 minutes.
The C11AlRMAN. All right.
Professor WARNE. My name is Colston Warne. I am a professor
of Economics at Amherst College. I am testifying today on behalf
of the National Council of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, a
political and cultural organization of which I am a member. I ofter
for the record a list of the officers of that organization.
(The above-mentioned list of the officers of the National Council of
the Arts, Sciences and Professions reads as follows : )
LI.It of ofllcers of the NatiOfUl.l Council of the Arts, Sciencea and Profeaaiona

Honorary Chairman: Jo Davidson
Chairman: Harlow Shapley
Treasurer: Michael Nisselson
Regional chairmen:
John J. De Boer
Olin Downes
Clark Foreman
Linus Pauling
Vice chairmen:
Dr. Allan M. Butler
Norman Corwin
Ernest Grunsteld

Vice chairmen-Continued
Pearl M. Hart
Lillian Hellman
Robert W. Kenney
Howard Koch
.John Boward Lawson
Paul Robeson
Dr. Maud Slye
Max Weber
Chairman of the Executive Committee:
0. John Rogge

SUBVERSION OF U. N.

Professor WARNE. We are opposed to the ratification of the North
Atlantic Pact as we have been opposed to the Truman doctrine and
Marshall plan. All of these measures are integral parts of a foreign
policy wliich subverts the United Nations and advances us further
on the road to war. What is happening in China today exposes the
speciousness of that policy. So do the growing numbers of partisan
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fighters in Greece. So does the report casting doubt upon the success
of the Marshall pJan repo1t issued Jast week b.v the Economic Commission for Europe of the United Nations. The Truman doctrine
has not stopped the civil war in Greece. The Marshall plan has not
fostered genuine long-run recovery in Europe. And in our judgment
the North Atlantic Pact will not assure peace.
The United Nations was conceived by Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and created by the Allied Powers of World War II as the instrumentality through which the nations of the world could establish
and maintain peace. It is based on the concept of unanimity among
the great powers, and it provides all the necessary machinery for airing
and settling differences among nations by peaceful means. In it are
embodied the hopes of humamty.
In the past 2 years, this Government has consistently followed a
policy which undermines the authoiity and effect.iveness of the United
Nations. First we substituted the Marshall plan for UNRRA and
now we substitute a military alliance for the conference table and
the Security Council.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sorry. I will have to ask you to suspend
because I am summoned to the floor, and there is no other member
of the committee present to conduct the hearing. I will have to ask
yon to wait until 3: 30, and I will return.
Professor WARNE. Indeed.
The CHAIB:MAN. You do not care to just put your statement in the
record 9 You are not content with that¥
Professor WARNE. I would much rather finish it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. AH right. We want to accommodate you.
(Thereupon, at 3: 05 p. m., the committee recessed until 3: 30 p. m.)
The CHAIR>IAN. All right, sir. You had already proceeded quite
a little ways, had you not¥
Professor WARNE. I had proceeded through about one page.
RF.SOLUTION OF CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON WORLD PEACE

On March 25 through 27 of this year, a Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace, of which you have undoubtedly heard, was
held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel under the auspices of the National
Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions. I should like to submit for the record a copy of the general resolution unanimously
adopted by the 2,800 delegates at the plenary session of that conference.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Put it in.
(The above-mentioned document reads as follows:)
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE ARTS, SCIENCES AND PROFESSIONS,

New York 18, N. Y.
TEXT OF RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED AT PLENARY SESSIO!'!, CULTURAL AND 8CJENTIFJO
Co!'llFERENCE FOR WORLD PEACE, SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 2i, HOTEL WALDORF.ASTORIA

To create an environment in which our lives prosper: to discover a process
whereby man's fruitful aspirations may ftnd a future In the atomic age; to contribute to the establishment of an environment In which reason may operate as
a scourge of fear and hatred; to take from the shoulders of the creators of the
earth's wealth, Its people, the dead burden of armies and their armaments and to
remove from their minds the rending shocks of Insecurity; to reafftrm the duty
Of artists, scientists, and workers In the professions to toll for a society of nations.
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founded on justice for all; the cultural and scienti11.c confnence tor world peace
has been held and does hernwith aflll'm :
The hour is late to unite for peace but there is yet time to save the peace if we
truly unite. Humanity does not want another war. Peace ls necessary and peace
Is possible. The maintenance of peace ls the responsibility of all peoples. If the
American people recognize their solemn duty and aftlrm their wlll, they can do their
share to maintain peace.
'rhe peril of the times bas united us who are gathered here. The deliberations of this conference ha Ye strengthened our unity. On the issue of peace,
Irrespective of differences on other subjects, we propose to take our stand.
This ls our stand :
.
We wish to open and keep open the channels of communication among the peacemlnded peoples of all lands and in particular between our country and the Soviet
Union. It was to this purpose that the conference was called. We have succeeded In demonstrating that the channels can be kept open. 'rhose who have
tried to discredit our efforts, because they have already yielded to fear, bate, and
hysteria, have failed In their purpose. We invite them to reconsider their position
and to join us ln a common endeavor to save the future.
The interchange of ideas that bas been achieved here ls the way which our
leaders on the highest level must take. All nations should judge every act of statesmen by whether their acts strive for peaceful negotiation and by whether the1
contribute to the settlement of Ame1·lcan-~oviet differences on which the peace
depends.
It the security of western Europe Is In danger, if the security of the world ls in
perll, if fear stalks our lnnd, it ls because the terrible gulf between the United
States and the Soviet Union has widened.
·
We will measure all plans, pacts, and budgets by this test. Wlll they.bring us
closer to peace, or do they rest on the false and dangerous premise of Inevitable
war?
Judged by these criteria, programs of rearmament and of milltaey alliances
from any source or any purpose, grnvely intensify the danger of war.
Whatever the reasons, and wheresoever the blame of the past, the heavy cost
of the world's detour from the path of peace in these 4 years ls obvious. It bas
been costly to America and to all nations. It has burdened all men with intolerable
expenditures for waste and destruction. It Is the shadow In every classroom and
every laboratory and bas begun to im•ade the churches. As is usual In times of
hysteria, discrimination against the Negro people and other racial and political
minorities bas been lntensi11.ed.
The drive toward war emasculates the United Nations. It increases the oppression of colonial peoples. It creates barl'iers between the United States and other
nations.
The talk of war and the preparations for war endanger our liberties, and bring
prejudice, Intolerance, and violence to our streets and our meeting balls.
Every new measure hastily imposed on our people, every pact and military
alliance. drawn up under the pressure of wur dramatizes our moral failure and
emphasizes bow quickly we must find a way to peace.
'l.'he first step on that way to peace Is American-Soviet understanding.
Conscious of our responsibility and the urgency of the hour, we hereby resolve:
1. To do everything possible to strengthen the United Nations, as the best hope
for pence.
2. 'l.'o express our greetings and pledge our cooperation to other movements
for peace throughout the world, conscious as we are that cultural and religious
and labor groups, and many others are aflh'mlng the will of the world for a
peaceful resolution of the present deadlock.
3. To continue the work begun here so U1at our countrymen may be roused
to protect the peace; to instl'Uct the sponsors of this conference to constitute
themselves as the cultural and scientific committee for world peace of the National
Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions, and to Increase their numbers from
among the men and women in the arts, sciences, and professions, to take appropriate measures to bring the decisions of this conference to the attention of the
American Government and the United Natlous, and to undertake an active
campaign In the cause of peace.
We are an Independent American movement. We are but one voice In the
crescendo of the American and world will for peace. We will not cease our efforts
until peace has been secured. In this endeavor, we serve our culture and our
country. Only thus can our country and men and women of culture help serYe
•he world.
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Professor WARNE. I would like to read to you two sentences which
pe1taii«o this question. [Reading:]
We will measure all plans, pacts, and budgets by this test. Wlll they bring us
closer to peace or do they rest on the false and d1tngerous premise of Inevitable
war? Judged by this criterion, programs of rearmament and of military alliances
from any source or for any purpose, gravely intensify the danger of war.

It is our opinion that the North Atlantic Pact is such a military
alliance as it imperils the peace.
OPPOSITION TO THE TREATY

The NCASP is opposed to ratification of the North Atlantic Military
Pact for the following reasons: Because it contradicts both the letter
and the spirit of the United Nations Charter, rejecting the concept of
one world at peace for a return to the discredited system of ~ower
politics which divides the world into two armed camps and inevitably
leads to war.
Because it is based on the false thesis that the Soviet Union wants
war and is threatening military aggressions, a thesis which has been
given the lie by such statesmen as John Foster Dulles, who, on March
9, speaking before the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America said [reading] :
So far as it Is humanly possible to Judge, the Soviet Government • • • does
not conti>mpl1tte the use of war as au lnfttrumeut of Its national policy.
I do not know any responsible high ofllcial, military or civilian, In this Government or any government, who believe that the Soviet state now plans conquest
by open mllltary aggression.

The CHAIRMAN. You quote Mr. Dulles. Do you approve of Mr.
Dulles' attitude on public questions 1
Professor WARNE. There are really two Mr. Dulles.
The CHAIRMAN. John Foster Dulles.
Professor WARNE. Yes, there is the Mr. Dulles who made this
statement in· reference to Russia; and one also, I understand, who
has made an inconsistent-The CHAIRMAN. You ought to make it clear in your record, because
John Foster Dulles is one man, and some other kind of Dulles is
someone else.
Professor WARNE. I am speaking of the same John Foster Dulles,
but I am speaking of the attitude which he takes on this particular
issue, his attitude on the Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. You are quoting him with approval, and yet he is
for this pact is he not.~
Professor \v ARNE. He is for this pact; you are right. But he has
stated specifical1y, and I have not seen any indication since March 9
that he has altered his stand on this, that the Soviet Union does not
contemplate the use of war as an instrument of its national policy, and
I think that that is highly pertinent.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dulles was here before this committee a few
days ago. Did you read his testimony Y
Professor WARNE. I have read his testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. He said he was for this treaty, did he not 9
Professor WARNE. He did, and his testimony runs in contradiction
to this basic statement which I think is very forceful.
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The CHAIRMAN. If you feel that way, I would not call him as a
.witness.
•
Professor WARNE. I call him as a witness on this one specific point.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it is contradictory, and you Just call him
on that part. That is your way, is that it 1
Professor WARNE. I call him on the specific attitude that he denies
that the Soviet State is today planning military aggression.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you here as un advocate of the Russian Statel
Professor WARNE. I am not.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead.
REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO TREATY

Professor ·wARNE. Because it will further distort the economics of
western Europe by sacrificing even more of their funds to an increased
military budget, by diverting SQrely needed manpower to armaments
production, by crippling still fmther the efforts of those countries t<>
rebuild their peacetime industries.
Because it will create a similar imbalance in our own economy. increasing the arms budget and expanding munitions production at the
expense of the social and economic needs of the country.
Above all, we oppose the North Atlantic Pact because we believe it
to represent not a peace pact nor even a defensive alliance, but rather
deliberate and organized preparation for war. And we firmly reject
any idea that such war is inevitable or necessary.
It is our considered opinion that the differences between the Soviet
Union and the United States may be resolved around the conference
table~ and we look forward to the Paris Conference of Foreign Ministers as an important stel? toward such peaceful discussions. Once
these high-level conversations have been instituted, it will then be
possible to strengthen the United Nations as the chief instrumentality
for maintaining world peace.
HASTE FOR RATIFICATION
Before analyzing further the reasons I have just stated for our
opposition to the pact, I should like to state that I am greatly disturbed by the statement of Senator Connally, as reported in yesterday's Times, thatIt would be very helpful If the Foreign Relations Committee would conclude
Its bearing on the treaty before the Foreign :Ministers Conference started.
Indeed, It would be desirable If we could get Senate .ratification of the treaty
before then.

Leaving aside for the moment the effect that any decisive action
on the pact might have on the potential success of the Foreign Ministers Conference-and I will come back to that-I should like to
consider the basic implications of trying to speed up the hearings of
this committee.
Such indecent haste could be construed in no other way than as a
contravention of the basic purpose of public hearings-that is! to
permit every citizen and group which indicates a desire to speak, the
opportunity to be heard. Limitations on such testimony would, at
any time, represent a dangerous curtailment of the democratic process.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider we have been unduly hasteful
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to<lav1 Have we not been patient? We have been in session-tomor1:0W'-will be 2 weeks-and I suppose we will be in session for 2 or 3
more weeks.
Is that undue haste 1 Do you regard that as undue haste 1
Profes.."lOr 'VARNE. Not if you are in session two or three more weeks.
I think that is excellent.
The CHAIRlIAN. We have been courteous to you. We have given
you your chance to speak your piece and give us your views. What
complaint have you got against this committee, except that you are not
the committee1
Professor WARNE. I have no point with respect to that. I merely
su~gested that the haste reflected in that quotation of trying to get
this matter disposed of before the Foreign Ministers Conference is
the-The CHAIR:'llAN. My view in that was it would be an encouragement
to the foreign ministers to let them know something about what is
happening in the world. Go ahead, though.
AUTOMATIC DECLARATION

OF

WAR

Professor WARNE. It is particularly appalling when attempted in
relation to the North Atlantic Pact, which, if ratified, would commit
the American people to a possible war at the discretion of the military
without any necessity for Senate approval.
The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say thatf That is not so, and you
ought to know it is not so, because it is specified in the treaty that it
has to be approved by the constitutional processes, which means declaration of war by the Senate.
Professor WARNE. We11, the question there involved is-The CHAIRMAN. You are a professor of arts and sciences.
Professor WARNE. I am a professor of economics.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you artful enough and scientific enough to
read the Charter and know what it means 1 That is what it says, no
automatic declaration of war.
Professor WARNE. No automatic declaration of war, but there is
areal-The CHAIRMAN. No declaration of war, except by Congress, where
the Constitution puts it.
Professor WARNE. There is a pledge to restore and maintain security in there, which pledge has to be implemented, if words mean
anythin~.

The CHAIRMAN. By true constitutional processes. Now, you know
what that means, do you not 1
Professor WARNE. But this in a sense should be farming out-The CHAIRMAN. No; it is not farming out anything. Go ahead.
Professor 'VARNE. We disagree, I think, markedly there.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead.
Professor WARNE. To steamroller a proposal so foreign to the historic policies of this Nation to a vote without the fullest and freest
possible discussion from proponents of all viewpoints would negate
the very fundamentals of our democratic tradition in the eyes of our
own citizenry and of the world.
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Moreover, so far as we have been able to ascertain, unlimited time
has been granted to those representatives of the administration who
testified in favor of the pact. It is only the opponents of the pact
who, as in the case of many of the State councils of the National
Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions, have been refused
any opportunity to testify or, as in my own case, have been requested
to limit the length of my statement. There would seem to be a deliberate attempt on the part of this committee to prevent oppon~nts
of this measure from testifying fully, if at all.
FOREIGN MINISTERS CONFERENCE AND THE PACT

The news of the lifting of the Berlin blockade and of the impending conference of the Big Four foreign ministers has raised the hope of
statesmen and citizens that the world war is on the verge of being
melted away. I cannot believe that anyone who wishes peace would
want to predoom that conference to disaster. And yet, that is just
what any definitive action taken between now and the time of the Paris
meeting would do.
·
How could we possibly convince the world that we were coming to
that meeting with a will to agreement and settlement of differences
if we had just ratified a military alliance with two of the other participants which is clearly directed against the fourth conferee j
Can it be that the adherents of this pact are fearful lest the successful outcome of the Big Four conference would demonstrate to the
Members of the Senate and many citizens that even the supposed reasons for this measure do not exist Y Are they afraid that the American people will not want to be defended from peace by a war pact Y
I can find no other explanation for this unseemly rush to conclude
hearings, although I would think that, professing peace, this committee would want to consider the outcome of that conference most
carefully before making any recommendations to the Senate.
The only inference to be drawn from speedy conclusions to the hearin~ and possible quick ratification of the pact prior to the foreign
mmisters' meeting is that once again the administration will force
the forthcoming conference into lines already crystallized by the
workings of the pact.
This can only serve to limit the possible areas of agreement among
the foreign ministers, cutting down the usefulness of their discussions
and thereby perpetuating the illusions upon which the cold war is
based. We have tried to stack the cards this way before; but international politics cannot be manipulated like a poker hand.
COST OF OUR FOREIGN POLICY

Our successive adventures in foreign policy, from the Truman doctrine down, wherein we stacked the cards always on the side of militar;r power, committing the United States to a policy of arming reaction and violence, have not once produced the expected result-that
the alleged enemy would cower in fear and therefore yield to our
position.
What have these cards, stacked by the administration, cost the American taxpayer W As taxpayers and consumers, we are paying for it
directly in higher prices, high taxes, and inflation. As our taxes
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siphon through our Government Treasury and are placed at the disposal of a combine, which includes a generous quota of the armaments
producers, they take the form of $625LOOO,OOO for military expenses
in the Greek-Turkish aid program; $11,000,000,000 for the Marshall
plan for ~years; $2,000,000,000 for occupation costs in Germany, J apan, and Korea; $1J!>OO,OOO,OOO to provide the first year's arms under
the North Atlantic .t"act.
Over $22,000,000,000, plus a few more billion for Chiang Kai-shek.
That is the bUl so far. In the next few ·years, it will jump billions
more because a combat division costs $400,000,000; and, according
to the military men who plot their campaigns, win their wars in advance-36 such divisions must be prepared in Europe alone within
the next 2 years-nor do these figures include an air force. It is anybody's guess what the final cost of the cold war will come to. The administration is too shy to give us exact figures on this score.
To these billions of dollars we must add costs which cannot be
estimated in money. Fear of war is costly. So· far has this gone
that, to fight the war danger, to object to red baiting, to propose public works like schools, and housing is to turn the proponent into a
foreign agent.
Even the most unwary consumer still believes he should get his
money's worth. This bill, so far, is over $22,000,000,000. And what
have we bought i The right, nay the necessity, under the terms of our
present f ore1gn policy, to buy more and more of the same, with no
end to the cycle. For, it is implied that after the Truman doctrine,
the Marshall plan, and the North Atlantic Pact, will come a Mediterranean Pact, and a sdutheast Asia Pact. Ours is only one country on
this earth, with only a small proportion of the world's population,
and with the proud privilege of having developed its resources to the
point where it can supJ:>lY 60 percent of the world's goods.
The National ComlCll of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, which
I have the honor to represent, holds to the opinion that this privilege,
growing out of our advanced technology and great natural resources,
confers upon us all the responsibility of using these goods for the benefit of our own people and those of the world.
STRENGHENING DEMOCRACY

Even at high prices, $22,000,000,000 would provide millions of
homes, thousands of schools and road, scientific medical research, and
the incalculable benefits of a free citizenry, unfettered by political
restrictions in its ideas and researches. Lifting of the armaments
burden from our own country, as well as from the peoples of western
Europe, who are now being forced to add to the cost of war devastation the cost of a new arms race, would free us all and bring to the
forefront those democratic precepts which were truly involved in the
building of American democracy.
Twenty-two billion dollars, or even a part of $22,000,000,000 exP.ended to provide for that one-third of our Nation which is ill-housed,
ill-fed, and ill-clothed would place the United States in the forefront
of the United Nations as the proponent of those values and practical
expenditures, principles of national independence which would fulfill
the purpose of the United Nations. Such a policy of fostering democracy and gi,ving relief through the United Nations would allow
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the people of Greece to decide for themselves whether they want a
king or a president.
Such a policy would by now have strangled the Franco re~ime and
would have allowed the Spaniards to set up their own republic. Such
a policy would allow Indonesia. to be controlled by the Indonesians.
Such is the policy which the people of China have taken into their
own hands.
In so doing. they prove that the greater the amount of money we
spend for armaments to influence their politics, the greater their determination and ability to manage their own affairs. The history of the
United States from its inception, through the War for Independence,
the War of 1812, and the American Civ.il War, is living proof that
the aspirations of any people determined to make their own destiny
cannot be diverted by bullets.
The news of the lifting of the Berlin blockade and of the impending
conference of the Big Four Foreign Ministers has raised the hopes of
satesmen and citizens that the cold war is on the verge of being
melted away. I cannot believe that anyone who wishes peace would
want to predoom that conference to disaster. And yet, that is just
what any definitive action taken between now and the time of the
Paris meeting would do.
STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS

This conception that freemen will fight against tyranny helped
found the United Nations, which grew out of the victorious fi~ht
against a fascism which believed guns and airplanes and concentration
camps could mold the world to its desires. The establishment of the
United Nations based on the concept of unanimity and the recognition
of the rights of sovereignty, laid the groundwork for mutual assistance and the domination of no country by another. The perversion of
this policy in the hands of our present administration is rapidly disorganizing the functions of tl1e United Nations and its ability to
maintain the peace.
The North Atlantic Pact supersedes the United Nations by a military council. It places force above reason and peaceful negotiation;
it paves the way for war, not peace.
It is for these reasons that we ask this body-the Senate of It.he
United States-not to ratify the pact. It is for these reasons that we
implore the use of negotiation through such peaceful means as the
'forthcoming Ministers' Conference~ it is for these reasons that we
must have a truly strong United Nations which, supported in true
harmony by the principal nations, can guarantee the peaceful economic
and political development of the peoples of the world.
The CHAIRMAN. You want to strengthen the United Nations!
Professor WARNE. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that 30 Russian vetoes on important
matters since the beginning of the Charter has tended to strengthen it f
Professor WARNE. I have no brief whatever-- .
The CHAIRMAN. I did not ask you about brief. I asked you that
plain question.
Professor WARNE. I do not think that indiscriminate use of .the
veto by any nation strengthens the United Nations.
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The CHAIRMAN. Why are you dodging Russia 1 She is the one that
has imposed the 30 vetoes, and I asked you that plain question. Then
_you shot off on a general statement, because you are afraid someone will
think you are in sympathy with Russia.
I do not charge you with being in sympathy with Russia. I just
asked you if 30 vetoes by Russia tended to strengthen the Umted
Nations.
Professor W ARNJo:. I think the answer given earlier this afternoon
was very appropriate, and that is, it is a question of what they veto and
the question of a majority versus a minority in an organization. I do
not think that has a strict bearing upon this immediate issue.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you refuse to answer the question 1
That is what you do?
Professor 'VARNJo;. No.
The CnAIRJ\IAN. Do you think 30 vetoes strengthened the United
Nations 1
Professor 'V ARNE. I do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Or weakened the United Nations?
Professor WARNE. I think the tendency to overuse the veto definitely
weakens the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you not state that instead of making a
sermon on the subject¥
·
.
Professor W ARNJo;. I stated it in the beginning.
The CHAm111AN. You were against the Greek proposition, the Greek
assistance.
Professor WARNE. I am against our poiicies in Greece.
The CHAIRMAN. You are against giving them any money, giving
them any armaments, giving them anything¥
Professor WARNE. I would give rehef to Greece through the United
Nations.
The CHAIRHAN. The United Nations has no relief funds.
Professor '\VARNE. It does not. and that is where the trouble begins.
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly. It has none, so you want to have it done
through the United Nations when they have no relief funds. You
were against the Turkey bill, of course, against the aid to Turkey¥
Professor WARNE. Of course.
Professor WARNE. I am ~gainst the use of Marshall plan funds in
the way in which thev are used, rather than through the United
Nations. I am not against the use of it.
.
The CHAIRHAN. You are against all these_plans because you want
to do them some other way. Is that it? You have got a plan of
your own¥
REGIONALISM AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Professor WARNE. I am against our policy of regionalism associated
with.the employment of countries and political governments as instruments of a political policy.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you not know that in the charter of the United
Nations, it provides for regional arrangements! Answer that, please.
I am not going to ask you any more questions unless you can answer
them.
You are not fooling anybody. You are smart enough to·know what
we ask you. You are a professor of what f
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Professor WARNE. Economics.
The CHAIRMAN. Economics. Well, economics, I thought, taught
something about the plainness of a thing. You know what I am asking you. I do not care to ask you any more questions if you are going
to dodge them all.
ls that all 1
Professor WARNE. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. We thank you very much.
Professor WARNE. You are welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. You never did answer my question whether you
recognized in the United Nations Charter regional arrangements.
Professor WARNE. I did; I said "Yes."
The CHAIRMAN. You were talking about the United Nations. Why
do you not approve of that¥
Professor WARNE. I very thoroughly approve of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but of that clause about regional action f
Professor WARNE. I think there is an appropriate scope for regional
action, and that scope does not involve international relief commitments in the military field, which commitments must always under
the charter be subject to the scrutiny of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you the president of this National Council of
Arts, Sciences, and Professions~
Professor WARNE. I am not. Harlow Shapley is the president. I
am merely a representative.
The CHAIRMAN. You were merely delegated to come down here!
Professor WARNE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. That is all. Thank you very much.
Mr. Morford.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD MORFORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN-SOVIET FRIENDSHIP

Mr. MoRFORD. I am Richard Morford, executive director of the
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship since January of
1946.

The CHAIRllAN. Before that, what were you¥
Mr. MORFORD. I am a Presbyterian clergyman; and I was the executive of the United Christian Council for Democracy before that. Before that, I was minister of the House of Friendship in Albany, and
secretary of the Federation of Churches. Before that, I was a Presbyterian minister in Morristown, N. J .
The CHAIRMAN. Have you abandoned the pulpit for this organization of Soviet Friendship¥
Mr. MORFORD. No, sir, I count this a part of my ministry still. I am
not an active minister in a church at this point, but I hold regular
standing as a clergyman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go right ahead.
Mr. AfoR.FORD. I think that we have reached a turning point in
American foreign policy in the consideration of the North .Atlantic
Pact. The United States Senate is required to make a decision determining the life and destiny of the American people for years to come.
Not only the people of America, but the people of the Soviet Union
and of the entire world will learn whether we place major reliance
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on peaceful negotiations to settle world J>roblems or are determined
to employ the threat of war and preparation for war as· an instrument
of national policy. We are about to declare either that we want to
live in the one world with our differences but in pea1..'tl, or that we
choose to divide the world i.nto two armed camps awaiting the call
to war.
THREAT OF WAR AS AN INSTRUMENT OF NATIONAL POLICY
The Cu.AIRMAN. l\lay I interrupt you right there. Do you think
that the Congress or the President or anybody else is determined to
employ the threat of war and preparations for war as an instrument
of our national policy 1
Mr. MORFORD. In the attempt to prepare for the resistance to an
armed attack, this indicates a threat of war in conditions which we
decide are not met. I do not see how you could call it other, sir, than
a threat of war.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if we do not lie down and just
let them walk over us, we are employing threats of war and preparation for war 1
:Mr. MORFORD. No; that I did not say.
The CHAIRMAN. Yo• did not say it, but that is what you meant, was
it not?
·
Mr. MoRFORD. There is a choice of major reliance whether upon
a peaceful negotiation or whether we want to build up a defense, as
we indicate, against armed attack, which has behind it the threat
of war and is supported by armaments. This is a part of the implementation.
·
The CHAIRMAN. You think that a nation which acts in defense of
its soil and its territory and its people, if it resists an armed attack, is
the one that is guilty by having determined to employ the threat of
war and preparation for wad Is that your attitude 1
Mr. MORFORD. No. My attitude would be that I think in the implications of this pact and building up resistance for attack, we will
in effect be establishing a very tangible threat of war by the rearmament of Europe; and that in itself constitutes an aggressive act.
The CHAIRlIAN. What would you do in mse of an armed attack?
What would you have the nation do? Just sit down and do nothing,
let their armed attacker~ run over them?
Mr. MORFORD. No, that is exactly the practical problem, sir. that I
find reflected by the American people, wondering what actually would
constitute an adequate defense; and these practical considerations I
would like to have an opportunity to present here.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. I will not interrupt you any more. I
have long since learned that when a fellow has an obsession, there is
no use to interfere with him.
Mr. MORFORD. It is the conviction of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, which I represent, that ratification of the No1th
Atlantic Defense Pact would be a gigantic leap in the direction of
total and disastrous hot war. And we are convinced that a leap backward later even to our present untenable cold war position would be
all but im:P.<?ssible.
This military alliance is called a defense pact. But it is a war
pact directed toward the Soviet Union as the alleged aggressor nation.
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·we believe, however, that the nation most ravaged by "\Vorld War II
-both its people and its Government-fervently desires peace.
It is not accidental that Dr. "\Varne and others turned to Mr. John
Foster Dulles in his statement to the American churchmen in Cleveland, and I have repeated it here, that no responsible official in our
own or in any other government believes that the Soviet Union plans
military aggression.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. John Foster Dulles testified here before this
committee that he is for ratification of this pact.
Mr. MORFORD. That is quite true, sir. But you see, what Mr. DulJes
went on to say that I have here quoted was, that it was in his judgment
quite unwise at this time to rearm Europe and to continue to establish
bases in Europe for these could hardly be regarded by the other side
as an act of aggression; and it would be too much to ask, said ~fr.
Dulles, that they restrain themselves in the event of such a situation.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the last time Mr. Dulles spoke on this thing
he said he was for the pact.
Mr. MottroRD. That is correct, sir. But he is afraid of the armament
that goes with it, and this is the thing I want to attest to here.
Yet it is proposed that 12 nations. including- the United States,
shall band together for the primary purpose of preparing for war
against the Soviet Union and any friendly comftries which may choose
to cast their lot with the Soviet Union.
Other leaders who have spoken before me in this room and many
other Americans in wider public forums have said that to create such
an alliance is to sacrifice the future of the United Nations by undermining it now.
Others have pointed out that under pact provisions the traditional
and exclusive right of our Congress to decide upon war as set forth in
our Constitution is taken away. Others have expressed the belief
that this country becomes automatically involved in war the day an
attack breaks out at any point in the world where a signatory power
may allege that aggression has taken place.
If this is not so by literal interpretation of the pact, it should be
so practically, said Mr. Walter Lippmann in his Herald Tribune column on May 4. With these interpretations of the implications of the
pact, barring l\lr. Lippmann's cynical wish, the National Council has
publicly expressed its agreement before this time.
DANGER OF ARMAMENT RACE
But in addition to these points, we believe that it is important to
emphasize before this committee again today our conviction thtt to
undertake to fulfill the obligations of this pact is to initiate a worldwide armament race.
·whatever arms and men for Europe are required in the first year
of operation is one question. The first staggering stories we were told
by mi1itary spokesmen have been put on the shelf, and a modest
appropriation of $1,000,000,000 plus for arms for Europe for the
initial period is now proposed.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me. Let me interrupt vou. Do you know
•
how big an army Russia has now l
Mr. MoRFORD. I do not, sir.
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The CnAIRHAN. You ought to know. This organization of Russian
Friendship is saying that she wants peace. Do you not know that
Russia today has the largest army on the globe¥
Mr. MORFORD. That may well be possible.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not possible Y Is it not so¥
Mr. MORFORD. I do not know, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I think if you are going to testify before this committee on Russia's desire for peace and on military expenditures and
all that, it looks to me as if you ought to post yourself on that before
you come down here to tell us about it.
Go ahead. I will not press you on that.
Mr..MoRFORD. I could talk on it, but I could not talk with authority
concerning the actual armed forces of the Soviet Union. I do not
think that information is available. It might well be, but it is not,
and there are a whole line of reasons behind that.
As Secretary Johnson has already explained to you, the large
amount of arms for western Europe will be surplus, provided at 10
to 15 percent of original value. In other words, western Europe is to
receive at least $5,000,000,000 worth of American war material during
the initial period. All this cost to be added to our own near $16,000,000,000 arms program, without speaking about millions for Greece
and Turkey.
Earlier talk about manpower to 1ro to Europe with the guns has
been silenced in official quarters. The American people are entitled
to know the true intentions of the proponents of ttiis alliance and the
cost in lives and fortune that is contemplated.
Sooner or later-and western Europe statesmen say it must be
sooner-we shall have to invest from 20 to 30 billions of dollars in
arming Europe and support the armament with as many as 100 divisions of men. This is the judgment of the well-known military analyst, Max Werner. I judge that the overwhelming bulk of the armament for western Europe, America will pay for, and that at least
a quarter of the manpower we shall ultimately have to provide.
And will the defenses of western Europe then be impregnable~
I am not convinced by the testimony of the military leadership of
our own country. I do not think they are convinced themselves, if
one can judge by the fight going on among the armed services as to
where mllitary superiority is to be found.
The CHAIRl\CAN. Your P.rediction of these dire results is based oq
your theory that there will be an armed attack on somebody in this
treaty by ·an outside power. Is that not true¥
Mr. MoRFORD. It is based upon the proposition put forward here
that it is necessary to build up defenses in order to resist a potential
armed attack.
DANGERS OF REARMAMENT
A primary reason for our being here today to register our opposition to the pact is that we believe the results of a world-wide armament race are bound to be disastrous to the United States and its
pe~ple.

We will ruin the economy of the United States in the process of
arming Europe and ourselves. The families of this Nation are not
going to be able to pay the bill in taxes over any extended period.
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The President's chief economic adviser, Dr. Edwin G. Nourse, warned
recently that additional spending for the rearmament of Europe
would mean "additional taxes or * * * a budget deficit." \Vhatever the bankers say when the families of the Nation are without
money to buy the goods they need, the entire economic structure stands
in peril. There have been collapses before. ·
The rearmament and preparation for war required by the pact
would take us on a military adventure which, besides being economically ruinous, is in itself a form of aggression which both invites and
justifies equal rearmament and preparation for war on the other side.
Two armed camps will face each other. Has it not been said that
the best defense is an offense, to move before the other fell ow moves i
This is the way war starts.
We do well to ponder the words of Sir Edward Gray following the
First 'Vorld War:
Great armaments lead inevitably to war • • • The lncrea!le of armaments
that is intended in each nation to produce consciousness of strength, and a
sense of security, does not produce these effects.
On the contrary, It prolluces a consciousness of the strength of other nations
and a sense of fear. Fear begets suspicion and distrust and evil Imaginings of
ell sorts • • • It was these that made war (In 1914) inevitable.

In this kind of business the original objective of our foreign policy
will be superseded by the objectives of massing superior military
strength-beating the other fellow to the draw and wmning the military victory-even though civilization may be destroyed.
For it is difficult to see how communism is to be contained or beaten
or destroyed the world around by war. Is the result of a third world
war to be different than the results of the first t\vo ~ The New Statesman and Nation, conservative British weekly, concluded its recent
editorial in opposition to the North Atlantic Pact with the warning
that 200.000,000 people belonged to Communist regimes at the close
of the First World War, that the total had risen to 600,000,000 at the
end of World ·war II, and that it can be expected that communism
will continue to advance wherever, as in China, the old order breaks
down. If the defeat of communism is our goal, it should appeal to
the sense of most Americans that neither the threat of war nor war
itself will achieve it.
But now the things that are more peculiarly the things you would
expect from me today.
SOVIET-Al\l1':RICAN DIFFF.RENCES

But what about the major differences which divide our country
and the Soviet Union, you ask. Is not her system a threat to ours!
Let me make answer. The Soviet Union about whom we speak today
is the same socialist country that fought a war .of liberation against
Hitler side by side with us and our western allies.
The CHAIRMAN. But which was allied with Hitler and signed a
treaty of alliance-Mr. MoRFORD. That was a treaty of expediency, sir, when it was
not at all clear that the rest of Europe, and certainly not that America,
was prepared to do battle with Hitler.
The CHAIRMAN. Signed it in the middle of the war, did they not!
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Mr. MORFORD. Th€lY signed it at a point when Britain and FranceThe CHAIRMAN. Yoµ know what I am asking you. Did they not
sign it during the war 'l
Mr. MoRFORD. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Hitler and Ribbentrop W
Mr. MoRFORD. Right.
The CHAIBMAN. And Hitler was then conquering all the other
nations that he could conquer, and Russia joined with Hitler in a
treat1; and it was only when Hitler broke the treaty and attacked
Russia that she fought.
Mr. MoRFORD. Britain gave way at Munich, as you recall, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about Britain. I am talking about
nussia and Germany. What about it Y
Mr. MORFORD. I am talking about the treaty of expediency that
Russia made with Germany when she found that Britain was going to
play Germany off against the Soviet Union because Britain wanted
to defeat bolshevism.
The CHAIBMAN. All right. It seems to me you are apologizing for
Russia all along the line. You say you want Russian and American
friendship. I want to say my view is that we want Russian friendship. This committee wants Russian friendship. The whole Government of the United States wants Russian and American friendship,
but we do not want it to be a one-way street. We want some friendship
on their part.
Mr. MORFORD. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Every day they are filling the air and the papers
with abuse and denunciation and hatred of the United States. That
is not a soil that generates friendship, is it 'l
Mr. MORFORD. No, sir; but my practical question is that I think
neither is a business of rearming Europe a way to accomplish it either.
I think it is impracticable and unsound. It is only on that basis I
come, not as an apologist.
The Soviet Socialist system was no barrier to our joint fight for
victory. Our system was no barrier to Soviet cooperation. The difference in systems is no greater today.
The sound and sensible conclusion we are constrained to draw is that
two major systems exist in our world. Both will continue to live,
each evoking the loyalty of tens of millions of f>eople. They will not
give way one to the other, no matter what the threat. They can live in
peace with their differing economies and politics. They can cooperate
to their mutual advantage.
Even yesterday a Russian spokesman declared on the :Moscow
radio heard in this country that "It is certainly natural that if two
different systems could collaborate in war, even more can they collaborate in peacetime" and then he concluded that such collaboration
is desirable m the interests of maintaining a stable peace.
EAST-WEST TRADE IN EUROPE

·Yet we have chosen under conditions imposed through the Marshall
plan to dam the flow of an East-West trade which would, in truth,
advance European recovery on a permanent basis and save American
money now going into the Marshall plan for productive purposes
here at home, benefiting the American people. It is the American
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businessman and financier who will attest to the profitable trade relations in the past with the Soviet Union whose capacity and willingness
to purchase our goods is enormous and whose credit has been proved
A-1.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, wait a minute. Let me interrupt you. You
say that we have chosen conditions imposed through the Marshall
plan to dam the flow of an East-West trade, and so on.
Mr. MORFORD. Right.
The C1IAIRMAN. Do you not know that the ECA or the Marshall
plan has been encouraging trade between the European nations and
the Soviet satellites~
Mr. MoRFORD. This, I am not clear about, Senator. I would like
to--

.

The CHAIRMAN. If you are not clear on it, why do you make this
bald statement which is not true?
Mr. MORFORD. Because I am not sure of the alleged truth that we
have not attempted to curtail East-West trade.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you read the testimony before this committee
on the ECA bill by Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Harriman and others, that
they were encouraging trade between· the East and satellite nations
in western Europe?
Mr. MORFORD. But it is witness of the eastern countries, and it has
been documented in the same internatioBal trade meetings, that they
have not been able to gain export licenses for their materials, nor
have the other countries been able to ship them the goods that they
wanted. This has been true. sir. with regard to the trade treaty that
stands between Britain and the Soviet Union.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about Britain. I am talking
about ECA an1l the Marshall plan.
Mr. MoRFORD. Britain is a part of it, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but she is not running it. Mr. Hoffman
is the Director. .And as between the testimony of Mr. Hoffman. Mr.
Harriman, and others here in this committee, you prefer to take the
testimony of some of the countries of the satellite nations¥
Mr. MORFORD. I do not. sir. I am trying to take the testimony of
Britain, and at the moment Britain's testimony-The CHAIRMAN. You said the representativeMr. MoRFORD. Thrdugh the Board of Trade has been to the fact
that she has been able to receive the food that the Soviet Union promised under trade agreement, and has not been able to ship the machinery because of the political bottleneck imposed by Bevin.
The CHAIRMAN. By_ whom?
. Mr. MoRFORD. By Mr. Bevin.
The CHAIRMAN. Bevin is not the ECA; I am talking about the
Marshall plan now.
Mr. MoRI''ORD. I am talking about the Marshall plan. as we take that
Marshall plan and put the mftuence and the pressure upon Britain
to prevent her from a full and free flow of trade.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. I do not want to interrupt you any
more. Go ahead and get through with your statement.
Mr. MoRFORD. The Soviet Union has signed treaties of friendship
with France and Britain. The Soviet Umon concluded trade treaties
with Britain and with other western European countries before the
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Marshall plan crack-down on East-West trade. We are leading nations who presently depend upon us economically into an untenable
position of enmity with the Soviet Union.
SETTLEMENT OF DIFFERENCES
Why does not the United States undertake a treaty of friendship
with the Soviet Union 1 Such a treaty has been offered by the Soviet
·Union, and I judge that the Soviet Union would be \vilhng to make
cooperation concrete by a trade agreement also. Why should we enter
a war pact against a nation that has offered us a pact of peace 1
It is acknowledged there are difficult problems unsolved upon which
friendly relations have broken in the past. Nobody denies the gravity
of the problems; nobody will say that these can be settled without
some compromise on both sides. But neither do we think that the
price of settlement need be the sacrifice of principle or of legitimate
interests and security needs on either side. Once again the Soviet
Union is meeting us half way in an effort to settle one of those difficult problems left by World War II which, because of double intransigence, has raised a serious barrier between us. The Berlin
blockade on both sides is to be lifted tomorrow.
Nothing would contribute more to the easing of world tensions and
establish wholesome conditions for a fruitful meeting of the Council
of Foreign Ministers on the German peace settlement than the postponement on your part, gentlemen of the Senate, of decision on the
North Atlantic Pact. It would demonstrate that we are not yet irrevocably committed to preparation for war; that our meeting at the
conference table is in good faith.
HASTE IN RATIFICATION
I ~ould like to establish this disagreement which you have already
had with Professor Warne on this point, for we do feel that unljeces~ry haste toward ratification of a war pact at the time of a meetmg-The CHAIRMAN. You do not want it ever to be ratified. Of course
you do not want any haste because you do not want it ever to be
ratified.
Mr. MoRFORD. This is the position of the council. The plea that I
come to you with in the last sentence of this is a plea sir, at least
that you withh?l~ while J.OU are trying out the full possibilities. of the
peaceful negot'1at1ons which have agam been resumed after this long
break-The CHAIRMAN. I asked you the question, though. You stated in
your testimony that you are against ratification. That means you
never want it ratified, and, of course, you complain of anything that
looks toward ratifying it, whether it is haste or whether it is deliberations or what it is· you are against it.
Mr. MORFORD. i was not questioning here the haste. I was questioning here a relationship of attempting to ratify this completely
new move in American foreign policy at a time when you are able to
resume peaceful negotiations and· see w:hat can be accomplished at
the council table.
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The CuAmMAN. We are going to have peaceful negotiations in the
Foreign Ministers Conference on the 23d. I am perfectly willing
to wait and see what they do. If Russia is there and has a veto in
her pocket, it will not amount to anything.
Go ahead.
)fr. MORFORD. 'Ve are compelled to disagree strongly with the
chnirman of this committ(>e the honorable Senator from Texas, Mr.
Tom Connally.' who was reported by the New York Herald Tribune
to have stated last Sunday that the pact ought t-0 be ratified in time
to impress the Big Four Foreign Ministers when they meet in Paris
on May 23.
Senator Connally was said to have warned that unnecessary delays
''might be misunderstood and misrepresented" by the Russians. We
feel, on the contrary, that unnecessary haste toward ratification of
a war pact at the time of a meeting to find common ground for a
peaceful settlement can only be understood by Russia as well as by
other nations as an American demonstration against peace.
I come here today to say that the Nation&l Council of AmericanSoviet Friendship is not cynical about international relations. Some
Americans see much to criticize in the actions of the Soviet Union.
Some Americans have. been critical of American foreign policy since
the end of World War II. ·Nevertheless we believe that amity will
be the reward of an honest. effort of our two countries to face each
other at the conference table as equal nations, feeling equal concern
and responsibility for preserving both their own interests and world
peace.
We shall not succeed in advancing the peace at the council table
beginning May 23 if we suspend a sword above the chairs of the
Soviet representatives. Nor will we succeed in subsequent p~ conferences-indeed, it is hard to see how there can be any-if we go
through now with an alliance which puts one sword in the hands of
the western European nations, two swords in our own, and points
them ~n the direction of the Soviet Union.
Not only will the peace be lost by such action. Not only will the
so-called enemy nations suffer in war. \Ve will do well to reckon coldly
with the ancient Scriptural warning, "They that take the sword will
perish by the sword."
For the sake of our own country and its people we ought to withhold approval of the North Atlantic Pact at this time. For the sake
of mankind let us consider this matter further, gentlemen of the
Senate. We do not want histor,Y to convict America of the crime of
being ringleader among the nations which brought disaster and ruin
to civilization. No amount of negotiation, however difficult and prolonged, cnn be as bad as one day of atomic war.
Let us stick to the ways of peace.
NATIONAL DEFENSE

The CnAmMAN. All right. That is fine. If a nation should arm
itself and make an armed attack on another nation, what would you
want to do about it? Have tpeace and just let them come on in
and take it?
··
Mr. MORFORD. No; that would be the time to decide whether it
should be resisted.
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The CHAIRMA~. What do you favor now? Suppose a nation arms
itself and makes an attack on another nation. 'Vhat do you want
to do about it 1 What would you favod
Mr. MoRFOJU>. I would want to know what the nature of the attack
is. I do not want to make a p:enerulizntion, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any kind of an attack. That is the nature, any
kind. 'Yould you favor just lying down and letting them walk over
you? That is t~way to haw peace, just to let the other fellow ~o
what he pleases to you and do nothing about it, and you have got
peace. But you have got slavery with it.
Mr. MoRFORD. But if there is an armed attack, sir, that does not
necessarily mean that you want to assemble all of the forces which
already have been assembled to throw the world into war because of
an attack that may take place at any one point where any nation
alleges there has been aggression.
There are too many complications in that kind of a business for
me to make an answer at this point that is reasonable.
The CHAIRMAN. You decline to answer, then? Is that right?
Mr. MoRFORD. On the basis that I have just indicated.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You seem to think that nearly everything Russia. does is right and nearly everything your country does
is wrong.
Mr. MoRFORD. I have not said so, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you have not said so, but is that not the
upshot of your testimony.1
Mr. MoRFORD. I do not think that is the implication. The only
thing I am saying is what we are finding among the people, that
e\'en though the objectives may be accepted, this is not the practicable
way. In fact, this is the ruinous way to try to meet even the objectives
which have been the basis of our foreign policy since the end of the
Second World War, namely, to contain communism the world around.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, thank you very much. I am sorry the
other members of the committee are not present to interroga.te you
further.
Mr. MORFORD. You have been very fatient.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
want to warn all further witnesses that you had better come with your written statements because the chances are that we wi11 not be able to hear you all at length
on every imaginable question unless you put it in a written statement,
that we can incorporate in the record and allow you about 5 minutes
to then explain wliat the written statement means.
We will recess until tomorrow at 10 :30 a. m.
(TJ:iereupon, at 4 :20 p. m., the committee recessed until Thursday
mornmg, at 10 :30 a. m., May 12, 1949.)
(The following statement was submitted for the record:)
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN
FOREIGN RELATIONS

A. DAY, CoUNSEJ, OF WE, THE PEOPJ.E, Ixc .. BEFORE THE

CoMMITl'E!l,

UNITED STATES SENAn~. MAY

11, 1949

Thi~ pendln~ treaty marks a vl~lent departure from the tlme-ho~ored position
of the United States In foreign ·a ffairs. It also marks a violent tleparture from
the Constitution of the United States. There must be strong justification for
such a step and the record discloses no such justification. We are forced t(I conclude that the pending treaty does not stand alone; that It ls but a link In a chain
of events most of which are secret and unknown to the Amer(('an people.
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No one can belie,·e that this treaty is not aimed at any particular nation. We
nil know that the Soviet Union is the aggressor expected to make the "armed
attack·' set forth in article 5. If Congress should declare·war in the constitutional manner against the Soviet Union for reasons deemed sufficient, we would
have no objection. But we do object to a betrayal of the birthright of every
American citizen by an underhanded and sneaking approach wi1ich is unparalleled in our history.
Take for instance the report to the Security Council of the United Nations
that an armed attack has been made against one of the signatories and that
armed force "shall be terminated when the Security C~il has taken the
measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security."
What a travest)' is Involved in these words when we know that the Soviet Union
is a member of the Security Council, possesses the veto power over its decisions,
and at the same time is the aggressor. Furthermore, we all know that the
United Nations and its Security Council have no police force and could not
possibly "restore and maintain International peace and security." Such provlsioM do not do credit to a great Nation like the United States.
Britain and France already ha,·e treaties with the Soviet Union which are
in direct contradiction with the pending treaty. These nations would ba,·e
to decide which of the two treaties they should honor. In fact, a leading ofticlal in France has indicated that France will examine any given situation to
determine which nation is the aggressor, the United States or the Soviet Union,
and then ~'ranee will aid that nutlon which in her 01>lnlon Is not the aggresMr.
What will become of the munitions of war provided by the United States to
France? Will they be used against us? We all know that there are millions
of Communists In France who have openly stated through their leaders that
they will never fight against the Soviet Union.
It has been arb'1led that this treaty will prevent World War Ill; when it is
known In udvnnce that the United States Is committed to come to the aid of the
nation upon which an aggression has been made, the Soviet Union will not tight.
It is pointed out that we could ha,·e avol«led particlptaion in Worlll War I and
World War II if we had taken similar action before those wars. 'l'his is mere
wishfal thinking.
Under the Constitution of the United States the people are sovereign. Our
Supreme Court has held that a treat)· cannot change the character of the
Government. \Ye cannot permit any authority to exercise powers superior to
the sovereign people of the United States. It is quite conceh·able that under
this treaty with Its mllitary alliances, the ruling authority of the Nortll Atlantic
Pact could carry on a state of war for the indefinite future and the chilral'ter of
our Government would of necessity be changed. This ruling authority of the
pact would give only a small voice to the United States and our destiny as a
free republic would be lost. The price is entirely too high.
From our commitments in the l\larshall plan and the other international obligations we have assumed, the Soviet Union is well aware of our attitude shoold
it bo so misguided as to extend the iron curtain further into Europe. We alone
J!OSSCSS the atom bombs and a great fteet of B-36 land-based bombers to carry
lhem. We now have suftleient bases from \\•hich to Jauch them without the
entanglement of this treaty. In fact, our best defense depends on our freedom
of action and we must remain unfettered by any ruling authority of the pact
which could disagree with our own board of strategy. Certainly, the wording
of the pending ·tTeaty falls far short of protecting the United State11 which ls
the only Nation with sumctent power to offset the Soviet Union. This is a
highly dangerous leap in the dark and not too well considered.
When It comes to Implementing the treaty with vast supplies of armament,
and the treaty and the arms are Intertwined to such a degree that they are inseparable, the difficulty of decision Is simplUled. For it is out of the question Uaat
we can for a moment build up a vast anenal on foreign shores to last perhaps
forever. Our domestic needs are already reaching gigantic proportions, our
national debt le colossal, there ls developing In the United States a feellnc of
Indifference and complacency that does not augur well for the continuation <1t a
strong and healthy republic. Let us refrain "from ratltylng this treaty until we
know more about it and where we are going. In justice to the sovereign people
of the United States, we can do no other.

x
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THlJBSDAY, KA.Y 12, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
Co:n.t:HITTEE ON .FOREIGN RELATIONSi...
lV ashing ton, LJ.

0.
The committee met at 10: 30 a. m., pursuant to .adjournment on
Wednesday, May 11, HJ49, in the room 318, Senate Office Building,
Senator Tom Connally (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman) and Vandenberg.
AJso present: Senator Donnell.
Senator Vandenberg (acting chairman). The committee will come
to order.
·
Senator Connally is temporarily detained in a meeting of the Finance Committee, and will be here shortly. He has asked me to make
the record until he arrives.
On the list that is handed me the first witness is Mr. Oliver S. Allen
vice chairman, Progressive Party of Massachusetts. Mr. Allen, 'vill
you have a seat~ We will be glad to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF OLIVERS. ALLEJ{, VICE CBAIRMAR, PROGRESSIVE
' PARTY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Mr. ALLEN. ~Iy name is Oliver S. Allen. I am appearing against
mtification of the Atlantic Pact ns vice president of the Progressive
Party of Massachusetts, as a former Democratic nominee for Congress
in Massachusetts, and also us one who served in Europe as a United
States naval officer for 2% years in World War II.
On Tuesday~ I received a telegram from the clerk of your committee saying that the committee would be "willing to allot me 5
minutes." Then I picked up the :Xew York Times and read "Senators
to Speed Ratification to .Aid Paris Talks." Senator, I have nothing
against speed in the proper }>laces, but I know I express the conviction
of most New Englanders w 1en I say that no considerations can warrant precipitate action upon a proposal which, for the first time in
our history, commits us to a. peacetime military alliance.
REASONS FOR Ol'PUSITION TO THE TREATY

I oppose the pact for the following reasons:
First. H strikes at the heart of the United Nations 110 matter how
artful the language employed to conceal that fact. It is the climax
to our policy of killin•r UNRRA, proclaiming the Truman Doctrine,
Jaunchmg the Marshafi plan outside the UN, and retaining potential
war industry in unrepentant Nazi Germany. Beyond the pact lies
815
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an inevitable arms race and beyond that, as history tells, us, war. No
informed historian can conscientiously advocate the pact as a promoter of peace.
Second. The pact is based upon the theory that you can't do business
with the Russians but the Russians have repeatedly expressed a desire
to negotiate outstanding differences and have lifted the Berlin blockade
without the condition that we give up our plans for western Germany,
plans which we \Vill ultimately have to forego if we are to avoid world
war III. Much is said about Russian aggression. but John Foster
Dulles tells us that no responsible high official believes the Russians
plan conquest by military aggression. And if you mean ideological
aggression. the only way to meet that is to raise living standards to
the point where communism wi11 lose its appeal. The pact will interfere w~th that job.
Third. The advocates of the pact assume that you get agreement in
international affairs by mea11s of a get-tough policy so ardently espoused by mi1itary men. Franklin Roosevelt knew better. Yon may
get a temporary armed truce that way but never a settlement. Settlement is going to require that we provide security against a renascent
German militarism, that we support Jong overdue industrial and
agricultural reform, and a world program for abundhnce under the
United Nat.ions without strings of political ideology attached.
Fourth. The financial outlay morally committed by the pact to
police the world with arms, in the Jong run, will leave us weaker than
the Russians. · It will mean lower living standards and neglect of
human welfare. It will mean shackled labor. further invasion of civil
liberty and in<'reasing military control of our lives. And temporarv
employment in arms production would be provided at the expense of
a catastronhic depression with radical social chang& later on .
.~ifth. By ultimately channeling western European manpower into
m1htary pursuits, the prospects of European recovery would be destroyed and western Europe would be on a permanent American dole.
Sixth. As the obligations of the pact have been defined by the Secretary of State, we might well find ourselves involved in domestic and
colonial uprisings against exploitation all over the globe. The <'Ommon people would hate us as many of them now undoubtedly do in
China. We cannot prosper or even survive if we Jose the affection of
the common people.
Seventh. The pact means military arran~ements with countries
rii?ht up to the horders of the Soviet Union. The suspicious Russians
might well believe that they were going to be atta<'ked as they have
been so many times and that belief alone could produce war.
Eighth. As a practical matter, the pact mu<'h reduces Congress'
power to declare war. A PresidPnt. strong-ly influen<'ed by the military, could feel much less restrained by our Constitution if he had
the pact.
Ninth. From a miJitary point of vie,v, there would be little sense in
sending the arms without the men. Europe does not have the available manpower to handle the arms and what manpower it has will have
little taste for arms for a long time. Therefore, you will have to draft
American boys.
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DANGER OF HASTY ACTION
For these reasons, I respectfully ur~e rejection of the pact, and I
urge that caution be followed at this time in taking precipitate
action.
I close with a quotation from an editorial in the Boston Globe of
yesterday, entitled "Undue Haste" [reading]:
Senator Connally seeks to justify his sudden dedication to haste by explaining
this speedy ratUlcation wlll impress Russia. The need in this tremendously
important matter is not to worry about the viewpoint of the Russians, but to
emphasize the importance of giving thorough and complete information to
Ameri~s.

Senator V ANDENBERO. Mr. Allen, I simply want to suggest to you
my own complete agreement with the thesis that this pact must be
totally explored before there is any action U,Pon it, and I feel that the
chairman of the committee is also quite anxious to pursue that fo1icy.
If there have been any suggestions with respect to limitation o time,
it is simply a reflection of the fact that we have a terrifically long list
of applications to testify, and there is obvious duplication and repetition in much of the list.
I think you can be sure that at least so far as one member of this
committee is concerned it is his opinion that this pact if adopted, is
· -of no greater use than is measured by the conscious acceptance of it
by American public opinion.
Mr. ALLEN. I am sure those remarks will reassure the country.
Senator V ANDENBERo. Senator Donnell, do you wish to ask any
questions?
Senator DONNELL. Just a few.
DECLARATION OF

WAR

The eighth point which rou make is "As a practical matter, the
pact much reduces Congress power to dec1are \Var." Am I correct in
understanding by that statement that you do not mean that the pact
would alter the fact that Congress under the Constitution is the only
body that has power to declare war, but that you do mean that under
the operation of the pact it would be easily possible that through
Executive action in going ahead with war preparations and actual
participation in war there would be no practical alternative left to
Congress except to declare war~
Mr. Ar.LEN. That is what I mean, Senator. Of course, as matters
now stand, the President has authority as the Chief Executive to move
our armed forces about. The power to decljlre war is in the Congress.
The effect of this pact, as I see it, would be to encourage a President
who might be at some time strongly influenced by the military to take
action without feeling the restraint of the Constitution.
Senator DoNNELL. And would you agree with this, that although
the President does have power today as Commander in Chief of the
Army to move our forces under some circumstances, at any rate there
is today no contractual ob1igation between this country and 11 other
countries ob1igating us to consider an attack on one of them as an
attack on us.
Mr. ALLEN. I fee] that is true, and I feel that the pact here, no matter how artful the explanation, is a contractual commitment on our
part to do certain things which will lead to war.
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Senator DONNELL. There is no doubt in your mind that the pact is
a contractual obligation and puts us under some t.ype of obligation
under which we presently are not 1
Mr. ALLEN. In my opmion.
BACKGROl'ND

01''

WITNESS

Senator DoNNt:u .. )lr. Allen, just a word in regard to your own
experience and profession. I obser\ e your service in Europe as a.
United States naval officer. Would you tell us, please, just what is
your own business or profession, and just a little of your educational
background!
.
Mr. AI,LEN. I am a lnwyer, Senator, n graduate of Dartmouth Col·
lege and Harvard Law School, and have practiced Jaw in the city of
Boston npart from my sen·ice in the Second World \Var.
Senator DoNNELI,. Are you relate<l to J. \Veston Allen, of Boston~
Mr. ALLEN. I am no relation. My family is all stanch Republican
as he was, but I am Progressive.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairmnn.
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Lawrence R. Mallery, Jr.
Mr. )follery, will you identify yourself and indicate for whom you
speak?
1

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE R. MALLERY, J'R., llALVERll, PA.
Mr. MALLERY. I am Lawrence R. Mallery, Jr.• of Philadelphia and
Malvern. I did serve 'vith the American Friends Service Committee
for 14 months, but I am testifying today as an individuaJ.
Senator VANDENBERG. You have that right.
Mr. MALLERY. Thank you, Senator.

•

MIUTARY INFLUENCE ON FOREIGN

POLICY

As a member of the American Friends s~rvice Committee for 1-l
months, I was given the opportunity and time to examine and accumulate considerable factual material on the role which our military has
and is playing in our economy, politics, and in our thinking in gei1erai
ns well as its influence on our international behavior. I respect the
sincerity of the interest of our military leaders in preventing war, and
protecting our national security. We have supplied them with more
funds and influence than they have ever before enjoyed in our peacetime history. Military men have held key positions in our Government, ~nd have served as our ambassadors to foreign governments.
Dnrmg the past 4 years we have appropriated more thnn $f>O.OOO.OOO.OOO for their use to buil<l up a stock pile of atom bombs. maintain
nn Air Force to deliver the bombs in large quantity anywhere on the
globe, maintain the largest military force of manpower in our peacetime history, finance peacetime military conscription in this country.
and build military bases all m·er the world. No military machine is
worth n nickel without an enemy, and the avowed enemy of militarv
leaders is communism. I contend that despite the ulmost unlimited
resources at their disposal our military lend<>rs have failed to achie¥e
their avowed purpose, and for two basic reasons:
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1. CA>rnmunism, like democracy or Christianitv. is an ideology
against which no military machine or threat of force can be successfully pitted.
2. Economic poverty breeds communism, and by voting UNRRA.
out of existence and by diverting our resources to enormous military
preparation we are indirectly reseonsible for the very conditions in
which communism is flourishing m the war-ravaged· nations of the
world.
DANGERS OF MILITARY ALLIANCES

Psychologically, a military alliance such as the proposed North
Atlantic Pact \Vill serve to increase the ardor of the despairing Eurasian who is more readily enticed by promises of a subsistence level.
Furthermore, such a military alliance will further the fallacious conc~pt that military strength, and possibly war, offers a solution to mankmd's basic problems.
"\Ve cannot blame our military leaders for our slow progress in
eliminating the causes of war. ':Ve must blame ourselves, un<l specifically our statesmen, for having accepted the oversimplification of our
military leaders that we can l:irevent wur by arming for it, and that
Russia is resJ?onsible for the current threat of war. Aecepting such
an oversimplification has narcotized us to the awful realization that
our problems are infinitely more complex, that war will further intensify them, and that unless we begin to solve our problems by means
other than war the very survival of civilization is unlikely.
The gap between our technological progress and our sociological
incompetence has grown so broad that what is reqnirl'd of us is a
revolutionary abandonment of the framework of old ideas and the
substitution of the concept that our fate is not inexorably linke1l with
that of all of the peoples of the world, for our present con<:epts of
nationalism. Security is no longer possible on a nntional level, and
the establishment of an atmosphere of mutual confidenee and respt-ct
in which a benevolent global community can be achieved will not take
place until our statesmen rededicate themselves to the fundamental
moral principles that so competently guide our lives on a community
level.
To blame Russia for our military preparation, for the existent fear
in this country, and for the heart sick despair of the peoples of many
of the rest of the countries of the world is to indulge in neurotlic
escapism. We must, instead, confess that we have so far failed to
display an intellectual, moral, and practical courage sufficient to convince even our own citizenry that we have and a1·e exploring with
untiring dili~ence the means of creating a mutually acceptable world
order. Nothmg short of an hereculean effort, unprecedented in human
history, is reqmred of us if we are to reverse our fateful direction and
declare our faith in the fundamental goodness of mankind. The
North Atlantic Pact would constitute still another instrument of
fear, with the practical effect of accomplishing the very opposite of
what we must unequivocally strive to achieve, a world united for the
common good of all mankind. "'e are, in fnct, dealing not with nations but with 2,000,000,000 human beings. The dignity of the human
being is our divine mission, not his destruction. Because of our in-
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comparable material, political, and sociological superiority over any
other nation, leadership must inevitably come from us. We must substitute an ever-increasinp; demonstration of good faith for our present
attitude of distrust, and we must substitute self-criticism and conciliation for our present critical attitude toward Russia. Russia, and
all of the other relative~ undeveloped countries of the world, need our
help, not our hate. Not only our security, but our very survival,
depends upon our ability to reconcile our differences. The North
Atlantic Pact is not a pact of reconciliation, but a commitment to old
techniques which are no longer valid. Modern society finds itself in
the dilelJlIIla in which its salvation lies in a power in which it appar·
ently has no faith-the spirit of love as expressed in the Sermon on
the Mount.
I plead that you gentlemen dedicate yourselves to the conviction.
that the American people and our democratic government have the
moral strength to meet the appalling crisis in which our immoral
society finds itself.
Senator Vandenberg, I have a few excerpts that I would appreciate
it if I could insert them in the record. I was told you were·short of
time.
Senator V ANDENBERO. Very 'veil.
(The documents referred to are as foJlows:)
[From the Fellowship, May 1949)
THE NOBTH ATLANTIC SECURITY AU,JANCE, CAI.LED A FoBCE FOB P•:ACE, TJIBEATENS
REALLY To BE A PACT WITH DEATH

(By Alfred Hassler)
By the time this Issue of Fellowship reaches its readers, the North Atlantic
Security Alliance, whose actual provisions were ftrst made public on March 19.
may have been RignPd by the partl<'lpatlng <'ountrles and ratified by the United
States Senate. If It ls, that will be one of the more ominous Indications of bow
completely this fear-ridden country bas abandoned faith In Itself and In every
democratic value In favor of reliance on mllltary power.
The pa<·t Is a military alliance. It commits the United States more directly
to participation In war than any previous move In our history except for actual
rongreRslonal declarations of war. It undermines, probably fatally, the one
hesitant approach the nations have made toward a permanent world organlation. It writes finis, for the time at least, to the so-recent dreams of "one world."
and chooses Instead a two-world division that contains the ominous posslbllltf
of becoming no world. at all.
The published draft of the North Atlantic Security Alllance provides that the
parties "consult together" when any of them Is "threatened"; and regard an
armed attack on any one of them "In Europe or North America" as an attack
on all. to he re11lsted h:.· action Including the use of armed force.
Actually, the wording of the document Is relatively unimportant. Nations
that Insist on unlimited so¥erelgnty reserve automatically the right to default
on the most sacred treaties if they consider It In their "national Interest.. to do
so. 'l'he <>Vil of the pact lies not so much In what It says as In the fact that It
was written at all.
With the world political scene what It ls, no one can seriously doubt that tM
United States would resist militarily any armed attack on western Europe by
Russia. The depressing Importance of this treaty lies In Its tacit assumptloa
that hoJW for a peaceful 11ol11tlon to our world problems ls dead and that for
the l111Jpflnlte future all mankind must be divided between two armed camps.
Despite the pact's pious protestations that It ls purely defensive and not
directed against any specific nation. the motivation behind It on the part of ft.
moving spirit and indispensable participant-the United States-ls obviously:
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1. To win the cold war with Russia and preserve peace by a pallcy of "containment";
2. To prepare strategically to fight and win a war against Russia If the Policy
of containment does not work.
American al'('bltects of the pact e:s:pect It to accomplish these purposes In three
principal ways :
1. By encouraging the free democracies of western Europe (which will probably Include totalitarian Portugal and may later Include Fascist Spain) to resist
Soviet pressure on the more or less e:s:pllclt promise of American armed aid in
the event of war;
2. By arranging to supply the armies of these same free democracies with
American arms, to create a buft'er force that can take the first shock of an attack
and perhaps slow It down long enough for the United States to launch atomic
bombing raids and other countermeasures;
3. By a<'qnlring, In exchange for these arms and promises, American military
and air bases in Europe, thus furnishing e\·l<lence to the Kremlin of American
determination, and at the same time making available a beachhead for operations when war comes.
NO CHANGE JN POLICY

The pact does not represent any smlden reversal In official American thinking. On the contrnry, It follows loglenlly from the Truman doctrine, our policy
of toughness In Germany, and the anti-Communist refinements of the Marshall
plan. 80 the opposition to it is not essentially new, but grows out of a conviction that the American Government bas g1·ossly misconstrued the nature of
the world conflict, and Is taking countermeasures more likely to heighten the
danger than avert it.
One of the most Important aspe<>ts of the pact, from the point of view of the
United States, ls that It effectually bypasses the oonstltutlonal right of Congress to declare war. This will be true no matter what legalistic phrases may
be incorporated to save face for Congrel"s. Cnless the pact Is so radically altered
as to become 11 totally new document, the decisions for war or )Jeace will In fact
be made on the military level, by a joint western European-American staff dominated by United States military personnel and policies, and a minor Incident set
off by someone relatively obscure coultl plunge us Into war.
Diplomatic and trade relations between Eust and West and policy declslon8'
In all matters will be regulated by their etrect on the mllltary situation. Censorship will be widely extended and politlc11l reaction encouraged In the name of
security. This process Is already well begun, but there has been hope that
lncreast>d attention to trade and fun<'tional cooperation might gradually shift the
balance the other way. With the signing of the pact, which means total commitment to the Idea of a two-power division of the world beading for eventual military conftlct, that hope will virtually disappear.
There is a parallel to this situation In modern penology that was observed by
most CO's who did time In prison clurlng the last war. Theoretically, what Is
called custody-the business of walls, guns, guards, and punishment-ls only a
part, and a minor part, of the prison picture. Custody Is the necessary framework within which the reform and rehabilitation techniques are supposed to
operate. That Is the theory. In practice, custody dominates everything. The
necessity of keeping men conftnecl against their passionate de!dre to be free requires imch a concentration of attention and etTort on the part of both keepers
and convicts, that there is neither the time nor the psychological climate for rebahllltntion to operate. The result ls that the mtes for both crime and recidivism
continue to climb even while penology becomeii more enlightened and effective.
So it will Inevitably be with the pact. Decisions as to allocations of rearmament funds will, of course, be made on a military basis. but so wlll the distribution of so-called reconstruction mone~· of the RRP. ERP money Increasingly
will go where It <'an most etrecth·eJy build the war potentinl of western Europe,
rather than where it ('an stimulate IJl>RCetlme production and n stable economy.
The Rignlng of the pact wlll have bet-11 our eonfession thnt we now have thrown
our full reliance for security on the milltar~·; they would be more thnn human
tf they did not emphasize the Inevitable corollary, that military considerations
therefore become preeminent and unchallengeable.
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Some recipients of ERP aid spend more on arms and armies than they re<-eive
from ERP, and the l!nited States ls urging them to spend more. Here are the
figures, In millions of dollars:
ERP

Belgium-Luxemburg_ ...•.•.•
Denmark . _______ ... . .. ---- __ _
France _____ __________ _______ _
01'ef'ce ____________ ___________ _

Iceland ........ __ ... _.. __ ._ .. _
Ireland ____________ .... . . _____
ltalY - -------------- - --------Netherlands. _.... _.... _.. __ .•

Arms

ERP

:JOO

96

875
170

109

47
I, 100
116

7
64

0

565
365

12

360

Noni·ay ___ --- _·- - --- ----- -···
PortUf!&L .............. -... - _

S\\·ed.en ___.• ________ • __.• _••••

Turk~Y - ___ _----- ____________ _
United Klllgdom __ ______ ____ _

105
IO
M

30

A.11111
f2

•

2H
ltO

9tO
a. :IOO
TotaL __________ . ...... . -----3,474

~-

284

The fallacy of guarantf>l>lng pf'a<'f' or 11w11rity hy ,..lgning mllltnr~· alllnnC'eS
becomes clear when the supposed logic of the mt>thod is !'Xftmined. Here are
two grent powers. the Soviet Union 11nd thi> United StatPs, llt vrhlch worltl military and Industrial power Is polnrlzed. To 0111> or the oth!'r of thf' two thf' oth+'r,
weaker powers are graYitnting, with varying degrees of relnctnnce, drawn hy
conslclerations of economic or geographic dependencP and literally unable to
remain aloof In a world where a neutral is suspf'Ct by both sides.
These two great powers are uow almost pathologically fearful and sus11lclous
of each other. NE'lther, It nrny be safely prc•sumE'd, actually wants wnr--certalnly tlwlr peoples do not. Yet eal'h, driYE'll by its fears, not only continues
to inc·rease Its preparations for war but, In order to wake palatahle the enonnous
sacrifices that such pre1mrations entail for its clitzens, <'onstantl.\· works at the
task of heightening, rather than les~ening, the fear and suspklon.'
This task is made Infinitely simpler by the aggressive-looking, suspicion-motivated actions that each of the two powers tnkes perlodkall.\·: luerensffi urms
appropriations, extension of military conseriptlon. 1>stahllshment of military or
politkal beachheads beyond the power's own boundaries, and so on.
Eneh of these actions, justified to the home population as defensive, ls inspired by a previous act of the enemy power, and In turn Is the Inspiration for
his next countermove.
With that kind of pattern for a guide, what Is the thesis of the North Atlantic
Pa<'t·1 Redue1>d to Its simplest terms, it Is that by uniting western Europe
militarily with the United States, thus bringing American power literally and
physically to the very borders of the Soviet Union, present Russian suspicions
will not be materially Increased, but the Russian threat will be e«ectlvely
countered.
PACT WILL INCJIEABll FEAB

Logically, the proposition Is absurd. The signing of the pact Inevitably will
heighten Russian fears and simultaneously provide the Polltbum with in<ralu·
able propaganda ammunition for use both In Russia and In the rest of the uneasy world. Militarily, Russia will counter with Increased armaments, increased pressure on her satellite nations, and Increased efforts to strengthen
native Communist movements in the western nations. These moves will turn
the security gained from the pact to ashes in our mouths, and stimulate us to
new and more expensive measures, and eo on and on. The history of militarism
bas shown impressively what the ultimate end of that kind of action-reaction
chain wlll be.
Without a doubt the pact Is the death sentence of the United Nations. The
disingenuous attempts of the State Department to bring the pact nuder the UN
mantle by citing article 51 wlll deceive no one; the pact Is the culmination of a
succession of crippling blows that, on the part of the United States, began at
San !o'rancisco with the insistence on the veto power, and progressed through
the sabotage of UNRRA, the bypusslng of the UN in the Greek-Turkish Truman
doetrlne ntralr, and the decision to keep the Marsha)) plan reins of ERP In the
nationalistic hands of the United States rather than turning them over to the UN.
THE NATURE OF THE BTBUOGLI:

What Is most disheartening is the almost complete fallure of the American
Government and press alike to comprehend either the real outline of the world
struggle or the real nature of world communism. In tl~e face of Instance alter
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instance of the sacrificial devotion of individual men and women to communism,
going to the extent of a willingness to suffer .prison or martyrdom, most of us
perslet In regarding communism as a wholly cynical quest for power on the part
of a greedy and unscrupulous group of polltlclans.
The fact ls that communism's world strength ls a form of religious fervor
surpassing that exhit..ed on a large scale by any of the other world religions
today. Communism's appeal t.., the runsees is the promise to hungry people of
a world In which there will be enough to eat; to exploited people of a world free
of exploitation; to minorities of a world free of discrimination; to the insecure
of a world of security. In their despair, hungry, homeless men will close their
eyes to the brutality of communism's methods and embrace It ns their only b'lpe
in a bitter world.
There was a time, not very many years ngo, when democracy had that kind
of appeal and aroused that kind of fervor. That wns the time when democracy
meant freedom from tyranny to the tyrannized, freedom of opportunity to the
enslaved, freedom of speech to the terrorized.
But Americn'R great reservoir of good will around the world hns almost disappeared. In the sight of millions of the world's people the United States now
ls the principal defender of the status quo, the fabulously rich nation whose charity is doled out only to the deserving poor, the democracy whoae fine professions
are belied by undemocratic actions·at home and abroad.
Many non-Communist Europeans already are fearful of the tremendous added
strain to their shaky economies that the Atlantic Pact's emphasis 011 military
strength will mean, as many Americans are afraid of what the cost of arming
western Europe, estimated at four to five blllions a year, will do even to our
prosperous country. If the pact means, as it will, the slackening of progrese
In rebuilding peacetime production. and the sentencing again of millions of men
to the empty wuste of mllitnry st•1·vice, the result may· well be the very conditions of despair in which communism recruits its new millions of adherents. So
that from a coldly practical Yiewpoint, the consequences of the pact are likely
to be a heightened tension between the goYernments In the east and west reaching Its breaking point at the time when the fenrs and privations of the masses
of the people result In a world-wide strengthening of the Communist movement.
There still Is an alternative way we could travel. The real oppressors of the
world's people today are poverty and exploitation nod war. Democracy could
quickly recapture Its appeal for all the world if it mnde an all-out attack on
these. If the United States were to concentrate its efforts on the kind of constructive nctivlties suggested by President Truman's proposal to develop the
backward parts of the world (but free from its Imperialistic Implications) the·
e«ect would be electrifying. If the United States were to appeal for universal
disarmament, agreeing at the start to dismantle Its atomic bombs and bomb
plants, a thrill of hope would run through the world that no propaganda ministry
could effecth·ely distort.
That kind of program would be an idea, a creative, dynamic idea that could
capture the t-nthusiu111tlc allegiance of millions-the Iden of a world of abundance
and peace without the repressive political machinery that communism deems
necessary. That kind of Idea would take the appeal out of the Communist idea
and the sting from the Communist threat. l\fiiitn1·y alliances will not.

MILTON

l\IA YER WlllTEl'I ABOUT JOHN FosTER Dn.u:s

John J<"oHter Dnllei; was in Clel'elnnd the oth~r Wet>k to address the Third
National Htudy Conference of the Churches an(! tVorld Order, under the auspices
of the Federal Couneil of Churches. The Christian Century, which tries harder
than I do to cherish the iustftutionai churches as the repositories of salvation,
a11Serted that "the Cle'\°eland (•0)1fere11ce leaned beuvlly on John Foster Dulles,
who spoke more f1·et1uently on the ,·ariety of subjt'(•ts whkh were before it than
any other person." If the Century speaks truly, nnd I imppose It does, the
conclusion Is irresistible thnt l\lr. Dulles is nn t-ver-wenkenlng reed.
Under the editorial title •·c1e,·el1111d Sti·ikes Out!" the Century reported that
the delegates' "uctions In the ('Onferen<'e and the stntPments with which they
<'Oll<'lnded what they had to say on the floor were in most cases cautious and
equivocal, 11ecularistk an1l confusPd. If thle 111 the best the churches can do,
it i.s to be hoped that the third 11atio11nl study conference will be the Inst." The
Century's whole report was n bllsterer, but what fixed my attention In connection
with Mr. Dulles, was the Century's do('umented assertion tlmt "the conterence
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voted against the principle of the Atlantic Pact, It voted for the principle, and
It voted that it could take no position upon the pact."
Now If Mr. Dulles ls to be Judged as a burgeoning Christian, lt must be in connection with such phenomena as the Institutional church's attitude toward
Atlantic pacts and the like, since Mr. Dulles aft'ects to be something of an International statesman as well as something of a world Christian. He ls the key
man In the United States UN delegation and does not violently object to being
ealled one of the architects of the UN.
The conference announced that "we do not pass upon the proposed Atlantic
Pact because the final text is not available and time Is not available for adequate
study of its implications." The Century obsen·ed: "If this Is leadership, local
churches and denominations may be excused i·f they find themselves unable to
recognize It as such." The Century, as I say, still looks to the Institutional
church for leadership.
True, the United States of America has proceeded so far along the road to
totalitarian cllctatorship that Its Government had drawn up the pact without
eonsultatlon with Its people. But the very fact that text and time were not
available should Itself have been the occasion for an unqualified protest bf the
-conference against this technique of totalitarian dictatorship. Why didn't tbe
conference demand text and time and, failing to get It, condemn the pact out of
hand?
The answer can only be that the conference was a willing party to the secrecJ
with wil.lch Its Government was drawing its country Into an alliance for war.
Mr. Dulles, as key man of the United States delegation to UN, should have known
the contents of the pact in Cleveland. (Its text was released a week later. l If
he didn't know them, he should have resigned from the UN delegation rather
than play a part in committing the conference to being a quiet accomplice of the
conspirators. And Cleveland was crawling with State Department doubl~
talkers who were supposed to be telling the churchmen all about our forelp
relations.
A MILITARY ALLIANCE

Mr. Dulles knew what the pact was as well as you and I did. He knew that
the pact was a military alliance for a declaration of war bY Its signatories OD
the occasion of an aggression by unnamed parties on any one of them. Kuowlog
this, he knew that the pact w~s the death warrant for the United Nations. whose
article 53 says that "no enforcement shall be taken under regional arrangementa
or by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security CouncH." The
pact violates the UN Charter and destroys the UN and if Mr. Dulles didn't know
it he didn't know what the American newspaper readers knew.
But l\Ir. Dulles was being disingenuous. He said at Cleveland that "the
people of western Europe, and particularly of Scandinavia, ought not to seem to
bring United States military might directly to Russia's border." I urge you to
pipe, in passing, this Christian statesman's emphasis on seeming, and th••n I go
on to quote Mr. Dulles: "It would, Indeed, Involve a high tribute to Soviet leaders
to assume that, under these circumstances, they would exercise more self-rontrol
than would our people under comparable circumstances, as, for example, It the
Soviet Union had mllltary arrangements with a country at our border."
Mr. Dulles was saying that the Atlantic Pact was a declaration of war and
that Stalin was crazy if he didn't attack us now. But Mr. Dulles was trying to
say It the unintelligible way bel'ause, first, he Intended to support the pact and
to commit the Institutional church to compliance with it, and, second, he Intended
to return to Cleveland some day, after Ru!<sia had been ~oaded Into war and the
United States (as well as Russia) was de'feated, and remind the Institutional
church that he had warned them.
Having run his errand In Cleveland, l\Ir. Dulles then returned to the pure air
of the temporal world and proceeded to support the pact, saying, "It does mean
that If an attack occurs within the North Atluntic area, and the Security Council
cannot handle it, then the United States has a duty to act to repel the attack
and to rel!tore pence." This Is, of course, more gobbledygook, concealing, but
not too well, the statement that the United States will violate article 5:J of the
United Nations Charter, which specifies that the Securiy Council, and no one
else, can and must handle attacks.
Says the Century, "The conference never did decide whether the reality with
which it was most concerned lay in guns and goods or in GOd as He ls revealed
In Jesus Christ. • • • The statements generally lacked the note of Chrlsttan
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love. The discussion of justice and human ·rights consistently dealt with these
Jn terms of expediency, as a means to curb Russia rather than to express Christian
brotherhood. Amazing blind spots averted the conference from the use In war
<Jf atomic and other methods of mass destruction, the continuance of peacetime
conscription, the reduction of our coloRsal arnis budget, the curbing of our worldwide spy network, the threat of universal mllltary training, the reduction of the
number of military bases around the world, or the relaxation of military domination of education, Industry, commi•rce, and sclrnce." The Christian Century
ls amazed because figs do not grow from thistles, because the Christian ministry
does not vreach Jesus Christ cruclfled.
I submit that the Christian ministry, If lt wantE>d to perform the Christian mission, would keep away from John Foster Dulles, who wants to be a Christian without performing the Christian mission. Mr. Dulles ls a worldly man, who does
not yet understand the dreadful circularity of the C1lristlan commitment, namely
that the only way to try to be a Christian Is to be one. If be wants to try to be
<Jne, he will havE> to stop building power alliances like the UN and stop tearing
them down for new power alliances like the Atlantic Pact. He will have to get
down otr the platform, all the way down to the prle-dleu, and ask to be lifted up.
He ls a weak reed, but a heavy burden, too heavy to be lifted by mortal man.
And if I misjudge him, may he say so and say why, In this or some other place,
and God forgive me my Intemperance.

HIST<JRY REPEATS

"• • • More than one true thing may be said about the causes of the war,
hut the statement that comprises most truth Is that militarism and the armaments
Inseparable from it made war hieYitnble. Armaments were Intended to produce
a sense of security in each nation-that wns the justification put forward in
defense of them. What they really did was to produce fear In everybody. Fear
causes suspicion and hatred; it is hardly too much to say that, between nations,
It stimulates nil that Is bad and depresses all that Is good.
"One nation Increases its army and makes strategic railways toward the frontiers of neighboring countries. The second nation makes counter-strategic railways and lncremws Its army In reply. The first nation says this Is very unreasonable, because its own military preparations were only precautions; the second
nation says that Its preparations also were only precautions, and points out,
with some <'ogen<·y, that the first nation began the competition; and so It goes on,
untll the whole continent Is an armed camp covered b~· strategic railways. • • •
"The lesson of European history Is so plain. It Is that no enduring security
can be found In competing armaments and in separate alliances; there ls no security tor any power unless It be a security in which its neighbors have an equal
share."
EXCERPTS FROM SoURCE BOOK, MILITARY TRENDS IN THE UNITED STATES

(Compiled Ly La wren~ R. Mallery, .Jr., for the American Friends Service
Committee( peace section), Phlladelphla, Pa.)
1. THE NATURE OF WORLD WAR III ACCORDI:-IG TO I.EADING AMERICAN SCIENTISTS AND
MIUTARY EXPERTS

The scientists

"Antiaircraft defense guided by radar eventually reached such eftldency that
80 to 90 percent <Jf the V-l's aimed nt the London area were shot down. But if
the remaining 10 to 20 percent bad carried atomic war bends there would be no
London today."-W. A. Higginbotham, chairman of Federation of American
Scientists, New York Times, November 3, 1946.
Dr. J . R. Oppenheimer testified before the Senate Mllltary Affairs Committee
In October 1945 that an enemy nation could destroy nll United States principal
cities and klll 40,000,000 people In 1 night with the atom bomb.
"Six atomic bombs of the present known design, strategically dropped on New
York, would efface this vast, sprawling city. And, if one of the six were dropped
In the bay, with the 'right' wind blowing, the city would be made uninhabitable
tor 100 years, so great would be the resultant radioactive contamlnatlon."-INS
release, New York (appeared In Philadelphia Inquirer, February 8, 1948) (interview with. W. E. Kelley, manager of operations for the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission).
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"Victory tor an aggressor nation can be assured In a few terrible hours in an
atom war of the tuture."-Dr. Morris Perhuan, Washington Times-Herald, October 28, 194l:i.
"l. Atomic bombs can now be made cheaply and In large numbers. They will
become more destructive.
"2. There is no military defense against the atomic bomb and none can be
expected.
"3. Other nations can redisc.'Over our secret t>rocesses by theru11elves.
"4. Preparedness againi;t atomic warfare Is futile, and If attempted will ruin
the structure of our sodal order.
"5. It war breaks out, atomic bombs will be usetl antl they will surely destroy
our civilization.
"6. There is no solution to this problem except the international control of
ntomic energy, antl ultimately, the eliruinutlon of wur."-Emergency Committee
of Atomic Scientists, luc., November 17, 1946; statement nunouuced by Dr. Albert
Einstein .
.. Scientists are weighing the possibility ot exploding an atomic bomb in the
midst of storm clouds to cre,ate a literal rain of death • • •- Ruin falling
from the cloutl!! would be poisoned with the tleadly byproducts of tile bomb
explosion."-New York Sun, )lay 28, 1V47.
"Scientists ·who ought to know whut thPy are talking about' predicted an atomic
bomb c·upable of 'killing every living thing on the Anwrican Continent.' Th<'re
never would be a defense • • • against this 'saturation wenpon,' a bomb
},fl()() times more powerful than any yet used.''-UP di~pnlt'h, Loudon. November
5, 1947, quotiP1 Dr. Harold C. Urey, vice chairman, Emergency Committee, Amer·
ic:au Atomic S2ie11tists, Inc.
"No corner of tb 1-; phmet Is snfe against sudden destruC'tion. • • • Technicnl clen•lopment favors nggrE>sslon, and bus made defense on the bnsis ot
natlonnl armaments indfectlve."-Dr. Albert Einstein, Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin, Nowmber 1!l47.
"Todny we buve weapons whleh eould not only paraly:r.e but destroy all of the
worltl's cities. Against older wenpons no defense Is perfec•t. Against ntorulc
bombs u defem;e wouhl have to be perfeet or It would be no defense at all. Our
GovPrnmeut is spending millions on technical research and atomic countermeasures, but the unswer will remain the same: a perfect dt>fenl'P against atomic
attack is humanly lmposslble."-Dr. W. A. Higginbotham, New York nme.;i.
Novt>mber 3, 1947.
"Agent!l have already been perfected and produced In quantity that can klU
man, beast, or crops • • •."-Hanson Ruldwln, on germ warfare, New York
Tilues, September 27. 1946.
Dr. Albert Einstein describes our dilemma as a "\•icious <'lrcle which threatens
the C'ontinned existenre of mankind as no other situation In human history bas
ever done." He continues, "The progre!!S of technological development • • •
has nctu11ll)' contrlhuted to the dangers whiC'h threaten Jl('ace and the ,-ery existence of mankind • • • . However strong nationnl armaments may be-, U1ey
do uot create military security for any notion nor do they guarantee the malnte111tnce of pence. There is no compromise possible between prt-pnratiou for war.
on the one hnnd, nnd preparation of a world society based on law and order oo
the other."-United Jliations World, Octoher 1947.
''Never, sim•e the beginning of recorded history, bas mankind been faced by so
tE>rribie a i1roblem. E;tber we must, within the i:pnce of a few years. unlearn
ancient bt>liefs and preJudicel\,nnd consent to an entirely novel form of political
untl military organizution or, if we fall in this. we must expt>Ct n world-wide
disaster, surpassing in its horror nll that past mlsfortuneos enable u11 to lmaglne."Bertrand Russell, British Broadcasting Corp. atltlress, rt'prlnted in the Sun Lit~
Review.

The military
"It is no longer a secret that the bombs dropped at Nagasaki and Hiroshima
were of a primitive ty1>e already obsolete whPn they were used. We now have
bombs 50 times more powerful • • • there are tollny in the arsenalR of
several great powers other weapons • • • more devastating than tht> atom.
They are capable of extenninntlng the last vestige of human, animal. antl even
vegetable life from the fuce of the earth. 'fhis Ls not a prediction of horrors to
come. These weapons exist. 'fbey are being manufacturt'd right now. wbll~
you are reading these words."-Henr Adm. Ellis 1\1. Zacharias, wartime Deputy
Chief of Unitetl Stutes Nu,·al Intelligence, United Nations World, NO\'eft\ber 19t7.
"• • • the next war probably will not Inst 6 mouths.''-Admlml William
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H11lsey, UP report of NaQ· Day Victory WRr LoRn Rally, St. Louii;, Mo., October
29. 194:).
"In the next war, the th·st 7 days will be dedsive.''-Gen. Dwight Elsenhowe1·,
Look .Magazine, July 8, 1947.
"Arthur Mayer has just com1)leted a tour for the Red Cross. In Tokyo be
asked General MacArthur, • • • 'What I would like to find out is how the
Red Cross can do a better Job in the event of another war.' 'There won't be time
for the Red Cross to do a better job in the event of another war,' Gent>ral Ma<:Artbur replied. 'The next wa1· won't last long enough for that.' "-St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, February 28, 1946.
"For the forseeable future there can be no adequate military defense against
atomic weapons.''-United States State Department, in a report published January 1947, The Intemational Control of Atomic Energy.
"We won the last war. And it's the last war we'll ever win. It we have
another, this Nation will lose.
"We'll lose, and the enemy we fight will lose, because victory in atomic
warfare is no longer possible. One nation cannot defeat another nation today.
That concept died with Hlroshlma.''-Gen. H. H. Arnold, This Week, January
11., 1948.
3. llIUTABY CHARACTER OF UNITED STATES OFFICIALS AND POLICY

"If we see that Germany is winning we ought to help RuS!!la, and if Russia Is

winning we ought to help Germi.uy, and that wny let them klll as many as possible,
although I don't want to see Hiller vkto1·ious under uny clrcumstnnC'es. Neither
of them think anything of their pledged word.''-Senator HRrry S. Truman,
New York Times, June 24, 1941, requoted by the Times, Nol·ember 12, ln47.
"The President, an artillery captain In the last war, has never gotten over his
awe of generals • • • Some of Truman's civilian advisers are complaining
that General Marshall can overrun them on almost any issue. They point out
that twlce--1>n the atomic bomb and on military training-Truman has accepted
the general's views against strenuous cabinet oppositlon.''-Drew Pearson,
October 28, 1945.
President Truman appointed Gen. George C. Marshall as Secretary of State on
January 7, 1947.
New York Times, January 8, 1947, reported that It General Marshall were sent
to the Big Four Foreign Ministers Conference In Moscow .(March 1947), "the
United States would 111n·e three top gener11ls In Its repre!'.lentation there" (General
Marshall, Gen. Walter Bedell Smith. AmbasRador to Russin, and Gen. Mark Clark,
Austrian trellty nf'gotlatlons deputy).
"If man does find the solution for world peace It will be the most revolutionary
reversal of his record we have ever known."-Gen. George C. Marshall, Report
to the Nation, 1945.
"The terms of the ftnal peace settlement • • • cannot In my opinion alter
the necessity for a system of universal military tralnlng."-General Marshall,
Report to the Nation, 1945.
"The world does not seriouRly regard the desire11 of the weak • • • we
must enforce our will for peace with strength. • • *-General Marshall, Report
to the Nation, 194li.
" • • • it 111 rle!lired to obtain authorization of the Congress to 1letull military
and naval missions to nny foreign govermnt>nt whenever In the discretion of the
President the public Interest renders such 11 coul'!le ad\'isable. • • • It Is a
traditional poliC)' of the rnlted States to uld fl'ientll)' nations and to achieve
nnd to mulntuln their ltulependem·e nnd to RllpJlOrt the sy>.1tem of the 'open door.'
From the \'lt>wpoint of mnlntennnce of International pen<'e us well as from that
of strictly Amnlenn Interests In thl' flehl of economic development nnd general
security, It Is oh\'lom; that the policies mention~! in the prl'Cedlng pa rugruph
should he vigorous!)· supported and put into exl'<·ntion."-Gen. George C. Marshall,
memornndum to the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House, February
2r.. Hl47.
''1'he United Stutes now relies on military nnd nnvnl stri>ngth in nchleving the
alms of its foreign IJOllC)' to 11 greater dei.:ree than e\'er hefore in its peacetime
history.''-Foreign Policy AsRociatlon, October 3, 1946, \Vashlngton, D. C.
'•Jn the entire 6 weeks of the MnRcow Conferenee • • • Gl•nerai Mnrl'<hall
appnrently did not unbend. He was ns rl!!ld us the Washington Monument
• • • though there wert- many ontstnndin;.: questions between the United
States and RusRia and the United Stnte8 nnd Britain, he n11p11rt>ntly mnde no
etl'ort to talk 011t these pl'Oblems. • • *"-New York Times, April 30, 1947.
110614-49-pt. 3--2
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"The President still bas Admiral William D. Leahy as his personal Chief of
StalT. • • • Confidential reports and estimates of the daily situation In the
world, which are placed on l\lr. Truman's desk each morning • • • are the
product of Central Intelligence Agency, largely staft'ed by mllltary men and so
far directed (in Its brief existence) by two admirals and one general. George C.
Mari<hnll, General of the Army, ls Secretar~· of State. The Assistant Secretary
tor Occupied Arens was Maj. Gen. John H. Hildring, and Is now Charles E.
Saltzman, a former brigadier general. Japan Is governed almost unilaterally
by General of the Arm~· Douglas MacArthur. • • • Korea is under a military
man. GE>rmnn~· ls the domain of Lt. Gen. Lucius D. Clay; Austria, of Lt. Gen.
Geoffrey K1.' yes. • • • In the Foreign Service Lt. Gen . Walter Bedell Smith Is
our Ambai:F1ador to Moscow; Admiral Alan G. Kirk ls our Ambassador to &>I.glum;
Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer just headed a special mission to China. In South
Africa and Panama retired gi>nerals head the legation and embassy, and throughout South America some 13 American milltary missions wield not only military
but political powl'r. • • • Of course there Is nothing insidious ln this.
per se. • • • Most of the men mentioned are good public servants; many
of them are exceptional. Coll~~tlvely, however, the~· represent a pattern; they
have in common the hublt of command and discipline and the mental outlook
of years of military truining-a tendency to apply In their thinking the yardstick of physical power. • • •-Hanson Baldwin, The Military Move In,
Harper's magazine, December 1947.
The following quotes and editorial comment~ were first published In the
pamphlet, "The Mllltarlzatlon of America," issuell by Dr. Albert Einstein and
20 other leading Americans:
"Never before have the Army and Navy been so powerfully placed In Govern·
ment controls. And never before bas the United States a!J_opted so stern a foreign
policy. • • • The group as a whole have been operating as a team."-United
States News, March 21, 1947.
When Gen. John H. Hllldring was made an Assistant Secretary of State. "He
brought with him to the State Department 26 of his assistants In the War Department."-New York Times, May 8, 1947.
A number of other key positions In the State Department are occupied by
milltary men who "served during World War II as General Staff secretaries
or assistants at the \Var Department here or at Army headquarters overseas."Washlngton Star, February 2, Ul47.
Col. Carlisle H . Hummelsine, Director of the Office of Departmental Administration, described by the New York Times of August 17, 1947, as bead of the
executive secretariat In the State Department, was formerly in the oftlce of the
Army's General StalT. Lt. Col. W. J . McWllllarus, who was secretary of tbe
General StalT of the Sixth Army -group, ls Col. Hummelsine's executive officer in
the State Dep11rtment. W. W. Chapman, Jr., executive assistant to Assistant
Secretary of State John E. Puerlfoy, was deputy assistant secretary of the
Combined Chiefs of StalT. Walter K. Scott, chief of the Division of Communications and Records, is a lieutenant <'Olonel who was secretary of the General
StalT of Supreme Allled Headquarters In Europe.
Capt. Richard Weigle, executive officer of the Office of Far Eastern Atratrs.
was secretary of the General StalT of the Chinese Combat Command. Col. Ira
W. Porter, a West Point graduate and secretary of the General StatT of the
Fifth Army, Is administrative oftlcer on the Division of Foreign Service Admin·
istration.
Capt. L. W. Parke, an Anna pol ls graduate, Is Chief of the Cryptography Division
In the State Department. Selden Chapin, Director General of the Foreign Service,
Is a Naval Academy graduate. Haywood P. Martin, the Deputy Director of the
Oftlce of Foreign Service Planning, was a Navy lieutenant who formerly ser\"ed
In the Navy DepartmE>nt. Charles E. Mills, Associate Chief of the Division of
Foreign Service Planning, was a Navy lieutenant in the Navy Department.
John W. Bays, a retired read admiral, Is senior Assistant Chief of Foreign
Service Administration.
The Washington Star of Fehruar~· 2, l!l47, lists stlll other positions In the
State Department held by ruilltary men. It says:
.. Ten of the twenty men ranking as executive officers in the State Department
have been brought In during recent months from the military services: •
The ~Jnder Secretart of State, Robert A. Lovett, who served 5 years as AMlstant
Secretary of War for Air, was a na\•al a\·lator In the First World War. He was
described by Arthur Krock In the !\lay tri, 1947. New York Times as having worked
closely with General .Marshall during the war and as being one of those wbo
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feel that General Marshall's "wish thereafter they would seek to carry out as a
national duty."
..Today the Army has virtual control of foreign affairs, commencing on the
home front with General Marshall as Secretary of ~tate, and his Assistant
Secretary of State for Occupied Areas, Maj. Gen. John H. Hilldrlng, who directs
the military commanders controlling our foreign policy in occupied Euro]Je and
Asia. The chain of control in diplomatic hot spots both In the execution of basic
policy and In the formulation of a<l hoc nrrungements, lii>s· almost totally In
the hands of the military authorlties."-Army and Nal·y Bulletin, January 18,
1947.
Bernard Brodie,· who has been a resident civilian member of the War College
faculty, and who generally espouses the Army·s point of view, is the author
-0f studk>s on the atom bomb, unlverisal military training, etc., for the Legislative Bureau of the Library of Congress.
Military Influence has been extended to the United Nations. For example,
Warren Austin, the UN delegate who was the militnry's enthusiastic supporter
while In Congress, has as his deputy representative on the United States Atomic
Energy Commission Frederick Osborn, a former major general in the Army.
Ralph A. Bard, former Under Secretary of the Navy, Is the deputy reprPsentatlve
on the United Nations Commission for Conventional Armaments. The State
Department's Director of United Nations AtTairs is Col. Dean Rusk. The New
York Times of May 7, 1947, stated that two of the three advisers to the "American atomic delegation to the United Nations are military men: Maj. Gen.
Leslie Groves and Maj. Gen. Thomas Farrell. Col. Kenneth Nichols, West Point
engineering professor, was also added to the American sta1f.
"Instead of being starved and ignored as the Army always ls in peacetime
America, our War Department Is going to be one of the most Important and
Influential branches of our Government, and the question of military control
will confront us not only in war but in peace. The lesson taught by these recent
war years Is clear: Our whole economic and social system will be in peril if
It is controlled by the military men."-Donald Nelson, lo his book Arsenal of
Democracy.
·
"• • • if Congress passes any piece of leglslatlon drawn up by the military
without carefully looking it over, the military are, in effect, writing the laws.
National emergency can be used time and time again fo Insist that the budget,
the money, or the bllls proposed by the armed forces are required In the defense
of the Nation, that unless they are passed our national security wlll be endangered."-Brlg. Gen. Merritt A. Edson, testifying before the Senate Armed
Se"lces Committee, May 1947.
"• • • men In uniform are no dlJJerent than other people • • •. Given
the opportunity, men In uniform will grasp the same power that men do in the
fields of labor and industry • • •." When asked by Senator Saltonstall,
"lf I did not place faith and Intelligence in the people of this country," the
reply was, "I do not overlook the power of propaganda."-Brig. Gen. Merritt A.
Edson, June 14, 1947.
f. KIUTARY PROPAGANDA IN THE UNITED STATES

"Heaviest spender for advertising space in United States newspapers In 1946
was the War Assets Administration • • •."-Washington Post, May 8, 1947,
which then went on to Hilt the Army recruiting services as third. '.fhe Post
quoted Printer's Ink magazine as saying, "It is interesting to note that the first
and third of the leaders are Government agencies."
The Army and Navy Journal, January 12, 1947, announced that the Army had
"Initiated peacetime program Intended to train and maintain large staffs of
uniformed public relations speclalist1i. The Army Is now operating an information school at Carlisle Barracks, Pa., headed by a general officer at which officers
are being trained In newspaper and radio techniques and a monthly magazine
issued. The Navy pla!Js the commissioning of public Information specialists
In Its permanent Regular officer corps, and Is now Indoctrinating officers through
tours of temporary duty at the Navy Department."
"As of December 81, 1946, 1,818 military personnel held full-time positions
lo public-relations activities which represents an annual sum of $2,855,827 and
626 military personnel held part-time positions In public·relatlons activities
which represents an· annual sum of $314,289. As of the same date, the War
De}l8rtment had 753 civilian employees doing full-time public-relations work
which represented an annual sum. of $2,275,375, and 309 part-time civilian per-
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sonnel engaged in public-relations work representing an annual sum of $:!35,563.'.
(This totals nearly $H.OOO,OOO. )-Quote from a lt>ttE>r by Lt. ('ol. L. D. Perry, to
Representative E. H . Hedri<'ks, Wel'lt Virginia, l\fnreh 14, 1947.
The February 1, 1947, Army and Navy .Journal, reporting on n luncheon and
conferepce hE>h1 hy the War Department on .January 30, 1947, for wember11 of
the Senate Armt><I Services Committee, said, "The presentation made the Senators
by General Sta:·: hendl'l was similar to thosE> which tt1E> Army has bt>t>n maklnJ:
to outstanding <'ivllinn gronps • • • throughout thf" country • • • during thf' past ft•"· months. These presentations inclnde an outline of the postwar
Military EstalilishmE>nt and ite manpower problems • • • .. Tnp-lt>vel Slll'tlkers bnve prt>sented these vrogrnms in several citiE>s and before din•rse civilian
groups. 'l'hf'se tours have been supplemented by other Army speakers ap1iearing
throughout the country."
12.

u. s. s.

B.

"In l!l45 the profits tax, the Minister said, yielded only 4,000.000 rubles, less
than one-fifth of budgetary expectations, chiefly because production got out of
band, notably in coal mlninir. In henvy Industries costs Wel'f" swollen to nearly
twice the estimates. Because of defective production, losses In mnnufactnring of
agricultural machinery and transport equipment in the first hulf of 1946, exCf"eded 120,000,000 rubles. Not only was Russian production ns a whole far behind the schedule of the 5-year plan, but the output of mnn~· items wns decreasing • • • the yearly petroleum deficit In the Soviet Union was set at
more than 25,000,000 tons."-New York Times, November 4, l!H6.
Look magazine In its February 4, 1947, edition carried un account by Elliot
Roosevelt of 1m interview with Stalin In which Stalin said, "Not a single great
power, even if its government were nnxlons to do so, eonltl now rah•f' a larw army
to fight nuother Allied power, another great power, bPeause now one 1::rnno1
possibly fight without one's people-and the people are unwilling to fight."
On Februury 6, 1947, because of what Is said to be tlw \VOl'st famine In Rn:<.~in
Rlnce 1922, the Soviet nnnouneed, ncconling to the ~ew York Times of Fl•hrnnr~·
6, 1947, the demobilization of six new age groups In ordt>t' h• ht>lp lu the "battle
for n good hnn•est and the abolition of rationing.'' Tlw Washington Post of
F<'bruary 6, 1947, commented, "Informed sources said there will be very few
soltliers over 22 in the Russian Army when the new demobilization order Ii<
carried out."
"Another overlooked point In Stalin's speech (In Febnrnry l!l46) was from a
practical viewpoint more Important than the first . The Soviet Union bn1:ieg, be
said, eventually to produce 00,000,000 tons of steel annually. Only then. be
added, could the homeland be considered 'guaranteed against all possihlf'
eventualltles'-that is to say, wars. But 'thut will tnke three :i·year plans.
if not more.' In other words, by the hardest kind of toil, n11ssla as1>ires to wake,
in 1961. two-thirds as much steel as the present capacity of the United ~tates.
Stalin would be 82 by then. Rut he probably does not expect to Jin~ long t>nough
to see Russia guaranteed against all 'eventunlltit>s'--and hence not long enongb
to be able to launch an aggressive wur against the United States, even If be i10
demred.''
"More than 7,000,000 Red Army soldiers were killed by the German>! anti their
allies and 5.000.000 to 6,000.000 civilians. • • • More than li00.000 sqmu"t>
miles of Russia were occupied by the Germans and thE>ir alllei-:. It was onJy .a
tenth of the U. S. S. R. hut it held a third of Russia·s populntion, and its devasta·
tlon meant tlw loss of half the So\·iet coal mines, hnlf the eleetrlc power. threefifthi;: of the iron mines and about half the steel and machine1·y imlustry . Whllt
the Russians liberated was for the most part a de>!E>rt of worthles11 rubble with
Its great cities from 30 to 00 percent destroyed. • • • Four million 1ieople
In the Ukraine alone would have to lh·e In caves or IE>an-to's made of wreckaKe
for another 2 years. All together 6,000.000 dwellings uml building!' whi«'h provided what was very poor bonsinit to 25.000.000 peoplP were 'l'On11umed b;r fal!clsm' as the Russians say."-Wby We Don't Understand Rm!siu, by EdgHr ~now.
Saturdny Evening Post, February 15, 2'2, 1947.
·
"Agi:n-esslve war by the Soviet Union Is not probable for at leal't 11 d('('Sde,
considering the present condition of Industry, ugrlcnlture. reconstruct1011. aAd
nntlonal morale. • • • Reconstr1wtlon has been slow, granted itio great estE>nt. In 1946, in pnrtR of the DonE>ts Basin, the great induRtrial area lnld waste
by the Germans, it appeared as though the Germans hnd been gone for 3 dll7ll
lm1tm1d of :i yenr11."-DrE>w Middleton, former New York Times llo11t'OW t-orre·
spondent, New York Times, February 2, 1948.
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Ernest C. Ropes, re<!fflltly retired Director of the U. S. S. R. Division of the
United State11 Depnrtment of Commerce, sees no Immediate threat from Russia.
He declared that, fo1· economie reasons. Russia was In no po111tion to launch an
'Jtggres.'!lve war in le11s than 2U yeurs.-The Washington Post. September 19, 1947.
..The Soviet Union Is 111 110 position to support a global war, and no other
nation in the world ls tn a [IOl!ition to suport one, either.'·-General Eisenhower,
addressing the National Press Club, February 5, 1948; reported ln the New Yo1k
'Nines, February 6, 1948.
"In aceord11n(-e with arttc-le II of the United Nations Charter, the Soviet delegation submits for Uie «onslderatlon of the General Assembly the following
propo88l:
.. (1) In the intere11ts of <-onsolldattng iutemutional peace and HeCUrlty and in
couformity with thP purpoHeS and prlndples of the United Nutlons Organization,
the Generul Asl'.lembly considers a general reduction of armaments necessary.
"(2) 'fhe Implementation of the dectslon on the reduction of armaments should
Include Ill'! a primary obje<>tlve the banning of the manufacture and use of atomic
enercy for military 1mrposes.
"(3) The General AsHembly recommends to the Security Counctl achievement
of the objl'f•tlves set forth ln the abo\•e-mentloned paragraph!! 1 and 2.
" ( 4 J The llt>nerul As11t>t11bly culls u11•m tht> i.:overuments of all States to render
every po!<!!lble ui;sistanee to the Security Council ln this responsible undertaking,
the aceompli11hment of which conforms to the establishment of stable peace and
international St'<.'urlty and also servei;i the interests of the pPople by llgbtenlng
their heuvy eC'onomic burden caused by excessll"e expPnditures for armaments
which do not eorrespond to peaceful postwar conditions.
..The ado11tion of the dech:1lon on a general reduction of armaments and the
\Nlnning of the manufucture und use of atomic energy for military puri10ses will,
Indeed. respond to the pacUlst strivings of our peoples and wlll contribute to the
developmf'nt of lnternatlonul cooperation. In c·onclusion. pt>rmlt me to express
confidence that this proposnl of the Soviet delegntton will have the support of
ull the Unltt>d Nations."-V. M. Molotov, in the United Nations, October 29, 1946.
··• • • l{eneral disarmament ls essential in order to redu<'e mllitary budgets
• • • without which it ls impossible to lighten the burdens of taxation borne
by po11ulatio11s who will be unable to earry the load for long without complaint.
• • • A J!eneral redUC'tion of armaments should embrac. e all countries and
cover all forms of armaments. • • • The 01•lnion was expressed at the
General A"st>mbly thut the initiath·e of the Sol"iet Union, In the mutter of reduction of aruuunents, wns 1111prop11ate, since she bad a powerful army. • • • It
is also a matter of redu<'lng n11v11l and air armaments, the size of which Is now ln
<>ert11in case" quite Inappropriate to pence conditions. • • •
"The ~"'' if't Gm·ermmmt bas propoRed that the Oener11l Assembly should pass
a resolution recognizing the necessity of a general reduction of armaments. \Ve
<lo not think thut the General Assembly could at this moment take a detailed
decision on this question. It should. in our opinion, rt>eommend the Security
Coundl to work out appropriate concrt>te instructions. The passing of a recommt>ndatlnn by the General Aasembly should be the starting point. • • •
"If we agl't>e In ptinciple with the neeessity for strlet international rontrol, we
i.bould ali;n he able to n•1wh an agreelJlWlt on the concrete matters relating to
coutrol oYer the prohibition of the u::ie of atomic eneriry for purposes of war,
and over thl' implementation of the rlecil'lion whkh will be taken on the general
rf>duetlon of armamenb;.
"The So,·iet delt>gution accordingly !<Ubmits a s111>plement to the proposal on
the gener11l rl'duction of armaments:
" 'To in::iure the adoption of mea::iures for the reduction of armaments and
prohibition of the use of atomic enerip· for military purpose::i, there shall be
Pstnblished within the frnmework of the Security Council • • • lnterna·
tlonal control operating on the basis of a special provision which should provide
for the e;;tahlishmt>nt of special organs of inspection for which vurpose there shall
be formed.. • (a.) A eommlssion for the control of the execution of the decision regarding
the l'E'duetion of armaments.
" • ( b) A commission for the control of the execution of the decision reg11rding
the prohibition of the u::ie of atomic energy for military purposes.'
"The SoYlet delegation thinks that this proposal provides a busis for the solution of the problem of c1•ntrol and in::i)lectlon.''-Molotov, In the United Nations,
November 28, 1946.
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14. BRIEF SUMMARY-EFFECTS OF WORLD WAD ll AND WORLD PREPARATIONS FOB WOBLI>
WAD III

"The 57 Allied and Axis Nations involved In the Second World War lost more
than 15,000,000 soldiers and sallors and otller military personnel, according to a
report by Secretary of State George 0. Marshall, released today.
"* • • Marshall stated that the full cost of the war 'either in intrinsic
values or in Intangibles' would never be known.
"Among the losses dlftlcult to appraise, he stated, are casualties among civilians.
losses caused by the displacement of populations; 'the long-term effects of devoting the major portion of the world's over-all capabilities for a period of years
to the objectives of destruction,' and loss In the destruction of homes, industries.
and means of livelihood of millions of people, which 'probably represented a
greater monetary cost factor than the support of armed forces.'
"The total cost to the principal belligerents in military personnel 'kllled and
missing in battle exceeded 15,000,000 • •· •. The very considerable costs to
the smaller countries, particularly Poland and the nations In southeastern Europe.
added hundreds of thousands more to the total.' "-Article by Gen. George C. Marshall for the Encyclopedia Brittanlca, reported In the New York Herald Tribune.
November 3, 1947.
'The New York Times, on May 12, 1947, published a survey by Hanson Baldwin
of the world's military strength.
United States: "The budget being discussed in Congress includes $11,256,000,000
tor arms," or 34 percent of the total budget.
Russia: Mllltary budget Is "67,000,000,000 rubles, about 18 percent of the total
budget. The unoftlclal rate of exchange, 12 rubles to a dollar, which represents
fairly accurately the purchasing power of the dollar In Moscow, would reduce
the Soviet military budget for this year to $5,561,000,000."
Naval strength: The world's total tonnage In the five principal categories is
6,680,000 tons. The United States possesses (in active and reserve fleets) 3,800,000 tons, or well over half. • • • not even Britain is a close second. The
lTnited Kingdom, with more than 1,500,000 standard displacement tons of battletihlps, battle cruisers, aircraft carriers of all types, destroyers, and submarines,
is the second sea power of the world.
Russia: Russia has between 396,000 and 487,000 tons, including conquered
German and Italian vessels.
Air Force: The United States has approximately 37,000 military planE>s of all
types. • • • "The United States has a clear and major lead In the air and.
so far as can be learned, a smaller technologleal advantage in missiles and other
new weapons, an advantage greatly aided by the superiority of our industrles."Hansen Baldwin, ~ew York Times, March 21, 1947.
Russia: Russia bas about 25,000 military planes of all types. • • •
Military expenditures by all of the nations of the world for 1947 total more than

$27,000,000,000.

15. SENTIMENT FOB INTERNATIONAL DISABHAME."iT

A group bended by Senator Elbert Thomas, chairman of the Senate Military
Atrnlrs Committee, on November 28, 1946, called upon President Truman. Premier
Stalin, and Prime Minister Atlee. "e1Tect nnd maintain a disarmament pro rata,
simultaneously and progressively, of nil war weapons except those needed by
internal police.''
The group pointed out that the United States military budgE>t of $18,300,000
for that year alone Is 27 times the appropriations for TVA during the 10 years
of Its existence.
Among the group Issuing the statement were Dr. Karl T. Compton, prPSldent of
Massachusetts lnstitue of Technology; William Green, president of the A.FL.;
Senator Miiiard Tydings: Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, former Minister to ~orway;
Wiiiiam Draper Lewis, director of the American Law Institute: Philip Murray,
President of the CIO: l\frs. Gifford Plnchot: Ewing Cockrell. premdE>nt of the
United StatE>s Federation of Justice; William A. Higginbotham. president of tbe
Federation of American Scientists.
.
"Out of one side of our mouths we talk of world disarmament and out of tlae
other we start a world armament race." Congress Is "almost equally divided on
the advl!1ahllity of military con11crlptlon."-Letter by Senator Edwin O. JohD90n,
Colorndo, to the President's Commission on Universal Training. Deeember

23, 1946.
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The Federal Councll of Churches, representing most of American Protestant
churches, issued an excellent plan for peace with Russia which appeared In the
newspapers of October 19, 1946. John Foster Dulles Joined with prominent
clergymen of various churches In signing the statement. Awong other things the
statement said:
"The armament race must be ended. The United States for the first time In
Its history plans to maintain a large standing army. Our Government seems committed to having a Navy and Air Force which will surpass those of any other
11ations. It Is continuing to manufacture atomic weapons and to develop new
sclentiflc methods of mass destruction. The latter activities. It shrouds with
secrecy.
"The Soviet Union maintains a standing army which no other nation matches.
It Is Inferior to the United States as regards Navy, Alr Force, and modern
scientific weapons, notably the atomic bomb. Its leaders are striving to make
good such deficiencies. They cloak their military establishment with great
secrecy.
"The present armament race between the United States and the Soviet Union
wlll, If continued, probably lead to the destruction of both. Such secret competition breeds the suspicion, fear, and hostility which make war Inevitable.
"We believe that every effort should be made to apply the provisions of the
United Nations Charter for the regulation and multilaternl reduction of national armaments. The proposal for an Atomic Development Authority is a
good start In that direction. The Authority would provide tme world government within a defined area. That functional approach seems practical and
susceptible of enlargement to deal with other means of muss destruction besides
atomic energy. Our Nation should persist In this course."
The statement also said: "Security Is no longer geographic. Soviet and American military strategists seem stlll to be seeking security In terms of geography.
In an eft'ort to catch up with the Increasing range and speed of missiles, they
would extend further and further the areas over which their nation has military
control. Thus, large areas of the world full within overlapping strategic orbits.
Islands of the Atlantic and the Pacific, Germany, the Balkans, the Mediterranean,
and Far East and Near East areas are looked upon by one or another as needed
for a defense, which to others seem to carry an otrenslve threat.
"The sharply Increased otrensive capabilities of modern warfare are such that
It Is not posi<lble to reconcile a friendly and neighborly policy with such strategic
defense as from a mllltary standpoint might seem most effective. Therefore,
no nation should allow Its action in these matte1·s to be determined by military
factors alone. The United States should set an example by re.nouncing the
acquisition of new military bases so far distant from the continental United
States and so close to the Soviet Union that the offensive threat is both disproportionate to the defensive value to the United States and also incompatible
with a policy designed to dl11slpate distrust and to Increase good will. This principle applies to all nations."
The Chicago Sun. November 14, 1946, quoting a current magazine's statement
that "To many people It looks like a choice between disarmament and an atomic
w~r of extinction," editorialized, "Is there really a 'choice' between a war of
extinction and anything else? The very fn<'t that the nlternatlveR can be stated
in that way ls an Indictment of our leadership and our popular thinking. For
it Is the function of leadership to show and of popular thinking to understand
that In any decision between disarmament and race suicide the only rational
course lies in disarmament."
"A system In which each step to Increase one's Rerurity threatens that of his
neighbor Is a system which makes security impossible and war Inevitable. Security cannot be attained through national mllltary power."-Father W. J.
Mlllor, Society of .Jesus, president of the University of Detroit, in the March 1947
Association of American Colleges Bulletin.
General Eisenhower, testifying before the Presillent's Air Policy Commission
on November 11, 1947, said he foresaw no immediate threat of war, "not In the
next 2, 3, or 4 years.
"No nation In the world today ls In a position to undertake a war of global
proportions," he declared.
"The governments of the world will find some way to substitute the council
table for the battlefield or within the measurable future civilization as we know
It will cease to exlst."-Reported In the New York Times, November 12, 1947.
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Gen. Douglas l\JaC'Arthur. C'ommentlng on the nsAA11sl111ttion of Gan<lbi,
'said, "That he should die through vlolene'e. is one of thOMe bitter nnnchrunltmJS
that seems to refute nil logic.
"In the evolution of civilization, It It ls to survive, all rrn>n eannot fall to
eventually adopt hl8 belief that the proeess of mass appllC'atlon of for<'e to
resolve contentious Issues i11 fun1lamenhtll~· not only wrong and useles11, but
within Itself contains the germs of 11elf-destruC'tion. G11n1lhl was one of those
prophets who lived far ahead Of the tlmes."-..\P dill[lllt<'h from Tokyo, .JanuRry
31, 1948.
"Man~· of us who have thought the situation through ha,·1> coneluded tbnt our
only salvation lies in the estnbllRhment of inter1111tional morality, a mutual
aC'Ceptunce of the futility of further warfare and 11 mutual n\·ownl to keep the
1ie11<'e. Three years ago I wonld have c-onsidE>rf'<I stwh 11 thoui;:ht ahRurd. hmnun
nnture being what it iR. 'fodny I bE>lieY<' it iR tht> 001~· <'lrnm·e for the Rnrvh·nl
of humankind. Unfortunately this eon'flction 8et>llls not to be shared hy the rulers
of nations.
"I would have Mid before the aC'<'OmpliRhruent of the atomic flRslon that we
might have a worltl government within the next !'"100 ~·pnrs. To!lny I um <'OD·
vlnced that we must try to attain it within thP- nPXt !'i ~·t>a1-i<. That's about nil
the time we ha\·!' left."-The Homb Secret Is Out, by Dr. Hohert :\1. Hnh'hins,
chaneelor of the Unlwrslt~· of Chic111m. In the AmerlC'an magazine, Deeember 194i.

Senator DoNNELJ,. May I ask you just a word about vour own educational background and yonr pr~fess1on 1 \Vould you be kin<l enough
to tell us briefly about that.?
Mr. MAI,LERY. I haven't had any college edu<"ation except for 1 year.
I have been working in the pharmaceuticnl industry as n medical copv
writer prior to the war. I was a conscientious objector and served
a guinea pig in a starrntion diet research project. nnd now I am hal"k
in professioiial life as a medical copy writer.
Senator DoNNEJ,J,. Where is your pre.'ient address?
Mr. l\L\LJ,ERY. I live in Malvern. Chester Countv, Pa.
Senator DoNNELL. " 1 hat was the college nt ,V'hich von aU<•nlle<l ~
Mr. MALLERY. One semester at Hobart College, Geneva.~- Y .• and
one semester at Temple University.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. Thank you, ~fr. )fallery.
~Ir. A. Stauffer Curry.

as

STATEMENT OF A. STAUFFER CURRY, BRETHREN SERVICE
COMMISSION, CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN

Mr. CrnRY. Senator. my name is A. Stauffer Curry. I am a minister of the Church of the Brethren. a religious body of 183,000 constituents, and appear here today at the request of Ht\rold Row. executive secretary of the Brethren Service Commission. the agency of this
religious group which administers a widespread foreigJ1 reli<lf program and in general is deeply interested in matters relating to international brotherhood and good will. This intElrest. grows out. of a
religious background of opposition to hatred. bitterness. and eonftict.
between persoi1s or i:rroups of persons wlwther they he radnl, class.
religious, nationat or international in character. Il('Canse of this
deep and historical interest in human relations our commission is
i:rrateful for this opportunity to make a brief stntement on the North
Atlantic Treatv inai;;mnch as we heliew there are elements itwoln-d
which will vitn'lly affect the relations of millions of human beings for
decade.'> and perhaps generations to come.
I should like to point out furt.her, in order that our point of view on
the treaty may be refleded properly in its totnl settin~. that the
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Brethren Service Commission has been and is currently administering
a widesprea<l relief llll<l rehabilitation progmm in war-tom countries.
At the iustigatioil of one of our subcommittes, the heifers-for-relief
program wus developed which resulted in the outright donation and
shipment abroad to undernourished and starving families in 14 countries of at least 7,700 dairy heifers, goats, and other livestock. At
least 5,000 livestock attendants were procnre<l to fucilitnte shipment
of these and other livestock to foreign ports. Over 3,000,000 pounds
of clothing, in addition to rnl>'t quantities of food were dispense.d
through our relief centers in nine countri<•s. Agricultural rehabilitation projects were Pstablished in China, Poland, and other countries.
Personnel was loane<l to various agencies for war-prisoner work. We
are currently active in the displaced-persons program. We are presently developin~ other projects as needs al'ise, and follow with great
interest unfoldmg developments such as the President's point~ program. Our mission fields include, in addition to the above-mentioned
relief centers, India, China, Afrieu. and South America where presumably phases of this program may be put into operation.
We are very anxious to emphasize that our point of view on the
pact is based upon religions and religious-humamturian considerations
and in no way is remotely associated with political influences either
domestic or international. .Also, while certain tedmi(•al factors are
referred to in this statement~ our reasons for nol favoring the pact are
basically and fundamentally religious.
DANGER OF MILITARY ALLIANCES

The Brethren Service Commission feels great concern lest the North
Atlantic Treaty be a means of stimulating aggression and attack on
the part of other nations rather than deterring and discouraging attack. Inasmuch as an extensive arms program has been proposed, our
country is functionally entering upon a military allian{'e of major
proportions. Historically, military alliances have served to stimulate
counter\lliances with resultant arms races and ultimate wars. The
history of events preceding previous wars demonstrates that in no way
do military alliances offer effective guaranties against war.
Recent major wars were all preceded with systems of military
alliances which were incapable of preserving the peace. Very recent
history in the Orient indicates that arms assistance programs may be
accompanied by, or even be the cause of aggression upon the countries
being assisted. At the very time our Nation was sending billions of
dollars worth of military aid to the largest oriental nation, it was
being- attacked by hostile forces. There is direct evidence that the
attack was stimulated or at least hastened oy our vast shipments
of armaments to that nation.
This situation tends to confirm the premise of the group I represent
that the threat of the use of force will only encourage aggression. We
hold that the pact, with its accompanying arms program. regardless
how small the latter, will serve only to arouse fears and suspicions
throughout the world, and in the end serve as a stimulant to further
strife and bloodshed. Instead of the pact with its military assistance
program, we feel that a positive program of international cooperation
among all nations should be pursued by our Na ti on more vigorouslv
than ever before. We believe that the· equivalent of the cost of tl1e
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military assistance programs from year to year should be applied
to the expansion of both public and private rehabilitation and reconstruction projects around the world.
RECONSTRUCTION AND REHABILITATION

The spread of certain ideologies across the world is ~reatly feared
by many people of this country. Our commission believes that the
best and the only ultimately successful method to stol? this spread is
through satisfying fully the basic physical, economic, personality,
and spiritual needs of war-devastated and other underprivileized
peoples. We believe the North Atlantic Treaty not only fails to give
these basic satisfactions, but also tends to hamper and retard present
efforts in the direction of reconstruction.
WEAKENING OF UNITED NATIONS

Another factor which enters into the point of view of the l?Toup I
represent is, as we look at it, the obvious weakening and tendency
toward undermining of the United Nations by the pact. While
technically the Charter of the United Nations allows for certain regional arrangements, functionally the pact is in violation of the underlying spirit of the United Nations. The pact provides for the establishment of an Atlantic Council with a defense committee to implement articles 3 and 5 of the :pact. This Atlantic Council would have
power to determine when jomt action should be taken by signatory
nations against an alleged aggressor: the Atlantic Council would also
determine rresumably when the United Nations Security Council
has taken 'measures necessary to re.c;tore and maintain international
peace and security" after an aggression has occurred. In other words,
the Council created by the North Atlantic Treaty would in effect sit
in judgment upon the United Nations. This would materially reduce
the stren~h and weaken the effectiveness of the United Nations. Other
considerations tending to weaken this international organization could
be pointed out, should time permit.
The church body I represent looks with great hopefulness upon the
posidbilities of world brotherhood through the United Nations. This
world organization has had little time to develop fullv its possibili;,ies
for resolviniz international difficulties. To do now that which involves
even the slightest risk of discrediting or weakening the United Nations
is to set the stage for further break-down and perhaps ultimate dis·
solution of this great organization. We are very stron1dy in favor
of an expanded program for strengthening the United Nations, as a
substitute for the pact, by use of the following means: Expansion of
the various functional agencies of the United Nations such as WHO,
FAO, l.,TNESCO, and the like; the reduction of national armaments
under United Nations supervision: more adequate financial contributions by all members to the United Nations: continued effort to
remove th'e factors responsible for the veto: and efforts toward greater
acceptance of the International Court of Justice.
MILITARY INFLUENCE ON FOREIGN POLICY

Another, a. third consideration in the point of view of those I represent, is the possibility that the pact will intensify the military dom-
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ination of American life and thought. We would tend to agree with
the essence of a pre-Lenten statement issued by 22 nationally known
clergymen:
The adoption of the Atlantic Pact means continued stock-plllng of atomic and
biological weapons, continuance ot peacetime conscription, Increase ot the already colossal arms budget, building a new world spy network, maintenance ot
military bases around the world, no relaxation in m111tary influence ot education,
science, Industry, and commerce.

Especially are we concerned about the growing. military influence in education, science and commerce. No stones should be left
unturned in the effort to arrest this trend in American life.
In summary, the Brethren Service Commission believes the objective
of arresting the world-wide spread of certain ideolo¢es at which the
pact is aimed and the objective of preserving world peace can be
achieved by other means than a military alliance. We believe that the
pact is not in accord with certain basic tenets of the Christian faith
calling for methods of goodwill and brotherhood. We believe in expanding our governmental and private efforts for increased rehabilitation and reconstruction programs; we commend our. Government for
the economic recovery program already established. We believe
that greatly intensified efforts to deemphasize our armament program
toward the objective of complete world disarmament offers the only
satisfactory solution of the problem of world peace. We commend
the successful negotiations which have just led to the lifting of the
Berlin blockade; we commend the plans for the forthcoming meeting of foreign ministers and favor the in!!reased use of the method
of direct discussion and negotiation. We favor the inau~ration of
new methods to strengthen the United Nations. As a religious body,
we believe finally that the objective of building a permanently peaceful world lies not in the use of military means, but through the encouragement by peaceful means of a way of life whereby mankind can
exercise full freedom of his beliefs regarding what to him is his
correct relationship to the Supreme Being of the. universe.
Senator VANDENBERG. Mr. Curry, the committee is very glad to
have your obviously earnest and sincerP sentiments.
Senator Donnell, have you any questions?
Senator DoNNF.LL. You speak of yom organization being a religious
body of Hm.ooo constituents. Are they spread geographically
throughout the United States or just in one section of the country 1
Mr. CURRY. We have churches in, I suppose. all but four or five
States. I am not sure of the exact number nt the present moment.
Thev n.rf' concentrated in Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan, and Kansas.
·
BACKGROUND OF WITNESS

Senator DoNNELL. You are a. minister of the gospel in that religious

bo<lvi

Mr. CuRRY. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. 'Vould you tell us very briefly your educational
background 1
Mr. CURRY. I am one of these fellowi:; who went to school most of
his lifetime. I went to Elizabethtown College in Pennsylvania; then
I went to the Methodist Seminary at Westminster, Md., and took a
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master's degree at Catholic University, and a Ph. D. at the New
York College oi Education.
Senator DoNNELI,. 'Vould you mind stating your age for the
record?
Mr. CURRY. Thirty-six.
Senator DoNNELL. What is your residence at the present tim\' ~
Mr. CuRRY. I am registered in the State of Illinois. I served on the
staff of our church out there until recently.
Senator DoNNELL. You referred on page 3 of your statement to a
pre-Lenten statement issued by 22 nationally known clergymen. Did
you see the testimony or hear the testimony made by Rev. Phillips
Elliott, who placed in the record a statement made by quite a number
of clergymen i
Mr. CURRY. I had to be out of town yesterday and I have been
unable to read that testimony.
Senator DoNNELL. I am not certain whether the statement to which
you refer was the one he placed in the record. Do you recnll whether
the statement to which you refer was one on which Dr. Tittle, of
Evanston, Ill., is one of the signers 1
Mr. CURRY. It' is my impression that it is the snme.
Senator DONNELL. Would vou say that the gentlemen whose 1uunes
appear upon the statem('nt to which you refer are favorably regarded
among the clPrgymen of th<> country as being outstanding members
of the profession ?
Mr. CURRY. Yes: I think Yery definitely so.
Senator DoNN't:LL. Reverend Curry, do you have a copy of that
statement that you would be kind enough. if the chairman is ngreeahle.
to present to the clerk of this eommittee, not for duplication but if it
happens thnt the pre-Lenten statement to which you refer is a different
one, that it might be incorpornted in the record?
Mr. CURRY. I will be ~Ind to seP that the committee receives a ~opy.
(The mattt'l' referred to is ns follows:)
JlllAPI' lff STATt:MENT OX ATI-\NTIC PACT

During this Lenten season in the year of our Lord 1949, the thoughts of
Christian people in the United States, as elsewhere, are nt'<-esi>arlly often OC·
\'Uph•d with considerution of the North .\th111tic Pact. A study ronfPrence under
the auspkps of the department of i11tpr1111tion11l justice and good will of tbe
Federnl <'oundl of Churl'he>• of Chri!<t in Anwrlen, rPl'<'ntly held. was unable
to dPl'ide elthPr to support or to rejPct this propoAAI.
It Is 11p1Jroprlate in thf'Jllt>
circumstances that Individual Chrh;tians nnd groups tcbould share with en<·h other
their thinking nbout a step which is generally rN'ognlzed as the moi;;t iru110rtant
In Amerlean forPign policy since the )ll"omul;;:ation of the Monroe Doctr-lne.
The Atl1111tle Paet pro\'ides for bringing the nations of western Europe and thf'
United ~Hutes Into n milltnr~· nllinnee. Some advo<·ates of this ste}l bold that It
must not he regarded as an)·thlng but a highly dubious nnd a temporary espedlent. '!'hey desire that It should be so used and so represented thnt it m~·
not be a manifestly nnd agi.rresslvely hostile policy but one to bf' devt>loped
11r super1:<edPd in 11 1•011stant pursuit vf world co11l'ord 1111d cooperation. It is Ow
contention of these mh·ocatl's that under RU<'h con1llllons Europe·,. fP1tr of a new
retreat into lsolatlonii<m on the pnrt of the Unitl'd Stateio would be 11lh1yt>d. They
belle,·e that building up and pooling the military might of the countrie!ll tnvol,-('(f
and putting Rus11lu on notice that an armed attack on any one of them will 1...
r<'gnrdetl nio 1111 net of wnr ngninst nll, will dl'tPr Ru11sia from attempting furtht-r
to extend her power sphere. Thus the countries of western Europe wilt be san'(I
from Corum1111l1:<t domination, and e<>onomic reco\'er-y and stabltl1.atlon. ball4"d on
what may yt>t he accomplished by an Increasing exchange of good11 between •:ast
and West und('r the lJarshull plan, will become possible In the democratic world
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ge11erally. It Is furthermore suggested that there are fot-ces at work In Russia
and In countries of the Soviet bloc, which wUI before long result ln the drastic
alteration of the present Soviet policy, provided that a ftrm and united attitude
on the part of the democratic nations against further Russian aggression makes
It clear that the men in the Kremlin are not all-powerful and must substantially
moderate their course.
Admittedly this is a gamble. It al110 admittedly means continuance at present
of the policy of the cold war in a divided world. This is the crucial and ominous
tact, even it we assume that the policy of which the North Atlantic Pact Is a
part, Is purely "defensive", which of course Americans would find it Impossible
to believe If conditions were reversed and Russians were entering into a military
pact with Latin-American nations.
It Is hoped, sincerely hoped by many who are as deeply troubled as we are,
that this threat of possible resort to wnr agaim;;t Russin will end the danger of
war; but we need to face unflinchingly nncl honestly what nre the instrumentalities with which the cold war is being waged. The adoption of the Atlantic
Paet weans contimwd stock piling of utomlc and biological weapons, continuance
of peacetime conscription, increase in the alreudy l'olosiml arms budget, building
a world-wide spy network. mnlnteuanee of milltnry bn>«'>< around the world,
no relaxation In military influence of education, l'<l'ience, industry, and eommerce,
to say nothing of the periodic wa'l"es of nntional hysteria without whl<-h none of
these measures could be muintained.
The United States has ulready gone a long way down this road, and there
Is ominous likelihood that ultlmutely it will prol"e to be a disastrous roud. We
cannot believe that pea<'e nod righteousnel!ls will be found nt the end if we J(eep
traveling It. Mankind has tried theRe methods of mllitury al1111nce8 1111d urmament rivalries for many centuries. They have led to disaster In tlw past.
Humbly we submit that to depend upon them for deliverance now, afh•r two
world wars and in face of the nature of modern wnr and the character of the
weapons which It employs, reveals that men nre no lonitl•r behaving ratlonall~·
and have become momlly calloused about the diabolical nature of the weapons
which nations use today In the defense of their Interests and in the pursuit of
the l"alues they cherish.
The dilemma In which thoughtful citizens, and es1le<'inlly C'hrhltians, now find
the1118elve11 becomes more complicated and painful with end1 fresh crisis. It Is
always lmPQAAible to find a satisfying answer to the crl!1Ls of the moment taken In
isolation. The next step toward ruin can always be made to seem inevitablt•
In the light of the one preceding It; while each time the hope is held out that this
will be the last such step and-despairingly-men irrasp 11t that hope. For that
very reason It will be u c11t11strophe of the first order It the Ameriean people an()
their Jeodt>rR now allow themsell"es to be content with this one more stt>p on the
old road of power polit~s. armament rlvalry,.and cold war.
The hour ls already very late. It i11 time to make a decisive turn, to tak<>
another and a better road • • •. This means that the AmPrlcan people, RR
well us people everywhere, need a new sense of direction, a greater moral sensltlveoeM, a new faith and dynamic to drl\'e out the feeling of belpleRsness which
now boldR them in thrall. Preeminently It Is the Christian Church upon which.
the re11po11sibillty rests to summon men and nations to ca!'!t uway thPir Relfri1rhteo11Rnpss .and complacency; to call them to deep moral rPpentance; to allay
the fen .r s which are driving thPm to deeds of m11d11e1<s; und to release ..spirltual
iq>rlngs for cooperative attitudes and uctlons. It Is for the Chrtstinn Church.
especially during this Lenten HP&ROn, to spp.uk the word of peace and re<·on·
ellintion in the midst of strife, suspicion, fear, and hate.
WPre the Christian Church to utter such a distinctive word, and lnstP.&d of
supinely underwriting national policy set about creating a new spiritual cllmnte,
new political possibilities might very well ln God's providence open up. The
.Amer<.'8n people might give new expression to their generous Impulses and turn
to feeding and helping foe as WPli as friend; for so Jesus taught. Quietly and
persistPntly they might practice righteousness· and establish equality among
nil ruceR in thPlr own land, that the democratic way of life might become a shining
reality and an example which nil peoples might be eager to follow. The American
people might tht>n make clear to their Government their desire that American
foreign policy should be based upon :
( 1) Loyal support 11nd l'Onsh1tent use of the United Nations and Its In·
i<trumentallties.
C!?l A rlniting and persistent call therefore for tbt> resumption of serious efforts
to "ecnre nnlverl'lal 11bolition of national military establishments at the earliest
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possible moment, as an evidence of the earnest desire of the people of the United
States to dispel the dense fog of suspicion which now blocks all movement on
the road to di11Brmament.
(3) Unremitting efforts to explore the possibilities of negotiating peace with
the Soviet government ; and the use to that end, not of tear Inspired by our
arsenal of atomic weapons, which can only lead to counter-arming, desperation,
or a temporary sullen retreat, but of a resolute good will.
Penitently those who sign this statement confess that no less than others they
have failed so to imrrender themselves to the wlll of God and so to venture on
faith in the power ot Christ as to enable the Church, which Is the body of that
Christ, to speak peace to this weary and troubled age.
Men and women from various parts of the land, however, seeing to what
extent human wisdom Is frustrated and human power, turned upon Itself, bu
been brought to naught, have asked us to call on Christian leaders and people
to set apart a time for prayer and fasting, that our minds and hearts may be
purified and wisdom may be given to our people and their government In this
critical hour. We are certain that these requests reflect a deep-seated feeling
In the hearts of multitudes; and so we heed this exhortation to turn anew to
the eternal source of wisdom and peace and to ask all our fellows to do likewise.
We trust that many churches and groups will be moved to set apart special
periods for prayer and fasting, Individual and corporate. All to whom this
message comes will, we feel sure, wish to devote increasing time to dally prayer.
Charles F. Boss, Jr., Executive Secretary, World Peace Commission,
Methodist Church: W. Russell Bowle, Union Theological Semi·
nary, New York City; Henry J. Cadbury, Harvard University
Divinity School, and Chairman, American Friends Service Committee; Allan Knight Chalmers, Boston University School of
Theology; Henry Hitt Crane, Minister of Central Methodist
Church, Detroit, Mich.; Edwin T. Dahlberg, Minister of First Baptist Chur<'h, Syracuse, N. Y.• and recently Moderator of North Baptist Convention; Albert E. Day, Minister of Mount Vernon Plare
Methodist Church, Baltimore. Md.; Phllllps P. Elliott, Minister of
First Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Georgia Barkneu.
Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, IU.; John Haynes Holmel.
Minister of Community Church, New York; Charles W. Iglehart,
Union Theological Seminary. New York; Paul S. Johnson, Boston
University SC'hool of Theology; William E. Lampe, Secretary,
Evangelical and Reformed Church, Philadelphia; John Bowland
Lathrop, Minister of Church of the Saviour, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
D. P. McGeachy, Minister of First Presbyterlan Church (United
States), Clearwater, Fla.; Walter Mitchell, Retired Bishop of
Arizona (Episcopal); Albert W. Palmer, Radio preacher, Los
Angeles, Calif., and former Moderator, C'..ongregatlonal-Cbrlstian
C'hurches: Edwin McNelll Poteat, Minister of First Baptist Church.
Raleigh, N. C.; Paul Roberts, Dean of Christ Cathedral (Epl•
cope!), Denver, Colo.; Paul Scherer, Union Theological SemlBary,
New York City: Ernest Fremont Tittle, Minister of First Metllodlst Chur<'h, Evanston, Ill. ; E. A. Fridell, Foreign Secretary,
American Baptist Foreign Missions Board.

Senator DONNELL. One other point and I am finished. That is
this: You make one statement that I am not inclined to think I ran
agree with you on, and I wanted to ask you your basis for it. You
say, on page 2 of your statement, that the pact provides for the establishment of an Atlantic council with a defense committee to implement
articles 3 and 5 of the pact. Are you not in error in stating that that
defense committee has the power of implementation~ In that connection I call to your attention the fact that the concluding sentence of
article 9 reads :
The council shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary; In partlcnlar It shall estnbllsh hnmedintely a defense committee which shall rerommend
measures for the Implementation of articles 3 and 5.

It is power purely of a recommendatory nature rather than implementatory nature.
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Mr. CURRY. I suppose that is correct, obviously.
Senator DoNNELL. That is the section of the treaty to which you
refer, at any rateY
Mr. CURRY. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator VANDENBERO. Thank you very much. I turn the hearing
back to the chairman, who has returned from his meeting with the
Finance Committee.
·
The CHAIRJ\IAN. I desire to express my deep appreciation to Senator Vandenberg, who can continue the hearing for the whole day,
so far as I am concerned, because I know it would be done in an efficient, able, and satisfactory manner.
You are excused, sir. Thank you very much.
Mr. Cass Canfield, give the reporter your name and business, and
whom you represent, and so on.
STAT.EKEBT OF CASS CANFIELD, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, HARPER & BROTHERS PUBLISHING CO., CHAIRMAN
OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS

Mr. CANFIELD. My name is Cass Canfield, chairman of the board of
Harper & Brothers, publishers. I am a.vpearing before you as chairman of the executive committee of Umted World Federalists, a national organization working for the strengthening of the United
.Nations and its transformation into a federation of nations.
I feel sure that the committee will agree with me that this is not
the time to develop and defend the full position of United World
Federalists. Since these are hearings specifically on the North Atlantic
treaty, in this statement I shall confine myself to setting forth our
views with reference to the treaty. I will be happy to answer any
·questions members of the committee may choose to ask about the overall position of United World Federalists.
.A. difference exists between those who support the Atlantic treaty
as a program to insure permanent peace and those supporting it as a
temporary measure necessary for the defense of this country. I belong
to the latter grpup.
BALANCE OF POWER
It is my opinion that many people delude themselves into thinking
that if the Atlantic nations make themselves sufficiently strong, an
armed truce between the West and the East can be maintained indefinitely. They place reliance in the long run upon the balance-ofpower system.
Such reliance is, I believe, mistaken. The balance-of-power system
has never led to a secure peace and, whereas in the nineteenth century a
certain elasticity was achieved in the shifting relations between the
nations of Europe, a world permanently divided into East and West
blocs would be politically more rigid and consequently even more
dangerous. Besides, we must bring ourselves to face the unpleasant
fact that in the past, when two aggregations of power have continued
to arm against each other, and have been unable to settle outstanding
issues between them, war has almost invariably resulted.
In testifying here it is surely unnecessary to labor the point of what
an atomic war would mean to this country, to civilization and to the
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people of the entire world. The destruction of life and of real wealth
would be beyond calculation. It is generally agreed that democratic
government might not survive such a war and that even a modern
armaments race, maintained long enough, might lead to a garrison
state and endanger both our institutions and our financial stabiHtv.
I do not believe there is a difference between us on these points; the
great problem 'Confronting us is h0w we are to preserve the kind of
society we cherish and how we are to achieve the indispensable requisite to that end, a just and enduring peace.
WORLD FEDERATION

The organization I represent believes that the answer lies in the
institution we have developed ourselves, in Federal Government. which
has given the United States economic strength and has proved itself
effective in settling disputes arising within the confines of this country.
Our Federal Government was achieved only after many difficulties had
been overcome and I have no doubt that the development of the United
Nations into a world federal system with powers limited but adequate
to preserve peace will be even more difficult. However, the task in my
opmion is far from impossible and the stakes are so enormous that we
cannot afford to abandon the effort.
I hope I have not given the impression of attempting to side track
the importance of the treaty and advocate world government as a substitute. In the p1-esent state of the world I am convinced that we must
be prepared to defend ourselves. And with our strategic frontiers
far beyond our geographical ones, the treaty is without doubt essential
to our defense. Nothing more needs to be said; this is simply a question
of survival.
THE PACT--AN

E~IEROENCY

MEASURE

However, there is, it seems to me, one l?reat hazard in the treaty and
in the other elements of the preparedne."8 program. It is that expedients will be confused with objectives; that emergency ~asures necessary in a time of crisis will be mistaken for long-range policy ~als.
I hope that the committee will agree that there must be no ambiguity as
between expedients and objectives. The pact is more than what is
written on the paper which has been signed by the high contractin~
parties. It is also the frame of reference in which it is undet'Stood
by the peoples and the governments of the world. I urge that the committee take measures to make it quite clear that the pact is an emergency measure; that the long-range objectives of the United States
are to so develop and greatly strengthen the institutions of the United
Nations that in all good common sense we can depend on the United
Nations for that security which we now seek through competitive
armaments, alliances, and the other measures of power politics.
SF.TTLEMENT OF DIF1''F.RENCES WITH RUSSIA

Therefore I urge that we recognize the necessity of attempting.
simultaneom;ly with the implementation of the pact, a realistic. ~neral
settlement of outstanding issues with the Russians and the s1multaneous amendment of the United Nations Charter so as to transform
the United Nations into n limited world government. Neither of
these processes should involve a policy of appeasement.
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The obvious objection to an attempt at amendment of the United
Nations Charter is the likelihood of the Russian objection which
could block i·evision. (This we cannot be sure of until the Russians
are approached on the subject.) Another objection is that we might,
in the process of trying to change the United Nations, bring about
its dissolution and thus wreck the only existing international agency
that has accomplished a number of useful things.
Now I want to make entirely clear my strong conviction as to the
importance of preserving the United Nations. In the event that the
Ru&;ians could not be persuaded, after every effort had been made in
that direction, to strengthen the organizat10n by amendment, I belien• that the next ~reat step should be the formation of a federation
of those nations willing to join within the structure of the United
Nations. Such a federation would be granted powers limited but
adequate to preserve the peace, or at least to do so away beyond the
powe1· of the United Nations as now constituted. A partial solution
of the problem of war along these lines would be an immense stride
forward and it is entirely possible that sometime in the future Russia,
out of self-interest, if nothing else, would join a partial federation
under proper safeguards and riiake it global.
It would be absurd to minimize the patience, vigilance, persistence,
and intelligence required to carry out the kind of program I have
broadly outlined. It would be dangerous to ignore the current unpleasant realities by failing to approve the Atlantic Pact and thus
provide for our immediate security. At the same time we can not
escape the truth that disaster lies ahead unless world law can be establishe<l and made effective through the backing of force. Eventually
it is a guestion of one world or none and we must take the risks inherent m an attempt to achieve safety rather than allow the balance
of power system to lead us into another war as it has never failed in
history to do.
The CuAIRlfAN. I have tried to follow you closely. You favor the
ratification at this time of the Atlantic Pact 9
Mr. CANFIELD. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You think it is necessary for our defense and so on
and so forth 1
Mr. CANFIELD. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. We are all devoted to the United Nations. Does
not the Treaty in several particulars recognize the over-riding authority of the United Nations¥
Mr. CANFIELD. I think it does.
The CnAIRHAN. And does it not express a desire to promote and
cooperate with the United Nations¥
Mr. CANFIEU>. I would agree.
The CHAIR&IAN. Most of us agree with you, that it needs modification and amendment, which we will certainly strive to bring about,
but vou no doubt are aware that there are many difficulties in the way
of that procedure.
8t>nator VANDENBERG. No questions.
Tht> C'HAIRllAN. Senator Donnell 1
Senator DoNXELI,. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Canfield, I notice, Mr.
Canfiel~. i}l your very interesting- statement that you refer to a difference ex1stmg between those who support the Atlantic Treaty as a
9061~9--~t. ~3
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program to insure permanent peace and those supporting it as a
temporary measure, and then later in your statement you say:
I urge that the committee take measures to make lt quite clear that the pact Is
an emergency measure--

and then finally you speak of it beingdangerous to Ignore the current unpleasant realities by failing to approl"e the
.Atlantic Pact and thus provide for our Immediate security.

You have studied the pact, I assume, personally, have you not!
Mr. CANFIELD. I have, to a certain extent.
Senator DoNNEIL. I beg your pardon~
Mr. CANFIELD. I have to a degree.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you read the entire Treaty~
Mr. CANFIELD. Yes, I have.
Senator DONNELL. Would you say, Mr. Canfield, that you have gi'·en
it thorough and careful study¥
Mr. CANFIELD. I would say that in relation to the average private
citizen I had, sir.
DURATION OF TREATY
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Canfield, with reference to your designating
being in the category of support of the Atlantic Treaty
as a temporary measure," are you aware, I assume, that the period of
the Treaty is 20 years'
Mr. CANFIELD. Yes. Isn't there a provision for revision after 10
yearsi
Senator DONNELL. Have you studied the Treaty yourselH
Mr. CANFIELD. I have only read it. I can not claim to be an expert
on it.
Senator DoNNELL. You say you have only read it. Have you read
it more than once¥
Mr. CANFIELD. No.
Senator DoNNELL. Just once¥
Mr. CANFIELD. That is right.
Senator DoNNEIL. How fong ago since you read it¥
Mr. CANFIELD. A few days.
Senator DoNNELL. Before you prepared this statement or
afterwards¥
:Mr. CANFIELD. That's right.
Senator DoNNELL. Which f
Senator DONNELL. Before I prepared this statement.
Senator DoNNELL. There is a provision in the treaty, Mr. Canfield.
that [reading]:
~our support as

After the treaty bas been In force for 10 years. or at any time thereafter, the
parties shall, If any of them so requests, consult together for the purpose of
reviewing the trPaty, having regard for the factors then affecting peace and
security In the North Atlantic arf'a, lnrludlng the de,·elopment of unll"erl'lll, as
well as reglonnl. arrnngemf'nts under the Charter ot the United Nations tor tbe
malntennnee of international peace and security.

There is not, however, in the treaty any provision for the termination
of the treaty until the conclusion of 20 years. Do you recall thatf
Mr. CANFIELO. Yes.
SPrnttor DoNNELL. Do you regard that period of 20 years as a mere
temporary period within the meaning of your statement here f
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Mr. CANFIELD. Senator, 20 years is a long time. However, in the
present world situation it seems to me that you have to provide security
for quite a period ahead. I am not particularly bothered about this
period so long-and I touched on the principal point I am anxious
to emphasize-as we make it clear that the pact is an expedient to
meet a situation that confronts us, and that we will not let up on the
long-tenn objective of amending the United Nations with a view to
establishing world law, effective world law, backed by force. That,
we think, is of enormous importance, and it is a matter of emphasis so
that both things will be presented at the same time with eci.ual force.
Senator DoNNELL. You do agree, however, that a period of 20
years is a period within which many unforeseen events may occur,
things that we cannot at this time foresee¥ That is correct, is it not~
Mr. CANPIELD. That is undoubtedly true.
Senator DoNNEl..L. And the 20-year period is only 1 year less than
the period between the termination of the First World War and the
beginning of the Second World War: I believe I nm right in that,
am I not, from l!H8 to 1939 ~
Mr. CANFIELD. That is right.
MILITARY IMPLEMENTATION

OF

TREATY

Senator DuNNJo:LL. Mr. Canfield, you say also in your statement
thatwe must bring ounwlves-

1 am quotingto face the u:ipleasant fact that in the past when two aggregations of power have
continued to arm against each other and have been. unable to settle outstanding
ls.~ues betwen them, war has almost Invariably resulted.

Have you considered carefully article 3 of the proposed North
Atlantic Treaty, which provides:
In order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this trt>.nty, the parties,
separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual
aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack?

Mr. CANFIELD. Yes.
Senator DoNNELL. Is it your understanding that that involves any
idea or contemplation of the ar'lling of these various nations in order
to make themselves possess the individual and collective c:apacity to
resist armed attack?
Mr. CANFIEJ.J>. I think that is possible.
Senator DONNELL. That is really the only way they could resist
armed attack, by preparing by force of arms to resist it, is it not?
Mr. CANFIELD. Yes, Senator; but it seems to me the main emphasis
on armament is armament of this country.
Senator DONNELL. Do you think that there is any emphasis on the
fact that this country is going to assist the European nations to arm
themselves~

Mr. CANf'IELD. It is certainly being discussed and debated.
Senator DoNNELL. And it has been suggested, has it not, already,
that as the first appropriation $1,130,000,000 shall be appropriated
for purposes of that general type W Am I not correct in that 'I ·
Mr. CANFIELD. That is correct.
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Senator DONNELL. And nre you also aware, Mr. Canfield, that the
$1,130,000,000 does not at all necessarily represent the actual value
of what is going to be sent, but that what will be sent over there may
be very much undervalued, and that the $1,130,000,000 may include
transportation and rehabilitation costs only instead of the actual
valuation of the material itself Y You are aware of that fact?
Mr. CANFIELD. I am aware of that, and I would agree with what I
would presume would be your point of view, that no diminution
should be made in the amount of Marshall plan aid we are now giving
for peaceful purposes, peaceful development.
Senator DoNNELJ... And also you would agree, would you not. that.
if we enter into this treaty we should comply with every term of it in
the letter and the spirit Y You would agree with that~ •
Mr. CANFIELD. I should think that would be the policy of this Government.
Senator DONNELL. And you do agree that the maintenance and
development of individual and ·collective capacity to resist armed attack includes among the measures necessary to be taken the provision
of adequate military force with which to resist Sijch armed attack,
do vou notY
Mr. CANFIELD. Yes, Senator. I think you would agree that you
would then get into the very difficult area of determining where the
attack would be resisted, whether it is possible to arm Europe,, the
western European nations, effectively enough so that you would maintain a front in western Europe. Those are questions, it seems to me.
that. should and will be discussed in great detail by military experts.
I do not feel competent to pass judgment on that.
0

OBLIGATIONS TO REARM EUROPE

Senator DoNNELL. I appreciate that. But you do feel thnt any
citizen, including yourself, or any such citiien who has carefully considered these matters, is entitled to draw the conclusion, and must inevitably draw the conclusion, that among the means designed to
maintam and develop this individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack is the military strengthening of these various sigllatory
countries. You would agree with that, would you not~
Mr. CANFIELD. No; I would not. I would say that that is not necessarily true, that the pact could be made effective by close military
consultation between the various countries by integration of staff
work and so on.
I am not at the same time saying that giving arms aid tQ the western
European countries to a limit~d degree is not advisable.
Senator DoNNEl'..L. You would be inclined to think, would you not,
Mr. Canfield, that the giving of armed aid to some extent to west~rn
European countries would be advisable and would be contemplated by
the provisions of article 3 which I have read from this treaty, would
you not?
Mr. CANFIELD. I should think so, bnt personally I would oppose it
if that meant any diminution of l\Inrshall plan aid for peaceful purposes.
Senator DoNNELL. I am not entering int-0 the Marshall plan question: I am entering into the quest.ion of our obligations under tl1e
treaty.
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.Mr. CANFIELD. It is a question of men and money.
Senator DONNELL. You mean if it came to a choice of reducing
military assistance and continuing with Marshall aid, you would
favor keeping Marshall aid at what it is?
Mr. CANFIEI..D. Keeping Marshall aid where it is now.
Senator DONNELL. You are chairman of the board of a great organization, Harper & Brothers Publishing Co. How long have you
been with that company 1
Mr. CANFIELD. T'venty-five years.
8enator DONNELL. Whnt was your educational background behind
that, if you do not mind telling us?
)fr. CAxFIEJ..D. Harvard University.
Senator Dox:-rnu .. 'When did you receive your degree there~
Mr. CANFIELD. 1919.
·
Senator DoxxEu..•\nd what degree do you hold?
:Mr. CANFrnw. Not much: A. B. But I went to Oxford, which
puts me in a better class.
Senator DoNxELJ,. "'ere you a Rhodes scholar?
~fr. CANFIEW. No; I wns not.
Senator Dox:NEI,L. How long did you attend Oxford 9
Mr. CANFIF.J.D. One year.
Senator DoNNJ:LI,. Did yon travel on the Continent in recent years¥
l\lr. CANFIELO. Yes.
Senator DoNNEI,L. How recently have you traveled over there¥
Mr. CANFIELD. Last. year.
Senator DoNNELL. Did ;vou get into Norway?
Mr. CANFIELD. No; I did not.
Senator DoNNELI•. That is all.
The CnarnMA.."i. Thank you very much, sir. We appreciate your
testimony.
Mr. Alfred Kohlberg.

STATEMUT OF ALFRED XOHLBERG, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN
CHIHA POLICY ASSOCIATIOB
Mr. KoHI.BERG. l\fr. Chairman, my name is Alfred Kohlberg. My
address is 1 West Thirty-seventh Street, New York City. I am appearing here today as chairman of the board of the American China
Policy Association. This association was set up a little over 3 years
ago to investigate and study our policy in China particularly.
The first president of our association and its founder was Mr. J. B.
Powell, a distinguished foreign correspondent, of Mr. Donnell's State,
Missouri, who, unfortunately, passed away 2 years ago, and I believe
Mr. Donnell paid a tribute to him in the Senate at the time.
Senator DoNNELL. He died under very tragic circumstances at a
Missouri University luncheon.
Mr. KoHLBERG. That. is correct, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a short statement¥
·Mr. KonLBERG. I have no written statement.
Our second president was the Honorable Clare Boothe Luce, of
Connecticut, and our_present president is Mr. William Loeb, Jr., of
New Hampshire and Vermont.
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I am also national chairman of the American Jewish League
Against Communism, and while I cannot speak for them, I represent
their point of view in my statement.
Before stating our position on the Atlantic alliance, I would like
to read two sentences from a letter from the Secretary of State to the
chairman of this committee. These sentences are [reading] :
The study which has been made of the Bol11hevlst movement, some of the
results of which are furnished herewith, shows conclusively that the purpose of
the BoJ;:heviks is to subvert the existing principles of government and society
the world over, Including those countries In which democratic institutions are
already established. They have built up a political machine which, by the concentration of power in the hands of a few, and the ruthlessness of Its methods,
suggests the Asiatic despotism of the early Tsars.

Thnt lettP1-, sir. is dated Ortober 2i, l!lH>, from Secretary of State
Robert Lansing to the Honorable Henry Cabot Lodge, chairman of
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the United States Senate30 years ago October.
The CuAIRl\IAN. Is your testimony on the China situation t
Mr. KoHLBERG. No; it is on the Atlantic alliance.
I read those sentences, sir, because we favor the confirmation of
the Atlantic alliance by your body, and we favor it because it is a
step in the restraint of this Asiatic despotism that threatens to overflood the whole world.
DANGER OF OVEREMPHASIZING EUROPE

~Te think, however, sir, that it is only a step, and that other steps
must follow, such us a Pacific alliance, for example; that we cannot
hold back the Red tide only in western Europe. It must be held back
from the rest of the world until the day when it may be ornrthrown,
possibly by the peoples who suffer under it.
We, however, feel that there are certain aspects of this Atlantic
Alliance that should be further considered. It. is the breaking of a
152-yeitr tradition of American foreign policy based on the Farewell
Address of President 'Washington, who advised that we make no permanent alliances with European powers, but should rely on temporary
alliances when needed.
We favor this, but we think the reasons for this permanent change
in policy should be fully understood by the country. and we think
that a full understanding of that would require that we f!O on further,
as we say, to further strengthening of the powers and forces that are
holding bac~c this Red ti.de of Asiatic tyranny, as the Secretary of
State called it.
'Ve feel also, Senator, that the Monroe Doctrine and the open-door
policy should be considered at the same time, because a change in one
section of our traditional foreign policy calJs for reconsideration of
the other two traditional sections of our foreign policy.
The CHAIRMAN. We have handled the Monroe Doctrine pretty well
in the Rio Pact, have we not?
Mr. KoHWERG. We think that it has been modified in the Rio Pact.
It has become a commltative pact, whereas, when stated by President
Momoe, he rejected British cooperation in his statement. and made it a
unilateral statement, and we think the reasons for making it a consultatiYe pa<'t should be more fully explained.
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The CHAIRllAN. Have not all the governments of the world ncknowledge<l the strength of the Monroe Doctriue, with the exception of a
few intended violatious which the United States resisted an<l wiped
out of the way, such as Maximilian in Mexico and the Venezuela claims,
and things of ·that kind~ I was under the im\>ression that the Rio
Pact was putting into treaty form practically a l of the principles of
the Monroe Doctrine. We do not relax any. We still adhere to the
Monroe Doctrine.
Mr. KonLBEno. That is correct, sir; hut there are two parts to the
Monroe Doctrine. The first part is the prohibition of extension of
territorial possessions by European powers. The second part is the
prohibition of extension of any of the systems of government of any
European powers. And the Soviet Union is attempting the extension
of its system of government in every country of the 'Vestern
Hemisphere.
The CnAnn1A~. 'Ve are resisting that always, are we not 1
EXTENSION OF ATLANTIC PACT TO OTHF.R AREAS

Mr. KonLBERO. Yes. That is why I say I think the whole subject
nee<ls to be covered, rather than just the .Atlantic Pact. "\Ve are completely for the ratification of the Atlantic Alliance, hut we think that
we stop too soon in only looking at that; that the rest of the world must
he considered all in the same framework.
I appeared before the Appropriations Committee of the Senate last
.June. At that time I made a statement for our associl\tion covering
what I have referred to now. In order not to take your time reading
it, I wonder if I could put it in the record. It is a six-step program
CO\'ering the world.
(The paper referred to reads as follows:)
While It is true that the conduct of our foreign relations is the constitutional
prerogath·e of the President, the power of the purse remains with Congress.
Thf'! slgn1>r11 of the Coni<tltution prohnbly never expected thnt it would cost $10,000,000.000 u year to conduct our foreign relations. It is my humble oplnlon that
when you appropriate the cash you assume responsibilitr for results.
What we fuce Is an ideology plus a force. This ideology promises soclallsm,
economic democracy, miraculous medicine, free educntlon, no more exploitation,
racial equality nn<l evf'!ry vnrlety of "pie in the sky." These ideas are for export
onb·. Behind the iron curtain it dcllvers poverty, the pollce state, terror, and
slavery.
The force Is the Communist Inti>rnational, wbl<'h lndudes the ever-expnndlng
Union of Soviet Soclulist Republics, and musters 4<l0,000,000 subjects and slaves,
and mllllons of spies and agents all over the world.
It will destroy us or we will destroy It.
Force can be destroyed by force. bnt an ideology cannot be destroyed by force
alone. It must be destroJ"ed by a better ideology.
We have that better Ideology. It Is freedom-polltical freedom, religious
freedom, and economic freedom.
I believe that every one of thf'! steps which I nm going to suggest ls inevitn hie;
that evf'!ry one of them wlll In any case be taken the day after war comes; but
that. lf taken nmv or In the wry near future, wnr may be avoided.
Step 1.--Congress must declare that world communism has procl11lmed the
United States lts enemy, and itself our enemy. Thill declaration the Communist
hierarchy has o16cially made a number of times, most particularly In S('('tlon 1,
paragraph 1 of the coni<tltution of the Communist Intern11tion11l which procluhns
Its objectives to be to fight "for the establishment of a World Union of Hoclullst
Soviet Republics," that ls, for the conquest of the entire world. In accordance
with thl!! derlaration, "adhering to, 1..'iving aid, and comfort to" world communism
"ould fall under the constitutional definition of treason.
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Step !.-Unrestricted trade relations shall be permitted only with nations
entering the alliance outllned in step 3. Trade relations with Communist-eontrolled nations and areas shall be prohibited. Trade relations with other nations and areas shall be controlled so that no materials which may directly or
indirectly promote the war potential of the Communist areas may thereby reach
such areas.
Step 8.-Amerlcan armed aid In case of attack by armed Communists shall be
promised to every nation taking the above nction on condition that e11d1 such
nation agrees to extend armed aid under the same circumstances to eaeh of the
others so qualifying. No question of the form of government of nations entering
such an alliance, whether free enterprise, democratic, monarchical, dictatorial,
soclallstlc, or otherwise shall be given conslderation. When thinking of military
alliances, we should remember that Rusi;ia signed a treaty of military allinnce
during the war with Great Britain to run 20 years. Since the war she has shmed
treaties of military alliance with the following former ailles: Polull'I, Czeehoslovakla, Yugoslnvia, and France; also with the following enemy nations: Bulgaria, Rumanla, Hurigar~·. and Finland, all not long since, d.-seribe.I al'< fnl'eist
beasts. The alliance I envision wonhl be lrul<>pt>ndP11t of the UN whid1 we wnuld
permit to continue in the hope of 11 happier day in the dim and distnnt future,
at which time it could be reorganized to fit.
Step 4.-Americun eeonomic, charitable, relief, or reeonstrnction aid shall be
permitted only to nations entering the alliance provided for in step a.
Step 5.-Direct military 11nd other aid shall be !<UppllPd to dissident elements
within the Communist world, exnctly in the manner that Russin now supplies
imch 11id to Communist and other dlsslclents in the free wo1·Id, as for example in
China, Koreu, Gre1>ce, Trie!lte, Austria, Ge1·mnny. ltnl)", Iran, Finland. the
Philippines. and elsPwhere.
•-i.tev 6.-Diplomatic r1>lations shall be lmme1llately broken with all nations
and nrPas within the Communist world. Such diplomatic relations in the past
wPre presumed to smooth the eourse of international relations but as now practiced by the Communist nations, only sen·e to aggravate 11uch relations. Oniy
last April I returned from Japan where the Soviet Union hns Sl'Veral hundred
employees in its Tok)'O Embassy. A few dozen are engaged In diplomatic work.
The lmlunce nre busy at t'l"pionage, propaganda, agitation and intrigue.
All these steps can be tnken at once. No one of them Is warllke, nor does any
one of them (except the rupture of diplomatic relations) go ))('yond the l'<teps
alrendy taken by Soviet co111111unism in its "cold wnr" on ui<. Those who tl•'nk
we are now at pence with Russin must consider all theRe steps to pea<:e-they
exactly duplicate Russia's peaceful nppro:wh!'s to us. Those who thin!< we nre
engaged in a "cold war" with Hussla will applaud retnllation confined to the
•·eolfl'' levd. Every one of the above st.eps • .-xc..pt step 6, Is already being earrlPd
out in part by our Government, or has heen In part proposed, either by tbe
Administration or by Republican lead.-rs of the Senate.
It Is a world·wlde :\Ionroe Doctrine in a shrunk+>n world. It says. "Stop" to
the only Eurasian power able to "extend its territories or polltleal system" in the
free world.
If all thPse measures are taken at once, we will be able to eonfront the So\"let
world with 11n alliance of free people having at least triple its Industrial power and
mor<> than double Its manpower. Confronted with such an alllanee, the Soviet
Union will probably not dare to make war and we can rely on time, and the
growing dissatlsf11etion of th.- 4ll0,000,000 slaves of communism, for the eveotunl dt>8trnction of the Commnnl!lt dietatorship.
If, i11 spite of all odd!l, the Soviet Union, nevertheless, attaeked the tree world.
w+> wou!rl have overwhelming forces on our side not now available to us.
Thi~. I b1>lieve, Is a plnn to mak.- World War Ill nearly imposlble; to bring us
victor~·. instead of stalemate or defeat, If it comes.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell 1
OTHER PACTS

Sf'nator DoNNELL. I understand from ;our statement you favor a
Pac;fic alliance, and I judire you mean o a character similar to that
of the North Atlantic Treaty.
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Mr. KoHLBERO. Yes, sir.
Senator DoN:N"EI..L. Do you favor a Mediterranean Pa-ct of Jike
nature?
Mr. KOHLRERO. I would say that eventually ves.
Senator DoNNEJ,L. Are there any other pacts that you would favor
in addition to the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and the Pacific?
Mr. Kom.RERG. In this statement that I put in here, yes. I would
say that I do not favor paper alliances. I think that each country
that comes into the alliance should clean up its fifth column, so that
we would know that no change of prime ministers or change of
government could come about that would vitiate it.
Senator DONNELL. With rE'spect to the l\lonroe Doctrine, that is
purely a unilateral doctrine, is it not?
Mr. KoHLBERO. It was.
Senator DONNELL. It does not crE'ate on the part of the United
States any contractual obligation whatsoever between it and any other
nation. is that correct 1
Mr. KoHLnF.RG. That was its original form, but it has been somewhat chnll/.!Nl by the Pact of Chapultepec.
Senator DoNNELI.. The Mom·oe Doctrine itself did not create any
contractual obligation.
That is all.
The C11A11mAN. Thank you very much. Is Dr. Griffith here?
STATEMENT OF DR. H. M. GRIFFITH, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ECONOMIC COUNCIL

Dr. GRin'ITH. My name is H. l\I. Griffith. I nm vice presidrnt of
the Nntionnl Eeonomic CounciL with headquarters in the E1:1pire
State Building. New York.
In correspondence with the clerk of your committee we undcr';tood
that we would be given the privill'ge of making a short statement nnd
then filing tt longer statemPnt to supplement it, so I hnve here a brief
statement which I would like to reaci. and n longer statement which I
won Id like to have inserted in the record.
The CHAHDlAN. Is there any duplication 1
Dr. GRIFI-'ITH. Not verv much. ::;ir.
The C11AmMAN. All ri~ht; /.!o ahead.
Wlrnt is thE> National E'._'onomic Council? 'Vhat is it composP<l of?
Dr. GR1n'1T11. The ~11tionnl Economic Council is a citizens' or~anization with nwmbers I think in every State in the United States. with
a bonrd of directors elected by the members.
I will put into the record a little leaflet '~hich gives the nanws of
·our directors and also the purposes of the organization, accordi11g to
its chartet".
(The mattN· referred to is as follows:)
NATIOXAL F.CO!'IOMIC

ColT:"ICll., Ixc.

Established 1930
WHAT IT IS-WHAT IT DOES

lVllat it

i~

The National Economic Council. Inc.. is an organl;r.ation dedicated tu the
preservation of human liberty, lneludlng muintPnnnce nnd invigorating of pri,·ute
i>nterprise, rights of property, and American Independence.
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The purposes stated In Its charter nre:
'l'o stimulate and develop the economic life ot the United States and of th~
several States.
To encourage government, Federal, State, and local, to practice wise econom1
in public spending.
To urge all persons versed in practical aft'airs, as well as In other fields of
endeaYor, to take an active part in public affairs, the1·eby contributing to thepeople the benefit of their experience and judgment.
To aid In developing an informed publlc opinion on the major political. social,
a11d economic problems of the Nation and an understanding by public officials orthe importance nnd needs of private enterprise under our system of government.
To encourage a balanced economy within the United States In conformity with
the principles of constitutional liberty.
To stimulate respect for the Constitution and the country's Jaws.
To stand at all times for the freerlom nnd Independence of the United States.
The National Economic Couucil seeks to protect the Interests of taxpayers, to
free the individual from unwarranted Government Interference, and to guard the
American way of life by resolute opposition to all forms of collectivism. includlng
communism, fascism, or any other nlien ideology.
What it does

The National Economic ('ouncll employs e\•ery tested and available modern
method to reach actual and potentinl leade1·s of public thought, as well as the
American 1>eople as a whole:
The Economic Council Letter, semimonthly, furnishes fresh, often exclusiveinformation and Ideas to thousands of .reader!!', indudlng Individuals, corporations. libraries, churches. and colleges a11d universities.
The Economic .Counl'il Re\'it>w of Boc•ks, monthly, keeps defenders ot hwnnn
freedom succinctly and accurately informed of trends In the world of books.
These often foreshadow, or cause, public trends. It 18 brllllantly edited by nose
Wilder Lane.
Al'tinn Heport, ol'easionnJI~·. to Inform readers of l'Ouncll ac·tivltles and other
spot news In the battle for Jlherty.
Through appe11rnnl'es before congressional committees the council's repl"el'lentath·es present persua1:1ively and forcefully, In specific Instances, the case for ·
the Ameri<'an system.
'l'hrough publication ot additlonnl timely pamphlets and hooks, the counctl
analyzes current problems and expost>s unsound situations.
The NEC speakers bur1>1H1 furnishes. hy arrangement, ahle and informed
speakers for pro-American gronps nnd or1rnnlzut.ions.
The council i:eeks to do more than to confirm those already persuaded:
throui:rh its l'l'fort many, thousands ha•e bt'en nwnkened to the choice America
must make between collectivism nnd freedom.
Officers: Merwin K. Hart, pre::<l•lt>nt; Constanee G. D111l, assistant to tbe pl't"Si·
dent: Oru A. Taylor, Ykf' presidt>nt: A. M11rgaret Sehmld, vice president nnd
assistant tremmrer; McKny Twombly. seeretary; Sibylla Scbilllng, assl.stant
se•'retary; Glf'nn G. l\lnnn. tr1>11surPr : Helen M. O'Connor, assistant treasurer.
Directors: George Ainsworth, Ira L. Anilerson, Ilegln11l<l Boote, <'harlPS J.
P.r:rnd, James C. Bronner, S. Ill. flrown, Walter 0. Cnldwell, .Tr., George H.
Cl<'ss; .Tr., Ernt>:<t L. Conant. Dr. Gt'<1rgE> B. CuttPn, C'onstance G. Dall. Charles
G. DnwE>s, D. lloyd De,·endorf, Hobf'rt R. Dres,..er, Cll:renct> L. F'lsl11>r. Rudolph
R. Flershem, J. H. Gipson. Dr. H . l\l. Griffith, Earl Harding, Merwin K. Bart.
Edward A. Krneke, h·an IA>hedf'ff, ~kholas F. Lt>ussen, Y. S. :\faknrofl', Edwin S.
Mor1mn, Glcnn G. !\hmn, Hoscoe Peacock, Isaac A. Pennypaeker, J. Howard
Ilhomles, Sibylla Sehillini:r. A. :\largnret Sehmld, Ora A. Taylor, :\kKay Twom·
bly, Dr. Harrison J. Weaver.
The eoundl Is supported hy 1l11es and contributions. Constributors include
both Individuals and corporations.

Dr. GRIFFITH. The National Economic Council opposes ratification
of this treaty. It does so, first, upon peculiarl1 American grounds;
second, upon grounds of stark realism; and, third, because there is a
practical alternative.
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NO ENTANGLING ALLIANCES

First : We oppose abandonment of the historic American foreign
policy against permanent alliances. That policy, first commended
by George Washin~on, was born of clear insight into the nature of
political relationslups and awareness of the lessons of human history.
If you ratify this treaty, you rescind the Declaration of Independence.
American freedom of action will be gone. Surrender of freedom of
action may well lead to our death as a Nation.
For the third time in a generation a group of hopelessly confused
people is leading the United States into war, step by step, while claiming at each step that the goal is peace. If the goal is peace, this treaty
virtuallv guarantees that it can be reached only after long and bloody
war. However sincerely the framers of this alliance may desire peace,
the treaty itself, if ratified, makes war inevitable. War is not in the
interest of the people of the United States. Popular support for this
pact is derived only from the belief that it will avert war. The American people deserve to know the truth as to where they are being led.
BALANCE OF POWER

Second: America stands today at a supreme moment of decision.
We dare not deal in phrases and slogans. Unless we achieve stark
realism, we may perish.
This treaty abandons both the concepts of collective security and of
sturdy national independence. In their place it embraces the philosophy of balances of power. Balances of power are among the oldest
of political devices known to history, and of all perhaps most discredited. They do not avert wars. They create an atmosphere in
which wars become certain. Only persons ignorant of history will
assert otherwise. "Those who are ignorant of the past are doomed to
repeat the mistakes of the past." Those now in charge of American
forei~ policy should not blindly lead us into an ancient folly.
This particular balance-of-power arrangement is folly compounded. It would be of advantage to us in any future conflict only
if it added to our own strength such additional strength as to give us
overwhelming preponderance of power. It does not do this. It does
the opposite. It obliges us to agree to defend what we have not the
power to defend. It obliges us to military, economic, and financial
burdens which are too heavy for our economy to carry. It involves,
in a word, support of "allies" who are liabilities not assets, and consequent fatal overextension of our resources. If we have a will to perish,
this is the way to do it.
·war, like politics-of which war is only the extension-is "the art
of the possible." This treaty commits us to attempting the impossible.
It supposes that it is possible for America to be: ( 1) Policeman to the
world; (2) armorer to half the world; (3) financier to half the world.
We simply do not have the resources to do these things, and you cannot create such resources by voting to ratify this treaty. They 1lo not
exist. If we act as if they do exist when they do not, then we are
headed for final oblivion.
It has been ar~'lled that since the rulers of the Soviet Union ostensibly oppose this treaty. they fear it. I suggest the opposite.
Nothing could be so well calculated to advance their global plans as
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fatal overextension of our own resources. I suggest that th~ir opposition is designed to push us into the treaty by psychological reaction, not to keep us out. 'Ve should not fall for this entrapment.
It has been suggested that the treaty be ratified but that only
moderate supplies of arms be given our new allies. This folly would
be as great as the folly of overextension. It would awe no potential
enemy. It would, rather, mean that the countries of western Europe,
one by one, would adapt themselves realistically to the actualities of
power politics.- Seeing that we are not prepared to give them the
minimum necessary for their defense, they would make the best deal
possible with the nearest center of preponderant power. All our
biJlions in gifts would then have been wasted. Nor should we be so
nnive as to imagi1w this imposl'ible: Human nature b·~ing vdiat it is,
we cannot buy love or future favor. Mature nations act only from
se] f-in terest.
This, then, is our inexorable dilemma: If we ratify the pact ancl
supply less aid than is necessary, in the decisive moment '"e wiJl find
we have no allies. If we try to supply all that is necessary for our
allies and their possessions, we overextend ourselves into disaster.
Either way, we lose.
ALTERNATIVE TO ATLANTIC TREATY

Third: There is a practical alternative to this treaty. It is not
perfect. There is no guaranty of .absolute safety in our predatory
world. But it is infimtely more intelligent than bankrupting our~elves to create a balance of power which, mstead of averting war, will
insure war.
.•
( 1) Preserve American freedom of action.
(2) Root out every Communist and Communist sympathizer from
our Government and its agencies, under heavy penalties.
(3) Make a real Western Hemisphere defense zone. Its outposts
should be as far-flung as geography and politics will allow. Bases
should be secured at least in Spam. The Iberian Peninsula is probably the only area on the Contment capable of sustained defense. A.
Western Hemisphere defense zone can be created without the alliance, without national bankruptcy or socialization of our own economy. Such defense is within our means.
( 4) Strip our own economic decks for action by reducing our own
Government expense and rejecting the whole Truman program for a
socialized. welfare state.
( 5) Recognize that it is not in our power to defend evervbody. We
do not, with or without the treaty, have power to prevent the U.S. S. R.
from occupying most of western Europe if it decides to do so. Even if
the U. S. S. R. should occupy western Europe without a general war
the tragedy will not be so great as the alternatives that would folio,;
adoption of the Atlantic Pact. Soviet occupation would not be permanent. Conquerors ~re normally be~te!1, not by external force~ but
by the \veaknesses and mternal contrad1ct10ns of their own system. In
attempting to engorge both Asia and western Europe, the U. S. S. R.
will he trying to digest too much. It wi1l be doing pre<'isely what
we are in danger of doing in the Atlantic Pact-overextending itself.
Within a few years this will become ar.parent. It will be the U. S.
S. R. rather than the U. S. A. which Wiil be weakening by overexten-
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sion. And when freedom-loving peoples at last revolt., their case
will be infinitely more hopeful than if the Continent had first been
blasted by atomic war.
·
If this strategy is followed, it is probable that we will never have
to fight the U.S. S. R. at all. Doubtless they expect and want to rule
the world. But they do not have the resources required to conquer
and rule the world, unless America first exhausts its power to resist,
then falls from within. 'Vith a Europe and an Asia in ferment behind them, with their own J.leople restive, the men of the Kremlin would
think long before assaultmg a unified, homogeneous core of armed
power such as we can create in the 'Vestern Hemisphere.
If we ratify the treaty, war is inevitable and ruin almost certain.
If we reject the treaty and follow the program just outlined, war is
not inevitable and may be averted altogether. If it comes nevertheless, we shall be ready, not overextended and weakened by adventures
beyond our power. Such a war we could win.
America is earth's last great island of freedom. In this moment
of decision we should preserve its freedom, husband its resources, see
to its defenses, and humble ourselves in dependence upon Almighty
God who "hath made and preserved us a nation."
The CHAIRMAN. You take the place of Mr. Hart, I believe; Mr.
Merwin Hart 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. That is right, sir.
The CHAIRMA:S. Senator Vandenberg1
Senator VAXDENllERO. No questions.
The CHAIR:IIAN. Senator Do1mell '?
Senator DoNNELL. One or two questions.
Is Mr. Charles G. Dawes, a member of the board of directors, a
former Vice President of the United States 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. That is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. And is Mr. Ernest L. Conant a lawyer in New
York City, or a professor in one of the universities 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. No. You are thinking of the })resident of Harvard.
Senator DoNN1'~LL. No, I am not thinking o him. There was an
Ernest L. Conant who practiced law in New York for some years, and
specialized among matters related to Cuba and Central American matters.
Dr. GRIFFITH. I cannot answer that with certainty. I think he is
retired.
Senator DoNNELL. With regard to Mr. Merwin K. Hart, would you
tell us very briefly what is his background and education and experience 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. He is the president of our Economic Council. His
educational background is that he attended the St. Paul School and
Harvard University.
Senator DoNNELI,. ·what has been his experience 9
Dr. GRIFl"ITH. He has been a lawyer and also in the insurance business and, since rnao, the president of this organization.
Senator DoN!l."ELL. Where is he located now~
Dr. GRIFFITH. New York City.
Senator DONNELL. Does he put in all of his time as president of the
organization 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. Oh, yes.
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BACKOROUXD OF WITNF.SS
Senator DoNNELL. And yourself, Dr. Griffith. I notice you have the
title of "Doctor." What is that, a doctor of medicine or a doctor of
whaU
Dr. GRIFFITH. No.
Senator DoNNELL. Just give us briefly your educational background
and experience.
Dr. GRIFFITH. I have attended the University of California, University of California Law School, Princeton Theological Seminary;
I hold the degrees, since you want to know them, of A. B., LL. .B.,
Ph. D,. and D. D.
Senator DONNELL. Have you practiced the profession of the ministry 1
Dr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. What denomination f
Dr. GRIFFITH. Presbyterian.
Senator DoNNELL. Where and for how long a time did you practice
the profession 1
~r. GRIFFITH. For about 15 years in Canada and also in Pennsylvania.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
ADDITIONAL STATEMENT SUBMITJ"ED DY NATIONAL EcoNOMIC Co'CNCJL, INC., BEl'Oa
io;ENATE FOREIGN REr.ATJONB COMMITTEE ON TilE ATLA:'.'fTIC PACI', THUBSDAY,

MAY 12, llHll

THE ATLANTIC PACT
AN OPEN LETTER TO TilE PEoPLE OF THE UNITED STATES

"Why forego the adrnntnges of so peculiar a sltuation?-Why quit our
own to stand upon foreiitn grouml ?-Why. by Interweaving our destiny
with that of any part of Europe, entangle our peace and prosperity in the
toils of European ambition. rlvalshlp, interest, humor, or caprice?"
(Washington's Farewell Address.)
To the People of the U11;ited States:

We have arrived at a decisive moment In American history. The question
Involved In ratification of the North Atlantic Pact Is this: Shall we;by interweaving our destiny with that of western Europe, surrender American so\·ereignty!
Or, shall the pact be rejected and our Independence be maintained?
Let our choice be clear. We can have the pa<>t and surrender Amerl<'an independence. We can keep our independence and reject the pact. We cannot have
both.
.
No matter how skillfully It may be denied. adoption of the pact means we surrender our own right to decide, ourselves, the destiny of the United Stutes. Like
most questions rnised by the internationalists, this queslon Is purposely becloudE'd..
They do not frankly say now that ratilkatlon of the pact will mean the die is
cast. But at some future time, they will <>ontend that America is already l"OCDmitted.
ARE YOU TOI.D THE TBUTH ?

Few news writers will tell the American people the stark nature of this decisiOft.
Already you, the people, are in process of being utterly misinformed, as when
you are told by men who ought to know better that the pact exists, not to wage
war, but to wage peace, which is meaningless.
The pact is a show of force, wherein the gage of battle ls flung upon the doorstep
of the Kremlin. That pence may be the object of those who fiing it down does
not alter the nature of the net. In throwing down that gage, we llc1uldate the
experiment In independence begun July 4, 17i6. Ratification of the alllance will
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be the act of repeal of the Declaration of Independence. Our destiny will then
depend upon others.
That ls the real issue. Let the battle be fought out upon it, not with phony
slogans, and phony, misleading Issues. Let the maintenance or surrender of
Amerkan independence be decided on the merits of the case. But let us not
aurreuller our American independence upon the supposition that the alliance.
will preserve it. If we must walk to the block, let us not ~o bllndfolded.
Now, If ever, the f11ture of the American Republic depends upon achievement
of utter realism. And our Nation Is today as never before the ark of freedom's
foundation lo the all-but-universal deluge of our century. If America falls, freedom falls.
If this alliance wo11ld help preserve America, we should be for It even if It In·
¥olved a break with tradition. But it will not help preserve America. Its effect
will be the very opposite: It will mean the destruction of America. The pact ls
n measure neither of intelligence nor necessity, but another crowning evidence of
the lncompetenet> and culpable Ignorance of those in charge of American policy at
the very top level.
WHERE 18 THE JNTt;LUGENCE?

First, let's clear away some underbrush. The good Intentions of some supporters of the pact are immaterial. The road to hell is paverl with good lnten·
tions. Sincerity is no imbstitute for intelligence. The noblest of men can be
killed if he steers his car over a cliff in the naive belief he ls on the highway.
Mere good Intent.ls no evidence the good intender Is a realist.
The Atlantic Pact is a finul repudiation of the basic concepts of the United
Nations. \Vlth this step, America abandons the philosophy of collective security
and embraces the philosophy of balance-of-power alliances. No words of UN
t>mployPe~. (lek1rntP>1 or anyhorly eli<e cnn obsc11re this fact.
All the pious talk
11b1111t th<' llact Lping within the framework of the charter Is eyewash, and every
informed person knows It.
The .National Bconomic Council has never had faith in the two attempts of
our times to guarantee peace through collective security. It was never really
<.1>llectlve, and it brought more danger than security. The League of Nations was
always more of a net irritant In world affairs than nn emolllent. The ftctlon
that its failure was due to the absence of the United States from its membership
is palpably absurd. Its failure was due simply to the fact that the vital interests
of Its members were not identical but divergent, and each nation acted to serve
what It believed to be Its own ,·ital interests-as anybody but nn lmbeclle should
have been able to predict.
The same situution developed In the UN, only much more quickly. Collective
security is a dangerous Illusion so long as divergent Interests persist. So-called
i:tntesmen who lguore this primary fact are barely competent to be village select·
men.
Todny, statesmen of this or smaller caliber who happen to have charge of the
fnte of millions of people, find these facts pressing in uPon them. Rut they
refu!':e to admit their misc11lculation, even while abandoning the whole stupid
mess: They have talkt>d about collective security so loud nnd so long that in
the very net of burying It, they tell us that the new pact Is within the framework of the charter.
Nor bas the National Economic Council any faith in the new balance of power.
It ls a bankrupt solution offert>d by bankrupts to conce11l their failures.
Alliancei; to cre11te power halances are about the oldest device known to his·
tory. Mlll1>nnlums ago, Eg~·pt and the various great powers that succeeded each
other In the East, habitually built up balance-of-power combinations 111mlnst
M<'h other. They were nil designed to preser,·e peace, and they lnvariahly resulted in war. The balance-of-power philosophy has dogged rulers of nations
from the beginning of time, and of nil the devices of statecraft It is perhaps the
most discredited. The nearei<t It ever came to success was when In the latter
half of the nineteenth nnd the first fourteen years of the twentieth century,
Britain kept the continent of Europe In uneasy balance. Rut even that apparent
suceess turned into the greatest dls11ster of recorrled history. It gave us the
two world wars. So now we are going to try it again!
HOW BAI.ANOE UNBAJ.ANCEB

The reason~ why the balance-of-power theory always falls are simple.

It esacerbates Irritations between nations by Investing every dispute with a graver
possible consequence. Each side of the balance grows more suspicious of the
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"ther. General wnrs are made easin to start be<.·nusE-. If a nation on onE' side
~"ti,; into a dlsput!' with a nation on the other, all natic•ns of hoth comhinntions
11re automatically drnwn In. ('onfii('tS, instead of being lot·allzed. heeome oniYersnlized. Gasoline, n(lt watPr, is hrowu on thl' firE'. 8m1tll uatinni< twlon;:ing
to Olli' comhinatlon, PmlioldPned h~· their ulllarn·e with mor!' powt>rful nations •
. bec·ome trUC'Ulent. Human untnre hPing what it is, e<;111birwd with tht> fnct that
disputes ulwa~·s arise, makt>s the final rE-sult mathPmatically prE'llktnble. The
[)f'rfPCt Pxample of thil'I is how th!' n11ti1 ns W('J'•' tlr.1wa one by onP into \\'orld
War I o\·E'r a locnl dispute betweE-n Austria and Rerhia. Had 8E'rhia not l1tnn
1111do:>r tlu> protedion of Hussin. and had Austria nvt heen allied with Germany,
there would haYe heen no world war in HlH.
Knowlf'<lge of imd1 faets h~· \Va><hin;:tnn and the other Founding FnthPl"S
prompted tl1em to urge their own gi>neration, and their posterity (ourseh·esl not
to Pflt!•r 1>ntnngling nlllane!'!'. Their \'it>W>: were not parod1i11l. They werP the
rP!'Ult of profound insight into thP 1.-ssons of history. Nor were they in any es""ntial sense based upon tlH' <'Xisten<'e of tbe Atlantic harrier. as ha>< so of:en
Leen fal><el~· rt•p1·ese11t1'd. \Vashington k11ew that the Atlantic was no harri<'1-. but
11 nan1I highwn~·. Had lw not just 1Pd a ,·ictorions war ugainst 1111 enl'my from
tht> other shor<''! The rt>:ison wh~· Washington's ud\'ice is different from that of
11ur current statPsmen is that those who c·ontrol our destiny now. are ignnring
hiiotory. Those who Ignore the past nre donme<.I to repeat thE' errors of the pnst.
But It may be asked ...If you are a11:aiust '1·olleetlve security' and also against
a balan<~·of-power alliance, whnt are you for?"
Theodort' Roose,·elt onee snld. "S:leak softly and carry a big stick.'' Gh·e no
provocation you c·an in·oid hut be prepared to tight If you mu><t.
The so-called :Korth Atlnntlc nllinnce <'Xa<•tly revnst>s this sound counsel. We
are not walking softly. \Ve are mard1ing to rolling drums. Nor do we han• a
bi11: stick, though we are talking about getting one.
Tbe atomic bomb, contrary to popnlnr superstition. is not tbP kin1l of big sti<it
which military pl11nnf'rs nf'f'd for tho:> alliance. The atomle bomb h~ a terrifying
weapon, anti 11 major factor In all mllitary calculations. But it Is 11 <·ommonplnC'e
of 11rei:ent-day milltnry thinking that if the nations of wi>stern Europe nrl' to
reRist the Soviet Union in cnse of wnr. and thus he profitable members of the
Alliance, they must b!' "ri>·ar1111><1.'' Th11t is. 1>nt ir?ly apart from the homh, the
nrmit>s of our European partners might us wl'il not E'Xist unless thE'Y ar.- 1tdeqnatel~· equipped to offer real resistanee to th!' u·nl'!sians in the fiE'ld.
For the
ntom bomb could not be d<>cisiYe a1minst nrmies deployed for at>tlon.
What degree of rearmnmPnt wouhl pr<>wnt Hus>:ia from rolling to the Atlantic
in n fortnight'! Military ex1le1·ts sny that it wonltl take Ht lenst la 1t1"Jllored
dh·isions nnd 50 cli\'isions of other t~·pes to hold otT the Red Army for any <'onsldt>rnble tlmf'. That is about the minimum, and more would be ht>tti>r.
Eqnipmf'nt for a leo<ser force would be 100 percent wasted-would be like tr~·ing
to span a 100-foot chasm with a 40-toot bridge.
NOW, J.OOK ...T THt: BlTDOET

'l':tal qnt>stion. bN·11t1~
F:\'en If thi> idt>ft were
sound. WP would stlll ha'l'e to lnquirP first wht>ther wt> hn\·p t''e l"P''lls to <'1trr;\· it
nut UnlesR we nre ro:>ady to surrender our llbc>rties to a slnve state of our ow'l.
Tlw pro:>st>nt cost of Pqulpl'in!! nnr nrmored <livision is about $2rl0.00tl,OOO. So
la would <·ost us $!\,7;)0,000.000. That dot>!" not include the co><t of training 1wr·
sonnel, pay 11nd mnlntE-1rnnc·e of men and 11111c·hlrws, or ammunition 1rnd ,;11sollnt>.
Tho:>re is a 11ious bnJlo:> in W11shingt"n that nnr AIPe" might sUpJllY tht>Se item!>hut we had hf'tter forgt>t tha' . Only onr !\Iar>:hnll-plnn money now kt>Pps the
h1Hl!!<'t"' of thi> 8oeluliRt <·01mtlt>1< of WP><tt>rn 1'~11ro111> in anythin~ res1>mbling bnla11C'P. How co11l1I the~· sho11hlpr the cost of rf'armnnwnt?
Yet the armored 111\'lslons are only the beginning. Fifty other dh·ii;ioni< mm<t
bi> <'qnipp('(l, too. \Vt> mnst provi1lp thPm \\'ith \'llo<t qnantitif's of matPrit>I whose
1·ost to us In <lollurs would ht.> 1wrltaps l!'l:i.000.000.0110, hut whost• cost in exhau10tlon of our own mnterinl resom·cps eonld he di>:astrous. l\lo~t of tlw • QlliJlmE-111
"'011111 hllVP to «Ollle from tilt' rnitf'd 8tatl'f' l.JeeanS!' W!'Stern Enrope ('allllOt lllllDllfnC'tllr<• such itl'lll>< in q1111ntit~-. • ~larsh11ll·ph1n nnd rP11rm11111p11f rf'fJUirPnwnt" f••r
Enropp 1·oulcl o:>nsil~· cost :~'l to !"l() hillions 11urlnir the 111>xt 4 ~-e"r><.
·
This doc>' not tnke acf'oUnt of th<' military budget of tilt> UnltP<l ~tat• · - of
Aml'rit>u itself. now runnini? nbm'!' HI hllltons a year. If the Atlnnti" Pa<'t Is
ratified, with rearmament following on its heds, and if any lmport1mt part
What would such adequn te rearmament cost? That is

11

tliert> 111·e limits to what the Amniean !'Conumy ran stnnd.
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of Mr. Truman's social-welfare program is adopted, the I<'ederal peacetime budget
could a\"erage 60 billions a yea1· for the next 4 yeurs.
'l'wo urgent questions arise.
First,, an our eeonomy support sueh ex~nditures?
In our (·onsidered jJtlgment. it 'nnnot. Such sums will pince a fatal strain
on the American eeonomy-whkh Is predsely wluu Su\"iet Hussin would like
to 8ee.
Ir is true tlmt we spent more during the late wnr. B<H the strain of thnt pffnrt
i8 stlll beln,:; earried b~· the eeonom~-. ThP new eX[>l'nclitures will merely be
add<d to the strain and depletion of resources rt>sulting from the old effort.
"WE LL TAX ANO TAX"
0

To gPt sueh sums. we must either Increase taxes above the point of diminishing
ret11r11s, or el!!e we mu:<t resort to vast delicit finandng-conliscatlon by inflation.
Either t·ours~ would dl'stroy thl' American Republic. The only way In which
the economic maehlne could function would be by harsh bureaucratic conti·ol
and operation of lndU!!try. That would bring us socialism overnight. We
would l.e<·ome, Ilk!' Soviet ~ussia or Hitler's Germany, a one-party country. For
with l to 2 million carefully placed Federal employees added to the more than
2 naillkn already in olH<~e. who Is so foolish as to Imagine the Republican l'arty
or any other party could wrest control from the gang in power in the administration today? Then, by aid of the pending Eeonomlc Stability Act, the American people would have become veritably enslaved.
The C'ontrols would simply be the use or forr-1> to hide the fact that th<• wh..Je
ec.'onomy is rnnnlng at a ruinous deficit-a df'fi~lt which at some day of reckoning must IMc µaid either in diluted money or In the ruin of Americans who have
sa\·in;.:K upo11 whkh they dept-nd. Control of a detlcit-operated economy means
only f'xpropdatlon ( thut is, stealln!l) of goods that others have accumulated.
The politidans may control, but they will not pay. The people will pay with
hnpoyerishment.
Ra1illcation vf the North Atlantic Pact, then, followed by the minimum appropriations neeessary to i:in• it HD;\' chance of belni:- militarily successful, will be
heyo11d the means of u1•r economy. It will also lead straight to state socialism
In America . And state sodalism ""ill mean an end to liberty for e,·erybody
except the h111·e1111crats.
Rut let us m k a further question: Wlil Congress appropriate the mone~· ?
Almost <·ertalnly It will not appropriate the huge snms mentione<I nbovl'. It
will prohably compromise. And If Congress eompromlses, what will be the
result?
eompromise wlll be cifsaster C'Ompounded. If we give western Europe less
than the minimum neC'l'ssary to hold off the Hed Army, we guarantee that at some
future d11te. to be de<'iderl by the Politburo ai<:nP, WPstPrn E!trope cnn hP o<·<·upit>d.
ThPn, if we have 1mythlng left. "·e 8hall f11ce the tusk of again organizing Yast
urmles to retuke the Continent for our allies.
Jlnt this Is precise)~· wlmt thf' nlllnnci> is supposed anrl Intended to pr('\·ent.
Th!• Pf>oples nf western Europe are not Interested in that kind of war, e\·en If
"1<1ori111111.· They do not want to be occupied, tben liberated. They want not
to be occupl!'tl. The only ren!'on thii. nlllanee interests them at all Is that In It
they seen hope of avoldini.r So,·'p• oer npotlon.
Yet. If we gi\'P tlwm kss thun the minimum that tbil>y now request-or demandthf'y <·aunot resist occupation.
The lead"rs of the western European governments may be fo;?gy social theorists,
but as to occupation they can be counted npun to be stark realists. The great
majority of their pPople wi8h to a\·oid occupation. What will happen if they
sep that, aftPr all thP fanfare and or11tor;\-. America does not give them enough
to def,·nd themselves? They or~ almost certain to try to get the best terms they
can from the Soviet Union.
To ratify the nlliance, then, but not to Implement It with \'ast armament. will
Infallibly rPsnlt In throwlnir westf>1·n Enrope Into the embrace of the Soviets.
All Marshall plan funds will h:n·e heen wnstecl. Whatever armament we have
sPnt will be under the control of those who have entered the Soviet orbit.
WE'Q BL"JTl'.R FACE IT NOW

The alternattYes we haYe sf't forth are real, and we had bPtter learn to ll\'e
with them. We l'Ull bankrupt our economy to provide western Europe with the
minimum necessary, and thereby plunge ourselves irremediably into state so·
90614-40-pt. 3--4
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cialism. Or, we can give western Europe Jess than the minimum, and Insure
that those nations will presently make terms with Soviet Russia.
But the first alternative Is not so simple as it sounds. h'ven if we should make
the sacrifices necessary to arm western Europe, we could not be sure o! stopping
the Soviet Union.
Communist infiltration in western Europe has gone too far for us to count
upon an undivided etfort from our allies in case war should begin even after they
have been adequately armed. There is no guaranty that both Italy and France
would not be rent by civil war of such a nature as to paralyze their armies and
render them impotent to protect their frontiers. Indeed, such civil war is highly
probable.
Even what would happen in Britain ls clouded with doubt. The Labor Government there is still supplying both Hussia and Poland with implements and
machinery essential for war. Infiltration of Communists and Communist sympathize1·s within the Labor Government Is much greater than commonly understood. There Is grave reason to believe that In Great Britain, Communist agents
could seize or destroy vital communications and power centers and take other
action to prevent any etfectlve war effort being launched from Britain.
Who, then, would march against the Soviet Union on the Continent? Would
the Red tide be i;temmed by the armies of Luxemburg, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Belgium, and Portugal?
Another fact that complicates the rearming of western Europe lies in the
power of the Soviet Union itself. Are we so naive as to imagine that the masters
of the Kremlin will sit by !Ille if they see us actually building up preponderant
military power in the West?
And. it deserves note that in the framing of the Atlantl" Pact, Spain has been
left out. Yet Spain Is potentially the strongest anti-Communist country on the
·Continent of Europe. The lE>avlng out of ~pain IH a dear indication that Marxist
Influences had n powp1·ful sn~· in the framing of the .\tlunth- Paet, .lust 11,.; they
have had in our public atfairs, foreign and doml'stic, for many years past.
TO BOMB--OB NOT TO BOMB

Doubtless Hussian cities, in the event of war, would disappear under atomic
attack-but whut strategic etfect would that have? It could not de1:1troy the
Red Army in the tlelll. It could not prevent or even slow the occupation. And,
after the occupation, would we bomb Paris, Rome, the Hague, Brussels, Copenhagen, or Oslo with atomic weapons? Or London?
There is reason to believe that the SoviPt t:.:nlon has deliberately counted the
cost of atomic warfare and decided that Its great C'lties are expendable. But
even if we should bomb every Important city both in the Soviet Union and tn
western Europe, we would still have to land and occupy a continent in which
frustration, privation, and hatred of us for atom bombing our friends would be
obstacles perhaps more formidable thnn the Ued Army. Nor is there any guaranty that the gri>at cities of the United States would escape atomic bomhiugwhich in our case would be infinitely more serious for us than the destruction of
Russian cities for the Soviets.
THE AMERICAN ALTERNATIVE

The alternative we propose is not perfect. It ls not guaranteed to win In any
struggle between us and th~ U. S. S. R. But in thi» world thE>re c·an ht> no
absolute guaranty of safety. We must intelUgently do the best we can, keep
alert, and pince our cause in God's hand.
First. \Ve should preserve America's own freedom of action. The Atlantic
Pact should be reJectell, no mattn how much loss of face some of our bureaucrats in th!' State D<>partment may suffer.
Second. \\'e should at once and with drastic thoroughness proceed to root oat
every Communist nnd Communist fellow traveler from Government servl<"t'.
They should be g-lven a week to reshm. and aftE>r that should be subject to the
denth penalty if they have not deelnred themselves. We 11hould Immediately
outlaw the Communist Party, take Its key personnel into custody, and keep strict
watch upon the others. Nothing else will so convince the Soviet leader>lbip wt'
mean busines!I. Thf' flrmer we art' with Communists and their sympathisers iD
America, the more respect wfll the U. S. S. R. hnYe for us.
Third. We should tnke steps to make renl a Western Hemlsphe~ dE>fense aone.
Its outposts should be as far-Oung as geography and polltics w!ll allow. Ha. should be secured, at least In Spain, which Is probably (with Portugal) the 01117
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area In western Europe capable of sustained defense. A sound military defense
can be made for the Western Hemlsphl're without the 1\orth Atlantic Alliance,
and It will be within our capacity and means. Nor need It result in the socialization of our own economy.
Fourth. We should drastically cut the bureaucracy In our own Government.
thus releu1tng large numbers of persons for productive economic activities as
well as reducing Federal expense. We should reject once and for all the whole
Truman program for a soclali7A!d welfare· state. 'l'hls will be i,;trlpping our decks
for action.
Fifth. While not being indifferent to the fate of free peoples anywhere, we
should become reconciled to the reality that It does not lie within our means or
power to see to the defense of everybody. It the U. S. S. R. occupies western
Europe, it will be a tragedy. Bnt the tragedy wlll not be as great for them or
for us as the alternatives that would follow adoption of the North Atlantic
Alliance.
Nor would Soviet conquest of Europe be permanent. Students of the hl~tory
of empires know well that the conqueror Is normally beaten, not by external
force. but by the weaknesses and Internal contradictions of the system he himself
sets up. In our opinion the u. S. S. R .. In taking OVl~r Europe and Asia, will be
attempting far too much. Within a few years this will become apparent. And
when freedom-loving peoplPS at last re,·olt agnlnst bondage, their case wlll be
much more hopeful than If the Continent had first been blasted by bitter, atomic
war.
THE OVEBSTU'Fl'ED GIANT

Indeed we think that if this strategy Is followed, we may never have to tight
the U. S. S. R. at all. Doubtless they expect and want to rule the world. But
with more than they can digest In Europe and Asia, their conquests will weaken
rather than stren~then them. The very rigidity of the Soviet leaders in not
permitting the smallest variation from their own blueprints among sntellit~s.
{'an be their undoing. And the existence of a unUled, homogeneous core of armed
power in our own hemisphere will dissuade them from attacking us if they have
two fermenting continents to bold down.
Ameril'an participation in two World Wars has, on balance, multiplied the
evil results of both wars. While we went into the first with the best of motives,
and were slyly and dcceptlYely maneuvered into the second, lf we permit alien
lntluenC(> to shape our course now, then America Is doomed.
She will hnYe been reconquered by those tyrannies from which our anceEttors
fled the Old World to escape.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Libby, how short is your statement going to be 1
Mr. FREOERICK J'. LmnY. I would like 30 minutes.
The CHAIRMA:S. You cannot have 30 minutes. \Ve will talk it over
with yon at the recess.
Mr. Ordow er 1
STATEMENT OF SIDNEY L. ORDOWER ON BEHALF OF THE
PROGRESSIVE PARTY OF ILLINOIS

Mr. 0RDOWER. I have a statement which will take just about 10
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. We want you to mnke it short. We have had four
or five repre,sentatives of the Progressive Party here. \Ve cannot have
all the membership. We have had most of them here already. But I
do not want to have all of them.
Mr. 0RI>OWER. I would like to also testify, if I may, as an individual
veteran.
The CHAIRMAN. Can't you file your statement and then make a brief
oral statement 1
Mr. ORDowER. It won't take long. Couldn't I read it Y I came all
the way from Chicngo, sir. I would appreciate it.
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The CH.\IRMAX. 'Ve want to confirm to the authorities of the Progressi\·e Party that we cannot lun-e every one of their members here
to testify. 'Ve have had three or four already.
)fr. Onoow.:n. It is the first chance I have had to come to ".ashington in a long time.
The ('11Arn:luK. I am glad you.came to Washington, of course, but
this is not a p}('asure trip. This is n business enterprise at the moment.
Whom do y u represent ?
~fr. 0RDOWEH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Sidney L. Ordower. I reside at 3446 West Thirteenth Place
in Chicago, Ill. By profession I am a radio commentator :u1<l I represent the Progressiw Party in Illinois.
The CnAIRl\lAX. vVere you authorized to represent tlwm and designated to represent them 'I
~fr. 0RDOWER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the president of the Progressive Party in
Illinois?
)Ir. 0RDOWER. The chairman of the Cook Countv Central Committel' is Mr. George Cermack, and I 1un the official representative of tbM.
organization.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
::\Ir. OnoowER. In addition to testifying for that organization
against the ratification of the North Atlantic Treaty, I should also likP>
to speak as an individual veteran of World ·war II.
Perhaps it would be well for me to describe briefly my servic~ during
the recent war. In HHO. I volunteer~tl as a priv1tte in the Army the
first day of the draft and served for more than 5 years in the I nfuntry,
fiunlly being discharged as a captain.
For more than 3% years I served overseas in England, France. Belgium. Holiand, Luxembourg. Germany. Austria, and north Africa,
and was commissioned in Europe. I participated in fiye major battles and hold n number of deeomtions.
I tell you this, not because I look for any special praise for this
senil'e to my country, but to point out that I have seen the horror of
wnr first hand. Hot)1 my wife and <"hild were killed during the war
by a V-2 rocket in England and I tell you, gentlemen, that I want
no part of another holocaust, one which will mean misery, suffering,
nnd devastation fnr greater than anything witness£•d in the past.
If this has not happened already, you probably will haYe official
representatives of veterans' organizations testifying in behalf of the
N oi't h Atlantic Pact. They will tell you that we must prepare for any
po1<sible contingency-for wur. if ne('essary, with the Soviet Union.
I <lo not represent a veterans' organization, but I tell you that the
wterans of 'Vorld \Var II did not fight the last war merely to waste
their lives in world war III. No matter what their political opinions
might be, the vast; mnjorit_.v of ,·~teran~ fou~ht for dec.ent homes~ jo~,
nnd the opportumty to raise their fam1hes m peace, without worrying
about nn 1ttom bomb falling on thei1· head.
THE ATLANTIC PACT AS A

WAR PACT

The Atlantic Pact, gentlemen. is n war pact, not a peace pact. It
will create an armaments rnce which can only result in war. No military 11lli1111ce in history has stopped war. Its \•ery purpo::;e is to prepare
for war.
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But let us examine the arguments that the Atlantic Pact is a defense
treaty, designed to stop aggression. If this is so. why is it that Norway,
which borders the Soviet Union, is a signatory to the pact1 If it
is a defense pact, how do we account for the inclusion of Portugal,
which is not a member of the United Nations and which is headed by
a Fascist dictator, Salazar 1 If it is a defense pact, why is it that
even now efforts are being made to bring Fascist Spam into the
treaty?
General Omar Bradley gave the answer not long ago. It is a military answer. And Representative Clarence Cannon, the chairman of
the House Appropriations Committee, also gave the answer on the
floor of the House on April rn when he stated, according to the New
York Times of April 14 [reading]:
Moscow and every center In Russia, we must hit within 1 week after the war
starts, and It can be done only by land-based planes such as we now have.
With the signing of the North .Atlantic Pact we would hnve ample lnnd bases.
We will absolutely demoralize the enemy. We will destroy all his lines of
communications. We wlJJ blast at the centers of operation, and then let
our alllE>s send the army In-other boys, nut our boys-to hold the ground we win.

The CHAIRMAN. Whom are you quoting?
i\fr. OnoowER. Representative Cannon.

The CHAIRMAN. Make that clear. Don't confuse that with General
Bradley's speech.
Mr. OnooWER. I am not. This is Representative Cannon's statement.
INCLUSION OF SPAIN
And gentlemen, I must protest the statements made by Senator
Connally, chairman of this committee, and by Senator Vandenberg,
calling for the resumption of diplomatic relations between the United
States and Spain. As one who fought in the recent war, I say that it
is unspeakable to think of allying ourselves with Fascist Spain or
to give aid and comfort to Franco by resuming diplomatic relations
with his Government.
Let us rememlwr that Spain assisted our enemy in the last war.
Spain provided a Blue Di vision to X azi Germany to fight against our
wartime ally, the U.S. S. R.
No matter what our differences with the Soviet Union. only by
establishing a firm friendship based on mutual understanding with
our wartime allies, and not by negotiating with countries like Portugal and Spain, can we secure the peace of the world.
Durin~ the recent war we were taught many things in the Army.
In addition to the use of physical weapons, we were also told how to
arm ourselves with ideas. We were told, for example, that the only
possible way to defeat the enemy was through the unity of the Big
Three: The United States, Great Britain, and the U. S. S. R. We were
told that only by building a strong United Nations with the unity
of the big powers as its core, could we establish an enduring peace.
'Ve were told that we must denazify and decartelize Germany if we
were to prevent future aggression by that country.
We were told that it was possible to get along with the Soviet Union
and other countries with whom we fought, despite such political
and economic differences as might exist. 'Ve were told that those
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nations which united against the common enemy during the war
could and must unite to preserve the peace of the world. We were
told also that the war was fought to defend our democratic way of
life and that when we returned home we would have the opportunity
of extending democracy.
I contend that these policies of the Army and of our Government
during the war were honorable and democratic oneP. What has
happend to them t
POLICY IN GERMANY

Even while the war was going on there were American officers in high
places who talked of the next war with Russia. Even before the end
of the war our present policy in Germany was being applied. Instead
of denazifying and decartelizing Germany we were putting important
Nazis back into power and preventing the breaking up of the huge
cartels which were even then envisioned for use in a future war with
Russia. The recent report issued by the Ferguson Commission should
prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that instead of democratizing Germany and destroying its military potential, we are giving comfort to
those same forces who were in great measure responsible for World
War II.
Since the end of the war we have been supporting reactionary governments in China, Greece~ and Turkey. 'Ve have influenced the
elections in France and Italy. Through Marshall-plan aid we are
making the countries of western Europe danc~ to our tune instead of
giving them genuine aid throuf!h the United Nations.
The CrrAIRMAN. You are against the Marshall plan?
Mt'. Onoowrn. I am. I am for aid through the United Nations.
The CHAlR)lAN. Has the United Nations any aid they can give!
Mr. OnnowER. I think if we all pooled our resources we could do itThere is a Commission in the UN. the Unite<l Nations Commission for
Europe, of which Rm;sia is a member and where there is no veto
power, and perhaps that might be the place to discuss the aid. I do
not say it is an easy job, hut we did not even discuss the granting of
aid on a nonpolitical basis in the United Nations. and we now are
attempting to create a military alliauce which could kill the United
Nations and guarantee war.
CONDITIONS IN THE l_: NITED STATES

The best way to judge the futility and madness of our post-war
foreign policy is to examine its effects on our everyday needs. 'Vhere
are the homes that we were promised would be built after the wad
Millions of veterans and nonveterans a like virtually walk the stre:ets
in search of roofs over their heads. And even today, 3 yenrs after
the war is over, we talk of building a palt~· number of homes com·
parE>d to the millions we need to house our families.
What about the millions who are unemployed in .America today
and can't find work? You probably know that upproximately 750.000 veterans are out of work today and that more than 1.000.000
veterans, as of December HM8. use<l up their nn<>mplovment compensation under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act. Even now, unemployment compensation under the Servicemenis Readjustment Act
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is due to end this .July, not only for those who have received it but
even for those who have not received any benefits.
Since the end of the war, we have seen unprecedented attacks on
the Negro people. Isaac Woodard, a Negro veteran who served his
country honorably, had his eyes gouged ont shortly after the war
and his case is but one example of the lynchings, beatmgs, and general
denial of fundamental rights which the Negro people have suffered.
I wish we had as much concern for guaranteeing human rights for
~ll the people of our country as we claim to have for those who live
ID eastern Europe.
Instead of fulfilling the mandate given to Congress by the people,
we have seen the emasculation of rent control, the sell-out on civil
rights, and the betrayal of labor.
But also important is the fact that while we pursue this kind of
foreign policy, our civil liberties are slowly but surely being taken
from us. Bills designed to control our thoughts and to kill our most
fundamental rights are today lodged in congressional committees and
have been introduced in State legislatures throughout our Nation.
I might point out that this was the pattern in Nazi Germany-first
t-0 establish a police state and then to go to war-with Russia. Are
we to follow that pattern here in America¥ Are we to take this leaf
from the tragic book of Germany. Italy, and Japan¥ I don't believe
the people of America want Mundt-Nixon bills, Mundt-Ferguson bills
or Broyles bills as they are called in my own State.
POLICY OF COOPERATION

But if we are to stop the militarization of America, the loss of our
civil liberties, the tightening of our belts. we're going to have t-0 adopt
a different kind of foreign policy, the kind of a policy which will permit
us to use the billions we are now spending for military purposes, to
say nothing of the additional billions if this pact is ratified, for social
welfare programs.
I say we must reject the Atlantic Pact and return to the legacy given
us by Franklin Delano Roosevelt. This is what he said Lreadmg]:
We either work with the other great nations or we might some day have to
fight them, and I'm against that.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Today we are faced with a preeminent tact that, it civilization ls to survive,
we must eultlvate the sclenee ot human relationships-the abillt~· ot nil peoples,
of all kinds. to live together and work together, in the same world, in pence.
The work, my friends, Is peace • • • an end to the beginnings ot nil wars;
yes, an end, forever, to this impraetlPnl, unrealistic 1<Pttlement of the dltrer·
eilres between government by the mass killlng of peoples. • • •

As Roosevelt stated so eloquently, wars are no solutions for the problems of mankind. :Military pacts wi11 not provide housing and the
other fundamental needs of the people. We must reestablish peaceful, friendlv relations between the United States and the U. S. S. R.
Then let each nation compete in the most democratic tradition. Let
us see which nation can prove the most homes for its people, the finest
health and education programs, the fullest employment, the most
democratic social, political and economic well-being. Let us build
a strong United Nations which will eliminate war and guarantee to
the peoples of the world a chance to build a better life for themselve,s,
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Gentlemen, the people yearn for pence. You bear a great respon·
sibility. I urge you to reject this warlike militaI)" alliance and to use
your influence to start negotiations between the {,ntied States and the
Soviet Union at the highest level. Stalin has offered to sit down with
President Truman and discuss our differences. We should accept
this offer.
The CHAIRMAN. When did he offer to do thaH
Mr. 0RDOWER. He did that through Kinp:sbury Smith.
The CHAIRMAN. Was Kingsbury Smith representing anyone except his newspaped
l\Ir. 0RDOWER. I recall President Truman made a statement during
the t>le<'tion campaign that he would makeThe CHAIRMAN. I did not ask you that. I asked you if Kingsbury
Smith represented anybody besides his newspaper.
Mr. 0RoowER. No.
The CnAIR~IAN. Do you think that is t11e right way, if Mr. Stalin
wants a conference, to tell Kin~bur.r Smith !lhont it, i11stead of
addressing a communication to the President of the United States!
Mr. 0RDOWER. I sav, sir, that as a veteran of World "'ar II. if )fr.
Truman is sincere in his desire to meet with Mr. Stalin, I do not think
protocol is the thing' that shoukl be consid<'red. I do not say tlwre
shoulcl be a loss of fac.e. President Truman does not wish to go to
Russia. Let them sit down in a neutral capital, Berlin. I do not say
we have to accede to everything Stalin says with resped to sitting
down, hut at least let us meet the offer in some other way.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; go ahead.
l\Ir. OnoowER. I also urge, gentlemen, that these hearings be ex·
h~n<led indefinitely in order to allow the most exhaustive testimony
to be mesented from all si<les, and I strongly recommend support of
Mr. \Vallace's sugge~tion in that no action he taken until after the
May 23 meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers has been completed.
If we can even begin to seenre an agreem1>nt on the fundamental
problem of Germany, there will be no need for the move now under
consideration by your committee.
l\lr. Chairman. that is the end of my statement. I thank vou for
the opportunity of testifying.
·
The CnAIR,fAN. Thank you very much.
Did von' deliver substantinJlv these satne- statements and remarks
owr thf. radio?
•
Mr. 0ROOWER. Yes. at one time or another, sir.
TJw CHAIRMAN. That's what I thought. ·
Did you take an active part stnmping and speaking over the mdio
in the last Presidential campaign~
PROGRESSIVE PARTY PROORAM

l\lr. 0RDOWER. I ran for Congress in mv own district. I will say
this. sir: I have not made this a politicnl statement. I could come
here and make a diatribe against the Republican and Democrntir
Parties. You have already heard political statements. I am speitking not just as one who feels the Progressive Party is the answer to
many of the problems we have, but I am sneaking as an ordinary citizen
as well, as I mentioned once before. I don't wear the ribbons on my
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breast. That is not my purpose in coming here. But I did participate in it. Yes; I do support Mr. Wallace. I do believe his program
is the best kind of program for America.
But I also realize this: That it isn't just the Progressive Party or
the people who belong to the Progressive Party who are involved.
There are many people who differ, .Perhaps, as to how we shall achieve
the best economic, social, and political living for America. But I
think most of the people do not want war, and that is what I am
pleading with you for. I believe this is a step in that direction. I
hope that perhaps I have tried to get that point of view aeross, and
that I am not just considered as a politician, because, frankly, I am
not that. I never participated in politics in my life until after I
came home from the Arniy. The only reason I have is because I think
it is one of the ways we may be able to right some of the wrongs in
America.
The CnAIRMAN. We applaud your distinguished record, and we
applaud your statement that you are against war. \Ve do not want
anv more war.
irr. 01mow1rn. The question is how to stop it.
Senator VANDENBERG. There can be an honest difference of opinion
as to the ways to maintain peace, can there not 1
Mr. 0RI>OWER. Oh, I dare say. If there were not an honest difference of opinion you would not be here and I would not be here in that
sense.
Senator V A:-<DE:s'BERO. I mean that those who feel that the Atlantic
Pact is the best means of arriving at precisely the result you seek may
be just as conscientious about it as you are. You would concede that,
would vou not?
Mr. 0RDOWF.R. I would like to answer that, Senator Vandenberg.
Senator VANDENBERO. Sure.
Mr. 0RDOWER. I believe that there are many people, and I won't
make definitions as to who proposed and who initiated it, who believe
that perhaps this is necessary, that maybe this is the way to peace.
But I also think that there are many people, and I don't care to name
names, but I think from reading the press and hearing statements
made in the Halls of Congress and by private individuals that there
are many people who feel that war is inevitable, and this is the step
toward that..
POSSIBILITY OF WAR

The roint that I made before, that military alliances have never
stoppec war, if we believe that a war is justilied, as we believe to a
certain extent-many of us did; I did. That is why I volunteered for
the Army, that it was necessary to go to war with Germany, Italy,
and Japan-then you prepare for war, and even the critics of Roosevelt's forei~n policy are correct in saying that Roosevelt prepared
for what he thought was inevitable.
I do not believe that a war is necessary with the Soviet Union, as
I pointed out, despite the differences between our two countries which
must be ironed out in an amicable way, in an honorable way, in a
peaceful way. I say there is no need for it, particularly when we
fought together, and I think that what has happened and will happen,
too, is that we will be dividing the world so completely that war will
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eventually be inevitable, and that we are in a sense resigning ourselves
to that kind of fate.
Just to end up on that, when we instituted the Truman doctrine and
the Marshall plan we talked of containing communism. That was
our philosophy. I do not agree with that particular philosophy,
because I think after you get that you get other things. Then what
happened 1 In the inaugural address made by President Truman
he pointed ont we were not just going to "contain" communism, we
were going to fight communism. I do not mean to take his remarks
e:ompletely out of context, but he did say that.
Even though you talk about developin~ the backward area!' of the
world, which I do not believe is a genuine program because it must
be administered through the United X ations~ it means that eventually
you must use military weapons. You ratify the treaty. You have to
implement the treaty with arms later on. You implement the tn>.aty
with arms and you are going to get a reaction from the Soviet Union.
We will start an arms race, and where will it stop 1 That is the point I
am making, and I think the crux of the whole issue, sir, is that there is
a difference today as compared to going to war with Germany, with
Italy, and with Japan, emphasizing that there are differences between
the United States and Russia. I use those two countries in the main.
but that we can, we have to try to, iron out those differences.
·
I do not believe this is the wav. Pa1ticularlv, I do not mean that
I am takin~ Russia's side, but Rtissia looks upmi this as an aggressh·e
move. Well, if Russia is going to look upon this as an aggresffive
move, we are going to get other reactions to this kind of policy from
her.
POSSIBII.ITY OF HONEST DU'FERENCE OF OPINION

Senator VANDENRERO. I think I understand your point of view.
The question I asked you was quite simple and did not involve a
complete reiteration of your argument. I hnve no disposition in the
world to argue with you, because this is not the proper forum for it.
I was simply suggesting to you that in your main objectives I would
substantially ag-ree. I do not think war is inevit1ble. I believe in a
live and let live world. But I happen to think that there are substantial rPasons for believing that the proces.<; of the proposed :Sorth
Atlantic Pact is the surest and safest and simplest way of arriving- at
those results. I was only asking you whether you would concede to
those who held that view the possibility of being con~cientious about
il
.
~fr. 0RT>OWF.R. Oh, of course. Obviously there are many prople
who do, nnd I did say before, however, that I believed that perhaps
some do not.
Senator VANOF.NnERG. I understand. And I only want to make
this further comment on your reference to the restoration of the exchange of Amhassa<lors ''"ith ~pain.
SP.\I~ A~D

THE ATI.A:STIC TREATY

Anything I haw said on that subject is predicated
I do not belien~ that the withdrawal of ambassadors
nance of all other diplomatic relationsliips is at all
respect to anything, and that it is rather a handicap
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think we would have been making any progress at all in Moscow if
Ambassador Smith had not been there for the last 2 or 3 years. I
think we have made some p1·ogress as a result of it. I am not in favor
of the entry of Spain into the Xorth Atlantic Pact.
Mr. Om>oWER. I am glad to hear it.
Senator VA:sm:NnERG. So I hope you can find some consolation in
your criticism of the Senator from Michigan with respect to that
aspect.
Mr. OaoowER. I realize, nn<l I hope I did not mean to imply, that
you were for Spain coming into the pact. As a matter of fact I read
your statement very carefn1ly, and I realized you pointed out that this
did not nP'!essarily mean we aiireed 'vith the Government.
I wonlu have this difference, sir. that there is a difference between
having an Ambassador in the Soviet Union and having an Ambassador
in Spain. Perhaps the difference may not be so acute as I see it. The
difference goes back to the original argument I made, which I believe
must be emphasized.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not think you need to ".'epeat it because
I remember it very very well.
RACKGROUND OF

WITNESS

Senator DONNF.t,L. What were your education and other experiences
before World War II?
l\Ir. ORI>OWER. Before 'Vorlti War II. so far as schools are concerned, I was a graduate from 'l r·inity College in Hartford, Conn., and
also studied dramatics and received my master's in economics from
Syracuse Universi~y. Before the war I worked in radio and the
theater. specialized in documentary works, education, and the presentation of ideas.
Senator DONNELL. 'Vould yon tell us, please, over what radio stations you have been serving~
Mr. ORJ><nvim. nefore the war I <lid broadcast over the Columbia
Broadcasting System, XBC both in Ne\v York and Syracuse, "\VSBL;
out 'Vest, in Los Angeles, over the Don Lee studios. Since the war
I have been to a ~reat extent a radio commentator, although for a
time I was executive secretnrv of the American Veterans Committee
in ChiC'ago. I want to emph~isize that I do not represent that organization here, in case anybody f!ets down my neck. There is a difference
of opinion between my position and that organiza~ion, of which I nm
a member. For the most part I have been a radio commentator on
W JJD, which 1s an independPnt radio station in Ch~cago, and "\YAIT.
I have hrondcast from others individual programs, but the longest
stretches have been on both those particular stations.
Senator DONXF.LL. w·m you tell us, please, for the record, your age?
Mr. 0RDOWER. I am 31.
Senator DONNELL. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I may say just one word, snpplE>menting what Senator Vandenberg
said about the Ambassador to Spain.
Al\IRAS!UDOR

TO SPAIN

'Ve do not send ambassadors to foreign countries for their benefit.

We send ambassadors there to represent the interests of the United
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States, to kee\) abreast of what is tr:wspiring in that particular field,
and that particular government, and to represent our business people
who are trying to dc:i business there. In no sense is the sending of an
ambassador to a country an approval of its government. 'Ve had
ambassadors in Japan when it was an imperialistic kingdom; we have
had ambassadors 111 Russia under the Czars and under the present
regime. \Ve are not sending them over there as compliments, or to
make nice courtesy calls. \Ve are sending them over there to represent the United States and to serve the United States, and, as pointed
out so well by Senator Vandenberg, we would not have had the relationship that we now have with Russia had it not been for our ambassadors there, including General Smith. He has accomplished a.
great deal toward adjusting the relationships.
So that my belief that we ought to have an ambassador in Spain
is in no sense an approval of the Spanish Government. I do not
approve of it. I do not approve of it at all, any more than I approve
of a Jot of governments to whom we have sent ambassadors. I have
made no expression of any desire that it should be inc1uded in the
Atlantic Pact. It is not in the pact. That is pretty good proof that
they did not want i~ in the pact.
I wanted to submit that for the record.
All right; thank you very much.
Mr. Durr, how long is your statement~
Mr. DuRR. It will take me abont 30 minutes.
The CuAIRlfAN. We are pressed for time, and we are trying to cut
short the hearings as much as we can, consistent with a full development of all sides. I notice Mr. Libby beaming over there. We will
hear you, 1\lr. Libby. ·we hear you every time we have a hearing, so
I suppose we have to hear you again.
Mr. DuRR. I think we have a presentation of the kind that has not
been made here before.
The CnAm~•.\"N". I was wondering if you could not put your statement in the reeord and you discuss it orally within a shorter period.
Mr. DuRR. I will try to cut it down as much as I can, but I think to
have a logical presentation I will have to follow it pretty closely.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you Jive. Mr. Durd
STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD DURR, PRESIDEBT OF THE NATIONAL
LAWYERS GUILD, ACCOMPANIED BY 10SEPH CROWN
~fr. DuRR. I now live at a place called Seminary Hill. in Alexandria,
Va. I am a member of the bar, now practicing here in Washington.
Until June 30, 1948, I was a member of the Federal Communications
Commission, and before that I was assistant general counsel of the
RFC and general counsel of Defense Plant Corporation.
The CHAIRi\IAN. Were you reappointed as a member of the Federal
Communications Commission 1
l\fr. DURR. I was tendered a reappointment. but I declined.
The CnAIRl\lAN. All right. 'Ve wi11 go along and see how far we
get.
l\Ir. DURR. I am appearing here as president of the National
Lawyers Guild and appear here on behalf of that association.
The views I shall express on questiom; of policy were appro\"ed at
the national convention of the guild in February 1949. TI1e views I
0
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express on legal questions are based upon a memorandum of law prepared by our committee on international law and relations, 'copies of
which I will now hand up to your committee and ask that it be incorporated in the record of this hearing.
The ~ational Lawyers Guild has given its active support to the
United Nations from the time of its organization. Our consultants
were at the San Francisco Conference, which gave birth to the United
Nations. We have been constant in our belief that, whatever its limitations, it is the best instrument yet devised to help in the peaceful
settlement of disputes and in the maintenance of peace. We have
supported those measures we believed would serve to strengthen the
l1nited Nations, and opposed those measures which seemea to us to
move in the opposite direction.
CONSISTENCY OF PAOT WITH CHARTER

We were glad to find in the text of the North Atlantic Pact, and the
supporting statements which have been issued, assurnnces that all provisions of the proposed treaty are in accordance with and in furtherance of the provisions of the Charter. However, as a bar association,
we felt that, in view of the grave importance of the pact to the peace
<>f the world, we should study the question whether in fact and in law,
the pact was consisbmt with the Charter and the basic legal principles
which are its foundation.
Our careful study of that question has Jed us to the conclusion that,
notwithstanding the assertions made to the contrary, the pact, in fundamental respects, violates salient provisions of the Charter. It is my
purpose now to summarize the argument which is made in greater
detail in our memorandum of law.
RESPONSIBILITY OF SECURITY COUNCIL

Under the Charter, the Security Council has primary responsibility
for maintaining international peace. By article 24 the member states
agreed to this. By article 39 the Security Council is vested with authority [reading]:
to determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act
of aggression.

By articles 46 to 48 the Security Council is endowed with authority
to take enforcement measures to deal with threats to the peace,
breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression. Article 53 expressly
provides that [reading] :
no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional
agencies without authorization of the Security Council.

Since a regional arrangement may not take enforcement action without prior authorization of the Security Council, obviously no individual state or any group of states may take enforcement act.ion. Otherwise the restriction of article 53 would be meaningless.
The CHAIRMAN. You are quoting article 53. That does not include
the provisions of article 51, does it?
:Mr. DnRR. Those are different provisions. I will discuss article 51,
too.
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In our. view, the conclusion is, therefore, indisputable that if the
measures contemplated by the North Atlantic Pact involves enforcement action, the pact cannot be squared with the provisions of the
Charter. The central question is whether the action contemplated
under the pact is in fact enforcement action, or something else.
Article 5 of the North Atlantic Pact reads in part as follows [reading]:
The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them all; and consequently they agree that, it such an armed attack occurs, each of them, • • •
will assist the party or parties so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and
in concert with other parties, such action as it deems necessary, including the
use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North AUaotic
area.

Artic1e 6 of the North At1nntic Treaty provides [reading]:
For the purpose of Arti<'lf' :; nn armed attaek on one or more of the Parties
ls def'med to Include nn armed attaek 1111 the territory of any ot the parties lo
Europe or North America, on the Algerian departments of FranC'e, on tbP occupation for<'es of any Party in Europe, on the islands under the jurisdiction ot
any Party in the North Atlantic ureu north o( the Tropic of Cancer or on the
vessels or aircraft in this area of auy of the Parties.
RIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL OR COLLECTIVE SELl'-DEFENSE

In the foregoin!Z quotation of nrticle 5 of the pact. we have omitted
certain words. 1hese words characterize the action contemplate1l
thereunder as being [reading]:
in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defense recognized by
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nntions-

Article 51 provides [reading] :
Nothing in the present Charter shall Impair the Inherent right of indhidoal
collective self-defense If an armed attack occurs against a member of the United
Nations, until the Security Council bus taken the measures nec:essury to maintain
International peace and security.

Manifest1y the inherent right of self-defense recognized in article
51, cannot be created by agreement or treaty. Senator Connally, in
the Senate debate in June 1948, on the Vandenberg resolution declared

that [reading] :
the right of self-defense is not derived from something on paper; the right of
self-defense Is inherent.

The CHAIRMAN. You agree to that, do you not¥
Mr. DuRR. Yes, sir; I agree to that absolutely.
Characterizing the contemplated activity as fa1ling within article 51
does not make it so. Whether such action does fall within the contemplation of article 51 is the main legal question with which we are
here concerned.
Having in mind the Security Council's paramount responsibilitv
for maintaining international peace, it seems clear to us that. article
51 merely recognizes that a member state which is subjected to an
actual armed attack will resort to arms to the extent necessary to defend itself. Even in such a case while the state attacked may have to
decide initia1ly the action to take, its decision must be submitted to n-view by the Security Council. In the Legal Basis of International
Relations, published in Annals of the American Academy of Political
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and Social Science, Volume 255, January 1948, Yuen-Ii Lian, Director
of the Division on the Development and Codification of International
Law, United Nations said [reading]:
lt Is granted that In the first Instance a state attacked by an aggressor may have
to decide whether or In what measure the occasion calls for self-defense. But
the Initial decision must be submitted to review by the criteria of international
law.

Article 51 also recognizes the inherent right of collective selfdefense.
RIGHT OF

SELF~DEFENSE

LIMITED TO ACTUAL ATI'ACK

In our view this right, recognized in article 51, must be so near in
content to the resistance by a state to an actual attack upon itself as
to be almost indistinguishable. To be characterized ns un "inherent
right" of "self-defense," there must, in our view, exist the situation
of an actual armed attack upon a member state which has such a
relationship to another state that it is reasonably apparent and inevitable that the attack upon the second state will follow immediately
or almost immediately after the armed attack upon the first state.
To apply any other meaning to the terms "inherent right of * * *
collective self-defense" is to nullify to obvious intent of these words
and to destroy the paramount authority of the Security Council in
matters of threats to the peace, breeches of the peace, and acts of
ag~ssion. We believe that the kind of situation contemplated is
quite clear. France, for instance, would have the inherent right of
collective self-defense in the case of an armed invasion in force by a
powerful state in Belgium. In the case of a similar invasion upon
Mexico or Canada by a powerful state, the United States would
undoubtedly have the inherent right of collective self-defense.
The reason why an inherent right of collective self-defense is recognized in the Charter in such situations is that the second member state,
although not attacked, stands in immediate danger of armed attack
growing out of an armed invasion of a neighbor state, and there would
not be time for the Security Council to consider the matter or to take
appropriate action.
COl\lPARISON OF ARTICLE

~1

TO ARTICLE I (10) (4) OF THE UNITED STATF.8
CONSTITUTION

The concei;>t of the inherent right of collective self-defense has its
counterpart m article I ( 10) ( 4) of the Constitution of the United
States authorizing a State of the Union, without the consent of Congress, to engage in war in case of actual invasion or in case of "imminent danger as will not admit of delay." This provision declares
[reading]:
No State sball, without the Consent of Congress • • • enter Into any
Agreement or Compact with another State, or wlth a foreign power, or engage
lo war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as wlll not admit
of delay.

In case of actual invasion, a State of the Union is authorized, without the authorization of Congress, to engage in war. It seems to us
that this parallels the inherent right of individual self-defense recognized in article 51 of the Charter. In case of imminent danger not
admitting of delay, a State of the Union can enter into an agreement
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with another State or with a foreign power, or engage in war, without
authorization of the Congress. This provision of our Constitution
has now become pretty much obsolete because of the arrangement of
our society, but it did have very great application in the early days
when the States were scattered and communication and transportation facilities were quite limited. The latter parallels the inherent
right-of collective self-defense. But article 51 does not permit the use
of armed force under the pretext of acting in self-defense, or in cases
where it does not clearly appear that an attack on the State concerned
is so imminent as to permit no delay.
Sometimes in murder cases you have the plea of self-defense with
the story that the deceased was reaching for his hip pocket when the
defendant pulled out his gun and shot. Sometimes the deceased did
have a gun in his hip pocket, sometimes it is found that he has nothing there but a wallet. It is a pretty dangerous thing to let an individual determine whether he is acting in self-defense. 'That is a matter
to be adjudicated.
RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE LIMITED TO CASE OF AN ARMED ATTACK

To say that application of armed force by the United States in the
case of every armed attack on the territory of any signatory or its vessels or aircraft anywhere in the North Atlantic urea north of the
Tropic of Cancer, is justified by inherent right, under article 51, or,
in fact, constitutes self-defense, is wholly untenable. Unless it can
be shown that attacks of such a nature will f!_ctually or almost certainly, be followed immediately and inevitably by an ·attack upon
the United States, no logical or valid reason appears why, in such
a situation, the alleged threat of aggression should not be brou,:?:ht
immediately to the attention of the Security Council for appropriate
enforcement action. Otherwise, to permit the second state or a group
of states to act without the authority of the Security Council, would
undermine totally its paramount authority to deal with threats to the
peace and acts of aggression, and obliterate the distinction which the
Charter makes between "enforcement action" and "self-defense."
In our view, the concept advanced by the pact that the United States
has the legal right to apply armed force if for example, a Norwegian
vessel should be fired upon in the Arctic Ocean, or a Portuguese
plane should be attacked by Spajn, is fraught with the greatest danger. If the inherent right of collective self-defense recognized bv article 51 extends across the Atlantic Ocean, from the United States to
the Mediterranean and the Arctic Ocean, or can be expanded to
such lengths by agreements between individual states givin~ them
the legal right to decide individually that an armed attack has occurred, and that the application of armed force is legally justified.
then a European state cou1d legally and with full justification under
intemational ]aw make the same decision with respect to an armed
:it.tack on the territory, or aircraft, or ships of any state in the Near
East, the Far East, or even in the Americas. Thus the whole world
could be staked out for individual armed action. 'Ve cannot !l('t'
what significant authority is left to the Security Council in such a sitnntion to deal with threats to the peace and acts of a~gression. .Mort>m·er, the entire foundation of the new international law crente<l by the
Charter of the United Nations would be nullified.
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DEFINITION OF AGGRESSIOX BY SECURITY COUNCIL

Defore the Security Council was created, the traditional tendency in
international law was to define aggression by formula, and without
regard to the total historical and factual situation. Hence even Germany, which started the Second World War, claimed that its activity
was not aggressive, but. defensive. By the Charter it became the mission of the Security Council, not to "define" aggression, but to determine the existence of aggression in accordance with a legal method
based on the concreteness of the background and circumstances surrounding each particular situation. The legal method of the Security Council thus represents a new development, responding to the
failure or absence of preexisting legal methods for determining aggression.
It is significant that the United States delegation to the San Francisco Conference opposed amendments which sought to define aggression. The report of former Secretary of State Stettinius on the
results of the San Francisco Conference stated [reading]:
One of the most significant lines upon which debate concerning the liberty of
action of the Council proC"eeded, was that whi'!h concerned the proposed inclusion
in the Charter of provisions with respect to determination of 11cts of all,'gresslon.
• • • The United States delei:ation beli~\'ing that the acceptance of such
a concept was moi<t mule!'irnblt> played an active part In opposing the amendweut>'. Tlw CoufPrenc·.. linalJ~· 11grP1·ll that e\'en the most simple and obvious
cases ot agg1·esslo11 might full outside any of the formulas suggested, and, conwrst-ly, that a nation which according to a formula strictly Interpreted could
be deemed the offender in any 11artlcular Instance might actuall~·-when all circumstances were considered-be found to be the victim of intolernhle provocation.

The significance of this advance will be apprecinted when it is recognized that if the signatory states can validly define an armed attack
against a state, as they do in the North Atlantic Pact, other states
must acquire the same legal right of supplying their own definition.
The definition of "armed attack'' contained in article (i of the pact
includes an attack on vessels and aircraft, and "an armed attack
• • * on the occupation forces of any party in Europe." A minor
incident could thus be made the legal basis for plunging the world into
another war. A zonal border fracas in Berlin for instanee, involving
a shooting by a trigger-happy border guard, could thus provide a
"'·a lid legal basis'' for world conflict, under the terms of the pact.
V~ting exclusive authority in the Security Council to determine
whether a breach of the peace or an act of aggression had occurred,
who was responsible therefor, and what kind of action should be taken
to remedy the wrong, was intended to avoid just such senseless situations as this. But the pact would vest in each of the signatories the
right to go to war in precisely sud1 a situation. This re!-mlt would set
back incalculably the cause of pence and the rule of law in international relations.
There are other respects in which the pact violates provisions of the
Charter.
NON::U:E:\IBERS OF UNITED NATIONS IN THE PACT

A mere reference to the contents of article 51 of the Charter quoted
above shows that, in any case, the inherent right of an individual or
collective self-defense arises only "if an armed attack occurs against
a member of the United Nations." Portugal and Italy are not memtoeH-49-pt. 3----11
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hers of the United Nations. They are signatories to the North Atlantic
Pact. Yet under article 5 of the pact, if an armed attack occurs
against these states the United States undertakes to take military
action if it deems this advisable. This is claimed to be justified by
the provisions of article 51, which by its express terms, applies only
to an attack on a member of the United Nations.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS AND THE CHARTER

It is our understanding that the North Atlantic Pact is alleged
to be such a "regional arrangement" as is recognized by the Charter of
the United Nations. The Charter imposes ce1tain restrictions upon
the existence of regional arrangemen~ as set forth in article 52. That
article recognizes that such regional arranfements may be established
"for dealing with such matters • •
as are appropriate for
regional action," and further provides that such arrangements and
their activity shall be "consistent with the purposes and principles of
the United :N"ations."
In a discussion on the Vandenberg resolution you cited article 5g
of the Charter and then said, "I wish to stress the words 'as are appropriate for regional action.' I do not wish to see regional groups
formed which may weaken a parent body, the United Nations, but if
there are matters which are local, which are peculiar to the parti<-ular
region, there is no reason why the nations in that region should not
form a regional arrangement, because in a sense the overriding authority is still there, and it would probably have the right to determine
·whether or not the action proposed was appropriate to regional action. .,
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that that is wholly aside and apart
from article 51? Article 51 recognizes the right of individual or
collective self-defense; now, the article you are speaking of di:;('usses
the settlement of local matters within a particular region.
Mr. Dunn. Article 51 and article 52 are, of course, entirely different
provisions. Article 51 relates to the collective right of self-defense.
but this pact has been referred to as a regional arrangement, and it is
our contention that if it is regarded as a regional arrangement, it does
not seem to us to fit within the definition of regional arrangements
contained in article 52.
Article 54 of the Charter provides that [reading]:
The Security Council shall at all times he kept fully lnfonned of acth·ities
undertaken or in contemplation under regional arrangements or by regional
agencies for the maintenance of international peace and security.

Yet, under article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, provision is made
only thatAny such armed atta<'k and nil meaimrei- taken as a result thereof shall Immediately be reported to the Security Council.

The North Atlantic Treaty does not provide that all "activiti(>!' in
contemplation" shall be reported to the Security Council.
SECURITY COUNCIL AND ATJ.ANTIC DEFENSE COCSCIL

The pact, under article 9 thereof, establishes a council to consider
matters concerning the implementation of the treaty; and the cotm<'ilshnll establish lmm('(llatt>ly a deft>nse C'Ommittee which shall rt'Commrnll
ures for the Implementation of articles 3 and 5.
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The activities and decisions so contemplated which may seriously
affect international peace are not required to be reported to the Security
Council under the terms of the North Atlantic Treaty although article
54 of the Charter requires thnt the Security Coundlbt' kept fully Informed of acth·ltles undertaken or in contemplation under

regional arrangements.

The CnAmMAN. That simply refers to matters of local character,
that they are subsidiary to th~ United Nations, but still vested with
authority to undertake to adJust them~ an<l Its they progress alonli
they are supposed to report them from time to time to the Unitea.
Nations.
l\1r. DURR. Yes, sir; under the regional provisions. The United
Nations Council is supposed to be informed, as I understand it, of all
arrangements or activities in contemplation by the regions, whether
they. are moving immediately or whether they merely contemplate
movmg.
The CaAmMAN. All right.
l\lr. Dunu. Article 51 of the Charter likewise provides that all measures taken by members [reading] :
in the exercise of the right of self-defense shall be Immediately reported to the
Security Council.

Nonetheless, the North Atlantic Pact limits the reporting to the
Security Council solely to measures taken as a result of an armed
attack, aml not to reporting nwasurPs anything shor\ of ai1 ar1m•d
attack.
THE

PACT--A

VIOLATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

The Charter is the supreme law governinl! international relations.
The Charter expressly provides, under article 103, that [reading]:
In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the members of the United
Nations under the present Charter and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.

All members of the United Nations are required, under article 2 (2)
of the Charter to [reading]:
·
fulfill in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the
present Charter.

Hence, no member of the Unite<l Nations can properly enter into an
international agreement whose obligations conflict with those under
the Charter. The Senate of the United States should, therefore, not
ratify the North Atlantic Treaty which conflicts with and is not in
accord with the Charter of the United Nations. That is our legal
interpretation.
The members of the National Lawyers Guild as lawyers are concerned with the legal questions raised by the North Atlantic Pact. As
citizens they are, like all other people, concerned with the questions of
policy it raises, for they are vitally interested in the maintenance of
peace.
We believe that effectuation of the pact will not contribute toward
the establishment of a durable peace. On the contrary, we have the
firm conviction that adherence to the Charter an<l its underlying principles affords the best assurance of a lasting peace.
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DANGER OF MILITARY ALLIANCES AND REARMAMENT

In founding the United Nations, the old practice of military alliances among the great powers and of erecting powerful blocks of
states confronting each other in armed hostility, was decisive!y rejected in favor of an international security system. Former Secretary of State Stettinius made this very clear in his report to the President on the results of the San Francisco Conference. A quotation
from the report is contained in our present memorandum, which we
have handed you.
The North Atlantic Pact reverts to the old method of military
alliance which heretofore has always led to fierce world hostility. armaments races, and ultimately, to war. As Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, president of the General Assembly of the United Nations recently said
before the Foreign Press Association [reading]:
The League of Nations fllilPd to prevent the SPconrl Wnrlrl War !':Olely re.
cause some of the governments which belonged to it lt~t down the IRRgue of
Nation!< and prpferrl'(J to resume the great game of power politl<'ll. Thi:s must
not happen to the l'nitNl Nations. • • • The pt>oples of the world have
faith in the United Xntiomi. It is their chief instrument in the strugglPS to
create a world ba11ed upon justice. Xothing else is a substitute for it; n<>tbing
el>1e can be a substitute for It.

I would refer you also to the report, The Security of the United
States and 'Vestern Europe. prepared by the drafting committee of
the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, which is the
research affiliate of the American Association for the rnited Nations, wherein it is said, with respect to the proposed "union of the
Atlantic community" [reading]:
An Atlantic union wit.b the Unitecl States. Great Britain, and France, at Its
core • • • even If confinPd to the North Atlanic • • • would in fact
be so large a part of the world that the Soviet Union might counter by the utmost
prPpnrntions on Its part, thus Increasing the tension in thP bipolar world. • • •
The Instability of the world and the lnsPC·urlty of the nations might be Increased
nnd a new chain of events might be initiated which would result in world war III.
• • • The emphasis upon more limited guaranties and the centering of discussions of security matters in more limited institutions would '"'~nken the world's
Interest In universal procedures for maintaining international peace and ~rity
for all under the Cbart~r.

Even John Foster Dulles, who now supports the pact. said as recently as March 8, 1!)49, referring to the proposal to include Norway
as a signatory to the pact rreading] :
It would indeed Involve a high tribute to Sov!Pt IPaclen1 to assnmE> that under
these clrcurustnnces they would exncise more self-control than would our people
under comparable cir<'lJm!<tnnc\>8, Ill'< for \>Xllmple, If the Soviet Union had mili·
tary arrangements with a country at our border.

And Secretary-General Trygve Lie of the United Nations warned
[reading]:
No regional arrangement can ever be a satisfactory substitute for the l'nited
Nations. It J)f'ople i;tenerally began to accept allian<'E'S 118 substitute for genuine,
world-wide collective security, then the hope of a lasting peace would be greatl~
endangered.

In our view, the hope for peace cannot rest upon mere accumulations of military power. This road has almost invariably led to war.
Why should we now suddenly believe that it will contribute to the
maintenance of peace 1
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STRJo:NOTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS

"\Ve firmly believe that the best hope for peace lies in support for
and stren~thening of the United Nations an<l its principles and purposes. 'Vhat is necessary is to wage a fierce and ceaseless effort to
resolve the differences which now divide the world. This is a difficult
road, but the alternatives at best involve an exhausting armaments
race which will impair the economic well-being of the world, and at
worst, lend to war with consequent immeasurable human suffering and
destruction.
It is fitting to recall the words of Secretary of State Byrnes, in his
book, Speakmg Frankly, pages 313, 315, 316 [reading]:
There i~ too much talk of war and too little of pea('e. * * • Too much is
at stnke for us to lose our patlen<'e. Negotiating with the Soviets may affect
the nen·eio; of 11 few statesmen but another world war would mo1·e seriously affect the ll\'es of millions of people. WP must continue our effot·ts to develop
throu~h the l'nited Nations a common law of nations to provide definite nnd
agreed standards of conduct. It must rest upon something more than rules,
somt-thing more than force, and something more than fear. It must be made
to rest 111100 the growth of a common fellowship, common interPsti<. and common
ideas nmong the peoples of the world. * • * I remain confident that we can
achieve a just peace through cooperative etrort. * • *
RESOLUTION OF N A'I'ION AL LA WYERS GUILD

The National Lawyers Guild on February 21, 1949, at its recent
conYention held in Detroit, unanimously adopted a resolution which
declared in part as follows [reading]:
The revltnllzatlon of cooperative relations aruong the gre11t power!! and espechtllY between the United States and the Soviet Union, point!! the pnth to peace.
This is the will of all pea<'e-lovini: humanity. It wns voiced in the rei;;olutiou
adoptt-d (unanimously) at the Paris session of the General As..o;;t-mhly wlwre,
on the initiative of Mexico, the Assembly made an appenl to the ~reat powers
to com(>ose their differences and "to redouble their etrorts in a !!pirit of solidarity
and mutual understanding to secure in the briefest poi<sible time 11 final settlement of the war and 11 com:luslon of all peace settlement."

The guild resolution stated [reading]:
This approa<'h will afl'ord the most effective assurance of a durable pence and
a vigorous United Nations organl1.ation and obviate resort to milltary alliances,
avoid the heavy Impact of armament expenditures, and make possible the
advance of the living standards nnd social welfnre of our people and of all
peoples throughout the world.

The validity of this approach, it seems to us, is attested to by the
recent accord reached on the lifting of the Berlin blockade. The road
to this vital result was paved by discussion between representatives
of our country and the Soviet Union, leading to the agreement to convene the Coun<'il of Foreign Ministers to dis<'uss the entire German
situation. Such negotiations are in accord with the obligations assumed by member states under article 33 of the Charter. If accord
can be reached on so difficult a situation as the Berlin blockade, we
believe it should be equally possible on the other issues confronting the
great powers.
EFFECT OF TRt:,\TY ON UNITED NATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that in the Atlantic Pact there are
several declarations that we support the United Nations and are in
conformity with the views of the United Nations?
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l\Ir. DrRR. It is our contention that those are self-serving declarations and that the declarations themselves are in conflict with the
United Nations Charter.
The CHAIRMAN. This committee wholeheartedly favors the United
Nations Charter. We ratified it overwhelmingly in the Senate. We
are for it, and we continue to support it and to improve it. However,
you know of the difficulties and the hazards that have already taken
place in international affairs with respect to the modification of the
Charter; do you not j
Mr. DuRR. Yes; I am totally aware·of the difficulties. But it is our
contention that the difficulties will be increased rather than minimized
if we begin to start a pattern of what amounts to alliances outside
of the United Nations~ that we will merely create blocs which will
work without the United Nations or even in the United Nations. The
blocs will already be formed and will make negotiation and objective
consideration of the problems fur more difficult.
The CHAIRMAN. It is the attitude of the Lawyers Guild that you
are opposed to ratification t
Mr. DuRR. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg!
RIO TREATY AND

THE

UNITED NATIONS

Senator VANDENBERG. I simply want to ask you, Mr. Durr, whether
you would make the same le~al argument agairn•t the Rio Pact 1
Mr. DURR. No, sir; I would not. I think the Rio Pact does extend
the idea of the regional organization considerably, but nevertheless
here we have an urea which historically has been treated as having
common interests and recognized as such since the Monroe Doctrine.
Moreover, when you come to the Rio Treaty you also have a recognition of article 51, which is a recognition of the inherent right of
co1lective self-defense. I am not sure if, in the exercise of that right
of collective self-defense, the United States, even under the Rio Treaty,
would be warranted in deeming. an attack upon, let us say, the
extreme southern part of Argentma as an attack upon the United
S~ates calling f~r immedia.te action o!-1 our part. The question ~s
still there: Is this an exercise of the right of self-defense~ That JS
inherent.
It seems to us that article 51 is merely recognizing what was alreadv
inherent, and making it clear that the nations were not surrendering
this inherent right. The right of self-defense, as we contend, means
that there must be an immediate and very probable danger to the
country invoking that right unless it is attacked itself.
Senator VANDl:NRERG. That is all.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell 1
Senator DoNNELL..Mr. Durr, you refer in your statement. to the
fact that the views which you express therein on questions of policy
were approved at the national convention of the Lawyers Guild, which
I understand was held at Detroit, Mich., on or about Februan· 21
of this year.
•
Mr. DuRR. Yes, sir.
Senator DuNNELJ,. Yon stat~ further that the National Lawvers
Guild at its recent convention unanimously adopted the resolution
you have read.
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Mr. DURR. Thnt is part of their action.
Senator DONNELL. I wanted to ask you if you could tell us, please,
whether that resolution was framed and presented to the convention
by one of the regular committees of the National Lawyers Guild .
.Mr. DURR. Yes, sir; it was.
Senator DoNNELL. Was it a large committee t Do you have the
membership right there before you~ Will you insert that in the
record~ May Mr. Durr do that, please 9
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
(Membership of committee on international law is as follows:)
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD NATIONAL (',OMMJTTEE ON INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
ltELATJONS

:Mitchell Franklin, 604 West One Hundredth and Fifteenth Street, Apurt·
ment 7C, New York, N. Y.
Sol A. Dann, 2415 Barium Tower, Detroit, Mich.
8Prnard Jnlf<>, 52 Broadway, Bronx:,
New York, N. Y.
Chase Kimball, 137 Hinckley Road, Milton 87, Mass.
Howard Meyer, 160 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
J . Julius Rosenberg, 410 Central Park
West, New York, N. Y.
Seymour Tllchin, 2809 Barium Tower,
Detroit, l\llch.
Ira Gallaher, 2:'>2 West Seventy-sixth
Street, New York, N. Y.
Joi<eph H . Crnwn, 521 Fifth Avenue,
.l\ew York. N. Y.
llrs. Esther S. Frankel, 262 !\Iain Street,
Patterson l, N . •J.
Solomon Jesmer, 100 l'forth La Salle
Strt>et, Chicago 4, Ill.
Harry Lambl'rton, 3212 !\lncomb Street
NW., \V111;hington, D. C.

Ruth Provus, 751 Crompton Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.
Alexander N. Sack, 69-10 Yellowstone
Iloulevard, Forest Hills, Long Island,
N. Y.
Clore Warne, 9700 Wilshire Boulevard,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Benjamin Algase, 3D Broadway, New
York, N . Y.
.
Bartley Crum (address not available)
Herman Garringer, 291 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
J. 1''. Klenk, 207 Ridge Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio.
CnrPy ll<'Wllllams. 000 Spring Arcade
Building, Los Angeles, Calif.
Alexander E. Racolln, 11 West Fortysecond Street, New Yo1·k 18, N. Y.
H. A. Sehulson, 1200 Eighteenth Street
NW., Washington, D. C.
John R. Williams, 1206 Guardian Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

MEMBERSHIP OF INTERNATIONAL J,AW COMMl'lTEE

Mr. DURR. There are about 35 members. Here are some: Mr.
Joseph Crown, who is here with me, a lawyer from New York; Prof.
Alexander N. Sack, formerly with the Academy of International
Law at The Hague, professor at New York University; Osmond K.
Fraenkel and Benjamin Algase, New York lawyers; Martin Popper
of New York; Mitchell Franklin of the Law School of Tulane University 1,9arey Mc Williams of Los Angeles; G. Leslie Field of Detroit,
Chase .Kimball of Boston, and Harry Lamberton of Washington.
That is only some. There are about 35 on the committee.
Senator DONNELL. You will insert the entire list in the record?
Mr. DURR. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Will you tell us when the resolution was presented to the convention whether there was a discussion by the
members of the convention on the floor?
Mr. DURR. It was presented. I was not present at the time of the
discussion. I will ask Mr. Crown, who was there.
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PROCEDURE OF ADOPTING RESOLUTION
Mr. JosEPH CRowN. Our ordinary procedure is, on any matter of
this kind, for the original statement to be prepared by the committee
on international law. It was circulated to every member of the
committee, and on the basis of comments and suggestions was then
submitted to the convention. It then went befm·e the resolutions
committee. There there was debate, and I should say that there
were extended hours, as this was one of the high points in the actual
convention.
Then came finally, after extensive revision, but I should say unanimous accord on the ultimate formulation, submission to the delegates
of the convention. There was a preliminary paper which consumed
an hour and the discussion on the subject consumed more than an hour.
And so it was ultimately adopted.
Senator DONNELL. First there was the formulation of the resolution
by the Committee on international law and relations, which resolution
in turn was submitted after having been offered in the convention t.o
the resolutions committee for its consideration. Before the resolutions committee there was extended debate. Thereafter, subsequent
to material changes in the resolution, or at least changes-how material
I do not know-the resolution was submitted back on the floor of the
convention, is that correct?
Mr. CROWN. That is true.
Senator DONNELL. And at the time of its submission on the floor of
the convention, are you able to state from personal knowledg-3 approximately how many delegates were present.
Mr. CROWN. I would say that the debate at that point was about
after 10 in the evening, on Sunday night, and I should judge there '
would be more than 100, maybe 125, delegates at least at that point.
Senator DoNNELL. Was the resolution actually debated on the floor
that evening?
Mr. CROWN. Yes, it was seriously debated. There were diverse
opinions and points of view presented. There were only some few
dissents.
Senator DoNNELL. I note Mr. Durr's statement said the resolution
was unanimously adopted. Should that be amended, in view of your
statement that there was some dissent~
Mr. CROWN. We are referring there to the resolution by the general '
assembly.
Senator DoNNELL. I am talking now about the resolution that gives
the policy which you state, which Mr. Durr states was approved at
the national convension, and on which his views herein expressed this
morning are based.
Mr. DURR. To avoid confusion, I might point out that there is a
quotation contained within the Lawyers Guild resolution adopted at
the general assembly. This resolution which we quote was adopted
unanimously at the general assembly.
Senator DONNELL. I do not want to prolong this unnecessarily, but
I want to be clear and have the record clear. You say the views you
express on questions of policy were approved at the national oonven·
tion of the guild in February 1949¥
Mr. Dull. That is right.
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Senator DoNNELL. How was the action of that national convention
on those questions of policy initiated~ Was that the committee on
international law and regulations¥
Mr. DURR. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator DoNNELL. And then the process occurred that you have
described, namely, that it was considered first by that committee which
formulated a preliminary resolution. That in turn was submitted to
the convention, which referred it to the committee on resolutions.
Mr. DURR. That's right.
Senator DONNELL. The committee on resolutions then reconsidered
the matter, made changes in it after extensive debate, and approved
for recommendation to the convention the resolution so changed, and
then on the floor of the convention the resolution came up and was
acte<l upon with only a few dissenting votes. Is that correct 1
l\Ir. DuRR. That is correct.
Of course, this statement of mine has not been approved by the
convention, but it is within the policy.
Senator DONNELL. You believe the statement correctly represents
the policy enunciated by the national convention through 'the process
indicated?
.Mr. DURR. Yes, it does.
.
Senator DONNELL. I_n the second place you say that the views you
express on legal questions are based on a memorandum of law prepared by your committee on international law and relations. That is
the same committee?
Mr. Dmm. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. And it is the one that consists of about 35
members~

l\fr. DURR. That is right.

Senator Do:s:sELL. And I got from your statement that copies of
that memorandum of law you will hand to the committee, and that
will be incorporated in the record of this hearing.
Mr. Dmm. That has been done.
Senator DoN:SELL. Has it been ordered to be incorporated in the
record of the hearing?
The CHAIBMAN. Is it along the lines of your testimony9
llr. DURR. It is.
The CuAmMAN. So far as I am concerned, it may go into the record.
(Document entitled "Memorandum of Law" reads as follows:)
Before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United Stutes Senate, In the Jfatter
of the Legality of the North Atl<intio Treaty Under the Charter of the United
Natiom
MEMORANDU?.l OF LAW

(Prepared by the Commltteeion International Law and Relation!!, National
LawJers Guild, Clitrord J. Durr, president, Washington 6, D. C.)
THE NOUTH ATLANTIC PACT: ITS LEGALITY UNDER THE UN
CHARTER AND ITS IMPACT 0:-1 PEACE
The North Atlantic Pact po!les Issues ot grave importance to the peace ot the
world anit the fate of the United Nations. As a bar association we are deeply
concerned wlth the maintenance of the rule of law In International relations and
the strengthening ot the new international law created bl'" the Charter of the
United Nations. As citizens we· are Yltally concerned with contributing our
utmost toward the maintenance of peace.
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Our examination of the North Atlantic Pact has led us to the conclusion that.
notwithstanding assertions to the contrary, the Pact in fundamental respects
violates salient provisions of the Charter, and wlll not contribute toward the
establishment of a durable peace. The National Lawyers Guild ls of the ftrm
conviction that adherence to the Charter and its underlying principles of negotiation, concurrence, and cooperation afford the most effective assurance of a
lasting peace.
I.

THE LEGALITY OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC PACT UNDER TUE

UN

CHABTEB

1. The Security Oouncil ha.a primary responsibility for maintaining inlernati<mol
peace, under the Oharter agreed to by au members of the United Nati-Ou.

The general security system established under the Charter vests paramount
authority in the SPCurity Council in matters of international peace and security.
Article 24 of the Charter provides :
"In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations. its
Members confer on the Security Council primary responsibility for the uiaintenance of International peace and security, und agree that in carrying out its
duties under this responslbilltr the Security Council acts on their behalf."
The Security Council is thus the representative or mandatory of the totality
of the members of the United Nations.
Under Chapter Vll of the Charter, the Security Council Is vested with exclusive power •:to determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the
peace, or act of aggression" (Art. Jq The Charter endows the Security Council
wit.h the power of taking enforcement u...11sures to deal with threats to the peace.,
)>reaches of the peace and acts of aggression (Arts. 42-48).
Enforcement action Is within the exclusive authority of the Security Connell
The Security Council may utilize appropriate regional arrangements for enforcement action under Its authority. But, expressly prescribes Article 53 of the
Charter, "no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or
by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security Council." 1 Since
a regional arrangement may not take enforcemt>nt action without prior authorization of the Security Council, obviously no individual State or any group of
Individual States may take enforcement action, for otherwise the restriction of
Article 53 would be meaningless.
2. The Pact fails to recognize the supremacy of the Security Coonoil i9' enf~
ment action
Despite the express prohibition against thi> taking of enforcem~nt action by a
regional arrangement without the prior authorization of the Security Council.
each party to the North Atlantic Pact undertakes to take on Its own lnltlatiw
whatever meaimres, including the use of armed force, It dreldes upon, if an
armed attack occurs ou any one of the parties.
• Artlele 5!l of the Charter reads:
"1. The Security Council shnll. where appropriate, utilize sueh regional arrannlll<"DU
or airenelee for enforeement action under Its authority. But no Pnforcement action lllltll
be taken under rei:tonal arrani:emente or by regional agendes without thf' authoriJL:Jtloo
of the Security Connell, with the exePptlon or mea1111res ai:alnet any enemy state. as d~fln<>d
In parai:raph 2 of this Article. provided for pu,.,.uant to Article 107 or In reirlonal arran~
mPnts dlrPetPrl against rPnewal of ai:ii:r<>sslve/'olky on the part of 11ny sueh etatP, nnt11 1tul'h
time as the Or1ranlzntlon may, on requret o the Governments roncerned be charged '111111
the resnonslhlllty for prPventlng further nggreselon by such a state.
"2. The term enPmy st11te as used In parugraph 1 of this Artkle applll'A to any State whkb
during the Se<"on<l World War hn" bl'en an enemy of anr signatory of the pl't'l'lent ChartPr."
The sole Pxce11t1on from the rule thn t enforcement al'tlon Is within tht> exclusive authority
of the Se<"urlty Council appJIP~ to tnl'asuree which nmy be taken aii:alnst former ent'my statf'S.
such as Germany or Japan. lnrllvldual i::overnments or r<>~onal arrnn1?ement11 <'l\n t11kt> In·
dlvldual or collPctlve measur..s ai:atnst Germany or Jn1i1an without the prior outhorlsation of
the Seeurlty Council. ThP North Atlontlc P11et Is not dirrrted primarily al?ftlnst ....n ..wA1
of Germon ai::'!resRlon, nor Is any epeclflc referen<'P made thereto. Ht>ntt. In tbf' e~f'nt nf
a threat to the PPR<"e. or a brend1 of the 11ence. or on act of aj?l{l'eMlon by a atate nrb..r
than nn enem~· "tntr. thP mPnsurP~ to hi' tnkrn to restore or maintain International M>t'Drif'l'
enn he dl'termlnrd only hy thr ~Pcurlty Conn I'll nnd not hy the parties of the North A U1!Dti~
Pn<'t (f'\·en If th" Paet qualified as an appropriate regional arran11ementl.
The Securlt~· Council <"OUld prp\•ent the pnrtles to the North Atlantic P11ct from taklnf
military meaeures. As w11s said by Dunward V. San<llfer of the Statf' Department:
"" • • the proviso that no enforcemPnt action ahould be taken un<1f'r reirlonal arrant1'ments or by re~onal agen<"les without authorization of the Security Council woul<1 Jlf'rmlt
the Security Council to prevent action belnir taken by eueh agencies on their own lnltlati..,.(Jan. 27, 1945, Dept. of State Bulletin, p . 147).
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Under the Pact, the parties thereto undertake the following commitments :

a. To "maintain and develop • their Individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack" (Art. 2) ;
b. To consult If "the territorial Integrity, political Independence or security of
any of the parties Is threatened" (Art. 4);
c. To consider an armed attack on any one of the parties as an attack against
all and to take such Individual and collective action, Including the use of armed
force, as each party considers necessary to restore and maintain the security of
the North Atlantic area (Art. 5).
Since the essence of the North Atlantic Pact ls the asserted right of Its signatories to undertake military and other measures without the prior authorization
of the Security Council, the Pact does not conform with and, in fact, violates
tl1e Charter of the United Nations. The supremacy of the United Nations ls
fundamental. As was stated in Secretary of State Stettinlus' Report on the
San Francisco Conference:
"• • • the 8ecurlty Council could utilize regional arrangements for enforcement action, provided that such enforcement action should be undertaken only
when authorized by the Connell and that the latter should be kept fully Informed
of all action taken or contemplated under regional arrangements or by regional
agencies. It was recognized that the Council must have a general authority
over regional security machinery In order to prevent such arrangements from
developing independently and thus possibly pursuing dltrerent ends. In other
words, this provision was intended to coordinate the function of a regional
grouping with those of a general organization and at the same time establish
the final authority of the latter." (Hearings, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, on the Charter of the United Nations, 79tb Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 96-97
(July 1945).)
3. 7'he inherent right of self·defet1JBe, recognized in Article 51 of the Charter, does
not authorize the United States to use armed force in the event of an actual
armed attack against a European state; a priori, the inherent right of selfdefense cannot be invoked where no armed attack has occutTed

The Pact• endeavors to escape the obvious inconsistency between the commitments undertaken thereunder and the paramount authority of the Security Council In matters of enforcement action by characterizing the contemplated action
as coming within the self·defense provisions of .Article 51 of the Charter. Article
51 provides :
"Nothing in the present Charter shall Impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense If an armed attack occurs against a member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to
maintain International peace and security."
Manifestly the inherent right of self-defense, recognized In .Article 51, cannot
be created by agreement or treaty. Mindful of the Se<:"urity Council's paramount
responsibility for maintaining International peace, Article 51 merely recognizes
a provisional right of self-defense inherent in cases of actual armed attack.
The exercise of the right of self-defense must be confined to legitimate use and
1 Apropos the rearmament program envisaged thereunder Is the statement ot Sir Edward
Orey, British Foreign Secretary at the time of World War I, who summed up the lesson
ot that war In these terms:
"Great armaments lead Inevitably to war. If there are armaments on one side, there
must he armaments on the other side. • • •
"The enormous growth of armaments In Europe, the sense of Insecurity and tear caused
by thPm-lt was these that made war Inevitable. This. lt seems to me le the truest reading
of history, and the lesson that the present should be learning from the past In the Interest of
future pence."
·
• .Artlrle 5 of the North Atlantic Pact provides:
'"The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe or North
America shall be ·c onsidered an attack ai:alnst them nil: and coust>quentlv they agrt'e that , It
such an armPd attack occurs. each ot them. in exPrclse of the rlii:ht of fndlvldual or collPc·
tlve self-defense recognized hy Article 51 of the Charter ot the United Nations, will 11sslst
the party or parties so attacked by taking forthwith, lndlYldunlly nod In concert with other
partlP•, such action as It dl'l'ms nccf'ssar~-. Including the use of armed force, to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area."
Secretary Acheson hns stated that If one ot the nations covered by the Poet Is subjPct
to armed attack. "we would be bound to take promptly the action which we deemed necessary to restore and maintain security In the North Atlantic area."
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is subject to review by the Security Council as to whether the acts claimed to
be In "self-defense" were justified.'"
Article 51 recognizes that if an armed attack occurs against a member of tlle
United Nations, It has the Inherent right of Individual self-defense.
Article 51 also recognizes the Inherent right of collective self-defense. Thus
France would have had the inherent right of collective self-defense with Belgium
in case of an armed attack by Nazi Germany on Belgium. In case of an armed
attack upon l\fexlco or Canada by a powerful State, the United States would
have the inherent right ot collective self-defense where the United States was
In imminent danger of immediate attack. The Inherent right of collective seJf.
detense arises where a State, although not attacked, stands in immediate Imminent danger of attack growing out of an armed attack upon a neighbor State.
To apply any other meaning to the term "Inherent right of • • • collective
self-defense" Is to nullify the obvious Intent ot these words, and to destroy the
paramount authority of the Security Council in matters of threats to the peace,
«>reaches of the peace and nets of aggre11!'lion.
To say that uppllcatlon of armed force by the United States in the case of
an armed attack on the territory of a signatory or its vessels or aircraft anywhere in the North Atlantic area north of the Tropic of Cancer•• ls justified
by Inherent right (under Art. 51) or, In tact, constitutes self-defense is wholly
untenable. Manifestly it cannot be shown that attacks of such a nature will
actually be followed immediately and inevitably with an attack upon the United
States.
It the Inherent right of collective self-defense could be expanded by written
agreements, the application of the same logic should give rise to the legal right '
ot a state--not signatory to the North Atlantic Pact-to use armed force in
the Near East or Far East or even in the Americas In the case ot an attack by
any state upon another state or its vessels or aircraft In those areas, merely
by executing an agreement to that eft'ect. Thus, the entire foundation of the
new International law created by the Charter ot the United Nations and the
Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal which tried the Nazi war criminals would
be nullified.
'!'he concept of the Inherent right ot collecth•e !'lelf-defense hns Its counterpart
In Article 1 (10) ( 4) of the Constitution of the United States authorizing n state
of tlw Union. without the cons<'nt of Congress, to engnge in wnr in fH!'le of actuAI
Invasion or In cn!'le of "imminent danger as will not ndmit of delay." Said
provision declare"':
"No Stnte shall. without the Consent of Congress • • • enter Into any
Agreement or Compnet with another Slnte, or with a foreign power, or engage
in wnr, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of
delay."
In case of nctual invasion, a state ot the Union Is authorized. without the
authorization of Congress. to engnge in war. This parallels the Inherent right
of individual self-def<>nse rerognlzed in Article 51 of the Charter. In <'Bse of
imminent danger not ndmltting of delay. a stnte of the Union can enter into an
agreement with another state or with n fort>lgn power, or engage In war without
authorization of the Congress. The latter pnrnllels the inherent right of rollecth·e
:;;elf-defPnse. But Artide iil floes not permit the use of armed force under the
pri>text of acting in self-defense.
Prof. H11n11 Kelsen. dealing with this point. has noted : "Tlu~ action on the put
of the States which are not :ittaf'ked but only ll:'l:'list the nttnckffi Stnte 11gninst
its aggressor is 11ot exactly 'self-defense·" (aa Yale Law .Journal 1008). ThU&
.. The conc<>Jlt of self·d<'fen•e nnder Article lSl has bel'n analyzed hy Yuen·ll Liang. dll"l"<'tor of thP Dlt"l•lon on the Det"elopment. and Codification of International Law, Unltf'd
Nations. who stntl'd:
"• • • unlPss self-dpfense Is conflnf'd to legitimate use--as the French term 'lf>dtim~
drfrnse' nP<'e•snrily Imports-It ls most liable to ahuse. and histon furnishe8 innumPrahlP.
ln"t1mc«>s whf're an ai:i:r<'s~or has attemptl'd to justify Its aggression In thl' name of SPlf·
dPf,.nse. Jnsll'ad of <'Ontrlhutlng to th<' C'lariflcation of the <'oncf'pt of self-defent'E'. lnt.. rnntlonnl Jawy"r" hnYe lucrea•ed Its n<>hulous charactl'r by ldentih-lng It with the 10-eall<'d
rh:ht of self-prl'"Pnntlon an<l sanctifying it b~· appealing to natural .law. This <'Onceot l•
furthPr confused by the claim that earh state is Its own Judge In the iletermlnatlon of the
Jei:itimncy nnd the justiflable extent of itA action tRkf'n ln self-deft'nse.
"It Is i:rnnteil thnt in the first instance a stnte attackPd b:v an a<!:i:reseor m11" bat"e to
declrl!' Wh<'thl'r or In what measure thP. occasion cnlls for Aelf·dPfensP. But the Initial
~Pcis1on must be submitted to rPview by thP. crltt'rin of International Jaw" (Yuen -11 J.l11n ...
"The J..egal Basis of JntPrnational Relations." Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science. Vol. 21S5 (Jan. 1948), pp. 29-30).
•• See footnote 6, Infra.
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assuming an armed attack on a Lntln-American republic, the Soviet Union, a
great power located in another hemis1>here, would not have the inherent right
of collective self-defense.
Assuming, hypothetically, an armed attack against Luxembourg or the Netherlands or Norway, the United States would not possess nn inherent right of collective self-defense. The use of armed force, in such a situation, would constitute
not an exercise of the inherent right of collective self-defense, but rather an
enforcement action (which· under the Charter cannot be undertaken without
authori1.ation of the Security Council). Nor is this affected by the provision of
the North Atlantic Pact (Art. 5) that "an armed attack against one or more of
them in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them nll."
'.l'he inherent right of self-defense arifleS from realities and <'annot be created
( noninherent) by agreements or stipulations. Senator Connally, in the Senate
debate in June 1!)48 cu the Vandenberg Resolution (S. Res. ~l9) (which the
North Atlantic Pact implements) declnrPd thnt "the ri~ht of i;elf-defense ts
inherent; it does not depend upon any constitution or statute or international
agreement • • • tl1e right of self-defense is not derived from something on
paper ; the right of self-defense is inherent" (Cong. Rec., Vol. 94, Part 6, 80th
Cong., 2d Sess., p. 7821).
l\loreover, the inherent right of Individual or collective self-defense Is in no
wny enlarged or changed by the creation of an appropriate regional arrangement.
Senator . Vandenberg in the Senate debute on the Vandenberg Resolution so
conceded:
"I do not think the self-defense right asserted in Article 51 Is changed in any
aspect as a result of the organization of the regional group. • • • I do not
conceive that the powers and privileges of Article 51 are changed or enlarged In
the slightest" (Cong. Rec., cltPd, p. 780:~).
The '"inherent" right of self-defense cannot be established by a "premeditated,
preconceived, formally entered into regionul military alliance."•
"It Is hardly po1=<sible to consider the right or thf' duty of a non-att1wked state
to m1,.ll'(t an nttnrl:ed stnle as 11i1 "ir1herP11t' riJ:ht • • • ·· (K<'i>'Pn. a:i »"ale Law
Jourual, p. 1009).
It is clear, therefore, that the "long-range, premeditated, preconceived. formally
entered Into regional military alli11n<'e" embodied In the North Atlantic Pact
does not s1111ctlon the use of armed force by the United States in case an armed
atta<"k occurs ngnlmit n European State. notwithstanding the purported attempt
to do so by the terms of the Pact undPr the guise of the inherent right of
self-defense recognized In Article 51 of the C'harter. As this is the core of the
~forth Atlantic Pa<'t. the P11<'t ls manifestly inconsistent with the Charter of the
l!nlted !'ntions, contruvenlng the primary responsibility of the Security Council
for the mal11tennnee of internotlonal pence and security an.d undermining the
general security system established under the Charter.

4.

The North .41lantic l'act 1UJttrps the po1oer of the Security Council and fails to
c<mform to salient provisions of tile Ch01·ter

Artide 54 of the Charter provides that "The Security Council shall at all
times be kept fully Informed of n<'tivlties undertaken or in contemplation under
regional arrangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of international peace and security." Yet, under Arti«le 5 of the !llorth Atlantic Treaty,
provision is made only that "Any such armed attack and all measures token as
a result tl1ereof shall Immediately be reported to the Security Council." The
North Atlantic Treaty does not pro,·ld(~ that all "uctivlties in contemplation"
shall be reported to the Security Council.
The Pa<~t. under .Article 9 thereof. e:o;tabllsh(ls a "council" to consider matters
concerning the implementation of the treaty; and the council "shall establish
immediately a defense eommlttee which shall recommend measures for the
hnplementutlon of .Articles 3 and 5." The activities and decisions so contemplated
•Cf. Statement of Senator Pepper m11de during senate debAte on Vandenberg Re11ol11tlon:
"Under article IH the right of self-defense le anerted slmpl7 ae an Inherent right which
may he a88nted b;r those who are the victims of the attack. But certainly the Senator from
Florida had not contemplated that the recognition of the Inherent right of self·dl'fPnsl'
which, according to the context of article 51. suggests aomethlng like a sudden and ernerirent
attack which might lnvoh·e the element of surpriRe and the necessity of an lmml'dint"
re10ponse l)('for" aecese could be had, possibly to the Security Council, and b"fore the S!'curity
Council coulcl act-ever envisioned a long-rang... premedit&ted. preconceived, formally
entered Into regional military alliance • • •" (Cong. Rec., cited p. 7803, June 11.
1948) .
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which may serlouRly affect International peaCT' are not required to be reported
to the Security Council under the terms of the North Atlantic Treaty alt.bough
Article 54 of the Charter requires that the Security Council "be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in contemplation under reJ,,'iooal arrangements."
ArtlC"le 51 of thp Chnrtpr llkpwl!le provides that nll mea1<nl"l'M taken by members
"In the exerch1e of the right of self-defpn~ shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council." Nonetheless, the North Atlantic ·Pact limits the reporting
to the Security Council solely to meaimres taken as a result of an armed attack.
No such limitation is Intended In Article 51 of the Charter.•
The North Atlantic Pact presupposes the rnlldity of a unilateral determination
by the merubenc of the alllnnce that n purtlculur state is an aggl"e!ll<Or, potential
or actual. But such "unilateral" determination would usurp the power of the
Security Conn('ll. In permitting Individual or collective !lelf-defem;e against ..an
armed attack," Article 51 does not at nil derogate the exclusive power of the
~ecurlty Council under Artkle 39 to declare "the existenee of any threat to
the rience, breach of the pence. or an act of aggression."
The North Atlantic Pact not only seizes the power of the Security Council, but
also repudintes the legal mt>thod of the SPcurity Council. BPfore the Security
Council was created, the traditional tendency in international law was to define
aggression by formula, and without regard to the total historical and factual
!'ituatlon. Hence even the fascist aggressors, who Initiated the Second World
War, claimed that their activity was not aggressive, but defensive. By the CbartPr It bt!Cnme the mission of the Security Council, not to ..detlne" age-ression, but
to determine the exiRtence of aggression in accordance with legal method based
on the concreteness of the background ancl circumstances surronncllng each par·
tlcnlnr situation. The 8ecurity Council determines the existence of aggression
concretely on the basis of the entire factual situation, much as a jury gives concreteness to the concept of due care or fault on the basis of the entire factual
situation. The legal method of the Security Council thus repl't'sents a remarkable
development, responding to the failure of preexisting legal method for determining
oggreRslon.
The signltlcance of this advance will be appreciated when It Is recognised that
if the signatory states can vallclly define an armed attack against a state, as they
do In the North Atlantic Treaty, other states must acquire the same legal right of
supplying their own cleflnltlon. Since the definition• of "armed attack" contained In Article 6 of the Pact includes "an nrwed attack • • • oo the
occupation forces of any Party lo Europe," a zonal border fracas lo Rerllo, lovclving a shooting by a trigger-happy border guard, would purport to provide a ..valid
Jpgnl basis" for a worlcl conflict, under the terms of the Pact. Vesting exclusive
authority in the Security Council to determine whether a breach of the peace or
nn net of nitgression hart occurred and who was responsible therefor was intended
to avoid situations such as this. But the Pact purports to vest in the signatories
•Cf. Statement of James Reston In New York Times, A1>rll 22. 19411 (p. 10. eola. ~):
"The Administration's retiuellt for armaments for the North Atlantk natlon11. thl' forma·
tlon of a joint plan of defen•e for the North A tlantlc region. decisions about the 11upply and
exchani:e of weapons---nll these are, according to some memhen of the Forehcn Relatloll!I
Commlttl'I'. 'mensures tnken 1-y mPmher• In exerl'irce of this right of 11elf-defen11e • • •:
"Therefore, they as11ert. the United Sta tee should either report thPm to thf' Sl'MJrtty
Coun<'ll under Article 51 of the U. N. Charter, or atop argUlng that this treaty la abldlnir
by the lf.'tter and spirit of the Chnrter.
"MorMver. this ar1mment contlnuPS. Article 54 of the U. N. Charter Is al110 rel<'T'llllt.
Th!R nrttcl .. AtatPe: 'The S<>('urlty Coun<"ll shall at all times be kept fully lnformNI or
activities undertaken or In contemplntlon under regional arrangements or by regional
agf'nrles ror the malntPmtncP nf International pence and security.'
"Thus. the Secretary of Stnt<' le being asked. are the North Atlantk pR<"t nations not
ohlh~Pd to report to th.. Security Council when the)' consult with one another under article 4
of the North A tlantlc treatv?
""Since the purpose of tbe [lllrt Is omclally stated to be one of mslntalnlnir pea~ and
seMJrlty In this region. ar<> Its members not ohlli:Pd hy bot11 artlcle11 111 and 114 to report all
'actlvltlPR undertaken or In contPmulatlnn' to the Security Council?"
1 Artl<'le 6 of the North Atlantic TrPat:r provides:
"Fnr the purpo11e of ArtlrlP II nn arrnl'•l attack on one or more of the Partle11 Is dttlllf'd
to Include an armed attack on the territory of any of the Partle11 In Europe or North
A mPrlrn. on thl' Al11:erlan dl'p11rt111ents of France, on the occupation forces ot any PartJ
In F:urope. on the Islands under the jurisdiction of any Party In the North Atlantic arN
north of the Tropic of Cancer, or on the vessels or aircraft In tblll area of any of UM
Parties."
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tbe right to go to war In such a situation. This result would set back incalculabiy
the cause of peace and the rule of law in international relations.'
5. A1 the tnherent right of 1elf-defen$e under Article 51 of the Charter appliea
onlu in the oa1e of an arme.d attack again1t a member of the United N ation11, the
Pact violate• the Charter 1inre it appHe1 to Portugal and Italy which. are not
member1 of the United Nation•

This point is self-evident from a mere recital of Article 51 of the Charter, which
declares:
"Nothing in the present Charter shall Impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self·defense If an armed attack occurs against a member of tile
United Nations, until the Security Council bas taken the measures necessary to
maintain International peace and security."
Portugal and Italy, which are not memhers of the United Nations, are, however,
signatories of the North Atluntic Pact. Yet, under Article 5 of the North Atlantic
Pact the United l::ltates, us a signatory, agrees that If an armed attack occurs
against any of the signatories (Including Portugal and Italy), it will take action
(military or otherwise) "in exercise of the right of Individual or collective selfdefense recognize1l by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations." But,
under 110 circumstances, can Article 51 be Invoked In the case of an uttack upon
nonm<>mlwrs of the Unite1l Nations. This under>'eore:< the fundamental inconsistl•ncy between the North Atlantic Pact and the Charter of the United Nations.
It demonstrate& the clearei;t Ylol11tion of the Cburter.
6. Si11ce the 1ium1torie11 to the Pact embrace countrie1 in tioo hemisphere• 1eparated by tlte .Hla11tic Ocean, there is a µrare question whether it qualiftes a1
a "regional arru11uc111e11t" unde1· the Oltarter. Tlte propriet11 of the Paci
dm1ld be 11111111itted to thr F!cc11rit11 Oormcil

Specific limltat i••ns llrl' lm1JOsed upon tlw existence of regional arrangements
as set forth in Article 52 of the Charter, which provides:
"1. Nothing in the present Churter precludes the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for deuling with such matters rt>latlng to the maintenance of
iuternationnl peace and security as art> appropriate for r('gional action, provided
that such arraniwments or agencies uwl their activities are consistent with the
Purposes and Principles of the lJnited ~atlons."
It will be noted that the Charter does not authorize nil arrangements between
nations. A regional arrangement must be one which ls, in fact, "appropriate for
regional action" nml such regional arrungement and Its activities must be "consistent with the Purposes and Principles of the Cnited Nations." S~nator Con1111lly, preRent chairman of the Senute Foreign Relations Corumlttee, who now
supports the .:-;"orth Atlantic Pact, lust year argued against the formation of
regional orgauiz~tlons whi<-h might weaken the United Nations and alluded to.
the point that the United Nations bad the right to dl•termlne whether n proposed
organization was appropriate for regional action. In the Senate debate on June
11. 11)48, on thE' Vandenberg Resolution, after citing Article 52 of the Charter,
Senator Connally said:
·
··1 wish to 11tress the words 'as are appropriate for regional action.' I do not
wish to see regional groups formed which muy weaken the parent body, the
United Nations. But if there are matters which are local, which are peculiar
to the particular re11:lon, there is no reason why the nations in that region should
not form a regional arrangement, because in a sense the overriding authority is
'It 111 11lgnl6eaot that the United States delf'gatlon to the San FranciNco Coofel't'oce
oppoeed amt>ndments which aought to deftne agicre"sion . The Report of former Secretary
or State Stettlnius on tbP nesulte or the San Francisco Confnence statf'd :
•'One of the most slgnlftcant llnee upon which debate concerning the liberty of action of
the Council proceed1!d wae that which concernl'd the proposed ln<'lusion In the Chartl.'r of
provisions with reMpect to determination of acts of agc:reRelon . Vnrlous amendments pro·
posed on the subjel't. lndudlng tho..e of Bolivia and the Philippine Commonwealth. oll'ered
a list of 1<barply defined e,·l'ntualltiee (such as Invasion of. or attack on. another state,
Interfering with Ile Internal all'alre. ete. ) . in which the Couucll would be bound to determine
b7 formula not onl1 the existence of aggression but also the ldl'ntlt7 of the ng·
gTe1U10r. • • • The United States IX>legntion. beJie,·lng thnt the acceptance or surh a
con~pt wae moet nndealrable, played an acth•e part in opposing the amendments.
The
Confereoc~ finally agreed that even the most simple and obvious cases of aggre•Aion might
fall outside any of the formulae suggested, and. con,·eraely. that a nation which. according
to a formula strictly Interpreted. could be deemed the oll'enrler In any particular Instance
might actually-when all circumstances were considered-be found to be the \•lctlm of
Intolerable provocation." (See Hearings on the United Nations Charter, Senate Committee
on Jo"orellSll Relations, 79tb Cong., let Sese., p. 89 [July 10411] .)
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still there, and It would probably have the right to determine whether or not the
action proposed was appropriate for regional action. • • • I would not want
to encourage the formation of regional organizations which might weaken or .sap
the energies of the United Nations itself, because our objective in estnbllsbiD::
the United Nations was to establish a strong, purposeful, and wise central body
to preserve the peace of the world" (Cong. Rec., Vol. 94. Part 6, 80th Cong., 2d
Sess., p. 7821 ) .
Since the Charter limits the existence of regional arrangements to those which
ore "appropriate for regional net ion" l .. locul," in the worlil! of Senator Connalln.
there Is a grave question whether the North Atlantic Pact-nssociating the United
States with countries stretching across the Atlantic Ocean, aml embrucing Norwa~·. whkh has a common burlier wih the So\·iet Union on the Arctic Sea. and
Italy, located in the J\lpditerrane:m-is "appropriate for regional action:•• In
view of the grave question presente<I, the North Atlantic Pact should be submittt!d
to the Security Council for its decision as to whether the Pact Is "ap11ropriate for
regional action" and its provisions and contemplated activities "consistent with
the Purposes and :Principles of the United Nations." The Pact should not be
undertaken unless appro\-al thereof has lieen secured by the Security Coundl.
It is Important that the Pact octunlly conform "in eYery particular with th~
Charter of the United Nations."••
'1. Since the No11h Atlantic Pact t:iol"tcs U1e Charter ·which is the supreme lo"',
the Senate should not ratify the Pact

The Charter is the supreme law governing international relations. The Chaner
expressly provhles, under Article 103, that "In the event of a conllict between
the obligations of the rnembers of the Lnlted Nations under the present Charter
and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligation;;
under the present Charter shall prevail". As was recently stated by Dr. Herbert
V. Evatt, Australian Minister for External Affairs 1111<1 l're,.:ideut of the Uuitt'd
Nations Genernl Assembly, In opening the spring se:<sion of the AssPmbly:
"The Charter provides, os you all know, that nil other oblig11tioris which individual nations or groups of nations may occe11t must be subordinated to and
must be In accordance with those sl.'t forth in the Ch11rter of the United l\Oatioll.5'.'' •
All members of the United Nations ore required, under Article 2 (2) of tbe
Char:er, to "fulfill in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance
with the present Charter." Hence, 110 member of the Llliled ~at ions can 11ropt•rly
enter into on international ogrt'enwnt whose obligations conlli(•t with those under
the Chartn. The 8enate of the l'uited Stutes shonlll, therefore. not ratify tlli'
North Atlantic 'fl-Mty which conflicts with ond is not in accord with the Charter
of the United Nations.
:II.
•

THE NORTII ATLANTIC l'ACT WILL lJ:-JDEUlINE THE UNITED NATIONS AND :SOT
CONTRIIH:TE Tow ARD TIIE ESTABLISlllllENT OF A DUB.ABLE PEACE

In founding the United Nations, the method of military alliance among the
great powers was rejected and on i11tern11tlonnl _securlty s~·stem was choSt>n llS
the means of maintaining pe11ce. It is titting to recall the following passage from
the Ueport b~· Hecretary of Stnte 8tettinlus to the President on the Results of
the San Francit;Co Conference which evolved thP Charter of the llnited Nations:
"We realize, In !<hort, that peace is a world-wide problem nod that the maintennnce of peace, ond not merely its restoration, depends p1·iruorily upon t.be
unity of the great powers.
'"'l'hf're were tlworetiealiy two alternative means of preserYing this unity_
The first was through the formation of a permanent allinnce among the great
•Senator Mnlone, of Nevada, observed during the Senate debate on the Vaodenti.rc
Resolution :
.. At the time this pnrt of the Charter wns adopted, It Wiil! generally believed-and thfftwas no other explanation ever itiven-that regional agreements would apply only to natiou
In doRe )lroximi ty one to lllH>t her, or to nntlons In the samf' hemisphere. The only oe~
evpr mentioned nt San Frnncisco In which the (Tnlted States would partlclpat.. .,..JUI tM
Chapultepec Ai:reement for the 8ecurll] of the Western Hemisphere. • • •
"Now the ndministrntlon • •
is to extPud th<' mPnnlng of the phra...- 'l'f'i:ion11.I
ngrel'lnrnt' to <"ross the Atlnntk Ocean and bring F:uro11e and the United Stat~ Into the
same region. Thi• IR factually untrue.
"The !:ll'e«t will be to make the Rhine the frontier of the United States" (Cong. it.c.
citffi. p. , s 11 l.
•• Srcretary of State AchPson. in his radio address of March 18, 1949. stated that tbe
Pnct was '"carefully and ron•l'lentlously designed to conform lo every particular with tbe
Churter of the United Nations."
•New York Times, April 6, 1949, p. 6, col. 6.
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powers. This method might have been justified on narrow istrategic grounds,
but it would have been repugnant to om· traditional policy. It also would have
contained elements of danger because it might well lmve bl-!en interpreted as a
menace by nations not party to it. Acco1·dingly, this method was rejected.
"The second method was through the establishment of a general security
system based upon the principle of sovereign equality of all peace-loving states
and upon the recognition of the predominant 1·esponsibility of the great powers in
matters relating to peace and security." 10
The North Atlantic Poet re'l"erts to the method of alliance which was rejected
by the United States In favor of the establishment of a general security system
as created In the United l'\ations organi:tatlon. It is well to recall that the
Locarno alliance and similar compacts coutributetl to the undermining of the
League of Nations.11
In opposing the Vanclen~rg Resolution ( S. Res. 239) calling for the progressive
development of regional arrangements, Senator Pepper, in a Senate debate on
June 11, 1948, pointed out that regional military a1Tangements would lead to the
1·eestablishment of military alliances incompatible with the United Nations, peace
and collective secm·ity. Senator Pe1)per observed that the Cbavultepec T1·euty
Involving the inter-American states "suggests a pattern fo1· setting up in the
world regional arrangements which would mean that the world woultl be divided
into three military alliances, oue in the Soviet spht!re, one in western Eurnpe,
and one In the Western Hemis1>here. Theu, instead of ha,·iug a dyuamic and
dangerous and rampant nationalism, it Is proposed that we progress to the same
sort of thing lu 1·egloualism" (Cong. Rec., Vol. W, l'art t.i, l:!Oth Cong., 2d Sess.,
p. 7803).
The impact of the projected North Atlantic Pact on the peace of the world and
c.n the United Nations has been succinctly stated In a report, "The Security of the
'Vnited States and Western Europe," prepared by the Drafting Committee 12
of the Commission to Study the Organization of l'eace, research affiliate of the
American Association for the United Nations. In discussing the proposed "union
of the Atlantic communlly," the report declares (pp. 17-18) :
..It is to be feared that such an arrangement might In fuct augment the bi-polar
character and the political instablllty of the world. An Atlautlc Union with the
United States, Great Britain, oud France, at its core • • • even If confined
to the ~orth Atlantic exclmllng the dlstunt dominions and the Latin American
countries still It would Include most • • • of the military power outside the
Soviet bloc • • • it would In fact be so large a part of the world that the
Soviet Union might counter by the utmost preparations on its part, thus Increasing the tension In the bi-polar world." • • • The instability of the world
and the insecurity of the nations might be Increased and a new chain of events
might be initiated which would result In World War III.
10 Quoted to Hearings on the liolted Nations Charter, Sennte Committee on Foreign Relation8, 79th Cong., Jst Sess. , p. 72 (July 1!145) .
11 Cf. Statement of Dr. Herbert \'. Evatt, President of the United Nations General As·
semhly, before Foreign l'ress Association:
"'The League of Nations failed to 11revent the Second World War solely because some of
the governments which belonged to It let down the League of Natlous and preferred to
resume the great game of power politics. This must not happen to the United Nations. • • •
The peoples of the world have faith In the United Nations. It Is their chief Instrument
In the struggles to crente a world bnsed ul'on justk-e. Nothing else is u substitute for It ;
nothing else cnn be n substitute for It" (New York Times. April 6, 1114U).
a The Drnftlog Committee consists of Clark M. Eichelberger, Chairman ; Malcolm W.
Dn,·111, Clyde Eagleton, Arthur N. Holcombe, and Quincy Wright.
••Cf. !:!tatement of John Foster Dulles made before the third National Conference on
Churchl's and the World Order on Mnrch 8, 1949 :
'"So fnr as It ls humunly po•slble to judge, the Soviet government, under conditions now
prevalllog, does not contemplate the use of war as no Instrument of Its notional policy.
I do oot know ony responsible high official, military or ch'lllun, In this government or any
government, who belle,·es that the Soviet state oow plans conquest by open military

aggres~lon .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'"It can be assumed that the Soviet state would nee the Red Army if Its leaders felt that
their homeland was lmmlneutly and seriously menaced. That Is why In our statement on
So\'let-Amerlcno relations made two aud one·balf years ago we (the churchmen) said thnt
the United States should not seek military bases so close to the Soviet Union as to curry
an offensive threat that is disproportionate to defensive value.
" 'l'hat is why our fellowship with the J>e!>Ples of WeAtern Europe, nnd partlculnrly of
Scandinavia, ought not to seem to bring United Stntes mllltary might directly to Russia's
border.
"lt would Indeed Involve a high tribute to Soviet lenders to assume that under these
circumstances they would exe rcise more self·cootrol than would our people under comparubhi
elrcumHtances, as, for example. if the Soviet Union bod military arrangements with a
country at our border'' (New York Ilerold-1.'rlhuoe, March 9, lll49, p. 10).
90614~49~pt . 3----6
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"Either a simple guaranty of Western Europe or American entry into a North
Atlantic Union would tend to weaken the United Nations. The emphasis upon
more limited i.maranties and the centering of discussions of security matters ID
more limited Institutions would weaken the world's Interest in universal p~
cedures for maintaining International peace and security for all under the Uharter.
Even If the terms of the Charter were observed and the machinery of the United
Nations were utlll7..ed for giving eft'ect to commitments under such an arrangement.
the focus of world attention would be turned toward the relative power of the
competing groups and away from the general obligations of the Charter and the
machinery of the United Nations."
This report concluded that "an exclusive guarantee. alliance, or regional
arrangement which is so powerful as to be. In fact. beyond control of the United
Nations • • • is contrary to the spirit of Chapter 8 of the Charter" (Chapter 8 deals with Regional Arrangements).
The Charter of the United Nations, in rfjecttng the method of military alliance.
·did not sanction the creation of rival organizations of states hostilely confronting each other. The Charter manifestly does not oller the legal means for Its
-0wn destruction.
On February 11, 1940, Secretary General Trygve Lie warned: "No l'Pglonal
arrangement can ever be a satisfactory substitute for the United Natloni<. If
people generally began to accept alliances as substitute for genuine, world-wide
collective security, then the hope of a lasting pence would he grt>atly eudangen>d."'
CONCLUSION
.ADHERENCE TO THE CHARTER ANO ITS UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF Nl!XJOTIATIOX. CONCURRENCE AD COOPERATION AFFORD THE MOST EFFECTIVE ASSURANCE OF A LASTINO
PEACE

The Unite<l Nat;ons remains the be,;t hope for peace. "-.' mU!<l makt> a realil\" of
the determination of the peoples of the United Nations, expressed in the preamble
of the Charter, "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which
twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind."
War Is not inevitable. The trend to war must be arreste<l. It Is fitting to recall
the words of former Secretary of State Byrnes, in bis book "Speaking Frankly"
(pp.313,315,316):
"There is too much talk of war and too little of peace. • • • Too much ls
at stake for us to Jose our patience. Negotiating with the Soviets m11y affect the
nerves of a few statesmen but another world war would more serious!)· affe<·t the
lives of millions of people. We must continue our ellorts to develop through the
United Nations a common lnw of nations to provide definite and ngret'd shrn1lards
.of conduct. It must rest upon something more than rules. something more than
force. and something more than fear. It must be made to rest upon the growth of
a common fellowship, common interests and common Ideas among the peoples
-0! the world. • • • I remain confident that we can achieve a just ~ce
through co-operative effort • • •."
The Nntional Lawyers Guild on February 21. 1949, at Its recent convention
held In Detroit, unanimously adopted a resolution which declared:
"The revltnllzatlon of cooperative relations among the great powers and espe-clally between the United States and the Soviet Union. points the path to JX'at-e.
"This Is the will of all peace-loving humanity. It was voiced In the N>solutlon
adopted [unanimously] at the Paris session of the Geneva .Assembly where, on the
Initiative of l\lexico, the Assembly made an appeal to the great powers to compose
their dillerences and 'to redouble their eft'orts in a spirit of solidarity and mutual
understanding to secure in the briefest possible time a final settlement of the war
and a conclusion of all peace settlements.'"
The Guild resolution stated:
"This approach will aft'ord the most eft'ective assurance of a durable pence and
u vigorous United Nations organization and obviate resort to military alllan~
uvoid the heavy impact of armament expenditures, and make possible the nd,·ance
of the Jiving standards and social welfare of our people and of all peoples
throughout the world."
.
The course thus proposed undoubtedly reflects the will of the American peoplf'.
It is the course our Government should follow In the Interests of peace and of
the United Nations.
Respectfully submitted.
NATIONAL LAwn:as GUJU>.
CLI!TORD J. Duu, Pre.Uk.tit.
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Senator DoNNELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Durr.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We are very much obliged
to you.
Was the resolution adopted by the Guild after the treaty had been
made known to the country 9
Mr. CROWN. The statement which was the basis of the report here
was prepared after the text of th~ North Atlan.tic Tr~aty was p~b
lished to .the public. The conventl?n of the Gmld wh~ch dealt with
the principles as had been declared m the North Atlantic Treaty took
place at the end of February.
The CHAIRMAN. That was before the treaty was signed.
Mr. CROWN. Before the treaty was signed, but where we discussed
the basic principles. Thereafter, when the State Department released
the text of the proposed treaty, at that point an analysis was made
of it, and it was that analysis of the actual text which was submitted
to all the members of the International Law Committee and, I should
add, also submitted to each member of the National Board of the Lawyers Guild for his consideration on the basis of the actual text, which
was, of course, signed on April 4.
. The CHAIRJUAN. That was after your convention had adjourned 9
Mr. CROWN. That is true.
Senator DONNELL. Has there been action taken by any official committee of the Lawyers Guild on the subject matter of the North Atlantic Treaty since the text of it was made public i
Mr. CROWN. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. What action has been so taken 9
Mr. CROWN. After the text had been released to the public an analysis was made, and that analysis, which was the core of the memorandum of law and the statement that Mr. Durr presented was then
circularized to each member of the International Law Committee
and to each member of the National Board, so the action was taken
on the basis of the actual text of the treaty.
Senator DONNELL. So this memorandum of law, consistin~ of some
20 or 21 pages, prepared by the Committee on International Law and
Relations, was prepared after the text of the treaty had been submitted
to the members of the Committee on International Law and Relations¥
Mr. CROWN. Yes. As you will see, citations are made from the
actual text and actual provisions of the North Atlantic Treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. Now. Mr. Libby, come around.
We are glad to note your presence, as we have so many times before.
Mr. Libby, we are very much pressed for time. I was wondering
if you could not insert your statement in the record and comment on it
orally. It will save us much time.
STATDEBT OF FREDERICK 1. LIBBY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
1'ATI01'AL couwcn FOR PREVE1'TION OF WAR

Mr. LIBBY. I will do that. I have been sitting there thinking how
glad I am that this legal evidence that the North Atlantic Pact is
illegal under international law was presented fully. I would much
rather you would hear that than hear my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. We have heard that.
Mr. LIBBY. I hope you will take it to heart, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAmMAN. We will give it consideration.
Mr. LmnY. I will summarize my statement. I will trust you to read
it at your leisure afterward.
REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO TREATY

First, I urge you not to ratify the Atlantic Pact, and for three
reasons:
1. Because it is a war pact and not a peace pact.
2. Because it does not increase the security of the United States,
as is claimed, but lessens our security without giving security to
Europe.
The CHAIRMAN. Is one of your complaints that we ought to give
Europe more security than the treaty provides¥
Mr. LrnBY. I am complaining that we are takin~ away our security
without giving security to Europe. I am thinkmg of our security
first, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You complain that it does not give enough security
to Europe. Do you favor giving more 1
l\lr. LrnnY. I am in favor of taking a different approach to Europe.
The CuAIRMAN. Whom do you represent, Mr. Libbyt
. Mr. LumY. I state it at the top there, and I thought that was one
thing where I could cut, because you have alread;v said that I have
been here frequently. My name is Frederick J. Libby. I am executive secretary of the l'\11tio11al Council for Prevention of 'Var.
The CHAIBMAN. You are a suluried man, I suppose Y
Mr. LIBBY. Modestly.
The CHAIRJ\IAN. You ~ive all your time to this purpose t
Mr. LIBBY. I give all my time to it, and have for 28 years.
The CHAIRMAN. We applaud your desire to prevent war.
Mr. LIBBY. And you share it, I lmow.
I had a letter from you recently which I greatly appreciated, but
it was not quite along the line you will find at the top of page 2 of my
statement.
DANGER OF MILITARY ALLIANCES

When Senator Vandenberg was debating with vou and others the
lend-lease bill, which you supported on the ground that it would lead
us toward peace, Senator Vandenberg said [reading]:
My greatest fundamental ohjectlon to It Is that It Invites and authorizes tbe
President of the United States to enter the contlnenal arena of "power politics,"
which has been the curse of the Old World and the cradle of Its Incessant wars
for a thousand years; invites aml authorizes him to become power politician No. 1
of this whole, mad world. • • • I am opposed to any of these politics, Mr.
President, which would needlessly threaten to drag us Into war, when we are still
officially saying that we Intend to stop "short of war" and when this very legblation is being labeled "pence." I freely concede that our whole status today
ls precarious, but that is no reason why we should make It more so.

The CnAIRUAN. That was said some years ago. That was said by
Senator Vandenberg many years ago, and the world has progressed
and changed and developed so radically since that time.
Mr. LmBY. For the worse.
The CHAIRUAN. You can insert "for the worse" if you want to, but
I do not see that that is pertinent to this inquiry.
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Mr. LmBY. Well, what he said with regard to the l..end-Lease Act
ean be said with still greater force in condemnation of the Atlantic
Pact, except for one very important qualification. Once you commit
our country irrevocably to the military alliance, the President ceases
to have the control he now has of our foreign policy. We give up our
independence of action. The military capital of our half of the world
moves from Washington to Fontainebleau or somewhere else.
Now, then, I will notgo over the whole case here.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope not.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ARMAMENT

RACE

Mr. LmBY. But I would like to call your attention to the dates at
the bottom of page ~, indicating that Russia is not solely responsible
for the arms race in which we are involved:
May 1945: President Truman announced that the United States
will maintain air and naval bases anywhere in the world that suits
our interest.
The CHAIJUlAN. ·we were still at war at that time, were we noU
Mr. LmnY. Yes. Then I will give you October.
October 1945: President Truman in his Nav~ Day speech announced
that the United States proposes.to maintain 'supremacy on land, on
sea, and in the air." The war was over then, Mr. Chairman.
In March 1947, President Truman proclaimed the ''Truman doctrine" to "contain" communism, declaring that we would aid any country with our economic and military resources in preventing the spread
of communism, whether the country is threatened from within or from
without.
Then, last summer, there were synthetic war scares and a budget for
the Armed Services of unprecedented magnitude in peacetime.
. Confronted with this record, no fair-minded man would say that our
Government is without any responsibility for the arms race in which
we find ourselves and of which the Atlantic Pact is the latest development.
The latest slogan on which the pact and the foreign policy of the
past 4 years are based is "Peace through strength." Formerly it was
'•The Russians will recognize nothing but force." David Lawrence described our policy last year in the United States News as "to scare
Russia or prepare to fight Russia." Mr. Louis Johnson, our new
Secretary of Defense, in addressing your ·committee a few days ago,
said much the same thing when he declared thatFrom the military .viewpoint, the basic objectives of the treaty are to deter
war and to attain maximum mllltary effectiveness In war, if war cannot be
prevented.

Senator V ANDENBERO. May I interrupt you? In your chronology
you very carefully omit all of the repeated efforts that the Government
of the United States has made in the United Nations and through its
instrumentalities to seek universal disarmament and to control international traffic in arms, do you not?
Mr. LIBBY. I come to that later.
Senator V ANDENBERQ. Oh, all right.
The CHAIRMAN. Referring to Secretary Johnson's statement, you are
for that, are you not 1 Are you not for that?
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Mr. LIBBY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Talking about that statement, don't you want to
prevent war if you can~
Mr. LIBBY. That half of it, but the second half, no.
The CuAmMAN. If it comes, though-if war was to come-don't you
want to be ready for it 1
Mr. LIBBY. The second half of that statement is what tends to bring
on the war, as I shall show.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; hurry along.
DANGERS OF' ARMS RACE

Mr. LIBBY. Now, gentlemen, an arms race is not the road to peace.
At best it can result in the unconditional surrender of one of the contestants or in a prolonged armed truce while both sides prepare for
war, as we seem to be doing now. At worst it results in the war which
it. has made virtually inevitable.
Here at this point I will not read the whole statement of Earl Grey
of Falledon, the former British Foreign Secretary, which you will
find in his memoirs entitled "Twenty-Five Years (1892-1916).'' in
which. he gives his interpretation of how World War I came about.
[Readmg:J
•
·
More than one thing may be said ubout the cause.s of the war, but the state-ment that compromises most truth is thut 111ilit11rism and tbt> armumt>llh• tnSt'J>nrable from it made war lne\•ltable. Armaments weri> intended to produce a
sense ot security in each nutlon-that was the justltlcatlou put forward in
defense of them. What they really did was to produce tear in e\·erybody.
Fear causes suspicion and hatred; it ls hardly too mu<'h to sny that, between
nations, It stimulates all that ls bad nncl depresses nil that ls good.

I will skip the rest, and go on to the next page.
Dr. Rudin pointed out that there were two safety valves that wert>
operative in Europe during this period and that the British nart
played only a minor role and during only a part of this long period.
The safety valves were the free movement of peoples and the rebtiveh'
free movement of goods. Sixty million people, Dr. Rudin said, emigrated from Europe during this century. This was one safety vnh-e.
The other was the free trade policy which Britain introduced and
popularized. Coupled with the industrial revolution which came conveniently to prevent uneml?loyment, conditions of misery and want
were prevented from becommg causes of war.
Summing up this point, the Atlantic pact is a war pact because it
heightens the tension between the United States and Russia, and relies
upon winning an arms race with Russia as the foundations of peace.
History is strewn with the pitiful wrecks of nations that have followed
this will-o'-the-wisp of "Pence through strength," and you, who are
now guiding our destiny, should ponder the record.
WEAKNESSES OF THE TREATY

It would be supedluous for me to rehearse the arguments t11at
have been offered you by Secretary Aeheson and Gen. Omar Bradlev.
and repeated in varying forms by other witnesses. Bri<'fly, they are
that we add to our population, for a possible war against Russia. the
populations and resources of the western European nations and their
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colonies; assure to ourselves air bases not far from Russia's borders;
and assure also, what seems very important to General Bradley, a
bridgehead where we can land our tro<:>ps without the losses suft'ered
on the beaches of Normandy.
Superficially these points would seem to be valid, but when you
examine them serious doubts will trouble your minds.
First will be your doubt about the part which the Communist
Parties of France, Italy, and perhaps Belgium are going to play in
a possible war with Russia. Thev constitute a quarter of the population of France, and being largefy workingmen from the cities, will
constitute at least a quarter of the French Army. They permeate
the .French Government, as we were reminded recently, when we
learned that M. Joliot-Curie, a man in the strategic position of membership in the French Atomic Energy Commission, is a Communist.
You can't help wondering whether, in putting our new weapons into
the hands of the French armed forces, you are arming our allies, or
as has happened so recently in China, our enemies.
A similar situation faces you in Italy, where the powerful influence
of the Pope and the Catholic religion has been unable to prevent the
spread of communism. 'fo~diatti, the Communist leader, has become
one of the most powerful forces in the nation. Aided by widespread
unemployment and consequent misery and want, the Communist
Party, although it has lost some wound lately as the result of the
Marshall plan, confidently expects millions of recruits if ever a depression hits the United States, cutting off our economic aid.
Under the peace treaty, Italy is forbidden to rearm beyond a negligible figure. Yet Italy is one of the nations with whose security our
security is to be indissolubly linked.
EXTE~SION

OF UNITF.J> STATES RF..SPONSIBIJ,ITIES

General Bradley alluded before your committee to the fact that
in future "our frontiers of collective defense lie in common with theirs
in the heart of Europe." An attack on any of them, from Norway
in the north to Italy in the south, will be an attack on the United
States. Will Russia know whether the French Communists and the
Italian Communists mean what they say when they declare that they
will not fight against Russia i W11en the pinch comes will they fight
loyally under our banner? You don't know, and this is one of the
points at which doubts assail you.
Nor can you forget what a troublesome salient Berlin has been.
You wonder whether Norway may not prove to be equally dangerous
as the eastern border of our area of commitment. They tell us that
the pact changes nothing in our real commitments, but you can't help
wondering whether, without the pact, you would feel obliged to
plunge the world into its final war with bacteria and atom bombs,
without even taking time for consultation, if a Russian airplane were
shot down over Norway or if a band of Russian soldiers crossed the
Norwegian border.
As you sit of an evening pondering whether you are justified in extending the border of our responsibility to the heart of Europe, you
must wonder also whether the prime ministers of the 11 countries that
are to be associated with us in this military alliance will be wise and
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responsible men without exception during the almost infinite period
of the next 20 years of turmoil. I say "without exception," because it
will take only one of them, who is irresponsible, or stupid, cocky, with
a chip on his shoulder, to plunge us into a fatal war.
You are proposing nothing less than to give our blank check to each
of 11 quarrelsome, bankrupt governments, pledging our honor that
we will come to their aid with all our resources and our manpower, if
they are attacked.
When we remember that Britain's blank check to Poland in l!l!~9,
in the form of a pledge just like this, that if Poland resisted Hitler,
Britain would come to Poland's aid with all its resources, led .Joseph
Beck to refuse to negotiate with Germany over the controversial YoIish Corridor and on that issue brought ruin to the world. Such reflections, I should think, would be disquieting to you who carry this
great responsibility.
You can't help remembering also, because it is recent history, that
nations sometimes welch on their treaties, as Britain and France
welched in 1938 on their treaty with Czechoslovakia and as all the signatories of the Atlantic Charter, including ourselves, have welched
on its political and economic obligations. Will this pact be kept when
so many pacts are falling by the wayside t
ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND REARMAMENT

Still another doubt would be justified. Since communism is already mighty in France and Italy, how do you make France and Italv
secure from communism Y 'What will the guns vou are going to furnish, to Communists and non-Communists alike: do to ward off communism from these badly divided countries? President Truman. in
the appendix to his announcement of the Truman Doctrint>, used a
sentence which should have been its text but wasn't. He said: "Communism thrives in misery and want." Should not our attack be. then,
on misery and want~
·
Secretary Acheson and General Bradley agree that the European
nations will furnish "between $6 and $7 for each dollar this country
puts into the military aid program." 'Vere vou aware that the European nations have such abundant resources· that they can makh us
6 to 1? To be sure, we are told that our $1 in military aid will in
reality pay for $10 worth, since this is a bargain-counter arrangement,
with costly equipment marked down to 10 cents on the- dollar. But
how long will the European nations be able to keep up this expenditure at 6 to 1? And where has their sudden wealth heen hidden f
And where is their manpower to come from. if it is not to come from
their factories and farms, which are essential to the continued production of their wealth~
DEFF.NSE LINE JN EUROPE

I saw in yesterday's papers that you, Mr. Chairman, assured llr.
James Warburg that you have no intention of "stringing- any army
along the Rhine, the Oder or the Elbe." Senator V andenberS! indicates that he thinks the program "does not contemplate any Maginot
Line defense"; and that it "does not contemplate any substantial increase in troops."
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Gen. Omar Bradley, however, in his testimony before your committee said [reading] :
Plans for the common clefenl!e of the existing free world must provide for
the secu1·ity of western Europe without abandoning these countries to the
terrors of another enemy occupation. Only upon that premise can nations
closellt tQ the frontiers be expected to stake their fortunes with ours in the
command defense.

That General Bradley is interpretjng correctly the expectations of
our prospective allies has been made very plain in the l?ress. The
French, in pa1ticular, have warned us that they·fear American liberation almost as much as they do Russian occupation. In other words,
they expect from the pact precisely what General Bradley expects,
namely, that an impregnable line will be established somewhere to
the east of France.
One can't help asking vour committee, in view of this conflict between your two most intlnential members and the Army Chief of Staff,
which is the correct interpretation of the pact? Will you ~arnntee
that General Bradley is mistaken? And if he is correct m saying
that the eastern border of the extended United States must be made
impregnable to protect the border peoples and prevent the necessity of
later liberating the sun-ivors of a Russian occupation, what is it going
to cost us in equipment and manpowed
WEAKENING EFFJX:T OF 'l'REATY

Summing up our secon<! point, this military alliance does not increase the security of the United States but lessens our security, because it admits to our allied fortress and even to our allied army a
large percenta~e of Communists who have pledged themselves not to
fight on our side against Russia; because Norway is a dangerous
salient which we cannot defend h. and because the pact is a blank
check, a guaranty for 20 years t at, regardless of the stupidity or
the cockiness of the foreign ministers of eleven governments, we will
protect them from the consequences of their folly if they are attacked,
'vithout even asking for consultation.
The pact gives no security to Europe from communism because
misery and want will increase under the pact. It will not _guard
Europe's frontiers from Russian invasion unless the United State~
is prepared to pay an impossible price.
THE ALLIANCE wu.L COST us FAR :MORE THAN WE CAN AFFORD,
.ANIJ IT THREATENS US WITH :ECONOMIC RUIX

1\fr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have gathered from
newspaper reports that the Senate and even vour committee, which
has usually been unanimous in recent years, ai·e divided on the question of whether our country can afford, on top of its other financial
obligations, to "implement" the pact for the coming year with the
military equipment it calls for. The value of this eqmpment is estimated at somewhat over $1,000,000,000, but with the understanding
that the same equipment has cost us ten times as much, and with the
further understanding that the army insists that it be replaced, which
would cost us even more than the figure at which it was originally
bought.
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It is no wonder, gentlemen, that this problem is giving you a bad
headache. If you ratify the pact and fail to implement it, it will
be merely one more scrap of paper and western Europe will feel
badly let down. But if;ou implement it, you will either have to raise
our taxes in the teeth o diminishing incomes or launch our country
on a new era of deficit spending, which you know would be economically dangerous.
PEACE PROGRAM AS

ALTERNATIVE

An alternative policy that I would call adequitte must meet the
three tests by which the North Atlantic military pact stands condemned:
1. It must be a peace pact and not a war pact.
2. It must increase the security of the United States and at the
same time increase the security of Europe.
3. It must strengthen our economy and, as far as possible, the economy of all nations.
Any program that will pass these three tests must be built upon the
principle of "peace through international cooperation," not "peace
through strength." While the United Nations as now constituted is an
attem{>t to combine power politics with peace, as I testified before your
committee when the UN Charter was under consideration, it will
necessarily be our starting point, because it is all we have. In developing it, our aim must be to strengthen its Assembly at the expense
of the Security Council and implement adequately its many agencies for "peaceful change," always remembering that "peaceful
change" and not the maintenance of any status quo is peace.
The second absolute in a true peace program will make progressive world disarmament rather than progressive world rearmament
its clear and sincere objective. I have not been satisfied with our Government's use of the rigid Baruch plan, for international ownership
and control of the sources of atomic energy, to prevent progress toward world disarmament. The Baruch plan, if it had been presented
by Russia, would not, I think, have been accepted by the Senate.
American insistence upon that or nothin~ has .prevented negotiation
of a disarmament program such as Russia llas proposed.
The third essential of an adequate alternative policy is provision
for world reconstruction, with a united Germany serving as our bridge
for trade between the east and the west instead of being used as a
bone to be picked and fought over by both east and west.
Finally, since my purpose is only to be suggestive rather than comprehensive in this brief statement, not only Russia but the United
States must get out of its head the fixed idea that the other nation
is solely to blame for our failure to get on together. Our Government
has been trying "either to scare Russia or to prepare to fight Ru!&a."
It is ~ime we on.tgrew .this P.uerile and hopeless l>olicy, and th~ equally
puerile fear of Rn:ss1a wluch our armed services have deliberately
created in their own interest.
"One world or none" is no figure of speech. The supreme enemy
of mankind is not Soviet Russia but war. Peace is the only security
for all nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg f
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Senator V ANDENBERO. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell~
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
Mr. LIBBY. May I add two quotations from Peace Action that I
will append to the record 1
(Quotations referred to are as follows:)
[B'rom Peace Action of the National Council for Prevention of War, February 1949)

40 FAULTS FLAW ATLANTIC PACT
(By Jnmes 1''lnn<'nn1>)
PROPOSEll AU.IANCE COlTIJ> NOT DEI.IVER PEACE OR SECURITY

The proposed North Atlantic Military Pact would be another blunder In Amerl·<'an foreign policy because:
1. It would globallze the discredited Truman Doctrine, which has broken down
In China and Greece.
2. It would by-pass our proper role as a heavily contributing partner In peaceful world affairs, and recast us as a gun-toting Caesar, Imposing a Pax Americana.
3. It would make us accomplices of the four leading colonial powers at a time
when three of them should be under world-wide moral condemnation for their
performances in Indonetda, Malaya, and Indochina.
4. It would supply us and the Russians with easily available pretexts for Interventions and couuterlnterventlons all over the world.
5. It would alienate from us the plafn people of Europe and Asia, who are sick
·of the army way.
6. It would fatten the mllltary caste here and abroad and enable them to batten
upon their fellow l'itlzens for years longer.
7. It would set up a virtual boycott of traditional neutrals such as Sweden and
Switzerland, whose wisdom has bt>en demonstrated In the two re<-ent World Wars.
8. Moklng the Rhine the first line of deft>nse would sacrifice Germany, Including
the Ruhr, to Russin.
9. It would commit United States energies to freezing the status quo, however
unjust, all over the world.
10. It would mnke It pos.<1lble for Bevin, Queullle, or even Queen Juliana, to
fumble United Stntes troops Into another International blood bath.
WOt.:LD FURTHER DESTROY EUROPEAN HOPE OF UNITY

11. The pact would Increase the disunity of Europe, subdividing the split-off
western half Into pact and nonpnct splinters.
12. The nlliance would Be politically unreliable, as Britain and France are
.already formally nilled with Russia.
Britain could lgenly return to her tradition& poli<'Y of playing two powers
against ench other, to our disadvantage.
13. Snbconsclonsly, the French would fear that the Americans and British
would fail to ~ud planP11 a11 they did in l!HO. And repeat Oran.
14. Subsconsclously, the British would feel the French, with millions of Com·
munlsts, might surrendt-r too i:;oon, as they did In 1940.
Wouldn't the Communists In France and Italy turn our weapons agalniit us?
15. It would make it unmistakable that Russin is being encircled by enemies.
PACT DOES NOT BOLD WATER AS MILITARY PLAN

16. The pact would expose us to the mistakes and vulnerability of our allles.
Luxemburg, with a population the size of Jersey City, Is a <'harter member of the
proposed pact.
17. The pact proposes to nrm 45 miscellaneous western European divisions, to
do a job which Hitler fnilPd to do with 240 divisions.
18. To be more than a pro1l(>r shield, these troops would need to be backed up
with a huge American conscript force.
No wonder the Army Is asking Congress for 83i,000 men in H. R. 1437. And Is
readying UMT up its sleeve.
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19. This would add the danger of "hollow shell" overdeployment to our exist·
ing peril of ·overcommitment.
20. Our quest for air buses as near the Russian border as possible reveals our
purpose to launch, at the outset of hostilities, an immoral strategic bombardment
of Russian cities with weapons of mass destruction.
Bl.JSSIANS VIEW PACT AS ATTACK ON THEIR COUNTRY

21. The pact could not be counted on to deter the feared Russian aggrealon.
Rather it might Invite it. In defense against our threat. Norway and Finland
already feel the cold breath of intensified Russian Interest.
22. Feeding, clothing, and drilling 2,000,000 "cheap infantrymen", would put a
terrific unproductive drain on food and fabrics, and deprive needy civilians of
those same items. <'Ve use the word "division" for a dh·lsion-unit, Including
supply and overhead through all the rear echelons, totaling 50,000 men.)
Zt Equipping the European air force with Its first contingt>nt of 4.:;oo jet
fighters and 4,000 jet bombers would aggravate existing shortages of metals and
fuels.
ECONOMIC COSTS NULLIFY MARSHALL PLAN PROSPECTS

24. What this will mean to the Impoverished peoples of Europe ln increasing
tax burdens ls seen by the Netherlands budgeting 100,000,000 guilders for western
mllltary union In 1949.
25. With all these military emphases, the proposed pact would disillusion
Europe about United States economic aid. Europeans would feel they are being
used instead of helped.
26. The pact would discourage new nonmilitary business enterprises, and
precipitate a flight of capital to the United States. Bankers don't Invest in a
haberdashery on a battlefield.
27. The pact obviously knocks the Marshall plan schedule for European recovery by 1952 into a cocked hat.
28. The pact would mean another complete whirl in the viciously ascending
spiral of armaments competition.
29. At home, the pact mhrht be a shot-In-the-arm for United States business now.
but it would principally benefit our still bloated war Industries which must face
a Jlf'acetlme economy evt>ntually-unlt>ss • • • ?
30. This would make the lnevltablt> businE'ss adjustment worse when It comes,
unless war is invoked to use up the accumulated arms Inventory.
VIOLATF.S SPIRIT AND INTENT OF UN CHARTE!l

31: The proposed pact would mock the spirit of the United Nations Charter.
while paying lip·servlce to the letter. It would ignore the baste purpose of the
UN. expr1>ssed in nrticle 1. SE'<'tion 1: "to hrlng ahout by peaceful means • • •
adjustment • • • of International disputes."
32. Instead. It would tnke advnntage of the exceptional conditions of Article
51 to undermine the world's hopes.
3.'l. The Alliance would attempt to 1-.iw by indirE>Ctlon a moral commltnu~nt
that could not legally be given under the Constitution.
34. Starting with any border Incident, the pact could mnke automatic national
suicide for the slgnE>rs a matter of honor. Modern war Ii:; now suicide.
35. The pact would attE>mpt to treat the symptoms of world disorder by ~
prPssion, rather than to remove the causes by negotiation.
36. The pact, as advt>rtlsed. would h11\'P two oMectiws: To scare the Rnsslaru:
into not fighting: or, should the Rnssinns choose to fight anyway, to "win" tbe
next war. The stakes are too heavy.
NEOJ.ECTS THE MORE EXCELLENT WAY STILL OPEN TO US

37. The pact is. In short. thE' tragically rlistraught strntagem of pollcy-m11ken:
who baYe either rnisco11!'i>lvt>il . or shnt tlwir eyl's tn, most of the ba!<lc problems
confronting Amt>rka. RuAAia is only ont> of our problPms.
An oYercrowded Germany, an obsolescent Europe, an awakE>nlng Far Ea~ and
a universal social ferment, would still confront us if Russia ceasf'd to ext..~
tomorrow.
· 38. EvE>n If it workt>d as Its missionary propont>nts fondly hope, the part would
launch America on a barracks century, and condemn our corning genE>ration!l to
universal sentry duty.
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39. It wonld stifle the creative activity of spiritually freP clvllian minds and
fix our souls from Infancy at bayonet point against the other half of the world.
[From Peace Action of the National Council for Prevention of War, February 1949)

PAX AMERICANA-HATE, RUIN, AND WAR
(By Frederick J. Libby)
A Pax Americana, to take over the role of the defunct Pax Britannica, ls fast
emerging as the administration's Idea of "peace, freedom, and plenty." For 100
years, from 1815 to 1914, after seven wars with France, the British Navy "ruled
the waves" almost unchallenged. No major wurs disturbed this British peace.
Why shouldn"'Cour country ·now have its turn -and maintain an American peace
for the next century? Pe.ace rests on powt-r-so the argument runs--and we
have it. Our planes can rule the air. Our Navy rules the seaR. And when we
have forged the North Atlantic Military Alliance, and have armed our allies
with American weapons and established American air bases at strategic points
throughout their territory, we shall be dominant on land also, becau8e as long
as our resources last, our productive capacity will continue to be Incomparable.
POWER THE TRUMA!'I DRF..AM, PEACE AS BYPRODUCT

So we shall bP secure, and able to bf>stow "peace, freedom, and prosperity" on
the smaller nations that nre amenable to our beneficent will. Ultimately, of
course, the UN will assume responsihillty : but thnt ls a Ion~ way off.
If this is not the dream which President Truman has cherished ever since he
told the world on October 23, 19-45, that the United State11 intended to maintain
supremacy "on land. on SPa, anll In the air," it would be dilllcult to interpret his
policies since that decish·e speech. Power, dominant power. Is obviously the
l?Oal of our .. bipartil,;an" foreign policy, with pence as n desirable but Incidental
byproduct.
Remembering that President Truman and Denn Acheson, nnd even that mighty
man, Secretary Forrestnl, are our servants and not our masters, thnt they have
no power except what the American people choose to lend them for their brief
periods In omce, let us scrutinize their program with the same care that we
would give the work of any other employees, to see whether this Is what we want.
NAVY PLAYED SlTPF.RFICIAL PART IN 100-YEAR PAX BRITANNICA

The alluring hope of n Pax Amet1cana. bn!<ed on our military power, gOPS back
to a misinterpretation of the Pax Britannica. Historians say that the British
Navy is given too much credit.
Dr. Harry R. Rmlln. professor of History at Ynle Uni'l'ersity, In a recent
address in New York pointed out that the rPlatlvely free movement of peoples
and of goods that pre'l'alled during that century of industrial revolution was
mainly responsible for the long peace.
FRD; llOVEME1"T OF GOODS AND PEOPLES lf.\DE PEACE POSSIRLE

On the one hand, there wns Britain's free-trade policy which stimulated freedom of trade between nations. On the other hand, we hnd the two Americas
wide open to immigrants. Sixty million people emigrated from Europe during
this period, Dr. Rudin said, the majority going to North and South America.
Since "peacE-ful change" Is the sine qua non of pe111~. it was these two safety
valves that mnde this long era of pence possible. Our militarists, who Imagine
that American guns and American planes can gl'l'e the world whnt British free
trade and the hospitality of the Americas produced, are terribly wrong; and they
are misleading the President.
Nor will the "bold" Fourth Point of the President's Inaugural Address, which
looks to the exploitation of backward areas in Africa and elsewhere, furnish a
sufficient outlet for the overflowing exports and populations of Europe, unless
a fundamental change takes place in the prevalllng attitudes of men. A world
divlcfed and subdivided by hates and fears will never achieve peace or freedom or
prosperity.
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BOOTS 0)" REVOLUTION UNTOUCHED Ill: LA1L, AMERICA

To lllustrnte how fundamental is the dUference between what we are doing
now and the building of a duraule peace, suppose we take a look at Latin America.
The conservative quarterly review, Fo1·elgn Affairs, for January 1949, contains
an article entitled "Roots of Revolution in Latin America" by Donald Marquand
Dozer, which pictures what the writer calls "factors making tor a violent
change:"
"Almost everywhere opulent minorities flaunt their riches before a •melancholy
sea of llllterates.' • • • It is difficult to name other areas ot the world in
which so few haYe so much and rn many have so little. • • •
NATIONAL WEALTH IN FEW HANDS

"Approximately 00 percent ot the national wealth of Colombia ls <!Ontrolled
by 3 percent ot the poJ>Ulatlon. In Argentina, 15 families own one-tenth ot
the entire land area of Buenos Aires province; and the same tamllles have landhohlings throughout the nation amounting to 7,000,000 acres. In Chile 0.3 percent
of the total number of landed proprietors own more than 52 percent ot all the
farm land of the nation. In Venezuela, fewer than 3 percent ot the landed
proprietors own more than 70 percent ot the land.
"In Mexico, a slmllar concentration of landownership, under whlch in 1910
only 1 percent of the Mexican people owned 70 percent ot the country's arable
land, was a powerful factor in causing the epochal revolution which broke out
ln the year.
AGRICULTURAL LABOREBS BEVOLTING BJBK ONLY A DAY'S POOB WAGE

"The overwhelming m11jority of sgrkultural laborers In the 20 countries of
Latin America, all of them agricultural, live under oppressive conditions of
peonage, sharecropping. 1111d In soml' l'aRes l'Vl'n unconditional slaver~·. As the
Secretary-General Cit the Organization of American Stutes, Dr. Alberto Llera.a
Camargo, sa1'1 recent!~· : 'There are millions of Inhabitants without a home or
an organized fe,_mily life, without schools, without land, without even personal
beloni;ings. '!'heir only rl!'.'k in joining a revolutionary movl:!meut is the 108>'
of the following day's wages'."
GUNS roa LATIN AMERICAN ABllllEB NO CUBE FOB JIUNG&T BICLLIU

President Truman Is sup}lortlng the demand of our brass hats that Wt>
strengthen the military arm In each country ot Latin America as a safeguard
against the spread of communism! The alternative policy which we are advocating would be to Include Latin America In .the benefits ot the Marshall plan,
with u view to industrlullzution and the consequent raising of the living t1tanuards
of the underprivileged masses.
The Inevitable result Cit the brass-bat program bas already been a succession of
revolutions In country after country, with more to follow.
Don't forget that "communism thrives In misery and want." American guns
only accentuate the misery and want.
DUllABLE PEACE BEQUIBrS BEMOVING CAUSES OF Wil

Just as our arming of Latin America instead of industrializing It is Intensifying
the pressure for revolutionary communism in 20 countries, so Morgenthaulsm
in Germany and the Cairo agreement concerning Japan have laid the foundations for future wars In Europe and Asia. 'l'he silly notion that prewar national·
Ism In Germany was due to our failure to make the Germans realize trutt ther
bad lost World War I and that the nationalism of Japan could be "contalned"
in future by driving the Japanese back to their four islands and disarming them
there, without removing the economic causes ot their Nationalist movt>ments,
Is still cherished In Influential quarters. They will be taught their mistake In
due course of events unless we conect It.
JAPAN OVERFLOWED roLLOWING EUROPE'& LEAD

Japan overflowed on to the continent of Asia because her four Islands are incapable of giving a decent ll\'lng to her gro\Ving 1iopulatlon, which lncreues at
the rute of 700,000 a year.
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Her mllltarlstt' unfortunately were able to point to the way Britain and other
European countries had met the same problem b~· lmperlallst expansion and
conquest. As ~ur New Eni:tand secretary, Mark Shaw, pointed out In Petice
Action for Septemher 1945, Great Britain had added to itself an area 140 times
its own size: Belgium an area 80 times Its sl7.e: Holland, one 60 times Its size;
France, 20 times Its size; Portugnl, 22 times its :<lze. Was it strange that the
milltarlshi of Japan were able to conYlnee the Japanese people that they should
emulate the example of their "betters"?
WORLD DOMINATION BRINGS HATE, RUIN, A:-;D WAR

What will be the fruits of o Pax Americana? Can we reasonably expect peace,
ft·eedom, an<l prosperity to grow on this tree ·!
The first fruits already are mutual recrimination, 1msplcion, and fear. Our
Go,·ernment Is "setting the Scandinavian countries against one another." The
Senate Is "welchinir," "Would the French fight?"
How about fret><Jom? '.l.'he President has already glYen us fair warning that,
to curr~· out hh1 program, we must forfeit freedom uud bect•me what I would
call a police state. Ul\J'.I.' for our youth, price and wai.:e controls for Industry
and labor, "work or tight" laws to be automatically lmpose<l In the first emergency, and ernn the tapping of our telephone wires by any Goycrnment a~ency
that wants to spy on their fellow citizens-this h; not freedom. For f1·ee-born
Americans It would be slavery.
But If the program brings peace? It will not bring peace. An arms race Is
not pea<.oe. An armed truce between two blocs of nations is the opposite of peace.
A state of increasing tension, which our pm·suit of "s111wemacy on land, on sen,
and in the air" assures, will bring no peace, no free<lom, no prosperity, but unlYersal hate, uuh·ersal ruin, and a war of extermination.
TO 101'0RE SPIRITIJAL FORCES 18 UNREALISTIC, SAYS DE JOU\"ENEL

A French writer, Bertrand de Jouyenel, In the European supplement to Human
E\•ents for January 19, 1949, after a brilliant diagnosis of the state of Europe
today, concludes with certain reflections which we are not accustomed to expect
from n popular French jouruullst :
"From country to country and within the same country, the continental Europeans detest each other for past eYlls, real or imaginary. '.l.'o many Europeans,
the German ls nu luYader und the 01>11ressor of yestE>rduy. But also one's own
compatriot is possibly an 'informer,' either of the occurmtiod period or of the
epuratlon period, or again an lnfom1er In posse under the coming dispensation
of communism ot• reaction.''
After speaking feelingly of the King of England's broadcast on Chrlstmus
Day and the "reign of Jove" In England which It reYE>uled, l\J. de JouYenel continues; "It Is this reign of loYe whkh must be extended to all western Europe
and which must prevail over the disruptive forces of hatrecl If the new political
formation Is to tuke shape. A constitutional body Is futile If it has no soul.
"WhoeYer speaks of spiritual forces rhiks clnsslflcatiou as unrealistic. But In
truth nothing can be more unrealistic than to expect western union to be achieved
by polltlcul means and under thP moth·ation of a common Interest. • • • Our
Interests rather oppose than unite us. We compete for the grunt of American
dollars; we compete for the procurement of raw materials.
CONYERSION A TASK FOB THE CRt:RCHES

"Nor will eYen the most vital Interest unite us: that of <'ommon defense. For
If Soylet attack Is feare<l by a majority, it ls hope<l for by a strong minority in
both 1''r11nce and Italy. And this minority sees national defense as n plot to
destroy the fatherland of all workers. Heason by itself is powerless to overcome
the reslstan<.-e of prejudl<.-es and veste<l l11tere11ts. '.l.'here must be a sense of
fellowship.
"The problem then Is far less n problem In constitutional adjustment thun it
Is a problem in conversion. Ancl that seems to be a mutter for the churches
and the Intellectuals. • • • A major faillnit of our times ii! an exaggerated
belief in historical trends, which blinds us to the IJOWcr of a good tmlll."
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[From Peace Action of tbe National Council for Prevention of War, April 19491

THUMB-NAIL ANSWERS TO PACT SUPPORTERS
(By Frederick J. Libby)
The Government claque Is literally "getting away with murder" iu its arguments in behalf of what we ri>gard as the crowning folly of this postwar period.
the North Atlantic l\lllitary Alliance. President Truman himself is leading tbe
pack with the calm assurnnce of ·•world peace within 2 years," as the fruit of the
Truman doctrine and this Its latest deYelopnwnt. Frankly, this smacks too
much of the assurance given the American people by President Roosevelt "again.
agntn, ancl again" thut our sons would "not be ~nt to fight on foreign soil."
Brief and concise answers to tbe specious arguments that are being circulated
In support of tbe pact are here brought together. They are stated with .. thumbnail" brevity.
1. THAT ITS PURPOSE IS ''pEACE"

When in history did an arms race bring peace? Viscount Grey of Fallodoo.
Britain's Foreign Secretary in the period when World War I was hatching. relates in his autobiography Twenty-Five Years (1892-1916), volume II, chapter
XIX, page 53, how an armament race in search for security made World War I
"Inevitable."
"More than one thing may be said about the causes of the war, but the statement that comprises most truth Is that militarism and the armaments Inseparable from it made war Inevitable." (Send to us for the full text of the quotation. )
2. THAT THE PACT WILL GIVE WF.RTERN EUROPP: RECUIUTY

FRO~

INVASIOl'lr

No more than the Maginot Line gave France st><.·urlty ! And for the next two
years, not even that. What security can the piling up of armaments ever give
from epidemics causecl by bacteria or from atom bombs?
Whkh individual country will be made more secure by this lntenslftcation
of Russia's insecurity? Wiil Norway sleep better nights if It harbors provocative American air bases alwnys threatening Leningrad and J\losc.'Ow"! Will
Gl'tn1any bl' rearnwd In cn11t1>mptuous 1leHance of ull our recent agreemeuts?
Or will the Inhabitants of the Ruhr feel snfer perhaps with the neuu·allty which
Norway scorns? ,
Will the peopll"s of western Europe really eX{Jl'Ct to be protected from in'"a·
sion by Ru~sia and her satellites at every point In that long border that runs
from l\'orway's l\'orth Cnpe to ltnl~"s AC'hllies Heel, and is there some magic
se<'ret in a military alliance that will protect nations like France und Italy from
Communists within?
3. THAT THE PACT ADDS TO THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES

Every military alliance is a blank cheek given by each participant to each
of the others, which can be cashed by any of them virtually at will. Tweln•
poverty-11tricken, jealous nations, some of them, like l<'rance and Italy, witl1 big
Ct'nnmunist minorities In every phase nf the national life lncludinic the Army. will
get from us just such a blank cheC'k as Austria had from Germany in 1914, whkh
a pugnacious minister cashed and st11rte1l World War I . More recently. Joseph
Beck, or Poland, bad a similar blank check from Britain, nn<ler the supp0~
prote<'tlon of which he defied Hitler over the disputed Polish Corridor and precipitated World War II.
1'hii< pnct Is a 20-yPar contract, which pretends to give stability to a period of
unpredictable political and economic upheaval. No sane businessman would
!'llgn a private contract committing him for 5 years, pact or no pact. Who
knows how mnny pig-headed warmongers are going to occupy responsjble post8
in the 12 governments that will hn\·e in their pockets a key to America's security?
No, if this puct Is ratified by the Senate, you and I will not know toecurity
again.
4. THAT THE PACT IS "PURELY DEFENSIVE"

Will RnRsla know? And are we ourselves sure, after all the big ta1k that leab
Gut C'lf the Pentagon as to the advantage that will come to the nation that strikeiil
first?
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Is there not grave danger that a minor incident on the long border between
east and west would press the button that would wipe out our clvillzatlon?
The Kremlin has good reason to remember what we like to forget, that the
United States, Britain, France, and Japan united In the Invasion of Russia
immediately after World War I. Would it be surprising if there lingers in
Moscow enough suspicion of our noble motives in arming the west against the
east possibly to tempt the masters of Russia not to risk waiting too long?
G. THAT IT IS "ALL RUSSIA'S FAULT"

The prevalllug propaganda line ls that our misdeeds are "all Russia's fault."
It is bard to see how Russia could have been more provocative than it bas been,
but our provacatlveness has fully matched Russia's since the promulgation of
the aggressive Truman doctrine.
The USSR and the United States of America are engaged In a furious game of
power politics, with world domination for either capitalism or communishn as
the prize. The United States relies on its mllltary and economic superiority.
Russia relies on its fifth columns to win by exploiting the universal misery and
want, now causing unrest in a score of countries and bound to become Intense
It we "go broke."
Our Government must accept major responslblllty for the dangerous arms
race of the past 4 years, since Russia Is mllltarlly weak. The strategy of the
Truman doctrine and the Atlantic Pact plays Into Russia's hands In the long
run, since It increases the misery and want in which communism thrives.
6. TllAT THERE IS "NO ALTERNATIVE"

We touch here upon the fatal weakness of a militarized government, such
as ours Is today. It thinks only In terms of force. "The Russians recognize nothing but force" ls military thinking, and when It becomes the mainspring of our
foreign policy, It leads automatically to an arms race and ultimately to war.
Our rt-aders would gather from the newspapers the impression that Secretary
Acheson 1letermines our foreign polic~· nnd is responsible for the Atlantic Pact;
but such Is not the case. Our foreign policy is determined by the National Security Council. In which four secretaries from the Department of Defense heavily
outnumber the Secretary of State.
TWO AI.TERNATIVES

There are two alternative lines of policy, both of which avoid the provocativeness of the Atlantic Pact:
First, to halt the arms race and stabilize war expenditures by agreement at
the present figure, enormously excessive though it Is.
Second, accept In substance Russia's proposal that we work out together a plan
for world-wl<le reduction of armaments.
Simultaneously with the lessening of tension which either of these pollcies
would bring about, the practicability of a Big Four conference to settle our most
burning ditrerences should ~ persistently explored.
Wouldn't It be risky, you a1<k, to trust Russia without a system of inspection?
YP!4: both countries would be taking risks. But It would not be 110 rl!!k)· as
the mounting tension occasioned by the present arms race. Both countries are
now adding to the tension by maintaining expensive 11py s)·stems. Even these
eonld serve the purpose of prPventlng false alarms by keeping their governments
Informed of the same facts which would be learned through inspectors.
7. THAT EUROPEA:ol RECO\'ERY BEQl.' IRES INCREASED MILITARY PROTECTION

Protection from whom? Hussla Is not preparing to oYerrun wPstern Europe.
Winston Churchill says
that Amt>rica's posses1<lon ot atom bomb has ~n the protection of western Europe
since the war. Have l~urope's military !Padf'rs lost their fuitb in It?
As for ourselvl's, we think the f'Vi<lence Is conclusive that the <liversion of effort
from reconstruction to armaments, from butter to guns, In Greece and Turkey and
the l\lld1lle East and Latin America an<l China bas bf'en the fatal blumler of the
Trnman ndminl11tration, a trani<fer which the poet Is hound to nccentuate. Our
fun<lamentnl rivalry with Russia Is in the economic fte]I): and we can't afford
to \\·aste our limited resour('es In huge unproducth·e expenditures.
If It were, the Atlantic Pa<'t would be 2 years too late.

90614--49-pt. 3--7
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8 THAT THE PACT STRENGTHENS t:N

If arming the North agninst the South would have strengthened the United
States of America in it.« period of Ideological contlict in the 18fiO's, then it can
be argued that arming the west against the east now will strengthen the United
Nations. It is preposterous.
9. THAT TDE COST OF THE PACT IS LESS THAN THE COST OF A!'\OTHER W AB

Obviously. So what? The cost may be less than our annual bill for chewing
gum, which is one of the Army's favorite comparisons. But since this military
allian('(' against Hussia mnkes war more probable and perhaps "inevitable," the
comparison is without point.
The real question ls whether our economy can carry the cost of arming westem
Europe In addition to our other burdens, a question which Dr. Edwin G. Nourse,
President Truman's chief economic adviser, answers In the negative.
In an off-the-record speech In the l'entngon on April 6, Dr. Nourse declared
to an audience of industrlullsts, publli;hers, labor leaders, ant! others that the
arming of Europe, if undertnken, must be at the expense of our own military
machine. More than thnt, since the presPnt internatlonnl tension may continoe
for a long period. Dr. Nourse cautioned his hearers against sacrificing our economic preparedness to the military and thereby giving ••fuel to the development
of a fifth column in our midst." France alone is said to want $Ia,000,000,000.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until tomorrow at 10: 30
o'clock.
(\Vhereupon, at 1: 30 p. m., a recess was taken until 10: 30 a. m.,
Friday, May 13, 1949.)
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FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoHMl'ITEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS.z..

W ashi'IUjton,

LJ.

0.

The committee met at 10: 30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on May
121 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), Green, Vandenberg.
Also present: Senator Donnell.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will come to order.
1\fr.• Bernart ·weitzer, national lep:islative representative, Jewish
War Vcternns of the Cnited States of .America.
Senator VAN DEN BERO. Mr. Chairrr.an, before the first witness starts
I want to clear up a matter in the record yesterday.
Dr. H. M. Griffith, the vice president of the National Economic
Council, testified, saying that the National Economic Council opposes
ratification of this treaty. He also presented the personnel of his
council and its board of directors.
CHARLES

G. DAWES' POSITION ON ATLANTIC

TREATY

At page 855 of the record Senator Donnell asked Dr. Griffith
[readingJ:
Is llr. Charles G. Dawes, a member of the board of directors, former Vice
President of the United States?
Dr. GRIFFITH. That ls correct.

The implication of this context is obviously that former Vice President Dawes joins the National Economic Council in its opposition
w~p~
.
.
In order w be quite sure of Mr. Dawes' attitude I wired him. His
reply is as follows:
I favor the North Atlantic Pact.

Senawr .DONNELL. I may say no implication was made or intended
had no knowledge of
the attitude indicated by Mr. Dawes, but I had in mind that inasmuch
as he was listed as one of the members it was perfectly proper to
inquire whether or not he was.the former Vice President of the United
States.
Senator VANDENBERG. There is nothing that I have said that carries
any such implication. I am very glad the Senator from Missouri
emphasized the name. I think the Senator from Missouri was totally
justified in believing that when the witness presented his board of

w the effect indicated by Senator Vandenberg. I
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directors and said that his organization was opposed to the pact I think
the implication obviously was that General Dawes was opposed to the
pact, and my correction is not a correction of the Senator from
Missouri, but it is a correction of the implication left by the answer
of the witness.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you, Senator.
I may state, however, that while it is entirely possible that the conclusion might be drawn from the membership of an individual on
the board that he is for the statement presented by a member of a
particular organization, I think it does not follow that each individual
member of a board of directors may favor the action taken bf the
council. It is entirely possible. There may be a dift'erence of opmion
on the board. At any rate I do not in any sense mean to indicate
that I had any knowledge or thought as to what the position of Mr.
Dawes was. I did not know.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you not think when a witness presents a statement and says his organization is for it and gives the board of directors
that he ought to tell the committee those who are for it, in fairness,
and keep clear the issues~ I am not attaching any blame to the Senator
from Missouri. It was perfectly plain that the introduction of the
hoard of directors and all of the implications of the statement indiated that the members of the board were supporting his view, and
.that he was representing the board in the view that he had expressed.
1 think it is entirely proper for the Senator to introduce this statement and make it clear. I am surprised at Dr. Griffith leaving a gap
that wide open in his testimony.
Senator DONNELL. I think Senator Vandenberg's action in communicating with Mr. Dawes is highly commendable, and I am very
glad he did so, for two reasons.
In the first place, I think the Senator is quite correct that an implication could be very well drawn, and I am not so sure, on reflectmg
back into my own mental processes yesterday but what I probably did.
in my own mind at least, have presumptions placed that every member
of that board was favorable to the testimony given. I do not know
that I consciously analyzed the situation as fully :perhaps as I am right
now. I remember that when I saw his name it mstantly occurred to
me to inquire whether or not it was tlie former Vice President of the
United States.
May I conclude this statement by observing further, as I haYe in
1mbstance already done this morning, that I do not think it would
have been proper for me or anyone else to make a statement or to
draw a conclusion as to the attitude of Mr. Dawes individually mere)\"
because he was on that board, because he might have been upon th~
minority or there mig-ht have been differentiations ·in his opinion.
Nevertheless I think the implications to which Senator VandenbeJl?
refers not only could be drawn but perhaps were in my own mind to
some extent, and I think his inquiry was proper.
The CHAIR:\IAN. I think there was a clear implication in the mindil
of alJ the committee members present that l\fr. Duwe.<; opposed the
ti·eaty. But that has been cleared up. and I am glud of it.
(The following statement was made by Senntor Donnel] at tht>
beginnin~ of th!' ~ftern?on s~~si'?n, with the request that . it be p)a<'f'(I
at the pomt of sm11lar d1s('t1ss1on m the record of the morn mg ~ion.)
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Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Chairman, may I have the indulgence of
the committee for a very short statement¥
.
Mr. Chairman, this morning Senator Vandenberg made reference
to that portion of the testimony yesterday on J?age 1706, which related
to Mr. Charles G. Dawes. I asked the question, "Is Mr. Charles G.
Dawes, a member of the board of directors, a former Vice President
of the United States 9", to which Dr. Griffith replied, "That is correct."
I made a statement this morning, and in fact made two statements,
Mr. Chairman. I have been somewhat disturbed over that matter,
and I haw been trying to think back as best I can what my own
motives were in asking that question, and I considered it m my
judgment, I think, as I now see it, that they were twofold, and I wanted
them in the record: To ascertain if the Charles G. Dawes who is
mentioned in the leaflet which Dr. Griffith presented is the Charles
G. Dawes who was Vice President of the United States; second, that
if he is the same, to emphasize by my question in the record the fact
that he is a member of the board of directors of an organization whose
representative opposes ratification of the treaty.
Mr. Chairman, I think that from that fact the inference could be
reasonably drawn, and I think I was conscious of it at the time and am
yet, that Mr. Dawes opposed ratification.
I do not, however, think, Mr. Chairman, that his membership on
the Board is at all conclusive, and I think that Mr. Vandenberg has
rendered a very real service in apprisin~ Mr. Dawes of the question
which was presented to him and presentmg here his response.
I wanted this to go on the record, because I did not feel satisfied
with the condition of the record this morning.
I thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Senator. That will be printed in the
record.
Senator DONNELL. Thank you.
STATEllEBT OF BERNARD WEITZER, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, JEWISH WAR VETERANS OF THE UlUTED
STATES

Mr. WErrzER. On behalf of the Jewish War Veterans of the United
States of America I am happy to express our appreciation to your
committee for the privilege of presentmg the reasons for our support
of the North Atlantic Pact which you are considering to protect
peace and our security.
RFilOLUTION SUPPORTING ATLANTIC TREATY

The authorization for our support is carried in a resolution voted
unanimously by our national executive committee, March 27, 1949,
at its meeting in Atlanta, Ga., as follows [reading] :
Whereas, as an earnest of its intention to preserve the peace of the world
and the se<'nrlty of our own and otht>r nations, who, twice in this century 11ave
been engulfed in war on a global H·11le, our O(nernment has proposed the
adoption of a measure to Insure the mutual security of the go,·ernments and
peoples of the North Atlantic region ; and
\Vhereas, the Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America, an
organization or American veterans bound by Its constitution to strive, In peace
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and wnr, for the extension of freedom, justice, and political and human rights to
all peoples everywhere, considers the proposed North Atlantic Pact to be essential to the maintenance or peace and security of the United States Of America,
and those freedom-loving nations who have siguifled a de8ire to join with
our Governml'nt In a mutual stand against any potential encroachment on the
liberties all hold dear: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved b11 the Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America, on tu
basis Qf a mianimous rccommendati-On b11 its tiational ezecutire C<>tnmittcc, to

meruorlnlize the Congress of the United States of America to vote Its approval
of the propos~d North Atlantic Pact without delay, thereby reamrmlng decisively
our country's determination to challenge any possible threat to the peace of the
world and the securit~· and dignity of our own country and those who adhere
to the principles we cherish.

As a veterans' organization, we belieYe that we have a special interest in peace. Our members have had first hand experience of war.
Our membership includes veterans of wars dating back to the SpanishAmerican \Var. The last surviving member of our organization who
served in the War Between the States, died only 4 years ago. Our
members know war. They want no more wa.rs, for themselves nor
for their children. And above all, they desire that the destruction of
war be kept away from our country.
DETERRENT ;EFFECT.OF THE TREATY

The North Atlantic Pact now before you will sen-e as a deterrent
to war and we believe that it will prevent war and safeguard our
country from war. Essentially, it is a pact for peace, a pact in which
twelve peace-loving nations have joined to deter aggression. And so
lon1-r as an aggressor is deterred, there is opportunity to prevent war.
Had there been such a treaty as this, prior to World \Var I and
World War II, it is likely that the aggressors would not have dared
war, and if war had come, the aggressor's defeat could have been
achieved in less time and a lower cost in lives and in treasure.
As its text shows clearly, this treaty to protect peace envisages
military action only if an aggressor has already launched an armed
attack upon one of its meml:ier nations. These nations, except militarily weak Portugal, are democracies and hence are incapable of
preparing and launching an aggressive war. Such preparations. as
Hitler demonstrated, now require a major national effort lasting many
years and including rapidly expanding armaments and extensi"("e restrictions and controls, guns instead of butter, and tanks instead of
automobiles~ Unlike dictatorships, democracies cannot take such
steps without the consent of their peoples.
This pact is no synthetic, artificial structure, but a natural outgrowth of community interest and generated by a pressing need. It
demonstrates that democratic peoples can learn the bitter le8.50ns of
history and can translate that knowledge into provident action.
Neither World War I nor World War II would have engulfed
humanity if the nations joining this pact had accepted similar agreements before 1914 and 1939. Those two wars began because the
aggressors hoped that Great Britain would not actually risk her life
to assist their initial victims and because they felt confident that the
United States would remain neutral, even at a heavy sacrifice of our
national security. Our country has paid a terrible price for its past
unwillingness to cooperate effectively for peace and the consequent
necessity to cooperate with all its power in war. The American people
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are showing now, by the support of this pact, that they have too much
sense to follow that road again.
NEED FOR TREATY

This treaty would not have been negotiated if there had not been
a pressing need. That need has been made clear to all thinking
people by the events of the last 4 years, by the actions and threats of
Communist leaders, by the westward surge of Communist power toward the Atlantic, and by the fears which have gripped the western
peoples most immediately exposed to attack.
Your committee saw the danger and foresaw the action necessary
to meet it and to preserve peace when it approved the Vandenberg
resolution, adopted by an overwhelming vote of the Senate on June
11, 1948. The North Atlantic Pact is the flowering of that resolution. Not only the American people but also the peoples of the
entire North Atlantic area are indebted to this committee for that
resolution-and I might add that the peoples of Soviet Russia and
its satellites will some day realize that they, too, are indebted to your
committee for this resolution.
It is no less clear now than it was last June that the peaceful peoples must stand together if they expect to deter aggression. We Americans learned in our earliest vears as a nation that in union there
is strength. Dictators know that as well as democracies. However
extensive their ambitions may be. totalitarian leaders will draw back
from war when they know that to embark upon it means to confront
superi.or power and thereby incur not only defeat but their own destn1ct10n.
'Vithout this pact. we and our children would face a much dimmer
prospect of peace. Arm as we might, our country could not expect
alone to attam a_power position equivalent to that of the entire North
Atlantic area. By a hnge expansion of military appropriations which
wonld place a crippling burde11 on our economic system, we might,
perhaps. attain an equivalent position in terms of planes and divisions. But, even then. we eould not achieve alone the strategic situation which the nations joining in this pact together possess, a situation which permits defense in depth, which provides a means of bringing our striking power to bear effectively against aggression, and
which furnishes an a~snrance that if war should come, victory will be
won more surely and more cheaply than it could be by the United
States alone.
RISKS OF ACCEl'TANCE

There may be l'Ome risk in accepting this pact, as there was a risk
in adopting the ~farshall plan and as there is a risk in any action
taken in the dnngerous world of today. But that risk is small indeed
compared to the risk entailed in rejection of the pact. Even delay
may be costly.
If, in spite of all, an aggressor should launch an armed attack and
we -deem it necei'isary to use "armed force to restore and maintain the
security of the North Atlantic area," the joint action of the member
nations will shield each member including ourselves. With the pact,
we can feel more confident that we will never again have to face
another D-day and the horrors of a Normandy Beach.
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With or without the pact, our occupation responsibilities in Germany and the existence of American forces there would involve us
automatically, for many years to come, in any war launched by an
aggressor on western Europe. Without the pact, such a war would
be much more likely. Failure to accept the pact now would actually
promote such a war. If it developed while western Europe was still
weak and while our defense and theirs were not coordinated, western
Europe might be overrun by the aggressor. We know from very recent experience both the cost in blooo and treasure of repairing such
a catastrophe and the cost to our future security of failing to repair it.
The pact is a direct and very practical means by which the peaceloving peoples of North America and western Europe can avert such
dangers, disasters, and costs.
COMPLEMENT TO ERP

The North Atlantic Pact is an essential complement to the European
recovery program, essential because recovery cannot proceed effectively
in an atmosphere of lack of confidence and paralyzing fear. The European recovery program, for which we testified~ has been in progress
only one short year, but it has already more than paid its way. In that
year the tide has turned throughout the western world. The Communist threat inside western European countries has decisively decreased. These countries are already stronger, more stable and temptin~ targets for direct or indirect aggression. One striking result of
this favorable tide is the lifting of the blockade of Berlin.
In continuance of this favorable movement lies our best hope of
attaining the peace sought by all men of good will. The ratification of
the pact will give this favorable movement new and powerful impetus,
will insure that it shall not be interrupted and reversed. Its contiuance promises to bring us, within a relatively short time, relief from
our present burden of armament costs as western Europe becomes able.
through our help, to make a greater contribution to the security of
the North Atlantic area.
The P.act will. make more certain that the reso1;1rc~s of western ~u
rope will be available for the defense of our security mstead of having
those resources at the disposal of an aggressor as they were during
Hitler's war on the world. The national security is always of primary
concern to veterans' organizations, not only our country's security
today but also its security in the years to come. It seems evident that
the North Atlantic Pact will be a powerful safeguard of the future
security of the United States.
INCREASING UNITED STATES SECURITY

Our great cities are already exposed to one-way air attacks across
the North Atlantic or Arctic Oceans. But few Americans lose sleep
from fear of such attacks today because we all know they could inftid
only limited destruction with bombs similar to those used. in the recent
war.
Authoritative estimates, such as that of the President's Air Policy
Commission of January 1948, indicate that a potential enemy___may
possess atomic bombs in quantity by perhaps as early as 1952. When
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that time comes, an enemy will be in a position to inflict exceedingly
serious destniction upon our cities and industrial centers by surprise,
one-way air attacks. If the United States had then to confront such
an enemy alone, the ever-present threat to our principal eastern and
middle western cities and to the millions of Americans who live in
them would be one such as American families have never experienced
before.
A government bent on world domination might then see an a11uring
road to its objective through the crippling, at a propitious moment,
of vital elements of our war capacity by a sudden atomic attack. It
would know, as we all know, that American industry proved to be a
docisive factor in both World Wars. It mi~ht decide to concentrate
on its most dangerous enemy first, as we decided in the recent war to
defe.at Germany first..
When this pact was ratified and the nations of the North Atlantic
area stand together in collective defense, such an aggressor government will know that it cannot seek to cripple one of them without involvement in war with the others. It will know that it cannot concentrate upon one but must engage all. It will know that it cannot choose
to fight only a long-range air war, but must also fight a short-range
air war and a large-scale land war. Thus the North Atlantic Pact will
serve directly to deter atomic aggression, to circumscribe the atomic
menace which looms a few years ahead and to safeguard our cities
and our country from atomic attack.
Althou~h this pact is so clearly defensive, it is by no means a purely
negative mstrument. For its members and for the greater part of
the world, its results promise to be both positive and constructive.
For its members it will promote peace, security, confidence, hope and
prosperity. Because of the place they hold and the role they play
in our world today, these beneficial results will extend widely, across
every ocean and to every continent.
For many centuries the signatories of this pact have between them
played the foremost role in the creation of our modern civilization,
m the development of free institutions, democratic government and
modern industry, and in the elevation of the ethical and material
standards of humanity. Today they J?OSSess most of the world's industry and conduct most of the world's mternational trade. This pact,
by contributing so directly to the peace, security, and collective action
of so important a part of the world, will give powerful impetus to
the forward progress of all mankind. As Americans 1 we are proud
that so provident and constructive a step had its begmning in your
committee and has been initiated by our State Department.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee thanks you very much for your very
able and splendid contribution. We want to thank also your organization, the Jewish War Veterans of the United States, for its strong
position in this resolution.
Mr. WEITZER. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg!
Senator V ANDENBERO. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green 9
Senator GREEN. No questions.
The CBAIRKAN. Senator Donnell!
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SENATE RESOLUTION 239 AND THE TREATY

Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Weitzer, I notice that you state that this
committee saw the danger and foresaw the action necessary to meet
it and to preserve peace when it approved the Vandenberg resolution
adopted by an overwhelming vote of the Senate on June 11, 1948. You
are not under the impression, are you, Mr. Weitzer, that by the
adoption of that resolution in 1948 the Senate was binding itself in
any sense to adopt· or ratify a treaty of the type which is here pre·
sented to the Senate Y
Mr. WEITZER. Oh, no. I think that Senator Vandenberg had in
mind the possible need for regional agreements within the United
Nations, and proposed at that time that such a thing might be possible.
but I do not consider that there was any specific agreement that was
in mind at that time-certainly not this one. I do not think tht this
particular agreement had yet come into anybody's mind.
Senator DONNELL. And do you not feel that the Senate should be
in any sense estopped from acting negatively upon this treat7 by
reason of its approval of the Vandenberg resolution of last year.
Mr. WEITZER. Oh, no; not at all. I Just simply considered that a
very fine idea which Senator Vandenberg proposed to the Senate and
the Senate adopted, but I don't believe that by adopting that resolution they in any way foreclosed the possibility of giving ver.v careful
consideration to any agreement which might be proposed that happened to be in harmony with the general tenor of that resolution.
DlPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. Do you regard the implementation of this treaty
by sending arms and other military material to Europe as essential to
the success of the treaty¥
Mr. WEITZER. I am not enough of a military man to say that it is
essential, but it seems desirable to me that we should aid in the defense
of those countries, and I think that the General Staff and the Senate,
the law-making bodies of the country, will decide that. I will say it is
desirable. I am not enough of a strategic expert to say that it is absolutely essential.
I think what is needed should be done. What is needed in order to
assure the defense of those countries should be done. I think the lessons particularly of World War II, where Hitler was able to seize all
of the resources of western Europe and control the coast of Europe,
imposed on us a mjlitary burden that we ought to try to avoid if some
other airgressor should. similarly get the idea that he could conquer
the world.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF TREATY

Senator DONNELL. You say that the North Atlantic Pact. now before
this committee will serve as a deterrent to war, and that your organi·
zation believes that it will prevent war and safeguard our country
from war. Is it your thought, Mr. Weitzer, that Russia will. if we
may use that specific illustration, realize that it would be impossible.
if this treaty were effected or ratified, for it to successfully o~--ernm
Europe again f
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Mr. WEI'IZER. I believe they will realize it. That does not mean
that in some moment they might not make a mistake.
Senator DONNELL. By the term "again" I am not meaning that
Russia has overrun Europe before; but would they realize that Europe
could not be successfully overrun¥
·
Mr. WEITZER. I think the experience of the last war should certainly convince anybody that if the nations in this group were prepared to move jointly when such a danger threatened, and immediately when such danger threatened, the op~ortunity to overrun Europe
would be a costly one to attempt to seize, and probably could be
stopped.
Senator DoNNELL. You used the word "immediately." I take it that
that same thought as to the importance of immediate action is illustrated by article 5 of the pact, which obligates the parties "forthwith"
to take action therein mentioned.
Mr. WEITZER. That is exactly what I mean.
Senator DONNELL. Do you consider, Mr. Weitzer, that Russia would
be very seriously deterred from this war unless there were sufficient
military force m Europe organized and ready to meet her which
would repel her and make it impossible for her to overcome the country
and simply leave the country subject to future slow liberation!
Mr. WEITZER. I do not think that she would be deterred today or
tomorrow. But unless war should come within the next year or so,
which I believe nobody expects, over a very short period of time the
military strength of Europe would grow to a degree that Russia would
recognize that with what we did in the Berlin airlift we could probab!y put enough force over there to halt a rapid march across Europe.
Senator DONNELL. And the military strength of Europe, you think,
would require implementation to some extent, at any rate, by this
country, in order to bring it up to the point that it would act as an
eftective deterrent¥
Mr. WEITZER. I think so, for the next 2 or 3 years, at any rate.
Senator DONNELL. Very well. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a lawyer, sir¥
Mr. WEITZER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You talk like a lawyer, and talk like a good one.
Mr. Gilbert A. Harrison, national chairman, American Veterans
Committee.
STATEDBT OF GILBERT A. JIARRISOB, BATIOBAL CHAIRKAlf,
AXERICAB VETERANS CODITTEE
The CHAmHAN. You are the regular representative of the American
Veterans Committee, are you¥
Mr. HARRISON. Senator Connally, I am the national chairman of
the American Veterans Committee, elected by the members of our
orrn.niz:>tion nt our Inst convention in :Sovember 1948.
The CuAIRJrCAN. ls that a paid position or just an honorary
position!
.
Mr. HARRISON. It is a full-time paid position for just 1 year. I am
Gilbert Harrison, chairman of the American Veterans Committee, an
organization consisting of members in every State who are honorably
discharged veterans of the Second World War.
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Delegates to the last annual convention of AVC held in Clewland,
Ohio, during the last week of November 1948, approved the following
statement [reading]:
Amerlcnn {'COnomic snppll!'s nre supporting the joint planning of western
Europe in the organlzntlon for Europeun recovery. American military sup.
piles must he extt>nded on lf'nd-lease principles to support the joint planning
-0f western Europe for Its defense. The defense of western Europe should be
further secured by Amerlcnn pnrticipatlon In a North Atluntic Alliance formf'd
solely for <lef!'ni;;lve purposes and strictly in nccor<lance with the pro\·lslons of tl1e
United Nations Charter for rt>gional nirrcements. America is already committed
by resolution of the Senate to this program. It should be promptly implemented.
DEFE:'l;SlVE

~ATURE

OF THE TRE.\TY

The accent of AVC's statement is on defense. In our jullgmeut that
is the accent of the North Atlantic Defense Treah·. It follow~ the
pattem dewlope(l hy the :W 11nt ions which sig1wd 1i treaty of alliance
m 1947 at Rio de Janeiro. The purpose and form of both these regional agreements are consistent with the lTnited Nat ions Charter.
Article !i of the pact establishes the solidarity of the .\tlantic community and senes notice to any wouhl-be aggressor that an armed
attack on any one of the nations, regardless of its size, will be an
attack upon all.
Article 4 serves warning that the signatory powers wiJl eonsnlt and
consider retaliatory action in the event that the Soviet r nion interferes militarily in the internal affairs of the non-Communist west.
The pact, if implemented, can insure that nations which have aggressive Commumst minorities shall not lack police power adequat~
to protect the security of the state against possible insurrection by that
minority.
These provisions, and others in the pact, seem to us to be justifiable
defense measures which have their risks but which are made necessary
by recent world events. No effort to create security for the w~-t is
without risks.
ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE TREATY

The pact has been the object of severe criticism from several directions, and we are certain the committee has taken note of these
criticisms.
•
It has been denounced as a "threat to peace.'' On the fa{'e of it,
however, the pact is clearly a threat to the peace of no power except
one which might foolishly initiate a war. The alliance, it is tn1e.
could become a "threat to peace'' if the foreign affairs of the western
nations were in the hnnds of men who had abandoned all hope of
ever reaching working agreement with the U. S. S. R. or who were
positively plannin~ an aggressive war against the U. S. S. R. Such is
not the case. This pact cannot be fairly described as a "threat to
peace" unless one hl'lieves that any obstacle placed in the path of
Russian ambition is a "threat to peace."
Skepticism of the North Atlantic alliance has also been expressed
by our isolationists who seem to prefer that America once more defer
until the last and worst possible minute whatever collective, defensive
action may unhappily be required. Their view of security is as un-
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realistic as that of a child who runs into a closet and locks himself
in at the first warning of fire in the house.
AVC is further aware of the criticism of some who suggest that
no effort to maintain peace can be successful, and that any expenditure
which may be required to reinforce this pact is money thrown down
the drain.
But an inspection of past policies and predictions of the Soviet
leaders does not, to our way of thinking, present convincing evidence
that the U.S. S. R. plans to impose its will on the world by force. It
seems reasonable to assume that the Russian leaders will be especially
reluctant to engage in military adventures if they know that any
such action will lead to an immediate, head-on collision with a determined, coordinated and well-equipped opposition.
A final class of critics of this treaty believe that America's only effective answer to the Communists lies in economic aid to impoverished
people, and that a defensive military alliance is therefore unnecessary
and even provocative.
NEED FOR SECURITY AND CONFIDENCE

This plausible but only partly accurate argument that economic
stability is the only defense against Soviet communism leaves out
of account the genuine political insecurity which is felt by nations
of western Europe within striking distance of Russian militarY. ,Power.
How can we expect the people of western Europe to work d1hgently
on the establishment of stable economies, on the construction of factories, power plants, homes, if these same people are living in fear
that an aggressive attack from the east may soon destroy all they
have built~
The current policy of our country, including the pact now before
you, expresses our recognition that non-Communist Europe must gain
confidence that not only can it solve, with our aid, its economic ~rob
lems, but that it need not relinquish its self-esteem an<l traditional mdependence because of its proximity to the Soviet Union.
If the North Atlantic Pact is ratified, the Congress will be asked to
appropriate funds with which to bolster the militttry defenses of
friendly nations. It may be that funds invested in this line of defense should enable us to reduce expenditures for defense on other
fronts. But I wish to emphasize that if we withhold material aid
which can be spared for a common-defense program, we shall have
misled our friends. 1Ve cannot overlook the fact that the pact has
already been approved by nations much closer to the Soviet Union
than is the United States, and that their willingness to cooperate with
us in the search for limited, defensive security involves as great, if not
greater, risks for them as for us. These nations could not, 1lS l\fr.
~farquis Chil<ls has pointed outpolltlrnlly speaking, hnvi> tnken those rh~ks without tlw hnpP lllHI evPn the
nssurance of tangible help toward greater security.
THE ATI..ANTIC PAC"J'-Ntrr THE wuou: ANSWEU

In conclusion, A VC is not suggesting that the .Atlantic Pact or the
military aid program are America's only, or even primary line of
defense. The fundamental Communist, and therefore Russian, challenge to our security is still the Communist confidence thnt we are
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incapable of maintaining high production and employment. If we
fail to refute that theory, neither the Atlantic Pact nor any other
military measure can give us security. Our strategy in foreign policy
must therefore, and does, include an attack on those economic and
social ills which weaken the resistance of free peoples and leave them
helpless before the Communist onslaught.
We wish further to emphasize that the military-aid program like the
pact, must not be permitted to serve aggressive purposes. We regard
it as self-evident that no arms should be supplied any nation which
uses its military power, as have the Dutch in Indonesia, to flaunt the
authority of the United Nations and aspirations of colonial peoples
for self-government.
In our opinion the Atlantic Pact buys tim~time that can be used
to renew our efforts to strengthen the United Nations and to work
through that organization toward the ultimate security of some fonn
of world government with limited but ad~uate power to prevent
aggression. The pact may have the effect of mcreasing the real fears
of the Soviet leaders, but such fears can and must be dissipated by
policies which scrupulously avoid provocative actions which might
finally persuade the Soviet that it is in immediate danger of attack.
The American Veterans Committee approves of this pact and would
favorably regard additional measures by which our Nation can help
establish a peace throughout the world from which freemen have nothing to fear.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee thanks you very much for your able
and clear statement.
You refer to the fact that several of the other Nations have ratified
the pact. You refer, no doubt, to the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and France, particularlyi
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And possibly others¥
Mr. HARRISON. I believe it has been ratified by others.
The CHAIRMAN. I think so too.
Senator Vandenberg!
Senator VANDENRERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell!
Senator DONNELL. Very briefly.
SENATE RESOLUTION

239

THE

TREATY

Mr. Harrison, in the resolution you set forth as having been adopted
in the last week of November 1948, at your last annual convention,
occur these two sentences [reading]:
The d~fense of western Europe should be further secured by American partici·
patlon in a North Atlantic alliance formed solely for defensive purposes, and
&trlctly ln accordance wltb the provisions of the United Nations Charter for
regional agreements. America ls already committed by resolution of the Senate
to this program.

What resolution is that to which you refer?
Mr. HARRISON. I believe that the delegates were referring to the
Vandenberg resolution.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think this is an accurate statement in your
testimony, that America is already committed by resolution of the
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Senate to the program of participation in the North Atlantic alliance
of the type mentioned in the resolution?
Mr. HARRISON. There, Senator, it would be a question of personal
judgment, and I am sure honest men would disagree. I believe most
of the delegates there did assume that the implication of the Vandenberg resolution was in line with the North Atlantic Defense Treaty,
but I am also sure that one could say, and defend the position, that
the two are quite separate. In our judgment they are part of the
same, however.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Harrison, I am not at all attempting to
contradict the conclusion which you have drawn as to the Vandenberg resolution and what it says, but I do recall, if I might, to your
attention, and ask whether or not I am correct in this, that the cJear,
unmistakable statement of Senator Vandenberg, particularly in response to inquiries by Senator Malone of Nevada at the time the
resolution to which you refer was being debated, and then confirmed
later on the 14th of February of this year by Senator Vandenberg,
is to the effect that the Senate is entirely free to take any action 1t
desires on this treaty, and is not in any sense committed by the resolution to the program of participation in the North Atlantic alliance.
I am correctly stating it, am I not, so far as your best understanding
goes?
Mr. HARRISON. Of course, Senator, I am perfectly happy to take
the interpretation of you men as to the relationship betw"een these
two things. l\1y only thought would be that the very serious tragic
needs of the present are their own justification for the North Athrntic
Defense Treaty had there been no previous resolution.
Senator DONNELL. If I have misstated Senator Vandenberg's position I am sure he will correct me immediately on it, and I want him
to do so. I pause for any correction that he may desire to make, if I
have mistaken his position.
·
Senator VANDENBERG. There isn't any doubt about the position we
all took in connection with the Senate resolution, which I am happy
to say the Senator from Missouri supported.
Senator DONNELL. I did.
Senator VANDENBERG. It was the outlining of a philosophy of action,
and it was clearly stated that every man who voted for it was completely free to decide for himself ultimately how he wanted to implement the philosophy of action.
Senator DONNELL. And I take it that I am correct, am I not, Senator, in saying that America is not committed by the Vandenberg
resolution to American participation in a North Atlantic aJliance of.
the type mentioned in the resolution quoted by Mr. Harrison here this
morning.
Senator VANDENBERG. I think the witness himself answered that
question with complete accuracy when he said that it is up to the
conscience and judgment of each Senator, and any Senator who would
think that he had no commitment is certainly entitled to stand upon
that position.
Senator DONNELL. If I am not mistaken, t.he Senator, in response to
an inquiry from myself on the 14th of February, of this year, very
clearly indicated that it is still his [Senator Vandenberg's] opinion
that no Senator is bound by the Vandenberg resolution to vote in
favor of the North Atlantic Treaty.
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Senator VANDENBERG. The Senator is entirely correct, and I depend,
so far as I am concerned, upon the current wisdom of the Senate, and
I still have hopes that my friend from Missouri, whose wisdom usually
is so sound, will justify my expectations.
Senator DoNNELL. I thank the Senator for his pleasing statement.
The CHAmMAN. May I say that I regard the Vandenberg resolution
as a statement of principle, a statement of philosophy, which did not
directly commit any Senator to any particular pact or any particular
action, but that it was a clear implication that the Senate subscribed
to the principles therein stated, and would bear those principles in
mind in considering any future action.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to join in the hope of Senator Vandenberg
that the Senator from Missouri will at last see the great white light
and will yield to it and go along with us.
Senator DONNELL. I appreciate very greatly the solitude and very
kindly expressions of my good friends who have just spoken.
COMPARISOX WITH RIO TREA'IT

Mr. Harrison, you mention just a little in your statement that the
North Atlantic Defense Treaty follows the pattern developed by the
20 nations which signed a treaty of alliance in 1947 at Rio de Janeiro.
Have you examined that treaty yourself?
Mr. HARRISON. I have, sir, although I cannot claim to be an expert
on that treaty.
Senator Do:sNF..LL. Do you recall that article 20 of that treaty contains this language [reading]:
Decisions which require the application of measures specified in Article S-

and I may interpolate that among the measures specified in Article 8
is use of armed force-sha 11 be binding UPon all the Signatory States which have rntitled this Trenty.
with the sole exception that no State shall be required to use armed force
without its consent.

Do you recall that provision in the Rio pact?
Mr. H.iruuso:s. Yes, sir.
DETERUENT EFFECT OF TRE.-\'IT

Senator DoN:SELL. )fr. Harrison, you speak about the importanC't'.
or rather the reasouableness, of assuming that the Russian leaders wilJ
be especially reluctant to engage in military adventures if the:· know
that anv·such netion will lead to an immediate head-on collision with
a detc•rininetl. coordinated and well-equipped opposition. Am I correct in imderstnndin~ that the immediaey of the collision. the immediiwy of the opposition. is a very important element in constitutin~
a deterr<>nt against Russia?
::\Ir. HAnn1sox. I would say, sir, not only the immediac:·. but the
fact that th<> Russians would be under no illusions ns to whether the\"
could ~et away with something without going to war. Tlwv woul{l
be deh•rred. I think pnrtieulnrly by the kno\,·ledge that tlien> is a
eon11nitnw11t on the part of the west to resist. in a totnJ way, :un
att~mpts once again to impose the will of :my large nation on sinallt- r
nat 10ns.
0
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Senator DoNNELL. I was particular directing your attention to the
language in your statement, "immediate, head-on collision," et cetera,
and you do regard the fact that Russia would realize that she
would be confronted with an immediate collision is of very great
importance in determinig whether or not the North Atlantic Treaty
would be a deterrent to war or would not.
Mr. ILuuusoN. Yes, sir. Then we would have to decide what we
me.ant by the word "immediate." I mean very simply, if my understanding of this treaty is correct, the nations all have agreed to institute a collective defensive actiDn. I, of course, understand that
the declaration of war is, under our Constitution, a matter for determination by the Cong-ress of the United States. However, I would
assume that the Russians would understand that the Congress of the
United States would have bound itself to make such a declaration
in the event that the Soviet Union showed that it was engaged upon
aggressive action.
Senator DONNELL. In what manner would the Congress of the
United States liave so bound itselH
.Mr. HARRISON. I would have assumed, sir, through the alliance of
the United States with the other nations of western Europe in this
North Atlantic Defense Treaty.
CONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE IN RATIFICATION
Senator DoNNELL. Do you understand that the House of Representatives takes any part in the ratification of this treaty t
Mr. HARRISON. That is not my understanding, but they would, I
assume, take part in any program of military aid.
Senator DoNNELL. This treaty, however, will go into effect so far
as the United States is concerned upon its ratification by the Senate without any necessity of action by the House of Representatives.
Am I correct in that t
Mr. HARRISON. I believe so, sir. The same course would apply to
· implementing the treaty signed at Rio de Janeiro, and I have not
heard any criticism of the agreement made there.
Senator DONNELL. So by your statement that you understand Congress will have bound itself you do not mean that the House of Representatives will have taken any action in approving this treaty 1
Mr. HARRISON. Other than through the action taken in support
of the military aid program, I would assume not.
Senator DONNELL. I am not talking about the military aid program. I mean to say this, that this treaty will go into effect upon
ratifieation by the Senate, will it not¥
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, sir.
Senator DoxxELL. And it is not necessary to secure any action b,v
the House of Representatives in order that the treaty shall be rat1fiecl. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. IIARRifiON. Yes, sir. I would only say that I would also assume. as Senator Vandenberg did, not only the collectiYe wisdom of
the United States Senate in carrying out what had been established
as American policy, but also the collective wisdom of the House of
Representatives.
Senator DoNNELL. I am not sure that I understand quite the applicability of the remark that you ha\'e made, but the point I was ad90614- 49- pt. 3-
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dressing myself to was this: You said that you understood that Congress would have bound itself, and then you s~id .in response to a further question that ~ou understoo!1 that that bmdmg w.ould hav~ ~n
effected by the ratification of this treaty, and I was simply pomtmg
out, as I understand you and I agree, that the ratification of the treaty
is by one branch of the Congress and not the two branches of the
Congress. I am correct in that, am I not¥
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, sir; but I have always assumed from the limit.eel
knowledge that I have of American Government that where the Constitution provides for American policy being determined by only one
branch, that is American policy, not the policy of the LTnited States
Senate.
Senator DONNELL. Perhaps you may have had that assumption but I
return again to the question as to whether or not you understand that
this treaty will go into effect when the Senate ratifies it.
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, I do understand that, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. And you do not understand that the House of
Representatives has any part or parcel in the ratification of the treaty.
I am correct in my understanding¥
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, that is correct, according to our Constitution.
ACTION IN THE EVENT OF AN ARMED ATTACK
Senator DoNNF.LL. Mr. Harrison, in article 5 of the North Atlantic
Treaty, it provides that each of the {>arties agrees that it will assist
the party or parties attacked by tnkrng forthwith such action as it
deems necessary, including the use of armed force.
May I present this illustration to you: Suppose that some military
action of a very pronounced aggressive character should occur: we
will say for illustration that Russia should send a large force, hundreds
of thousands of men, into Norway, we will say, and at the time that
that action was taken Congress was not in session, and it would take
several days before the session should occur, and in the meantime the
President would be advised by his military counselors that instant, or,
to adopt the language in your statement here, immediate, action would
be necessary and advisable in order to prevent Russia just pourinu
over Europe and taking chaqre of her within a few davs. Is the;;
any doubt in your mind as to the power of the President to go right
ahead and take action before Congress comes back here Y
Mr. HARRISON. There is very great doubt in my mind, sir. I say
once again that I nm not an expert. hut I believe it is correct to !'3.V
that, regardless of any provisions of this treaty, the power to declare
war is a congressional power. \Vhen I refer to immediate action I
am talking about the reality that moves the Soviet Union, which is
not a foolish, impulsive, or deluded nation. but which is verv murh
impressed by power and the threat of power, and my point of >iew
is that if the Germans had been aware in 19:38 that there would be
co1icerted military opposition to any move of aggression, I do not
think the question of a day or two or three which it would take to
assemble the Congress would haw mattered. I am talkin« about
delays and evasions that would convince the Soviet Uniou"'that it
<'ould have its way without war, and this says you cannot have your
way without war. Aggression is banned.
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Senator DONNELL. Of course, the question that I asked you was
simply as to whether there was any doubt as to the power of the
President to go ahead under the circumstances I have cited without
Congress commg together, and I understood you to say that there is
serious doubt on that.
Mr. HARRISON. There is serious doubt as to whether the President
could declare war without the Congress, if that is what you mean.
Senator DONNELL. I did not mean that, and that is not what I
asked. Nobody can declare war except the Congress. That is the
Constitution, and it is perfectly clear. The question I asked was
whether there was any doubt in yom· mind as to the power of the
President, under the circumstances I have cited, to take immediate
action by sending bombers or whatever he thinks is necessary over
there to repel that attack, or whether he has to wait until Congress
comes together and debates the question as to whether war should
be declared or declares war without any deb:ite.
Mr. HARRISON. That certainly is a subject to which I would not
give a definitive answer, and I think the answer ought to come from
those who would be responsible for making the decisions at the time.
Senator DONNELL. Do you remember, Mr. Harrison, at the time of
the First World War, as I recall it, Belgium was overrun within a
very few days. Do you recall that 1
Mr. HARRISON. I do, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Of course, we all realize the atomic bomb has
come into existence long subsequent to the situation in the First World
War, and, indeed, was not utilized until the conclusion of the Second
World War. That is correct, is it not~
Mr. HARRISON. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. And the atomic-bomb situation might, in your
judgment, might it not, necessitate much more rapid, quick, and
immediate action on the part of this cow1try to prevent onslaught
and overrunning of Europe than the situation which existed before
the atomic bomb was in existence. Is that not correct~
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, sir. ·
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir, for your very fine
statement.
Mr. Elliott Newcomb, national executive director, AMVETS.
STATEMENT OF ELLIOTT JI. NEWCOMB, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF AMVETS
Mr. NEWCOMB. AMVETS, American Veterans of World War II,
was incorporated by act of ConlP"ess July 23, 1947, and since its earliest
days has held that world peace is its first major objective.
At our national convention in 1948 the following resolution was
passed [reading]:
Continued support of the Marshall plan and encournge the 16 Marshall-plan
European nations which have completed an economic pact to join the military
pact completed by five of these nations, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxemburg,
Brltnln, and France, and enter Into a defensive military arrangement with the
United States.
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It was further resolved:
To encourage the development of regional pacts for collective self-defense In
accordance with article 51 of the United Nations Charter and as contemplated
by the Vandenberg resolution adopted by the United States Senate on June 11,
1948 ( S. Ree. 289).

The above reso]utions clearly indicate the wholehearted support by
AMVETS of the North Atlantic Treaty and all that it envisions in the
way of military commitments and provisions of arms to implement it.
It is also clear as we look back through the resolutions of AMVETS
from its inception that the World War II veterans as represented by
AMVETS realize it is their primary responsibility to make certain
that their every effort shall he behind proposals to keep this country
from repeating the mistakes of history and especially those following
the First World War. History has demonstrated that the United
States cannot ever again hope to remain a1oof from the march of
events in other lands: that when human freedom is threatened by aggressor nations, the United States must help defend those freedoms.
For to paraphrase one of your greatest Americans, the world cannot
exist half slave and half free.
It is therefore a matter only of practical reality to proclaim our
support and commitments in advance. The nations bent on enslaving human beings may think twice before embarking on evil enterprises and will be under no illusions as to the posit10n of the most
powerful country in the world will take.
NEED FOR PACIFIC PACT

But the Atlantic pact is not enough. Once before we looked on
Europe as our far most important problem and as a result suffered an
a]most disastrous attack in the Pacific. We had to spend billions
of do1lars and thousands of American lives as a terrible penalty for our
lack of alertness and perspective in the Pacific.
The veterans of World War II who fought their way from Pearl
Harbor across the jungle islands of the Pacific to the mainland of
Japan, who saw their comrades fall at Tarawa, lwo Jima, Guadalcanal and in the Philippine Islands and myriads of other jungle hells
cannot sit idly by and feel that Europe is our only problem.
The results of an intelligent aggressive foreign policy in Europe are
clearly evident. The Truman Doctrine, the Marshall plan, the Atlantic Pact, these are already producing practical resu]ts. Communism
has been contained in western Europe and is bein~ forced e>en to
retreat, as witness the collapse of the b1ockade of Berlin.
The same firm policy in the Pacific should logically produce similar
constructive results.
AMVETS asks that the United States speedily enact and implC'ment
the North Atlantic Treaty and then proceed immediately to a Pacifil·
pact with those nations of the Pacific who see t}l(' wisdom of mntunl
security pledges similar to those which have already made the :~forth
Atlantic Pact a new beacon of hope for permanent peace.
It may be t.rue that countries in the Pacific have leRs to offer than
European nations as a qnid pro quo in the establishnwnt of n'j!ionnl
defense. But we also know that the march of the ag;rressor 1111tio11
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across the Pacific must ultimately mean then United States will have
to fight again for freedom. Let these aggressors know in advance
that we stand behind the rights of free nations everywhere in the
world. The Pacific nations will be able to resist the pressures of slave
ideologies with greater courage and knowledge under the circumstances no less in the Pacific than in the Atlantic.
As the red tide swe.eps across China, as ships are fired on in the
Yangtze River, as slavery once again begins to engulf a great nation,
we must see the deadlyjarallel-the very same danger that only a few
years ago ignited worl conflict. Only by a consistent policy of firmness can we now contain the same threat.
We know that this hearing is held to discuss the North Atlantic
Treaty, but we think that it should be diRcussed and ratified with full
knowledge that it is only part of the problem, that a similar regional
pact for collective self-defense must be applied to the rest of the free
world in the Pacific before we can settle down safely to the longrange task of permanent peace.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, the committee does, for
your statement.
Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell¥
Senator DoNNELT.. No questions.
The CHAIRllIAN. You are excused, and thank you, sir.
Is :Mrs. Loretta Falsey, national Legislative chairman of the Amer- •
ican War :Mothers, present j
Mrs. FALSEY. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF MRS. LORETTA FALSEY, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN WAR MOTHERS

Mrs. FALSEY. We are a group, a large ~roup, chartered by Congress
in, I believe, 192a, and the World War II mothers were admitted in
1943. I am their national legislative chairman. We are affiliated
with the Women's Patriotic Conference for National Defense, which
is composed of ;{5 organizations. Once a year we come to be instructed by the Congressmen and Senators, and what we say we get
from you, in a way.
I was not going to make any statement on the North Atlantic Pact
because its need seemed so self-evident, but when reading of the
projected letting down of the Berlin blockade I felt that 1t was a
maneuver, so to speak, to stymie or at least delete some of the force
from the North Atlantic Pact. I was afraid they would get the
American people saying, "Well, why bother~ And it costs so much."
And you know that can go on for days and days until the correct
moment is past.
So. well vested with all my people's approval and carte blanche,
I wish to put our organization on record as being for the North Atlantic Pact, wherever it may lead, through the wisdom of our Senate,
and if any future events should bring it into Congress, where naturally
they will have to raise the money for this, I assume that they will
understand that they have our fullest support.
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ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN WAR MOTHERS

I have 550 active legislative chairmen under me, and I have so much
writing to do that I have it printed and put in a magazine which is
mailed all over the United States.
We are much opposed to pressuring our good Congress. That we
wish understood from the very start. We deplore the fact that the
Nation's business has so much of a back-door gossipy thing to it. I
think it depletes the dignity of our great national policies to have so
much paltry, paltry opinion given. We have in our National Capital
gentlemen from the States who come to Washington, and gradually
they have become the core and heart of the entire universe, and with
that in mind I come here with a great deal of temerity and a great
deal of respect, and all of my women were thrilled to death to think
that I could come to speak before men who are truly trying to lead
the world out of its self-made morass. It actually has brought on
its own troubles.
Just in little Connecticut we have among our membership two
mothers with eight sons in the war. That will give you an idea of how
our total suffermg was. You go through travail of that kind, and,
our country being nonempire building, we came home. The only
way we can make our influence felt in the world is to make it like our
country in this way: We are so strong nobody dares attack us, not
through love of us, not through fear of us, :perhaps, but because they
. think it is pretty unwise, and if we make it unwise to attack small
nations in Europe, and later small nations in Asia, I think we will
have succeeded and put an end to thousands of years of inevitable .
wars.
The American War Mothers are waiting to change their title from
American War Mothers to something else, and we hope this is the
very dawn of such a hope. We are definitely on record as being in
favor of it, and we hope there won't be too much talk about how
much it costs, because it cost American mothers more than anyone C&D
compute.
I thank you gentlemen.
The CHAmMAN. We are very much obliged to you. Your organization is for the ratification of this treaty¥
Mrs. F ALSEY. Definitely; unqualifiedly.
The CuAmMAN. We thank you for your very fine statement.
Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Alexander Stewart, Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom.
STATEMENT OF MRS. ALEXABDER STEWART, WOMEN'S IBTElUIA·
TIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE ABD FREEDOll

Mrs. STEWART. My name is Mrs. Alexander Stewart, 625 FulJerton
Parkway, Chicago. During the congressional session I am in Washinron most of the time following legislation of concern to the Women s Intemational League for Peace and Freedom. As president of
the United States section of the WILPF, I represent one national
section of an international organization having sections and members
in 34 countries. The Women's International League for Peace and
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Freedom is one of the nongovernmental organizations given consultative status B by the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations.
In order that you may have in the record a statement of the principles and policies of tins organization, I am including the statement
adopted at our annual meeting in Hartford, Conn., just last week:
PRINCIPLES

The Women's International League for Peace and Freedom was
founded in 1915 in the midst of the First World War. Jane Addams
became its first international president and held this office until her
death. Throughout its history the league has maintained a policy
and a program consistent with the ~deas of its founders. As an international arid an interracial organization, its aim is to work by nonviolent means for the establishment of those political, economic, and
psychological conditions both at home and abroad which can assure
peace and freedom.
POLICIF.8

The Women·s International League for Peace and Freedom, United
State.'> Section, believes in the cooperation of all groups and nations in
establishing just law and social well-being as a foundation for international and.domestic peace. We believe that the most effective means
by which free peoP.Je may maint!J.in free institutions lie in a positive
program which will safeguard human rights, enrich human living,
and utilize material resources for peace.
STATEMENT ON ATLANTIC PACT

As an international organization, many questions arise in our minds
concerning the North Atlantic Pact. One of the important questions
is, "What will be the effect of the pact on the United Nations~"
At the annual meeting we adopted this statement [reading]:
Throughout the 34 years of Its existence, the League has stood for a strong
International organization, functioning democratically within the framework of
luw, as essential to lasting peace. We hope that the UN represents the first stage
of such an organization and ss su<'h we give it our full support. We believe that
the present weakness and Inadequacy of the UN le due In large part to the climate
of fear and distrust within whleh the member states struggled for their national
objectives. The urgent tosk of today Is to create the climate In which the states
will cooperate to strengthen lntern11tlon11l organization, and as rapidly as passlble, transform the UN Into a world government.
Loyalty to the UN demands acceptan<'e and hnplementation of Its dectslons
by the member states. The ret'Ord of the United States In this regard Is unsatisfactory. The European recovery plan almost entirely by-passed the UN.
'The Atlantic pact Is a further blow to the health of the UN, among other reasons
because it deepens the chasm between the West and the Soviet Union and Involves
a return to balance of power, Instead of colle<'tlve se<>urlty within the framework
of the UN. l!rgent attention should ht> given to securing UN control of armaments and the provision of a UN constabulary, eo that the community of nations
may not become the vktim of national policy.
The League has long supported International cooperation on both a regional
and world basis, but has maintained that regional unions should be structures
for e<>onomlc and polltkal <'ooperatlou and not mllitary alliances. They should
grow from within and not be Imposed from without so that their chara<..1er would
represent tbe views and trends of their ronstltuent parts. We therefore oppose
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the direction that has been given to European Union by the North Atlantic
Pact and the arms bill.
We believe that the North Atlantic Military Alliance wlll interfere with tbe
constructive work of the European recovery program and by diverting men.
money and strategic materials necessary for economic recovery to military purposes will delay, It not prevent entirely, the corning of the day when Europe
will be back on its feet. Adequate reconstruction and rearmament cannot coexist. .Judging by past experience, when the choke has to be made between
allocating strategic materials to the necessities ot dally lite or to the needs of
a military alliance, the latter stands to gain at the expense of the former.
MEETINGS OF THE WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE

It has been my privilege to go to Europe twice since the end of
w·orld "rar II, and it is my plan to go again this summer. Our
organization held its tenth internationn l congrl'ss in Luxemburg in
1946 when our women came together for the first time since 1937 when
they met in Czechoslovakia. This was a deeply moving experience
that I shall never forget, when these women met for the first time
after 9 years during which many of them had been in prison or concentration camps, or had lost families and personal possessions. Still
they met united by the theme, "A new world order." They were
challenged by the words of our honorary international president,
Emily Greene Balch, Xobel Peace Award winner, who said:
'l'his is a new ehapter in the history of the Women's Interuation:ll League in
which the members would continue to he pioneers as Ion~ as it Is needful.

Last summer in Geneva, I served as one of two consultative members
of the United States section to the international executive committee_
The opening day, July 7, 1948, I clipped from the front page of the
Paris edition of the New York Herald-Tribune an article bv James
M. Minifie, the headline of which read, "Europeans, United States,
confer on defense. Major move is due in the cold war. Western union
meeting on Vandenberg plan studies America's role." The article
went on to describe the Vandenberg resolution, which passed the
Senate on June 11, 1948, and suggested the beginning:s of what we
now call the North Atlantic Pact. This article implied that we were
asking: how many mi11ions of dollars the 'Vestern Powers could put
into the rearming of Europe, and were suggesting that the United
States would foot the rest of the bill, which we are now discovering
will probably be several billions of dollars over a period of years.
The last three sentences of the article are especially revealing
[reading]:
This would almost certainly take into account the practicability of the l7nlted
States furnishing len.d-lease materials and equipment to bnlld np the military
forces of the western alllance. The propo!lals ultimately worked out are scheduled to come up for decision about the time the next Oongress a!lllembl~ in
January. They would then be a leading "must" on the agenda of the Elgbt;fflrst Congress.
COST OF REARMAMENT

I wish I could adequately portray, Mr. Chairman, the reactions of
the women present. Remember that many of them had spent. months
or years in prisons and concentration camps, or had lived under occupation. I believe our organization was the first organization to ~
out against the North Atlantic Pact and the accompanying arms bill
They spoke as women to women out of the agony of seeing so much
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of what they had struggled to try to create, a world of peace and freedom, destroyed. They said in effect to us, "Are you m America insane? Do you think that Europe can put millions of dollars (it is
now estimated in billions) into a rearmament program when we still
do not have enough to eat, when we still do not have sufficient clothing,
and when we have not begun to rebuild the millions of homes, hospitals, schools, and churches destroyed during the wad We will go
back to our governments and say to our leaders that together we must
find another way to solve our problems. * * • We believe that
this plan means increasing the tensions between east and west, and
that it will weaken, if not ultimately destroy, the United Nations, because it means the arming of nations within the United Nations
against each other. We believe that it was never the real intent of
the UN Charter to arm nations within the UN against each other.
We fear Russia, but we fear also the day when our manpower, money,
and resources will be taken from the European recovery program,
which has just begun, and used for rearmament.
Gentlemen, you have had many distinguished witnesses before your
committee-high governmental officials, military experts, leaders of
many organizations--whose experience has been wide and whose sincerity I do not question. Some of them have been proponents, some
have been opponents, of the North Atlantic Pact. However, as I have
listened to them or read their testimony, I have been struck again and
again with the emphasis so often put upon military weapons, rather
than the processes of reason, understanding, reconciliation, government, and law, as a solution, stop-gap or long-run.
NATIONAL DEFENSE AND THE TREA'IT

The CHAmMAN. If a nation makes an armed attack on you with
arms in its hands, how are going to argue with it~
Mrs. STEWART. We have a period now when there is choice, isn't
there, Senator! I think both Russia and we have a tendency to put
all the blame on the other nation. Each side blames the other, and
makes it more or less solely responsible. Actually there is an area of
freedom of choice left to work for peace on other than military
lines.
The CHAmMAN. There is no freedom of choice if a nation has an
armed attack made on it by another nation. What choice has it, except to lie down or fight Y I am talking about the event of an armed
attack, and that is the only time this treaty is effective, when a nation
makes an armed attack on you. What are you going to do, say, "Wait
a minute; I want to argue about this" Y
Mrs. STEW ART. I would have to answer in two ways: Whether you
have attacks or not, if some major nation of Europe is involved, or
our interests are involved in some country, whether it is a small or
large country, the chances are that we would go to war. But we do
have a period now.
The CHAmMAN. We are meeting in Paris, trying to iron out these
things in peace. They are going to meet on the 23d.
·
Mrs. STEWART. I approve of that. Our organization has always
urged .a meeting at top levels,. and also at the Jlongov.ernme.utal level
between people, leaders of church, education, farm, business, labor,
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and so on. We would say that would be one of the processes to use
now.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve are using it now.
Go ahead, though, with your statement. I won't interrupt you any
more.
Mrs. STEWART. It seems to me that we have not squarely faced
the fact that the primary problems of Europe are economic, psychological, and political, and not military. We are in danger of trying to
solve them by military procedures which cannot answer the net>d.
UNJVERSAL DESIRE FOR P:t:,\CE

May I illustrate? I should like to record some of the reactions I
got in Europe as I visited seYeral countries and talked to th3 t:ommon
people-teachers, ministers, youth, mothers. social workers, some officials-about their hopes and fears. I was as far east as Czechoslovakia
both in 1946 and 1948.
As an ordained Methodist minister my!';elf, I preached in sev~ml
churches in Prague in 1946 and went back to visit them in August
1948. A meeting was arranged in Prague sponsored by the Methodist
women, YWCA, and WILPF, so that m:v husband, the Reverend
Alexander Stewart, and I might speak. 'Ve discussed our common
problems and discovered many areas of agreement and understanding.
Questions were asked and even criticisms offered of some of their
Government's policies. But the si~ificant thing was that there was
an earnest expression of a desire to keep in touch with us. The chairman, who is a very responsible person and whom I have known for
a number of· years, said:
You are doves of peace who have come from America. We want you to carry
bal'k our good wishes to the American people. Tell them we believe we can
find ways of working together. Tell them that we want to be a bridge of
understanding between east and west, not a battleground for a futile war.
Tell them we believe that, giYen time, and If Russia and the UnltNl l'tatt>S
can ease the tension between themseh·es, we can work out satisfactory solutions
to our problems.

As our international summer school in Schiers, Switzerland, where
young people and adults joined to study the meaning of democracy,
peace, and freedom, we had loni:? and searching discussions. One dav
a Danish youth, distressed by the bitterness and fut.ility of his World
War II experiences, expressed his despair over creating the will to
peace in the midst of so much preparation for war. Now I can bear
disillusionment amon~ adults, but it is hard to see it. so wide-spread
among youth-( though I can understand why i~ might b~ so). I appealed to these young people to go back to their countries and help
create the conditions for peace and freedom, citing things we '~ere
doing in America. One of them questioned me by saying:
What does your former Governor Earle of Pennsylvania mean when be 8818.
"What America should do is go around the worlrl with an atom bomb In one
band and the Cross of Christ In the other and let the nations decide which they
want dropped upon them?" We do not think that sounds Yery peace loving.

I answered by telling them of t.he pence planes that flew from California to Washington, D. C.• last year; the peace train that started
from t.he west coast; the 138 miniRters who dropped everythillJ! in
response to a telegram to come to Washington to discuss alternatives
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to war, and the many thousands of letters that Americans had written
expressing faith in another way than war.
.
When I had finished a Czech youth rose and said:
You are a different voice of America than we have heard before. We did not
know there were so many peop(e In America who really cared.

There were numerous experiences like this-an outpouring of hopes
and prayers for peace--wliile more billions of dollars are being spent
on the latest weapons of mass destruction and more youth are put
under arms in peacetime. Some place, some time the trend will have to
be reversed. The greatest danger lies in preparing for war instead
of preventing war~
In Germany I was asked to broadcast to the German women in .
German. The woman broadcaster was particularly interested in two
things about me, which she said would mean much to the German
women-the fact that I was an ordained minister, since women have
very little or no official posit.ion in the German church, an<l the fact
that my work in Washington had included active opposition to peacetime conscription. She said that the German women felt that universal military training had been one of their causes of wars and the
growth of mihtarism. They would be glad to know that the American
women were aware of this, and doii1g something politically to prevent
a similar development in America.
A frequent question that has been asked in this eountry is, "Have
pressures been put on other countries to join the .North Atlantic Pact Y"
:SORWEGL\N

REACTIO~

TO THE PACT

Last January, our United States section received a cable during our
midwinter national board meeting in Delaware, Ohio, saying:
~orwegian section Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
against Atlantic Pact. Will split Scandinavia and the Nol'wegian People. Means
vote of censure to U~. Can you help us?
NoawEoIAN SECTION, WILPF,
ALNAEB, Cllairmaii.

'Ve have been investigating this. I quote from a letter of April
19, 1V49, from Oslo, signed by Aasny Alnaes, president of the Nor-

wegian section of the WILPF, whom I met at Geneva [reading]:

Before joining the ~ortb Atlantic Pact the three Scandinavian countries tried
to form an lnter-Scundinavlan pact of defense. trying in this way to rest Independent of the policy of the hig powel's. While this pact was discussed and·
tried to be estnhlished, we had news from America that the United States
would not sell arms to Scandinavia If Scandinavia did not join the Atlantic
Pact. This is what has oiliclally bPPn said of pressure here In Norway and, of
course, we cannot b1ve other facts than the official ones.

The Scandinavian people were led to believe that if they did not
sign the pact, they would be ineligible to buy arms from the United
Stat~.

This is at least one example of the uneasiness of some non-Communist citizens in Norway who certainly got the impression through
their own fress that the United Stat~ worild deny shipment of anus.
Some o you may ha"\'e seen the article in the Washington Post
during February 1949, announcing the fact that 1,500 Norwegians
demonstrated outside the Parliament building against the signing of
the pact. One of the banners carried read, "1Ve want peace--not
east, nor west."
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The leader, Miss Marie Lous-Mohr, our international co-chairman,
is a school teacher who refused to follow Hitler's edict and spent 28
moi1ths in Grini concentration camp, 18 of them in solitary confinement. I well remember her statement to us at Luxemburg in 1946.
when without bitterness or resentment, she said? "'Ve must not dwell
upon the tragedies of the past. We must go back into the schoolroom
and teach the children and youth to build bridges of understanding
and friendship between the nations."
·
I wish to have put in the record the report of the Norwegian section
on the problem of Norway's joining the Atlantic Union. contained
in the international letter No. 18, mailed from the WILPF International Headquarters, 12 Rue du Vieux-College, Geneva, Switzerland.
( lriternational letter No. 18, referred to, is as follows:)
[Contained In the International letter No. 18 malled from Women's International Le.ape
tor Peace and Freedom-International Headquarters, 12 Rue du Vleux-Collece. Geneva.
Switzerland)
REPoBT OF THE NOBW!lOIAN SECTION ON TBE PlloBLEM

ATLAl'fTic

or

NOBWAY's JOINING nm

UNION

The preliminary work of our foreign department regarding the question If
Norway would like to have an Invitation from the United States of America to
Join the Atlantic union has been carried out very silently, and if yon had been
in Norway a month ago, yon would have thought that everybody would like sncb
an Invitation. But when the question became acute through the conferences
between the three Scandinavian countries, people began to realise at last what
was going on.
Swedish newspapers then began to deal with the problem of a defensive Scandinavian union, and It turned out that the three Scandinavian countries had
different opinions regarding the backgTound and foundation of such a union.
Sweden claimed that It ought to be a Scandinavian union without connection with
the Atlantic union. while Norway was of the opinion that our geographical position (Norway lies on the Atlantic) made us de~dent on the Atlantic union,
and that we are especially dependent economically on the United States of
America and cannot procure the necessary armaments without her help. Denmark ls also absolutely In favor of a Scandinavian union, and worked clever)1
to bring together the dtirerent points of view of Sweden and Norway.
The Norwegian section of the WILPF sent a note of protest to the Govern·
ment, pointing out that the people of Norway bad not been thoroughly Informed
of the negotiations and claiming that, In accordance with the democratic principles of our Constitution, no decision regarding a military union with the United
States of America can be taken before all Its consequences were put before the
Norwegian people to give them the opportunity of discussing the problem.
In order to give the people the chance of such a discussion, the Norwegian
section of the league arranged a public meeting with a prominent speaker for
the Atlantic Union and one against it. The meeting was crowded, and a number
of prominent men spoke against the union, among them Professor Lelv Kreybel'(
(whose pamphlet, the Biological E1rects of the Atomic Bomb, bas been distributed
by us). At the meeting one of the representatives of the Labor Purty ot our
Parliament also spoke against the Atlantic union, and It turned out that there
was a strong division of opinion among members of the Labor Party in the Parlla·
ment as well as In the Government Itself. After the meeting, there was a vivid
discussion In all the newspaperi< ns well as evt>rywhere where people met. and we
were said to have "Incised the abscess."
To proclaim our own opinion. the Norwegian section, in cooperation with the
Norwegian Peace Council and the Norwegian Group of War Resisters, called a
meeting lo one of the biggest picture houses at Oslo, where sb prominent speak·
ers spoke against the Atlantic union. It turned out to be of overwhelming in·
terest, and, with more than 1,300 against 50 votes, the following resolution was
passed:
"To the Norwegian. Govern.men.I:
"We oppose Norway's joining the Atlantic union because we believe that this
step will enlarge the cleft between east and west and thereby Increase the dan-
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ger of war; because It will spit Scandinavia as well as the Norwegian people;
because It will mean a vote of censure to the UN.
"We are of the opinion that Scandinavia ought to lead the way to a peaceful
settlement of all International conflicts and strengthen the United Nations.
"It the negotiations with our Scandinavian neighbors, on a common basis,
should not be successful, the Norwegian people mu11t be given time to get thorough
Information so that Norway's next move on her problem of defense will be well
ron11ldered.
·
..We were Informed that the most we could obtain at the moment was a delay
of the decision concerning the Atlantic Union. The negotiations with our Scandinavian neighbors were not successful. Sweden was not inYolYed In the Second
World War and belleYes that, by lt>adlng a policy of strict neutrality, she will
manage not to be Involved In a contingent world war, and that joining the
Atlantic Union will Increase the danger that all Scandinavian countries may oe
involved In a contingent war.
"Fortunately, however, the Norwegian Government has decided that more background material must be procured before a decision can be taken on the qlfestlon
if Norway would like to have any invitation .
..Another very strong reason for not wishing to join the Union Is that Norway
has common borders with the U. S. S. R., and that we fear that such a Union
wllJ be a provocation against a country with which we have never been at war.
"As long as Norway bas been a free country, our policy bas been that of absolute neutrality. We were occupied In the Second World War because of mis·
calculations, and we cannot see why we should attach ourselves to any of the
big powers now, thus giving up every chance of conducting our traditional
policy of neutrality.
"These are some of the reasons for which we believe It will be a great danger
for our c.-ountry to join the Atlantic Union. Later, after the other aspects of the
p~oblem wlll have been dee.It with, I wm send you a supplementary report, but
hope that this will give our coworkers a picture of what Is going on In Norway.
We would like our American and British sections to deal with the questions and
to see bow tht>y can help us.
".AASNEY .Al.NAES."

Mrs. STEWART. I would like to mention a sentence out of that statement. She comments on the preliminary work of their foreign department, somewhat like yours. She says [reading]:
The preliminary work of our foreign department regarding the question tf
'.'iiorway would like to have an invitation from the United State11 of America to
join the Atlantic Union has been carried out very silently, and If you had been
in Norway a month ago, you would have thought that everybody would like
!<UCh an inYitatlon. But when the question became acute through the conferences
betw~n the three Scandinavian countries, people began to reall?.e at last what
was going on.

Then, further along, she seeaks about the meetings that she held,
in whieh there was great division of opinion among members of the
Lnbor Party in the Parliament as well as in the Government itself.
After the meeting there was quite a bit of discussion in all the newspapers as well as everywhere where people met, and we were said,
because the ·women's International League for Pence and Freedom
hnd initiated the discussion, to have "incised the abscess." which, I
think, is a rather interesting term about a thing that means so much
to people.
Then they held a meeting where about 1,400 people attended, and
1.:~00 \:oted against the pact and 50 for it, and they passed a resolution
which I am putting in the record. The last sentence which I would
like to quote from that is:
Another very strong reason for not wishing to join the union Is that Norway
has common borders with the U. S. S. R., and that we ft>ar thut such a union will
be a pr°'·ocatlon against a country with which we ne,·er have been ut war.
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OTHER JlEGIONAL PACTS

Then I would like to comment on one other thing before closing,
and that is, ""\Vhat are some of the alternatives 1" I did want to ask
a question abont the possibility of other regional pacts. I understand from this book here on the Atlantic Pact, by Hoskins, of the
Legislative Reference Service. which contains a chapter on "Proposals for Other Regional Pacts," that if this pact is ratified it means
further pacts.
·
·
The CHAIRMAN. There is nobody who bas any authority to make
any such statement as that.
Mrs. STEWART. This is from the Legislative Reference Service.
The CHAIRMAN. It does not matter who it is from. It has no
authority to speak for the Congress, the Senate, the President, or
anybody else.
Mrs. STEwART. I hope very much this is not going to be. I hoee
very much we will find a substitute for the present North Atlantic
Pact, but it makes here a rather significant statement that I think
American people ought to know, that a Mediterranean Pact at least
is being discussed, as the North Atlantic Pact was discussed all fall.
The CHAIRMAN. We are discussinj! the North Atlantic Pact now.
We are not going out talking aLout what we are going to clo 10 years
from now.
Mrs. STEwART. This sentence suggests:
Although a Mediterranean Pact has not passed beyond an early stage of discussion, it is difficult not to suppose that some kind of defeusive arrangement
for parts or all of that area will receive attention once the North Atlantic Pact
I& an accomplished fact.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the statement of one man, supposed to be
in the Legislative Reference Service. He is not in the Congress of the
United States, he is not the President of the United States, but, of
course, you are glad to pick up any crumb there that would indicate
opposition to the present Treaty. We are just discussing the North
Atlantic Treaty now.
Mrs. STEWART. Of course, Senator, isn't the fact that 12 countries
are included in the North Atlnntic Pact going to raise questfonsf
Others are asking to come in.
The CHAIRMAN. We always have questions raised.
Mrs. STEWART. Doesn't it also mean that there may be the dan~r of
countries outside either the Russian orbit or ours wanting to get m ¥
The CHAIRMAN. Of course they may, but that does not mean we are
going to do it.
IMPLEMENTATION WITH

MILITARY

MANPOWER

Mrs. STEwART. Then, another point I should like to take up for
serious consideration is the implementation in terms of troops. There
is still uneasiness and confusion as to what is implied. For example~
Capt. B. H. Liddell Hart, former military editor of the Encyclopedia Brittanica, and one of Britain's outstanding military anafysts.
in the New Republic for February 14, 1949, after giving his estimate
of the current military strength of the pact countries. comments on
what he thinks the military defense of Europe would require. If
the military strength of Europe is to be built up, according to Cap-
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tain Hart it would probably mean a considerable increase in the
number of professional soldiers to form operational forces either by
the incorporation of Germans into the western union forces or by
stationing a large American land fo1·ce permanently in Europe.
'Vould this also mean permanent peacetime conscription in the
United States?
The WILPF, United States section and internationally, has opposer!
the conscription of youth and would call your attention to this added
implication commonly overlooked by many.
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PACT

'Vhat are the alternatives to a North •Atlantic Pact as a means of
insuring peace 1
We have already suggested a number of them as we have asked these
questions. They may be summed up in these three points, similar to
those in our letter to the New York Times, April 18, 1949, and the
Washington Post, April 17, 1949.
1. The building up of democracy in our own country through
adequate housing, educational facilities, health programs, and safoguards for civil rights and civil liberties at home and abroad.
Justice William 0. Douglas, of the United States Supreme Court,
advocated the adoption of a "positive aggressive program" to fight
Soviet idealo1-.ry both domestically and abroad, the New York Times of
February 19 reported. He said [reading]:
The real victory over. communism will be won In the factories and rice tlell\s
of the world, rather than on the battlefields. • • • The fight against CON·
munism depends for Its ultimate 11ucc.oess on the people of the various nations,
not on their governments.

2. Using the United Nations and its specialized agencies, FAO,
WHO, ITO, and so forth, to their fullest capacities for cooperative
policies to meet the economic and cultural needs of the world's peoples.
If we were saved the expense of arming ourselves and our allies, we
could afford to carry out the President's proposal for building up the
undeveloped areas of the world.
3. Supporting the United Nations Assembly's proposal for world
disarmament under international law.
We believe that such a positive program would bring hope and courage to the world's people and usher in a new era of peace and prosperity
for all the nations.
Gentlemen, your committee has a great responsibility, and you are
conscientiously trying to find a solution to the world's ills. As you
weigh the best way to assure security, may you remember thene
"stru~glers for peace"-the common people of the earth who will be
the victims of atom bombs, germs that know no national boundarie3,
guided missiles, and stellar platforms. They are the ones about whom
De Nouy wrote in Human Destiny. He has sug~sted that through
the long steps upward from one-cell life to many-celled life, from plant
to animal, from animal to consciousness, from consciousness to consciencethe uncomfortable nonadapting ones that kept struggling and wouldn't give up
were the ones to etrect the transitions.

The women of the WILPF are not alone in this struggle for peace.
Countless other women and men share with them a determination to
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find a way other than the North Atlantic Pact and its accompanying
arms bill to meet present world needs.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your statement.
Senator Donnell~
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. You are excused.
Mrs. Jane Hayford, of WOMAN, Inc., of New York City.
How long is your statement, Mrs. Hayford~
Mrs. HAYFORD. About 5 minutes.
STATEMENT OF MRS. 1.ANE L. HAYFORD, DIRECTOR OF WORLD
ORGANIZATION OP MOTHERS OF ALL NATIONS

Mrs. HAYFORD. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, my name is Jane L.
Hayford. I am here to testify concerning the North Atlantic Treatv
in ~half of WOMAN, Inc., the World Organization of Mothers
of All Nations.
•
Our chairman, Miss Dorothy Thompson, would have been here to
testify on our behalf, but since she is in Europe, I represent her.
SUPPORT

FOR TREATY

AND

PROPER IMPLEMENTATION

The necessity for firm, swift, united action of peace-loving nations
to avert the rising threat of a third world war justifies the North
Atlantic Treaty. We, therefore, favor the ratification of the treaty.
t-ven though we are far from being satisfied with it. There exist certain grave deficiencies in the treaty, which we hope will be remedied
when the treaty is implemented. The treaty as it now stands may lull
the peoples of the United States and Europe into a false sense of security-an American Maginot line. Furthermore, by excluding Russia from the pact under any conditions, the treaty merely intensifies
the atomic threat and the armament race, and fails to offer any solution
ot.her than eventual war.
Many feel that the North Atlantic Pact is but a military alliance
and even a menace to peace. But after viewing the possibilities
inherent in it we can see it if properly implemented, as the nucleus
for the strengthening of the United Nations, setting up under article
51, not only a defense mechanism for collective security but also a
world pact uder a higher law-a law against aggression and preparation for aggression-with a court of justice to mterpret that la,v, and
a police force to enforce it.
Humanity has twice in this twentieth century attempted to establish
an effective international authority to restrain aggressors. We must
not repeat in the structure of the Atlantic Treaty the same tragic
errors that wrecked the League of Nations and now paralyze the Security Council of the United Nations. For the third and perhaps last
time there exists a historic opportunity for the United States to help
e1·eate through the Atlantic Treaty now, ana subsequently throu~h :\
revised United Nations. an international or~anization of irresistible
spiritual. legal, and military authority~ so designed that no peuceful
nation, whatHer its form of government. may be exduded or threat<>ned; and that no gon>rnment may be permitted to arm for aggre~.;ion
or attaek u divided wol'ld with any chance of success.
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WOMAN, Inc., together with many other national organizations, feel that the answer to the weaknesses in the treaty does not lie
in defeating the Atlantic Pact but in implementing it, and placing it
on a more effective plane of action.
We therefore urge the Foreign Relations Committee to include in
its report on the North Atlantic Treaty two recommendations dealing
with its implementation:
First, we urge the establishment within the Atlantic Pact of a workable, veto-free defense authority with its own volunteer emergency
force to meet armed attacks.
REVISION

OF UN CHARllR

Second, we urge WOM.\N's demands for the revision of the
Unite<l Nations Charter so as to make the Atlantic Pact unnecessary,
eventually. These specific demands are:
1. Abolition of the veto in defined matters of aggression.
2. Etfective control of atomic energy and quota limitation of all
other important weapons.
3. Establishment of an international police force. We prefer to
revise the United Nations Charter, with Soviet Russia, if at all pos- ·
sible, in accordance with articles 108 and 109; but should Russia veto
these proposals for revision of the United Nations Charter, then our
Government should move under article 51 of the UN Charter to extend
the Atlantic Pact into a world pact, under a proper world authority
and backed up by an international police force.
I nm a mother of four sons, and I feel that I express the opinion of
the great majority of mothers, as well as of our organization, when
I say that we want to make it clear to all that we are opposed just
as emphatically to a preventative war against Soviet Russia as we are
opposed to appeasement of Russia. The American nation must complete her historic mission, twice attempted, and we must help establish
m our world of atomic power and power-politics chaos a world authority under a higher law, with a world judge and a world policeman
against aggressors everywhere.
The CHAIRMAN. You are for the pact?
~frs. HAYFORD. I am for the pact if implemented.
The CHAIRllAN. I understand your statement.
Senator Vandenberg1
Senator VANDENBF.RG. No questions.
The CHMRllAN. Senator Donnell~
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
Tlte CHAIRllAN. Thank you very much. You are excused.
!\fr. Charles LaFollette, representing Americans for Democratic
Action.
You are a former Member of Congress, are you not¥
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. I am a former Member of Congress from the
Eighth District of Indiana.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to hear your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHAB.LES M. LaFOLLETTE, REPRESENTING
AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION
Mr. LAFOU.ETI'E. My name is Charles M. LaFollette. I am here
today to present the views of Americans for Democratic Action on the
90614~49~pt. ~9
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North Atlantic Treaty. Americans for Democratic Action is, as you
know, an independent political organization dedicated to the achievement of freedom and security for all people everywhere. We believe
that all forms of totalitarianism, includmg communism, are incompatible with these objectives. We welcome as members of ADA only
those whose devotion to the principles of freedom is un<J.ualified.
ADA is aware of the great complexities of international problems
and we do not claim that we have all the answers to the troubles which
beset the world. We have given our full support to the major objectives of American foreign policy. But we have insisted that the
strength and J?rosperity of this Nation must be used primarilv to
restore the soCial and economic health of a broken world. w·e ha Ye
a deep faith in this country's capacity to reach and maintain a level
of full employment and full production which will insure our co11tinued prosperity and enable us to fulfill our promises and obligations
to the democratic nations of the world. We recognize that the progress of economic and political aid to other nations cannot succeed
except in an atmosphere of personal and national security; that we
must help the world achieve freedom from fear.
SUPPORT FOR TREATY AND IMPLEllENTDW LEGISLATIO:S

We favor the ratification of the Atlantic Treaty. We believe that
the pact must be ~iven substance by the subsequent approvnl of military assistance. But we insist that economic and pohtical aid mu:<t
be our first line of defense.
Four months ago I resigned as rnited States military g-ovemor of
lVuertemberg-Iladen and I would like to first make a few obset·vations on the question of the relationship of the North Atlantic Pact
to Germany. Naturally the whole question of the pact arose after my
return to this country. Ilut I feel that I know the German people Wl•ll
enough to gage their reactions both in military and political terms.
It 1s not too wild or reckless prediction on the outcome of the Paris
Conference to assume that if there should emerge a united Germany
Russia will not agree to including it within the Atlnntic Trenty any
more than we will permit it to join the Comintern. If n situation
comparable to the status quo should emerge, Wl'stern Germany would
not want to join in the treaty, and there would be no valid 1~ason whv ,
the treaty nations should want to include it.
· '
It seems reasonable to believe that if Russia burst out of the Comin· ,
tem, she would not make a piecemeal thrust to the Rhine, but wouM
surge toward the North Sea or Atlantic coast. We-not Germnnvwould be her ultimate goal if the Soviet is bent on destruction <;fa ~
conflictin~ ideology and our political and economic system. If we ;
accept tins premise, then the Atlantic Treaty, implemented to pennit '
the signatories to increase their military strength, would be tremen·
dously reassuring to the Germans. The pact, given substance by military aid, would force Russia to weigh carefu1ly the great cost of a ,
thrust beyond the Rhine. Why overrun Germauv, which wouM '
neither provide protection from defensive counterbombing nor achieve I
a result valuable enough to justify a wad
/
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};t't'ECT OF TREATY ON GERMANY

As to the political effect of the pact on Germany, if I were a German,
I would consider that the ratification of the treaty not only gave me
my greatest chance to win freedom from aggression, but that it proved
that objective of the United States is to strengthen, preserve, and foster
the develorment of democratic living.
The ratification of the treaty must be coupled, however, with an occupation policy which would convince the Germans that we mean what
we say about democracy. We must prove to the Germans who want
a democratic Germany that our policies are directed toward the development of equal economic as well as political opportunity. Our policy
must not be so reactionary that it will either subject the German
workers and farmers to domestic exploiters and totalitarians or drive
them into the Communist camp in a desperate escape from such
exploitation.
FREEDOM FROM AGGRESSION

.Americans for Democratic Action believe that the North Atlantic
Pact is a logical step in the development of a foreign policy which
gradually took shape following President Hoosevelt's famous speech
of October 5, 1937, calling for a quarantine of the aggressors. In that
speech President Roosevelt enunciated the right of all nations to
freedom from external aggression.
I think it is proper to int~rpolate here thnt a position in favor of the
ratification of the pact was taken by the convention of Americans for
Democratic Action held on February 10 of this year. Of course, I
don't make the implication that there might not be individual members who might not agree with the majority action, and for that reason
I feel, as a member-I am not on any official body-that I am justified
in saying that an overwhelming maJority of the members are m favor
of the position which you find in my statement.
Perhnps the first and certainly most dramatic postwar application
of this principle of the right of all nations to freedom from external
aggression was the undertaking of the Greek-aid program. We regret
that the objectives of that program have not been fully achieved, primarily because we have failed to press for essential reforms in Greece.
But ADA is fully in accord with the principle of freedom from aggression of which that policy is based and with the European recovery
program, which has supplied the basis for a positive and constructive
United States poliey in Europe.
·we have vigorously opposed those who have challenged every step
in the development of United States foreipt policy as a deliberate
ntt.empt to bypass the United Nations. We believe that the American
people have come to recognize the source of this kind of inspired criticism. It is also interesting to note that the chief critics of the pact are
the extremists of the left and right-the natural enemies of democracy
in all parts of the world.
UNITED NATIONS AND THE PACI'

On the other hand, the pact is stron~ly supported by the vast majority of the trade-unions and non-Communist lihernls. It is onr conviction that the pn<'t is in clear conformity with both the spirit and the
letter of the Unitt>d Nations Ch'lrter.
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It must be recognized that the United Nations is not a global panacea. Its limitations must be faced. Most of the UN's ditficulties can
obviously be trnced to the intransigent position of the Soviet within
the UN councils. While our esential policies must not be directed
against the Soviet Union or any other nation, we cannot ignore the
realities and the tragic consequences of Soviet intransigeance.
The United Nations hns not succeeded in establishing an international police force nor :bas it been able to set up a :;ystem of international control of atomic energy.
Meanwhile, as we have advanced the frontiers of democracy through
economic and political cooperation with western Europe, we are forced
to the conclusion that freedom and economic stability are difficult if
not imrossible of attainment in countries which live 1n constant fear
of Soviet aggression.
It is clear that the policiPs of the United States have produced some
change in Soviet policy. "\Vhether it is it change in polil'y or simply
a shift iu strategy remains to be seen. But the United States can be
justly proud of its patient pursuit of a formula to ease gra,·e international tensions and lessen the terrible hostilites which threaten to
divide the world into two sullen camps. To abandon our polices is
unthinkable. 'Ve cannot ewn afford to temporize. Any serious in.-lication of uncertainty and indecisiveness on the part of c"ongress would
reassure the U.S. S. R., aggravate the fears of the western European
nations and seriously jeopardize our economic aid program.
No one l'ould chny that these policies involve a calculated risk on
the part of the United States. But the risk of allowing a demoralized
Europe to shift for itself is too frightening to contemplate.
It is our firm belief thnt American foreign policies, including the
pact and the proposed miltary assistance program are defensive in
character. They will allay the fear of aggression in large areas of
the world and thus make way for the expansion of democracy and economic freedom. They will mitigate the genuine fears of mnny nations
that they may a~ain have to rely on "liberation~' by a distant and
unpredictable ally.
Under no circumstances, however, should the emphasis be shifted
from the economic to the military phase of the assistance program.
Any reduction in the level of economic aid would undermine the
faith of millions of Americans in the democratic and peaceful obje<:"tives of United States foreign policy. It would strengthen the Soviet's
propaganda weapons in Europe and alienate our democratic allies
throughout the world.
We earnestly hope that the Congress will act promptly and decisively to carry out the twin objectives of economic security and
political freedom by speedy ratification of the North Atlantic Treatv.
If there are any questions. I will be glad to answer them.
·
The CnAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg1
Senator VANDENBERG. I have no questions, except I think Mr. LaFollette's testimony is very important because of his official connec.fion with internal German affairs.
Mr. LAFOLLE'ITE. I believe that I have accurately reflected what. I
think the Germans who want peace, and there are many of them, would
feel, that they would feel greatly more secure by the ratification of this
pact than they do at the present time.
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The CuAIRl\lAN. From your experience and service in Germany, do
you or do you not believe that the bulk of the German people prefer
democracy rather than communism or totalitarianism under Russian
direction 1
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. Of that I don't think there is any question. I
think that they need some help in operating the democratic system,
but I certainly do not believe that they want communism, and I think
I am positive in saying that there is a great fear of Soviet aggression,
at least in western Germany.
The CHAIRMAN. "\Ve thank you wry much, Mr. LaFollette, for your
fine statement. We are delighted to have it.
Senator Donnell 1
NO RELIANCE ON LIBERATION
Senator DONNELL. One question, Mr. LaFollette. I notice in the
part of this statement which was placed into the record but not read
this language, and I want to ask you just what you mean by it. You
say:
'
It Is our firm belief that American foreign policies, Including the pnct and the
proposeu mllitary-11ssistance progrnm, nre tlefenslve In character. They
wlll allay the fear of aggression In !urge areas of the world, and thus make way
for the extension of democracy and economic freedom.

Then this sentence immediately following is the particular one to
which I direct your attention in connection with the others:
They wlll mitigate the genuine fears of many nations that they.may again have to
rely on "liberation" by a distant and unpredictable ally.

Will you tell us just what the "liberation" is to which you refer
there1
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. Yes. I think, Senator Donnell, that in the first
World War, in which I served as a sergeant of infantry, certainly the
Belgians and northern France were liberated, which means that they
were fought over twice. In this war all of France, certainly north of
Cotentin Peninsula, Belgium, and Holland were liberated. They were
fought over twice.
What I think these countries are interested in, and what I think my
country is interested in, is that you don't have to land on coasts in
another war and go through the process not only of fighting back from
a coast, but the unfortunate psychological condition of destroying
some of the property of your allies.
s~ator DONNELL. May I inquire, Mr. LaFollette, whether or not
you had in mind the fact, and by the use of the ter~ "liberation" that
in the last World \Var there was a conquest by our enemy of certain
territory, and thereafter there was a slow process of liberation of that
territory, and that you think that the people in Europe have a fear of
having a duplication of that at the instance of another enemy, but
nevertheless a taking of possession of these European nations and the
only relief to come therefrom being the slow process of a slow liberation of the territory so encompassed by the aggression 1 Is that the
thought you have in mind~
Mr. L..\FoLLETTE. I think you have expressed quite well the thought
that I had in mind.
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AMOUNT OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE NEl'll>ED TO DETEB

Senator DONNELL. If that be correct, and I thought that that was
what you meant, it is important, therefore, is it not, that in the implementation of this treaty there be provided sufficient power of materiel, or whatever the mihtary power may be, to prevent Russia from
actually taking possession of these countries of Europe, thereby avoid]ng the necessity of an occupation by the enemy and a slow process of
Jiberation? Am I not correct in that conclusion~
Mr. L,\FOLLE'ITE. Senator, of course, the question of the implementation is to follow subsequently, but I must say that from readmg of the
experiences of nations in having pacts I am convinced that a pact without adequate implementation is not a deterrent against an aggressor.
I thfok an inadequately implemented pact might lead an aggressor
to think that we did not mean it, and the whole purpose, I feel, of the.se
nations who want to live free is to serve notice to the world and to that
$pecific section of the world which might feel that it needed to extend
its philosophy al1 over the world that you cannot do this without
great cost. And to that extent, from having in my youth possibly been
a believer in what is general1y felt to be pacific1sm of a description,
I have reached the opinion that a pact of democratic nations which
must go to their people before they can act, defensive in character,
adequately implemented, is a deterrent against war and a step toward
peace.
Senator DoNNELL. And the fears of many nations which you mention as in your opinion to be mitigated by the American foreign policies would be all the more mitigated if those nations knew that such
implementation was going to be put behind the pact as would make
it impossible for Russia ever to take possession of Europe again.
Mr. LAFoLLETIE. Yes, and that includes the people of the United
States. In other words, as I look at this pact, this is a security pact
for the United States just as much as it is for Norway or any nation
in it, because twice in mv lifetime when a nation has surged to the
coast of the North Sea and the Atlantic coast the American people
have become aware of the fact that that was a threat to their continued existence as a free nation.
Therefore, it seems to me that we are acting in our own interest, and
it is only in our own interest that the American people, the President
of the United States, the Senate of the United States, act. When we
put ourselves in the position by evidencing our capacity to work with
other natiom;, nations 'way back beyond the coast, we have an effective deterrent against war. That is my feeling, and I believe that it
is the feeling of the organization for which I speak. I must put that
Jimitation on it, because now to some extent I am answering yo~• with
my own personal feeling.
Senator DONNELL. I understand, yes. Then the fears of the European nations who are signatories to this pact would not be mitigated
to the utmost unless the implementation of this treaty were suffi.cientlv
great. to make it perfectly clear to Russia that Russia could not
successfully plan to overrun Europe. I am correct in that, am I not!
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. Yes, Senator. I am a good enough lawyer and
so are you; I wi11 answer your question categorically and say "Yes,"
and then I will ask you to let me add again that I think the interests
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of the American people and the fears of the American people are
equally at stake, otherwise I would not be in favor of this pact.
Senator DoNNELL. I did not mean at all to obscure the American
part of it.
Mr. LAFOLLE'ITE. I did not want to avoid your question, either.
Senator DoNNELL. And you have answered it very frankly and very
interestingly. B.ut the point I wa:i g~tting at-I. was l~avi!lg out for
a moment, America. I have no ob1ect10n to your mcludmg it. I want
to get perfectly clear your meaning.
MITIGATING FEARS OF ANOTHER LIBERATION
You say these American foreign policies will mitif!ate the J?eneral
fears of many nations that they may again have to rely on "liberation'' by a distant and unpredictable nlly, 1111d th~ point I am getting
at, and limiting it for the moment solely to the European signatories,
is-did I understand you to say that the fears of those European nations will be miti~ated in that they think that this pact is going to
provide adequate unplementation of the pact to prevent Russia from
overrunning Europe and thus leaving Europe crushed and only to be
resuscitated by the slow process of liberation? I am correct in my
understanding W
Mr. LAFoLLETrE. I think you have made one of the finest arguments
in support of ratifying the pact that I have heard, Senator. Yes,
you are absolutely right, and with what you have said I agree.
May I add, too, that I think what we are trying to do is to give the
peoples of Europe, and as I have said in my prepared statement, the
peoples of Germany, a chance to revive their economies and their ways
of living so that they can become democratically strong. As you have
assurance and as there is mutual working together, then Jou can
devote your attention to the development of your economy an the development of the <lemocrntic method of operatin~ without looking
vore your shoulder all the time for fear that someone is going to grab
you.
That is why I think the pact is an excellent element of an American
foreign policy as presently enunciated, with which I am in complete
agreement.
Senator DoNNEU.. How long were you United States military governor of W ilrtemberg-Baden?
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. Senator, I answer that by saying that I went
there December 15, 1947, and left Germany on January 19, 1949.
Senator DoNNEU,. You were there 13 months Y
.Mr. LAFOLLETIE. Yes, sir, until January 19, 1949. Prior to that
I had been a prosecutor in charge of prosecuting the members of
the G~rman Nazi Ministry of Justice in a proceeding at Nuernberg
for 1 year.
Senator DoNNELI•. Mr. LaFollette, have you looked into the question as to what quantity of either maieriel or manpower or both would
be necessary in order to make it impossible 'for Russia reasonably to
ex~ct that she would be able to overrun Europe in the event of a
qmck attack by her? I mean, how much implementation opposed to
her would be necessary to make it reasonably certain tha.t she couldn't
get across and take possession of Europe 1
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Mr. LAFOLLETTE. No, Senator, I have not. I think that is a matter
that lies strictly within the competence and the intelligence and knowledge of military people.
May I put one limitation upon that question, if you do not mind f
Senator DoNNELL. Certainly.
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. I do not believe that we have to use the word
"impossible" to make this pact, implemented, serve as a dead line.
I think we have to make it strong enough that there is a strong
probability of extreme cost.
Senator DoNNELL. Very well.
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. Then, on that basis, you measure what would be
necessary.
AMOUNT NEEDED TO INSURE EUROPE AGAINST ATTACK
Senator DoNNELL. I think your amendment is proper, and I am
glad you submitted that amendment to my statement. You have not,
I assume, given attention to the question as to how much either in men
or materiel would be necessary to make it reasonably probable that
Russia would not be able, by a quick attack, to overrun Europe~
Mr. LAFou.ETl'E. I know very well that I would be attempting to
put myself in the position of an expert witness who is not an expert,
and any lawyer would take me apart if I did. No, that is not within
my province, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. It is a fact, is it not, that in France ther.e is very
much less manpower than there was at the beginning of the 'Vorld
War, or at least there was much less manpower at the conclusion of
World War II than there was at the beginning1
Mr. LAFOLLETIE. Yes. The French lost people through slave labor,
largely, and they also lost people through the last phase of the war,
largely through slave labor and through run-down health conditions
which prevailed under German occupation.
Senator Do:sNELL. And in order to rebuild France properly it
would be advisable to make available as large a proportion of its
manpower as possible in the actual buiTding up and rehabilitation physically of France. That is correct, it is?
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. I think that is correct.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you have any information as to the probable
number of soldiers that France or any other one of the 11 other
signatories than ourselves could put into the field without unduly
interfering with the rehabilitation process to which I refer~
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. No. I have no knowledge of that, nor do I have
enough expert knowledge of the modern methods of war to know
whether or not with modern instrumentalities of war you necessarily
have to have the same manpower that you did under conditions of
war previous to this time. You see, without knowing anything about
new weapons, I naturally do not know how many men would be
needed.
THE ADA
Senator Dmornu,. I can well see the correctness of your viewpoinL
I wanted to ask this question, and I hope you take no offen~ at it~
That is about the organization of Americans for Democratic Action.
You refer to it as an independent political organization. Is it inde-
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pendent in the sense that it is nonpolitical? You said "independent
organization." Just what do you mean by the term
'independent?"
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. I would use the term "independent" in saying
that it does not file candidates for office, it has no precinct committeemen-at least that is what we have in Indiana-it has no county
C"bairman, it doesn't run any candidates as such. That is what I mean.
It certainly is interested in political results.
Senator DoNNELL. Do its members consist entirely of members of
any one political party, or are the members scattered among various
political parties 1
.Mr. LAFoLLETrE. Senator, I would say that they are scattered. To
be perfectly honest with you, I would say probably that when its
members vote, more of them vote the Democratic ticket than any other.
I think that is a fair statement.
~litical

PROVISION FOR WITHDRAWAL OR EXPULSION
Senator DoNNELL. I notice that you say that all forms of totalitariru1ism, including communism, are incompatible with these objectives, which I understand to be the achievement of freedom and
security for all people everywhere. Have you observed anything in
the North Atlantic Treaty which would permit either the voluntary
withdrawal or expulsion of any member of the community created by
the treaty in the event that member should become a Communist
nation?
Mr. LAFOLLETTE. I am not sure, but I think that practical considerations can always vary the provisions of this instrument. If you have
refernnce to something that you believe precludes it, I must confess
that on the specific language I am sure you are much better informed
than I.
Senator DONNELL. I don't know about that. You may be far l;>etter
informed than I am. I assume, Mr. LaFollette, that you have studied
it, and I am confident you have. Have you observed anything in the
North Atlantic Treaty that provides that if a nation shall become a
Communist nation it shall be subject to expulsion by reason of its
becoming a Communist nation¥
Mr. LAFOLLETI'E. If you will give me just a second, is there not a
provision that says that the parties to the treaty shall consult if there
is dan~r to their internal stability or their internal form of government? With that consultation I think you could reach almost any concJusion, or the signatories could, if that danger became an existing
fact.
Senator DONNELL. I do not recall the provision. There is article
4 [reading] :
The Parties will consult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them.
the territorial integrity, political Independence, or security of any of the Parties
ls threatened.

Mr. LAFou..ETTE. I think that is pretty broad language. "Political
to me is pretty broad language.
Senator DoNNELL. This pact is created and brought into existence
by 12 signatories, is it not?
Mr. LAFoLLETrE. Yes.

independen~"
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Senator DoNNELL. And no signatory could be expelled from it without the consent of all signatories, including itself. That is correct,
is it not, Mr. LaFollette9
Mr. LAFou.F.TTF.. I am not so sure that I would say that, in view of
the language with reference to political independence and security,
a signatory whose territorial integrity and whose political independence had become so jeopardized that it mig:ht not exist in the form
in which the signatories found it, could not at least no longer be
aonsidered an operating member of the operating pact. That is a
little involved, but I think you know what I mean.
In other words, I think it would be a threat to the integrity of other
i>ignatories if the political independence of one was seriously affected
so that it was felt that its pohtical actions were determined by the
considerations of a power from beyond its national borders.
Senator DoNNHLL. I will put it this way, Mr. LaFollette: There is
nothing which expressly says that a nation may be expelled for any
reason 9
Mr. LAFou.ETTE. There is nothing which expressly spells it, but I
do not believe there is anything which necessarily precludes the possibility within the framework of the pact.
Senator DONNELL. Is there anything in the pact which tells how
many nations must act in order to expel, and in the absence of such a
provision would it not be necessary that all the signatories, including
the prospective expellee, must consent 9
Mr. LAFOLLETIE. No, I do not think that is correct, Senator, because in any group very often a person or a body or a group of members who might be expelled for no longer being in conformance with
the purpose of the organization would not often consent to being
expelled. In other words, they do not consent to it ever. If I were
thrown out of the Masons I would not consent to it.
Senator DONNELL. At any rate there is a. provision, however, as
you doubtless realize and know, of course, in the particular organization to which you refer for expulsion of members and everybody
who goes in knows he goos in subject to that, but waiving the argument, and I am not criticizing you for presenting your views, there
is nothing which expressly says that a nation may be expelled for
anv cause whatsoever. I think I am correct about that.
Mr. LAFOLL!r.tl'E. I think that is correct. May I add that I think
there is nothing which expressly includes it or implicitly excludes
.such a possibility.
Senator DONNELL. If you were drawing a contract as a lawyer
and desired to provide some means by which one of the parties to the
contract might be excluded from participation in it, you would say
:-;o expressly, would y:ou not 9
Mr. LAFOLLETI'E. Senator, I wonder if you would relieve me from
answering that. because I might be passing judgment upon other
lnwvers. I would not like to do that.
Senator DONNELL. Very well.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for a very interesting and able statement.
Ex-Congressman Hamilton Fish, of New York. State to the reporter your name and background.
Mr. FtsH. The name is Hamilton Fish, former Member of Congress.
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The CHAIRMAN. How many yea.rs werelou in the House¥
Mr. F1sH. Twenty-four years. I serve with you on the Foreign
Affe.irs Committee a quarter of a century ago.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right. I remember very much our association in the House. I am glad to have you, Mr. Fish.
STATEMENT OF HAMILTON FISH, FORMER MEMBER OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. F1sH. At the outset of my remarks I desire to congratulate
Chairman Connally for urging full diplomatic recognition of Spa.in.
1t is sheer humbug to maintain an American Ambassador in Soviet
Russia, the most despotic and tvrannical government in the world,
and refuse to send an Ambassador to Spain. What is sauce for the
Communist goose is sauce for the Fascist gander.
CO:MlllUNIST AllllS

While Soviet Russia is conducting a cold war against us and directing Communist expansion by propaganda, revolution, and force
throughout the world, Spain is on our side against world communism,
the most evil force in the world, but is powerless to promote fascism
beyond its borders. How long will Secretary Acheson abuse the
patience of American people in relation to China and Spain i As
a result of our ignoring of the '\Vedemeyer report, China is being
turned over to world communism and the rest of Asia will fall like a
ripe plum. Within the next decade, when Soviet Russia is prepared
and has a supply of atomic bombs, I predict she will start world war
Ill and unleash at least 2,000,000 highly trained Chinese soldiers for
marching on the Suez Canal and to fight at Armageddon.
Attainment of .worl<l-wide communism is still the guiding policy
of the Red plotters in the Kremlin at Moscow. The Communists
throughout the world have never deviated since 1917 from their fundamental objective of achieving world communism. I quote from
the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, which
is the bible of all Communists [reading]:
In short, the Communists everywhere support every revolutionary movement
against the existing social and political order of things. In all these movements
they bring to the front as the leading question in each case the property question,
no matter what Its degree of development at the time. The Communists disdain
to conceal their views and alms. They openly declare that their ends can be
attained only by the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions. Let the
ruling claBSes tremble at a Communist revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to gain.

To that extent, Mr. Chairman, I admire the Communists, because
throughout the world, whether in London, New York, Peking, or
Tokyo, ~II have the same ultimate objective of bringing a.bout world
commumsm.
The CnAmHAN. You do not mean you favor it; you just admire their
methods.
Mr. 1''1s11. I admire them because they are consistent in their views,
far more consistent than Republicans or Democrats, who make their
party platform one day and begin to forget about it the next. Every
Communist believes in world revolution.
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I have not the time, Mr. Chairman, to go back to the report we
made when I was chairman of the Committee of the House to Investigate Communist Activities and Propaganda. When Mr. Foster, then
and still the head of the Communist Party, came before the committee he admitted, under affirmation or oath, that they were in favor
of bringing about a world revolution, that they were against our republican form of government, that they did not believe m the American flag but in the Red flag, and owed allegiance to Soviet Russia. It
is all in this book that I gave you.
SUPPORT FOR TREATY

As a former noninterventionist ]ender in Congress, and proud of it.
as every statement we made has been vindicated many times over by
time and events, I find myself now compe11ed, because. of the rotten
mess we made of it in Europe, to urge our joining the North Atlantic
Pact as a peace measure in defense of the remaining free nations of
Europe against Soviet aggression. Having helped to wreck and
ruin half of EnropEl we have certain moral obligations toward the
nations of western Europe, inc1uding Germany, not to Jet them be
swa11owed up, one by one, by the Red octopus. In addition, our own
national security is involved with half the world already Communist.
The place to stop the Red armies is at the Elbe, and the time is now.
May I pause and digress there a moment to commend and congratulate Senator Vandenberg for ca11ing attention not only of Europe
but of the American people to the fact that this pact does not necessarily safeguard a large part of western Europe from invasion. It is
merely a step in the direction that makes defense possible. and probably for the time being will hold up any attack by the Russian armed
forces.
Of course, although the Elbe may be, theoretica11y speaking. our
first line of defense, everyone knows that the Russian Army, if they
did attack, would easily overrun the Elbe and our first Jine of defense
would be the Rhine. and they might overrun that. That is why I am so
anxious that we should fu1ly recognize Spain and have Spain, if not a
partner, a direct partner, in the pact, at least a silent partner or one
that would cooperate with the purpose of the pact, hecause the Pyrenees may become .a rampart of defense for western Europe.
NEED FOR A DEFENSIVE. ALLIANCE

Let us be realistic. The Russian Communists have a definite plan
of world revolution and armed conquest. The Marsha]] plan is merelv
a relief and rehabilitation measure providing food and equipment. for
Europe. Jt does not protect or defend the free natiom; of EuroJJ"
from Soviet armed ag-gression. It does not achieve security for ourselves or any other nation. Without the North Atlantic Pact our
foreign policy is useless and bankrupt. The Marshan plan is nothin~
more than a 'paper blockade, and as ineffectunl. It opposes a paper
curtain to the iron curtain. It neither frightens, checks, or defeats
the Communist plan for world revo]ntion and conquest. It assumes
that the nations receiving our j!'Hts automa.tical1y increase--prodnetion
and acquire moral force and :physical power to withstanothe Communist co11ossus. No nation ever restored its stability and stren~th by
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depending on hand-outs. That can only be done by their own efforts
and hard labor, but even then a defensive military alliance is necessary.
The Communist aggressors fear and respect only military might.
We should immediately reinforce the Marshall plan by the North
Atlantic Pact together with Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Norway, and Denmark. If I had my way Spain would also be
included. It should be done at once so that there will be no doubt of
a united military front of all western democratic nntions and Spain to
oppose and crush any attempt by the Red army to violate the peace
of the world by overt acts of aggre.ssion in western Europe.
It is their only chance to survive as free nations. Let them pool
their armed forces under a single general staff. Once the Communist
armies overrun Europe it \ViU be the end of Great Britain and we will
be confronted with an aggressive and militant Communist Europe
and Asia. The Communists are on the march in China and will
probably overrun all Asia within a few years. Our own security is
at stake and if westem Europe falls before the Communist juggernaut
it would leave us almost alone to wage an irrepressible war with world
communism.
Although world communism is on the march in Europe and Asia, it
is not inevitable here. It must be stopped. It can be stopped.
The words of Patrick Henry apply today more than ever before:
Is lite so dear, or peace so sweet us to be purchnst>11 ut the price of chains and
slavery?

That is the paramount issue in the world today-freedom and
democracy, or slavery and totalitarianism. There can be no compromise between freedom and slavery, nor between communism and
fascism.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity of coming here.
The CIL\IRMAN. \Ve are very glad indeed to have you, sir.
Mr. FISH. I am happy to be here, and want to congratulate you on
rour efforts to put through the North Atlantic Pact as a peace measure
m defense of the security of the free nations of Europe and of our
own national security.
.
The CHAmMAN. Senator Vandenberg~
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell?
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, Mr. Fish. We greatly
appreciate your coming here, in view of your background and experience in Congress and in public affairs.
Mr. FISH. If l might add, Senator, not many years ago, when I
was chairman of the Committee to Investigate Communist Activities,
and even since then, I was denounced as a Red baiter and a witch
burner for telling the American people that the Communists throughout the world hail only one main objective, and that was world revolution by conquest, begmning with propaganda and following it up by
infiltration and then force and violence, and that has been true since
1917. It was true in 1930 and it is just as true today.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you Yery much.
Mr. Ely Culbertson is not here. We will pass him over.
Mr. Donald Henderson, of the Food, Totihcco, Agricultural, and
Allied Workers Union.
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STATEMENT OF DONALD HENDERSON, PRESIDENT, FOOD, TOBACCOr
AGRICULTURAL, AND ALLIED WORKERS UNION, CIO
Mr. HENDERSON. My name is Donald Henderson. I am ~resident
of the Forni. Tobacco, Agricultural, and Allied Workers Union of
America, CIO.
My union has sent me here to oppose ratification of the Atlantic
Pact, on the ground that it is a real and present threat to peace.
The CHAIRMAN. You say your union has sent you here. You don't
mean the whole membership. You mean the officials~
Mr. HENnF.n~oN. The international executive board of my union.
The CnAIRlIAN. Go ahead. All right.
Mr. HENDERSON. I have just returned from a month in France, where
I had the honor of being one of the principal spokesmen for the American delegation at the World Peace Congress in Paris.
While m France I met with workers and spoke at several workers·
meetings. These were rank-and-file workers, not just top leaders.
Without exception they told me that the working people of Europe
will not take part in an aggressive war. They will not tamely submit
to such a war being fought on their soil. They will resist such a war
with every means at their command, including armed resistance.
PROVOCATIVEXESS OF THE TREATY

A war of aggression will bring civil war to all Europe.
This was told me by workers regardless of their political party affiliation or lack of it. It is not a question of sympathy to the Soviet
l.Jnion or the l"nited States. The people of Europe have had enough
wnr and they are determined to haYe no more.
The Atlantic Pact, esp~cinlly when backl'd up by a huge program
of arming reactionary European goyernments, will go far toward
bringing about such a war. This is the opinion of not only the workers
of Europe. but also of the plain rank and file of worker in Americ:i,
too. Unfortunately, he is seldom consulted on such matters, but the
.American worker. like his European brother, does not want war, un<l
fl•nr:: that war will come.
The people of Europe see the world already divided into two armed
camps. They feel convinced that certain groups in the United States
are trying to prornke a war. They do not think that the Soviet Union
is trying to provoke \vur. They feel that the common people of all
Europe and of the United States as well want peace.
The Atlantic Pact does nothing to break down this feeling. On
the contrary, the signing of the pact and its consideration now by the
Senate confirm the feelmg that war is the objective of certain ven
powerful groups in this country and their junior partners in certaii1
gornrnments abroad.
I speak at some length about these matters because I learned them
at first hand during my stay in France. My stay was admittedly brief,
but I did have the adrnnta<Ye of meeting and talking with the rank
and file while I was there. 9fhis is an advantage not always granted
to officials of the State Department.
The newspapers here did not adequately report the meeting of the
"~orld Pence Congres~ Thev did not mention a. meeting of the
W m·ln FP.dP.rntion of TrA.i!P. Unions which I n.lAA nttendP<l.
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The CHAIRMAN. The CIO is now not a member of and is opposed
to the WFTU.
Mr. HENDERSON. That is not quite correct. It is true the secretarytreusurer of the CIO, James Carey, walked out of the last executive
meetin~ of the World Federation of Trade Unions, but there has been
no official action taken by the CIO on its affiliation as yet. That
matter has to come before the next national executive committee
meeting of the CIO, which takes place next week. At that meeting
next week I assume they will take some action one way or the other.
These two meetings I attended represented a total of something like
one billion people, including some of t1.1e peoples of Asia and Africa.
WORLD PEACF. CONFl<:.RENCE IN P.AJUS

For the first time in my life, I saw 500,000 people trying to get into
a muss meeting of the Peace Congress. The stadium in Paris held
130,000. The half million came from all over Europe, by train, by
bus. by caravans, on bicycles, on foot.
Every one of these people came to Paris with one single thought in
mind-there shall be no more war. They will resist a new war with
ewry means at their command, up to aud including civil war.
Any responsible observer will te1l you the same facts. They will
also tell you that the Atlantic Pact is regarded by all except certain
government officials in western Europe as the most serious aanger to
peace since Munich.
So much for the feeling of the people in Europe. Since this is an
international treaty uffecting them as well as ourselves, we cannot
afford to shru_g it off as the opinion of foreigners.
I told the" orld Peace Congress delegates that, I quote, "The American workers will not easily be drawn ii~to unaggressive war." That
stawment stands. Yet there is great fear in our countrv, fear that
war may come despite protestations of our policymakers~
· The present easing-off in the German situation has dispelled some
of that fear, but it remains.
ATLAXTIC PACT AND FEAR OF WAR

The Atlantic Pact nourishes that fear. The huge arms outlay that
follows suc1h a pact adds not only to the fear but also to n sense of
insecurity, especially among workers.
They see the staggering cost of arming Europe taken out of their
lh·ing standards. They see the cost of living shooting up as more and
more of the Nation~s wealth is put. into arms production. They see .
the inevitable result of posing guns lll!ainst butter-which is plenty
of guns, little butter and the probability of a big depression. if not a.
shooting war, as the inevitable result.
RE.\Rl\IAMENT AND DEPRESSION

The American people are sincerely devoted to peace. This is not
just a matter of sentiment. It is a matter of hard, pork chop facts.
War brings not only death and destruction to its immediate victims.
It also brings unemployment, lower living standards, chaos and misery
to the common people. No one can be deceived for very long by the
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false prosperity that comes from war preparations-particularly when
5,000,000 workers are already unemployed and millions more are living
in the shadow of the lay-off.
The Atlantic Pact is a long step in the preparation of war. Followed b;r huge anns building, it is a long step toward a new and far
more frightful depression in this country. Pyramiding arms instead
of t>rnducing goods and services for people destroys real wealth, does
not create it. We cannot throw away our cake and have it too.
Yet this is what follows the Atlantic Pact, as surely as night follows
day. The Atlantic Pact comes in the door and social security, housing,
health, education, and all the social needs of this country. fly out the
window. It is even said now that we cannot raise minimum wages to
$1 or 75 cents an hour because "defense" needs are too l!reat. The infamous Taft-Hartley law stays on the books, but the Atlantic Pact,
we are told, must be passed in a hurry.
UNITED

NATIONS AND THE PACT

The American people had great hopes for the United Nations. TI1ey
still do-but the Atlantic Pact will knock the props out from under
those hopes if it goes into effect.
The United Nations was built on the unanimity of its strongest
members. This is the real meaning of the Security Council with the
Ro-called veto power-that the strongest powers mast be in agreement
in their relations with each other if peace is to be maintained. You
cannot have it any other way, and the United States insisted on the
unanimity rule just as strongly as any of the other leadi11g powers did.
But the Atlantic Pact destroys the unanimity rule. Under its provisions every signatory power is forced to go t.o wnr automatically if
war breaks out.
"
The CHAIRMAN. I want to challenge that statement, "automatically,"
that is not true.
Mr. HENDERSON. I refer you to article 5. There is no choice, eithl'r
for us or any other nation that signs and ratifies this pact.
The Security Council, where the owers meet as equals. is destroyed
by the Atlantic P~ct. The Atlantic Pact wipes out the only safeguards that the nations have been able to erect for peace.
The claim that the Atlantic Pact is merely a "regional'' a:,..rreeml'nt
is absurd. You cannot make an agreement that covers the whole
western Europe and takes arms and military bases right up to the
borders of another powerful state and still insist that it is merely
regional.
Let me take an illustration from co11ective bar~aining. When a
union wants to make an agreement, looking to industrial pencl', we
try to deal with the employers alike. \Ve don't single out cl'rtnin ones
and say arbitrarily you are good and we'll team up with you against
the other fellows. We try to get them all in under the same term:-.
We try to get and we give equality of treatment for all. Anv other
approac1h brings cut-throat competition and conflict, just "as the
Atlantic Pact now threatens to do.
The way to peace is still through agreement, not through ~plitti~
the world into two armed camps. The current agreement on t™Ber1in situation and the coming meeting of the forei~ri1 ministers
proves once again that the agreement road is still open.
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The common people on all sides of the Atlantic, the Pacific and the
other oceans, want peace and they will have peace.
PROGRAM FOR PEACE
To insure pea<'e. we urge this action now before it is too late:
1. Scrap the Atlantic Pact.
2. Let the great powers meet as equals with the guns checked outside the door.
3. Above all, turn to the United Nations, where the powers can
meet as equals and where decisions .,n the future of the world a.re taken
in unanimity and full agreement by all.
This is the way of peace. The way of the Atlantic Pact and the
inevitable pyramiding of arms upon an exhausted world is the way
to war.
The CHAml\CAN. You went to France as a delegate to this World
Peace Conference?
!\Ir. HENDEUSON. As a representative of my union yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say that a lot of Frenchmen and others that
were there said that they would not fight if they had a war, is that
right?
~fr. HENDERSON. Against an aggressive war.
The Cu.\l.RKAN. An aggressive war? There is no aggression in this
treaty. It is a peace treaty.
Mr. HENni-:nsoN. I think, Senator, an aggressive war, in the mind
of the ordinary person in Europe, is a war in which they are in the
middle, in whieh two great powers are having a fight and they are the
ones that are the victims.
AOORESSIVE WAR AND THE TREATY

The CnAIRM.\N. All right. Do you agree with the views of those
Frenchmen and others that have made public statements that in the
event of a war against Russia they would not fight!
~lr. HENDERSON. If I were a European-The CnAIRlIAN. I am not asking;ou that. You are an American.
Do you agree with the view that i we had a war with Russia you
would not fight!
)[r. HENDERSON. If we conducted an aggressive war against any
nation I would not fight.
The CnAIRMAN. This is not an aggressive war. This is purely a
dt>fensi ve pact. Have you read it?
Mr. HENDERSON. I have read it. I do not claim to be an expert on
it.
The CuAIRMAN. Are you a lawyer!
lfr. HENDERSON. I am not a lawyer, I am a labor leader. I think it
leads toward war.
The CnAIRJ\[AN. Suppose Russia should make an armed attack on
one of the signatories to this treaty, and as a result of that the United
States f:!Ot into the war. Would you support that wad
Mr. HENDERSON. I think an armed attack by any nation on another
nation deserves resistance.
The CHAIR~lAN. You would fight Y
00614-49-pt. 8-10
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Mr. HENDERSON. An armed attack on any nation by another nation.
The CHAIR~IAN. That is what the purpose of this treaty is, to prevent that.
Mr. HENDERSON. I do not understand it that way.
The CHAIRMAN. I do.
Senator Vandenberg¥
Senat:Dr VANDENBERG. I simply wanted to ask Mr. Henderson
whether he disagrees with the statement issued on March 20, 1949,
by the CIO, which asserts "The Congress of Industrial Organizations
is happy to go on record as a firm supp<>rter of the principles and
purposes of the North Atlantic Pact"¥
Mr. HENDERSON. I disagree. The international executive board
of my union disagrees, and the international convention of my union
disagrees.
POSITION OF NATIONAL CIO
Senator VANDENBERG. What is the relationship which would indicate the relative •importance to be assessed to your statement and
the statement made by the CIO on March 20¥ Would you give me an
indication of which one carries how much weight¥
Mr. HENDERSON. Their statement represents a majority of the national opinion and policy of the national CIO. I ex_press the opinion of my own international union, which has certam autonomous
and democratic rights to determine our own policy as laid down by
our membership and our constitution. I am not speaking for the
national CIO; I am speaking for my own international union.
Senator VANDENBERG. ·what puzzles me is that when the national
CIO speaks, for whom does it speak Y
Mr. HENDERSON. It speaks for those who, on such questions, agree
with its J?Olicy. The majority of my membership, and I believe the
great ma3ority of the rank and file in most unions, do not agree with
that expression of policy. We have a disagreement, which is not
very rare.
Senator VANDENBERG. Did your union support the Marshall plan Y
Mr. HENDERSON. It did not, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. Did the tenth constitutional convention of
the CIO in Portland in November 1948, approve the Marshall plan
by resolution~
Mr. HENDERSON. It did, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. Does that have any authority?
Mr. HENDERSON. That expresses, therefore, the national policy of
the CIO; that is correct.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Your union is sort of an outlaw union.
Mr. HENDERSON. Our union is a minority as compared to this
question.
The CHAIRMAN. You recognize Mr. Carey as being an official of
the CIO?
Mr. HENDERSON. He is the seeretary-treasurer of the national CIO.
with whom I disagree most violently on many issues.
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking about this issue. I would not want
to get out into the wide fields of your disagreements.
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Mr. Carey appeared in support of this treaty.
So you do not represent the Yiews of the national; you are just
4fepresenting the views of your one union?
Mr. HENDERSON. That is correct, sir.
The C'HA1nrAN. Although the rest of the CIO are permitted to
go their own way~
Mr. HENDERsc)x. I think I represent the views, not officially, of
many rank and file members of many of the CIO unions.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no doubt about that.
Senator Donnell~
Senator DONNELL. Mr. Henderson~ how many members does the
Food, Tobacco, Agricultural, and Allied Workers Union of America,
CIO posse.ssY
Mr. HENDERSON. Approximately 100,000.
Senator DoNNELL. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess until a quarter
of three this afternoon.
·
(Whereupon, at 1: 20 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 45 p. m.
of the same day.)
AFTER RECESS
(The committee reconvened at 2: 45 p. m., at the expiration of
the recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Richie, Moorestown, N. J. All right, Mr. Richie. Give the
stenographer your name, your residence, your business, and so on.

STATEMENT OF DAVID S. RICHm, MOORESTOWN, B. 1., FORMER
STAFF REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AMERICAN FRmBDS SERVICE
COMMITTEE 11' POLAND AND FIBLABD
Mr. RICHIE. My name is David Richie of Moorestown, N. J., a lifelong resident of Moorestown\ N. J. My occupation is as secretary
of the Friends Social Order Committee of Phi1adelphia, but I do not
represent them here. I am speaking entirely as an individual.
The CHAIRAIAN. Staff representative? What do you mean by that?
Mr. R1cHIE. I was sent by them as their representative. I would
Jike to make that cJear. That I have spent 22 months in Europe as
the staff representative of the American Friends Committee during
the r,ast 3 years, but I am not on their staff at this time.
1 he CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead with your statement.
Mr. RICHIE. I want to first say that I am really very grateful for
this opportunitY' and really proud to live in a country where the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee is willing to listen to an absolutely unknown individual simply beeause he has a concern. That
is something to be proud of and I am glad. I have been in Poland and
Germany and other countries where that would never be, and young
people fee] pretty helpless to say what they think is important.
I have had this privilege of participating in international voluntary
work camps along with young people of many different nationalities,
of many different ideologies-Communists, Socialists, ex-Nazist exFascists, and all shades in between-and have found that in working
together with them for the purpose of helping other people, we have
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found a great unity, a sense of recognition that there is only one real
enemy of all of us: War, reliance upon threat of war, of armaments.
an<l that we must all strive to work toward peace. I am completely.
convinced that there is a better way than reliance upon the North
Atlantic Pact. I am completely convinced that we can win the peace
we all want, we can win the ideological competition between Amer-ican democracy and Russian communism without the tragedy of atomic
war and without resorting to military alliances and increasing armaments.
In spite of my respect for all those who place confidence in armaments, I am convinced this military alliance and lend-lease armament
program seriously threatens to defeat the very purpose for which it
1s intended, to promote the peace of the world. I must try to tell you
why.
REKINDLING OF HOPE FOR PEACE

The one absolutely universal desire of all the people of all Europe
is for peace for all the world. Anything which contributes to rekindling in the hearts of Europeans, hope that permanent peace will be
achieved, contributes to the victory of democracy over communiRm.
Anything which contributes to the almost universal fear and despair
and cynicism in Europe contributes to the victory of communism and
the defeat of democracy.
It is my conviction that the threat of communism is not primarilv a
military threat. Russia with its 14,000,000 casualties in the last war
and with its most densely populated and most industrialized area.,
equivalent to all of the Umted States east of the Mississippi ruthlessly devastated by the German invasion is not threatening a military invasion of the United States or of Europe. What Russia is
threatening to do is to take advantage of the bitter despair of the
millions of poverty-stricken and hopless people, particularlv throughout Germany, France, and Italy and to use this despair to create opportunities for local Communists to seize power. This is what they are
now doing successfully in China, in spite of our $2,000,000,000 military
lend-lease program there.
My appeal to every Senator, to every Congressman, to every American, is to put our faith in those acts and policies which rekindle hope
and faith in the future in the hearts of Europeans. There is almost
universal predisposition on the part of eastern Europeans as well as
on the part of western Europeans to want to believe in America and
to follow our leadership. America's generous contributions to
UNRRA, our millions of CARE packages and direct-mail food parcels, and our original offer of Marshall-plan aid to all of Europe have
seen to that.
THREAT TO MARSHALL PLAN

Actually the degree of economic recovery that the various nations
of Europe have made with our assistance has contributed immeasurably to the decline in popular favor of communism in each of these
nations, and this decline, in my opinion, is 1t fact.
However, the struggle hits not been tinnlly won and the overburdening of these convalescent economies with armaments constitutes a
serious danger to the success of our eonstruction program. I urge all-
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out Marshall-plan aid without annaments a.s the surest way to win
the common industrial worker, the coal miner and the peasant of France
and Italy particularly to faith in a better way than communism. We
must offer houses and tractors and consumer goods, not rifles or tanks
or machine guns, if we are to offer these common people hope.
SUPPORT OF UNITED NATIONS

Secondly, I urge all-out support of the United Natons as the agency
to which milJions of Europeans will give support if given any real encouragement. We cannot claim to be doing so when spending $1,000
on armaments for every $1 we spend on the UN. However, we can
do so, we can support the UN and achieve every objective we hope to
gain by the North Atlantic Pact. We can unite all the nations desirmg a mutual defense pact under the UN. We can unite all the nations
wanting a world pohce force under the UN. We can unite all the
nations wanting economic recovery, and military disarmament under
the UN. We can win the confidence of the pepole of Europe and the
world that we are the champions of peace but we must recognize that
our tremendous armament program simply does not inspire this confidence today.
It was said, indeed, to be asked again and again in Poland, "Do the
people in western Europe fear war as much as we do 1 Do the people
of America really want wad" Or to be told in Finland, "No, David,
there is no hope of peace, not until you in America have suffered."
I asked young people in almost a dozen other countries of Europe-Italy, Switzerland, France, and England included-if they agreed
with this Finnish work camper and the answer was always the same.
They wanted to believe there was hope but they really did not have
hope. But we can change that pessimism and I still have faith that we

will.

EXTENSION OF CIVIL RIGHTS TO COLORED RACES

The third plank in an all-out constructive program to win the world
competition with communism is a program to win the loyalty of the
1,500,000,000 colored people throughout the world not now alined with
either group. Here, too, they want to believe in the principles of
-equality and~ liberty enunciated in our Declaration of Independence
but they know us .only too well as a Nat ion of hypocrites. Every effort
we make to practice what we preach in terms of fair-employment practices and equal opportunity for every American minority is worth
more than millions of dollars of armaments in freeing the world from
the threat of communism.
DANGER OF REARMAMENT

Finally, every non-Communist European, and that is the vast majority of them, would urge me to urge you, for our own sakes as well as
for their own, to find a better method of avoiding another disastrous
depression than by ever-increasinl? armament expenditures. Hitler
has proved that way to be the way of death. We mw;t realize it before
it is too late.
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Economic prosperity purchased at the price of totally unproductive
militarization of America and all our allies is a false prosperity and
can only lead to bankruptcy if it does not lead to war. We must find
the ways by which our total abundant productivity can be harnessed
for the welfare and security of the millions of common men throughout
America and the world. It can be done.
England and the Scandinavian countries are pointing the way.
They are wiping out the slums, they are wiping out disease, they are
expanding pubhc education, thev are expandin~ every form of social
security. This is the way to overcome the threat of communism, this
is the way to win the peace.
There are, no doubt, risks involved, but certainly not any greater
risks than the risk of armaments. In fact1 in my opinion, it is the
only way to win the peace. A militnry alhance and armament program can only undercut and block this road to peace--it cannot supplement it. \Ve cannot breed hope and fear at the same time. \Vorld
cooperation for the good of all is the only way because it is the only
way that is in harmony with the fundamental Jaws of this universe
which simply require us to learn to cooperate together for the good
of all or perish.
The C11A1RMAN. Thank you verv much. Senator Green, any
questions 1
·
•
Senator GREEN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donne111
Senator DoNNELJ.. No. sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve thank you vel'\' much. 'Vhat is your prE>sent
business?
.
·
Mr. R1cnIE. I am now with the Friends Social Order Committee, a
Philadelphia committee that is active in organizing voluntary work
camps, helping youn~ people, to help tenants to improve their homes
and thereby get an education of the problems in America.
The Cu AIRMAN. Your activities are in this country, not in Europe l
Mr. R1c11IE. Yes; that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK C. SMEDLEY, ATTOR1'EY,
WATERBURY, con.
Mr. SMEDLEY. My name is Frederick C. Smedley. I am an attorney from Waterbury, Conn., appearing as an individual citizen.
Mr. Chairman and Senators. I do not wish to oppose ratification of
the North Atlantic Treaty. Under present circumstances, I believe
it is a necessary action and might be helpful in preventing a recurrence
somewhere else of sueh events as took place in Czechoslovakia last year.
A l ;N

CONF>:RENCE

FOR

DISARl\JAME!l."1'

It is coneeded on ull sides that the pact is a ;.ramble. subject to alJ tJ1e
hazards that have historically been i_nherent in military alliances.
\Vhat I want most respectfully, but with all the ferrnr of my being.
to urge upon you is, in effect. that in recommending that we take that
gamble. you also recommend that we hedge our bet by accompanying
our ratification of the pact with the simultaneous passage of a resolution calling for a UN conference to draft a convention enacting universal disarmament down to a police and coast-guard level, under
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every conceivable sanction to insure its strict enforcement everywhere,
-every day, against everybody, from heads of state down.
I have placed copies of a draft of such a resolution before you and
I ask to have one inserted in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. We will put that in the record.
(The resolution referred to reads as follows:)
Be it reaolved by the Senate and HO'Uae of Repreaentativea, That the President
ls authorized and requested to suggest that the United Nations, in a manner
approximating the procedure so successfully used by the International Labor
-Office in procuring agreement among many competing nations on labor matters,
('.all an lntt>ruatlonal <>onference for the purpose of praparlng a draft convention t>nncting complete nlltlonal dlsarmnmf'nt. except tor domestic police forces
and const guards for maritime nations, both of which shall be of limited size,
equipment, and field of operations a<>corl!lng to territory, population, and coastline they are to police; together with all necessary International eontrols and
mt>ans or insuring Its rigid enforcement against any individuals who may attempt
to violate lt; such convention to be submitted to all n11tlonal legislatures for
immediate passage, but not to become operative until lt Is universally adopted and
coming into effect simultaneously for all nations and all territories, territorial
waters, ships and airplanes under their jurisdiction.
•

Mr. SMEDLEY. I make this suggestion because I am deeplY. conscious
of the propaganda blasts that have already emanated and will continue
to emanate from those sectors of public opinion which do not agree
with our democratic way of life, to the effect that the pact is a
capitallstic, imperialistic, warmongering plot, designed to isolate and destroy the
peoples' democracies.
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF A DISARMAMENT PROPOSAL

To the well informed minority of the world's population, those
appear absurd, but I submit that to the uninformed and deliberately misinformed majority they are sufficiently credible to justify
-0ur taking every step we can to discredit them, in order to prevent
-0ur losing another battle in the war for the minds of men that is
now going on in the world.
I believe our asking for such a conference at exactly this juncture
-0f events could not be kept hidden from that vast majority. I believe it might well inspire a worldwide groundswe11 of public opinion
demanding that our proposal be carried through to fruition.
I have placed before you a short pamphlet entitled "What Are We
Waiting For"1 In it I have attempted to appeal in simple language
to ordinary people everywhere for action by them in every way open
to them to make their governments insure their security, by all of
them at the same time, abolishing the means of prepa'ring for or
conducting warfare.
I commend it to your perusal at your leisure as an example ot the
type of positive propaganda for real security.z stability, and democracy
in which we could engage if the Congress adopts such a resolution as
I propose.
Recently I wrote Dr. Kluckhohn, the eminent director of the
Russian research cent8r at Harvard Universitv and asked what in
11is oJ>inion would be the effects if the pamphlet· were to be translated
into Russian and circulated among the Russian people by every
means that might be used for that purpose. He replied :
~laims

I suspect that if It were translated and widely distributed ln Russia the
e1rect would be very useful.
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I do not believe I have to take much of this body's time \n demonstrating that, having offered to renounce completely all atomic weapons
if others will do the same under effective guaranties, we should be even
more willing, if not anxious, to do the same thing as to all other
weapons, in some of which we are at a disadvantage vis-a-vis .ce1·tain
other nations or combinations of nations.
That argument was made far more cogently and eloquently than I
can make it by your own colleague, Senator Tydings, when be introduced his Senate Joint Resolution 95 in the Eightieth Congress.
ADVANTAGES OF A DISARMAMENT rROPOSAL NOW

I do want to emphasize that our at this time proposing the draft
convention procedure for achieving complete disarmament, to come
into effect only on universal adoption, would give our foreign policy
certain advantages it now lacks, as foJlows:
1. The conference drafting the convention would channel all the
mutulll suspicions and antagonisms of its members into the constructive use of strengthening the provisions of the convention for
sanctions to insure enforcement of all its provisions. Unli~ ,a.
treaty, the convention, once it becomes operative by universal adoption, would be self-executing, with all domestic law-enforcement
machinery, as well as any necessary international machinery, behind it.
2. Any nations not agreeing to the convention at the conference
would face the possibility of becoming isolated as other nations adopt
it, leaving them alone preventing the convention from coming into
effect. not an enviable position before public opinion.
3. The whole process is the essence of democracy, and the lesson
of how to make their governments accede to their most urgent desi~,
that for peace and security, would be learned by the peoples of the
world in the process. It offers what nearly everyone wants most~
and sh~ws them how to get it by their own efforts and in their own
generation.
4. Aiming directly at total disarmament gets away from the necessity of fixing quotas for each particular nation in relation to others.
thus e1iminating all questions of pride and presfore.
5. The natural interest of each individual in freeing himself from
the possibility of having to go to war and from the certainty of having
to be burdened with high taxes for war preparations, can be appealed
to without the likelihood that he will feel he is weakening his country,
since his decision is only effective if, as, and when the people of all
other countries do likewise.
6. In placing reliance for enforcement on public opinion as well
as natural and international agencies that operate at. the behest of
interested individuals and agencies and against offendin~ individuals,
and in not cominir into effect until public opinion favors it everywhere,
and so is alert evt'rywhere to the dire necessity of rigid enforcement.
it would be possihle to eliminate the most dangerous elements of
modern warfare-atomic bombs. cosmic rays, poison gas, disease germs,
crop destroyers, and whatever else has been, is being, or may in future
be, devised by man cnpable of destroyin~ life and the means of
sustaining- life-whieh seem incnpable of effective regulation by
treaties alone.
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7. It permits us to take the offensive morally and politically, which
is much more effective and less expensive than being on the defensive
strategically and militarily.
8. It would vastly increase the prestige and possibility of complete success of U~ by removing national forces, the existence of which
is an ever-present threat of national defiance of UN.
The stakes in this game of international politics are stupendous.
I think I have suggested an excellent bet that we should not overlook
in it, and I hope you will agree that the same time we ratify the North
At !antic Pact is the time that we should make this other bet.
SUPPORT FOR TREATY

The CnAIRl\L\N. Are you for the treaty, or opposed to it?
:Mr. SMEDLEY. I am for it as a necessary temporary expedient at
the moment, but I think there are other tlungs we should emphasize.
The CHAffi:lIAN. The only thing we have before us at this time is the
ti·eaty, so you are for ratification 't
Mr. SMEDLEY. Yes, sir.
The CnaIRMAN. In the hope that hereafter we will continue other
111ensures to bring about the ideas which you have expressed-Mr. fo1EDu:Y. Of <"ourse, I have said that I hope we ratify the treaty.
The CHAIRl\IAN. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF W. A. HUNTON, SECRETARY OF THE COUNCIL ON
AFRICAN AFFAIRS
The Cn.\IRlIAN. How long wi11 you require?
~fr. H t:NTON. About 5 or 7 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. GiYe the clerk your background.
l\fr. HUNTON. My name is WiJliam A. Hunton. I nm a resident
in Brooklyn, N. Y. I am secretary of the Council on African Affairs
in New York.
The CuAmMAN. What private business are you in 9
~Ir. HuNTON. This is my job, as secretary.
The CnAIRMAN. Secretary on the Council of African Affairs?
Mr. HuNTON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a native of this country?
Mr. HmnoN. Yes.
The CnAIRllAN. All right. Go ahead.
Mr. HuNTON. On behalf of the executive boarrl of the Council on
.African Affairs, an independent, private, nonprofit organization concerned with protecting and promoting the interests of the people of
Africa and with providing Americans with the truth concerning the
status and struggles of Africans nnd other colonial peoples for economic and political freedom, I wish to express strong condemnation
of the North Atlantic Treaty and urge its repudiation and defeat.
In the first place, the North Atlantic Treaty would create in place
of the one-world system, for which the United Nations was established. a two-world system, based upon the false and suicidal assumption that these two worlds cannot possibly live together in peace.
Thus will be provided the psychological basis for what has been
called a preventive war. actually a war to create a new one-world
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pattern according to the wishes of the signatories of the North Atlantic Treaty.
COLONIAL POLICIES AND THE TREATY

It should be carefully noted that the North Atlantic Treaty is &
compact of all those powers, with the sole present exception of Spain,
which today hold hundreds of millions of colonial peoples in subjection throughout the world.
Great Britain is a prison house of colored peoples, held in bondage
under an oppressive colonial system in Asia, Africa, and the Central
and South American countries. The Netherlands holds in bondage
nearly 80,000,000 people in the East Indies and in South America.
The French Government exploits millions of people in its African
nnd Asian colonies.
Belgium holds the pl'ople of thl' Congo in bondage. Portu!?al
exploits millions of Africans. The United States Government, with
it5< "gold and silver" double standard in Panama, its economic and
political hegemony in Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Liberia, its
complete domination of the people of Hawaii and recently acquired
islands of the Pacific, its newly established fund for investing in
the exploitative enterpri!'!es of other colonial powers, is today the most
powerful colonial power of all time. Finally, even the Government
of Italy is currently struggling to get the United Nations-with the
support of the other signatories-to reestablish its dominion over
Libya and Samoliland.
the very governments which are committed by the pact to live in
pNtce with all peoples and all governments are in fact today engaged
in wars to maintain their domination over peoples of Burma, Malaya,
Indonesia, Madagascar, and Viet-Nam.
In these colonial areas lies the real threat to world peace. Colonialism has heen and continues to be a major cause of the world's wars.
The North Atlantic Pact is designed to perpetuate this evil instead
of erasing it.
Today Africa is the last continental stronghold of colonialism, and
for that very reason its people face new and intensified forms of exploitation and oppression. But Africans, no less than Asians, are
tletermined that their continent and its resources shall be developed
for the benefit of the people who inhabit it, instead of being utilized
for the economic and military designs of European and American
imperiaJists.
While the published terms of the North Atlantic Treaty do not
specifically include Africa, except for the one territory of Algeria.
there is every indication that in actual practice the people of Africa,
who have had no voice in this matter, would be expected to play their
role in the war plans of the North Atlantic Pact countries.
ARTICLE IV AND COLONIAL POLICIES

The North Atlantic Pact, a111icle IV, commits the signatories to conr-ult together whenever, in the opinion of any of them, the territorial
integrity, political in<lepen<len<'e. or security of any of the parties is
threatened. And United States Secretary of State Dean Acheson.
interpreting the pact for the press, has stated that·
consultntion does not preclude action.
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Referring to this same article IV, Belgium's foreign minister, PaulHenri Spaak, on March 18 said thatconsultatlon between the signatories could also take place In case of an Incident
occurring outside the geographical areas· of the pact, It one of the parties considered its security Involved (New York Times, March 19).

Thus we may assume that if the people of Nigeria or the Gold Coast,
for example, should attempt to revolt against British rule and set up
a government of their own choosing, this could be interpreted by the
Governments of Britain, the United States, or any other of the signatories to the treaty as a threat to Britain's territorial integrity and security, and all of the parties to the treaty would consequently be called
upon to take joint action in crushing the revolt of these peoples by
force of arms.
lrULITARY ASSISTANOE AND OOLONIAL WARS

Further, the Bru~ls Treaty nations, which include Britain, France,.
the Netherlands, and Belgium, have proposed that the United States
furnish military equipment to them as a group to be distributed by
them in accordance with their joint defense plans.1 These defense
plans obviously embrace the overseas territories belonging to these
C'.OUntries.
.
Are we to hope that the United States Government, which granted
credit loans and Marshall-plan funds to the Dutch, British, and
French Governments, thereby enabling them to prosecute their wars
against the national liberation struggles of peoples under their dominion, will now withhold military equipment and other assistance
from its Atlantic Pact allies for their use in attempting to stem the
march of colonial peoples everywhere toward freedom 1
Indeed, there is danger that American troops may be called upon
to assist, either directly or indirectly, in safeguarding imperialist
interests in Africa and Asia. The then Secretary of the Army, Kenneth C. Royall, in early March, in reporting to the House Appropriations Committee the fact that several western European nations had
made-insistent requests for additional American troops--

on the European Continent, supported this demand, stating that no
one would want to-risk our destiny In war on the ability of the nations of Europe or Africa or any
JlOint In Asia.

Without their assent and in contradiction to the princi(>les of the
United Nations Charter, the Africans' homeland is rapidly being
converted into a military arsenal-a base for war.
One of several reports to this effect is contained in the United States
News-World report on February 27, 1948 :
Africa now Is bustling with the biggest boom in its history. Feeding the boom,
right now, is the mllltary planning of Europe and the United States. Africa ls
to become a huge base for armed operations Into Europe if trouble comes with
Rul!Sia.

It is this same ~reoccupation which apparently dictated the United
States delegation s position on the disposition of the former Italian
•New Y:ork Times, April 14, 1949.
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colonies-a position which the Council on African Affairs and many
other organizations among the American people have condemned as
a reactionary and dangerous solution.
THE TREATY AS A THREAT TO AFRICA

According to the New York Times of November 26, 1948 [reading] :
considerations of military strategy that were discussed and decided on at a
meeting of high military officers In Washington about 2 weeks ago have determined the attitude that the United States delegation here has adopted on the
question of the Italian colonies, diplomatic circles said today.

The United States has secured the right to establish at Monrovia,
Liberia, with no time limits whatever specifiedsuch naval, air, and military facilities and Installations as may be desired b7
the Government of the United States.

It has secured access to bases in Libya and other colonies, and is
giving technical and other assistance by means of Marshall-plan-fund
allocations in the building of communication lines linking the network
of African bases together.
The United States also, according to a New York Herald-Tribune
correspondent, January 7, l949llns a "gentlemen's agreement" with France whereby American planes can use
north African bases.

The same coITespondent reported thatFrench Africa, from the Mediterranean coast south to the Belgian Congo, more
than 2,000 miles away, bas been grouped into a coordinated defense area for the
first time. This unprecedented arrangement is expected to facllltate implementing of the North Atlantic Pact.

In view of all these facts it is clear that the North Atlantic Treaty
will not only bring nearer the danger of war with the Soviet Union,
but will also be an immediate and serious threat to African and other
colonial and subject peoples ruled by the treaty signatories.
POSITION OF NEGRO AMERICANS

'Vere the North Atlantic Pact in fnct what its preamble purports
to affirm, namely, a treaty committing its signatories to safeguard the
freedom and promote the well-being of tlwir peoples and to presen-e
the peace, then Negro Americans could give it their full and unconditional support. But, speaking as a Negro, I can say that we have had
no small share of experience with language which affirms what actions
denv.
The language of the Bill of Rights and the thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth amendments is precise, unequivocal, majestic; yet evervone knows that this language is not in accord with realitv, with ti1e
real status and conditions of the Negro citizens of the United Stat.es.
Democracy begins at home. Let the colonial powers, parties to tl1e
treaty, grant freedom to the peoples whom they hold in bondage. Let
the Umte<l States Government answer the demands of Negro Americans for the right to vote, for the right. to work according to their
abilities, for the right to live where they choose, for the right to live
without fear of lynchings-for the right to Jive as Americans.
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There can be no peace imposed by force of arms. The only enduring
peace is that founded upon the freedom and equality and fellowship
of all peoples.
Because it is an instrument for war, not for peace; because it means
additional hindrance and not assistance to the freedom struggles of
oppressed reoples everywhere, I respectfully and most earnestly urge
the Senates rejection of the North Atlantic Treaty.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We are glad indeed to have
your statement.
MEMBERSHIP OF COUNCIL ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS
Senator DoNNELL. l\lay I ask a question or two 1
You stated that the Council on African A ffairs is an independent,
private, nonprofit organization. How large an organization is that
and how is it financed?
Mr. HUNTON. It is financed by contributions from friends and
members and by sale of its literature, monthly bulletins, pamphlets,
and other publications dealing with Africa.
Its membership has consisted of those elected to membership by
the body and therefore is not a large organization but does include
representatives. of churches, schools, trade-unions, and other major
organizations and institutions, Negro and white.
Senator DONNELL. Are they scattered throughout the country 1
Mr. HUNTON. Yes.
Senator DONNELL. Or just in one section?
Mr. HUNTON. National in scope.
Senator DoxNEI..l... Are you able to tell us approximately how many
members there are?
Mr. HUNTON. Upward of 200.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank vou wrv much. You are excused.
The Committee will take a recess until 4 o'clock, so the witness will
have to come back. 'Ve have to go to the Senate.
(A recess was held.)
AFTER RECESS
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve are sorry that we had to interrupt the hearing.
There was an important matter on the Senate floor.
STATEMENT OF DR. lOE T. THOMAS, PRESIDENT, THE UNITED
CONGO IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, me., DETROIT, MICH.

The CiIAIRMAN. Dr. Joe T. Thomas, can you get along with 5
minutes?
Dr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, 5 minutes.
Dr. THOMAS. I can get along with 3.
The CHAIRMAN. How long 1
Dr. THOMAS. Three minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Change your figures, Mr. Clark; make it 3.
You are very accommoqating and we thank you.
Dr. THOMAS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we
thank the com!11ittee for giving us permission to speak against the
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United States joining the North Atlantic Pact with the BeJgian Government because such an alliance with Belgium at this time wou]d
compel the United States to go to war to defend Belgian slavery
in the Belgian Congo.
Our position for reestablishing the Congo FMle State as an independent soverei~ nation is endorsed by both branches of the National
Baptist convention with a membership of 6,500,000 American Negroes:
the general conference of the C. M. E. Church, the Church of God and
Christ, the Scottish Rite Masons of the United States, and our mem.b ership of 25,000 members.
These 6,000,000 Negroes are backing the United States against
Russia and all her enemies.
THE TREATY AND THE BELGIAN CONGO

We do not believe American democracy can be twin to Belgian
slavery in the Belgian Congo. This great Nation founded upon the
great moral principles of freedom, justice, and democracy has waged
many wars to perpetuate the great democratic principles and moral
obligations assumed by our forefathers who founded this cradle of
liberty. These moral obligations compeJled rebellion against Great
Britam and establishment of this democracy where all men might be
free and equal.
>:Fbis obligation brought a civil war that freed the slaves in the
United States and set the fires of freedom burning in the hearts of
all the people of Central and South America, in Haiti, and Santo
Domingo, and they freed themselves, and slavery was abolished in
all the Americas.
It was natural for this great Nation to wage war to free Cuba and
the Philippines and to join the AlJies in World Wars I and II so
freedom might have a chance to spread to all people all over the
world.
MORAL PRINCIPLES BEHIND WORLD WAR II

Grounded in the great moral principles of our fathers, our great
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Secretary of State Cordell Hull, and
Hon. Tom Connally and Senator Vandenberg, and their coworkers
oonverted the Allies to these moral democratic American principles,
and they organized the United Nations for freedom, justice, and
democracy for all people, large and smaU, who aspired toward selfgovernment.
·
I can still hear the voice of President Roosevelt ringing over the
radio proclaiming that this war is being fouf.ht for freedom, justice,
and democracy for all people, large and smal , who aspire to rule and
govern themselves.
I can still hear the bombers as they flew across the ocean to supply
our forces so they could stop the smashing German forces that en.slaved Europe and were storming at the very gates of Buckingham
Palace in Great Britain.
I can still see millions of American men arid women coming out of
factories where they worked to make ammunition of war to help win
the war for freedom, justice, and democracy.
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We won the war, we freed the world, and we restored stolen territories to native people so they might have freedom to rule themselves. We drove the Germans out of Belgium, we freed the Belgian
people, and we gave Belgium back to the Belgian people. We forgot
that Belgium was holding 14,000,000 African Con_golese slaves and
nearly a million square miles of territory of the Congo Free State,
illegally called the Belgian Congo.
We forgot President Roosevelt and Secretary Hull. We forgot
that American soldiers fought and bled and many of them died to
free Belgimn from German slavery. '\Ve forgot we.fought so freedom
might conw to all nntions who ~spired townrd self-government.
CONDITIO~S

IN THE UELGIAN CONGO

I do not believe we can for~et that Belgian atrocities in the Congo
Free State shocked the civilized Christian world. Belgium cut off
arms and legs of natives too old to work to intensify Belgian slavery.
The Belgian Gowrnment cut the breasts from pregnant native women
too heavy with child to work. The Belgian Government is still murde1·ing natiw Congolese in the Congo.
D:1ring the San Frnncisco Conference in 1945, while the United
Nation~ Charter wns in the making. a group of natives struck for a
raise from ~f> cents a dav for 10 hours' work and refused to work until
they got f>O cents n 11:ty. The Belgian Government murdered the
stl'ikt>rs with lend-lease machine guns from American lend-lease airpla110s. Th:> Belgian Oovernment has violated every provision of the
Berlin Act nnd convicted herself of criminal conversion and made
herself unfit to be permitted to handle the Congo Free State.
The Belgian Government has no intention of educating the native
Congolese toward self-government. Belgium spends less than 1 penny
per annum per capita on the education of the children of the 14.000.000
Congolese slaves the Belgian Government is now holding in the Belgi1m Congo. Just last year Belgium sent out a financial report that
Belgian Congo has taken the Belgian Government out of the red, and
Belgium had made millions in profits out of the Congo, but Belgium
has not appropriated a penny of this vast sum toward the education
of the Congolese children.
Here is llelgium's answer to the United Press when Mr. Spaak wa.q
asked just what Belgium intended to do about turning Belgian Congo
over to the United Nations. This was just after we had freed Belgium
from German slavery and had given Belgium back to the Belgian
people. I quote Mr. Spaak, Prime Minister of Belgium [reading]:
The Belgian Government l'lln see no future day when the Congolese wlll be
«apahle of self-government; therefore, the Congolese wlll have to remain under
Belgian rule Indefinitely.

Great Britain is practicing democracy in her crown colonies and
protectorates and is spending millions of dollars a year educating
natives toward domimon self-government in Africa and spreading
democracy which will prevent communism in her colonies. The Belgian Government is too poor to give the natives a chance and must
resort to slavery and murder to hold the Congo. The Congo under
Bt>lgium is a ripe field for communism.
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PROGRAM FOR THE BEWIAN CONGO

As a measure of international defense, the United Nutions should
take over the Belgian Congo and join Great Britain in the ~eat human development of Christianity, freedom, and democracy m Africa
and pre\'ent the spread of communism in Africa.
Freedom from slavery and restoration of stolen territory to native
people and their heirs was decided on the battlefields of Europe, Asia,
and Africa in 'Vorld War II, and it was signed with the blood of out·
fallen heroes who died for freedom, justice, and democracy. They
knew democracy could not be twin to slavery.
Our allied courts have tried, convicted, and executed murdering
leaders of land-grabbing nations of World War II. but they forgot
and looked over Belgium, a nation that is just as guilty of murder and
land grabbing as Germany and Japan and should not be permitted to
hold the Belgian Congo. the Mandates of Urundi nnd Ruanda, nor
any other territory in Africa.
The United Nations should bring the Belgian Government into court
and try her for violating the Berlin Act, for murder, criminal com·ersion, and holding human beings in slavery.
I cannot believe all the great nations of the world have united to
defend Belgium, a murdermg slave-holding nation. Of course. Belguim is a member of the United Nations and the North Atlantic
Security Pact, but she is guilty of robbery, murder, and holding slaves
and is unfit to be a member of the family of civilized nations and the
North Atlantic Security Tr~aty. Belgium is violating the mandates
of our honored dead who died on the battlefields of Europe to free
Belgium from German slavery.
Judas was a member of the great Christian fraternity of Jesus;
but he betrayed our Lord and hanged himself. We do not expect the
Belgian delegates to hang themselves, but they are guilty because thev
represent the Belgian Government and to save their faces, thev must
voluntarily turn Belgian Congo and the mandates of Ruanda and
U randi over to the United Nations, so the family of democratic nations
can have clean shirts.
In defense of the widows and orphans of our heroic dead, who gave
their Jives so democracy might get a chance to function in the world
and for the existence of the human race, we ask for plain, simple
justice and freedom for the 14,000,000 slaves Belgium is now holdin~.
Reestablishin~ the Congo Free State by the United Nntions will determine the future conduct of other nations, and communism cannot
say the United Nations permitted Belgium to hold stolen territorv
and 14,000,000 Congolese slaves in Africa.
•
In defense of moral decency, the decision of the United Nations
must be freedom of the Congolese and restoration of the Congo Free
State as an independent sovereign nation w1der the Congo Free State
flag.
IDSTORY OF BELGIUM CONGO

The following great European nations and the United States met
in Berlin in 1884 and enacted the Berlin Act. They are: Great
Britain, Germany, Russia, France, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria-Hungary, Luxemburg, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden,
Holland, Belgium, the United States, and some lesser European states.
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They recognized the Congo Free State as an independent sovereign
nation and appointed Belgium administrator over the Congo Free
State to educate the Congolese toward self-government.
But instead, the Belgian Government enslaved the Congolese and
murdered 30,000,000 natives who would not submit to Belgian slavery
in the Congo. At that time this was the greatest mass murder in the
world's history and can only be topped by Germany's mass murder of
65,000,000 white people in Europe during World War II.
i:n 1884, the Berlin Conference appointed Belgium administrator
over the Congo Free State to educate the Congolese toward selfgovernment, but Belgium violated every provision of the Berlin Act,
enslaved the natives, .and in 1906 she annexed the Congo Free State
as a Belgium slave colony over our protest which we filed with each
of the signatories of the Berlin Act and the World Court at Geneva,
Switzerland; but they did not give us a hearing.
We, the civilized heirs, did not sell Belgium our territory, we did
not give Belgium our land, and Belgium did not acguire our territory
by conquest; therefore, by all the practices of civilized nations, the
territory now illegally called the Belgian Congo belongs to the native
Congolese and to us, the heirs residing in the United States and citizens of the United States of America.
UNl'rt~D

N .\TIONS AND 'l'IIE CONGO

'Ve, the civilized heirs to the territory, hereby file complaint against
the Belgian Government and ask the United Nations to appoint the
Government of the United States our new administrator. As long
as Belgium is permitted to hold slaves in Belgian Congo and have
jurisdiction over our territory, the Congolese are a threat to democracy
and ripe for communism. •
We do not believe the United Nations should drive the Congolese
into the family of communistic satellite nations; and freedom for
the 14,000,000 Congolese and the reestablishm~nt of the Congo Free
State will win the Congolese for democracy.
I do not believe the United Nations were organized to perpetuate
human slavery; we believe the United Nations is the greatest moral
force of nations because it was founded upon the world's greatest
human principles-freedom, justice, and democracy;
Therefore, we believe the moral integrity of the United Nations
will come before the bar of justice with clean hands and free the
14,000,000 slaves the Belgian Government is now holding in the Belgian Congo and reestablish the Congo Free State and launch a new
democracy in Africa which in times of war will be valuable as an aid
to the democracies, for then we can mobilize an army of 2,000,000
soldiers to fight with the democracies of the world and keep the democracies Jiving.
We believe the United Nations should have this opportunity to reestablish the Congo Free State as an independent sovereign nation
under the Congo Free State flag and set a new pattern for human
justice in Africa.
CONDITIONS IN THE CONGO

I wonder just how long can the Christian civilized nations keep
their eyes shut to this disgrace to democracy. How long can they
90614-49-pt. 8-11
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stand and hear Congolese slaves cry 1 How long will they hold back
and block democracy and shut the sunlight from the blue sky 1
Belgium does not permit American missionaries from Negro denominations to enter the Belgian Congo and establish missions and
churches to help Christianize and educate the native Congolese, and
this prevents the spread of Christianity in Belgian Congo. Belgium
spends less than 1 cent per capita on native education.
'
During the 64 years Belgmm has had jurisdiction over the Congo
State, the Belgian Government has not educated one native Congolese
doctor of medicine, no dentist, no druggist, no engineers, no geologists,
no electrical engineers, no lawyers, and no presidents of schoo~not
even a common school teacher-and no trained nurses. Belgium is
preventing Congolese education so she can profit on slave labor. Congolese Americans are blessed with the great J?rivilege of being permitted to participate in building American civilization.
Here in the United States, Congolese Americans have many medical doctors, dentists, druggists, 50,000 school teachers, hundreds of
businessmen, hundreds of trained mechanics, hundreds of suc.cessful
farmers, many presidents of schools, colleges, and m1iversities, scientists, soldiers of distinction, great musicians and artists, over a million
home owners, over 1,000,000 churches, and a million trained ministers
of the gospel and thousands of workers under the civil service working for the United States Government and in the county and city
governments.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A CONGO FREE STATE

The United States has given the Congolese living here a chance.
We believe reestablishing the Congo Free State will prevent the
spread of communism in Africa. This new Negro nation in Africa
will be a new forward step in human achievement for the United
Nations and set a precedent for freedom for all people, large and
small.
If that is done, all the participating nations of the North Atlantic
Pact can face communism with clean hands, and the United Nations
will have a real opportunity to set in operation the Charter of the
United Nations and demonstrate to communism that democracv is
real and fits black folk into moral concepts of freedom, justice, and
democracy for all people who aspire toward self-government., both
large and small.
Our position fits in with President Truman's inaugural address. I
quote:
The old Imperialism exploitation for foreign profit has no place in our plan.
What we envisage Is a program of t1evelopment based on the concept of del"elopment of democratic fair dealings. All countries, Including our own, will
greatly benefit from a constructive program for the better use of the world·•
human and natural resources.
Only by helping the least fortunate of Its members to help themselves can
the human family achieve the decent, satisfying life that Is the right of all
people.

We do not believe democracy can be twin to Belgian slavery in the
Belgian Congo. Democracy means freedom, libertJ, and justic.e. TM
only twin in the world that can be matched with Belgian slaverv in
the Belgian Congo is Russian communism.
•
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE CONGO

We Congolese-American heirs, descendants of the Congolese and
citizens of the United States of America, contend that our property
is subject to the jurisdiction and the protection of the United States.
The United State.." should take a protectorate over our African territory and control the world's greatest supply of uranium and prevent
Russia from taking over our property. If Russia did take over the
Congo, she would .wreck the British in all Africa and co~munize
Africa and spread communism to Central and South America and
become a menace to the democracies of the world.
To prevent this impending crisis, at the International Aviation
Conference in the Stevens Hotel at Chicago in 1944 we, the owners,
heirs, and descendants of the Congolese residinA" in the United States
and linited States citizens, gave the United States the right to establish airfields and military stations in the Congo Free State, illegally
called the Belgian Congo, and to keep them as long as the United
States needed them.
We, the heirs of the Congolese, did not sel1 or give Belgium our land,.
and Belgium did not. acquire our territory by conquest. Therefore, by
all legal processes of civilized nations the property belongs to us, the
legal heirs, and the native Con~olese people. We have a legal right
to give the Unitetd States the right to establish airfields and military
stations in our territory.
Belgium ii' still murdf'ring Congolese persons and should not be
>ermitted to participate in the Marshall plan and use United States
end-lease funds to help perpetuate slaver,Y in the Belgian Congo.
Therefore, we ask the Foreign Relations Committee to amend the
X orth Atlantic Security Treaty so Belgium will not participate in any
United States funds appropriated for the North Atlantic Security
Pact until Belgium has voluntarily reliquished all claims of jurisdiction over the Belgian Congo and the mandates of Ruanda and
Urundi and turn these colonies over to the United Nations.
We ask the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to recommend that
all previous provisions of old leagues of nations and world courts
which granted Belgium jurisdiction over the Congo Free State and
permitted Belgium to annex the Congo Free State as a Belgian slave
colony be reconsidered and that the Congo Free State be reestabilshed
as an independent sovereign nation under the Congo Free State flag.
We respectfully ask the committee to recommend that the United
Nations appoint a commission to take over the Belgian Congo and the
mandates of Ruanda and U rundi and reestablish the Congo Free State
as an independent sovereign nation under the Congo Free State flag
supervised by the United Nations.
At the International Aviation Conference in 1944 we Congolese
livil!g in the United States and citizens of the United States granted
the United States Government the right to establish airfields and military stations within the Congo to keep the Russian Government from
going in and taking over our territory. As you know, the Congo
State produces a great supply of uranium, from which we get the
atomic bomb. She produces 90 percent of the radium of the world.
She has copper fields 250 miles Ion~ and 50 miles wide. She produces diamonds next after South Africa.

l
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This valuable territory should not go into the hands of Russia.
We believe that the Belgian Government is too weak to hold it; and
we, the heirs of that territory, ask the United States to take a protectorate over it and control the world's greatest supply of uraruum.
The CHAIRMAN. We certainly thank you very much. You are the
president of this United Congo Improvement Association?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a corporation, or just membership!
Mr. THOMAS. We are incorporated.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you give all your time to this!
Mr. THOMAS. All my time to this particular thing.
The CHAmHAN. All right.
Ely Culbertson. How much time will you need?
Mr. CULBERTSON. Last time at the Democratic Convention you said
you would ~ive me 5 minutes, and I said, ''I double that," but I would
not double it this time; I will try my best.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. It is late, and there are not ma.ny members here, so \ve would like to conclude as soon as we possibly can.
STATEMENT OF ELY CULBERTSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE CITIZEBS
COMMITTEE FOR UNITED NATIONS REFORM, me.

Mr. CULBERTSON. My name is Ely Culbertson, and I am here representing the Citizens Committee for United Nations Reform, of which
I am chairman.
We favor the outright ratification of the North Atlantic Treatv.
The giO'antic propaganda machine of the State Department has left
but little choice and little time for the country and the Congress in this
matter. We must either ratify the treaty as it is or else find ourselves
in a position opposing our Government's effort against the Communist
threat.
IMPERFECTIONS OF THE TREATY

We realize only too clearly the imperfections and even the grave
defects of the treaty. For rnstance, the only specific thing in the
otherwise misty treaty is the provision in article 10 that admission
of new members to the treaty can be made only by the unanimous
consent of its signatories.
Now, Luxemburg, which is one of its signatories, is a very fine
nation; and its capital city of 60,000 population is a lovely little town.
But I submit that it is utterly ridiculous to permit Luxemburg t11us to
veto the policy of the United States of America in matters that mav
well prove to be vital to our national interests. We have been alreadv
vetoed to a frenzy by Russia, and we have had enough.
•
I hope that I am wrong in my understanding that the hidden purpose of this provision was to make doubly sure that Spain be barred
from participation in the Atlantic Pact-on the grounds, so eloquenth·
stated by Secretary Acheson, that the habeas corpi of totalitaria.ll
Spain and totalitarian Russia are not in the same class.
l'here are other and more serious sins of omission in the North
Atlantic Treaty. I am sure that millions of Americans, and many
Senators, too, would agree with my wistful wish that there were more
brain and more teeth in the treaty.

.
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Once again, the State Department missed a God-given opportunity
to create, through the treaty, not a clumsy, hasty and uncertain tool of
power politics, but a more noble and far more practical instrument
against aggressors.
SUPPORT FOR TREATY

In spite of these obvious defects of the treaty, we favor its immediate
ratification because we favor the principle of lawful and militant
defense by peaceful nations against the greatest threat in historythe double threat of atomic and Communist bombs.
Fortunately for the United States and the world, the treaty is so
vaguely constructed and so replete with double talk that an enormous
amount of good can be done after the ·ratification of the treaty, provided it is well implemented .
.A88UMPnONS UNDER THE NORTH .ATLANTIC PACT

There are three basic assumptions that we must keep in mind in
connection with the whole purpose and implementation of the Atlantic Pact:
First, the fact that today and during the next 2 or 3 years at the
most, the atomic and industrial power of the United States and her
natural allies is virtually irresistible.
Therefore, some of the previous testimony that you have heard here
to the effect that if the Atlantic Treaty is not ratified immediately
there will be war within a year is sheer nonsense. The Moscow Politburo, although at times obliging will certainly not do us the favor of
committin~ military suicide by starting a war before they accumulate
5ome atomic bombs of their own. If Soviet Russia wanted to overrun
Europe they would have done so, with far greater chances of success,
in 1946, 1947, or 1948.
The Moscow rulers indeed believe that the third world war is
inevitable and desirable, but in their own time- and with their own
strategic surprises.
Second, any settlement now with Soviet Russia that does not include guaranteed international control of atomic energy, the elimination of the back-breaking load of the armament race, and the restoration of the illegally occupied territories would be an act of dis~uised
appeasement, inviting atomic catastrophe a few years later. Trme is
no longer the ally of the United States.
Third, the Communist Politburo does not and never will understand
any language other than the language of inexorable and superior military force. Therefore, the only way to avert the third world war is
by implementing the Atlantic Pact in such a manner that the Moscow
rulers will be faced by the lawfully organized, collective power of all
peaceful nations-a power of such overwhelming strength and united
determination that the Moscow rulers will find it to their best advantage to agree without delay or double talk to just and reasonable
conditions for guaranteed world peace.
I understand that an important bipartisan group of Senators are
now preparing a resolution for a specific implementation of the North
Atlantic Treaty in connection with its ratification. The resolution
will call for:
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INTERNATIONAL CONTINGENT TO REPFL A'ITAOK

1. The establishment, in cooperation with other member states, of
an emergency defense force, to be called the international contingent,
to oP.erate in defense against armed attack either independently or as
auxiliary to the national armed forces of participating member states.
This international contingent-a balanced land, sea, and air forceshall be recruited from volunteers who are citizens of smaller sovereign
states : that is, states not possessing their own large military estal>lishments. It will be a highly trained, well-paid professional force,
owing its allegiance to the Atlantic Defence Authority. It will be
stationed in western Germany or other critical points in Europe. Its
use and operations shall not limit the constitutional safeguards of
member states nor commit them to the use of their own national armed
forces.
At least half of the total of money, goods, and lend-lease armament
appropriated by the United States Government in accordance with
article 3 of the North Atlantic Treaty shall be expended to help equip
and maintain the international contingent of volunteer profesmonal
troops.
The organization and command of the international contingent shall
be vested in the Atlantic defense authority, or defense committee
provided in article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty. The defense
committee shall consist of seven delegates, as follows: United 8tates.
two; United Kingdom, one; Canada, one (giving two for the British
Commonwealth); France, one; Italy, one (giving two for the Latin
Europeans) ; and other smaller member states, one.
The defense committee shall act upon an affirmative vote of six out
of seven members.
The defense committee shall establish, subject to its control, a high
command for the international contingent, and appoint its commander
in chief.
Now, the advantages of this Atlantic contingent are obvious. I
believe it will be extremely popular with the American people and
the British and French people because it will save lives. It will save
many American lives and French and British lives bv distributing
the iond of sacrifice among the smaller nations, too; who number
400,000,000 people in this world.
Secondly, this international contingent, which will be, in effect, a
superbly equipped professional body, hand-picked from the smaller
nations all over the world, will be a natural ally and an auxiliary force
for the United States and other armed forces stationed in Germany under the control of the Atlantic Defense Committee.
It will eliminate the fear of France of being once again conquered
before they are eventually liberated.
Even today-and I can predict that in the futu~there will be a
great deal of trouble on that account. The French, like many other
European nations. do not want to be liberated any more. They want
to be saved from invasion, and this force could be stationed as shock
troops, without requiring the stationing of several hundred thousand,
if not half a million troops, as is now the case with many French
states.
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REVISION OF THE

UN

CHARTER

Now, in addition to this international Atlantic contingent, the resolution by the Senate group will assert that a fundamental objective in
the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty shall be to seek without delay the revision of the United Nations Charter so that (~) the
paralyzing veto right of an aggressor shall be removed; ( B) the rising
threat of the atomic catastrophe be averted, and the back-breaking
load of the armament race be hfted; and (C) an effective but tyrannyproof international police force be established to support the decision
of a workable Security Council and World C-0urt.
In the event that a permanent member vetoes these urgent, just, and
indispensable revisions of the UN Charter, under its article 108
then, under its article 51, the resolution will ask that the Atlantic Pact
be extended into a world pact, with the Atlantic international contingent extended into a world international contingent; so that a world
collective front of all peaceful nations, in posession of overwhelmin~
atomic and military power, shall be established, based on the principle of enforceable law against aggression or armament for aggression.
We believe that the majority of the American people and of the
Senate are opposed to a preventive war against Russia just as emphatically as they are opposed to appeasement of Russia. We believe that only by firm action now, through specific implementation
of the North Atlantic Treaty, can we avert the third world war later.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, very much, Mr. Culbertson.
We have noted and are acquainted with your activities in international affairs, and we applaud you for your great public interest and
your views.
Mr. CULBERTSON. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DONNELL. I would like to ask Mr. Culbertson a few questions, Mr. Chairman, if I may.
FINANCES OF CITIZENS

COMMITTEE FOR

UN REFORMS

Mr. Culbertson, are you afpearing here for the Citizens Committee
for United Nations Reform
.
Mr. CULBERTSON. Yes sir.
Senator DoNNELL. What is that organization, and who finances it t
Mr. Cur.BERTSON. The citizens committee is a nonprofit membership organization. It contains 2,000 members. It contains 7,000,000
members of other organizations who have endorsed the same plan
as advocated by the citizens' committee for the revision of the United
Nations, called the plan ABC, which was introduced last year by a
group of 16 Senators in a concurrent resolution.
This citizens' committee is financed by voluntary donations, and
when there is not enough money-and that is usually the case-by
donations out of my bridge earnings.
Senator DoNNELL. Do yon mind telling us approximately the annual budget of the committee~
Mr. CULBERTSON. The annual budget of this citizens' committee
varies between 40 and 100 thousand dollars a year.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Culbertson, perhaps I am incorrect, but I
rather gathered from some of your language here that you are not par-
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ticularly enthusiastic over this North Atlantic Treaty. Am I correct in that conclusion 1
Mr. CULBERTSON. You are quite correct, Senator. I think a far
better treaty could have been drawn up.
NO

ALTERNATIVE TO RATIFICATION

Senator DONNELL. I understood ;ou to mention that there has been
a gigantic propaganda machine o the State Department, and that
machine leaves us no alternative but to ratify the pact~
Mr. CULBERTSON. That is correct, Senator.
In the past, the State Department, although pretending to solicit
the opinion of thinking Americans, has carefully avoided doing so.
They work in the darkness and when they prepare their own rather
hasty plans they launch them with such a fire as take it or leave it.
Senator DoNNELL. Did you read in the newspapers the account of
the ceremonies here when the pact was signed on April 4 ~
Mr. CGLBERTSON. Yes, I did. But may I say, Senator, that this reproach applies only to the State Department. It never applies to the
Senate and House of Representatives and their bodies.
As a matter of fact, the only chance we ever had to be heard in
public was thanks to the courtesies and to the democratic spirit of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign
Affairs Committee. I want to make it absolutely clear.
Senator DoNNELL. Am I correct that you base, in large part, your
conclusion that you favor the outright ratification of the Xorth Atlantic Treaty on the fact that this gigantic propaganda machine of the
State Department has left us no alternative~
Mr. CULBERTSON. It has left us no alternative, except either to
accept it or to suffer terrific consequences of a moral nature with
our natural allies in Europe.
Senator DoNNELL. I say, in large part, therefore, you base your
conclusion of favoring the outright ratification of the North Atlantic
Treaty on this condition that has arisen out of this gigantic propaganda machine of the State Department. Am I correct in that understandin~?

Mr. Cm.BERTSON. Yes, Senator, you are largely correct in that understanding.
IMPERFECTIONS OF THE TREATY
Senator DONNELL. Now, Mr. Culbertson, in connection with mv
suggestion that, I judge, you are not highly enthusiastic over the North
Atlantic Treaty, I observe such language as this in your statement:
You speak of "the imperfections of the treaty and even the grave
defects of the treaty." You speak of it as being "the otherwise misty
treaty."
You refer to the fact that it is utterly ridiculous to permit one
country, which you name, to veto the policy of the United States of
America. You speak of "the hidden purpose of that provision.,.
You mention the "sins of omission in the North Atlantic Treaty."
You express the "wistful wish that there were more brain in the
treaty." You express a similar wish that there were more teeth in
the treaty.
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You refer to the fact that the State Department, as you judrred it,
missed an opportunity to create not a clmm;y tool of military alliance,
but a more noble instrument, et ~tera. You expre.ss a similar thought
that the State Department has lost a God-given opportunity to create
not an uncertain tool of military alJiance. You speak of ''these
obvious defects of the treaty." You mention that the treaty is so
"vaguely constructed." You refer to it as being so "replete with
double-talk."
I judge from all those, added together or separately-or to adopt
the language of the treaty, I believe, "collectively or individually"that I am quite correct, am I not, in the conclus10n that your enthusiasm for this treaty might be bounded within rather narrow limits:
That is correct, is it not Y
Mr. CULBERTSON. It is bounded within very narrow limits, but I
have hoped that through the implementation of this treaty we would
achieve something far more substantial, something with teeth and
something with far more brain, thanks to the Senate and the House.
PROPER IMPLEMENTATION OF TREATY
Senator DONNELL. And the implementation to which you refer, at
at least in large part, is that which you understand an important
bipartisan group of Senators are now preparing a resolution to effect~
Mr. CULBERTSON. Not only this group of Senators, but any group
that advocate.s a step forward. We are in favor of all of them.
Senator DONNELL. I understand that you do regard this proposed
resolution, that to quote your statement, "an important bipartistan
group of Senators are now preparing" is a very important step toward
the proper implementation of the treaty.
Mr. CULBERTSON. Indeed I do, Senator. I also regard your activities as valuable, and I want to express my admiration.
Although I entirely disagree with many of lour opinions, I want
to express my admiration for your courage an for your fortitude in
standing here and bringing up clearly and specifically our commitments in that vital matter.
I think the people of America will be grateful for it, although your
act is not popular now; though it does not matter.
Senator DoNNELL. I appreciate very much the comment.
Mr. CULBERTSON. We will benefit from you and everybody, and,
of course, including Senator Connally, the chairman.
The CHAIBMAN. I think that tribute, Senator, deserves a similar
tribute to Mr. Culbertson.
Senator DONNELL. Yes, I feel myself that Mr. Culbertson is showing a very fine spirit of public service in ¢ving us the benefit of his
views and I am greatly interested in his views. In fact Mr. Culbertson did me an honor some weeks ago to drop in at my office one day-Mr. CULBERTSON. It was an honor.
Senator DoNNELL. And go into these matters to some extent at
that time.
DANGER OF WAR

Now I judge that you are not convinced that all the arguments that
have been introduced in favor of this treaty are valid. I am referring
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particularly to your point that some of the previous testimony you
say that the committee has heard here to the effect thatlt the Atlantic Treaty ls not ratified Immediately there wlll be a war within a
year ls sheer nonsense.

Mr. CuLBERTON. Sheer nonsense. Also, Senator, sheer hypocrisy
is the statement that this treaty will bolster and strengthen the United
Nations. This treaty is an admission of the total and complete failure
of the United Nations to operate as an international agency for peace
and security.
Senator DoNNELL. I might add in that connection that your view as
to the hypocrisy concurs exactly, even to the choice of the term, with
the views suggested by another witness a few days ago who called
attention to two hypocrisies of which the one you have mentioned is
just one.
Mr. CULBERTSON. So I am not alone.
Senator DONNELL. No · you are not. You may not want to answer
this question-you probahly would prefer not to mention names-but
I recall that Judge Gerard, a man of great distinction in public service, is a gentlem_an who came to us the other day and submitted his
view that-and I am going to quote your language-not that he
submitted it in the same language but it was the substance of it"If the Atlantic Treaty is not ratified"-! do not know whether he
said "immediately"-"there would be war within a year."
That was his view as I recall it. You do not concur with that view
regardless of who may have submitted it¥
Mr. CULBERTSON. I do not concur, and, furthermore, many others
have intimated that unless we ratify the Atlantic Treaty we are
going to have a war with Russia, and I say it is sheer nonsense.
INTERNATIONAL

CONTINGENT

Senator DONNELL. I want to call attention in the record to one point
that I think is quite ingenious-and I mean no disparagement by the
term "ingenious"-because it intrigued me when you mentioned it in
my office: This provision for the the defense committee to consist
of seven delegates, while you didn't mention it here today, contains
obviously the provision which preserves the veto of the Umted States,
because the defense committee shall act on an affirmative vote of six
out of seven members and there cannot be six unless the United Sta~
votes; that is correct, is it not 1
Mr. CULBERTSON. It preserves the veto of the United States and
the British Commonwealth, and not the Europeans; that is correct.
At the same time it does not permit one nation to oppose the will
of the majority.
Senator DoNNELL. Mr. Culbertson, there is a bell ringing which
indicates a vote, and we are going to have to leave, I take it. I just
want to conclude with this observation, and I take it this is vour
expression, your view, you believe that only by firm action ·now
through specific implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty can
we avert the third world war lated
Mr. CULBERTSON. I do.
Senator DoNNELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Culbertson.
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The CHAIRMAN. Your view is that though you think you could have
written a better treaty f ?De more desirable and all that, still you are
for the ratification of tnis treaty 1
Mr. CULBERTSON. I am for ratification of this treaty without reservation or conditions1 but I do not think I could have written a,
better treaty. I do believe that the Senate could implement the same
treaty in a far better way.
The CuAnwAN. We are going to implement it later. We cannot
implement it in the treaty now.
Mr. Cm.BERTsoN. We want to prepare for it now, and I want to
thank you, Senator Connally, for your great courtesy, and I appreciate your democratic spirit.
The CHAmHAN. Thank you very much.
We will recess now until Monday.
Mr. CuLBERTSON. Thank you, Senator.
(Whereupon the committee, at 5: 30 p. m., recessed, to reconvene
Monday, May 16, 1949.)
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MONDAY, MAY 16, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMHITrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment on Friday, May 131
1949, at 10: 30 a. m. in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom
Connally (chairman of the committee), presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), George, and Green.
Also present: Senator Donnell.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Come around, Mr. Brown.
STATEMENT OF HARVEY W. BROWN, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS
~fr. BROWN. l\Ir. Chnirmnn nnci members of the committee, I am
Harvey Brown, president of the International Association of
Machinists.
I have come here to urge Senate ratification of the North Atlantic
treaty. This international agreement is an expression of the desire
of the 300,000,000 people in the North Atlantic community of nations
for peace and security. It is an essential part of our campaign for
peace, our battle against war.
COST OF WAR

Twice in one generation humanity has suffered the scourge of war.
The total military cost and property d~mage of World War II has
been put at $1,M7,891,463,084-n fnntnst1c sum. But far more shocking than the material cost of war is the ghastly toll in precious lives.
Bear with me for a moment while I read these stunning figures: In
'Vorld War I there were 22,104,209 casualties, 52.3 percent of the total
mobilized forces. The dead numbered 5,152,115; the wounded, 12,831,004: and 4,121,090 were reJ?.orted taken prisoners or missing. In
World W nr II the number of military and civilian dead were estimated
at 22,060,000, four times as great as in World War I. The number
of wounded in World War II was estimated at 34,000,000, nearly
three times as great as in the First World War.
As wars become bigger and more bitter, they may lead to the eventual destruction of the human race. Remember that in World War
II only two atomic bombs were dropped. Can the human mind grasp
the havoc and destruction of future atomic warfare? Will anyone
even remain to count the dead t
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I. am sure that you will agree with me that no price is too high to
av01d another war.
. The tragic experience of two world wars has at last taught us that~
m the face of an aggressor, peac~ on earth must be achieved through
a show of strength, not weakness. Never again must an ag~r
nation be ~ven the opportunity to pick off democratic countries one
by one. We must not again abandon the countries of western Europe
to the agony of enemy occupation.
NO ISOLATION FOR THE UNITED STATF.S

If the history of the last two great wars teaches us anything at all.
it teaches us that the United States cannot escape becoming involved
in a major European conflict unless it is possible to avoid the conflict itself. Toward this end, the 12' nations who signed the treatv
are resolved to "unite their efforts for collective defense and for the
preservation of peace and security." Such united action, together
with the military, economic, and human means to do so, should eliminate any false hopes on the part of any potential aggressor that he
could succeed in his ambition to divide and conquer.
In the past, the ag~ressors have relied chiefly upon American isolation. Fortunately, isolationism is a dying creed. We cannot permit the security of the United States to be endangered bv allowing
the entire European continent to ·come under the domination of a
single power or group of powers hostile to America. In World War
II, the Allied Powers lost continental Europe before the United States
joined actively in the fighting. To regain it, we had to launch the
most dangerous and costly amphibious assault in the history of mankind.
Today, in spite of the strides of the western nations toward economic recovery and toward economic, political, and military coope~
tion, the nations of Europe still find themselves in a. weakened condition as a result of the destruction and privation of war. This affords a golden opportunity for a new aggressor.
OBSTRUCTION TO PEACE

When VJ-day came. we thought that peace and stabilitv would
return to the world. We did not, of course, expect that the end of
the fighting would automatically settle the painful problem brought
on by the war. Even if there were unity among the allies of World
War II in the search for a just and honorable peace~ there would ht>
many obstacles to overcome before reaching the goal. But we hoped
that with patience and care we could attain peace in a reasona"ble
time.
But winning the pence has become even more difficult than winnill#!
the war because one single bully among the nations has not only l't'-fused to cooperate in the achievement of a just and honorable peace,
but, sad to say, has sabot~ the efforts.
Let us be frank about it. The Soviet dictatorship has obstructed
all attempts at brin¢ng peace to a shattered world. The democrati<'
nations have tried to find a firm basis for peace hv negotiation and
agreement. Many conferences were held in the four comers of the
earth. Though the few agreements that were obtained left much to
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be desired, they offered some basis for peace. But the Kremlin regime
has repeatedly ignored and violated the agreements.
We had hoped that the United Nations would succeed to build a
world order based on law and not on force. Most of the countries
of the world have joined the United Nations. Most of the members
support it and endeavor to make it stronger and more useful.
RUSSIAN AGGRESSION

However, the U.S. S. R. has sta~ed a veto marathon at sessions of
the United Nations, thus destroymg its effectiveness as an instrument for peace.
Bear in mind that in the 4 years since the end of the war the Red
army was used as the means for establishing Moscow-controlled Communist dictatorships in Poland, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Hungary.
It was only a little over a year ago that Czechoslovkia's free, democratic government was overthrown by a Communist coup.
It is clear that in the case of a new aggressor, as in the case of Nazi
Germany, control of the European Continent, once achieved, would
merely serve as the first step in the grand strategy of an attack on
Great Britain and then on the United States and the whole Western
·
Hemisphere.
F.C'ONOMTC RECOVERY AND THE TREATY

How can we avoid such terrifyin~ possibilities from becoming horrible realities~ The North Atlantic Treaty as a complement to the
European recovery program is the answer. The treaty and the ERP
are both necessary to achieve a stable, prosperous, and peaceful world.
The economic recovery of Europe will be aided by the feeling of greater
security which the treaty will spread among_the ERP countries. Likewise, the treaty requires a successful ERP as the basic foundation
upon which its security must rest.
A little over a year ago I appeared before Y.our committee in support of the European recovery program. ·wlnle in Europe as a member of the Anglo-American Council on Productivity, I saw the benefits
of the European recovery program. But we know that all of our gains
can be lost unless we join for our mutual self-protection.
The essential purpose of the treaty is to maintain and strengthen
the way of life of the North Atlantic community of nations. This
thought is well expressed in the preamble to the treaty, which reads:
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and clvlUzatlon of their peoples, founded upon the principles of democracy, individual liberty,
and the rule of law.
PREVENTIVE EFFECT OF TREATY

The essence of the treaty is recognition of the fact that an armed
attack on any of the North Atlantic nations is, in effect, an attack upon
them all.
By confronting a potential aggressor with a preponderance of military, economic, and spiritual power, the North Atlantic Treaty will
increase the prospects of peace. We all know that our firm and determined policy in Berlin has resulted in the lifting of the blockad1:.
This was accomplished primarily by American pilots, American planes,
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and American dollars. The power and might of the United States is
needed to translate the North .Atlantic Treaty from a noble document
to a living reality. I agree with our Preside.nt that had such a treaty
existed in 1914 and 1939, it "would have prevented the acts of a~gres
sion which led to two world wars." Need anything more be saidt
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown, your office is here in \Vashington, is it'!
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You have been connected with the International
Association of Machinists for some years, have you not~
Mr. BROWN. I have been connected with the Grand Lodge of the
Machinist's Union for 28 years, and 101/z years as international
president.
The CHAIRMAN. You have testified before committees here from
time to time i
Mr. BROWN. Yes, I have.
The CHAIRMAN. I remember your having been before the committee.
Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. Will you just supplement that statement with
an indication of what the International Association of Machinists is!
As I understand it, it is not related to the other large labor organizations, but is an independent organization.
Mr. BROWN. \Ve are not affiliated with any of the other labor movements for the time being.
Senator VANDENBERG. What is :vour membership!
Mr. BROWN. About 62f>,OOO. We have agreements with over 12,000
employers.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator George 1
Senator GEORGE. No questions.
The C1umMAN. Senator Green, do you care to ask any questions!
Sl"nator GREEN. I did not hear the witness. I have no questions.
The CnAml\IAN. Thank you verv much.
Sl"nator VANDENBERG. If, was a \·ery fine statement.
Mr. BROWN. I want to thank the committee for permitting me to
appear.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Charles F. Boss, Jr., representing the Methodist Church.
Is this your statement [indicating pamphlet entitled "Toward One
World"] 1
.
Mr. Boss. That is a statement adopted b:v the commission. I shall
not read all of it. l\foch of it I can omit. I will call attention to certain para~raphs and items.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us who you are.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. BOSS, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRET.ARY,
COMMISSION ON WORLD PEACE OF THE METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. Boss. My name is Charles F. Boss, Jr., the exeeutive se<'retary
of the Commission on World Peace of the Methodist Church, whose
headquarters are in Chicago, 111.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a minister, are you¥
Mr. Bo!'IS. I am a minister. I have been full time in this particular
position for 14 years. I was with you, sir, and pay tribute again to
yon and SE>nator V nndenberg for your work, at $an Francisco. I
put in full time there.
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The CHAIRMAN. I recall that.
Mr. Boss. We were all interested in that field.
We do not speak for the whole Methodist Church. Do not assume
that we do. Nor do we speak for the 14 bishops who released the
statement in the press Saturday in Washington, and in the New York
Times of yesterday morning. I would call attention to the fact that
the 14 bishops who signed that statement constitute a minority of the
Council of Bishops. That is, it is 14 out of 35 active bishops.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent both the North and the South~
Mr. Boss. Indeed I do.
The CHAIRMAN. They have become unified, have they not, except
in opinions Y
Mr. Boss. The opinions are not confined to South against North,
always, but rarely.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not mean on sectional lines. I mean the
c·hnrch is united but they still differ in their opinions, as you point out
with the 14 bishops.
Mr. Boss. That is right. We believe in a democratic church, and
rights of opinion. Subsidiary organizations may take and do take
the actions which are theirs, but we have an official place in the
church, as has the board of education, the board of missions, and
therefore the right to speak. But we do not assume that we speak
for everyone in the church.
(Statement on the intemational situation adopted by the Commission on World Peace of the 1\fothodist Church, Chicago, Ill., May 2,
1949, appears in the record as follows:)
TOWARD ONE WORIJ>

(Statement on the International situation adopted by the Commlssl~n on World
Pence of the Methodist Church, Chicago, Ill., l\lay 2, 1949. )
The Commission on World Peace cannot hnt be gravely <:>on<:>erned OYer the
trPnd of inh•rnatlonnl eYents. ~Iernher stntPs of thP PnltPll Nations who <:>ol·
lnborated with patien<:>e and persistPnce In winning the war are now tragically
divided over provisions for preserving the peace. To some extent, this should
hnYe been anticipated. Collahorntion between allies In war Is an essential hut
temporary experllent. It is concerned with military i-trateizy, the obJ!'<'tive
of which is military victory. War tends to postpone the grappling with re11l
cnuses of war and subordinates efforts to resolYe the Issues of permanent peace.
Since mistrust, pro,·oeative propaganda. confli<'t of poll<'y in o<:>cupled countril'i<,
and Insecurity-accompanied by n swiftly mounting arms race-eontinue to
plague mankind, the Christian church Is morally ohlilrnted diligently to exert
itself to promote conditions <:>onducive to a just an•l pe1wefnl i-olution of the lssnl's
between nations. Unless agre<•ment11 are reached, mankind, against its wlll,
may drift into the destruction of civilization.
In this situation Christians need not be discouraged or feel that there Is
nothing they can do. The long-range program of pence-making including the
lnying of moral and spiritual foundntlons in prayer and world brothPrhood. the
relief of human suffering, the support of International cooperation, the Increase
of economic justiee. and other cou~es set forth in the General Conference :-:t11te·
ment on the Conditions of Peace are still open to us. (See Discipline of the
1\IPthodlst Church, 1948 (par. 2025.) In addition, certain other positive courses
of action are called for in the present situation.

/ . War ia Mt inevitable
Wars are essentially bred in the attitudes and motlYes of men. No nation on
earth now desires war. If attitudes of suspicion, vindictiveness, and fear can
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be kept down and corresponding attitudes of understanding, good will, and
mutual concern built up, no nation can be thrust into war. The basic answer
to the present war hysteria Is found in Christ the Reconciler, and in the doing of
what He taught regarding "the things which belong unto peace." To this end
we urge-1. That through preaching, teaching, and worship the churches do everything
possible to combat the present antagonism toward Russia, making it clear that
the Russian people, largely helpless under their dictators, are not to be identified
with the Soviet Government. Church members should be led to realize that we
have many millions of fellow Christians in Russia and that, whether or not
of the same household of faith, we are all made equally In God's image and are
brothers one of another.
2. That church members be urged to make a calm and objective appraisal of
the merits and defects of communism, such as Is to be found In the report of
section III of the Amsterdam conference Findings and Decisions; and that
the churches, without espousing communism, do all in their power to counteract
the present hysterical fear of communism which ls leading In America to the
suppression of free speech and the misjudging of many liberal ruo\"ements.
Communism cannot be fought by imitation of its own methods.
II. Th-e MarahaU Plan
We reaffirm our support of the foreign aid program and urge Its larger and
more efficient use for building up the peacetime economies of European and
Asiatic nations, in order to supply the basic necessities of normal existence, to insure full employment and the achievement of a normal balance of trade, and
to serve as the most effective bulwark against communism.
III. Economic atrengthening of undeoolopell naliona
We urge the full implementation of the fourth objective stated in Preatdent
Truman's inaugural address, which advocates the sharing of American technology with peoples living in less well-developed areas of the world. This we
do both out of a Christian concern for the welfare of the peoples involved and
because such economic development of lands in which hunger and want now
prevail will tend toward the economic stability of every other land.
IV. Human righta
We believe it to be the will of God as revealed In Jesus Christ that all men
should have equal rights and be treated as persons of equal digulty, regardless
of race, color, creed, or economic status. This Is required both In fulfillment of
the Christian gospel and as a safPguard to the peace of the world.
1. We commend the United Nations for its adoption of the declaration of
human rights and urge its ratification by the United States Go'l"ernment.
2. Also, we urge the churches to study this de<.'laration and consider ways
of implementing it in their communities The church itself must become an
all-Inclusive fellowship In Christ, without dlstlncton of race, color, or class.
V. The UnitetJ Natiofl.8
It Is our conviction that the United Nations must be the keystone of our inter·

national policy. Agreements and actions which lie within the scope of the
Charter should be routed through the United Nations. Bilateral arrangements
by nations should be In harmony with the Charter and should further the general
International welfare.
New eft'orts should be Initiated to secure the common consE'nt of all 58 member
nations of the United Nations to refrain from Invoking the unanimity rule (l. e.,
the 'l"eto) In actions involving pacific methods of solving problems related to the
peace of the world, as jn cases such as Israel, Pakistan, and Indonesia.
VI. Reduction and control of armamenta
We believe the United States should take the lead In efforts to secure agreement on a universal and simultaneous reduction of armaments through the United
Nations.
We urge the United States to continue with patient eft'orts to secure an acceptance of a plan of international control of atomic energy along the lines recommended by the last General Assembly.
VII. Co-operation with the U.S. 8. R.
There should be no evasion of the fact thnt the frequent use of the Teto, tbe
extension of Soviet spheres of influence, the curtailment of free expression wttbln
Russia and nations closely related to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. the
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blocking of peace treaties In the foreign ministers' conferences, the Berlin blockade, religious persecution whl,ch has shocked the sensibllltles of western nations,
and other incldt-nts, have made cooperation with the U.S. S. R. extremely dlfflcult.
These acts we believe to be neither politically nor morally justified. Sympathy
rather than condemnation Is in order for the statesmen who have tried ummccessfully to work out a settlement. Nevertheless, we believe that the time for
negotiation and attempts a reconciliation of differences Is not past and that,
before the spirit of Christian good will, no "middle wall of partition" can finally
stand. \Ve therefore urge our Government1. To use every elfort to terminate the "cold war" and to refrain from threats
and vituperative language In all public statements.
2. To use the radio and any other channels that may be open to assure the
Russian people of the friendship of the American people.
3. To facilltate cultural and religious Interchanges between Soviet and American leaders.
4. To keep open the channels for dlolomatlc negotiation even when the results
may not be Immediately rewarding. '.rhe alternative Is war.
Vlll. The mililarlZation of the United 8tate1

We reatftrm the statement of the General Conference of 1948: "We recognize
the need of national defense. When nations rely primarily on military force,
both the spiritual and economic foundations of peace are undermined. Fear
and suspicion Increase the danger of hostlllty; the diversion of wealth to this
channel withdraws It from the constructive pursuits of peace."
We thPrefore look with grave apprehension on certain current policies, bell<>ving them to be contrary both to the Christian way of life and the true grounds
·Of national security. Among these are peacetime conscription, in whatever form
It may take; colossal mllltary appropriations which encourage the armaments
race and absorb the major portion of our national budget; the spread of propaganda to make Ruch appropriations acceptable to the public, thereby enco11r111rlng
hysteria. suspicion, and m will; the control of political policy largely by military
rather than civlllan leaders; military influence in education, science, and 1n-dustry; the stockpiling of atomic and biological weapons; the maintenance of
military bases around the world: foreign policy which bypasses and therefore
weaken!! the United Nations. We urire the members of our churches, both as
Individuals and ii:roups, to declare their opposition to such policies, 11s occasion
ruay arise. to their Congressmen and to the President of the United St11tes. For
the primary goal of Christians is not military defense but the establlshment of
peace and world order.
IX. The North Atlantic Paci

WP cannot Ignore the momentous issues for peace Involved In the proposed
North Atlantic Pact. Confusion still exists as to exactly what Implementation
of the pact iii proposed. Under present clrrnmstances, the manner of Implementation contains Important trends toward peace or war. Equally sincere
statesmen and Christians differ on the probable results of the proposed pact.
·The chief proponents of the pact claim that1. The pact Is a proclamation to Europe and to the world of what is an
·establ!Rhed fact-namely, that the people of the United States are no longer
committed to a policy of extreme isolationism, but to a policy of International
responsiblllty:
2. The United States views its security as Inseparably related to the security
·of western Europe:
3. The announcement of this policy hy the United States will <'Onstltute a
df>tt>rrent to any nation which might resort to aggreRSlon to 11.'aln Its ends. It Is
contended that this clariflc11tlon of United States policy Is el!llential to a safe and
early settlement of the German problem, and nec<'ssary for the successful revival of European economy under the Economic Recovery Program ;
4. Since the nations seem unready for a unlv1>rs11l approach, much progress
toward universal agreement and ultlm11tely federal world government c11n he
accomplished In the Interim by expanding the areas of cultural, economic, and
'J)Olitlcal unity thronirh rej?lonal poets. under terms which are provided for in
-and are consistent with the United Nations Charter.
There are. however. grave d11nl1.'ers lurking In the possible implementation of
'the pact and In Its application In International policy.
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1. While the Charter of the United Nations makes provision for the formation of regional agreements, as between the United l5tates and the Latin American republics, there Is little likelihood that a pad mainly directed against a
mt>mber state can han> any othe1· t>ffect than to weaken the United Nations and
increa1<e the tension and conltlct which have hitht>rto hampered its effecti¥en-.
2. The Truman Doctrine, which the pact parallels on a larger scale. has not
succeeded In stopping communism in Greece or bringing penee to that country.
It has resulted rather In the enlargement of Russian spheres of influence.
3. The military rearming of western Europe would make staggering demands
on our already overb1mle11ed economy, thus predpitating the danger of economi<.'
collapse, and wonhl divert to military ends ftmds much needed for humanitarian
relii>f. The Marshall plan provides mnch more security agalni<t the primary
danger in western Europe. the adnmee of communism by infiltration.
4. There is no guaranty that American arms furnished as mllltllry implementation of the pact will not be used to suppress uprisings of nationals In such
lands as Indonesia and lndo-China, and thus become a support to western
Imperialism.
5. The psychological effect of the pact cannot be other than to lncrea1'e Russian
fear of imperialistic aggression, as would be the case in the t:nitetl States if the
U. S.S. R. were to establish military bases in Latin America. There is grave dan·
ger therefore, that it may actually serve to precipitate rather than to avert war.
In view of these eonslderntions we feel bound at this time to withhold support
of the North Atlantic Pact. We urge thnt it be given full and fn-e discus.«ion by
the American people before it is acted u1)(ln by the Sennte of the Unltetl States.
'Ve call upon the ehureh to continue to proclaim with clnrity and moral Ti.gor
the love of Gotl for all nwn in all nations and the availability of His Spirit in all
efforts to create peace with justiee nncl brotherhood amoug m1>n. No one kno"·"
what the future holds, or whether another war may yet engulf humanity. But
of this we <'311 be confident. that this ls our Father's world. The Lord is our
keeper, and in His will ls our pence.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Boss. I want to say also, sir, that I am coming here to interpret
the position of the church, and not with !l view to attempting to sol'\""e
the political dilemma in which you men find yourselves and in which
the Senate finds itself.
I shall omit the reading of all the introductory section on page 1
and will endeavor to take the headings, then, and bring out certain
points, and then read specifically certam paragraphs dealing with the
matter of our present policy.
We take the view in the commission, as indeed I think our whole
church does, and you do, that war is not inevitable.
THE COMMISSION 0)1 WORLD PEACE

Senator GREEN. May I interrupt., Doctor, to ask a question, whether
these are your personal views, or have these been adopted by the
organization?
Mr. Boss. Thank you. I should have brought that out. These
have been adopted in this 27-member commission, on which there are
() bishops, one representing each jurisdiction. It has been adopted
by a vote of 24 with 3 members abstaining. Of the 6 bishops elected
by the Council of Bishops to serve on this commission, five out of the
six were favorable, one abstained from voting.
Senator GREEN. \Vhat is the commission '!
Mr. Boss. The commission is an official body of the Methodist
Church, elected by the church, by the general conference, by the Council of Bishops, and the jurisdictions of the church, just as is the board
of missions.
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Senator GREEN. What is the commission appointed to do~
Mr. Boss. It is the Commission on World Peace of the Methodist
Church.
Senator GREEN. And they are appointed to consider and make a
report¥
Mr. Boss. They certainly are. This is their report on this particu·
lar issue. It is a regular board of the church. We meet from time to
time, and part of our responsibility is the consideration of our international situation, of the way to peace, the policies with respect to
peace. I have appeared before this committee and other committees
here many times in these 14 years.
Senator GREEN. Then the commission was not appointed for this
specific purpose~
Mr. Boss. No, sir· not at all.
Senator GREEN. For the Atlantic PacH That is what I am trying
to get at.
Mr. Boss. No, sir. It met and released its statement on May 2. It
was nearl, a unanimous vote of the commission.
No nat10n on earth now desires war. May I say, sir, that I come
also with two and a half months in Europe, in which I was in, as well
as the western nations, Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Garmany. Both years I have conferred at some
length with General Clay, with some members of cabinets, as in
Poland, with church leaders and other civic leaders in all these countries, so that I have something of a personal field with regard to the
background, and this statement, therefore, is not merely academic.
The CHAIRMAN. You were ovar there on an official mission Y
Mr. Boss. I was sent on a peace mission for the church. It was
primarily, of course, a mission to the church, but it gave opportunity
for these contacts that I have referred to.
I believe that in none of these countries I was in was there evidence
<>f war, and I believe with General Clay and General Keyes that
for soma time in what might be termed the immediate future there
is not a threat of war. However, when we look down the years, it is
.all a gamble.
The CHAIRMAN. You were·for the Marshall plan, I believe9
SUPPORT FOR MARSHALL PLAN

Mr. Boss. I think you will find that we are very strongly for the
Marshall plan. '\Ve reaffirm our support of the foreign-aid program
and urge its larger and more efficient use for building up the peacetime economies of European and Asiatic nations. We urge the full
implementation of the fourth objective stated in President Truman's
inaugural address, which advocates the sharing of American technology with peoples living in less well-developed areas of the world.
The CHAIRMAN. That issua is not at present before the committee.
Mr. Boss. No; that is not an issue. I am merely saying that it is
in this kind of framework that the action we take is there.
We believe it to be the will of God as revealed in Je.sus Christ that
all men should have equal rights and be treated as persons of equal
dignity, regardless of race, color, creed, or economic status.
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FOR UNITED NATIONS

I know this is the mind of the committee and the Government also:
It is our conviction that the United Nations must be the keystone
of our international policy. Agreements and actions which lie within
the scope of the Charter should be routed through the United Nations.
Bilateral arrangements by nations should be in harmony with the
Charter and should further the generaHnternational welfare.
New efforts should be initiated to secure the common consent of all
59 member nations of the United Nations to refrain from invoking the
unanimity rule in actions involving pacific methods of solving problems related to the peace of the world.
We hope the United States, Mr. Chairman, will take the lead in
the next meetings of the United Nations to secure a new agreement
at this point. Perhaps the Foreign Ministers will help us.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is pretty much of that opinion.
Mr. Boss. Thank you.
Senator VANDENDERG. That is part of the Senate resolution of 1
year ag_o.
Mr. Boss. I know that.
Senator VANDENBERG. And part of the proposals whil'h the Government of the United States has presented for the agenda of the
United Nations.
Mr. Boss. 'Ve give it our support. our very heartv support, and I
think you can count on active backing from our church in that respect.
We believe the United States should take the lead in efforts to secure
agreement on a universal and simultaneous reduction of armaments
through the United Nations.
ATOMIC

ENERGY

CONTROL

AND DISARMAMENT

We urge the United States to continue with patient efforts to secure
an acceptance of a plan of international control of at.omic energy along
the lines recommended by the last General Assembly.
The CHAIRMAN. Right there let me intervene. On this matter of
reduction of armaments, do you favor a reduction by percentages!
If you reduced it only by percentages, relatively, yon wonld have the
same overwhelming armament you have now.
Mr. Boss. I think the Soviet proposal at that point was rather
unrealistic. We do propose that a plan be set up that would involve
justice.
Senator GREEN. You apparently divide armaments on the one hand
and atomic energy on the other. Do you exclude the atomic bombs
from the armaments¥
Mr. Boss. No, sir; bnt the matter is being dealt with separately in
the United Nations. For that reason, perhaps, you have to make
separate aJlproaches. They are all a part of armaments, of course.
Senator GREEN. You think they nil ought to be reduced i
Mr. Boss. I think that the prehlem of solviDJ? the internntional
control of atomic enerizy is a sli~htlv different problem in its technicalities from the problem of reduction of conventional armaments,
and since there are separate commissions at the present time in the
United Nations, I think this was the best way the commission knew
to state the matter.
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Senator GREEN. It would l?robablv be very easy to get a general
agreement that the United States should reduce its atomic bombs.
But would the United States agree to it~
Mr. Boss. I do not think the problem is one of reducing atomic
bombs. I think the problem is one of an effecting plan of controlling
the development of atomic energy and its applications for normal
production purposes or power purposes, and on the other hand the
control of it to prevent it from becoming manufactured for war
purposes.
Senator GREEN. Do you think the country should reduce its production of atomic bombs unless the other nations reduce their armaments f
Mr. Boss. We have suggested here the principle we would follow,
that it should be a universal and simultaneous reduction. Unless we
do get international agreement, I think it is unrealistic to consider
what one nation should do with regard to it. No nation is going to
modify its own affairs very much until we come to some plan of
security on an international basis.
Senator GREEN. I think that is a very laudable aspiration, but suppose the Soviet Government says, "We are not going to reduce our
armament unless you reduce your atom bombs"~
Mr. Boss. I think probably these two committees do, in a sense, work
together. Some of the same people are on both, and it is inevitable
that they do their thinking with regard to the general plan of finding
a way to security.
.
Senator GREEN. Suppose you were one of those people. What would
. be your attitude of mind 1
Mr. Boss. I should try to make progress in both committees, stick to
the United Nations, and give it the fullest support and muster all the
strength for the universal approach that I could.
Senator GREEN. Suppose you were no more successful than we have
been in the United Nations.
LEADERSHIP FOR PE,\.CE
Mr. Boss. Then I should keep on going persistently until I died,
because I think the alternative to some form of international security
is war, and that means the destruction of our civilization in a day of
atomic bombs. That is the position I should take. It is a tough
problem. It is a difficult one. But is there any alternative to continuing to grow ratiently persistently, month after month, until somehow we succeed That is, I think, the thing we are trying to say in
our paper. It is a hard course. It wears our patience. It irritates us;
it provokes us. That is what we have to do for the sake of the world.
The United States can give leadership. We must give it, not in the
di~tion of opening up the gulfs that ma:ke for war, but a continuous,
patient effort that tends ~aClually to make the world better.
I supported the air lift. I checked it nights as I lay in my bed,
hearinp; the planes go over. I think that wa-s the kind of step, taken
patiently, nonprovocatively, a dramatic thing, that finally won out.
Sen~to; GREEN. I agree with you we should continue this patient,
unrem1ttmg effort to come to an agreement, but meanwhile what are
we to do, nothing1
Mr. Boss. Oh, no. I think there are a great many things we can do.
We suggest here some things we can do.
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Senator GREEN. I am discussing your point VI.
Mr. Boss. I think we have to keep on moving, but I do not think
that the proposition is hopeless. I think we have a great deal of
hope. I think the United Nations has made tremendous progress.
I do not think it is time to desert it. I think we must give it our
full support.
Senator GREEN. 'Ve are legislators, and while we may be in favor
of unremitting persistent efforts in reaching an agreement, in the
meanwhile are we to do nothing? I do not see that you cover that
point.
Mr. Boss. Perhaps we do in a couple of things I have here later.
Would you mind holding it and coming back to it~ I do have some
specific things.
COOPERATION WITH U. S. S. R.

VII is cooperation with the U. S. S. R. There should be no evasion
of the fact that the frequent use of the veto, the extension of Soviet
spheres of influence, the curtailment of free expression within Russia
and the nations closely related to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the blocking of peace treaties in the foreign ministers' conferences, the Berlin blockade, religious persecution which has shocked
the sensibilities of western nations, and other incidents, have made
<'ooperation with the U. S. S. R. extremely difficult. These acts we
believe to be neither politically nor morally justified. Sympathy
rather than condemnat10n is in order for the statesmen who have tried
unsuccessfully to work out a settlement. Nevertheless, we believe
that the time for negotiation and attempts at reconciliation of differences is not yast and that, before the spirit of Christian good will, no
"middle wal of partition" can finally stand. We therefore urge our
Government:
1. To use every effort to tenninate the cold war and to refrain from
threats and vituperative language in all public statements.
2. To use the radio and any other channels that may be open to
assure the Russian people of the friendship of the American people.
I see there is a suggestion this morning in the paper of other means
that might be used to reach the Russian people.
3. To facilitate cultural and religious interchanges between Soviet
and American leaders.
4. To keep open the channels for diplomatic negot.iation even when
the results may not be immediately rewarding. The alternative is
war.
Senator GREEN. Is this the time you would like me to renew my

question~

Mr. Boss. I think if you would hold it through the things which we
suggest a little further, I shall be very glad to come back to it, if you
please, because I think we do have something we would like to say on
that.
NEED l''OR NATIONAL DEFENSE

The general conference, and this means the entire church, and this,
too, was practica11y a unanimous action, recognizes the need of national defense. When nations rely primarily on military force, both
the spiritual and economic foundations of peace are undermined. Fear
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and suspicion increase the danger of hostility; the diversion of wealth
to this channel withdraws it from the constructive pursuits of peace.
We therefore look with grave apprehension on certain current
policies, believing them to be contrary both to the Christian way of
• life and the true grounds of national security. Among these are peacetime conscription in whatever form it may take; colossal military
appropriations which encourage the armaments race and absorb the
major portion of our national budget; the spread of propaganda to
make such appropriations acceptable to the public, thereby encouraging hysteria, suspicion, and ill will; the control of political policy
largely by military rather than civilian leaders; military influence in
education, science, and industry; the stockpiling of atomic and biological weapons; the maintenance of military bases around the world;
foreign policy which bypasses and therefore weakens .the. l.!nited Nations. We urge the memhers of our churches, both as md1v1duals and
groups, to declal'e their opposition to such policies as occasion may
arise, to their Congressmen and to the President of the United States.
For the primary goal of Christians is not military defense but the
establishment of peace and world order. Note that I said the primary goal.
Now, we have this to say with regard to the North Atlantic Pact:
ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE 1'REATY

We cannot ignore the momentous issues for pence involved in
the proposed North Atluntic Pact. Confusion still exist...i;;-it did when
this was adopted-as to exactly what implementation of the pact is
proposed. Under present circumstances, the manner of implementation contains important trends toward peace or war. Equally sincere
statesmen and Christians differ on the probable results of the proposed
pact. The chief proponents of the pact claim-1\nd perhaps I can
JUSt sketch this~ because you know this storv wel1.
First, we have moved, and our church has moved, from sometime isolation to a sense of international responsibility. I think what
has happened in our church is representative of the Nation. 'Ve are
very clear at that point.
Second, is a statement that the security of the United States is
inseparably relah•d to the security of western Europe. I think the
members of our Commission are fully realistic ahout it and know
that once you become involved in a war in Europe the old possibilities
of our just being completely out arP. gone, especially with our economic
involvements in Europe now.
The announcement of this policy will constitute a deterrent to any
nation which might resort to aggression to gain its ends. 'Ve would
recognize in the Commission the possibility of a short-time function,
but a continuation of this seems to us to make for a divided world
instead of a united world. 'Ve recognize there is a certain gamble
in this at that point. Since the nations seem unready for a universal
approach, much progress toward universal agreement and ultimately
Federal world government can be accomplished in the interim by
expanding the areas of cultural, economic, and political unity through
regional pacts. We think there are some dangers in that. We know
that men like the two Senators here themselves want to pu11 this whole
thing into the universal approach, nevertheless we think the policy
we are embarking upon now does contain grave dangers.
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DANGERS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY

We think these dangers are in the implementation of the pact,
particularly, although we were uuable ourselves to say at this time
that we would support the pact.
•
1. While the Charter of the United Nations makes provision for
the formation of regional agreements, as between the United States
and the Latin-American Republics, there is little likelihood that a
pact mainly directed a~inst a member state can have an other efi'ect
t.lian to weaken the Umted Nations and increase the tension and conflict which have hitherto hampered its effectiveness.
2. The Truman doctrine, which the pact parallels on a larger scale,
has not succeeded in stopping communism in Greece or bringing
peace to that country. It has resulted rather in the enlargement of
the Russian sphere of influence.
I may call attention to the fact that the first announcement of
it was in terms of relief and economic rehabilitation and reconstruction of the villages. Actually the reports which have been made
of the Greek appropriations show the majority of those funds have
gone for military purposes. The President has already announced
that he is going to ask for $200,000,000 more for the same purpose,
to be used militarily in Greece and Turkey.
3. The military rearming of W8stern Europe would make staggering
demands on our already overburdened economy, thus precipitating
the danger of economic collapse, and would divert to military ends
funds much needed for humanitarian relief. The Marshall plan
provides much more security against the primary danger in western
Europe, the advance of commumsm by infiltration.
4. There is no guaranty that American arms furnished as military
implementation of. the pact will not be used to suppress uprisings of
nationals in such lands as Indonesia and Indochina, and thus become
a support to western imperialism.
The CHAIRMAN. You say "become a support to western im~rial
ism." Do you charge that the United States is engaged in imperialistic
tactics¥
Mr. Boss. No, sir. I think the heart of our country has always
been opposed to that.
The CHAIRMAN. Then why do you say "become a support to western
imperialism"?
Mr. Boss. I think perhaps it would have been more correct to sav
''western European imperialism." That is what was intended. We
did not intend to involve the United States at that point.
5. The psychological effect of the pact cannot be other than to
increase Russian fear of imperialistic al!gression, as would be the case
in the United States if the U. S. S. R. were to establish military bases
in Latin America. There is grave danger, therefore, that It may
uctual1y serve to precipitate rather than to avert war. That is, al!I
we look at it in the long run.
WITHHOLDING SUPPORT FROM TREATY NOW

In view of these considerations we feel bound at this time to withhold support of the North Atlantic Pact. We ur~ that it be given
full and free discussion bv the American people before it is acted
upon by the Senate of the United States.
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I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that in this position we have said
"'at this time" because we recognize possible change of events. It is
our conviction that we have something of a gamble here and that
only on a short-term basis can we justify some of the things involved
in it, because we want steadily, as a church, to hold before ourselves
the steps which unite the world. It is possible during a particular
period, by tremendous military force and economic force and power,
to perhaps have an asce~~ancy in the world ~v~r another group.
But events change, cond1t1ons change, and a d1v1ded world leaves
us pretty much where we have heen, except it is organized differentlyJ
just as the Allies organized differently in World War I and Worlc:l
War II.
Senator VANDY.~RERO. Mr. Boss. do you discriminate and distinguish between "withholding" support of the North Atlantic Pact and
""'opposing" the North Atlantic Pact Y
Mr. Ross. Yes, I do, and I wanted to bring that point out. I am
_g lad you asked the question.
Our commission did not authorize an all-out attack upon this policy. We did feel that because of these dangers and our lack of knowledge of the implementation procedures that we would have to withhold our support at that time, hut we have not authorized an all-out
opposition to this. I think we should bring that out quite fairly and
frankl_y.
MILITARY IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TREATY

Senator VANDENBERG. That could mean that with the further de-velopment of the program and prospectus and the adequate disclosure
·of the purely defensive characteristics of the undertaking that you
might ultimately come to the point of view that somethmg of this
nature is necessary Y
Mr. Boss. Of course, that is possible, but I would think, in the
light of the discussions of the commission, that if they had known
that it was moving over into the sort of armament implementation
-which was being taken, possibly, at least, they might have taken a
position in opp?Sition. I think the .opposition ":ithin ~ur commission
1s much more aimed at the type of implementation which on a power
basis can keep a divided world, and may not minister to a successful
approach universally through the United Nations, than perhaps
1.hrough the constructive phases of the Atlantic Pact, which have been
named, and we recognize that certain of those constructive phases are
1.here. · I think that is our position.
Senator V ANDENBERO. On the basis of the implementation proposed,
to which you refer. and without expressing any personal opinion with
respect to it myself, would it not seem to you that the proposed implementation program is so totally limited that it virtually consists only
·of putting the existing forces in being into greater military sufficiency
-and gearinir them together for a common defense¥ Would it be humanly possible to turn a program of $1,000,000,000 of military assistance, scattered among the 11 other nations, into anything remotely
approaching an aggressive character9
Mr. Boss. That is a technical problem. Our commission did not
consider that point with regard to, you say, a billion or a billion and
a half or two billion dollars. It looks like a lot of money to me per-
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sonal1y. The armament budget of the United States, when you total
it up in the billions, looks pretty big to us, but I think I would not
be able to give a technical statement.
I think our fear, Senator Vandenberg. is at the point that if we
continue with what is essential1y a war t~hnique and the organization
of po\ver against communism, rather than to use the methods which
really stop the ideas of communism, with constructive alternatives,
economically, with means of preventing infiltration with the recognition of the united approaches and lifting the standards of living and
preventing misery and unemployment-speeches of that sort, on which
communism thrives-that we will more and more, especially if we·
move into some unemployment, tend to push into the field of increased
armaments, increased military, larger armies, rather than finding these
constructive solutions which we think are invited in such developments
as the Marshall plan and brin~ing up the standards of other conn tries
through the sharin~ of technology and constructi>e methods. We do
not believe that primarily power prevents the spread of communism.
We think it. has to be met head-on with ideas, and it is capitalizing
on our mistakes and the weaknesses and the miseries of the world.
SUPPORT FOR TREATY WITHOUT IMPLEMENTATION

Senator VANDENBERG. Let me put the question a little differentlv,
because I am really interested in your pomt of view. If there were
no supplemental implementation pro~am contemplated at all, would
you be in favor of the North Atlantic Pact¥
Mr. Boss. I think most of it I would be in favor of; yes, sir. I am
speaking for myself, now. because the Commission did not face it
exactly as you have stated it.
Senator VANDENBERG. As I read what you have to say in behalf of
the Commission, it seems to me that that probably would be a fair
interpretation of the attitude of the Commission.
Mr. Boss. Yes. At the time Mr. Bohlen spoke to us from the State
Department at Cleveland, he was unable to give us any information or
evidences or anything of the sort, nor had this been released, this implementation program, until rather recently. We met just 10 days
or so ago.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is precisely my point, Mr. Boss. If westart on the premise that we would agree with the North Atlantic
Pact, without implementation, then the subsequent question simply
becomes a question of fact, does it not, whether or not the implementation is entirely and completely within the nonaggressive character set out in the pact itself~
Mr. Boss. I think that process, however, that it seems to gear more
into the technique of a continued cold war-we can see that if the
Soviet Union and the eastern states of Asia lack the atomic bomb and
such weapons, we can at points coerce them. That is what the airlift
did. They tried to hit straight through center every time, and
thought they would bull their way through, and the defense shifted
and put something else in there Hint bloclied that, and they have hail
to back off now to see whether they can make any gains around end
or by forward passes. But if this fits in, say, a 20-year period-that is
what is discussed, with the possibilitY. of reviewing it in 10 years-a 20-year continuation of the possibility of the cold war, with the
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possibility of developments in the Soviet Union, it might cause them
to use some of the contacts we have used. We think we have to keep
at this problem, as you men did at San Francisco, staying with it
until we are able to get a more realistic view on the part of the Soviet
Union, and in a sense force cooperation; but we think that that has
to be the end. The alternative to our successful influence in the
United Nations and the revision of the United Nations looks to us
down through the long years as opening the possibility for a terrible
war, and none of us wants war.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, none of us wants war.
Mr. Boss. I know that.
OBSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED NATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. You said earlier in ~our statement that it might
endanger the idea of one world. Didn t we try at San Francisco to
establish machinery for one world, in a sense Y
Mr. Boss. Yes. That is, we set up the techniques and facilities
through which the nations could reach agreements.
The CHAIRMAN. We did that on the theory that the great nations
would cooperate and go a.long the same route. Has that happened¥
Mr. Boss. No, sir. I think partly, since I have at least on one
occasion precediu~ the war been in a good ~it of that eastern section
of the world that is now unable to cooperate, m that we have very deep
difierences in our history and our outlook on life and our ways. We
are dealing with many peoples who are so far removed from what
is commonplace with us that I think we have to give it a little time
if we are going to find the two groups understanding each other and
working together.
The CHAIRMAN. In the face of the fact that on 30 different occasions one nation has by veto blocked and hindered and delayed and
postponed the efforts of the United Nations to secure peaceful proce~, the prospects along that line do not seem to be very hopeful,
do theyY
Mr. Boss. No. I think it is only when they fail to hit through
center that they try tackle or something else, and they may eventually
have ~o admit diplomatic defeat and find some other way of cooperation.
INCREASING UNDERSTANDING

The CHAIRMAN. In your ambition to have one world, would you
have us just abandon our position and go along with them~
Mr. Boss. No, sir. I think the way that this matter of world
federal union or something of the sort can be arrived a~well, I use
this illustration in teaching in our own groups. \Vhen a man comes
to a hospital, sick, and he wants good health, but he is ill in a good
many ~liff~rent spots in him, you can't just write a general .prescription
and give 1t to him for general health and then expect him to get it.
There are a great many points of disagreement in the organic systemi
and you have to find where the difficulties are and diagnose those anct
treat them. It may be the heart and lungs and stomach and something else are wrong all at once, and I think we have to follow the
process we are using in finding how to solve the problem at different
point&
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But I do make a plea for extendin~ very greatly our etforts at
understanding. I think often retaliation~ instead of a process of
reconciliation-the gospel of Christ, which in a sense I suppose motivates our American life as much as anything else can do, is a gospel
which fits into the doctrines of cooperation and into techniques of
reconciliation, and it is those that I hope we can keep at work.
Human beings do mellow under a real process of reconciliation.
I don't think we can accept everything they put forward just in order
to make peace in the family. You can marry people and have a complete federal union, and supposedly govern it, but people ditfer and
you have to take disagreements as they come and work on them. But
I think something of the spirit and attitude and technique of reconciliation has to sort of continue to be in the fore and motivate us
rather than the sense of "Well, we have done everything we can;
now we have to keep the cold war goin~" until possibly we hav~
actually split our world or our United Nations, which, as you suggestr
i& the best one world we have at the :present time.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words~ m your desire to get one world
and that sort of business, you would not take the Position that every
time this intransient nation would propose somethmg yon would say.
"Well, we can't get a world union unless we go along. We have to
have one world; we have to agree"~
Mr. Boss. No, no. I don't a~ree that what we should do is just to
let them take advantage of the Berlin situation. push us out of Berlin
and Frankfurt. I agreed with General Clay. He happens to be a
Methodist, so that helped a little in getting good contact.
The CHAIRMAN. Did that warm up your view of international
relations, the fact that he was a Methodist?
Mr. BoAs. I had a view of international relations before I knew
he was a Methodist or knew General Clay.
ARl\rAJ\IENT

ANO

ARTICLE 3 OF

TREATY

Senator GEORGE. Mr. Boss. I am interested in yonr lo~ic. I do not
think you can read article 3 of this treaty without reaching the definite
conclusion that we are committing ourselves to armaments. and not
to disarmament.
,
Mr. Boss. It is articJes 3 and 5, sir, that bother us.
Senator GEORGE (reading) :
In order more efl'ect!Yely to achieve the objectives of the treaty, the parties.
separatt>ly and jointly, by means of continuous an1l efl'ectlve self-help and mutual
aid, wlll maintain and deYelop their Individual and collecth·e capacity to resist
armed attack.

Now, there might be a difference of opinion as to what the purpose
of arming is. We might insist~ and I think most of us do insist, that
we contemplate arming for purely defensive purposes and not for anv
other purpose. But you certainly cannot read in this treaty any
mitment to disarm; but on the contrary, for 10 years here is a definite,
direct commitment to armament. Don't you agree?
Mr. Boss. Yes. That is the reason our Commission said we could
not at this time approve the Atlantic Pact.
Senator GEORGE. I might not agree with your premise. so far as that
goes, but once :rou concede your premise that the only way out of this
thing is through disarmament, this North Atlantic Pact does not con-
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template disarmament, but on the contrary it specifically binds us to
armament for 10 years and thereafter we take another look at the
whole thing.
And then, if you look at article 9 of the treaty:
The parties hereby establish a council, on which each of them shall be represented, to consider matters concerning the Implementation of this treaty. The
council shall be so organized as to be able to meet promptly at any time. The
council shall set up such subsidiary bodies as may be necessary: In particular
It shall establish Immediately a defense committee which shall recommend
measures for the Implementation of articles 3-

which I have already readand 5-

which I do not find it necessary to read.
'Vhat I am desirous of calling to your attention is what your whole
logic points away from this treaty, although you may concede as a
practical plan that under existing conditions m the world you may
have to modify your own premise and your own conclusions. It certainly commits us to armament.
Now, as to what we are going to be asked to do, while we have an
outline of it, a vague outline, there is nothing very definite about the
outline of what we are going to do to implement this treaty and to
carry into effect articles 3 and 5. particularly. On the contrary, that is
to be determined by the council and by machinery that is set up by
the council and such subsidiary bodies as may be created, and those
bodies will carry an immense weight in determining what we will be
called on, at least, to do. I do not say that we will do them, because
I do recognize that certain autonomy is reserved to the United States.
DANGER OF REARMAME:-iT

Mr. Boss. You have interpreted, of course, in your way, and excellently, the points where danger is lurking that cause us to feel that
we could not come out for the treaty. 'Ve recognize that there are a
number of constructive things that can be done within this group.
Senator GEORGE. Undoubtedly.
Mr. Boss. We recognize also that the United States of Europe might
be an aid to world peace, just as the United States of America we hope
is going to be the leading force for peace through the United Nations,
so that there was a mixture, you see, of those things. But you have
put your finger on the thing that caused us to sit back and look back
into history, into the history of wars, and to look ahead for 10 or 20
years, to see that if we become too deeply involved in that process we
may not put our full strength in the United Nations, and that is the
reason the Commission took the action it did by a nearly unanimous
vote.
Senator GEORGE. I have much sympathy with you when it comes to
the implementation of this treaty. I know it can be implemented in
such a way as to change its peaceful, defensive character, and that will
all depend on what. the nations do, and in a large measure it will depend on us. I merely want to call attention to that. I have heard so
many witnesses here who emphasize the peaceful character of the
whole thing, when we are right in the very teeth and face of a direct
obligation to maintain our armament for 10 years without any letup. Thereafter there might be some let-up.
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Mr. Boss. May I add, Senator George, that the difficulty is, we do
not see in much of this conventional armament process any real defense
against attack. No one has yet figured out how you defend yourselves
against jet planes or atomic bombs, and if we have a preponderance
of power we might have a generous attitude toward the use of this sort
of thing as a general defense, but actually if the going gets a little
harder attitudes might swiftly change, and they would change if they
felt that a preponderance of power of an equalization of power was
coming east of the iron curtain.
That is where the great danger of war lies. Implementation of armaments to the nth de~ree is like fighting the old wars over again
instead of facing this new situation, looking into an atomic age, which
we must do now.
I thank you for what you have said, be('ause it has helped in interpreting it.
The CnAIRMAf". Senator Green f
SCOPE OP NATIONAL DEFENSE
Senator GREEN. Mr. Boss, I would like, if you will, to clarify the
position that you call "militarization of the United States", your point
VIII. You quote from the general conference: "We recogn~ze the
need of national defense * * *", but then you emphasize the
point that that is not a primary but a secondary purpose. Along those
lines, however. you limit various forms.of national defense or amounts
of national defense.
Now, someone has to determine it. There may be 100 different
points of view. Some people may think that a thousand men is
enough, others 100,000 men, other 1,000,000, others 10,000,000.
And even the experts may differ. But under our form of government
it is left, is it not, to Congress to determine that¥
Mr. Boss. That is correct, sir.
Senator GnF.EN. So why sho_uld you la~ down certain prohibitions
as to how that general purpose is to be carried out, as has been dedared
by your conference f
Mr. Boss. We do that because the church itself hns fundamental
views of life ancl of society and the social organization of the world.
We believe we live in a moral universe, with moral laws that are derived from the reality of God and from His continual purposes~ His
continual love for men, mankind, and the operation of His universal
laws. ·when we see repeatedly in history the disaster which has come
upon people such as it did come upon the whole world in the Second
World War, through the organized national sovereign purposes which
states develop, and the means which are used, and then witness nt the
close of it two swift actions which gave us just a little glimpse at the
beginning of what another war would be, we do not see much hope
for mankind in a world which almost. divides between the great mass
of eastern Europe and Asia and the West, using these weapons.
We do not believe that any of this today really constitutes clefense
of our Nation or any other nation. We think this is the way to
great disaster for the world. That is the reason we did this.
Senator GREEN. Do vou think that the First World War or the
Second World War, so 'far as we are concerned, the United States of
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America, came about because we had too much defense or because we
had too little defense¥
Mr. Boss. I think it came about, as Woodrow Wilson said, largely
because of certain economic conflicts which had arisen, and our involvements in the economy of Europe, and we are much more deeply
involved in the economy of the world. I don't think it came through
having much or little defense.
EXTENT OF DEFENSE NECESSARY FOB NATIONAL SECURITY

Senator GREEN. I thought you attributed it to the fact that we had
too much defense, that that was the trend of your argument.
Mr. Boss. I do not think the United States fundamentally has been
militaristic, and, as I said to Senator Connally, I do not thmk we are
imperialistic, but we are now involved in oil and steel and everything
else all over the world, and unless we take the lead in bringing the
forces of the world through the UN to prevent an open conflict
in a divided world, victor and vanquished both are going to suffer.
The victor doesn't come out of this unscathed because he is good or
virtuous or because he has larger armament. He comes out of it depleted and destroyed, if not to the extent, near enough to the extent,
of the vanquished to make it a terrible thing to have to contemplate.
Senator GREEN. I agree with you that we cannot rely on military
defense alone, but since the conference appreciates the necessity for
national defense and expresses its belief in it, it seems to me that it
might be 1eft to the Congress, under our form of government, to
design the extent of that defense and the kind of that defense.
Mr. Boss. Having been in the committee which was involved in this,
I may say, sir, that a majority did not want that in at all. That was
put in, and the word "military" was definitely left out by the group
itself. because, while it was agreed that the defense of the Nation
was the defense of values we all stand for, the question of the whole
method of defense was not one upon which the state of the church
committee and the general conference, the committee being composed
of about 125 or 150 people, would have been able to have agreed upon.
lf'or that reason the recot-,'Ilition that there are values in the United
States to be defended was put in and means of defense was left out, and
even the military defense. ·
Senator GREEN. Yes, but then here in your statement you attempt to
implement the idea by stating certain kinds of defense which you do
not think the Congress should adopt.
Mr. Boss. That is correct, sir.
Senator GREEN. Should that not be left to the Congress to determine? If you oi1ce admit that there should be national defenseMr. Boss. Yes, sir, but we think Congress, in determining it, should
consult everybody who has any valid opinions to give and that is what
you are doing in this committee.
Senator GREEN. Congress does attempt that. That is what it is
doing in connection with this pact.
Now, many witnesses for whom we have respect, and no doubt for
whom you have respect, have declared to us in no 1mce1tain terms that
the adoption of this pact wi11 help to prevent-it can't guarantee it,
but it will help to prevent-a third world war. 'Ve have gone so far
a.S to say that if we had had this pact we would not have had the
90614---49~pt.~13
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Second World War and :possibly not the First World War. If so, it
seems to me your reasonmg must lead to conclusion in favor of the
pact,
Mr. Bo88. No, sir. As I said at the beginnini;r, I could only come
here to interpret the position of the commission. We recognize that you
and the other Members of the Senate have the resronsibility, and a
very grave responsibility, for determining the fina issues. We will
continue to pray fo!'_you, whichever you do.
Senator GREEN. We will reciprocate, I asure-you.
Mr. Boss. You have the decision to make. We cannot make the
decision. All we can do is to give our point of view and develop it and
to answer your questions and to do so humbly and reverently, but when
we have done that, you have to act.
Senator GREEN. That is why I am trying to get your point of view.
I am trying to find out the logical conclusions from what you have said.
Mr. Boss. That is correct.
Senafor GREEN. When you say you recognize the need of national
defense, evidently they did not wish to go against national defense in
a military sense1 but they did not want to commit themselves to it,
perhaps. If i~ JS left uncertain, who must decide, if not Congress t
That JS my pomt.
Mr. Boss. Yes. If we brought the whole statement of the general
conference, you would find it completely committed to the United
Nations; you would find it believing that the processes of negotiation
and reconciliation must continually be applied; you would see that
it asks for the means of developing better understanding between the
nations; that it emphasizes the cultural and economic steps which we
can take.
That is, I think the United States now stands in the place where
we do have a recognition of strength among the nations. I think we
have the great moment of history when the United States can give the
leadership for creating a. peaceful world.
Senator GREEN. To apply that to the Atlantic Pact, do not those
thoughts run through the whole Atlantic Pact t
Mr. Boss. With the exception of the points Senator George brought
out, which we think are the points where the dangers lie in the pact.
Senator GREEN. There may be danger. I am not saying that. But
in the pact itself those thoughts permeate it. So it seems to me that
you cannot hesitate to endorse it. You may later decide that you do
not like the way in which Congress has implemented it, but that is
another question.
Mr. Boss. I know, but the commission looked ahead and it at least
took the rumors of implementation, and for that reason felt it was not
ready to approve the pact. We did not care to come out and call upon
the whole church to take a position of opposition to it. That is where
we stand.
The CuAmMAN. Just one question.
l\fr. Boss. Yes, Senator Connally.
The CuAml\fAN. In the last part of your statement, you say:
We 11r1::e that It be given full nnd fr~e discussion by the American people before
it Is acted upon by the Senate of the United States.

Mr. Boss. Yes, sir.
The CHAmMAN. From your reading of the papers and from your
observations, do you not concede that this committee has been under-
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taking to go fully into the matter and give everybody that knows
anythmg an ()ppo~unity to speak¥
. .
.
Mr. Boss. Yes, si:r. I am sure our whole comm1ss1on would unite
in thanking you and expressing appreciation for opening this thing
widely, as you have certainly done for me this morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your state·
ment.
Mrs. Clifford Bender, who is representing another branch of the
Methodist Church. It is the woman's division of Christian service of
the Methodist Church. Is that correct¥ You represent both branches
of the Methodist Church, I assume, north and south¥
Mrs. BENDER. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you recognize this organization that has just
spoken as a part of the Methodist hierarchy¥
Mrs. BENDER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIBMAN. Very well.
STATEMENT OF MRS. CLIFFORD A. BENDER, ON BEHALF OF THE
WOMAN'S DIVISION OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE, THE :METHODIST
CHURCH

Mrs. BENDER. Thank you for the o~portunity to appear. I am go.
ing to cut my time so as to save your time.
Mv name is Margaret Bender. I live in Leonia, N. J. I appear
this morning as a member of the department of Christian social rela·
tions and local activities of the woman's division of Christian service
of the Methodist Church.
The CHAIRMAN. You are authorized to speak for them by some
action of this body¥
.Mrs. BENDER. For that department; yes, sir.
ALTERNATIVE ACTION TO THE PAcn'

On March 22, 1949, the following action was taken by the executive
committee of the woman's division of Christian serviee:
In order to achieve world security by common etlorte the woman's dlvielon
recommends the following:
1. That the Senate allow ample time for the dlllCllselon and full hearings on the
North Atlantic Defense Pact and possible alternatives.
2. That the United States take the Initiative In proposing as an e1rectlve alternative to the pact, consideration of a general eecnrlty agreement, under article
~1 of the United Nations Charter, which would be open to all members ot the
United Nations.
3. That the United States propose a tull-ecale conference at the earlleet poe.
alble date on German and Japanese treaties.
4. That continued etl'orts be marle to rench agreement on the international reduction of armaments and control ot atomic energy.
5. That the United States make Increased appropriations to the United Nations and provide tor full participation and support of specialized agencies, such
as the International Trade Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization, etc.•
and the International Children's Emergency Fund.
6. That there be full cooperation of the United States through United Nations
agencies, for the promotion of greater economic and social well-being throughout
the world.
7. We continue to oppose a policy of commitments to foreign military aid.
Such a policy will hinder economic recovery through diverting manpower, maehlnee, and materials for defense purposes; provoke fear, and stimulate an arms
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race on the part of the Soviet Union. Also such a program of foreign mllltal'J
aid, plus our national rearmament program, would substantially increaae om
United States budget, and threaten our domestic economy.

We recognize that opinions of equally sincere statesmen and Christians differ on thejrobable results of the pro~seq pact. While we.
would be in accor with the objective sought by the proponents of
the pact, that ofdeterring aggression and establishing the sense of security necessary for the
restoration of the economic and polltlcal health of the world (Secretary of State
Dean Acheson)-

we believe that all responsible citizens must consider the possible
dangers as well as advantages of pursuing this policy. And we must
contmue to think of alternatives.
UNITED NATIONS AND THE PACT

While it is true that basic mistrust, fear, provocative propaganda.
conflict of policy, and insecurity have tra~ically divided the world
and caused stalemates in the United Nations, we believe that this
organization offers the chief hope for world peace.
Already the effo1ts of the United Nations and its related agencies
have prevented war and stopped aggression at several poin~ and
have laid the foundations of a peaceful world in the economic and
social fields. It is a place where all the nations of the world may
meet, expose issues to the light of public opinion, and seek out nrea.s
of agreement and compromise. Notwithstanding the imperfections,
the United Nations provides techniques for the peaceful settlement
of disputes, if the necessary moral and spiritual conditions can be met.
Is the pact a desirable addition to American forei~ policy! Will
it be effective where the United Nations has been ineffective¥ Is the
pact consistent with the United Nations' Will it strengthen the
United Nations?
While the pact is legally permitted by the Charter of the U nite<l
Nations, we believe that such arrangements are contrary to the spirit
of the United Nations.
Freda Kirchwey writes in the April 9, 1949, issue of the Nation:
Article 51 of the Charter recognizes the right of member nations to defend
themselves against armed attack, lndlvlduaUy or collectively, until the Security
Council has taken measures to deal with the emergency. But arti<'le 53 pro-rides
that no enforcement action shall be taken by any regional agency "without the
authorisation of the Security C.Ounctl," and article 54 says that the "Councll
shall be kept fuUy informed of activities undertaken or In contemplation under
regional arrangements • • • ". The text of the pact Ignores tht!Se detailed
provisions; Instead It states that the signatories wm act "forthwith" In case of
armed attack upon a fellow member and will then report action to the Security
Council.

The pnct further states that members will stop action when the
Securitv Council takes the necessary steps to restore the peace.
The signatories thus tend to become judges in their own case; theT
decide the problem of aggression and the aggressor without standnnfs
being laid down or procedures defined. They are free to act without
mediation, and become the judges of the adequacy of the United Nations Security Council's actions. Does not the pact, in fact, deny
United Nations jurisdiction on action regarding aggression, or at the
least, fail to spell out the relationship Y
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In spite of the statement in the preamble of the pact that the parties
to the treaty reaffirm their faith m the purposes and practices of the
UN Charter, there is liklihood that the prestige of the UN will be
endangered, and that confusion will be created in the minds of member
nations by the fact that article 2 binds the signatories to educational
and economic activities which are clearly within the scope of United
Nations agencies, without spelling out the relationship.
CONSISTENCY OF TREATY WITH CHARTER

Despite the repeated assurances that the North Atlantic Treaty is
consistent with the UN Charter, the treaty tends to overshadow and
bypass the United Nations in its procedures, expenditures, and the
loyalty of member nations.
The size and importance of the nations signing this agreement
causes it to overshadow the UN because it includes three of the five
permament members of the Security Council, all of the major colonial
powers, and represents more than 50 percent of the world's industrial
capacity. The five nations that are outside the pact might possibly
feel insecure because of the wealth, power, and prestige of the pact
signatories.
The UN budget, furthermore, compares tragically with the sum
contemplated for military assistance to the treaty countries. The
total UN budget is $33,469,587 and the United States contribution,
$18,115,260. The proposed sum of $1,130,000,000 in military assistance to treaty countries is over 60 times the amount we spend on the
UN and over 30 times the UN budget. And the United States is
spending over 900 times its contribution to the UN on its own Defense Establishment.
There is grave danger that the UN may splinter into armed camps,
and that the UN will decline in prestige. The pact may widen the
gulf between the east and west, cause Russia to maKe countermoves, and
lessen the chance of finally reaching a universal security system under
the UN.
In ofi'ering the Atlantic Pact as a substitute for what we feel to be
the declining faith in the UN's ability to prevent aggression on the
part of the vulnerable nations of western Europe we are gambling
on our ability to make this substitute faith a sure one.
In spite of all efl'orts expended to popularize the pact, there are still
grave doubts as to whether the people of the countries involved have
actually been able to make this transfer of faith. In Norway, for
example, there are indications that the popular fear of being caught
in a war has not been alleviated by the pact. This is especially serious
because of Norway's proximity to Russia.
HILITARY ALLIANCES AND THE BALANCE OF POWER

History indicates that the most that can be achieved by military
alliances is a temporary balance of power, while they eventually give
rise to increasing insecurity and a menacing armaments race, ending
in war.
Blair Bolles, writing in the New Republic, February 21, 1949, states:
The twentieth century diplomatic boneyard Is uttered with dead defense ·
treaties that failed their purpose. They did not prevent the outbreak of war,
and once war came, they did not always Insure victory.
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The necessary concomitant of the pact is the arming of Europe. It
is difficult to imagine that this step will not provoke more tension, fear,
suspicion, and a swiftly mounting armaments race.
There is not, however, evidence to prove that armaments of themselves rotect a civilization. The historian Toynbee has pointed out
that o the 16 civilizations which have fallen in recorded history, 16
were strongly militarized. The crisis of a civilization, he concludes,
comes not in the test of its military strength, but in the way in which
it summons its moral resources to meet a great challenge.
The next two decades may well be our great chance to show the
mettle of our civilization. The task of making it possible for two
conflicting ideologies to exist in a peaceful world while their adequacy to the needs of their people is tested by time seems an almost
impossible one at the moment, but a nation with economic, technological.hand human resources that we possess might be capable of rising
tot is emergency, as it has risen in the past to wartime emergencies.

f

EFFECT OF TREATY AT HOME AND ABROAD

In this day of shrinking distances and accelerating communication,
the speed with which political and military events shape up makes it
impossible to guarantee that arms provided to signatory nations will
not be used against those whom they were intended to protect, as has
been the case with China, or even against us.
What will be the effect on recovery at home and abroad! These
new expenditures added to the $1!l,OOO,OOO,OOO already appropriated
for defense purposes would tend to increase inflation and the tax burden, and might lead to wartime controls and growing restrictions on
the freedom of American people.
Though it is claimed that it is not the intention to build up large
armaments that would interfere with economic recovery, it is difficult
to see how the increasing of military production in western Europe
could help but curtail seriously civilian production. If scarce resources, machinery, and manpower are diverted from peacetime production to armaments, needed restoration of factories, agriculture,
homes, and so forth, will be delayed. Delay of economic recoverv may
~
cause communism to spread.
ADMINISTRATIVE DIFFICULTIES IN THE TREATY

There are a number of points in the proposed pact where praetical
administrative difficulties will appear with increasin~ force as the
pact gets under way. The difficulty of a decision as to what constitutes a necessity for going to war is perhaps the primary one of
these. For instance, if a Communist revolution occurs in a signatory
country, is that to be interpreted as an aggressive act on the part of
Russia or as an internal matted It is interesting to note in this connection that actually more of the acts of Russian aggression during
the last few years have been of this type than of the marchin~-annv
type. The long-term provisions for keeping the pact in existenee
may also cause difficulties unforeseen at this point. For instance, if
a nation-say France-should go Communist, would it be desirable to
~eep her in the pact~ There is no provision for expelling a member
m the present pact.
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Article 4, which calls for the consulting together of the parties to
the pact whenever a threat of aggression is believed to exist, and
article 9, which establishes a council of member nations, need much
.more clarification. The defense committee and "such other subsidiary
bodies" which are also suggested in article 9, offer alarming possibilities for the piling up of cumbersome machinery and duplication of
UN functions.
It also seems that the provision for unanimous approval of new
nations seeking entry to the pact is as unworkable as any of the difficult provisions of the UN Charter. We might not stay a unanimous
_group after the crisis seems to have passed.
It seems quite possible, therefore, that we are attempting to escape
the problems of the UN by setting up another type of organization
which will eventually be confronted by those same problems in no
less degree, instead of facing the issue in the United Nations squarely
at this point.
While there is no single easy answer to the present world crisis and
the threat of totalitarian or Communist expan$ion, there are areas
in which our Nation can work vigorously.
FULL SUPPORT OF UNITED NATIONS

1. Full cooperation, adequate support, and strengthening of the UN.
It is our conviction that the UN must be the keystone of our foreign
policy. Agreements and actions that lie within the scope of the
Charter should be routed through the UN.
The break-down of the UN would make impossible that gradual
development of mutual trust which can only be achieved by workin~
together and which is the only logical and reasonable way in which
a gradual surrender of sovereignty in some areas can be secured. Our
only hope of developin~ such a world morality as is called for by the
·Charter of the UN is m a continuing development of situations in
which we can work together and in which the value of each surrender
-of sovereignty becomes obvious in concrete form to the nations involved. For analogy note the frontier town where everyone has complete sovereignty which he gradually surrenders in an effort to get
greater safety and more services for himself until he shows no unhappiness at what he has relinquished-only pleasure in the improvement
-of his life. He does not mind that he cannot set a machine gun up
on his lawn to defend himself; he is content to obey quarantines, and
so forth. Similarly, Russia might conceivably at a future date be
willing to trade some of her sovereignty for greater security from disease and a better standard of living if she was as sure as our ex-frontiersman is that her personality would be protected.
PROMOTION OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL WELFARE

2. Maximum cooperation by the United States, preferably through
UN agencies, for the promotion of greater economic and social we11being throughout the world. We must continue to act on the belief
that the best way to stop the spread of communism is to help rehabilitate themselves. The major problem of Europe is not military; it
is economic and psychological. We reaffirm our support of the United
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States economic cooperation program and urge its larger and more
efficient use through UN agencies-In order to supply the basic necessities of normal existence, to Insure full employment and the achieYement of a normal balance of tracle, and to aerve as a
more effective bulwark against communism.

We urge the full implementation of the fourth objective stated in
President Truman's inaugural address which advocates the sharinl?
of American technology with people living in less well-developea
areas of the world. This we do both out of a Christian concern for
the welfare of the peoples involved and because such economic development of lands in which hunger and want now prevail will tend toward
the economic stability of every other hind.
There is growing recognition that economic well-being is a necessary foundation for world peace and security. The UN has made a
good beginning in attacking basic world-wide problems. The longterm program of improving food, trade, health, and literacy must
have increased appropriations, and only in an atmosphere of trust in
the UN can these appropriations be secured. If UN prestige is damaged to any degree, nations-such as the Scandinavian countrieswhich are really making heroic national sacrifices in order to do such
work as the tuberculosis campaign for school children in Europe, will
feel that. their effort is useless.
The threat of mass starvation can probably be averted only through
a united world effort. Possible solution lies within the scope ef the
Food and Agriculture Organization's activities. The F AO, because
of the lack of funds. cannot undertake more than a fraction of the
projects requested. Likewise much of the program contemplated for
technical assistance to underdeveloped countries could be carried on
most effectively and efficiently by such UN agencies, were their budget
and personnel enlarged.
It is a fallacy to think that any major world problem can be attacked unilaterally in this day of interdependence. Soil erosion in
Australia, forest fires in Maine, irrigation projects in Iran are inextricably tied into the food and health potential of the world; it is
impossible to find solutions on a unilateral basis.
SETTLEMENT OF OUTSTANDING ISSUES WITH RUSSI.\

3. Since the administration points out that there is no threat of
immediate or early war with Russia should not the present time be
used for determined and persistent effort to end the cold war and to
seek flexible negotiations with the Soviet Union on issues outstanding
between the countries-patiently seeking common goals and mutually
•
acceptable compromises~
The Cleveland Study Conference on the Churches and World Order
urged thatthe avenues of formal negotiation between the Governments of the United" States
and the S'oviet Union must be kept open, and the way should be cleared for Informal conferences between unofficial religious, educational, buslnei<s, labor, and
cultur11I groups of both nations. • • • We believe that the mt'thod of tolerance tlmt Is basic to <>onference will enable each to learn from the other, and
give opportunity for the extension of this method on which peace In a world
of contradictory Ideology depends.

4. We urge full-scale conferences at the earliest possible date on
German and Japanese treaties.
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UNIVERSAi., REDUCTION OF ARHAHENTS

5. The United States should campaign vigorously and persistently
for the universal reduction of armaments, subject to adequate international inspection and control. Flexible negotiations for the control
of atomic energy must be continued.
FOR A UNIVERSAL SECURITY SYSTEM

6. Only a universal securit;v system backed by an effective force can
provide true collective security. We suggest that the United States
attempt to get the Atlantic Pact accepted as a part of the United Nations structure under article 51, opening it freely to all who wish to join,
and providing for the placing of contingents at its disposal for use in
case of aggression, with the decision as to when that aggression exists
to be made in some way through the Genera] Assembly, perhaps utilizing the Little Assembly at times when the General Assembly is not
in session, but arranging it so that the dedsion will be made by a
simple two-thirds majority of the members of the United Nations.
Used wisely, this pact might be the means of bypassing the Security
Council veto so effectively that a modification of the use of the veto
might be easily secured. Such issues as the veto are fundamental
and must be faced befortl world confidence is lost.
.
To the pessimistic who fear that Russia would walk out of the
United Nations, let us point out that we have said that again and
again about areas of disagreement-for instance, the Little Assembly-and Russia remains a member of the United Nations. Such a
facing of issues would bring a torrent of abuse and perhaps such a
gesture as Russia made when she left the World Health Or~aniza
tion, but at the worst it could hardly make the situation more difficult
than it is.
The primary question facing us is whether we are to put our ulti·
mate faith in the force of arms or in the process of reason. We share
the fears engendered by belligerent acts and attitudes of the Soviet
Union, but we still feel that a Christian Nation we must continue
courageously to explore every possibility of constructive action iu the
framework of the United Nations before returning to the balance of
power strategy.
The alternative of the pact and the arms program cannot at best be
looked upon as anything but an inferior alternative. Before an easy
acceptance of the pact as the "best under the circumstances we must
take time to examme with patience and realism and imagination all
alternatives and amendments that cou1d bring it closer in line with
the stated objectives of the pact-that of "strengthening the United
Nations, deterring aggression, and establishing the sense of security
necessary for the restoration of the economic and political health
of the world."
POSITION ON RATIFICATION

The CHAIRMAX. On the whole then, are you for or against ratification t
Mrs. BENDER. That is an extremely difficult question to answer. I
am for modification of the treaty and its subsequent adoption.
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The CHAIRMAN. You realize that the modification would have to be
taken up by all the 11 other nations, do you not t
Mrs. BENDER. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. You would not ratify it now; you would postpone
it and wait to see if we could renegotiate the treaty t
Mrs. BENDER. I would not hastily ratify it; that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. So you are against it.
Mrs. BENDER. In substance, no.
The CHAIRMAN. In substance, not
Mrs. BENDER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not against itt
Mrs. BENDER. No. I believe that with modification-The CHAIRMAN. We do not have the modification here. I mean just
as the matter stands now, are you for ratification or oppose it t
Mrs. BENDER. Without further adjustment and change in it I would
be opposed to its adoption at this point.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you speak for your organization when you say
that1
Mrs. BENDER. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Did it pass on that question?
Mrs. BENDER. The executive committee has passed the resolutions
which I read.
The CHArnMAN. So the main body-Mrs. BENDER. The interpretation of that is my own.
The CHAIRMAN. The main body of your organization did not pass
on that1
Mrs. BENDER. The duly elected representatives of the main body,
in executive committee, passed on it.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. But that does not answer my
question. The main body never passed on it.
Mrs. BENDER. You mean did the million and a half women in the
women's division vote on it individually t They did not. They
elected the people who passed on it.
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY AND

THE UNITED

NATIONS

The CHAIRl\IAN. You say you oppose military commitments and
foreign military aid. By that do you oppose aid to Greece!
Mrs. BENDER. In principle; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In principle t I do not know what you mean by
"principle." Do you favor aid to Greece or not t
Mrs. BENDER. Not as unilateral action.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the only kind of action we can take ourselws, is unilateral action. Are you opposed to military aid t.o
Turkev?
Mrs: BENDER. As unilateral action; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think we ought to wait and get the other
countries in the world to join us t
Mrs. BENDER. I think it should be done through the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. The United Nations did not do it. It had a chance
to do it.
Mrs. BENDER. I do not think we explored that sufficiently.
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The CHAIRMAN. You want to think of alternatives. That means
the abandonment of this treaty and the negotiation of some other kind
-of treaty¥
Mrs. BENDER. No; it does not mean the junking of it. It would
mean the amendment of it. I think our suggestion is for a clear
amendment.
CONSISTENCY OF TREATY WITH UNITED NATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. You speak continually of the United Nations.
Does not this treaty, in a number of places, state its view that we want
to cooperate with the United Nations, this treaty is being made in
subordination to the overriding authority of the United Nations, and
that we hope to strengthen the United Nations1 Is that not all
through this treaty¥
Mrs. BENDER. We have mentioned that that is what is stated. We
have also pointed out the points at which we think it would actually
tend to undermine the prestige.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not agree, then, that this treaty in a number of places affirms its loyalty to the United Nations 1
Mrs. BENDER. I agree that it affirms its loyalty. But I feel in practice it actuallv would work to the disadvanta~e of prestige.
The CH,URMAN. In other words, you recogmze tlus claim of loyalty
but you do not believe it is going to be loyal~
Mrs. BENDER. It is not a question of believing it is going to be loyal.
· It is a question of foreseeing what the actual result will be, which is
extremely difficult to do.
The CHAIRMAN. You say: "Is the pact consistent with the United
Nations~" Is it not specifically stated in the treaty that it is being
ur~~d under article 51 o~ t~e United Nations Charted
.
.
Mrs. BENDER. We said m our statement that we believed it WI\$
technically in accord with article 51, but that it was not in accord with
the spirit of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. You say "In spite of the statement in the preamble," and so on, there is the likelihood that the yrestige of the United
Nations will be endangered and that there wil be confusion created
in the minds of the Umted Nntions.
Mrs. BENDER. That is right.
INCLUSION OF

NORWAY

IN THE PACT

The CHAIRMAN. You speak of Norway. You question Norway's sincerity in joining the pact. You say:
In Norway, for example, there are Indications that the popular fear of being
caught in the war has not been alleviated by the pact. This is especially serious.
because of Norway's proximity to Russia.

Is it not a fact that Norway's Parliament ratified the treaty by an
overwhelming vote~
Mrs. BENDER. It is.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke about your committee being elected by
the people, and so on. Is not Norway's Parliament elected by their
~ple¥

Mrs. BENDER. Yes. There are two questions involved there.
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The CHAIRMAN. There is no question involved at all except the one
that I asked you, and that is: did not the Parliament of Nor.way O'n!!'whelmingly ratif_y this treaty¥
·
Mrs. Bl'!NDER. The answer to that question i! "Yes." I would like to
point out though, that the problem that worries me-The CHAIRMAN. You are not in the Norwegian Parliament. I asked
you about the Parliament. You agree that the Parliament did overwhelmingly ratify the treaty 1
Mrs. BENDER. Yes. I would like to point out though, that that is
not the problem that worries me. The problem that worries me is the
choice of alternatives that was presented to the Norwegian Parliament at that point, and the feeling of the people of Norway which at
any point could change the decisions and faith in its Parliament.
I think Nor.way, confronted with a definite worsening of world trust
in the United Nations. which was partly brought about by the discussion of the Atlantic Treaty, had very little alternative except to accept the pact.
The CHAIRMAN. They had the alternative of not ratifying the treaty,
and the other alternative was to ratify the treaty.
Mrs. BENDER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So they considered the a]ternati,·es.
ACTION IN

THE E\'F:NT OP

A COMMUNIRT

OOUP

You refer to a Communist revolution in a country that is a member
of the pact, and what is to be done about it. If there were a country
that turned Communist, is it not entirely probable and likely that that
country would not cooperate any further with the members of the
treaty~
•
Mrs. BENDER. I just am confused at that point. I do not see what
the .treaty says about what you do, and I would like that further
clarified.
The CHAIR?tIAN. I am just asking you, if a country turned Communist, is it not probable that they would decline, from then on, to
cooperate with the other members of this treaty?
Mrs. BENDER. That might be M. Then what do .we do 1 Do we compel them to?
The CHAIRMAN. We will get to that a little later. If they refused to
cooperate and not to carry out the treaty, would not the other powers
to the treaty not cooperate with them, and let them fade out, Jet them
leave, withdraw, or do whatever they please to do 1
Mrs. BENDER. I do not know.
The CHAIBMAN. Is that not logical 9
Mrs. BENDER. I do not know · just what would happen in such a
situation.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know for certain, but I think I know
that.
That is all that I have to ask, I believe.
Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your views on this matter.
Mrs. BENDER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ewing Cockrell, president, United States Federation of Justice. How long a statement do you have, sir¥
·
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STATEMENT OF EWiliG COCKRELL, P~IDENT, UNITED STATES
FEDERATION OF 1USTICE

Mr. COCKRELL. A very short one. I have only what might be of
interest to the committee.
The CHAffiMAN. What is this federation 1
Mr. Cocx.RELL. To promote the successful measures of law administration, the things that work.
The CHAffiMAN. Sid
Mr. CocxEIL. To promote the successful measures of law administration, the things that work.
The CnAmMAN. How many members have you1
Mr. CocKRELL. We orginally started with 5,000. There is just a
national council now.
The CHAIRMAN. Just a council 1
Mr. COCKRELL. Ten or twelve.
The CHAmMAN. So all the authority of this organization is now
vested in this council, is that right~
Mr. CocKRELL. Yes, sir. I have had to do all the work.
The CnAmMAN. So after all, you are the council 1
Mr. CocKRELL. I am the working member. I may say, we have
organized with the endorsement of Chief Justice Taft, Vice President
Dawes, Speaker Longworth, and the majority nnd minority leaders
of the Congress on both sides.
The CnAmMAN. Your organization has shrunk from 5,000 to you!
Mr. COCKRELL. No, not exactly that.
The CHAffiMAN: All right. Go ahead.
Mr. COCKRELL. We are working to supply information, to support
the American bii>artisan peace enforcement policy of President Trumani the United States Senate, and members of this committee particular y. That is our primary work at this time.
I have 10 statements here that I will make one at a time and be glad
to answer any questions that you have.
THE TREATY AS AN UNPRECEDENTED STEP

The North Atlantic Treaty, instead of only an incident in the cold
war, is an unprecedented step in American and world history. Of
all the agreements in modem history to resist aggression in Europe
where it is most apt to occur, this one appears to. be the most effective
yet made.
Its basic character is that today it is the only such agreement among
governments to resist force with force that surely binds all such
governments.
It is ma.de by.the largest number of militarily powerful states that
ever joined in advance to resist with armed force, if deemed necessary,
an attack upon them.
As preparation for defense against attack in Europe and involvement of the United States, it is superior to any treaty ever submitted
to the Senate since the defeat of the Versailles Treaty provisions of
the FiTst World War.
It is the only agreement by the United States that it will resist with
force, if need be, an attack on European states that would endanger
the security or welfare of this country.
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It is the only agreement even by all the European states, who have
been so repeatedly attacked, that they will hereafter defend each other.
It provides more of the essential first need of peace than all the other
proposals put together ever submitted b1 all governments in the
United Nations in its whole history-to wit, the essential of force to
defend the peace.
It is the only official notice in advance by the United States to
potential agg-ressors that it will resist their attack and do so enough
to overcome it.
It is the only agreement ever officially proposed to Congress that
carries out in part the strong, repeated declarations for world peace
enforcement made by the President, by the Senate, and 12 individual
members of this Senate committee.
To carry out the treaty, Congress and the President are given the
·extreme range of freedom of action. They have only one limitation.
That is that their action shall be what they think will succeed, not
action they deliberately think will fail.
The official record on these 10 assertions is plam. A number of them
are self-evident or well known. Others that should be stated are
the following:
ABILITY OF UNITED NATIONS TO FUNCTION

(a) Lack of UN agreements or proposals for peace:

proposal~ for force to maintain peace
have, instead of providing such a force, presented three blocks to that
maintenance.
·
That is the result of what Senator Connally mentioned, that they
have taken no cognizance, as yet, of the change in the conditions when
the Dumbarton Oaks provisions were made, and now: ( 1) Any state
can refuse to furnish any such forces. (2) Even if all furnished, they
are too small to prevent war by any of the three great powers now able
to wage it. (3) Even if made large enough, their use by the United
Nations can be vetoed by any one of the five permanent Security Council members.
To be specific: Suppose the Soviets and all other United Nations
agreed today to all the llrovisions proposed by any government or all
governments to maintam peace. The Soviets could then attack all
the 12 states in the Atlantic treaty and at the same time legally block
the Security Council.from using any UN forces, even of the same 12
states to defend themselves against such attack.
( b) United States obligations under the treaty:
These obligations boil down to one thing; that is, for "such action
as it deems necessary, including the use of armed force to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area."# What kind of
action and how much are solely what may be judged necessary by the
Congress and the President, acting under the constitutional powers of
each.

All pending United Nations

FLEXIBILITY OF OBLIGATIONS

The treaty contains no agreement to defend any state. The best
assistance to Norway, if quickly overrun by the Soviets, might be to
leave it alone until final victory is achieved elsewhere.
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There is no agreement to send troops at a.11 anywhere. If Congress,
the President, and military men thought best, our assistance might
be almost wholly by air and arms to other nations, or any way that
Congress and the President thought best at the time.
The legal obligations on the Congress and- the President are so
little as to make it almost worthless. But there is one moral obligation that makes American agreement supremely valuable to Europe
and a peace-loving world. That is that the action taken by us, and
others, is to be what Congress and the President deem necessary to
restore security of the North Atlantic area. And that obligation
on an American Congress and President will bring everything needed
for final victory in any war, if war must come.
Right here, I would like to cite as a fine statement of that position
the statement of Senator Taft, nearly 6 years ago:
The principal aggression on the League ot Nations Is bow to use our armed
force to prevent aggresston In the other parts ot the world. Insofar as Europe is
concerned I belle,·e the only obligation should be the secondary obligation atter
the counctl ot Europe has made every possible etrort and tailed.
Many wlll ohjt'Ct to any such undertnklng. but I bL•lleve within carefully defined
lhnits we should take 11n active part In maintaining peace. I see no loss ot sovereignty In a trenty binding us to send our armed forces abroad on the finding
ot an international body.
Being sovereign, we c.-ould refuse to keep our promises. Being Americans, we
would not refuse.

This treaty is fine, and still has not caught up with Senator Taft's
announcement of 5 or 6 years a~o, that we should send troops abroad
on a finding of an international oody.
Nothing happens under this treaty, except what the individual
Members of the Senate and House and the President deem necessary.
It is a very fine treaty, gentlemen, in the way in which it has been
drawn.
The extreme extent to which it goes, as I have said, is unprecedented,
the only thing vet that says we will go far enough to mamtain peace1
and yet how much we do, what it has done, is all up to the individual
Members of the Senate and the House and the President, provided it
is what they deem necessary.
PEACE POLICY OF THE SENATE

This treaty is the first step to provide force to carry out the peace
policy of the Senate, the President, and the American people to
prevent war. The treaty now makes a fitting occasion for Congress
to announce this policy to the world and at the same time to strengthen
the treaty by declaring it a first step toward a maintained universal
disarmament if the Soviets will so agree.
Nobody could be entitled to precedence over this committee to lead
in this announcement. Twelve of its thirteen members have already
led in declarations for such a strong international force. Senators
Connallyi George, Thomas of Utah, Tydings, Pepper, Green, Vandenberg, Wi ey, Smith, and Lod~e-and Senator Truman-voted for or
favored the Conna.Uy r~lution for "international authority with
power to prevent aggression and to preserve the peace of the world,"
November 3, 1943.
Eighty-five members to five voted for that, and I think everybody
on this committee, who was in Congress at that time, voted for it, or
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favored it, and Governor Hickenlooper favored it later in a declaration which was gotten up.
Senators Green, Thomas, Truman, and Governor Hickenlooper
joined in a separate declaration for the same force in 1944. Senator
l"ydings' resolution, January 28, 1946, was for a similar international
force and world diHarrnament, and "it was immediately endorsed bv
Senators Taft, Fulbright, and Smith. Senator Vandenberg gave such
a policy the supreme place in men's lives when he called "an approach
to mutual disarmament incomparably the greatest of movements for
the common good" if there be "summary disciplines against bad
faith''-Fchruary 8, 1947, and repeated in substance February 10 and
April 25, 1949.
General Eisenhower and Dr. Karl T. Compton and a majority of the
PresidenCs Commission on Universal Traming also gave the same
supreme place to the same policy in 1947.
What I think would be of help to this treaty, to the whole country,
and to the whole world, would be for this body, the Senate, or the
President, to state or adopt a simple resolution like this:
INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

That the bipartisan peace policy of the American people, Congress
and the President is for an international force able to maintain world
peace and disarmament and, if any state refuses to join in it, for the
necessary world rearmament by the other states for protection against
its possible aggression.
That the North Atlantic Treaty and all action under it is to be
considered as one step to carry out this policy of, first, world cooperation for universal, fully maintained disarmament and peace, or, second, world cooperation for defense against aggression.
That such international force is:
1. The one for which Senator Truman and 84 other senators voted
against 5 opponents, on November 3, 1943, forthe estnbllshment nnd malntennnce of lnternatlonal authority with power to
prevent aggression and to preserve the peace of the world.

2. The one with the same international authority contained in a
declaration of ten pence fundamental policies in which Senator Truman again joined with 65 other Senato1·s, Representatives, Governors,
United States judges, former ambassadors, and others on June 22,
1944 (and ns printed in the Congressional Record of June 21, 1945,
copy annexed) .
3. That which is in the resolution for maintained world disarmament of Senator Tydings of January 28, 1946, which was then endorsed in substance by Senators Taft, Fulbright and H. Alexand~r
Smith.
4. The one in the declaration of President Truman on December 2.
H>46 for "a sufficient police force for United Nations to maintain t.he
peace of the world" and then "world disarmament."
5. That which is able to maintain the "practical formula for disarmamwt and the outlawing of war," expressed by Speaker Martin
January 3, 1947.
6. That of the former chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, Senator Vandenberg, for "summary disciplines agailllt
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bad faith" of the great powers in ''the utmost limits of disarmaments,"
as expected February 8, 1947 and repeated February 10, 1949 and
April 25, 1949.
·
7. That which will cary out President Truman's declamtion for
"ntomic energy to be placed under int1"'rnationl control and on a
practical realistic basis that means the control will work," and that:
..The fea'rful power of atomic weapons must be placed behind the
reach of any irresponsible government or power-mad dictator," as
he so expressed October 14, 1948.
8. That which is in the statement of President Karl T. Compton in
1947 for "universal, progressive disarmament under conditions which
will safeguard every nation against threat of military aggression by
others," endorsed by him, the chairman and a mn/"ority of the members of the President's Commission on Universa Training and by
Harry Woodburn Chase, chancellor, New York University; Arthur H.
Compton, chancellor, Washington University (St. Louis), Nobel Pri7.e
winner in physics; Robert C. Clothier, president, Rutgers University;
Joseph E. Davies, member Commission on Universal Training, former
Ambassador to Russia; Harold W. Dodds, president, Princeton University, member Commission on Universal Training; Ernest W.
Gibson, Governor of Vem10nt; Truman K. Gibson, member Commission on Universal Training, former civilian aide to Secretary of
War, attorney at law, Chicago; George William McClelland, president, University of Pennsylvania; F. D. Patterson, president, Tuskegee Institute; Daniel A. Poling, president, International Society of
Christian Endeavor, member Commission on Universal Training,
editor, Christian Herald; Charles Seymour, president1 Yale Umversity, United States delegate at ~ce conference, Paris, 1919, former exchange professor at Universities of Brussels, Ghent, Liege, and
Lou vain; Charles E. Wilson, president, General Electric Co., member
Commission on Universal Traming; J. Strom Thurmond, Governor of
South Carolina; Donald B. Tressider, president, Stanford University.
9. That which has been endorsed in substance by Secretaries of State
Byrnes and Marshall, Secretary of War Patterson, ex-President
Hoover, Presidential nominees John W. Davis, Alf M. Landon, and
Thomas E. Dewey, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, and many other American leaders.
We commend an invitation to all governments to join in a like.statement of peace policy.
IMPORTANCE OF DISARHAM:ENT

With this commendation, we submit the following expressions of
the supreme place in the life of mankind given to such a force and
disarmament by the following:
General Eisenhower speaks of "agreements whose universal acceptance will one day eliminate the need for armed forces." And
says:
Attaln•ent of no other goal could add so much to the tranquility and prosperity
of all mankind (Janunry 17, 1947).

Senator Vandenberg callsan approach to mutual disarmament Incomparably the greatest of movements for
the common good (February 8, 1947).
90614~49--pt.~14
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President Compton and 14 associates state:
The inestimable gain to all peoples of the world which would be achieved if
a general disarmament program could be put Into operation- would seem to make
this the supreme goal of International effort.

If desired, the following could be added to the resolution :

For the terms of the universal disarmament the resolution to comment (or "submit to the consideration of the United Nations") the
proposals of the Soviet Union of 1928-32 for: Universal disarmament
down to internal police, to be effected simultaneously by the reduction
of all weapons of all states by equal percentages, by an international
commission acting by majority vote of all participating states, with
the commission to have "every facility for the full investigation of
all branches of the activities of the state, of public associations and
of private persons 'concerning the observance' of the disarmament
'undertaking,' with each state to make violations of the agreement
'a grave offense against the states.'"
That resolution, if you wanted to, could contain in it its own proof,
to recite the declaration first of the Connally resolution, then the
President's statement of 1946 for sufficient police for the United
Nations to maintain the peace of the world, and then world disarmament. But the force comes first.
The same sentiments were expressed by Speaker Martin, as expressed
by Senators Vandenberg and Truman, that no power-mad dictator or
aggressive government could tn.ke possession of atomic energy plants.
Every proposal on atomic energy in the United Nations now spreads
atomic energy facilities over the world, and professes that it cannot
stop their use by any adverse government.
I will be glad to answer any questions, by Senator Donnell expressly,
or anybody else.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe you are a son of a former Senator, Francis
Cockrell of Missouri, who served in the Senate?
Mr. CocKRELL. Yes, sir; for 30 years.
The CHAIRMAN. You have some distinguished relatives in Texasl
Mr. CocKRELL. Yes, sir; I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Red Cockrell, of Dallas, and another Cockrell at
Abilene~

Mr. CocKRELL. Uncle Bart served two terms in Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. Joe Cockrell was the Dallas lawyer¥
Mr. CocKRELL. Yes, sir.
·
The CHAIRMAN. A very distinguished lawyer.
Mr. COCKRELL. That is what they tell me.
The CHAIRMAN. A very able man.
l\fr. CocKRELL. He was the son of Uncle Bart.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg?
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell?
Senator DONNELL. I was not here to hear much of Judge Cockrell's
testimony, but I wonder if the record shows that he himself was a
member of the circuit bench of the State of Missouri some years ago?
The CHAIBMAN. That does not show.
Senator DoNNEI.L. I would like to have that shown.
The CHAIRMAN. We would be glad to have that show.
Senator DoNNP.LL. I do not have any questions to ask the judge.
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Mr. COCKRELL. I am here primarily for two reasons. One is that
this is a first step to carry out tbe policies that you men have enunciated
nnd expressed, and the President. It is the first one that provides
for force.
In the second place, it is a very fine job in itself, the way in which
it provides the extreme limit of force, if necessary, and leaves that
up to the Senate and to the House and to the President to decide what
it shall be.
The CHAmMAN. We thank you, very much. We are glad to have
your testimony.
Mr. CocKRELL. Thank you.
(The declaration of peace fundamentals from the Congressional
Record mentioned by Mr. Cockrell follows:)
[From the Congreaslonal Record, June 21, 19411, p. 61124)

Dl!ICLABATION

OF

PEACE FUNDAMENTALS

Mr. THOMAS of Utah. Mr. President, an outstanding contribution toward creating support for a proper International organization for peace was carried
through by Judge Ewing Cockrell. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that
the declaration of peace fundamentals which Judge Cockrell worked out and
which were accepted as objectives by many persons be printed in the Record
with the names of the persons who allowed their names to be signed to the
objectives.
The PBEsmENT pro tempore. Without objection, it ls so ordered The declaration, with the names signed thereto, is as follows:
"DEOLABATION OP 10 PE.ACE l'UNDAKE1'TAL8

"We approve in substance the following 10 fundamental policies or foundations
for postwar peace. They are, expressly, only policies, do not include the forms
of international organization to carry them out nor exclude our support of other
pollcles or measures:
"l. Disarmament of Axis or aggressor nations.
"2. Maintenance of International authority with power to prevent aggression
and to preserve the peace of the world.
"3. Fair treatment of Axis or aggressor nations.
"4. A body or procedures to secure peaceful settlement of any international
dispute.
"5. Victorious allies to hold armaments and decrease them as they feel secure.
"6. The peace to bring more freedom to pe<iples.
"7. Mutual aid between nations, especially to the weak.
"8. International cooperation for betterments In all fields of human lite.
"9. Special postwar cooperation by the United States, Great Brltaln, Russia,
and China, with the other United Nations.
"10. International organization on a wide and voluntary basis.
"Senator Warren R. Austin, member, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations; Joint author ?tfacklnac Declaration of Republican Postwar Advisory
Council.
"Senator Joseph H. Ball, joint author of Four Senators' Resolution on Postwar
International Cooperation; member, bipartisan campaign committee, 1943, for
International cooperation.
"Senator Harold H. Burton, joint author same resolution and member same
bipartisan campaign committee.
"Senator Theodore Francis Green, member, Senete Oommlttee on Foreign
Rlatlons; United States delegate to International Red Cross Convention, 1912.
"Senator James F. Guffey, member, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.
"Senator Carl A. Hatch, joint author, Four Senators' Resolution, and member,
bipartisan campaign committee.
"Senator Lister HUI, joint author, same resolution, and member, bipartisan
committee; Democratic whip, United States Senate.
"Senator Burnet R. Maybank, member, same bipartisan committee.
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"Senator Richard B. Rll88e11, chairman, Senate Oveneas Commlttee.
"Senator Elbert D. Thomas, of Utah, member, Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations; chairman, Senate Committee on Education and Labor; ,·lee president, Amerlcan Society of Internntlonal Law; member, Committee on Intellectual
Cooperation of Interparliamentary Union .
"Senator Bu rry S. Truman, chairman, Special Commlttee to Investigate the
National DefcnsP Pro~rams; member, bipartisan campaign committee for international cooperation, 1943.
"Senator Rohnt F. Wagaer, member, Se11ate Committee on ForeQ1;n Relations;
former jnsti<'e, New York Supreme Court.
.. Senator Wallace A. White, Jr., member, Senate Commlttee on Foreign Relations; assistant Republlcan leader, United States Senate.
"Former Senator George W. Norris (Independent), former chalrruan, Senate
Committee on the Judiciary.
"Representative Charles A. Eaton, ranking Republican member, Bouse Committee on Foreign Affairs.
"Repreesntative Richard P. Gale, member, bipartisan compalgn committee.
"Representative Robert Bale, member, bipartisan committee (M. A.• Oxford) .
"RepresentatiYe Christian A. Herter, member, bipartisan campaign commit·
tee; member, United States Embassy staft' ln Berlin and Belgium, 1916; secretary,
American Peace Commission, 1918.
"Representative Walter H. Judd. member, bipartisan campalgn committee;
China medical mlalonary and superintendent of hospitals, 1925-38; speaker
against Japaneee mllltary menace, 1939--40.
·•Representatlve Charles M. LaFollette, member, bipartisan campaign committee.
"Representative Clare Boothe Luce, former foreign correi;pondent.
"Representative Howard J. McMurray, member, bipartlsu11 cowmttee.
"Representative Hobert Ramsfle<lk, member, bipartisan committee; Democratic
whip, House of Representath·es.
"Representative James A. Wadsworth, member, Committee on Foreign Affairs;
former United States Senator from New York.
"Justice Owen I . Roberta, United States Supreme Court; chairman of beard
that investigated Pearl Harbor diaaster.
"Go''· M. M. Neely, West Vlrglnla, former United States Senator.
''Admiral J . 0 . Richardson (retired), Commander, United States Fleet.
1940-41.
"Chief .Justice D. Lawrence Groner, United Statea Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia.
"Judge Calvert Magruder, Boston, senior (presiding) judge, United States
Circuit Court of Appeala, First .Judicial Circuit; former professor and ,·ice dean,
Harvard Law School.
"Judge Jolla J. Parlrer, Charlotte. N. C., senior (presidlng) judge, ll'ourth
Judicial Circuit Court of Appeals; medalist, Amercan Bar Assoclatlon, 1943,
for conspicuous service in the cause of American jurisprudence.
"Judge Orie L. Phllllps, Denver, senlor (presiding) judge, Tenth Judicial
Olrcuit Court of Appeals.
"Judge Herbert F . Goodrich, Philadelphia, United States Court of Appeals,
Third Judicial ClrC'uit; former president. American Association of Law Schools.
"Judge Justin Miller, United States Oourt of Appeals for the Distrlct of
Columbia.
·
"Judge John C. Knoll:, senlor (presiding) judge, United States District Court.
Southern District of New York; chairman, Federal Courts Committee on Jury
Selection, appointed by Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
"Judge Albert L. Reeves, senior judge, United States District Court for the
Western District of Kla80Url.
"Gov. E. P. Carville, Nevada.
"Gov. Prentice Cooper, Tennessee.
"Gov. Colimte W. Darden, Virginia.
"Gov. Sam C. I<'ord, Montana.
"Acting Gov. Walter S. Goodland, Wieconsla.
..Gov. Bourke B. Hlckenlooper, Iowa.
"Gov. John Mol!elil, .Nerth Dakota.
"Gov. Henry F. Schrlcker, Indiana.
"Gov. Sumner Sewall, Maine.
"Gov. Edward J. Thye, Minnesota.
"Joseph E. DaYles, former Ambassador to Russia.
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"John W. Davis, former Ambassador to Great Britain; Democratic Presidential
aomlaee, 19M.

''Admiral Wllllam B. Standley (retired), former Ambassador to Ru1111la;
VnJted States Delegate to Disarmament Conference, London, 1934.
..Ferdinand Q. Blanchard, moderator, Congreimtlonal Christian Churches.
"Chancellor Harry Woodburn Chase, New York University.
"President Frederic R. Coudert, American Society o/. Intel'Jlational Law; com·
mander, French Legion d'Bonneur: o111cer, Crown· of &lglum;·former chairman,
New York League of Nations Association.
"George Creel, former editor, Denver Post and Rocky Mountain News; chairman, Committee on Public Information, First World War; former ·chairman,
San Francisco Regional Labor Board.
"President Frank P. Graham, University of North Carolina; chairman, Na·
tlonal Advisory Committee on Social Security; public member. War Labor Board.
"Pl'ffldent W1lllam Green, American Federation ot Labor; former member,
governing board of the International Labor OrganW..tlon.
•·Dean A. J . Barno, University of Illinois College of Law; former J)resldent,
American Association of Law Schools, and director, IIUnols Association fo1·
Criminal Justice.
..Most Rev. Robert E. Lucey, archbishop of San Antonio; former president,
California Conference of Social Work, and director, Catholic Welfare Bureau of
Los Angeles; organlaer of Welfare Bureau of San Antonio.
"Chairman Robert A. Mllllkan, California Institute of Technology ; former
president, American Academy of Arts and Sciences and American Physical
Society; Nobel price winner; member, League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Cooperation; Order of the Jade, of China, and Chevalier de l'Ordre National
de Ja.Letion de'Honneur, of France.
"President Julian Morgenstern, the Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio.
"President John L. Newcomb, University of Virginia.
"Rev. Frederick E. Reissig, executive sec1·etary, Washington Federation of
Churches.
"Chester B. Rowell, delegate, International Labor Conference. Geneva, 1939;
delegate, International Congress Penal Aftalrs, 1924; former member, N1ttlonal
Crime Commission, and president, California Conference on Social Work; former
teacher, Illinois University: and editor, San Francisco Chronicle.
"Rt. Rev. Msgr. John A. Ryan, former professor, sociology and economlca.
Cathollc University and Trinity College; director, aocial action department of
National Cathollc Welfare Conference.
"Bishop P. A. Wallace, African Methodist Episcopal Zion Churches,
Brooklyn.
"Robert J. Watt. International representative, American Federation of Labor;
American Workers' delegate to Geneva, 1936-40; member, National Labor Rela·
tlons Board; chairman, Labor Advisory Committee, Federal Communications
Commission.
"DI'. Mary lil. Woolley, president emeritus, Mount Holyoke College; delegate,
Conference for the Reduction and Llmlqttl.on &f A~ments; former honorary
moderator, Congregatlonal-Ohrlsthln General.Council: for.mer prealdent, ,Amerl·
can Association of University Women, and chairman of Its committee on interna·
tlonl relations."
(Note by Ewing Cockrell: 7 of these 10 fundamentals were never before used
or used adequately In International relations. All or their equivalents are succeBSfully used nationally and locally in the United States. They provide broad
yardstick to measure the attainment of successful international organization.)

The CHAIRMAN. Bishop Walls?
STATElrlEBT OF BISHOP WUJ.IA'M l. WALLS, BISHOP, AFRICAJf
METHODIST EPISCOPAL ZIOll' ClllJRCB

Bishop WALLR. I am Bishop Willia.m.J.. WalL<i. bishop of the New
York, New England, and Pennsylvania conference of the church, and
United States and Africa, and parts of South America.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the bishop of the Second Episcopal District,
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church¥
Bishop W ALL8. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
· Bishop WALLS. As an American, whose l?eculiar peo{>le have always
made their loyal contribution to the Nation's cause1 I feel grateful
for this privilege of citizenship accorded me by this august committee.
COLONIAL POLICIES AND TUE. PACT

Like others, we seek the peace of the world and security of our own
beloved America. The North Atlantic Pact, in the judgment of many
of us, contains seeds of very grave import and none more so than its
implication for colonials. The situation, bad as it is in the colonies,
will be approved and involved in permanency among the colonial
nations signator;r to the pact agreement.
For instance, if America pledges herself, as the J?act provides to
engage in armed force without qualification on this issue. she will be
bound to defend any :pact nation against any group seeking release
or redress of the usurping nation in colonial territory. Had that condition obtained in Palest.me, the Jews would have been considered at
war against America when they set up the Israeli Government and
resisted England's occupation.
What is more, our own American Colonies could not have been heleed
by France, as we were in the American Revolution, without involvmg
other nations to go to war with us, which would have defeated our
cause of freedom.
It is evident that we intend, by the pact to contain Ru~ia against
attack or invasion upon the nations of freedom. ·what answer can we,
the greatest nation of freedom on earth, give to Russia and the world
when they hold up slavery, brutality, and even torture of c-0lonials aB
a picture nestled in the so-called freedom compact, and say, ''This is
-what your capitalist nations stand for."
·1n Africa alone, 72,320,000 native people, inhabiting a territory
of 4,033.858 square miles, live in bondage, made more terrible by centuries of British deception, exploitation, and terror.
It is common knowledge that another of the signatories, the Netherlands, holds in bondage nearly 80,000,000 f>1!0ple in the East Indies
and in South America.
A third signatory to the pact, the French Government, continues its
at.tacks on the people Viet Nam and exploits millions of people in its
African and Asian colonies.
A fourth si~atory, Belgium, holds the. people of the Congo in
bondage; that is, Belgium and Congo are sufficient.
A fifth signatory, Portugal, controls the destinies and arrests the
development of some 9,000,000 Africans in Portugese Guinea, Congola,
Mozambique, Cape Verde Islands, Sao Tome, and Principe.
A sixth signatory, Italy, is currently strug~ling in the United Nations-with the support of the other signatones- to partition Ethiopia and reestablish its domain over Libya and SomaliJand.
A seventh signatory, our own Government of t.he United States,
maintains a "g-old and silver" double standard for its white and Negro
employees in Panama and has recently acquired islands in the Pacific,
and anticipates with sR.tisfaction the profitable prospect of increasing
investments in the exploitative enterprises of other colonial powers.
Through.the P?Wer of i~s wealth in a near-bankrupt world, our Government itself is fast being tempted to become a colonial power.
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it is a matter of historical record that all these colonial powers,
all of them members of the so-called North Atlantic community of
nations, su.bverted the mandate system of the League of Nations into
an instrument which, far from effecting the gradual elimination of
colonialism, actually provided a legalistic cloak for strengthening it.
COLONIAL POLICIES OF SIGNATORIES

It is a matter of record that these very governments have nullified
in practice and-in the current debates regarding former Italian colonies in Africa wrested from Africans by the bloodthirsty vandals of
our late enemy, Mussolini-seek to continue to nullify the trusteeship
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.
One has only to remember that the expenditures of the Netherlands
in their outrageous war against the Indonesians exactly equaled the
amount of American taxpayers' money granted the Dutch under the
Marshall plan, to realize what may eventuate under the pact.
We face the dismaying prospect of American substance, American
arms, and American boys being used to put down the democratic
stirrings of peoples who seek tooay to accomplish the independence
and freedom which our forebears could only win in a bloody revolution 173 years ago.
Such a prospect of serving as instruments for holding back the
march toward colonial freedom is not a pleasant one to Negro
Americans.
I realize it may be said that the terms of the pact limit its application to a territory one of whose boundaries is the Tro{>ic of Cancer,
and that the bulk of Africa of which I have made especrn.l mention is
excluded from this area.
It is sufficient, however, to note that "Bv their deeds ye shall know
them." The colonial powers which have signed the pact are notorious
for their disregard of written commitments. For centuries their
pledged word has meant nothing if it interfered with their profitable
exploitation of helpless people.
But the darker peoples of the world, living in the main in colonial
slums, are no longer helpless. They are pressing their demands for
equal status as world citizens. Thev are demanding the right of selfdetermination. They are insisting that the riches of their lands
accrue to the security of their inhabitants and not to the profits of
absentee overlords who despise their culture and abuse their hospitality.
A truly democratic America must show by deeds to the colonial
peoples throughout the world and to the Negro people and other
minority groups in our land that our Nation understands that there
can be n~ security for any nation or people unless there is freedom
and security for all peoples everywhere.
WORKING FOR PEACE UNDER THE UNITED NATIONS

This we can demonstrate best by workinp: and buildin~ for peace
throug-h the United Nntions, which we helped to found
under the leadership of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
I do not enter into the intricacies of that instrument, but I have the
feeling that many others have, that it can be applied and adjusted to
any sort of emergency that might arise.
dili~ent.ly
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Because it is my firm belief that the North Atlantic Pact does not in
fact do this, I join with those who call for the rejection of tJ1is instrument of our foreign policy. As a churchman, who loves his church,
his Na ti on, and its people, I express to this committee my profound
conviction that only a covenant that is suffused with the love of
Christ's teaching, "Love thy neighbor as thyself"-! know how far
this is from practical policy, but I bring this in as a standard that we
must keep sight of-can indeed bring to America and to the world the
peace which all peoples everywhere work, struggle, and fight for so
passionately.
For these reasons. the United States Senate is called upon to reject
the North Atlantic Pact, as an honored pledge of this Nation to resume
the path to peace, phrased by another great American, Theodore
Roosevelt, by "speaking softly and carrying a big stick."
FRJo:EDOM FOR COLONIAL l'EOPLF.S

We should do this also as a signal of our intention to promote the
freedom of colonial peoples and extend civil liberties to American
Negroes at home.
As a Christian minister, I cannot do other than warn that the chief
means for us, as a Christian nation, for defense is the practice of
brotherhood, justice, and equality among citizens and nations. I believe it is possible to avoid war with any nation if we cease to think
war and cultivate peaceful relationships in spite of the recalcitrance
of any one of them.
God has always aided us to victory, and I believe always will, without involving ourselves in dangerous i~1ternational-league systems,
which carried the ancient nations, from Egypt to Greece, down tD their
ruin.
A pact is no stronger than its weakest nation ; and we who join it
inherit the weaknesses of the most offending nation.
May the good Lord deliver us from dependence on compacts and
save us to dependence on righteous acts.
I may add there, if it becomes necessary in the judgment of the
wisest of the nations who, from the inside, may know thin~ that we
on the outside do not know, to enter any sort of pact of the kind, may
it not be in the wisdom of the Senate, and of this great committee,
to do so with reservations ·protecting· ourselvee from defending the
colonial system, and if possible it would not be necessary for us to be
committed to an arms program that will tax our people to carry on
warfare for other peoples in their capricious undertaking, such as
the Balkans always practiced, and maybe always shall.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, very much, Bishop. It is a very fine
state1!1ent. I want to say that I sympathize very deeply with the
colomal peoples.
However, would the rejection of this treaty be of any benefit or
assistnnce to the colonial peoples?
Bishop W,u,u;. I believe so. I believe if it were done so, with the
understanding that the United States regards that as.one of the chief
features for rejecting it. that it would cause them to mend their ways,
the colonial nations, to become fit to be in a pact of this kind.
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The CnAtRMAN. Is there anything in the treaty which binds us to
do anything internally for a signatory! Is it not all directed a.t
armed attack by one nation upon another nation t
· Bishop WALLS. There is nothing in the treaty that binds us to
interfere with the other nations' internal affairs.
But, as I have intimated here, it is very dangerous to join up with
nations that have weaknesses, to invite us to protect systems that are
contrary to our great national tradition.
AMERICAN ACTION TOWARD COLONIAL PEOPLE

The CnAIRMAN. I do not agree with you there. I do not think the
treaty does anything like that.
You speak of the United States aiding the colonial system. Is it
not true that at the end of the Spanish-American War that the United
States, if it had desired, could easily have incorporated Cuba within
our system; and did we not, on the other hand, free Cuba and give her
assurance of protection for a long period of years"~
Bishop WALLS. That is very true, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not also true that in the Philippines, which
we acquired as a result of the Spanish-American War, that we have
given them independence an<l freed them from any colonial control
of the United States?
.
·
Bishop WALLS. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that not illustrate the American attitude
toward these things, that we do not favor colonialism~
Bishop WALLS. The American attitude now may not necessarily be
bound by its former attitude that it seems to have had, just as we have
changed on the Washingtonian advice of not being involved or entangled in foreign alliances, and on other such American differences
from international situations.
When we go out in these complexities, we may expect to be involved
in things we did not anticipate, and we are suggesting here that we
should enter it with caution, if we enter it at all, and with certain
protection against being involved.
The CHAIR~CAN. Is it not true that the United States, in the case of
the Philippines, since the war, has passed legislation giving them loans
and paying their war losses and all that sort of business, even though
it is free and independent of the United States~
Bishop WALLS. I wish to be under,;;tofld, Mr. Chairman, that I am
not indicting the United States colonialism, or even imperialism. I
say she is tempted. She has a strain of temptation in that direction.
And if she enters these compacts, this compact with these other offending nations, that she will have more and more temptation and less and
less defense to remain out.
Do you not think so, Senator W
The CHAIRMAN. I do not think there is any temptation, in the face
of our record, and the temper of our people. We are not going to
embrace these colonial policies of other nations at all.
Bishop WALLS. Mr. Chairman, I think the main objection we have
here is giving sympathy and maybe support-there is support; it
involves support-to the colonial system; because we do not stand
against it.
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The CHAmHAN. I think this entire committee stands against it. As
a matter of fact, however, you have already admitted, there is nothing
in the treaty that obligates the United States to do anything within
a country.
It is only as a resistance to aggression or armed attack by one nation
upon another.
Thank you, very much, Bishop.
Bishop WALLS. You will notice that I have said hElre, as a firm hope,
that if we entered such a pact we would make reservations that would
protect ourselves from seeming, even, to be in sympathy with
colonialism.
The CHAmHAN. Senator Vandenberg!
Senator VANDENBERG. No questions.
The CuAmMAN. Senator Donnell¥
Senator DONNELL. No questions1 thank you.
The CHAIRKAN. Thank you, Bisnop.
Bishop WALLS. Thank you, sir.
The C11AIR~lAN. Mr. Linfiel<l, Young Progressives of America, New
York City. How long is your statement, sid
STATEMENT OF SEYMOUR LINFIELD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOlt,
YOUNG PROGRESSIVES OF AMERICA

Mr. LINFIELD. A few pages, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many is that¥
Mr. LINFIELD. Seven.
The CHAIRMAN. In view of the fact that we have heard quite a
number of representatives of the Progressives, we_hope you will not
be too long, because we have their views. I do not suppose you want
to conflict with any of the views that have gone before.
l\fr. LrnFIELD. I shall try not to repeat.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the Young Progressives¥ Is that a different organization~
Mr. LINFIELD. Yes, sir. It is the independent young people's organization, independent of the Progressive Party, although subscribing generally to its principles and program.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I thought. You are alined with the
Progressive Party.
Mr. LINFIELD. We are organizationally independent of them.
The CHAIRMAN. You elect your own officers but believe in their
doctrine~

Mr. LINFIELD. In their ~eneral program and policies; yes. The
young people of this country who will be asked to underwrite the
proposed North Atlantic Military Pact, even with their very lives,
have not yet been heard by this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. We are hearing them now. We are hearing them
in you.
Mr. LINFIELD. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent all the young people of the United
States, I assume, in your statement.
Mr. LINFIELD. I speak, as you know, Senator, for the Young Progressives of America. and only for that organization.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.·
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· . Mr. L1NFIELD. The Young Progressives of America is an independent young people's organization-a large number of whose members are veterans of the past war-an organization which, by its deeds,
cherishes the memory of the great Franklin Delano Roosevelt. It
appears before your committee this morning to respectfully present
its views concerning the proposed North Atlantic .Military Pact.
REVIEWING

QUESTIONS OF THE TREATY

After 2 weeks of testimony by the architects and supporters of the
pact, including certain distinguished members of this committee, five
major questions remain unanswered, their character spotlighted by
hearsay, evasion, or silence:
PROOF OF SOVIET AGGRESSION

First. Does the Soviet Union threaten the national integrity, the
national interests, the national existence of the United States~ We
have anxiously awaited the proof that the Soviet Union bases its
internal or external policies on the premise that war is necessary or
desirable; that the Soviet Union has entered or proposes to enter
milita11 alliances directed against our country; that the Soviet Union
has bmlt or seeks to build military bases on our borders, or that it
has engaged or seeks to engage in military action against our country;
that Mr. Dulles, a spokesman for our foreign policy, was wrong when
he stated in Cleveland on March 8, 1949, before the Federal Council
of Churches of Christ in America :
So tar as it ls humanly possible to judge, the Soviet Government • •
does not contemplate the use of wnr as nn Instrument of its national policy.

•

The CHAIRMAN. Are you here as an apologist for the Sovieti
Mr. LINFIELD. Certainlv not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, sir.
Mr. L1NFIELD. If you will permit me to complete my statement-The CHAIBMAN. Go right along.
·
Mr. LINFIELD. I shall be glad to answer any questions that you may
have. I continue quoting from Mr. Dulles:
I do not know any responsible high official, military or clvlllan, In this Government, or nny government, who belleves that the Soviet state now plans conquest
by open mllltary aggression.

That is from the New York Herald Tribune, March 9, 1949.
·No such proof has been offered by any witness before this committee.
Without such proof, the major reason for the pact urged by its proponents fails. What then remains is a military alliance directed
al!ainst the Soviet Union, directed to accomplish the very ends from
which it ostensibly seeks to protect us.
COMPATIBILITY OF PACT WITH UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

Second. Does the pact, as the Wall Street Journal has stated, "nullifv the principle of tbe United Nations"~
We have anxiously awaited proof that this pact, covering all the
land from the Aleutians to the Mediterranean, from the Arctic to the
Tropic of Cancer, is a regional agreement under article 52 of the Charter of the United Nations, or that it is authorized by article 51 of the
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Charter which preserves the iJtherent right of individual or collective
self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United
Nations.
Reliance upon article 52 has apparently been abandoned; for, if
this be a regional agreement, enforcement measures would require Security Council approval under article 53, the very procedure which
the architects of the pact seek to avoid.
·
The proposed pact certainly does not square with article 51, which
applies only in the event of an armed attack.
The fact is that the proposed North Atlantic military pact violates
the plain provisions of the Charter itself, for it would destroy the
supreme power of the Security Council to determine the existence of
aggression and threats to peace.
We speak here not as lawyers, but as young Americans who on the
very day that the United Nations was born m San Francisco sealed
the pledge of world peace there made by embracing the first Russian
patrol on the Elbe. The Gl's who fou~ht on three continents, and the
young people who recognize that the Charter of the United Nations
and faithful fulfillment of its obligations is the only guaranty of
peace, will not take kindly to its destruction.
These two major arguments, here briefly presented, all of deep concern to the people generally, have already been earnestly pressed before this committee by other witnesses, and apparently already rejected. However, there are three additional questions, all of vital
importance to the young people of this country, which have to date
been evaded by supporters of the pact.
IMPACT OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE ON UNITED STATES DOllESTIC PROGRAM

First. What is the cost in dollars of the North Atlantic military
pact, and what will its ratification mean to the working and living
conditions of the young people of the country¥ This question is of
urgent importance to almost 3,000,000 unemployed young people; almost 1,000,000 young people who will leave school to enter the labor
market this year; millions of young Negroes who are Jim-Crowed
from decent jobs; millions of young women who must work to live;
millions of young farmers who are confronted by the dead end of
mortgaged farms and share cropping; millions of young people who
want to continue school but must instead try to support tJie1r families;
millions of veterans who live doubled and tripled up; and millions of
young people who cannot afford adequate medical care in this richest
country of the world.
This is the condition of young America, and we ask : What is the
cost of the pact; how will it affect th~ conditions!
C'-OST OF ARMS

IMPLEME~TATION

Secretary of State Acheson has told us that that proposed North
Atlantic Military Pact is inextllicably tied t9 its arms ImtJlerwmtation.
However, he and other Government spokesmen have refused to state
publicly the total cost to the American people of the arms program
for western Europe.
When Mr. Wallace testified before the committee on May 5, the
respected Senator from Michigan is reported to have stated during
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the course of the questioning that he had not yet been informed of the
total cost of the program. Why do supporters of the pact fear to
reveal to the American people, "!ho will have to pay it, the total cost
of the pact 'l Why do they want the American people to give them a
blank check 'l
The State Department, in its "peace paper" of May 15, placed the
arms cost for western Europe for the coming year at $1,130,000,000.
We have also been told that $452,000,000 of this is in surplus arms
valued at 10 cents on the dollar-arms which the committee was told
on April 21 by Colonel Johnson that the National Military Establishment expects to have replaced. This $452,000,000 means at least
$4,520 000,000. But replacement will be at higher prices and more
expensive models.
Said·the United States News:
Europe In the ftrst year ls to get $4,520,000,000 of United States arms, written
down to $452,000,000 to calm taxpayers. Replacement cost of arms to be given
might be around $8,000,000,000.

Even this, however, the State Department tells us is only an interim
program, with programs for subsequent years to be later revealed.
W e.c;tern European signatories of the pact candidly indicate to their
peof?le that the total cost of arming Wf'.stern Europe will run to a
mimmum of $30,000,000,000. The American Government should be
no less candid with the American people.
'
The CnAIRMAN. Where did you get that'l
Mr. LINFIELD. This, sir, is from a report of the meetine; of the
Brussels Union, where it was stated that the signatories to the Brussels
Union are of the opinion that they must have 36 to 70 divisions, and
they estimated that the cost of arming, at a minimum, each of these
divisions would be between 200 and 400 million dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. That did not envisage any contributions by the
Europeans. You are putting it all on the United States 'l
Mr. L1YFIELD. No it apparently did, because, as I recall, Secretary
Acheson, or one of the early govemmental spokesmen before this committee, state that, for each dollar ·that the United States would contribute, the governments of western Europe signatory to the pact
would be expected to contribute $6 to $7 of their own for arms.
IMPACT OF ARMS PROGRAM ON UNITED STATES EOONOHY

Dr. Nourse, of The President's Committee on Economic Advisers,
stated on April 7 that our economy; if it is to avoid a sharply lowered

standard of Jiving, cannot spend more than $15,000,000,000 for arms,
the amount already authorized by Congress. Arms for western
Europe is over and above that. ·
The $15,000,000,000 arms budget is already taking its tragic toll of
young Americans. Mounting unemployment, increased speed-up, increased discrimination and denial of civil rights in industry, in the
community, and on the campus; no decent housing, inadequate funds
for education, a dead end to social welfare-this is the price now
being paid by the young people of this country. This is the current
American translation of "guns and not butter."
The additional expenditure of tens of billions of dollars for arms
will ta.kt> an even more tragic toll of the working and living conditions
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of young America. There will be that much less money for houses,
for veterans' benefits, for social security, for education, for health.
It wilJ bankrupt American youth, further aggravate its unemployment, and torpedo its opportunities for marriage and a decent family
life. It ofl'ers even more billions of profits for the monopolists of
American industry; it offers only insecurity and unemplovment for
American youth itself. We therefore ask the supporters of. the pact :
What is the cost in dollars of the North Atlantic Military Pact, and
what will be the efl'ect of its ratification on the working and living conditions of the young people of this country¥
SENDING AMERICAN TROOPS OVERSEAS

Second. What will be the cost in American lives of the North Atlantic Military Pact W Has our Government made a commitment to
sent American troops te Europe, and, if so, for what purpose 1
Young Americans are entitled to an answer before the pact is recommended for ratification, for it is our young people who will be this
country's military ambassadors.
To date, the State Department has coyly avoided a direct reply.
Why 1 The answer is suggested by the reported testimony before the
committee of my former commanding general, General Bradley.
The general indicated that American military thinking views the
pact as stationing American troops in the heart of Europe to "defend"
the nati~ns of western Europe. The general knows that during the
past war we never had more than 70 American divisions in the combat
areas of western Europe; that Hitler's 300 divisions could not stop the
Russians; that, if there is war, 70 divisions would only make a Dunkirk of all western Europe. If this be the plan, then sober peoi;>le must
characterize it now as reckless adventurism, which will sacrifice the
future of America, its young people.
If troop commitments have already been made by our Government
under the proposed North Atlantic Military Pact, its reason must be
sought in the statement of the semiofficial spokesman of the State
D~partment, Je.mes Reston. In the New York Times of March 1, he
said :
The executive branch of the Government Is convinced that some of the western
European nations must have military aid not only to defend themselves against
external aggression, but primarily to bolster their police powers against their
own Communists.

Secretary Acheson further confirmed this purpose in his March 18
press conference and in the State Department white paper of March
19. The State Department "peace paper" of May 15 finally indicates
with bluntness the first purpose of arms for western Europe to be
the establishinp: of "individual and collective military strength adequate to control internal disorders."
Therefore, young America should be bluntly told: This pact mel\IlS
you will be sent to Europe to keep tottering, undemocratic governments in power. You will fight young Greeks to protect n. king they
do not want. You will confront young Frenchmen who will not permit
their country to be despoiled or sold by De Gaulle or any Quisling.
You will confront young Italians to protect a government which has
already made one and a half million of them unemployed. You wilJ
look down the barrel of an M-1 at the young men and women of
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Europe, who with their own blood sealed friendship with us but
a few short years ago in heroic resistance against the common enemy.
Young America is entitled to a full and honest answer to these
qu.estions ~efore ratification of the proposed pact ·is recommended by
this comrmttee.
INTERNAL REVOLUTIONS AND TIIE PACT

Senator V ANDENDERO. Where do you find in the pact any suggestion of the use of American manpower, or American intervention,
in respect to internal revolution i
:Mr. LINFIELD. The evil of the pact, Senator, is not in the words
of the proposed North Atlantic Pact. It lies in the fact-and has been
made abundantly clear-that this I?act is tied to arms implementation,
and tied, above all, to a policy which, as the State Department paper
released last Saturday finally states bluntly, is directed to-and
again, if I may quote-"the establishing of individual and collective
military strength adequate to control internal disorders."
Senator V ANDENBERO. What has that to do with our responsibility
to engage solely in resisting armed attack, which must be an external
thing before we move in~ I just do not follow your lo~ic. I just do
not believe that it is fair that you suggest that there 1s anything in
this program which is going to require young America to be sent
abroad to fight, to maintain any internal government abroad. I do
not believe there is anything even remotely mvolved of that character.
Mr. LINFIELD. Unfortunately, Senator, the logic is not mine, but
that of the architects of the pact. To date, as you know so well,
no statement of any /overnmental spokesmen, notwithstanding the
tie-up of the propose pact to the program of arms implementation,
and the clear statement that the latter involves necessary military force
to suppress, as it is called, internal disorder, has bluntly stated that
American troops will not follow American arms to western Europe.
I am sure that any effort on your part, sir, to propose an amendment on the Senate floor to bar the sending of American troops to
western Europe under the pact, under the arms program to implement it, would receive the most wide-spread support.
Senator VANDENBERG. Now you have moved under the broad area of
the obligation to resist armed aggression. I can conceive of a situation where, if you have World War III, the Lord only knows where
we will all be fighting.
Mr. LxNFIELD. That is true.
~enator V AN!>ENBERO. But it seems to me that !lt this particular
pomt you are, m your own language, bluntly tellmg the American
youth that under this pact he is headed for service in the internal
suppression of revolution in Europe. I just do not believe that is so.
Mr. L1NFIELD. I am sure that many, Senator, would be glad to have
an explicit statement from the State Department that such is not
the case.
AMERICAN TROOPS IN EUROPE

Senator V ANDENBERo. This question has been raised before. It has
never been ~ut in quite the, shall I say, extravagant language that
you used. But it lias been raised, and I think there ought to be a
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very definite answer to it, because I think the very definite answer is
"No," and if that is the answer I do not se.e any reason why it should
not be definite.
Mr. LIN:t'IELD. That is exactly the position that I am taking, sir.
MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY THE D~:PARTMENT OF STATE

In the committee hearings on April 2;, the question was asked, ... • •
Are we going to be expected to send substantial numbers of troops over there
[western Europe] as a mo\"e or less permanent contribution to the development
of these countries' capacity to resist?". Secretary Acheson replied that the answer to that question was a clear and absolute "No."
The treaty does not relate to strictly internal disorders. It is concerued
with resisting an armed attack on an)' of the signatory governments. An internal
revolt not aided and abetted by 1rnother state would not be an armed attack
within the meaning of the reaty. Whether or not external assistance to such a
revolt would constitute an armed attack would depend upon the nature and ex·
tent of such assistance. This determination. however, would be the responsibility of each Individual government and would be made in light of the existing
situation.

Senator V AND.ENBERo. You are going a little further than that, because you are assuming that the answer is "Yes."
Mr. LINFIELD. No. It has been our experience during a number
of years of wa1-, sir, that where there are American generals and
American planning staffs, American Gl's do not tarry far hehind.
At the present time, in Fontainebleau~ there is American participfttion
in the Combined Chiefs of Staff, which will become official, assuming
ratitkation of the North Atlantic Pact by the Senat.e.
Senator VANDENBERG. I have no quarrel with you for raising the
question. Any question that anybody wants to raise about this thing
ought to be raised, because it ought to be liquidated in advance. If
I am quarreling with you at all, it is because you have answered it in
advance "Yes" and I have answered it in advance "No," and I think
we should both wait for the official answer.
Mr. LrnFIELD. I am sure that any reservation which would be Yoted
by the Senate along this line-that no American troops have been committed or will be committed under the North Atlantic Military Pactwould be the most firm answer that could possibly be given to this
charge.
.
USE OF AM.ERi CAN TROOPS IN INTERN AL DISORDF.R

Senator V ANDENBERO. Again it seems to me you are changing the
area. which I am discussing. I say that if World War III results,
Heaven only knows where the American troops will have to go. The
area of our discussion is whether or not there is anything in tbis pact,
or contemplated by this pact, which will send American manpower
to Europe to control internal disorder.
Mr. LINl''IELD. That is exactly the question, sir.
S?.nator V ANDENUERO. And that is the one to which I say the anS'ff'er
is "No" and you say "Yes." I agree that we ought to find out. I
think you are wrong, and you probably think I nm wrong.
Mr. LINFIELD. I am sure, sir, that the North Atlantic Military Pa<"t
is not viewed as a military alliance for World War III, and therefore
I cannot most heartily subscribe to the framework in which you have
plac<~ the quest.ion, with which, of course2 I concur. And that is
whether under this pact commitments have been made; and if so, for
what purpose~
·
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DEFENDING DEKOCRACY AT HOKE

Third. Who do proponents of the pact speak with such vigor of our
defending democracy overseas, when they do little or nothing to bring
it about liere t
We ask this, a vital question for the young people of America, in
the spirit of the economic bill of rights proposed to Congress by
Franklin Delano Roosevelt on January 11, 1944.
Democracy means a useful and remunerative job in industry. But
this Congress has turned its back on young workers, on the millions
of young unemployed.
Democracy means strong unions to protect young workers. This
Congress has refused to repeal the Taft-Hartley law.
Democracy means the raising and selling of produce at a return
which will give a decent living. This Congress, with severe impartiality, has no less turned its back on young farmers.
Democracy means civil rights, equality of opportunity, no poll tax.
This Senate, in this session of Congress, has shamefully vetoed civil
rights.
Democracy means care for its veterans who defended our country
with their lives. This Congress remains undisturbed by the approach
of -!uly 25, 1949, when the 52-20 provisions of the GI bill of rights
expire.
Democracy means decent housing, decent health facilities, the opportunity for marriage. This Congress has legalimd rent gouging, refuses to build houses, and does nothing for the health arid leisure of
our young people.
Democracy means the opportunity for adequate high-school and
college education, open to all, in a climate of academic freedom. This
Congress is unconcerned about the education of youn~ people-unconcerned with the maintenance of freedom on the Amencan campus.
We therefore ask again1 "When will Congress pass such an economic
bill of rights 1 When will this Congress defend democracy-here in
this country¥"
The commg meeting of the foreign ministers in Paris opens but
1 week from today. We greet this conference because its very convening is a victory for all peace-lovingfeople, becau~ we know that
it is taking place against the wishes o the warmakers; because we
know that there will be no hot war as long as our Government negotiates around the same table with the Russian Government.
The people of this country, especially its young people, expect much
of our delegation to Paris. They expect that no obstacles born of
narrow interests will be .Permitted to block successful negotiations for
a unified and democratic Germany, along the lines of the Potsdam
agreement signed by President Truman, Prime Minister Atlee, and
Premier Stalin.
The five major questions with respect to the proposed North Atlantic Military Pact, respectfully presented to this committee, cast an
ominous shadow over the meeting of the foreign ministers. The
North Atlantic Military Pact, initiated by our Government, is a
dagger pointed at the heart of the conference which can only undermine the chances of its success.
90614--49~pt.3~15
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POSTPONEMENT OJ!' RATIJ1'ICATION

We, therefore, respectfully_ urge the committee to acce:pt the proposal first made by Henry Wallace that the proposed ratification of
the pact be withheld pending the outcome of the Foreign Ministers'
Conference in Paris. Any effort to rush the pact through to ratification at this time can only be interpreted by young ~pie the world
over, including young Americans, as a lack of f8.1th in the Paris
conference.
The proposed pact is a snare and a delusion for American youth.
This committee could best defend the 1nterests and lives of young
Americans only by completely rejecting the proposed pact.
The CHAIRMAN. You, in your statement make the char~ of what
the cost wiJI be, first in money, and then in hves, if we ratify the pact.
What would the cost of a third world war be, in money; do you know t
Mr. LrNFIEW. I would assume, Senator, trillians and quadrillions.
The CHAIRMAN. What would it cost in livest
Mr. LINFIEW. I assume your life, as well as my life, would be in
direct jeopardy, as wen as the lives of tens of miJJions of others.
EFFECT OJ!' THE TREATY

The CHAIRMAN. Is not this treaty, at least in the views of its proponents, aimed at preserving the peace and preventing World War
III, with all of its cost in blood and treasure t
Mr. LINFIEW. My only quarrel, sir, is that in my opinion, and in the
opinion of the organization which I represent, it will accomplish the
d1ametrica1Jy opposite result.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wallace, you mean. That is what you mean
when you say the views of "my organization." You mean Mr. Wallace's views.
Mr. LrNFIEW. No, sir. I do not. I mean the views of the Young
Progressives of America.
The CHAIRMAN. You cite Mr. Wallace's views here with approval,
in several places.
Mr. LINFIEW. I refer only once to Mr. Wallace's views.
The CHAIRHA~. That is all you need to refer, if you adopt them all.
You say Mr. Wallace's views. That is what I am getting at.
Mr. LINFIELD. I do not in any way disassociate myself from the testimony which, as reported, Mr. Wallace made before this committee on
May5.
The CHAIRMAN. You are for it aJI, of course. That is what I am
assuming. What is your business, outside of this organization t
Mr. LINFIELD. I am the executive director of this organization, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a lawyer¥
Mr. LINFIELD. I am an attorney.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you work at your attorney's business or work
mostly at this i
Mr. L1NFIELD. I am an elected official of the Young Progressives of
America.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a salaried man t
Mr. LINFIEW. I am, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are here in that salaried capacity t
Mr. LrNFIEw. On behalf of my organization.
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The CHAIRMAN. Were you a member of Mr. Wallace's staff during
the last election Y Did you take an active {>arU
Mr. LINFIELD. During part of the campaign; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The last part¥
Mr. LlNFIEw. Sir¥
The CHAIRMAN. The last part¥
·
Mr. L!NFIELD. No. From the date that the Young Progressives were
first launched, at a delegate convention of over 2,000 in July 1946, for
the past year I have been on the staff of the Young Progressives of
America.
The CHAIRMAN. On a salaried basis~
Mr. LINFIELD. On a salaried basis; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You started to work when the salary .started i
Mr. LINFIELD. No. I started to work before the salary started, sir.
UNITED STATES OBLIGATION IN EVENT OF A REVOLUTION IN A SIGNATORY

The CHAIRMAN. I wish that you would take this treaty and put your
on the line or on the clause, or anything else which obligates the
Umted States in anywise to intervene in the domestic affairs of any
signatory to the treaty, with regard to internal disorder, internal revolution, or internal disturbances of any kind. Where is that¥
Mr. LINFIELD. I have stated, sir-The CHAIRMAN. You have the treaty there¥
Mr. LINFIELD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRlllaN. Put your finger on that. I want to see where you
are talking about it.
Mr. LINFIELD. I should be glad to attempt to answer your question,
sir. In reply to the question asked before, by the Senator from Michigan, I indicated that the quarrel is not with certain of the clauses of
the proposed North Atlantic Military Pact but that the North Atlantic Military Pact is tied to its arms implementation, and that it is
part of a policy, the policy of the cold war.
The State Department has explicity stated-Secretary Acheson on
the 18th of March_, the State Department White Paper on the 19th of
March, and now the State Department Peace Paper on May 15-that
the purpose of the arms, the primary purpose is to make it possible to
repel internal disorder.
The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about the treaty now. I want you
to put your finger on the treaty, not what somebody said about it. You
are complaining now at what is in the treaty, but you are complaining !lf what is not in the treaty.
Mr. LINFIELD. I am seeking to point out, sir-which I believe must
be pointed out, because we have oeen told that, sir, by the State Department-that the arms implementation can not be separated from
the pact. There is nothing m the pact, in the words of its clauses,
which obligates the United States to go into Europe to suppress
internal disorders.
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad to hear you say that, because it is contrary to what you have been contending all the time.
Mr. LINFIEU>. I must disagree witn that conclusion.
The CHAIRMAN. I knew you would. What about the Young Communist League Y "When did you quit that, if you did quit it.
fin~er
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Mr. LINFIELD. I was never in the Young Communist League, sir,
and I resent very strenuously, any eft'ort to change the purpose of this
testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not want to change the purpose of this testimony. I apologize to you if I am wrong, but we have some evidenee
somewhere that the Young Progressives of America is the new name of
the former Young Communist League, and will be in straight-line
opposition to the pact.
Do you know about the former Young Communist League t You
know about it, do you not, even though you were not a member t
Mr. LINFIELD. My impression is, sir, that-at least so I wns informed
after I was honorably discharged-that some time at the beginning of
the war the Young Communist League disbanded.
The CHArnKAN. Before the war¥
Mr. LINFIELD. Some time at the beginning of the war. I may be
wrong in this, sir. At least that is my information.
The CHAIUIAN. So that your organization is not the new name for
the Y-0ung Communist League¥
Mr. L1NFIELD. Absolutely not.
The CHAIRMAN. How many members-Mr. L1NFIELD. Excuse me, sir. As your inquiry at the beginning
of this discussion solicited, in terms of reply, we are a young people·s
organization, subscribng to the program and policies of the Progressive Party, although organizationally independent of it.
The CHArnMAN. When you say the purposes and views of the Progressive Party, you mean the views and policies of Mr. Henry Wallace,
do you not¥
Mr. L1NFIELD. I mean the program and polices as determined at
elected convention of the Progressive Party in Philadelphia at the end
of July 1948.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator V ANDENBERO. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell¥
Senator DoNNELL. No questions.
The CHArnMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. LINFIELD. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Paul L. Rhoads. Whom do you represent, :Air.
Rhoads?
STATEMENT OF PAUL L. RHOADS, SECRETARY, PROGRF.SSIVE
PARTY OF CENTRAL PENNSYLVABIA

Mr. RHOADS. I am the secretary of the Progressive Party in central
Pennsylvania.
The CHAIRl\IAN. Are we not going to have any witnesses here who
are not Progressives~ We have had five or six. We would like for
somebo~y to represent them and not have every member of the party
as a witness.
Mr. RHOADS. Will the Senator excuse me if I say that I represent a
part of the organization which might be compared with the Daniel
Boone aristocracy¥ The Pennsylvania Dutch section of this countM"
yields farm interests that certainly will bear looking into in regard
to the North Atlantic Pact.
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The CHAIRKAN'. We do not want to discriminate against the Dutch
or the farming industry, so go ahead. By the way, the Dutch enter
this treaty.
Mr. RHOADS. Many citizens of Berks County in Pennsylvania and
myself are opposed to the North Atlantic Pact for the following reasons:
REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO TREATY

We believe that the North Atlantic Pact can serve only to pollute
public opinion on the question of American-Soviet relations. It will
prolong the hostile attitude between America and Russia which is
costing American workers their jobs, their civil rights, and their
American integrity as it appears to a majority of the world's peoples.
We believe that the military-defense program which is presumably
to accompany the North Atlantic Pact will kill any hopes Americans
and western Europeans have of social-security programs, adequate
housing programs, and improved systems of education.
We believe that American industrialists and their representatives in
our State Department are developing a mania against communism
which in practice only produces more Communists, as in Greece and
China.
We believe in the workability of the United Nations Organization
because we want it to work, because we want peace. We urge our
Senators to oppose the ratification of the Atlantic Pact and to oppose
all forms of American foreign policy which seeks to protect the invested wealth of industrial tycoons even at the cost of human lives.
We believe that the inclusion of Italy and Portugal in a regional
pact for peace betrays the proclaimed purpose of the North Atlantic
Pact. The United Nations recognize Italy as the former enemy of
democracy which in the future accordingly shall be deprived of its
war-making potential. The signatories to the pact would apparently
restore mihtary strength to Italy so that she can fulfill her obligations
under the pact. Portugal is not a member of the UN but is considered
worthy of membership in the pact: this is also a defiance of the spirit
and Jetter of the United Nations.
\Ve believe that if western Germany were to be enlisted into the
North Atlantic alliance, Russia would be forced to register a protest
with the UN on the grounds that Germany is again being equipped
with a military potential, and is being involved in a treaty which
conflicts with the United Nations Charter.
We further believe that the Atlantic Pact, with its cordial consideration of our World War II enemies in unwarranted terms of their
defense against aggression (presumably of Russian origin), has further helped to hack to pieces the UN and hopes of world peace. It
seems to amount to Hitler and Mussolini having won the war, since
they, too, fought Russia and what they presumed was Russian communism in their own countries; or at least Hitler and Mussolini or
their ideology have enlisted the democracies in their fight against
communism. This was all they could have desired while still in power.
We believe that the North Atlantic Pact will continue the degradation of a majority of the world 1s citizens by its attempts to maintain
strong defenses against the constructive organizings of these same
world citizens. The more than 350,000 unemployed in Pennsylvania
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are being degraded daily by our Congress' failure to enact legislation
for human welfare. The Second World War and their present unemployment has set them to wondering. if there is not something truly
rotten in Denmark and in Great Britain, Italy, Canada, France,
Belgium, the Netheriands, Luxemburg, Norway, and the United States
and the rest of these Atlantic Pact countries.
We believe that the Atlantic Pact military expenditures will certainly mean higher taxes to the American wage earners. Dr. Nourse,
of the Council of Economic Advisers, told us this recently and he was
repudiated by Pre,sident Truman. Earlier in his budget message
President Truman said that more military spending would be
ruinous.
The citizens of Berks County, Pa., want peace: they want the UN
kind of peace which raises the dignity of all nations and all peoples.
We want to feel secure about atomic energy being put to peacetime uses;
we want to give jobs to every human who is capable of exerting himself or herself constructively. We want to bear our responsibilities
toward all living things on earth, knowing that we have done everything possible to preserve the spiritual and physical dignity of man.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a paid representative of your organization!
Mr. RHOADS. I am not.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business¥
Mr. RHOADS. I have been called an idealist.
The CHAIRMAN. You have some occupation, do you not 1
Mr. RHoADB. I am a bookkeeper for a restaurant-equipment .outfit
in Reading.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all. Do you have any questions, Senator

Donnell~

Senator DoNNELL. No, sir; thank'you.
The CHAIRMAN. You may be excused.
Mr. RHOADS. Thank you.
The CHAIRXAN. Mr. Pirinsky¥ The committee does not expect
to hear you. You are not an American citizen. You are a foreigner,
and I suppose you represent some foreign interests. But I understand you wanted to protest.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE PIRINSKY, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
AMERIC.Ali SLAV CONGRESS

Mr. PmINsKY. Yes, sir. Would you permit me¥
The CHAmMAN. No, sir. You cannot go on. I have consulted
the members of the comm,ittee.
Mr. PIRINSKY. Just 1 minute¥
The CHAmMAN. It is not our policy to hear foreigners. Where do
you live, what is your country¥
Mr. Pm1NRKY. I live in New York.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but of what country are you a citizen¥
Mr. PmINsKY. I am not a citizen of any country because I have
not renewed my citizenship. I used to be a citizen of Bulgaria. I
was born in Macedonia when the country was under Turkey.
The CHAmMAN. You are a citizen of Bulgaria~
Mr. PmINSKY. No, sir. I am not. I have not renewed my
citizenship.
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. The CHAIRXAN. For the present we will have to decline to hear you,
because it is the rule of this committee not to hear foreign witnesses.
I have consulted with the committee and that is their decision.
Mr. PIRINSKY. Will you just let me say that I feel that the committee, by this ruling, is violating the constitutional rights of no
dtizens-The CHAIRMAN. You have no constitutional rights. You are not
a citizen of the United States.
Mr. PIRINSKY. I understand that no citizens have the right to
express their views on domestic and foreign l?roblems.
The CHAIRMAN. This committee is sovereign unto itself. We hear
whom we please. So I will have to excuse you, sir.
•
Mr. PIRINSKY. All rig}lt, sir. I protest.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Protest. You have already protested.
We are protesting against hearing you because you are not a citizen.
Mr. PIRINSKY. I tried twice to be a citizen.
The CHAIRMAN. Sir¥
Mr. PrRINSKY. I tried twice to become a citizen.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were rejected? There must have been
some reason why you were rejected. I do not care to argue with you.
You are excused.
Mr. Howet How long is your statement, Mr. Howe!
STATE!IEBT OF REV. LEE A. HOWE, PRESIDENT OF THE BAPTIST
PAcm&T FELLOWSHIP, WEBSTER, 1'. Y.

Mr. HoWE. Eight minutes.
The CHAIRJ11AN. You are president of the Baptist Pacifist Fellowshipt
.
Mr. HoWE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the Northern Baptist Church¥
Mr. HoWE. The N6rthern Baptist Convention:
The CHAIRMAN. Did the convention adopt your views, or are you
just expressing your own views¥
Mr. HoWE. The convention has not acted on the question at all, and
I would not be speaking for them at any rate. I represent a small
group within the convention.
The CHAIRMAN. You have it headed here as if you represented the
whole group. Be as brief as you can, because we are running overtime now.
Mr. HoWE. Yes, sir.
This statement is beinp; offered as expressing the general position
-0f the Baptist Pacifist Fellowship, a group of Baptists, predominantly
clergy, from all parts of the Northern Baptist Convention and numbering about 500.
The CHAIRMAN. You said a while ago you were not speaking for
the specific fellowship. Now you say you are.
Mr. HoWE. I said I was not speaking for the convention.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the booy that rules it; is it not¥
Mr. HoWE. In the Baptist denomination there are many organizations, independent organizations.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Your group represents 500¥
Mr. HoWE. Approximately.
The CHAIRHAN. How many Baptists are there in the United States!
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Mr. HoWE. I will have to confess my ignorance as a Baptist. I do
not know.
The CHAIRMAN. You know there are a whole lot more than 500.
Mr. HoWE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. A great many churches have more than 600 members in the local church.
Mr. HoWE. That is right.
The CHAIRHAN. Go aliead. You want to express the views of 500,
as I understand it.
CONTAINMENT OF SOVIET PHIL080PHY

Mr. HoWE: We base our opposition to the North Atlantic Pact primarily on the ground that it is another attempt to contain an idea by
force or the threat of force. The only effective way to stop the spread
of an idea, we believe, is to confront it with a better idea. History
is strewn with the vain attempts of men to silence a thought by killing the man who holds the thought\ or imprisoning him.
We are as opposed to the tota itarian philosophy and freedomdenying practices of Soviet communism as are the defenders of the
North Atlantic Pact. We have ru> desire to see either the philosophy
or the practices spread any further. We would like to see the philosophy and practices defeated within those areas where they are now
in force. We are opposed to these totalitarian ideas as found in
Spain as well as in Russia and Russia-dominated countries. But we
are convinced that to try to isolate or restrict the philosophy and
practices of totalitarianism by military coercion or the threat of force
ts not only futile but will, in the long run, encourage and spread the
ideas and methods we wish to defeat.
That there are far-reaching military implications in this pact Mr.
Omar Bradley, Army Chief of Staff, clearly indicated when, testifying in favor of the pact, he declared to this committee, aceordin,f to
the Time's report, "Our frontiers of collective defense lie in •
•
the heart of Europe." He also went on to indicate that the pact was
only a step leading to the next step, which would be the fumishing of
arms to the other members of the pact. In fact, as has been declared
time and again, the pact will be of little value unless it is implemented by such military support.
I am here to say this: We cannot stop the spread of communistic
ideas by a military alliance or the threat of the use of military power.
Others may legitimately question the military wisdom of sendmg arms
and supplies to countries which, in the event of war, might verv possibly be quick and easy victims of Russia; and raise questions -aoout
the necessity of supplymg men from this country along with the arms;
others may debate the constitutionality of a pact which would seem to
place our Nation in the positwn where we can find ourselves at war
without an act of Congress; and others may stress the apparent defe.at
of every nation in an atomic war. I am here to say one thing: We
cannot stop communism or the spread of communistic ideas by a military alliance or the threat of the use of military power.
ALLIANCES AND OONTAINHENT
For examJ?le, the last war was fought to stop and to eradicate the
totalitarian ideas and practices of Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy.
MILITARY
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We, with the cooperation of totalitarian Russia, defeated both Germany and Italy. But the totalitarian ideas and practices are more
widespread now than they were before the war, it seems to me. The
economic dislocation1 the failure to solve economic problems, the killing oft' of many of the finest of the youth of all countries, the use of
totalitarian techniques and reliance upon force-these make inevitable, no matter who wins the war1 the kind of chaos and thinking
which encourage the spread of totalitarian ideas. Thus we have large
numbers of people in Europe and Asia accepting communism as the
way to solve their problems. Another war, even with the defeat of
Russia, might witness the triumph of totalitarian doctrine on a worldwide scale.
We have been told that this pact, and the implementation which will
follow, will prevent war, and that much I have said is therefore beside
the (lOint. If this pact prevents war, it will be one of the first times
in history, as I remember history, that a military alliance has ever
kept nations at peace for long.
Moreover, a willingness to rely upon war, or the threat of war, in
international relations, tends to weaken our support of such peaceful
channels of solution as the United Nations; to transfer our economic
support from such policies as the :Marshall plan to an intensified
armament race· to give the peoples of Europe not the security the
pact is designed to give them~ but rather a sense of insecurity as they
see two great powers, increasing their military might and apparently
ready to rely upon arms rather than upon discussion.
COMBATING TOTALITARIANISM WITH DEMOCRATIC IDEALS

If we are to prevent the spread of the ideas and practices of totalitarianism, whether those ideas be found in Russian, Chinese, Spanish,
French, Argentinian, or other American minds, we must combat them
with the ideas and practices of democratic philosophy. This means
that we must give our support to every measure in this country which
makes our Nation more democratic, as for example, in the spreading of
civil rights to all people in all parts of the nations; that we must help
the peoples of Europe to find economic security, and a sense of freedom from the threat of war, and do so without depriving them of any
of the freedoms we associate with democracy; and it must also include
progressive reduction of armaments.
It will be told that this is idealistic and impractical, that we must
fight fire with fire, that there is no possibility of talking any other
language than that of force when dealing with a nation which puts so
much of its confidence in military might. Speaking as a realist, I
contend that we canoot defeat an idea by winning a military war; that
we do not fight fire with fire, we fiuht it with water; that Satan is not
cast out of Satan; and that to talk with Russia only in the language
which Russia uses best is to fail to educate Russia or the rest of the
world in the language which must be used if we are to have peace.
In saying this, I believe I have the support of great numbers of
Christians and I know I have the support of many of the church
leaders who attended the study c~ference on the churches and world
order in Cleveland, March 8 to 11 of this year. That conference, while
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they took no final action on the North Atlantic Pact since the text was
not available, made these, among other statements:
No defensive alliance should be entered into which might validly appear u
aggressive to Russla, as a Russian alllance with Latin America would UDdoubtedly appear to ua. • •• • Regional pacts may make for eo1D1DOn Becltrlty and welfare provided • • • they pursue this interest ln ways that do
not jeopardize world community. • • • Regional mllltary alliances are, of
course, no substitute for the rellet of human distress.
History Indicates that the most that can be achieved by mllltary alllancee Is
a temporary balance ot power, while they easlly give rise to menadng armament
races ending In war. The tragedy ot our times calls tor heroic efforts ln new
directions. We must increase our efforts for the universal reduction and control ot armaments, and, more, we must launch "bold new programs" looking to
the general elevation of living standards throughout the world, and the assurance
of a fair chance ln life to all men regardless ot race, color, creed, or natlonallQ'.

The North Atlantic Pact is not a "bold new program."
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. You do not want to see another war;
do you¥
Mr. HoWE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. The purpose of this treaty, according to our view, is
to try to prevent another war. Senator Donnell 9
Senator DONNELL. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused.
Mr. HoWE. Thank you, sir.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The next man is Mr. Peters, who will take 5 minutes, I believe he said.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. PETERS, JR., OF SPRmGFIELD, PA., FOR
PEACEMAKERS
Mr. J>En:Bs. Yes, sir. My name is Robert H. Peters, Jr., and I am a
student at Swarthmore College. I have spent a year and a half in the
Army on an enlistment, was discharged in 1948.
The CHAlRKAN. Do you speak for yourself or for an organizationt
Mr. PETERS. I speak for an organization.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the organiztion 9
Mr. PETERB. The organization is Peacemaker&
The CHAIRMAN. The Peacemakers9
Mr. PETERB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that local to Swarthmore¥
Mr. PETERS. It is a national organization, with headquarters in New
York.
The CHAIRMAN. Swarthmore is a Quaker university; is it not t
Mr. PETERS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I have high respect for the Quakers. They are a
great people. Go right ahead.
Mr. PETERS. Peacemakers represents approximately 500 people who
take a radical pacifist position. The organization as sucli advocates
civil disobedience as individuals see fit to practice in accordance with
their conscience. More than 50 members of the organization of draft
age have conscientiously refused to register under the draft act and
are now in prison as a consequence ol. having taken that action.
The first part of my statement, which I will not read but summarize, points out what Peacemakers considers to be irrelevant argu·
ments as to the Atlantic Pact.
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It considers irrelevant that the Atlantic Pact will be inexpensive
because, indeed, if the Atlantic Pact achieves what it states it will
do, it would be very cheap at half the price.
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

Peacemakers is an organization representin~ an increasing number
of persons who believe that the only real solution to the fundamental
problems of our time-economic, political, social-lies within the in·
dividual. Only insofar as each person becomes aware of his ability
and responsibility within his community, his country, and his world,
will there be peace in our time and, more importanti the freedom and
security which are the sine qua non of a peacefu society. Peace·
makers is devoted to the principles of individual freedom, and to non·
violence in every aspect of life. Far from Tolstoian passive resistors,
we are aware of the economic and political implications of civil dis·
obedience as manifested in the Gandhian movement in India. We
remember the use of noncooperation as a military weapon by the people
of the Ruhr in the 1920's. Such techniques have been social forces
in our own history, the Boston Tea Party, the Underground Railway.
Our conviction that the essence of democracy is individual respon·
sibility combined with open and nonviolent resistance to injustice has
Jed more than 50 Peacemakers of draft a~e.1 as I previously mentioned,
to conscientiously refuse to cooperate w1tn the Selective Service Act
of 1948. Most of these men are now in prison. I make these re·
marks to give you an understanding of our organization and to indi·
cate that our opposition to military force and the philosophy of
diplomacy which the Atlantic Pact embodies is not empty talk, but
rooted in a way of life, and in our day-to-day activities.
CRITICISMS OF THE TREATY

There is not one of us here who disagrees with the purpose of the
North Atlantic Pact, insofar as the purposes are outlined in the preamble. The question is whether the pact will, in fact, achieve those
ends.
1. There are those who consider the treaty incompatible with the
UN Charter (especially articles 51, 52, and 53). Some of these persons favor the treaty, others are opposed to it. Each in turn, and
according to his acuity, seeks and finds legal looJ;>holes. Peacemakers
agrees with Secretary of State Acheson that this is essentially not a
legalistic question, for if the pact· were indeed to promote stability
and well-being iu the Notth Atlantic area, it would necessarily be a
bulwark to the UN.
2. There are those who worry that the treaty violates Anglo-Rus·
sian and Franco-Russian pacts of 1942 and 1944. It seems strange
that some who hold this position are trained observers- of diplomacy,
yet who have not learned that treaties are a reflection of the present
situation, that they will carry through time only insomuch as they are
flexible or the situation remains static. Thus the Monroe Doctrine
was more or less strictly interpreted for a century and only recently,
with developments placing our eastern security boundary, we are
told, first at the Atlantic Ocean, then at the Rhine, and just recentl;y
at the Elbe, do people come to realize that political doctrines and
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treaties, like all things, must keep up with the times if they are to
survive.
3. There are those who complain about the cost of the pact and the
projected arms aid to Europe. Peacemakers wonders that a Government spending thirty billions of a forty-billion budget on war-incurred
expenses-past, present, and future-could not find a place for one or
two billions in the name of peace-if the pact really oft'ered promise of
this.
The Peacemakers, who are now refusing to pay income taxes which
are devoted to war preparations, would be among the first to offer
money and ·services for a truly constructive peace program.
4. Finally, Peacemakers has a little sympathy for the Russians who
complain that the North Atlantic Pact would violate the alre.ady
many time Soviet-mutilated Potsdam and Yalta agreements as it has
for the Americans who proclaim the unconstitutionality of the pact.
These persons would do well to remember that a strengthened UN or
world government has, and will, necessitate far broaaer interpretations of constitutional provisions than the extremely agreeable "action
as (each) deems necessary" clause in the North Atlantic Pact.
CRITICISM OF THE OPPOSITION TO THE TREATY

Peacemakers offers these arguments against opponents of the pact
in order to clarify its own position. We consider such opposition
specious and irrelevant, for it neglects the fundamental question of
whether the pact will fulfill its purpose and what, in fact, it will
really accomplish. It is on these basic issues that Peacemakers challenges the Atlantic Pact.
THE PACT AND COMMUNISM

I. The Atlantic Pact is an attempt to check and halt communism.
Peacemakers submits that the pact, its long and short run effects, the
philosophy which engendered it and will probably accompany it in
the future, is fallacious. The pact will strengthen communism in its
stronghold, Russia, in its outlying satellites, and in the rest of the
world. I know that I, were I a Russian youth, no matter how I should
dislike or distrust Stalin and the Politburo, could not fail to be impressed, during the past 3 years, by the wav in which the United States
Jed western powers were doing just what Stalin and Marxist thinking
predicted would-economically, politically, militarily.
I should feel toward the atom bomb the apprehension the Americans
were made to feel about Czechoslovakia. Talk of United States a~
flowing into Europe would arouse in me the a~r that Americans
felt toward the Berlin blockade. How long will it take us to realiui
that when we defend ourselves it necessarily looks like aggression to
the Russians, and when they defend themselves right back, it seems
from our side as though they were aggressing. Senator Jenner h~
rightly said that the pact would make us no new friends and mig;bt
alarm our potential enemy. Senator Taft, I understand, feels that
sending arms to Europe is going too far, that it might be interpreted
as an act of hostility by the Russians. What does he, and what do :vou
think the Atlantic Pact itself must look like from the other side¥
And our toying with Fascist Spain¥ And our recent decision to end
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Japanese reparations to speed their recovery as a barrier against
communism Y Russia made a so-called peace offer earlier in the year.
We do not make treaties outside of the UN, we said to Stalin. He
probably was not fooled, but I am more concerned about the peoples
of the world who might have agreed with us then, but who now see us,
on our own initiative, proposing to operate beyond the bounds of the
Charter. There are Europeans, and Russians, who are coming to
believe that we do not really want to end the cold war, and I do not
know how we are going to convince them that we do as long as we
continue our about faces.
What we must realize is that a big stick/olicy is not going to scare
away or stave off communism. It will fin a. big stick of its own and
shake it right back at us. China and southeastern Asia are looking
more and more like a mighty big stick.
THE PACT AND SECURITY

II. The Atlantic Pact, while purportedly holding back communis~
is at the same time an attempt to bring peace, security, and stability
to the North Atlantic area.
Peacemakers considers it ill-advised statesmanship which thinks
that an armaments race is going to bring peace to the world. During
the last 4 years, possessing the atomic bomb, we have been immeasurably stronger than Russia, but we have never stopped trying to be still
more powerful. What will happen when Russia, too, has the atomie
bombf 'Ve might consider whether action now, international control
at the cost of a compromise, might not be wisest policy. In an armaments race it is always later than we think. The Atlantic Pact will not
stop the race-it is but one of the measures taken by one of the contestants.
Peacemakers feel that one of the most dangerous trends today is
the increasing distance between governing and the lf,overned, but an
accompanying increase in influence by the former. fhe secret negotiations of t.he Atlantic Pact, and the recent legislation put through
Congress with a request for minimum discussion are examples.
Such things are expedient, but expediency is not a measure of freedom. The point is not our advantage of the totalitarian countries,
but rather the fact that we have less liberty today than we did a year
ago and that we will probably have less tomorrow than we have today.
I, and other individuals, representing organizations, may talk with
you around a table, but Peacemakers is alarmed that the Atlantic Pact,
both here and abroad, is essentially a treaty which vitally concerns
p~ople, but is being negotiated by governments among governments.
You have recently read in the New York Times of the Indian statesman who said that plows and not ~uns would stop communism in Asia.
The peoele of Europe are more atraid of another war than they are of
communism. And I am not convinced that the people of this country
believe that our boundaries are now on the other side of Paris-or
that saying that they are is the way to peace.
THE PACT AND SECURITY

In the last analysis Peacemakers feels that the pact will not diminish.
but only increase the support for communistic governments abroad,
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and tends to support the kind of measures which lead to authoritarianism here at home as well as in the rest of the world. I refer to
the measures necessitated by the continued stock piling of atomic
bombs and biological weapons, to the continuance of pe.acetime conscription, huge military expenditures, the support of undemocratic
countries as oastions against communism.
More allies and bigger ~ns has never prevented a war. At best it
means a postponement until both sides are more capable of destruction.
More important than this is a fundamental J?sychological reality. For
the past 4 years we have been seeking national security. Since the
bomb exploded over Hiroshima, only insecurity has increased. Attempts to produce peace by threat, violence, and counterviolence seem
necessary but we end up more fearful than ever. All the guns this
country can built will not make us, or the Europeans any safer. They
fear the Russians, they are dependent upon us, and they dislike equally
the walls of this vise. The Atlantic Pact means more pressure, not a
relaxing of the military and psychological squeeze. Every time President Truman says we will drop an atomic bomb if necessary, the
American people feel no false joy, for they realize that we can expect
only similar treatment from the enemy.
In a very real sense, gentlemen, the Atlantic Pact is the atom bomb
of the cold war. It is as ultimately futile a departure from the UN
and peace as nuclear fission is from gunpowder; as far as human security and happiness is concerned. It will delineate more clearly than
ever the split between east and west, and make it harder than ever to
bridge. Henry Wallace and his friends urge that ratification of the
treaty be postponed beyond the meeting of the foreign ministers. It
follows that cooperation may be expected at the meeting. Peacemakers feels it extremely unwise to think that brandishing a ratified
treaty will make agreement here, or anywhere else, more possibte.
In summary, then, the Atlantic Pact is the closest thing to a battle
cry and the farthest from a peace offering that has yet taken place
since World War II. Peacemakers therefore considers it anything
but a sign of progress or afoal to be desired.
From what we know o history, the only effect such a move will
guarantee is a countermeasure. Instead of giving a breathing space
for a real peace settlement, such a show of power as the Atlantic Pact.
onl~ increases the tensions on both sides, necessitates measures which
limit the freedom we are trying to protect and maintain, strengthens
the enemy instead of making him weaker, and destroys us as we are
forced to become more like him. However defensive it may seem to
us, the Atlantic Pact will sow the seeds of violence and power, and
our harvest shall be fear and hate.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, young man. You may be
excused.
Mr. PETERS. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Carolyn Hill Stewart.

STATEMENT OF MRS. CAROLYN RllL STEWART, WASBDrGTOB, D. C.
Mrs. STEWART. I am a housewife in Washington, D. C. I represent
no organization. However, as the mother of a son of 5, I feel that I
represent the unorganized mothers of America.
.
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Under the North Atlantic Pact, the United States of America is

to become the political and military ally of certain European nations

among whom are Britain, France, and the Netherlands. Britain,
France, and the Netherlands are nations having colonial possessions
in which the urge of the native peoples for self-determination and
freedom from exploitation have flared already into sporadic rebellion
and open warfare. The Dutch are even now at war with the native
peoples of Indonesia while elsewhere in Asia, in Africa, and the East,
the rumble of dissatisfaction with the status quo gives warning that
further and more volcanic eruptions are to be expected in these socalled unenlightened or backward areas of the world.
THE PACT AND COLONIAL POLICY

On May 14, 1949, the State Department's release on the arms aid
corollary to the North Atlantic Pact stated that "defensive strength
in the hands of nations of peaceful intent does not lead to war." The
past and present record of Britain, France, and the Netherlands when
faced with the desire for freedom by native peoples long subject to
their domination is bloody and cruel and reveals that the peaceful
intent of these signatory countries is in inverse ratio to the degree
of their desperate self-interest and tenacity of their grip upon the
lands and lives of these native peoples.
. Prior to these hearings on tlie North Atlantic Pact, our newspapers
carried the announcement that certain signatories of the pact, among
them Britain, France, and the Netherlands, would ask jointly for
American armaments under the North Atlantic Pact. A$uming this
statement to be true, it follows{ therefore, that arms for any one of
these nations will be arms for al .
Any pretense of refusing arms aid to, let us say, the Netherlands
would 6e farcical while arms were being sent those nations party to
the Atlantic Pact and their own joint arms agreement. Any sanctions
invoked by the United Nations against any one of these nations could
be aborted unless directed against them all.
In its May 14th release the State Department made it clear, also,
that "agg~ion" as used in the North Atlantic Pact would be defined as covering internal communistic revolution!J as well as outside
attacks. Thus do we find those who ratify the pact committed to interference in the civil affairs of member nations and their colonial possessions subject only to a "gentleman's agreement" that the red label
be applied first.
QUESTIONS ON THE ATLANTIC PACT AND COLONIES

In view of the aforementioned matters, we of the United States
need ask ourselves these questions :
1. Is it possible under the North Atlantic Pact and its arms aid
corollary to prevent the defensive weapons of western Europe from
being used a~ainst the native peoples of Indonesia. Indochina, Africa¥
2. As possible coadministrators with Britain, France, and Italy of
lands raped by Italy prior to World War II, as advisers, administrators, and military occupants of areas unsettled by World War II, as
dispensers of the European recovery pro~am, of Greek and Turkish
aid, with the ratification of the pact and its arms aid corollary, do .we
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not become a colossus astride the world¥ Are we not then, so hopelessly entangled and so completely indentified with the Caesars, the
Napoleons, and the Kiplings of this world that we are rendered utterly
ineffectual as active champions of freedom and democracy for all
peoples?
3. Will not the entanglement and indentification which bec-0mes
definite and official with the ratification of the l?act and the passing of
its arms aid corollary force the exploited, dommated colonial peoples
of the world to turn to Russia and communism as the only hope of
succor?
4. Even when the native peoples of colonial tossessions receive
neither internal nor external aid from Russia, wil not our own need
for self-justification lead us to echo blindly the cry that any strong
native movement for freedom or for change in existing government is
Communist-inspired, Communist-dominated¥
(a) Are we not forced, therefore, into a protective pattern of lip
service to our ideals of freedom and democracy .while we supply arms
to those who can and will use them to suppress freedom and democracy
in vast areas of the world? However beautiful our present intentions,
do we not become, then, the greatest liars and hypocrites the world has
ever known?
5. Is the taking of sides in a civil war or the military support of an
undeclared war on native peoples any less a war than that which might
conceivably take place between a western European nation and Russia j
6. Is it not probable that the gravest danger of war lies not in
Europe, but in Asia, Africa, and the east 1
If there be among us men with the vision of the Prophet Isaiah and
the wisdom of Solomon who can assure us that we have a special
dispensation from God that will protect us from the blunders of
ignorance, prejudice, incompetence, avarice and greed within ourselves; and, if these men can say with authority that this divine providence will lead these nations of peaceful intent to use the defensive
guns we give them in offensive action against no peoples' struggle for
freedom-then, let us ratify the North Atlantic Pact and oass its
arms aid corollary straight away.
If these latter day Isaiahs and Solomons can further assure us
that the questions I have asked are intellectual or emotional meanderings that have not and will not arise in fact nor be answered in our
sons' consciences and blood, then, indeed, let us act with speed amid
prayer and rejoicing.
THE PACT AND WAR

But if there are no Isaiahs and no Solomons, and if our onk
assurance is to be found in collective huddling, the power and wei,rht
of arms, and the peaceful intent of nations of known frailty, then
Jet us ratify the pact and pass the weapons fully realizing that \Ve
do so, not as a show of strength but as a revelation of fear and
weakness.
Let us ratify the pact knowing that the end of this act is not
peace but war--declared or undeclared-the price of this act, not
the dollars and cents, but the years through which we the peoples
of the world must pass until we have faced issue by issue t)\0:5(>
problems we now deny or evade. Let us act knowing that we wi11
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pay our debt of blood and turmoil, of divided consciences and confused
loyalties until some people, somewhere, sometime win through to the
strength to be found only in positive action inspired by and directed
to extending to all, the freedom and democracy we now profess.
The CHAIRMAN. As the treaty stands, are you for ratification or
opposed to it?
Mrs. STEW4BT. Opposed.
UNITED STATF.8

COLONIAL POLICY

The CHAIR.MAN. Speaking of colonial areas, the United States has
no colonial areas. At the end of the Spanish-American War, dia we
not decline to take-and we could have-Cuba within our control, but
that we gave Cuba her freedom and guaranteed her freedom 9
Mrs. STEWART. At the end of the Spanish-American War we had
not considered ratifying the Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all, if you cannot answer the question
any better than that.
Mrs. STEWART. We had not.
The CHAIR.MAN. I know that. I just asked you if that was a.
fact.
Mrs. STEWRT. It is a fact.
The CHAIRMAN. That we did give Cuba her freedom and guaranteed
it for many years?
Mrs. STEWART. We did.
The CHAIRMAN. In the case of the Philippines, which was our
possession and our territory, did we not voluntarily liberate her and
give her her independence.
.
Mrs. STEWART. 'Ve did. ·Rut I would like to say this: I do not
speak here of what we did at that time.
The Chairman. I know.
Mrs. STEWART. 'Vhat is to happen in the future is not necessarily-.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not know anything more about the future
than the rest of us do.
Mrs. STEWART. That is why I raise these questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You judge the future by the past. Has not the
United States, since World War II, passed legislation that aids the
Philippines, grants them homes, war damages, and a lot of other legislation that shows our sympathy for what might have been termed a.
"colonial area," but which we did not recognize as a colonial area 1
Mrs. STEWART. But does our sympathy assure the colonial peoples
of the sympathy of Britain, France, and of the Netherlands?
The CHAIRMAN. You cannot put your finger on anything in the
treaty that says anything about intervening with the internal affairs
of any country ?
Mrs. STEWART. It is not the things that are written that we have to
fear; it is the things that are not.
The CnAIRMAN. What are we ratifying! Something that is written
or not written? Are we reaching in the air and ratifying it¥ The
treaty is in writing, before;ou. You know what is in the treaty.
You read it; you understnn it. We !J.re ratifying the treaty. "\Ve
are not ratifying your imagination.
00614~49--pt.3---16
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Mrs. STEWART. But in a document in which the wording is so
written that it can be interpreted by later groups of people to mean
a different thing-The CHAIRMAN. That is not the case with this treaty. I thought
you said in one of your statements here that you had not made up
your mind.
Mrs. STEWART. Since the State Department release of Saturday,
M!l,Y 1 4 -

The CHAIRMAN. On April 28 you said, in a statement made at that
date, that you did not know how you stood, whether you were for it
or against it.
Mrs. STEWART. Since the State Department release of May 14 I
have made up my mind.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you verv much.
Mrs. STEWART. Thank you, sir.·
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 10: 30 tomorrow
morning.
(Thereupon, at 1 :50 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
Tuesday, May 17, 1949, at 10: 30 a. m.)
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TUESDAY, lll.AY 17, 1949

UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON FoREION RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met at 10: 30 a. m., pursuant to adjournment on
May 16, 1949, in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally, chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Connally (chairman), Green, Fulbright, V andenberg, and Wiley.
The CuADWAN. Mr. Emerson.
How long is your statement, Mr. Emerson 9
Mr. EMERSON. Six minutes.
The CHAIBHAN. That is commended to the attention of all other
witnesses.

STATE!IEKT OF E. A. EMERSOII, llIDDLETOWB CITIZD'S
CO:DIITTEE, llIDDLETOWB, OHIO
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Emerson, you represent the Middletown Citir.ens Committee, Middletown, Ohio 9
Mr. EMERSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Tell what your business is and where you live, and
give your name to the reporter.
·
Mr. EMERSON.· My name is E. A. Emerson. I am acting as honorary
chairman of the Middletown Citizens Committee, of Middletown,
Ohio. That is a small city of about 35,000 lying about 80 miles north
of Cincinnati.
The CHAIRMAN. It is a citizens' committee on what, just a general
committee to which they refer everythingf
Mr. EMERSON. This committee was organized, Senator, earl1 in
1946 to arouse public opinion for strengthening the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. EHERsON. There are Middletowns in all parts of America, and
I imagine a good deal like the one I speak for. Our particular committee has had the formal support of the citizenry of Middletown in
very complete measure. I list at the back of this statement 34 organizations which have formally approved the committee's program, and
I believe its membership represents a good cross section of a representative small city in the Middle West.
The CHAillliN. All right.
Mr. EMERSON. There are 167 granite crosses in our cemetery to the
Middletown boys killed in World War II. There are about half that
number erected to the local boys killed in World War I. Just 3 years
1053
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ago, in May 1946, the citizens of Middletown, assembled in town meetings, decided that they did not wish to repeat three times in one lifetime the same tragic mistake. Twice they had sat on the sidelines
while their country drifted into war. This third time they saw the
same drift developing again. They decided that this time they want
to be on their feet doing something about it.
We started raising local sentiment in favor of putting teeth in the
United Nation:; so that it could do the job it .wus set up to do.
STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS
We discovered very early that the only real obstacle in the way of
that reasonable course is the destructive and effective sabotage of the
Kremlin dictators. Our community commenced to awaken to the
fact that in some way that implacable Kremlin sabotage of world
peace plans had to be stopped. (In 1946 that feeling was not as
general in Washington as we hope it is now.) Our efforts to arouse
an awareness to this fact in our part of the country spread faster
and farther than we had expected, aided by some very helpful counsel
from Members of the Senate and, of course, aided to a very great
extent by the continuin1r vicious attacks of Vishinsky and other
Kremlin spokesmen, and by the killing vetoes the Kremlin imposed
on 30 UN majority decisions.
The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt you there and ask you a question t
You sa1, "aided by some very useful counsel from Members of the
Senate. ' Do you mean the Senators from Ohio 1
Mr. EMERSON. We had discussions with Senator Taft; also the
privilege of a conference \vith Senator Vandenberg.
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking about Ohio. I know Senator Vandenberg; he is all right. Were your Senators for it or against it t
Mr. EMERSON. I am unable to say at this moment. They were for
our program of strengthening the United Nations at the time we
presented it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator VANDENBERG. I would like to say that I have not discussed
the Atlantic Pact with Mr. Emerson or his associates, but I have been
long interested in the very unique adventure which the Middletown
Citizens Committee represents, and I highly commend its patriotic
purpose and its anxiety to do something in behalf of practical citizenship and patriotism.
Mr. E!\rERSON. Thank you, Senator.
. The CHAIRMAN. It is a very laudable enterprise if you can work
it out.
Mr. EMERSON. I am just back, Senator, from an extended trip in
South America, and I have not had an opportunity to see Senator
Taft since my return. I hope to soon.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bricker is also from your State.
Mr. EMERSON. Yes. He was with us Sunday, but \ve did not have
a chance to discuss this.
.
Our community expressed itself in 1946 through its citizens' committee's pamphlet, Crossroads Middletown, as believing firmly that
disa~ter will overtake <?U~ .A~1erican way of Jivi~g u_nless the democratic powers take the m1trnt1ve from the Kremlm dictators and use
initiative against the111 in the critical years immediately ahead of us.
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.A program for doing this is outlined in this present pamphlet which
the citizens of Middletown published at their expense this year and
which I have asked Mr. O'Day to place on your desks and enter for
the record. This is the third one Middletown citizens have published.
As stated in this pamphlet entitled, "Who Called a Spade a Spade in
1948 9" Middeltown believes the Atlantic Pact is the immediate means
<>f stopping the sabotage of the Kremlin dictators, and in strengthening
the UN so that it can keep our peace. We also point out our belief that
as the pact countries arm themselves for their own mutual self-defense
they should take steps to strengthen the United Nations itself so that
eventually it will be the United Nations and not the North Atlantic
countries that will police world aggressors.
Our group feel that one point has not been sufficiently stressed in
statements on this subject, namely, that the Kremlin dictators must
be stopped before they acquire their atom bomb plants. After they
have acquired their supply it will be too late, because in addition to
atom bombs they will also have one other invaluable weapon that we
can never equal-the ability to move swiftly without forewarning and
to attack us b_y surprise and deceit. This consideration we feel is allimportant. It means that to be effective, our action must be now.
DETERRENT EFFECT OF TREATY

The Atlantic Pact, we believe, oft'ers us the only basis possible for
:prompt action. Through the Atlantic Pact, properly supported and
implemented, the Kremlin dictators can be faced by a weight of defensive strength great enough to make it manifest that a Russian attack against that combined strength would lead to sure defeat.
If this fact is established and then dramatized to the Kremlin dictators and, even more important, also to the Russian people, we feel
it. entirely probable that either the will or the ability of the men in the
Kremlin to act aggressively can be curtailed and their/'resent determination to equal us in the colossally expensive effort o atomic bomb
production can be blunted or turned aside.
We have heard much talk to the effect that we should stop the threat
of Soviet communism by the use of ideas rather than the use of strength.
We know no place where communism has really become dangerous
except where 1t was supported, directly or indirectly, by the use or
threat of Soviet military strength. In our opinion, it is the Kremlin's
military might that we must check. Only then can our good ideas and
ideals have a clean soil in which to grow. Only then can the United
Nations act as the peacemaker we all intended it to be.
Few Americans want a preventative war-and no Americans want
the horror of atom-bombed American cities. We are inevitably drifting toward one or the other of these disasters unless we take the one
alternate course open to us now.
The first and all-important step is to ratify the Atlantic Pact. We
earnestly urge that you do so.
THE PAOT AND THE CHARTER

The CHAIRKAN. We thank you very much for your very fine and
splendid statement. I want to say, however, that strengthening and
modifying the United Nations Charter has long been the objective
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of most of the members of this committeeJ.. if not all of them, as well
as the Senate. A resolution which the ~enate ~ in 1948 had
as one of its objectives to strengthen and improve the United Nations,
and when we met at San Francisco and adopted the Charter it was
with the theory, at least, that the great nations would cooperate in
making the United Nations Charter work. Of course, you are familiar with the fact that for 30 times the purposes of the United
Nations have been vetoed, arrested, and prevented by the action of
a single power.
Mr. EMERSON. Exactly.
The CHAIRMAN. And we are still bent upon that purpose. The
fact that we endorse and adopt this particular North Atlantic Pact
in no way lessens our responsibility and desire to improve the United
Nations Charter itself, and throughout the North Atlantic Pact, if
you recall, it is over and over stressed that the North Atlantic Pact
is not to be in conflict with the United Nations but supplementary
thereto and as an aid, in a way, to the activities of the United Nations. Is that not true 9
Mr. EMERSON. It is. And as we studied this subject, Senator, it
seemed to us very definitely that the North Atlantic Pact is the implement which can again put on the main line the United Nations that
was derailed by the Soviet vetoes, and this pamphlet of ours, which
you may have an opportunity to glance through, which was published
early this year, develops one plan that we have worked out for the
Atlantic Pact to react on a strengthened United Nations. In essence
our idea would be to so implement that Atlantic Pact that it can
operate on a majority-decision basis, where the UN cannot. As the
Atlantic Pact is made to operate successfully, its strength can then
be welded into the structure of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. We want to do that. We have undertaken to do
that insofar as we can in this treaty. Of course, it is not all-encompassing.
Senator Vandenberg 9
Senator VANDENBERG. No question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Wiley 9
Senator WILEY. I am sorry I wasn't here to hear all of your statement. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much. We think you had an
admirable paper and represent the views of your citizens very faithfully and clearly.
Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Senator. I will be glad to so report.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection we will put the statement of the
witness in the record.
(Statement, Who Called a Spade a Spade in 19489 appears in the
printer's copy of this record, as follows :)
WHO CALLED A SPADIC A SPADE IN

KIDDLllTOWN DID

•

•

•

IT STILL DOES.

1948?

rzr'S GET AC'nON

* * *

IN t 949

The Berlin blockade Is just one example of Russian aggression. Dally our
gallant airmen supply Berlin with the necessities of life over Moscow's vlclous
blockade. At this writing. 37 of our men have died-meeting that tbreat-llnd
weRtern Berlin's factories work only part time. Our airlift is not the final
answer.
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An effective world authority ls the answer. We bave the beginning of silch
an authority-It ls the United Nations. Middletown's goal, from the beglnnlns,
has been a strengthened United Nations. Now witb Russia starting its fake
peace offensive It ls more important than ever that we must make it work for
peace throughout the world-rather than allow indecision to lead to defeat.
HD!: 18 BOW

•

•

•

IN '.SI

I. Btrefl{lthen the Unlted Natjom through re~ arrangement•
Tbe Charter of the United Nations must be strengthened so that aggression
will be stopped. A United Nations eo strengthened necessitates veto limitation
in matters ot aggression, international control of armaments, Including ecientUlc
weapons, and the establishment of an effective International Police Force.
Amendment to the Charter le the goal. Unfortunately it le clear that this
. cannot be accomplished now. The Soviet Government has stated plainly that
· it will block any attempt to modify the veto; It already has vetoed the United
States' proposal on atomic energy control. It has used the veto over 80 times
to block majority action.
Containment ot Soviet Commun.1st aggression is not enough. We must now
take the initiative! In 1949 we must no longer bewail our weakness. We
must talk ot our determination-of our moral, economic, and mllltary strength.
Let's use the provisions ot the present Charter to gain the revised Charter
of the future.
Under article 152 of the Charter, regional arrangements are specUlcally permitted tor the purpose of maintaining international peace and security, provided
that such arrangements are consistent with the purposes and principles ot the
UN. What could be more consistent with those purposes and principles than to
establish a world organization that can control aggression?
Bo • • • let'• uae articie 5!.-0ur State Department should use its io1luence to:
1. Speedily establish regional alllancee ot free peoples who wish to remain
:free. Of most immediate concern ls the formation of the North Atlantic Alliance, which would at first Include the United States, Canada, and the nations
of western Europe. The Pan American Union already ls established. Tbese
or additional groups might Include the Scandinavian nations, the Mediterranean
nations, a Middle Eastern bloc and the states of South A!rlca.
2. Secure the establishment by these groups, separately and possibly together,
ot a charter that would contain the three necessary provisions now lacking in
the United Nations Charter. Concentrate particularly on the establishment of
such a charter by the North Atlantic Alllance In which le centered the greatest
strength in the world today. The three recommended provisions would be:
(a) Make decisions on aggression by a vote ot two-thirds ot the members-DO veto. Aggreeelon and preparation tor aggression would be defined and Interpreted by an International Court ot Justice.1
(b) Establish minimum arms production quotas. Adopt the United States'
proposals tor International control ot atomic energy to become operative when
all nations have joined. Guarantee the proper working of these systems by
positive international inspection.
(c) Establish an effective tyranny-proof world police force to consist of an
independent active force under the direction of the alliance and a reserve
force made up of the national armed forces of the member states. Each member
would contribute a specified number of armed units and equipment to the world
police force. The world police force would be used as a shock force on the spot
In Europe or elsewhere and perhaps could act as occupation troops In the western
zones of Germany. The national armed forces would back up the world police
force when needed in order to throw the full power ot the alliance against any
aggressor.
8. Endeavor to get other nations and regional groups to join with the North
Atlantic alllance In order to form a world-wide organization to oppose aggreeet.on.
4. Simultaneously, the North Atlantic Alliance would go before the General
Assembly of the UN to review Its complaints against the Soviet Union. It would
point out the Immediate aggression in Berlin where thousands of persons would
be starving or taken over by the Communists were It not tor the North Atlantic
group airlift. Other Indictments (listed on Inside ot back cover) would be enumerated.
1

J'or further detalla read Croaroach Middletown.
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Call on the General Assembly to declare the Soviet Union an aggressor and a
threat to peace, Its Berlin blockade an "armed attack." A vote of the nations
of the world would be requested.
The North Atlantic Alliance would declare that It would be bound by the vote
of a two-thirds majority in the General Assembly.
5. It this vote should declare Russia an aggressor or a threat to peace, tbe
alliance would announce its intention, in the interest of the rest of the world, to
oppose Soviet Communist expansion. The alliance would guarantee Its mutual
self-defense, under article 51 of the Charter, by taking ef[ective police action
against the aggressor, and in the name of the UN '-whenever and wherever it
becomes necessary.
6. The alliance would guarantee to the ·peoples of the world that the UN
Charter will be amended to Include the three strengthening provisions included
in the alllance's own charter whenever the Soviet Union will agree to such
provisions.
Reali&tic-J/ea.-At present we are threatened by an increasingly dangerous .
aggressor.
lntelllgent action is required to curb this aggression and threat to peace-soon.
We know from bitter experience that the Kremlin understands only one
philosophy-superior force.
The procedure outlined here would enable the a-atherlng of the maximum force
to stop the aggressor while this police force still bas a monopoly on the weapon
that can best convince the aggressor he must comply peacefully.
The Kremlin would know that the free nations of the world are united In their
desire to stop aggression by peaceful means if possible but determined to use
police action if necessary.
11. The Marshall plan has been etrecti'Ve; let's continue it
American dollars and goods must continue to help Europeans rehabilitate
Europe. Self-sustaining economies will be the strongest bulwark against Communist expansion and for the preservation of free institutions.
1. Our aid must be carefully administered so that It continues as a means of
recovery rather than a subsidy or relief measure.
2. Encourage investment of private capital abroad and otrer technical adnce
to increase Industrial and agricultural production.
3. Make more clear that the Marshall plan is a means of preserving free
Institutions and peoples by giving courage and help to the strong-hearted while
creating envy and suspicion among those countries subjected to the whip of
Moscow. Eventually their growing discontent will lead to a desire to actively
cooperate In the overthrow of their oppressors in the Kremlin.
Ill. Counterattack on the propaganda front

Battle with all our might the fiood of lies and treacherous propaganda of the
Communists.
By getting the truth into Burope1. Encourage and support the continuance and growth of the Voice ot Americs.
2. Publicize everywhere the Soviet violations of agreements.
3. Penetrate the Iron curtain by pamphlets, newspapers, votes of the United
Nations Assembly, radio, word ot mouth.
4. In every way possible, entice willing and freedom-loving peoples away from
the Russian sphere.
5. Publicize the postwar benefits of a free and stron1r America.
6. Drop 1,000,000 copies of the Sears, Roebuck catalog in Russia, PolaDd.
Romania, Hungary, and Yugoslana.
7. Supply our comrades in this propaganda battle with the best of our tecbniral
know-hew, publicity, and advertising genius. etc.
8. Encourage the bolsterlnir of morale among individual Europeans by adoption
~f European citle11 by American cities.
9. Carefully censor American movies produced for world consumption.. W~
want other nations to understand the true American way of life.
10. Educate our own people to our world responsibilities.
• Aetually. ('!l'eetlve police action cannot be taken under the Chartf'r wltbout thf' aarmatlve vot(' of all the II permanent memh('rs of tb(' Seeurlty Council. The RUlllllan Teto bl~
11ueh action. In order to etop airne88lon now we are propoelng that the North Atlantl<'
Alliance Act, until T6 above can be ell'eet('d. on a two-thirds vote ot the G('neral A-mhlY
rather than the required unanlmoue vote of the pel'IJlanent memben ot the Becurit7 Coundl.
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IV. Talk from our atnm1t,.
Keep America strong.
But $15,000,00&,000 per year for defense is a tremendous burden to our free
economy.
So we must use our present military, political, and eeonomic resources to call
a spade a spade--whlle there is time.
We are strong.
Our Air Force, Army, and Navy are prepared. We have the A-bomb and oar
Air Foree is capable of flying It to any part of the earth.
Let's talk from strength Instead of weakness.
Let's use our strength eft'ectlvely by joining the North Atlantic alllance--now.
Our strength must be the backbone of the alllance until the aggressor ls
stopped. Then a strengthened and revitalized United Nations can keep the
peace.
THE CASE AGAINST THE SOVIET DICTATORS

Repeated breaching of nonaggression pncts-l<'lnland, Poland, Esthonla, etc.
Invasion oC Iran.
Dismemberment of Manchurian Industry.
Plundering of Poland and Germany.
Active support of guerrillas In Greece and revolutionists In China.
1''oruentatlou of strikes and treason In Italy, France, 'l'urkey, Greece, Coloml>la, Par.ignay, United States.
l"ailure to return war prisoners as agreed .
.Blatant misuse of the veto In the Security Council.
Inflltratlon of Czechoslovakia-Remember the fate of Jan Masaryck.
t >nly negative l"Ote to the United Nations "bill of rights."
Berlin blockade.
CoP.rcion of the Scandlnal"lan countries.
Religious persecutions and attacks on religious leader&-Bungary's Cardinal
Mimlszentr and Bishop Lajos Ordass: Bulgaria's protestant ministers.
Apathy Is m; killing as an atom bomb.
The choice [of peace or war] ls still yours.

The CHAmHAN. Mr. Thomas J. Reardon, of Hartford, Conn. How
lonp: is your statement?
Mr. REARDON. I would say about 12 minutes.
The C1u1RKAN. All right, Mr. Reardon. Tell the reporter your
name, your business, where you reside, and whom you represent.
STATUENT OF THOMAS 1. REARD01', UNITED STATES C01'STITU-

TI01'AL DEFEBSE FOUBDATI01', HARTFORD,

con.

Mr. REARDON. In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
t.he Holy Ghost. Amen.
May the blessings of Almighty God enlighten our minds and move
our hc.irts to know and to do rightly.
The CH,\lR:&IAN. You have not told us yet whom you represent.
Mr. REAIWON. I represent the United States Constitutional Defense
Foundation. My name is Thomas J. Reardon. I am a sinner and
whole citizen of these United Stat~.s.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I request you to
place me under oath because of the nature of my opposition to the
North Atlantic Pact and the charges I am about to prefer. I will
waive my right to refuse to answer any question the committee sees
6t to ask me, whatever the conseqnences are.
The CHAIRMAN. We assnme you will testify withont an oath as
wen as you would with one. It is not the custom of the committee
to put witnesses under oath. You have your obligation to your
conscience and we are willing to accept it.
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Mr. REARDON. I say that for a very pertinent reason. People have
come before committees in this Congress, and when they were asked
questions they refused to answer because it might incrimmate them.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Mr. REARDON. They were very strong on their civil rights, but they
were very short on their civil responsibilities, and that lS the impor·
tant part.
The CllAIRMAN. All right; go right ahead.
Mr. REARDON. I am here to discharge my full civil responsibilities
in the common defense of the United States and our Constitution that
insures my civil rights that I am exercising here and now with your
permission.
In my statement you have Material A, entitled "The Clue to the
Fundamental Human Error." I will come back to that later.
Material B: Attorney General Tom Clark's classification of sul>
versive activities, Washington, Ai;>ril 27, 1949.
Second in the classification, trym~ to "alter the form of government
of the United States by unconstitutional means."
The second is equally as deadly and destructive of liberty as the
first; more cleverly disguised and is far more successful in alteri~
our concept of government. Direct evidence of the success of this
domestic enemy activity I will leave with you, and it happened in
Hartford, Conn.
·
Material BB and C : Power journalism, power politics, and power
radio played a major part in its success in Hartford. It has now been
approved by the superintendents of our schools and it will now become part of the instructional course of citizens of the United States. '
Material D, E, F, and G: With a shout of emergency! The everexisting threat and everexisting potential danger is defined as positive.
Then the false doctrine based on this premise follows with the campaign of fear, hate, and cheer.
Supportin~ a bipartisan foreign and domestic policy by resolutions.
The Fulbright resolution, the first bastard document; then the Connally resolution and then the Vandenberg resolution.
The Fulbright resolution and Connally resolution.I the forerunners
of the great fraud, the United Nations, admitted a tailure by all, including President Truman.
Material H, HH, and I: The Vandenberg resolution, the forerunner of another fraud, positively doomed to failure because of the
false concept inherent in the premise it is based on. The proper classi·
fication of both documents proves that by constitutional processes the
Senate or the Congress of the United States has no right of action
on such documents.
THE PAcr AND THE OHARTER

The United Nations document is a warrantee deed conveying the
territorial possessions of 59 nations to 5 nations.
The Atlantic Pact document is of similar nature, but in conflict
with the first document. We have nothing to gain and all to lose as
parties to both documents.
This state of aifairs stems from our disregarding the advice of our
forefathers, particularly the advice in George Washington's Farewell Address, and following the false doctrines from Monroe to Tru-
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man that involved us in the Spanish-American War, the First World
War, and developed the incident that involved us in the Second World
War and will involve us in future wars.
This revolution in our history of foreign affairs has altered the
form of government of the United States liy unconstitutional means.
That's positive.
Note our oath of allegiance to our flag as citizens of the United
States and your oath as officers of our Government. And then note
the oath of allegiance to the United Nations. Then there will be
another oath to the Atlantic Pact, another probably to the Pacific Pact,
whittling away our independence. No man can read the oath of allegiance and then for 1 minute support our supporting these documents.
I owe no allegiance to the United Nations, the Atlantic Pact, or
<>ther documents that divide that allegiance with other nations and
their concepts of government.
Now we get to the conflict in the world today. The conflict in this
world is a conflict of concepts, and there are only two concepts. One
is based on heredity and the other is based on environment, and our
:forefathers in denouncing the concept of government that they were
sub~ects of did not compromise. They could have, and remained
-subJects. But they didn't compromise. And then they insured that
liberty in the Constitution of the United States, and you had better
get this straight. That is an irrepealable law, no matter what shout of
-emergency you give.
.
In this httle leaflet, Material A, you find a most important event.
It is this ~idance in ·finding the fundamental human error, and it
happened m Hartford, in a sermon, March 20, 1949, in Hartford,
Conn., and I am quoting from the sermon :
The last state of anyone who compromises with evil will always be worse
than that which preceded It.
This ls not merely a Christian belief; It ls writ large In the history of men
:and nations.
The tables of e%J)erlence shout It forth from every page.
It Is self-evident that It ls a falsehood that men or nations can better their
:state by compromising with eviL

How true this all is. And here is the part that takes it out of
theology and into the world of materialism. Just across from St.
-Joseph's Cathedral in Hartford, Conn., where the Very Reverend
Monsignor Hayes delivered this sermon on March 20, is the Aetna
Life Insurance Co. Now, in classifying investments in the investment field, insurance comes first in their classification. Let'CJ examine
what is the substance and fundamental behind that security. It is
because of their strict adherence to the tables of experience. And then
let's follow the table of experience in our compromising, and the condition of the United States today shows that each compromise that
we have made has caused our condition to become worse than that
which preceded it, and from an economic standpoint, I came to
Washington in 1939 and spent time with the experts on Senator
O'Mahoney's committee to prove to him very positively the cause
-of the collapse of '29 and the correction that could be made in the
method of valuation in the Federal Reserve Bank, and that same
false method of valuation continues, and from time to time I have
brought that to the attention of Congress and presented bills that
would have corrected that error.
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The CHAmMAN. Let me interrupt you to say that unless you stick
to the subject or to your statement, you are going to exceed your 12
minutes.
Mr. REARDON. I have some more left.
Now for the Atlantic Pact.
The CHAmHAN. That's better.
Mr. REARDON. When Mr. Bemis, a professor of Yal~n April_ 3t
over WITC, and Mr. Morgan Beatty on April 4 over w 1TC, statea
their conclusions on the Atlantic Pact, it was self-evident the
fessor and the commentator did not know the special responsib1litv
of an officer in our Government, and this is a special responsibilitj.
He must be able to point to a sentence in the Constitution that gives
him authority to act and defend the Constitution of the United States
against foreign and domestic enemies.

r.ro-

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF

TREATY

We, the people, cannot suspend any of the provisions of the Constitution of the Un.i ted States by constitutional processes. And I
quote from a decision in 1865 by Mr. Justice David Davis of the
United States Supreme Court in the Ex parte Milligan case:
No doctl"ine, involving more pernicious ronsequences, was ever invented by the
wit of man than that any of Its provisions can be suspended during nny of the
great exigencies of government. .

So the challenge today to us is, as God has given us liberty let us
keep it, and enemy activities, the domestic enemy activities, are those
who propose to alter our Government by unconstitutional means, and
that only can happen by presenting documents before you for consideration that have no business to be considered when you give a
proper classification of the document.
For that reason alone--! don't expect you to rememoor, Senatorwhen I testifit•d before the Foreign Relations Committee, at the: end
of my statement you said "Thank you, Mr. Reardon. We will certainly look into the unconstitutionality of it." If you had looked
into it, Senator, you would find that there is no process, no constitutional process, to have that document before you, because the concept
involved in it, and those associated with you-you have fifty-odd associates-and the concepts of government that you are joining hnnds
with were very i;>ositive that it would be a failure, and the fact is. the
veto power was m there and is there yet and will continue to be there
so any theory of strengthening that pact through any other pact-leCs
get that out of our heads. Let's admit the failure.
But there is only one course, and we have done this. We have had
experience with corridors. We have the corridor in Berlin, and the
first act that led to the blockade was the criminal negligence on someone's part who gave the plates tMt we printed our currency with to
Russia, and that currency issue is there yet . Now we are building
a corridor in New York, an international corridor, whereby subversive
acivities, foreign enemies, can come to American soil, nnd )·ou ha,·e no
.
means of blockading it.
Let's stop that before we go any further. You have appropriated
$75,000,000. Stop it before it goes any further.
The CHAIR1\£AN. Thank y~u very much.
Mr. REARDON. Save America.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg9
Senator VANDEYBEBG. No questions.
The CnAiblAN. Thank you very much.
(The statements referred to by Mr. Reardon are on file with the
committee.)
The CHAIR.MAN. Stanley Nowak, former State senator of Michigan.
'Whom do you represent; where do you live; and what is your
businessi

STATEKEBT OF HO:R. STA:RLEY :ROW.AX, FORllERLY STATE
SD.ATOR OF KICHIGA:R
Mr. NowAK. My name is Stanley Nowak. I come from Detroit,
Mich. In my city 'l.T'!ver half of the population is of foreign birth.
The CHAIR.MAN. whom do you represent1 What organization?
Mr. Now AK. About 17 of the different national groups of European
origin banded together several weeks ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you segregate in your approach to national
problems the foreign-born from the American-born i Why do you
do that i Are J'OU not all Americans i
Mr. NowAK. No; we do not segregate them.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not all Americans?
Mr. NowAK. We are all Americans.
The CHAIRMAN. You live here. You make your living here. You
live oft' the people of the United States. Do you in these political
alinements cut your crowd off over here as those of foreign birth, and
the American citizens over here as of another birth 1
Mr. NowAK. No, Senator.
The CHAIR.MAN. All right; go ahead.
Mr. Now AK. If you will permit me, I will finish what I was trying
to discuss.
The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Mr. NowAK. These groups organized what is known as Nationality
C~mncils for Peace, and asked me to come before your committee to
present their views on the North Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. This is the foreign view, now, the view
of these foreign groups1
Mr. NowAK. No, sir. They are all Americans, and they consider
their view to be an American point of view.
The problems created by the North Atlantic Pact affect intimately
the lives and welfare of all of the American people. First and foremost, of course, is the question of war or peace. But no aspect of the
lives of our people or the functioning of our Government can escape
certain consequences of the pact. Deep and serious constitutional questions, such as the right of the Congress of the United States to declare
war, are involved. The basic civil rights of the American people are
concerned. The standard of living of our people, whether there will
be homes and food and jobs for all or whether we will have less of the
necessities of life in order to be able to make more armaments, is deeply
involved.
I request an 'opportunity to appear before your committee not so
much to ask you questions about the North Atlantic Pact as to present
to you some of the problems that vex and concern the people back
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home in relation to the pact. These are questions that concern the
people. They are also questions that must be answered by every
Member of the United States Senate before he casts his vote for approval or rejection of the North Atlantic Pact.
DEFENSE AND BEABKAHENT

1. We are toM that this is a defense measure, but how do we justify
saddling the war-weary peoples of Europe with a new arms race when
all real authorities agree that the Soviet Union has neither the intent
nor the power to attack 9
The CHAIRHAN. Of what country are you a native! Where were
you born?
Mr. NowAX. I was born in Poland.
.
The CuAIRJr[AN. Part of Russia at one time 9
Mr. NowAK. Before 1913.
The CHAIRMAN. You were born there in what year!
Mr. NowAK. In 1903.
The CHAilWAN. You were born in 1903 9
Mr. NowAK. Yes.7..sir.
The CHAIRKAN. Then you are a Pole by nationality!
Mr. NowAK. I was a Pole by nationality.
The CHAIRKAN. Are{ou a citizen 9
Mr. NowAX. I am.
served in the Michigan Senate for 10 years.
I would have to be a citizen.
The CHAIRKAN. All right.
O'l'HER QUESTIONS ON THE ATLANTIC PAC'I'

Mr. NowAK. 2. How can we explain this pact as a defense of freedom when Portugal, governed by a dictator who does not permit
freedom of religion and other basic freedoms, is a signatory of the
9How can we explain to the two-thirds of the world which is
colored and to 15,000,000 American Negroes that this is a pact Pi
defense of democracy when we are providing military aid to governments engaged in warfare against colonial peoples f
4. How do we justify more billions for arms when the futility of
military measures against social and political ideologies has been demonstrated in China and Greece'
5. I know that Secretary Acheson has said that the pact will not
deprive the Congress of the constitutional power to declare war. If
we reserve the right to discuss and debate a declaration of war in our
Congress, how do we view the obligations of the European ~ovem
ments under the pact 9 Are they _permitted legislative d1scuss1on and
debate? If we alone reserve the right not to go to war, then does not
the pact become a device for our use of European manpower 9
6. How do we explain to millions of Americans of Eastern European origin that the pact is for the defense of western civilization¥
We Americans of Polish and Slavic origin find it difficult to distinguish between Hitler's Aryan concept and Churchill's western
civilization.
How do we explain western civilization as ending at the Polish
and Czech borders~ How do we explain Nazi industrialists returned
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to power as defenders of 1Vest0rn civilization and our former allies as
peoples against whom we must arm¥
I can tell you that western civilization, whatever that phrase may
mean, was built with the arms and backs and brains of millions of
Eastern Europeans and peoples from Africa and the Orient who
will not accept the racist notion of Anglo-Saxon superiority enunciated !>Y Churchill and other fathers of the North Atlantic Pact.
7. How do we explain to people abroad and to people at home
Mr. Acheson's revealing phrase "the European members of the American community" which he used in describing the European signatories
to the North Atlantic Pact t Americans of foreign birth or extraction
owe their complete loyalty to this country, but I don't know a single
American of Irish~ French, British, or Scandinavian origin who
wouldn't be angere<t by the thought that the land of his origin is now
considered to he a colony.
8. How do we interpret the phase "political independence" in the
pact 9 American newspapers were shocked when the Czechoslovakian
cabinet was reshuftled, constitutionally1 to exclude certain parties.
This was described here as a loss of political independence. Our press
was not shocked when the State Department had earlier excluded
Communist parties from the cabinets of France and Italy. If Communists were to re~ain places in the French and Italian Governments
would this be considered a threat to their .Political independence t
Also, does a member nation have to invite assistance or could we
and the British and Belgians, for example, rush troops into France if
the French Communists should win an election and form a government!
9. Are we to subvert the Constitution of the United States and transform our Government from a civilian into a military government by
placing in the hands of the military the power to make decisions that
will irrevocably commit us to wart
10. Recently a distinguished Member of the United States Senate,
Senator Edwin Johnson of Colorado, stated that if the cold war were
stopped the American economy would collapse. Is this true t Is this
the reason for our continued and developing armaments program t
Is it true, as this statement implies, that we are definitely committed
to a war program t
11. How can we exelain to the people of my own city of Detroit,
50,000 of whose famihes are now living doubled up and who need a
minimum of 8 public housing projects costing only $78,000,000, that
the Federal Government is preparing to spend $460,000,000 each week
for the cold war, but only $225,000,000 all of next year for slum
clearance and low-cost housing!
12. More than 20,000 children in my city of Detroit alone go to
schools which are now more than 50 years old or attend only half days
because of overcrowding. How can we explain to their parents that
we can aft'ord $460,000,000 each week for a cold war hut that the $300,)()0,000 the Federal Government will spend all of next year for educa~.ion does not permit the construction of the 79 new schools needed in
Detroit1
13. In that part of Detroit with by far the largest population, there
s more space devoted to cemeteries than to parks and playgrounds.
flow can we explain to the people there, as elsewhere, the expenditure
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of $24,000,000,000 in support of a program that will assuredly create
still more cemeteries and no additional playgrounds I
14. How can we explain to my neighbors and to Senator Vandenberg's constituents in Detroit why it will take 25 years, at the present
rate of progress, to build a civic center, when its total cost is less than
the Federal Government is spending for militarization and war each
weekj
15. The Berlin air lift cost hundreds of millions of dollars. Now
that the blockade has been lifted, it is no longer necessary, but we
have been told that it will be continued anyway. How can we explain
to the people of Detroit, who, according to the city plan commission,
need four district health centers and a larger tuberculosis hospital, the
continued expenditure of millions of dollars for an air life which is
no longer needed t
16. How can be explain to the more than 5,000 laid-of tool and die
makers in Detroit1 yes, and to the 5,000,000 unemployed in our country,
that our policy ot refusing to trade our machine tools and equipment,
the products of our industries, with the countries of eastern Europe
really serves American interests t
.
BURDENS OF THE PACT AND PEACE

These, gentlemen, are some of the questions relating to the North
Atlantic Pact that concern the American people, the people who are
being called upon to shoulder the immediate financial burden and the
potential military burden of the pact. Growing nwnbers of these
people are alarmed that the real reasons for the formation of the pact
are revealed in statements such as that of Secretary Johnson; and they
are wondering if the real need is simply that of supporting our economy, why that purpose cannot be achieved by the expenditure of
. $24,000,000,000 on schools and hospitals and homes, rather than on
tanks and planes and atom bombs.
Can prosperity be purchased only at the price of war f
Cannot prosperity be achieved and mamtained with our country
and the world at peace 1
This is the question that is uppermost in the minds of our people.
I know that it is a question that is beginning to concern you, too. I
hope that our Government has learned from the ex~rience of other
governments that efforts to insure prosperity at the risk of peace have
resulted in the loss of both.
I propose that we Americans stop talking about a war and instead
take immediate steps toward assuring peace and harmony amon~ the
major nations of the world by sending a peace mission to the Soviet
Union and the other eastern European countries to negotiate the
resumption of trade relations and to discuss the major differences
which are now keeping us apart.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a former member of the State Senate of
Michigan 1
Mr. Now AK. I was.
The CHAIIUfAN. You are not nowt
Mr. NowAK. No.
The CnAm~rAN. Did you resign 9
Mr. Now AK. I did not run in the last election.
The CHAIRl\fAN. That is a good way to get out of it.
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Mr. NowAK. Senator, if I may, I was e)ected five times from that
dist ri<:t, and I decided to run for Congress. I did not get the con/,?ressiona) nomination. but I feel confident that if I had run for the
Senate I wou)d have been ree)ected.
The CHAIRMAN. You run better for big jobs than you do for Jittle
ones; is that it?
Where do you get this $24,000,000,000 that you say this treaty will
reQuire us to expend? 'Vhere do you get that?
Mr. NowAK. A very prominent, and shall I say very conservative,
publication. the l'nitl'd States News-,Vorld Report severa) weeks or
a month n~o devoted a lengthy article and quoted extensively from
what I believe a reliable source, pointing out that our co)d-war poJicy,
from the time it stnrted, in a period of 3 years, will cost us approximately $24.000,000,000.
The CnAiR:\JAN. All right. Do you believe everything you see in
print?
Mr. :S-owAK. No; I don't be1ieve everything; no, Senator. But this
article was convincing to me.
The CHAIRMAN. You believe it only if it agrees with your views;
is that ri/,?ht?
:\fr. NowAK. No.
The C11AllOCAN. Senator Vandmberg, any questions?
S:>nator VANDE:-.7BF.HG. No flUestions.
The CnAIRMAX. Senator Green~
Senator GREEN. I was interested in the various faults that you tind
in conditions here now, most of which an attempt is being made to
correct. But. on the whole, since you draw such a dark picture of
conditions, do you not yet believe that our Government is the best
in the world 1
Mr. Now AK. Positively. I am of the opinion that our Constitution
and our form of government, in my humble opinion, are the best in the
world. and I have utmost loyalty to it. and my criticism of Pvents in
this statement is not in our form of government nor of our Constitution, but of the present trend to war.
NATIONAL DEFENSE AND THE PACT
Senator GREJo:N. Yes. Rut then. if you beliew our Government is
the bl'st in the world, as you say, do you think there ought to be any
limit on the amount that we spend to defend it 1
Mr. NowAK. If our country is in danger by any foreign aggressor,
in my opinion, we should spend everything to defend it. Bnt my cont<•ntion. SPnator, if I may conclude. is that there is no such danger at
t:he present. moment and that there is no need for that expenditure.
Senator GR•:EN. In that opinion you apparently differ from those of
the governments of these nations who are signatories to the Atlantic
Pnct, who apparently believe that there may be danger of attack
because the pact is made in order to defend against aggression. Is
that not true?
l\fr. NOWAK. Yes; I differ with them.
Senator GREEN. You differ from those who represent the governments of all these countries j
~fr. Now AK. Yes, sir.
8enator GREEN. It is a question of opinion.
9061~9--pt.3~17
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Mr. Now AK. That is correct.
Senator GREEN. And you are setting yourself up against those who
are in control of these various governments 9
Mr. NOWAK. That is correct.
Senator GREEN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; that is all. Go ahead. We will excuse
you, Senator.
Senator GREEN. Mr. Chairman before you call the next witness,
I may state that Senator Fulbright came m and was unable to stay,
but he asked me, in his absence and in his behalf, to ask for permission
to have printed in the record of this hearing a communication in the
Washington Post of February 20, 1949, relatmg to this pact.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
[From the Washington Post, February 26, 1949)

A LETrEB TO THE

EDITOR

A COHHUNICATION

The proposed Atlantic Pact raises grave Issues of high policy for the United
Stutes. It Is extremely difficult for any nation to Jay down precisely the conditions under which it will commit Itself now to use armed force in the future.
Sueh problems must be faced squarely by those who have the responsibility for
conducting our foreign affairs.
These Issues are far too Important for anyone to take refuge In the comfortable
but erroneous theory that they need not be faced because our Constitution does
not legally permit them to be faced. Whether the United States should give any
commitment to use military force, and upon what conditions, are very bard
quei;tlons Indeed. But the questions are quei;tlons of policy and not of le.gal
power. It is clearly demonstrable that the United States ls legally under no
greater disability than any other sovereign nation to make a solemn commitment
with another state that each will use armed force to repel an attack on the other.
The debates in the Constitutional CoO\·ention, the pro\"iSions of the Constitution
lts<>lf. and the subset1uent conduct of this :r\atlon have clearly establisht>d the
following:
1. The President and the Senate are authorized to enter Into treaties of alliance
with other nations involving commitments to defend each other against Invasion
or 11tt11ck.
2. The President, as Commander In Chief of the armed forces, has the power to
mnke wnr to the extent necessary to repel sudden Invasion or attack. \Vhat
con:;;titutes an inrnsion or attack Is for the President to determine, either in
ad,·nnee by a formal de<>larntion of policy such as the Monroe Doctrine or by the
making of a treaty with Senate approval, or at the moment when it OC'Curs.
Throu11:hout our history, all three methods have been used to extend our ron<"t'pt
of whnt eonstltutes an attack on the United States.
3. When anti if tilt' President mnkes wnr to rl'pel an attnck. the Congre~ b.ts
the pnwt-r to d1'<'lnre wnr in support of this aet. or not to do so as It sees Gt.
Wht>tlwr the l'rp:;;ident nets pursuant to n Senate-ratified treat~ or on bis own
Initiative, CongrP::<S I;;, of course, under stronz mornl compulsion to stand behind
him. nut. flp,.:pite thf> position In whid1 Congrei<~ would thus find Itself. the
franrrrP of the Constitntlon n<>ver Indicate<! that the legal power of the President
mul the Senate to tnk<> l'<Ul'h action Is or ought to be limited.
I

One of the maJor pnrpn.<c" for crPatlni;r the Union was st>lf·defenll('. The
Cnn,.:tll nt:on 11ttl'lllJlll'd to i;rive the mo><t nmple powers necesRary for this purIJMP.
.\!'< Hamilton !<lli!l. "The ru1>ani; of S('('Uritr e11n only he regulated by the
nu•an" and thl' dani:er of attll<'k. ThP~· will in fn<'t be e,·er determined by tbett
rnl""· arul hy 110 othPri<. It is In vain to opposl' constitutional barriers to the
im1rnlsP of :;;clf-11r<>1<1'r\·ation."
In the mind,.: of thl' frnml'rs. an lrnportn11t mennl' of self-defense was the
powl'r to mnkP trl'atle!< of allinnee invoh·ini: Mlemn commitment.~ betw~n
nnti1>w< to 1lt-fo11d Pad1 other ugninst attaC'ks by third pnrtie". The constitutiomal
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debates do not indicate that the treaty-making power was to be limited to such
Innocent topics as commerce, navigation, or the standard of weights and measures. The whole flavor. of the Intense discussion of the treaty-making power
in the Convention debates and in the Federalist Papers shows full appreciation
of the fact that treaty making involved great powers that could be used to save
the Nation.
Solemn treaty commitments to defend others against attack or invasion were
not unknown to the framers of the Constitution. Under the Articles of Confederation, the United States in 1778 entered Into a treaty with France for this
very purpose, guaranteeing to the ,King of France, against all the world, his
continued possession of French territories In North America. Article VI of the
Constitution specifically reaffirmed this obligation to France by providing that
"all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United
States shall be the supreme law of the land."
This pledge was made In the very same document which gives to Congress the
power to declare war. It proves specifically that, in the minds of the framers,
considerations might exist-and, In fact, dld exist under a treaty already made-which would morally oblige the Congress to declare war.
Similarly, article IV, section 4, of the Constitution states that "the United
States shall guarantee to every State In this Union a republican form of government and shall protect each of them against Invasion." Here again Is a speclflc
commitment, contained In the Constitution itself, that under certain considerations the Congress Is morally obliged to exercise its power to declare war In
order to protect the States against invasion.
It w1ts because treaties were recognized to be such grave atralrs that the
framers dehated at great length whether the President alone should be allowed
to make them, wbl'ther thP f:!Pnntl' alonl' flhonld be allowt'd to make them, and
whether the approval of the Bouse of Representatives should be required. In
support of the proposition that the approval of the House should be required,
It was argued that treaties were the supreme law of the land and binding on
the Congress and should, therefore, be approved by the entire Congress In
advance.
The argument was rejected after James Madison had pointed out In the debates
"the Inconvenience of requiring a legal ratl1lcatlon of treaties of alliance for
the purposes of war." The conclusion Is inevitable that, In committing the
treaty-making power to the President and to the Senators, the framers knew
they were giving to these men, and to these men alone, the power to commit
the United States to make war to the extent of repelllng attacks against our
treaty allies.
II

The Constitution states significantly that the Congr<'ss shall have power to
declare war. An earlier draft had given the Congress the power to make war,
but "make" was changed to "declare" during the debate of August 17, 1787, on
motion of James Madison, of Virginia, and Elbridge Gerry, of Delaware, for
the speciflc purpose of leaving to the Executive the power to repel sudden attacks.
The t>hnnge was supported by Roger Sherman, of Conectlcut, on the ground that
the Executive should be able to repel and not to comm<>nce war.
It has never been contested that the President bns the power to use armed force
In order to repel inrnslons or attacks. This means that the President has the
power to make war, even though Congress bas the power to dl'clare war.
The Prt'sident's power to use military force to repel an attack has been exercised on numerous occasions In our history, the most recent, of course, being the
Sunday of Pearl Harbor. When the .Japanese planes b1>gan shooting on our fleet,
the Navy did not have to wuit for Instructions from Congress before shooting
back. Significantly, when the President subsequently asked Congress to declare
wnr, he asked for a declaration that since the .l'apanese attack on December 7
·•a state of war has existed." The Congress thereupon resolved that "the state
of war • • • which has thus been thurst upon the United States ls hereby
formally declared," and authorized the President to employ the entire resources
of the Government to bring the conflict to a successful termination.
Sincp the Preslllent can himself repel an attack, the erucial question is what
constitutes nn attnck. This Is a political question for the President to decide. It
ls not a legal question. Tlte Prize M8C8 (2 Black 635 (U. S. Sup. Ct., 1862) ).
Throughout our history, it has been the policy of our Presld1>nts to regard an
attack against the vital Interests of the United States In the same manner as an
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attack ngalnst its physical territories. In 1823, President Monroe declared that
"any attempt on the part of other powers to expand their system to any portion of
the Western Hemisphere is dangerous to our peace and safety" and "the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the United States."
In 1004, Theodore Roosevelt obtained Senate apprornl of a treaty which said
categorically that "The United Stntes guarantees and wlll maintnin the independence of the Republic of Panama."
President Wilson asked for war against Germany in 1917 on the ground that
Germany had committed repeated aets of war against us, even though these aets
hall been committed far from our shores. In 1922, Secretary of State Hughes
signed the Nine-Power Pact, with Senate approval, in which we gave a commitment and obtained similar commitments to respec·t the territorial integrity of
China.
In 1941, President Hoosevelt authorized American naval craft patrolling out to
the middle of the Atlantic to "shoot on jight" when German naval ,·essels were
encountered. In 1947, President Trnman requested and obtained Senate appro'\"al
of the Rio Pact, which stated the principle that an attack on any American state
would be regarded as an attack on all the American state. Today, the President
and the Senate are considering whether, when, and how to announce that an
attack against western Europe will be regarded as an attack on the United States.
It thus appears that our Presidents (and the Senate) have steadily broadened
our notions of what constitutes an attack and that they have employed the treatymaking procedure, just as President Monroe employed his famous message to
Congress, as a useful means of defining, for the benefit of other nations, precisely
what we would regard as nn attack on ourselves. And once the President has
decided that an attack has been committed. this legal power to repel that attack
with armed force Is clear. For example, if an attack is committed against an
Ame1·ican nation-tlefined in the Rio Pact to be an attack against the United
States-the President, if he thinks the situation requires, has clear power to
re;,el such un attack by armed force, before asking Congress to declare war.
When the situation permits, any President wlll undoubtedly prefer to coneult
Congress first. But there may not be time to indulge this choice. "There frequntly are occasions when days, nay, even hours are precious,'' said John .Jay in
1788. "As in the fteld, so in the Cabinet, there are moments to be seized as they
pass, and they who preside In either should be left In capacity to Improve them."

m
When the President finds it necessary to repel an attack without waiting for
Congress, it is, of course. for the Congress to decide whether to follow that
action by a declaration of war pledging all the resources of tbe Nation to a
military conclusion of the dispute. The Congres can decide that the President
acted hastily or improperly, and decline to declare war. Or, as has always pl'O'\"ed
true In the past, It can decide that he acted properly and back bis action by a
declaration of war.
The problem does not become essentially dltTerent when the President's action
in repelling an attack is taken pursuant to a treaty commitment rather t~n in
thE' absence of any such commitment. The President has powE'r to repel an
attack, treaty or no treaty. Once the President has exercised this power, tbe
Congress is under strong compulsion to support him, treaty or no treaty. In
this respect t.he treaty itself makes little difference. In either case, the Congn-ss
can be compelled to t11kt> ll<'tion only by Us own conscience. There Is no national or international tribunal which can force it to support the President.
It Is apparently true that Congress has never failed to take legislative action
required by a treaty commitment. A serious and inescapable question of policy
therefore arh~es each time the President and the SenatE' ronslt1er wht>tht>r anrl
how to engage the good faith of the United States In any treaty commitment
to repel an attack against another nation. But the question Is not ODE' of legal
power under the Constitution.
The President and the Senate have the power to make such treaties and tbe
President has the power to use armed force to carry them out. While the making of such a treaty creates tht> possiblllty that Congress may be confrontt>d with
a falt nccompll, It also creates the pos11lblllty that a potential n~re~or ma,- be
dett>rred from attacking. It can bnrdly create the second posslblllty without
crPatlng the flr11t. That Is the nub of the problem-not whether the ~jd<>flt
nnfl the Senate can take action, hut whether they should tnke action, and of what
kind.
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When the Constitution was being debated many people argued that the powers
of making treaties and repelling attacks were too great to be lodged In the President and the Senate. It was pointed out that these powers might be abused and
that oftlceholders might be corrupt or Inept. But the framers expected the
President and the Senators to be men of the highest character and achievements,
fully capable of facing and making great decisions. "With such men," to quote
John Jay again, "the power of making treaties may be safely lodged." This
argument was accepted by the American people in 1789. Nothing in our past
or current history indicates that their judgment was erroneous.
0SOAB dox.
LLOYD N. CUTLER.
PHILIP B. BROWN.
WASHING'roN.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. John Brickajlik.
STATEllDT OF 100 BRICKA1LIK, SELLERS, PA.

The CHAIR.MAN. How long is your statement?
Mr. llRICKAJLIK. I have just an oral report of my viewpoint on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent t
Mr. BRICKAJLIK. I am a farmer from Bucks Countv. I am a member of the Farmers' Union, and I am a farmer and interested in food
and our soil. I feel that our Nation should not send arms and guns and
bullets but should send food which we can produce here. We can
produce food.
I have been a farmer ever since I was 14. I am a man of 28 today.
And our problem is not raising food, it is marketing, trying to get it
to the people who can use that food, and trying to give it to them.
USE OF MONEY FOR REARMAMENT FOR OTHF..R PURPOSES

I appreciate food. When I grow it, when I go out in the field and
see it grow, I appreciate it. But what hurts me is, will somebody use
that food instead of letting it go to waste9 I feel about the North
Atlantic Pact, instead of having that pact, we should send food instead
of guns and tanks, and so forth.
The farmers in our area are concerned about the tax issue. The
North Atlantic Pact is going to cost us money. For every billion
there will be 5-percent increase in taxes, and 5-percent increases in
taxes are gettil\I?: burdensome. Right now I know it is getting tough
going for a lot of us. As a good example, there are a few sheriff's sales
around already.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you pay a Federal income tax9
Mr. BrucKAJLIK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. You are doing pretty well.
Mr. BrucKAJLIK. I hope I can continue that waY.. It is getting
burdensome already. Another 5 percent for every billion to he spent
on the North Atlantic Pact will be more burdensome to us, and it will
deprive us of some of our conveniences at home. A lot of farmers
don't have running water; a lot of them don't have baths. And the
worst thing is. our soil is being- washed away. I know on our own
farms, if we ha<l a little more money we could improve ourselves, and
thanks to the conservation program we have in this country we are
gradually improving it, but it is still not to the best advantage.
In our country there are still a lot of one-room schoolhouses, with
no running water at all. Why is not some of that money spent there 9
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My kid brother goes to school, and I went to school, and we didn't
even have a well there. We took water from a neighboring farmhouse.
The water had never been tested. That was the State's fault, but I
think the Federal Government has a lot of interest in it. And I feel
that the money that we are spending for the North Atlantic Pact the
people would appreciate better, and there would be better harmony
here, and we would love one another better, if spent for the improvements of li.fe, not to go out and destroy somebody. If I was a European myself and somebody would send guns and bullets, I wouldn't
really feel right. I don't even feel right now, as far as police protection, and so forth.
So all I can say is a few words. I took a day off from my plowing
to come down. They asked me to come down. I try to do my part
as a citizen to express my simple views.
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad you do.
Mr. IlRICKAJLIK. I was here when I was on a graduating trip in
1940. It is just a pleasure for me right now to be here, and I never
thought I would see the day when I would testify. I feel that just
these small views I have expressed-the money spent-is worth while.
On the North Atlantic Pact let us try to spend it for better things
than tanks and guns and give food and try to improve our soil. We
were fortunate that we had big crops a few years, but what will happen
if drought comes and people are hungry¥
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Have you any questions. Senator Vandenberg¥
Senator VANDENBERG. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Green¥
Senator GREEN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We respect your views.
Mr. G. Burton Parshall, how long is your statement¥
Mr. PARSHALL. As long as you tell me.
The CHAIRMAN. Do not put it on us.
Mr. PARSHALL. Five minutes.
The CHAIRllAN. Five minutes is all right.
Tell the reporter your name, your business, where you live, and
whom you represent.
·
STATEMENT OF G. BURTON PARSHALL, FRIENDS SOCIAL ORDER
COMMITTEE OF PHILADELPHIA

Mr. PARSHALi,. My nanrn is G. Burton Parshall. I live in Primos,
just outside of Philadelplda. I am a life-insurance salesman i treasurer of the Friends S0<·ial Order Committee of the Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting of Friends. The social order committee has authorized me to make a statement for the committee.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIO PROBLEMS
\

We, as the name indicates, are concerned with the study of all the
questions which we feel go into the making of a better social order,
and as a result of those studies we feel that the problems in the world
which are leading us into difficulty today are not bein~ tackled in
exactly the right way. We feel that the essential trouble m the world
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is a racial problem, an economic problem, and a problem of political
suppression of minority groups.
We feel that there are some 2,000,000,000 colored people in the
world who for centuries have been given to believe that the white
people were superior, and that today, with our modern means of communication-radio, telegraph, motion picture, and so forth-these
people are being brought to the point where they are no longer satisfied to look on white people as a superior race. They feel that they
have their place in the sun just as anyone else does, and we have the
job of recognizing that fact and helping them, not only here in our
own country but all over the world, to attain a full, free, independent
life, with full and civil liberties.
We also feel that the problem is one of economic inequalities, and
that certain nations in the world, through their superior ability and
aggressiveness, have built up themselves to some extent at the expense
of colonial nations. They have, it is true, helped those nations to
some extent, but to a large extent they themselves have gotten rich
at the other nation's expense, and nations are no longer willmg to have
that happen. The individual inhabitants of these nations want a
share of the world's goods.
In this world picture, we have two forces competing for the good
will of these people. We have communism and we have the United
States with its capitalistic system. We, as the social order committee,
which is comP.osed essentially of business men, like the free enterprise
system and hke the capitalistic system, and we want to maintam it,
and we feel that with some adjustments within our system at home and
abroad the system can be maintained, but if we are unwilling to make
these adjustments, that the trend all over the world as well as at
home is toward some form of socialism.
So it seems to us that the froblem is not one of combating communism but it is a problem o relieving these conditions all over the
world: racial intolerance, economic inequality, political suppression,
and trying to do away with a basic disease so that communism cannot
flourish, and if we do those things we think we will then defeat
communism.
If we spend $20,000,000,000 to $40,000,000,000 on defense and only
$5,000,000,000 on economic aid, to us it seems like paying $5,000 for a
home and then spending $20,000 for fire insurance. We would recommend that we reverse the procedure and that we spend this money
on economic aid. It would keep our factories busy for untold years
and it would satisfy people's wants instead of aggravating them, and
it would raise conditions all over the world so that communism would
no longer have the excuse that it has now to get the people stirred up
and to say "We have a solution," because we feel that we here in
America have a better solution, but that right now we are not doing too
good a sel1ing job.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Vandenberg!
Senator V ANDENnERo. No questions.
The C1u.rn:MAN. Senator Green 1
Senator GREEN. Then you do believe in spending some money for
insurance!
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Mr. PARSHALL: Frankly, as an individual I do not. I am perfectly
willing to put my own dependence on moral law and doing away with
any defense.
Senator GREEN. Your illustration called for that.
Mr. PARSHALL. We have to recognize that most people in the country
<lo not 1gree with us Friends, consequently when we are speaking in
public we hnve to try to temper what we say by that fact. If I ask
a person to come entirely over to my side they would think I was crazy,
~o I ask them to come half wav.
Senator GREP.N". You reall believe there should be no insurance'!
Mr. PARSHALJ,. Right.
•
The CHAIR:\CAX. I have very high regard for the Friends and their
organization. They are very great people.
Mr. Farmer, how long is your statement?
Mr. FARMER. I have a stat<'nwnt that is a little too long to read. but
I am prepared to make a brief oral statement and file this. I was
informed by Mr. O'Day that witne,sses were requested to be very brief,
but that they could file any accompanying statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent 1
Mr. FAR1\rnR. I represent myself.
The CHAIRMA:S. Yourself1
l\lr. F ARl\CEn. Yes.
The CuAIR:\IAN. Y ()U are not here, then, to represent some organi-

v

zation~

l\Ir. FARMER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Tell us who you are and what you do,
what your business is, and so on, and your background. Give it to the
reporter.
STATEMENT OF FYKE FARMER, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Mr. FARMER. My home is in Nashville, Tenn. My name is Fyke
Farmer. By profession I am a lawyer. Two years ago I gave up the
actiYc practice of the law to devote my time to working for world
government, and I am here today to give the committee my views regardin12: the North Atlantic Pact because of my interest in the establishment of world government.
The CHAIRMAN. We haven't primarily before us the world government idea. 'We have the North Atlantic Pact. If you can show any
relationship between the two, we wiJl be glad to hear you briefly.
Mr. FAR:'llF.R. That is the point. I thmk there is no relationship
bet,Yecn the two, and for that reason-The CnAIRMAN. You think there is no relationship between the
two? ,
::\fr. FARMF.R. Between the North Atlantic Pact and the ideal of
wor'd government. I think they are two opposite thin~s.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Ve are dealing now with the North Atlantic
Pact.
M "· FARMER. And I oppose the Atlantic Pact because I am for
worhl government. I beheve we can abolish war throu~h wor]d governm0nt, but that the North Atlantic Pact is a step in the wrong
dirr,.tion.
ThP CnAIRMAN. Let me interrupt you. Do you believe that if we
reject the Atlantic Pact we will have world government right away!
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Mr. FAIUIF.R. Not by rejecting the pact, but by doing the positive
things that we must do to get world government.
The C11AIRll.\X. All right.
STEPS TOW ARD WORLD GO\'ERNl\rnNT

Mr. F .unnm. Now, answering your question more specifically, I
think the thing that we must <lo to get world gowrnment-that is. the
first step to world government-is what has been done in my own
State. in Tennessee. The Tennessee IA'gislatnre. which has just adjourned, enacted a law providing for an election at the regular election
the fi1·st Thursday in Augn:-;t 19!10. to elect delegates to a constitutional cm1vention to meet in Ge1wva in 19!i0. three delegates representing the people. and this law was <lrnfted in accordance with n uniform
plan which. if followed in other States. would result in the people
of the United States electing one delegate per million population,
131 delegates. to meet in a world constitutional convention to fonnuJate a mlrld fe<l<'rnl !'Onstitution. Other nations would be invited to
send their own <lE>l<'gntes. chosE>n by the people.
That is what I am for. That is what I believe we must do to remove
the threat of war, to abolish war by law, to establish the world government.
The CIL\IR:'lrAN. Are you one of the delegates?
Mr. FARMF.R. I am a candidate. We have not had the election. 1Ve
will haw the election in HlfiO.
The CtL\ll!l\L\N. Do you dPsire to be a delegate?
Mr. F.\R:\U:R. I have annmmced I nm a !'anclidate.
ThP Cn.\ml\rAN. 'Vho elects the delegates?
l\fr. FARMF.H. It is just like you run for anything.
The CnA11nrAN. Is it a popular vote?
Mr. FARMER. It is by popular vote.
The C11AIRM.\N. Does the Governor appoint or the legislature r-elect,
or whnt?
~fr. FARMF:R. No. They wi11 be elect<'cl at the re~1l11r election the
first Thurs<lay in August Hl50. Candidates. 1H't·ording to tl11' law.
for the office of delegate, to have their names placed on the halkt or
in the Yoting machines, would have to get nominating petitions si•vned
by 500 registered voters, and haw that petition filed with tlw ~tnte
board of elections 30 days before the election, and the people rnte on
the delegates.
The CHAIRllAN. All right; go ahead.
CO:SSISTF.NCY WITH PRl:SCIPLES OF U:SlTF:D :SATIONS

l\fy reasons for believing that the North Atlantic Paet is not the
right thing nt this time are that I think that it is inconsistent with
the prineiple of the United Nations. I realize that the State Department and members of this <'Ommittee have expr<'sse<l the view th1t it
is consistent. and that a statement has been inserted in the tl'('atv to
that effect, that it is consistent with the United Nations, but sayin;!.it is
and putting I\ clause in it does not make it so.
The principles of the United Nations Organization, as exprer-~rd in
the Charter, or one of the hasic principles. is that force will 11ot be
used save in common interest, and that force will not be used except
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under orders of the Security Council where there has been a determination of aggressor, a breach of the peace or a threat to the peace.
The organization of the combination of governments, members of
the United Nations. for the use of miltary force, independent. of any
decision or independent of submission of the question to the Security
Council for determination, it means to me is palpably a violation of
the fundamental and basic principle on which the United Nations was
set up.
We have not got tlie case of an armed attack. There has been no justification sought to be made for this pact on the ground that there has
been an armed attack or that there is an immediate danger of an armed
attack which would give rise to the right of members, under article
51 of the Cha1ter, to defend themselves in case of an armed attack.
Neither do I think that the proposed treaty and the implementing arms
legislation amount to a regional arrangement within chapter VIII,
because, as I read the Charter of the United Nations, regional arrangements must be subordinate to the authority of the Security Council
and they must be formed for the purpose of dealing with a matter that
is appropriate to a regional arrangement.
MILITARY ALLIANCF.8 AND UN CHARTER
The object and purpose of the North Atlantic Pact, as I read the
statements, the policy statements for the President and the Secretary
of State, are to form a combination for the use of force by threat. not
actual use of force, independently, not in subordination to the Security Council or the United Nations. The situation which gives rise to
the formation of this pact, the difference between one group of nations
led by the Soviet Union and the other group of nations led by the
United States of America, certainly it seems to me is not a matter of
such nature as it can be appropriately dealt with by the formation of
military alliances. If the western side of this dispute has the right.,
under the Charter, to organize a military force for the purpose of
threatening the other side with overwhelming force. by the same token
the other side has the right to form a combination for the use of military force to threaten the western side with their overwhelming force.
The CHAIRMAN~ A while ago, when you were discussing the regional
arrangement, what about article 51? You skipped that.
Mr. FARMER. I said that in my opinion that had no application,
because article 51 is limited to the case of an armed attack.
The CHAIBMAN. That is what this treaty is dealing with, armed
attack.
Mr. FARMER. There is no armed attack that has occurred.
The CHAIBMAN. After the armed attack is over there is no use
bothering about it. After they have submerged you and conquered
you and killed a lot of your citizensMr. FARMER. But the purpose of the United Nations was to settle
all disputes.
The CHAIBMAN. I am asking about article 51.
Mr. FARMF.R. Which must be read in context with the whole Charter,
and the whole object and purpose of the United Nations was to settle
all disputes bv peaceful means, and the Charter defines whnt are peaceful and pacific means, and the formation of a military alliance is not
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defined, and I respectfully insist that it could not be considered &
peaceful means. It is a martial means.
Now then, the second point that I wish to make, and it is elaborated
in the statement which I would like to file and ask the committee's
permission to file as a part of the record, relates to the pact as regards
the Constitution of the United States.
CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY FOR TREATY

What is the eonstitutional authority, if I may ask the committee a
question 1 ·what powerhunder the Constitution, gives the President
and the Congress the rig t to make this treaty, and appropriate money
to furnish arms to these other treaty members 1
The CuAmMAN. You ask us that question~
Mr. FARMER. If I may.
The CHAIRMAN. The Constitution of the United States vests in the
United States, a sovereign government, the right to deal with foreign
nations and to make treaties, and the President of the United States
under the Constitution, is in control of our normal diplomatic relations
with other people. It would be a very weak sovereignty that could
not make treaties and assume obligations with regard to foreign nations. That is the answer, in my judgment.
Senator Vandenberg, do you want to add anything~
Senator VANDE~BERG. No.
Mr. FARMER. Is there any limitation upon that powed
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking about this particular treaty. I
haven't time to go all over the whole category of things that might
occur. 'Ve discourage witnesses from covering all the earth. We
would like to stick to the treaty when we can.
Mr. FARMER. Well, the point that I wish to make, I assumed that
that was the reason or the idea behinq it, that there was such a power
of sovereignty, which I believe is not recognized by constitutional authorities. That is, that even the power of the President and the Congress in the matter of foreign relations is subject to the Constitution.
Now, u;ranting that the President has the power to propose treaties
and make treaties by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
and assuming that the President would have the power to make the
treaty with any foreign governments to settle disputes by pacific
means, and to prevent war, I think the question arises under the Constitution whether this treaty can be carried out without violation of
the Constitution.
OBLIGATION

FOR

IMPLE1'1ENTING LEGISLATION

An essential part of this program or this alliance is the implementing- arms legislation. The treaty is to be for a 20-year period. Secretnry Aeheson told this committee, according to press reports, that
there will be an obligation on the part of the Congress of the United
States, if this treaty is made, to appropriate money, to furnish arms
and assistance to these foreign governments. That means for 20 years.
He says that is an obligation of some sort, more, I sul?pose, of a moral
obligation than a legal obligation, but it is a recognized principle of
constitutional law and international law that where a treaty is made
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that is not self-executing and the Senate approves it, that that does
entail some kind of obligation on Congress.
Senator GREEN. I think either the newspaper aceount or your view
have misrepresented Mr. Acheson's statement. He said there was an
obligation to do something, and that in all probability that would be
decided to be what we should do, under certain circumstances, but
there was no specific obligation to render any military assistance;
that that was in the discretion of the Congress, but that force of circumstances would probably result in their rendering military assistance. That is very different from your statement that there was an
obligation to do that. There was simply an obligation to do something.
Mr. FAR~IER. I have not seen the text of his statement. I have only
read newspaper accounts.
Senator GREEN . .Assuming that my statement is correct, would it
not change vour argument 1
Mr. FARMER. I think not. I think not, because I think that the
general public realizes that this is an armament program. We already
have the ERP program.
Senator GREEN. That is a mistake on the part of the public. then.
Mr. FARMER. I think that is what all the talk has been about for
several months, that it is not enough.
Senator GREEN. That is because the critics are seeking to find some
foundation for their criticism. They say that certain things might be
done under this, and therefore we will criticize the pact because they
are not prohibited.
Mr. FARMER. I realize that there is not in the treaty, and I haYe
not se<'n the proposed legislation for furnishing arms. I have not
soon a draft of that. I do not know whether it has been published or
not. I understood such legislation was being prepared, but I haYe
not seen it.
I realize very welJ. Senator, that in the treaty itself there is no
specific obligation on the part of the United States Government to
send arms to any particular government for 1 year, ~ years, or 20
years. But if the treaty amounts to a military alliance, 'where these
countries agree to stand together and our Government is to help
them-Senator GREEN. Your first statement contradicts your second.
Your first statement shows it is not n military alliance.
Mr. F ARllF.R. I do not think you can separ:ate the treaty from what
the whole tenor of the conversation has been.
If economic assistance was what we had in mind, we have the ERP
program, and there is no need for the North Atlantic Treaty. I do
not think the public is wrong. I think the general public realizes,
and I think Congress realizes, that this is a military scheme.
Senator GREEN. If they do say that, it is a misnomer. What they
mean is that that may be the result of the circumstances, verv natu1·ally. In case of an act of war on the part of a forei~ nation 'toward
us, we do not han>o to go to wnr, we do not ha,·e to use military force.
There are other sanctions which c:rn be employed, but prohablv we
will want to use military force. But that is in the decision of the
Congre~s of the Unit1>d States.
Mr. FARlnm. I think that the matter of the power of the Congress
to declare war after we have sent a great supply of arms to other
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go,·ernments is a matter about like the power of Congress to grant
letters of marque and reprisal, if I may say so.
Senator GREEN. You must know that sanctions have been imposed
many times before an act of war and there has been no war.
Mr. FARMER. I realize in the past these ideas of balancing power
and. formation of military alliances have been depended upon as a
means of keeping the peace. I think it was Churchill who said, when
he was First Lord of the Admiralty before World War I, that the
way to have peace is to be strong enough to win any war that occurs
and two world wars have not shaken that formula that he has. But I
suhmit that that is false, because if you have a world divided into
two armed camps, each trying to keep the peace by being stronger
thnn the other to make war, then you have a physical impossibility
and therefore the only alternative to this present situation of conflict
ih that it will disrupt the United :N"ations, divide the world into rival
militar.Y alliances armed for war to keep peace, not to make war but
preparmg for war in order to make peace.
I say the alternative to that is the development of the United Nations
into world government.
DEFENSE AND AGGRESSION
Senator GREEN. Your mistake, it seems to me, is that lou confuse
the preparation to defend against war and the preparation to make
war. This pact is not a preparation to make war. It is a preparation
to defend against an attack.
Mr. FARMER. But under modern conditions, Senator, it is not possible to make a distinction between defense and aggression. At the
San Francisco Conference, I believe, if I am not mistaken, Senator
Vandenberg was the United States delegate at Subcommittee 4 of
Commission III, and the Bolivian delegation proposed to insert, did
they not, Senator, a definition of aggression, and that was defeated.
The United States delegation stood with the other nations that
opposed the insertion of such a definition, and the statement appearing in the official minutes of the Conference shows that the grounds
upon which that objection was based were that it is impossible to
draw the distinction between aggression and defense, and that the
acts and conduct that from one side's viewpoint are defense from the
other side's viewpoint may be a provocation for war.
~enator GREF.N. It is true of many other phases of human thought.
It is impossible to draw the exact lme of demarcation, yet you know
there is a line somewhere. There is a distinction between right and
wrong. and you cannot draw the line between them that there is
between the animal kingdom and the vegetable kingdom, yet you know
there is a difference, and there is a line of distinction.
Mr. FARlIER. But if you have to wait until the war comes to draw
that line and say, "This thing was aggressive nnd not defense," to
wait and sit in judgment on perhaps the defeated, the vanquished, in
the war, then we nre not able to prevent war.
My point is that in advance. looking forward, we are not able to
make such a distinction. And we could not, in our own country,
make such a distinction. If Tennessee and Kentucky were trying to
keep the peace by Tennessee maintaining an army and Kentucky
maintaining an army just for defense, I am pretty sure that some
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hostilities would occur, all for defense. So that under our system we
have abandoned those notions and have set up a system for the enforcement of law through courts.
Senator GREEN. But you are not abolishing State police for that
reason.
Mr. FARMER. No, no; but that is a kind of a small force. They are
constabulary.
Senator GREEN. It is the same thing in theory.
Mr. FARMER. No; this is quite different. If Tennessee and Kentucky and Arkansas and Mississippi decided that there was danger
from Ohio and Michigan and Nebraska, and the best thing they
could do would be to build up a military force to prevent an attack
from being made, that would be disruptive of our system of government. We don't have that. Our police force in Tennessee, our State
guard, is just purely for internal policing. It is not susceptible of
being used for any attack outside of the State, and could not lawfully
be used that way.
Senator GREEN. A fire department is a defensive and not an offensive organization. It is to put out fires. Suppose two adjoining
towns each had a fire department. Could they not enter into an
agreement that they would come to the rescue of each other in case
.of a fire breaking out?
Mr. FARMER. Frankly, I do not see the analogy between the fire de·partment and military forces.
Senator GREEN. You are trying to prove that this is unconstitutional?
Mr. FARMER. The fire department has no relation to warfare, to
violence. It is just for putting out fires.
Senator GREEN. That may be, but the same theory applies.
You are trying to prove it is unconstitutional, are you not t
CONSTITUTIONALITY

OF

TREATY

Mr. FARMER. And I never quite got my point over, and that is this:
This trea~y is for 20 years. It is expected by these other governments
that the Government of the United States over this period will come
to their assistance, mutual assistance and mutual aid, with arms; yet,
by the Constitution of the United States, article I, clause 8, Congress
is prohibited from appropriating money for armies, even our own
Army, for a longer period than 2 years.
Senator GREEN. You are ignoring the fact. It has been stated categorically that there has been no agreement to supply arms to these
countries, and you are ignoring that fact. Does that not affect the
constitutionality?
Mr. FARMER. I do not think I am ignoring the fact. I do not think
it is a fact that is so much expressed as it is implicit in the scheme.
Senator GREE~. "\Ve may wish to.
Mr. FARMER. Could I have permission to file this statemenH
The CnAIR:"IIAN. Yes; you may file it.
(Statement mtitled "What's Wrong With the North Atlantic
Pact?" was filed with the committee.)
The CnAIRMAN. I want to ask you, do you give all your time to this
world-government organization~
.Mr. FARMm. I do.
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The CHAIRMAN. You sai<l you had retired from the practice of law f
Mr.FARMER. I would not say "retired." That is not quite the right
slant. Except for winding up two or three cases that were pending
when I quit, I am devoting full time to this.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you get a salary~
Mr.FARMER. No, sir. I get anybody who wants to help me. I take
their contributions.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you get a good many contributions f
Mr. FARMER. Not enough.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Vandenberg, have you any questionsf
Senator VANDENBEno. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You are excused.
Reverend Cotton, how long is your statement f
Reverend COTrON. My full statement will require 30 minutes. I
do not know your time for lunch, so I state it will be about 30 minutes
for the full statement.
The CHAIRMAN. We cannot guarantee that you will get a full 30
minutes, S() you will have to wait.
Geor_ge Hartman, chairman of the War Resisters League.
Mr. RICHARDS. Professor Hartman was unable to come, and I have
been asked to take his place. l\Iy name is E<lward C. M. Richards.
The CHAmHAN. How long is your statement 9
Mr. RioHARI>s. A couple of pages. I suppose I can get through in
5 minutes, maybe 10.
The CuAmMAN. All right. Give the reporter your name, your business, whom you represent, an<l any other background you care to
submit.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD C. 14. RICHARDS, WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE
Mr. RICHARDS. My name is Edward C. M. Richards.
The CHAIRMAN. \Vhere do you live, Mr. Richardsf
Mr. RICHARDS. I live on a farm outside of West Chester, Pa. My
address is R. D. 3, West Chester, Pa.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you representf
Mr. RICHARDS. I represent the \Var Resisters League, of which Professor Hartman is the chairman.
The CuAmMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. RICHARDS. My name is Edward C. M. Richards and I Jive on
the farm that I operate outside of ·w est Chester, Pa. I have come here
as representative of the War Resisters League, of 5 Beekman Street,
New York City.
The War Resisters League is a section of the \Var Resisters International, which has its headquarters in England, with sections in many
countries over many parts of the world. The \Var Resisters League
is convinced that war is a crime against humanity and is therefore
opposed to war in any form, under any cireumstances, and for any
cause whatsoever. In presenting this testimony for the league. I do
·so for the reason that in the lc>ague's jml~ment the North Atlantic
Defense Pact is in reality a war measure, and would, if ratifie<l, make
for war and not for pence. Being oppose(l to war. as such, therefore~
the War Resisters League is opposed to the North Atlantic Defensf
Pact.
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The War Resisters League opposes the North Atlantic Defense Pact
for many reasons. I shall speak upon only some of them, viz:
COMPATIBILITY WITH UN CHARTER

I. The diplomatic language used in the North Atlantic Defense
Pact might lead the unwary to imagine that it i;; eonsistent with the
Charter of the United Nations, a careful rending of the documeut
shows this is not the case. The real purpose of the paet is to fonn a
military alliance among the 12 nations involved~ sueh military alliance
being aimed at the Soviet Union and its satellite nations. So\·iet
Hussia is an important member of the United Nations. It is quite
clear that pnder the Charter of the United Nntions there is no plaet- for
the organizing of one group of member nations in a military alhunce
which deliberately threatens with war another group of United Nation
members. Yet that is just what the North Atlanti<· Defense Pact
does. The proof of this lies in the fact that neither Hussin nor any
of its satellite nations have been asked to join in the ~\tlantic Defense
Pact. If the supporters of the Atlantic Defense Pact wish to prove
that the pact is not aimed at Soviet Russin, let them invite the Soviet
Union to join in signing the document. Until this is done. the \Var
Resisters Leal!lle cannot believe that the North Atlantic Defense Paet is
not outside of and contrary to the fundamental pnrpo~es and Charter
of the United Nations, and is just another in the age-long list of futile.
costly, provocative, military alliances which during the past f>O vears
have repeatedly Jed Europe and the world into ever-increaslngly
destructive wars.
MILITARIZATION OF UNITED STATES

2. The War Resisters League has followed the progress of the militarization of the United States and the growth of the influenee of
rnilitary minded men in determinin" the foreign policy of the l"nited
States Government. The North .\tl'antie Defense Paet is the crowning folly to date of this militarization. It, howevl'r, has this \·alut>
in that it lays bare the naked reliance of its supporters upon armed
force and war. In article :3 of the pad the signers ngree to "maintain
and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist nrmed
nttaek." Translated into everyday English this means that the signers
agree to keep their armed for<'es as large as they are at pn•sent. and
also to enlarge them and to help eaeh other in this enlargement. · The
l'<,sult would mean not only an arms race among the signers. but a
constantly growing threat to those nations in the world who are not
signers. .History shows that such armament races end in war. de:-:-truction and collapse. For this renson the "\Var Resisters League is
opposed to the North Atlantic Defense Pact.
COST OF MILITARY ASSISTAYCE

3. The tentative cost for the first year of the operation of the North
Atlantic Defense Pact fhis military aid to Greece and Turkev. and
so forth, has been stntec as approximately $1.450,000,000 This hu•!e
mm would be in addition to the stupendous military budget demand ~f
$16,000,000,000. In the light of the findings of the Hoover Conuuis-
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sion as to the waste of taxpayers' money by the armed services. the
miS<'rable citizen, who is to supply this added cash out of his fastshrinking savings. mav well crv out in protest. Even if it was assured
that no wa~t~ was to ~}('('UI', tl\e spendmg. of _all this m~rney to supply
gu11s and m1htnry eqmpment to assorted lorc>1gn conntries 1s fantastic,
The rnlted States spent such sums on ship\>ing arms to China and
today much of such military equipment is in t 1e hands of the Chinese
Communists. \Vhat is to prPVent the same thing from happening
under the North .Atlantic Defense Pact lend-lease plan? The \Var
Resisters League ritises its \•oice in protest against the whole idea.
It is strongly against the Xorth Atlantic Defense Pact for financial
reasons. It 1s opposecl to handing the armed services money to finance
Operation Rathole via military lend-lease to Europe.
The fundamental difficulty faced by our Government today is that
its forei~ policy has been too much determined by military-minded
men. Military-minded men know how to win a war. They have shown
clearly that they do not know how to make peace. What is needed ia
ii basic shift iu attitude, seeking to establish trust and confide1we between nations. It is (•011fitleP~c :rnd trust and simple honesty that are.
Cte foundations of peace. Under the influence of military-minded
men om Government has heen acting on the basis of establishing·
peace on a foundation of fear and threats. Peace cannot be established in that wav. The :Xorth AtJantic Defense Pact is a "show
of force," a threat. The \Var Resisters League is convinced that its
l!reatest contribution to peace today is to urge you gentlemen of the.
Sennte Foreign Relations Committee to oppose the ratification of the
North Atlantic Defense Pact.
WAR 18 NOT A SOLUTION TO ANY

PROBLE~I

'l'he CHAIRMAN. Your organization is against any kind of wnr at.
anv time, anyhow?
Mr. R1cn:\lmS. Yes. We feel that war in itself is destructiw. Tt
doesn't produce the results hoped for.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose this country should be invaded by a foreign natio!1 a!1d wnr made upon us. Y ~>U would oppose our going to.
wnr to resist it?
Mr. RtCH,\RDs. That is right. We feel that in the long run it would
not result in the good that we had hoped for. For instance, an illustration is the great Civil \Var, the War Between the States. There it.
happened, almost a hundred years ago, and you know and I know
that you can go down to South Carolina and ~fississippi and still find
people who are bitter against the "damned Yankees."
The CHAIR~L\~. You can find some up ~orth that are bitter against
the "damned Southerners."
Mr. R1cHARDS. That is right.
The CnAJRMAN. It is not a one-wav street.
Mr. RrcHARl>s. Oh, no. I am not bl:1ming the South a bit. not at.
all. Half of my people are from the South, so that does not enter.
But what I am saying is that the result of the Civil War was that we
won the victory, but there has been this tension ever since, even in our.
own countrv. and we contend that if we had not used that method ot
war we cotlld have settled the sl~very business down there peaceably·
and we would not have had all tins tension.
0
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The CHAIRMAN. I think you are probably right about some of that.
But, for instance, the Confederate Army invaded Pennsylvania. They
resisted and fought the battle of Gettysburg. If you had been living
at that time you would have said to the southerners, "Come on anil
take Pennsylvania; we aren't going to fight you"9
Mr: R1c11ARDS. I happen to be another Quaker. You heaPd one this
mornmg.
The Ca.urotAN. I have heard a good many here.
Mr. R1cIIARDS. I happen to be another one.
The CHAIRMAN. I respect the Quakers. I think they are a great
people, but I just want to get your viewpoint. Suppose an army comes
over and invades the United States and captures the Capitol and the
White House and all that. You would not be in favor of resisting
them at alH You would just say "Come on''¥
Mr. RICHARDS. No; I would not say "Come on." Not at all. Don't
misstate that.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to misquote you.
Mr. RICHARDS. We have had in the world today an excellent and
very striking little text that has come to us in Philadelphia recently.
'Ve have had the demonstration of a whole nation that was able to get
its freedom without war, the case of India. Now, of ·course, the circumstances are very complex, and I will not endeavor to go into it,
but the sum of it is that a man that I know has recently•beRn to India,
and he. has just returned, and on his way back he stopped over in
Germany. He has had a chance to visit with Prime l\linister Xehru
and a lot of the other people in India, and when he got. to Germany he
was asked by the l;nite<l St.ates military ~overnment if he would not
talk with a group of young men who ha<l been trained in the Hitler
youth movement, trained as Nazis, and this fellow said he started to
talk to tJwse Nazis, and they ~ot so interested in it that when 12 o'clock
midnight came they wouldn't stop, and they kept him talkin,:i: there
until 4 o'clock in the morning, and the reason for that was this, that
these boys had all been trained with the id~a that the world was going
to be made better bv me:ms of force an1l violence. and here this fellow
came along, fresh from India, saying that a bett~r world can be m!lde
by nonviolent means. It was so new that these Hitler bovs were com1)letely intrigued with it, and lhey kept him up until 4 o'clock in the
morning asking questions about how it had been done in India.
The answer to your question is that there are other means of t"e.Sisting attack. resisting aggression, than trying to fight with guns.
ATrACK

ON PEARL HARBOR

Senator VA-SDENBEHO. For example, what would you have done at
Pearl Harbor?
Mr. R1c11Anns. In the first place. I would not have allowed, if I had
had any say, the situation to get to that point.
SPnator VANOENBERO. That would have been a good idea.
Mr. RICHARDS. I would have stopped, for instance, the shipment of
scrap iron to Japan for all of those years that that took place. helpin~
Japan to start the war in China. I would have stopped that. I woullt
ham said, "It isn't the thing to do. 'Ye don't want to help Japan
doing that."
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Senator VANDENBERG. There is much to be said for that, but y:ou
confront a fact: An attack at Pearl Harbor. What would you do?
Mr. RICHARDS. As I said, I would not have let it happen. If it had
happened, I would not have precipitated it.
Senator VANDENBERG. All right. We would not have precipitated
it, but we would have tried to stop it. It happens. What would you
have done?
Mr. RICHARDS. I would not have gone to war about it.
Senator VANDENBERG. What would you have dont> 1
Mr. RICHARDS. I would have immediately endeavored to get a pence
conference started between Japan and the United States, immediately.
Senator VANDENBERG. But this attack is coming down out of the
sky on Sunday morning. Now what are you going to do on Sunday
afternoon 1 Are you going to fight back, or are you not going to fight
back?
Mr. RICHARDS. The first thing to do would have been to try to pick
up the pieces of the people that were injured and try to get them
in the hospital, of course. But so far as the authorities were concerned, to my mind the thing to do was to try to prevent it going any
further, which would mean by trying to get together and form a peace
conference with the Japanese.
Senator VANDENBERG. You would not have fought back on Sunday
afternoon and tried to protect what was left?
Mr. RICHARDS. No; I think that was a mistake. That, of course,
meant going right ahead at the war business.
To put it in a personal matter, if somebody comes up and slaps
my face the natural and human thing which anybody would feel
would be that you would slap him back and hit him. But there is
something in the idea of not doing so. There is, of course, a long
Quaker tradition. The Qunkers have managed to live for a long
time and they have done a lot of good in the world, and they do not
helieve in this fighting business. They believe there is a better way.
I think there is something that you gentlemen might well consider.
Senator VANDENBERG. I do not disagree with that at all, my friend,
and I have the profoundest respect for the Quaker position. I had
never understood, however, that the Quaker position would accept
an attack such as occurred at Pearl Harbor without any resistance at
t.hf' moment to try to salvage any part of the situation.
Mr. RICHARDS. Now, wait a minute. If I may say this, Senator,
I don't take it upon mvself to speak as a representative of American
or world Quakerism. When you get on this subject, all I can do is to
tell my own personal ideas as a Quaker.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is all I am asking about.
Mr. R1cHARDS. And as I said. I think that the thing .that would
have been hardest to do, undoubtedly, but most effective and most
constructive, would have been to call a peace conference immediately,
and try to settle th~ difficulty without a continuation of the war. I
will grant you it would be very difficult. but I think that in the light
of the present world situation it is n real idea, and OhandFs work there
I think has ~iven us a real lead.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you one question. You sav vou would
have called a peace conference with Japan. Didn~t we have a peace
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conference with Japan at that very moment O'Oing on here in \Vasbington? Didn't JaJ>an have two of her di1~omatic representatives
here and, pending t ieir discm,-sions, was not the attack made~
Mr. R1cnARDs. So far as I have been able to delve into the historical
record as shown Lv Dr. Charles Beard's book, President Roosevelt
and the.Coming ot"World War, lVH-1 don't know whether you have
seen that-The CHAin.'1A:N'. Don't yon know, though, that those two repl"('!ientatives of Japan were here in conferenee with the Pl"('sident and
the Secretary of State and protesting armament and all that, and at
the v~ry moment Japan was preparing to commit murder nt Pearl
Harbor? Isn't that so?
The CnAIRMA:N'. Then that peact> confer:-nce you are talking about
would have been useless and hypocritical in that the Japanese were
not indulging in taking peaceful means but were bent on eonquest and
murder and all of the ravages of war. ls that not true Y
Mr. R1cHARDs. I think yon are overlooking sonwthing. 'Vait a
minute. I want to say this, if I might. These people who were representing Japan here, tnlking pc>nce, were not being met with the right
attitude by the Americans. The whole thing was a tricky shifting
around, dodging in and out. and there wasn "t a frank, honest~ open
desire to settle it. It was tricky.
The CH.\IRl\IAN. Jn other words, you rt>flect upon everything that
our people did to try to adjust this matter, and you are boosting the
Japanese who were' hel'2 with words of peace
th~ir lips ai1d a
dagger in their hands.
l\fr. RICHARDS. I do not agree with that, Senator. I am not boosting
the Japanese at all, not a bit, not a particle. Rather, I am criticizing
the whole crowd, both sides.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, that is all.
Do you have any more questions1
SPnator VANDE.....-BERO. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We will excuS? you. Carrr
baek our greetings to the Quakers. \Ye respect them and have a o-reat
affcetion for them.
""
f will hear one more witness and then we are going to recess. :l-lrs.
Robert Harrison, of Memphis, Tenn.

on

STATEMENT OF MRS; ROBERT R. HARRISON; GLEN JW)~ JI. 1.

l\Irs. HARRISON. Aren't you hung1·y?
The CnAJR:\LlN. I am hungry for information.
l\Irs. H.\HIUsoN. I hope I mnv give you some.
The CHAIRMAN. "'hom do )'ou rej)resent 1
.Mrs. HARRISON. A world citizen's point of view. That is \\·hat my
attitude is.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not represent any organization 1
:.\frs. HARIUl'ON. Just myself and my own opinion.
The C11AIHMA~ . Your own views and your own "opinion 1
Mrs. I-Lurn1soN. That's right.
The CnArnMAN. You live in :Memphis, do you?
Mrs. HAtlRISON. No; I am a resident of Glen Ridge. N. J. I was
horn in T~nne.ssee, and tlte correspondence between Mr. O'Dav and
myself has been carried on from Memphis, my old home tuwn. •
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The CHAIRMAN. How lon~ is your statement 1
Mrs. H.rnR1soN. My statement is an oral statement. I lost my
"specs'' on the way driving from Memphis, and I borrowed some
magnifying glass~s, so I haven't written it. I promised :Mr. O'Day
I would give a written record, but I haven't been able to.
The CHAIRMAN. You may speak and you don't need to write it.
He will take your statement down.
Mrs. HARRISON. I have a telegram here which I sent, unsigned, to
the President, on ApriJ 4, when he was in SeC'retary Ache~on's office
with the others who signed the North Atlantic Defense Pact. Twentyfour hours before that pact was signed I was alone in my home in
Glen Ridge, and because of certain convictions I had I got on the
train ancl came down to \Y1u;hinW-on and tried all day long in this
Senate Office Building to get one lone Senntor to listen to what I had
to say.
One year ago in January, feeling I was i~nornnt us to what I should
know as an American citizen or as a world citizen, I decided that the
place to fet information was at the place of attack by most of the
people o the worlrl. You people have my sympathy, you Senators
.and that Congress and our Government, and I sort of feel as if I want
to have a part at clearing up the misunderstandings which exist between so many peoples of the world, and our Government.
OPPOSITION TO PACT.

I believe in the Constitution and I believe thnt you Senators and
our Government believe in it. ~ow you will want to know, "What
do you tbink of the Atlantic Pact?" Perhaps you are thinking at this
moment that I am getting off the subject. What has this got to do
with your attitude with regard to the North Atlantic Pact? If I read
to you my telegram, which is all I had to voice my opinion and
·attitude toward the pact at the time I was helpless to do anything
;about the pact, it will show my feelinl!. This telegram I got yesterday
lrom the main office. I came here. I had gone up to the main office,
sort of feeling that perhaps there would be a difficulty, because these
people here in this buildin,u: told me there perhnps would be difficulty
-even getting it out of the files of the Western Union. I went up my~lf to the Western Union office.
Now, Mr. O'Day, may I say just before I read this, '~as the only
person in 1% years in your Foreign Relations Committee room in
the Capitol who listened to me and gave me a chance.
The CHAIRMAN. You had not been here a whole year and a half,
had you, before you got to see Mr. O'Day Y
.Mrs. HARRISON. I had been coming down. I had been here on four
trips to Washington on my own. This was the fourth trip, and today
makes the fifth day.
To the President, Mr. Truman, and to those signing the Atlantic Pact, care of
Afr••1chcson, of the State Departm.ent, Washington, D . C.:

In the name of God, In whom many in America and the world trust, In the
name of the freedom-loving peoples of the world, I send you this message. These
frf'edom·loving peoples of the world are looking to our way of life proying supPrlor
and better than Russia's communistic way. Russia's way Is ruling by force.
That very same military force the Atlantic Pact expects to use it and wohen
necessary to protect only about a quarter ot the world's population. Please do
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not sign thls pact just now. If you do, you will be signing the death warrant

ot democracy, No. 1; No. 2, the death warrant ot the United Nations; No. 3,
the death warrant ot the power ot the United States to protect the democraclee

of other countries as well as her own. Our Government cannot protect ltselt
except by torce ot arms, which ls undemocratic.
THE VOICE 01' THE F8EEDOH LoVING PEoPLES 01' TBB WoBLD.

I dare to sign that and today I dare to stand before you as a volunteer-I am to sit before you-and to volunteer as an amba~adress of
peace. I·have been living in Korea, China, and India for 24 years.
My family has been receiving from the Orient our very life. Now~
because I have received so much from my own com1try, my own
native land for 30 years before I was chosen to represent a group who
asked me to go out and teach our way of life, because I married out of
this group and into the business world I now stand before you, not
only as an American citizen but as a citizen of the world, because my
family, you see, began in Korea. Our children were born in Seoul,
they have been educated in the system of British and American
scl~ools in 9hina, .and. in India, so don't ;ou see my point of view is a
pomt of view wluch is no longer that o only a person who has been
receiving his life or living in this country all of his life, but may I
say that I see a danger in the Atlantic Pact as discriminating against
three-quarters of the millions of the peoples of this earth who want to
be free from the very same thing that we wish to be freed from. which
is the type of life that will destroy the "four freedoms Y"
FEAR-THE BASIS OF TIIE PACT

I see in this Atlantic Pact, because I have been studyin§' mass
psychology, thl' psychiatrists' point of view, the psychologists point
of view, and nil of these attitudes of mind which they say will defeat
an individual's success, and I see in this Atlantic Pact there is an
element of fear which is the basis of the very pact itself, and because
we are afraid we are taking this try and this organ and we are using
it, and there is good in it, Senator. I am not fighting against the
good that it may do to secure a few people in Europe, but I wonder if
we aren't making a mistake, we in the American Government who
represent the democracies and are trying to free the world and make
the world secure. I am wondering if an alliance will not cripple us
and handicap us in the future. I am wondering if it is not a shortsighted policy which is going to make trouble for us in the future.
WORLD TRADE AND COMMERCE

For instance, I haYe been out of the business world for 26 years.
My husband is still out there. He is in Siam now. All right. What
we need for the prosperity of onr AmE>rica and the world is <'Onunerce
and trade, is it not? All right. Let's look at this Atlantic Pact. We
have been talking about sanctions and what we could do as a gowmment in case we 'vish to use· this method of sanctions. And perhaps
we would not have to go to a war if there was a war in Europe. But
suppose three-quarters of the millions of the world would decide to
jomt with the Communists Y
Now, at the present time, India has just become an independent
country. We don't know how India is going. We do know that a
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type of communism is in China which is a Moscow-controlled communism, China is an old friend. She depends, and has depended,
on our faith. Somehow or othe1~ I feel we should, perhaps, with re- ·
gard to China just now, do as we have done in previous times with
exiled governments, continue to give China confidence, this little
tiny remains of the Republic of China~ if we could just somehow or
other give them courage or some support or some help.
All right. Now India. If India remains n01wiolent, if these other
countries remain friendly toward us. well and ~ood . 'Ve do not know
what would happen if the other countries of tlrn world would become
so tied U(> and blocked as China is today. 'Ve ha,·e needed China's
business m the past. Is that not so, Senator? 'Vill we not need
India's business? And will we not need the:-e other businesses? But
in China, I understand, we have crippled ourselves so with regard to
getting over to North China-if I am mistaken please correct meon transportation that we cannot do business. Therefore we are
willing to come out of China and have nothing more, and leave them
to the Communists, because we can no longer make money out of
China.
All right. Suppose other countries become so that they can't do
business1 What then is going to happen to our trade and commerce~
So don't you see from that point of view, as one who is and has received all of ner light, you see, from the Orient, that I am speaking
from that point of view of trying to look into the future and speak
for a world organization which will make collective security of all
the countries¥
So what is good for us-trade, commerce, education, all of those
things that will build for peace, build a relationship on which we
can build a new world of peace and brotherhood.
IMPORTANCE

OF OTHER AREAS

It seems to me that we are not quite on the right way to this cementing of relations of all the peoples of the world. In a democracy, as
in a family, if we are to save our family from some outside enemy, each
member of that family must be loyal, must work together and cooperate for the mutual good and welfare of that family. So, as a
family of nations, how can we be interested as an American Government, which should be an arbitrator, a peace maker, working not only
for Europe. Yes, the North Atlantic Pact is all right. Let us work
with and cooperate with Europe, but what are we going to do~ We
have a Pacific Ocean on the other side. Are we going to be silent
with regard to what is going to happen on the Pacific Ocean~ If we
could only now, at this present time, begin to talk about a Pacific Pact.
And, you know, saving the face of the Oriental is a serious thing,
Senator. Are you listening¥
The CHAIRMAN. I am listening.
Mrs. ll.AmusoN. I was in Japan in 1924 when the Exclusion Act
was made a law. My husband said, "Don't go out in the street today,
dear. You might be subject to some insult."
I said, "But please, may I f!O out. because that is the only way I
can learn and see what the reaction is?" I have a passion for learning
to understand other peoples of the world, to see what their points of
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view are. So I made an excuse of going to the bank, and I went
and did some banking that morning.
The Japanese businessmen were lined ahead of me and, according
to their custom, this noise that they make and their courtesy of bowing, the first thing I knew, instead of being at the end of the line
I was at' the cashier's window, and so apparently, you see, .Japan was
going to accept this European, this foreigner, and not let her know
really how they felt, slapped in the face and insulted.
But do you know what happened immediately after that 1 I was
asked to teach English to the families at Keijo University. Do you
know that the Government of Japan at that time began to send out
the best brains and the best minds, families, and they SUJ;>ported those
families to live over in Germany, to learn how the Nazi military tactics
were to be carried on in case of war. They came back, all of them. and
helped Japan to become our No. 2 enemy.
Senator, I am sure none of you men here have forgotten, and I surely
know how serious it is to insult an oriental. to make him lose face.
Well, I don't think any of us like to lose face, and I believe we can
-save our face now before the world. I know all those things. I have
been living- out there. I know what they are saying against us. .\nu
I will fight these people who just talk against us without knowing
facts.
But here is what I would like to beg of you. Let's do something
now that will save the face of ~\mericn, of the American Oornrnment
and of the American people, awl save the other peoples of the world
who nre afraid of us. Give them something that will no longer make
them afraid of us and therefore our enemies, nnd that will precipitate
them into. some sort of scheme or something whereby they will Lt'come
-0ur enemies.
So let 11s try, and I seem to feel that there is a. way. now. if \\""
would talk about anothe1· organization. I know we cannot do what
we want to do with the United Nations on account of the veto.
{'mtldn't we very cleverly do something in a world organization which
will be perhaps regional pacts. Let's have one, the No11h Atlantic
Pa<'t. We need it. It is right. All right, let's have an Oriental Puct.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you for the North Atlantic Pact'!
Mrs. HARRISON. For everything in the Atlantic Pact that will build
for peace.
POSITION ON THE TUF.ATY

The CnAmMAN. You are the ju<lge of that. Are you for the Atlantic Pact or ai.rainst it~
Mr. HAURISON. I am not a whole 100 percent for it, because I
think-The CHAIRMAN. \Vhat percent are you for it~
l\lrs. HARRISON. I am the worst mathematician in the world. I
-don't know how to make that percent really l~onest. I wnnt tn be
honest. I want to be sincere. I know we are accused of dishonest\·
and insincerity. and I am not avoiding your question and I am goin~
to nnswer it. Insofar as the Atlantic Pact preserves the pea<'e of the
world and defends democracy, I am for the Atlantic Pact. Doeg tlutt
answer vou. Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I think so-in a way.
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Mrs. HAmnso:s. Do you wnnt to nsk me another question ~
The CnAIRl'tlAN. No; I do not want to ask you any.
:Mrs. HARRISON. May I ask you one~
The C11Aml'tl.\N. Yt>s: vou mav. ·
Mrs. HARRISON. I nm 1i'ot so c<invinced that the basis for the Atlantic
Pact is altogether 1lemocr.atic. I nm against anything that isn"t dl'mocrntie. But tell lllt'-maybe I am not informed about it. But do you
know whetlwr or not this European Pact, may I call it?-The CnAIRMAN. No; you may not call it that.
l'tlOTIVES BEHIND THE NOUTH ATLANTIC TREATY
Mrs. HARRI1'1•N". All right, the North Atlantic Defense Pact-would
you tell me if it is in some way trying to secure what the militnry
people nnd military for('es are i:roing to d~pend on in the next war,
which would be oil'{
The C'HAIHJ\t.\N. Oh-Mrs. H.\RRJsox. I hear nil these criticiHms about it. I am asking
you. could it he that they nre trying t-0 protect the Arabian pipe
line? I don't know. I wonder. There must. be something:. You
st'e, in all historv back of ewrv war it is said that the citizens within
the country befray the counfry before an outside enemy comes in
to conquer us and betray us. I can't tdl yon how much I want this
question answered. I know I was in Tientsin-The C'nAIRlllAN. That is all very interesting about Tientsin, hut
let's get on with this subject. 'Ve are talking about this treaty
now.
Mrs. HARRISON. I know we are.
The C'HAIRl\IAN. 'Ve are trying to.
Mrs. HAuRisox. And that is what I am trying to get at. I want
to ask you a question with regard to business. You see, I clon't want
us to be betrayed by some group within our America that has selfish
interests, and because of its power are a united i:rroup who have been
the ones who have signed the Atlantic Pact. Don't you see what I
am getting at~
The CnAIR'.\lAN. No, I don't.
Mrs. HARRISON. ·would you be interested to ask me a questiont
then?
The CHAIRMAX. No; I have asked you one question and you didn't
answer it. I asked you, were you for the pact or against it. You do
not seem to have made up your own mind. You are here to advise
this committee whether we ought to ratify this pact or rt>ject it.
You refuse to tell us which side vou are on. You are for the Koreans
and the Indians and the peopie over in Asia, hut I want to talk
about this treaty.
Mrs. I-L\RRisON. Don't vou realize that I am first and foremost
for my country of America 1
The C'HAIRlllAN. Oh, yes; that is true.
Mrs.. HARRISON. 'Vhen you have lived outside of the country you
appreciate your own country more when you get back and you will
be willing to sacrifice and go to more sacrifices.
The CHAIRMAN. I have never been abroad but what I was glad to
get back to the United States of America.
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Mrs. HARRISON. I have my first home in 16 years. I just now bought
it, and you can't know how much I appreciate for the first time in
26 years being a citizen. So, Senator, I am just trying to find out if
a group, or if there is not a danger of a certain group, misinterpreting
us or, well, I would say, destroying our heritage. Could it be that
11ow, with this North Atlantic Pact, we might be selling our birth
rig-ht, which is the heritage of democracy, for a mess of pottage!
The CHAIRMAN. No.
Mrs. HARRISON. That is what is concerning me so much.
The CHAIRMAN. You asked me that question. My answer is "no.'"
It is to protect democracy. It is to protect the peoples that believe
in democracy and protect their independence and their security.
Mr. HARRisoN. But only over here on the Atlantic Ocean, and we
have a Pacific Ocean here too.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand. We can't do it all at once.
Mrs. HARRISON. Don't you think it would be wiser now if we were
to have a Pacific Pact 1
·
The CHAIRMAN. I think we had better stick to our last until we
get through with this job. All these questions about "Let's go over
beyond here" are beyond what we are trying to do. We are trying to
find out about this Atlantic Pact. You don't seem to know whether
you are for it or against it, so you are not of much help to the committee when you do not know your own mind.
Mrs. HARRISON. I told you, please, awhile ago, when you asked me,
that I was for it insofar as it would protect the democracies of the
world.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what it is designed for.
Mrs. HARRISON. A world government and world peace. I am for it
if it does that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what our purpose in mind is. ·
Mrs. HARRISON. I want to be sure it is going to do that.
The CHAmMAN. We do not know what the future is going to hold.
Mrs. HARRISON. We have to make ourselves secure for the future,
and we have to know whether or not this North Atlantic Defense Pact
is going to secure our future, Senator. That is all I am concerned
about.
The CHAmMAN. We think so.
All right; thank you very much for xour testimony.
The committee will take a recess until 2: 30.
(Whereupon, at 12: 45 p. m., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m. of
the same day.)
(The committee reconvened at 4: 30 p. m. at the expiration of the
recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Joseph L. Bradford9
Mr. BRADFORD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long is your statement¥
Mr. BRADFORD. Three or four minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent, where do you live and
what do you do1
STATEMENT OF 10SEPH L. BRADFORD, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. BRADFORD. My name is Joseph Bradford. I represent no organization. I live in Philadelphia, 1625 Walnut Street. I just took
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the day off from work to come down and tell the Senate committee
wey I am in opposition to the North Atlantic Pact.
The CaAmMAN. All right. We will be glad to hear you. Go right
ahead.
Mr. BRADFORD. I am a machinist by trade. I have been a workingman all my life and all my life I have been active in trade-unions and
in everytliing that affects unions. And being interested in unions,
naturally, I am interested in the things that affect my fellow working.
men and the people of my country.
I am for peace and for everything that will help keep the peace
between our country and the world; therefore, I am against the North
Atlantic Pact and its entangling alliances.
I was a sincere and constant supporter of our late President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, primarily because of the benefits and gains that
the workingman was able to obtain during his administrations. And
I do not propose to sit idly by and keep my mouth shut when I look
around me and see everything that we gained during Roosevelt's a<lministration go down the drain. Since Roosevelt's death everything he
stood for and I stand for has been abandoned. It was his efforts to
bring about victory over the enemy and lasting peace for the world
that took him to Yalta. It was at Yalta that the Three Great Powers
met and agreed to work together after victory. The North Atlantic
Pact voids the Yalta agreements and divides the world in two. Roosevelt showed the world that the United States and Russia could work
together in peacetime as well as in wartime. The North Atlantic
Pact provides for a military alliance that excludes Russia and therefore destroys all the efforts of Roosevelt whose policy for world peace
was founded upon cooperation with Russia.
REARMAMENT AND THE TREATY

If the administration and the pact supporters are sincere in their
belief that this is a peace pact why then does not the administration
have the intestinal fortitude to tell the American people that along
with this so-called peace pact goes the expenditure of untold and unknown billions of dollai:s for arms? We have already appropriated
over $15,000,000,000 for arms and rearming and if we continue spending most all of our income for arms, how are we going to get the things
that every American workingman is vitally interested in 1
In the city where I live, housing conditions are terrible. Unemployment or the fear of unemployment is affecting almost everyone
I know. Factories are beginning to shut down and throw their employees on the street with no place to turn. Most eve:ry,one I know is
asking, "Are we in the beginning of another depression like the dreaded
depression of 19291 Are the bread lines and soup lines coming back
again¥"
Tell me, Senators, how is it that we can spend billions on arms but
become so miserly when it comes to providmg money for the things
that people need so badly today 1 We need billions, not millions, for
public works that will provide needed employment for the unemployed.
We need billions, not millions, for the over one-half of our population who are ill-housed, and at the same time provide jobs at decent pay
for the unemployed.
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If I could only convince you Senators, to stop spending billions
upon billions for arms and spend a goodly part of th-at to meet the
people's needs here at home; then you would make democracy: work.
Let's stop this war spending and spend for peace and we will have
peace and not pacts that breed war .
I think I speak for the untold millions who want peace and, therefore, I urge you in all humility to reject the North Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIBMAN. You a-re a war veteran, aren't you¥
Mr. BRADFORD. No, sir. I did not serve in this war.
The CHAIRMAN. In any wad
Mr. BRAD:t"ORD. In neither war1 that is right.
The CHAIJUIAN. You got a jot>¥
Mr. BRADFORD. I have a job.
The Cn,unMAN. You are complaining about unemployment. You
have a job, haven't you¥
.Mr. BRADFORD. I had it when Ileft yesterday. The plant I am working in has laid off 40 people last Friday.
The CnAIR:\IAN. They didn't lay you o:ff?
Mr. BRADFORD. Not me.
The CHAIRMAN. You laid yourself off.
Mr. BRADFORD. I took today off to come down here.
The CHAIJUCAN. I am glad you came. You are getting satisfactory
pay, aren't you¥
Mr. BRADFORD. I am not complaining about that. But I have an
interest in the people. That is why I am down here.
.
The CIIAIJUIAN. You are a sort of a missionary for others. But I
am talking about yourself. You are getting along all right, you are
getting satisfactory pay, and you have a job, 1s that true Y
Mr. BRADFORD. That is right.
The CHAutMAN. What do vou do¥
Mr. BRADFORD. I am a machinist.
The CHAIR~.!AN. What kind?
Mr. BRADFORD. I work in a tool room, making tools and dies.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BRAD:t"ORD. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Tittman.

STATEMENT OF A. 0. TITTMAN, KEW GARDENS, B. Y.
Mr. T1TTMAN. Mr. Chairman, Senators, I am glad that I again have
the opportunity to present to you my views; this time on the proposed "North Atlantic Security Alliance/' as I did over a year ago
on ERP.
I represent the Voters Alliance for Americans of German Ancestry the thousands of readers of my brochures and probably the
wishes and opinion of many American citizens who, all propaganda
of interested sources to the contrary, are still isolationists at heart
but cannot make themselves heard.
The North Atlantic Security Alliawe commits the American JK>ople
to something about which they know litt.le. It is, therefore, audacious
to claim that they are in favor of it. An old-time Gallup poll might
give the clue. Certain it is that 99 percent know little or nothing about
it while 999 per thousand won't even go to the trouble to inform themselves. The greater, therefore, is the duty of those who have in-
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formed themselves to point out the dangers to the American people
inherent in this pact.
.
This so-called defense treaty betrays a total lack of historic and
geographic knowledge, and it is not difficult for its enemies at home
and abroad to point out its unreliability. It is nothing but a document designed to perpetuate by force for its participants their territorial possessions, including those which cun only be termed "loof' or
4 'allocation," now the polite word for it, acquired through aggressive
war, for an alleged waging of which most of the former Germau
Government were executed.
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF TREATY

Even the title is misleading. It is called the ".Atlantic" Treaty,
and in article 12 it speaks of "pence and security in the North Atlantic
area," while in article 6 it includes "the Algerian departments of
France" and "attacks on vessels or aircraft in this area of any of the
parties." By no stretch of the imagination do these .Algerian departments belong to the Atlantic. They are in the Mediterranean and
belong in a Mediterranean pact, but they were probably included on
France's insistence. Now let's examine a little closer the case of
France. These Algerian departments which we are called on to protect, by force of arms, if 1iecessary, are French only through armed
French aggression. Their conquest began about 100 years ago, but
was not completed until 1870 to 1871, when the .Algerians rose in
rebellion. The more recent conquests in Morocco do not seem to be
focluded, although they border on the Atlantic, albeit not the North
Atlantic. Are they supposed to be part of the "Algerian departments"1
Well, the French hold on north Africa is already challenged by the
Arab .League, and Abd-el-Krim, the famous Berber leader, now in
Egypt, who fought the French so long, has vowed that he would
devote the rest of his life to the liberation of Algeria and Morocco
from the French. Behind Abd-el-Krim stands the Arab League,
already antagonized by us through our pro-Jewish partisanship. Are
we to protect the French oonquerors of Africa against the liberation
of these regions Y
Then there is Alsace-Lorraine, German since the days of Caesar.
'fhe French stole some parts during the Thirty Years' \Var when Germany could not defend her territory. Strassburg fell into their hands
through treason in 1681. Other parts did not fall into their hands
11ntil the French Revolution, including l\fuehlhausen, which until then
belonged to Switzerland. The people are to this day German speaking, and all t-0wn n11mes are German. The Rhine never was the frontier between France and Germany w1til French aggression made it
~> in the south. The racial and historic boundary ran along the top
c,f the Vosges Mountains. East, everything was German, and west it
was "Welsh., (French). When l\Iarshal Weygand unveiled th_e statue
ff> Marshal Turenne in Thann in l!m~ he said, "Turenne was the first
Frenchman to make Alsace French." 'Vhat was it, then, before 1
Turem1e and l\lelac were the two French genemls who denistate<l the
Palntinate, blew up the wondrous Heidelberg Castle, and caused the
(}erman emigration to Pennsylvania. Incidentally, Germany never
r·t•ceived reparation for this act of vandalism. But this treaty guar-
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antees to France rich lands which don't belong to her historically,
racially, or linguistically,.), and which she took by conquest. And what
about the 100-PE'.rcent u-~rman Saar which !Secretary Marshall so
glibly and preC'1pitously handed over to the French without even consulting the wi!"hPs of the inhabitants¥ Is the Saar also protected b'
this treaty? Have we become a nation of prison wardens!
Then there are the lands in the Pas de Calais, east of Calais or
Knhlen. There live 300,000 Dutch-speaking Teutons. When we once
crossed from Dover to Calais, an English couple commented on the
fairness of the porters. "Well, they are Germans," the husband said.
Farther west there is Britanny .whose people sti11 talk their old British
(Welsh) and can converse with the Welsh of Wales in their common
ton~ue. There is quite a movement for national independence there.
Still farther west we get to Biarritz, not a very French-sounding name.
These Basques would like nothing better than to be reunited with
their brothers in Spain. In the south around Perpignnn we find Catalans, the same as in Barcelona, Spain, also with their own language
which is neither French nor Spamsh. Are we to guarantee to France
all these possessions~ The American people also deserve to know if
this pact 1s to be valid in case, with De Gaulle at her head, France were
to become a dictatorship.
.
THE TREATY AND THE I:XTENTE C!->IlDIALE

The proposed treaty of alliance is a pact for war like the Entente
Cordiale. I have lived in England when Stanley Baldwin renewed it.
I then told my British friends that while I had believed that never
again would Britain and Germany fight each other, another war and
Britain's participation was now assured. "Oh, that is only for defense,"
they said. But Britain not only wanted war herself; Churchill also
talked France into the proper frame of mind to follow suit and honor
her pact. So both declared war on Germany on September 1, 1939,
and I heard both declarations over the radio in London at that time.
It will be remembered that Baldwin resigned and hunded his mess over
to Chamberlain on a plea of ill health. But it kill(>d Chamberlain
while Baldwin wns kmg'hted and. I believe. is still a1ive.
Like the Entente Cor<liale this is a war pact, and as our future allies
are pitifully weak, unenthusiastic and unreliable, the wl1ole weight
would again fa11 on us, and our losses. bloody and otherwise, would
far surpass those in the last war. Such a war would probably bankrupt us and turn us into n second-class nation. It might even end white
predominance at home and result in our mongre1iz11tion.
Has Mr. Aclwson ever considered what it would cost to be constantlv
prepared and which of the two sides could stand such tension longer·~
The Russian private ~ets the equirnlent of ahout 10 cents a day, and
he Jives on the country. The American soldier gets at least $3 a dav
nnd his wnnts are much greater. Besides, in the matter of intervention and logistics, Russin, next-door neighbor to Germany would be
there long before we or our a11ies could <lo anything effective.
GER:\IANY AND THE TREATY

What then should be our policv? We should certainly abandon our
over-all policy toward German):, written by Mr. Acheson when As-
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sistant Secretary of State and our guide all this time. I called attention to the existence of this over-all policy but do not kno.w if the
Senate acquainted itself with it. The aim of that policy was to keep
Germany fettered. It is not a policy written iri the interest of a
durable peace. It is punitive and destructive and the occupation
statute and Ruhr control as well as other features prove that we are
still following it. .Mr. Acheson, it is said, is a fairly recent American.
His father was a British-born clergyman, his mother a Canadian
heiress. It should, therefore, not surprise you if some of us don't like
Mr. Acheson's deck of cards. Not that he uses supernumerary aces
but because there are too mnny Jacks in it-Union Jacks.
Before this last war Germany was the buffer a~ainst Russia, against
Asia. She was the main support for Britain s balance of power.
Unless we aspire to that prop ourselves, we should restore that balance by rearming Germany. She is the only country that would make
a worth while ally, and she was never co11sidered a threat by us until
Britain turned her wrath on her. It is generally admitted that the
Germans are the best soldiers in the world, and it is also said that
without the 500,000 Germans and 300,000 Irish in the Union armies
the North could not have won. Besides, German militarists and
Junkers were very welcome here at the time, and the map of Gettysburg reads like an Almanac de Gotha. Nor did the South turn down
German militarists at that time. Heros von Borke, a giant of a mi\n
and adjutant to General Johnstone, through his service and intrepidity,
made a name for himself and became an almost legendary figure.
Von Massow, in Mosby's cavalry was another. He later became commander of a Prussian Army Corps, but he returned for Confederate
reunions and remained loyal to his friends and the Confederacy all
his life.
The way to make of Germany a willing ally is to do away with all
these restrictions, to take an interest in her recovery, not in her destruction. That's what General Clay meant when he said that the
"punitive phase is over" and ':construction should begin." Dismantling should stop absolutely. German lands should not be given to
avaricious neighbors. The so-called Deutsche mark, which we imposed
on Germany, should be valued at around 20 cents so that Germany
could again sell in foreign markets. It was arbitrarily valued by us
at 30 cents, far too high. No wonder the industrial exhibition in New
York was a "complete flop" as Walter "Winchell joyously announced.
It has risen from a retail price in New York of 8 to 17 cents. Why
we don't know, but some people here are making fortunes out of tins
rise. Personally, I would favor tying currencies of all major nations
this side of the iron curtain to the dollar, as the pound has been tied
for years. That largely maintained the British economy. Such a
step would certainly merease western solidarity and recovery.
It is time that all this racial persecution and discrimination were
stopped. In the long run it certainly pavs to create just and decent
imponderables. The Golden Rule appli~s everywhere, even among
animals. ~ badly treated dog will. fe~r but never lov~ you, and an
elephant with a grudge only bides his time to get even with you. It is
not exactly fair either, this "stomping" on the down-and-outer, as we
ha".e been doing, especially as it concerns a country of our own, the
white race.
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In view of the fact that the German people without their stolen
eastern provinces cannot support in their rump state the indigenous
population, much less the 10 millions or so of the 15 to 20 millions
that sun·ived the unbelievable atrocities accompanying their expulsion
and furthermore that these new boundaries are nut confinne<l or recognized, many Germans even now would side with the west if the
retum of these, t_o them, indispensable la111ls were held out to them
because they hate communism. They have experienced it, and it is said
that even German Communists have been weaned away from this
perverted ideology tln:ough the co~11l':'et of t.he Red a_rmies. ..:~lthough
I am aware of the leanmgs of the National Geograpluc Magazme, I am
nevertheless surprised that on their new map of Europe accompanying
the ,J nne number. it has accepted th2 Pofo;h-ma<le borders as tinal, has
put the ancient German nnmes in territories occupied by the Slavs in
brackets but given fanciful Polish, Russian, and CZt.>Ch names, freely
invented, the place of honor. These names nenr existed before because no Slavs lived there. ls this an attempt to justify Slav claims
to these stolen German lands 1 And why should a magazine accept
a temporary occupation as final 1
Most of the witnesses, I believe, have dwelt on how far this pact
involves us, but I doubt if many or any ha\·e gone into its causes.
GREAT URlTAIN AND TllE TREATY

Fnmlamentally, this treaty is to safeguard the integritv of Britain
and if possible to reestablish her former European hegeinony. Certainly the indispensability of Britain to us has become, through
constant propaganda un axiom of our rulers, a fetish. But its direct
cause is the result of the crazy, unconditional-surrender demand of
Roosevelt and Churchill. That tragic, inhuman policy prolonged the
war and brou~ht about the complete destruction of Germany, creating
a vacuum winch the nearest strong powl'r would fill, and that power
was Red Russin. As a matter of fact, Rm;sia wns invited to come as
deeply as possible into the heart of Europe. nnd our armies were withdruwn from large Germanic territories already occupied by them
in favor of the Reds. That was a dreadful betrayal of western ch·ilization and of the white race, for do not be deceived into thinking that
the advance of the half-Mongolian Red hordes into Germany caused
white eclipse in Europ~ alone. This betrayal also caused the retreat
of the Cuucnsian race in many other parts of the world and with it
the enhanced prestige of the colored or pigmented races. Not many
hPre may be informed that Russia, after systematically exterminating
the llaltic whites, has SE>ttled in their aneient lands and especially in
East Prussia Mongoliuns from fnr off Asia, thus destroying all the
culture of the white race in those parts.
This fateful tlevelopmPnt could haYe been halted if our Government
hall taken an intelli:.rent. just, charitable, and far-sighted Yiew of the
situation instead of olJeying the clamorers and whisperers amon~ the
millions of vindictive Sl1vlo('ks in this countrv. who were not sat1sfie<l
with the holocausts of i-Inmlmrg, Dresden, '\Vuerzburg, and nearly
all larger Gl•rman cities, who were not satisfied with the disapfearance
of one-third of the unfortunate expellees, with the stripping o present
and pnst German wealth, but demanded unending punishment. Even
now these strnttt are not satisfied, as the activities of the so-called
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Societv for the Prevention of World War II of New York prove. This
society, more properly called Society for the Exterminati(\Il of the
German People, financed from secret quarters on a tremendous scale,
charging no dues, floods the country with its outpourings of insatiable
hatred under the leadership of one E. Anselm Mowrer and is in large
measure to blame for keeping open the wounds of war and preventing
a decent settlement. This organization contains many leftists and
refugee foreigners and can hardly be called an American society.
Years ago I asked the House Committee on Un-American Activities to
investigate this outfit, but it was not done.
The British General Fuller, in his recent book, has this to say about
the unconditional-surrender policy which made possible the destruction of Germany:
Object of war is not slaughter and devastation but to persuade the enemy to
change his mind. "Strategic bombing," politely so-called, was not only morally
but militarily wrong and politically suicidal. One only has to look at central
Europe to see this. In Germany the net result of the bombing of the cities was
appalling slaughterings that would have disgraced Attila.

I am not at all happy over the thought that our country took the
leading part in this insane, senseless, wholesale destruction and in the
murder of millions. What wi 11 future generations say about our
responsibility on viewing the ghastly ruins of the once peerless German
citi2s, ruins that will prevnil Jong after we are a11 dead, after centuries 1
.Attila and Genghis Khan will certainly be superseded by the names of
the men responsible for this unbelievable abomination.
POLICY TOW ARD GERMANY

Instead of inventing all kinds of novel procedures, like trial on ex
post facto basis of the German Government, confiscation of assets in
Germany, abroad and even in neutral countries, dismantling and dynamiting of factories, "allocations" of coal, timber, potash and scrap,
.slave labor of PW's, et cetera, all things· that violated every precedent
and could have been legalized only through inclusion in a treaty of
peace, we should have helped to heal the wounds of war and made peace
years ago, as always has been done heretofore. Then there would have
been less friction with Russia and the danger of a new war would not
have existed. I think that our statesmen know that their conduct has
not been conducive to peace and that it is one reason why they don't
want to terminate the occupation. In 1871, after the end of the
Franco-Prussian War, it was largely held here in America that France
\Vas not responsible for the acts of Napoleon III and should go scotfree, and this in spite of the fact that the French National Assembly
practically unanimously voted for \var and that the whole of the
J:4~rench people \Vas in favor of it. But when Germany was compelled
to go to war with Britain and France after they had declared war on
her, no punishment for resisting aggression ag-ainst her can be severe
enou~h. Such is the illogicalness of "public opinion."
It is said that every war has in it the seeds of another war unless the
vanquished is exterminated or treated with moderation. Abraham
Lincoln believed in moderation, or he would not have said:
with charity for all nod malice toward none.

'Vould that our country had produced another Lincoln in our time.
Af1er the Napoleonic 'Vars there was a long period of peace because the
00614-49-llt. 3-111
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interests of the vanquished French were so considered that Talleyrand
was said ~o have emerged the victor from the Congress of Vienna.
STATUS QUO AND THE TREATY

This new treaty certainly turns us away from our real destiny, makes
us the guarantor of the status quo everywhere, and propels us into
channels full of hidden obstacles and pitfalls. Far more momentous
than the Monroe Doctrine, it will, if adhered to. involve us in about
every quarrel, and who will say that disputes wlll not arise again or
do not exist right now 1 There is war in China, in the Dutch and
French colonies of Asia. The Palestine war has been settled temp<)rarily until one side has caught its second breath. There is race tension in South Africa. The peace of Russia's sate1lites is forced.
Northern Island is a bone of contention. Distribution of the ex-Italian colonies contains dynamite. Ethiopia is on the ale1t. In central
Europe there is peace; the peace of the graveyard. It is quiet because
one side is disarmed. starving. and powerless to move, unable to assert
even its most primitive rights. Tinder everywhere. Plenty of prospects for Uncle Sam. And tht> Atlantic treaty is supposed to subdue
all such conflicting interests through force of arms. Might makes
right after all, it seems. A far cry from what the United States onre
stood for-the fri?11<l of all and enemy of none. That is what the one-worlders have gotten us into. Wars c·an be averted only by reconciling
Rs far as possible conflicting aims and ambitions and by restraint.
Where is the permanent peace promised to us~
ABANDONMENT OF TRADITIONAL POLICY

Primarily responsible for the state of nffairs are President R~
velt and the 17 millions which, according to repeated Gallup polls
were for active intervention. Not responsible are the 83 percent consistently opposed to active intervention. Responsible also is our system of Government which gives the Executive too much power, and
lets him prepare for any war he wunts to engage in. Already when
a boy my grandmother told me that "every 4 years we elect an absolute monarch." other forms of dictatorship not bein_g thought of at
that time. When the country was founded. executwe prero~atives
were tailored to the figure of Washington. If the Secretary of State
were chosen by the Congress and responsible to it, we would then have
a better right to call ourselves a democra(·y which, in a political sense,
we are not.
The present situation is the result of our meddling in Europe. the
erroneous belief that Britnin is our first line of defense when in realitv
she has been the cause of our involvement and we are her defense. The
Frankenstein of Red Russia is the child of Roosevelt and Churchill.
The record of our new allies does not justify optimism. Britain proved
in two wars her inability to win, even with all her European allies.
France showed she has become a minor nation. Italy would not defend
her African empire and not even her home country. She let the Germans fight for her. E,·en against tiny Greece she made no he3dway
until the Germans turned the Greek flank. The Dutch and Belgians
have no tast~ f~r war. Resides. Holland is entirely and Beli:rium one-half Teutomc m race and speech. But there remains Luxemburg.
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I know that tiny state. It might provide a corporal's guard. Some of
these countries have strong pro-Russian minorities. These are our
allies that Mr. Acheson counts on to defend "our frontier on the
Rhine," to hold it until we are ready. A recent rumor has it that the
west Germans are slated to provide the light infantry with which to
absorb the Russian shock, but that would <lepend on the Germans. At
present they are in no such mood. At present the saying in Germanr,
is said to be, "Ohne mich." that is "without me" or "leave me out.'
So it is all left to Uncle Sam, as before. Give us the tools, the manpower, and the leader, and we will finish the job and make the V sign.
But a fine opportunity to complete the destruction of the German
people by making their country our battleground. They won't be
evacuated like the South Sea Islanders.
SITUATION IN GERMANY

I ha<l just come to the end of this paper when I received from Germany an air letter, <lated :\lay 3. It is from one of the 15 to 20 millions who on account of the Potsdam agreement were brutally and
without any compensation driven from their ancestral homes where
their families had been for centuries, in some cases from time immemorial and longer than th<> SlaYs. They were driven off their homes
in any kind of weather, compelled to leave everything behind. Many
were thrown into the rivers which became choked with bodies. Others
were soaked with oil and set afire. Children were brained on sidewalks and walls, daughters and wives were raped innumerable times,
abominations which nobody has punished.
The writer of this letter is a real "Junker," an aristocrat of the old
school. Four years ago he was a millionaire with a 2,000-acre farm,
highly productive, fitted out with all the latest machinery. Today
he is a pauper, and I am sending him food parcels. His 74-year-old
father and 72-year-old mother were brutally murdered by the Russians; his married sister was raped many times by Poles so that she
committed suicide like so many other abused folks. Are you aware
that in the regions overrun by these foul and bestial invaders there
were over 2,000,000 abortions? But we are not behaving much better.
In Munich alone there are said to be over 1,000 mulatto babies. This
policy of sending Africans into the cradle of the white race and mongrelizing it is another all-time low of policy, engineered by the enemies
of the Caucasian race.
But what will interest you most in this letter is in relation to the
proposed treaty. I quote in literal translation:
A<·cording to the latest news It looks as if the Soviets would return parts of
Silesia, even at the cost ot tooling the often-fooled Poles, who are now beginning
to leave Silesia. Where there Is smoke, there is a fire.
·

Is this Russian bait~ If so, we had better look out, or they will
get more Germans on their side. Even a return to a wilderness where
once were their productive farms would be the only escape for many
Germans. I have here the photograph of the former home of my
correspondent. It dates back to 1567, and all that time it has been in
his family. It has been plundered, and defiled by these unspeakable
barbarians and partly destroyed. Yet he would return to it although
he would have to rebuild the rest of his life. And he is but one of
tnany.
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Lincoln once said that this Union cannot endure half slave and
half free. That also applies to Europe as a whole and to Germany
in particular. If we do not free the Germans, someone else will, or
the Germans will free themselves. They certainly will choose that
side which gives them a chance to live. My correspondent thinks that
in case of a Red attack the German Red police of t4e Soviet Sl'Ctor
would pour into the western zone, liquidate all the people that their
Red bosses did not like and ten-orize the others into submission, and
that would mean the complete bolshevization of Genna.ny and making
of her another Red satelhte. That goes to show that the rearming of
Germany is a necessity if we do not want to see her in Russian arms.
If she is to be rearmed, it had better be <lone by us and soon.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Tittman.
Mr. TrlTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF SCOTT KEYES, ASSISTANT :PROFF.SSOR OF ECONOMICS, :PENNSYLVANIA STATE COLLEGE, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Scott Keyes, State College, Pa. How long will
it take you, Mr. Keyes¥
Mr. KEn:s. About 8 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, go ahead. We welcome that kind of a
witness. What chair do you occupy~
Mr. KEYES. Assistant professor of economics.
The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent in this hearing?
Mr. KEns.. I am speaking as an individual. I also have a statement from the Peace Committee of the State College Friends Meeting,
·which I have been asked to transmit to the committee.
The CHAIDIAN. Very well, go ahead.
Mr. KEn:s. I have a prepared statement, and I will read excerpts
from it.
I wish to comment on only two questions: Fir~ whether the pact,
by its very nature, can achieve its own purposes; and second, the
relation of the pact to the United Nations.
THE PACT AND PRESERVATION OF THE PEACE

With regard to the first question, I think it is a fair an~ a .hopeful
thing to say that we are all agreed upon one larger ob1ectwe--the
attainment of peace. The proposed treaty itself, and Secretary Acheson's defense of it, both stress this objective repeatedly. Xeverth&less, in view of the long record of failure of armed preparedness as a
means of preserving veace-in view of the positive record of ann1&ments races culminating in war, the question of whether the pact
can achieve its purpose must receive the careful attention of the
committee.
As Secretary Acheson has pointed out, no one can say with certainty
that the pact will succeed in its purpose. Likewise, no one cnn say
with certainty that it will not achieve its aims. Nevertheless, there
are good grounds for believ~ng that i~ will not achieve its own objretives bec:wse of the very logic of the circumstances.
The pact has been developed in response to tensions that {'xtst in
the world today. These tensions arise out of diBerences of opinion on
certain basic social, economic, and political issues. They can only be
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eliminated by the admittedlf difficult process of negotiation, seeking
constantly to widen areas o agreement, and to narrow areas of diSagreement. When one group of nations, therefore, undertakes rearmament, and establishes machinery for joint military planning,
such action must inevitably call forth parallel action elsewhere. It
takes two sides, each of somewhat comparable strentrth. each believing in the justice of its cause, to create tension in the first place.
In the v.rocess of the armaments race, the belief grows, however erroneous it may be. and however eloquently and sincerely the several
foreign mimsterH of the respective countries plead their peaceful intentions, the belief ~ows that the die is irrevocably cast for war.
Thus the elimination of the tensions, the only basis upon which
J>eace can be established, becomes .difficult, if not impossible, and war,
the very occurrence the pact seeks to avoid, almost mevitable.
There is another sense, also, in which it is questionable whether the
pact can or will achieve its own larger objectives. The purpose of
this pact is not merely to achieve peace; it is to preserve the free institutions which are part of the cultural heritage of the signatory nations. Yet, we must ask ourselves very frankly whether these free
institutions can be maintained in the midst of an armed society.
National defense, in these days of atomic warfare, as the President's
Committee on Universal Military Training pointed out so clearly 2
years ago, is a far-reaching concept. Not only must the Nation have
armed forces ready for instant action ; it must likewise be prepared industrially, socially, scientifically. It must carry on, also, extensive
intelligence operations at home and abroad, to promote its own philosophy in other countries, to learn of the actions of rotential enemies,
to counteract espionage, to prevent the infiltration o subversive ideas.
The effects of these needs of national defense on our social and
economic institutions are plain. Economically, the needs of national
defense stimulate that concentration of control over business and industry which the Federal Trade Commission and Senate investi~ating
committees tell us is destroying the very system we seek to mamtain.
Governmentally, the needs of national defense lead to situations such
as that in Washington today, where secret military organizations conduct operations of unknown scope and magnitude with budgets which
are not matters of public record. Scientifically, the needs of national
defense lead to a barren preoccupation with the problems of warfare.
Socially, the needs of national defense lead to increasing interference
with civil liberties-that phase of our society on which we pride ourselves most highly. Increasingly, people who out of an honest concern for the welfare of their country question any social or economic
policy find themselves regarded as suliversive, as traitors, frequently
be!!ig deprived ()f their livelihoods.
Where is the lo~ic of this situation¥ Do we preserve our free institntions hy tnming: our own a!l<l our neighbors' <'otllltries into armed
camps: by promoting the concentration of economic control which is
destroying free competitive enterprise; by increasing the magnitude
and scope of se<'ret operations in the Government; by increasingly
violating civil liberties, and instilling fear into all who would protest! Furthermore. if our objective is to encourage the growth of
civiJ liberties in nations outside the pact, can we hope to accomplish
this aim by a policy of military containment, particularly in view of
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the effects of such a policy in our own free society¥ These questions
will, I hope, receive your earnest consideration.
THE PACT AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Secondly, I should like to comment briefly on the relationship of the
proposed pact to the United Nations. On this matter I :,;peak with
diffidence, recognizing that some of the members of this committee
were among the architects of that .organization. Nevertheless, every
person who believes, as I do, heart and soul, in the cause of the United
Nations has a responsibility to examine to the best of his abilitv the
contention which has been made repeatedly that the proposed North
Atlantic Treaty is consistent with the spirit as well as with the letter
of the United Nations Charter.
We are told that the Charter recognizes the importance of regional
arrangements consistent with its purposes and principles. Can the
proposed treaty be said in the larl.!est sense to fit this definition!
This, I think, is a debatable point. For better or for worse, the Charter establishes an association of nations which can only function effectively when its principal members are on friendly terms with each
other. The regional arrangements which are recognized in article 51
and the several articles of chapter VIII must be construed in the light
of this fundamental prerequisite of the organization as a whole. Thus,
any regional arrangement by which some members arm themselves
against other members is not consistent with the bnsic philosophy of
tlie organization. By their solemn ratification of the Charter~ the
several nations have not only expressed their intent to make such a
step unnecessary but have made it out of keeping with the spirit of
the organization. The rearmament that is countenanced is against
former enemies which are not members of the United Nations. Furthermore, any arrangement which divides the members into armed
camps only renders it more difficult to achieve in practice the unanimous agreement of the major powers which, for all its shortcomings,
is the one principle which makes an international organization possible
at this stage in the world's development. Pursued to its logical conclusion, any other argument culminates in the ultimate question
whether the United Nations can and should continue to exist. and I
cannot believe that the American people are willing even to entertain
the thought of abandoning their participation in that organization.
The very fact that the ,proponents of the treaty ha•e been at considerable pains to sqnare it with the United Nations-and I nm not
making any charge of bad faith-indicates, I think! the deep-seated
concern the American people have for the success of the United
Nations. Finally, I think our people will also become increasingly
disturbed if they find our Nation committed to continue spending more
per day to maintain our own and other military establishments than
the United Nations is spending per year to achieve peace.
In view of these ar~1ments, therefore, that there are gra•e doubts
whether the pact can, by the Yery logic of the circumstances achiel"e
its own larger objectives of attaming peace and protectinfc our free
institutions, and that it is inconsistent with the larger phi osophy of
the United Nations. I respectfully urge that the members of this
committee reeommend the rejection of the proposed North Atlantic
Treaty.
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The CuAmMAN. Dr. Keyes, you are a war veteran, I assume¥
Mr. KEYES. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You haven't been in either the First or Second
World War¥
Mr. KEYES. No, sir.
CONDTI'IONS IN THE UNITED STATES

The CuAmMAN. You speak here of the terrible conditions that
exist in this country at the present time. You saythe effects of these needs of national defense on our social and economic institutions are plain, economically the needs of national defense.·

and so forthdestroy the very system we seek to maintain.

Is it not true that today we have the largest national income we have
ever had, with the exception of a· slight decline 1
Mr. KEYEs. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that indicate prosperity and commerce and
industry, or otherwise¥
.
Mr. KEYES. It does.
The CnAIRMAN. So in that respect you haven't any complaint with
the United States GovernmenU
Mr. KEYES. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. 1Vhat about the government that you are particularly complaining about? What have we done that is so terribly
wrong¥
.
Mr. KEYF.S. What government am I complaining about¥
The CHAIRMA::-J. I thought you were talking about conditions here
at home.
Mr. KEn:s. I nm pointing out what I believe to be the inevitable
consequences of the defense policy.
The CnA IR MAN. You go beyond that. You say:
Governmentnlly, tht' nf'Pcls of national df'fense !Pad tn sltuntlnns such ns thal
In \Vaiohln~ton toclny wherp !<P<'ret military organizations conduct operntlon11
of uni<nown sco1w uncl maguitucle wlli('h budgets nre not n matter of public
record.

Mr. KEYES. I had in mind there the Central Intelligence Agency.
The CHAIRMAN. Yon don't call that a big outfit, do you Y
Mr. KEYJ~s. I don't know. Its budget is not a matter of public
record and its operations are not a matter of public record.
The CHAIRMAN. Congress knows what it is doing when it appropriates for it. You don't believe in an intelligence agency¥
Mr. KEYES. I don't like to see agencies in the Government whose
budgets are not matters of public record.
The CHAIR~IAN. You can't draw a dime out of the Treasury unless
you have a record of it. You ought to know that. You are a professor of economics.
Mr. KEYES. Is their budget found in the Federal budget W
The CHAIRMAX. I don't know that it is published, but it is certainly
known to Congress, as the representatives of the people. Were you
active in the last political campaign Y
Mr. KEYES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What ticket were you for¥
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Mr. KEYES. Progressive ticket.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wallace!
Mr. KEYES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIBMAN. I thought you sounded like Mr. Wallace. That i..:;
all. Thank you very much.
Mr. KEYES. Thank you, sir.
I have here the statement of the State College Friends Meeting
which I have been asked to furnish.
The CHAIRKAN. That is the Friends' organization~
Mr. KEYEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIBMAN. You are a member of them t
Mr. KEYES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIBMAN. I respect your beliefs in that regard if not in this.
Mr. KEYEs. Thank you, sir.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
MAY 16. 19''1.
To the Members of the Foreign Belaticnt.B Oommmee of the United Statei ~e:
The proposed North Atlantic Treaty presents to each of you the need for a

decision of momentous importance for the future of our country and of the
world. This treaty represents the furthest departure to date from our traditional relation to European alfairs, as well as from the course we bad hoped
to pursue after the recent war. Even more, lt raises the question in which each
member of your committee must answer In bis own mind and consciencewhether the proposed action will enhance or weaken the possibility of a Just
and lasting peace.
As a help to your thinking, the State College Friends Meeting would like to
set forth briefty its considered judgment on this matter.
Underlying our attitude is one of the basic tenets of our society~:11:empllfted
so eloquently in the life and work of the founder of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania-that of the universal brotherhood of man. Different people may arrive
at such a tenet by dilferent routes. But however arrived at, once accepted, it
leads to a peaceful environment in which understanding and mutual adjl18tment
become possible among individuals.
Such a philosophy is applicable to nations fully as much as to lndil"lduals.
The Society of Friends bas stated its conviction time and again that no plea of
necessity or policy, however urgent, should divert our Nation, or any nation, from
a fundamental reliance on the power of love in the conduct of its aft'airs. Col·
lectively, we in the State College Friends Meeting desire to say to all the
world as we say to each other-as William Penn used to say so continuously and
with such humility and such deep convictlon-"I am your friend."
With respect to the proposed treaty, we are concerned for many reasons. First.
looking at it as the latest In a series of steps of increasing gravity taken by those
whose concern for the national security bas led them to place reliance on the
threat of force more than on peaceful persuasion and arbitration, we believe that
It does not work in the direction of true national peace, which Is the only means
by which true national security can be achieved. Rather, by raising fear and suspicion in the minds of tbosf' outside the pact, It Increases International tensions.
rlvalrlef', and frictions, und calls forth parallel actions elsewhere which further
confound the Initial hostility. It Is of little consequence to urge the peaceful in·
tentions of the signatories; to point out that the treaty will only come lnto oper·
atlon If an aggression Is committed or seriously threatened. The treaty Itself
estabfo:hes maehinery tor point military planning and for rearmament.
In view of the tensions which today exist among nations, these developments
can scarcely fall to lead others to believe, even If erroneously, the die is cut
Irrevocably for war. Thus the elimination of the tensions, the only real basis
upon which peace can be established permenantly, becomes difficult, If not lmpoeslble; and war, the very occurrence the pact seeks to avoid, almost Inevitable.
Similarly, we believe that the attitudes and actions embodied lo the treaty
prejudice other and larger negotiations aimed at a settlement of the bnstc problems out of which the present International differences arise, and render a ceo·
ulne meeting of minds difficult, If not Impossible. Althou(h lt may be aJSQed
legullstically that the treaty Is not In violation of the provisions of the United
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Nations Charter, the more germane question is, does the treaty contribute to the
achievement of the objectives of that Charter? Article 3 of the treaty, calling
for Increased armaments, Is certainly contrary to those objectives of the United
Nations Charter which seek a reduction In armaments. The fundamental objective of the Charter being peace, we serlpusly doubt that the treaty can be relied
upon to assure peace.
While our concern arises chiefly out of religious considerations, we believe It
is also in point to observe that some who examine the treaty even in terms of its
own strategic conception find it questionable. Realistically It represents a calculated risk Involving two considerations: (1) That the unity demonstrated
among the members will deter Soviet aggression; and (2) should Soviet aggression occur, that the obligations contained in the pact would assist In making mlUtary forces available In addition to our own.
Regarding the first risk, the course of events since the termination of the war
bas demonstrated that the "get tough" approach has only brought Increased
intransigence on the part of the Soviet Union, and the pact may contribute to
the final breach between east and west-which can have no other consequence
ultimately than war. Likewise, regarding the second risk, events in Europe
since the recent war raise serious question whether all the members can deliver
on the obligation to produce unity in their respective countries adequate to repulse an aggressor. We cannot Ignore the fact that conflicting ideas are Involved,
and Ideas do not halt at national boundaries. Thus, In some of the areas upon
which we would depend, we could conceivably have to go it alone, or with llmlted support against internal opposition. Such considerations suggest the greater
realism of a peaceful approach to our difficulties.
We would recall to your attention the parallel difficulties William Penn faced
lo founding this Commonwealth of Pennsylvania In a new and potentially hostile
laocl. Where other colonies found themselves Involved In frequent wars with
the Indians and remained armed for their security, Pennsylvania remained unarmed and at peace because of Penn's policies of friendliness, tolerance, complete
honesty, and peaceful arbitration of disputes. As a practical administrator, Peno
took the seemingly greater risk. History proved his wisdom In doing so. That
history might well be reviewed for the lessons it holds for us today.
We conclude, therefore, that the security of our own country and the peace
of the world are not advanced by the proposed treaty, and we urge most strongly
that you vote against Its ratification and use the Influence of your committee to
bring about Its defeat.
On behalf of the State College Friends Meeting:
JOHN H. RF.EDY,
Secretar11, Peace CommiUee.

318 South Atherton Street,
State College, Pa.

STATEMENT OF CURTIS P. NETTELS, PROFESSOR, CORNELL
UNIVERSITY

The CHAIBMAN. Dr. Nettels¥ How long will you take, Doctod
You are not going to read all that, are you~
Mr. NE'ITELS. No, sir. I have two statements, one about 17 minutes
and one about 4 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you not cut that 17 minutes to 10, and give us
the4~

Mr. NETrELS. I will give you the 4t yes, sir.
The CHAIR.MAN. All right. Go right ahead.
Mr. NETI'ELS. If the Atlantic Pact were described in terms of its
likely effects. its freamble might properly read: "A treaty to repeal
the Declarati.on o Independence. to subvert the Federal Constitution,
to weaken and impoverish the United States, to strengthen Soviet
communism, and to intensify the danger of our involvement in a
Pacific war which we would have to fight alone, without allies, and
in a weakened condition."
The CuAmMAN. Is that all it does!
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Mr. NE'lTELS. That is a11.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean it does not do anything else besides
that~

Mr. N ETTELS. That is the begin!ling.
EFFECT OF THE TREATY

The pact is a negation of our national interests. It asks us to pour
out our substance to western Europe, where the danger of attack ~s
nonexistent, and to ignore--for the present-the area of real peril
across the Pacific.
It calls upon us to endorse and confirm two treaties of two major
powers that bind them not to assist us in a major war. It requires that
we sanctify two treaties that are directed against ourselves. It compels us to mutilate the sovereignty and independence of the Nation and
thereby to expose it. to a process of disintegration.
It
enfeeble the Nation by impairing its Constitution, its historic
policies, its integrity, its traditions, and its spirit of self-reliance.
It invites us to oppose a hostile force by sapping the Nation's strength,
by undermining the national institutions and by devitalizing the national spirit.
It will gain us ill will from all states ontside the pact. but it will
not gain us any real allies~ or any effective aid from the member
states. We will be isolated in the world, and obliged to carry on alone
an extended contest, in a denationalized and debilitated condition.
We will be left with a national shell, with a set of national burdens.
and an expensive military facade. Our resources will be depleted
for the benefit of those who are pledged not to act with us against
a potential enemy.
The policy which lhe administration has followed since October
Hl45 is, in its effects, a pro-Russian policy. It avowedly seeks to
check or contain Russia by using the wealth of the United States for
the benefit of allies of Russia that are pledged not to act against
Russia.
Under this policy, the strength of Soviet communism has grown.
Two major victories for it have been won in Cze('hoslovnkia and China.
Although the policy has not stopped or contained communism, it has
implicated the United States deeply in a very costly contest.
Our bill for the cold war may amount next year to $24.000,000,000.
Throughout the world the opposition is increasingly directed against
and focused upon ourselves.
We are now asked to go into the Atlantic Alliance and thereby to
extend the policy that hitherto has failed to accomplish its intended
results. We are asked to meet an adversary by arming- and subsidizing his allies and by depriving the Nation of its principal sources
of strength.
If the Senate ratifies the pact, it will commit us to an indefinite
continuation of the present contest. · The threatened drain on the
Nation's resources and vitality is incalculable. We will prepare for
the contest by impairing everything that has l?:iven the Nation its
strength-its Constitution, its historic policies, its integrity, its traditions, its spirit, its sovereignty, and its independence.
That so much must be sacrificed for the present policy is decisive
proof that it is a negation of our true national interests.

will
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Thank you.
The CBAIRJUN. Do you thlnk it will destroy the Declaration of
lndP.pendence ¥
Mr. NETI'ELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And destrov the Constitution of the United States¥
Mr. NETI'ELS. I think it
seriously impair the Constitution;
yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it will "subvert the Federal Constitution" t
Mr. NETrELS. Yes.
The CHAmMAN. That is vour statement t
Mr. NETrE:r.s. Yes, sir.
The CnAIR::\IAN. And "weaken and impoverish the United States" t
Mr. NE'ITF.LS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. "Strengthen Soviet communism¥"
Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And "intensify the danger of our involvement in
a Pacific war, which we would have to fight alone without allies in
a weakened oondition" Y
Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAmMAN. You believe all those things t
Mr. NETTELS. Absolutely.

will

u

ANGLO-SOVIET AND FRANCO-SOVIET TREATIES

The CHAIRMAN. You say "it r~uires that we sanctify two treaties
that are directed against ourselves' i
Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. ·what are they!
Mr. N'F.rr•:1..s. The British-Russian Treaty of Friendship and Alliance of May 1942, and the French-Russian Treaty of Friendship
and Allian<'e of December 1944, both of which contain the clause binding Britain and France not to enter into any alliance or any coalition
against Russia.
The CHAIRMAN. You read the treaties¥
· Mr. NE'ITELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Does this pact bind us to go against Russia¥
Mr. NETrELS. No, sir. It endorses these treaties. It endorses, confirms, and renews these treaties.
The CuAmMAN. We do not say anything in the treaty about that,
do we?
Mr. NEITELs. Yes, sir. Article 8 says something to the effect that
nothing in this treaty, the Atlantic alliance, conflicts with existing
international agreements between a member of the Atlantic alliance
and a third state.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the declaration, though, of the nations
affe«t.ed. It says that they affirm, in the treaty, that they have no
obligations with any other nation that would conflict with their obligat 'ons under the pact.
·
Mr. N~TrELB. That means the Atlantic alliance is consistent with
the British-Russian aJliance and the French-Russian alliance.
The CHAmMAN. Not necessarily.
Mr. NETl'ELS. Mr. Bevin, in Parliament, in speaking on the ratification by Parliament, said specifically that the Anglo-Soviet alliance
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stood, and that he hoped this treaty, the new treaty, would provide
better conditions for the British-Russian alliance to operate m.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bevin was here and signed this treaty. You
know that.
Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And when signing it, he proclaimed what was in
it, which was that they had no treaty with any other nation which
would conflict with this treaty.
Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir, that is right. The Atlantic alliance does
not conflict with the Anglo-Soviet alliance. It confirms it; it renews
it.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not agree with that. We do not confirm that.
You speak of two grent Soviet triumphs and one in Czechoslovakia.
Did you approve of that~
Mr. NETIELS. No, sir, I did not, decidedly not.
The fact remains that the German militarist Von Moltke, commonlv
called the greatest strategist after Napoleon, called Czechoslovakia
the bastion of Europe, and said that the power that controlled the
country, the land that is now Czechoslovakia, would have the strongest
position in Europe.
BACKGROUND OF WITNESS
The CHAIR.MAN. You are a full professor, are you~
Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In charge of the economics chair m Cornell
University?
Mr. NETTELS. Professor of American history; yes, sir.
The CH.URl\IAN. Professor of American history at Comell Uni-

.

n~~?

Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you occupied that chair?
Mr. NETTELS. Five years.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe that is all.
Senator DoNNELL. :May I ask the professor a few questions, Mr.

Chairman~

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, indeed. Go ahead, Senator Donnell.
Senator DoNNELL. Professor Nettels . .vou say you have been a professor of American history at Cornell University for 5 years?
Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Wh:it was your educational background and
experience prior to that time?
Mr. NETTELS. I attePded the University of Kansas as an undergraduate; I attended the University of Wisconsin as a graduate
student, and received the degrees of B. A. and M.A. at Wisconsin.
I began teaching at Wisconsin at that time, and was thore for 23
years.
Senator DONNELL. In what department?
Mr. NETTELS. In the department of history.
Senator DoNNELL. Was Dr. Glenn Frank the president while vou
were there?
•
1\fr: NETTELS. He was president part of the time while I was there;
yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Go right ahead with your experience, for the
23 years you were teaching at the University of Wisconsin.
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Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir, I spent 1 year in London as a fellow on the
Guggenheim Foundation.
Senator DONNELL. What year was that?
Mr. NETI'ELS. 1928.
Senator DoNNELL. Go right ahead.
Mr. NETrEI..S. I went to Cornell, as I say, 5 years ago. I was visiting
lecturer of history at Harvard University, 1937-38, I believe. I
taught at Columbia.
·
Senator DONNELL. Are you a full professor?
Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
.
.
Senator DoNNEJ,L. Have yon taught American history most of the
time tha·t you were engaged in this college graduate work?
l\fr. NE'ITELS. English and American history.
I>EPARTVRE FROM TRADITIONAL FOJtEWN POLICY

Senator DONNELL. Will you tell us, Professor Nettels, whether you
the North Atlantic Treaty as a distinct departure from anythmg that the United States has ever entered into by way of foreign
policy in the pasU
Mr. NETIELs. I regard it as a drn.c;tic revolutionary change.
Senator DoNNF.LL. For what reason <lo you rPgurd it to be drastic
and revolutionarv?
l\fr. NE'ITELS. i think it incorporates the United States in a new
super stat8. I think it blends, reunites the United States with Britain
and western Europe.
Sena.tor DoNN.ELL. Have you studied in considerable detail the
proposed North Atlantic Treaty?
Mr. Nt.'TTELS. I read it several times, yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. If I am not mistaken, in fact I know, although
I did not hear you participate in it, I knew you were on the platform
of Town Hall. That is correct, is it not~
Mr. NETrLES. Yes, sir.
·
Senator DoNNELL. And you debated that question over a Nationwide broadcast under the auspices of the Town Hall?
Mr. NETrELS. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. What position did you take in that debate~ Were
you opposed to the pact or in favor of it?
Mr. N ETTELS. I opposed it., on the ground thnt it confirms and renews
the British-Russian alliance1 which binds Britain not to enter into
any alliance or coalition agamst Russia.
Senator DONNELL. You have examined the history back of this
treaty, I take it, that is to say, the matter of the negotiations and what
has led up to it, and the vetoes by Russia in the United Nations of
that type?
Mr. NETTELS. I have read a good bit nbout the international situation since October of 1945.
Senator DONNELL. Have you formed nn opinion as to whether or
not bringing into existence of the North Atlantic Treatv was primarily due to the vetoes that Russia interposed into the "operations
of the United Nations and in the Security Council 1
Mr. NETTELS. I have no opinion on that subject us to what actually
motivated the formation of the Atlantic Pact.
Senator DoNNELL. In the preamble to the pact. there is one sentence that has been mentioned quite frequently in connection with
re~ard
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the testimony here, namely, that the parties to the treaty-and then
I begin the quote-are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of
their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, Individual liberty, and the
rule of law.

Would you tell us, professor, whether or not you regard Portugal as
being in the class of countries-as presently administered, at any
rate-which are founded on the principles of democracy!
Mr. NE'ITELS. No, sir. I do not believe that Portugal is a democracy, in our sense of the word.
MONROE DOCTRINE AND

THE

PACT

Senator DoNNELL. We have it sometimes mentioned in the testimony here that this treaty was, in a way, a development out of the
Monroe Doctrine. I do not recall any specific mention, but I have
heard it from time to time; different people said it. Whether it was
in the testimony here, I cannot vouch.
Do you regard this treaty as analogous to the Monroe Doctrine!
Mr. NETIELS. Not in any sense.
Senator DoNNELL. The Monroe Doctrine is a unilateral doctrine!
Mr. NETIELS. It is.
s~nator DONNELL. There are no contractual relations entered into
by the United States with any other signers~
Mr. NETIELS. That is right.
Senator DONNELL. I am speaking of the Monroe Doctrine. The
North Atlantic doctrine is a contractual doctrine, in which 12 nations
sign as to various things J?rovided for in the contract~
Mr. NETIELS. That is right.
COMPARISON
Senator DONNELL.

also~

WITH

PAST

l\lILITARY

ALLIANCES

rOU spoke of having taught English history

Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
Senator DoNNELL. Have you had occasion to examine into the language of different treaties made in the past between different nations,
language of alliance tr.ea ties?
Mr. N E'ITELS. Yes, sir; I have.
Senator DONNELL. This does not intimate at all, by this question.
and I am not at all intimating even indirectly, that this is a treaty of
aggression. I am asking you, professor, whether or not you have
cbserved that the treaties generally made, military alliances between
other countries separate from this treaty, have expressed themselves
on their face to be treaties of defense, or have they customarily expressed themselves to be treaties of offense t
Mr. NETIELS. I know of no treaty which expresses itself as a treaty
of aggression, or intended ag~ssion.
One example is the British-Japanese Treaty of Alliance of 19W.
THE

CONSTITUTION AND

THE

PACT

Senator DoNNELL. Professor, you stated that you think this treaty
wiJl subvert the Federal Constitution.
,
Would you amplify on that, please, as to why you think it would
effect that result 9
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Mr. NE'ITELS. In the first place, I think it will deprive Congress of
the power of declaring war, within the scope of the treaty.
It defines an attack on these 11 countries, foreign countries, as an
attack on the United States. If the United States is attacked, Congress has no choice but to declare war.
Senator DoNNELL. That is, as a practical matter, you would say
that if this country were attacked by a material number of troops of
some other country, that the only course of action that would be left
to Congress would be to declare war, is that correct¥
Mr. NETTELS. That would be my position if I were in Congress; if
the United States were attacked, we would have no choice but to declare war.
Senator DoNNELL. And the provision to which you r~fer in the
North Atlantic Treaty is that in article 5, in which the parties agree
that "an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North
America shall be considered an attack against them all"W
Mr. NETI'ELS. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. From which, I take it, you judge-if I am correct, please state so, or if I am incorrect-you draw the conclusion that
if an armed attack, not necessarily a sma11 handful of troops but a
material attack by, say, 100,000 troops, upon one of the signatories to
this treaty should occur, you would consider that there is a contractual
obligation that we are obligated to treat that attack as if it were an
attack on the United States. Is that correct?
Mr. NE'M'ELS. Yes, sir; for im;t:rnce, if an attack on Belgium, as in
1914, should be reenacted, it would be an attnck on the United States;
and the United States would, therefore, be obligated to declare war on
the aggressor.
EFFECT ON TREATY OF

A

COMMUNIST COUP

Senator DONNELL. Professor, have you had occasion to examine into
the facts presently existing in Italy or France as to the number of
Communists in those two nations?
Mr. NE'ITELS. The last figures I saw on France indicated that about
one-quarter of the pPople voted the Communist ticket. Whether that
means they were all Communists, I presume-I presume that does not
mean they were all Communists by any means, but they certainly must
have been very sympathetic to communism.
Senator DoNNELJ,. Do you have some information about Italy, as to
the percentage of persons in Italy that are either Communists or voting
Communist ticket 1
Mr. NETTELS. My impression is that it is about 30 percent.
Senator DoNNELJ,. Do you find anything in this treaty which Pither
directly or inferentially provides that if a nation should become a
Communist nation that it could be expelled from the community of
nations formed by the treaty 1
Mr. NrnELS. I saw no such provision, no arrangement, for getting
n member out of the alliance.
Senator DONNELL. You say in your statement that "the pact is a
negation of our national interests," that "it asks us to pour out our
substance in western Europe, where the danger of attack is nonexistent, and to ignore, for the present, the area of real peril across
the Pacific."
.
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Tell us, please, whether or not you mean by "pouring out our substance to western Europe" the implementation of the pact, by materiel und various expenses of that type?
Mr. NE'ITELS~ Yes. As I interpret the pact, it commits us to the program of mutual aid for 20 years. It says "this shall be continuous."
Senator DONNELL. And effective~
Mr. NETrELS. And effective. It commits us to establishing a joint
military establishment. I do not recall the exact words, but it says
something about uniting the efforts for defense. It sounds to me very
much like we are going to create an internutional military establishment, iu which the armed forces of the United States will be merged.
That is the way I interpret it.
.
Senator DONNELL. Professor, have you given this treaty what you
consider a sufficiently thorough study to enab1e you to express the
opinions that you have given here today, or have you just studied it
casua.11y?
Mr. NE1.TELS. I have studied it carefully, I would say.
Senator DONNELL. Have you Jectured upon this subject elsewhere
than over the radio, or have you written, if you have not lectured-Mr. NE'ITELS. I have written a good many letters on the subject.
I wrote one Jetter to the New York Times, which was printed, about
a column and a half. I think it was printed February 9.
That letter was made the basis of a Jeading editorial in the Chicago
Tribune soon afterward.
I have written some letters to the Washington Post, to the New
York Herald Tribune, some other newspapers. The Gannett newspapers have published several letters that I have written on the
subject.
Senator DONNELL. And has the Washington Post, and also the
Herakl Tribune, published your letters~
Mr. NETI'ELS. Yes, sir.
DURATION OF THE TREATY

Senator DONNELL. You spoke of this being a 20-year obligation.
Do you find anythin~ in here by whioh there is any provision for terminating the obligation, under the treaty, in less than 20 ~·ears~
Mr. NErrEr.s. There is a clause with reference to reconsidering ii
after 10 ye1U'S.
Senator DoNNELL. That is consu]ting together "for the purpose of
reviewing the treaty."
Mr. NE'l'TELS. YeH.
· 8enator Do:-.iNELL. I mean, however, is there any provision by which
the obligations existing under this treaty may be terminated in I~
than :W years except by mutual consent of a11 parties i
Mr. X°E'fTELS. I regard it as a 20-year treaty essentially.
Senator DONNF:u .. Is there any further proof you can think of that
f'hould be pointed out which wou]d give your views with re.sped to
this treaty1 Any other argument or any other point that you would
like to call attention to while you are on the stand this aftemoon t
WORLD FEDERATION AND AMERICAN POLICY

Mr. NETTF:1.s. I woul<l just like to sa7 this, in conclusion: That m\'
interest in this arose from my study o the early period of Americ.ai1
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history, the period of the American Revolution. During the past 20
years a new school of historians has arisen which is called variously
the revisionist school, or the imperialist school, that attacks and repudiates the American Revolution, discredits the American cause,
and thereby, of course, denies to the United States a valid title as an
independent nation, since our title from nationhood dedves from the
struggle for foreign independence.
I note today there is very extensive propaganda in favor of an actual
political union of the United States with Great Britain, and countries
associated with Britain traditionally, and I thought it highly important that three of the outstanding witnesses before this committee.Mr. Clayton, Mr. Roberts, and Mr. Patterson-are heading an organization for the purpose of bringing about an actual, real, political
union of the United States and Great Britain.
Senator DONNELL. You are not favorable, I take it, to such a union?
Mr. NETTELS. I am very strongly opposed to it.
ENTANGLING ALLIANCES
Senator DoNNELL. Professor, every once in a while somebody will
say that notwithstanding the fact that George Washington advocated
a policy of no alliance, no permanent alliance with other nations, that
we have outgrown the conditions of those days, or we have changed
conditions, perhaps more fairly stated, and that therefore, today, that
warning would have no applicability.
Would you tell us whether or not in your judgment, from what you
have observed, there are reasons today why we should go into this
treaty which would overcome the reasoning of both W nshington and
Chief Justice Marshall, for that matter, back at that time 9
Mr. NETrELS. I do not see any justification for this treaty which
would, in any way, replace or supersede the counsel of the Farewell
Address. After all, when Washington wrote the Farewell Address
he had had long and intimate association with foreign nations. His
career began, his military career began in connection with the British
and the French, and especially from 1775 on until the time he wrote
the 14"'arewell Address he had had intimate relations with the major
European powers. And I think the principles of the Farewell Address are just as sound today as they were in his <lav, with the possible
exception, perhaps, that you could not put so much emphasis on remaining aloof from Europe.
I presume we are more deeply involved in Europe.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you think, even if we are more deeply involved with Europe, even though the space has been annihilnted in
large part by the airplane, that we should surrender the view that
Washington took that we should not enter into contractual obligations
with these nations, or do you think that-Mr. NETTELS. Temporary alliances to meet extraordinary emergencies, I think, is the phrase of the Farewell Address.
'
Senator DONNELL. One of our distinguished Senators, in delivering
W ushin.gton's Birthday Address, I observed, drew from the FareweU
Address the conclusion that this pact is expressly authorized by Washington; that is, would have been expressly approved, because he said
this is a temporary alliance. Would you regard, within the ordinary
9061.__49--pt. 3~20
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acceptance of the term, a 20-year contract to be a temporary alliance
for extraordinary emergencies t
Mr. NETTELB. No; I do not think that is what Washington had in
mind. If there is an extraordinary emergency it certainly arises from
Russia. That makes the Atlantic alliance contradictory because Britain and France are pledge both to enter into a coalition or alliance
against Russia.
INVOLVEMENT IN EUROPEAN JEALOUSIES
Senator DONNELL. What do you think of this point that has been
brought out by at least one witness, very forcibly, I thought, a few
davs ago1 If we enter into this agreement with 11 other nations, and
agree that an attack upon any one of them shall be considered an
attack upon ourselves, that we immediately subject ourselves to all
of the idiosyncrasies and the enmities nnd jealousies that may exist
again.st anv one of the 11 other signatories, so that, for illustration, if
signatory X shall have trouble or a ruler who shall be litigious or warlike-minded, that we would, by this signature, become contractually
obligated in a war that we might never get into, might newr find the
necessity of getting into, if we had not entered into such contractual
obligation 1
Do you care to comment on that general point 1
Mr. NETIELB. I had not thought about that particular point. But
it does seem to me that this treaty will not gain us any friends outside
the circle of the alliance, especially if it is going to commit us to this
mutual aid, continuous mutual aid for :W ytlars, which we do not give
to anyone else.
I do not think we will get any friends outside the alliance through
this treaty.
Senator DoNNELL. Do you or do you not think there is merit in the
proposition that by signing up a contract with 11 other contracting
parties, that we are exposing ourselves to the jealousies that may exist
against it, against every one of these other parties, I mean, that we
are exposing ourselves to all of the contingencies that may arise from
ill temper or bad judgment on the part of its government over a long
period of years, and that from that standpoint it is very unwise for
us to enter into a contractual obligation for such a length of time t
Do JOU think there is merit or not in that view W
Mr. NETI'ELS. I have not thought over that point. I imagine, howl\Ver, that something like that would occur, perhaps, that we might
jncur enmities that are directed against our associates in the alliance.
Senator DONNELL. At any rate, today we are not subject to these
contractual obligations; if we ratify this treaty, we are. There can
be no doubt about that. That is true, is it not~
Mr. NETTELS. Yes, sir.
Senator DONNELL. Do you know Prof. Edwin Borchard of Yale
University¥
Mr. NETrELS. Only bY. reputation.
Senator DoNNELL. Will you tell us please, what is his reputation!
Mr. NE'ITELS. His reputation is that of a scholar, a sound scholar
in the field of, I believe, international law.
Senator DONNELL. Is he a man of wide experience along those lines,
according to his general reputation W
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Mr. NJ:rl'ELS. I do not know him personally. I would not want
to comment on that.

Senator DONNELL. Vecy well
I think that is all, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank both the cbairman and the professor for permitting me to examine you.
ATLANTIC UNION AND GREAT BRITAIN

The CHAIRHAN. You made a statement about Justice Roberts and
former Secretary Patterson and Mr. Clayton. You said they advocated before this committee an alliance with Great Britain. Was it
not true that they did not confine it to Great Britain, that they said
a sort of world arrangement among the democratic countries!
Mr. NETI'ELS. Yes. I interpret that-The CHAIRMAN. You interpret that plain language, and it does not
say an alliance with Great Britain alone. Your statement is that
they were going to line up with Great Britain alone.
Mr. NETl'ELS. I do not think I said Great Britain alone.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not say alone!
Mr. NETIELS. I said United States and Britain. That would necessarily, of course, include all the British-speaking dominions, anil the
new plans which include some of the western European countries.
The CHAmMAN. It would exclude everybody that you did not mention, would it not?
Mr. NETrELS. I beg your pardon!
The CHAIRMAN. I say it would exclude everybody except those you
mentioned. Their statement was all the democratic countries.
Mr. NE'rTELS. Yes. That includes Britain. It means a union with
Britain.
The CHAIRMAN. It does not mean a union with Britain at all. It
means an alliance with Britain and all the democratic countries. You
seem to be just prodding at Britain all the time.
Mr. NE'l"TELS. Because, Senator, you will agree that our relations
with Britain are especiaUy intimate and important, will you not!
We were, ori8inally, possessions of the British Crown. Certainly on
occassion it mvolved-the events leading to World War II are involved in World War II.
You remember the time when Britain was fighting alone, and Mr.
Churchill's great orations, and so on.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I remember that.
Mr. NETl'ELS. You would not deny the importance of Britain and
Canada.
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly not, but I would not by the use of that
term exclude everybody else.
Mr. NETrELS. I did not mean to.
The CHAIRMAN. But you did mean it, or you would not have said it.
Mr. NETrELS. No, I said he favors a reunion of the United States
and Britain. They presumably favor bringing in some non-Englishspeaking countries, liut that does not preclude the fact that it involves
a reunion with Britain.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you read their testimony in the record!
Mr. NETTELS. I read accounts of it.
The CHAIRMAN. And you did not read that.
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Mr. NETTELS. I read newspaper reports of their organization, and
the statement that they regard the Atlantic alliance the Atlantic pact,
as a steJ> toward a formal political union.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. If you had been as accurate in
your other statement as you wei:e in that I ".V'ould ~ with you. Do
you want this long statement of yours P.ubhshed m the record~
Mr. NETTELS. I would like to have it if I might.
The CHAIRMAN. We will publish it in the record.
Mr. NETTELS. Thank you.
(The statement referred to follows:)
THE A TI.ANTIC PACT
PREPAllF:D FOR DELl\"EKY Rf'.}' UUE SEN.\TE COltMlTfEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, MAY lo,

1949

(By Curtis P. Nettels)
I do not believe that the Atlantic Pact is an aggressh·e military alliance or
that It Is an instrument of so-called American imperialism.
However, the pact is considered in the context of our relations with Soviet
communism. A sPrious situation appear" to be taking shape In the Far Eiult.
During the coming- year, American taxpayers may be called upon to contribute
$24.000,000,000 for the cold war.
If the pact were descrih1'<l in tPrm1< of its likely effect;;, its prParuble might
properly read: "A treaty to reveal the Vt•:·J11ration of Imlt>peudeuee, to i;ubvert
the Federal Constitution, to weaken thP Unlh•d States, to strengthen Soviet communism, and to Intensify the dan~er of a war in which the United States will
have to fight alone, without allies, and in a weakened condition."
Two of the stntes to be included within the pect. Frunce and Great Britain,
are long-term allies of the Soviet Union, bound and pledged by solemn treaties,
until 1962 and 19f.i4, respecti\·eJ~·. not to take elTectfre n<'tlon against Russia.
Reference Is made to the following clause In the British-Russian treaty in
1942 and the Frend1-Russian treaty of 1944 :
"Each high contracting party undertakes not to conclude any alllance and not
to take part lo any coalition directed against the other high contracting party,"
Thus, both Britain and France are plroged not to give effecth·e aid to the
United States, If we should become lnvoh·ed In a major war.
The Governments of Britain an<l Fran<'e have repeatedly affirmed the validity
of their treaties of alliance and friendship \lith Russia. The Atlantic Pact. ln
article 8, declares that the pact is not inconsistent with those treaties. The
pact therefore endorses, confirms, and renews two treaties of Russia which
bind two major powers not to gi\·e us effective aid lo a major war.
In the words of Washington's Farewell .Address, "* • • it is folly In one
nation to look for distlnterested favors from another • • •. Thl're can tlE>
no greater error thnn to expeC't or calculate upon real favors from nation to
nation. It is an Illusion whieh experience must cure • .• • ."
The pact will strengthen Russia by strengthening the allies of Russia-allies
that are pledged not to take efft'<'tlve joint action against Russia. By strengthening the alliell of Russia, thP United States will surely weaken itself.
It is proper to reflect upon the meaning of the British and Frt'nch alllances
with Russia. Brlt11ln 11nd Frunee have heen making allianees for 400 yellrs.
Their trenties with Russia were made when the charactt'r of communism and the
nature of the Rus81an state were well nndPrstood. Tbey were made by tbe most
experienced statesmen of Britain and France. Is It conceivable that sucll !'tatesmen would make, in Ignorance aml carelessness, a solemn commitment to Russia
tor 20 years? From the terms of the treaties one Is forced to Infer that their
authors foresinv, at the end of the war. un Ameri<'11u-HuAAlnn ro11tei;t. und that
they arranb-ed things as far as possible, to assure the neutrality of Britain and
France.
•
The treaties were made when the United States was a wartime ally of the
two states. There was absolutely nothlng in the war situation In 1~ or 1944
which obligated Britain and France to bind themselvf'S for 20 years, not to act
In concert with the United States llgainM Russia. In tbls sense, tbe treaties
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are directed against the United States, since they prevent us from securing
e1l'ectlve allies against a Possible enemy.
If there ls doubt as to the meaning and effect of the British-Russian alliance,
one might call to mind the history of the British-Japanese alliance of 1002
to 1922.
The British-Japanese treaty of 1002 provided that lt Japan should become
Involved in war with another state, Britain would remain neutral. This treaty,
therefore, set forth the principle that Is asserted In the Brltlsb-Ruaslan treaty
of friendship and alliance of May 1942.
Under the cover of its alllance with Britain, Japan gained strength rapidly.
The first fruit of the alllance was the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5, whereby
Japan acquired Russia's leases in China. In 1910 Japan annexed Korea. Entering
World War I as Britain's ally, Japan seized the German islands In the Pacific
and held them thereafter as the mandatory power. In 1915, Japan made Its
notorious 21 demands on China, at a time when China was powerless to resist.
The program of the 21 demands set the stage for Japan's attacks on Manchuria
and north China in the 1930's.
The growth of Japanese power, under the cover of the British-Japanese alliance
of 1002-22. resulted in Increased tension and enmity between the United States
and Japan. By 1922, Japan bad become a threat to our security. By the
time of Pearl Harbor, Japan had become a formidable foe. The United States
was obliged to carry practically all the .Japanese end of World War II.
The fruits of the British-Russian alliance are comparable to those of the
British-Japanese alllance. Under the cover of the former, the strength of Soviet
communism' bas grown, precisely as Japan gained strength in the days of the
British-Japanese alliance. Czechoslovakia and China represent two major victories for Russia-victories unmatched by comparable gains of anti-Communist
forces. No effective resistance to Soviet communism can be organized, on an
International basis, as long as Britain Is an ally of Russia, pledged not to act
with other states against Russia.
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was an indirect result of the British.Japanese alliance of 1002-22. Yet only 5 months after Pearl Harbor, Britain
entered Into a slmllar alliance with Russia. By virtue of Pearl Barbor, we are
now deeply involved In Japan. Tbe fortunes of Japan are Interwoven with those
of China. By reason of the British-Russian alliance, which we are asked to
endorse and consecrate by ratifying the Atlantic Pact, we are isolated in the
Far East. Are we to withdraw from Japan? If we remain, what are we to do?
Are we to adopt a pro-Communist policy and thereby strengthen and extend
communism in the Orient? Or are we to adopt an anti-Communist policy and
thereby Incur the risk of clashes and incidents that may involve us in an
exhausting and ruinous war?
Under the Brltisb-.Jnpanese alliance, .Japan gained strength. Eventually, the
United States bad to defeat Japan alone.
Under the British-Russian alliance, Russia Is gaining strength. Will that lead
to a new Pacific war? If Ro, will the United ~tales again hal"e to fight alone?
The answer gil"en to that que8tlon by the British-Russian alliance of 1942 and
the Atlantic Pact ls an emphatic "Yes."
In a second Pacific war. we may not have China n11 an ally. In all probability,
Japan will be a source of danger and wenkness-an additional drain on our
resources.
The Atlantic Pact Is not necessary. It presumes that western Europe will be
attacked by Russin. But Ru8sia has never attacked, or trlE'd to attack, any
country now Included within the pa('t. RusRia's national lnterei<t and historic
Policy have not been to dominate wei;;tern Europe. Several nations there, ln<'ludlng France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Britain. are already united In the
Bnissels pact, pledgt>d to mutual aid in case one ls attn('ked by an aggressor. Together, these states command Immense resources nod territories. They are not
merely small stat{'S; they are extensll"e imperial powers. An attack on them
would not be a trifling matter, ~ven for Rm~sla. MoRt Important: the United
States bas now made it clear that it will not acquiesce in acts of n1thless military
aggr~lon against Independent nations; 1917 and 1941 mean far more as a deterrent to aggreRsion than could possibly he meant by Senate endorsement of two
treaties that bind Britain and France not to enter Into any alliance or coalition
against Russia.
If one accepts the thesiii that Soviet communism sl"E'ks to dominate the world,
then one must put faith in certain statements of Communist leaders, notabl7
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Stalin and Lenin. If faith Is given to such statements, must not equal faith be
given to the views of those leaders as to the means by which communism is to
attain world dominion? Neither Lenin nor Stalin bas advocated mll1tary attack
by a Communist state as a means of establishing Communist regimes. Both
have asserted that communism would COil}(' through Internal revolution and dvll
war. Such bas been the reality in the two principal theaters of Communist succe!llr-Russla and China. The chief danger of communism at present Is not In
Britain-western Europe but in the Orient.
But the Atlantic Pact makes no provision for the Far Ea.st. Its eft'ect may
be to Intensify Communist pres.<1ure In that quarter. For 50 years we hu·e been
unable to Ignore the Orient. World War II really began lo 1001 In Manchuria.
We became fully Involved as reio1ult of the Japanese-Gennao-ltalian alliance and
Pearl Harhor. The prei;ent a1lvanee of communism In China may make our position in Japan, Korea, and the Philippines Increasingly precarious. It Is possible
that we may suffer one disagreeable incident after another, unt ll we may have
to retreat In disgrace or accept a challenge of war. Are we to permit Japan,
with Its Industrial capacity, to fall within the Communist orbit? If we should
become Involved In a wnr In the Far East, the great British and French empires
(strengthened by our aid) would be pledged not to help us. Such pledges would
bear the stamp of our own approval, should the Senate ratify the pact.
Helinble reports state that the British have permitted their port of Bong
Kong to be used as a ba11e of supply by Chinese Communists and as a nerve center
of Communist activities in China.
The menace of the pact arises because it will gain for us no certain allies
and because It Is likely to lntlnme our relations with Rut1Sia, and thereby to
intensify the danger of a Pacific war. It will Increase the risk of our having
to fight a major war, without allies.
In the meantime, the pact ls c.-ertain to have a weakening eft'ect on the United
Stutes, In all respects.
First, it wlll cause the peoples of western Europe and Britain to relux, under
the a111mrnnce that they nre guurunteed protection by the United States. The
pa<'t dfers them another Maginot line.
Second, it will lull Americ·1ms with a false sense of security, by fostering
the delusion that Brltnln and France are our full-ti.edged a111es, whereas in realltJ
they are the alli€'s of Russia.
Third, the paet wlll be a source of economic weakness to the United States.
Ry committing us to the support of two allies of Russia, plus many other states,
it wlll waste our resources and lal10r in frultlet!ls war production. Such unproductive outluys will Impoverish a large part of the American people and increase
tensions at home. The pact commlt11 us. for 20 years, to a program of aid for the
benefit of 11 foreign stat€'s. The thr€'atenNI drain on the Nation's wealth, resources, and vitality is incalculable, and may prove to be disastrous. The pact
will surely prolong the cold war. Since we are now spending for that about $24,000,000,000 a year. we may expect the Nation to be impoverished by nearly
$uOo,ooo.ooo.ooo. during the lifetime of the puct.
Fourth, the pact ls mo11t dangerous bec-aui;e it threatens to depriYe us of our
main sour<'e of strength-the Nation's inrleiwnuen<'e. It incorporates the United
State1<, as an inferior member. into a new comlllunlty. By deftnlng an attack on
any member state us an attack on the United States. it makes this country a mere
extension westward of nrltain-Europe. By committing us to contribute to the
economic well-being of 11 foreign states, it implies that we are joined with,
and obligated to, such stutes in a way that we are not joined with, and obligated
to. others. It. will gain us ill wlll from all states that are excluded. It tells
the nonmember states that they are of slight Importance to us-unworthy of the
aid whkh we are to bef'tow so freely upon our favorites.
"The :Nation." said Washington In the farewell address, "which indulges toward
another an habitual hat rt>d or an hnbltual fond1w1<s ls in some degn>e a slave.
It Is a slave to its animosity or to Its affection, either of which Is sufficient to
lead it astray from its duty and its interest."
The pact wm undermine our national Institutions. It will subvert the Con·
stitution by depriving Congress, In principle, of the power to declare war. If
one power of Congress may be mutilated. then so may another, and another, and
another. If the Con1<titutlon ls lost. the Nation will disintegrate. The pact
itself provides for an unlimited usurpation of the powers of Congress. It propoRes to erect a new Atlantic council. Are we to have but 1 vote in 12 on thill
coun<'il? Operating behind closed doors. such council will be beyonrl the control
of Congress. It Is to have unlimited powers to create subsidiary bodies. Since
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the pact provides for common action as to defense, economic well-being, and
civilization, the council will have the power to create bodies that may act on
any subject. Actions of such bodies will enjoy the sanction of a treaty made
under th.e authority of the United States; they will become the supreme law of
the land. Congress will become on Important rubber stamp. It will legislate
under the duress of the falt accompll.
The pact requires that we abandon the historic policies of the Nation and
substitute therefor a new policy utterly alien to our traditions. We are asked
to forsake the unbroken practice of 149 years-the practice of abstaining from
peacetime military alliances. We are asked to reject the wisest counsel of the
farewell address-that which warns against habitual favoritism and habitual
animosity toward particular nations. The pact calls upon us to endorse, to confirm, and to renew two treaties that bind two major powers not to give us e1fecth·e aid In a major war. It Invites us to tell Britain and France that we approve
their pledges not to aid us in a major war. The pact sanctifies two treaties of
Russin which proclaim Russia to be a virtuous state. Senate approval would
therefore endorse and consecrate all actions of Russia prior to the ratification
of the pact. Such a step, taken In the name of resisting Russia, would be a seltdefeating contr11diction. It would not be the act of an independent nation. The
pact Is a nei:-ation of our national Interest. It ls a death warrant of the indeJ>Pntlence of the United ~tates.
Already, several leading sponsors of the pact are pressing for a formal political
union of the United States with Britain-Europe. 'l'hls kind of propaganda can
only dPnntlonalizP and dPvltalize thP UnltP<l StntPs. Many people appear today
to be taking reful?e In a vague, misty 1wrt of Internationalism, hoping that by
some mlraclP of wishful thinking they may bP spored thP eft'ort of defending the
Nat.ion's heritage. Such an urge to 11acrlftce the national heritage betrays an
attitude that nothing ii> worth presnvlng. If long Indulged In, It will make the
Nation a listless prey of its enemies.
Although the pact will deprive us of th!' strPngth and spirit of an lndepPndent
nation, It will lPave a natlon11l shell, a 11et of national burdens, and an expensive
military facade. By reason of the Brltlsh-French-Rn11slan alliances, we will
continue to he Isolated. Through the pa<'t we will pour out our substance to
westem Europe, where the danger of attack Is nonexistent, and Ignore the Far
East-the area of greatest peril. In the proeess, we will antagonize all countrle!'I outside the clrele of an lnvl!llously conCl'lved "civilization."
\Ve ought to s<>ek the good will of all nations. And, essentially, we must rely
upon mu·selves. We ought to renew the strength that flows only from the spirit
of lndependenee. The Nation Is our only sure and certain means of Rafety and
prote<"tlon. How dangt>rous, thPn, It Is to vitiate the national in!<tltutlons, to
dlvltoll1.e thP national spirit, to Impair thp Nation's Constitution, to trifle with the
Nation's independence, and to throw asldP the historic policies that have long
servf>(l us so well. "Why quit our own to stand upon foreign ground?" Why
snerlflce the Nation's heritage in orde1· to favor two allies of a presumed enemy?
In time of stress, how sem;el1>ss It Is to weaken, to Impair, to jeopardize our only
sure am! <·ertoln means of safety and defense!
Cooperation with all nations In 1>fl'orts to ket>p the ppace need not divest the
Nation of its protecting cover of sover1>lgnty and independence. A renewed emphasis on the national spirit of RPlf-rellance need not express Itself in the
ac<·ents of war. It Is our truest n11tional Interest "to do all which may achieve
and cherish a just and lasting pence among ourselves, and with all nations."

STATEMENT OF REV. 1. PAUL COTTON, CLEVELAND,

omo

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cotton? You have testified here several times
before, and you say you want a half houd
Mr. C<YrTON. Whatever time you think the importanc~ of the material requires.
The CnAIRMAN. All right. I will give you 10 minutes.
Mr. CCYIToN. Here is my statement for the record, which can be
followed by the Senators who are present.
I am Rev. J, Paul Cotton, of Cleveland, Ohio. I am here to present
this message. I have a few copies of my printed article which are
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available to the press. I previously have given a few copies of my
statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you a pastor of a church!
Mr. CO'ITON. No; I am not a pastor of a church.
The CaAmMAN. What is your occupation now¥
Mr. CoTrON. I am occupied as a checker in an ice-cream ple.nt. I
am an ordinary worker.
The CHAIJUIAN. You are a checker in an ice-cream plant!
Mr. COTTON. Yes, sir.
I shall try to prove today that this pact should be rejected because
it is unconstitutional, for it provides that we commit ourselves in
advance to a war about which we know nothing, and considering the
nature of these nations we could never be sure in advance that it constituted a real threat to our securit,Y.
The Russian aggressions are simply another name for our past
mistakes, and this alliance is designed to meet a Russian technique
that does not exist. Rather than checking Stalin, it plays right into
his hands by promoting an armament race with the resulting hindrance
to European recovery. It undermines the authority of the United
Nations. There is no indication that Russia wants war, but war may
rather be provoked by this pact.
If there are any questions in this material, which I may not have
time to cover, I will try to answer them at the close.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
SENATE RESOLUTION 239

Mr. CoTroN. The newspapers of the country, apparently accepting
wholesale the propaganda of the State Department have asserted that
just because the Senate adopted the Vandenberg resolution 64 to 4
1t was a foregone conclusion that they would ratify this North Atlantic
:Military Alliance.
But one part of the Vandenberg resolution only approved the idea
of regional alliances and promised association with them without defining what that association meant. Most of them thought the~ were
only voting moral support; not a military alliance. Hence 1t was
hastily voted.
The CHAIRMAN. You talked with them all¥
Mr. COTTON. Senator Vandenberg himself on the day it was considered declared, of his resolution :
It declines automatically mllltary alliances It declines all peacetime renewai.
of the old, open-ended lend-lease formula. It declines unilateral responslbllitJ
for the fate of western Europe.
It is none of these things; it Is the exact opposite. • • • It ls a paraphrase
ot the Rio Treaty. It never steps outside the United Nations• Charter. It never
steps outside the Con1<titutlon of the United States. It never steps outside the
final authority ot the Congress.
• • • We are proceeding on the theory that the people of the United States
and the Government of the United States would not consent to any arr&lll\'ment
which would require us to go to war at the behest of others and without our
approval.

I shall seek to prove today that tlle North Atlantic Alliance is evervthing that Senator Vandenberg claimed his resolution was not. Sebator Connally, that day the Vandenberg resolution was considered,
declared:
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I would be Tery reluctant, I may say, to join any other regional organization
In the world. It would involve us in diftleultles we might not be able to avoid.

Both Senator George and Sneator Hatch expressed the belief that
they were not voting for a military alliance outside of the Rio Treaty
already voted. Senator Hawkes summed up the feelins- of that day
when he said that when a treaty comes back for ratification "no moral
obligation has been created." Therefore, when administration officials
go far beyond Senate commitments, this body is perfectly free to turn
down such a proposal.
CONSTITUTIONALITY OP TREATY

This military alliance, by- agreeing in advance for the next 20 years
or more to enter any war m which any of these nations are engaged,
violates the Constitution of the United States which provides that both
Houses of Congress, the representatives of the people, shall have the
sole right to determine when our sons shall be drafted to kill and be
killed.
Under this pact, either Congress does or does not have the right to
decide in each particular case whether the situation req_uires our
entrance into the war. If it does retain this deliberative right, then
we have no right to ratify this moral commitment in advance to enter
war, for we give the other nations to understand that they can count
on us, and tnen we let them down, and violate our solemn word when
the crucial moment arrives.
But if the Congress surrenders its deliberative power to decide and
becomes only a rubber stamp, as I believe this pact provides, then
we should refuse to ratify a pact that would destroy an essential part
of our constitutional rights. Article 5 of the pact saysThe CHAIRMAN. You have 3 minutes more for your statement.
DECLARATION OF WAR

Mr. COTTON (reading):
The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or North America shall be considered an attack against them nil; and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them • • •
will assist the party or parties so attacked by takinir forthwith, Individually and
In concert with the other parties, such action as It deems necessary, including
the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic
area.

We need to say at the outset that the whole purpose of this alliance
is to guarantee automatic American intervention at once whenever
any of these countries suffers any kind of armed attack. The moral
commitment is unmistakable. AU these nations were solemnly assured by both the President and the Secretary of State that, if the
Senate ratified the pact, our entrance into their wars would be guaranteed at once.
I quote from the official interpretation of the treaty, Department of
State Publication 3462 of March 1949:
By entering Into this arrangement It would recognl7..e the fact that any armed
attack upon any nation party to the treaty would so threaten the national security of the United States as to be In e11'.ect an attack upon the United States. Under the United States Constitution the Congress alone has the power to declare
war. The United States certainly can obligate Itself In advance to take such ac-
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tion, Including the use of armed force, as It deems necessary to meet armed attack
a1fectlng Its national security.
The fact that the fulftllment of a treaty obligation, as .far as a declaration of
war la concerned, depends upon the action of Congress does not Inhibit the United
States from undertaking the commitment.

Both Houses of Congress for the next 20 years or more then become
n rubber stamp, if the Senate ratifies this treaty committing this
Nation in advance to enter any war in which any of these nations are
engaged.
SURRENDER OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

I call attention to the fact that the Senate alone must decide the fat.e
of this treaty, whereas both the House and Senate are empowered to
decide upon our entrance into war. No Congress should be allowed
to dictate the actions of a Congress 15 years from now. And still
more important, no one has the ri~ht or ability to tell in advance that
1tn attack upon any of these nations will constitute a threat to our
national security during the next 20 years or longer.
There are some who would say that our constitutional rights were
preserved by the addition of the words "such action as it deems nee·
essary." But the words that follow are "necessary to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area." In other words,
Congress can decide how much money it wants to appropriate to win
the war, but it cannot decide whether it wants the war or not.
Any declaration of war it is called upon to make becomes a mere
formality. It has already committed itself in advance to enter the war
by stating that an attack upon any of these nations is an attack upon
the United States.
Article 11, which states that the treaty's provisions shall be carried
out by the parties in accordance with their respective constitutional
processes, is probably only lip-service to our Constitution. thus
helping it to get to get ratified. But when once the Senate ratifies
this treaty, it becomes of binding force.
Senator Robert A. Taft, in a radio address of :March 30, 1949,
declared that it was not certain that even a formal declaration of war
by Congress would be necessary under this pact:
The President of the United States undoubtedly bas the constitutional right
to use our armed forces against an armed attack on the United States without
a congressional declaration of war. Article 5 says that an armed attack
against any other nation shall be considered an attack against UR. If a treaty
can modify provisions of our Constitution, the President might be able to USt'
armed forces without congressional uction to protect the territory of one of the
Eurpean participants against armed attack.
Under article 6 of our Constitution, treaties are gi'l'en an Independent status
equal, in some respects. to the Constitution itself, and the Supreme Court has
so held in Holland v. Missouri and other cniies.

The word "forthwith" in article 5 of the pact suggests such immediate action as only the Executive, as head of the armed forces. Cllll
take. I hope you now see how serious is the step you are being called
upon to take. If this pact is ratified, no deliberative action remains
in Congress ·to decide whether or not we ent('r a war, and even if a
declaration of war is used. it becomes a mere formality.
Yet such a matter as drafting our sons to kill and be killed is a
matter of such importance that each Congress must decide each
question on its own merits, and no power of discretion can be trans·
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ferred to the President of the United States, but it must remain in
the hands of the representatives of the people.
OBLIGATJON IN EVENT OF AN ARHED A'ITACK

But under this military pact United States officials propose to
underwrite in advance with the blood of our sons any kind of war in
which any of these nations are ever engaged. Article 5 of this alliance
does not qualify this armed attack in any way. A nation could provoke an armed attack and still we would be required to go to war.
One of these nations could even begin an armed attack on another and
still we would be obliged to enter the war on their side.
It would be impossible to change article 5 to meet this objection, for
each nation always considers itself the innocent party, and the other
nation is always the aggressor nation.
CO-SIGNATORIES OF THE PACT

·

Consider some of these nations with whom we propose to enter a
military alliance, giving a blanket endorsement in advance of all their
wars. Italy is one, on the opposing side in both world wars. Portugal, a Fascist nation, is another. How can we deny Spain the same
privileged position, when both Portugal and Italy are in Y
One of the members of this military pact, the Netherlands, has sup~ressed a genuine movement for independence in Indonesia with bloody
fighting, with its leaders in prison, all in defiance of the United Nations'
decision. Temporarily, while this pact is under consideration, the
Dutch are behaving just now, but what about the future9 For better
or for worse? that nation becomes our ally, and probably we shall have
to dig deep mto our pockets to finance arms to pour into the Netherlands, and then in turn the Dutch use them to suppress freedom in
Indonesia.
The French in Indochina are certainly not saints either. Recently,
under the security of this pact, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg,
}'ranee, and the Saar stole 52 square miles of valuable territory from
Germany. If Germany ever fights to get back this land, the United
States of America will be committed in advance to enter the war to
protect the sovereign rights of these robber nations.
Against the protes~ of the Arab League, Algeria is included in
this pact. This means thatif ever Algeria, perhaps in union with other
powers, attempts to gain its freedom from France, we shall be obligated
m advance to shed the blood of our sons to prevent freedom from
reaching Algeria.
Is the Senate willin~ to guarantee in advance that any war in which
any of these nations 1s ever engaged will definitely be the same as
an attack upon us and so automntically involve us in war as allies9
Bear in mind that it is not only these nations, but if the North Atlantic
Pact is adopted there will be a Mediterranean Pact, a Near-East Pact,
a Pacific Pact, and no one knows how manv more. If any of these
nations goes Communist, we will be obliged by the language of
the pact to defend their interests just the same.
It is true that Secretary Acheson goes beyond the language of the
pact, and declares that if there is n. Communist civil war in any of these
countries our country will be obligated to defend the existing govern-
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ment. But what if the people of Portugal rise up against their Fascist
rulers in the effort to be free f Will we be obhgated by this pact to
defend dictatorship against democriicy ~
Yes, the congressional right to deliberation in each specific case must
be preserved. No nation has the right to tax peo~le and draft people
to enter wars unless they shall have some v01ce m deciding whether
or not to enter such wars. But if this pact is adopted, and some issue
arises where I do not wish to see my Nation involved in war, and I
telegraph my Congressman, he will reply to me :
There is no use In your writing or sending telegrams to me anymore. Congress has given up Its power to decide and has transferred It to the capitals
of Europe.

One of the principal arguments used by the official Department of
State Publication 3462 for this pact was that "two world wars have
taught them that their security is inextricably linked together, that
an attack on any one of them is in effect an attack on all." If this statement is true, then why is Russia not included in this pact! For in
both world wars Russia was an ally. Italy, an enemy state in both
world wars, is now included.
This only goes to show that we cannot tell in advance what the
situation will be; therefore, no one has the right to say that an attack
on any of these nations means an attack on us. As to our entrance
into these two World Wars, many today are questioning the necesfilty.
I simply refer you to the eminent historian, the late Charles A. Beard.
who wrote the book President Roosevelt and the Coming of the War,
1941.
OOJ!OUTMENT TO DECLARE WAR

But even if the necessity for our entrance into these wars be granted,
it does not follow that we will determine in advance that we will always
want to intervene. Consider what an ardent supporter of World War
II, Senator Claude Pepper, said on the floor of the Senate June 11.
1948:
In World War I and In World War II we made a choice, when we had all
the facts before us, to go In. We did not have any alliance like the mlllt.ary
alliances that bound European nations together and automatically committed
thl'm to war. I am not prepared to see this country, by Implication or otherwU;e.
commit Itself to the defense of western Europe or any other part of the world
In advance, without knowing the tacts and circumstances and conditions that
would lead us to the terrible mobllizatlon of our mighty strength.

There are safeguards in other arrangements we have signed. In the
United Nations, when it comes to the use of armed force our nation has
a right of veto in the Security Council. In the Rio Pact, note these
words: "No state shall be required to use armed force without its
consent." Article 20. In the Rio Pact there was some consideration
of our Constitution, our desire to be consulted lx.>fore we entered 1&
terrible war. But these words of the Rio Pact are conspicuous by their
absence in the North Atlantic Pact.
Speaking of the Rio Pact, it is sometimes argued that we have had
a successful Monroe doctrine and the proven benefits of this plan should
be more widely extended. But let us bear in mind that the Monroe
doctrine was primarily directed against these very nations with whom
we now plan an alliance. Take a look at the map of South Ameri<'a
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and you will find there British Guiana, Dutch Guiana, French
Guiana-all stolen before the Monroe doctrine came into force.
Instead of agreeing to defend these American nations against the
aggression of western European powers, we now propose to give up
the Monroe doctrine and put in its place the Truman doctrine which
guarantees that we shall go to war whenever most of the nations on.
the globe are attacked, no matter who attacks and under any conditions.
COMHUNIST AGGRESSION

The reasons given for this new mili~ry alliance are that Russia
exercises the veto power so much over trivial matters, and has gained
so much territory. But let us analyze these Communist aggressions. Is
it not true that communism arose out of the ruins of World War I
and greatly expanded her territory as a direct result of the victories
of \Vorld War II, to which victories the United States of America
was a mighty, contributing factor!
'Ve must therefore do our best to prevent another war. While
regretting the results of the last war, it is no remedy to plunge the
world into another to increase the area of fascism or communism.
Then when it came to peace settlements, Roosevelt at Yalta and Truman at Potsdam gave Russia everything she asked for on a silver
platter. Not only was the Russian veto given on all peace settl~
ments, but in the United Nations Charter the United States consented
to the Russian veto in every trivial matter.
'l'he past crisis of Berlin was solely the result of the United States
leaders agreeing to a situation where the western sectors of Berlin
would be surrounded for 100 mile.c; by Russian-dominated territory.
So everything that our leaders object to about Russia is the result
of their own planning. They are unwilling to admit their guilt, but
instead contnve to get us into yet another war through this pact.
This alliance is designed to meet a Russian technique that, as a
rule, does not exist. Their method is not to cross national boundaries
with Russian troops after the manner of Hitler. It is to bore from
within and to promote civil wars as in Czechoslovakia and China.
'Vhen conditions become so desperat~ economically that the people are
ready fo1· any change, then Commnmsts take over.
ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION

'The Marsha 11 plan does to a considerable extent restore these nations
toward normal eon<litions, so that communism today is becoming
}?,SS serious a threat. F11rther economic reconstruction will meet the
challenJ!l> of the Communist strategy where the North Atlantic Pact
utterly fails. By promoting an armament race, causing a million or
more men to withdraw from active production of goods, we would
nullify the effect .Qf the Mar,.;hall plan and cause such misery and
hopelessness in Europe as to play right into the hands of Stniin.
Countless E11ropl'ani;; are tired of war and of the mental attiturle
that leads to war. "'hen we, due to our military lt>adership, hand
them iz11ns when they ask for bread. and invite them to bent b:l<'k
their plowshares into swords, we give the Communists a golden
opportunity in all of these war-torn nations.
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REARMAMENT AND ARMS R.\CES

This pact does promote an armament race. Article 3 of the pact
promises mutual aid, which means principally the United States, to
develop their "capacity to resist armed attack." This means, as
Secretary Ach<>son affirms, that "the Senate would have an obligation
to approve arms shipments to Europe, if it ratifies the pact."
In fact, President Truman promised arms to the members of this
pact. To develop the capacity of these nations to resist any armed
attack is no small commitment. Hanson Baldwin says that alend-lease program of arms and equipment amounting oYer a 4- or 5-year period
to perhaps $15,000,000,000 to $18,000,000,000 is one ot the duties expected of the
United States when the alliance hus been completed (New York Times, December 5, 1948.)

Since then he has admitted it might amount to over $20,000.000~000.
When we consider that we shall in peacetime this year go into debt by
probably $1,000,000,000, we shall see what an appalling prospect this
additional load becomes. This will mean greatly increa:-;ed taxntion,
and taxes really come out of the pockets of the common people.
When Russia increases its own armaments and armed forces in retaliation, the European governments will compl1tin that they were
promised security by this pact, and we have faile<l to live up to our
promises.
George Marcy, the military critic of Figaro, conservatiYe French
newspaper, as reported in the ~ew York Times for January 28, 1949,
asserted that it would cost $15,000,000,000 to equip the French army
alone. Our own economy would be seriously threatened, not only because of taxes, bnt because of the lack of steel where ewn now the
shortage is so great as to hamper our production of other goods.
But to encourage other nations now to enter an armament ra('e is
to invite disaster. See with what zeal the Communists pJ'Ovoked
strikes in France to interfere with the Marshall plan. But for us to
hamper production of useful goods by promoting militarism is to do
exactly the same, and so overcome the good we have accomplished.
In France 1 out of 4 to whom we would hand guns would be Communist. In China 90 percent of the billions we sent for military
equipment was seized by the Communists. Sooner or later we would
find that an essential and necessary part of our rearmament _program
would be the remilitarization of western Germany. So the North Atlantic Pact gives no defense from the usual type of Communist activity, but it does weaken these nations at the very point where Communists are most liable to attack.
The North Atlantic Pact does undermine the presti~ of the United
Nations by the promotion of military alliances, which have always
led to war, just as the League of Nations was undermined. As Senator
Pepper so well expressed it last year:
I believe that whatever ls a bypassing of the United Nations, whate,·er threatens to undermine its power or prestige, or authority, ls a step backward, not
fo1-ward, and that we would better support the organization we have, and let
time and momentum sustain and succo1· its strength.
THE PACT AND BU88IA

The State Department refers to the Russian vetoes and their refusal
to come to agreements on vital European matters. But can such a
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pact as this help the situatiort? It will rather hinder. It will add
to the tension of Russian-American relations and make agreement.
e\'en more difficult.
Although Russia has been hard to get along with, because she has
insisted upon the privileges that our past leadership so freely granted,
vet there is no indication that Russia wants war, because her people
and economy sutfered so badly from the last one. So much is this the
case that our militarists are hard put to it to find reasons for getting
us excited. 'Vhenever the Russians hold spring maneuvers, we are
told they are getting mobilized for war.
Lately these militarists have become so hard up that they have t.ried
to stimulute the imaginations of the people by saying that flying
saucers are not a joke. With the wastern defenses as weak as they
are, why has Russia not already made the attack~ The only answer
that can be given is that whether she is deterred by the atom bomb,
or it simply does not fit in with Russian strategy to antagonize the
common people by wars of aggression, Russia clearly does not want
war.
NORWAY AND THE PACT

But this North Atlantic alliance can cause the war that it wa.ci
designed to prevent. The presence of Norway in this Pact with the
resulting obligation imposed that American guns and American generals shall be used to help strengthen these countries is a threat to
Russian security, just as a similar Russian arrangement with Mexico
would be a threat to us.
We read that United States representatives promised military
supplies to Norway only if she joined the alliance. (New York
Times, February 13, 1949.) When American guns and generals so
freely used in Greece are also given to Norway, we create an impossible
situation for Russia and invite war.
The Christian Century of March 2, 1949, declared:
The real Issue Is whether a permanent military alliance of this sort, ostensibly
within the UN, but acting Independently of the UN and against a member
nation of the UN, by forging a cordon of steel around that nation and pushing
its army, navy, and air bm;es. right Into that nation's front yard, will serve
peace or breed fear, anger, and war.

The Cleveland meeting of the Federal Council of Churches affirmed:
No defensive alliance should be entered into ·which might validly appear as
aggressive to Russia as a Russian alliance with Latin America would undoubtedly
appear to us.

If we enter this military alliance and help western Europe rearm,
we present an engraved invitation to Russia to attack, for it will take
years to get ready the armies needed for defense. So why not attack
before they are prepared~ If war is made to appear inevitable, Russi~ certainly will not wait. So this pact tends to incite the very war it
tries to prevent:
PROVOCATIVENESS OF THE TREATY

This military alliance, like all others before it, lends to war. World
War I was caused because Germany had an alliance with Austria,
and Russia had an alliance with Serbia, so both Germany and Russia
were obliged to fight, because of the military alliance. Neither the
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military alliance of Great Britain with Poland nor the alliance between
Hitler and Stalin prevented World War II, but rather encouraged
these nations to fight.
In contrast, see how the Israel-Arab conflict was settled. Here
there was no alliance of Russian nations supporting Israel, and other
nations supporting the Arabs, to keep the war going. If there were,
there would have been no desire for peace among either Jews or
Arabs. They would have said: "We have powerful allies, so why
should we back down from our positions?" But instead the nations
shut off the supply of arms, and although the UN has no police force,
simply the moral force of world opinion and the persistent efforts of
UN officials were instrumental in bringing the conflict to an end.
The present situation does not call for bypassing and snubbing
the United Nations, calling it a failure, giving only lip service to it,
and putting our trust instead in a military alliance, lettmg the UN die
by neglect. Somehow the past mistakes of our leaders must be corrected. More just peace terms must be made. The United Nations
must be made into a real world government.
In the meantime we should use every p<>SSible avenue through the
United Nations and other conferences to iron out our differences with
Russia and come to some agreement.
OBLIGATION TO DECLARE WAR

The CHAilll\IAN. Just one question: You say this would force us
into any war that any of these other countries might be engaged in~
Mr. CoTTON. Not only against Russia, but any nation.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think you are quite fair when article 5
provides:
If such an armed attack occur&-

thnt means an armed attack on any of these other nations-each of them, in exercli::e of the right of l111lividua1 or eollectlve self-defense recognized by article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the party
or parties so attn<'ked hy taking forthwith , lndlvillually and in concert with
the other parties, such action as it deems ncecssary.

Does that not leave it to the discretion of each one of the countries
to do whatever it deems necessarv? Would the United States ha Te
to declare war under that article 1 •
Mr. COTTON. The words are "necessary to restore the security of the
North Atlantic nrea." And the words that J>recede are vitally important in that. They are "an attack upon one 1s an attack upon all." So
automatically it is like an attack on Pearl Harbor.
The CHAIRMAN. What does it menn when it says "an attack''1
Mr. Corrox. I cannot possibl~, interpret those words. But. I want
to say that the word "forthwith' does suggest that such immediacy of
action mnst be taken. and only the Executive could do it. It would
not remain for a deliberative hodv to decide.
The Cu.\JRl\lAN. Senator Doni1ell?
Senator Dox:-n:LL. No questions. But I would like the I't'(.'om to
show nt this point that )fr. Acheson himself has defined the expre:sion "as it deems necessary" to indicate the exercise of nn honest. gl'TIUine judgment on the part of our country, so that a mere 1nhitrary
decision. I tuke it, by our country, would not be in accordance with
the languuge as it may determine.
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I do not know whether this gentleman has seen that language of
Mr. Acheson or not.
Mr. COTTON. However, it should be stated that whatever was said
before, in fact, whatever was said for the Varnlen:berg resolution, the
important thing is that we have this treaty, and it says certain things,
and the nations of Europe have been given to understand that it means
certain things. The important thing is not what the Secretary tells
us. but what he has told the other nations what this means.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what he told the other nations1
Mr. CurroN. The fact is that thev will-The CuAIRl\IAN. Do you know what he told the other nations~ You
say you know all about that.
~Ir. CorroN. From all we learn in the newspapers they have been
given to understand that their security is assured, because of our entrance into the pact.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You are excused.
Mr. CorroN. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF 0. 10HN ROGGE, FORMER ASSISTANT, UNITED
STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Rogge. how long will you take1
Mr. R, Gt:E. I sho111<1 like, if the chairman please, to make an oral
statement, I would say, of 10 or 12 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a written paf>ed
Mr. R1uGE. I have what you would rea ly call notes that will aid
me in making un oral statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you get along on 10 minutes1 . The hour is

late.

Mr. ROGGE. I know the hour is late. I will try it in 10 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You will have to do it in 10 minutes if we say so.
Mr. RoooE. I recognize that.
The CHAIRMAN. I _hope you can get through in 10 minutes, because
we haYe been working hard all day, and we have been working hard
every day. We do not get much time to play golf while workmg on
this treaty .
.!\fr. RoouE. I nppreciate that.
.
Senator DoNNELL. His bite is not as bad as his bark, :Mr. Rogge.
The CHAIRMAN. I have not been rough on anybody.
Mr. ROGGE. My residence is 400 East Fifty-second Street, New York
City. I have a law office in that city and also here.
The CHAIRJ\IAN. ·whom do you represent?
l\fr. ROGGE. I am here under my own steam, Senator. I have clients,
but I am not here representing any organization. I am here myself,
to express my own views, and m conformance with our tradition that
American citirens may give their ideas on issues thnt affect them. And
that is why I am here.
The CHAIRMAN. Go right ahead. We will give you 10 minutes
orallv.
Mr. RoGGE. I am here in opposition to the North Atlantic Pact because I think, in substance, it is a military alliance, and although it
may not violate the letter, it does violate the spirit of the United Nations Charter, and in my opinion plays into the hands of communism.
0061~49--pt.3~21
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I think the State De)?artment, through its devotion to discredited
doctrines and its resultmg failures, has become one of the most effective recruiting agents for world communism. This pact, if ratified, is
going to put us and the western European nations on a garrison footing, and any new trend toward a garrison state would mean even
further curtailment of basic American freedom which has already
been sharply curtailed. That is my No. 1 concern.
I think we •have been destroying our best characteristic, and that is
our freedom. We already have large armament expenditures. Now
they are going to be still larger. I am not reassured at all by an article,
for instance, which I saw in the New York Sun of Saturday, quoting
nn AP dispatch that the State Department declared that the present
defenses of western Europe are so weak that they invite military aggression, and proposing for fiscal year 1950, $1,130,000,000 for the
North Atlantic Pact countries, and $320,000,000 for Greece and Turkey, making a total of $1,450,000,000.
The drafters of this proposed pact have committed another serious
blunder, in my opinion, this time dredging up a military alliance to
combat a threat which is essentially ideological, social, and economic.
The result of this faulty evaluation will be not only an immediate
waste of billions of dollars but will also eventually be as costly a
failure as was the mistaken evaluation of the situation in China.
I hold no brief for the Soviet Union. I am interested primarily in
my own country and its people. I have been to Europe twice this year,
this past year. I spoke at two peace conferences, and I suppose that
they were rather heavily weighted on the left-wing side. I know that
when I stated· that American leaders did not want war, and that the
Soviet Union shared much of the blame for the deterioration of international affairs, I received some hisses and boos.
I am convinced that the two systems are in conflict the world over.
I do not think we can sit by idly in this conflict and must in fact
actively defend ourselves and our fonn of government against tl1ose
hostile to it. But 1 think we are acting negatively rather than
positively in this North Atlantic Pact. I think we are putting our
worst foot forward.
COMPETITION OF IDEAS

What you have is a competition of ideas, and you do not fight ideas
with guns; you fight them with better ideas. We are in competition
for the alle~iance of men and women in Europe, and I think democrac\'
can triumph. I think our freedom is the best thing that the human
race has known to date. I think it can triumph over any other sy~tem.
hut a garrison state is not a democracy, and this treaty, if ratified, will
put western Europe on a garrison footing as well as strengthen in this
country the military forces which are historically an antidemocratic
force.
The Nazis tried guns instead of butter, and it did not work. Should
this pact be ratified with its emphasis on arms and might. I think it
will fail as miserably as has t.he Truman doctrine in Greece and
the same kind of policy in China. There is just no future in arms
expenditures. The State Department, in getting up this Atlantic
Pact, has ignored the ghosts of similar alliances and treaties which
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have never worked before, and which littered up· the diplomatic
graveyards. And despite all the headlines and speeches about Russian aggression, I do not think the Soviets are a military threat. They
are making political warfare, not military aggression, and I am not
alone in my opinion on that.
For instance, I see, in a column of D1tvid Lawrence, in the New York
Sun of May 6, in which he says:
The cry of the Russians that Americans are warmongering has been dismissed
heretofore as absurd, but it will be difficult indeed for America to keep on
spending $ll'i,OOO,OOO,OOO a year for nrmament after Russia calls for the wltb·
drawal of all foreign troops from German soil and carries out, ns she doubtless
will soon, a complete demobilization of the Red Army.

Or this, from John Foster Dulles, a statement before the Third
National Conference on Churches, on March 8, 1949. He said:
I do not know any rei<ponslble high official, military or civilian, In this Government or nny government, who believes that Uie Soviet state now plans conquest by open military aggression.

They wnge political warfare and the way to fight them is by better
politics. Thev thrive on mass miscontent and the way to fi(?:ht that
is to remove the causes of discontent. This treaty in my opimon does
neither. It is a dangerous venture which I think has three objectives:
1. Strengthening America's hand in the cold war;
2. Provide international guaranties against reform and revolutionarv mowment-= within the member states: and
:1. Lay tlH• grou11tlwork for a military eoalition for a possible war
against Russia.
Insofar as the cold war is concerned I think the majority of Americans are already sick and tired of it. It has cost us dearly. We
have inflationary prices, we have artificially created shortages, and
the thing- I come back to, that troubles me most, is that we, along
with it, have been in the process of destroying our right to think
as we like and to say what we think.
I am exercising it here, but I would like all Americans free to
exercise that.
The CHAIRMAx. They have the same privilege as you have, have they
not~

Mr. RoooE. That is right. But they have been scared, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I cannot unscare them, because you keep scaring
them.
POl'ITIVE APPROACH IXSTEAD OF

NEGATIVE

Mr. RoooE. Really, instead, for instance, of the State Department
coming along with a negative thing like the North Atlantic Pact,
I would like to suggest an idea on the positive side. I would like to
sug~est. for instance, that they think in terms, let us say, of an idea.
of the RFC for the new China. in which American businessmer~
could put their money, have the Government guarantee the principal
of it, let us say, and let them invest that money in manufacture in
China, so that China could be developed.
That would be a positive approach rather than a negative one
as contained in this North Atlantic Pact. The talk about mass discontent, and the clamor for reforms and blaming that on the Kremlin,
I think, also does not look at the facts correctly. I think those things
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in Europe are due to the fact that capitalism has been unable to
provide the basic standards of living.
I can say to you that when French workers talk to you about the
lack of milk they have no milk. Then when they talk about being cold
they are really cold. You cannot blame those things on the Kremlin.
I think the two danger SJ>ots are France and Italy. And if those
people want industry nationalized or if they want large land holdmgs redistributed, I think thev will have to he allowed to do that.
They will have to get the reforms there, and they will have to be
allowed to do it in their own way.
The third point, about military coalition for a possible war against
Russia, I do not think I have to elaborate on that, beyond reminding
that these anti-Comintern pacts have existed before and they have not
t.rotten us anywhere. I thmk the solution to our problem lies in the
United Nations. I think the North Atlantic Pact, for all its talk
about carrying out the United Nations, does not do it.
I think it violates the spirit of the United Nations and we should
proceed in that way, we should proceed positively, rather than in
the negative form of what is in effect a military alliance, because we
are gomg to spend ourselves either into a depression or a war, or
both. And I am concerned primarily about all the money that we
spend for armament and we are going to spend still more under this
pact.
I think it is a negative approach to the world's problems.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Donnell 1
SeMtor DONNELL. You favor the rejection of the North Atlantic
Treaty1
Mr. RoooE. Yes; I definitely do.
Senator DoNNELL. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you subscribe to the doctrines and policies of
Henry Wallace 1
Mr. RoooE. I was a supporter, and I suppose, Senator, you could
say an ardent supporter of Henry W nllace in the last campaign.
I think that I agree pretty much' with his ideas. I am not gomg
to say that I agree with all of them, because I do not know what
they are. But he and I are in pretty general agreement, that is correct.
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Wallace, of course, is against the treaty.
Mr. RoooE. So I understand. I read that in the newspaper account.
The C1IAmMAN. He testified here a~ainst the treaty.
Mr. RoooE. That is my understandm~.
The CHAIRMAN. You read his testimonv, did vou not1
Mr. ROGGE. No; I will have to say I iui.ve not had a cha1we to do
that. I am rather busy, a practicing lawyer, and I have had two
cases in the last 2 months, one in the Supreme Court of the United
States and one in the Supreme Court of the State of New ,Jersev.
My law business takes up most of my time, but I do feel about th1s
pact. I have talked to people from other countries.
I do think that the thing that the Soviet people are conducting.
they think they have an idea that is better than ours. I do not think
you can fight that with guns. I think you have to fight fhnt with a
positive democracy of our own and we are able to. do it, but we do
not do it in this pact.
The CnAIRMAN. '\Ve do not do it all in this pact, of course.
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~Ir. RoooE. I do not think we do any of it in there.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not?
THE COLD WAR

.Mr. RoooE. No, sir. It is a military pact, and I think it violates
the spirit of the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it is a military pact. As a matter of fact,
there is nothing in the treaty that binds us. There is no aggressive
action contemplated in the pact, is there 1
Mr. RoooE. Well-The CHAIR~IAN. Do not sav "well." Say what you mean.
Mr. RoooE. Yes. Let us just be honest about this. I think this pact
has in mind continuing the cold war against Russia. It says here,
for instance, in article 3--The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about a hot war.
Mr. RoooE. Yes; and it has that in mind, too. This North Atlantic
Pact has as its objective dividing the world into two camps.
The CnAIRMAN. Are they not already divided into two camps1
Mr. RoooE. Do we have to go still further in that direction by
putting it in black and white 1
The CnAmMAN. I asked you a question. We did not divide it. Is
it not divided by the action of Russia¥
Mr. ROGGE. I think we helped to divide it.
The CHAIRMAN. Has not Russia said she is not going to be cont~nt
until she controls the rest of the world, and commumzes the whole
world?
Mr. ROGGE. I do not think she put it quite like that. They have
the idea that communism is going to sweep the world. Why do we
have to agree with them and set up a military pact~ We play into
their hands when we spend this much money for arms. I say put it
in positive terms, let us put the American businessmen, for instance,
to work to help industrialize China.
It may be that Russia has missed the boat in China, too, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is all. Thank you. You are excused.
Mr. RoooE. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. We will meet tomorrow morning for the last day
of the hearing at 10: 30 in this room. The committee stands in recess.
(Thereupon, at 6 p. m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
iWednesday, May 18, 1949, at 10: 30 a. m.)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1949
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CouMrl'TEE ON FoREION RELATIONS,

Washington, D. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, on May 17, 1949, at
10 :30 a. m. in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Tom Connally
(chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senator Connally (chairman).
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. The committee has some telegrams and communications here on the matter. I will
ask the clerk of the committee to read them out so that you can hear
them and insert them in the report.
(Telegram and letter approving ratification of the North Atlantic
Treaty were read into the record from the following: Mr. William
Green, president, American Federation of Labor; the Chamber of
C-0mmerce of the United States; United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce.)
Bon. Tow CoNNALLY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, May 17, 1949.
Chairman, Committee on. Foreign Relation.11,
Uni.tea State118enate, Wa11hington., D. C.:

Tbe executive council of the American Federation of Labor, now meeting in
Cleveland, unanimously approved the North Athmtic Pact. The council believes
that the pact will serve to promote peace, Increase national and International
morale, and wlll serve to make more effective the work of the United Nations. The
eouncll urges Congress to approve the pact as quickly as possible.
Ww. GREEN,
Preddent, American Felleration of Labor.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Wa11hington 6, D. C., May 10, 1949.

Hon. Tow CoNNALLY,
Chairman, Committee on. Foreign Relation11,
United States Senate, Wa11hington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CONNALLY: The Chamber of Commerce of tlle United States
hopes that your committee on Foreign Relations will recommend strongly that the
Senate consent to ratlflcatlon of the North Atlantic Treaty.
In thlrty·seventh annual meeting during the first week of l\Iay, the membership
of the national chamber adoptPll a df><'laration of pollcy renewing support of the
United Nations. The final pnragra1ll1s of that de<'l11ratlon urge that the United
States Government i;pel'dily Implement the purpose of national i::ecurlty and uni·
versal peace by exercising the powers and prlvlle!"es under articles 51 and 52 of
the Charter. I attach a copy of the complete policy statement on these questions.
The national chamher believes that the North Atlantic Treaty ls consistent
with the purposes and provlslops of the Charter and that It will contribute to the
preservation of world peace.
1137
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We therefore support it ns promoting the security nnd welfare of our own
country.
I should be happy If you would make this correspondence n part of the record of
your current committee hearings.
Cordially yours,
CLARENCE R. ~hu:ll.
Enclosure.
[From Policy Declnratlons of the Chamber of Commerce or the United States ii1111ro\"ed
by the membership on May 4, 19491

REGION AL DEFENRE PACTS
Artiele 51 of the United :'llntions CJ1nrtn recognizes the inhnent right of nations.
singly or collectivP.ly, to defend themselves against nrmed attack, nnd article 52
specifically provides for regional arrangements among nations In matters of
security. Stutes iutnestecl in restraining uggressior1 nnd preserving the pen('e
mny therefore org11nlze collectively for these common purposes within the fr11mework of the United Nations.
We therefore urge that our Government, recognizing the destruetive illlJJUct
of the veto power by Russin and its satellltP nations, move s~dily and progressively to implemP.nt the purposes of national security and universal peace by
P.xercising the powers nnd privileges reserved to all member nations under articles
51 and 52 of the Charter.
We endorse and approve the principles of the Vnndenherg resolution 1111ssed
b~· the United States S?nate on June 11, 1948, and the purposes and principles
of the Inter-Americ.·1rn Treaty of Heeiproenl Ai<i<ii<tnnce entered into with our
sister nations of the Americas with whom we bnve consistently muintained
friendly relations. By such agreements thP national Recnrity of the partkipntlng
nations can be strengthened and the cam;ie of pence cnn he progressively ad\'ant'ed..
\Ve urge that similar regional treaties nnd agreements bP negotiated and
concluded with the free democracies of Europe nnd with Canada. and that the
Congress extend to all such participating i<tates e\'Pry reasonable asi<h:tance,
c·onsii<tp•1t with 011r own se<·nrlty mid Pur domesli" rconomy, for the purpose of
strengthening defense against aggression or acts of war.
MOBILIZATION FOR PEACE

It Is now our hope nnd the hope. of mankind that, by such progres.<:i~·p union
of peace-loving nations under the provisions of articles 51 and 52 of the Charter,
sufficli>nt strength nnd power may be mobilize<! against aggression and i;uch a
pownful concert of purpose to keep the peace developed that aggression may be
stayed and world pence achieved within the framework of I.he United Nations.
Thus we may preserve the United Nations with all of its benellcient purposes and
avoid the destructive Impact of continued abui<e of the veto power by those
nations whose purposes cannot be achieved In a world at peace, anfl ultimately
achieve for our America nnd for all the world escape from the crushing burdens
of national defense.
UNITED STATES JUNIOR CHAMBER OF CoMMERCFTulsa, Okla., May 10,

19~9.

Senator TOM CoNNALLY,
Cha.irman, Senate Foreign Relation.! Committee,
Washi11gto11, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR CONN ALLY: As president of th!' United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce, I should like to make a statement concerning the Atlantic Pact.
Our organization recently sponi<ored the largest Ningle group ever to travel over
either ocean by air to attend the Junior Chamber International Congress In
Brui<srls, Belgium. The 132 delegates from the l:'nlted States were thrlllt>d with
the progress which has heen made in England, France, Belgium, and the Nf'therlands. Some of our delegates also vlsitPd in the Scandanavlan countries and
were equally impresi<ed with thP progress whic•h has been made thf're. After
spending a wepks with the young mPn in these countries which are signPrs of the
Atlanfr Pact, we became more convinced than ever that they require and d~rvp
the -wlio!PhParted, unq11111it!Pd support of the Pnlted States. I b:>lievP th11t all
of us, both here nnd abroad, regretted the necessity for the Atlantic Pact, hut tbe
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deeision to mnke thlR ngret-ment wns not one of our own choosing but a requirement thrust upon us by the constnnt threat of Russia und her sntellltes.
In our opinion, this Is another step toward an eventunl world government
which members of our organlzutlon fuvor. We do not believe thnt this 1>act in any
way niters 1.ur 11i.:reeme11t In the t:nlted !\at1011s nor our tlrm resoh·e to work for
tbe suc·ce!'s of this body.
Sincerely,
PAUL D. BAGWELL, Presid<>nt.

The CHAIR.MAN. Reverend Wahlberg~
Tell the stenographer your name and what your business is, whe1·e
you live, and whom you represent.
STATEMENT OF REV. EDGAR ?ti. WAHLBERG, DETROIT PEACE
COUNCll, DEARBORN, MICH.

Reverend WAHLBERG. My name is E<lgar M. Wahlberg and I live in
Dearborn, Mich.
Honorable members of the Foreign Relations Committee, first of
all, I wish to congratulate the members of this committee and the
Senators from my own State-namely, Arthur H. Vandenberg and
Homer E. Ferguson-who in conformity with our democratic tradition have provided for an extensive hearing on this most important
issue of the .North Atlantic Defense Pact.
I have the privilege of representing the social action commission of
my own church, a group of ministers and Christian laymen of the
Detroit area whose names are attached, the Detroit Peace Council,
and the Michigan Council Opposing Peacetime Conscription.
The following statement is my own. The motivation for it is in
mv Christian faith and basic desire to serve the Prince of Peace. It
is iny contention that Christianity and its teaching of love for all mankin<l is the third alternative to the alternatives of appeasement and
war.
'Ve believe that no one sincerely desires war. \Ve should do everything to prevent a third world war an<l the destruction of our way of
life. The deepest desire of mankind is feace. The American people
desire to maintain a democratic way o life and to lead the wny to
world security.
Peace depends upon an understanding between the United States
of America and the U. S. S. R. and a satisfactory working relntionship in a pattern of world responsibility and concern for the people of
the world.
Fear and unfriendly acts by both nations have deepened the <livi
sion between them and have generated hostility. Both nations are
burdened with expenditures of a military nature that have endJess and
exhaustive proportions.
If the present pattern persists, there is danger of a violent war at
any time. It is only logical to assume that the present cold war can
lead to an out break of actual war. Yet a further step is now being
prepared in the form of a North Atlantic Defense Pact, to be followed
by a huge and costly program of arming western Europe.
We contend that m practice, if past experience is a guide, the very
nature of this alliance and the process of rearmament will gene1·aw
fears which stil1 further rearmament will be needed to allay, crPating
a mounting spiral of expenditures in which military estimates will
4
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prevail over considerations of economic and social recovery. In this
way we will be perpetuating the very conditions of misery, want, and
dissatisfaction, at home and abroad. which, according to the State
Department analysis itself, foster communism and thus play into the
hands of the U. S. S. R.
We contend that we must put a general settlement with the U. S.
S. R. ahead of the North Atlantic Defense Pact. We feel that the
State Department and the administration should provide an answer
to this question. We believe that it is preferable to set up standards
of conduct rather than standards of geography in which we militaristically divide the world into two warring camps.
THE PACT AND WORLD SECURITY

We are of the opinion that the Atluntic Pact is a se<'ond-llest attempt
to provide for world security. It is not unlikely that a series of
regional pacts and agreements will take precedence over the facilities
of the United Nations and will in time overshadow the United Nations
universal character and aims. It would seem that such arrangements
will hamJ.>er and further weaken the United Nations. In actuality,
the pact is a substitution for the first-best alternative-the United
Nations-and will lead to the "bankruptcy of the political and legal
system for which the United Nations was created."
We believe "that it will prove impossible to restore a sense of security regarded by the United States as essential to western European
recovery, no matter how much we arm the nations along the Atlantic
seaboard, until Russian troops are withdrawn from Germany and
Austria."
Our problem is to relax the tensions which make it esrential for us
and others to keep troops in Europe. Let us rather demonstrate our
good faith in the possibility of the ultimate adjudication of the real
difficulties dividin__g east and west by making a thoroughgoing overture through the United Nations of universal disarmament with the
obviously necessary sanctions.
We are deeply convinced that capitalism and communism not only
can, but must live together in the same peaceful world. No dispute
between the United States and Russia need be resolved by force, and
there are no differences between them which in time cannot be sett lE'd bv
peaceful negotiations. We are of the opinion that all of the possibilities for such negotiations have never been fully exr.lored.
We petition for the discharge of our responsibilities as a peaceful
Nation to the end that all mankind may be freed from the threat of
total war. Confidence in an enduring peace will be created in a series
of friendly acts so directed as to bring understanding between the
United States of America and the U. S. S. R.
We, therefore, urge you to oppose the Atlantic Pact and the rearmament of western Europe by the United States; and we urge you to give
consideration to every genuine opportunity in which it is possible for
the United States and the Soviet Union to enter into relationships of
understanding and agreement, as regards the settlement of international disputes, and to a speedy end of hostilities as related to World
War II and also to the so-called "cold war." We urge the stron~e:-t
support of the United Nations and the use of its facilities for world
understanding and social and economic recovery and disarmament.
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.
As I have said, Christianity is the third alternative tD the tragic

pathways of appeasement and war. The sheer hypocrisy of security
by preparing for an atomic war faster than any other nation is seen
in the desperate way that atomic scientists are trying to get the
American people to do some clear, honest thinking about human relationships. Thi<; kind of thinking does not call for atomic armaments and the militarization of the West. If we wish to save the
world it calls for God's plan for our lives.
The early Christians went into the world with a plan. It was God's
plan. Because it was better than the Roman plan and other plans,
the people turned to the Christians and laid the roundations for the
humanitarian efforts of mankind which led to the expansion of democracy and man's dream to save the world. Man found the stuff
for a new world in his dh·ine nature. The power came from God.
We see this in the establishment of our own Nation, the first best
democracy on earth. When things were confused in the Constitutional Convention, our forebears recessed to pray. They reconvened
nnd found the way to agreement.
God gave us the world with all its abundance. God gave us life and
a. nature than can be good and helpful. God gave us Jesus Christ,
who more than any other has shown us the way to live. In Christ, we
have the teaching of faith and love. We have the power of God and
the grace and discipline of prayer. God's plan is adequate. Here we
have that added greatness of soul which drives out fear and in which
we can work together for the common good.
This is the glory of God's plan for our lives. God made us in His
image and through Christ has lifted us to the greatest knowledge
known to man. We belong to God in the fact of our birth. Let us
belong to God twice in our response to His love and our unhurried
love for all the children of men. We prny that our representatives in
\Vashington muy implement this universal faith in the support of
these universal mstitutions and values which alone will direct us to
world peace, understanding and security.
(The persons referred to are as follows:)
Dr. Henry Hitt Crane, Central Methodist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. Earl Sawyer, Epworth Methodist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. Herbert Fink, North Detroit Methodist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. W. R. Moorehead, 21130 Parkside, Ferndale, Mich.
Rev. Wllllam B. Spofford, Jr., 412 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. and Mrs. Wllllam Bostnlck, 26670 North River Park Drive, Inkster, Mich.
Rev. Charles A. Hill, Hartford Avenue Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. Robert D. Braby, Highland Park Presbyterian Church, Highland Park, Mich.
Dr. J . Perry Prather, First Church of the Brethren, Detroit, Mich.
Margaret R. Rani1on. St. Francis Xnvier Church, 426:l Monroe, Ecorse 29, Mich.
Rev. I . Paul Taylor, 17682 Cooley Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Lucy Mae Plotrowski, 4594 Palmer Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Rita Goodall, 4561 Helen Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Lottie M. Beck, 4805 Korte Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Muriel Robison, 4800 Curtis Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Ruth Luttrull, 4518 Rosalie Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Rose Peterson, 4786 Korte Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Mnrian Hoait, 57aa Cnbot. Detroit, l\lieh.
Gwendolyn Dunsmore, 4609 Rosalie Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Violet Toles, 4614 Westland, Dearborn, Mtcb.
Alice Crosley, 4615 Westland, Dearborn, Mich.
Sophia M. Hayes, 4831 Korte, Denrbol'n, Mich.
June Bobllsh, 6448 Greenfield, Dearborn, Mich.
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Joan White, 4893 Curtis, Dearborn, Mich.
l\Irs. Forest Hammond .. 4351 Sharon, Detroit, Mich .
.Mrs. Be8sle Gulliver, 5403 Springwells, Detroit, Mich.
Claude William, 15335 Jerome, Dearborn, Mich.
Hany Goodall, 4561 Helen, Dearborn, Mich.
Elmer E. White, 4893 Curtis Avenue, Dearborn, Mich.
Stella Ballard, 2746 Home Place, Dearborn, Mich.
Mary Talmadge, 5215 Lawndale, Detroit, Mich.
Dale A. Dunsmore, 4609 Rosalie, Dearborn, Mich.
Geraldine Washington, 8611 Dennison, Detroit, Mich.
W. D. Mooney, 6825 Coleman, Dearborn, Mich.
(This statement is also supported by Dr. Paul Morrison, Minister of Trlnit1
Methodist Church, Detroit, and as President of the Michigan Council Opposing
Peacetime Conscription.)

The CHAIRMAN. Are you a veteran~
Reverend 'VAHLBERG. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you belong to one of the veterans' organizations t
Reverend WAHLBERG. I belong to the American Legion.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a Legion man¥
·
Reverend WAHLBERG. Yes, sir.
-•
The CHAIRMAN. All right; thank you.
Miss Mabel Vernon.
This is the last day of our hearings, and we have a lot of witnesses,
and I will have to ask all the witnesses to be brief, because otherwise we
can't hear them all. All right; go ahead.

STATEMENT OF MISS MABEL VERNON, DIRECTOR OF PEOPLES
MANDATE COMMITTEE
Miss VERNON. The Peoples Mandate Committee, composed of
women in all the American Hepublics. works to abolish war. It has
its headquarters at the Hay-Adams House in Washington.
The committee was organize<l in Hl35 and from its inception has
advocated peaceful settlement of all disputes and universal disarmament. It has worked a11d is working to strengthen the organization
of American States and the inter-Am~rican treaties and conventions
designed to keep peac2 in the 'Vestern Hemisphere.
The committee is now concentrating on securing adoption of an
intemational a~reement within the Upited Nations for universal disarmament under inter11atio11ul control and for a world police force
to maintain pea<'e.
·
The Peoples :Mandate Committee opposes ratification of the ~orth
Atlantic Pact and particularly the implementation of the pact by
supplying united States arms to the western European nations. The
inevitable 1'2sults of such action would be increa.<>ed reliance on force,
military control of our foreign policy, increased tension between blocs
of nations. and overwhelming and continually increasing expenditures for armaments. All of these results belong to the pattern not
of peace but of war.
l\lany American citizens nre deeply concerned about the course our
Government is taking. All our policies must be directed to preventing another war in which the human race might perish. History
shows that military alliances such ns that provided by the North Atlantic Pact have not succeeded in preventing war. As one writer
puts it, "th~ twentieth century diplomatic boneyard is litte1·ed with
dead defense treaties that failed in their purpose."
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WAR CAN BE ABOLISHED BY ACTION IN 'rHE UNITED NATIONS

The first step is an international agreement providing sufficient
international control to prevent atomic and all other wars and to
maintain universal disarmament.
We urge that the American Government and the American people
concentrate all their energy on securing such an agreement by the
General Assembly of the United Nations m~ting in September 1949.
'Ve call on the Foreign Relations Committee to recommend to the
Senate a resolution urging on the President that the United States
Government sponsor this agreement in the United Nations.
In order to provide effective international control, a comprehensive
program must be offered along the lines of the one contained in the
following resolution:
·
Be it resolved, That an lnternatlonul agreement be adopted for the estabJlshment of nn International Control Cunuui:o;i,;ion, the membel's of which shall
be approved by every member state of the United Nations, and which shall act
hy simple majority vote: (1) To <'r!'nte and control a World Police Force of
Volunteers, with fullest powt•rs of inspection; (~) to supervise the simultaneous
reduction of all orml'd forces ancl ull armaments within each state to police
level to maintain internal order; (3) to destroy atomic' and all other weapons
of mass destruction und p1·event their futm·e manufacture.

The International Control Commission provided in the agreement
could be created in the following way: Each state of the United Nations lists nominees from all countries who it believes would be
acce\ltable to all the member states. Each state then strikes from
all t 1e lists any names of which it disapproves. Those that remain
become the members of the Commision. If more are needed, the
gO\·ernments then elect, in any way they agree upon, the numbers
required. If there are less than required, new lists are similarly made
until the desired number is secured. (This procedure follows the best
jury systems of the Anglo-Saxon countries, where each side strikes
from a jury list the names it disapproves.) ·
The Intemational Control Commission would act by simple majority vote. No veto would be allowed to any state.
The World Police Force of Volunteers, with fullest powers of
inspection, created and controlled by the International Control Commission, would be composed of men selected for special abilities and
qualities who had passed the strictest examination for character, intelligence, and abihty. They would be highly paid. In every country
participating in the agreement, the World Police Force would have
a section made up largely of nationals of that country. Their allegiance would be primarily to the United Nations, and not to their own
or to any other national government.
The International Control Commission should have every facility
for full investigation of the activities of all branches of the state,
public associations, and private persons regarding the observance
of the agreement. Atomic scientist inspectors would be included in
the forces of investigation.
The simultaneous reduction of all armed forces and all armaments
within each nation to a police level to maintain internal order would
be made, under the supervision of the International Control Commission, by equal percentages leaving all states in the same relative
position at all times during the process of disarmament. The size
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of the national police force to maintain internal order in each coun·
try would be determined by the International Control Commission,
nnd the size of the national police in each country would necessarily
influence the size of the section of the World Police Force to be
:-;tationed there.
Destroy atomic and all other weapons of mass destruction and
prevent their future manufacture is a provision which would com·
pletely eliminate all atomic and biological weapons, whether in the
hands of local, national, or international authorities.
It will doubtless be stated that Russia would never agree to such
H plan, but such a plan has never been offered in the United Nations.
Whatever Russia does, it is our responsibility to present the best dis·
armament program that can be constructed and to work with sincerity
and determination for its acceptance. If Russia does not accept it,
nothing will be lost. And we will have gained the increased confi·
-tlence of people throughout the world.
We therefore ask the Foreign Relations Committee when it reports
the Atlantic Pact to recommend to the Senate a resolution urging
that the President negotiate within the United Nations an agree·
ment providing for effective international control to prevent war and
to mamtain universal disarmament.
The CHAIRMAN. We have advocated a police force all the time.
Miss VERNON. I know you have. I remember particularly your
resolution.
•
The CHAIRMAN. But the Soviets have prevented us from getting a
world P<?lice force. The Military Staff Committee will never agree
to anythmg.
Thank you very much. You never have said whether you were for
the ratification of this pact.
Miss VERNON. I think I read it. The Peoples Mandate Committee
opposes ratification of the North Atlantic Pact, and particularly the
implementation of the pact by supplying l~ nited States arms to
western European nations.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not before us at the moment.
Thank you very much.
Mrs. Agnes Waters.
STATEMENT OF MRS. AGNES WATERS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
[EXCERPTS]

Mrs. 'VATERS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Mrs. Agnes Waters. I live at ~267 N Street NW., Washing·
ton, D. C. I represent myself and millions of mothers who have to
supply the cannon fodder for wars, and I appear here against the
North Atlantic Pact, and I am also opposed to any arms program or
bill to supplement it, or to supply any of the member nations or to
supply the so-called United Nations or the so-called Security Council
or any other foreign body with our guns and munitions of war, and I
am most emphatically against sending any of our armies or navies
overseas to aid any foreign nation's war or to police the world. Onr
soldiers and sailors are not slaves to be placed at the disposal of
foreign nations.
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I charge that the North Atlantic Pact and every bill or treaty that
follows this pact, and every bill or treaty that went before, is a part
of an international conspiracy for a world revolution or diplomatic,
legislative, and military coup d'etat to overthrow the Government of
the United States and every other nation to build a world government for the Socialist Soviet Republics and a Jewish world state....
Ten years ago I stood at the doors of this Senate committee at the
hearings on the repeal of the embargo, and I pointed out to all the
members of this committee the enemies of this Republic who came in
here to testify as witnesses for the repeal of the arms embargo. A
few days before I had attended a Communist meeting where I saw
and heard them plot and plan for 3 days at round-tables the steps that
got us into war. They wrote the blueprints for war and for the
overthrow of this Government, starting with the repeal of the arms
embargo, and they appointed over 100 witnesses to come up here to
put it over.
Their leader and director was Clark M. Eichelberger, the director
of the American League for Peace and Democracy, which was afterward raided on September 28, 1939, by the House Un-American
Activities Committee, and the files seized which disclosed that over
3,000 officials and other employees of the United States Government
were members of the Third International.
K<w ti>'' snmP gall'! is h1·e for this pact, and on the list of the
propaganda committee for this pact is the name of Clark M. Eichelbertrer. I refer to the Atlantic union committee which I charge is
a subversive propaganda committee taking the place of the discredited
old American League for Peace and Democracy.
The representatives of this Atlantic Union Committee are the chief
witnesses and proponents for this North Atlantic Pact. This subversive committee is represented here by its president, former .Jm;tice
Roberts, by its vice presidents, former Secretary of War Robert Patterson, and former Assistant. Secretary, under Secretary of State
Edward R. Stettinius. Mr. Will Clayton. And these witnesses are
by their testimony all of them adv'ocating the overthrow of this
Republic with this pact.
On the statements of these witnesses I demand that this pact be
killed.
I charge that this pact is a p11rt of this world revolution, and that
it lays the groundwork for a Jewish world state.
It is a diplomatic, legislative, and military coup d'etat.
This is borne out by the testimony of at least four of the witnesses
and proponents of this pact right here in this hearing room and I
quote from the testimony of Secretary of State Dean Acheson, from
the testimony of former ·,Justice Owen' J. Roberts, from the testimony
of former Secretary of War Robert Patterson. and from the testimony of former Assistant Sec~tary of State Will Clayton.
First. Secretary Acheson testified that the pact implements the
United Nations.
Second. Former Justice Roberts testified as follows:
The Atlantic Union Committee-

of whom Mr. Roberts is the presidentproposes that. after the ratification of the Atlantic Pact, ·the President of the
United States invite pact sponsors to a Federal convention. Our committee hopes
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thnt SU(·h 11 con\"ention would discni:s Federal union-world go\"Prllluent-ot
thl' At111ntic democracies us a mt>nns of making the Athmtk Pact wvrk tu the
full.

And he adds :
'l'he <·oucept of such n I<'Pdt>ral union of Atlantic democracies enn. howen•r,
become a 11ractical reality only if the Atlantic Pact is ratitieil. l urge you to
go forward with the ratiiicatiun now, and the.1 t<• tuon• ol! to l~•n,.:ider:ttion of
Atlnntic union.

Now those are the words of Mr. Roberts for this pact.
If this d(){'s not pro\·e that it h; a part of a plot to ow11hrow the

Government of the L'nited States of America and all other nations
that are parties to this pact, then what does'? .\nd there are three more
of these witne~ses who put their foot in their mouth and said worse;
so that anyone would have to be deaf, dumb~ and blind not to realize
that this pact. is a part of a diplomatic and legislath·e and milit.'lry
coup d'etat.
I charge these four traitors with conspiracy to o\·erth1·ow the Government of the United States. I hold in my hand a copy of the testimony of former Secretary of 'Var Robert Patterson, now the vice
president of the Atlantic Union Committee and who appeared here
as one of the witnesses and proponents for this pact. And I quote
his words on page 3 of his mimeographed testimony giwn here on
May 9, 1949, as follows:
After the pnct hns been ratified, the Atlantic llnion Committt>e propost•s that
the Senate examine the project fur Atlantic· union as a mt•ans of implementing
the pact hy a firmer union of the people. But lirst nnd fvreruo:;t we urge ratifkation of the pact.

Now those are the words of the great war criminal Patt1.>rson before
this Senate Committee for this pact.
I hold in my hand t.he statement before the Senate hearings of the
former Assistant Secretary of State, ·wm Clayton, now another vice
president of the .Atlantic Union Committee and who nppea1·ed here as
on?- of the witnesses and proponents for this pact, representing the
Atlantic Union Committee, and he stated as follows:
This pact will afford time to consicler nnd prepare for the larger t-nterprise
which lies ahead .. For this pact is a natural aud necessary step on the road to
11 Ft'deral uni'On. \\'e nre in the mhlst of a world re\·olurion, the implications
of which are not yet fully understood. But 1111 of us should now realize that
muns victor~· over time und distauce and matter renders completely archaic the
present politic-al and economic structure of the world.

and he adds:
the I attle of the Middle East must be fought.

Now if this testimony of the witnesses for this pact does not show it
up to be an international conspiracy for a coup d'etat to overthrow
the Go\'emment, then what do you call it 1
I demand the arrest of these war criminals and witnesses for this
pact.
Former Assistant Secretary of State ·wm L. Clayton, now vice
president of this subversive propaganda committee for the pact called
the Atlantic l!nion Committee, then goes on to testify further ulong
these lines, proving the criminal conspiracy back of this pact. He
says:
'l'h<' t:nlted Stutes, having more to lose thnn any other country. should tnke tbe
lend in c111ling a com·ention of representatl\"es of the nations comJ)l>sing tbe
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..\ tlantic Pact to explore how far they can go in forming
the Clutrh•r of the United Nutions.

11

federal union within

Now. if that is not suggesting: and llttC'mpting the overthrow of this
Government, then what is it'! I demand the arrest of Mr. \Vill Clayton. It's as plain ns day what these traitors are up to with this pact,
and that t11is NPrth Atlantic Pact is to implement the lTnited Nations
\':ns te~tifie<l to bv tht• 8ecretarv of ~tnte, ~fr. Denn .-\('heson. I de-mnnd his al'rest; irnd it is to be followed by the setting up of an international army made up of our materials and men to be supplied by the
United States is also an admitted fact. This completes the pieture of
11 diplomatic, legislative, and a military coup to be followed hy th&
battle of the Middle East, according to one of these war crimin1tls.
Mr. \Viii Clayton. who goes on to testify further nlong these lines of
conspiracy and adds thatwe haYP not won thP battlp ot Gref'eP. nlthough WI' hnvE> sunk a billion clollars
then•. and thl' batt'e of thP Middle Enst must i:;tJIJ be fought.
'

Imagine this. Now. if this does not involve a serious conspiracy for
war, then what does1 Very evidently it's in the cards of these sinister
planners to get ns into the battle of the Middle East. \Ve got to go
saw the Jews in Palestine. This is an admission of war crimes planned
bv these wnr criminals.
·1 dema11<l the arrest of these war criminals. the Messrs. Acheson,
Patterson. Roberts, and ('Jayton. under the precedents set at Nurem"'
berg for plotting nnd planning war crimes against all humanity. bnt
m"1';t particularly a.g-ainst the people of the United States of America,
I demand their arrest also for conspiring to overthrow the United
States and for advocating the overthrow of this Government....
The most arresting statement in the congressional report on Pearl
Harbor investi~ation was this:
In the future the peoplP nnd thPlr Conir:ress must know how close AmPrlcan.
diplomacy ls moving to war. so that they may check its advance lf Impudent and
imprudent, or support its position if sound.

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.
Before the last world war a few leaders of Government managed
national policy and foreign policy as if it were a private preserve, and
tl1eir d. ecisions were announced to the American people after the event:
if at all. This sort of criminal conspiracy to railroad us into worlct
wars and world revolutions. for the purpose of building a ... world
state has got to he stopped lw the hangman's noose if necessary .
.A <'OUp d'etat. in contrast to a popular revolntion, is the seizure of
full power bv a faction in the state. It is based upon the use of official
powers already held by the faction and does not depend upon bloodshed, not necessarily so. It Ain't Necessarily So. as tippe<l off by the
music of the Marine Band at the signing of this pact. Just take a.
look at that map on the Senate hearing-room wall. Ifs significnnt
that North .America is all blacked out
As states became more modern, more highly organized~ more bureaucratic. the anatomy of the sta.te changed and the means of seizing
control hacl to change also. This is taken from the Strategy and
Tactics cf World C'ornmunism. as printed by the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Eightieth Congress, report of Subcommittee No. fi on
national and international movements, Mrs. Bolton, chairman. And
it is known as Supplement 3A, the Coup d'Etat in Prague. Also let.
90614--49~pt.3~22
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me call your attention to the fact that the Department of State in
its ofticial publications, notably Department of State Bulletin 508
indicates that it is operating on nn international scale, just as if there
was no United States of America. It is the rnited Xations and
other international organizations such as this pact and various treaties
and world councils, with which it is wholly concemed. not the sovereign rights of this Republic and i~s sovereign people. Let me remind
the State Department that they are still paid by the taxpayers of
the United States to look after America, not to serve the world, or
to create a world state. But with these Red crackpots and traitors
the United States as an official authority is out of the picture. They
openly state "We are creating a world." I thought only God ~ould
create a world. I demand an investigation of the StatP Department
and the arrest of all Red crackpots and traitors to the United States
of America. It's high time we cleaned up our own back and front
.va1~s instead of sticking our nose into cleaning up all the rest of
the nations, and that includes Russia, too. Let's mind our own
business.
What we need here is an American foreign policy, not a world
government.
I demand arrests, trials, and hangings of all these war mongers and
war criminals, as laid down by tho precedent set by the Nuremberg
trials. And if you men can't nm this Gowrnment as it shonlcl he
run by Americans and for Americans, just get out of those seats and
let us women take over.
Nineteen centuries ago, our Lord Jesus Christ anticipated the North
Atlantic Pact and similar treaties of internationalists and He said:
When they shall say "peace and security" ; then sudden destruction cometh
upon them.

The Scriptures are clear that entangling alliances made by the internationalists will not bring peace, but on the contrary, will bring war.
war on an international scale. All nations involved in the entangling
alliances will be dragged into war.
We send spies to other nations to find out their plans for the future,
but we do not spend 5 cents to find out what God wants us to do. 'Ve
will not make the effort to find out the future of the nations as outlined in the Scriptures.
America and the rest of the nations have turned a deaf ear to God,
and are rushing blindly and madly toward the greattlSt war in all
history, toward annihilation, toward an eternal hell.
Get the word out to the people: Fight the pacts, fight the devil
Raise all hell before it's too late to save America I
The pact if ratified will be implemented by a new lend-lease bill
to rearm certain European nations. Secretary Acheson on April 27,
1949, admitted as much to the Senate committee.
The first lend-lease bill was enacted in 1941, and it was sold to us
by the same wrecking crew in the State Department that is lousy with
the enemies of God and America. These liars falselv offered it to
Congress and the country as a measure to avoid war. it was masked
as a security and p~ace bill, but when these traitors speak peace, they
mean war; they did not fool us mothers. ·we who know the score
fou~ht those br1ls and every step to war, as today when again these
<lev1ls are going through the same steps and taking us to war under the
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same old false pretenses and lies. And this pact also masks the steps
to overthrow the Government of the United States of America.
How long, oh, Lord, will you permit these deceivers to live? .••
There is a great Judgment Day coming. Those of you who have
betrayed this country are going to have to give account of your steward~hip. Regarding impeachable acts, the House of Representatives
in 1868 declared:
We define, thel'efot·e, an tw1leachable crime or misdemeanor to be one in its
nature or consequence subversh·e of some fundamental or essential principle of
government, or highly prejudicial to the public interest, and this may consist of a
violation of the Constitution, of law, of nu official oath, or of duty, by an net
committed ot· omitted. or without violating a positive law, by the abuse of discretionary powers from Improper moti\'es, or for any improper purpose.

The subversion of the Republic has now proceeded so far as to place
in jeopardy the very freedom and independence of the American people; and we mny no longer in conscience withhDld judgment. The
Constitution of the United States was ordained and established not by
the President, not by Congress, not by the Supreme Court, but by the
people and for the people; and should their civil officers fail t11em,
the people themselves are bound to use whatever means may be necessary to presene. protect! and defend the Constitution. . . .
This pact is iBegal! uncoi1stitutional, and a criminal conspiracy,
and if ratified by the Senate amounts to treason and compounding
a felony. Also creating and precipitating war. I demand the arrest
of every proponent, of every witness and of every lobbyist or propaganda committee for this pact. I demand their arrest under the
precedents set at Nurnberg for war criminals who plotted and planned
war, and under the United States statutes concerning treason and conspiracy and overthrowing our United States Government. More than
10 years ago I warned this Senate ag:ainst these enemies who have
appeared here for every New Deal bill, for the repeal of the arms
embar,go, for the lend-lease biIJs, for all the draft bills, for all the
"loans" to foreign nations. for all the war powers bills, for the Charter
of the United 1'lations, for the Truman doctrine, for the Marshall
plan, for all of the treaties, and now they are here for war again with
this North Atlantic Pact. I demand their arrest. I have identified
over 3,000 of these witnesses and lobbyists and propagandists over the
years I have appeared -against them in every congressional committee
room, as enemies of the United State_§ of America. They are all linked
to the ... spy rings in the State Department of whom Miss Bentley
and Whittaker Chambers testified there are 77 "Red" spy rings alone
in the State Department. Yet no arrests, not even an investigation,
has been made by this administration ....
For more than 10 years I have appeared here before this Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and every other congressional committee on Capitol.HiJl to fight every step to ":ar and every New Deal bill
and I have pomted out to you these enemies who have appeared here
as witnesses and lobbyists and propagandists for every one of these
terrible measures. Yet you have given these "Reds" days and hours
to testify and for years you have cut me off with 5 minutes or 10
minutes at the most, and then you had police waiting to drag me
out, and often I WR.S dragged out of other congressional committees
when I tried to point out that these proponents and witnesses are all
.enemies of this Republic who are overthrowing the United States, by
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~hese legislative coup d'etats and by bloody world wars mass-murdermg the best of our beloYed people....
Cnder articles 9 and 10 of the Constitution there are certain inalienable rights reserved to the people, and that is the right of selfgovernment that this North Atlantic Pact takes away.
I fou:rht the Charter of the l'nited Nations in the Senate hearings
in July H>45, on the same ~rounds of criminal conspiracy to overthrow
the GovemnlC';'t of the United States, and I charged collusion on
1he part of the signeri-; to that pact. At that time Russia was one
of the signers. And the accused Red spy, l\fr. Alger Hiss, was the
Secretarv General of the United Nations Conference in San Francisco. Ah. Alger Hiss was also at Yalta when we gave away to Red
Hussia the victory our American bovs had so bravely won. l\fr. AlgerHiss was one of the advisi:rs of President Franklin D. Roose,·elt.
und he was in the State Department with Mr. Acheson, and l\fr:
Aeheson claims him as one of his very dear friends. He is now with
the Carnegie Foundation, which is an institution working to overthrow this Government to build a world state. I pointed out every
one of the witnesses for the Charter at that time as enemie.s of this
Republic seeking to overthrow it. The father of the Charter was
Leo PnsrnlskJ· of Russia, who was our State Department expert on
foreign affairs. . . .
I served with the \Var Department, United States of America. for
15 months, with the commissioned personnel during the First World
"Tar: I was also with the Ordn:uwe DiYisiP'l, l'"nited States of America, and later with the ,Judge Advocate General, United States of
America. so I know something about military tactics and I want to say
that I believe that the North Atlantic Pact if ratified would be the
greatest single military stroke for Russia. Gen. George Washington
warned: "'Vhy leave our own to stand on foreign ground~" Gre.at distances. oceans. and intensely cold Arctic harriers. and thousands of
miles of cold, barren ice and. waste land and sea. are today hPtween us
and Russia, that's a natural defense barrier between us and Rusffia but
with this pact our United States front line of defense is moved right
up to the very borders of Russia, and while we are defending that
front line on foreign far-away soil, the enemy plans to come in upon
us by wav of Siberia and Alaska and Canada. This was disclOsed
recei1tly in the testimony gin•n before the Supreme Court in New
York in the trials of those 12 Communists. And all Russia has t.o do
to wipe us ont in ~orway is to get the place mined before we can get
there. Russia w~n't need any long distance bombers, or any heavy
hanl for 3,000 miles.
Do not be clecpived or confused by the outward displav of opposition
to this pact from Russia and the Communists. That is the way thev
get you to support their plots and their pluns like this one here. This
is a coup.
Why. if this pact is ratifiPd it be<'omes the greatPst. military triumph
as well as a diplomatic und bureaucmtic coup for Russia. It's a Russian vi('tory.
And the treasonous proponents shrewdlv admit the pitfnlls and
dnn~erous shonls that even an innocent child ronld fathom in this
pact or trap for war nnd Red revolution here and ever~·where on earth.
Readily they admit it could precipitate a war, and maybe that is
what it is designed to do. But why do anything to precipitate a wart
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I demand a co1igressional investigation be made of the forces b('hin<l
this pact, and I want irnmedinte arrests made by the Department of
Justice, too.
The same old gang of one worlders and Red and pink revolutionists are here testifying for this pact, or are lobbying for it or ate on
propaganda committees to put it over as a defense measure on the
people. . . .
This pact is a very dangerous matter, and it seems to me that vou
who are charged with the general welfare and security of the people
·of the United States have no business taking any such chances on
precipitating another bloody war such as you have been to blame for
in the past with these terrible bills and plans for the total destruction
of the great Christ hn nations and civiliz'.ltions of the world. For
what~ I ask, for what? This is a part of a world revolution ...•
The very workings of the pucL and the proponents do not deny it,
discloses that the ob,·ious thing is to force us into a shooting war at any
price without Congress <leclarmg war. In fact it places the American
peuple in the hands of foreigners who have no interest at all in the
lives of our people, and who can get us into war without our consent,
.and the foreigners are to be our new draft board-the idea-also
it practically does away with the Congress of the United States, who
-can have nothing to say if this pact is ratified by the Senate. This is
an outrage against the rights of every citizen of the United States,
making us cannon fodder for our enemies, and it places the power to
declare war in the State Department and in the hands of aliens.
It seems to me that instead of these vicious pacts, and so forth, if the
Congress is acting in good faith the right thing to do is to pass a resolution officially ending the war ....
The dangerous thing here and now is that our constitutionally provided checks and balances are fast being wiped out by these bills and
pacts and treaties and what-not? Introduced by the Truman administration or the so-called fair deal, which was worse thnn the New Deal
.as its galloping communism.
And I want to call the attention of the people of the whole country
to the fact that if this pact is ratified as a treaty it becomes treaty law
and treaty law supercedes all Federal, State, and local laws, and
makes the United States citizen subject to this treaty which constitutes
a league of nations, and these member nations can make any rules they
please to govern Americans One of the worst features is the fact that
these foreigners can get us into war, and our armies and our materials
of war will be subject to their orders! Also this pact implements
and sets up a world government within the framework of the already
-established United Nations organization, and other and even worse
treaties are awaiting Senate ratification setting up criminal penalties
to be administered by international criminal tribunals where any
American can be taken, tried, and executed for violations or charges
of violations of thesP terrible treaties and pacts, and any of our enemies
ean arrest us! ...
I want to say that the time allotted to me by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is so limited that I will not be able to present
to the Senate all of the faets concernin~ this diabolieal plot.
But let me say again that what we got to do is clean up our own backyard right here; never mind about rushing into pacts and treaties and
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wars and world governments guaranteeing the borders of foreign
nations. 'Why, we can't even protect our own borders. I heard the
Attorney General, Tom Clark, testify before the Senate Civil Service
Committee that 600,000 potential enemies. alien refugees,
terrorists from the sewers of Europe ·s bloody under:grotmd, are pouring over both our Mexican and Canadian United States borders per
year, and that is 2,000 per day. An army of "Reds" invading us. And
I heard him testify that the Department of Justice is powerless to
prevent it-and that was 2 years ago. and nothing has been done!
How is this 1 Why don't our State governors call out the National
Guard, or has the National Guard gone to take care of Norway, Italy.
England, France, Portugal, Iceland. Greenland. and what else? Xo
wonder the administration cannot take cnre of the United States of
America. We can't stop invasions here ....
I am the only woman candidate for President of the United States
in 1952. I am no pacifist, but a fighter for the United States of America, the land of my birth and that my ancestors helped to found and
fought and died for in almost every war. I am the widow of a veteran
of t11e First World War with the AEF, who was among the first to
volunteer and the last to leave. He fought in the front-line trenches
at the Battles of Luneville Sector, Toul, Montdidier, Nayon, St. Michel, Aisne-Marne, Meuse-Argonne, and was with the army of occupation in Germany. I am the mother of a veteran of the Second World
War, who volunteered and served with the United States Armv.
Eighth Army Command, General Headquarters. for '2Ih vears. A1id
I am the proud mother-in-law of two fine American boys who are alro
veterans of the last World War, having served with the rnited State,;;
Army. But I am not anxious to become the grandmother of a veteran
of the third world war; and, in this respect, I would like to pre\'"ent
war if possible. And I am a grandmother. Let me say again that I am
no pacifist but a fighter for the United States of America, and I am
an anti-Communist with a record here in the Congre!'s of the United
States of America for fighting every Red New Deal bill. I am alse>
kru>wn as "Pistol-Pack.in' Mamma,'~ and I believe in defending my
right to live. There is no Red on earth going to take this com1try except
over my dead body, and there are millions of women like myself whe>
stand ready to defend their homes and their country, and those of us
who do not have guns have ropes in every little backyard. 'Ve stand
ready to defend our lives, our liberty, our homes, and the great Republic of the United States of America~ and I think that. as an unexpected reservoir of power, the American women will be more effective than all the atomic bombs. Few know of this American power.
Few know that Yankee women can handle a gun, but it is a fad that
more women have gone in for pistol practice in the United States
than have the men, and some of us are crack shots. and can shoot with
both hands, and we know who our enemies are. We stand readv for
anv outbreaks of Communists... ,
•
Therefore, we are not so much concemed about anv bloody re\"olutions here, for we can tnke enre of those !'nd realh· ·woultl innl•e it
open hunting here, but what we are concerned about are these ''steps:·
as President Truman calls them. But I call them coup <l'~tat~ and I
charge that they are engineered by our enemies within our pte::-.
and, indeed, in every key position of this Government. and most es(>('dally in the State Department. where the records of the Hou~
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Appropriatwns Committee prove that there are more than 108 suspected Communists, 64 of them draw more than $5,000 per year
salary. These are enemies.
What we are after is these Red traitors within our gates, not those
in far-off lands. It seems to me that we ought to clean out the State
Department and all other executive departments before we take any
steps like this pact that might precipitate us into a war with Russia,
nnd I would not take these steps like this pact under any circumstances,
as it is absolutely unconstitutional and a violation of the rights of the
people of the United States of America. It is an illegal act, and it
sets up a su_r>er world government, implementing and supplementing
the United Nations Organization, even to equippmg the result of this
eoup d'etat or supergovernment with our arms and our armies. 'fhis
cannot be done. The American people are very suspicious of these
moves or steps, an<l well may they br suspicious. for practically every
witness for this pact is an enemy of this Republic and is out to overthrow this Government to build a one-world state, and most of them
are known members of the Third Internationale. 'fhis pact and the
following steps and treaties are the modern diplomatic methods of
world revolution as practiced by both Hitler and Stalin.
The North Atlantic Pact places the decision of war or peace into
the hands of our enemies and gives to them the military advantage
of time, distance, climate and place. It removes distances that are
now in our favor, and brings onr front lines right up to Russia.
Think of this mischief, this outrage against the lives and liberties
of the American people. Our ancestors had sense enough to put
distanee between us and the hellholes of Europe, Asia, and Africa;
yet these traitors destroy all that we have won in peace and happiness
in 150 years of American progress. This pact sets the world back
a thousand years-aye, to tne Dark Ages.....
Yon don't need to go to Russia to clean up these Reds. They are
all right here. Then we ought to turn our attention to taking care
of America. Our cities are in a pitiful condition of decay, from total
neglect. Yet, you are running to Eurol?e with billions of dollars to
rebuild what it took 500,000 good American lives and 1,000,000 good
American lives and 1,000,000 good .Americans wounded; years of
bloocl, sweat, and teitrs to rip down..•.
What the world needs is a safe haven of refuge in America, not an
America torn by wars in defending the Old World.
What we should do with this great country of ours is to build a
richer, greater United States of America, and make it n heaven on
earth for our own people, not a hell like this pact is building. Why
do you monkey with things that are no concern of ours, and build
nightmares of horror for our people, all because some crazy crackpots
in the State Department have bad dreams? They ought to be put in
St. Elizabeths Ii:isane Asylum, if not arrested, tried, and hanged for
their crimes. . . .
In the name of our merciful Lord Jesus Christ, I ask the Congress
not to pass this terrible pact for war and world government.
In the name of the Prince of Peace I ask that instead of this vicious
pact, that you pass a resolution declaring the war ended; and let this
heautiful world and her wonderful people have peace once more on
earth.
· Yours for .America only.
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The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will excuse you, Mrs. Waters.
Mr. H. Scherbak. do vou have a written statement~
Mr. ScHERBAK. No. ~I have just a few remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. "\Ve will 1,,rive you 5 minutes.
STATEMENT OF H. SCHERBAK, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. Scm:RBAK. I nm all out for the pact and I am sure that the
fears of the people who have appeared are unjustified.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you for it or against it~
Mr. ScHERBAK. Absolutely for.
~on<> of tlw witnesses so far has mentioned what is necessary to
make it really effective, and I want to say that I know what must be
done.
The CHAIRMAN. Give your name and your business and so on to
the reporter.
Mr. ScHERBAK. Mr. Scherbak, 25 Broad Street, New York.
Industrial consultant and writer on foreign politics.
The CHAIRMAN. You are an American citizen~
Mr. ScHERBAK. I am an American citizen.
The CHAIRMAN. All dght.
Mr. ScHEHBAK. In all of the countries in the worl<l it seems to me
to make the pact effective it must be made extremely popular with
their common people, and that would be done if for every district
so-called Atlantic Pact or AP trustees were elected simultaneously
who haYe the duty to propagate the pnct and to win support in every
dirE>ction.
Secondly, in addition to this trustE>e organization. they ha¥e to
see to it that the nations understand each other better, and that the
English language shall he taught as the second language in the schools
of a 11 the cooperating nations who are not British.
The trade associations should be given an AP classification in which
all of tlwm agree so that the professionals can meet each other for
protocol and so on, and there are dozens of other provisions which
have to be made, but which I can put down in the record.
Another thing is tlmt it must be possible to bring a11 of these nations nnder America by broadcasts of 15 or 30 minutes, and that
eannot he done today because the military maps and the irn,·v maps
of these nations are not adequate for broadcasting. Many eitfes hav~
double names or the same name, and if one is not a well-known city
it is practically impossible t-0 develop the somce of trouble, so I propose to modify the maps, as I have already discus.'!ed with the Arms
Committee of the Smate, and they like it. Wonld your chairman like
to see one of those maps?
The CHAIRMAN. All right: you can file it if you wish.
:Mr. ScnERBAK. Every part of the world has a certain number.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
How TO STRENGTHEN THE ATT.ANTIC PACT
(Submitted by H. Scherbak, N1>w York. N. Y.)
To win widest support of the Allied Nations. It will be nece!lsnry to !lho\\· wh~t
the machinery of the p11et will look like once it Ii< set up: how It will OJl'!'ntte
and how it will he dt>fencled n1mini<t intt>rnal and external l'IDPM?endes.
It is e,·fdent that the AP must make Itself incllspen!lahl1> not only ns a dt"'terrent to war, but through far-reaching contin11ous bu!'lnel'S and c11lturnl 11d\'fmtngl>ll
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to all nations con('('rnecl. The following measures should bring intense mutual
eronomic intt•re11t11 about.
All AP nations to nse En~lhm for officio! communl<'ntlon. It should bP a se<'ond
l11ngun~e tnu!!ht In Fr111we nnd otlll'r non-En~lish-i<peaking countries. Exchange
of professors anti students. The English-speaking countrieR s!Jull teach French
as Sfcorul lnngung~.
An AP <inlly newsp11p:•r <'ontalnln!! trnnslatlon of nrws in the lnn:mages of
1111 Allied Nations. AP trade magazines bringing the Allle<I Nations thP progreM
nr.tde in l'nitNI ~tatPs, En~lnnd . und others. A l'tandard dnssitlcntion of trade
associations accepted by all AP nntions.
An AP dassilkntion of all profes>'ions for eni<it>r (•ollaborntion of i<peclnlists.
An AP central register of the outstanding exf)f'rts of nil AP nations un<ler
the numbers of the profession.
A !!tandard e111ssltlc11tion of go,·ernmt>nt ng<>nC'les. A crntrnl rt>irlstrntion
of the leading otliclnls. A stnmlnrd spe<'itlcntlon of the national inter<•sts whether
food or !<helter. education, lu>nlth. justil'e, lnhor. nnd mor<>.
An AP orgnnlzntlon center which form!! AP commltt!'es for eYery outi:tnn<ling
1•ommon interest. One stwh com111ittt>P will handle AP PfttPnt trade-mark lntel"fl!8t.
Another commlttt>e will look Into the school books of the AP nations. Another
eoum1ittt>e will nrrnn!!e pools of nrhitrntors.
Arrangement of an AP hendquurtt•r an<l nn AP signal system wher<> It will
he known for every essential part of the alllPd nations main chnracterli>tics
as to eronomlc conditions, factors which caui:e the disturbance. mlllta~· conditions, ch·ll dPfPn!'l' conditions. For thii> purpoi<e the Allied Nations and the
main parts of tlwir <'ountrii>s will be numbered um! sub11nmberl'1l for ensy hlentlfl :·atlo11 In cni>e nC'tion shouhl he ne<>essary ag11inst trouble sources or for nssistauce In cn:o:e of foreign uttnc·k.
Simultnneons elt>etlon of AP trustPes in eYery importnnt loC'ality whose fluty
Is to win friends for the AP and to win ,·oluntury sp111l<' workers for AP pro.lects.
There may be In lnrg<> cities trustt>es for dvll dt>f<>nse, trustees for medical
services, and others.
A ('Ommittee to 111<slst In the drnftlng of AP mai:ter plnns for individual war
industril's: that Is, n combination of nntionnl mni<tn plans.
A committt>e to facilitate business lll'tWPen the AP nations with a number of
sulwommlttees for currency and hurter problems.
A center to regi8ter nil of those who volunteer work for the AP and re<'elve
AP membP'l'!!bip c.'ftrdi!.
An AP statistical center whkh will !!how how Ratisfnctory conditions are In
every main district and how tht>i<e C'ondltlons change to be able to tabulate where
nePd and surplus exist.
For mutual dt-fense against lntt>rnal unrest and forPign attacks or aggression
the following matters mny be nPt>dl'd:
A signal system using geogrnphlcnl maps with every Important locality
numbered, to be able to idPntify it in broadcasts for help.
Registration and control of nil lnborntories, with fingerprinting of all chemists,
to prevent clandeRtlne production of exploiiives and poison germs.
Coordination of nil seC'rt>t serYIC'e!! 11gnlnst C'ommunism, neo-Nazis, warmongers,
specinl signal maps showing conditions nnd dan~er signs for eYery important
district.
~tandard numbering of mllltnry units, weapons, and operations for easier
rollaboratlon.
Every AlliP<l soldier to know imme English. All AP nations to form standby
committees of their legli<lation for immeilinte action, if necessary.
Laying out of muster plans to release ,-ehement economic nnd morullc preRsure
against war mukt>rs. Coordination of press and radio, churches, business
lntl'rests for mutual defense.
Prearrangement of arbitration between the AP nations.
POSSIBLE ,EMERGEl!CIES ,FOR THE ATLANTIC PACT

The AP extends the frontiers to be defended b~- United Stntei< to parts of the
world which are many thousand mllt>s distant and ,-ulneruble to attack. The
United States also through the AP beC'omes 11 kind of a trustee for the safety of
a number of nations which are very wenk inn milltnry sense. Difl'erencl's among
them or great political errors by some of them may Involve United States In a
world war.
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From this point of view it Is preferable to realize the following dangers for the
security of the United States and that way for the security of the AP nations.
Those cited below seem evident.
United States cities could be attacked at any boor by Russian bombers workfnc
direct or through Chinese Communists.
One-man submarines, bomb-loaded, can sneak any hour into United States
harbors, blow up liners, and disappear.
Explosives can be smuggled into United States harbors on barges any time.
It is doubttnl that the United States can fight successfully attack by foreign
11ubmarlnes equipped with scbnorkel breathing.
Saboteurs or fanatics can rain fire bombs or poison germs on United States
~ltles at any hour of the day. How many War Asset-sold planes are in the bands
or under the influence of criminals, spies, and smugglers is not known.
Clandestine production of poison gas and germs in t:nited States laboratories,
-of which there are thousands, Is out of control.
No preparation bas been made yet to make United States population alert and
to arrive at concerted operation of the armed services nod civil defense, although
decisions may have to be taken eventually within 15 minutes.
The above shows that next to the military aid to the western nations, Immense
efl'orts are to be made to streamline the United States defensive machinery.
However, the Atlantic Pact, combining 270,000.000 people In their will for security
and to bring humanity out of the valley of tear, Is worth the greatest sacrifice.
Alternatively, It is obediently suggested that the United States accepts the pact
·e xcluding the clause that any aggression on any pact nation to be considered as
an aggression on the United States. Recommended is a waiting time of 1 year
during which the United States shall have the option to agree on this clause.
During this year, the United States to provide the AP nations with armament
and any possible assistance for economic recovery and coordination.
The United States doesn't seem to be in a position to bind itself to warfare at
present.
As to Germany, it may be submitted that the Germans need strong mllllar7
command and that they may accept mllltnry leadership by United States generals who are of German ancestry. If such strong command ls not provided,
tlie most ruthless faction of the Germans, the new Nazis, will come to the lesd
again and plunge the world into another war.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all very interesting.
Mr. ScHERBAK. In that way it is possible to identify by broadcast.
Now, I make up a statement on tl1e enormous efforts necessary to
make the pact work and to give it daily very great economic and cultural advantages to all of the nations of the world. It must become
indispensable to all of these men for business reasons.
Now, having made that survey, it looks to me--and Mr. Chairman,
I beA' to apologize for this suggestion-that before the United States
should enter war, if any of these nations should be attacked, or there
are troubles between them, that there should be 1 year of trying in
which a master plan would be laid out, but during the year any one
of the nations could retire from the pact or could be asked to resign,
as, when a couple marries, they have a little engagement to get ro
know each other better.
The pact is one of the greatest things in history, and it would be
very terrible if by some neglect of any matter it would fail.
The CHAIRl\lAN. Thank you very much, sir. We appreciate your
coming here.
Miss Grace L. Oswalt.
STATEMENT OF MISS GRACE OSWALT, MOROCCO,

nm.

Miss OswALT. Ratification of the North Atlantic Pact, accepting
as fact that it is within the framework of the United Nations, and that
it does not abrogate the right of Congress to declare war, would be a
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demoralizing atl'ront to the courage, the integrity and the common
sense of the average citizen, who should repudiate all its present implications but could subscribe to tJ:ie basic ground work if integrated
properly and honestly into democratic principles and the purposes of
the United Nations. The Senate realizes the importance of this decision to itself and to this Nation.
It is a thin subterfuge to claim that military preparedness would be
used only against an aggressor. The United Nations has been unable
to write the label of an aggressor. It has also been unable to formulate a method for establishing a world police force, and, although
in principle, it takes a stand against the use of armed force, like its
predecessor, the League of Nations, the UN has no substitute means
of authority. Ratifirntion under prorosed ccmditions, would not only
be the end of the Monroe Doctrine, but if entered into for a period of
20 years, the death knell of the United Nations and of all pretense of
demooratic principles and human rights.
Time was when immigrants came to the United States to avoid
comyulsory military service. Now, boys too young to take care of
lega matters and too young to be represented by vote, can be conscripted. Whatever the origin of these unsatisfactory conditions, the
Atlantic Pact, as it stands, is no panacea. However, If United States,
as elder brother of the family of nations, were to enunciate a definition
as to what constitutes international justice, and the nations signatory
to the Atlantic Pact should accept that definition, together with a
mutual-aid plan to put it into practice, these nations could form the
nucleus for a stable world unity and the pact could be ratified, maintaining military power until such time as voluntary participation could
become world-wide, looking toward a day when military force could
be dispensed with in favor of a world guard-an authentic police
force.
Pressure for ratification, on the theory that these nations have signed
in good faith and that it would not be gracious for the Senate to refuse,
is not the fault of the Senate nor of the people whom the Senate represents. It is a vital necessity to the whole bankrupt world, that this
United States reservoir of plenty remain solvent and proceed to put
into effect a method to rid humanity of the vast overhead of military
force now maintaining national advantage, wherever possible, in the
world under the cloak of justice, rather than by endorsmg this 20-year
stricture ourselves abdicate to the world-order concept of the Kaiser,
who envisioned a world without war, but without true peace and
freedom, constantly under military control.
What, then, is international justice~ It is equal economic opportunity for nations, as for individuals within a free nation, undue advantage for none. If the signatories to the Atlantic Pact declare
themselves dedicated to back this concept, then they, with the United
States, could form a justifiable military alliance with that principle
their declared objective and duration of this alliance subject to satisfactory accomplishment of this specific aim. 'Vhile maintaining this
temporary military strength, democratic and nonmilitary implementation of this principle could be established with the intention of
ultimately turning over to an authentic inttlrnational guard or police
force, responsibihty for preventing violation of this world principle
so essential to world peace and order.
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The basic physical needs of humanity provide the foundation for
world unity, peace, and freedom. Desire for mundane security is
the motivation back of each and every ideology, and is the root of
nationalism and the condoned justification for war. Economic stress
is the acknowledged cause of conflict. Man cannot enjoy the privileges set forth as desirable in the United Nations Charter nor hope
to become invested with the human rights set forth in the recent
declaration, unless and until he becomes the master, and is no longer
the slave of his physical necessities.
Implementation of the foregoing concept of world justice would
perpetuate democratic principle and draw the teeth of war. It would
invest the United Xations with the authority it lacks and permit it to
act freely within its scope, with the consent of the members. 'Vith a
positive international principle agreed upon and unequivocally endorsed and backed by sponsors of world order and not dependent on
military power, the question of veto by any nation would not 1trise.
Subscription to this definite concept of international justice would be
prerequisite to membership in United Nations and any nation not
subscribin~, would be outside the pale, unless and until such nation
becomesehgible for membership by giving evidence of renouncing military foree as a method of maintaining economic security. Disarmament for any and all (except for the proposed international guard)
eould then safely and logically be systematically accomplished by all
voluntary members and if neeessary forcibly done and government
deposed of any nation dissenting after a reasonable period of grace.
Disarmament, however, being the natural result of truefeace, cannot
be the basis for it, but the sooner the world frees itsel of this vast
overhead the sooner world economic recovery will ensue. Excessive
practice of, or necessity for, philanthropy on a world-wide scale, is
1m<lisputa.ble evidence of critical lack of economic balance, and a state
of affairs calling: for drastic, forceful, and positive readjustment measures. This Nut ion has international relations, but no definite international policy. The present state of relations is not fair to any peoples, least of all, to the citizens of the United States, who have done
and are (under protest) doing what is required of them, hoping
desperately that leadership is capable of realizing on the tremendous
opportunity the people have twice won and now sustain at gre.at cost.
l f statesmanship is ineffectual and reactionary, in establishing rational
world order, especially the statesmanship of a democracy, the only
hope for the world's people lies in revolution.
A statement as to what constitutes international justice is the mis.5ing link in the chain of peace necessary to bind together both big and
I ittle nations trying to arrive at a universal goal. Surely powerful
nations may safely bear up economically under equal opportunity, if
nny semblance of justice now exists for small nations or those under
jurisdiction of larger nations ostensibly for protection. Unless international justice is first enunciated, international law, by democratic
Ma.ndards, classifies as tyranny. In such case enforeement, however
mild, is oppression and is a denial of human right". All that is talked
of in international relations is enforcement. This is beeause. law
uein:r stressed and justice not defined, the fact that justice must be
administered and its positive phase recognized. has been overlooked.
Once the formula for world justice has been established law to protect
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it and opportunity to enjoy the security that it guarantees may be
enjoyed. Then an authentic world police force could maintain world
organization and through this assure human rights to all peoples.
Peace is a business proposition and requires a practical foundation.
'fhe world is said to be building for pence but, so far, the structur~
has not been anchored to realities, of which there are good as well as
bad. The situation with regard to the weakening status of United
Nations is now quite similar to that of the League of Nations (and
World Court). membership in which was repudiated as being undemocratic, and activity to correct this objection being blocked, at least in
part by national politics. Today the bipartisan approach offers better
opportunity to make United Nations, not only an exponent of objectives. but an 11ctual and forceful practical organization. This Atlantie
Pact, in reference to its abandonment of the Monroe Doctrine. in itself
does ·not impose any particular Joss to the cause of peace. However.
this serves to bring to mind the wnlk-out of Japan from the Lea~ue
because of denial of the proposition to form a Monroe doctrine of the
east for supervision of China. Ratification of the Atlantic Pact, as
presented. would be not only untrue to democratic standards but also
entirely lacking in business foresight.
An international board of production and distribution would he
necessary to help to administer pence. "Divide nnd conquer" could
mean division of the world's resources to conquer war. In fact, many
existing- international organizations could be "converted" overnight
to the purposes of peace. such as the world bank. through which a
common money standard could be established and where forfeit, or
bond, could be deposited from resources now being used for arnrnment. In this way an adjustment and catastrophe fund would be
available, providing nonpolitical financing for maintaining justice.
In the past. some have been "our brother's keeper" in the sense that the
freedom of some has been possible because others have been the
"bound-men." Instead of the "blood and sweat and tears" of war, it
is possible to provide bread, oil and milk, and through this establishing of lasting security for physical needs. liberate the spirit of mankind to enjoy his construotive· accomplishments, at this critical time
when destructive accomplishments threaten to rule the destiny of
humanity.
The world is top-heavy now with overorganization and needs
mergers and simplification instead of more burdens for the people to
shoulder. such as proposed implementation of the Atlantic Pact. The
methods for this simplification must not be beyond the comprehension of the human common denominator. nor so costlv as to enslave
him. In this simplification process it can become possible to stabilize
the symbols of exchange if their ante('edent, world economy, is stabilized first. Hindrance to world recovery and prosperity lies almost
entirely in international relations. and it is iro,·ernments. not peoples.
that obstruct. On the other hand, an honest and practical organization need not disturb the status quo. Free enterprise could exist in
eYery nation and philanthropy would go beg~ing.
It is not a matter for pride that this N'ation fails to realize that not
all nations. in fact. few, if any. have had commensurate oppo11unitv
with the United States. This does not mean that this Nation should
coddle oth('rS nor that they would like it. However, with interna-
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tional relations on a firm an<l simple foundation, natiomtl development
will take care of itself.
Centuries of living have taught the value of separation of church
and state and that a person's religion is his prh·ate affair. International business can be conducted without mind control or interference
in religion, business integrity is employed and respected for what it
is worth, in contrast to the wiles of diplomacy. A lot of O\'erhead in
that line can h(• cut down, too.
Senators, do not sell down the "ril'er:' for 20 :rears. all lnt itnde for
world economic readjustment by ratification of this backward-looking
pact!
The CHAIRMAN. All right; thank you very much.
Mr. Carl D'Aquino, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
This matter is on the treaty nnd it is not on any general questions.
I understand you have a long statement here about general foreign
policy and so on. You will have to get down to earth and talk about
the treaty. Have you a prepared statement?
Mr. D'AQmNo. Yes, sir. It will take 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. :Xot over that. That is our limit this morning.
\Vhat business are yon in an<l where do you live '! "·hat is your
name1

STATEMENT OF CARL D'AQUINO, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Mr. D'AQmNo. l\Iy nnme is Carl D'.Aqnino. :My addn•.;s i~ 1867
West 12th Street, Brooklyn 23, N. Y.
The CHAIRMAN. "'hnt is vonr business?
Mr. D'AQUINO. I am a safesman for the Elno Corp., which manufactures pOJ•table e]P<'tl'fr·SeWillg fll!H'hines.
The CHAIRMAN. You are an American citizen, I suppose?
Mr. D'AQUINO. Yes, sir; and a veteran.
·
l\Iay I state: hefon• lending my testirnonv for or against the North
Atlantic Pact, a few facts about my past influence in creating a foreign
policy through the late President, Mr. Franklin Delano RooseYelt.
The CHAIBMAN. Do you claim that you formulated tlie foreign
policies of Mr. Roosevelt f
Mr. D'AQUINO. I claim I inspired the creation of the United
N ntions back on August 26, 1936.
The CHAIRMAN. You say:
a few facts about my past Influence in ert>utlng a foreign polic•f through the
President, l\Ir. Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

hit~

Did you influence the President to adopt his course of forei1-rt1

policy~

Mr. D'AQUINO. I believe I have. I most honestly believe that.
The CHAIRMAN. We are glad to hear from the real source of our
foreign policy.
Mr. D'AQUINO. The proof of the matt.er can be found in a front
page article in the New York Times of August 26, 1936. My letter
wns dated August 20, 1936. It _provided an inspiring suggestion
encouraging the creation of the United Nations. As proof of that
I have a State Department letter dated September 11, 1936.
I would like to SN' the UnitNl St:ites strong always, even if pacts are
required to accomplish it. Just what is it that this pact lends to the
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conduct of a saner life for all concerned¥ There seems to be some
military assistance permitted to the North Atlantic countries and to
that I shall address some further remarks.
I was with the Chemical Warfare Branch of the United States Army
and the feelings I held on their contemplated activities, should gas be
used by Japanese, were not envious. I have kept abreast of national
a1fairs for 16 years and feel any remarks I make should be of some
beneficial nature to you gentlemen. I observed the results of activities
of chemical officials, who make claims about their products of research.
Have these men provided a haven for themselves if they should loose
their vermin on the populace and see their servants destroyed, their
food, drink and dwellingsW The only refuge then would be another
planet.
I spent 3 years on active duty with the Army, 2¥2 of it overseas.
I've witnessed certain reactions of dissatisfaction among the people
who were rescued after 1 year of occupation. A Philippine Island
provincial governor who \yas trnid hy the United States Navy for
occupying his lands, also on which a fine airfield was created, was still
<lissatisfied because of the barrenness of the land. The land was
practicallv saved for him by the bloodshed of many Americans, both
male and lemale. In regard to foreign policy, I would suggest we take
a permanent lease on that well-placed airfield for future use in the
peaceful conduct of international relationships. One of their dele- \
gates hu.s already asked for a pact in the Pacific theater, similar to
that of the Atlantic Pact.
And yet I say, let's not have the policy of our Foreign Affairs Committee constantly influenced by other neighboring officials who look
forward to such hand-outs of our Government to their own aggrandizement. 'We've neglected the internal affairs of our Nation too long.
Greater concentration of thought should be given our native people.
our veterans, our civilians. our women, and children, who inspire us to
greater humane affairs. Let's be a little more selfish to Uncle Sam's
children, where the appreciation is evidently sincerely stron~est.
If we are to continue world leadership in foreign activities. all
nations must be heard and recognized in voice. Yet in encouraging
the voice of smaller nations, let's look forward to consolidating the
many smaller nations bordering each other, to improving relationships
amongst themselves, excJuding, of course, the weapons of defense,
offense, or any other nnme you may call it. By encouraging the introduction of communication systems, as well as transportation vehicles,
on the ground, sen. air, or underground, and developing a fellowship
of good neighbor1iness, and then permitting those nations to selfadjustment toward a morE' fruitful period of life. tlwn progress of the
right sort ean be made. EvE>n the encouragement of world government should be made, but without relinquishing the democratic ideals
of the United States Government that are ideally accepted bv other
nations. My remarks as made regarding weapons are base(l on a
study of a report made by the Senate committee investigations of munitions. headed by Senator Nye, a very able Senator.
'Vhenever investigations are made too little thought is given to the
revelations that are made. One of their iustifiable concluding remarks
was that the trend is there are many bribes made in the executive
branches of all governments for unearthly enterprises, such as the con-
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duct of war, conflict, genocide, and yet even another name is appropriate, premeditated murder by other participants, and not of the
planners.
I've had the opportunity of observing constantly for the past 16
years the truthfulness of the conduct of the results of Senator Nye's
committee. Their conclusions are pretty exact in many ways.
The North Atlantic Pact permits the donating of armaments to foreign nations of Europe. I say it is wrong. It is wrong because the
same people g1tin by wars or even the donation of these instruments
that eventuall.Y lead to conflicts. While on this subject I would like to
ask two quest10ns of you gentlemen.
Has Senator Burton K. Wheel<'r collected any moneys for his client
under the Lend-Lease Act? His client, I'd say, wus the mnn who
helped the painter from Germany become a g<>nocidist. Also, to
whom were those payments made thnt Pre::;i<lent Truman <ll'dare<l in
his last lend-lease report so vaguely nn<l so much.
As far as I am concerned, I haven't as yet seen the profits of war
removed from war materials.
Let's get and give further encourugemt>nt to ideals, those that
tend to lend a greater outlook on life, that enrich rather than destroy. More apprenticeships in good trades should he encouraged.
1ust as those spoken about in the United Nations chnmbt>rs and by
UNESCO. It seems we have given gr<'ntl'r consi<leration to our
enemy nations than to our own people here in America and c•ur allies
in China and the Philippines. I don't mean money when I refer to
consideration.
.
The UN 1weds a definite injection of nt>w blood to encoura::re the
finer activities recommended by PXESCO. A better enforcement
agency should be encouraged in the UN to prevent other conflicts. and
patrol the seas, airlanes and ~rounds of destructive devices intended
for genocide. If only a major concentration of effort were made
toward developing nondestructive articles, I am sure a greater life
could be enjoyed by all peoples everywhere. Rather than snpportin~
a program of artificially created atmosphere. we would be concentrating on realism. That is the only ism I stand for now. The ndvice of
men who seek the prt>servatioii of civilization must be heeded, not
that of those who seek its destruction.
How can the honorable board-I mean the Foreign Policy Boardlegislnte properly when the reports of the Russian nation are reall~1
and truly not permitted a better analysis hv the reporters of our
newspapers? How much is really known of Russian activity to permit
this Atlantic treaty to go through to its full intent to arm to the teeth
the most meddlesome governments civilization has known to exi!<t?
If we again sectionalize areas and designate them as an armed force,
those nations will again fail to recover economica1lv and properlv for
humanity's sake.
·
•
To accomplish a peaceful world does not require the supply of a
section of people with destructive instruments which bring good to
no one.
If the same cooperative seeuritv were used as used bv these nation:participating in the North Atlantic Pact. to provide ·its people and
the pt>ople of other bordering nations with the finer necessities of life
1111<1 the peaceful products that are manufactured in peacetime, tht>n
a rtopian civilization would not be impossible, rather than have those
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conniving delegations who get out of hand by accepting bribes to
permit the contemplation and introduction of warlike and unneeded
articles, to maintain a false and insecure governmental program that
eventually leads to the destruction of fertile lands that sustain human
life.
Only then can the North Atlantic Pact be an asset to the legislative
geniuses that are assembled before me.
Do not misinter.Pret m' remarks. I do not claim that those necessities should be given without any strings attached. There must be
some form of remuneration.
The economics of the other nations should not be figured accountable with the economics of a going concern such as the Unittd States
G.overnment. A E:eparnte set of books should be devised so that the
burden of accountability does not fall entirely on the shoulders of
the United States and its people.
The CHAIRJ\IAN. Are you for the pact or against it~
Mr. D'AQUINO. I have stnted that I am for certain views that do
not permit the adding of additional armaments to these nations.
The CIIAIRMAN. Then you are against the pact.
Mr. D'AQUINo. Does the ~act actually permit the donating of arms
to these countries¥ It doesn t say it in the pact.
.
The CHAIRMAN. That is up to the Congress. That is for future action if we do it. It is not in the pact. We are just on the pact now.
I would like to know if you are for the pact or against it.
Mr. D'AQUINo. I am only for the peaceful-The CHAIRMAN. That is nil. You are not going to answer my question, I see that.
Mr. D'AQUINO. The pact states that there is no donating of any
arms at all, yet the papers give another view.
The CHAIRMAN. That will have to come up in the implementation,
which is not before us but which will come later.
Mr. D'AQUJNO. I will say I am for the pact but not for the implementation.
The CHAIRMAN. You are for the pact but you do not want to give
them any arms?
Mr. D'AQUINO. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your statement.
Mr. Alcott L. Tyler, business manager, local No. 121, Chemical
Workers of America, CIO. They are meeting somewhere now, the
CIO. We have had several witnesses a1ona: the lines of the CIO, Mr.
Tyler, and you will have to be very brief.
STATEllIEBT OF ALCOTT L. TYLER, LOCAL BO. 121, CHDIICAL
WORKERS OF AMERICA, CIO

Mr. TYLER. My opposition to the Atlantic Pact flows from the following:
1. It will tend to divide the world into two antagonistic and irreconcilable blocks;
2. This will intensify an uneconomical, wasteful, armaments race.
3. Internal economic conditions of all countries will worsen because
of this armaments program which is a vh-tual indispensable part of
the pact.
90614---49~pt.~23
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4. The fight by workers against unemployment, speed-up, and other
economic consequences that will flow from the Atlantic Pact will
hardly make for the stability necessary for peaceful relations within
and among oountries.
.
5. Big business that profits from armaments will, as they always
have, fight against any attempt by workers to stave off speed-up, unemployment, and will even shut off commitments made under the Atlantic Pact, if such commitments interfere with their profits. This
will mean that our country will be forced into the position of reneging
on the commitments that the Atlantic Pact would mean.
I shall attempt to document my first four points. However, I should
like to state now that the fa}~ hopes that the pact will generate in
Europe and that we will later be forced to repudiate, will be the basis
for a world-wide economic slump similar to or worse than that of 1929
which followed the failures of the Dawes and Young plans.
SUPPORTING DATA

1. Nearly all witnesses before your commit~ither those for or
ft.1?ainst the pact-attempt to document my No. 1 point that the pact
will force each country to join up in one or another block.
2. Secretary Acheson and others have indicated that an armaments
program is an indispensable part of the pact. Over a billion dollars
now, and several billions later if we are to keep our word should the
pact be ratified. Already the so-called economy advocates in Congress
are demanding the reduced appropriation of funds for social security,
health, education, etc., in order to be able to support armaments for
the pact and for the armed forces of other signatories, without materially increasing our already $40,000,000,000 budget. In addition
to being a drain on our economy as a whole, as well as depriving us of
necessary social services, an armaments program tends to create unemployment-as witness the technical improvements reported last
month by the Standard and Poor's Corp.
This report high li~hted the dropping of scrapping of alloy casting
production; a substantial increase of worker output of electronic
equipment; an increased productivity in the steel industry where
units of production per man-hour, usmg 1939 as 100 reached a peak
of 124 in 1948 against 123 in 1947 and 113 in 1946. The coal industrv
is another in .which output per worker has made substantial gains. The
conclusion of Bernard T. Frevert, who is writing for this corporation
wasthatLnyotrs of least efficient workers In recent months have had n sobering effret on
those still employed, spurring them to greater eft'ort. Many corporation executives hnve noted this chnnge In attitude. A west coast manufacturer sums up the
situntion by saying: "There Is virtuall~· no turn·o'l"er now, and there ls more
regular attendance. E'l"erybody is lmnglng on 11ncl putting more elbow grense
Into his work. If this trend continues, we should be In a good position to meet
the keener price competition that lies ahead."

These industrial experts were only voicing the general attitude of
big business that under the guise of patriotism spurred workers to
tremendous speed-up while they raised prices with a net result of
20 billion in profit, the highest in our history, more than twice the net
wartime profit high of 1945. Workers will not long take this growing
unemployment coupled with speed-up, as evidenced by the 62,000 Ford
production workers strike.
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The result .of all of this will be that big business drive for greater
profits under the slogan of rearmament to save our country from so.me
cooked-up aggressor, will be checked, and I predict that any checking
of the grabbing of profits by big business will result in a cooling of
their ardor for aid to Atlantic Pact countries. Should our country
accept the Atlantic Pact obli~tions, our ability to fulfill them will
be at the mercy of big business profit take. Such a situation is not one
conducive to stability on which peaceful relationships within and
outside a country depend. It is the wrong way to plan for international stability.
I urge, therefore, the rejection of the Atlantic Pact and an attempt
by our Government to seek security and peace through genuine co·
operations of all countries within the United Nations. ·
The CHAIRMAN. What business are you in~
Mr. TYLER. I am the business manager of Local 121, United Chemical Workers Union.
The CHAIRMAN. You were in some sort of business before you got
this job were you not 1
Mr. TYLER. No. I worked in a plant.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. TYLER. I worked in a plant, that's right.
The CHAIRMAN. What kind of a plant 9
Mr. TYi.ER. A chemical plant.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the duties of a business agent f You ha.ve
the president of your local and the secretary. Where does the business agent fit in Y
Mr. TYLER. He n~gotiates contracts, and so on.
The CHAIR?tlAN. Contracts for employment~
Mr. TYLER. Contracts for employment.
The CHAIRMAN. Or contracts for other thingsY
Mr. TYLER. Contracts for employment.
The CHAffiMAN. Xou are agamst the pact!
Mr. TYLER; That's right.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McDaniel, I notice you represent the People's
P~ogressive Party.
Mr. McDANIEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had four or five different witnesses from
the Progressive Party.
Mr. McDANIEL. I am representing the student division at the University of Wisconsin.
The CHAIRMAN. I know, but you belong to the Progressive Party•.
How long will it take you to get through¥
Mr. McDANIEL. I have just one page. I will be very brief.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
STATEMEJIT OF WIWSTON McDANIEL, DANE COUNTY CHAPTER,
PROGRESSIVE PARTY OF WISCONSIN

Mr. McDANIEL. I am here representing the Dane County Chapter
of the Progressive Party of Wisconsin. I am a student at the University of Wisconsin. I am a resident of ·Jefferson, Wis.
·
I also think that I can unofficially represent the views of 11 Madison
clergymen who issued a joint attack against the Atlantic Pact a short
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time ago. The basis of their attack was that they said the agreement
. will not insure peace, and they also attacked the in1luence of the
military upon our civilian establishment.
POSTWAR AID

I would like to very briefly review our postwar foreign policy with
respect to aiding other nations. First of all was the killing of
UNRRA. The American people were told that the United States
had sent enough aid to Europe. The real reason was the fact that
80 percent of the aid was going to eastern Europe, but this fact wns
not widely circulated. There is no official indication that any unilateral program of aid for Europe was being considered. The first
development of the unilateral aid program was enunciated as the
Truman doctrine, but this was not a means of feeding starving people
but rather of fighting communism, and communism at the most critical
points on the globe-Gree~ei China, and Turkey-found their military
establishments benefited.
However, the American people were not happy with this type of
aid and its purpose, so our leaders were pressured to devise a new
covering or veil for this anti-Communist program. The new concept put forth by Secretary Marshall at Harvard was that, on the
surface, the Marshall plan was not directed at any nation or against
any ideology. This plan was so subtly presented that the Ameril'nn
people concluded that the Russians were actually welcome, despite
the sentiments expressed to the contrary in the Congressional Record.
The plan resulted in a grouping of the western European countries
which we really wanted to build up as bulwarks against communism.
So, under the banner of good will, charity, and brotherhood, this
anti-Communist project was carried further.
WORLD DIVISION

This splitting of the nations into two worlds or sphe~ was so
successful that the Western Powers became so united that our leaders
decided to take another step forward. Thus, today we have the proposed Atlantic Pact. Again we claim that this is not directed against
any specific power, but this argument has become a farce by now.
It has become quite clear that our entire foreign policy has been ~ared
to anticommunism, not aid to democracy or for the needy peoples of
the world. These are merely selling points for the poisonous products.
the bargain package of three va.lues for one.
STEPS AFTER THE TREATY

Since each declaration of policy has been a veil for new pills to
follow, one must ask whnt will follow the Atlantic Pac:-t, if approl"ed.
We must wab hold of all the trains in order to understand the
motives and the direction in which we are moving. I think that one
may justifiably predict the following additions to the program:
1. Seven or eight billion-dollar program to arm western Europe.
This would be a conservative estimate, and probably include only the
first year of such a program.
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2. Full cooperation of the economies of these Atlantic Pact members, and complete subordination of civilian authority to the military
program and production, and training of large armies.
3. The climax of this plan, short only of the war which it might
incite, will be a proposal for a Western Federation of anti-COmmunist countries completely aside from the United Nations. This
would bring to a final death and complete burial any hopes for a
strong world government. The Atlantic Pact virtually prepares this
grave, and this is the burial ceremony to follow. Thus I claim that
essentially that we have done is to walk out on the United Nations.
We have claimed that the Russians have done this on occasion, and I
think they have been very tactless in doing that. However, I think
we are being much more subtle. We are paying lip service to the
cause after we have in essence walked out.
QUESTIONS ON THE TREATY

In conclusion I would like to raise the following three questions:
What will we get for our seven or eight billion dollar annual investment Y If there is to be an act of aggression upon the European
Continent we have three possible bulwarks against this communism:
Western Gilrmany, Italy, and France. Are you going to put faith
in the Nazis, the Gilrmans1 or are you going to rely upon a Nazi Anny.
to stop so-called Commumst aggression? Can we expect any support
from France and Italy when one-third are Communists 1 Do we
propose to erect a Maginot line along the Ruhr 9
The second question : Where is the seven or eight billion dollars
goin~ to come from? Dr. Edwin Nourse, economic adviser to the
President, has said that it must come out of the present military expenditures, the proposed $42,000,000,000 budget. If our economic
condition is so serious, then it must be a question as to whether we arm
ourselves completely or drop most of this program to arm the Socialists
and Communists and pro-Nazis of western Europe, supposedly to
fight the Communists of Russia.
How strong could this ungodly coalition become and how long could
· it last1
Finally, if it is not our intention either to provoke an attack by
Russia or to wage an aggressive war ourselves, how can we possibly
accept article 5, which obligates all signatory powers to assist any
party or parties which have been the object of an armed attack· regardless of congressional power to declare war, there is nothing which
would prevent the President of the United States from fulfilling our
obligation by dispatching troops upon the slightest provocation. This
would, in effect, nullify the power of Congress to declare war.
In conclusion, I would like to ask and request that further consideration of this be postponed, hf.cause I :feel thnt the American
people, upon the first news of the Atlantic Pact, concluded that the
pact was signed and there was nothing- they could do about it. However., recently, as the testimony has been introduced in the newspapers,
after a lot of secrecy of about a month, the American people realize
it is not completed, and I think the American people would like for
time to consider it, so I ask your consideration o:f the postponement
or the delay of recommendation to the full Senate.
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The CHAIRMAN. You claim that the President could make war without the action of the Senate¥
Mr. McDANIEL. I think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever studied the Constitution any!
i
Mr. McDANIEL. If the President dispatches troops to a certain area,
and actually fulfills the obligation of this charter, the Congress could
do nothing but declare war.
The CHAmMAN. Yes, it could do whatever it pleased, because it
reserved specifically "as it may deem ne~ry" as the Congress may
deem necessary. I will not ar~e with you, however. What are you
studying in the University of Wisconsin¥
Mr. MoDANIEL. Political science.
The CHAmMAN. How far advanced are you¥ What year are you in! '
Mr. McDANIEL. Third year. I am serving on the student board at
the University of Wisconsin as vice president this year.
The CHAIRMAN. Vice president of the student board?
Mr. MoDANIEL. But I am not representing them here.
The CHAIRMAN. You are representing nobody but yourselH
Mr. McDANIEL. The Dane County Chapter of the Young
Progressives.
· The CHAIRMAN. You are here representing a political party then!
Mr. McDANIEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You took active part in the last campaign¥
Mr. McDANIEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You subscribe unqualifiedly to the policies of Mr.
Henry A. Wallace?
Mr. McDANIEL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Stand aside.
Mr. McDANIEL. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We have had Mr. Wallace already, so your views
reaffirm what he said, as I understand you.
Mr. Nicholas Topping¥ Mr. Topping, whom do you represent!
1

STATEMENT OP IUCHOLAS TOPPING
Mr. TOPPING. I represent quite a wide number of citizens of the
State of Wisconsin.
The CHAIRMAN. No organization¥
Mr. TOPPING. No organization.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. TOPPING. I am a businessman in Milwaukee, Wis., and I have
been very active in community and veterans' affairs.
The CHAIRMAN. What kind of business are you in?
Mr. TOPPING. I am in the retail business. I sell imported foods,
foreign music records, and other specialties.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Can you get through in 5 minutes!
Mr. TOPPING. I think I can.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give you 5 minutes.
Mr. ToPPINO. All right, sir.
OPPOSITION TO TREATY

I am opposed to the ratification of the North Atlantic Pact because
it is not a step toward peace, but can be a step toward war. I am
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·Opposed to the ratification of the pact because it is not a definitive pact,
as so many of its supporters loudly claim. I believe that it is an
.aggressive move which will bypass the United Nations, and divide the
world into two irreconcilable and hostile blocs.
It will inevitably lead to a series of measures and countermeasures
-on the J?art of both sides, particularly in the form of an armaments
race which can only result in a war of complete devastation.
I am appearing before you today upon the request of many sincere
'.and profoundly disturbed citizens of Wisconsin, as the result of a radio
address I made, of speeches against the pact, and an advertisement
placed in the Milwaukee paper. I have found widespread opposition
to the pact, which is masqueraded as a pact for peace.
Those are copies of the advertisement that appeared in the Milwaukee Journal.
The CHAIRMAN. Who paid for them!
Mr. TOPPING. Quite a number of citizens in Milwaukee.
The CHAIRHAN. You collected the money!
Mr. TOPPING. I collected $252.
The CHAIRJ\IAN. How much did you pay in?
Mr. TOPPING. $252.
The CHAIRMAN. We cannot put your ads in the record, because we
.are not running an advertising agency. Go ahead.
Mr. TOPPING. Working on this advertisement, I soon noted that
many who opposed the pact were fearful of expressing their opposition. This is due, as you know, to the atmosphere of hysteria and
intimidation prevalent in our country today. I personally experienced
this.
For example, this paid advertisement I was instrumental in placing
in a local paper was edited by the newspaper with the ultimatum that
it could not appear unless certain key words were deleted.
Before the ad made its appearance, another ad tried to intimidate
..and harass local leaders by distorting and misrepresenting the purpose
of the act, and even the individual signers were harassed. In spite
of this, many people contributed financially to the expense of the ad,
even though tliey were fearful of expressing themselves as endorsers
-<>f the statement.
As a veteran who served two and a half years in the African·Middle
East Theater of War, in the caJ?acity of a special agent in the Counter
Intelligence Corps, I do not wish to see the major portion of my tax
dollars and the tax dollars of other Americans pay for the rearmament
of western Europe, a step which can lead only to war.
History, at the same time, has proved that arms races lead inevitably to war. The tens of billions that will be spent will have to
be followed by American divisions because western Europe is not in
a position to defend itself, and not in a position to support its ancient
curse, which is a large standing army.
EFb'ECT OF THE TREATY

Not only will the implementation of the pact impoverish Europe,
but it will disrupt our economy and dissipate our resources, and it
can only mean spiraling i;>rices, a continued lack of adequate housing1 a continued lack of social security, health, and education measures,
and also can only generate an even greater degree of war hysteria
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and depression. For example, the proposed Mundt-Ferguson-Nixon
bill.
For lack of time I would like to go briefly over a certain nwnber
of other points I have in my statement, and one is the question of the
automatic commitment. of our country to war.
Article 9 of the pact gives the military council of the Atlantic
Pact nations the authority to decide what action they can take. and
in reference to a question you put before to Mr. McDaniel, of Madison, Wis., I do not know that James Reston, of the New York Times',
when he was speaking in favor of the pact in the Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations on March 23, said categorically, "I do not think
any President in the future ii:; likely to wait for Congress to declare
war after the Congress has passed, and the world has accepted our
signature on article 5 of the _\flantic Pact."
The question of the abrogation of the United Nations Charter,
especially articles 51 and 52, are well known to you. I remember
that a month ago the Department of State was telling us that the
Atlantic Pact was a regional arrangement, but since that time, 1
month ago, there has been no reference to the fact that it is a regional
arrangement, because a reading of the United Nations Charter would
point out that this regional arrangement would not be separable.
The question of Spam, which is not a democracy, in my opinion, hut
is tied up indissolubly with Franco Spain, is another question that
is causing a lot of concern among American citizens.
The CHAIRMAN. Spain is not in this treaty. What has that to do
with this?
Mr. TOPPING. Franco Spain is tied up with Portugal and there h~
been pressure on many sides, even in the last few weeks, to permit
Spain to sign the Atlantic Pact.
The CHAIRMAN. She did not sign it, and she is not a party to it.
Go ahead.
COST OF REARMAMENT

Mr. TOPPING. I would like to point out a conclusion here, again,
what the staggering cost of the armament of Europe, together with
the amount of money we are paying toward the cold war, is going
to cost us.
I think China and Greece have shown t.hat the $7,000,000 spent there,
itnd the sole pro~ram of anticommunism, has not been successful. It
has proved t.hat yon cannot contain an idea or a phi]osophy that has
attracted as communism has. But if you can present. a better idea, Jike
an ardent, virile, dynamic democracy, you have a philosophy ·that
ean win the minds and hearts of men all over the world.
In my experience clurinl? the war, when I was very close to the
Greek situation, and saw much of Greek history made, and had the
opportunity to interrogate and interview and examine many of the
present members of the Greek Government, high and low officials,
doing refugee work, interrogation of Greek refugees, with British
infolJigence in the Middle East, it was easy for me to see, and many
others who were c1ose to the Greek scene, exactly what was to happen
in Greece since we started to aid them. The Wyman report that
was made public about a month ago also points out the conclusions
that many of us have felt.
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By way of recapitulation, let me just say the pact can only give
us a faltle sense of security. As one prominent :Milwaukee women'B
leader put it to me: The Atlantic Pact is just another shot of morphine
to hold back the pain of honestly facing the underlying causes of
war, of facing up to the steps that can lead but only to a war of
destruction.
The CHAI1mAN. Thank you. You were in the United States Army
Counter Intelligence Service 1
Mr. TOPPING. The CIC-Counter Intellience Corps, the counterespionage branch of Military Intelligence.
The CHAIRMAN. Where were you operating1
Mr. TOPPING. After a year of training here in the United States, I
was sent to the African-Middle East Theater of Operations.
The CHAIRMAN. Were there any United States armies there thenY
Mr. ToPPINO. Yes, there were troops in North Africa and the
Middle East. And after the British Eighth Army, with the help of
the Allies, defeated the Afrika Korps, Africa and the Middle East
ceased to be a war zone but remained an important zone of supply and
communications.
I can remember the many inteJJigence files I saw concerning the
widespread espionage system of the Germans and the Japanese in
~rkey, another ceuntry which is fa.r from democratic, and which
was far from being friendly to us.
The CHAIRMAN. We did not have an army in Turkey, did wet
Mr. TOPPING. No. we did not, because they were supposedly neutral.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a. native-born American citir.en ¥
Mr. TOPPING. Yes, I was.
The CuAIRHAN. You were? Are you not still~
Mr. ToPPING. Yes. sir. I am. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Martin9
•
(No response.)
Mr. Martin is not here.
Now we have the pleasure of hearing from Mr. Don Wilson of
Clarksburg, W. Va., who represents the Amerfoan Legion. He is accompanied by Gen. John Thomas Taylor, legislative director of the
veterans' organization of the American Legion, and also by Mr. Robert R. Post, who is associate director of the national legislative
committee.
STATEMEBT OF DOW wnsow, REPRESEWTIWG TJIE A?tlERIC.Alf
LEGIOW; ACCOJIP.AlflED BY BRIG. GD. 10HJl1 THOJIAS TAYLOR,
DIRECTOR, WATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE; Alm ROBERT
R. POST, A~CIATE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE OF THE AMERIC.Alf LEGIOW
General TAYLOR. I have Mr. Post and Mr. Wilson here Mr.
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The national commander, Mr. Perry Brown, approves the position of these gentlemen. He told me so personally.
But it wns impossible for him to be present to make the presentation.
So we will have Mr. Wilson.
General TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I would be derelict if I did not
express to you my admiration for the marvelous way in which these
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hearings have been conducted this morning in the t~y :American
democratic fashion when the pros and cons on such a vital issue havebeen presented t~ you, and with such vat~e~ce on you~ part.
Individuals speakmg for themselves and individuals speaking for
organizatoons.
Our speaker today is here to speak for the American Legion, threeand a half million men and women who wore the uniform in the last
two great wars; a million women in the auxiliary of the American
Legion, the mothers, the wives, the sisters of these soldiers and sailors
and marines. And we think, for 400,000 men who did not come back
at all, we think we speak for them. We feel that way about it.
The democratic processes depend upon national security, Mr. Chairman, and this North Atlantic Pact is a part of our national security.
It has been given careful consideration by the American Legion.
I have with me today a young World War II soldier, 40 months in
the service, right out of the uniform, from the grass roots of the·
Legion, the department commander of the State of West Virginia,
a brilhant young lawyer, delegated, designated by National Commander Brown, to speak for the American Legion: Don Wilson, of
Clarksburg, W. Va.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. I first of all want to thank this eommitt.ee for the·
opportunity it has given to me personally, and to the American Legion
to place before it tlie views of the national organization of the American Legion.
I have prepared a. statement, Mr. Chairman, which I would like to
introduce into the record in the interests of saving time, if it is agreeable to you. I shall extemporize on that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be satisfactory if you desire it. Go ahead.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Don Wilson is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF DONALD R. WILSON, DEPARTMENT CoMMANDEB OF WEST VIBGINIA,
THE AMERICAN LEGION, ON THE NOBTH ATLANTIC Ta!:ATT

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the·
American Legion bas eagerly accepted this opportunit.v to appear before this.
committee for the purpose of expressing Its views on the North Atlantic treaty.
In the light of some of the charges which have been made to the effect that the
treaty Is a prelude to war, It may be interesting and helpful to this committee
to have an expression from the largest veterans• organization In the world, with
over 3,000,000 members, giving Its considered view that, far from being an
Instrument of war the treaty In fact does much toward the accomplishment of its·
announced objectives of obtaining peace and security for the world.
·
There Is no organization of Individuals more devoutly Interested In the cause
of peace anti security than an organization of veterans who have had the
experience that can only come from participation In a global armed conflict.
They have seen and felt the destruction that comes with war; they have obaerved ·
at first band the dislocations which result; they have seen the suffering not only
of their comrades In arms but of all peoples.
As a result of their experiences In the first great world conflict. the organizers.
leaders, and members of the American Legion during the years 1919-41 urged·
time after time that the United States of America keep Itself militarily strong and
cooperate with the peoples of other peace-loving and democratic nations. to
present a united front against the aggressive designs of nations whose leaders
were mad with a lust for conquest and power.
It was with a 11ense of Impending doom during those years that the members
of the American Legion, veterans of World War I, watched the United States'
destroy Its military efrectlveness, encourage aggressors by displaying only weakness, place Its confidence In high-sounding but meaningless and nonlmplemented.
declarations of policy, sit idly by while Japan plunged the dagger of conquest into-
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a proetrate Cblna, refuse to be alarmed and effectively cooperate to deal with

llU880Unl'e blatant aggreB11lon agalnst Etblopla, and fall to see the elgnlftcance

of Hitler's relentless measures of conquest agalnst Austria and Czechoslovakia.
Perhaps tbe attitude of mind of tbe Amerlcan people durlng those traglc years
was beet expressed by our iµinounced pollcy of neutrallty, which amounted to a
complete abandonment of our sense ot obllgatlon toward peace, treedom, democracy, and the human dignity ot man.
Partlally as a result of our abandonment of the responslbillty in lntematlonal
dalrs, another generation ot Americans was called upon to secure in bloody
conftlct the peace that had been so carelessly thrown away. Another generation
of Americans was called upon to participate In the destruction of a mallgnaot
way of lite. Upon the conclusion of hostllltles, there were tben two generations
of American veterans, members of the American Legion, who possessed an overwhelming desire to secure to future generations what had been denied to them,
namely, a peaceful and secure world. They bad seen and understood tbe war,
even when conducted In a righteous cause, left behind lt untold mlsery. ParUcularly after the Second World War was lt apparent that the peoples in many
nations in the world were disheartened, exhausted, and practically devoid even of
a wlll to live.
It Is out of that background of experience that the American Legion sees adherence to the North Atlantic treaty not only as a desirab* step, but as an
Imperative step tor the Unlted States to take If we are to be conslstent and
progressive In our endeavors to build an edifice of peace. The participation of
the United States In the North Atlantic treaty Is not an Isolated step; It cannot
be considered alone ; lt must be considered only as one further advance along tbe·
road upon which we are now marchlng.
I have spoken of tbe peoples of some of the nations of the world losing their
will to exist. In our opinion, tbat wlll was partially recreated by the hope that
was held out to them when the United States joined In the proclamation of the
Atlantic Charter. That se"ed to sustain them during the difficult years of war.
At the conclusion of the struggle, with the promulgation of the Charter of the
United Nations there was recreated In the hearts of the peoples all over the
world a desire not only to Uve, but to struggle upward toward a goal which for
so many years bad seemed completely beyond reach and was now within the
realm of the possibility of attainment. It was significant that so many natioDS
which had gone through the experience of war could unite and struggle together
for enduring peace through the framework of a world organization.
After the first enthuslastic acceptance of the United Nations, lt became apparent that there were defects In the structure, defects which would be difficult
to remedy. Because of those defects the Soviet Union has been able to expand
Its power and lnftuence over practically half of Europe and much of Asia.
It has beel! possible for the Soviet Union to contemplate the enslavement of the
remaining portions of the world. Her obstructionist and aggressive designs
brought about a situation which too closely parallels that which existed in 1939.
To meet Russian encroachments, and to fortify ourselves against enslavement
from whatever source it might come, we came to believe that It was not enough
tor the people of the world merely to have the will to live and au Ideal goal to
struggle towarcl, but it was necessary for us to bulh.1 within them the desire to
prosper, to build up their businesses, their trade and their economic security.
To that end the United States announced what might be called the most unselfish act In the history of nations. We proclaimPd the Marshall plan. We
have been enthusiastic In our participation In It. We nre proud to know that
It Is accomplishing its purpose, and we delight In the evidences of the lncreaelng
domestic strength of our friends.
After thus acting to do our part in creating the will to prosper, we observed
with warm approbation the rebirth of the will on the part of these nations to
protect what they and we were bullcllng; to resist all further efforts to deprive
them of the progress they were making. It was for that reason that we so
strongly approved of the Brussels Pact. which announced on behalf of five natloDB
lo western Europe that they would protect and prese"e themselves and their
way of life against all aggression.
•
Upon this background of history, we come to the North Atlantic Treaty. It
Is not only an expression of the will to resist, but It ls an expression of the desire
to work with others in maintaining that which Is noble, good, and desirable.
As I previously Indicated, therefore, tbe American Legion does not view the
North Atlantic Treaty as an Isolated step. It Is merely one further Imperative
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step aloog the road we have been traveling 1dnce we were brouirht to a realisation that we have an obligation to shoulder our respoDl'llbllittes In lntel'IUltional
affairs.
It indicates our community of Interest with other peoples having the snme bet'ltage of freedom and democracy that we possess.. It Indicates our desire to
be helpful to them and likewise to expect them to discharge their obll1tatlone
to us, to all other signatories of the treaty, and to tbe other peace- and fre&dom-lovlng nations of the world. It reaffirms our belief in the ultimate eUccetlS
of the United Nations. Created within the framework of the United Nations. it
strengthens that organisation by strengthening the members In It. It places us
on record BR having learned the lessons of two ware, namely that a~gresslon
against our friends so endangers our own security that we cannot permit that
aggression to go unchallenged. Our participation in the treaty will proclaim
to the world that the United States of America Is not this time withdrawing
from its International responsibilities.
We do not view the North Atlantic Treaty as a mere play on words. 'l1le
pledges we will have gtven 11hould bP considered as ROlemn ones, so solemn
as a matter of fact that we are willing to work with others In building up
strength against aggression, strength In the diplomatic as well as in the military
spheres. We do not recoil from the use of strength If strength should become
necessary. The tti!aty leaves It open to us to ascertain what strength we must
beirtn to build now and what strength we should call Into play if our cooperation
with our friends or their cooperation with us is ever challE'Jlged.
It is our sincere hope and belief that the participation of the United States In
the North Atlantic Treaty will help us to build a stronger and more J)l"8eefol and
a more secure world for ou~elves and nil generations to come. It is for that
reason that the American Leclon, through Its national executive committee. ID
session on May ~. 1949, unanimously and enthusiastically passed the toUo~
resolution :
"Whereas the treaty known as the North Atlantic Pact ts now before the
UnltE>d States Senate tor ratification; and
"Whereas this pact was formulated under articles 51 and 52 ot tbe United
Nations Cb11rter for the peare and security of the memhf!r nations to this pert:
:Sow, therefor, be it
"Resolved. We urge early ratification and Implementation as provided in the
arttelf'S of the pact."
I have the honor to transmit this resolution to you In the hope that Its terms
Will be met and In the hope that by taking the step recommended we wiU baYe
built peace, security, and prosperity, and will have advanced considerably toward
our goal of a strong and etTectlve United Nations as the enduring foundation of
world pence.

Mr. WILSON. I have been parti<'ularly interested this morning and
on other mornings in reading in the newspapers some of the cha~
that have been made in <'onnection with the North Atlantic Tl"f'atv.
to the effect that actually it is merely a prelude to war. I thoug{it
it might be interesting and perhaps helpful to this committee to have
the American Legion, representing over three and a half million veterans and their families, appear here and state that it is its firm
conviction that this North Atlantic Treaty. far from being an instrument of war, is actually calculated to accomplish its announ<"ed
objectives of peace and security for the United States and all the
world.
It goes without saying that there is no organization in the world
more devoutly interested-in the cause of peace and security. To appreciate that it is necessary to realize that the American Legion is composed of members who know war first-hand. They have been through
the experience of war, they have seen families destroyed, they havf!
seen the destruction, the deprivation of all rights and human di~ities.
Naturally, then, the members of the Legion are interested in obtaining peace. We nre sometimes interested in hearin~ indil'iduals ~v
that we want war. No one who has seen war first-hand wants it. The
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one who has seen war first-hand wants only peace and security and
the human dignity of man.
As a result of the experiences of the veterans of the First World
War, the American Legion was organized. Its organizers, its members, ancl its leaclers, time after time during the years 1919-41, urged
that the United States keep itself militarily strong, and that it cooperate with other peace-loving nations of the world to present a united
front against aggression from whatever source it might come.
ISOLATIONISM IN THE UNITED STATES

Unfortunately many of the preachings of the Le~ion during those
years were disregarded, and the Legion, viewed with a sense of impending doom the successive steps of the United States in withdrawmg from its international responsibilities. We saw the United States
refuse to participate in any form of international organization. We
saw the United States place its reliance ueon comparatively meaningless statements of broad, international policy that nations of the world
made without any apparent intent to live U{> to them. We saw the
United States absolutely disregard the necess1tie8 for being militarily
secure.
We sat by· while the United States looked at aggression as it ocl'urred, and refuse<l to net. The aggression that was accomplished
upon China by Japan, the aggression that occurred when Mussolini
marched into Ethiopia, the aggression that occurred when Hitler enslaved Austria and Czechoslovakia. As a result of our complete withdrawal from our sense of international responsibility we as a people
proclaimed that we would be neutral and perhaps at that time we
reached an all-time moral low when we thought we could buy our
own peace and security at the expense of the freedom of other peoples
of the world.
We all know the tragedy that came from that withdrawal, the
tragedy is demonstrated here and throughout the United States, in
that we built another generation of veterans who had once again to
secure in war what had been carelessly thrown away in peace.
We had to once again liberate, as best we could, the areas of the
world that were threatened with enslavement, and we entered upon
that, to accomplish that task, and came back resolved that insofar as
it was within our power, we work with all our stren~h toward the
accomplishment of peace and security so that succeedmg generations
would not have to experience those things which the last two generations experienced.
So it is with that background of the Legion's policy !!luring the years
1919-41 that we approached the North Atlantic Treaty. We see in the
North Atlantic Treaty not only a necessary and desirable step, but we
consider it to·be an inevitable step for the United States to take.
I might call to the chairman's attention the fa<'t that, as he well
knows, during this Second World War peoples of the world at one
time had almost lost, in many areas, even the desire to live; having
been enslaved and oppressed they wondered whether it was worth
the candle.
I think our Government recognized that when we joined in the
proclamation of the Atlantic Charter, we gave to those downtrodden
peoples of the world some glimmer of hope. We created in them some
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desire to continue to live. We created in them the hope that eventually they would once again rise and be free. But that was only
the beginning of this Government's policy in recreating a better and
a stronger and a more secure world.
THE UNITED NATIONS

After the conclusion of hostilities in World War II we entered upon
the proclamation of the Charter of the United Nations. To the
Legion's way of thinking, the Charter of the United Nations gave
to the peoples of the world an ideal toward which they could work.
It gave them further hope that once again we might, with some degree
of confidence contemplate a great world organization that would
bring to us ad of the security that we had in times past thrown away.
But we did not stop with the United Nations, because it became
apparent, after the United Nations had been in operation for a while,
that there were defects in that Charter, and it is significant that one
nation of the world, the Soviet Union, seized upon every conceivable
defect in that Charter and endeavored, and with some degree of success endeavored, to bring about the enslavement of as many areas
of the world as it possibly could.
Through its use of the veto power the American Legion believes
that the Soviet Union has deliberately blocked every effort that could
be made through the United Nations to bring about a peaceful solution of many of the problems confronting the troubled areas of the
world today. We of the Legion recommended many changes in the
Charter of the United Nations. We have recommended that it be
strengthened in many ways.
Thus far, those recommendations, although never considered, and
although this Government has been moving in the direction of the
recommendations, have not borne the fruit that we would like to see
them bear. So we approved.l. and enthusiastically approved, another
step, althoufh somewhat ditterent from the Charter of the United
Nations, stil within its fabric and framework, namely, the proclamation of the United States in the Marshall plan, which we considered
the most unselfish act that had ever been made by any country in the
world.
THE HARSHALL PLAN AND THE BRUSSELS TREATY

The American Legion went on record in the convention in New
York as favoring the Marshall plan even before it became the policy
of this Government. And it did so because it saw in the Marshall
plan a further step along the road we wanted to travel, a step in which
was not only the will to live created, but after the will to live was
created the people of the world were to be given an .opportunity to
build their businesses, to build their economies, so that it would be
secure, and we recognized that we had an obligation to help them in
their efforts to do that.
Shortly after the proclamation of the Marshall plan we were most
pleased that this Government saw fit to approve the proclamation of
the Brussels Treaty1 because the Brussels Treaty represented the
intention of five nations of western Europe not only to live and to
. build their economy and their internal security, but it represented
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that they had the will to resist any encroachments against them from
whatsoever source they might come.
We enthusiastically endorsed that Brussels Treaty at our last convention in Miami, and we endorsed the principle upon which it was
based. And now the North Atlantic Treaty we think follows so
logically from that step, so logically that we are again enthusiastic
in our approbation of that treaty.
SECURITY AND HOPE THROUGH THE ATLANTIC PACI'

After having created the will to live, the will to build, now it is
necessary to create in the hearts and minds of the peoples of these 12
nations, a sense of feeling that the; are all working together toward
a common $oal, within the fabric o the United Nations, which represents their ideal to which they are struggling, and an ideal with which
the American Legion is in hearty sympathy.
The North Atlantic Treaty, we believe, is clearly within the provisions of the United Nations Charter. Efforts have been made, as
you well know, to say that it was not within the United Nations Charter. But it is clearly contemplated there that the nations of the world
may work together to secure themselves ap:ainst aggression, so that
if there is no question there, as we believe there is not, then we view
also with approval, the fact that the North Atlantic Treaty represents
to the peoples of the world. that the United States, once and for all,
has seen clearly its obligation in international relations, and that it
bas no desire to avoid those obligations; it has a desire to carry through
with them, placing its strength, such as it may be, at the disposal of a
great world organization. And at the same time requirin~ that the
nations with which it is associated in this treaty, contribute their
fair share toward the security of the world that we are all working
toward.
The ratification of this treaty cannot help but be a great encouragement not only to the peoples of the nations with whom we are associated in it, but to the peoples of all the world, to see that the United
States, great, strong, and powerful as it is, dischar~ng its obligations
and has no hesitancy to discharge those obligations to the fullest
extent.
I must call your attention, Mr. Chairman. to this fact: The Amencan Legion does not believe that this North Atlantic Treaty is just
a play on words. We believe in the North Atlantic Treaty so strongly
and so sincerely that we want our organization on record before this
committee as favoring the implementation of that treaty. We have
never looked forward to the use of strength as a means of obtaining
great and noble objectives.
The American Legion, composed of veterans of two world wars,
has never been reluctant to proclaim that if the occasion should arise.:
that strength should be used in the interest of righteousness ana
justice. And so we look forward to the implementation of this treaty
when the United States becomes a signatory to it.
I have given yout Mr. Chairman, a summary of the views of the
American Legion with reference to the North Atlantic Treaty, viewing it only as a. logical step in the development of the policy we have
been puriruing thus far. At the meeting of the National Executive
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Committee, held in Indianapolis, Ind., recently-as a matter of fact
the dates are on that, May 4 through ~the National Executive Committee enthusiastically-and when I say enthusiastically, I mean that
when the time came they rose to their feet and applauded this
resolution.
RESOLUTION OF THE AMERICAN LEOION
The CHAinMAN. Read the resolution, and I want the press to take
note of this resolution.
Mr. Wn.soN. The resolution is as follows:
WhPrens the treaty known as the North Atlantic Pact Is now before the United
Stutes Senate fo1· ratification; and
Whereas thhi pact was formulated under articles 51 and 52 of the United
Nations Charter for peace and security of the member nations to this pact:
Now, therefore, be It
R1·solvctl, We urge early ratification and implementation as provided In tbe
articles of the pact.

Mr. Chairman, I have the honor to transmit this resolution to you,
and to your committee, and to the United States Senate in the hope
that its terms will be met, and in the further hope that by taking the
step recommended we will have built peace, security, prosperity, and
that we will have advanced considerably toward our goal of a strong
and effective United Nations, as the enduring and ultimate foundation
of world peace.
I want to thank you again, l\lr. Chairman, for the courtesy of this
l'ommittee in hearfog the statement of the American Legion, and to
t>xpress my own ap_preciation for the opportunity to be with you.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for a very illuminating and sound
and splendid statement. I want to extend my congratulations to you,
sir, for being the commander of the W~t Virginia American Legion,
as I understand it. Is that correct!
Mr. WILSON. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You have seen war in close contact.
Mr. w·n.soN. I have, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you know the ambitions of those who want
peace and want to provide the agencies and the implementations
necessary to secure peace?
Mr. 'hLsoN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not your view that this treaty is well within
the framework-I thin~ you said so a while ago-of the United
Nations¥
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir; I believe it is clearly within the framework
of the United Nations.
TUE TREATY AND THE UNITED NATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that in article 1 of the treaty is set
forthThe parties undertake, as f!(>t forth In the Charter of the United Nations. to
settle any International <lisputes-

nnd so forth?
Mr. Wn~ON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that in several places within the
present treaty it is unequivocally plainly stated that it is not in oon·
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flict with the United Nations Charter, but is in aid thereof, and
supplementary thereto Y
Mr. WILBON. That is correct, sir. And further than the words used
in the draft of the treaty, the sentiment of the peoples of the nations
that are signatory to it, is such that they all want this to be within the
fabric of the Umted Nations and to contribute to the building up of
the United Nations1
DEFENSIVE NATURE OF THE TREATY

The CHAmlIAN. I do not want to lead you but I want to direct your
uttention to particular phases of the matter. Is it not true that this
treaty is purely a defensive pact, a;nd has nothing whatever, not a 'Yord,
not a sentence, looking to aggresswn or the armed attack by the signatories upon any other nation or country¥
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I cannot see, in this treaty, any indication of an aggressive design by the signatories to the treaty. There
is not a word in here that would indicate an aggressive intent. As a
matter of fact, the entire draft of the treaty. throughout, is indicative
merely of a defensive arrangement within the Charter of the United
Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to direct your attention to article 5. This
article reads:
The parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them In Europe
or ~orth America shall be considered as an attack against them all. ConsequPntly they agree that If such an armed attack occurs, each of them, tn the
exercise of the right of Individual or collective self-defense, recognized by article
fi1 of the Charter of the UnltPd Nations, will assist the party or parties so
attacked by taking forthwith, Individually and In concert with the other parties-

and that is what I want to direct your particular attention to-such action as It deems neces.<Jary-

that is each countryIncluding the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the
North Atlantic area, any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result
thereof shall immediately be reported to the Security Council-

That is the &lcurity Council of the United Nations.
Such measures shall be determlne1l when the Security Council has taken the
measures necessary to restore and maintain International peace and security.

Do you not construe the language that requires the nations to take
"such action as it deems necessary," a complete assurance to the
United States that under our sovereignty there is no automatic declaration of war, there is no automatic pullmg into the war, but that it is
up to the United States to determine what action it deems necessary
in view of all the circumstances 1
Mr. Wn.soN. Mr. Chairman, that is the only logical interpretation
of those words that are used in that article 5.
The CnAIIL\lAN. Is it not true that article 5 acknowledges the overriding authority of the Security Council, specifically1
Mr. WILSON. It acknowledges it, and sets it forth clearly, in language that cannot he misunderstood by anyone.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, whatever is done by the nations
shall be reported to the Security Council¥
.: Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
90614~49--pt.3---24
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The CHAIRMAN. And that such ·measures shall terminate whenever
the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and
maintain international peace and security t
Mr. WILSON. That is clearly expressed in that article, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that this treaty is only directed against
an armed attack by some nation other than a member of the North
Atlantic Pact 1
Mr. Wu.soN. That is correct.
SECURITY THROUGH THE PACT

The CHAIR:MAN. And that it is intended to aid any of the signatories to the pact when an armed attack is made upon that nation by
some other nation?
Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Without the joint action of these small and weak
nations, would it not be possible for a strong power to pick them oft,
one by one, and thus consolidate a tremendous military establishment
of some nation, with these nations incorporated therein 1
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, the policy of an aggressive nation in
picking off smaller nations has been well demonstrated to us in the
not too distant past, when one by one the nations of the world that
were weak and defenseless were picked off by nations that had aggressive designs and intentio~.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of Estonia¥
Mr. Wn.soN. Estonia is at the present time part and parcel of the
Soviet Union.
The CHAIRMAN. What became of Lithuania¥
Mr. WILSON. It is in exactly the same posture, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And Latvia t
Mr. WILSON. In the same posture.
The CHAIRMAN. With reference to the satellite states, what happened in Czechoslovakia, one of the oldest countries of central Europe,
that had been democratic and had ambitions for freedom and liberty
and constitutional government for hundreds of yearst What happened to itt
Mr. W1LS0N. In Czechoslovakia the Soviet Union has moved in,
bag and baggage, and has made Czechoslovakia a satellite of the
SovietlJnion.
The CHAIRMAN, And a police state.
Mr. WILSON. A police state completely.
The CHAIRMAN. The same thing is true of Bulgaria, Rumania, and
Hungary, is it not 1
Mr. WILSON. That is true. And it is significant, Mr. Chairman,
that each of those nations at one time or another has indicated that
it did not want to get involved with any other nations in any sort of
an arrangement or agreement to protect it against just such aggression
as ultimately developed.
CONSTITUTIONAUTY OJ!' THll TBBATT
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that in article 11 it is stated thatThis treaty shall be ratified and Its provtaloos carried out bJ the partl• la
accordance with their respective constitutional procesaes?
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Does that not refute the claims of certain witnesses and others that
the power of Congress to declare war or not to declare war is abrogated
by this treaty 9 Does this not recognize that all action taken under
this treaty by the governments of the signatories should be carried
-out in accordance with the respective constitutional processes, which
would include the declaration of war~
Mr. Wn.soN. This article 11, Mr. Chairman, completely refutes
the contentions of those who have said here before this committee that
the United States could declare war without any action on the part
of Congress, and in an unconstitutional fashion.
It is not contemplated by this treaty that such action be taken unconstitutionally. If that had been contemplated it would be difficult
to justify the insertion of the words you just read in article 11.
The CHAmMAN. And when the other article, which says that the
eountries may take such action as they deem best, individually, presupposes, does it not, that the nation will discuss and take such action
under its constitutional previsions as it may decide necessary to preserve the security of the North Atlantic area 9
Mr. Wn..soN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe that is all, sir. We thank you very much.
It is a great statement.
The American Legion, of course, is a great patriotic organization.
You have the best interests of the United States at heart. And since
your formation you have contributed to the civic and public functions
and responsibilities of citizens, is that not true 9
Mr. Wn..soN. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We think so, too. It is a greatpatriotic organization devoted to the welfare of the people of the United States.
I want to thank you very earnestly for coming here and givin~ us
such a clear and explicit statement of the views of the American
Le'°on on this treaty.
·
lfr. Wn..soN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to say to the public now that this concludes
the hearings on this treaty.
Mr. D'AQmNo. Senator Connally, may I ask a question, please!
The CHAIRMAN. What is it 9
Mr. D'AQmNo. About the articleThe CuAmMAN. You have testified once!
Mr. D'AQUlNO. I have. But something has come up which I would
like to make a remark about, this section 8.
The CHAIRMAN. Section what!
Mr. D'AQUINO. Eight.
The CHAIRMAN. Make it shqrt now. You have had 1 day in court.
You are not supposed to have 2 days.
Mr. D'AQUINO. I shall not read article 8, but I should like to ask a
question in this regard: England, which is a part of this pact, now has
an international agreement with Russia to permit the exchange of
international trade.
The CHAIRMAN. That has nothing to do with this question.
Mr. D'..AQmNo. It is not in conflict with this treatyf
The CnAmMAN. No, it is not. You are excused.
Mr. D'AQUINO. That is what I wanted to know.
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The CHAIRMAN. I want to say that during 'these hearings it has been
the intent, and I think the practice, of the Committee on Foreign
Relations to ~ive every phase of public opinion represented by witnesses, a hearmg in order that they may lay before the committee and
the country tlll'Jr views respecting this treaty. We have, I think, been
most generous, contrary to the complaints of some people that we are
rushing action. 'Ve are trying to perform our duty, we are trying to
respect publk opinion, we are trying to give the citizens who desire to
come here a hearing.
We have heard !Hi witnesses, which is among the largest-not the
largest, but among the largest-number of witnesses heard by any
responsible committee of the Senate for a number of years. The p~
is witness to the fact that we have been here patiently from day to day,
trying to give opportunities for those interested to express their views.
We thank the witnesses for their presence here, and appreciate tJ1eir
views.
There is one gentleman here, Geoq?e R. Laird, who did not file his
request in time. He comes up here just as the curtain is going down.
If he wants to make some comments, he will have to malCe it mighty
brief. and mighty to the point, be.cause we have given everybody
opportunity.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE·R. LAIRD, WASHDlGTOB, D. C.
Mr. LAIRD. Thank yon, Mr. Chnirman. for giving me just a minute.
I nm enthusinsticnlly in favor of this North Atlantic Pact. And I
was delighted to hear some people get up here and denounce it and
criticize it, because that shows the frpedom of speech that we have in
America, and they do not have it in Russia. If you people, I, or anyone else, got up and talked about anything that is advocated by Stalin,
he would disappear from the scene.
.
Thefrand thing about this C()UJltry is that it is a free country, freedom o speech, freedom of religion. Some have quoted Christianity
and reliiz1on as opposed to the Atlantic Pact. If you want opposition,
go to Russia where Stalin is atheist, and all the Russians, or nearly
all of them, are denouncing real religion. You do not get real religious
freedom there.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the mentioning of this fact, and I
want to say again that I want to thank the gentleman representing
the American Legion.
I gave a lecture on George Washington in Clarksburg, W. Va., 40
years ago, and I pointed out then, as I point out now, that George
Washington said, "The best preparation for peace is thorough preparation from a military standpoint."
The CHAI.IDL\N. Thank you very much. Give the reporter your
name and occupation, and so on.
Mr. LAIRD. My name is George R. Laird, I live at 18 Fourth Street
Southeast. I was for many vears a teacher in Wisconsin University,
in Northwestern, Ill. and for many years a. lecturer on the Redpath and the Radcliffe Chautauqua Bureau, having lectured in 40
States in every section of the country, on Washington, and Lincoln,
and Franklin, and other historical sutijects.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your presence.
Miss Os"rALT. Would it be possible for me to speak~
The CHAIJllCAN. You will have to make it short. I did not stop you.
Miss OswAJ,T. I know it. I do not want to take advantage of it.
The CHAIRlIA~. What do you want to say?
Miss OswALT. I want to say that in proposing this foundation for
international relations, if the North Atlantic Pact were, instead of
bein~ ju!'lt announced as a definite treaty, if it were to make the stand,
the .North Atlantic nations, were to make a stand fow this principle
of equal economic opportw1ity, then we would have something on
which to hlUie a world police force, an authentic basis. Thank you.
'fhe CHAIRMAN. These hearings are closed.
(Whereupon, at 12: 55 p. m., the hearing was closed.)
(The following statements were submitted for inclusion in the
record:)
V1LLA1'0VA CoLLll:GB.
Df:PAJrrKll:NT OJI' ENGLISH,

ViUcMaow, Pa., Ma1116, 19.+i.

Hon.

Cr.AUDI:

PEPPER,

Bewator from Florida,
Senate Of/IOO B•ilclfflll, WoaMn¢0ft, D. O.
DEAR Sm: I am enclosing a copy of an unpublished letter to the New York Time.

presenting two specific objection& to the Atla'lltlc defeMe treaty.
I am sending this material to you ae a member of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate so that the points I raise In my letter to the Times may be
considered In the hearings of that committee and In the preparation of the Senate
report by the committee on the Atlantic defense treaty.
Believe me,
Yours ve1'7 truly,
GILimrr MACBETH,

Aaaoclate Profuaor of Bnqliah, Villano1'a College.
LEGAL 08.n:OTIONS TO THJI! ATLA1'TIO DuzNSJI! TREATY

(The lPtter that follows was denied publication by thP New York Times, a
similar letter having been rejected earlier by the New York Heralrl Tribune.
Since the regular channel of publication In the pre118 has proved unavailable to me,
I have recourse to the present means of circulation.)
To the EDITOR 01' THE NEW YOBX Tnn:s:
However desirable the Atlantic defense treaty may seem from the point of view
of Immediate nece!slty, there are two objections to Its acceptance by the United
States that are irrave enough to deprive It of tta ultimate value as an instrument of
AmerfC!lln foreign policy.
One of these objections is that the terms of the treaty violate the provision In
our Constitution relating to a declaration of war. Under article 5 of the treaty
the Unlterl States agrees. in the event of Rn armed attack upon another party to
the pnct, that It "will assist the party or partlea so attacked by taking forthwith,
Individually and In concert with the other parties, such action as It deems ne<'el!sary, Including the use of armed forcE>. to restore 11nd maintain the security of the
North Atlantic area." But the Constitution specltles that Congress alone has the
power "to declare war."
It has heP.n argueil that the expression "11s It deems necessary" permits the
signatory governments to exercise their individual discretion as to what action
ma:v be required of them In the event of an attack upon a member of the pact.
Such nn Interpretation Is untenable. The expression "as it deems necessary"
restricts In no degree the meaning of the pa881lge in whl<'h It occurs; If It were
removed. nrti<'le 5 would have the same fort:oe as·befere. The words "as it deems
ne<"eSsary" merely convey what would. be assumed anyway, that each nation, being
sovereign, of <'Onrse decides what Its obligations under the pact may be In any
given situation.
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At an Illustration, let ua suppose that Luxemburg, a party to tbe pact, should
be attacked by Greece, and should be in clear need of military assisbq!~ .hom the
United States. Let us supP<>Se that our Government should find It Inexpedient to
give this military assistance. Conld we plead before tbe world that we were not
obligated to Implement article 5 ot the pact because In our judgment military aid
was not necessary "to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic
area"? Of course, we could not. We would be compelled by world opinion to give
military aid to the attacked nation whether or not we believed that It was expedient for us to do so.
There ts no escape from the conclualon that, as the pact now reads, It violates
the letter as well 11s the spirit of our Constitution. The Senate by virtue of lta
treaty-making power cannot determine bow Congress as a whole shall exercise It.a
power to declare war. It Is possible that our State Department was mlaled aa te>
the Import, or rather the lack of It, of the words "as It deems necessary," a
phrasing that might well have been suggested by repl't!Bl!ntattves of other nations
concerned In the drafting of the treaty, conceivably eager to secure a commitment
of military support by the United States In the event of war.
This dlftlcnlty In the treaty can be easily remedied. It Is only necessary to
replace the above expression by one like "as it shall determine" In order to satlsty
the constitutional requirement that Congress as a whole must declare war.
Without some such alteration of article 5 It would be the oftlce of the Supreme
Court to rule the ratification of the pact by the Senate null and void.
The other serious objection to the Atlantic Pact Is that It violates the terms of
the charter of the United Nations, which the Senate ratified as a treaty by a
vote of 89 to 2 less than 4 years ago. The Atlantic Pact con&cts with the requirement in the charter that
"The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which Is likely to endanger the
maintenance of International peace and security. shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, Inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of
their own choice (art. 33) ."
and
"Should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred to In article 33 fall to
settle It by the meaDS Indicated in that article, they shall refer it to the Securtty
Council (art. 37)."
The United States has had a serious dispute, constituting a great danger to
international peace, with the Soviet Union, one having begun over 2 years ago,
and growing more serious with the passage of time. In January of this year
Premier Stalin, In accordance with article 33 of the charter, offered to open comprehensive negotiations to settle the major differences between Rtl881a and the
United States. The United Smtes GoTernment rejected this otter, ostensibly
because the Soviet Union could not be trusted to keep the agreements that might
result from such ne1wtlatlons. President Truman's expression of willingness to
see Premier Stalin if be should come to Washington only underlined that rejection.
If we will not negotiate now, one may ask In passing, when will we negotiate?
When will we decide that Russia can be tru!lt<'d 1 Will we ever neirotlate? There
is no hope of peace In such an attitude; there is only the prospect of ultimate war.
The signing of the Atlantic Paet, a treaty initiated and promoted by the United
States. followed hard upon the otter by Premier Stalln to settle by neimtlatlon
the dltl'erene1>s between RuBl'ia and the United States. The Atlantic Pact ls a
substitute tor recourse to the measures of arbitration and conclllation presertbed by the United Nations Charter for the precise kind of situation that now
prevails between the United States and the Soviet Union. The confirmation by
the Senate of the pact will be a violation of the UN Charter, a document whtclt
Includes the solemn asseveration that the United States by accepting the charter
has made Its own :
"All members, In order to ensure to all of them the rights and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfill in good faith the obligations assumed by them lD
accordance with the present charter (art. 2)."
This objection to the Atlantic Pact is one that ls Inherent. and can be removed
only by the rejection of the pact by the United States Senate.
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Senator Tow CoNNALLY,

AllB!lloAN CoTroN SHIPPbS A880CIATION,
JlempMa 1, TMn., Ma11 10, 19.f9.

Senate 01/f,ce Bvil<Ung,
Wos~gton,

D. 0.

Dua SENATOR CONNAU.Y: At a recent annual meeting of members of this asso-

ctatlon which is composed of merchants, shippers, and exporters of American raw
cotton In all the cotton-growing States of America the following was adopted
with regard to the Atlantic Pact:
"Every American citizen Is concerned with the maintenance of a peaceful
world. The International trade in cotton which Is our business and so important
to the United States and the world is still suffering from the disruptions of the
recent war. World war bas bit us twice in a generation and each time there is
a reasonable ground to believe it might not have, had the aggressor nations fully
understood that we would be an inevitable and Immediate participant. The Senate of the United States now has before it the Atlantic Pact In which we and
the nations of western Europe agree to make common and Immediate defense
against any aggressor. This ls a momentous step for the United States, but It is a
recognition of the changed world situation, and vital to our own defense and
democracy. We think we should so advise our Senators and we recommend the
following resolution:
"Resolved, That the American Cotton Shippers Association urge the Immediate
ratification and Unplementation of the Atlantic Pact as essential to national defense and democracy ; and
"Resolved further, That a copy of this resolution be wired Chairman Connally
of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and sent to each other Member
of the Senate, and that Justice Owen J. Roberts be advised of this action."
We respectfully request that you gtve the above expressed views of our members your careful consideration.
Yours very truly,
R. c. DICKl!!BSON,
li1~outive

STATEMENT OF

MOSES H. DOUGLAS,

Vice President and Secretary.

SoUTH HILL, LEMPSTEB, N.
PACT; ITS CAUSES AND CoNBEQUENCES

H., ON

THE ATLANTIO

Major changes In the political motivation of the United S.tates bec~me fixed
during the Senate leadership of Nelson Aldrich, (R. R. I . ) who entered the
Senate In 1878; and who stood for a theory of government which bas been
defined by his biographer as "the conception of society as an economic hierarchy,
which Is the heart of Hamilton's vision." See Bowers, Beveridge and the Progressive Era, page 317.
Mr. Aldrich's Influence upon our wars with Spain and Germany has been
underestimated, but to say that Mr. Aldrich and American policymakers alone
effected the changes In our political motivation would be rash; for Eugllsh
pressure and discord-making have been incessant from Cobbett to Churchill,
and all have been directed against American principles of government and
political morality.
Of Cobbett, publisher of Porcupine's Gazette, 1793, in the capital city, Wyndham said in Parliament that he deserved a statue of gold for his services here
in the Interest of Great Britain. England's ofticial pressure in 1793, and for
20 years thereafter, was rugged terrorism; and a project of British origin for
detaching New England from the Union found Its way Into American State
Papers (Vol. VIII; p. 258; 2d edition). After the War of 1812, subversion
took the place of force. Beginning about 1828, our antislavery associations were
altered from a wholesome national movement In an the States, to sectional
abolition, largely by the labors of George Thompson, an English emissary (see
George Lunt's Origin of the Late War, 1866). British periodicals came to
New York during the Crimean War period, and Paris Conference, 1844-56. The
cooperation of Sir John Russell with the Northern States In 1862, while British
sympathy was believed to favor the Confederacy, amounted almo!lt to an allied
war (see President Davis' message to the Confederate Congress, December 1863).
Just before the Civil War the New York organ of the American Party was
conducted by four British editors, and one American. Other New York papers,
according to L. A. Wilmer (Our Press Gang, 1859), were not very dilferently
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managed. The leading weekly story-paper, bait a million circulation, was English
owned. .An Englishman owned the New York Herald.
During the period from 1899 to 1903, Charles Wel!~b. an English publicist,
operating from an American educational publisher's, procured alteration in
our school-books of passages unfilial toward Great Britain.,. I can speak without
references concerning Mr. Welsh, who was my close friend; but for the !!llke
of verifying, I will add that l\lr. Welsh's most prevailing ari.,'Ument can be
found in the Educational Uevlew, Jauuary 1900. By 1914, nearly everyone lu
the United States under 30, had possibly felt Mr. Welsh·s influence In favor of
Great Britain.
At a critical moment in 1914, a newspaper In this country which is now featured as the most quoted paper In the world, made an English journalist its
editor. In 1946, Mr. Churchill brought the church's opposition to ('Ommuoism
into American politics.
These are subversive and subtle acts. They can be verified. To i:tudy them
Is a liberal education in tyranny and Intrigue. The people are unsuspiclous.
and need to be Informed upon all the channels of foreign Influence by volunteers
as well as by governments. Yet whoever examines volume I, 1938, of the publications of the Institute of Propaganda Analysis, wlll find no mention of these
acts, nor, strange to say. any mention of the Ameri<'an principles of government
and political morality which they were meent to disrupt. In place of both. on
page 2, he will find a formula of the type Washington described as an "lm:tg·
inary common interest."
•
"• • • A pas11ionate nttachruent of one nation for another," Washington
11ald in paragraph 33 of his Farewell Address, "produces a variety of evils. Sympathy for the favorite nation, facilitating the illusion of an Imaginary commoa
lnterE>11t In cases where no rE>al common Interest exists, and infusing into the one
the enmities of the other. betrays the former Into a participation in the quarrels
and wars of the latter, without adequate Inducement or justification."
No common interest In human right exists between a sovereign who ordains
justice in foreign lntercouri;e, ano one who Is motivated by power. Nor Is there
common interest between the acknowledgment of polltlcal liberty, which we declared to be a universal right, and the English policy of order, or world government. They are contradtctlons.
As the policy of order has not perhaps been sufticlently publicized, I wlJI cite
It from Bell's Life of Canning; page 331:
"Canning always protested against the system of holding congresses for the
government of the world. :Mr. Canning's 'system' of foreign policy, as described
in his own language, resolved Itself Into this principle of action, that 'England
should bold the balanCE>, not only between contending nations, but between coo·
1ilctlng principles; that, in order to prevent things from going to extremities,
she should keep a distinct middle ground, staying, the plague both waY!I.' "
In order to bring the United States Into this system ot mutual slaughter, which
mows down friends and fOE>s alike, tor England's economic advancement, a common Interest Is imagined In peace and freedoms which have been promlM!d by
war makers possibly from the beginnings of civilization, although these ancient
gold-bricks are conspicuously absent from our constitutional objectives.
Peace Is always subject to recall by an executive, through shaping publt~
thought Into a popular demand for war. Our fathers accordingly, provided that
pence should not take precedence of justice; nor should aggression on the part of
the United States Invade the political liberty of another nation. They implemented these provisions with n rl11k of impeachment tor the man held responslb~
tor wnr nmklng, their chief executlvE>.
These provisions were not merely Isolationist ideals. thongb our unique ordinance of justice Isolates us In 11 distinguished sense from other nations. Thf'y
were partly an Indignant reaction against the dumping-ground policy of Brltbdl
commerce, shown In the following extmct from a letter of the Lords Commissioners
ot Trade and Plantations to Go,·emor Shirley, of Ma11sachu!IE'tts, In 1756:
"As we are by our comml11i:1lon dlrl'l·ted to coni:1lder of the menus to pre'ft"nt
the colonies from furnishing themselws or other colonlE'!! with what may ht- mrplled from this kingdom, we cannot give it as our opinion that you should romply
with the n>qnest of the personl'I concerned In the scheme (the manufnctutt of
linen) that they may be E>rccted Into a corporation."
Instead of moralizing upon this gra11pl11g system of servitude, I will cite a
London corr~pondent of the Boston Transcript (Carroll Binder). quoting an
English official, August 23, 1937. He shows that the balance of power In wbl<'b
we last took part, was motivated by the same Interests which governed the Lords
Commissioners in 1756:
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"There Is absolutely no thought In official quarters here of leaving the luscious
prize of China to be devoured or destroyed by either the Japanese or Chinese.
The Rrlt'sb have enjoyed It a long time and expect to continue enjoying lt when
this shooting ls over.
"'.ChiDgS may look black now for British Inter~. But Britannia will be
beard from when the combatants' strength Is spent by prolonged warfare."
In my opening reference to Mr. Aldrich, he was further described as believing
that a "divine right to rule had passed from kings to property." Such a departure
from the sovereignty of the people explains our changes of polltlcnl motivation,
and our participation In two British balances of power, as well as the project to
tie our hunds from making Just or lasting peace In the Impending war. For the
Atlantic Pact Is a typical British balance of power, and a British balance of
power without a war for economic conquest is unusual. I believe lt would be
unprecedented.

Bon. Tow

LoRD, DAY & LoRD,
New York, Atay JS, 1949.
CoNNALLY,

Chairman, FOf"eign Relations Commtttee,
United States Senate, Washington, D . O.
DEAR l\IR. CHAIRMAN : I desire to add my voice to those who are urging upon
your committee that It recommend to the Senate ratUlcation of the North Atlantic treaty.
ProfeBSlonal obligations have prevented me so far from asking time for personal
testimony before the committee, and you have already had n long list of witnesses
before you. However, If before your hearings close my avpeurunce should be
desired, I am now u·allable. But ln any event, feeling strongly on the subject,
I desire ln this way to record my view that great Injury to the cause of pence, of
«onomlc stability, and of mutual confidence among nations would be the result
should this country not now adhere to the treaty. I write this as one who Is not
only Interested In International affairs but has some knowledge about r~atlons
in Europe.
I have the honor to be the first hPad of our economic mission to France during
the war, and saw at first hand that .c ountry as lt emerged from German occupation and from the horrors and destruction of the fighting. I have both business
relations and a number of personal friends In France, Belgium, and Holland, and
have made lt a point to keep closely ln touch with the 1>rogress of events In those
countries. I was ln Europe last summer and observed the development and
probable consequences of the Marshall plan, which wns then beginning to function, and also discussed the situation with various busineSI! Interests, GO\·ernment
officials whom I have known, and others.
I am convinced that the ,Marshall plan bas done a great deal to bring about
economic rehabilitation In western Europe and to preserve or restore conditions
In which democratic Institutions can be maintained. On the othPr hnnd, I am
equally convinced that something more than the Marshall plan ls needed. I know
a number of Instances where, despite the economic Improvement which the .Marshall plan hns accomplished, much needed in,·estments In plant rehabilitation or
in new Industrial entt>r11rlses, for which there ls a need, have been withheld
because of fear of the future. In France and In Holland the fear of war has been
expressed as fear of another occupation. And in the Instances to whi<'h I have
referred I was Informed that Investments of funds which were uvallable were
being withheld because of fear that if plants wPre modernl7Rd or new plants
constructed they would simply he taken over by occupying forel'S. In runny
personal conferences last summer and in corrPspomlen<'e since then it l111s bPen
Impressed upon me that the .Marshall phm could not achieve Its maximum usefulness and full European recovery could not be hail unless !'lomethlng eoulrl be done
to inspire confidence and remove or mitigate the fear of another war and another
occupation.
While there Is, of course, the risk that the Intentions of the countrie!'l enterln~
into the North Atlantic tre11ty may be misinterpreted. nPverthelel!s I strongly
believe that, balancing all considerations, It affords the most Immediate hope
which we have of Imparting some degree of confidence to the peo1lle of western
Europe. And I certainly belle,·e that at this stage for thiR country to refuse to
adhere to the treaty would destroy hope and Invite a break-down of morale whose
consequences would be terrible.
I shall be glad to have this letter made a part of your record.
Yours respectfully,

p ABKEB
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CITY CLUB

01'

CHICAGO,

Chicago, !, JU., Mav 18, 19.fS.
To the Members of the Foreign Relations Committee, of the Uniteti Btatu
Senate.

GENTLEMEN: I am transmitting herewith a resolution adopted by the national
affairs committee of the City Club of Chicago and approved by the board of
governors of the club, endorsing the North Atlantic Pact and urging its Immediate
ratification by the United States Senate.
We trust you wlll give the pact your personal support.
Sincerely yours,
G. D. YOAKUM,
Chairman, National AfTair1 Commitl~.
RESOLUTION

01'

THE NATIONAL AFFAIRS COMJIUTTEE, CITY CLUB
ON THE NORTH ATLANTIC PACT

01'

CBtCAOO,

Whereas the North Atlantic Pact Is claimed to be a defensive movement
within the framework of the United Nations, and ls for the sole purpose of
protecting the Independence, political rights, and Individual liberty of the citi·
zens of the member nations and their present boundary llnes; and
Whereas many of our citizens deem a pact necessary wherein the United States
shall accept responsibility in proportion to her power to protect the weaker
nations from any aggressor: Be it
Re1olved, That this committee approves of the North Atlantic Pact and urges
its Immediate ratification by the Senate of the United States.
The following recommendations of the department of International Justice
and good will of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ In America are
also approved by the committee and are an integral part of the committee's
action.
Recommended that the Senate declare that ratification of the pact:
1. liB not construed as closing the avenues of diplomatic conversation with
the Soviet Union.
2. Is not construed as the equivalent of, or as a substitute for, a universal
system of collective security.
3. Is not construed as the equivalent of, or as a substitute for, those curative
and creative efforts of government through which it Is sought to promote economic recovery, to strengthen the Institutions of democracy, and to advance the
political and social well-being of subject and dependent peoples.
4. Is not construed as comprising In any way the prior responsibility of the
President and the Congress In the shaping of American foreign pollcy.

THE AKICBIOAN

Bon. Tox

CoUNOU.

OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES,

New York, N. Y., Mav

zo,

1949.

CONN.ALLY,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

DEAR SENATOR CONNALLY: It is my pleasure to present to you the attached text
of a resolution unanimously adopted by this council at Its recent spring conven·
tlon In Denver, Colo.
We shall be grateful to you If you wlll kindly Instruct that the text of this
resolution be placed In the record of the hearings on the Atlantic Pact.
With kind personal regards,
Cordially yours,
WILLIAM HARLLEE BORDEAUX, General Seoretarr.
RESOLUTION ON Russu AOOPTF.D BT THE AKElllCAN C-OUNCtL OF CmllSTU1'
CHURCHES, MEETING IN DENVER, Cow., APRIL 27-29, 1949
1'here Is no dodging the fact that atheistic communism Is on the march, and
that the very existence of western clvlllzatton and freemen is threatened. A
strong military defense Is an absolute essential to deter Russia or to deal with
her In cai;:e of aggression. Indifference, compromise, and contusion, to which
the United States Is a party, have made possible her expanding power and the
Inability to hold a peace conference following World War II.
We call for the ratitlcation of the Atlantic Paet with its present Intent and pur·
pose, and the implementation of the same. The threat of war Is real and the
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"Cry of Paclftsts and Socialists In the Federal Council of Churches should be
'reeognlzed for what It le-an undermining force aiding the Russian cause.

We hold that Christian principles and common sense require that an understanding wlnth RullElla be sf'cured before the advantage the A-bomb gives the West
Is equaled by Russia's own supply of the weapon. To sit Idly by and permit
RU88la to move for the leadership and control of the world ls the utmost folly.
At the same time, we would remind those In positions of authority that It ts
righteousness which exalteth a nation, and that our first line of defense should
be a lfl)lrltual one in a return to God through Christ, In repentance and confession of our Bina.
BROTHERHOOD or RAILWAY AND STl:AMSHIP Cr..ERB:s,
FRElGTIT H_o\NDLERS, EXPRESS AND STATION EMPLOYEES,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio, Ma11l8,1949.
Hon. TOM CONNALLY.
C!hairman, Renate Committee on Foreign Relatl-Ona,
Senate Of!loe Building, Wtuhington, D.

a.

DEAR SENATOR CoNNALLY: I hope you will permit me to flle with your committee the attached statement In support of the North Atlantic Pact now recelvlnl!.' consideration by your committee.
Will ~·ou please make my statem('nt e part of the committee's record.
Very truly yours,
Gr.o. M. HARRISON, Grattd Preaidenl.
STATEMENT or OE<11101: M. HARRISON, GRAND PRERTDENT, BROTHERHOOD or RAU.WAY
Cr.ERKS, SUBMITTED ·ro THE SENATE CoMMITTEE ON FORF.IGN RF.I.ATIONS URGING
APPROVAL OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY
I should like to express my appreciation to the honorable chairman and members of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations for the opportunity to present
my views in support of the North Atlantic Treaty. I wish to state categorically
it Is my view that the North Atlantic Pact should be approved by the Senate
-0t the United States. I believe such action Is in the best interest of world
peace end is essential to the security of the American people.
The Congress of the United States bas twice in our lifetime decided the United
States could not remain aloof from war which we had no pllrt in starting. All
our elTorts--and it has been a sincere effort in both instan('t'it-to isolate ourselves from the differences that arise between the nations of the world have
tailed to leave our Nation free to pursue its own course in peace. These differences that have accumulated between nations which hllve ultimately exploded
into world conf111grations have in bolh instances involved the Interests of the
American people so greatly that they have finally cost American lives and resources before they were finally brought to an end. Our experience In these
two instances should be proof enough that the interests of the American people
<!nnnot be protected if we are to await until wus are started before we assert
our influence. 'fbe conclusion would seem obvious that we must of necessity
inject ourselves into the problems that arise between the nations of the world
in our own self-interest. If, aa hes been our experience twice in our own generation, we cannot avoid being drawn into the wars _that arise from the ditferences between other nations, it follows that our influence should be exerted to
resolve these differences in an effort to avoid wars.
The American people are convinced that since we cannot remain aloof from
world conflagrations, we must try to prevent their starting. Public opinion in
the United States, so far as I have been able to determine it, ts overwhelmingly
In favor of our Government taking an active part in preserving world peace.
This opinion is evidenced by approval of the action of our Government in initiating the formation of the United Nations. Public opinion overwhelmingly endqrsed the action of the Senate in approving the United Nations Charter, and
public opinion continues to support the United Nations.
Our Nation has contributed 1,'l'eat stores of our resources within the past few
years and we are continuing to do this for the purpose of a11Sisting in rehabllitatlng the economic systems, not only of our allies In World War II but also
of our enemies during that war. The people of this Nation have approved this
action of Congress because they understand that hunger and deprivation breed
the despair which causes people to turn to totalitarianism. The American people
understand there can be no security and prosperity for ourselves with much of
the world in economic chaos.
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The citizens of our Nation have approved the action of our Government in
exerting every effort to encourage the formation of organizations of the natioos
in the seve1·al regions of the world committed to the use of the conference method
for the settlement of disputes. The BogotA agreement of the nations of the
Western Hemisphere; the encouragement by our State Department of the adoption of the Benelux agreement, under which it is planned to integrate the economies of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg; the assistance given the
western European nations under the Marshall plan In the formation of the
Organization for European Economic Cooperation, which has as its objective tht
integration of the economies of all the Marshall-plan countries-all of these have
the approval of the overwhelming majority of the American people because they
are convinced each Is essential to the attempt of our Government to build an arch
of world well-being and understanding to sustain world peace.
So far, our efforts have been primarily devoted to the rehabilitation of eronomlc systems of the western European nations. This is as it should be, for
economic chaos breeds political lnstablllty. Without political stability, there
cannot be security from Internal and external aggression. Political stability
seems fairly well assured by reason of the economic assistance so far rendered
by the United States. These western European nations are not yet sound plllars
111 the arch that sustains world pence because the task of economic rehabilitation
has not been finished. Congress has Itself, through el:tenslon of the E~onomic
Cooperation Administration, acknowledged the need for our continued help to
the western European nations. 'l'hese nations will make greater progress the
greater is tlieir feellng of seeurlty· from eteternal aggression. Approval by the
United States Senate of the North Atlantic Pact will enhance their feeling of
security and the rebuilding of their economies will be speeded because of the
greater confidence of the people in their security from attack. The point of all
our effort so far In rendering assistance to the western European nations has
been to strengthen them to make them a greater force In preserving world peace.
The North Atlantic Pact will further this cause.
The assistance rendered by the United States In western Enrope, to Greece.
to Turkey, and in other troubled spots of the world, and the ftrm position taken
by our representatives in the United Nations, has demonstrated to Russia very
pointedly that her tactics are out of harmony with world opinion. Thls ls demonstrate<! In a very telling manner by the votes cast on the propositions which hue
come before the United Nations General Assembly. Whereas, in the earlier
months of the Hesslons of the General Ai;sembly, Russia found a few nations
voting with her and others abstaining from voting, in recent months the Russian
position has heen supported by only the six votes she controls. and many of the
very nations which previously abstained from voting now demonstrate by their
vote that they recognize the Rnssian obstructionist tactics for what they are.
Our pmdtions In the United Nations Couno.lls could have been revenied today
bad we abandone<l the western European nations to their own mi!'<e'ry following
the close of the war. Our economic aid to thos1> nations can be said to be respon·
sible in a large measure for preventing the spread of communism in those countries and, consequently. for sustaining our position on the questions that ba,·e
come before the United Nations. Our positions could yet be reversed In the
Councils of the United Nations if we were now to adopt a pollc~· which al>llndoneJl.
the western European nations to shift for themselves. Congress has expres..'led
the views of the American people against such a policy by approving the continuntion of economic aid through the extension of the Economic Cooperation
Administration.
We have built well the foundations for an arch to sustain worlfl peace. Thi"
Atlantic Pact Is the keystone of thllt Rrch. The ar<'h rests on the free democrntic nations of the world with one pillar In the United States and the other
pillar resting in western Europe.
The North Atlantic Pact, as with other regionnl agre<>ments mentioned 11bove.
finds approval In article 51 of the t:nlte<l Nations Charter. It i!I not. therl•fore.
an alternative to the Unite<! Nations as an instrument for bolstering world
peace: rather it is a de,·ice fQr strength~lng the United Nation!t-<'ne which haS
the full approval of that Chnrter.
The North Atlllntic Pact is ROlely defensive in character. Any nation that
views lt as an interference with Its national policy admits that aggression and
the 1mblugatlon of other nntions ls a part of Its foreign policy. The rept"ell@ntatives of our State Department and the foreign omces of the other nations wbleh
ft has been planne<l will 1mb!'cribe to the North Atlantic Pact have been skilled
In shaping the keystone of the arch upon :Which world peace mnst rest. '.lbe
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Senate of the United States should take the action which Is overwhelmingly
endorsed b7 tbe American people and drop that keystone In place by promptly
giving Its approval to the North Atlantic Pact.

VOLUN'l11ZB EDUCATIONAL CENTEa FOB THE
UNITED NATIONS, TBINITY COLLEGE,
'
Washington 17 D. C., Jla1116, 1949.
To the Honorable Tou: CONNALLY,
Chainnan, Senate Foreign Relation& Committee,
Waahington 25, D. C.:
Believing that the North Atlantic Pact will be n strong factor In defending the
United States, Canada, and western Europe from any possible attack and, at the
same time, be an effective aid towaril International pence nnd security, we, the
undersigned, respectfully urge the members of the Sennte Foreign Relations
Cemmlttee to report In favor of the ratification of the pact.
VOLUNTEEll CENTEll FOil THE UNJTW NATIONS
INTONATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
[Signatures omitted],
Stv4eftta of Trlnitu Oollege.
WILLAaD STRAIGHT PosT,
POST No. 842, NEw YolUC, TOE AMEllICAN LEGION,
New York, N. Y., May 9, 19.f9.
Bon. Tov CONNALLY,
The United State" Senate,
Waahington, D. O.
KY Dua SE1u.roa: As commander of the Willard Straight Post, I am enclosing herewith copy of a resolution adopted by that post at Its meeting held on
Kay 2, 1949, urging ratUlcation of the Atlantic Pact.
Very truly yours,
IaVING M. ENGEL, Commander.
This Is to certify that the following preamble and resolution were duly adopted

at a meeting of the Willard Straight Post, No. 842, of the American Legion held
May 2, 1949:
"Whereas, the Atlantic Pact ls essential to the Independence, freedom, and
eecurlty of the United States and the nations of western Europe: Now, therefore,
be It
"Reaolved, That we call upon the Unlted'States Senate to ratify the Atlantic
Pact and to provide adequate Implementation to auure Its etrectlve operation."
IanRG II. EKGEL, Comman4er.

TBS M&TBODIST CHUllCH,
AZ.., JIGfl 9, 19.f9.

B'""'"'~

Bon. Tov CONNALLY,
CJaajrman, Senate· FOt'eign RelaltbtU 0"'*"'*•
Senate Office Building, Wa.hinglOR, D. O.
MY DEAR SEK ATOR: I am writing to add my word of approval of the North
Atlantic Pact. It ls very unfortunate that a few church leaders have Issued a
statement withholding approval of the pact. These statements are In no way
offtclal expressions of the Methodist Church. I am convinced that the vast
m.oJorlty of our Methodist members and ministers are In favor of It. I loot upon
It as an extension of the principle embodied In tbe Monroe Doctrine. It will
certainly be a very effective deterrent to any aggressor nation. I hope that your
committee wlll give It prompt approval for ratlftcatlon by the Senate.
My best wishes.
Faithfully 7ours,
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:!l/ATIONAL CoUNOIL OF JEWISH WOMEN, INC.,

New York, N. Y., Jlav 9, 19.f9.

Mr. C. C. O'DAY,

Clerk, Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
Senate Otftce Building, Washington, D. 0.

ot the statement by the
National Co~cll ot Jewtsh Women fo support ot the North Atlantic Treaty. I
woUld appreciate its inclusion In the record ot the hearings.
Sincerely yours,
DEAR MR. O'DAY: I 1101 enclosing herewith a copy

MULDRED

s.

WEI.T,

Mrs. Joseph M:. Welt,
National President.
STATEMF.NT IN SUPPORT OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC TBEATY

In the light of Its resolution on the United Nations calllng for United States
adherence "to a democ1·atlc foreign pollcy consistent with the aims of the United
Nations Chart.er," the National Council of Jewish Women has considered the
North Atlantic Treaty and adopted the position stated below.
The National Council of Jewish Women supports the basic premise of the
North Atlantic Treaty, namely, that the threat ot aggresi<ion in Europe requires
adequnte measures tor self-defense. The National Council of Jewish Women
recognizes that aggression against the eountrles of western Europe threatens
United States security. We recognize also that the United Nations has not yet
demonstrated its ablllty to prevent such aggression and that the United States and
the countries ot western Europe must act to guarantee their security. The
agi:rressors of the two world wars were spurred on to attack by the fact that the
United States was not committed to the defense of western Europe. Potential
aggressors now and ln the future nmst know In advance that the United States
will not remain neutral If Europe ls attacked. The North Atlantic Treaty is a
statement ot America's lntPntion to i:runrantN' the f'Penrlt~· of wc>stern Europe.
No one denies that the treaty strengthens its members by providing tor their
collective defense against attack. But the treaty is criticized on the ground that
it confllcts with the United Nations. This is not so. The treaty in tact.
strengthens the United Nations by strengthening the security of the North
Atlantic area which ls so critical to the peace ot all the nations. The treaty
supplements and does not supplant the United Nations.
To date the United Nations has been unable to seeure peace. Russia bas
consistently used the veto to obi<truct the settlement ot problems plaguing the
world. In Berlin, In Korea, In Iran, and In Greeee. foree has prevailed as the
Instrument ot international settlement. It has also been impossible to establish
the International armed. force without which the United Nations cannot maintain world order.
·
The National Council of Jewish Women therefore RUpports the North Atlantic
Treaty as a realistic mea1mre ; of collective defense against mllltary attack.
We must, however. make certain that the treaty is given its proper place in the
whole ot our foreign pollcy. Economic aid to Europe, support ot the United
Nations and al'slRtance to underdevelo]X'd areas, as weU as strengthening freedom-loving nations against ~ion are the basic aspects ot American foreign
policy, which were enunciated by President Tn1man in his tnauirnral ·address.
All thl'Se programs must be supported with equal viiror it the United States is
to pursue a constructive ancl clemOCTatlc foreign policy.
It Is especlallv Important that the military aid which the United States will
provide as a concomitant of thP trE111tY ls balanced against the economic aid which
continues to be essential to the recovery of Europe. This balance requires that
economic aid ls not made secondary to military aid. The National Council of
Jewish Women believes that Aiuerican aid for European recovery must t:D.ke precedenee over any armament program. We urge that it be carefully and publicly
statP<l that the ECA program has first claim on American funds tor Europe.
United States support ot the Uol~ed Nations has always been, and contlnul's
to be, strong and devoted. Support ot the United Nations must continue an
integral part ot United States foreign policy. For this reason, the NCJW belleves
that the treaty should not be limited to a pnrtlculnr regional grouping but should
he opened to au nations wllllng to abi<le by Its provisions. The treaty Itself otl'ers
no prohibition airalnst this. Article 5 of the treaty which binds the members to
act It any one ot them Is attacked, takes Its authority from artlele 51 of the
United Nations Charter, which speclftcally recognizes the right ot Individual or
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collective self-defense, and does not llmlt this to regional arrangements. U
the treaty Is opened to all nations, then the signers of the treaty will avoid establlshlng themselves as a bloc within or outside the United Nations. They will be
stating tbeir determination to maintain collective security within the spirit
and letter of the Charter.
In bis inaugural address, President Truman outlined, as one of the tour fundamentals of the United States foreign policy, a program of technical and scientific
assistance to the underdeveloped territories of the world to aid In developing
their economies and strengthening the economy of the world. This program
will add great weight to the democratic nature of American foreign policy and
will !?Ive tangible evidence of the United States concern with the welfare of
dependent peoples. That North Atlantic Treaty must not be allowed to conflict
with this policy by binding the United States to support of the colonial policy
of any major power. It must be made clear that article 4 of this treaty, which
calls for consultation when "the territorial Integrity" of any of the parties
Is threatened, does not require the United States to aid in supporting the
rolonlal policies of the treaty members. The purpose of the treaty Is the protection of the metropolitan territories of the sl1?natories, not of colonial areas.
The severe rift which exists between the United States and Russia requires
the North Atlantic Treaty for self-defense, but this must not bring the United
~tates to base its foreign policy solely 'upon military considerations. Peace will
be maintained and economic stability assured through the combined measures
of strengthening freedom-loving nations against aggression, strengthening the
Unltetl Nations, rebuilding the economies of the war-torn nations, ad developing the potential economic resources of the backward areas. All of these steps
taken together wlll form a total American democratic foreign policy.

THE CATHOLIC ASSOCIATION

FOB

INTERNATIONAL PEACE,

Washington, D. 0., Ma1116, 1949.

Bon. THOMAS CONNALLY,
Chairman, Ji'oreign Relations Committee,
Senate OfJice Building, Washington, D . C.

MT DEAR SENATOR CONNALLY: I should like to submit for your information the
enclosed statement on the North Atlantic Pact by the world order committee and
the juridical institutions subcommittee of the Catholic Association for International Peace.
Sincerely yours,
RITA SCHAEFER, Committee Secretar11.

THE UNITED STATES AND THE NOBTH ATLANTIC PACT
JOINT STATEMENT

QI'

THE WOBLD OBDEB COMMITTEE AND THE JUBIDIOAL
INSTITUTIONS SUBOOMMITTEE

The North Atlantic regional pact for joint defense of the United States, Canada.
and western Europe seems necessary. It ls consistent with the UN and may fill
gaps in the UN. It should, in fact, have been entered Into in some form years
ago to fit long-standing realities of the North Atlantic countries. Accompanied
by the present swift but difficult steps toward European economic and political
unity, themselves magnificent, the pact has already bad good effects.
These committee!! urge its speedy ratification.
The present Inadequacies of the UN to maintain international peace and security
due to the veto in the Securlty Council require other means of adequate protection
agnlnst aggre11Sion or armed attack. The North Atlantic Pact is a necessary step
forward in this direction.
The North Atlantic Pact Is consistent with the UN In that the UN provides for
regional pacts and for collective self-defense. Some have contended that a
regional pact violates the idea of a world organization. The UN Charter itself
takes no such poeltlon, and the American states, even before the UN was formed,
took steps to form a far closer regional agreement than that of the regional North
Atlantic Pact. . In fact, there should be no contradiction of a world organization
With regional organizations any more than with national governments. All three
are needed and have to work together.
Others .o bject that the pact Is a threat of aggression against Russia, or at least
that Russia wlll so consider It. Anyone who knows American, Canadian, and
west European opinion could sarcely construe the pact as anything but defensive.
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Now that the countries of this region nre determined to work together in the
pursuit of pence, their Atlantic Paet, although not yet in effect, has already had
a salutary effect on the Soviet.
A change in the Soviet is necessary to save the UN. Every pressure of peaceful
opposition to any Soviet aggression, every practicable move for world and
regional peaceful cooperation, Inclusive -0f Ru!iisin If she will eater, or apllrt from
her if she refuses, and such joint agreements on regional milltary defense as the
organization of American states or the North Atlantic Pact needed to wake up
the Sol'iet to her dangerous policy, should be used.
'l'he Atlantic Pact can, therefore, be a means of saving the UN.
We entered a pact in the UN for the defense of every country and we entered
a pact for the Joint defense of the Western Hemisphere in the organization of
American states to solidify a similar decision that we made alone a century and
a quarter ago to defend the Americas from western European al!"gression. However, In the North Atlantic old prejudices make some of us hesitate.
Yet for the lust 50 years our own well-being, the well-being of Europe, the preventi.on of two world wars, and prevention of the depre1<slon of 1929 largely
depended upon Europe, Canndn, and the United States working together. lo the
Marshall plan, In the drive for a united Europe, In the contlnut>d use of the U:S,
and now in the Atlantic Pact, we are catching np somewhat with the facts.
The Atlantic Pact ls only one part of a general plan. It Is an essential part
The great hope ls that through the success of these other methods there will never
be need to use military action to defend Europe, Canada, and the United States.
Meanwhile, ln adopting the Atlantic Pnct, let us employ and strengthen the UN
and hasten the union of Europe.
POWELL-MARTIN-BARRETT POST, No. 37,
TRr. AMER•CAN LEOION,
Lake Protiidence, La., JIJJ11 13, ls.f9.

CHAIRMAN, FOREIGN HEf,ATfON8' ('olfMITTF.E.
Congress of tlw United Statf:s, Washington, D. C.

DF.AR Sra: The Powell-Martin-Barrett Post. No. 37, of the American LE>gioo,
located at Lake Pro\idence, La., with a membership of 365 active members, bas
unanimously adopted the enclosed resolution relative to the North Atlantic
Treaty or pact of mutual defem1e now pending before the Senate.
We will appreciate your committee's favorable consideration of this resolution.
which we believe has the support of the vast majority of the American people.
Yours very truly,
PoWELL·MABTfN·BAUETT PosT, No. 37,
By MAX F. STOCKNER, Adjutant.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTW (IN SUBSTANCE) BT POWELL·MARTfN·BARRETT PosT. No. 3i.
OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, LocATED AT LAKE PBovlDENCE, LA., AT ITS SESSION
OF APRU, 20, 1949
Whereas currents or movements are discernible in this Nation tending to
defeat or weaken the effect of the so-called North Atlantic Security Treaty or
Pa<'t of Mutual Def911..«e now pending before the Senate: and
WbeTeas these endeavors aMume the direct form (ff opposition to ratlftcation of
the said treaty and the Indirect forms of opposition to adequate provision ot
arms and economic assistance to nonaggresslve European nations and of opposition to prolonged maintenance of the United States ftag and United States
forces on European soil at the ountposts of the prospective western alliance: and
Whtteas the i:aid neoisolatlonlst enrleavors, if su<"Ces11ful. would, In our opinion,
not only gravely Impair the power position of the United States and hence It~
security, but would render a third world war more probable, and victory In
such war more difftcult and co.~tly In lives and resources: Therefore be it
Rcaolved b11 Powell-Martin-Barrett Post. No. 81 of the American LegiOfl:
I. That the United States Senate be aml lt is hereby respectfully memorlallzed

to ratify the said North Atlantic Security Treaty or Pact.
II. That the Congress of the United States be, and It is hereby. respectfully
memorlali~d to support the following obJectives In appropriate. ways, and con·
sonantly with executive leadership:
A. Adequate rearmament and economic rehabilitation of friendly and
non-Communist Europe and, where expedient. Asia, by the United States
within the bounds of sound strategy and Jlnanclal policy.
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B. Maintenance of the United States ftag and snltable armed forces at
key points In Europe in order to warn Teuton and Slav, and to reassure
the rest of Europe, of United States determination forcibly to resist, and
capacity to halt and eventually repulse, ag!n"esslon ; and thus presumably
to safeguard the west from wRr or from conquest, whether by resurgent
Germany or the Soviet Empire or both together in any relationship of
alliance, or subjugation of either by the other.
C. The continuation ot this regime of military guaranty and necessary
aid In <ilvlllan sup1illes and arms materiel for a prolonged or an Indefinite
period rather than for a short term of years; or until United States security
and world peace are stablllzed beyond serious risk of overthrow; the
political and strategic pattern suggested by the present resolutions being, In
our opinion, comparable to an extension of the permanent Monroe Doctrine
across the oceans and well up Into the Eurasian Continent, so as to prevent,
or meet at Its Inception there, armed or conspiratorial expansion of any
political and mllttary power, and acquisition of any strategic positions, that
would menace our peace and safety.
D. Adequate United States strength in population, Industry, agriculture, •
resources, and arms to Implement the aforesaid objectives..
III. That a copy of these resolutions be submitted to the chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the chairman of the House Committee on
Foreign A1falrs, Senators Allen J. Ellender and Russell Long, of Louisiana, and
Representative Otto E. Passman of the Fifth Louisiana District.
·

FBEE TB.wE UNI01' COJU(l'l'TEE,
LABOR LEAGUE FOB BUKAN RIC1BTB,
New York 19, N. Y., March 15, 1949.

Hon.

TOK CONNALLY,

Chairman, 8enale Committee on. Foreign Relation&,
Senate Qjftoe Building, Washington., D. C.

MY DEAB SENATOB CoNNALLY: In behalf of the American Federation of Labor,
International Labor Relations Committee, I have issued a declaration in support
ot the Atlantic Pact.
I am herewith enclosing a copy ot the declaration with the hope that you will
give It careful and favorable consideration as chairman of the Foreign Relations
Cominlttee of the United States Senate.
It you hflve any questions or inquiries at all as to our position, kindly do not
hesitate to call upon me for turther clarification.
Thank you most heartily for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
MATTHEW WOLI.,

Chairman, Inlernali0twii LabQr Relations Committee, A. F. of L.
RATIFY THE ATLANTIC PACT
DECLABATION BY MATTHEW WOLI., CHAIBKAN, INTEBNATIONAL LABOB BELATIONB
COMHITTICE, A. Ir. OF L.

The American Federation of Labor strongly urges the Members of the United
States Senate to ratify the Atlantic Pact. We urge ratitlcatlon for the sake of
our own country's highest Ideals and best Interests. We plead for prompt and
favorable Senate action in the Interest of world democracy, recovery and peace.
The A. F. of L. views with the greatest admiration the determined and fruitful efforts of the European peoples to overcome postwar chaos, rebnlld their
countries and secure social justice. But in this grave hour, we cannot overlook
the most painful feature of the crisis of our times: The war-breeding course
pursued by totalitarian Russia and Its world-wide tlfth column-the Cominform and the WFTU-ls the heaviest obstacle to coordinated International effort
for overcoming the heritage of the global war. Today, totalitarian communism
Is the one force deliberately planning, plotting, and pushing the aggravation of
the International crisis. This destructive Communist role ls no less evident and
dangerous in the spiritual and moral realms tllan In the political, economic, and
mll1tary fields. Therefore, the overriding need of the hour Is the maximum international. cooperation of all freedom-loving and peace-seeking peoples.
90614--49---pt.~25
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It is In this spirit that the A. F. of L. has been seeking the transformation of
the UN into an effective instrument for world peace. It Is In this spirit that
we have hailed and worked for the Marshall plan. It is likewise in this spirit
that the A. F. of L. now calls upon its 8,000,000 members to rally their representatives in Washington for whole-hearted support of the Atlantic Pact.
America and the rest of mankind are not facing or fighting an obnoxious theory.
We are facing an overawing condition and cruel challenge. It Is true the Com- .
munist dictatorship oppressing the Russian people and the Soviet r.atellites
has not yet launched a frontal milltary assault against our country or any other
western democracy. But It Is already waging ruthlessly and relentle88ly a cold
war against all nations not under the yoke of Communist totalitarianism. We
need but point to the sinister role of Russia's Communist fifth column-the Communists. They are hypocritically exploiting the democratic rights to demoralize and disrupt the democracies in peacetime. 'l'heir traitorous aetlvltles are
aimed solely at helping the Kremlin tyrants defeat and destroy the liberty-loving
peoples In the event of war.
These dastardly machinations conceived and directed by the present Russian
regime are as much crimes aigi.iust the Russian people and particularly Soviet
labor as against the people and labor movements of the rest of the world. UnleM these crimes are checked now the~· are bound to lead to the worst and most
unforglveable of all crimes against humanity-total war. Surely, the democratic world dare not forget this vital and costly lesson learned from the experience with Nazi totalitarian aggression.
The A. F. of L. believes that the only time to prevent war is before It breaks
out. The A. F. of L. believes that it is far better to prevent a war than even
to win It most decisively. History has taught us that the best way to defeat
aggression. Is to deter It. Only the active and permanent cooperation of free
peoples-armed with unshakable determination and unbeatable power to maintain freedom and peace-can be strong enough to deter aggres.'!lon, to prevent
war, to preserve human dignity and liberty, and assure enduring peace.
What Is more, there can be no real economic recovery and sound social
and economic reconstruction as long as the spectre of war haunts the peoples
of the world. No worker can give his best to production as long as he Is harassed by the terrifying fear of war and frustrating uncertainty of an unstable
world. No greater encouragement and incentive to healthy economic reconstruction and Improved working and living <'onditlons could be Imparted to the
ranks of free labor than Imbuing the working p~ples of the democratic <'Onntries with a firm feeling that they are 1mcnre against the encroachments and aggression by totalitarian communism-the twentieth century slave state. Hence,
the dollars and cents cost of procuring such military defense and democratic
security ls lnftnltesimal In comparison with the vast social, economic, and political
benefits resulting therefrom.
If we make the fatal mistake of being defenseless today, we will not get another chance to defend onr!'lelves successfully aimlnst expanding totalitarian
enslavement tomorrow. Either our own and the other free nations amass
and pool enough strength to prevent a war-and surely win it If totalitarian
communism should lose Its head and 1auncb a military conflict--or we disarm
now and let the Bolshe\•lk enslavers take over the world. There ls no other
alternative. Half a partnership among the free peoples, half rearmament of the
democracies, would be suicidal. That would only gh-e us a feeling of false security and make us an easy prey for the ruthlci<s aggresslonists.
We call for Senate approval of the Atlantic Pact as an act of living solidarity
and full partnership with all the forces of freedom. In the words of Jefferson,
America and the rest of the free world have arrived at "a geographical line coinciding with a marked principle." We cannot preserve this principle of human
liberty and decency without safeguarding this geographl<'al line. America never
was and never can be neutral in the event of any serious ai<sault on freedom.
Our love of llbert~· and social justice is entirely incompatible with standing
idly by, 'with doing nothing. with being neutral when giant miUtary powers
seek to exteno their tyrannical hold and expand their imperialist ambitions to
attain world domination. Furthermore, for the Communists, there Is no such
concept as nE>utrallty. Those who are not with them, are against them, and
are considered by them as their mortal enemies-to be enslaved or slaughtered
al the very first opportunity.
·
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Moreover, it was the hope and belief that America would remain neutral
or would not be prepared In time to help the nations attacked which have encouraged the aggressors to start the last two World Wars. The Atlantic Pact
will dissipate such hopes and beliefs and will deter any imperialist power from
plunging mankind Into another total war.
Given the present world situation, there is only one nation capable of rallying
the forces of freedom and providing them with enough material strength to
convince a would-be aggressor in advance that bis attack is doomed to failure.
That nation is America. Only vlgoroue American adherence to the Atlantic
Pact can convince a would-be aggressor that an attack even against the smallest
and weakest people would call forth a crushing counterblow by the strongest
power at the bead of an Invincible coalition for International justice and peace.
The A. F . of L. especially emphasizes that the American people have a spiritual
and moral bond which binds them to all liberty-loving peoples. This community
of sacred purpose UDderlies the basic necessities for our joining the Atlantic
alliance. This identical mainspring of human values and aims ie the best reason
for our Senate endorsing the Atlantic Pact. We assure the workers of all
countries that organized labor In America Is solemnly devoted to these democratic
Ideals. Here Is our firmest guaranty for the Atlantic alliance serving not
against any people or groups of peoples, but only for defending the world peace
and promoting international harmony on the basis of the Charter of the United
Nations.
Al.cEBICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,

WASBINGTON, D. C., M<l11 12, 1949.

Bon. TOM C.ONNALLY,
·

United States Senate, Washlngton, D. C.

MY DEAR SENATOR: Be 88sured I would welcome the opportunity of presentln•
the position of the American Federation of Labor toward the appro,·nl of the
North Atlantic Pact upon which hearings are now being held by the Committee
on Foreign Relations of which you are chairman, to said committee.
In order to do so lt 18 my purpose and plan to consult with my associate members
of the executive council of the American Federation of Labor when they attend
the meeting of the executive council which will be held In Cleveland, Ohio, beginning next Monday, May 16. As soon as possible after consultation with my associate members of the executive council of the American Federation of Labor, I
will communicate with you and advise you as to how and In what way we can
pi:esent our recommendations regarding approval of the North Atlantic Pact.
Be assured I will communicate with you as herein set forth at my earliest
opportunity.
Very sincerely yours,
WM. GREEN,
President, American Federation of Labor.

[Seep. 1187 for communication.]

THE INSTITUTE FOB

CANCER

RESEABCB,

Philadelphia, Pa., May 11, 1949.

The Honorable TOM CONNALLY,
Chalrman, the Committee on Foreign Affairs, United States Senate,
Senate Otttce Building, Washington, D . C.
DEAR Ma. CONNALLY : An appointment was made for me to testify before your

committee today In Its bearings on the proposed North Atlantic Pact, on behalf
of the Philadelphia Council of the Arts, Sciences, and Professions. However,
my time is fully occupied with my duties as head of the Department of General
Physiology of the Institute for Cancer Research, and rather than spend by time
and yours in verbal testimony I have felt it best to present my point of view in
writing.
The North Atlantic Pact ls a very touchy and dangerous move which can be of
great importance for either good or evil. It, and its collateral legislation, must
be given the closest scrutiny. I am utterly opposed to any move which is exclusive, which ls aimed against anyone, or which may serve to weaken or bypasa
the United Nations. Insofar as the Atlantic Pact Is aimed at consolidation of
the western powers in their slmllar economic and social aims, the establishment
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of general spheres of cooperation, the breaking down of nationalistic and sectional barriers, the setting up of regional agreements within the United Nations.
I am for lt. Insofar as lt ls a mllltary alliance against Russia or against anyone
else I am utterly OPPosed to It. I would be strongly against our spending any
money whatever to arm western Europe.
Obviously the world ls going to have to spend some money on police protectlonarmaments. But the only armaments money which I would be prepared to approve freely would be for a United Nations Pollce force. It ls hlgh time we recognized that competitive armament ls disastrously costly and unnecessary.
I therefore urge you(1) To approve the Atlantic Pact only lf It Is so amended that all trtendly
nations, lncludlng Russia, are not only Invited but urged to join it.
(2) To reject any expenditures for regional armaments either under
this pact or in relation to other agreements and to recommend the allocation
of equivalent funds to support a nonreglonal military pollce force under
the United Nations.
(8) To urge upon President Truman, as head of our country's administrative and diplomatic forces, to use the danger of our present regional tendencies as grounds for still another attempt at those discussions of the problem
which divide the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republlcs, at the highest dlplomatlc levels which were so successful In
obtaining cooperation during the war.
It seems perfectly obvious to me, from considerable experience II? various part.a
of the world. that neither the United States nor Europe can afford the expenditure of funds and the economic disruption entailed ln even a moderate armament on a present-day scale. We have got to find means of providing for oar
security In another way. The United Nations, as a strong central!Zed power with
real police powers, seems the most evident method for obviating regional armaments. The fact that the North Atlantic Pact, with mllltary connotations, could be
even seriously considered, since lt obviously would undercut one of the intended
purposes of the United Nations, seems to me to emphasize the need tor a complete
reconsideration of the problems of regional versus central pollce power.
Let us remember the resemblance between the present stage of the United
Nations and the situation of our own confederation before 1789, which was
resolved by the establishment of a strong central authority, the United States of
America, and also the unhappy resemblance of the present recrudescence ot
sectionalism which the Atlantic Pact would seem to legalize, to the state of
affairs In our own country In the 1840's to 1860's, which led to secession and the
Clvll War. Let us be sure that the Atlantic Pact ls not an act of secession.
Sincerely yours,
PmllP R. WllITE,
Head, Department General Phylliol-0011. Inatitute for Canoer Reaeaf"M..

TBS E'EDEBAL CoUNCIL OF THE CKURCBES OP 0HBl8T IN Ala:BIOA, INC.,
DICPABTllENT OF ltnEBNATIONAL J'usnCE AND GOOD Wru..

New York 10, N. Y., .April!!, 19U.

The Honorable To:u OoNNALLY,

Senale 01Jlce Building, Waahinoton, D. C.

MY DEAB SENATOR CoNNALLY : No position for or against ratification of the
North Atlantic Pact has been taken by the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ ln America since when Its executive committee last met the text of the pact
had not been made public. It Is desirable, however, that such pact actions of tbe
Federal Council as may have a bearing upon the forthcoming debate In the Senate
be brought to your attention.
I am writing to you ln my capacity as chairman of the department of lnternatlonal Justice and irood will. We believe the considerations here set forth are
warranted in the light of pronouncements previously subscribed to by the Federal
Council.
I. The Federal Council of Churches ls convinced that war with the Sovtet
Union Is not Inevitable. We recognize, and have said, that "Marxist communism
In lts orthodox phllosophy, stands clearly opposed to Christianity." But a war
with the Soviet Union is believed by us to be improbable, given proper use by the
United States of its powertul lnftuence. Accordingly, we hold steadfastly to tbe
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Tiew that the avenues of diplomatic conversation between the Soviet Union and
the United States should be kept open and used. Such action as may be taken by
the Senate on the pact should not be allowed to close the doors of direct negotiation with the Soviet Union.
II. Tbe churches related to the Federal Council supported Senate ratification of the Charter of the United Nations in the conviction that the security
of our Nation was to be derived from a system of collective security embracing
all nations. They stlll bold to this view.
If, as a result of such action as may be taken by the Senate on the pact, the
interest of the American people in supporting and strengthening the United
Nations were to be diminished, the consequences might well be Inimical to the
peace ot the world.
III. In the event the pact ls ratified by the Senate, many people of our
churches would desire that It be so implemented as to give impetus to those acts
of government by which the conditions of peace with justice can be establlshed.
Tbe Federal Council believes that "if our Nation's leadership ls to be worthy,
it must develop constructive and creative programs that will capture the
imagination and enlist the support of the multitudes whose interest In battling
political, economic, and racial injustice is greater than their Interest in defending
such injustice merely because communism attacks It."
The North Atlantic Pact may conceivably act as a deterrent to the more
violent acts of Communist aggression by the Soviet state. However, the
Ideological thrust of communism cannot effectively be countered by defensive
measures. What ls required ls the transcending of communism by enlarging
the areas of political and spiritual freedom and economic well-being throughout
the world.
Accordingly, we believe the Implementation of the pact, If ratified, should be
of such a kind as not to Imperil the success of those recovery and reconstructive
programs to which our Government is or may hereafter be committed. Senate
support of authoriZation of the funds required to assure the continuous success
of the European recovery program Is Yer~· heartening In this respect.
IV. In the event the pact ls ratified by the Senate, the people of our churches
would desire that this regional arrangement be not used as a pretext for unduly
expanding the influence of the military in the formulation of foreign p<ilicy.
The Federal C'ounell's Pxeeutlve committee has expressed the view that "If
• • • our national power ls to serve the ends of peace. our basic national
strategy should be made by persons who have faith in the achievability of peace
and who are qualified by experience and training to use and to evaluate the great
possibilities for peace that reside in moral and economic force In organization!!
like the Unit~ Nations and the World Court and In the resources of diplomacy
and conclllatlon."
We recognize that undPr pnets of the kind now being dlscu11sed our military
leaders have their necessary place. Foreign policy, however, far from being
accommodated to the views of the military should remain, as heretofore, the
prerogative of the President and the Congress.
V. In view of the foregoing, we venture to raise the question as to whether
it would be appropriate for the Senate, In the event that body votes to ratify the
pact, to accompany the lm1trument of ratification with a clarifying resolution In
which the sense of the Senate would be expressed along such lines as the
following:
(a) Rat11lcatlon of the pact ls not construed by the Senate as closing the
avenues of diplomatic conversation with the Soviet Union;
( b) Ratification of the pact is not construed by the Senate as equivalent
of or as a substitute for a universal system of collective security;
(c) Ratification of the pact ls not construed by the Senate as the equivalent
of or as a substitute for those curative and creative efforts of government
through which It is sought to promote economic recovery, to strengthen the
institutions of democracy, nod to advance the political and social well-being
of subject and dependent peoples;
( d) Ratification of the pact ls not construed by the Senate as compromising
in an~· way the prior responsibility of the President and the Congress in the
shaping of American foreign policy.
Faithfully yours,
WILLIAM ScA.IlLE'rr, Chairman.
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[TelearamJ
BENSON, MINN.,

Senator ToM:

Ma111.f, 19.f9.

CoNNAI.LY,

Chairman, Senate Foreign Af!air1 Committee,
Senate Ofllce Building, Wa.thmgton, D. C.:
Wlll be unable to appear before your committee Monday as scheduled.

I want
to express my opposition to the proposed Atlantic mllltary allillllce and to the
gigantic rearmament program to follow. The American people have bad enough
of the discredited Winston Churchill dictating our foreign policy to us. We
cannot a1rord the cost of buying a gold brick In the form of bankrupt Brfttsb
and Dutch empires. This foreign policy Is costing us our entire New Deal program because we cannot have money and materials tor war and still have hou.
Ing, electrlflcatlon, education, and a real farm program. We pay for tbhJ
foreign policy by sacrificing our democratic heritage tor a mad spree of hysteria
against co-ops, labor, farmers, liberals, and minorities. We ol'dlnary people do
the paying while militarists and munitions moguls grow t"t abroad. This
wasteful program of dollar diplomacy to bolster corrupt reactionary governments against the demands of the common people everywhere for New Deal reforms Is morally wrong. It bas already failed In Greece and China. Can we
not learn from experience that the extension of our present foreign policy Into
new areas can only result in more colossal failures and In world hatred for
America?

Jun:s M. YOUNODAIZ,
Nominee for Congre11, 19.f8, Seventh Di&trict, Jlinnuota.
HOTEL AND °RESTAURANT EKPLOYEES AND
BARTENDERS INTERNATIONAL UNION,

Cincinnati!, Ohio, ·Jla111!, 19,f9.

Hon. ToM:

OoNNALLY,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Foreign Relatiorl.9,
Senate Offlce Building, Wa1hington !5, D. C.
MY DE.AB SENATOR: I am the International representative for the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bartenders International Union. We are aftlllated
with the American Federation of Labor and with the Railway Labor Executives
Association. We have more than 425,000 members In the States and Territories
in our 800 local unions.
Please be advised that the convention of our lntern.ational union which roncluded their deliberations In Chicago, April 30, 1949, as a result of a resolution
introduced, discussed the North Atlantic Treaty and after discussion voted by
an overwhelming vote to endorse same and urge that the Senate raitty.
It Is an extreme pleasure for me as per instructions to add the name of our
great International union to those endorsing and urging the ratUlcatlon.
Very truly yours,
·
CHAS. E. SANDS,

Internatio"°' Reprumtaliw.

NATIONAL Rl:LIOION AND LABOR Fot7NDA'lt0N,

New HafJefl,, Conn., Mav 11, 19.f9.

Bon. TOY

OoNNALLY,

Chairman, Foreign Relation& Cummittee,
United State1 Senate, Wa1hington, D. C.

DEAB SENATOR CONNALLY: I send you herewith a copy of the official publication of the National Religion and Labor Foundation which reports tbe opposltlon
of our annual conference in Ctncinnatl, March 28 to 30, to the North Atlantic
Pact.
Our conference held that peace "will not come by mtlftary alUances wblcll
turther spilt our world and further weaken the United Nations and contribute
to the polarization of power at the expense of the little countries caught between the United States and Russia." It held that "It [peace] will not come by
Atlantic, Mediterranean, or Pacific power pacts, or by lntenslftcatlon of the
already ominous armaments race."
Our conference insli;ted that "the architects of our Government's foreign pollC')'
bring lt into conformity with our prophetic and democratic faith."
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We believe our alternative program tor peace outlined on Pace 2 comes more
nearly belng baaed on our rellgloua and democratic heritage and will do more
for peace than the North Atlantic Pact. We spend 1,000 times more for wara
annually--paat, present, and future-than we do on United Nations. We shall
probably be spending 100 times more on the mllltary implementation of the
North Atlantic Pact than upon United Nations. We do not believe this is proof
ot sincerity, when we say we work for peace.
We sincerely hope that the Senate will not take action until after the Council
of Foreign Mmisters has met.
Sincerely yours,
WILI..UU> UPHAUS,
Ezeculive Secretaf"71.
(From the Economic Justice (Bulletin ot the NaUonal Religion and Labor Foundation).
Mo7 19491

GREATEST TASK 01' OUB GEl'fl:BATION Is To END DRIFT TO WAB, CINCINNATI
RLF COJOl'EB!:Nc& DELllGATF.S ToIJ>--CoMKI88ION oN THE WOIUJ) ScENE DECLARED

TB!:

THAT PEACE WILL NOT CoMID BT ATLANTIC PACT, OMINOUS ARMAKEST RACE, OB
BY ALLIANCES WITH Rl:ACTIONAB.T RmIKE&-.ALTllSNATIVE PllooB.AK Oirn:BED

[Text of report)

We have met here under the auspices of the Religion and Labor Foundatlonmlndful of our prophetic Judeo-Christlan heritage and its impact on American
democracy. We have met as cltlzens Qf the Nation which gave the world the
Declaration of Independence, the American Revolution, the free public-school
system, the Emancipation Proclamation, the economic Bill of Rights, labor's
Magna Charta-the Wagner Act. We have met in the country where the United
Nations was born.
We seek to follow the great Hebrew prophets and Jesu~who demanded
justice for the poor, liberation for the oppressed, new wine skins for new wine,
new attitudes and motives for new ways of life, .. new heavens and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness." We seek to follow Thomas Jefferson, who
declared in the very launching of our Nation "That all men are created equal
and that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, and
that among these rights are llfe, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." We
believe this Declaration and know It applies to all peopl~to the Indonesian
and other colonial people struggling for democratic independence today, as much
as to our colonial forefathers.
We insist that the architects of our Government's foreign policy bring it into
conformity with our prophetic and democratic faith. Let It once again champion the cause of Independence for colonial peoples, and justice for the poor and
oppressed in America and around the world. Specifically, let us champion the
right to Independence of dependent peoples. not merely by good words, but by
refusing to arm and aid the colonial regimes which use violent aggression to
prevent liberation-in defiance of the United Nations. Our plea is that foreign
policy deeisions be determined by our loyalty to democracy and not by strategic
or power advantages. Let us end the color llne both at home and In our foreign
policy. In colonial and semifeudal lands the time is at hand for fundamental
reforms, bringing independence to peoples, and giving land and economic opportu.nity to exploited peasants, following the example set by the agricultural reforms in Japan. 'l'he people In the vast areas Involved demand these changes.
Let an America which fought a revolution against colonialism and feudalism
heed these popular and justified demands and ally Itself with them. Let America
meet the challenge of world revolution by being true to our own revolutionary
past.
Wet meet in the atomic age and in the midst of an ever hotter. ever tougher
cold war. Jn a time when armament Is challenging armament, belllgerence challenging belligerence. We do not like the fruits of that cold war-on either
side of the battle lines. We are aghast at the present trend toward war, definitely
lnftuenced by military and financial interests. Unless that trend Is checked, it
will lead us and the peoples of the world Into the greatest holocaust In history.
It Is folly to talk of anyone's winning a third world war, atomic scientists tell
us. Humanity must lose It. All peoples of the world want peace. The drift
In our world It toward war. The greatest task of our generation is to end that
drift, and secure the peace for which the world yearns and prays. We deny
that war is inevitable, amrm that peace Is necessary and possible, and that the
desire for peace ls not the monopoly of any people.
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The last war brought death to many of America's fl.nest boys-and devastatioo
and death on a far larger scale to other invaded nations. A war between ~
United States and the Soviet Union would he insane and suicidal for the Soviet
Union-no less insane and suicidal for the United States. The time bas come to
seek with Isaiah and Micah that day when the nations shall "beat their swords
'nto ploughshares and spears into pruning books, when every man shall sit under
his own vine and fl.g tree, and when none shall be afraid."
This will not come by mllltary alliances which further spilt our world and
further weaken the United Nations and contribute to the polarization of power
at the expense of the little countries caught between the United States and Ru.
sla. It wlll not come by Atlantic, Mediterranean, or Pacific power pacts or b7
lntenslfl.catlon of the already ominous armaments race. It will not come by the
suppression of democracy anywhere In the world-or by alliances with reaction
as In Portugal, Greece, Spain, China, and Argentina.
We have an alternative program to otfer. We covet for our Nation the hlatorlc glory of taking the Initiative on that program's behalf. We know that
there ls much suspicion, fear, and mistrust In the Soviet Union of moves initiated
by the United States, and equal mistrust in the United States of the moves lni·
tlated by the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, the lnltlatit"e must be taken. Therefore, we call on ·our Government to :
AN ALTEBNATIV& PBOOB.All FOR PEACE

1. Advocate now a definite and specific program of world disarmament through
the United Nations, especially on the paft of the great powers from whom comes
the threat of global war. We do so because armament expenditures are now
so heavy throughout the world that they deprive the peoples of the world of
needed consumer goods, housing, health, aid to education, and other soelally beneficial economic programs. Men In armed forces are not men who can particlpa~
in economically beneficial production. Since voluntary enlistments are more
than meeting the quotas set by the armed forces themselves, and since peacetime conscription Is an unjustified departure from American tradition and contributes by design to a militaristic spirit alien to America's democratic heritage.
we should Immediately repeal the unnecessary and costly draft. With the com·
Ing of multilateral disarmament and demilitarization, the economic resources ancl
production now devoted to war preparation must be devoted to serving the crying
and as yet unmet peacetime humn needs : to a great program of slum clearance
and housing, to a program of national medical care and hospitalization •
portunlty for all, to a program to save and expand our schools, to develop our
river valleys, to produce ever more consumer goods nod to secure for the people
who need them the necessary purchasing power. Thus will we strengthen basic
American Institutions.
2. Strengthen and build the United Nations, and develop government under law
for all the world. Work for a United Nations police force, stronger than tbe
armed forces of either the United States or Russia. Make the United Natiou
so strong that the sovereignty of all nations will be respected against any act
of aggression by any nation. We believe that the United Nations should be trau.
formed Into a federal world government, acceptable to the United States and
Russia, with powers adequate to Insure peace. Such a government would (a)
be constituted of representatives elected directly by the people, ( b) be able to art
directly upon Individuals In the maintenance of peace, (c) have authority to
pass laws that are binding upon Its members, (d) possess sufllcient power to
enforce Its laws, and (e) have powers of taxation adequate to Insure its own
maintenance.
3. Seize every single opportunity for consultation through the UN with Soviet
leaders In the Interest of facing and resolving the problem and tensions wbldl
so om!nously threaten the peace. Promote contact and understanding, not on)J
between government leaders, but between the peoples of our great nations.
4. Return to the American democratic tradition under which foreign policy
ls under civlllan and not military control. (We commend the Pre1ddent for~
beginning recently made In this direction.) See that the American people u
a whole are considered, consulted, and involved In the making of fundamental
foreign policy. For example, assure that they are given adequate time, even
yet, for carefnl deliberation and consideration of the serious Implications of the
Atlantic Pact (which our State Department has brought to Its present ma,.
larg1.•Jy without the pnrtlclpaUon of the people). We believe there Is no emergency justifying adoption of any legislation without congressional knowl~
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or debate of that legislation's specific contents, as was done by the Bouse in
the case of the Espionage Act.
5. Dedicate the unmatched economic resources of the United States to the
meeting of human needs everywhere, returning to the spirit and program of
UNRRA, In which nations cooperated under and through the United Nations
tn a great program for all the devastated peoples. Expand and Implement the
splendid suggestion made by President Truman that there be cooperation by all
oatlons through the United Nations for the development of Industrially undeveloped areas. We amrm here the basic worth of human beings wherever they
11ve and under whatever creed. No nation, Including our own, should play politics with food or with the lives of little children. We are Impressed with the
record of UNRRA and seek a return to its universal and humanitarian princlples. We are impressed also by the testimony of the Brethren, Friends, and
other religious groups who are conducting a splendid program of relief and
rehabilitation In various areas of the world, and who are distributing aid on
the ethically and religiously valid basis of need, regardless of political belief.
6. Implement the commendable support given by our Government to the United
Nations Declaration of Human Rights by applying It at home through that
change In Senate rules necessary to make possible the adoption by this Congresa;
of the President's civil-rights program.
,
7. Build here at home a democracy which Is not afraid of itself or of the bill
of rights which Is at Its roots-a democracy which practices before an observant
world equality and fraternity as well as liberty for all-the kind of democracy
tn which both freedom and security will be ituarnnteed.
8. Open the doors of Immigration to all peoples without discrimination. An
America which recaptures Its revolutionary democratic faith and which applies
It In every corner of our land will be a united America, a morally strong America,
and an America which need not and will not be afraid.
[Telearaml
NEW YoBJ[, N. Y., Ma11 19, 19,f9.
Senator To:u: Co1'1ULLY,
Cha,rman, Benale ForeiQft Rela.Uom Commillee
Bena.le Of/lee BuUd.,no. Wa1Mnoton, D. 0.:
Furriers joint council of New York representing 15,000 tur workers opposes
ratltlcatlon of North Atlantic war pact. Urge conferences be Initiated with
Soviet Union for settlement of dltrerences. We feel that certainly no decision
should be made until Council of 1''oreign Ministers have completed their May 28
meeting in Paris.
SoL 0AELANDEB,

Becrelarv, Furrier• Jolnl Cot1ncU of New York.

FARMERS EDUCATIONAL AND CooPERATIVE UNION
National oftice: Denver, Colo.

01'

WASHINGTON, D.
Senator TOK CoN1'ALLY,

AMERICA

c.. Mav 10, 1949.

Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
Senate Otftce Building, Waahinoton, D. C.

DEAB SE1'ATOB CoNNALI.Y: With this I am enclosing a copy of a resolution
adopted by the board of directors of the National Farmers Union, March 19, 1949,
with respect to United States foreign policy and in particular with respect to
such regional agreements as the North Atlantic Treaty now pending before
the Forelitn Relations Committee.
It should be observed that the board of directors of the National Farmers
Union is ·composed of all State presidents of our organization and Is not a select
group. Bence the attitude adopted by the board on March 19, on foreign policy
may unquestionably be taken as fully representative of the rank-and-file membership of the organization.
I should appreciate it very much If you would see to it that this Jetter and the
board statements ore made a part of the record of the bearings on the North
Atlantic Treaty.
Sincerely,
JAMES G. PATI'ON, Pre"d.enl.
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DENVER, Cow., March !!.-The National Board of the Farmers Union bas
adopted a resolution condemning the proposed North Atlantic Security Treaty
as "directly contrary to American precedent and history" and "a futile gesture."
The group adopted the resolution at its semiannual meeting In Denver.
Declaring there are "very disturbing elements in our Government's foreign
policy," the farm representatives from 35 States said, "The most alarming ls the
proposal for a North Atlantic Security Treaty, -obviously to be followed bJ atensive arms aids to Europe. We cannot approve such a course."
At the same time the board of directors of the National Farmers Union pointed
to four actions which "Indicate a possible new trend in the conduct of tbla
Nation's relations with other nations."
These were listed as "The installation of Secretary of State Acheson and the
removal of Secretary of National Defense Forrestal, President Truman's staunch
refusal to permit the military to stampede him into approving an Increased military budget, the partial success In Its peaceful aspects of the European recovery
program, (and) the elimination of ASBlstant Secretary Draper from a controlling
voice In German economic affairs."
The Farmers Union ofHdals strongly endorsed President Truman's now-famollS
"point four" of his Inaugural addrE>ss, and went on to list eight other steps
that nE>ed to be taken on the International scene to preserve world peace and
promote the security and welfare of the people of the world.
(The full text of the resolution adopted by the board of director of the National
Farmers Union Is as follows (the board Is composed of all State and Territorial
presidents)) :
STATEYi:NT ON UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY OP THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
THE NATIONAL FARMERS UNION, 1-!A.BCH 19, 1949

or

Since VJ-day, our Government's foreign policy has under military domination
bef'n a blind unreasoning prosecution of cold war-on the basic premise that a
third world war Is Inevitable. The installation of Secretary of State Acheson
and the removal of SecrE>tary of National Defense Forrest&!, President Truman's
stanch refusal to permit the military to stampede him Into approving an Increased
military budget, the partial success In its peaceful aspects Of the European
recovery program, the elimination of Assistant Secretary Draper from a controlling voice in German economic aft'nirs-these actions Indicate a possible
new trend In the conduct of this Nation's relations with other nations.
Beyond all else, the President's proposal In the now famous "point four" of his
Inaugural address, has encouraged the people of the United States to hope that
at last the United States will turn its enormous energies from military preparations to the waginit of a successful pence. The emphasis the President has put
upon working through United Nation agencies In the execution of point tour
has especially Impressed us. We hope that this marks a definite and permanent
turning point. For a peaceful world, It Is imperative that the United States
cense its widespread bilateral action and that It work through the UN agencies
It helped to establish.
We especially commend Preslflent Patton for his earnest etrorts to forward
this peaceful course. particularl:v his call for the resignation of Secretary
Forrestal and his persistent attempt to encourage the development of the "point
four" program along lines of true International cooperation.
•
There continue to he, however, certain very disturbing elements tn our Gov·
ernment's foreign policy. Of these. the most alarming Is the proposal for a
North Atlantic security treaty, obviously to be followed by extensive arms
aid to Europe. We cannot approve such a course. We believe It to be directly
contrary to American precedent and history and to be a futile gesture. We cannot conceive of a situation arising under the proposed treaty where the United
States would fight unless lt would also fight In the absence of n treaty. Therefore, we view the treaty merely as a preliminary to the sending of arms to
European nations. Specifically we make the following recommendations:
1. We endorse the President's "point four" program as he presented It in hlS
lnauin1ral address:
"Fourth, we must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of oar
scientific advances and Industrial progress available for the improvement and
growth of under-developed areas.
"!\lore than half the people of the world are living In conditions approachinl
misery. Their food is Inadequate. They are victims of disease. Their economic
life Is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty Is a handicap and a threat both
to them and to more prosperous areas.
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"For the ftrst time in history, humanity possesses the knowledge and the sklll
to relieve the su1fering of these people.
~he United States is preeminent among nations ln the development of industrial and sclentltlc techniques. The material resources which we can afford to
use for the assistance of other peoples are limited. But our imponderable
resources ln technical knowledge are constantly growing and are Inexhaustible.
"I believe that we should make available to peace-loving peoples the benefits
of our store of technical knowledge in order to help them realize their aspirations for q, better life. And, in cooperation with other nations. we should foster
capital investment in areas needing development.
"Our aim should be to help the free people of the world, through their own
etrorts, to produce more food, more clothing, more materials for housing, and
more mechanical power to lighten their burdens.
"We Invite other countries to pool their technological resources In this
undertaking. Their contributions will be warmly welcomed. This should be
a cooperative enterprise in which all nations work together through the United
Nations and its specialized agencies wherever practicable. It must be a world·
wide effort for the achievement of peace, plenty and freedom.
"With the cooperation of business, private capital, agriculture and labor lo
this country, this program can greatly increase the industrial activity in other
nations and can raise substantially their standards of living.
.. Such new economic developments must be devised and controlled to benefit
the peoples of the areas in which they are established. Guaranties to the
investor must be balanced by guaranties in the Interest of the people whose
re!'ources and whosE' labor go into these developments.
"The old lmperiallsm--exploitatlon for foreign profit-has no place in our
plans. What we envisage ls a program of development based on the,concepts
of democratic fair dealing.
"All countries, including our own, will greatly benefit from a constructive
program for the better use of the world's human and natural resources. Experience shows that our commerce with other countries expands as they progrei<s Industrially and economically.
"Greater production is the key to prosperity and peace. And the key to
greater production Is a wider and more vigorous application of modern scientific
and tN'hnlcal knowledge.
"Only by helping the least fortunate of its members to help themselves can
the human family achieve the decent, satisfying life that Is t11e right of all
people.
"Democracy alone can supply the vitalizing force to stir the peoples of the
world into triumphant action, not only against tllelr human oppressors, but also
against their ancient enemlE>s, hunger, misery and despair."
We wlll continue to be opposed to exploitation of citizens and the economies
of other countries by American corporations.
2. We deplore ·the sponsorship by the United States or by Russia of, or participation ln regional or bilateral "defense" agreements, and believe such efforts
will weaken the UN.
3. We endorse all elTorts to strengthen the UN and its technical agencies,
and approve such movements as those looking toward a constitutional world
federation with defined and limited powers.
4. We again insist thut aid to other countries should be channeled through
and administered by specialized agencies of the United Nations including the
FAO, the World Bank, World Health Organization and the International Trade
Organization.
5. We urge that every elTort be made to conclude an International Wheat
Agreement and that, lf its terms are at all reasonable, it be ratified by the Senate.
6. We ask the early Initiation of discussions, unrler the auspices of FAO,
looking toward the negotiation of other International commodity agreements.
7. We favor the earlv approval by this Nation of the Charter of the International Trade Organli.atlon, as well as approval of the pending proposal for
exten!llon of International trade agreements authority.
8. We urgP lntE>rnatlonnl control of the Ruhr on such a basl!I that. nil Enropean countriPs will have equal a<'<'ess to the products of the Ruhr. \VE> further
urge that policies be put Into effect which wm eliminate all cartel and Nazi
tnflupnce In German economic alTalrs. United States administration in Germany should be immediately transferred to civilian hands.
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9. We urge that the President, through the State Department, ll88Ume tun
responsibility for administering our foreign policy, with emphasis on political
diplomacy to the end that military-banker influence in shaping our foreign
policy be completely eliminated. We especially urge that the National Security
Council be divested of Its overriding influence in the administration of ow
foreign policy.
MADISON,

Wis., Ma11 13, 19"'9.

Hon. TOM CoNNALLY,
Ohairman, Foreign Relationa Oommtttee,
The Senate of the United Stcitea, ·W aallingt01', D. O.

DEAR Sm: As we are unable to avail ourselves of the privilege of being in
Washington to testify on May 17, we take this opportunity to appeal to you and
your fel.lpw committee members to reject the North Atlantic Pact. There are
many reasons why we feel that the United States should not be part of this
alliance, but wlll name just a few for your consideration.
First, even if the pact ls a defensive measure, it is an attempt to treer.e the
social structure of a large portion of the world. The nations that have embraced the Soviet ideology have done so because the old order proved itself
impotent, Power alone cannot defeat an idea as the Chinese fiasco so convincingly demonstrates.
Second, the recent accord on the Berlin problem makes it imperative that the
United States make no move that might indicate bad faith in the coming Foreign
Ministers' Conference. The tension can be turtber relaxed by mutual compromise
at the conference table.
Third, this inclusion of Italy seems to verify the suspicion of Russia that It 18
a plot to further contain her. This is especially true with the emphasis the pact
puts on armaments.
Fourth, and probably the most disastrous aspect the pact presents, is that It
writes the obituary of the United Nations. There ts no longer any choice tor
small nations but to allne themselves with one or the other rival big powers.
The one-world dream of Wendell WU1kie and Franklin Roosevelt can never
materialize in a world divided Into two hostile, frightened blocks.
Fifth, in our discussions with many of our friends, we find they resent the
indiscriminate waste of our wealth to prolong the regime of Chiang Kal-t1bek.
They tear the Atlantic Pact ls a similar venture that can only end in ignominloua
failure. Our understanding of the pact justlfles their conclusions with the addl·
tlonal factor that world war ls much more pol\lslble in the European situation.
Respectfully,
ELIZABETH AND MERL SBIPK~.

SooIAL SEBVICE EllCPLOYEE81 UNION
LOCAL 19, UNITED OFFICE AND PBOFEBBIONAL WORKERS 01' AMEBICA., OIO

NEW You: 16, N. Y., Ma1117, 19,69.
Senator Tow CoNNALLY,
Ohairman, Senate Foreign Relationa Oommltee,
Senate Otfl!J,e Building, Washington, D. O.

DEAR SENATOR CoNNALLY: The enclosed statement of this union's position on
the North Atlantic Pact ls being submitted in accordance with your telegram
of May 16.
This union Is composed of over 5,000 professional, offtce, and maintenance
employees in private and nonprofit agencies, and represents the thinking of ma111
<>ther white-collar workers In this field, who have become Increasingly concerned
<>ver and country's adoption of a program of rearmament, ratl1er than one of
mPeting welfare needs. We will watch closely the results of these bearings and
strongly urge that tbe position taken In our enclosed statement be adopted by
the administration in Senate debate.
We further urge that you personally, will use your good offtces to ensure a
vote against ratification of tbe North Atlantic Pact.
Sincerely yours,
HKLEN S. MANGOLD, Preai'-'.
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STATEMENT OF TBE NORTH ATLANTIC.PACT

The Social Service Employees' Union, which we represent, ls composed of
people trained and dedicated to the principle of rendering service to the indi·
vidual. We are concerned at the growing numbers of our clients who suffer
the deprivations of such basic life necessities as adequate working conditions,
decent housing and health facllltles, ample food, provisions for child care and
training, healthy play facilities for young children, care of the aged, and among
our own members, a denial of old-age. survivors, and unemployment insurance.
We cannot belleve that the emphasis ln our foreign and domestic policy for
rearmaments and the lnterventlori in the sovereign affairs of other states ls meet·
lng the needs of the people of this country.
We cannot believe that the North Atlantic Paet wlll provide either peace of
mind or body for the people of this country.
We cannot believe that a Federal budget which in 1949, allowed only 6 percent
for welfare needs, and which next year, if this pact ls ratlfted, will In all probability eliminate even this inadequate sum, ls concerned with the well-being of
tbP people of this country.
We cannot help but question why the United Nations Charter, which adequately provides for the handling of all international questions ls bypassed today
by some of the very same nations which were Instrumental In establishing the
United Nations. Examination of the UnltPd Nations Charter shows that article
24, for example, rests the right to determine the evidence of a threat to peace
prlm11rlly in the Security Council. Article 51 of the Charter provides that if
an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations, no net of Individual or collective self-defense may be taken until the Security Counctl has
taken the measures necessary to maintain peace and security. Articles 53, section l, of the Ch11rter provides that no enforce11wnt action under regional agreements or agencies shall be taken without the authority of the Security Council,
ex<'f'pt whf'n such measnrei< are taken ngaini<t an enemy state. The term "enemy
stntp•• Is further definefl in thi!< arti<-le as n)IJJlied to any state which during the
Seeond World War had been an enemy of any signatories of the Charter.
We cannot help but question why a former enemy state (Italy), and one which
aided and certainly gave comfort to our enemies, although ostensibly neutral
(Portugal), have been selected as allles, while a nation which suffered some of
the severest attacks of fascism (the Soviet Union) and fought back so heroically
that the people of the world pledged themselves to undying gratitude, was not
lnvit~d to Join in this agreement. The excuse that this Is a regional agreement,
thereby forbidding the admission of the Soviet Union, ls proven false in article
10 of the pact which provides for the subsequent admission of other European
states.
We cannot help but qui>Ftion why n forf'i:m noli('y which has cost this Nation
billions of dollars, which has proved Itself bankrupt, and which bas at no time
since it!it inception, In the form of thP 'l'run11m Voetrine nud the l\farshnll plan,
proved Its ability to either aid In world reconstruction or to achieve world peace,
ls stlll being pursued.
We cannot help but question why the signatories of this pact are returning to
the anachronisms of regional agreements and "little ententes" when history
since the First World War has taught us that peace can only be secured effectively through world organization.
We cannot help but question the necessity for the existence of such an agreement as the North Atlantic Paet with Its veiled threats, when only recently,
direct negotiations with the Soviet Union succeeded in doing what no amount of
sabre-rattling In the past year bas achieved, namely the lifting of the Berlin
blockade.
We cannot help but question therefore, whether the gentlemen who are sponsoring the North Atlantic Pact really have as their objective the establishment ot
world peace.
We are forced to conclude from examination of our foreign policy In the years
since the Second World War, ftrst, that nowhere tn the world, particularly not
tn our country or in the Soviet Union. do the people want another war. Second,
that signatories of the pact have been carrying out government without representation. Third, that the effects on the people In this country and throughout
the world of such an alllance, can only be increased deprivation. Fourth, that
our support of defunct, militaristic states such as exist In Greece, and which
existed until recently in China, will only succeed In costing us untold billions
of dollars but will not succeed ln stemming the battle of those people for de~
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cratlc governments. Fifth, that the stock plllng of atomic weapons Is creating a
stock pile of ill-will for•thls country throughout the world. Sixth, that the exclusion from any international agreements of a whole group of nations whose
philosophies happen to d11fer from those prevalent in the United States, ls lo
Itself no net of aggression on our part. Seventh, that because of all the foregoing, the North Atlantic Pact Is not designed for the peaceful solution of world
problems, but rather one which can precipitate the world into war nt any
moment. Eighth, that such a pact will mean many more years of privation and
fear for the entire world.
We have It within our power now, today, to prevent stlll greater damage than
bas already been done to the succesatul functioning of the United Nations and
the principle of &ne world living in peace and freedom, which was the heritage
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. We urge you not to ratify the North Atlantic
Pact.
STATEMENT

BT

CHBISTIAN F. RENDEIBO

OF

SOUTH WINDSOR, CoNN.

Mr. CHAIBMAN. I am an American citizen of Portuguese birth. I requef!ted
permission to testify on the Atlantic Pact, as It atrects Portugal, because I feel
that neglect to consider and understand the prevalent conditions In that country
might be detrimental to the welfare of our democratic Nation. When I ftrst came
to the United States I was under the wing of my oldest brother who bad assumed
responsibility for my bringing up, after the death of my father. It wns with him,
too, that I returned to Portugal, but the taste of freedom was too RWeet for a
young inan to forget, and so, against the wishes of my famlly. I immigrated to
the United States where I soon began the process of becoming an American
citizen. While in that process, and trying to convince my famlly that I hftd
become a convert to the democratic American way of life, and would renounce
my Portuguese citizenship, the United States was attacked and war wns declared. I volunteered through the draft board, the only agency that could take
me before I had completP<l the pro~ss of cltl?.enshlp. A month after my Induction, the regular Issuance of certificates included my final papers. I served
in the Army from the ftrst months of 1942 to the ftrst months of 1947, when I
was honorably discharged with the rank of major. I shall be honored to serve
again whenever necessary. It Is only natural, therefore, that I should be most
interested and better Informed on the issues relating to the atralrs of the two
countries than the average citizen. I cannot sny that I am Impartial in my
concern for the people of Portugal, since my allectlon for them ls deeply rooted,
and It grieves me enormously to know that a great majority of them are today
some of the most unhappy people of the world, and that some actions of the
United States might have been a contributing force to that condition.
Through my lnvestlirations I have been able to find that tbere ls less knowledge
of the conditions In Portugal than perhaps any other clvill?.ed country of the
world ; and that the veil of service Is not completely accidentlal, but rather a
well planned technique used to further policies that cannot withstand the light
of scrutiny.
May I, then, Mr. Chairman, take but a few moments to high light the conditions of Portugal, In order that we might more readll7 undel'l!tand and decide
the results that mutual membership of Portugal and the United States in the
Atlantic Pact might have.
Portugal Is a dictatorship, entirely authoritarian, and a corporative state.
The dictatorship has been lo power since 1926. Marshal Carmona. who la
President, functioning In the same manner as Klug Emanuel to Italy under
Mussolini, gave his Ylews to the Secretary of Propaganda, Mr. Antonio Ferro.
as follows : "Elections, a falsiftcatlon of public opinion; vot.ers, a bunch of
reeling drunkards." Mr. Ferro, in turn, defined the Esta do Nov<>--New State-as: "General Carmona Is the dictatorship, Dr. Salazar the dictator."
The transformation of Portugal Into a Fascist state with most of the characteristics of the Italian regime of Mussolini was completed about 1933, 5 years after
Salazar was called to office. This transformation was accomplished with the
strong backing of the army and the church, and both had many of its members
ln official positions, especially In small towns, as heads of executive boards that
took the place of the elected municipal councils.
It was under this dictatorship that the military coup to overthrow the Re-public of Spain was planned. At Estoril, a fashionable resort outside of Uabon,
General Sanjurjo, who was the leader of the coup, made all the plans. Fate
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was not very kind to him, however; he we.s killed In a plane accident while taking otr from a military base near Lisbon. After that General Franco assumed
command. From the start the Portuguese dictatorship gave substantial help to
Franco, and even sent troops under the command of Jorge Botelho Monie; these
troops were knowns as "Virlatos." To the officers who were killed while commanding these troops, awards of compensation were given as If they had died
tor their fatherland. At the end of the Civil War, the Spanish refugees of the
Republican Army who sought asylum in Portugal, after handing over their
weapons to the frontier guurds, were returned to the Falanglsts of Franco
and killed at sight.
Dictator Salazor has deftned the corporative state, in a speech to a convention
of the Unii'lo Naclonal-the only party legally authorized in the country-as:
"Antidemocratic, antiliberal, antlparllamentary." In the early portion of the
dictatorship not only was the one-party system established but also the Legii'lo
Portuguese, modeled after the black shirts of Mussolini • • • in Portugal,
however, the shirts turned green. The youth were formed Into youth groups
under the Mocldade Portuguesa. After the defeat of the Fascist powers the
uniform and insignia went out of vogue, and were not shown to the buyers who
must be impressed and carry dollars in their purses.
Most of our information on Portugal must be based on the little Items that are
published now and then, or on the purposeful propaganda that Is planted wherever
C<•nvenient. It Is important to remember that there is a strict censorship in
Portugal, like In Russia, and the Secretariat of Propaganda is very well aware
of the fields which are most likely to influence the greatest amount toward the
objective. One of the strongest Impressions that the dictatorship has wanted to
make Is that It is a devout adherent of the principles of the Catholic doctrines.
Anyone, however, that would take the trouble to examine carefully both the
words and deeds would have no trouble rE>cognlzing the hypocritical conduct of
these fanatics. Our present Holy Pope nnd the princes of the church have
always proclaimed liberty as a gift of God, that only God may take away. And
the magnificent concept that ls fundamental with all who give any consideration
to justice: "Inasmuch as ye have done It unto one of the least of these you have
done it unto Me."
It Is hard to believe that public otllclals who allow the functioning of concentration camps for political prisoners, sent there very often without even
the sham of a put-up trial; who at the infamous Tarrafal, in the Cape Verde
Islands, are allowed to keep people Interned until they die with tropical diseases,
or for want of attention, for the sole crime that they dared to fight for the
liberty of the human soul, which we cherish above all, can find any shelter
under the beautiful doctrines of the Catholic Church. Can It be that these
officials who take part in executing the orders of the dictatorship firmly believe
that they are acting in accord with the preachings of the church? If so, then
they are practicing the shameful tactics of the inquisitors of the past, to the
shame of all of us.
In 1946, Dr. Ferreira Soares, of Nogueira da RE>gedoura, while attending his
patients, In his otllce, was killed cold-bloodedly in the presence of his patients
"for resisting arrest." He was being arrested for the awful crime of disagreeing
with the dictatorship about the manner In which social attention should be
given to the sick. The secret-police agent who shot the doctor was acquitted
cum laude.
Daring World War II the dictatorship passed through various phases ot
admiration. At first it was all for the Fascists, and proclaimed openly Its
:feelings for rapid and complete victory for them. When things began to look
darker, it shouted neutrality. The kind of neutrality which permitted enemy
ships and submarines to uses its coast line thereby facilitating our ships nnd men
to fall prey to their attacks; the kind of neutrality which permitted its army
to help the Fascist spies operate in Portuguese East Africa to the extent that
we had to send our own Intelligence men down there to take measures which
would stop the heavy toll we were suffering; the kind of neutrality which forced
us to prepare and even name an invasion force to occupy the Azores. The
Lifebelt Operation was not fulfilled only because Britain was able to call on its
alliance .with Portugal. Finally an agreement was virtually imposed on Portugal whereby we obtained mll1tary air facilities In the Azores.
The victory of the Allies, even though joyfully received by the Portuguese
people, wns not a happy moment for the dictatorship. In fact, when Hitler
-was announced dead, the dictatorship orderp<l all official bullcllngs to
display the Portuguese flag at half mast, In otllcial mourning. But the Allies
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won, therefore the dlstatorshlp had to give some signs of recognition to the
reality of the moment. When In 1945 there were some elections, it authorized
"suftlclent liberty" which meant that the opposition would. be allowed to say or
write only that which the dictatorship thought was enough to proclaim that
"liberty" in fact was allowed. While there was a feeling that with the victory
of the allied cause, and the first Indication that the dictatorship was trembling,
the opposition felt that a sound, democratic beginning might be made. At this
time, however, the United States sent units of Its fleet to pay homage to the
Portuguese Duce, which proved to him that his conduct of the affairs of the
state were quite in harmony with the wishes of at least some elements of the
armed forces lo the United States. The effect was Instantaneous: the "suf·
ficient liberty" was withdrawn, the leaders of the opposition were arrested, or
dismissed from public oftlce or the universities. General .Jose Godinho, former
commander in chief of the Portuguese forces in Azores during the most critical
period of the war, was arrested in April 1947 and charged with conspiracy against
-the "legal government." Before he and other superior ofilcers were transfered
to the very old, damp, cold. fortress of Caxlas. from the hospital for mental
diseases where he bad been kPpt a prisoner, two doctors certified that, due to his
advanced age, and precarious health, his transfer might be fatal. Nevertheless.
the government carried out its declslon. He soon died. A scandal developed.
and It reached the highest le,·els of indignation among the Catholic hierarchy
since the widow of the general was a fervent practicing Catholic. She brought
suit against the dictatorship's Minister of War, Lt. C-01. Santos C-0sta. charging
him with murder of her husband. In 1948 both she and her attorney were
arrested for daring to take such a step. Well, that just about brought on a
Government crisis, and the situation becnmC\ so alarming that It came up for
discussion before the National Assembly, an organ of hand-picked supporters of
the dictatorship.
Of particular Interest were the cople11 of l<'tt<'rs written by the same Minister
of War to General Godinho, during hl11 command at Azores, in which unkind
remarks were made of the English and the Americans. Thi>se letters were
circulated clandestinely by the friends of the widow. It was indeed a sham&tul, serious condition for the Minister of War to be in, at a time when it was
necessary to put on a good show for the leading allles of the democratic world.
Predsf'IY at this moment a United Stutes military 111issh•n was dispatd1ed by
air to Lisbon to decorate the same Lt. Col. Santos Costa, the Minister of War,
at an elaborate public ceremony that was widely used by the Government to show
to nil interested the degrE'e of prestige held by the Portuguese dictatorship from
the standur1l bearer of democracy.
Genna! .Jose Godinho was already in the gra'l'e, no embarnsslng reply would
be forthcoming • • •.
The first agreement between the dictatorship of Portugal and the United States
was obtained In 1944, and pro\·ided faC'illties on the Island of Santa Maria. This
!lgreement expired after the end of hostilities. It w11s followed by an agreement of June 2, 1941l, that lusted 2 years amt provided a bu~e at La~ens on the
island of TPrceira. The latest agreement was signed February 2, 1948, and will
last until 1953.
The admiration shown by the dictatorship to the United States is a simple.
matter-of-fact approu'"h: It nee<ls dollari:o.
In clo11e cooper11tion with the dictatorship of Spain, it set Its course along
a line that would give It the wo~t results: even though it would not receive
any financial consideration at tlrst, in the end the hanest would be rt'llpl'd.
Having made handsome profits out of the war selllng to both sides-before
formal war almost completely to the Fascists-it eould not pretend being out of
funds. Instead It got special consideration In the. purchase of strategic, scnrtt
items of which it had dire need. Today, howe'l'er, having played the part and
acted In the most popular trend, it could take eourage and demand financial
help through the M11rshall plan.
One other impression that the dictatorship tries to leave with the casual cltl·
sen, ls that the dictator Is a financial wizard who has been able to keep his budget
balanced. But ugaln, those who take the trouble to examine under the surface
ftnd that the rosy apple on the outsidE' ls really rotten to the core in the inside.
The important thing concerning the welfare of any country has to be Judged on
the basis of the standard of living, the percentage of literacy, and the general
mortality rate. To examine those phases of life under the dictatorship one bu
to conclude that the budget ls balanced only on paper. Half of the population ii
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still illiterate, and even though the dictatorship wants to impress all with the·
number of new schools that it has built, It never mentions that the children, very
often, are kept out of school in order to go begging for alms with their parents.
In over 20 years in power the great financial wizard has not been able to find a
way to stop the thousands of beggars who go from house to house asking for alms.
while exposing the most nauseating sores from cancer, malnutrition, syphilis, etc.;
these amlctlons are more developed In the older peo1lle, therefore the children
are used to call the attention of the passers-by to the pitiful sights, especially
when the begging is done in the market places or the streets. For the sake of
the tourists such begging ht forbidden in the capital and Important cities.
Trade-unions do not exist. Wages are set by guilds, whose leaders are appointed from the ruling class of the industry concerned, by the dictatorship, and
lag far behind the very high cost of living with the result that workers earn hardly
enough to keep body and soul together. The extravagrant and useless spending
of money In milltary and other uses to keep the dictatorship in power has brought
the country to a very bad financial status, so much so that there have been serious
Indications that a number of banks would close unless the Government stepped.
in to keep them going a little longer. Such economy, whose basic goal ls not the
general welfare of the people and the country, ls financially unsound and certainly.
not worthy of any capital risk.
.
The amount asked by the dictatorship from ECA ls not yet certain, but it
ranges from $640,000,000 for a 4-year period to $10,000,000 for the first year.
In the recent months, every time the dictatorship has had a chance to put on a
marionette show of sutnclent liberty to impress the western democracies it has
done so. The last occasion Wll!I 111 Febl'Uary when it held the so-called election
to choose the president. The result was as expected when the still Minister of
War, Col. Santos Costa, ordered tor the entire week of the elections the most
extensive air war games ever to be staged, to culminate in the capital the exact
day of the election. Marshal Carmona naturally continues to be President.
The campaign was good for one thing, it allowed the dictatorship to say at
every opportunity that it favored the idea of the Atlantic defense pact as a
weapon against Soviet Russia. l\Iay I say here, Mr. Chairman, that all statements that I have seen and read from the anticommunlstic democratic opposition
In Portugal clearly indicated that the democratic forces of the people of Portugal
are wholehearted In favor of a union of democratic states opposed to the aggressive design of Soviet Russia. The dictatorship, however, used a double-edged
weapon. At home It snld that it had to be muintulned in power since the opposition was controlled by the Communists; while abroad, especially In the United
States, Its spokesmen shouted high and loud thut the Government of Portugal had
been one of the first to oppose Soviet Russin. had consistently fought Communists,
and today there was no Communist dunger in Portugal • • • magic, now
you see it, now you don't. Recently, the dictatorship of Portugal has been ableto flnd the United States at its side whenever It needed to be propped up. With
serious economic troubles at home, with a vast op1JOsitlo11 not only at home but
amongst the Immigrants who are in close touch with the situation nud contribute
a large amount in tourii;;.!11, revenue from films, und unkeep of families back in
Portugal, It needs the economic help of ERP. nnd the new arms and prestige of
the Atlantic Pact, to which we have accepted It as a signatory, paving the way
for Its admission to the United Nations.
That's the background, Mr. Chairman. The present-day realities are much:
simpler. The dictatorship of Portugal was and continues to be a government
that has not the slightest consideration for the democratic Ideals which weproclaim throughout the world. It continues to suppress all freedoms: Ro-llglon,
tq>eech, assembly, and representation-not to mention from want and from fear.
Morally, the dictatorship of Portugal could not have been accepted In the
Atlantic Pact, if the aims of the pact were the basis of admission. since it
states: "They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and
clvlllzatlon of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, Individual
liberty, and the rule '1f law."
Ideologically, it Is a government that could easily contaminate the good harvest
that we have collected in the Atlantic Pact. Its opposltlon to communism ls
flagrantly dishonest since It practices that which it condemns. By suppressing
everything except fascism, It has actually encouraged the Increase of communism
to the extent that while those ranks were almost void of any membership during
the parliamentary republican government, today the clandestine Communist toreels considerable, and tun of tension and posslbllltles for Increase.
90614~49--pt. 8---26
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Strategically, we already have the bases by agreement. And if we did not
have them the alliance that it bolds with Britain would always make those
bases available to our most Important ally. We need not buy those ba..czes at the
high price demanded, In prestige, compromise of Ideals, and weapons.
Politically, the dictatorship, which now professes sympathy with the aims of
the United States, If faced with a development of nationalistic, corporative, Fascist
movements in France, Italy, or Germany, In addition to its ally Franco In Spain.
would immediately abandon Its camouflage, and again parade Its youth and
legions in the green shirts, now in moth balls, as was done in the recent pest.
and paying tribute to the memory of Hitler and .Mussolini.
There ls Indeed, Mr. Chairman, a great need to oppose communism. with
even more vigor than they use to spread their gospel of bate. We must strengthen
the bond of all democracies everywhere, and by the constant preaching and
practicing of dynamic democracy, expose the evils of tyranny wherever it
exists. Our greatest weapon in this struggle ls never to compromise with prln·
clples, our democratic principles.
In asking Portugal to be a signatory to the Atlantic Pact we have made a
grave error. Let's admit it, and take the necessary steps to correct It before it
emhnrrasses us, as follows:
Firstly, deny any arms to the dictatorship of Portugal under the North Atlantic
Pact. Such arms would be used primarily against the democratic people of
Portugal whose respect and friendship we must seek first of all.
Secondly, refuse to grant, as a had investment, economically, and morally, any
ECA funds to a dictatorship which has shown regression In all phases of human
endeavor. unlike the democracies that fought at our side and are steadily showing progress and a dynamic urge to develop and give substance to the basic
liberties of man. If aid Is given let the conditions be so rigid that the people of
Portugal will get the full benefit of the grant, and with It, the snpPOrt of the
American people In their strugide for freedom.
We have too often compromised with the tyrannical dictatorship of Portugal
Let's not compromise again.
STATEN ISLAND, NEw YoaK C1TT, Maf/ 9, 19.JS,
Hon. Tov CONNALLY,
Chairman. Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
WaahinqtOtJ, D. C.

SENATOR CONNALLY: lwlll greatly appreciate your favor in reporting
and recording for the record the following relative to the hearincs on the
proposed North Atlantic Treaty.
Although I agree with the North Atlantic Treaty In principle, I strongly o~
pose Its ratification in Its present form.
Tf this propoRed treaty he amendE>d and streamlined along spiritual and moral
lines (with particular reference to art. 5) It would revolutionize the world's
search for an eft'ective peace formula to handle the aggressor nation problem.
The substance of my proposed amendment for harnessing the power of ~
llglon to prevent war and to bring Into captivity the threat of "dictatorship
by the few" ls as follows :
PROP08Ell AMENDMENT
DEAB

After the treaty has been In force for a years, any party shall automatically
cease to be a party which falls to submit proof that Its political structure baS
been amended to provide that It ls mandatory to give Its people the right to
vote In a referendum for peace or war except In the case of direct lnTaslon and
ex<'ept for the use of joint military power by the parties of this treaty.
Adoption of the above propo1i<tl ls the kind of ammunition the Ru811lan
people need to liquidate the members of the Politburo.
It is about time that the world scrapped 'rpeace and war making by tbe few"
for "pence making by the multitudE>S" as exemplified in my proposal.
Physical might can win wars, but only right Ideas can win the peace.
Sincerely submitted,
Cx.lnoRD R. JOHNSO!'.
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PHILADELPHIA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
METHODIST CBtJBCll
PmuDD.PBIA 8, PA., Jla111.f, 1949.
MT D!:Aa Ss1'ATOB CoNNALLT: I am enclosing a resolution adopted by the
Philadelphia Annual C-0nferell('e of tbe Methodist Church representing 850
churches in the State of Pennsylvania.
I believe this statement represents tile convictions of a predominant majority of
the members and constituent')' of these churches.
Yours sincerely,
FRED PIERCE CoBSON,

Biahop.

CoNCEBNING CoMMtJNISM, THE ATLANTIC PACT, AND CHINA, ETO.
Communism claims that It Is a system of dialectical materialism; consequently,
It Is antagonistic at once to God, morality, and to all the nobilities of life.
Grounded 1n the principle of cl888 antagonism, It looks upon class strife as normal.
Dedicated exclush'ely to the dictatorship of the proletariate, It makes use of any
procedures that will promote this end-lying, conspiracy, murder, revolution. Its
schools train men In all these forms of Immorality and violence.
Both In principle and practice communism robs men of all the rights and
dlplUe1 of llfe. It dictates the conclusions of aclence. It forbids men free
knowledge, shutting away from them the facts of life. It regiments men both
in residence, In work, In travel, and In knowledge. It practices falsehood,
deceiving Its own people. It brutalizes men. It liquidates men.
The i;everal Communist states cannot be looked upon as responsible governments, for both In principle and In leadership they are dedicated only to the dictatorship of the proletarlate; and they pursue this goal with complete disregard
both for truth and honor. Within the structure of the United Nations Russia
bas been guilty of such continuous abuse of the veto power as to make that
world organization almost Impotent. Her notorious etrort to retard economic
recoTery In Europe, and her ruthless blockade of Berlin are Illustrations of the
dishonesty of her purpose. The present Communist clamor for world peace Is
evidently an hypocrisy, as the drive of the Communist armies now developing In
China makes evident. What world communism wants Is not peace but an Impotent democracy. Communism ls unrelaxing In its devvotlon to world-wide
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Because these things are true it must be evident that the only kind of world
peace at present possible Is an armed world peace. A peace of understanding
and of honorable cooperation Is not possible with communism, because communism
does not recognize the authority either of truth or honor. The leaders of the
tree world have a right to the gratitude of all Christian and free men for their
notable achievement In accomplishing the North Atlantic Pact. This and the
increasing stability of Europe, due to the healing lnftuence of the Marshall plan,
has greatly enlarged the present world prospect of peace.
We reirard with grave anxiety the present do-nothing Policy of our Government ln China. As American free men we cannot atrord to allow communism to
overwhelm and dominate that great ea!!tern people. America has been traditionally China's friend; and we feel that this historic frlentlshlp should be
retained and lmplementecl at the present hour. As Bishop Fred P. Corson has
pointed out to the House Committee on Foreign Atl'alrs, an American Investment
of $500,000,000 would probably be enough to turu the tide, and enable the free men
In China to defend and maintain their freedom. If we fall to do this and China
ls overrun by communism, It will mean the same pattern of tyranny and Christian
repreeslon with which we are now familiar In eastern Europe. It will also mean,
later, a greatly enlarged American Investment and In Asia, for we will be under
the necP.SSlty of organizing the defenses both of Japan and of the Philippines.
As churchmen we are, of course, deeply committed to peace. We ftrmly believe
tn the peaceful Intentions of our own Government and of the free peoples of
western Europe who are united with us In the defense of our Christian liberties.
We point out that communism as an International conspiracy to destroy free
government cannot be regarded a political party organized under a national
constitution. Communist offtce Reekers must be regarded as leading conspirators
pled~ed to overthrow our Institutions. Manifestly It Is no violation of our American principles to refuse the facilities of our Government to the work of accom-
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pllshlng Its own overthrow. Daniel Webster said more than 100 years ago that
no national Instrument ever includes a provision whereby It, itself, can be
destroyed.
We order that this expression of our convictions and conftdence be sent to the
President of the United States, the Secretary of State, the Secretaries of both
Houses of Congress, and to both the Bouse and Senate Committees on i'orelp
Relations.
STATEMENT OF LADIES GABMENT

CENTER, AKEBICAN LA.Boa P ABTY, NEW You. N. Y.

We wish to go on record opposing the ratification of the North Atlantic Pact
as an instrument for war, and not for defense. This pact also will empty our
pockets to the tune of billions of dollal'8 over and above what is being spent for
armaments in the national budget.
ABE SKOLNICK, C7aainnafl.
AKERICAN

Bil

A880Cli1'101'1,

Oh4cago 10, JU., Febrvartt 18, 19,fS.

Bon. Tox

CoNNALLY,

Chairman, Committee on. Foreign Relationa,
United Btatea Senate, Waahington, D. C.
DEAR Ma. Ca.uaMAN : At the meeting of the house of delegates of the American
Bar Association held January 81 and February 1, 1949, resolutions were presented by the section of International and comparative law and adopted by ~
house endorsing In principle the Atlantic Defense Pact and making certain
rerommendatlons with respect to the guaranty clause of the ECA Act.
Coples of these resolutions are enclosed for your Information and for what·
ever action may be appropriate.
Sincerely yours,
JosEPB D. STEcBEB, Sccretarv.
REsOLUTJON REGARDING ATLANTIC DEFENSE PACT, ADOPTED 81' TBE BocsE
DELIOOATl!:S OF THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATIO!'i, .l<'ERRt.'ARY 1, 1949

or

Whereas the constitution of this association provides, among other things. for
the advancement of the science of Jurisprudence and promotion of the admlnl·
stratlon of justice; and
Whereas by resolution adopted February 24, 1948, this association recognized
that these objecti\'es cannot be advanced etrectlvely in countries lacking economic
and financial stability; and
Whereas, this association by such resolution did accvrtllngly endorse lo
principle aid by the United States for European recovery: and
Whereas such recovery cannot be !'!ffectively advanced if feer of aggresaion
exists in such countries and if the security of this country and other peace-lovin&
demoeratie countries is not firmly established: Now, therefore, belt
Reaolved., That this association endorses in principle:
(a) The establishment, by constitutional process, of regional and collective
arrangements based on continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, lo
accordance with Senate Resolution 239, Eightieth Congress \the Vandenberg
resolution) and within the framework of the United Nations;
( b) Provision by the United States of military armament, supplies and advice
to those areas and countries whose security ls of primary importance to our
own and whose efl'orts to maintain freedom and independence cannot be accomplished unless fear ot aggression against them ls removed.
I hereby certify that the above ls a true and correct copy of tbe rt!lilOIUUoo
adopted by the house of delegates of the American Bar Association.
JosEPs D. STEOm:a, Secret..,.
Dated February 18, 1949.
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Nsw You STATE Bu ASSOCIATION,
Albanv 7, N. '7., Februaf'fl 10, 19.49.

Hon. ToM CoNNALLY,
011.ainnan, Senate Foreign Relatlona Committee, l7nitt1d Btatu 8et10le,

Waahinqton, D. C.
llT DUB Sm: At the request of Mr. William Roy Vallance, chairman of our
committee on International law, I am transmitting certified copies of resolntloDA

adopted at our annual meeting held at New York City In January.
Faithfully yours,
C111:sTD Wooo, Becretaf'fl.
At the annual meeting of the New York State Bar Association, duly called
and held at the house of the association of the bar of the city of New York on
the 29th day of January 1949 (a quorum was present), the following resolution
was duly Introduced, seconded, and duly adopted:
"Reaolved, That this association favors(a) The early implementation of l"ulted States Senate Resolution 239, Eightieth Congress (the Vandenberg resolution), through the establishment, by constitutional process, of regional and collective arrangements based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid, within the framework of the Charter of
the United Nations;
( b) The enactment of legislation by the United States Congress authorizing
the provision of military assistance to those areas and countries whose security
ls of primary importance to our own and whose etrorts to achieve and maintain
economic recovery and maintain freedom, independence, and democracy require
that they be relieved of the tear of aggression."
ST.A.TS 01' Nsw YoBK,
Oitfl of Albanv, 11:
I, Chester Wood, secretary of-the New York State Bar Association, do hereby
certify that a resolution of which the within Is a full, true, and correct copy was
duly adopted at the annual meeting of the New York State Bar Association held
at the city of New York on the 29th day of January 1949; that each member of
the association bad due notice of said meeting In the 1Xtanner prescribed by the
constitution and bylaws of the aBSOCiatlon.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my band and aftlxed the seal of New
York State Bar Association this 10th day of February, 1949.
{BEAL]
CHEBTD Woon, 8eoreta111.
At the annual meeting of the New 'York State Bar Association, duly called
and held at the house of the aBBOClatlon of the bar of the city of New York on
the 29th day of January 1949 (a quorum was present), the followioc resolution was duly introduced, seconded, and duly adopted:
"Reaolved, That the New York State Bar Association recommend that the
CongreBB of the United States appropriate fllJldS to give etfect to the exchange
of students and teachers, especially in the tield of law, as authorized by the
Buenos Aires Convention, the Smith-Mundt Act, and the Fulbright Act."
ST.A.TE or Nzw YOBK,
Oitv <If Albanv, " :
I, Chester Wood, secretary of the New York State Bar ABBOCiatlon, do hereby
eertlfy that a resolution of which the within Is a full, true, and correct copy
was duly adopted at the annual meeting of the New York State Bar Association
held at the city of New York, on the 29th day of January 1949; that each member of the aBSoclation had due notice of said meeting In the manner prescribed
by the constitution and bylaws of the association.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my band and atnxed the seal of New
York State Bar Association this 10th day of February 1949.
[SEAL)
CHUTE& WO®, Jiccretary.
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STATE!LE.NT 01' MRS. BJORN BJORNSON, NEW YORK CITY

To the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, re the North Atlantic Pact:
As a wife, and mother of two grown sons, I am conscious of my dutlt>S and

privileges of citizenship In a matter of such Importance as the North Atlantic
Pact.
The newspaper11 and radio have established one thing clearly. We will spend
$1,130.000 Immediately for European armaments. That means we Intend to go
into the armaments business in a big way. We also, If the pact Is pal!f'ed and
implemented, will have to establish Army personnel to hRndle the arms we
export to the European countries which have already Indicated their own in·
adequacy In this respect. What will our boys with guns do In Europe W'blle
waiting for an aggressive act? What will the alle,ged aggressor (the Soviet
Union) be doing while our bo~·s with arms stnnd around waiting for an aggressive act? It seems to me that when you make this type of preparationand history attests this as a fact-you embark on a blood bath. It resolves
nothing.
Is our policy to ftght communism so di>termlned that we hope to exterminate
It by a war? I am not sure that we have raised our children to this single
purpose.
It has been stated that the purpose of the North Atlantic Pact ls to Increase
our security and chances for world peace. But the net etrect on our youth-and
I speak from personal experience-is to heighten tht>lr expectancy of participation In a war In the near future.
I also note that a peace parley is Imminent. I rPmember peace riarleys with
the Soviet Union during the war period which prodnct>d many fruitful re!;Ultii
despite ideological dltrerences. We approacht>d thPrn then with ll determination to reach agreement. Do we hope to reach agreement when we bang a
sword via the North Atlantic Pact over the conference table?
If the Soviet Union is actually threatening Europe, the small initial allotment for arms, ammunition, and personnel will certainly not be ad€quate to
fortify all the signers of the pact. How much mo1·e are we prepared to sacrifice for a military settlement of dlft'erences?
We wives and mothers have learned to be realistic. \Ve know what it costs
to raise a family. The forthcoming white paper of our State Department indicates that the President will have emergency powers to send additional
amounts as may be necessary. If any part of our promises to the cosigners
are to be carried out, these emergency powers will not long be waiting to be
exercised. Where will it lead?
It seems to me our diplomats and statesmen who found a way to agrt>t> with
the Soviet Union in wartime have enough sagacity and equipment to do so now.
It American business is fearful of communism, lt can find more practical measures of combating it. Why not try dolni: business with Russia?
From where I sit, the North Atlantic Pact can mean nothing but war. I
am against war for any reasons promulgated on the present world scene. I
am therefore against the pact, and every family in our country who sees It
this way Is against the pact.
STATEKENT BY THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OI' MINE, MILL, Alfll SllELTEB WOILKDS
ON THll PlloPOSED NORTH ATLANTIC PACT, PilEsENTIID ro THE SENATE FOUIG~
RELATIONS CoHMITTEE

For many years trade-union leaders In the United States, In contrast with
their brothers In other countries of the world, confined their activities to the
on-the-Job problems of the membership. Wages, hours, and working condltlo~
these were the proper concern of the trade-unionists-other phases of the political
and economic lives of the members were passed over. And the politicians were
happy about this narrow division of Interest and responsibility.
But we learned, slowly and the h11rd way, that it was easy to lose In the
political area what bad heen i<o hlttt>rly and expenslvt-ly won on tile pkket
line and In collective bargaining. We are still learning this lesson. The r(>('t>nt
action of the House of Representatives In refusing to repeal the vicious TattHartley Act taught many more American workers the need tor the most actii-e
participation In the political life of our country.
Needless to say, labor legislation, social security, housing, el'en taxation, have
gradually been accepted a11 lPgltlmate conct>rns of trade-unions. Only in torelp
policy bas the old hands-otr attitude persisted.
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And here we meet again and again the attitude that the relations between
our own country and the other countries of the world are complex and Intricate,.
not the ftt concern of the ordinary cltir.en uneducated ln these matters.
The International Union of Mine, Mlll, and Smelter Workers absolutely rejects
this kind of a dismissal of our interest and our imperative responsibility to
participate In the formulation of the foreign policy of our country.
The fact ts that for too long the striped-pants boys have had a fteld day
leading us down the rosy lanes of their own choosing. And the result has been
that we suddenly find our country on the wrong side, and we use wrong advisedly,
of an issue; taking a stand, and supporting reactionary or corrupt regimes In
a manner that Is a complete contradiction of everything our country has ever
stood tor either at home or abroad.
It's about time a few people in Washington began to understand that the
noble alms and aspirations of our foreign policy that are so eloquently expressed
by them in speeches wlll never be reall?.e<l through corrupt military dictation In
South America, or tottering semi-Fascist regimes In Europe, or disintegrated·
feudal states In the Far East. These alms cannot be realized while antagonizing
and alienating the workers and the common people nil over the world, because, as
much as some high-placed persons try to forget It, most ot the people of the·
world still sweat, and work with their hands to earn 11 livelihood. And these
common working people must be our friends, not our enemies.
The members ot our union are such working people; They are people who
desperately want peace. who su1fer most the privations and horrors ot war.
And they are people who see In this Atlantic Pact now before this committee the
preparations for another war.
Frankly, to us the Atlantic Pact represents the drift to war. We see In the·
pact the refusal on the part of the leaders ot our country to try to work out
the di1ferences we have with the Soviet Union, and we admit this is a tough
job to do, for the easy alternative of settlng up a series of relations with other
countries which Inevitably and logically can end In the most destructive war ln·
the history of mankind.
We wish to discuss some aspects of the pact and the climate within which
It Is being presented to the American people. It ls these facts which have
convinced us that the pact can mean nothing but evil and disaster for the American people. Our examination of the facts leads us to conclude that the Atlantic·
Pact increases the risk of war, endangers our security, and lowers our standard
of living.
It Is our conviction, simply put, that the Atlantic Pact subverts the United
Nations. And ln doing this, the pact ls undermining and weakening, if not
destroying, mankind's best hope for peace.
There is no denying the fact that people everywhere In the world look to·
the UN today as the only organization of mankind that can maintain the peace·
and steadily decrease the risk of war.
Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, of Australia, and president of the General Assembly
of the UN said all this quite explicitly and clearly last month when be pointed
out In a speech:
"The peoples of the world have faith in the United Nations. It Is their chief·
Instrument In the struggles to create a world based upon justice. Nothing else·
is a substitute tor it; nothing else can be a substitute tor it."
· Our own national organization In its convention as well as the National
CIO has repeatedly paased resolutions endorsing the United Nations and urging:
the further strengthening of this organization.
Although we do not hold ourselves to be experts on the Charter of the UN,
nevertheless we do feel that any group of American citizens who sees so much.
of the future of the world In the United Nations, as we do, have the right and
the responsibility to evaluate the Atlantic Pact In terms of what we know to·
be the terms of the UN Charter.
We have listed below six separate and distinct contradictions between the·
function and role In International affairs of the UN and the Atlantic Paet.
In every instance the pact would abrogate to Its members a unilateral role·
explicitly granted to the UN and its agencies through the Charter.
1. The UN Security Council is the only body authorized in International law
to determine the existence of aggression or other threat to peace.
The Atlantic Paet permits unilateral determination by its members that an.
act of aggression bas occurred or is threatened. At the San Francisco Con-·
ference In 1945, the United States specifically opposed any definition of aggres-·
slon in the UN Charter.
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2. The UN Security Council has exclusive authority under the Charter to enforce peace.
The pact directs its signatories to take "such Individual and collective action,
including the use of armed force, as each ptlrty considers necessary to restore
and maintain the security of the North Atlantic Pact area."
3. The UN Charter recognizes the Inherent right of self-defense against armed
attack until the Security Council can take action.
The pact uses this clause as a pretext to justify Its authorization of unllateral
military action.
4. The UN Charter permits use of regional arrangements to enforce peace.
"provided that such arrangements • • • are consistent with the purposes
and principles of the United Nations."
The pact covers parts of two hemispheres and three continents, hence Is not
regional. Its ba1<lc purpose, e1<tabllshlng a military bloc of states oub<lde the
UN, Is wholly inconsistent with the purposes and principles of the United
Nations.
5. The UN Charter provides that "the Security Council shall at all times be
kept fully ln!ormed of activities undertaken or in contemplation under regional
arrangements or by regional agencies."
The pact provides that measures taken by Its signatories shall be reported
to the UN Security Council only after the event.
6. The Charter provides that "no enforcement action shall be taken under
regional arrangements • • • without the authorization of the Security
Council."
THE ESSENCE OF THE NORTH ATI.ANTIO PACT JS THE ASRERTF:D BJOBT OF ITS SIGNATORIES TO UNDERTAKE MILITARY AND OTHER MEASURES WITHOUT TH& PBIOB AUTHORIZATION OF THE SECURITY CO'ONCIL

As disturbing as these specitlc points are Is the more general retreat from the
One World philosophy of the UN to the already discredited policy of big-power
alliance. This committee Is examining a pact which has as its aim the substitution of an alliance directed against the Soviet Union for a solution of International dlfl'erences through a body whose sole purpose ls to try to prevent war
and reach solutions.
The San F'ranclsco Conference clearly rejected the system of great-power
alliances which has dominated International politics for centuries-and for
centuries has resulted in nothing but war and destruction and suffering. The
UN was born out of a search tor a new and better world-and born out of the
bitter awareness that the common people throughout the world had of the toll
that World War II had taken.
The pact, on the other hand, appears to us as a calculated and carefully conceived plan to bulld a military alliance outside the U~. It ls as clearly the
result of thinking and planning which has given up any Intention of permitting
the UN to prove lts worth.
In retrospect, the Atlantic Pact appears today as the latest step in the unfolding foreign pollcy of our country outside the UN.
The Greek-Turkish aid program, as Secretary of State Acheson has Indicated,
was the first step in the path that today has reached the pact now before you.
And similarly the Marshall plan designed to Instill "fighting spirit" In the western European countries and prevent their remaining neutral In the cold war
was the second major step In this plan.
Because the pact establishes an alliance outside of UN, and because it la
directed against one country or a group of countries, and becau!le It Is inextricably tied to a military-aid program and mlUtary planning, it Inevitably loereases the risk of war.
ATI.ANTIC PACT AND ABKAMENTS

No one denies that the approval of this pact wlll be followed by a demand
that Congress appropriate funds for financing the rearmament of the countries
that are party of the agrf'('ment. This Is a m111tary alllance pure and simple.
The bllllon dollars In military lend-lease proposed by the State Department
is Integral to the pact Itself. With the approval of the pact we would be embarking our country on the most fantastic peacetime arms expenditure In world
history. And toward what end? Cnn it be said honestly that all of this expenditure and planning has a peaceful objective? That's a hard one to swallow,
either by an American worker or a worker In any other country of the world.
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Incidentally, much has been made of the relatively small expenditure, socalled, $1,130,000,000, proposed by tbe State Department. We are being told that
we're buying a cheap bargain.
Yet a recent analysts of this proposal reveals that it Includes $452,000,000 for
United States military equipment now on hand, and valued at 10 cents on the
dollar. Thus, the actual value of the first installment Instead of bel.ng slightly
Jess than half a billion Is actually closer to four and a half billion dollars at
original cost. And at current replacement cost the value of these military Items
is probably closer to $8,000,000,000. (See United States News, May 6, 1949,
pp. 5 and 11.)
It Is deception of this kind, so potently aimed at not revealing to the American people the full extent of the military commitments already made that causee
us to be doubly suspicious of all we can learn of this pact and Its purposes.
To us one of the most disturbing, and reYeallng, features of the Atlantic
Pact and its purposes Is what lt means In terms of Germany. It Is already
clear that German manpower and the Ruhr Industrial power are being counted
on to ease the strain on the United States economy, as some put It.
It Is strikingly clear that the pact has no referenl-e to the provisions in thl'
U:\ Charter tot· regional arrangements, without the prior authorization of the
Security Council, directed against any further German aggression. The Atlantic Pact makes no specific reference to Germany. And It Is clear from what
has been ·said here, and by leading political figures elsewhere that defenBl'
against German aggression is the last thing In the mlnd of the authors of the
pact.
Moreover, the regional arrangement in which the pact relies in western
Europe, the so-called Western .Union, Is explicitly based on the policy of rebuilding western Germany, utlllzing the old pro-Nazi and militarist elements there.
This policy will Inevitably come home to haunt every orie of us.
We have presented to you but a few general aspects of the pact that strike
us as being particularly frightening In their lmpllcatlons for world peace.
Perhaps our approach is too simple, but we cannot help feeling that world peace
is not found and maintained in mllitary alliances and heavy armament programs.
But we repeat this Is what the ordinary American citizen thinks, and we have
seen nothing to change our thlnklilg or our conclusions on the Atlantic Pact.
POREIGN POLICY AND JOBS

Behind the pact and the armament program that Is Its blood brother lurks
the conviction that the cold-war foreign policy wlllch produced the pact ls
good for American Industry and the Amerkan economy generally.
Senator Ed Johnson put this succinctly when, In a recent talk before the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States he contended that without the cold
war the present economic situation in the United States really would be alarming. Senator Johnson concluded: "U Russia suddenly decided to be a good
neighbor there would be bell to pay."
This ls, to say the least, au undesirable foundation on which to build a program for jobs and security of the American working people. And we cannot
stop with this statement. What we really have before us for consideration are
alternatives, which path truly leads to securlty and jobs:
On the one band there Is the way of military alliances, pointed toward war, and
totally destructive of the security of our workers if carried through to its
logical conclusion. Ancl if the "danger" of peace develops, certainly a program
geared to military preparations can provide neither jobs nor the Fair Deal pro·
gram to which the administration committed Itself.
On the other hand there Is the alternative to the Truman doctrine-Marshall
plan which our union has supported, a United Nations program of economic aid
and development and a determined effort by our country to seek the settlement
of dllferences through the United Nations.
We would like to discuss these alternatives as they apply to the Industries In
which our members are employed.
EFFECTS OF ECA COLD-WAR PBOGBAlll ON JOBS AND PRODUCTION IN INDUSTRIES IN WHICH
MEMBEBS OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF MINE, MILL, AND SMELTER WOBKEBS
ARE EMPLOYED

The heavy armament program, stock piling and l\larsball-plan aid to European
countries are undoubtedly using large quantities of nonferrous metals and
thereby, to some extent, cushioning cyclical contraction in demand.
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The etrects of the cold war on nonferrous metals markets must be weighed,
however, against available alternatives which, in the long run, would un·
doubtedly create much greater demand for metals and minerals produced by
mine-mill members.
A general refief and rehabilitation program administered by the United Na·
tlons would promote Industrialization of all Europe, thereby building up more
stable and larger markets for nonferrous metals.
A United Nations program would similarly open up vast new potential markets
in eastern European countries, many of which are now attempting to develop
their own basic industries.
Money now used on armaments could be put to better purposes on such vitally
needed programs as Increased housing and coordinated river valley development
programs, both of which would require much greater amounts of basic nonferrous
metals.
The known details on the etrecta of cold-war spending on mlne-mtll industries
are presented below :
Through March 31, 1949, the Economic Cooperation Administration authorized
purchases of $304.5 millions of nonferrous metals with Marshall-plan tunds. Of
this total, $204.2 mllllons had been actually shipped up to that time.
The greater bulk of Marshall-plan authorizations for purchases of nonferrous
metals were to come from Canada and Latin America.
The hhth lights on ECA authorizations and shipments of nonferrous metals are
as follows:
(In millions)
Through Mar. 31, 1V411
Authorized

Shipped

------------------------- ----- ----.All nonferrous metals ___________________ --------- ___ -----------. __ ----------From
United
States __ -------------------------------------- __ ------------ __ __
Copper
_________________________________________________________________

$30i. 5

Zinc.- ------- --- --------------- -----------------------------------------Bross nod bronze __ ------------- _____ -------- _____ ----------------------Lead_ - - ------------- ----- ----- - - - --------- - -- - ----- - -- --- ----- ------- ---

:From CnoBda ______ -------- -- - - --- - -------- -------- --- ------- --------------Copper __________ ------------ ________ ______ --------- __ ____ ----- ____ -----_
7.lnc -------------------------------------------------------------------Lead.
- - - - - ____
-- - --_________________________________________________
- - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - --- - - - - -- . - - ________
- - - - - - - - -_
Aluminum
From Latin America_-- ------------------ _--- -------------- ----- --- -- ------Copper___________________ -_- _-___ - ___ __ --- - --- -- ----- --- - --- --- ----- --- Lend_ -- -- ---- ------ ---- --- -- ----- --- - ----- ------ ----- - ----- --- -- --- -----

il.3
39.4
18.5
5.9
2. 6
150.6
45. 5
21.4
23.0
56. l

3)U
3L
lV.O
12.
4.0
2.0
108. 7
35. 7
17.0
15.6
39.3

7Cl.1

48.4

50.1

35. i

17. 7

8.3

From tenth report of the Public Advisory Board of the ECA.

The total amount of shipments of nonferrous metals from the United States

<38.8 million dollars) are less than half of amount spent on shipments of tobacco
( 85.6 million dollars).

As deellning purchases hit nonferrous markets more ECA purchases are being
made In the United States at expense of Canadian producers (Northern Miner,
May 5, 1949) .
These figures alone do not. of course, reveal what would take place under the
alternative program of encouraging trade with all countries operating through a
United Nations program. But It ls clear that additional metal markets are being
:blocked off by the United States policy ot denying shipments to eastern Euro-pean countries. Our union Is directly concerned with the expansion of markets
for both United States and Canadian products.
The United States N{~ws of January 21, 1949, reports:
... • • United States exports to Russia and eastern Europe already are
-diminishing rapidly. Russia's shnre of United :-:tates exports, tor example, are
-down from a monthly average ot $12,400,000 in 1!)47 to $2,850,000 as a monthly
average in 1948. Last year. Russia sold the United States nbout three times as
much as the United States sold to Russia. United States exports to the Soviet
·sphere In 1948, as the chart shows, were far below the figures for 1947. lower
still than In 1946 when the UNRRA was sending American aid to eastern Europe.
"Question for United States businessmen ls how much longer It will be worth
<the risk and the eft'ort to ban<lle American exports to the Soviet sphere, bow
much longer Russia and her satellltes will sell more to the United States than
1t)ley get in exchange."
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Stmllarty, Marshall plan objectives retard development of a staple European
-economy and promotion of a free ftow of trade among European countries.
A recent United States News World Report article "Dollars Stay Scarce
Despite ERP" In the May 13, 1M9, Issue reports oplnlon of Swiss bankers on
ERP operations:
"• • • The Swiss assert that ERP conntrles tend to concentrate on imports that will make life easier, giving second billing to the things that will help
to build up national economies. For example, they report that gasoline being
brought in under ERP Is being•ased largely for private automobiles rather than
for major industrial uses. Emphasis, they argue, should be on imports of industrial equipment, not raw materials, semiftnished or fiftnished coods."
On promotion of inter-European trade, this article also says:
"• • • The trouble, as Swiss bankers size it up, ls that there ls more
-competition than cooperation among European countries. These countries
scramble for United States dollare--the only currency that can be used in buying
American goods. Little evidence Is seen by these men that the ERP countries, as
.a meall8 of opening broader markets, are getting together to lower barriers that
prevent a free flow of money and of goods. The view of the ERP beneftclarles,
as interpreted In Switzerland, seems to be that United States will go on putting up
dollars to keep Industry afloat, so why do all the changing that probably should
be done?"
The effect of trade barriers on sale of nonferrous metals was commented upon
by the trade journal Engineering and Mining Journal in their February 1949
lssue:
"TBADll BEVIVAL SLOW

"Progress in reviving trade between countries in Europe that In the past
have Jteen important .consumers of copper was painfully slow. As 1948 ended,
is was apparent that currency depreciation threatened to further limit the
movement of products containing copper from one European country to another.
iln fact, some of the increase In stocks of refined copper that occurred in the
last quarter of the year could be traced to the chaotic economic situation that
-deepened with the unrest over establishing stable mediums of exchange."
The ·ECA program, through its Strategic Materials Division, facUltates control of foreign sources of mineral supply by American monopolies thereby enabling these monopoly groups to play oft' colonial labor against American labor
to their own advantage.
In the long run, this can be one of the simple results of the cold-war program
most injurious to our membership.
That this ls a reallatlc appraisal of the perspective we face is indicated by the
*1nctlons of the Strategic Materials Division of ECA. These functions are:
1. T9 expedite transfer of materials from ECA countries and possessions to
United States stock piles.
2- To use ECA funds to expand production of needed materials.
3. To assure United States capital fair treatment in buying of materials
o0r development of new sources of production. This ls accomplished through
requiring ECA recipients to negotiate schedules of minimum materials available to the United States, and also through pledges by these countries that
American enterprise will receive equal footing with their oWn nationals in
the develapment of new 900rces.
ECA countries are also required to pledge to expand their mineral production and commit portion thereof to T"nited States. But, as the Engineering
and l\Ilning Journal for September 1948 bluntly puts It:
"Exactly how do you go about assuring that a given nation will direct output
-of Its mining industry so as to fulftll that obligation and yet not Impose undesirable controls on private enterprise."
The omctal 14.3 billion dollars plus 1.5 b1llion dollars more for Atlantic Pact
countries to be spent on armaments purchases In the next fl.seal year will, of
<(.'l)Urse, mean use of fairly substantial quantities of nonferrous metals. The
exact amounts to be so employed Is not known to us.
Significantly, however, it should be noted that these large outlays for armaments have been unable to prevent serious rece1'1sion developing in those Industries
which would normally be expected to benefit from such expenditures. For
example; the brass Industry which would normally be expected to be producing
various types of armament materials ls now at the lowest level of production
since before the last war.
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EFFECTS 011' A POSITIVE PEACE PJIOGB.Alll ON JOBS AND PllODUCTION IN KUim KlLL
INDUS'l'BIEB

An alternative to our present cold-war program would necessarily involve thefollowing features :
A UN program for relief and rehabilitation of distressed countries;
A program for better living at home Involving a large-scale housing program.
development of regional valley authorities, increased rural electrUication. as
well as numerous social security, health, and welfare-benefits. Such a program
would obviously mean more to the workers in mlrie-mill Industry In terms ot
jobs and employment (not to mention other obvious far-reaching beneftts) than
the present cold-war program.
While exact estimates, in terms of actual figures are difficult, it ls fairly
obvious that:
A UN program that covered all the countries of the worlll would promote In·
creased use of metals through greater Industrialization. Such a program would
obviously open up larger markets fo1· metals through inclusion of eastern European countries.
•
A 2,000,000-homes-per-year housing program would mean, roughly, 785,000 tons
of copper alone, or the equivalent of what would go into 523,383 bombers (these
estimates are based on an average of 78.5 pounds of copper for a model 6-room
house, including all appliances, as estimated by the president of Anaconda
Copper before the TNEC, and on estimate of 3,000 pounds per bomber).
Similar equivalents to housing use of copper can be worked out on the baa1s of
the following rough estimates :
One B-17 Flying Fortress uses 2,968 pounds of copper.
One B-24 Liberator uses 3,025 pounds of copper.
One 45,000-ton battleship uses 3,008,000 pounds of copper.
One aircraft carrier uses 2,861,000 pounds of copper.
An expanded rural electrification program would vastly increase collSUIIlption
of copper, lead, and possibly aluminum (to the extent that aluminum was used
instead of copper for wiring).
Similarly, a comprehensive regional development program through creation of
river valley authorities would require huge quantities of nonferrous metal.I,
particularly copper, for transmission lines, power stations, etc.
Again exact estimates on this are dl.tllcult, but rough calculations can be mad~
on the basis of these approximations:
One mile of high voltage transmission llnes uses 31,378 pounds of copper.
One mile of urhan distribution electrification system uses 5,944 pounds.
One mile of typical rural distribution system uses 1,063 pounds.

STATEMENT OF JOB:-! GILMAN, MILWAUKEE. WIS.

Mn.WAUKEE,

Senator

W1e., Ma1123,19"9.

TOM CONNALLY,

Chairman, Foreign Jlelations Committee,
Senate Building, Wa11hington, D. C.
DEAR Sia: Here Is the statement which I would have gi\·en to your

commlU~

bad lt been early enough to testify In person:
I am opposed to the North Atlantic Pact as a veteran since the pact ls with·
out doubt an aggressive pact • • • a pact which directly threatens ~
Soviet Union with force of arms should the President interpret any event wbk:h
takes place among the signatory nation!! or Its colonies, an act of aggression.
I fought for almost 9 months against Nazi Germany as a machine-gunner and
was awarded the D. S. C. and Silver Star. I dldn°t light. rm surt>, to make
money for the International cRrtellsts. I dldn·t fight so that we could prepare
ourselves to tight Russia. I fought because I felt that It was In the best interests of our country.
However, this pact Is a war pact n11d is not in the beRt interests of our countr,-.
An uprising in French ~lorocco can be Interpreted as an act or aggression OD
Russia's part • • • Internal aggression • • • as the pact infers. 'Ibis
pact is similar to the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axle In that lt Is out to smash bolshevlsm. Actually, the Axis was Interested in smashing not bolshevlaln bat
any and all phases of llemocratic procedure as we know It. And so it sieem:>
that the creators of this pact are bell-bent on doing the same thing.
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I am opposed to the pact because It ls violating the entire foundations and
aplrlt of the UN. Tbe pact is not a regional pact but an international pact cov-erlng several regions • • • the Mediterranean region • • . • the Scandlna vlan region • • • the western European reclon • • • and the
American region. Tbe UN at San I<'rancleco specifically defined regionalism
and this pact Is exactly what the UN didn't want done.
And lastly, I oppose this North Atlantic Mtlltary Alliance because I am opposed to automatic declarations of war. Congress would have little to say lf
the signatory nations decided ·that an act of aggression took place. It would
be committing our Nation to war under the terms ot the pact:.
Why don't you ereators of blood-money profits and destructible conflicts
spend your bard-earned 1181arlee so that the National Asaoclatlon of Manufacturers can aC'CUmulate enough profits without sending us boys into war? Why
don't you su1rer as I and thousands like myself by staying up 24 hours per day
working together with Russia Instead of working for war?
I swear by God Almighty that If that pact goes through and it war comes
about, I shall pray day and night that every Member of Coqreee who votes for
tt shall be Its first victims. I'm disabled and can hardly stand on my feet from
the results of the last bolocau~t. If there should be another war, may God see to
It that every Member of Congress who ls whooping lt up for another war by
talking demagoglcally about "peace," may He see to lt that they eutrer and
die as I and the boys who I saw die on the battlefield.·.
It's easy to sign papers committing us little people to die for someone elae'a
profits. But it's not so easy to convince us that we are dying for America. I
love my country more than any one of those war creators will ever love this
country. I was willing to .die for It and proved that I was wUllng to die for it.
Bow 111any of you can say tile same thing?
Distinguished Service Crosses • • • Silver Stare • • • Purple
Hearts • • • I've got them. But they will mean only medals awarded by
big business for bravery In earning blood profits If you recommend this pact to
Congress.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN Gil.JUN,

Sin.ff Sergeant, TAlrty-ntnth Infantry Regtment,
Ntnth Infantry Dwwon, Serial No. 33791156.

PBooBEBelVJD P.A.11.TY,

Ne1D York 19, N. Y., May 10, 1948.

Hon. TOK CoNNALLY,
Ch.airman, 8emJte Forelgn RelatloM Oomm4ttee,
Senate 06'ce BuU4ing, Washington, D. 0 .

DE.As SENATOR CONNALLY: Mr. Wallace who ls now on the west coast has asked
me to return the enclosed transcript of bis testimony before your committee
with several correctio.ns noted tl&ereon.
At the time of his appearance, in response to a question from Senator McMahon,
Mr. Wallace stated that he would present the committee with documentation for
the purposes of the record, In support of his statement that between the date
of the Russian offer to lift the Berlin blockade on March 21 and the date when
that offer was clisclosed by Tass on April 25 "the State Department was filllnc
the press and radio with stories about Russian aggressiveness, intensifying the
atmosphere of fear and hostility which It evidently thinks necessary to assure
the ratification and implementation of the Atlantic Pact."
Mr. Wallace has asked me to transmit to you the following very partial
chronicle of acts and declaratloDB of an ofHclal character In support of that
statement :
·
Jlarc~!4

President Truman oftlclally welcomes Winston Churchlll upon hie arrival In
this country at a formal dinner ln Blair House (N. Y. Post, March 24).
March 31

Winston Churchlll addresses the Mid-Century Convocation of the Maesachuaette Institute of Technology and says, among other things:
"The failure to strange Bolshevism at its birth and to bring !Russia, then
prostrate, by one means or another, Into the general democratic system lies
heavy upon us today. • • • It la certain that Europe would have been com-
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munized and London under bombardment some time ago bot for the deterrent
of the atomic bomb in the hands of the United States" (N. Y. Herald Tribune.
April 1).
March St

Senator Connally, in a press interview, speaks of "an open Russian plan and
design 'to impose upon the civilized world their plan of government and economy'" (N. Y. Times, Aprll l).
March St

Assistant Secl'etary of State Dean Rusk, in nn address before the United
States Commission for the United Natioilil Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, deplored the "discouraging, disagreeable, frustrating role'' played
by Russia and referred to the "terror and International intimidatlon" of eastern
Europe (N. Y. Times, Aprll l).
April 4
In an addrl:!SS made at the ceremonies accompanying the signing of the Atlantic
Pact, President Truman referred to the pact as "a shit-ld against a~on..
(N. Y. Times, April 5).
April5
Speaking nt an Army Day ceremony before the Jewish War Veterans in New
York City, General Bradley discussed the Atlantic Pact at the Invitation of
the State Department saying:
"Strategically, the North Atlantic Pact would enable free nations of tlle Old
World and the New to funnel the great strmigt.b of our New World to the
ramparts of the Old, and thus challenge an enemy "'1lere he would transgreas."
He further referred to Russian protests against the pact as "the expre1SiOD8
of angry resentment from jackals denied their plunder" (N. Y. Times, April 6).
.April 6
Speaking before the new Members of the House and Senate, President Trwuan
declared:
"Now I believe that we are in a position where we will never have to make
that decision (to drop. atom bombs) again, but lf it has to be made for the welfare of the United States, and the democracies of the world are at stake, I
wouldn't hesitate to make it again" TN. Y. Times, April 7).
April 9
General Walter Bedell Smith, former United States Ambassador to Moscow,
speaking before the Military Order of World Wars, stated that Runla"ls pointed behind Its Iron curtain with a formidable military entity, preying
on the fears of the free peoples of Europe • • • It is typical of Oommunlst
cynicism that while they administer liberal doses of fear, at the same time tbey
press thl:!ir so-called peace offensive" (New York Times, Aprll 10) .
.April 9
The House Appropriations Committee released the testimony of "top alr of·
ficials" that the air force "now plans to keep flying supplies Into the bloetaded city (Berlin) Indefinitely" and that "they did not expect war during tbe
year startlnit July 1-nlthough, they added, It was a poSSBibillty at any ~
(New York Times, April 10).
April 12
A report from London that announces faclllties "necessary to the United
States Air Force for atomic bombardment have been prepared in this countrr
by agreement between the United States and British Governments."
The correspondent added that:
"The mutual responsibility of the two governments In such defense has ~
cently been highlighted by Winston Churchill's statement that western Eur(IJ!e
owes Its liberty solely to p0$Sesslon by the United States of the atomic bomb
and to President Truman's declaration that he would use the bomb again if it
became necessary" (New York Times, April 13) .
.April 1!
In his message to the Senate requesting ratUlcation of the North Atlantic Part
President Truman referred to "the rights of small nations, broken one by OM
and the people of those nations deprived of freedom by terror and oppreuloa"
(New York Times, Aprll 13).
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Aprll13

Representative Clarence Cannon, Chairman of the Bouse Appropriations Committee, said on the floor of the Bouse:
"Moscow and every other center ln Ru88la, we must hit within one week after
the war starts, and It can be done only by land-based planes sucb as we now
have • • •
"With the signing of the North Atlantic Pact we would have ample land bases.
"We wlll absolutely demoralize the enemy. We will destroy all his lines of
communications. We will blast at the centers of operation, and theo let our
allies send the army ln. other boys, not our boys, to hold the ground we win"
(New York Times, Ap.rll 14).
April !5

A report trom London announced that:
"The first American superfortress 1roup with the know-how for atomic bombing will arrive in England next Saturday and put the United States In position to
drop an atomic bomb anywhere in Europe on short notice.
"Air Force officers revealed that the famous 509th 'Atom Bomb' Group of
30 planes will fly to this front-line Atlantic pact base for training with Its specially equipped, specially trained crews.
"Included ln the 509th's personnel will be at least two veterans of the hlstorymaklng missions that obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki" (New York Times,.
"April 26).

April !5

Tass statement announces the Russian offer made on March 21 to lift the Berlin
blockade (New York Times, April 26).
At Mr. Wallace's request, I am asking that the committee Include the foregoing chronlcl_! in the record of the hearings as an addenda to Mr. Wallace'&
statement.
Very truly yours,
JOHN J. ABT, General. Counael.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
COMMllll!ION ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE,

State House, Boston 33, April !!, 1949.
Bon.

HENBY CABOT

Looo11:,

Senate Offl,ce Building, Waahington, D. C.

MT DE.Alt SENATO&: In connection with the forthcoming bearings on the North
.Atlantic Pact, several points have arisen in my mind In connection with the
partition of Ireland which I think may have some bearing on the consideration of
the pact by the United States.
As I read article IV, the thought occurs to me that under the present wording
the United States ls bound to uphold the unjust partition and occupation of
Ireland by Britain where it seems to bind all signatories to the preservation
of the present territorial limits.
It my understanding ls correct, ls It not within the realm of possibility that
.American troops might be sent In to ald In putting down revolt in the slx·county
area against the unjust government of Great Britain?
My thought on that Is bused on the reports which we have received from time
to time of the resentment of the yonnger generation, particularly toward the
injustice of partition and the threat ofl'ered from time to time that there may
be determined revolution in the six-county area.
With this premise I naturally do not subscribe, but the fear Is always within
our minds that the younger group may not heed the wisdom of the older generation and take matters Into their own hands.
A further question ln my mind is whether the United States should sanction
any further elimination by Great Britain of the elementary demnnd of the right
to sell-determination on the part of all Ireland by sl1nlni of the puct.
It occurs to me that there are two angles of approach on this; first, direct and
vigorous opposition to the present wording of article IV, anti second, by the
action of the Congress on a resolution which would provide for m<>dlatlon by
the l'nited States aud Britain on the qut>stiou of partition.
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Thie second approach may be feasible In view of the deep desire on the part
of the United States that the North Atlantic Pact shall not be one of oppreeslon
and discrimination but one of aid and advancement of peace.
We have recently heard an objection otrered by one of those opPoSlng &DJ'
action, particularly In the State Department, that the six-county area has been
depended upan In two world wars and that the southern counties have been
neutral.
I thing that this le very easily overcome and that If partition le removed
Ireland would become copartners with the other signatories and bases In all the
counties would be Immediately available If need arose.
In addition, I believe we agree that any conftlct between the North Atlantic
Pact signers and other countries In Europe will be based on the Issue of commn·
nlem and I daresay that no one will contradict the fact that Ireland le the
strongest field of antlcommunlstic sentiment In the entire European area.
I hope to be In Washington some day next week and I shall try to see you personally If I may.
With every good wish to you, personally, I am
Sincerely and respectfully yours,
THOKAS H. BUCKLEY,
Oommi11ioner of AdminialratiOll.

APRIL 26, 1949.

Hon. DEAN ACHESON,
The Secretary of State, Department of State.
Waahtngton !5, D. C.

DEAB MR. SECBETABY: Enclosed le a letter which I have received from Mr.
Thomas H. Buckley, commissioner of administration of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, who le also a Ylce prPsldE'nt of the .American Leai.rne for an
Undivided Ireland, which asks a number of very impartant questions regarding
the effect of article 4 of the North Atlantic Pact on Ireland. I wish you would
respond as fully as possible to all the questions raised in Mr. Buckley's letter.
I also hope that you wlll not be limited by his letter, but will cover all phases of
this question, in particular the foJlowlng:
(1) Does the wording of article 4 require the United States to uphold
and preserve the present partition of Ireland?
(2) If so, could American troops be employed under the terms of the pact
In quelling disturbances resulting from a passible revolt of the six-county
area against Great Britain?
(3) What would be the effect of United States ratification of the North
Atlantic Treaty upan the right of self-determination on the part of all
Ireland?
I consider It to be a matter of fundamental and urgent Importance that the
whole question of the Impact of article 4 and of the entire pact upon the situa·
tlon In Ireland be explained, analyzed, and answered ln as completely an unequi·
vocal and detailed fashion us passlble. I merely, cite the above three questloDI
to indicate some of the more significant points to which I believe your rep)1
should address itself.
Your prompt attention to this matter will be most gratefully appreciated.
Very sincerely yours,
HENBY CABOT LoooE, Jr.,
United Statea Senator.
)fAy

4, 1949.

Hon. HENBY CABOT LoooE, Jr.,
United State8 Senate.

DEAR SENA"roR LoooE: Thank you for your letter of April 26 bringing to my
attention Mr. Thomas H. Buckley's lette1· coneernlng the North Atlantic TreatY
with respect to Ireland. The answers to Mr. Buckley's questions are clear and
simple.
Article 4 of the treaty does not require the United States to uphold and preserve the partition of Ireland. That article merely requires the parties to
consult under certain circumstances. It contains no further obllimtlon.
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It Is Inconceivable that American troops could be employed, under the terms
of the treaty, In quelling possible disturbances in northern Ireland. AB I stated
Monday in response to a question asked during the hearings of the Foreign
Relations Committee, there Is no thought whatever of stationing Amerit:an
troops in Europe In peacetime other than existing forces of occupation.
United States ratification of the North Atlantic Treaty would have no etTect
whatsoever upon the right of self-determination in Northern Ireland or anywhere else.
In short, the treaty, as I have explained both to Mr. MacBrlde and Mr. Nunan,
has no relation whatever to the problem of partition.
I have noted with gratification Mr. Buckley's statements, which are similar
to those previously made to us by the Irish Government, concerning the devotion of the Irish people to Christian and democratic principles which the Treaty
is designed to preserve.
Sincerely yours,
DEAK ACHESON.
NEW

Hon.

HENBY

CABOT

LoooE,

YORK 7, N. Y., April !5, 1949.

Jr.,

United Slatea Senate.

DEAR Ma. SENATOR: As an aid to you In fully appreciating Ireland's attitude
on participation In the Atlantic Pact, we enclose(a) A summary of Ireland's attitude on the Atlantic Pact;
( b) A summary of the considered viewpoint of representative American
citizens of Irish blood with respect thereto;
( c) Reprint of a special article by J·ohn O'Donnell, the well-known
journalist.
·
These are submitted for your consideration and study.
The Irish Government bas expressed a desire to participate In the Atlantic
Pact, providE!d England withdraws from Ireland and hands over all power
of government to a Central Government elected by the Irish people. The Irish
Government is particularly inviting American consideration of the obstacle which
ls preventing Ireland from joining the Atlantic Pact.
It appears to us that certain questions In relation to the Issue raised should
be carefully considered and answered at this time:
1. Does the Atlantic Pact, In Its present form, bind the United States to uphold
the unjust partition of Ireland and the occupation of part of Ireland by England?
The answer Is "Yes"-Artlcle 4 would bind the participating countries to
maintain present territorial Integrities for 20 years.
2. ls It our American purpose that the United States should lend Its sanctions to a denial by En!!'land of the elementary democratic right of national selfdetermination to the Irish nation?
The obvious answer is "No."
3. Is It our desire to achieve cooperation among the Atlantic nations?
If such Is really the desire, why does the United States of America hesitate
to exert Its very real Influence In order to bring about a SE>ttlement of this Issue
which endangers the success of the entire Atlantic Pact? It ls the admitted
geographical fact that Ireland's strategic position on the western flank of Europe
makes her a vital link in the Atlantic chain.
England's continued occupntion of the northeasterly corner of Ireland, against
the recorded wish of the overwhelming majority of the Irish people, ls therefore
jeopardizing the enormous Investment of the American taxpayers in this mighty
venture directed to the preservation of world peace.
These are vital questions which should be considered by every American.
lrel&nd ·ls (a) vetoed by Russia from participation In the United Nations and
( b) partitioned by England against the will of the Irish people.
Is the United States of America prepared also to take sides against Ireland
by guaranteeing the partition of Ireland, and thereby excluding Ireland from
taking her full and rightful place among the nations of the earth?
We do not believe so.
Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH SC01T,
National President,
American League for an Undivided Ireland.
DOG14~9-pt.

3--27
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A SU:U:IURT 01' IBllLAND'S ATrlTUDE ON THE ATLANTIC PACT
(A) TBE ATTITUDE OF THE OOVl:BN:U:ENT OF THE REPUBUC 01' IRELAND

Ireland's Minister tor External .Atralrs. Mr. Sean MacBrlde, stated his Government's position ln relation to the Atlantic Pact ln the Irish Parliament on
February 23, 1949, as follows :
"Exchanges ot views have taken place between the Government ot the United
States and the Government ot Ireland on the question ot Ireland's participation
in the proposed Atlantic Pact. I took advantage ot these exchanges of views
to make clear the attitude of this Government on the matter, and I have kept
otr,er Governments concerned In the pact informed Of our views.
'As I explained in the course of these exchanges, Ireland, as an essential17
democratic and freedom-loving country, Is anxious to play her full part In protecting and preserving Christian civilization and tl1e democratic way ot life.
With the general aim of the proposed Atlantic Pact In this regard, therefore,
we are In agreement. In the matter of military measures, however, we are faced
with an Insuperable dlftlculty, from the strategic and p0lltlcal points ot view,
by reason ot the fact that six of our northeastern counties are occupied by British
forces against the will of the overwhelming majority of the Irish people. Partition Is naturally and bitterly resented by the people ot this country as a violation of Ireland's territorial integrity and as a denial In her case of the elementary democratic right of national self-determination. As long as partition lasts, any mllltary alllance or commitment Involving joint military action
with the State responsible for partition must be quite out of the question so
far as Ireland ls concerned. Any such commitment, lf undertaken, would In·
volve the prospect of civil conftlct ln this country In the event of a crisis.
"Any such alliance or commitment Is equally out of the question from the
strategic point of view. The defence of a small Island such as Ireland can be
undertaken effectively only by a single authority having at Its back the firm
support of a decisive majority ot the population ot the whole country. Furthermore, It would obviously be necessary, from the strategic point of ·view, that
the productive capacity of the country as a whole should be Integrated under
a democratically elected central authority: and this Is lmpo11slble so long u
partition lasts because the six northeastern counties are the principal industrial area of the country. These practical dlfllcultles are aggravated by the
state of feellng naturally created by the undemocratic practices used to maintain and Insure the continuance ot the partition of our country. Our attitude
is that neither this Government, nor, we believe, any other Irish Government,
could expect to find the necessary support tor a policy involving joint military
commitments with the power that continues to lend its sanction, tacit or active,
to evils of the very kind which it ls the object ot the proposed pact to oppose
and prevent.
"In explaining our attitude, I made It quite clear that this Government is not
actuated by feelings of hostility toward Britain; on the contrary, we are anxious
to develop and strengthen our relations with Britain, ancl there are so many
factors and Interests making for good neighborly relations betw~n the two
countries that lt is inconceivable that, once partition were removed and once
the geographical, ldeologicul. nud ottier forces muklng for friendship between
the two countries were given full play, Ireland should ever constitute a source
or danger or embarrassment to Britain In time ot war. Any detached or Impartial survey of the strategic and political considerations involved must lead to
the conclusion that a friendly and united Ireland on Britain's western a1)proaches
ls ln the interest, not merely ot Britain or of Ireland, but ot all the countries
concerned with the security ot the Atlantic area. Every consideration of con·
structlve statesmanship points to the necessity ot ending, as soon as possible
and once and for all, the centuries-old confil<'t between our two countries.. I
have strongly urged that It Is better to face this question now as a matter o!
urgency rather than to allow a situation to develop wherein a satisfactory solo·
tlon might be much more difftcult to bring about. I also lndl<'ated that, Inasmuch as the solution of the partition problem would not merel~· end an undemocratic and dangerous situation. but would also make a vital contribution
toward strengthening the Internal harmony and cohesion ot the North Atlantic
communlt~·. the matter was one which should receive the active consideration o!
all governments interested In the cooperation of nations concerned.
"That, briefly, is the attitude of the Government on the qnei>tlon of lrPland'i<
po~tidpation in the prop<1twd Atlantic Pact, and, as I said, I haYe tak.-n stepi;
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to make our position clear to the governments of all states Immediately
concerned."
.
Asked by Sir John Esmonde whether acceptance of the Atlantic Pact would
lmpl~· "aec'eptance of the unnatural and enforced dlvlalon of our country," Mr•.
MacBrlde replied:
"Article 2 of our coostltutlon provides that: 'The national territory conslsta
of the whole Island of Ireland, Its Islands and Its territorial seas.'
"Article 4 of the draft Atlantic Treaty, which ls the consultative article, rett>rs to 'the territorial Integrity, polltlcal independence or security' of the par·
ties to the treaty. The provisions of this article might well, under existing
circumstances lo regard to the six northeastern cowitles, Imply an acceptancethat 'the territorial Integrity' and 'political Independence' referred to lo the
article, are the concern of Great Britain, unless It Is clearly recognized that the
national territory of this state consl11ts of the whole Island of Ireland, as provided by article 2 of our constitution."
Asked by Deputy Lehane whether the exchange of views on the proposed North
Atlantic Treaty which took place between the Government of the United States
and the Irish Government was written or verbal, and, If this exchange was lo
wrlUng, whether be wlll consider the publkatlon of the notes exchanged, Mr. MacBride replied:
"The exchange of views referred to took pluce by way of alde-memotre. The
Irish Government's alde-memoire was delivered to the United States on the 8th
February last. No intimation bas so far been l"e<'eived to Indicate that the
United States Government, and the go,·ernments of the other convening powers,
have yet bad an opportunity of considering the Irish Government's alde-memolre.
"As already stated, the Irish Government's view ls that a constructive approach to the concept of Atlantic cooperation would suggest the necessity of
examining, In the first Instance, problems tending to prevent or weaken the
coopPrntlon In the Atlantic aren. Thi' Irish Govnnment lias Indicated that It
woultl Wl'komt> ii1wh 1111 nppro1wh to whnt "'" co11;:ider to ht> tht> unnatural and
unju;:t dlvl;:ion of our <01111try.
"In these circumstances, I do not envisage the publlcutlon, at the moment, of
the documents In question.''
0

(B'l'om the Irtah Preae (Dublin) of Tue1da7, March 22, 1949)
IR) STATE:U:KliT IN RELATION TO THIS MATTER BY MR. DE VALE&A, TBll LEADER OF TBJI!
OPP081TION

Asked at a press conference, which he gave In Shefftel<l yesterday, what would
be his attitude to the Atlantic Pact If he was returned to power, Mr. de Valera

replied that the first thing they must usk themselves wus: What wus the Atlantic
Pact for?
"Its object," he continued, "was to enable various countries tq maintain their
independence which they already had and which they wished to protect.
"We In Ireland have not yet got our national Independence and before we could
protect It, we must secure lt."
Asked lf partition were out of the way and Ireland was independent, what
would be his attitude to the Atlantic Paet, :\Ir. de Valera said that if we were
united and Ireland had her independence, be personally would advocate Joining the purt, but, until unity was secured, be did not think that thne wa11 any
chance of the people of Ireland wanting to join the Athmtic Pact.
[From the Dall7 News, New York, April 18, 19f91
CAPITOL

Sn:n

(By ,John O'Donnell)
W .i.sHINGTON, D. C., April 12.-Just to pursue that ancient "this ls where I •·111111•
ln" line, we wish to direct the attention of readers with Irish blood to the present
visit ln Washington of Sean MacBride, Eire's Minister of Foreign Atrair11.
The extremely hush-hush tulks of Ireland's .:\lacBrlde and :United States Seer<>·
tary of State Denn A<"heson meun just one more unreeling of that ancient theme:
That the last tie which binds this piece of ground in the Atlantic to the monarchy
of Britain must be slashed. These are the fa<'ts:
Irelnnd's Secretary of State l\facBrlde bas told United St11te11 Se<>t·t>tary of
State Acheson that his government holdii offtcf> because the voters el~·ted Its
members on the platform pledge that the artificial partition of Ireland would be
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abolished. That Ireland wlll not enter into any Atlantic military alliance whkb
prohibits the majority ot any nation trom changing trontlers to meet the wishes
ot the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants.
And at the same time, the Washington diplomatic re1n-esentatlves ot Bis Britannic Majesty have insisted to our State Department that the United Statt>I!
must not meddle In this delicate problem. Aud when the heads of our armed
forces have mildly reminded the Londoners that we would like to have the w.oe
of the air fields ot Eire as a part ot our chore In saving all of western Europe
trom the Kremlin, they have been met with the brusque British come nppance:
"Well, we won w·orld War I wbile the Irish were staging a revolution. \\'e
won World War II without Irish bnses which we wanted. And it World War III
comes along, we'll win that without the Irish-provided you come across as
Franklin Roosevelt did 10 years ago and from then on."
All ot this brings up the present battle over the Atlantic treaty and the proposition ot whether to give, under some new lend-lease set-up. billions ot American military equipment, planes, guns, and brains. Thill Is just an echo of what
happened upon Capitol Hill after World War I when Woodrow Wilson's League
ot Nations got what it deserved-an Ignominious exit via the International garbage can.
TRICK CLAUSE IN FUZZT-BBAl!SFJ> LEAGUE

ln 1919, when the great battle over tbe League was being staged. the voters
of Irish descent played an Important part. The same holds true today.
The trick clause in the fuzzy-brained League ot :Satlons was article 10, slickly
written Into the pact by Britain for the sole purpose ot knocking off all e1for1s
ot the Irish to win their independence.
Well. we've got the same set-up in the present Atlantic Pact. If the Irish
were stupid enough to sign It they would pledge that tor the next 20 years (at·
<.'Ording to article 13) they must respect the "territorial Integrity and politic-al
independence" ot the cosigners (read article 4).
In other words, the present Government ot Ireland. elected on a platform
sworn to end the present partition of their nation, would perforce agree lo brush
aside its most Important Issue tor at least 20 years. Baek in 1919 and 19"20, during the days ot the troubles which flamed into the honest Anglo-Irish war. a
tough, hard-fighting, and accurate-shooting Irish settled that problem when the
identical proposal was slipped Into the League of Nations b~· Woodrow \Vllson
on the needling of Lloyd George.
Into the present conversations moves notorious article 10 ot the League ot
Nations, whkh the Senate of 1919 courageous)~· tossed buck in Woodrow Wilson's
teeth. Had the Wilson League ot Nations gone through. these United State;;
would buve been called upon to send troops to Irelnml to pri>serve the •·status
quo" of that time. In other words, we would have been pledged to use Ameri·
cans to shoot down Irishmen who wanted freedom from London rule.
SAME SENATF., SAME DIPLOMACY,

s.u{f;

ATTITUDE

Thanks in great measure to two j?reat Senators from :\lnssachusetts-Henry
Cabot Lodge and David Ignatius Walsh-article 10 ot the League and the Leatrneltselt was properly killed.
And now, 30 years after. the same thing pops up again. Same Senate. same
slick British dlplomaey, same angry "to hell with if' nttitude ot the Irish.
What the British slipped into article 10 ot the old League of Nations tht>r·,·e
put into article 4 ot the North Atlantic Treaty. Why tht>y ha\·en't the simple
honesty to call it by its right name--"11 military alliance ag11h18t communism..we don't know.
This article 4 pro<'lalms that "the parties" (this means U. S. fighting mm
carrying the battle load) wlll take suitable action whenever ··in the opinion tlf
.any of them (that's Great Britain), the territorial integrity. political independence or Recurity of any ot the partiPs ls thrPatt>n1~1:· Wt>ll, if the ,·01lna:
ma.lorlty of .:\orth Ireland votes to toss the British <'rown the hell out ot lhP?'E"
and join up with Eire to create one simple stnt••. thnt nrtide, by any N>atlln,::
ot wor1ls, mean!! that the territorial integrity of the King of Great Britain and
North Ireland Is most seriously threatened.
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And so we're going to send United States troops over there to 1>rotec-t the ablandlords of London? This Is going to be good. But we heard most of
it back in 1919 ancl 1!)20. The frish wou then and we think they're going to
win again.

~ntee

BESOLl'TIONS UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED BY CONFFJlENC'E OF KEYHEN OF TBE AMERICAN
LEAOUt: FOB AN UNDI\'lDED IRELAND, AT CHICAGO, FEBRt:'RARY 12 AND 13, 1949

Whereas there has just been Issued by the Irish Government at Dublin an otndal declaration entitled "Ireland's Attitude on Participation In the Atlantic
Paet"· and
Wh~reas this document has been placed In the hands of our appropriate officers
by Hon. John Conway, Irish consul at Chicago; and
Whereas this document bas been read to and considered by this Conference
of Keymen of the American LeaJ.,'11e for an Undivided Ireland, assembled at
Chlcngo the 12th and 13th da~·s of February 1949: Now, therefore, be It
Re<'<>rded, That the said statement of lrt•land's attitude on participation In
the Atlantic Pact meets with our sympathetic understanding and approval;
That we endorse to our fellow Amei·lcans each statement of fact therein contained as accurate; and
That we record our fixed dl'terminatlon to Intensify and augment our Amerl·
can effort looking to American aid to abolish the border In Ireland.

APRIL 29, 1949.

The Honorable DEAN ACHESON,
Secretary of State, DepartTMnt of State,
W1U1hingt<>n, D. 0.

DEAR Ma. SECRETARY: Enclosed are the following:
A letter from Mr. John Scott, national president of the American League for
an Undivided Ireland; an enclosure which Mr. Scott sends me entitled "A Summury of Ireland's Attitude on the Atlantic Pact"; an _article which Mr. Scott
sends me by .John O'Donnell In the New York Daily News of Aprll 13, 1M9, entitled "Capitol Stuff."
I 8E'nd all this material to you for your comment, Inasmuch as they deal
with the Atlantic Pact and come from an Important organization to which many
American citizens belong.
1. You will note that Mr. Scott makes the following assertion:
"1. Does the Atlantic Pact, In Its present form, bind the United States to uphold
the unjust partition of Ireland, and the occupation of part of Ireland by England?
"The answer Is 'Yes'-Artlcle 4 would bind the participating countries to main·
taln present territorial Integrities for 20 years."
2. You wlJI note that Mr. Scott further says:
"ls the United Stutes of America prepared also to take sides against Ireland
by guaranteeing the partition of Ireland, and thereby excluding Ireland from
taking the full and rightful place among the nations of the earth?"
3. You will notice that In the enclosures entitled "A Summary of Ireland's
Attltude__J2n the Atlantic Pact" the following quotation ls made:
"Asked by Sir John Esmonrle whether acceptance of the Atlantic Pact would
Imply •acceptance of the unnatural and enforced division of our country,' Mr.
MacBrlde replied :
"'Article 2 of ovr constitution provides that: 'The national territory consists
of the whole Island of Ireland, Its Islands and Its territorial seas.'
"'Article 4 of the draft Atlantic Treaty, which Is the consultative article,
refers to 'the territorial Integrity, polltical Independence or security' of the parties to the treaty. The provisions of this article might well, under existing
circumstances In regard to the six northeastern counties, Imply an acceptance
that 'the territorial Integrity' and 'political Independence' referred to In the
article, are the concern of Great Britain, unless It Is clearly recognized that
the national territory of this state consists of the whole Island of Ireland, as
provided by article 2 of our constitution.'"
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4. You wlll notice that in the article entltled "Capitol Stuff" which Mr. Scott
the statement is made that "the heads of our armed forces have mildly
reminded the Londoners that we would like to have the use of alrfteJds of Eire
as a P8Tt ot our chore In saving all of westem Europe from the Kremlin." Is
there authority for thts statement?
5. You wUl also note that the article "Capitol Stuff" refers to article 10 of the
League of Nations and says "We've got the same set-up in the present Atlantic
Pact. If the Irish were • • • to sign it they would pledge that for the next
20 years (according to article 13) they must respect the 'territorial lntegrit7
and political independence' of tne cosigners (read article 4)."
6. You wllfnote the further statement in the same article, "And now, 30 years
after, the same thing pope up again • • • What the British slipped Into
article 10 of the old League of Nations they've put into article 4 of the North
Atlantic Treaty. Why they haven't the simple honesty to call it by its right
name--'a mllltary alliance against communism'-we don't know.
"This article 4 proclaims that 'the partlefl' (this means United States fighting
men carrying thP battle load 1 will tnke suituhle n•-tlon whene\·er 'In the opinion
of any of them (that's Great Britain), the terrlto1·ial integrity, political Independence or security of any of the parties is threatened.' Well, if the voting
majority of North Ireland votes to toss the Brltlsh crown the hell out of there
and join up with Eire to create one single state, that article, by any reading of
words, means that the territorial integrity of the King of Great Britain and
North Ireland ls most seriously threatened.
"And so we're going to send United States troops over there to protect the
absentee landlords of London? This ls going to be good. But we heard most of
it back in 1919 and 19'20. The Irish won then and we think they're going to wiD
again."
I trust that you wlll at your convenience jdve clear and unequivocal answers
to the questions which I have enumerated and to all other pertinent issues raltled
in Mr. Scott's communication and enclosures.
Very sincerely yours,
HENBY CABOT Loooit, Jr.•
Untied Statet Senator.
~nclosee,

l>EPAln'KENT OF STATE,

Wathington, Mav J:I, 19.f9.
The Honorable Bafay CABOT Looos, Jr.,
United 8tatet Senate.
DEAR SJl:NATOB LoOOE: Thank you tor your letter of April 29 sending me certain
material from Joseph Scott, national president, American League for an Undl·
vlded Ireland, concerning the North Atlantic Treaty with respect to Ireland.
Your letter particularly calls attention to certain questions raised by Mr. Scott
and others, and I am glad to make the following comment:
The North Atlantic Pact certainly does not require the United States to uphold
and preserve the partition of Ireland. Article 4 merely obligates the parties to
consult under certain circumstances. It contains no further obligations. Article
r> obligates each party In the event of an armed attack upon any of them, to take
such action as they deem necessary to restore and maintain the security of the
North Atlantic area, but I am confident that the Irish Government has no thought
of making an armed attack on anyone.
The United States Government certainly has no thought of taking sides
against Ireland or ot guaranteeing the partition of Ireland. It has always taken
the position that the partition question was not one lo which It could Intervene.
but tllat, on the contrary, the question was one for settlement by the Irish and
UK Governments.
I have noted the reply given by Mr. MacBrlde to Sir John Esmonde's question.
which Is similar to statements made personally to me by Mr. MacBrlde. I could
not, of course, enter Into a discussion with him of Irish constitutional matters.
I know of no authority for the st11tements In the newspaJ>t>r column enclOl!E'd
with your letter that American military omclals have expressed interest, lo
London, In the use of airfields in Ireland.
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The ~omparlsons made In the same column between the pact and the covenant
of the League of Nations are not in accordance with the facts. As you know,
article 10 of the League covenant committed the members to "respect and preserve the political independence and territorial integrity" of all other members.
Article 4 of the pact, as I have stated above, merely obligates the parties to
..consult" whenever, In the opinion of any of them, the territorial integrity,
political independence, or security of any of the parties is threatened.
United States ratification of the Atlantic Treaty wlll have no elJect whatsoever upon the partition question or upon the right of self-determination In
Northern Ireland or anywhere else. It is inconceivable that American troops
could be employed, under the terms of the treaty, in quelling local disturbances
in Northern Ireland.
I recently bad the pleasure of discussing the North Atlantic Treaty, among
other matters, with Mr. MacBrlde, and was gratified at his understanding of the
treaty and sympathy for its objectives.
Sincerely yours,
Dll:AN AcBES01'.

Enclosure: Letter of April 25, 1949, from Mr. Joseph Scott.
TBJ: AKEBIOAN LlloioN BEPOltT OJ' THE EulcUTIVE SEcnoN or THE FoBEIGN
TIONS CoKKI88ION TO NATIONAL ExEcUTlvE COKKITTEIC, MAT 6, 1949

RELA-

The eucutive committee of the Foreign Relations Commission consisting of
Leon Happell, chairman; John Barnhardt, of North Carolina; John Wicker, of
Virginia; and William Verity, of Ohio; members, met in Washington on May
2 and 8, 1949. At this time their diacussions and deliberations were benefited
by interviews with Senator Tom Connally of Texas, chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee; Under Secretary of State James Webb; Lloyd
A. Lebrbas, Director of Information, State Department; Lloyd V. Berkner; and
Maj. Gen. Lemnitzer, a military-liaison committee of the 01Bce of the Secretary
of Defense ; and Dr. Bielecki, chairman of the National Democratic Party of
Poland, in exile.
This executive committee had the further advantage of the experiences of two
trips to Washington by John Barnhardt. Mr. Barnhardt attended several meetings at the State Department, the most Important of which was the national
«>nterence on American foreign policy, on special assignment by the National
Commander.
The executive committee then proceeded to Indianapolis on May 8 where they
were Joined by other members of the Foreign Relations Commission-Charles
Gonser, of Washington, and Oscar Rohllt, of Wyoming, and the NEC liaison
committee composed of Chairman H. Kirk Grantham, of Mississippi; Roscoe B.
Gaither, of Mexico; and Ray Murphy of Iowa.
Sfuce the last report on foreign alJairs, which was the convention committee
report of October 1948, there has been a change in the status of the cold war.
The world Is still threatened by a totalitarian state obsessed with imperialistic
ambitions; however, In the past 6 months we have seen the United States and the
countries of western Europe tip the scales in favor of the west by taking the
oft'.enslve from the Rusalans.
Because of the crucial situation in the field of foreign relations at this moment
It appears appropriate to this Commission that a statement of policy in the
matters of foreign relations should be made to the executive committee. It l.s
our feeling that this policy, if approved, should be publlcl7.ed widely through the
_press, radio, and Legion channels and publications so that all Legionnaires,
Government officials, and the public everywhere will be aware of the foreign
policy of the American Legion.
The future of tbl.s great organization, in fact the future of our very lives,
depends upon a sound, constructive United States foreign policy. For the past
several years the American Legion has been most helpful in formulating and
implementing the foreign policy of our Nation. Because this fact Is known to
few Legionnaires, it Is our opinion that the reputation and stature of the American Legion will be increased it this fact Is more widely known, and If the foreign
policy platform of the American Legion can be more widely disseminated.
Since the close of World War II Legion foreign policy has been aimed primarily
at three activities In the field of foreign alJairs, namely, implementing the
European Recovery Program and its ramifications; enlightening the world as to
the democratic methods and Ideals of the United States; and strengthening the
United Nations Charter In the Interest of world peace. We believe that these
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fields of activity are still the most Important and we further believe It to be the
ndvnntage of the Lei,rJ.on to restate nod to bring up to dnte our policies In these
· .iuatters.
. ·'There can be no real peace or security In the world until the United Nations can
. be strengthened sufficiently to stop aggression. The American Legion has not
',,merely cried out for a stronger United Nations; we were the ftrst uatlonal organization to offer specific methods of how the Charter of the United Nations
. could be strengthened so that It would become an etiective world authority.
·We believe that these three amendments merit renewed emphasis and we again
.. u.rge their early adoption by the Congress :
· ·
(1) Removal of the veto In matters of aggression or preparation for
aggression; also the strengthening of the International Court of .Justice b7
giving it the power to interpret aggression and preparation for aggression
with appropriate jurisdiction over individuals, corporations, and natioDll
in these matters.
(2) In connection with thts, the limitation of world arms prodoetlon
through the establishment of arms quotas guaranteed through a system
of positive international inspection, and the adoption of United States proposals for internationl control of atomic energy.
(3) Establishment of an eft'eetive world police force to consist of an independent active force, presumably to be recruited from the small nations.
under the direct control of the Securit~· Council : and a reserve forre made
up of national contingents of the five major powers.
Because of the misuse of the veto in the United Nations, the peaee-Iovtnc
countries of the North Atlantic area have been forced to take action to guarantee
their mutual self-defense. This action became necessary because of thP immlnf'tlt
threat of aggression by Soviet Russia to the nations of this area. Stymied b7
the veto In the United Nations and threatened with aggression by Soviet Russia
the North Atlantic countries have joined together in a regional defense pact
in accordance with the provisions of articles 51 and 52 of the United :Natiollllt
Charter.
We wholeheartedly approve this pact and all of Its ramifications. We are
convinced that this pact is necessary to prevent further aggression by the Soviets.
We hope that it wlll have the eft'ect of showing to the Russian leaders that t1le
peace-loving nations of the world will no longer tolerate their bullylsm, and that
lt would be to their advantage to join the family of nations through proper
and fu11 participation In the United Nations.
' In the meantime we hope that the pact eountries will do all they can to bring
about the strengthening provisions of the Charter itself, as recommended by the
Legion, so that eventually it will be the United Nations and not the North
Atlantic countries that wlll police world aggressors.
, We urge other democratic nations of the North Atlantic area to take advantage
of article 10 of the pact when thPy are able to join the present 12 countries now
dedicated to their mutual self-defense and the preservation of the Ideals of
· democracy, liberty, and justice.
We also hope that countries in other areas of the world wlll take advantage
of articles 51 and 52 of the Charter and wlll form regional arrangements under
the United Nations Charter to guarantee their mutual defense and to presene
Individual llberties.
. We believe that the North Atlantic Pact wlll hold and maintain the gaiu
from the Marshal plan or economic' reco,·ery program. The principles of the
plan for economic rehabilitntion of Enrope were first ad\·an(•ed by the American
Legion at Its New York convention in August of 1947. The American Legion
plan was adopted by the convention at New York 3 months prior to the o1ftd.al
formulation and release f1f. the l\lnrshall plan In Washington In November 1947.
· Sinee that time, the American Legion's faith In the Marshall plan has been tu"7
justified.
Now that we are realizing these economic gains In western F.uro1ie we cannot
afford to abandon or neglect future necessary help, nor should we npglect to
'properly protect the areas that have received our help. There Is In Europe
· at this moment a feeling of Insecurity caused by the constant threat of nareesion. It Is because of this lack of security that the North Atlantic Pact wu
"developed. The pact Is. the obvious outgrowth of the l\furshall plall
!llld the Benelux Countries Pact, and it Is a necessary step to proteet the e<"O' nomlc and Ideological gains of the past 2 years. The North Atlantic Pact al90
· strengthPns am! implements our policy of fighting everywhere the insidious
' forces of communism.
I
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We repeat that the spread of communism is the threat to peace. We can
avert war and stop this plan of world domination if we aggressively follow a
po)lcy of firmness in the right, coupled with preparedness for any eventuality,
We are happy to join the many and varied forces and groups throughout the
world who are fighting this evil growth. We offer encouragement and help to
all peoples who are fighting with every available resource either Communist
aggression or Infiltration.
·
We must not be satisfied with just containment of this Soviet Communist
aggression. The United States must now take the Initiative, as we are doing
In the North Atlantic Pact. We must talk not of our weaknesses but of our
determination-of our moral, economic. and military strength.
We applaud the good work of the overseas information branches of our Government who are attempting to spread throughout Europe and Into and behind
the iron curtain the ideals and methods of the United States of America. Even
ao, we urge our Government to do more.
The cold war is a war to capture the minds of men. The propagandists in
Moscow have been most effective. We cannot afford to he satisfied with anything less than something better than can be supplied by Moscow. We urge the
early enlarging and strengthening of the Voice of America and other such
programs. We urge the State Department and Congress to use every other
practicable means to get the truth Into Europe and Asia.
At the Miami Convention the Foreign Relations Committee Indicated the focal.
point of the cold war to be Berlin. We believe that the Bertin blockade is a deliberately Inhuman and unjust blockade by the dictators of Russia, and that it
could still easily kindle the flames of war. Because of the courage and daring'
of the Allied air lift the Berlin blockade ls now a detriment rather than an
advantage to the Husslans. It is a defeat for the Russian dictators. It the
blockade should be shortly lifted, we believe it Is an acknowledgment of defea~
rather than an Indication of a willingness to cooperate with the nations of the
North Atlantic area. We believe that we should always leave the door of friend-.
ship and cooperation open to the Russian people, but because of past and bitter
experience In our dealings with the Kremlin we believe that action rather than,
words should be an Indication of their willingness to cooperete.
We deplore the Inhuman persecutions and physical violence against religious
leaders of the countries now under the domination of the Soviet dictators. we·
offer these persecutions to world opinion as evidence of the true feelings of
the Soviet dictators. It is a clear example of the interpretation of freedom by
the rulers in the Kremlin.
We realize that all the programs mentioned above depend upon the United
States itself remaining strong and free. We Insist that our armed forces be
maintained at adequate levels and that our economy remain free, so that we,
as a people, can carry out our full responsibility for maintaining peace, resisting'
acgresslon, and preserving the rights of free men.
As always, we place our trust In God.
We commend Commander Perry Brown for his prompt and vigorous protest
to the Issuance of visas to 22 delegates from behind the iron curtain to attend
the so-called Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace In New York
City, March 25-27. 1949.
We are Indebted to Leonce Legendre, assistant national adjutant, Washington
offtce, for his untiring efforts and the valuable assistance rendered to this commission. Mr. Legendre was the American Legion's representative at the formal
signing IQ Washington, D. C., of the North Atlantic Pact.
Respectfully submitted.
LEON HAPPELL, Cli.airman.
STATEMENT OF HAMILTON A. LoNG
CHICAGO

Re North Atlantic Pact.
Senator ToM CoNNAJ.LY,

14, ILL., May 16, 1949.

Chairm(ln, Senate Foreinn Relation.& Committee,
Senaff. Offlce Building, Wa.,hin{1ton, D. C.
Mv DEAR St:NATOR CONNALLY : It is requested that thiFt Fttatement be accepted .

nod incorporated in the record of the current hearings with respect to the pact;
lo lieu of my personatl~· nppearing before your committee to state my facts and
rensoni; for being opposed to the pact. My d1>clslon not to ask permission to appear
in person is prompted, In part, by the public announcement that a large number
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of witnesses r1>maln to be heard, that the hearings are to be terminated iu a few
days, and that each witness opposed to the pact ls to be allowed only a few minutes
lo wh;ch to present the reasons-which would be inadequate opportunity to
11resent the within material. I earnestly hope that my request Is granted.
I speak as a citizen of undivided allegiance to America and as an Individual.
representing no group or organization ; as a long time, unchanging, uncompromising, outspoken enemy of everything for which communism, Communists,
and the godless despots of the Kremlin stand ; as a veteran of the armed fo~
. of Aruerica in both World Wars (a major In the Air Forces In Europe lo the
last one) ; as a formerly active member of the New York bar, long interested
deeply In foreign policy. Since 194a, I ha,·e been devoting my full time to
studylng, lecturing, writing, about governmental aft'alr,;; princlpaJly foreign
policy, In line with the ideas presented in the accompanying statement of what
I call the Ten American Principles of a Sound Foreign Policy in This RussoAmerican Era. (See exhibit A.)
These principles Indicate what I believe to be a sound, truly American, alternative to the general foreign policy of which the pac·t ii< n part: a policy which.
In genesis, is basically British and In chaructt-r Ii< not ~wnnint-ly .-\ uwril'ltn hut
British-American. The chief architect thereof is Winston ChurchlJl-proudly
boastful of th" fact, as indicated by the recitals hereinllfter. These observations,
of undeniable fact, connote no hostility on my part to Churchill or the British
or Britain; much as I oppose their policies as a guide for America. Instead.
these observations merely evidence my alertness to the pltfallR before America
In lnternatloLa! dealings and my unyielding allegiance to traditional American
principles with respect thereto, my loyalty to American tradition and to what
I believe to be to America's hest interests In the light thereof and of the hanh
facts of international life today.
Indeed, I have nothing but admiration for Churchill, the peerless apostle of
Imperial lmpeccnb!llty, wholly devoted to his country's imperial Interests. De
and his fellow British lenders are due full honor for unfailingly exhibiting
undivided loyalty to British Interests, which we of this gt>ueratlon mu8t match
respecting America If we are to be judged by American posterity to have been
faithful to their l\erltage for which we of today are merely temporary trustees.
It should not n~d to be stated but, due to a seemingly widespread mil!CODeeJ>tlon, it does need to be asserted that any loyal citizen's opinion as to what ta
best for his country is entitled to full credit and a respectful hearin~ at all
times; however right or wrong be may seem to be factually and logicaJly, however objectionable It may seem to this or that foreign government or nation.
He is entitled to full protection against imputation of dlsloynlty or unfaithfulness to country or neglect of its interests, even though he be u minority of one.
He is entitled to be free from any degree or manner, howe,·er subtle. of SU<.'h.
character assassination, and, consequently, denial of genuine freedom of thought
and Its expression. The prospective impact of the loyal citizen's proposed policy, on this or that foreign nntion, and the prospective ri>1tdlon thereto of this
or that element, regime, or nation abroad, are not legitimate test!' in jutl~ior:
its merit with respect to America's best interests or his right to a full and fair
hearing and respectful trentment~spe<'ially by pnbllc servants, in line with
the spirit 1tnd philosophy of the Declaration of Independence. This Is doubly
true when basic values nre at stake, ns in the cul'le of this present is.<:ur of ntloption or rejection of the :"orth Atlantic 1:mct.
CRIMINALLY GAMlll.l:\'G WlTD OUR

l~HERIT... Nn:

The truly (ll'ecious thing at stake here, as pr!'Clnus 88 it is unlqut>ly .\merkau.
Is our Nntion's lifelong tr111litlo11 ngninst im·oh'emPnt In tlw war·bret'ding (lower
politics and system of military nllinncl•s of the Old Worltl. All prt>tl'Di<iuns tt•
the contrnr~· notwithstamllng, the pact is a military nllianet> with Britain and
her continentnl allier;, chiefly. As Senator Arthur H. Vund1>uberg polntt'd out.
In his splendid and still timely book ( 19:!1i), The Trail of a TriHlit.ion, the !lt'CC>Dd
Declnrntlon of American Jmlependt>nce ocl'urrt-11 when the aclrnlnistration of
President \Vnshington decided, in 1793, to set for Amerlcn a course of noninvolTI>ment In the Old World's JlOWer politics and military alliances and wars, of aloofness from these Old Wo1·ld evils. In this connection, Senator Vanctenber;: ~id
tlwreln, at pnge 247: "We cannot forget--except as we criminally ;:amble \\"itb
our lnherltnnce---elther the first or the seC'ond Th>clnrntt11n of .\mt>rkan
Independence." -
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It bears repeating that this ls not our inheritance, exeept temporarily as
trustees thereof, of the Just Inheritance ot all succeeding generations ot Americans. It Is not ours to do with as we wlll, tor our advantage.
Yet the pnct will scuttle this second Declaration of .American Independence
irremediably. It will Involve America In the Old World System ot mllltary
alllances only nominally tor 20 years, actually, for all practical purposes, indetlnitely-lndnclng If not Impelling our permanent Involvement In these warbreeding Old World arrangements. It will, moreover, undermine the basic
values of the first Declaration of Independence, In 1776----0f our philosophy and
system of man-over-state. This will be the result of our carrying out the
obligations, express and Implied, legal and moral, of this alliance pact; of its
economic lmpllcattons no less than Its military aspects. This wlll foster in
America conditions which cannot but breed ever-increasing state over man;
GovernmE>nt controls, especially over our economic life; killing taxes; gradual
but certain nndE>rminlng of individual liberty against state-over-man, sure victim
in time of Old World militarism to be thus imported through Its most teetering
tea ture-alllances.
This Is criminally gambling with our Inheritance with a vengeance; especlall7
since it will undermine our national security, as later noted.
THE CONTINUING VALIDITY OF THIS TBADITION

This lifelong tradition of our Nation is still valid and full of life. Witness the
endless protests against it by the propact groups who urge that it must not be
permitted to block the pact's ratification by the Senate; and at the same time ·
claim that the pact's approval will kill the tradition. Those who declare that
It Is already dead are just indulging In wishful thinking, or arguing thus to
gain their end, at the expense of the tradition. The tradition ls yet to be killed.
It certainly was not invalidated In 1916, when both Presidential candidates
hased their pleas for votes on the binding character of this tradition, both
nssertlng that they would not take America into the war. Likewise in 1940, with
President Roosevelt out-doing Wlllkie in this regard, asserting "again and again
and again" that the fathers and mothers of America need never tear about their
sons going to tight on foreign battlefields If he should be reelected. Hls then
close associates have since admitted that they deliberately made this claim.
though knowing that it was false, because they knew it was necessary to do so
in order to win the election. The people evidently still held to their tradition.
Similarly in between the two wars. Witness the Vandenberg book just cited,
arguing In favor of the tradition's continuing validity and great value to America.
His arguments still hold good in every respect, It might be noted in paanng. In
the thirties, President Roosevelt stated on several occasions that he stood on
the basis of the tradition-opposed to America's Involvement tn the power politics and wars of the Old World, which he correctly defined as the true American
Isolationism. "Insulation" was the Vandenberg term, ln that 1926 book, instead
of "isolation." Claims that It embraces the economic field, and so forth, are
false.
It Is thus obvious that America's involvement In hostilities soon after the 1916
election did not kill this American tradition. In one of his talks with Stalin,
President Roosevelt declared that, but for Pearl Harbor, the .American people
never would have sanctioned America's entry into the fighting. Right up to
Pearl Harbor, in fact, they did hold to their antipathy to entering the war-at
least about 80 percent of the people, accorcllng to reliable surveys. Their sanctioning of lend-lease in early 1941 and other "ai<l to the allles" measures was by
way of helping to prevent America's entry Into the war; as antiwar measures,
which was the basis on which they were acceptecl by Congress also. False claims
to be sure, and since admitteclly so; but nevertheleRS this was the basis on which
the people and Congress approved; showing that the tradition under discussion
was not onlv then valid but controlling, politlc111ly.
Certainlv' the bombs of Penrl Harbor dill not kill the tradition. So this leaves
only the 1i11estion as to whE>thPr AmE>rlca's entr~· into the United Nations invalidated our tr1111itio11 agai11,.;t itl\'oh·eme11t in the balance of power polltics,
the i11termtl politics, the military alliu11ces. a11d the wari,;, of the Old World.
JOI'.'1INO THE UN DID NOT IMPAIR THE TRADITION

It needs no argument to establish that the American people and the Congress,
on the whole, intended In 1945 to help create an instrument-the UN-which
would bar war-breeding balance of power polttlcs; and most assuredly did not
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sanction It as a means for America's participating therein. The t :x Chart~r exp!"essly forbids any nation, America or otherwise, from intel"fering in the internal
atralrs of any other member nation. Nor did any one suggest in 194;; that
America was authorized, under the UN Charter, to make a military alliance with
the Old World nations of the West-to the exclusion of Russia and therefore, in
her eyes, against her. In passing, It should be obser\·ed here that, for practical
purposes of war or peace, it Is the view of the exeluded nations which determines
the oft'enslve or defensive character of a military alliance such as this pact, not
the pretensions. or even bona tide intentions, of the nations which form the
alliance. Those excluded react thereto as they deem best.
To contend that, at the San Francisco Conference, such .a t:'nited States-west
Europe alllance-to the exclusion of RU!•sia-was contemplated, und that Russia
nevertheless signed the UN Charter, ls to deal in nonsense. To claim that
such a Russia-excluded alliance was Indicated by the debates at that confer·
ence or In Congress when the UN Charter was under discussion in 1945 is to
falsify thP recorll of tho;oe pr<•eeedin;.:s ; so fur II>' my p:;111uina don 1111 .I Inq,1iry
has disclosetl, s11ppleuw11te1l by m~· imlqw11deut ret·olit><"tioil. ln fa<.'t , the
controlling concept-aside from any sPcret intPntlons-wns coo1lf'ration of the
two new eontrolling power,,., Russia aml Aruerien: with the l'N ~lug utilized
to this end to the extent that this might be possible under it:< express Charter
limitntions such as the veto. Thii;: wns the basis on whieh the t:N Charter was
rutitit'd by thi: Senute with popular uppro,·aJ, despite the fuet tlmt, as we shall
wie Int.er, th.,re was a seeret Brlti111h-United Stutes ugret•ment to police the post·
war world to the exclusion of Russia, dating haC'k to 1!141 at the Roose,·elt·
· Churchill Atlantic Charter conference. This British balance-of-power scheme,
with Roosevelt and Truman cleverly Inveigled into it, by Churchill ehlefiy, wa~
morP than nmtehed of course by the Kremlin despots' well-known and Jongknown intentions to use every such Instrumentality (like the U:S) as tJ. mere tool
to advance their world·eonquest alms. Surely neither British nor Russo-Com·
munii,;t power politicking is a sound guide for America.
In an attempt to justify the pact as being within the bounds of the UN Chartt>r,
Its supporters resort to the most strained construction-in truth misconstructionof its provisions, such as the merely permi;isive provision of article 51; which did
nothing but recognize the rontinuing existence of member nations' right to act
in self-defen!le. The provision created no obligation, legal or moral. Apart from
its expressly created obligations, the UN Charter left unimpaired Ameril'a's
freedom to act in keeping with her tradition and governing principles in inter·
oatloual relations. America's joining the UN, therefore. did 11ot impair the force
or validity of our Nation's lifelong tradition here under discussion.
The pact hangs suspended in mid-air therefore, so to speak-lacking any support
whatpver--so far as concerns America's heretofore rontrolling tradition against
lnvolvment in such military alliances with the Old World : and in the accom·
panying war-breeding balance-of-power politics of Old World nations-Britain's
chief of all, as the record shows.
THE BRITISH (CHURCHILL) ORIGIN OF THIS "TIUPIE-THREAT" PACT

A just estimate of the true character of this pact, ha dng in mind its impliCll·
tions pnd potentialities for evil results for America. eannot be made without
eonsiderlng Its three basic aspeet11-military, political and economic-and the
fnct that the mind which germinated the key coneepti;i, respecting each aspect, was
that of the wily Churchill-most sklllful in manlpulntlng the minds and emotions
of men-in America. It ls noteworthy that in 1944 he told the Polish General
Anders that :
"Perhaps after this war we (Britain) shall no longer he as strong (as before)
but in any case we shall be more skillful than others."
How true; Churchill himself above all others--espedally when it comes to
manipulating the minds and moods of various Amerlean leaders, political and
otherwise, and of a substantial sei:ment of American public opinion. This skill·
ful Briton ls the chief architect of the three basic ideas underlying the pact :
( 1) An alliance between America, on the one hand, and Britain and her
continental allies (in the main) on the other hand. making available to
Britain America's vast military power for use in the centuries-old British
"game" of manipulating other nations in support of her aims against her
chief continental rival of the moment, In the contest for power dominance
in Europe and southern Asia; against Germany of late, now against Russia
(but note Britain's power politicking against Russia in the thirties; lo the
war);
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(2) Political collaboration by America with Britain (and be1· dominions or
Commonwealth associate nations) looking toward "common cltlzenship"in other words, drawing America's vast strength into the common pool
(polltlcally) on which Britain can draw In furthering her imperial alms;
with a British bloc in Euro1>e In tow; to create the next world-wide British
system (per Smuts, 1943);
(3) Making America's \'ast economic strength In eft'e<~t a tool of the
bankrupt British Empire as distinguished from the separate, solvent dominions), of bnnkrupt Britain ; to the twin ends of furthering her military
security and the creation of her proposed new empire, based on utilization
cblefty of Afriea's resources.
All done so skillfully, of course, that American leaders (political and otherwise) ue permitted to enjoy the role of seeming leadership; ,i ndeed, carefully
indoctrinated with the false notion that they are the originators of the key
Ideas and plans-in reality conceived and skillfully "planted" by the adroit
Britons, power politicians par excellence. As Churchill put it on his and their
behalf: "* • • we shall be more skillful than others."
CHUBCHILL ORIGINATES THE lULlTARY ALUANCE PLAN IN 1941

Churchill brought to the meeting in August 11)41 several schemes for President
Roosc,·elt's consideration; all interrelated, dovetailing with his plan to get the
President's cooperation in bringing Ame1·ica into the war and furthering the
postwar Churchill plans for British-United States teamwork.
Ile;;ldes bis plan fo1· 11 joint United States-British ultimatum to Japan, hti
obtained the President's approval of his scheme to have British-American forces
polict> the postwar world: to the exclusion of Ru8sia, of course. This was bighly
se1.·ret until rE,vealed b~· the testimony of then Under Secretary of State Sumner
Welles, who was at the conference, testifying In the Pearl Harbor congressional
Investigation in lnte UH5.
The plan included n scheme, in effe<'t, to use any future leugue of nations
as u :screen behitul whil:h to enrr~· 011 thi8 British-A111eric11n world-policing activity, ns will be noted in detnil hereiuafter. 'fhls too was highly secret until the
Welles testimony in 1945.
Churchill also brought to this meeting his drafted ideas for a so-called Atlantic
ChartPr; to be publicized as the main work . of the meeting and to 8erve as a
prowar emotional appeal for Americans and as a war-slogan type of propaganda
for the Allies. Hopklus recorded that the British group, with whom be proceeded to this conference, consioned this .Atlantic Charter as being not much
more than a publidt~· hand-out. While Roosevelt's attitude toward it-never
e,·en written Jnto shape as a formal document-is Indicated by these remarks
of Senntor Va11denberg in Januar~· 1945, protesting against the President's ftippant
treatment of the suhjec·t ln a recent announcement:
"I am sure the Pre;;ldent does not anticipate thP shocking rPstdts of his
1-ec,-ent almost jocular, nllll even cynical, dlsmiss11l of the Atlantic Charter as
a mere collection of fragmentary notes. It jarred America to its very hearthstones. It seNued to make a mere pretense of what has bPen an inspiringly
accE>pted fact. It sPem<>d almost to sauction alien contempts. • • • The President'« statement was utterly devastating In its impnct."
The Atlantic Charter ser\'ed eft'ectively a8 a cloak for the real business transacted at this Au1-'llst 1941 meeting as above imlicatecl. It should be noted that
the plan, then approved, for n postwar Britist-Amerlcan working military alliance was in line with the 11lnns agreed upon by British-United States authorities
e,·en earlin in the ypor 1941, hn-olviug the adoption by United States officials
of objectives of the Hoosevelt admini8tration, Including prevention of the
disruption of the British Empire and eventual establishment in Europe and Asia
ot balance of power. The President and Churchill had long been in close and
freqm•nt communication long before this Au1-rust 1!)41 meeting.
Thus we find Churchill laying the basis in 1941 for the mllitary alliance of
America with Brltnln and hPr continental allies, now In the form of the military
1mrt of the North .Atlantll' Pnct. Bring It Into being untler the ,;anction, allegedly,
of the t:niti>d Nation,.: Charter also stems from that 1941 uweting, as is clearly
11ppart>nt. It is not too much to say that AmPrka's postwar fort>i~n )lolicy wns
thus chnnnelt>d-its pHltPl'll st>t-ln August 1941: our Britlsh-Amt>rkan policy.
that is. The ('f1ro11ologirnl re,·iew of poi>twar developments hereinafter will mak~
tbi!; i:tnrtlingly clPnr to those who hove not followed closely en~nts in this connection.
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CHUBCBILL OBlOINATES THE BASIC POUTICAL ASPECT OF TBE PACT

The underlying political consideration of prime consequence from the standpoint of Churchill's long-range program for British-American c~llaboration, was
expressed by him in Parliament In mid-1940; saying that the trend toward closer
collaboration was irresistible and :
"It this trend should lead to the same kind of consummation as we hoped for
in the case of France-namely, eventual common citizenship-all the devils of
this war will have been almost worth while."
At Harvard, In 1943, be again expressed the hope that common 'Cltlzenshlp
would be the eventual outcome of ever-closer British-American relations · and
periodically since then, especially since VJ-day, he had reiterated this hope'. He
.seems to voice in this regard the sentiments of his farsighted fellow British
planners, and even of some Americans who, for various reasons, desire to see
the result of 1776 revel'Sed, in effect, In this respect-some deluded by the absurd
notion that America's fate Is so interwoven with Britain's that we must stand
or fall together.
CllUBCHlu. OBIOINATES THE llABJC

El'O~OAIIC

ASPECT OF THE P.\CT

America's upholding the British Empire economically lt1 the uudt-rlyiug 1>riwe
economic aim of the pact-not express but nevertheless true; supplemented by
the aim of British-American collnhorntlon with other nations coopt>ratiwly
minded with respect to Brltlsh-Anwrlc•un alms in general-military, 11olltlcal,
economic with regard es1>ecially to the power contest In the Old World with
Russia.
•
According to Churchlll, he was ini<trumental in ln<luclng Pre:;;ldent Roo~velt
to evolve the original lend-lease program. In the middle of the war be also
succeeded so well in influencing Roosevelt's thinking with respect to JIOstwar
lend-lease aid to the British Empire that b~· 1944 he sec·ured Roosewlt'~ promise
of the first Installment of about $5,500,000,000-the beginning of what Morgenthau
<'alled phase II of lend-leni<e that wonl!l follow VE-<lnr. Note tl111t in ,January
W48 the first official disdos11r1> of bow umch nrit11ln wonltl get undt>r the lhtn<hall
plnn occurred, the sum being estim11ted at $5,348,000,000-just what Churchill
had arranged In 1944. at his Quebec Conference with President Roosevelt.
Morgenthau, who was present there, had prt>vionsly discussed the 11ubJt'<'t with
Churchill in Lon<lon, when Churchill told him that Britain would be bunkn1pt
on the day the war ended and that only ('{lntinued len<l-lease could help ber
i·ecover. At Quebec. according to MorgPnthau. Churchill's chief nonmilitary
,1bjecth·e wa» to obtain the desired postwar lend-lease aid-then arrangt'd with
such satisfnctlon to ChurchiJJ that he had tears in hi;: <.>Yes wh<.>n hp thaukeJ
the President. "Eventually we agree<l on a program for the fir:,;t ~·ear of ph:t><t• II
of about $5,500,000,000'' as Morgenthau puts it. By no coind<lt>n<-e. It wns at this
meetin;.: that Morgenthau ot>talned Churehlll's con!<t>llt to the :llort.:1'11thau plan
regarding Germany. Morgenthau reporteil that Churehlll's c·onst>nt "·as inftut'nced by the consideration so Important to British trade; namely because Britain
woull:I thereby acquire many of Germunr's Iron and steel mnrketi< and thn!<
eliminate a dnngerous competitor.
(Per Hull's memoirs.)
Roosevelt wrote Hull a memorandum In this connectlou explainln11: the aim
of saving the British Empire economically, suying, • • • The real nub of
the situation Is to keep Britain from going Into complete bankruptc~· nt the pnd
of the war. • • • I just cannot go along with the Idea ot St.>t.•lng the British
Empire . collapse financially. • • •"
In 1948 President Truman admitted that tlie Mureh 1947 Truman Doetrln.
program was just preliminary to the June lfarshall-plan program, whlcll a
reliable report states stemmed specifically from toirsecret con'ferSRtions betwf'ell
Secretary Marshall and Foreign Minister Be'fln in January 194i. In 1MS
congresi<innal an<l administration work on carr~·lng out the plan for !\lan>hallplan aid was so Intertwined with preparations for military lend-lea~ and otbt>r
aspects of the North Atluntle Paet and the underlying St'natt- (Vandt-nbf'riz1
resolution in May 1948 that the relationship Is unmistakable, part and J)8l"l?l
of the same long-runite planning, 1>rlmarl1y by Churchill. To him Is due tM
lion's share of the credit therefor.
It Is noteworthy. at this point that In August 1945, soon after taking otllcP.
Foreign l\linlster Bevin prepared 11 plan for the development of Britain's MW
empire-largely In Africa, also In the Middle East In part. The plan "·as our-
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lined in a memorandum explaining that Britain would work with native peoples
primarily, not through their pashas (leaders), a copy of this "peoples, not pashas"
document having been requested reportedly by General Marshall at the Moscow
meeting In the spring of 1947. Here we find the origin, presumably, of President
Truman's "point 4" program of January 1949 to have America's resources used
to develop backward areas In Africa principally, also In the Mid-East; also now
part of the aim of the Marshall plan acknowledgedly, though at first vehemently
denied. The origin In part only, though, If reports be true that the pact's main
features were discussed In 1944 at Bretton Woods Conference meetings. Other
areas within the scope of British Influence, diminishing but for the moment anyway existent, will presumably be Included gradually in this program for American
economic development; southeast Asia and so on.
BROWDER MATCHED THE "POINT 4" PROGRAM IN 1944

Most interesting of all, however, and also noteworthy here, Is t.he fact that,
In that same year in which Churchill gained the promise of the first year of

postwar lend-lease aid, the Communist chief in America, Earl Browder, wrote
a book (then published) which not only urged the Truman "point 4" program
but, according to Henry Hazlitt (Newsweek, April 11, 1949), did so In quite
Identical terms and even language. The book "Teheran: Our Path in War And
Peace," Is quoted by Hazlitt thus; partly:
... • • America can underwrite a gigantic program of the Industrialization
of Africa, to be launched immediately • • • (after the war) • • • It
must Initiate a general and steady rise In the standard of life of the African
peoples • • • Closely related socially, economically, and politically with
Africa are the Near Eastern countries • • • Here also a broad regional
program of economic development Is called for • • • (also In South America) • • • Thr Governrnrnt can do It, if 'free enterprise' falls to meet the
ehBlh:•nl.(e 111111 bog:< down on the job. Our Ooverument can create a series of giant
industrial development corporations, each in partnership with some other government or group of governments, and set them to work upon large-scale plans
ot railroad and highway building, agricultural and industrial development, and
all-round modernization In all the devastated areas of the world. America has
the skilled technicians capable of producing the plans for such projects, sufficient
to get them under way, within a 6-month period of time after the decision Is
made • • • On :i world scale the combined projects could be self-liquidating
in the period of a generation. They would become the best Investments the
American capitalist class bad ever made In Its whole history • • • ."
Browder was then official head of the Communist, (Kremlin-headed) "party"
(really consiliracy) lo America; and so was, of course, 8eeking us always to
further not America's but the Kremlin's alms and welfare. How odd that the
Kremlin-Browder plan for Amerlea's 1wstwar spending In endless billions should
have set the pattern for both the 1945 Bevin "Peoples, not pashas" plan and for
the 1949 Truman "Point 4'' program under the "North Atlantic Pact." America
seems to be caught In the C'ross-ruff between London and l\Ioscow. The British
Empire has much to gnin through Amerka's depleting her already overstrained
resources and lmlustry to help create another British empire in Africa and the
Mid-East; but Russia has tar more to gain through our being trapped Into carrying out this Browder plan. It Is In line with the Kremlin's tactic of "conquest
through bankruptcy"-here to be applied by Inducing America to bankrupt herself
In support of this program; which might be called the London-Moscow Axis plan
for America's economic debilihttion. 'l'he program becomes more significant
st.ill, when one considers that Russia's armed forces can take over the Mid-East
and Europe todny at will; and then easily dominate North and East Africaall Eurasia In fact, as we shall now see. So any developments there w'itb
Auwrlcan resources wouhl amount. to their p1·eparatlon not for America'!! nor even
for Britain's benefit-but for the Kremlin's only; being subject to her seizure at
will. This gr.Im fact puts a new light on Browder's program for America; and.
inescapably, on the British plan which is the twin underpinning of the Truman
"Point 4" program.
This Is e'l"en more significant when one pauses to consider that Russia can,
and certainly will, maintain the power dominance which she now possesses lo
Eurftsla and vicinity; for reasons now to be discussed.
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RUSSIA HAS POWER DOMINANCE OVER EURASIA AND Y!CINITY

(a)

Russia oan overrun Europe at 1vill

· The fact that Russia can overrun Europe at will Is not the result of eventa
since VJ-day. Russia's power automatically filled the vacuum left by the demlee
of Germany's power-on VE-day; when Russia became militarily supreme In fact,
throughout Eurasiu and vicinity. 'l'his was obvious even in 1945, wheii I used
this era-starting fact as the basic factor of the foreign policy program for
4.merlca which I then proposed in a book-manuscript-in line, generally, with the
principles presented in exhibit "A" hereinafter. The fact has just become more
qbvlous since 1945.
This Russian supremacy in Europe, In terms of power dominance-latent though
It be until Hussla chooses to exerdses It-was foreseen clearly during the war
by American and British leaders. By 1943, for example, America's highest military authorlt.tes-and presumably their British military collnborator~onceded
officially that this would be the postwar power picture. At the 19'3 Quebet
Conference, says R. E. Sherwood-writing on the basis of Harry Hopkins secret
papers... • • Hopkins had with him at the Quebec Conference a document headed
Russia's position, which was quoted from 'a very high-level United 8tates mill·
tary strategic estimate' (the source was otherwise unidentified). It contained
the following: 'Russia's postwar position In Euro1>e will be a dominant one.
With Germany crushed, there Is no power in Europe to oppose her tremendous
military forces. It is true that Great Britain Is building up a position in the
Mediterranean vis-a-vis Russia that she may find useful In balancing power In
Europe. However, even here she may not he able to oppose Russin unless sbe
is otherwise supported. The conclusions from the foregoing are obvious. Si.Dre
Mediterranean vls-8-vls Russin that she may find useful In balandng power in
Russia is the decisive faetor in the war she must he gi\·en every as..;:istance.
and every effort must be made to obtain her friendship. Likewise. sim-e
without question she will dominate Europe on the defeat of the Axis, It ts
even more essential to develop and maintain the most friendly relations with
Russia' • • •"
The United States military high command still hold to this 1943 declsionthnt Russia would have complete power dominance over Europe after the war.
Numerous reports from responsible sources are available to support this con·
clusion. One noteworthy ref)()rt is a composite study, by the New York Times
\Vashlngton Bureau's most experleneed men, of military opinion In \Vashingtou
in September l!H8; reflected in their report as followi;: ... • • all studies
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff here concede that the small forces of the western
powers west of the Elbe River could not do more than hold any SoYiet advance
for more than a few days or weeks at the most. There Is agreement. In short.
that the Russians have the power to stop the airlift whenever they wish, and
that they also have the military forces to sweep to the North Sea and the At·
!antic within a very short space of time • • • ."
In the past few weeks, this still controlling opinion of United States milltarJ
leaders was evidenced by the statement on the floor of the House, by Represents·
tlve Cannon, that : "All military experts agree that Russia would occupy the
entire European Continent within 00 days after the OI>ening of hostilities."
Various reliable reports of top military opinion put the time limit much shorter
than £-0 days. in fact, reflected In December 1947 by the public admiRSion by the
chairman and othet• membe1·s of the House Foreign Affairs Commlttet- that it
would take a few days or weeks at most-Chairman Eaton putting it at 24 boura.
Hritlsh leaders also knew thh1 would be the result after crushing Germany.
British military leaders were present In Washington as part of the Hritish·
American Combined Joint Chiefs of Staff-top policy-making, military-control
body all during the war; and, of course, knew about and doubtless joined in the
1leci!don referred to In the 1943 Hopkins memorandum above quoted. lndl't'd,
as soon as the event of Pearl Harbor brought America Into the war-guarant~
ing Britain agalm~t final defeat by Germany. Churchill started hlfl unl'('mittiug
efforts to prevent Germany from bt>iug crushed by direct nttack by Amto>ri~
nrmles. He tried endlessly and vigorously to divert the Amerkan armies lnto
the Mediterranean and Balkan areas to head oft' Russia-to keep lwr out •'If
Europe. He eontinned tlwse 111aneuveri11gs right up to the time. alm••st. of tbe
im·nsioni< of I<'rn11et·-from the West nnd Houth. He wantt>d to presen·e Gt>rm1111y·s might substnntlully, to help hold Russia In check; in line \Vlth the Brit·
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lsh aim in the thirties of helping to rebulld Germany's mllltary might to "balance" Russia's growing mllltary strength and her threat to British Eurasian
interests. The full details of this Churchill wartime course are fully recorded
In the writings of Stimson, Hopkins, and others. The British leaders, political
and mlltary, knew full well during the war that Russia's power dominance
over Europe would be complete and unchallengeable. There ls nothing surprising In today's power picture.
It should be noted, In passing, that It ls fallacious to contend-as some do-that Churchill's wartime course above-mentioned was sound for us and that
America's leaders should not have done as they did: Insist that America's armies
attack America's omclal enemy, Germany, and not join In the Churchill doublecross-of-Russla plan. (America's milltary leaders were adamant on this score,
though for a time Churchill succeeded in swaying Roosevelt In line with hla
aim.) This tn)lcal piece of British balance-of-power maneU\·erlng-against
the future strongest continental power even while allied with her in war-well
illustrates the spurious nature of Old World "war alms" and objectives and the
evil nature of Old World power politics, especially the British balanee-of-power
phase of It. The fact that America now wishes, and soundly too, that her etrorta
In the war (which were decisive In crushing Germany completely) had not happened, since It had the awful effect-as of VE-day-of establishing power dominance of the godless des1){)ts of the Kremlin over all Eurasia and vicinity, beyond
question or effective challenge, Is no reason for saying that America should have
joined In tllat Churchlll wartime scheme. Rather does the fact argue against
the soundness of America's entering Into the Old World's endless power polltlckfng, by entering Into the war against Ge1·man~·. In the first place; which gains
support from the now-known facts about the German military leaders' preparations prior to Munich to oust Hitler and his Nazis from control of Germany and
about their repeated attempts to do so-even trying to have him assasslnatoo
during the war. The Churchill wartime balance-of-power maneuverlngs against
Russia Illustrate the wisdom and value of Amerlca·s tradition before mentlonedagalDBt Involvement In the power politics and wars of the Old World, In part
because America cannot hope to better things by participating therein. Witness
today's results !
In 1946 the British Imperial Military Conference decided, per relh1ble reports,
that no power exists whleh can bar Hussla from overrunlng Europe at wlll.
The French military chiefs agree; they having even asked the Spanish Go\·ernment In 1047 for permission fo1 the French army to escape across Spain to North
Afrieu In case of Russian attack. Franco stutt>s that he refused, saying that
ipen, armies, should stay and defend their country. Numerous reliable reports
state that the French military leaders concede that Russia's forces couhl reach
the Channel coast in a few days. A relluble report states that In 1948 General
deGaulle even saicl that a defending force of some ;;() divisions (about 500,000
men) "would create an army of prh;oners again:· "A gigantic Dunkerque,"
said British lea1lers In HH8. Recently the Italian Senate was told hy Premier
deGasperl that Ital~· Is powerless to deft>nd herS<'lf; thnt In 1·use of wnr Italy
w1mld probably be cut In two und would have an internal war on her hands (with
o,·er 2,000,000 Communists In Italy). Ital~· is not only limited by the war
trt>ah• to few arms but is notoriously lacking In both capucity 111111 will to fight.
Italy Is a military liability to any wartime ally of hers, as the Germans knewthl'y h11,·lng made Mussolini promise not to enter the wu1-.
Germany is disarmed nnd thl' Russians lun·e the power and the dett>rmlnatlon
to S(>{' to It that she Is not rearmed; ex.-ept to the extent, of course, that Russia
controls the rt>11r111e1l forces for nil pructicnl purposes. Any GermanR who fight
In a Ru!<So-American wur wlll fight with Russia; sinee she can overrun Germany
quiekly nncl wipe any unwilling Germans out of exist1>nce In short order. The
Fren1'.h, too, will see to it that Germany is not rl'arrued; the J)l'lllle co111lltlon on
which Frarwe sli.:ned the "North Atlantic Pacf'-ai; Schuman assured the French
peoplf' on his rPturn from the shmlng ceremony. The Frt>nch fear a rearmed Germany above all else. Not even West Germans cun be rearmed-as an American
ally.

Spnln is utterly impotent today and does not have any basls~onomic or otherwlsL..._for the <'reation of a substantial military force. Nor coul<l Rpain, e\•en If
poRSesRecl of a huge army, serve as 11 base for Amerkan forces In a nussoAmer!l-an war beeause Rus.'llu·s air power, qulekJ~· hasetl In Fran<"e, nnd en•n 011Pru ting from her present bases (including In Alhnnia I, would control thP uir m·er
Spain anrl therefore dominate ground operntlons too. Air i,;1111re1111wy. o\'\'I' 11
90614-49-pt. 3--28
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given area, virtually controls ground operations there. United States mlllta17
chiefs think Spain could last 30 days, reportedly.
The remainder of Europe ls divided Into various small, widely separated,
nations; all so Insignificant mllitarlly, compared to Russia's steadily growing
might-especially her air power-as to be unworthy of discussion In connection
with Russia's capacity to overrun Europe. Besides, the two nations which could
put up some real fight are confirmed neutrals, Sweden and Switzerland; some real
fight, that is, In brief local defense eft'orts.
Overwhelming, Incontrovertible evidence is available that there Is no basis for
assuming that Russia cannot overrun Europe at will ; and that all milltary
leaders know It full well.
With Germany, even when restored economically, counted out mllltarlly, and
Sweden and Switzerland too, for purposei< of armed rei<lstance to Russia in
terms of vast preparations therefor, there Is no basis in 1111 the rest of J:o~urope
economically for the creation and support of a vast war machine t-apable of
offering more than token resistance to Russla"s Invading forces. Such a force
would have to constitute a single organization-ready for quick action at all
times, ready to put up mass!Ye resistance contlnulngly with the aid of air
supremacy over west Europe; In these and other respects being able to makh
Russia's vast power. Russia's Instant seizure of the oil fields of the Mid-East
would alone strangle west Europe's economy arnl prevent nny mechunizt'Cl
for<'es It might hnve from operating more than briefly with fuel stocks on hand
at the outbreak of war.
Even If France and the Low Countries could hold out for a while-not the case,
of course-this would be of no basic sl11:nlflcance because the United States d<>f'S
not poss1>ss the manpower sutficlent to provide ground for<1's In the milllon.-i
which would be necessary even to fight against the Rui<sinn forc·es In west Euro11e;
e¥en If America could eRtnhllsh thPm In Europe after hostilities commence, which
wonltl be hnposslhlf'. :-;otf' th:it Am<'rlca hall only 1,1'i00.000 foot i:oldl1>1"8 tu \Vorld
\V11r II ht•c:111se of thi> ·11Ped of a bU;!t> nm·y 111111 al•· fon·es: wbil·h woul<I be 11 ...•.lt>il
to lnvnde Eurasiu again. Brituln's small forces 1ilori>m"l•r, couhl not and wonld
not fh:ht; for a controlling rem;on which will be tliscussed shortly; namely, tW.Brltlsh Isles are indefensible against Russia's air weapons-powerless against
Russia, therefore, In wnr.
This has to do in part with Russia's capacity to exercii;;e air supremacy over
west Europe at will today; and conUnuingly. Her mighty air force, second
to none in technical respects according to reliable reports or rather estimatessince accurate information regarding It is lacking, due to her tight blockade on
information-has the benefit of all German research in the past, the aid of many
top German experts since the war, and the use of many of Germany·s factories
devoted to aircraft development and manufacture. Aided by her spy system
In America, It must be assumed that she has the benefit of the most advanced
srlentifk developments and, in part through east Germany, the most ad¥anced
techniques. Russia's air force today is overwhelmingly superior to all others
in terms of Its primary mlsslon--controlllng the nlr over Russin nnd being nhle.
ni>xt, to exercise air supremacy over west Europe.
West Europe has no air force today and Britain's is small. Russia will certainly see to It that she maintains her vast supremacy in this regard; which will
be easy in any event and doubly so for the reason that bankrui>t Dritaln and
Europe cannot afford, do not ha¥e the resources, to build, and keep on renewing
with constantly improving models, a vast air force. Nor can America fill that
need, besides her own.
This air supremacy would be exercised on the day war would commence, at
the Kremlin's signal ; gi¥1ng Russia the benefit of complete "surprise." Throughout west Europe, and In Britain, fifth columns could easily sabotage all military
alrtleld runways just before dawn-rendering them useless for a few hours at
least. ~o no defending planes, or few at best, could take to the air to oppose
the quickly following Russian bombers, at <lawn, which would help to make
those runways useless for the time being. Suicide airborne forces would aid
In this work. In west Europe, fifth-column fighting forces (Frant.-e ball some
1.000,000 Communists and Italy 2,000,000, respectively, for Instance), aided by
Russian airborne troops, would seize key mllltar~· airfields for their own u.~:
quickly repairing any dama~while the Initial air battle would be goln!? 011 between any west-defending aircraft which might get Into the air, only to meet
owrwh1>lmlng Russian superiority there. Any British air force would, at best.
be concentrating on trying to make Britain secure; helpless, at best. to aid
west Europe, and unwllllng to risk It under such circumstances, as in 1940.
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With air opposition in west Europe eliminated at the outset, and with ber
ulr-fuel supplies provided by east Europe sources, It would be easy for Russia
to maintain alr-eontrol O\'er Euror1e contlnuingly. And Britain could not, therefore would not, seek to contest that control there because the British Isles are
Indefensible.
( b) The Brituh /Illes are indefensible, against Ru8sia

In 1946, If not earlier, the BrltlAh Joint Chiefs of Staff advised the Government
that the British Isles are inclefenslble against the Russians' V-2 alone, of the 1945
German type with a nonatomlc warhf'lld. It has since been grt>atly Improved, reportedly, by Russia; she having captured the manufacturing facilities therefor
and the personnel for making them; and bas bad the aid of top German experts
In this fleld. Russia has been steadily manufacturing them since the war;
no doubt having a large supply already. There Is no known defense to this
weapon; and the development of any defense seems to be a long-range and problematical matter, at best. Quickly establishing launching sites in west Europe
(even if she cannot flre them Into Britain from east Europe), Russia would
shower them on densely populated Britain. This would support greatly the continuing attempt of the musslve Russian forces to gain air supremacy over Britain;
-even If not gained quickly In the manner mentioned above.
The people of the British Isles cannot, and therefore will not, flght against
Russia under these circumstances. This Is the practical meaning of that 1946
decision of the Hritlsh milltary leaclers that the British Isles are indefensible
against the V-2 alone. It Is worse than futile to assume otherwise; indeed,
dangerous in the extreme. Any such false assumption can serve as nothing but
a tra1...-for America.
( c) The JI id east etm be seized by Ru88ia at 1ciU

A reliable report from Turkey In 1948 stated that no one there expected the
fighting to last more than a few clays If Russian forces should attac·k; aided,
uf course, by lmm(,'CJlately establishing control over the air there. The military
airfields in the Mideast, If any, then possessed by Britain and America, would be
qni<'kly put out of m1e by fifth column action supplemented by Russian air
uttuck. Tht>re can be no effective, substantial opposition in war to Russia In the
mld-eui:<t; 11nd it Is admitted by our military uuthol'ities, officially; according to a
Senate Investigating committee report.
( d) Russia-over-Europe meam Rus8ia-over-north Africa

Frum air bases in southern Europe, at the outset in Albnnla and Bulgaria,
Russia could easily knock out any British-American uir bases in the Medlternmi>un and north Africa; with the potent aid In the latter place particularly of
fifth columnists. With ulrfleld runways sabotaged on the duy war would stnrt,
this would be pusy to accomplish.
( c) Jap<Ui is indefemible, like Britain
For the same reasons that the British Isles are powerless against Hussia's air
weapons-notnbly the V-2, .Jnpnn is Indefensible. More so, in fact, because of
tlw 1lem!ity of Jnpnn·s population; the fact thnt Russia's air bases and V-2
1t1111whing sites are now within easy reach of Japan-on the mainland and on
~11khalin Island to the north: and be<'ause of the substantial and rapidly growing
Communist fifth colunm In Japan. Russian Communist (Chinese) forces o'l"errurminir middle China In recl'nt months has merely emphasized this post-VJ-day
situation .
.Japan is bound by lwr constitution not to rearm; and It is sllly to assume that
RuR."ill would sit Idly by and permit her to rearm or to be rearmed by America .
.Sonw military plunners for u time advocated thut America rearm Japun and plan
to ust> he1· as an "ally" against Russia; bot this "summer madness" has now
11aRSed. America's military authorities, and political chlels, now recognize the
~1hYiom1-that Jnpan is indefensible; a condition existing on VJ-day and neYer
.. hangt>f!. It Is Just more obvious now to more people.
Amerlea·s military leaders now expect Japan to remain neutral, at best, in
~lllJ Rnsso-Ameri<-u war. As General MacArthur put It, Japan is expeeted to
ht> "the Switzerland" of the Far East; according to a report In re<"ent months.
1f) .V,, air ba1ws fur .tmeric·a there; no fighting allies either
The foregoing weans that, In war. America would not have the use of any air
bnses in Britain, Japan, north Africa or Eurasia, Russia's powersphere. Worse
stlll. Amerlcn would ha'l"e no fighting allies In those regions.
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EUBOPE DOES NOT HAVE THE WILL TO FIGHT BCSSIA

The peoples of Europe do not have the will to fight Russia; in part because
they know that they do not now have, and can never have, the <>apadty to do so
etfec·th·ely. Sweden and Switzerland cling fast to their truditional neutrality.
French, Italian and Spanish pro-Communist or Communist sections of ~he population are so great in those countries that any attempt to fight Ru.~1a would
bring on bitter and disastrous civil wars. It has already been noted that the
Italian Premier said so recently with respect to Italy ; while French officials
make no bones about it regarding their country also-there being some two mil·
lion Itullan Communists and one mlllion more or less in Franc-e. E,·en it they
had the capacity to fight effectively, which is lacking. the non-Communist Socialists of west Europe have little stomach for war; and less for war against other
Sodalists (like the Communists) and with capitalist America, judging by reliable
reports at hand. The fact that the defeated forces in Spain's civil war are silent
under the iron control of Franco does not by any means prove that they eould
not ably sabotage any war effort by Franco's regime against Russian forces.
The remainder of the peoples of Europe, so separated and small and consdous
of their helplessness against Russia-despite brave talk in order to get on
America's list of favored nations, recipients of American largesse in the many
millions-that they too lack the substance of the wlll to make war on America's
side against Russia.
All Europe knows that America cannot save them against Russian im·adlng
forces; and that. at best, America could try to liberate them after years of
Russian occupation. As the French Premier has said in protest against this
11rospect, any liberating America might prove able to do would have tht> effect of
"liberating" a corpse. The e\·idence available is conclush·e-that the peoples or
Europe are lacking this will to fight.
The lack of the will to fight under these circumstances is most understandable.
and It cannot be cured by an·y amount of arws-doomecl to be inadequate, against
Russia's vast war power, no mutter how b'Tent.
AMEB.ICA'S ATOMIO BOMB IS ::0.0 A::'\SWER

America's atomic bomb cannot save Europe from Russia's air blitz and c•ver·
running ground forces, when the Kremlin gives the signal. It could only have
the effect of pressuring Russia to withdraw from Europe to pre,·ent disastrous
use against turgets In Russin; that is, If America (•ould deliver the bomb effectively, In fact decisively, against Russia ta1·gets-whicb is impossible in wartime,
for the following reasons, In part.
Russia would be the one to start the war, so would do so only when she would
be completely prepared to counter America's air nttaeks elTa·tlvely. These air
attacks would have to be trans-Arctic, since America would not have the use of
any bases In Britain or Eurasia or north Afriea or .Japan. as preYiously e:r·
plained. Due to the vast distances im·oh·ed. from ~ortb American bases to
Russian targets, the United States bombers would arrh·e over Russia without
protecting escort fighters, and in fairly small numbers-being limited by the
limited supply of atomic bombs. They would arrive in daylight. which would
continue, because In summer there Is no real niiht in north R11ssia--0nly a few
hours of twilight, and Russia would no doubt take advantagt> of thi>' sensoJL
This would facilitate air defense operations immensely. Ru~ian higb-tlying
big-bomber-type l,lanes. currying specinl rudur-putrol equi11111ent and keeping the
entire northern borders of Russia well patrolled-supplemented by ..orut> ground
Installations also-would easily detect the invading United Stutes bombers;
and the radar-scout planes would then trail the Invaders so as to be able to direct
defending aircraft against them. The invaders could not escape or bide; and the
effect of the aurora borealls in the extreme north would not lrupalr this spotting.
trailing operation of the Russian planes, as they would operate in the region
not seriously affected thereby-to the south of the region where this pbenomeuon
hn1mirs the operation of rntlnr.
As the invutling planell would move 1<011th ovn Russin's n1st lll><tan<>ei;i in !.'('ftn"b
of their targets, they would encounter relays of massed defending planes fully
rapnble of equally hlgh-fiying (perhaps of bomber size) and equally fui;it or fll.Stt'r.
lwing free of the weight nnd other handi<;aps incident to bomf.!·l·arrying. Th.-y
would he armed moreover, with rocket-tirtng weapons. i;ihooting roekets with
"homing" de,·ires ( whirh make them senrch out and follow the t11rget-pla11t> till·
enini.:ly) and proximity fuzes ( cnuslng the rocket to t>Xplo!lt> "·lwn in thf' n•'llr
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vicinity of the target-plane), thus making almost certain a fatal attack on the
invading bombers-having In mind the shower ot rockets each defending plane
would fire and the large number of such planes to be encountered In relays, the
more the farther Russian territory Is penetrated. Once In the general area of
any prime target. moreover, if successful In getting there, massed air defenses
would be encountered plus vastly improved ground defenses (antiaircraft) using
toimllar missiles with immense effectiveness compared to World War II conditions.
It is believed that these and other factors compel the conclusion that Invading
bombers cannot effectively, much less decisively, "deliver" bombs In wartime from
North America against the effective defenses which Russia must be assumed to
have; or against the equally etfectlve defenses which America certainly must
have, at all costs.
American bombers invading Russia would, In addition, encounter another
problem which is well nigh fatal to precision bombing of a specified target, this
is, the lack of air mu}>8 whkh nlone permit such bomhlng with accuracy. No
such maps exist with rPspect to Russia, except in Russia's possession, and she
will certainly see to It that they are never obtained In the only way In which this
is possible-by air-mapping Russin. Targets' precise locution Is Impracticable
by enough miles to make etfectiYe bombing Improbable, even atomic bombing.
Under these conditions, and under other handicaps which will not be mentioned,
United States bombers are believed to be Incapable of "delivering" the bombs
against Russian targets In wartime effectively, decisively. This Is why bombers
are obsolete for purposes of lntercootinental air war ; either way-assuming
effective use of all available defenses.
America's atomic bomb ls, therefore, not an effective-much less controllingdeterrent against Russia's resorting to force, when It best suits her, to counter
Jtny pressure America may seek to apply against her by way of rearming Europe
and Britain. Certainly Russia's possession of the atomic bomb, In the not distant
future, would roh .-\ll!erlca of nny seeming advantage In this regard; and, in the
meantime, Amerl<'n could not possibly arm Europe and Britain massively even by
entering upon a huge armaments manufacturing program, which Is not feasible
-0r prospective.
It Is disastrous self-delusion for America not to face these facts. It Is fatal
self-delusion for America to make the mistake of underrating the potential
enemy (Russia) by inexcusably assuming that she, aided by all German tech·
nlcal experts, is lacking In this or that major respect.
80¥E IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRt:Nt::>oT,

CO~TINlll:-!G,

F.\CT OF RUSBIA-OVEB· EUllASJA AND

YJCINITY

The hideous fa<:'t of Rusi<ia"s power-domlnanee ovl'r Eurasia and vicinity, her
powersphere, has equnJly hideous IUJilllcatlons In relation to the pact. A few
of them will be mentioned, briefly.
1. All armaments furnished by Amerkn to Europe, and all armaments which
Europe may manufn<:'tnre with American nld (raw mnterials and money), will be
RuMla's for the taking whenever she chooses. In effect, they are doomed to be
In the same class as if 1mt In n warehom•e there, wJth the key in Russia's possession. They wlll lnescupubl~· Increase Russln's war-potential at the expense of
America's alread~· limited, on~r stmlned war-1mtential. The ln<:'reaslng armaments will be an increasing "bait" and ex<:'use for Russia.
2. Any manufa<•turlng fa<:'llltll's In Europe will. In war, be available for Russia's use; contlnuingly M. because America would certainly not use the atomic
bomb on Europe to "aid" Europe-not even on Europe's manufacturing establishments whleh, In all but a few cases, are in her hea\"llY populated areas. This
applies chief of all to the most important manufaeturing facilities there-those
of Germany, Including the Ruhr steel Industry. Even If America's military
leaders should dt>slre to bomb Europe's Industrial centers, this would be extremely
difficult In \"lew of the fnct that It would have to be done from bases In North
America and vicinity-for reasons previous!~· stated; and In opposition to complete air supremacy over Europe held by Russin from the outset of war.
3. All protests to tht> contrary by some Senators, such as Senator Vandenberg;
to the contrary notwithstanding, the entire hlstor~· of the pact's developmentand all the evldem•e reimrcllng the basis on which It was accepted by the governments of Europe, provt> that thronith the pact America has led the peoples of
Europe to belleve that America not only haR the wlll to make them secure
mllltarlly agalns~ Russin but the power too. This is a fraud so gross as to pass
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all condemnation, because America, alone or with any others who might be
fighting allies In a Russo-American war (chiefly New World' nations), lal'kR the
power to protect them now and every day that goes by gives Russia's powt>r
greater comparative value in this respect-through the consolidation of her control In Eurasia, the development of advanced weapons like the atomic bomb, et
cetera. Her already huge air force and mechanized forces. key f11cto1'l', are leaping ahead dally.
4. By Inducing-even outright "pressuring" tu some cases-the go\"'ernmentl<
of signatory nations to sign the pact, In part through the use of United States
largesse In the many millions (billions In the aggregate) to gain their adherence
to the British-American plan formulated In August 1941 (previously mentioned)
for British-American policing of the world-to the exclusion of Russia, we have
In etrect forced a taking of sides by governments, and in effect in substantial
degree within each country among the peoples themselves, which Is the most
dangerous possible development from their stand11oint. This taking of !'.'Ides, if
completed by the pact's becoming operative, will produce a situation fraught
with the most ghastly consequences for the peoples of Europe-in due course :
consequences against which America is powerless to save them harml1'1!8- By
ratifying, and putting Into operation, this pact, America will thus be exercising
power without any sense of moral responsiblllty; creating a situation which
invites, If not Impels, harsh Russian retaliation against which America is
powerless to defend them-even in civil wars and those evil conditions which
over a period bring civil strife to the "bot" phase.
5. The futility of the European rearmament program's attempt to create
military security for Europe, under the pact, Is doubly appalling when one considers the deadly weight of this phase of bankrupting militarism upon t!M>
economies of Europe and upon the impoverished lives of her peoples. Even if
America should foot the entire cost of equipping and keeping equipped a vast
army in Europe, which Is inconceivable over the years in endless billions, the
upkeep alone would be sumclent of a drain to keep the nations there bankrupt_
For America to trap them Into indulging In the illusion of "prosperity through
rearmament"-through enabling them to manufacture great quantities of arms
themselves-would be cruel deception of the peoples, however much it might
please the existing regimes there.
6. Any armaments furnished or made possible for existing regimes In Europe.
to enable them to maintain themselves In power and block the coming to
power of regimes favorably Inclined toward the Kremlin, by methods short of
violence (perhaps a la Czecbo11lovakla), would be as Ill-advised as they would
be Incapable of !wing effective to this end in the long run. This cannot but
fan the fires of Internal division and bitterness which breed civil war and would
help in time to create the very condition which it would be designed to prevent. The frankly declared purpose of the first year's rearmament program, to
make existing regimes secure Internally, Is believed to be the most evil and sinister aspect of the pact; judged by America's traditional policy of noninterference In the domestic affall'S of other nations. a basic New World concept, which
has been made a part of the United Nations Charter. The fact that the incurably
bankrupt regimes of Europe are now llving on, being maintained in power In
efft>et by, the American dole of billions, only enhances the inherent evil. Russia's
evil course is no example for America.
7. As regards Britain, any armaments furnished her and any armamentsproduction capacity made possible for her by America cannot benefit America's
war potential-streni..rth In war--because of the helplessness of Britain against
Russia's air weapons alone, previom1ly discussed. Any part of America's resources poured into Britain for this purpo!le will be at the expense of our warpotential and without any compensating offset though Increased national security,
therefore to Russia's i::ain. Just as ERP billions are keeping in power the
Socialist regime In Britain, and keeping out of power their opponents who
arf! advocates of. Ameril'a's non-Socialist philosophy (the Churchill party)tbrough helping the Rocialists to hide the bankruptcy Inherent In soclallsm-1!0
will the pact's program of contlnuin~ this aid, In the guisl' of aldln~ pro101p1•rit.l"
through rearmament produetiou, iu etrect 111ake J.<:HP a long-tt>rlll Jlr"gram with
no end in sight.
1

Including presumably Australia, New

~en.land.

perha1>11 Sontb Afrlt'll.
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THE PA<.'T WILL, JN PBA.CTICE, GUT OUR NATIONAL Sl!lCUBlTY

8. By stripping America of sorely needed resources, already dangerously
stripped by World War H's profligacy especially, for the benefit of Russia's
war-potential as above explained, the pact's operation will gut our national
security. This will be without adding an ounce of effective military deterrent,
so far as offering any block to Ru.~la's overrunning Europe at will and exercising
her potential power dominance over the Brltl8h Isles by air weapons and perhaps otherwise (the dangers of biological and bacteriological warfare exceeding
those of atomic warfare, perhaps). Thus to fatten the goose for the Kremlin's
killlng and delectation, making Europe's conquest-by a gigantic Dunkerqu&-aU
the more to her liking and benefit, amounts to a planned Pearl Barbor of monstrous proportions. So to do ls to "criminally gamble with our Inheritance"
indeed, to borrow the Vandenberg words.
TBF. KRF..MT.IN 18 BF.CRF.TJ,Y OVt:RJOYY.D WITH THF. PACT

.\ few of the rt>asoni< why tlie Krt>mlin is delighted with th1• prospect of the
pact's operations, listed below, imllcute part of tht> basis why It should not be
tied as a milh1tone to Ameriea'N neck. These reasons are:
l. It will give the Kremlin the perfect excuse within Russia for a greater
and never-ending elfort, by the enslaved Russian people, In support of the Kremlin's progrum. Without the pact, the Kremlin despots might be hard put to It
in future years to keep the Russian people In harness p11ychologlcally and spiritually, working at fever pitch to build up her economic and war potential; although
there is no sound basis for al!immiog, it seems, that the Kremlin's iron grip can
or will be broken in the forseeable future.
2. It g1,·es Russia's despots the perfect propaganda weapon for use among
the peoples of the satellite nations: "Russia and her friendly neighbors surrounded by 11n armed camp bent on conquest." In this respect, it should be
repeated: our lntentlom1, however good, do not control, any military alliance's
aggressive character being determined by the exelmled nations so tar as they
are concerned.
3. It feeds the suspicions of a vast portion of the non·Communist people In
the v11rlous countries of the Old World-those especl11lly who bold to the dreams
of socialism of which, many believe, Russia is the motherland and great hope
despite "temporary" methods of tyranny-that Amer!l-11, ca1,itallst America, Is
through the pact merely shopping for allies for unother war which will merely
victimize Europt', no matter who wins. The many reports from the most reliable
sources to this t>lfect make it foolhardy in the extreme for America to assume
that the pact will be well received and continulngly approved over the years by
the non-Commudlst.~ within the nations of Europe--preponderuntly Socialists.
Ex-Premier Blum of France. dean of 1''rench Socialists, fo1· example, has expressed publicly 11h110!!t equally bitter condemnation of cupitallst America and
Communist Russia. It Is believe<l that the operations of the pact over the years
will aggravate this.
4. Tht! pact will directly benefit Hussia's war potrntlal 11t the expense of
Aruericit's. lnl'reaslng her power 8phere's military and economic streni..'th.
5. The pact's operation will commit America officially, inescapably, and far
beyond the 20-year stated lhnltation thereof, to tltt> astounding military prindple
that America's security frontier is in Europe; not ewu on the Rhine but on
the Elbe and even farther east; and, by the same token, on the Euphrutes, too,
and even the Ganges, as southern Asia is brought Into the scope of the pact's
logical twin arran,!!ement reportedly now scheduled. This forces America's
military chiefs by treaty commitment (011 a par with the Coni;tltutlon itself),
beyond the veto of any succeeding Congresses, for 20 years at least, to plan
their military operations and military budgets on the premise that each and
every signatory nation is-for defense purposes-an Integral part of America's
defense territory, apropos of Russia. This automatically, inescapably, follows
from the pact's basic intent and wording: that an attack on any member nation
is to be deemed an attack on every one, including America. The pact thus forces
our military leaders, bt>yond the veto of their judgment. to plan mllltnry disustPr
for America at a time determined by any member nation-worse, at the Kremlin's
signal.
6. The pact not only can add nothing to America's national security militarily
1;1ot guts It In these respects and rnrious others of major consequence.
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7. Amerlcn's economic soundness can be wreeked by the pact's operations and
will be if we fulfill Its commitments to the other signatories, thus playing Into
the Kremlln's hands through aiding conquest through bankruptcy of the United
States of America.
8. The pact's economic program, for continuing American billions unlimited
to be spent In building up Europe's economy and Britain's next world-wide
system (per Smuts, 1943)--E'Apeclally the l\lldea8t and East Africa-ls to the
Kremlin's order; precl8ely ns Communist Browder spectfted 1n that 1944 book
previously mentioned. Not only wlll this help to bankrupt the United States of
America, but it wlll directly enrich Russia's power sphere, lnchtding East Africa,
which can easily be dominated militarily from the Mldenst whenever Russia
desires to overrun thnt lntter region, which she can do nt wlll.
9. The pnct's politlcnl progrnm, nlmlng at eYt>r-elo!"er politkal nnion between
the United State8 of Amerkn nml Britain and lll'r ('omtnonwenlth nations and
European allies, to the ultimnte end of common t"fti1.en"'hlp (per Churchill), also
pleases the Kremlin. This cannot but tl'nd to furth<>r the program of the Socialists (ln<'ludlng the Communists) in Ameri<'a to han~ Amt>rica progre~ through
the welfare state into bene\'olt>nt socialiRm, In keeping with the program (though
preimrnably not the Intent) of the RoosevPlt·Trumnn rpglrn('s. Slm-e the communism of the Kremlin IR the extrem'P. tlt>grPe of the state-owr-man iiystem of
socialism, embodying \'iolenee :11111 tyranny In plaf•e of the lnesenpably tPmporary
benevolence of Intermediate soclali!<m, thP KrPmlin ls pleasl'd in<l('('d with ha,..
Ing America set on this rond, abandoning her truclitions nnd hnsl<' principles,
all words to the contrary notwlthRtnmllng. The pad's marriage politically, in
elfect In the long run, of youni: ancl Ylrlle AmPrkn to the clN>rt>pit old woman
of the Old World IIlritain and Europe), Is enough to make the Kremlin :::utraw.
They conld not have planned It better. History will mar,·el nt the insanity of
America's suicide.
THE ARMAMENT PROGRAM'S COST

Not to tell the American people. thP full truth about the Inescapable cost In·
voJveli in the renrmament of our pact "allle!I" 11'1 to trap them inexcusably,
amorally: and. preRumnbly, many MembPr!I of Congrt>As who are likewise unln·
formed of the actual cost which cannot be avoided, once the pnct Is ratified by
the SP11ate.
A few factors involved will be mentioned. With all weapons, <'Specially the
key nnd most expensive ones, constantly anrl rnphlly changing through new developments-a process which will be emlles.-there will never come a timP when
we or our "allies" can be i;aid to he effectively renrmPcl: in r('latlon to Rus.-;ia. A
warplane, for example, and a tank-two of the key wenpon:;i-qre outmoded In
some key respect as soon aii they begin to come off the n~mbly lines: becam~e
at that time new devPlopments are alrPady well ad\'auced in the desl.i.tninir; and
test-product stages. Therefore, for this reason, the outpouring of billions per
year will be endless, even after vast armaments have been built up in Britain
and Europe.
Sinee Russia's superiority in every department of warfare Is today rompletely
unquestioned, apropos of Enrope--ln quantity and quality, and since Russia
can overrun Europe at will today (pre,·iously discussed), any attempt to rearm
Europe against Rsnsla (so us to provide some !'ecurlt~· againi>t her) will not be
a real armaments race. Thnt term implie8 some degree of equality, which is
lacking in this f'ase in every respect. not only as to arms but the basic economic
strength and war-minded manpower potential capable of sustaining a long-term
struggle In arms competition. E\·pn Rrltnln·!" jet planes cannot soundly be asl!Utned to be in advance of the Rus,.lans', who ha,·e the benefit of Germany's ex·
tremely advanced scientific aml experimental work at the end of the war and
since then, through capturing her expe1·imentul facllitie8 and experts in the
main. Note that "High Air l<'orce officinls dl84.•lofle1l today that America's vaunted
supersonk rocket 11lane. the BPII X-1, is 'nothing hut a beefPcl-up cop~" of a captured German wartime tlghtl'r which wus brought to thil' countr~· 11bo11rd an Army
C-54 eargo 11lane in 1945 • • •" (per New York Heruhl Tribune dispatch.
June 13. 1948) .
The very Impossibility of Enro})P's catching up with Russia In any respect
having to do with military s('('urity in nny real degree, respecting Russian
invasion. Is the measure of the unlimited nature of the eommltment \\'hen Amerlea
undertakes to rearm Europe so as to provldP some real mPnsure of such sPCurlty..
Llkewi8e respecting Britain-indefensible since VJ-day and eontlnuingly against
Russia's air weapons alone, notably the V-2, as previously mentioned.
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America's left-over \Vorld War II equipment and planes are useless for this
purpose because outmoded. Even America's henviest tank is nothing but a
medium tank in Hus.sin's categories of armored Vt>hiclf.'s or weapons; und, according to reliable reports, our heaviest tank is not imperior to the comparable
weight tank of the Uusslans-perhups inferior. Russia's tunk-wanufaeturlng
has been going ahead at a great rnte since the war but not ours. To rearm
Europe with any ef'l'ectlve tunks-cnpable of stamllng up in competition with
Russia's especially her heavles--America must design and manufacture vastly
improved models in vast quantity for use in Europe. This would be futile, of
course, because F;l1rope cannot provide nrmies adequate to stand up before
Russia's vast hordes of great fighters; In part because of the lack of will to
fight of EuroJM!nn 1ieoples, In part because of Hussia's present and continuing
air supremary ovPr Europe, potentially; and for other re11i-1ons.
To rearm Europe with any real degree of potency, America would have to revert
to 11 wartime munufueturlng program and continue it endlessly; because of constantly changing rnodels, et cetera. This, too, would be futile because Russia la
constantly geared to go into wartime production il1stantly, so could easily stay
all('ud of us in any surh competition, with the aid of the treUJendous nt>w resources added to her munufaeturing cupadty, iu east Uermnny and Poland and
especially Czechoslovakia (the Skodu works) ; not to mention the rest of east
Europe and potent Manchuria.
Some Idea of the cost of providing Europe with a large force, one large enough
to oft'er an appearance of possible temporary opposition to Russian lnrndlng
forces is gained when one considers the actual cost, per unit, multiplied by the
units needed for such a "show." Reliable estimates put the cost of fully equlpplog
a "divisional slice" (in Europe, 10,000 men in the fighting division with all reserves, supporting organizations of supply, etc., great 11tock piles of ammunition
and supplies, etc. ) at a quarter of a million dollars: costs being greatly advanced
over wartime costs. Even with a fighting force of 2,000,000 in Europe so armeduttnly inadequate against the great millions Russia could march across Europe,
with the aid of air supremacy-tJ1is would mean 200 divisions and a cost initially
of some $50,000,oop.ooo plus the cost of endlessly replacing the equipment with
new parts (replacements) and even with new and Improved models of weapo11S
etc. Not to mention the vast expense of annual upkeep!
In addition, the cost of an air force for Europe, In size only a modest part of
Russia's steadily increasing air foree, would skyrocke.t these figures sky high in
billions, due to the huge cost of ever-changing planes, of the supporting ground
org!lnlzatlons needed to operate an air force, and so on.
Even apart from the almost bankrupting needs of America's own military establishment, directly related to making North America Itself relatively secure
militarily apropos of possible attack from the north, these figures Indicate why
the pact holds the threat for Amerlea of forced bankruptcy, once we undertake
the obligations of the pact. These obligations It must be remembered, are what
Europe has been led to expect, promised secretly but omclally over the past year
and a half or more (by the secret United States military mission to France in
.Jnnuary 1948. and otherwise) per reports.
Indeed, such reports are available in quantity: reports of the most rellable
nature. Not only do our "allies" expect such 80bstantilll support militarily,
with the latest equipment In every category-they demnnd it.
Not long ago, Foreign Minister Schuman of Frnn<·e de8cribed the pact as
providing the contractual basis for a '!Jnlted States supply of arms to Europe;
and they mean for seeurlt~· against invasion. not just a halt for Russia to
invade them with the possibility of later liberntlon-of a eorpse, as Premier
Quenllle bas put It.
All pretensions to the contrary, that the pact does not contemplate such a
huge armaments Jlrogram as Europe expects, constitute a fraud on either them
or on the American people. To lull the people to overlook these disastrous
implications of the pnet, with talk about only the first year's cost, it the height
of deceit. In tbfs connection, faced with the truth-the full facts---tbe American people would ask with Senator Connally (per hill remarks on January
10, 1948):
"We can't go on supporting these people for the rest of their li'l'es. Why la
lt our responsibility to raise their level of production above prewar? It ls not
our obligation to restore all their foreign Investments."
That was regarding EHP billions; on top of which will come the pact costs-with every assurance todny that Europe will not have closed the dollar gap by
1952, by billions. One is reminded of Senator Vandenberg's declaration against
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postwar lend-lease, lo the Senate In the spring of 1945; stating that America
has her own problems and that she cannot be permanent almoner to the worldnot and stay solvent Not unless we wish to continue to play Into the Kremlin's
hands-as the pact will force us to do, endlessly.
UNITED 8TATF.8 TBooP8 FOB EUBOP&-"THE THIBD AEF"

"With the third AEF" was the headline over Newsweek's May 16, 1949, acco111lt
of the American Air Force units in Britain now; the plan calling for permanent
stationing there of such units. Plans for the use of United States troops now ID
Europe as part of the west Europe defense plans have been 'tacitly approved·
by the United States; and the British and French have secretly agreed that an
American general will be commander In chief in case of fighting; per reliable
recent reports. Some months ago, ex-Chairman Eaton of the Bouse Foreign
Affairs Committee, stated that 'we might eave ourseh·es some money' If United
States troops should be sent to Greece to help clean up the situation. 'Wiiy
don't we send our soldiers Into Greece and clean up the guerrrlllas?· he asked.
And also said : •• • • Sooner or later, we're going to hu·e to do something
there. As 1t· 1s, we're just building up the economy so the guerrillas will hare
something to take over. • • •• He added that be was raising the question for
debate. (New York Times, February 14, 1949. ) Only last month Army Secretary Royall's secret report to the Bouse Appropriations . Committee last March
was revealed In part, showing that not only do west Europe nations' leaders
•unanimously' demand that the United States troops now In Europe stay there but
that they be Increased, per his talks with them while in Europe. Those leaders
made 'an insistent request for additional troops,' he said, and he recommended
keeping United States troops ln Germany even after Germans are given control
of their government. Paul Reynaud, former French premier and now member of
parliament, declared in New York recently that America would create a favorable psychology in Europe by Increasing its armed forces •west of the Iron
curtain' (using that term of Goebbels, not originated by Churchill,' reportedly) .
In December last, General Collins, Vice Chief of Sta.tr of j.he Army, admitted
ofllclal consideration of United States forces In Europe being used as part of
Marshall Montgomery's west Europe forces. The Influential London Times said
In 1948 that United States forces were needed 'In France, Bolland, and on thf'
Rhine • • • .' These- samples indicate the prospect
THE PACT TO BE FOLLOWED BY OTUEB PACTS

The evidence is adequate and convincing that the basic plan, not yet officially
admitted in America, calls for similar pacts to cover other regions: in line wlth
that 1941 agreement of Churchill and Roosevelt for British·Amerlcan fo~ to
police the postwar world : a global undertaking. Pretensions to the contrary by
some are merely designed to fool the American people; except in the ease of tbo8e
ignorant or naive souls whose opinions are not worthy of respect
For Instance, last March Foreign Minister Schuman of France stated that the
impending past would not cover the Mediterranean but tbnt. a subsidiary ,past
would have to be made for this purpose. (N. Y. Times March 2, 1949). Foreign
Secretary Bevin's planning was made clear, in guarded comments, by Foreign
Minister Tsaldarls of Greece, after the two bad conversed in London last Febra·
ary ; the latter having long advocated a Mediterranean alliance-now cootem·
plated as being a next step after the completion of the "North Atlantic Pact""
whose "great power.. signatories, he feels, are alone capable of giving the Med·
fterranean pact reality through power.• This ls merely part, of course, of the longstanding British (Bevin) program to have America assume Britain's burdens to
the Mediterranean ; concerning which the record ls replete with persuaslYe evi·
dence--as brought into the open in connection with the "Truman doctrine" maneu·
vers secretly ln 1946 and openly, ofticlally, In March 1947. The similar plaM
regarding Asiatic 11rells are also substantially prepared; awaiting only t11f' R~
by-step timing process by which America Is being drawn deeper and deeper into
the British-Old World manipulations. For Instance, a most reliable report by
•Per Walter Wln~bell.
•New York Times Februnrv 22, 1949.

•
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.!Joseph Alsop, from London, In the New York Herald Tribune of February 16,
1949 stated in part:
"• • • (Bevin) • • • was on the eve of forming India and southeast
.Asia into .another regional grouping like Western Union, when the Dutch attack on IndOnesia spoiled his )llans • • • (after saying that the British lack
the resources to fight communism in that region·) • • • Tbls is why men on
lower levels here are beginning to talk of the organization of 'fire brigades,' led by
.America and Britain, for both the Middle and Far East. It is thought that the
famous 'Point Four' In President Truman's inaugural address provides the basis
tor American action, and joint .Anglo-American efforts are proposed • • • ."
So even if delayed for some time, with regard to this or that region, there can be
no doubt that the British and others-including of course some of our own
o11lciala---are secretly planning additional pacts to supplement the impending one.
Pretensions to the contrary are false.
This enhances the danger for America inherent in the "North Atlantic Pact"un entering wedge to more of the same; ultimately spreading America's limited
strength, P<"Onomlc and military, so thin as to be wholly lacking in potency. Even
the impending pact will do thi11 to 11uch great degree as to be extremely dangerous ;
while more "global" overreaching wlll complete the undermining of America's
capacity to be effective in International relations apropos of Russia's well-Integrated, concentrated Eurasian operations. Not to mention overstraining America's capacity to be effective, even with regard to her basic defense needs In the
New World; thus undermining her national security.
THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE PACT

It has previously been noted that an America-backed British-Europe alliance,
to the exclusion of Russia, was not contemplated when the United Nations
Charter was being drafted and ratified by the United States and other natlona--tbat Is, except perhaps secretly by a few; so that the pact has no sound support
in the UN Charter or spirit.
The striking fact about this pact Is that it wlll In eft'ect make the letters
"UN" stand not for United Nations but for "Union Now"-the prewar scheme to
have America back Britain and her European allies; and join with them in the
kind of collaboration and amalgamation now contemplated under the "North
Atlantic Pact." That Is, in substantial respects; though the Clarence Streit plan
tor "Union Now" went even furtller then-and stlll doe11-toward political
merger than Is seemingly envisaged by the pact; at least for tilt> time being.
'Pki• pad, fal11ely claimed to be sanctioned by the basic inte11tions originally of
tbe lJN members and of the American people and Congress In 1945, ls lo ful1Ulment of the 1941 Churchill-Roosevelt plan to have any new league of nations
(like the UN) function as a cloak to cover for the British-American worldpollclng (after the war) agreed upon at their Atlantic Charter meeting previously mentioned.
According to the sworn testimony of Under Secretary of State Sumner Welles,
who attended the meeting, President Roosevelt told him about this agreement
with Churchlll for world policing by British-American forces after the war;
and, when Welles, concerned about this power-politics program, asked about the
role of a future league of nations, the President replled that nothing could be
more futile than another nssembly like the League of Nations. According to
Welles notes made at the time, which served in part as the basis of his testimony, he urged that there be an assembly lo which the smaller nations could
make their voice heard and participate lo formulating the policy, regarding
world policing, which the great powers would execute. Agreeing, the President
nevertheless said that after the war, In the transition period, no league council
or assembly could exercise the powers in question-such as those possessed by
the old League of Nations; regarding world policing and so on. Welles also
suggested the inclusion, in these pollce responsibilities, of other nations like the
other American Republics. Norway, the Netherlands, and Belgium (those being
named by Welles In his notes) . Then, according to Welles notes :
"The President replied that he felt that a solution for this dlmculty could
probably he found through the oaten.!ible joining of those powers to Great
Britain and the United States but that It would ha,·e to be recognized that this
must be only oate11.BibZe, since none of the nations mentioned would have the
practical means of taking any effective or at least considerable part in the task
Involved." [ltallcs added.]
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This word "ostensible" means ap~ring to be what it is not; falsely ap1:iearing;
appearing to be true but not true. In other words, fake.
'l'he record of the UN since It started operating in January 1946 shows that this
plan of 1941-to have small-nation members of the l'N serve as a "front" for
British-American policing of the postwar world, to the exclusion of Russia, without the smaller nations having any control over the policing policy or operations,
has been largely fulftlled. The pact proposes to make otll<'ial, controlling, this
secret 1941 deal. With negligible exceptions, Britain and America have carried
out their plans within the UN, in keeping with that 1941 deal; any disagreement
of the smaller nations with respect thereto being unavailing. The sudden spring·
Ing of the '"l'ruman doctrlne"-by long prearrangement between Washington
and London-in 1947 without any pretense of recognition of the existence, much
less the function, of the UN, wus a clear indication of the disregard for the UN
which is basic to that 1941 deal and all subsequent steps in fulfillment thereofincluding the impending pact. The later attempt, in J\Iarch 1947, to cover the
nakedness of that "Truman doctrine" power-politics play with the cloak of the
UN Charter-by pious resolutions-only made the mockery more complete.
In November 1945, only a few weeks after VJ-day and long before the first UN
Assembly meeting in January 1946, Bevin adopted otllclally and publicly, in a
Parliament speech, that Churchill-Roosevelt deal of August 1941. This was soon
after the close of the disastrous meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers in
London, when British and Communist Russian imperialisms came to grips for the
first time in the postwar period, the fight being bltter. In this Parliament speech
Bevin said that Britain would have close ties with her European neighbors, match·
lng Russia's close ties with her own neighbors; and, in a remarkably frank statement, said:
"• • • Britain's policy is to keep on policing the world as she has always
tried to do-until a league of nations Is developed which can be trusted with the
atomic bomb. • • •"
In this same speech Bevin said : "Sometimes in these negotiations-I make the
confession-power politics seems to me to be naked and unashamed. • • •''
A few days later, nod Ion~ befoa·e 1tn) eonfiict over the ,·eto 1>ower had developed in the UN-even months before thf' first (":\ Assembly meeting-this Old
World power-politics atmosplwre wus so apparent and widf'I)· discussed as being
the death potentially of the l'N. that thf' mngazine :\f'wsweek was able to report
thus (Novernher 12, 1945), re Washington opinion :
"* • • otllclals now admit the possibility that the postwar world will divide
Itself Into two major blocs, one Anglo·Amhkan und one Ilu,:sian • • • If
Russia solidifif>,.: 1111 eastt-rn Euro)lt'un hloc by rigl!lng thf' Polish and Balkan
eif'ctlons und dominating the resulting govf'rnment11, the llnited Stutes probably
will support the British plan for orgnniz11tlo11 of a western Euro1ienn bloc. Then,
If the Russian bloc operates within the t::!'IO sy11tem, so will the Anglo-American
bloc; othf'rwise on the outside." [Italics added.]
Some claim that the u~ WllS still-born:· 1nf{'Cted with the deatlly poison of
power politics ut the start. Certainly both Britain and Russia intended to use It
as a puwn or tool In their centurles-olll game of imperialistic rivalry nnd power
competition . If not still-horn. lt was bnrel~· gasping for life in the fall of l!MS;
months lwfore lt8 first A11sernbly mE>eting permitted It to hnYe eYen the appearance of life. And surf'ly the Truman Do<-trine episorle above-mentlonf'd cut its
Jugular vein. The North Atlantic Pnct will not kill the l"l"-as a genuine or·
ganization functioning, in spirit and lf'tter. a!' contf'mplnted h~· the Amerleao
people In 1945 ; because the l':\. as so coneeh·ed. hns long sln<'t' been dend. The
pact just takes the shroud and seeks to doak with It the fnlse pretf'nsions of this
typical Old World military alliance Into whi<'h Amf>rlca Is now nllked to enter:
falsf'ly pretf'nding to be In kel'ping with tht> 1945 i<Jlirit nf the l':\'s basic aim In
11)45 of Russo-American cooperation primarily. The evil, power·J>olltlcs schemes
of Russia and Britain cannot excuse America.
0

THE PLAN FOR A BRITISH-LED EUROPE Bl.OC TO RALANCE THE POWER OF UNITED STAnl
AND RUSSIA

In f'llterlng into the pact. if she doe!<, Amerkn will tie on noti('(' that Britain
and her European allie>< are not committing themseh·~ fully to $land with Amer·
i<'a In 1111 m11tters ; not hy nny menus. High~t Briti!lh officinli: have repeatedly
stntl'd formally and publicly that their aim and hope is to lt>ad Europe In forming
an ulttmntely powerful bloc which will tlwn sen~ to bnlnrwe the J>ower of tht>
United 8tntes agnlnst the power of Rus~iu and ricf nTH!I.
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Prime }linlstt>r Sm11t11 In 194a. then :So. 2 man In the Brlcteh War Cabinet,
<'lllled tor precl:<el~· thiR arrnngement In n !lpee<>h before a Recret meeting of Britii<h officialdom: whi<'h hi' repeat('() in March 1946. A1min, as recently as May
1948, Smuts repeated the !mllle plan tor Britain:
"• • • It Western Union. with British membership, is thus consummated,
a third or middle powf'r group will arlAe, at ll'aMt equal to either of the other
two ( Unlte41 States. Russia). the security Net-up of the world will rest on a trl·
angle of power. That Is how I see the future basis of security and world peace."
Note that In that 1943 speech Smuts expressly culled for a British-led Western
Union movement.
Bevin publicly joined in this "Third Force" balance-of-power plea, In September 1948; sa)ing In Parliament that Britain hopes for a revived western Europe which, with the British Commonwealth, "* • • a force of peace, equality,
und equilibrium • • •" f between United States and Russia) will result;
<'l'f'8.ting "* • • a better t>qnlllbrlum and a better balan<:e In the world between the three power!!." At the 11ame time, Eden, deputy leader of the Conioen·atlve (Churchill) Pftl'O'. spoke likewise; saying:
"I am c-ertaln that the PS.<1entlal thing in the world today Is that the major
force should not lar~ely reside in either one or two powers with gigantic resourc.'t'S-the United States or the Soviet Union. It is a fumlamentally <langerous position for the world • • •:•.
And he called for Britain'!! leaderMhi1) of Commonweulth and Western Union
to balance powi>r between RuR11ia and America. In the following month, October
1948. be emphnMlzed the inlcrntf'lii11te aim-pending the creation of the capacity
of this "Third Force" to serve as the balance of power-of lining up the Britishled group with the l'nited States agul1111t Russia. In keeping with the pact's program. A few dnys lutt>r. Be,·in. In Pnrliauwnt. reiterated his "Third Force"
aim, of creating a solid combination or Britain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg, and Frnrwe. nnd lJrobably other ('<>untries, with the Middle East, Pakistan,
India, South Africa, and southeast A11la, to i<erve "ms 11 greut equilibrium In the
world which may reimlt-aml I bt'lieve will result-in generutions and generations of peaceful development"; pt>rmittlng this group to serYe as the balancing
factor between cu:,1t and wPst. Uussla und the l:nlted StateR.
On Septembe1· 6. 1948, the Newsweek London Bureau chief reported that
"Some Amerlcun drdes In London • • •
feel that 'Third Force' Sodalists in Britain want to build 11 European bloc of n·sistance to the United States
as well as to Russia.'' [Italics added.]
General de Gaulle, of France, has repeatedly urged that Europe balance
power between Russia and the Vnitl'd Stutes: but 11 1''rench-led bloc of courRe.
Among other occasion, he so 8t11ted in July 1947 and .July 1946. Any such bloc
will be British led: as history shows, especially of late.
British leaders tlm11 mukt• no bnues about set>kiug, In time. to be powerful
enough, with their European allies primarily, to deul at arms length with both
America and Rus!lia; playing one nguln!lt the other. This Is fair warning to
America of the trap of Old World alliances, power politics.
THE PACT GIVES OUR "ALLIES" A DLANK CHECK

.\ chief danger of any nlllnnCI' such as this pact will constitute, If ratified, lies
in Its blank-check character: n check signed by America, drawn on nil our resources-economic and human. the tools of war-with each or our "allies" having the unfettered power to fill in the date and nmotmt at will. The payee Is
liars. The polides und a('tious of uny one of our "ullles," over which we have
no control, can induct> or Impel an attack by Russin, for example; thus starting what America would be obligute!I by the terms nf the pact to try to finishtbrougb war with Rusl'lill. Her eomplett' power dominance irntl impregnability
In her power sphere. nil Euru11l11 :md vidnlty, make this situation dangerous
in tht> extreme.
EYen short of wnr, thl' 1111ct will marry Amt>ricn to the Old World with nil
Its e\'ll JJOWPr-politics prnl'li!•(•s: espednlly British bnhrnce·of·power policie!I 11nd
practices In the Old Worl<l whld1, throughout our life as u nation, wt> have
S<'Ornf'd and rejecte!l aR n tit i<tnndard for Amt>rica. This can have the most evil
coni<equt'nces for Americn, even short of war.
British polide11, and bnlnncP·Of·power manipulations, are a strictly British
concern so far 1u• Anwrlea l;o c·oneernl'd: except wlwn It comes to Aruerlcn's being drnwn into the British web of powt•r politicking. Then It becomPs the direct
and Immediate concern of e\·ery citizen-to make sure that Amerlcu's courRe Is
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wise and sound amt true to American interests, to American Ideals and tradltlom
and basic principles and posterity's Just heritage tor which we are merely temporary trustee.
A sharp warning lies In the fact that the pact itself ls the direct outgrowth
ot sklllful maneuvering by British leaders, chlefty Churchlll, to draw America
into that web. Note, tor Instance, the 1941 Churchlll-Roose\"elt deal tor BrftlsbAmerlcan world policing, before mentioned ; the March 1946 public proclamatlou
of this as a Brlti~h-American policy-by Churchill at Fulton, Mo., with tlle
President's ap1Jrornl, frankly against Russia; the implementation thereof by
the March 1947 dl'claratlon of the Truman Doctrine as n prelude to the previously planned Marshall plan publicly announced In June 1948-as a 1lrst step to
be succeeded by the March 1948 Truman declaration of support for the alliance
of Britain and her west Europe allles (Brussels Pact); all as intermedlatesteps, taken in most Intimate collaboration with British leaders, preceding the
now impending· North Atlantic Pact alllance--of America with this same
group of Britain and her European allles primarily. The preceding dlscWl8ion,
and the chronological listing ot events In the appendix hereto (exhibit B) clarify
this picture. Not to heed it wlll be to "criminally gamble with our inherltaoce"to borrow the phrasing of Senator Vandenberg's 1926 book: The Trail of a
tradition.
PERSPECTIVE IS THE NEED

Hindsight ls a great aid to foresight. Perspective ls essential to wise decision.
That Vandenberg book will bear reading in relation to this pact, to each Sena·
tor's consideration of the issue. It holds good today.
It should be noted, brlefty, that this pact Is not the outgrowth ot pastwar condi·
tlons but of prewar and wartime planning by the British and some Americnn
leaders-as the chronology (exhibit B) makes clear. Russht's post-VJ-day
course ls being utilized n~ the f'XC'USe therefor: but that C'1•nrse I" not thp rpn<0n
for the pact. In my 194;; book manuscript, for instnn<'t', in the guiding priudples for a proposed traditional Ameriean foreign policy which 1 suggei,;ted in tht'
light of the power facts of this Russo-American era which started on VE-day, I
stated that if America tries to oppose Russia's lmperlnllstlc aims in the old world
and to support the competing British alms, "this will In time logically lead to
the American people's coming to believe that this ls not only their right but
their duty and to believe that they have a mission to fight Rus1<ia In Euro1ie In
order to enforce this policy-perhaps under Hitler's former slogan: 'Sa\•e EurOPf'
from Bolshevism' • • •" and that America should guard against being lm·oll'ed
ln any such course, especially stumbling unwittingly nlong this couNt>. I also
warned therein agnlnet America's being involved in any nllinnce such as this
pact:
"• • • America's power must not, for the sake of her own welfare and of
world peace, be in effect placed directly or Indirectly at the disposal of Britain
for use by her in plnylng her age-old game of war-breeding balance-of-power
politics In Eurasia; that to permit this would loglcnlly, lnesc:·n11ably. lend to
America's being placed In the position of cballt>nging Russia-first wlt.h word:s
and pollcles, later with bayonets; that America's cooperation with Brittth1 tu
this end~ither through an open alliance, or by means of a <'abul within th..
United Nations or any other association or league ot nations, or otherwise • • ""'
would in time have evil results.
Written In the summer of 1945, this Yolume of mine warned at length and \"igorously against the dangers stemming from Communists-In America and el8l'wher~and against the world-rule aims of the godless despots of the Kremlin.
The program for America therPin proposed was In keeping with the princlplPS
stated in the following exhibit A, In general.
It Is noteworthy that In July 194:; former Under Secretary of State Sumnt>r
Welles warned, in bis syndicated column, that powerful Influences were at worlt
in Britain to restore Germany's strength for use against Russia; repeating the
mistake Britain made In the thirties in restoring Germany's strength (helping
her to rearm, etc.) to balance France's power and the reYlving Russian mighthaving started eYen in the twenties, In seeking to offset in such ways the great
French Army's power dominance In Europe. In his 1942 book, America's Strut·
egy in World Politics, N.•J. Spykman, of Yale University, not only predl<'ted such
use by Britain ot the defeated Germany, after the war, but said America's approval would probably be gained by the BrlUsh, Spykman approving of thil'
course.
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Nothing could be clearer than the fact that Rusala's post-VJ-day course ls Just
the excuse. not the cause, of the developments culminating in the now impending
North Atlantic Pact.
THJ: MONllOIC DOCTIUNE V&BSUS THE CBUBCBILL-BOOSEVELT·TBUMAN DOC'nUNE

This pact can legitimately, with complete accuracy, be said to be the ezpressiou, in part, of the program initiated by Churchlll-reaching back to 1941and "sold" to Roosevelt and Truman, of which the so-called Truman doctrine
was just partial evidence. Hence the term, "the Churchill-Roosevelt-Truman
doctrine."
:Further and Invaluable perspective regarding the pact can be gained by not·
log brletly how the Roosevelt-Truman course contrasts with that of the Monroe
administration In 1823. We are today falling into the very Brlttsh trap which,
America avoided skillfully In that year, f,t the pact Is ratified.
British Foreign Secretary Canning suggested that America join with Britain
in blocking the Holy Alllance's aim of aiding Spain In reconquering her former
South American colonies, the newly Independent republics whose Independence
Britain had not recognized. The American Minister In London, Rush, passed
the suggestion on to Washington for consideration but meanwhile· pressed Canoing to determine whether he was primarily interested In the freedom of those
republics or was merely using It as bait to draw America into support of Britain
in her maneuvertngs against the Holy A111ance and Spain. Be quickly decided
that the latter was the case and so advised President Monroe, recommending
tbat America bave absolutely nothing to do with the scheme, just part of Britain's old balance-0f-p0Wer maneuvering.
Meanwhile Monroe had consulted various advisers. Including former President Jell'erson. Note that 11omewhat earlier, on .June 11, 1823, before this matter was Initiated by Canning, Jell'erson had written Monroe about the power
politics and oppressions of liberty In Europe, in this letter condemning British
balance-of-power politics and trea('hery In International dealings in the most
scathing terms. His re('ltals fully explain why Britain has well earned, throughout thP l'entnrie11, the name Pt>rfidlot1!I Alhion. In keeping with his never-changing hostility to America's participating in any way at any time In the power
politics maneuverlngs in the Old World, he warned that President Monroe
should avoid mixing therein :
"* • • I have ever deemed It fundamental for the United States never to
take active part in the quarrels of Europe. Their mutual jealousies, their
balance of power, their complkated alliances, their forms and principles of government, are all foreign to us. They are nations of eternal war • • •."
In line therewith, holding fnst to the eternal value for America of what Senator
Vandenberg called the second Declaration of American Independence, as previously noted, .Jell'erson wrote Monroe on October 24, 1823, about the Canning
proposal; stating nt the outset that: "Our first and fundamental maxim should
he, never to entangle ourselves In the broils of Europe. Our second, never to
imft'er Europe to intermedrlle with cls-Atlnntlc a1'falrs • • • ."
There, in 11 nutshell, is the spirit of then soon-to-be-announced Monroe Do<'trine's two basic and Inseparable principles. Not having been advised, at the
time of his October 24 letter (due to delay in malls from England In those
days) that Canning's real aim wa11 to have America violate those principles
stated by Jell'erson, the latter told Monroe that he wns willing to see America
,.ooperate with Britain In furtherance of America's alms in the New World
only; but never to mix In Britain's power politics In the Old World. Since
Canning neve1· had any idea of playing America'!! New World game and had
dropped the subject <'Old when he saw that Rush was not to be fooled, the Canning scheme died aborning and the Monroe Doctrine was announced as a
~trlctly American doctrine having solE>ly to do with the independence of the
New World-expressly rE>Jectlng any Idea of America's mixing In the power ·
politl<'B, alliances, and war11 of the Old World. Monroe and every one of his
advisers were In agreement at nll timE>s In hostility to the latter Idea; Jefferson
most of fall . The record, even the foregoing small sample thereof, exposes the
falsity of statements to the contrary.
The North Atlantic Pact will scuttle the second Declaration of American
Independence, th·e twin principle of the Monroe Doctrine (against Ameri('a's
Interference In Old World power politics, through alliances, etc.), and will
fly in the face of the advice and consistent policies of the Founders-.Jetferson
chief of all. Thl11 furnishes food for thought inileed ; doubly so when one con- _
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aiders that the Incurably bankrupt British Eurasian F:mpire and Europe offer
no sound basis on whleh to !mild any substlmtlnl degree of power to oppose
Russia there, Rhe having the power to prevent It.
As said before, Britain's policies are Britain's business: except when her
lenders try to draw America Into her power politics schemes In the Old World,
as In the case of this pact. We rµust reject it.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) HAMILTON A. LoNG.
EXHIBIT
A TRADITIONIBT'B

10

A

AMF.RICAN PRINCIPl,EB OF A SoUND FOREIGN
Russo-AMERICAN ERA

PoUCT

IN

THIS

(B)· Hamilton A. Long)
1. America can be eft'P.etive In foreign atralrs only by bPing so sound and
strong-spiritually, sociltlly, economically, governmentally, militarily-as to be
always adequately prepart.>d for the relative, reasonable, security of her power
sphere (where her power con remalu dominant de11plte any Old World challenge), embracing the New World (Iceland to Alaska, and south), and the mid·
Pacific and Australia.
2. America must face the hideous tact that the war gave despotic Russia
power·domlnance over all Eurasia nnd vicinity-her power sphere (where her
power can remain dominant despite any ~ew World challenge); that Russia
can Relze Europe, the l\lld·East and Chlna·s east coast quickly; that her Contlnent-baR4:>d air weapons (the V- 2 t.>Specially) wake Indefensible and neutralize
Britain, Japan, north Africa, und other adjaN>nt areus; 1tnd thflt America must
restrict her policy to fit her power's limits fixed by these power-tacts, to avoid
overextension nnd certain disaster.
3. America can and should li\·e with all nations, especially Russia In tb1s
Russo-American Era, as 11mic11bl)' ai; possible nod work with them U8 fully 11.11
possible; and should take the lend in using constructively all international
agencies like the United Nntlons und not help to pervert them Into tools of
never clumgjn~ Old World bnlance of power politics-us Britain and Russia,
for example, nlwa)'S do.
4. Amerl<'n should understand, and be on guard against, the dangers of warbreeding Old " ' orld power politics, especlnily Britain's ceaseless balance of
power scheming to use other nation's power as her tool In opposing her 11trongest
rivfll on the Contlnt.>nt. and the dangers of bankrupting, Old World, militarism
and military alliances; nt.>wr permitting America's course to flt into this disastrous, evil pattern.
!i. America cun and should llrn hy her New World. Arneri<-1rn, principles desplte--no. because of-the lonthesome, cancerous disease, communism. which
has nttnlnecl great potenc)' In the Old World aftf'r feeding on its Inner decay
for n C'entury; and, to haven sound foreign polic~· and be safeguarded Internally,
we must nnrlerstuncl the Communists' aim of world-rule, the creeping paralysis
nature of communism, the fact that It is basleally sorinlism with despotism
added (so It cannot be defellted by fostering Socialist regimes. whose stateover-man system paves the way tor the despotic degree of state-over·man under
tyrant·Soclalists, such as Communists), and we must understand that the stnteover-man program In Ameri<·u now. of e\·er-lrwreasing Gon•rnment controls and
welt'ure-stnte measurf's 11ncl killing taxes, is part of the initial program of all
Socialists, Including Communists.
6. America must not start a "preventh·e·· war; nor act in Russin 's power spherP
in a 11111nnt.>r whieh Amni<'a would never tolerate flt Russia's bands in l•Ur power
sphere for security rt.>asons. nor do anything in Russia's power sphrre whi<'h is
conducive to armed action by her there in self-defense, ns :<he sees her security
need ther~her view controlllng her actions there. like Ameri«n's in her own
power spber~beeause a contrni·y cour11e will ,·ktimlze the helpless peoples of
Rui;sin's pow•.•r sphei·e, whom we <:annot defend against her, and blight civilization If wu r resn lts.
7. Amerl<'n must not Increase Hnssin's Eurasian war-potential, certainly not at
the expense of our own--of our <iangeronsly depleted, limited. natural resources
eonstituting mainly a vital part of the just heritage of all future generations of
Americans. for whom our g-cnerntion is merely tempornry trustee. nor permit the
Kremlin's tactic of conquest through bankruptcy to succeed, in Amerkn.
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8. America can have a sound, American, foreign policy only by living faithfully
by our uniquely. Awerlcan traditions and principles underlying the New World

dreaw, a pructlcal program, of a New World ch·llizatlon made secure and ever
L~tter despite the Old World's inner decay and decline which America ls powerless
to cure.
9. America bus a moral obligation thus to remain America In the richest and
fullest sense of that Inspiring word; hu11bandlng her limited strength-spiritual
and material-to insure fulfillment of her primary mlsslon a11 the main plllar of
1'ew World clvlllzatlon and the beacon light and citadel of indMdual liberty,
which can be transmitted to other peoples by example only, not by sword or dollar.
10. Ame1·1ca·s obligation and need to live by American principles are such that
any who favor their abandonment In any respect have the burden of proof, of
persuasion ; and they should respect American standards ln the process of making
their case before the people, entitled to the full truth at all times, especially from
th lr public servants, and to be treated as the sovereign authority under genuine
self-governwent and not victimized by false propaganda by them or anyone else.

EXHIBIT

B

CHBONOLOGIC.AL RECITAL OF SoME HIGH LIGHTS BE THE BACKGROUND OF THE
NORTH ATLANTIC PACT

1941
August.-Churchlll and Roosevelt agreed, at the Atlantic Charter meeting,
that Hritlsh-Uuited States forces would police the postwar world (excluding
Russia deliberately, so far as Churchill at least Is concerned, beyond questions).
Roosevelt then told Sumner Welles, at the meeting as Under Secretary of State,
that nothing could be more futlle than another Assembly like the League of
Nations In the postwar period; and, If there should be one, other nations (like
Norway and Belgium and the other American Republics) would be Invited to
participate only ·•ostenslbly"-Welles· word, recording what Roosevelt said,
because Britain and America would have the power and do this world-policing
job. (See discussion pp. 28-24.)
These secret ngreements In the main explain the postwar British-United States
policy. Still earlier In 1941 the Roosevelt administration "objecth·es" had been
secretly stated as Including prevention of the disruption of the British Empire
and ... • • eventual establishment in Europe and Asia of balance of power
• • •." This would seem to Indicate that Roosevelt, as well as Churchlll,
bad in mind at this time British-American military collaboration to· otrset the
prospective power dominance in Eurasia of Russia-with Japan and Germany
eliminated by defeat in the war.
Churchill's attitude toward the prospecth·e United Nations Organization at
this time-that it could not be relied upon to be effective-continued without
change; as Indicated in his statement In 1949 that: "I .had always felt during
tire w"r that the structure of wo1·ld security could be founded only on regional
organizations." [Italics added.]
This ties In with the statement regarcllng the United States attitude contlnuJngly, by then ex-Under Secretary of State (now Secretary) Acheson-In October
1948, in an address. He snid that unity among the great western powers was
essential to world peace, and that the United States worked toward that goal
through and immediately after World War II-1941 set the pattern.

1943
Churchill, at Harvard, called tor continuation after the war of the BrltlshAmerlcan Combined Joint Chiefs of Statr sitting in Washington. (He won.)
Secretary Knox reportedly had discussed with Churchill earlier at Quebec bis
plan for British-United States control of the seven sens after the war pending
permanent peace arrangements, and Knox got approval of the plan in London
later, with Russia to be allowed to participate to some extent.
Governor Dewey, of New York, called tor a postwar British-United States
alliance.
Prime Minister Smuts, of South Africa, as No. 2 man In British War Cabinet,
speaking before secret meeting of officialdom In London. !mirl Britain would be
bankrupt after the war; Germany, France, and Italy would be powerless; Russia
would be mistress of Eurasian Continent, and called tor a British-led western
90614•- 49-pt. 3---20
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Europe bloc (In etrect, Western Union) as the basis of "the next world-wide Brit·
lsh system"-to balance the power of the United States and Russia. The
reported reaction of the Netherlands Government-in-exile, in London, was that
an Atlantic bloc to c<introl Germany and otrset Russia should be composed of
America as the arl'<ennl. Britain the bm;e, western Europe the beachhead.
Hopkins at Quebec had memorandum quoting United States high mllltacy
authorities' estimate that after the war Russia would be In complete control of
Europe, powerwis~potentlally (seep. 9).
19H
Churchlll and Eden in Paris lining up France for western Europe bloc; In
response to which DeGaulle and Bidault, French chiefs. invited to Moscow.
Similar British bids made to Belgium, Bolland, Denmark, Norway.
Churchlll obtained promise from Roosevelt of 5th billion dollars of ftrst year of
postwar lend-lease for Britain (seep. 7) .
Earl Browder (Communist chief in United States) book published, advocating
plan closely paralleling President Truman's "Point 4" program (seep. 8).
1945
JriLy.-Potsdam Conferen~Russia's expansionist alms ' and tactics made
clear. Attlee regime succeeds Churchlll's. Sumner Welles warned Britain getting ready to rebuild Germany for use against Russia (seep. 27) .
A 11gust.-Bevln prepared his "peoples, not pasbes" memorandum-plan for new
British Empire technique and development In Mid-East and Africa (see pp. 7-8).
September.-First Foreiirn l\linlstPrs Conference, London; bitter Oght between
Bevin and Molotov, with ByrnPs backing Revln (ln line with his plan before the
meeting, per bis book); In effect backing British Empire's Eurasian aims against
Russia's. The Balkans were the chief Issue, the real contest being for power
dominance there, though talk all about "elections."
Attlee secretly arrnnged with President Truman for later (November) confer·
ence In Washington with Canada re "atomic bomb"; widely taken to be an attempt
to "scare" Russia (not present) into being good.
,.
Churchlll-Truman arrangements made about this time for the nslt of Churchill
to the United States In 1946; to make the l\lan·h 1946 address at Fulton, Mo.
Truman began to formulate. about this time, his ideas which took the form of the
"Truman doctrine" In March 1947; according to a most reliable report, in the
spring of 1947.
These arrangements and plans were secret. of course.
Field Marshal Wilson, In Washington as British chief of Combined Joint Chiefs
of Stntr, CQlled on Congress, in effect, to bait demoblllzntion and bringing troops
borne lest the Balkans be left to Russia; thus revealing the real nature of the
strul!'gle at the Foreign Ministers meeting.
Octobcr.-Unlted States planes and ships moved Chiang Kai-sbek's armies
to the north, In an attempt to give them control over North Chinn and Manchuria-against Reds. Mllitary lend-lease had previously been extenlled into
1946 for Chiang.
November 7.-In Parliament, Bevin and Churchill made quite similar speeches,
Indicating determination to line up western Europe with Britain, to lean on
United States support-i"speclally the atom bomb, and In general to prepare to
fight the power-struggle with Hussia vi1rnrously. Churchill cried for atomic
bombR for Rritain (from the United States). Bevin admitted power-politics was
"naked and unnshamPd" in the recent Foreil?D Ministers Conference; and lo effect
wrote otr the United Nations entirely (months before Its Orst Assembly meeting),
saying "• • • Britain's policy is to keep on policing the world as Rbe bas
aiwa)·s tried to do-until a league of nations Is developed which can be trusted
with the atomic bomb • • • ."
Xot't'mbcr 15.-Wnshington "ntomlc bomb" conference; United States, Britain,
Canada.
November 2~.-In Pnrllnm<>nt, Be\·ln snid in effect be proposed to work for a
western Europe nlinmPut with Britain. (I ltf~Pt to Russia's eastern Europe bloc.)
Note NewswPek report ( sPe p. 2·0 about this time that United States officials
about re:uly to back British, )Jinn for west<>rn Europe bloc to match Russia's (in
or out United Nations)
Cirnn:hill 1111'h·pssed BPlgian Parliament in support of western Europe bloc;
asserting thnt British-l'nltt>tl Stall's relations getting steadily closer.
DeGaulle working in this period to have French leadership of this bloc; and
referred to France as "beachhead" for Britain and United Stutes-".tbe bridg~
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bead of the West In Europe'' ; referring to looming power-contest with Russia
in Europe. That Is a military term, landing place for invaders. Kuch backlne
and filling and confusion In Washington re China policy.
D~er.-DeGaulle continued his espousal of role for France of balancing
power between Russia and United States.
General Mareball sent to Chlna to foster coalition regime.
1946
January.-Cbnrchill, in Florida, "vacationing"; publicly expressed the hope
that United St1ttes troops "are not all going home be<·ause we (the British) are
not numerous enough to handle postwa1· Europtl alone" (against Russia, of
course). This was the month in which first United Nation Assembly meeting
convened. In this general pe1·iod, e'fen earlier, perhaps, British financing ot
Greece scheduled to end nt end of British fiscal year 1947 (on March 31).
Februa111.-Secretary Byrnes and Barney Baruch visited Churchill in Florida;
doubtless to discuss the forthcoming Fulton, Mo .• address by Churchill. Reliable
report states that Churchill also had a hand In preparing the Byrnes speech,
made soon ofter returning from Florida, widely referred to as the "get tougb
with Russia" speech; In which he sold, in elleet, thnt Britain and the United
States and their friends in the United Nations would work together within the
United Nations, "veto or no veto," so to speak. Vandenberg also indicated at
this time that it was time for n "firmer" attitude toward Russia, though he declared thut the success of the United Nations depended on Russo-American cooperation. Churchill reportedly I a later report) vhlited the White House to
discuss with the President his coming Fulton speech. In this period Stalln
made an aggressive speech; clarifying the power struggle.
.t/u.rcll.--{'hur<·hill speed1 at I<'ulton, :\Io.; in HUbstance ealling for continuing
United Statt>t<-Brltish military colluhorution; In ef'tect u working mllitury alllunce
featuring coopt>ration around the glohe. Uu,.;slu was denrly the target. Presldt>nt
Truman denied he knew In advance what Churchlll was going to say but reliable reports show he was Informed in advance.
Bad press and public rea<'tlon to the alliance proposal ; but a British correspondent In Washlnicton cabled London that the White House and State Department had advlsetl him the people would be "educated" to a<"Ceptance of this
program I In reality fulfilling the August 1041 deal for Brltli-ih-Unlted Stutes
policing of the postwar world) . This "education" took the form of the fictitious
"imdden" crisis of March 1947 and the equally flt•titious war scare of March
l!HS, In part.
June.-Reports of United States pl1111s for eastern ::\Iedlterrnnean base, British
wfthdruwing defenses from Mediterranean to East Africa .
.Sept<'mber.-Publlc official discussion in London of plans to withdra\V troops
from Greece.
F<1ll of 1946.-Thl!I was the period In which the Britll'lh and Uuited States
officials worked out their pbrns regardln~ the Greek-Turkey aid program sprung
"suddenly" as a "erhd11" In February-March tv47. Long eontlnued consultations
with Greek officials in Greece; and with Tsaldaris, Greek premier, In Washington
in December 1946. As previom1Jy nott'fl, theHI:' plum•. culminating in the "Truman
doctrlue'' In 1947, had roots renching ha1•k rt>portedly to ahout Reptember 194!i.
In this perlo<I, also, plnns were being dll'lcussed between London and Washington reg11r11ing, or looking toward, the llnrshall ph111 progrnm and Unit<>•!
Rtates bucking of the British plans for development of a new emJlire in the Mideast and Africa-per the Bevin August 1945 "peoples, not pashas" memorandum·
In line with the Truman point-four propoiml of .Junuary l!l49.
•
1941

./(111uar11.-:\Iarsh111l returned to Wui;hington. replacing Hyrnei;. Hnd top-sec1·et
communicntions with Bi>\'in regarding Ilevin plt>ns for more billions for Britain.
:\lur,.;hall l'l!lid n1tt po;;..'<lble u11l1>ss aid for Britain nrn<le p11 rt of aid to Europe;
becaus!' American people would not 1<tnnd for It (per H.J. Tnylor, ('mnuopolitnn,
M11rd11114~). llevl11 ple11s continued, for about=>% billions.
Churchill article In Collier's (J1111u11ry 4 Issue) urged <Tention of rn1t1>d
l':tntes of Europe bueked by United Stutes power-the atomic bomb. Declnre<l
that R11ssl11 could O'ferrun Europe at will ; hilt th!' homh was ·•ttw 111>w bnlnnclng
fact.or." Expr1>ssly d1>fli>d Communists and Russin In urging the plan.
Franco-Brltl!<h mllltnry alliance announced: and Unit.Pd Htut!'s nppro'fal
thereof.
!10614--4!1-pt. 3--:10
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Pursuant to bis earlier speeches advocating a united Europe, Churchill formed

a committee to promote It. On same day, announcement made that Dollea--wltb

approval of Vandenberg and Dewey-favored United States backing of economic
federation of western Europe based on International control of Germany's industrial resources; expressly In competition with Russia.
New Republican Congress met with great plans for budget cutting; especially
the milltary budget.
Februar11.-Economy plans knocked Into a cocked hat by sudden springing of
the "crisis" regarding Greece and Turkey ; privately at first, with ke_I Members
of Congress. Full plans made for the melodramatic public moves; Including
a joint session of Congress to be addressed by the President, etc.
March.-Tbe Truman doctrine program suddenly sprung on the public before a joint session, addressed by the President. Promptly Tsaldarls of Greece
cabeled the PrP81dent thanking him for carrying out his promises of the preceding December, when he was In Washington. The crisis wa.s spurious; repeated announcements having been made over 6 months and more of the planned
gradual withdrawal of British troops from Greece and the Brltl!ih plans to stop
financing Greece on .l\Iarch 81 having been long fixed and published as previously mentioned (In London If not elsewhere); per press reports.
A year later, In March 1948, President Tl'Uman admitted that this "Truman
Doctrine" announcemi>nt was just a preliminary to the later announcement of the
"Marshall plan" (really the Bevin-Marshall plan) In the following June.
Press reports about this time.of lmpendinir new tlnnnclal aid for Britain.
The "Truman Doctrine" announcement at first did not take the Vnited Xations
into consideration at all; a later resolution pertaining to It. In the midst of this
.excitement, at the beginning of thi> month (or February 28) Secretary of the
Navy Forrestal made clear the extent of Rrltlsh-Unlted States fulfillment of the
oCburchlll, I•'ulton, Mo., pli>a : saying In an address that: "Our fleet, In ronjuncaion with the British, is now doing what the British did alone for 100 years.''
Especially in the Mediterranean nnd Middle I~ast area, he might have added.
Yet note the following item.
Although in this month of the annom1ct>ment of the "Truman Doctrine," when
the Senate aski>d qui>stlons of the Stnte Dep11rtment reir1nding the true picture
behind It, the State Department, thronirh Pnd!'r Secretnry A<'heMn, asserted .
that the Greek-Turkey aid program was "not connected with an~· oil concessions
which American companies may have In the :Sear or Middle East." But in the
following November It was ni<sPrtefl In a spPech that the .U nltPd Stat~ •·1s striving
to keep the oil fields of the l\Ilddle East out of the hands of an •unfriendly great
power'." (This means underwriting long-standing British policy ln that area;
yet Acheson In March denied that the United States was underwriting British
policy there.) This speech was by the State Department's <"hief of MiddleEast Afl'airs.
April.-ln Mos<"ow, Recretary Marshall ri>portedly asked Be,·fn for a eopy of
his August 1945 "peopli>s, not pashas" memorandum. A clear break with the
Kremlin was made nt this meeting; paving the way for British-United States orgnnimtion of west Germany, putting throngb the already planned "Mnr!'hall
plan," preparing for the developmi>nts leading to the military alliances program
and so on.
May.-Acheson's Clevi>land, l\llss.. speech outlined ln general what was coming
ln the "Marsbnll plan" the following month; discussions about It being conducted
with London officials SN'ri>tly.
Junc.-Aonouncement of thP l\lnrshall }Jinn, pri>tendlng thnt there b1td be\>n
no prearr1tngements with London : but this proved to be falsl". thi> London Prt>,;s
"spilling the benns," causing Bevin to protest publicly. This was carrying out
the .January 194i Bevln-!\Iurshall plnns.
J11ly.-Press reports from Britain Indicated that the British public took It for
grunted that the l\larshnll plan was just an excuse for more aid for Hrltnin,
to broailen the coverage to mnke it more pleasini;?; to the Amt>rican 1mbllc: jnst
about what l\larsh111l hnd tol<l Bevin wns ni>cessary In thoRt> .January t·ommunlcatlons.
·
R11111mcr-fa.~l. -Grent pressuri> applied by United Stnti>s oflklals to forN' Into
line l\larshnll-plan nations, to make the program ncceptnble to Congress; but tht>
British shnre (tile 5 1,ll billions askert for h~· BPYin In .January, bt>ing the umntmt
promised Churchill by Roosevelt in 1944) ri>mnined fixed.
Nol'<'mbcr-])cccm11cr.-At Fori>lirn Mlnistt>rs' Conferi>nee, <'ODIJllt>te bf('nk with
Russia made: and way paved by :\farshnll and Bevin for thi> torthromln:: He,·in
call tor 11 European military allian<"e (to be the Brussels Pactl . Tempornr~· or
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Interim "aid" voted at this time, with much tommunlst scare, just as the London
Times bad predicted; though the Marshall plan was said at first not to be antlCommunlst or antl-RUl!flla. Chairman Eaton of House Foreign Aft'alrs Committee made the first public admission by an oftlctal that Russia could overrun Europe
at will, he saying In 24 hours. Also, progress being made in building up Germany and Japan, preliminarily, as bulwarks In the contest with Russia, In line
with the Acheson speech of May 1947 at Cleveland, Miss., forerunner of the
Marshall-plan announcement.

1948
January.-Bevln called for Brussels Pact alliance, with United States immediate blessing. In bearings on Marshall-plan aid, much heard of a United
States military a111ance with Brltlan and her continental a1Iles and also about
military lend-lease to rearm Britain ancl Europe against Russia. Much scaremongering, as prelude to the fictitious war scare of March-April; part of the
melodramatic atmosphere of the Truman address to the joint session of Congress (on the day the Brussels Pact was signed) promising United States backing to the Brussels Pact allies.
Before the House Armed Services Committee, In April, I denounced the
war scare as a fake, which was admitted to be true later In the year.
.April.-The long-prepared program for military aid to Britain and her .allles
was almost announced by the President; but he finally put It off, as being premature, the public not having been sufficiently "educated" to accept It readily.
It was ~ftlclally admitted In various quarters, however, that the lend-lease program was being readied. It was just a question of timing.
May.-Finally decided to confine tbe immediate step to that embodied in the
Vandenberg resolution ( S. Res. 239), which was reported out of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee without any bearings. 'l'hls resolution was addressed
to arti<'le fil of the United Nations Charter prlmarlly, In llne with what Senator
Vandenberg had written H. F. Armstrong In October 1948, was under active
consider& tlon.
Junc.-The Yanrlenberg resolution, brought out only a few weeks before adjournment tor the political conventions, In the midst of all the political jockeying
for the presidential nominations, received scanty attention In the debating process, only a few hours being allowed tor this purpose on the crowded Senate
calendar. During the debate that took place. few Senators were present much
of the time, according to the record, It being difficult to get quorums to respond.
On the whole. under these conditions, with many key Senators not present at
all tor various reasons, the resolution received woefully inadequate debate.
July lo November.-Notblng in particular was heard about the proposed
North Atlantic Pact during the campaign. It was given the silent treatment.
With no Issue presented, the popular vote was no test of approval or dlsapprornl,
not one voter in 11 hundred even knowing anything about the existence of the
Vandenberg resolution It ls believed, and not one In a thousand knowing ahout
the substance of It.
l'tfeanwhile. however. United States officials, military and otherwise. we1·e
conferring with those of British nnd western J<;urope nations. preparatory to the
planned 1949 development of the project. Great pressure was applied, according to reliable reports, on various of the nation!'< to bring them Into line with
British-United States plans, notably on the Scandinavian countries-most of
nil on Sweden. Typical power-politics techniques were employed In preparing to
bring America, by this means, Into this alliance With the Old Wo1·Jd.
NOTE

The foregoing gives just a sample of the background developments which are

ot Interest in this connection. All of the above items can be documented if
needed; like the facts stated In the main part hereof.

HAMILTON
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